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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL.
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the State of Michigan:

Gov. Albert E. Sleeper.
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Hun. Fred L. Keeler.

Gentlemen:— I have the honor to transmit herewith the manu-

script and illustrations of ;i treatise on the Agaricaceae <>r Michigan

by I>r. 0. II. Cauffman wiili the recommendation thai it be

printed and bound ;is Publication 26, Biological Scries .~>. in two

volumes.
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R. C. ALLEN,
Lansing, Michigan, February in. L918. Director.

Ann Arbor, Michigan,

Sir:— I submit herewith n monographic report on the Agaricaceae
of Michigan by Dr. C. II. Kauffman. This m graph is the

result: of field and laboratory studies made by Dr. Kauffman during

the past ton years, and its object is i<> summarize what is known "i

the occurrence and characteristics of the s]>ecie> which have been

found in the Staii'. It should be of service t<> students and teachers

of botany, to mycologists, and to persons interested in fungi ;i>

food. The report is to be considered as an addition to the series

of monographs on Michigan plants and animals which tin- Survey
is having prepared.

Very respectfully,

ALEXANDER <i. BUTHVEN,
Chief \ aturalist.

R. <\ ALLEN, Director,

Michigan Geological and Biological Survey.





PREFACE

This report is tin- result of a series of surveys initiated in the

summer of L906. During that season the shore of Lake Superior

was visited at six |ioints: Satilt Ste. .Marie. Munising, Marquette,

Huron Mountain, Houghton and Isle Royale a1 Washington Island.

In the summer of L905 the region around Bay View in Emmet

County was well covered in an independent study and these results

are also incorporated. During 1!»<»7. L908 and L909, the flora of Ann

Arbor, Jackson, Detroit and neighboring regions was studied. In

L910, 1911, 1912 and 1913, portions of the summers were spent at

New Richmond, Allegan County. Brief trips were made to other

points in the state: to Negaunee, Alpena, South Haven, etc, but due

to dryness or to the time of year, comparatively little material was

obtained. At all these places a considerable area was covered so as

to include all possible habitats.

The purpose of the report is primarily to afford the people of

Michigan a comprehensive account of the Agaric flora of the State.

The extended study necessary to determine the material soon

showed the need of critical notes for many species. Hence the

report has developed into a manual of considerable size since

it seemed worth while to include a large amount of general as

well as scientific information, such as is widely scattered in

hooks and journals and is not accessible to most readers. There

resulted a twofold arrangement of the commentary under the

different species: first, an effort i<> simplify the identification of

a species through suggestive comparisons and data of interesl noi

given in the formal descriptions; second, critical discussions, from

a more purely scientific standpoint, intended for advanced students

and mycologists. Many species, especially those of •-mall size and

for which a microscope is essential for identification, have been

discussed in the notes solely for the specialist. But e\ci\ ellort

has been made to clarify the descriptions <>i the larger mushrooms

to the advantage of the beginner.

All descriptions of species not in quotation marks were drawn

from fresh plants collected in most cases i>\ myself or senl t<> me

immediately after picking. The reported spore-measuremenU of

nil 9UCh, except a few where noted, hnr, hi , ,i mmh hit n>r and all
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errors are therefore to be laid at my door; the same is true of the

other microscopical details. Outside of the list of species reported

by Longyear, nearly all of which I have collected also, few Mich

igan species which I have not seen in fresh condition have been

included. It seemed safer not to rely on oral information as to the

occurrence of a particular species. All available literature was

used in the final determinations and the fresh specimens were com-

pared carefully with the original descriptions of Peck and with

those discussed in the works of Fries and many other mycologists.

Most of the important works were taken along wherever collecting

was done away from Ann Arbor, and besides this full descriptions

and notes were written on the day on which the specimens were

found. Usually sketches or colored drawings were also made of

the fresh plants. In many cases photographs were obtained al-

though this was not always feasible. The microscope was con-

stantly at hand and spore-measurements were made on the day of

collecting.

The descriptions of many authors are often very incomplete.

Spore-size, presence or absence of cystidia, odor, taste, width or

closeness of gills, and many other characters are often lacking.

An attempt has been made to complete all descriptions so that the

student may have a means to make full comparisons between species

of a genus. I have found it very discouraging at times to find the

one decisive character in a description lacking; in such cases it

often becomes necessary to look through many, books for the in-

formation wanted. No. one can be more fully aware than T of

the pitfalls lurking in such an attempt to emend the traditional

descriptions. It seemed to me, however, that the errors which may
have resulted from a wrong interpretation of some species were
far outweighed by the information added to the many others. The

principal claim for the descriptions is that they are relatively com-

plete and accurate for the plants found in Michigan and that the\

were drawn from fresh material.

The work on the genus Coprinus has been done by Dr. L. H.

Pennington for which I make grateful acknowledgment. That this

difficult genus has been properly represented is entirely due to

his efforts. Many of the species were cultivated by him in the

laboratory and are strikingly shown in his photographs. The work
was started while Dr. Pennington was still at the University of

Michigan.

The genus Cortinarius has been included in the form of a pre-

liminary monograph of the species of the eastern United States.
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Experience has shown that it is scarcely wise al present to refer

more than a Pew to synonomy because of the Large Dumber of

species. Bence I have included the descriptions of those American

species which I have ttot yel seen, placing them in quotations. The

species found In the State can be easily separated by the Locality

given.

Throughout the work on tliis report I have been indebted i«>

many individuals for help in identification, for specimens and for

sympathy and encouragement. Prom Dr. Charles II. Peck who has

SO long held oul a helping hand to beginner and specialist alike. I

have received abundant and unstinted help. To Professor Geo.

P. Atkinson I owe the foundation which has made the work pos

sible. For their many favors I am deeply grateful. For material

and suggestions I am also indebted to Dr. \V. <;. Farlow, Dr. R. A.

Harper, Dr. C. E. Bessey, Dr. L. II. Pennington, Dr. L. L. Hubbard;
Lars Romell ami a number of others. To Dr. < >. E. Fischer and M is.

T. A. ('aim of the Detroit Institute of Science I am much indebted

for abundant and excellent specimens, and especially to Dr. Fischer

for the use of some photographs and for the chapter <>n Toxicology.
.Miss Rose Taylor made many collections at Negaunee.

I also wish to thank here those of my colleagues of the various de

partments of the University for their sympathy and interest ami

especially those officials who have so generously supplied the Uni-

versity library with the necessary hooks and plates for the special

purpose of furthering this study; and also the stall' of the Geological
and Biological Survey, especially Dr. A. <!. Ruthven, lor their

patience and encouragement during the long drawn out progress of

the work. Grateful recognition is due to my wife for a helping hand

in much of the detail work in caring for material, assistance in

collecting and in the reading of the manuscript.
The photographs were taken ami prepared throughout by myself

except those obtained from Dr. Fischer. An effort was made to

illustrate as many as possible of the plants not before illustrated.

For all other plants full sets of references will provide the studenl

with the means of comparison.

Cryptogamic Herbarium, University of Michigan, April I. 1915.
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GENERAL I NTR4 >l M'< TH >N

THE STRUCTURE OF AGARIl S

Aii Agaric is a plant which, considered morphologically ami

physiologically, is composed <>f two portions: the vegetative, called

the mycelium', the reproductive, called the fruit body or carpophore.

Tin- Mycelium

When a spore, derived from the .uills of a fruit-body, germina
it forms a protuberance on one or more sides; this elongates into the

form of a filament, always growing a1 the apex ami usually branch-

ing abundantly, so thai finally a weft or mass of such becomes

visible, even to the naked eye. The filaments thus formed are r<-

ferred to as hyphae, or collectively as mycelium. In diameter they

vary from :'. to <> thousandths of a millimetre ami singly can be

seen only with the microscope. Cross-partitions are numerous ami

the separate divisions are the ultimate units of structure, i. <.. the

cells. Such mycelium is widely distributed in the soil, humus.

decaying wood. etc.. and once established is doubtless perennial,

so that new supplies from spores are probably less common than

ordinarily supposed. It absorbs its food directly through tin- deli-

cate cell-walls and the interior of each cell is thoroughly saturated

with water. It appeals capable of withstanding considerable dry-

ing, perhaps for long periods, reviving ami renewing it^ growth
alter receiving a new supply of moisture. In some cases the

mycelium twines itself into strands which become dark colored

ami tough and which are spoken of as rhizomorphs ;
or minute

tuber-like masses may he formed, termed sclerotia. These evidently

also serve as a resting sta^e during dry weather. The mycelium is

usually hyaline under the microscope, hut massed together appears
whitish to the eye; it may also have other colors, green, blue, red,

yellow, etc.. hut these are not very common. When growing lux

uriantly in artificial beds of manure it becomes the "spawn" of com

menial mushroom growers. Methods are now in use in laboratories

by which many kinds of spores are germinated and the mycelium

grown in pure cultures; the "spawn" obtained in this way is called

•'pure culture spawn."
The distribution of the mycelium in an undisturbed soil, as for
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example, in a park, lawn, fallow field, roadside or in woods, may be

considerable, extending- underground for rods, so that the size of

the plant in the vegetative stage, in a linear sense, is quite large.

Under such permanent conditions, quite a number of species form

"fairy rings'* when they fruit. The mycelium is started at one

point and if the soil is favorably homogeneous in every direction,

growth continues radially from the original point and at the cir-

cumference of this patch of mycelium, where growth activity is

greatest, the fruit-bodies appear each year. In one case 5 "ring"'

with a diameter of 65 feet was observed by MacQuan in Africa.

(Grevillea, 1880-1881.) The appearance of the fruit-bodies of some

species "in troops" is usually due to the fact that only one arc of

the circle is left. In the forest, obstacles are too numerous so that

the •'ring'' does not remain perfect and the fruit-bodies appear
scattered promiscously. Observations made in a clean forest in

Europe for a period of ten years showed that the "ring" of some for-

est species traveled radially for several rods but the periphery at

length became obscure. The mycelium of many species doubtless

is more affected by irregularities in the food supply and hence grows
in an unequal manner, or produces such few fruit-bodies that the

radial growth does not show. Doubtless also where there are scores

of different kinds growing in a small area they intertwine or inter-

fere with each other. During continued wet weather the compressed
masses of- fallen leaves in frondose woods are often found to harbor

patches or sheets of mycelium of many species, which are easily ob-

served by removing the top layers of leaves and which are a fore-

runner of a good crop of fruit-bodies if the humidity is maintained.

Curious sheets of mycelium, of the appearance of sheets of paper,
are sometimes found between planks or other piled up lumber, but

these usually belong to the Polypore group of fungi.

The Fruit Body

The fruit-body, or carpophore, is the portion popularly referred

to as the mushroom, but it must be remembered that it is only a

temporary product of the plant as a whole, just as is the apple
of the tree which bears it. It is usually composed of the pileus or

cap. lamellae or gills, and a stipe or stem; in the genera Amanita,
Amanitopsis and Volvaria there is present in addition a universal
>< i! which breaks away and forms a volva on the stem. In Amanita,
Lepiota, Armillaria, Pholiota, Cortinarius, Stropharia, Chamaeota
and slightly in a few other genera, there is found a partial veil,
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which on breaking away may form an armulus in some of these

For details see the introduction to these genera. The essential

parts are the gills and pileus and these are presenl in everj species

described in this book; the stem, however, is also usually presenl

and such a fruit-body -is a typical Agaric. The tissue of the fruit-

body is primarily an aggregation of hyphae, and hence merely an

extension of the mycelium, compacted to form a specialized Btruc

hire. When a portion of the pileus is cut radially, or of the stem

longitudinally, and magnified with the microscope, it is seen thai

these are merely masses of parallel or interw n\ en hyphae COmpo
ol cells, very similar to tli"-.' of the mycelium. Some of it is special-

ized to be sure, as is the cuticle of the pileus or stem; sometimes

portions are gelatinous, ethers hardened or encrusted, bul this is

mere evident in the mature plant. The tiny beginnings of the mush-

room are composed of much the same kind of hyphae throughout.

The Pilous-

The pileus is essential in that it bears the ^ills. There are only

a lew known species in which the gills radiate out from the top

of the stem minus any cap. ami these constitute the rare genus

Montagnites, none of which are known in our state. The principal

parts el' tin 1

pileus are the surface layer, the margin, ami the flesh

or trama. For the many variations of the structure ami form of

these ii is accessary to consult the glossary, i See also Fig. 1.) The

trama may however, be briefly considered: in the young, fresh or

actively developing fruit-body the hyphae of the trama are usually

compact ami appear like actual filaments, hut as it approaches

maturity the hyphae varies. In some e. g., Coprini, the cells of the

hyphae quickly loosen from each other and become rounded, and the

whole pileus. if not quickly dried by the wind, collapses. Others

are le.ss evanescent and in these the tramal hyphae. although
loosened considerably, support the pileus for some days. Many of

the larger forms, e. g., Tricholomas, retain their compact form for a

long time, and in tough species like Lentinus the hyphae of the

trama appear to retain their close-lying position unchanged. The
trama of the Laetariae is unique and is described under that group.

Many of the smaller Agarics like Mycenas and Galeras have

comparatively few layers of hyphae. often of very large cells.
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Figure 1.—Structure of Agarics: (1) Gills free; (2) Gills adnate; (3) Gills decurrent;
(4) Gills adnexed; (5) Gills seceding; (6) Gills emarginate and uncinate; (7) Pileus
convex; (8) Pileus conical; (9) Pileus campanulate.
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The Gills

Underneath the pileus the gills are attached in the form of knife-

blades collectively called tin- hymenophore. Gravity appears to be

responsible for their position <»m the lower side. Rarely one funis an

outgrowth of an abnormal character on the top <>r the pileus, some-

times in the form of a second mushroom of the same kind with or

withoul a stem, sometimes with the ^ills growing upward from ;i

small area of the main cap. The latfer case has aever been satisfac

torily explained. The .uills arc of course attached all along their

thicket- edge i<> the pileus. They may i>e attached to the stem at

their inner end. also called the posterior end or base; « >i- they may
be free. i. e.. not reaching the stem or at least nut attached. The

manner of attachment is shown in Pig. 1. L-6, as adnexed. adnate

or decurrent. These are important characters for the separation of

genera. In some cases all the gills extend from the margin of the

pileus to the stem, in many, however, they are dimidiate or with

very short gills at the margin of the pilens. The spacing of the

<;ills is quite important, hut considerable variation occurs in the

same species; only relative terms seem usable: crowded, close, sub-

distant and distant. The same may he said of their width.

It is very important to understand their structure. Here a

microscope is necessary. A section cut tangentially across the

pilens and gills will show a good view of the appearance of the

trama, etc., of each lamella. The interior is again composed of

hyphae and in such a section they lie either parallel, converging

along the median axis, diverging, or interwoven irregularly. In all

cases this is the gill-trama and is bordered by the hymenium.

Tin Hymemwn (See Fig. 2, I.)

The border which extends over the whole* surface on both sides of

the uills is the hymenium. "While the hyphae may lie in a general

way parallel to the axis of our section, the large club-shaped cells

which form the border extend outward at righl angles t<> this axis

and form a sort of nap like that of a Brussel's carpet. These large

cells are the basidia, (singular, basidi/um), and ai its apex, as -ecu

in the figure, each hasidinm hears typically four spores; rarely it

may develop only two spores or even three. Bach spore is attached

by a minute stalk called the steHgma, (plural, sterigmata). The

basidia are in turn continuations of the hyphal filaments which com-

pose the trama of the gills. Often there is a slight specialization
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Figure 2.—Structure of Agarics: (1) Vesicular trama of a section through a gill of a

Russula, showing also the hymenium, basidia, and a cystidium (adapted from Fayod) ;

(2) Parallel gill-trama-diagramatic ; (3) Interwoven gill-trama diagramatic; (4) Diver-

gent gill-trama diagramatic; (o)Section of Amanita, showing volva, annullus and scales

on the pileus.
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Figures —Types of spores drawn to scale: i Russula decolorans; 2 Lactariusi
(.i Lactarius tortilis; (4] Inocybe galliardi; (5) Coprinua Imai
phyria; (7) Trichloma laterarium; (85 Amanita
piota naucina; 11) Tricholoma equestre; (12) Tricholoma nobile; [13 Cantherellu
tus. (14) Hygrophorus subborealis: (15) Marasmius
cybe caesariataj (18) inocybe decipientoides; 19 inocybe leptophylla;
Lospora; '-M Clitopilua prunulus; impbidius maculatus;
riu-. 24 Coprinus boudieri ; 25 Hypboloma rugocephahu
(27) Hypholoma hydrophilum ; 28 Psalliota arvei Cropidotua putrigenu
Pluteolus copropbJIus; (31) Phollota flammans; (32) Plueteus cemmi

loma cuspicatum; (36) Noleana dyst I ortinarius
Cortinarius atkinsonianus; (38) type of reticul Hi

10 i '. Cysl dia IS 16 B tsidia
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of the hyphae just inside the hyuieuial layer termed the sub-

hymeitium.
The hymenium may include, along with the basidia, cells of

other shapes or functions; the cystidia (singular, cystidium), (see

Fig. 3, 40-44) are elongated, cells fusiform, lanceolate or have vari-

ous shapes according to the species, and project at maturity above

the basidia. Their function apparently is to aid in the exudation

of water from the plants. (F. Knoll, Jahrb. Vol. 50, p. 453.) The

presence or absence of cystidia is much used to identify certain

species. The observations must be carefully made, however, since

they quickly collapse at maturity in some cases, and in others do not

elongate uutil full maturity of the mushroom. They occur more

or less scattered over the surface of the gills and are often tipped

with oxalate of lime crystals. Also, they may occur on the edge of

the gills and give this a minutely flocculose or fimbriate appear-

ance. More frequently the edge is provided with elongated sterile

cells of various shapes which produce the same effect as cystidia.

In this work these are the only "sterile cells" referred to in the

descriptions.

The spores vary in size, shape, color, structure of surface, etc..

and are fully discussed under each group. (See Fig. 3, 1-34.)

The stem, volva and anmilus are also described under each genus

possessing them.

HABITAT AND GROWTH CONDITIONS OF THE AGARICS

The Agarics, like all fungi, are either saprophytic or parasitic.

They are dependent on organic matter for a large part of their

food; this is due to the absence of chlorophyll which makes them

incapable of manufacturing carbon-compounds from the air. As

saprophytes they occur ou a great variety of substrata ; soil,

humus, dung, wood, fallen leaves, bank, straw, dead animal re-

mains, decaying fungi and forest debris of all sorts. They can even

be cultivated in the laboratory on gelatine and agar with proper
addition of sugars, etc. As parasites they are found on living trees

or shrubs, rarely on herbs. They are often attached to the rootlets

of trees and shrubs on which they cause formation of mycrohiza;
some consider this relation a parasitic one.

tThe fleshy fungi are most abundant in woods and forests and

hence are largely dependent upon the character of the forest.

When the woods are cleaned or the forest cut down, there is often

quite a change in the flora of such a place after a few years. In,
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addition to the proper f I supply for their growth, moisture and

temperature are the two most important factors for the rapid

development of the fungi. The fruit-bodies of mushrooms contain

;i very high proportion of water, varying between 7" and 95 per cenl

according to species, weather conditions, age of plant, etc. The

mycelium is also composed of much water which fills the vacuoles

no1 occupied by the protoplasm. In spite of this fact, a far greater

number <»r species occur in the upland foresl than in wel Bwamps
or marshes. Ii appears as if either some unfavorable soil contenl of

a poisonous nature or too great an abundance of water prevents the

mycelium of many species from growing in low wet places or al

leasi prevents them from fruiting. Only certain kinds grow in marsh

soil; although where there is an abundance of brush, Logs or debris

which ran be used for support the moist surroundings are very
favorable to forms which prefer such substrata. The Largest num-

ber of species are found in forest hillsides, ravines, etc., where there

is a clay subsoil or where the forest floor is covered with sufficient

humus, dead leaves, thick moss or other debris to hold the moisture.

With the moisture content neither too large nor too small in such

situations and where severe drying out is prevented, it would appear
that the mycelium can vegetate luxuriantly, and alter rains, es-

pecially Long continued rains, the fruit-bodies or "mushrooms"
form abundantly.
The temperature must also be favorable for each species. Warm

or "muggy" weather, continued for several weeks with accompany-
ing rains, usually causes the woods and fields to bring forth a g I

crop of mushrooms during July and August. Later, in September
and October, an entirely different group of species appears, often

in relatively cool weather; and some species often appear after the

first frosts, always provided that the soil has been previously
moist enough for the mycelium to vegetate sufficiently. Romell

(Hymen of Lapland), reports that Agarics were abundant near the

tree line, and even in the region along the tree limit right up to the

li f perpetual snow. This would indicate that for some species

temperature is not so important as moisture, although growers of

mushrooms in artificial beds in cellars, etc.. find the temperature a

very critical factor.

It must be remembered that time i> also an element. After a

drought it may take several weeks of steady rains before the fruit

bodies appear above ground. Rotten wood and Logs retain the

moisture and a single rain is ..lien sufficient to induce growth. \

Single heavy rain or even a number of scattered showers, if [mo far
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apart, are not sufficient to produce a crop outdoors. The exact com-

bination of temperature, time and moisture necessary is hard to cal-

culate with certainty even after much experience. The mycelium

must be sufficiently well developed before it has enough energy to

produce fruit-bodies and this development is often slow for reasons

not clear to the collector. Every field student of mushrooms knows

that there are '•good" collecting grounds and poor collecting places.

The conditions mentioned above are probably responsible in large

part and yet very similar fields or woods may be exceedingly unlike

in the number and abundance of forms which are found in them

Just why this is so is not understood.

The species which grow on living trees are many. The most

prominent are here given :

Armillaria melleu. (On roots of living trees.)

Armillaria corticatus. (Hickory, maple.)

Collybia velutipes. (Willow, birch, oak, alder, elm, poplar, etc.)

Pholiota adiposa. (Maple, oak, ash, etc.)

Pholiota alboerenulata. (Maple, birch and hemlock.)

Pholiota destruens. (Yellow birch, willow.)

Pholiota spectahilis. (Birch, oak, etc.)

Pholiota squarrusoides. (Maple, birch, beech.)

Pholiota squarrosa. (Birch, beech, willow, poplar, alder, etc., in

Europe. )

Pleurotus applicatus. (Maple, poplar, birch, etc.)

Pleurotus atrocuerulius. (Mountain ash, sorbus, etc.)

Pleurotus ostreatus. (Willow, birch, basswood, beech, oak, wal-

nut, locust, etc.)

Pleurotus sapid us. (Similar to ostreatus.)

Pleurotus subareolatus. (Maple, basswood.)
Pleurotus ulmarius. (Maple, elm, basswood, hickory, etc.)

Volvaria boiubyeina. (Maple, beech, elm, horse-chestnut, etc.)

These species are probably all capable of some degree of para-

sitism, i. e., can affect living tissue. Direct evidence as to the

extent of this power in each species is hard to get. The spores prob-

ably effect an entrance at a wound, the plant first growing
on the dead tissue at the wound, then pushing through the heart-

wood which becomes rotten as a result and finally affecting the

sapwood and cambium and so injuring the vitality of the tree.

Even if not killed by the fungus, the decayed interior is a source of

mechanical weakness and the tree is eventually blown down by
storms.
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The rotting of cut or structural timber by the mycelium of some

Agarics is perhaps equally Important. Bridge timbers, railroad

ties ;i!ul even house timbers may be attacked. Pholiotn aeruginosa
is perhaps a much greater enemy of railroad ties than the rare

occurrence of its fruit-body would indicate. Lentinus lepideus has

Long been known as a destructive agenl to ;ill Borts of timber. Fire-

wood It'll in ilif woods iii moist situations, even if piled up, may be

attacked by a greal variety of the smaller Agarics. There can be

no doubt thai fungi of all soils, including Agarics, are exteng

agents of decay and are much more effective than bacteria in bring-

ing aboul the disintegration of dead vegetable matter ;ni«l thus

returning it to ilic soil
;

it is only in the later stages of decav thai the

bacteria play the greater role.

Agarics may show ;i decided preference for ;i certain substratum,
e. .u

-

.. kind of wood, kind of dung, kind of leaves, etc.. on which they

grow. Sonic are sharply limited to coniferous wood and are Q<

found on wood of broad-leaved trees, others seem to thrive well

on a greal variety of substrata. A lew are parasitic on other mush-

rooms. I Sec X\ctalis. i The held mushroom Psalliota arvensis and

the common mushroom Psalliota campestris are scarcely ever found

in the woods, just as Cortinarius arimllatus is never found in the

tield. Some consider that the soil is here the controlling factor. It

must he remembered, however, that it is decaying vegetable food,

which is the foundation of the subsistance of the mushroom, and

the presence of barnyard manure or the fact that sheep have pas-

tured in a tield is after all more effective than the mineral content.

This question is not yet settled ami French mycologists lay quite
a little stress on the mineral content id' the soil, insisting that cal-

careous soil and clay soil are the homes of dillerent specif-. With

regard i<» Michigan species, the data are not sufficiently clear.

THE DISTRIBUTION OP AGARICS IN MICHIGAN

Any attempt to give a definite account at (he present lime of the

distribution of species in the stale is fraught with difficulties.

.Many localities have not 1 n visited, and only a prolonged study

of a locality reveals an approximation of the species occurring

there. The very fascination of the search for fungi consists p, their

sporadic appearance. The species appearing one season may he

absent the next. Some species fruit apparently only at long in-

tervals; others only under special weather conditions.

The principal points in the state around which sufficient colh
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ing lias been done to be of any use in such a summary are shown

on the accompanying map. By far the largest part of the material

of this report has been collected by myself, assisted at Ann Arbor

by some of my students. Entire seasons have been spent at Ann

\^ DOMINION 0F CANADA

I L L I N 15

Figure 4.—Map of Michigan showing centers of principal collecting areas.

Arbor, New Richmond, Bay View and along the shore of Lake
Superior and the flora of these regions is now partly known.
The activity of members of the Detroit Mycological Club has re-

sulted in a good survey of the region around Detroit. Between the

years 1896-1903, Longyear and his co-workers studied the flora of

East Lansing, and also obtained material from Greenville, Chatham
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and other points. A few species have been received from isolated

points hut usually such arc common and of wide distribution. The

main central portion of the Southern Peninsula nortb of latitude

}:! has inti been touched; and from the iron-bearing regions of the

Dorthern Peninsula there are no records. Isle Royale was visited

in a dn season and there were lew important finds. Houghton.

Marquette, Munising and Saul1 Bte. Marie were the centers of one

season's extensive collecting and we have a Pair idea of their summer

flora; concerning the many autumn species which assuredly grow in

the coniferous regions of the uorthern hair of the state, we have

little Information, as most students ami collectors musl return t<>

their school duties before October.

The principal species of held and lawn seem to he equally dis-

tributed throughout the state: here may he mentioned Psalliota

campestris and Psalliota arvensis, Ma/r(i8rnius oreades, Psilocybe

esicii, Lepiota nwicina and the Coprini. It appears thai L<\-

piota Morgani begins to disappear in the latitude of Lansing; that

Amanita caesarea scarcely enters our southern border. The species

which grow only on distinctly sandy soil are apparently distributedo • t . ii,
throughout the sandy regions of the state although in many cases

the records are not complete; lor example, Amanita russuloides

ami Amanita spreta have been found only at New Richmond whereas

Ru88ula delica is abundant in sand under copses ami groves all

along the <l real Lakes, hut less a lunula nt in the interior of the state.

Many species doubtless prefer a clay soil ami are distributed accord-

ingly. By far the larger number of species are. however, dependent
for their distribution on the character of the forest. This is most

sharply illustrated by the difference between the flora of the coni-

ferous regions north of latitude 44 and along the eastern and

western border of the state where conifers have existed in the past,

and of the hardwood forests and woodlots of the southern portion.

The genus Cortinarius is composed of seven large subgenera. Of

these, the subgenera Bulbopodium ami Phlegmacium have ;i large

number of representatives in the hardwood region, hut are poorly

represented in the north; on the other hand, the subgenera Tela

nioiiia and Ilydrocyhe occur in large quantities in the coniferous

regions. Whatever factors, therefore. Influence distribution of con-

ifers doubtless affect also the distribution of certain Agarics. It

is much to be regretted thai we have so little data concerning the

original mushroom flora of the 15,000 square miles of the central

portion of the Southern Peninsula once covered by white pine

forests. The nearest approach to original conditions, recorded in
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this report, was foimd by the exploration of the white pine lauds

around New Richmond. None of the virgin pine forest is left at

this place, but second growth groves still yield characteristic fungus

forms. Many of the sand plains at New Richmond remain uncultivat-

ed and are covered with scrub oak
; here, however, the pine flora is no

longer in evidence except as isolated species. Alternating with the

sand plains are clay lands originally covered by hemlock and hard-

woods. In the ravines bordering the river bottoms, there are still

remnants of these forests and these yield a flora which is

comparable with that of Bay View, Marquette, and wherever such

forests exist. The flora of the tamarack bogs seems to be very

similar throughout the state. In the tamarack bogs around Ann

Arbor, we find the same species which are found in the northern

bogs.

It is still an open question to what extent the formation of

mycohiza may influence the distribution. If certain species can

thrive only within reach of the roots of the beech tree for example,

tlien those species are to be looked for only in beech woods. Evi-

dence, however, is at hand to show that some species can

form mycorhiza on a number of hosts. Every collector has ex-

perienced the feeling that many species growing on the ground in

the woods are always to be looked for in the neighborhood of cer-

tain tree species. Perhaps collectors exaggerate this impression
but in any case the subject needs clearing up. With regard to

species found regularly occurring on wood, there is no doubt that

they follow more or less the distribution of their specific substrata.

In some cases, to be sure, a species may have a wide selection of

material on which it can grow, and hence its distribution is not

limited in such a maimer. The species which have a parasitic ten-

dency, like Pleurotus ulmwius, must have their distribution con-

trolled to a large extent by the presence of the foster plant, al-

though no Agaric which requires a living host at all times seems

to be known with certainty.

COLLECTING AND PRESERVING AGARICS

For the Tabic

A basket, clean white tissue paper cut a foot square, a large pocket
knife, a knowledge of mushrooms, favorable weather and the right

place—these are the essentials. Of these the possession of accurate

information is most important, since ignorance may mean sickness

or death. If inexperienced and dependent on others for guidance.
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proceed cautiously and do not become over-confident Colled first

in meadows, pastures and open grounds away from thickets and

woods. Always take every part of a mushroom of which you wish

to make a Btudy. As soon as you have advanced sufficiently to be

able to recognize different kinds always wrap up the species sepa-

rately. It' you are learning how to identify by means of this book,

it will be well to run down and compare the description after i>\i-i-\

collecting trip so as to become versed in the meaning of terms and

also as a check on the correctness of your own or others' opinions.

Avoid the genus Amanita. Also at the first avoid anything that

appears to belong to the genera Kntoloma, Tricholoma, Heheloma

and Inocybe. Avoid all which are no longer fresh and firm, or

which have small burrows due to grubs. Avoid the large, colored

forms until you are well advanced in the subject. All except

Amanitas may be tasted without swallowing with entire safety;

avoid all that have a powerful peppery or nauseous taste. Dr.

Peck states that he has always found those with a taste of fresh

meal i t'arinaceus i to be edible. Avoid the green-gilled I^epiot-a.

Avoid those with a milky juice until you know a great deal about

them.

Try the large white forms which grow on tree-trunks, Plewrotus

ostreatus, sapidus and uhnarius. Try the meadow, field and street

mushrooms: Psalliota campestris, arvensis and rodmani. Try the

inky caps, Coprinus rmcaceus, atramentarius and comatus. From

the woods, always after a thorough study, try Bussula virescens,

Hygrophorus ru.ssulu, Tricholoma personatum and nudum, llj/t/ro-

phorus 8ordidu8 and Tricholoma resplendens are two white mush-

rooms of excellent flavor, but beware of mixing them with the

white Amanita. If you live among evergreen woods try Cortinarnu

violaceu8}
if in southern Michigan Cori inarius michiganensis.

After a start is made, others, one at a time, should lie thoroughly
studied until finally every trip will yield a meal.

My advice to all beginners and amateurs is: <'<>llt<l and Study
the deadly Amanitas first. I have found many people who had

known and eaten a few kinds for a long time, who were entirely

Ignorant of any Amanita; such people arc always in danger in

spite of ami often because of their self-confidence. Fatal poisoning
does not infrequently occur to just such

] pic
The specimens should in all cases he carefully gone over again

before looking. An excess supply can be kept on ice for ,i day Only.

Samples from the basket ran he laid overnight with gills down on

3
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wliite paper aud covered, so that the spore print may be used next

day to check any error before cooking.

For the Herbarium

The fleshy Agarics may be placed in alcohol but if the container

is much handled the specimen soon becomes mushy or crushed;

if, however, it is carefully mounted and fastened on a glass plate

and immersed in a stationary glass jar it may retain its shape a

long- time. The alcohol will dissolve the color and extract it. The

best way to make a herbarium of these plants is to. dry them on a

square piece of wire-netting suspended over a kerosene or other

flame. In this way the mushroom gradually dries without cooking

or scorching. The color may or may not change and this fact

itself is useful to distinguish between species. The dried specimens

are very fragile and should be transferred for a day to a moist at-

mosphere where they will absorb moisture enough to become pliant.

They can then be straightened or gently flattened but should not be

pressed. Placed in a box with a proper label and a handful of

naphthalene or moth balls they will last indefinitely. If beetles

attack them they must be fumigated in a closed box with carbon-

bisulphide; but if the naphthalene is constantly kept with the speci-

men the beetles seldom find their way thither. The use of boxes

of varying size is much to be preferred to the method of pressing

and mounting on sheets practiced by the older herbarium men.

In either case, if specimens are very valuable beetles can be kept

away with greater certainty by Peck's method of the use of strych-

nine. This is dissolved in warm water and sufficient alcohol added

to enable one to spread the mixture easily.

Sulphate of strychnia y8 oz.

Warm water 5 oz.

Alcohol about U oz.

Xotes for the herbarium. Specimens dried and prepared as above

are of little value unless they were correctly identified when fresh

by a mycologist, or, in case they remain unidentified, they be ac-

companied by full notes of the characters in the fresh condition.

The taking of good notes is in itself a sign of a trained mycologist.
But amateurs can, by care and patience, sufficiently describe a plant
so that the specialist can identify it. It is advisable that they fol-

low an outline, of which many have been published. The better way
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is to write a formal description, bul if this is too difficult for the

amateur the following outline may be used:

(If you wish the besl attention from the specialist, do this pari

well. See glossary, i

LOCALITY.

DATE.

I' I NDER.

WEATHER.

EABITAT: ground, Leaves, humus, woods, open grove, field,

lawn, wood ikind), tree (kind), moss, dung (kind), etc.

HABIT: solitary, gregarious, cnespitose, subcsespitose, scattered,

etc.

ODOR: farinaceous, pungent, nauseous, amygdaline, nitrous.

earthy, mild or slight, etc.

TASTE: bitter, acrid, peppery, farinaceous, agreeable, mild or

slight, etc.

PILEUS: size. Shape when i/oiuig; conical, campanulate, acorn-

shaped, cylindrical, convex, etc.

Shape when expanded: plane, convex, obtuse, umbonate, am-

bilicate, depressed, etc.

Surface: viscid, dry. hygrophanous, moist, glabrous, silky, fibril-

lose, virgate, iloccose, tomentose, scaly (kind of scales as:

loose, innate, erect, squarrose. pointed, fibrillose, large, super-

ficial, appressed, etc.), even, rough, wrinkled, rugose, striate.

furrowed, etc.

Margin: (when young), incurved, straight, unrolled, glabrous

(when older), regular, irregular, wavy, tomentose, hairy,

striate, rimose, etc.

Color: (when fresh and moist) (after lying a while). Important.

GILLS: attachment: adnate, adnexed, decurrent, uncinate, i

remote.

Width, relative to thickness of pilots, relative to species you

know, or in millimeters.

Shape, linear, equal width throughout, ventricose, attenuated

in front or behind, broadest in front, etc.
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Spacing, (relative) crowded, close, subdistant, distinct, few.

Texture, waxy, deliquescent, dissolving, dry, arid, fleshy.

Variations, forked, crisped, veined, intervenose, anastomosing,

dimidiate.

Edge, acute, obtuse and thick, serrate, eroded, entire, fimbriate,

flocculose, wavy, etc.

COLOR : very important to give the color of the gills in the young

plant, (e. g., Cortinarius, etc.), also when mature, after

bruising or touching.

STEM: size, length, thickness above and below.

Shape, cylindrical, tapering up or down, bulb (clavate, round-

ed, marginate, or abruptly depressed, large or small), flexu-

ous, straight, equal, ventricose, rooting.

Texture, fleshy, cartilaginous, tough, flaccid, brittle, flexible,

fragile, spongy, fibrous, rigid, etc.

Interior, hollow, tubular, cavernous, stuffed by pith, solid,

spongy, etc.

Surface, (see Pileus.)

Color, difference at base and apex, within and without after

handling, etc.

FLESH OF PILEUS: consistency: rigid, compact, spongy, soft,

brittle, etc.

{Jolor: when moist, under cuticle.

Juice: taste and color, abundance, changing after exposure to

air.

MYCELIUM: color, abundance.

UNIVERSAL VEIL in young specimens, method of rupturing.

VOLVA : size, texture, color, present, absent.

PARTIAL VEIL: in young specimens.

ANNULUS: texture, color, present, absent, fugacious, persistent,

ample, slight, etc.

SPORES : color of spore print, drawing of spores, size.

CYSTIDIA : shape, abundance, present, absent.

SKETCH: a good sketch or diagram of plant or its parts.

REMARKS.
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PHOTOGRAPH [NG AGARICS

Use a basket to collect for this purpose. It is well to have tin

boxes, e. g., cocoa boxes, so thai cadi specimen ran be kept "n

harmed, wrapped separately in tissue paper ami placed upright

in the box. Amanitas especially become deformed of lose some of

their surface tissue if not properly protected. The specimens can

be set upright on decapitated pins in a row as in the photographs
in this report. Natural size photographs are by far the best since

comparisons are then easily made. For Identification purposes
such photographs are much more useful than those taken in the

natural surroundings ami reduced in size; the latter may be good

pictures but are rarely helpful. Every part and every character

used in a description that can be shown in a photograph ought to

be brought out; to this end the specimens must be properly arranged
and the details emphasized. Besides its value in this respect the

photographing of Agarics yields much pleasure and entertainment.

THE CULTIVATION OF MUSHROOMS

The history of this business and the methods in use, whether

on a commercial scale or for home use, have been so often described

that the reader is referred to those works. The best and most com-

plete account is to be found in Bulletin No. 85, Bureau of Plant

Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, entitled: The Principles of

Muxliroom Growing and Mushroom 8pa/u?n Making, by Dr. B. M.

Duggar. For other papers see Bibliography, part (d), and the

mushroom books of Atkinson, Hard, Mcllvaine, etc.





THE CLASSIFICATION OF AGARICS

The plant kingdom consists of two large groups; the Beed bearing

plants or Phanerogams and the spore-forming plants <>r Crypto-

gams. Tlic Latter are sometimes referred to as "the lower plants"

although they include also the Large, tree-like ferns. The Crypto-

gams include the green plants Like the Algae, Mosses and Ferns;

they also include an enormous number of plants which do not pos-

sess the ordinary green color and these are the FUNGI. In the

following outline of the fungi the grouping is given in a scientific

manner, since this is the only arrangement sufficiently accurate.

For the terms which are strange to the beginner, reference must

be made to the glossary. Consistent perseverance and the ase of

elementary books on botany are the only self-helps that can be

advised when one is first plunged into the subject. The best way
to begin the study is by the help of a teacher or of a companion
who is already somewhat informed and is enthusiastic enough to

help others. Mycologieal clubs are of great value in this respect.

This work treats only of a single one of the many families "f

Fungi, and for others the student is referred to the books dealing
with the other groups.

The Keys

The arrangement of the species of each genus in the form "I k( -

or synopses is entirely artificial and arbitrary; heme these keys are

merely guide-boards to point the student in the right direction by
the use of selected characteristics of each species. A specimen is

not to be considered identified when it is ••run down" in the key,

but the name SO obtained should be referred to iii the text and the

description of the plant carefully applied to the specimen in hand.

Such keys cannot be constructed so as to be perfect since plants of

this class are quite variable and one often finds specimens not a1

all typical and hence they do not tit into the key at the right place.

An amateur should use the glossary constantly at first until the

meanings of the terms become fixed. Many of these keys were tried

out for years on fresh plants and continually revised and it is

hoped they will seldom mislead very far. The keys are mostly

dichotomous; starting on the Left, the plant must agree, for example
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with either (a) or (aa). This leads to (b) and (bb) or to the

name of the plant. Sometimes the letters are tripled, etc., as

(aaa), (aaaa). In that case there are three or more possibilities

to choose from.

Arrangement of Species in the Text

The student will find, besides the keys, another means of

identification. This is an arrangement in the text, by which

the species which are the most closely related are grouped side by

side. This is called a "natural classification" and is supposed to

represent a relation according to the laws of evolution. Authori-

ties differ on many points involved in such an arrangement, and

hence it was necessary to follow, according to my best judgment,

the order which appeared to be at the present time most acceptable.

Our knowledge of many species is still too imperfect to expect any
final arrangement. Furthermore, the number of species of such a

small area of the world's surface as Michigan, is not representative

of a like arrangement if applied to all the species of Agarics the

world over. In view of this fact it seemed useless to try to be en-

tirely consistent throughout the work. The genera are therefore

subdivided in the way best adapted for each, although a general uni-

formity is approximated. The genera may be divided into subgenera
and sections, and sometimes the sections are subdivided. In this

way the most closely allied species are usually found together under

the last subdivision.

Nomenclature

The rules of the International Botanical Congress held at Brus-

sels in 1910, have been used (see Authorities and Abbreviations).

Synonyms have been purposely omitted except in so far as they are

mentioned in the commentaries. The study of synonymies is apt
to become a "wild goose chase" and often offers nothing of im-

portance for those who wish to become acquainted with the living

plants; it is well adapted for those who prefer to make their my-

cological studies in the herbarium and library. There is little doubt

that in the course of time, some of our American plants which were

supposed to be different and were given names, will be found to be

synonyms of European species. But there is no need of passing

judgment on such till the evidence is all in. Undue haste in con-

sidering species identical has often brought about more error than

existed in the first place. The field mycologist is constantly finding

species which he had given up as hopeless synonyms, and much col-
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Lecting will make a mycologist cautious. A keen observer, like

Dr. Peck, will often be quite certain of the distinctness of two

species but fails in the description to make the distinction clear or

Btrong enough to others. En such a case herbarium material may
nut show the tacts and only the finding of fresh plants can settle

the question.

The making of new Bpecies in baste is equally unfortunate In

the preparation of this work, Bcores of unidentified species accumu-

lated, and many still remain unidentified. In many cases, bow-

ever, the repeated finding of the same thing, often in better condi-

tion, perhaps with the accessary young stage, and further and

better study on each occasion, resulted finally in its determination.

Except in a few genera where 1 had made mure extensive collec

tions and a more exhaustive study, for example in Russula and"

Cortinarius, I felt it unwise to describe as new mure than a few

striking Bpecies. in spite of the accumulation of synonyms and the

greal possibility that more American species will cud as synonyms,
l believe that there are still quite a few Agarics in the United States

which are unnamed. But it is hoped that such an expression of my
view will not cause every amateur to give names to those he is

unable to identify. In the recent (Herman work of Kicken (Die

Blatterpilze) over L500 species of Agarics are given for Germany,
Austria and Switzerland alone, and very i'vw new species are in-

cluded. This is a good example of conservatism with reference to

the making of new species.

Credit has been given to Fries wherever possible in the use of

names of European species, even where the species is reported trader

Agaricus in the Systema Myculogia. In certain genera only, where

sufficient critical work has been done, e. g., [nocybe, has this pro-

cedure been varied. If inconsistencies occur it is because the

methods of mycologists past and present have been inconsistent.

Outside of possible errors each case has been treated with regard

to the Brussels Rules on the one hand and the latest facts obtain-

able on the other. An attempt is made under many of the Bpecies

to present as much material as possible for the further study n\' the

species.
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AN OUTLINE OP THE FUNGI

I. Mycelium lacking. Bacteria.

Mycetozoa.

Chytrids.

I. Mycelium forming the vegetative part of the plant. II.

II. Mycelium non-septate, (i. e., without cross-walls).

Phycomycetes.

II. Mycelium septate, (i. e., composed of many cells). III.

III. Spores not borne on a differentiated hymenium, not in asci

nor on basidia. Fungi Imperfecta

III. Spores usually borne on a differentiated hymenium. IV.

IV. Spores borne in asci, usually eight in an ascus.

Ascomycetes,

IV. Spores borne on basidia, usually four on a basidium .

Basidiomycetes.

The Basidiomycetes

(1) Basidia not forming a hymenium; spores borne on a four-

celled basidium arising from resting-spores ; parasites.

Smuts and Rusts.

(1) Basidia arranged so as to form a hymenium (2)

(2) Hymenium not in a special fruit-body but developed directly

from the vegetative hyphae in the host. Exobasidii.

(2) Hymenium on or within a special fruit-body I
''< i

(3) Hymenium concealed within the fruit-body till spores are ma-

ture. (See 10th Rep. Mich. Acad, of Sci., p. 63.)

Gasteromyeetes.

(3) Hymenium exposed (Hymenomycetes.) 1 4
)

(4) Basidia forked or divided into four cells; plants usually gela-

tinous, horny when dry. Tremellales.

(4) Basidia clavate or subcylindrical. Agaricales*

Key to the Families of Agaricales

1 1
) Hymenophore* not differentiated

;
basidia scattered on a loose

. subiculum of hyphae. Hypochnaceae.

(1) Hymenophore even, not forming special branches, tubes, gills,

etc. Thelephoraceae.

(1) Hymenophore in the form of wrinkles, warts, spines or tooth-

like plates, usually on the under side of fruit-body.

Hydnaceac.

*The term "hymenophore" is here used to designate that part of the fruit-body which bears
the hymenium, e. g., gills, tubes, spines, etc.
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i 1 1 Bymenpphore in the form <»i' erect branches or an erect, simple,

club. Olavariaci a< .

ill Bymenophore in the form of tubes or reticulations, usually

mi the lower Bide of the fruit-body. Polyporaceae
i 1 i Hymenophore in the form of knife-blades I gilla I

; mosl ly fleshy

plants. {.garicacem

Ki;v TO THE GENERA OP THE AGABICACEAE OP MICHIGAN

(a) Spores mostly white iii mass (ochraceous-colored in

SOllie species of RuSSUla ami Lad a rins ) (1 I

i a i Spores ochraceous, cinnamon or rusty-yellow in mass. ... (21)

(a) Spores Mesh-color to roseate or salmon-color in mass.... (32

i a i Spores purple-brown in mass 1 39 I

i a i Spores black in mass (43)

White-Spored Agarics

1. Gills of waxy consistency: Hygrophorus.
1. Oil's noi truly waxy (2)

2. Fruit-body, soft ami fleshy, decaying (3)

2. Fruit-body toughish, corky or woody; thin plants shrivel

on drying, revive when moistened (15)

."». Gills thick on edge (4)

3. Gills thin (5)

4. Grills decurrenl and forked dichotomously : Gantherellus.

4. Grills not decurrent; plants parasitic on other mushroom-:

Nyctalis.

5. Trama of fruit-body of two kinds of tissue, i. e.. of globular

and filamentous cells; spores globose, echinulate (6)

r>. Trama filamentous throughout (7)

6. With milky juice: Lactor%U8.

• i. Not with milky juice: Russula.

7. Stem eccentric, lateral or wanting: Pleurotus.

7. Stem central (8

S. Gills free 9

8. (Jills adnexed (10)

'.>. Volva and annulus present: Imanita.

'.> Volva only present: Amanitop
'.». Annulus only present : / -

piota.

10. With annulus only : Irmillaria.

1ft. Neither annulus nor volva present (Ill
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11. Stem fleshy or fibrous, sometimes outer rind subcar-

tilaginous (12)

11. Stem cartilaginous, mostly throughout (13)

12. Gills decurrent or broadly adnate, not sinuate at stem :

Clitocybe.

12. Gills at length sinuate or emarginate on stem; mostly

large plants on the ground: Tricholoma.

13. Gills decurrent, pileus umbilicate: Omphalic/,.

13. Gills not decurrent (14)

14. Fruit-body small; pileus thin, tending to remain unex-

panded and bell-shaped: Mycena.
14. Fruit-body small, medium or large; pileus usually ex-

panded when mature, somewhat fleshy: CollyMa.
15. Fruit-body usually small, toughish, thin, not woody (16)

15. Fruit-body larger; stem central, eccentric lateral or want-

ing (17)

16. Trama of pileus gelatinous : Heliomyces.
16. Trama fleshy-membranous ; pileus usually small, not

woody : Marasmius.

17. Plant woody or corky: (Lenzites).

17. Plant fleshy-leathery (18)

18. Gills of the usual kind (19)

18. Gills longitudinally grooved or split on edge (20)

19. Edge of gills serrate-torn : Lentinus.

19. Edge of gills entire: Panus.

20. Edge of gills split lengthwise: Scliizophyllum.

20. Edge of gills obtuse, crisped : Trogia.

Ochre-Spored Agarics

21. Gills easily separable from the trama of the pileus ; margin
of pileus involute: Pawittus.

21. Gills not separating easily from the pileus (22)

22. Trama of pileus vesiculose; spores globose and echinulate.

(See Bussula and Lactarius.)

22. Trama more or less filamentous (23)

23. Inner veil cobweb-like (cortinate) : gills at length dusted

dark cinnamon or rusty; terrestrial: Cortinarius.

23. Inner veil membranous, fibrous or floccose (24)

24. Annulus present: Pholiota.

24. Annulus lacking (25)

25. Stem lateral or wanting: Chepidotus.
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25. Stem ecu I ra 1 (26)

26. Stem fleshy or fleshy-fibrous (27)

26. stem cartilaginous or Fragile i :_".» i

27. (Jills at length yellow, yellow-rnsty, etc.; lignicolons:

Flammula.
27. Gills alntaceus to sordid brown ; terrestrial (28)
2S. Pilens librillose, silky or innately scaly; spores often

angular; cystidia often present: Inocybe.
28. I'ilens more or less viscid when moist, smooth: Heb&Oma.
29. (Jills (lecnrrent : Tuhnrin.

29. (Jills not (lecnrrent lijlli

30. Pilens convex or plane, margin at first incurved; stem

rather short: \ aucoria.

30. Pileus bell-shaped or conical ; stem slender (31)

31. Pileus subviscid or viscid; plant very fragile:

Bolbitiiis and Pluteolus.

31. Pilens not viscid: Galera.

Pink-Sporcd Agarics

32. Stem lateral or lacking; on wood: Claudopus.
32. Stem central (33)

33. Volva {>resent only: Volvaria.

33. Annulus present only : Chamaeota.

33. Volva and annulus lacking (34)

.".4. Gills free: Pluteus.

34. Gills adnexed, adnate or decurrent i 35)

35. Stem fleshy or fleshy-fibrous i •">»'»
I

35. Stem cartilaginous, slender i ">" i

36. Gills at length sinuate: Entoloma.

3(5. (lills decurrent or broadly adnate: Clitopilus.

:;7. Gills decurrent; pileus umbilicate: EccUia.

37. (Jills not decurrent I

:;v

38. Pileus convex, margin at tirst incurved: Leptonio.

38. Pileus bell-shaped to conical, margin at first Btraight: Volanea.

Purple-Broton-Spored Agarics

39. Annulus present ; veil distinct (40

39. Annulus and volva lacking I
* '

40. (Jills flee: P8alliota.

111. (Jills attached to stem : StmpJiarin.
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41. Veil present, remaining attached to margin of pileus,

rarely forming an annulus : Hyplioloma.
41. Veil, if at first present, quickly evanescent or none at all;

slender-stemmed (42 )

42. Margin of pileus at first straight; hygrophanous : Psathyra.

42. Margin of pileus at first incurved
; gills adnexed to adnate-

subdecurrent : Psilocybc.

Blaclc-Spored Agarics

43. Gills delinquescing into a black mass when mature : Goprinus.

43. Gills not delinquescing (44)

44. Spores elongate-fusiform; gills decurrent; soft-waxy;

pileus viscid: GompMdms.
44. Spores globose to elliptical (45 )

45. Pileus with striate or sulcate margin, fragile: Psathyrella.

45. Pileus not striate, rather fleshy, exceeding the gills; gills

variegated-dotted by the spores: Panoeolus.



CANTHERELLEAE

Fruit-body fleshy or submembranous. Stem central or lateral.

Gills thick, obtuse on edge, fold-like or ridge-form, usually forked,

narrow. Veil none.

I*>\ the inclusion of Trogia and several tropical or subtropical

genera, the group is extended by some authors to include sessile

and reviving or arid plants. As Limited above the group approaches

Thelepharaceae on the one side, the genera Clrtocybe and Hygro
his on the oilier. The genus Dictyolus Quel, belongs here, bu1

no species have been found within the state. Ii is characterized by

plants having ;i lateral stem arising from the larger mosses, and by

vein-like, forked gills. D. retvrugus is probably a native of the

state. The group includes Cantherellus, Dictyolus and Nyctalis.

Nyctalis Fr.

I Prom the Greek. wyx} night, referring to the black color of the

host-mushroom.
|

Wnite-spored ; chlamydo-spores abundant; gills thick, distinct,

obtuse on edge; stem central; parasitic on other Agarics; veil none.

Fleshy, putrescent, no1 large-sized mushrooms, developing on the

pileus and stem of the fruit-bodies of Russula, Lactarius, Cantherel-

lus, etc., after the latter have become well developed or are partially

decayed. The gills and basidiospores in our species are often

dwarfed or entirely undeveloped. The propagation of the plant is

instead, dependent on the presence of secondary spores which are

formed in abundance over large parts of the surface of the plants.

These spores are elliptical, brownish, long-spiny, r_' I
s micr. in

diameter. They are formed from the loosened hyphae of the ^u--

face of the pileus, etc., which break up Into chains of spores, and

because of this method of formation, are called chlamydospo
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1. Nyctalis asterophora Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 1132, B.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 19.7.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 81 (as N.

lycoperdioides) .

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 2, Fig. 6.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 6, PI. 129.

Hard, Mushrooms, p. 204, Fig. 162.

Plate I of this Report.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, at first subglobose then hemispherical,

whitish, floccose, at length dingy oroionish and pulverulent. FLESH
pallid, moist, rather thick. GILLS adnate, distant, rather narrow

and thick, obtuse, sometimes forked, whitish or dingy, frequently

not developed. STEM 2-3 cm. long, 3-8 mm. thick, relatively stout,

stuffed then hollow, pruinose or silky, whitish then brownish, often

curved. SPORES often lacking by reason of the undeveloped

hymenium, elliptical, smooth, (> xl micr., white. CHLAMYDO-
SPORES on surface of pileus, etc., abundant, brownish, spiny.

12-18 micr., globose. ODOR and TASTE farinaceous.

Parasitic: on Russula nigricans, Bay View. August-September.

Infrequent or local.

An interesting case of a parasitic mushroom
;

it has an entirely

different structure from that of the host mushroom on which it

grows. For other instances of parasitic mushrooms see Stropharia

epimyces, Volvaria Loveana, Boletus parasiticus, etc.

Cantherellus Fr.

(From the Greek kdntharos, a vase or cup, referring to the shape
of the mature pileus.)

Spore-mass white or yellowish-tinged; Gills forked, fold-like or

almost ridge-form (except 0. aiirantiacus), obtuse on edge; stem

central, confluent with the pileus; veil none.

Fleshy, putrescent, terrestrial mushrooms, with a more or less

turbinate, or vase-shaped pileus, in some species almost membran-
ous, on whose outer side the reduced gills run down the stem in

the form of fold-like, thick ridges or elevations, sometimes markedly
dichotomously forked, sometimes almost entire. They approach
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Craterellus, a genus of the Thelephoraceae, whose bymenial surface

is merely wrinkled and aol gill-like. The fleshy species are much

sought after for the table, and all of them are edible. Pries, in

Epicrisis, included species whose stems are lateral or lacking; these

have been segregated under other genera.
Tin* I'lLFJ'S ni.-iy be <lull yellow, orange, red, cinereous or lilac-

tinged. Sometimes it is deeply infundibuliform, ;is in the mature

C. floccnsus, or it may remain obtuse as in C. cmnabarinus. In the

ashy of ashy-brown species the FLESB is thin ami almosl mem-
branaceus ami these approach species of Craterellus: in the others

the flesh is thick. The GILLS afford the besl means of recognizing
the genus. In C. wurwntiaeus, however, the gills are thin, and, ex-

cepl lor their marked dichotomous character, iliis species mighl be

plated in the genus Clitocybe. The STEM is moderately stout in

most species. In the fleshy forms il is solid, while in the cinereous-

colored, thinner species it tends to become hollow, and in G. in*

fundibuliformls the pileus is perforated so as to form an open tube

down through the stem. The SPOILS are usually elliptical or

elongated, smooth, mostly white or whitish, but in some species

tinged with yellow or ochraceous in mass. The BASIDIA are un-

usually elongated and approach those of Bygrophorus in this re-

spect : they are said to be sometimes six or eight-spored. The 01 >0E
and TASTE of our species is mild and agreeable.

Key to the -s
'/" cies

(a) Plant cinnamon-red, fading, medium size. 5. C. dnnabarinus Schw.
(aa) Plant not red.

ib) Pileus and gills some shade of yellow or orange.
(c) Gills orange, thin, crowded. 9. C. mirmitiacus Fr.

(cc) Gills m>t crowded, ridge-form,
(d) Stem solid, firm.

(e) Plant markedly vase-shaped; pileus deeply funnel-form,
firm, rufous-oranj occosua Schw.

(ee) Plant somewhat top-shaped, entirely chrome-yellow or
fla\ i I. C. cibarius Fr.

(del) Stem hollow, pileus thin, funnel-form. 6. C. iniumUhuU-
fin m '• Ft. 7. C. tubaeformis Ft.

(bb) Pileus and gills not both yellow.
(c) Gills flesh-color to purplish-lilaceus, ridge-form; id.

2. C. clavatus Ft.

I cc) Gills not flesh-color.

(d) Pileus infundibuliform, cinereous or brownish cin<

(e) Pileus perforated in center, stem hollow. 6. C. infundi-
buli Ft.

(ee) Pileus nol perforated; stem stuffed or solid. 7. c tub*

Fr.

(dd) Pileus obtuse, or depressed; subumbonab rnlsb-gi
S. C. umbonatus Fr.
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* Gills in form of thick ridges, rather distant.

2. Cantherellus ciavatus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Fries, Sverig. Atl. Svamp, PL 91.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 19 (as Craterel-

lus).

Bresadola, I, Fungh. Mang. e. vel., PL 82.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 1, Fig. 1.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 431 (as G. neurophyllus) .

Plate II of this Report.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, turbinate to truneate-obclavate, de-

pressed to concave-cyathiform, often irregular and lobed, narrowed

into the stem, at first purplish-flesh color, soon greenish-yellow,

surface floccose or slightly scaly. FLESH thick behind, white,

compact at first, at length toughish. GILLS in form of thick,

dichotomous, narrow but distinct ridges, connected by cross-ridges.

anastomosing below, long decurrent from the elevated margin of

the pileus, rather distant, flesh-color to pale purplish umber.

STEM expanding into the pileus, solid, short, rather firm, fleshy, at

first incarnate-purplish, then pallid, below densely wnite-floccose,

4-8 mm. thick, usually tapering downward. Whole plant 4-9 cm.

tall. SPORES subcylindrical or narrow elliptcal, 10-12x4-5 micr.,

smooth, pale ochraceus in mass. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious, on the ground in hemlock forests of northern Mich-

igan. Bay View, Marquette. July-August. Infrequent.

Well marked by its color and shape. In his later works Fries

referred it to the Thelophoroceae under Craterellus. Its thick flesh

and the well-marked ridges of the Cantherellus-type, seem to be suf-

ficient reason to refer it back to Cantherellus.

3. Cantherellus floccosus Schw. (Edible)

Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. II, 4, 1832.

Illustrations : Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Mem. 4, PL 55, Fig. 9-13.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 33, PL 1, Fig. 18-20.

Hard, Mushrooms, PL 23, Fig. 160, p. 201, 1908.

White, Conn. State Geol. & Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull., No. 15,

PL 19.
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PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad (rarely broader), vase-shaped or trumpet'

shaped, truncate when young, ;u Length deeply excavate-funnel form,

firm, superficially Qoccose or subscaly, yellow at first, <ii length

rufescent to ora >i ge, margin becoming undulate a1 times. FLESH
rather thick, confluenl wiili the stem, white. GILLS deeply decur-

rent, ridge-form, close to subdistant, dichotomously forked, anas-

tomosing throughout, ochraceus to rufous-yellowish, sometimes

darker. STEM short, whole plant 6-15 cm. high (rarelj 20 cm.),

1-2.5 cm. thick, solid, glabrous, pallid-ochraceus, whitish al base,

firm, sometimes abruptly short-attenuate al base, often deep in the

ground. SPORES elliptical, "12-15x7-7.2 micr.", smooth, ochra-

Ceous in mass. ODOB and TASTE mild and pleasant.

On the ground in hemlock forests of oorthern Michigan, Mar-

quette, Huron Mountains. July-August, Infrequent.
A most striking plant when in full luxuriance, forming a Large

vase with considerable capacity to its deep interior. It occurs

gregariously but sometimes several arise at one place or apparently
from the same stem. 1 have not seen it in the portion of the state

where hemlock and pine are unknown. Like the preceding, it is

scarcely possible to confuse it with any other species.

4. Cantherellus cibarius Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries. Sverig. atl. Svamp., PI. 7.

Cooke. 111.. PL L103.

Oillet, Champignons de France, No. 88.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 1, Fig. 2.

.Michael. Fuhrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. 1. No. 26.

Swanton, Fungi, PL 15, Fig. ."> .">.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 123, p. L28, L900.

Hard, Mushrooms, PL 22, Fig. 128, \>. L99.

Gibson, Edible Toadstools & Mushrooms, PL l!». p. 1T."». L903.

Peck. X. V. State Mus. Rep. 18, PL ::•_•.

Plate MI of this Report.

PILErs :; s cm. hroad, firm convex then expanded, soon

depressed in center or margin elevated, often irregular, Bometimes

top-shaped, infundibuliform or one-sided, margin thick ami at t

involute, chrome-yellow or i»'i>- fin yellow, glabrous, not striate

FLESH compact, (hick, white or yellowish toward Burface. GIL! 9

long, decurrent, thick, dichotomously forked or anastomosing, nar
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row, rather distant, chrome-yellow, edge blunt. STEM 3-6 cm. long,

stout, 6-12 mm. thick, narrower downwards, solid, fleshy, glabrous,

chrome-yellow to pale yellow, often tunneled by larvae. SPORES

elliptical, 7 x 4-5 inicr., smooth, faintly ochraceous-tinged.

"BASIDIA 50-75x7-8 micr., 4-spored, sometimes 5-6 spored."

ODOR and TASTE mild and pleasant.

Gregarious or subcaespitose, often scattered. On the ground in

frondose or conifer forests . Throughout the state, from the south-

ern border to Isle Royale. July-September (rarely earlier or later).

Frequent only in certain seasons.

This is the famous "Chantarelle" of Europe, where it is highly

prized, both on account of its flavor and from the fact that its flesh

is free from larvae. In Michigan, and probably elsewhere in the

eastern part of the United States, the fastidious lovers of mush-

room meat are, alas, not so fortunate as their European brethren.

During many years of collecting, I have rarely found this mushroom

free from larvae and I have a large number of records. Occasion-

ally, immediately after its rapid development due to favorable

weather, I have found unattached specimens. The color is often

much paler yellow than that mentioned above and a white form is

sometimes found. It is not easily confused with 0. a/urantiacus
}

which has thin and crowded gills and different shades of yellow.

'5. Cantherellus cinnabarinus Schw. (Edible)

Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. II, 4, 1832.

Illustrations : Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Mem. 4, PI. 55, Fig. 1-8.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 5, PI. 02, Fig. 3.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 161, p. 202, 1008.

Plate II of this Report.

PILEUS 1.5-3 cm. broad (rarely up to 7 cm.), firm, convex and
obtuse or expanded-depressed, often irregular, glabrous, cinnabar-

red, often faded, entirely faded in dried specimens. FLESH rather

thin, whitish or tinged reddish toward surface. GILLS long-

decurrent, dichotomously forked, rather distant, narrow and ridge-

form, intervenose, cinnabar-red, yellowish or pinkish. STEM 2-4

cm. long, 4-6 mm. thick, solid or subcavernous, terete or compressed
at apex, equal or tapering downward, tough-fleshy, glabrous, even,
cinnabar-red or paler. SPORES oblong-elliptical, 8-10x4-5.5 micr.,

smooth, white or faintly pink in mass. BASIDIA long and narrow,
4-spored. ODOR and TASTE mild.
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Gregarious, on the ground in open frondose woods or on bare

soil along woodroads. Ann Arbor, Detroit, NVw Richmond, a1

least throughout i la- Sunt hern Peninsula. July-October. Frequent

Easily known by its color and size. When fresh the color is tin

aabar-red bu1 after exposure to wind and sun the color maj be

Often the stem is diluted and compressed toward the apex, in which

case it is found to be somewhal hollow. Typically the stem is solid.

Some think C. fritsii Quel, is the same, hut thai species is Baid to

have a yelvety-flocculose cap, different colors ami probably smaller

spores. Both lade, and the dried specimens probably look much

alike. Our planl seems to be a distinct American form.

6. Cantherellus infundibuliformis Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 1109.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 1, Fig. 4.

Michael, Fuhrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 41.

White, Conn. State Geol. & Nat. Hist. Suit. Bull. No. 3, PL

15, op. p. ::").

Peck, N. V. State Mus. Mem. 4, PL 56, Fig. 9-16.

FILETS 2-5 cm. broad, umbilicatc to infundibuliform, margin

undulate or looed, pruinose-fiocculose, glabrescent, ciuereus yellow-

ish to watery-brown, paler when dry. FLESH thin, concolor.

GILLS decurrent, narrow, ridge-form, dichotomously <>r Lrregularly

forked, pruiiiose, distant, cinereous. STEM :'>-!> cm. long, 3-7 nun.

thick, Blender, equal or subequal, glabrous, hollow, tereU or com-

]»•( 88ed, yellow. SPORES globose- ellipl Leal. 9 1 1 x7-9 micr., smooth

pale yellowish in mass. ODOB and TASTE none.

Gregarious on the ground in wet swampy places, especially in

conifer woods. Marquette, Houghton, New Richmond. August-
< October.

Distinguished from all the preceding by its thinner somewhal

pliant pileus and darker colors; it often has a sooty or ashy

shade. The center of the cap is usually perforated so as to expose

the hollow cavity of the stem from above. Its spores are quite char-

acteristic and set it off from its ne.ir relatives, which Murrill I

X. A.

flora. Vol. !•. p. L68) has seen lit to include in this single spech
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7. Cantherellus tubaeformis Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Michael, Fuhrer f . Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 41.

(?) Cooke, 111., PL 1108.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex and obtuse, at length depressed

and margin irregular and recurved, sometimes subinfundibuliform,

not perforated in center, brownish-yellow to yellowish ochraceus,

silky-tomentulose, even, scarcely fading. FLESH thin at least to-

ward margin, whitish-ochraceus. GILLS arcuate-decurrent, mod-

erately thick, narrow and ridge-form, dichotomously forked, inter-

venose, rather distant, not prninose, flesh-gray to yellowish-

ochraceus, often slightly deeper in color than pileus and stem.

STEM 3-6 cm. long, 3-G mm. thick (sometimes thicker), fulvous-

yellow to ochraceous, concolor within, terete or canaliculate,

sometimes compressed, subequal, solid or stuffed at first, sometimes

at length hollow, glabrous, often curved, white at the very base.

SPORES broadly elliptical, 7-9.5x5-6 micr. punctate-granular, pale

creamy-white in mass. BASIDIA 60-65x6-8 micr. long, slender, at-

tenuate downward. ODOR and TASTE none.

On the ground or debris of frondose woods of southern Michigan.

Ann Arbor and surrounding region. July-August. Infrequent.

Characterized primarily by its spores and its stuffed stem. It

differs from the preceding also in its rather constant colors. Most

of our plants were entirely yellowish-ochraceous when fresh and the

stem was not hollow. The thin structure of the cap separates it

from other yellowish species. Its name is misleading, since in its

near relative, C. infundibuliformis, the tube is continuous from the

stem to the surface of the pileus, while here the cap is not per-

forated, and the stem usually not hollow except in age. My ob-

servations agree with those of Ricken in these respects. Cantherel-

lus lutescens is a related species, with an orange-yellow stem, black-

ish-brown, floccose-scaly cap and orange gills. Its spores are said

to measure 10-12x7-8 micr.
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**(Hlls approaching the form oj thosi oj trui Agarics,
crowded.

8. Cantherellus umbonatus l'r. (Edibu

Byst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. l L06.

(iillci. Champignons de Prance, No. 94.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 2, Pig. I.

Michael, Ptihrer r. Pilzfreunde, Vol. [II, No. 51.

Peck, N. Y. State Mas. Bull. 67, 1*1. 84, Pig. 8-21 (at

dichotomous Pk.).

PILEUS _ I cm. broad, top-shaped, convex to plane and depressed,

brownish-gray to blackish or smoky-gray, with or nit/unit n slight

umbo, pruinose <»r flocculose, dry, pliant, margin regular or wavy.
FLESH thin, white, becoming reddish with age <»r some time after

picking. GILLS decurrent, rather narrow, thick, dichotomouslv

branched, not ridge-form, close, white, then stained yellowish o\ red

<fish, even on edge. STEM 3-8 cm. long, I 7 nun. thick, equal or

attenuated up or down, elastic, pallid or pale gray, Bometimes

smoky above, appressed-silky, stalled, soft lleshy fibrous within.

SPORES narrow, subfusiform-elliptical, 9-11x34.5 micr., si th.

white in mass.

Gregarious, attached to moss, especially Polytrichum, around

peat-bogs or in swampy woods.

Houghton, Ann Arbor, probably in lake districts throughout tin-

state. July-October. Frequent in fall till frosts or later.

Distinguished from the preceding two by the more highly de

veloped gills, the slight ombb and the tendency for the flesh and

gills to assume reddish stains after being collected. In man;
it is attached directly by its mycelium to the stems and leaves of

living mosses. There is ao doubt that C. dichotomous Pk. i- the

s.-ime species, since the descriptions of C. Umbonatus with which

Peek compared his plant were incomplete, as Saccardo omitted the

faet that the gills are dichotomoush forked.
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9. Cantherellus aurantiacus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Sverig. atl. Svainp, PL 79.

Cooke, 111., PL 1104.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 86.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. 1, No. 27.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 2, Fig. 2.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, PL 37, Fig. 124-125, p. 129, 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 159, p. 200, 1908.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad (rarely 7) pliant, convex-plane, depressed,

at length often concave-subinfundibuliform with elevated margin,

margin at first involute at length undulate, orange-ocltraceus to

brownish-orange, sometimes pale, subtomentose or subsquamulose
on disk, even. FLESH soft, somewhat thick, thin on margin, pallid

or tinged ochraceous. GILLS arcuate-decurrent, thin, edge blunt,

dichotomously forked, crowded, rather narrow, not ridge-form,

bright orange or tinged with salmon-color. STEM 3-5 cm. long,

4-10 mm. (or more) thick, spongy, thickened downwards, or sub-

equal, stuffed sometimes hollow, minutely tomentose, pale orange

varying brownish or pallid-yellowish. SPORES elliptical, 5-7x3-4

micr., smooth, whitish in mass. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious, on the ground, much decayed logs or wood, among
debris, in conifer and frondose woods, more abundant northward.

Throughout the state. July-October. Frequent.

Distinguished from C. cibarius by its thin, crowded gills and

orange colors. A form occurs with pale yellowish-white cap ami

stem
;
this I have seen in Sweden where it is more common than

with us. Fries says a white form also appears. It is marked pois-

onous or suspected by many European authors, although Peck, Mc-

Ilvaine and others have eaten it without bad results, but the flavor

is said to be poor. It occurs mainly in conifer woods but also in

low frondose woods, perhaps where tamarack once grew.



MARASMIEAE

Fruit-body reviving in moisl weather, becoming shriveled when

dry; fleshy-leathery, tough or toughish, persistent, normally not

putrescent. Stem when present, continent with the pileus. Par-

tial veil or universal veil Lacking.

Tlie species of this subfamily are well-marked by their ability to

cease growing and to shrivel up in dry weather, and by their rejuve

nescence and further developmenl when they become wel again.

The gills are never corky or woody and only slight lv fleshy, asuallv

arid and toughish. It is possible, however, to And forms which

approach Collybia, Mycena and Pleurotus and which represenl

connecting links between those genera and Marasmius. The follow-

ing genera are included: Trogia, Schizophyllum, Panus, Lentinus,

Marasniius. and Ilelioiuvces.

Trogia Fr.

i After Trog, a Swiss botanist.
|

White-spored. Flesh toughish, arid, reviving in wel weather

(lills arid, fold like, obtuse. Pileus sessile, or resupinate-reflexed.

Small, lignicolous, reviving plants, usually attached to dead

branches of frondose trees. Related to Cantherellus by the plicate,

i. e., fold-like gills, bu1 tougher and reviving, as in Schizophyllum.

The genus is placed under the Canthereleae by some authors bul the

persistent, reviving and arid characters ally it equally close to the

Marasmieae. The pileus is cither attached a1 a more or Less eccen-

trie point or resupinate for some distance and the gills are exposed

in moisl weather, bu1 the dried pileus usually infolds on the mat

so as to hide the gills which are mostly irregular or crisped.

10. Trogia crispa Fr.

Monographia, 1S33.

illustrations : Cooke, 111.. PI. ill I.

Gillet. Champignons de France, No. 708.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. l l.

Ricken, Biatterpilze, PI. 2, Fig. 5.

Atkinson, Mushrooms. PI. 39, Fig. 131, op. p. 137. 19
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PILEUS 1U cm. broad, tough, sessile, sometimes couchate or

shelving, often resupinate when moist, sometimes subimbricate, per-

sistent, reviving when moist, irregularly incurved when dry, surface

tinged reddish-yellow with whitish hairs, becoming tan or buff-

brownish when dry, margin lobed. FLESH thin, fleshy-membrana-

ceous. GILLS very narrow, irregularly vein-like, interrupted or en-

tire, often forked, crisped, white or bluish-grey. SPORES cylin-

drical, smooth, 3-4 x 1-1.5 niicr., white.

Scattered, gregarious, often closely crowded on limbs or bark

of frondose trees, especially beech, birch and cherry. Throughout
the state. Frequent.

When dry the plants roll up irregularly and almost hide the gills.

the white color of which when fresh is rather sharply contrasted in

most cases with the color of the pileus. It has been placed in the

genus Plicatura by some authors.

11. Trogia alni Pk.

N. Y. State Mns. Rep. 21, 1872 fas Plicatura alni).

''PILEUS 1.5-2.5 cm. broad, coriaceous, resupinate-reflewed, gener-

ally imbricated, silky-tomentulose, brownish-tawny, the margin
sterile. GILLS narrow, irregular, interrupted wavy or crisped,

angular, white, becoming inconspicuous on drying.'
-
'

"On alder, etc."

This species has not been reported in the state, but is included

for the sake of comparison. Some consider it identical with

Merulius niueus Fr., but that species is said to be pure white.

Schizophyllum Fr.

(From the Greek, schizo, to split and phyllon, a leaf, referring to

the split edge of the gills.)

White-spored. Leathery-tough, arid, reviving in wet weather.

Gills split halfway from the edge inwards. Trama of pileus thin.

Veil none.

Only one species is known in our region, but this is very common.
It grows on wood, on dead branches and trunks of standing trees

or more rarely on fallen limbs. The gills are very characteristic,

differing markedly from those of other genera by being split and the

halves recurved, and the structure of the two layers is continued

upwards almost through the pileus so that a thin pellicle covers

the surface.
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12. Schizophyllum commune I

Syst. Myc, 1821.

[llustrations : Cooke, ill.. PL mm B.

(iillci. Champignons de France, No. 641.

Atkinson, Blushr b, Pig. L30, p. L36, L900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. L87, p. 233, L908.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, thin, tough, pliant, sessile by tin- Bar-

rowed base, from which ii extends in ;i fan-shaped manner, often

suborbicular ami lobed on the incurved margin, tinged with brown-

ish-gray when moist, whitish when dry, very hairy or tomenti

reviving. GILLS radiating from the poinl of attachment of the

pilens, leathery-tough, splil on edge, while or gray, Bometimes with

other lims. tomentose, on the inner side of the split. SPORES
minute, cylindrical, ''> \ x L-1.5 micr.

Scattered or gregarious <>u dead branches or trunks of frondi

trees, ('specially of hickory; also on carpinus, walnut, elm, maple,

sycamore, locust, apple ami probably others. Throughout tin-

state. Very common.

This is a pretty fungus when growing in Luxuriance and can Dot

l»e easily mistaken for anything else. Some species of Pleurotus

have a similar habit, but are different in texture ami especially in

the structure of the gills.

Panus Fr.

(From the Latin, partus, a tumor, fries says the name w&8 used

by Pliny lor a tree-inhabiting fungus.)

White-spored. Fleshy leathery, reviving, tough, persistenl ; the

texture fibrous, radiating into the hymenium. stem eccentric, lat-

eral or lacking, confluent with the pileus. <iill> at length cori

ous. nil/, entire.

Not putrescent, but arid and tougb as in the genera Lentinus,

Marasniius. etc. They approach Pleurotus and some species have

been described under th.it genus. They are wood-inhabitii

P. yfi/iticus has i>oist,)ittus properties, the others are harmlef

The PILEUS is eccentric, lateral or al firsl resupinate; no i

the hist section has been distinguished in the Btate. Tin i

forms often have very irregular and .tow. id and depressed ;

which are somewhat thick. Their Burface is usually Btrigose, vill
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or slightly scaly. The color is various. The FLESH varies from

quite tough in some species to somewhat fleshy in others
;
the latter

may become more tough with age so that several species are easily

confused with Pleurotus in the young stage. It is advisable to

compare specimens with both genera where the texture is in doubt.

The GILLS have an entire edge which distinguishes them from those

of the genus Lentinus which have lacerate, serrate, thin edges. They
become tough with age and are thickish. Intermediate forms occur,

especially among typical species, so that some authors combine

Panus with Lentinus. In our plants, however, the character of the

edge of the gills is the best means of separation. The STEM is

short, as a rule, sometimes continuous with the pileus, so that the

pileus is not marginate behind. It is usually hairy or scaly. The

SPORES vary in shape and size; they are smooth and white. CYS-

TIDIA are present in P. rudis and P. angustatus.

Several of the species are very common, growing on stumps, de-

cayed branches, etc., in the cities, or on any sort of dead timber in

the woods and fields. The harmless species are rather tough for the

table, but can be used, according to Mcllvaine, to flavor soups and

gravies.

The genus is divided into three sections, of which the following

include the species described below :

I. Conchati.

II. Stiptici.

Key to the Species

(A) Pileus sessile or prolonged laterally into a stem-like base,

(a) Pileus with a gelatinous layer, whitish or yellowish, spathulate
to fan-shaped. 16. P. angustatus Berk. (Syn. Pleurotus stratosus

Atk.)
(aa) Pileus without a gelatinous layer.

(b) Gills when young covered by a fugaceous veil; pileus about 1

cm., cupulate, rufous. On alder bushes. P. operculatus B. &
C.

(bb) Without a cortina.

(c) Pileus hygrophanous, small, pinkish-gray; gills dark fer-

ruginous; on willows. 17. P. salicinus Pk.
(cc) Pileus not hygrophanous, small, heaped in clusters, pale

brownish; taste very disagreeable, astringent. 15. P. stip-
ticus Fr.

(AA) Pileus with an eccentric stem; i. e. pileus marginate behind,
(a) Pileus white or creamy-white when fresh, becoming yellowish

when drying,
(b) Pileus often very large, densely strigose-hairy; whole plant be-

comes dull yellow when dried. 12a. P. strigosus B. & C.

(bb) Pileus up to 6 cm. broad, surface with long, delicate hairs,
margin reticulated. P. laevis B. & C.

(aa) Pileus reddish-brown to alutaceous-tan, medium size, margin at
first inrolled.

(b) Pileus rough with tufted hairs, tawny-alutaceous, etc., gills
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crowded and narrow. L3. P. rudU Pr. (Syn. P. ttriaottu
Scbw.)

(bbj Pileus glabrous or obscurely Bbrlllose caly.
(C) Gills crowded and narrow. 14. P. i . \.u

Pr.

(cc) Gills close to Bubdistant 14. /'. torulonu Pr.

(Other species have been described by Peck, P. i>> /uH,,,, , on bir<

from Newfoundland, with a dimidiate, grayish-brown pileus; /'.

nigrifolius from Alabama, with distant, dark-brown gills. /'. </<<//-

bafttf Berk, was described from Ohio; ii has an amber color throuj

out, with the shape of P. angustatus. /'. albotomentosus Cke. &

Massee, reported by Mcllvaine, is probably the si
• as Pleuro

albolanatus Pk. of this report. /'. dorsaUs Bosc. Is the Bauie as

Claudopux iiuluhuis.)

Section 1. Conchati. Stem eccentric; pileus irregular oi

chate.

12a. Panus strigosus B. & C. (Edible)

North American Fungi, No. 99.

Illustration: Plate IV of this Report.

PILEUS huge, varying from 10 to 40 cm. broad, 8ubcentrdl,

strongly eccentric or lateral, marginate behind, fleshy-fibrous to sub-

coriaceous, convex, subexpanded, reniform, covered with a d\

thick, strigoee-villose nap composed of hairs ap to 2 nun. Long in

large specimens, creamy-white when fresh, becoming yellow on dry-

ing. FLESH firm, somewhal tough, up to 2 cm. thick, tapering

the very thin margin, yellowish when fresh, white when dry. GILLS

subdecurrent, broad, close to subdistant, heterophyllous, thick,

white, changing to yellow on drying, edge entire. STEM shorl or

long, stout, :M.~> cm. long, 2 1 cm. thick, strigose-vilb centric

or almosl lateral, whitish to yellowish, sometimes tinged cin<

SPORES elongated-oblong, 1 1 13 \ •".
|

•_•

I
'

_• micr., smooth white in

mass. CYSTIDIA none. OI>()K stronger in age, rather agreeable

(Dried: Strigosity and cuticle are dull golden-yellow, flesh wl

ish, gills ferruginous.)

Solitary or caespitose, subimbrica iwing from the *

maple and yellow birch; also on apple trees and oth<

trees. Probably throughoul the state; Houghton, Nett R

August-September, [nfrequenl or rare. Edible when

This is the largesl Panus we have; the pileus
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more iu diameter and the stem very stout. The descriptions in the

books are very meagre, and no mention is made of the change of

color on drying. The dried specimens are elegant. Its flesh is not

very tough and it is easily mistaken for a Pleurotus. The gills are

very broad in large specimens, not truly distant, and are usually

distinct on the stem or anastomose only in an obscure manner if

at all. Some specimens are almost lateral, growing in a somewhat

ascending-subhorizontal position, but with a marginate pileus;

others have a subcentral stem. This is not Lentinus strigosus

Schw., a species which seems to be synonymous with Panus rudis.

Some consider P. laevis B. & C. to be the same as P. strigosus.

13. Panus rudis Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 179, p. 224, 1908.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 26, Fig. 1.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 637.

Plate V of this Report.

PILEUS 2-7 cm. broad, irregular, eccentric or sublateral, ascend-

ing, depressed or vase shaped, sometimes infundibuliform, cuneate-

rounded when young, tough, villose-velvety or strigose, alutaceous

to reddish brown, margin often lobed, incurved. GILLS narrow,

crowded, decurrent, pallid or tinged with the color of pileus, pube-

scent, edge entire. STEM short, eccentric, sometimes almost lack-

ing, rillose, concolor. SPORES elliptical-oval, 5-6 x 2-3 micr.,

smooth, white. TASTE slightly bitter at times. ODOR none.

Caespitose-crowded. Everywhere in town and country, on

stumps, logs, dead branches, trunks, etc., of frondose trees. Through-

out the state. May to November. Very common.

This is Lentinus lecomtei of many American notices, not the true

L. lecomtei Schw. which has serrate gills. Our plant has entire

gills. Schweinitz described the true L. lecomtei from a specimen
sent from Georgia by Lecomte. (See Lloyd, Myc. Notes, Vol. I,

p. 60.) It is also Lentinus strigosus Schw. to which Peck refers his

specimens. Peck says it was found in one case on a balsam fir

trunk, while ordinarily it is limited to deciduous trees. Patouil-

lard says the gills of P. rudis are serrate, which is a rather remark-

able statement. It can be used for flavoring gravies and dries well

for winter use, but is readily attacked by beetles.
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14. Panus torulosus I' v. (Edible]

Syst. fclyc, L821. (As Pleurotus torulosus.) Bpicriais, L8

Illustrations: Hani, Mushrooms, Pig. L80, p. 225, L908.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 511.

Cooke, 111.. Plate LI 19.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, or broader, fleshy plianl al first then

tough, from plane t<» Lnfandibuliform, eccentric or almost lateral,

marginate behind, livid flesh color or tiii</<</ violet or reddish, sur-

face when young and fresh with a delicate, detersile fomentum,
soon glabrous, sometimes slightly scaly in the renin- of the cup
even on the margin, sometimes wavy. FLESH pallid, thickish, be-

coming thinner when full-grown. GILLS decurrent, clost to sub-

distant, narrow, simple, occasionally forked, sometimes anastomos-

ing on the stem, pallid to violet rufescenl then alutaceous, -

dgt
> w n.

STEM short, 2-3 cm. long, L-3 cm. thick, sn.ni. solid, tough, eccentric

or lateral, covered with a violaceous or gray tomentum. SPORES
elliptical, •'» \ ''< micr., smooth, white.

Caespitose, on decaying slumps, logs, trunks, etc., of frondose

trees. Ann Arbor. September. Infrequent
Var. conchatus Fr. Pileus thinner, alutaceous and doI with riolel

tints; gills closer. On beech log, Bay View. Infrequent. Becom-

ing quite large, ap to L5 cm. broad.

The species of Fries, Panus conchatus, does not seem to me speci-

fically distinct, as the characters which he emphasizes occur also in

/'. torulosus. Specimens of the latter can be found whose pileus

becomes minutely scaly at length, and whose gills \arv forked and

anastomosing, although never markedly so. The closeness of the

-ills depends somewhat on the expansion of the pileus and this

varies not a little. Under certain weather conditions, the violel

and reddish tint- of P. torulosus are lacking, and then the plant

could be referred to the other species. The spores of the two species,

if I have interpreted correctly, are exactly alike, and unless struc-

tural differences can he shown it were better i<> make P. conchatus

a synonym of /'. torulosus as was dune hy Quelet I
Enchiridion

Pungorum.) Tf collected in dry weather, they may he confused with

infundibuliform species of Clitocybe.

Section If. Stiptici. Pileus sessile or prolonged behind in'"

stem-like base.
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15. Panus stipticus Fr. (Poisonous)

Syst. Mycol., 1821. (As Pleurotus stipticus.) Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 178, p. 222.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 26, Fig. 3.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreuude, Vol. 3, No. 66.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 510.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, very tough, pale cinnamon, fading to

whitish, convex, subreniform, depressed and abruptly narrowed be-

hind, surface breaking up into minute, furfuraceous scales, even.

GILLS thin, determinate, i. e., abrupt behind, venose-connected,

crowded, cinnamon. STEM lateral, short, distinct below, solid

often compressed, pruinose, paler than gills. SPORES minute, nar-

rowly oblong, 4-5x2 micr., smooth, white. TASTE very astringent.

CYSTIDIA none on sides of gills.

Caespitose. On wood; stumps, logs, trunks, etc. Throughout the

state. May to October. Common.
This little Panus is not edible, because of its toughness and

its very disagreeable taste. It is said to be a violent purgative.

When fresh it is slightly phosphorescent in a dark room. On the

under side it appears to have a very definite stem, ending abruptly
at the gills ; above, the stem is not distinguishable. It revives when

moistened, so that a cluster may be seen in place during the whole

season.

16. Panus angustatus Berk.

Lea's Catalogue of Plants, 1819.

See also Pleurotus stratosus Atk.=syn, Jour, of Mycol., Vol. 8,

1902.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, obovate to broadly cuneate, sessile or pro-

longed into a stem-like base, convex or depressed, sordid white to

pale tawny, trama composed, under the microscope, of four layers

(a) the surface layer of erect hyphae which form a minute tomen-

tum
;
beneath this (b) a thin, compact layer; (c) a gelatinous layer

of open, slender, distant, palisade threads; (d) a compact, floccose-

interwoven layer, about half the thickness of the pileus; margin

crenate-wavy. FLESH thin, tough, soft. GILLS converging, very

narrow, crowded, white or yellowish. SPORES minute, spheroid-

oval, 3 micr. diani., smooth, white in mass. CYSTIDIA numerous,
fusoid or lanceolate, 45-60x10-14 micr. BASIDIA 4-spored.
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Caespitose, often imbricate, Bometimes solitary, on ven rotten

wood of birch, hemlock, etc., <»r northern Michigan. Baj View,

Houghton, Negaunee. Julj August. Infrequent. Probably edible.

This species has much the appearance of l'i< urotus p< taloidi s and

Pleurotus (ilhohniiiius. When fresh 11 is hard i«i tell whether ii

ought in be ceferred to Panus or Pleurotus. I have found ii only in

the region of conifer or ini.\<'<l woods.

17. Panus salicinus I'k.

X. V. State .Miis. Rep. 24, L872.

"PILEUS 8-12 mm. broad_, firm, thin, convex, deflexed or Bubpen
(hint. hygrophanous} minutely farinaceus-tomentose, pinkish-gray.

GILLS moderately broad and close, converging t<> an eccentric

point, '/"//, ferruginous. STEM very shorl below or obsolete, obli-

quely attached i<> the vertex of the pileus."

"Gregarious. Trunks df (lend willows."

This was reported by Longyear in lili Report Michigan Academy
of Science. I have given Peck's description.

Lentinus I'r.

(Prom the Latin, U ntus, tough, i

White-spored. Fleshy-leathery} t<>n</h. reviving, persistent, often

becoming hard when old. Stem eccentric, lateral or none, confluenl

with pileus. dills concrete with pileus, thin, membranous, ''/</< be-

coming serrate or lacerate

Tough, even somewhat woody in age, Lignicolous and polymorph
ous. They approach the fleshy Pleuroti on one side, and the woodj
Lenzites mi the other. From Panus tin- thin, lacerate edge of the

^•ills alone distinguishes them. They are very abundant in the

tropics inn there are relatively few species with as.

The PILEUS varies in size, being quite large in /-. lepideiis and

/.. rul/iintis, or only about a centimeter broad in our small forms.

It is often scaly spotted, by the breaking up of'the cuticle. Tin.

GILLS are thin ;is compared with our species of Panus, and be

come lacerated-serrate on the edge. Their texture is homogeneous
with the trama of the pileus and ao1 a1 ;ill separable from it. at

the case with the section Paxilloideae of the genus Clitocybe. The.i

are white bul often become dingy and arid with age, and are usually

decurrent or become so at maturity. Tin- STEM is tough, ol

7
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hard and woody at the ha.se where it is inserted, i. e., instititious,

on the ligneous substratum. Although normally eccentric or lateral

in our species, it may become central, especially when growing on

top of the substratum. Some species have adapted themselves to

the debris or humus on the ground, so as To appear terrestrial. In

one section there is often a definite veil, as in L. lepideus and L.

tigrinus but it soon disappears or only rarely remains on the stem

or on the margin of the young pileus as shreds or fibrils. The

SPORES vary in shape, in our species mostly elongated-oblong or

elliptical. Fries in characterizing the genus (Hymen. Europ.), as

well as Quelet (Enchiridion) and Patouillard (Les Hymen.

d'Europe), say the spores are subglobose. This is not at all the

case with all of our species, although it may apply to the majority
of tropical ones. Massee (Agaricaceae, Eur. Fung. Flora) records

comparatively few spore-measurements, so that the statement of the

above authors seems remarkable. The spores are white, smooth and

often no longer present in old specimens. CYSTIDIA are lacking.

\This is a troublesome genus because of the fact that the nature

of the context, determines largely its place in the classification.

Hence various species have been referred here by .mycologists only
to be later removed to genera with fleshy or fibrous context. Orig-

inally the genus Panus was included and some authors still include

it. Panus rudis is commonly called Leaf inns Lecomtei, the latter

being a species we do not have with us. Lentinus strigosus Schw. is

also Panus rudis. Collybia lacunosa Pk. is often mistaken for a

Lentinus, and was erroneously referred to L. clirysopeplos B. & C.

in the 8th Eep. Mich. Acad. ScL, p. 34. Others have referred

Omphalia umbcllifera var. scabriuscula Pk. to L. clirysopeplos.

(See White's 2nd Rep. on Hymeniales of Conn., p. 22.) Certain

species of Clitocybe, like G. piceina are often quite tough, but differ

in the gills being discrete from pileus. Again, species of Paxillus

might be confused with this genus. It is well for the amateur to

compare the prominent characters of these different genera before

deciding on a determination. None are reported poisonous; their

toughness yields only to thorough cooking. They are hardly to be

considered delicacies, but according to Mcllvaine may be used to

flavor soups. The large L. lepideus is often common on railroad ties

and cut timber, and doubtless is an important agent in the decay
of wood thus attacked.

The key will include also such species as may be looked for in

the state. The genus is represented by two sections :
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I. Mesopodes.
II. Pleuroti.

h ' ii hi I In 8p< <<

(A) Pileus subentire; stem distinct.

(a) Pileus more <>v less Bcaly.

(b) Pileus umbilicate, with blackish-brown in the umbllli
often deformed with aborted gills. IS. /.. ti<iri>ius Fr.

(hi) ) Pileus convea or plane and ohl use.

(c) Pileus commonly rather large, 5 L5 cm. broad.
i ih Gills anastomosing on the si. 'in: spores 12-16x6-6 mlrr.:

pilous large, at first glabrous. / undertooodU I'k.

i iiii i Gills not anastomosing.
(e) Pileus with spot like, brownish scales, Kills Binuate;

spores 1.1-13x4-6 micr. 19. //. lepideus Fr.

(ee) Pileus rimose-scaly; gills not sinuate; spores 8-10x44
micr. L. spretus Pk.

(cc) Pilous 5 cm. or loss in width.

(d) Pileus thin, rufous-tinged, sulcate on margin, 1-2 cm. bi

/.. sulcatus Berk,

(dd) Pilous thick, obconic, not sulcate; gills long-decurrotit.
/,. obconicus Pk.

(aa) Pileus glabrous, not large.

(b) Caespitose. rarely solitary; pileus subinfundibuliforni.

(c) Stem furrowed, confluent-caespitose. 23. L. cochbntus Pr
(cc) Stem not furrowed; on the ground. L. americana Pk.

(bb) Not caespitose or rarely so; pileus plane, or slightly dep
to umbilicate.

(c) Pileus hygrophanous, umbilicate; stem central or eccentric.
20. L. umbiliccttus Pk.

(cc) Pileus not hygrophanous.
(d) Pileus reddish-brown; stem whitish; spores minut' .

3-4 micr. 22. L. microsperma Pk.

(dd) Pileus ochraceous to cream-color; stem short, blood-red
to reddish; spores obloug. 21. /.. haematopus Berk.

(AA) Pileus dimidiate, sessile.

(a) Pilous large, 5-15 cm. broad, imbricate, coarsely hairy and rough-
ribbed, flesh-color. 24. L.vulpinus Pr.

(aa) Pileus less than 5 cm.

(b) Taste peppery; pileus thick, whitish, becoming reddish-brown,
hairy. 25. L. ursinus Fr.

(bb) Taste pleasant; pileus thin, whitish or yellowish L. tuavU-
siums I'k.

Srcii.,,n I. Misn/xxh s : Pileus snbentire, stem distinct.

*Pileu8 scaly. Provided when young with a Vi il.

18 Lentinus tigrinus I i

Syst. Myc, L821. (As Omphalic tigrina.) Epicrisis, L83

Illustrations : Patouillard, Tab. A.nalyt, No. 106.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 26, Pig. 2.

( Hllet, ( Jhampignons de Prance, No. 106.

Cooke, Til.. Plate L138 and 1139.

Lyman, G. R. Proc. Boston. Soc. Na1 Hist., Vol. 33, PI
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23 et al. (Illustrating the abnormal form, Lentodium squa-

mulosum.)

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, fleshy-leathery, at first orbicular, con-

vex then plane and umbilicate, white but covered, especially at the

center, with blackish-brown, hairy scales, margin at length wavy
and often split. FLESH white, thin. GILLS decurrent, some-

what narrow, close, white, edge eroded-serrate. STEM 1-3 cm. long

slender, tapering downward, solid, minutely scaly, whitish, white

within, often darker at base. At first with a delicate veil, which

may form an evanescent annulus. SPORES elliptical-oblong, 6-7 x

3-3% micr., smooth, white in mass, often copious.

Gregarious. On dead wood, which is usually hard. Ann Arbor,

New Richmond. September. Infrequent.

The umbilicate, thin, pileus, different scales, and much shorter

spores, distinguish it from L. l&pideus. It is at first soft, but be-

comes coriaceous in dry weather. Ricken gives the spore-length

almost twice that of the American plants.

A monstrous form occurs, which is often more common than the

normal form or may be the only one found. This was placed by

Morgan in a new genus, Lentodium squawwlosum. Prof. Lyman
raised this form in the laboratory from spores and considered it

definitely distinct from L. tigriims, as indeed his results strongly

indicate. (See reference above to Lyman's paper.) Peck, however

(N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 131), points out that the monstrosity and

L. tigriims itself appear on the same log and considers this to show

that they are one and the same. Lyman never obtained the normal

form from his cultures of spores from basidia of Lentodium.

The collection which I made at New Richmond was observed for

several weeks, and all stages were seen on the same pieces of wood

lying on the ground, both the perfect form with regular gills, and
the deformed form. The latter has the gills obliterated by an over-

growth of mycelium, so that the under side of the pileus presents an
even surface, much as in one form of Nyctalis asterophora. In the

light of Lyman's researches, this form must be considered as a

regular variation of this mushroom, whose tramal hyphae may
produce basidia aud spores without the development of true gills.

The monstrosity often becomes quite hard and woody in dry weather
and is unique among our fungi.
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19. Lentinus lepideus I r. I.i.ii.i.i

Syst. Myc.j 1821. (As Omphalia lepidea.) Bpicrisis, i-

niustrations : Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. L82, p. 228, L908.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, p. 56, L905.

Freeman, .Minn, riant Diseases, Pig. 116, p. 237. L905.

Cooke, 111.. Plate 1140.

<iillct. Champignons de Prance, No. 105.

Plate VI of this Report.

PILEUS 5-1') cm. or more broad, compact and firm, toughish,

regular or irregular, conn-.r or obtuse, at Length plane, buff t«> pale

ochraceous, variegated with subconcentric, brownish, adpressed

spot-like scales, even or sometimes areolate-cracked. PLE8H white,

pliant when fresh, hard when <lrv. GULLS decurrent, *inii<iti )><

hind, broad, subdistant bebind, close in front, white, often fer-

ruginous-stained, transversely rivulose or striate, serrately-eroded,
covered when young by <i membranous white VEIL. STEM short,

•_' 5 cm. or longer, 1 -l' 1

L. cm. thick, stout, solid, hard, pointed at base,

scaly, irregular in cross-section, at first ringed at apex by the veil.

SPORES elongarted-oblong, lit 13 \ I -5J
._. micr., smooth, white.

< >!»< >E pleasant, rather faint.

Solitary or somewhat caespitose. On old timbers of bridges, Bide

walks, railroad ties, fence posts, or on sun-exposed logs, stumps, etc.,

in woods, preferably on wood of conifers, hemlock, pine, tamarack,

Imt also on oak, etc.

Throughout the state. May-October. Common. Edible when

young.
A species has been segregated from this one by Peck, who has de

scribed a new form with gills which are decurrent bu1 not sinuate

and which has spores T'.jli'x 1-5 micr., under the name Lenti

SpretilS. It has a more slender habit, thinner pileus, and smaller

scales. This doubtless occurs also with as. Lentinus lepideus, in

the happy phrase of Mcllvaine, "is a son of commercial travel*

It is found everywhere on railway ties, whose decay it accelera

lis ability to grow in rather dry situations makes it a danj

enemy of exposed timbers, especially of coniferous w I.

mens found on old tamarack logs measured 20 cm. the pil<

ami had a well developed veil which formed a membranous •

the apex.
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**Pileus glabrous; veil lacking.

20. Lentinus umbilicatus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 28, 1876.

Illustration : Ibid, Plate I, Fig. 15-19.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, tough, convex, ivith a deep umbilicus

hygrophanous, water-brown, (moist), fading, glabrous, even. FLESH
tbin. GILLS adnate or slightly decurrent, close, broadest behind,

narrower in front, whitish, edge serrate. STEM l-2A/2 cm. long,

2-3 mm. thick, equal or tapering upward, glabrous, stuffed or hol-

low, tough, slightly wrinkled or lactulose, central or eccentric,

concolor or paler. SPOKES broadly elliptical, 6x3.5-4 micr.,

smooth, white. ODOR none. TASTE tardily acrid.

Gregarious. On the ground, among leaves, in mixed woods of

pine, beech, etc. New Richmond. September. Rare.

This little Lentinus has the habit of a Clitocybe. Our specimens

had a central stem and grew from the ground. It is, however, said

to grow on wood, where it has an eccentric stem. Its serrate gills

and tough texture separate it from Clitocybe. It is close to L. ompha-
lodes Fr. and may be its American form.

21. Lentinus haematopus Berk.

Grevillea, 1872.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, orbicular or wider than long, sometimes

lobed, umbilicate or depressed, pale or sordid yellow, glabrous, even.

FLESH tough, whitish, tinged yellow, thin. GILLS decurrent, nar-

row, subdistant, white to dull yellowish, edge toothed to nearly
entire. STEM short, 4-6 mm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, eccentric to sub-

lateral, firm, glabrous blood-red or reddish. SPORES oblong-ellip-

tical, inequilateral, 7-9 x 3 micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA none.

ODOR aromatic-pleasant. TASTE bitterish.

Solitary. On wood. Ishpeming. August. Rare.

The specimen from which most of the above description was

made, was sent to Peck who identified it as this species. It was
first sent to Berkeley from an unknown locality in North America.
Peck reports it twice from New York. In our plant the pileus is

laterally extended on the short sublateral stem, and the gills and
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flesh have a distinct <lull yellow tinge. 1 1 was round in mixed » I-

in the Northern Peninsula.

22. Lentinus microsperma Pk.

Torr. Bot Club. Bull. 33, L906.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, thin, convex, obtuse, Bof1 pliant, glabrous,

even, brownA8h-t<wi}
darker on disk, margin spreading. FLESH

white, thin. GILLS adnexed-emarginate, rather aarrow, attenuate

in front, close, white, becoming dingy creamy-yellowish, edge

lacerate-crenulate. STEM 3-6 cm. long, I LO nun. thick, varying

slender or rather stout, hollow, terete or compressed, eccentric,

sometimes grooved, glabrous, equal, whitish. SPORES minute

globose, 34.5 micr., smooth, while. CYSTIDIA none. BA8IDIA

clavate, aboul 25x5 micr. TASTE bitterish.

Caespitose. On decayed wood. New Richmond. September.

Rare.

This species was first sent to Peck from Missouri, h seems to

be quite distinct although rare. I have collected it but once.

23. Lentinus cochleatus IV. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821. (As Omphalia cochleata.) Epicrisis, 1836 -

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons <Ic France, X<>. lo::.

Ki.k. mi. Blatterpilze, PI. 26, Pig. 1.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. L26.

Cooke. 111.. Plate 11 l_.

ll.nd. Mushrooms, Fig. 183, p. 229, 1908.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, tough, flaccid, irregularly-compressed

lobcrf. variable in shape, depressed to mfundibuliform, glabrous,

pale reddish ochraceous to brownish-isabelline. FLESH thin, whit-

ish. GILLS decurrent, rather broad, close, whitish tinged flesh

color, edge serrate. STEM -".7 cm. long, 3-7 nun. thick, glabn

central, eccentric or sublateral, confluent at base, deeply suh

solid, variously and Irregularly thickened, concolor. SPOH

minute, subglobose, I 5 micr. diam., smooth, white in mass. ODOR
somewhat aromat ic.

Confluent-caespitose, in dense tufts. On stumps, decaying wood

of birch, ash. chestnut, etc., sometimes on w l buried in tl

in mixed ;unl frondose woods. Throughout the Btate. Jul

tenihei-. Common locallv.
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The densely tufted furrowed stems and irregular one-sided vase;

shaped pilei distinguish this at once. Often there are many short

undeveloped pilei around the base of large tufts. The plant is rare

in some localities, and in others it may be very plentiful.

Section II. Pleuroti. Stem lateral or none. Pileus dimidiate.

24. Lentinus vulpinus Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations : Atkinson, Mushrooms, Figs. 128, 129, p. 134-5, 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Plate 26, Fig. 181, p. 227, 1908.

Fries, Icones, Plate 176.

PILEUS 5-15 cm. broad, sessile, multiple-imbricated, conchate-.

reniform, joined at their bases, coarsely hairy or scrupose, radiately

rough ribbed, flesh color to alutaceous, margin strongly incurved.

FLESH rather thin, tough-fleshy, whitish. GILLS decurrent, broad

toward front, narrowed, to the base of the pileus, crowded, simple

white or tinged flesh color, edge coarsely serrate. SPOKES sub-

globose, 3-4 x 2-3 micr., very minute, smooth, white in mass, copiously

shed on the pilei. ODOR and TASTE rather strong, pungent.

Densely connate-imbricate. On decaying logs, stumps and trunks

of various deciduous trees. Ann Arbor, Detroit, New Richmond,

Houghton, Marquette. Records from July 25-Oct. 19. Infrequent.

It reappears on the same log in successive years. The very rough
and peculiarly colored pileus is not easily mistaken. It grows in

shelving masses of many individuals, almost equalling Plewrotus

ostreatus in this respect, and is by far the largest of the dimidiate

species of the genus.

25. Lentinus ursinus Fr.—Bres.

Syst. Myc, 1821. (As Pleurotus.))

Illustration: Bresadola, Fung. Trid., Vol. 1, PI. 66.

PILEUS 1-4 cm. broad, sessile, ascending, subimbricate, subreni-

forni, convex, pule reddish-brown, varying glabrous to sub-tomen-

tose, even, fading. FLESH thickish, very thin on margin, tough-
ish. GILLS subdecurrent or radiating from the stem-like base.

rather broad, close, dingy white to whitish-alutaceous, edge lacerate-

dentate. SPORES spheroid,-.5.5 x 4 micr., almost smooth, white.
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CYSTIDIA none. ODOR mild. TASTE aone or slightly disagree

able.

(>n prostrate trunks in woods of beech and hemlock. Nen Rich-

mond. September, [nfrequent
Known by the sessile, rufous-brown pileus, which is somewhat

tomentose or at leasl prninose behind. Fries (Monographia) gives

the size of the pilens as abonl T cm. broad
;
our plants agree better

with Bresadola's description, averaging even smaller. Peck (N. '>

State Bull. l-".l
i reports the larger-sized plant bu1 says the taste l«

acrid and the margin of the pilens costate-cOrrugate.

Marasmius IV.

(From the Greek, maraino} to wither or Bhrivel.)

White-spored. Flesh tough, arid, shriveling in dry weather,

rii-iin/ again in wet weather, stem central, confluent with the

pilens, but <>t' different texture, often horny. Veil none, oills arid.

Terrestrial or lignicolous, frequently on midribs or veins of rallen

leaves, on grass, etc. Except In the texture of the pilens, it is sim-

ilar and closely related to the genera Oollybia and Mycena, and

with the same habit. A few are highly prized for the table. V.

oreades, is one of our best-flavored mushr ts, especially delicious

when used in gravy or soups. M. vcorodotwus, because of its garlic

flavor, is iiv.-d to season various dishes, although V. alliaceus which

has the same odor is mentioned as not edible. The hitter Ihk aot

been found with ih so far. Several are reported as poisonous

!/. urens and M. peronatus. It is worth while to become acquainted

with 1A. oreades, even if one goes ao further. The genus is n I;

one, comprising over four hundred and fifty species, of which the

larger part occur in the tropics.

The PILEUS is aot putrescent, as it is in Collybia and Mycena,

but is composed of a toughish substance which revives in

weather and this is a fundamental character by which this genus

along with Panus, Lentinus and Schizophyllnm is to be Bepars

from the Agarics with a putrescent pileus. The size is similni

thai of the species of Mycena. It is usually booh expanded as in

Collybia and may be depressed or umbilicate. The two main p

correspond, with regard to the position of the margin in the

plant, to Collybia and Mycena respectively, and have the same

The GILLS are arid, flexible, almost leathery a1 times, often .

on drying, the edge entire. They are sometimes joined
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the form of a collar which loosens
(
secedes i from the stem. Often

they are almost free, or, when actuate or adnexed they have a

tendency to secede. It is often confusing to find that authors use

the term "free" or ''becoming free," when they mean that the gills

become loosened from the stem after they have been attached. It

is better to use the term "secede" and retain "free" for the usual

purpose of indicating that they never were attached to the stem.

In the smaller species the gills are often few and therefore

very distant. The width is often quite reliable to separate species,,

although in some it varies. The STEM is cartilaginous or horny;
in a few, e. g., M. oreades it is merely tough-fibrous or with a sub-

cartilaginous cuticle. The nature and presence or absence of the

villose, tomentose, etc., covering of the stem is used to distinguish

some of the sections. The mode of attachment to the substratum,

whether rooting or instititious, also helps to separate the subdi-

visions. Many of the smaller species have a black stem, and usually

the color of the stem in most species is darker below and paler or

white at the apex. With the exception of a small number of our

species, like G. oreades, G. urens, G. peronatus and G. subnudus, the

stem is hollow or slightly stuffed at first. In the small species the

stem is almost bristleform and inserted by the attenuated base. The

SPORES are white in mass, hyaline under the microscope, varying
in shape from subspheriod to lanceolate. The majority have a sim-

ilarity in form which is rather striking: round-enlarged at one

end and tapering to a pointed apiculus at the attached end. The

reviving ability of the gills explains the variability in size which is

found at different times in separate plants of the same species.

One must be cautious in taking the spore-measurements as in some

cases it is clear that the spores continue to grow after the plant is

revived by rains. CYSTIDIA are rarely present. In M. colioerens

they occur in great abundance in the form of relatively large brown

spicules of the same kind as occur on the surface of the pileus and

stem. In M. delectmvs they are colorless. The ODOR is strong and

often like garlic as in M. scorodonius, M. prasiosmus, M. polijphyUus

and M. calopus. In M. foetidus it is very disagreeable, but not of

garlic. The TASTE is acrid or bitter in a few species, otherwise not

important.

The arrangement of species is that of Fries. Until the develop-

ment is carefully studied for each species, any new arrangement is

likely to be unsatisfactory. The genus is divided into two sub-

genera: Collybia and Mycena with the following sections:
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I. COLLYBIA
(1) Scortei

(2) Tergini

(3) Calopodea

II. myckna
(4) Chordales

(5) Rotulae

K< i/ to the 8pt ''' 8

(A) Stem velvety, tomentose, Unci pruinose or minutely pubescent,
at least downwards. [See (AA).]

(a) Gills arcuate-decurrent; plant glandular-pubescent, white. 41. M.
resinosus 1'k.

(aa) Gills not decurrent, sometimes uncinate.

(b) Stem rooting or attached by a lloccose or strigose base,

(c) Plants with a strong odor,

(d) Odor like garlic,

(e) Pileus 3-5 cm. broad; gills very crowded; spores 5-6 I

micr. 37. .1/. polyphyllus Pk.

(ee) Pileus 1-2.5 cm. broad; gills not crowded; spores 12-]

3-4 micr. 36. M. praHosmus Fr.

(dd) Odor very disagreeable, not of garlic. Pileus umbih
plicate-striate. 4:: .1/. foetidus Fr.

(cc) Plants not ill-smelling.

(d) Taste acrid or bitterish; pileus 2-5 cm. broad, brownish
to alutaceus.

(e) Stem clothed everywhere by a whitish or grayish p

scence.

(f) Taste bitter; spores 10x4.5 micr. 29. M. subtr

(Ellis) Pk.

(ff) Taste acrid: spores 7-8.5x3.28. M. wrens Fr.

(ee) Stem with yellow strigose hairs towards base;

acrid. 27. M. peronatus Fr.

(dd) Taste, not acrid nor bitter.

(e) Stem solid; plants growing in rings in grassy places, dull

reddish-brown to dull yellowish. 26. If. i Fr,

(ee) Stem stuffed or hollow,

(f) Stem dark blood-red within; pills very crowded and nar-

row; pileus red-brown. 38. .1/. nnHcosus Fr.

(ff) Stem not with blood-red flesh.

(g) Gills soon reddish-brown from abundant dark .

cystidia; stem horny, hay hrown, suhvelvety.
.1/. mini, n ns Fr.

(gg) Gills without hrown cystidia.

(h) Pubescence or tomentosity of stem dark-cob

brown, reddish, tawny or blackish, especially di

ward.
(i) Pileus subzonate, umbilicafc ay-halry

the stem. (828. Collyl
i ii t Pileus not zonate, glabrou

(kt Growing on hark oi grape-vines; pili

broad, sulcate-striate. 30. M. i
n & C.

fkk) Growing among fallen

ill stem Bpongy-thlckened
pileus Fuscous-pallid

C.

ill) Si ual.
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(m) Stem minutely pruinose, horny, almost
black below; pileus dark rose-madder. 39.

M. erythropus Fr. var.

(mm) Stem densely tomentose.

(n) Stem dark reddish-brown throughout, 2-8

cm. long, 35. M. semihirtipes Pk.

(nn) Stem brown or fawn color, 5-12 cm.

long. 47. M. elongatipes Pk.

(hh) Pubescence etc. of stem grayish or whitish, at

least when dry.

(i) Growing on tree-trunks, bark, stumps, logs, etc.

(k) Slender; pileus 1-1.5 cm. broad, papillate, dull

pinkish-white; on mossy logs. 48. M. papil-
latus Pk.

(kk) Short-stemmed; pileus 1-3 cm. broad, fulvous-

alutaceus; caespitose-gregarious. 31. M. fag-
ineus Morg.

(ii) Among fallen leaves, etc., in woods; stem 5-12

cm. long,

(k) Stem 2-5 mm. thick, reddish under the dense
whitish pubescence; gills very narrow and
crowded. (See S27 CollyMa confluens Fr.)

(kk) Stem 1-2 mm. thick; covered with grayish
pruinosity or tomentose.

(I) Gills very narrow and crowded, whitish or

grayish. 40. M. velutipes B. & C.

(II) Gills distant, at length reddish-spotted. 47.

M. chordalis Fr.

(bb) Stem inserted at the base, instititious, short; plants small,

(c) Gills attached to a collar, distant; pileus rufescent; stem
white. 44. M. olneyi B. & C.

(cc) Gills attached to stem.

(d) Pileus glabrous, rarely subpruinose.
(e) Pileus milk-white, not sulcate nor plicate; gills distant;

stem reddish-brown. 54. M. epiphyllus Fr.

(ee) Pileus rufescent, striate when dry; stem brownish to

blackish-brown. 50. M. felix Morg.
(dd) Pileus prukiose, chalk-white, stem black, white pruinose

on surface; spores angular. (See 56. Heliomyces nigripes
(Schw.) Morg.)

(ddd) Pileus hairv or strigose-hairy.

(e) On cedar twigs; pileus conic, papillate, dark tawny. (See
830 CollyMa campanella Pk.)

(ee) On twigs, chips, acorns etc; pileus umbilicate; whitish
to dark grayish. (See 829 CollyMa stipitaria Fr.)

(AA) Stem glabrous (except sometimes at the very base),
(a) Stem villose-rooting or attached by a floccose tubercle,

(b) Gills soon reddish-brown from the dark-colored cystidia; stems
usually coherent, bay-brown, densely white-hairy at base. 46

M. cohaerens (Fr.) Bres.

(bb) Gills white or slightly tinged.
(c) Stem 4-8 cm. long; pileus sulcate, ochraceus-red; spores large.

49. M. siccus Schw.= ( M. campanulatus Pk.)
(cc) Stem 2-5 cm. long.

(d) Pileus, gills and apex of stem white, stem dark-brown below,
attached by a spreading mycelium. 34. M. delectans

Morg.
(dd) Pileus not white.

(e) Stem reddish-brown to chestnut downwards; pileus dingy
ochraceus. 33. M. glaoellus Pk.

(ee) Stem wine-purple or pink upwards; pileus tawny-brown
to purplish or pink. 33. M. oellipes Morg.
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(aa) Stem inserted at the naked base, ?ery Blender; on t.

etc.

(b) Odor more or less strong, o! garlic; pileus minus to whitish.
(c) Gills adnate, narrow ; Btem attenuated at the I

Odor strong. 4l'. .1/. scorodonilM FT.

(co (nils adnezed, rather broad; odor taint;
dries. 42. .1/. CdloptU Ft,

(bb) Odor not of garlic.
( c) mils attached to a free <•< >i in r.

(d) Pileus ambilicate, plicate <>n Btlcks, wood, etc, Qliform.
(e) Umbilicus white, elsewhere cap Is darker; Btem blacl

.1/. capillar is Mor
(ee) Umbilicus darker, can white; Btem black 51: if. rotula

Ft.

(dd) Pileus umbonate, Bulcate, pale rufous; Btem black, on p
52. M. graminum Libert,

(cc) Gills adnate or adnexed.
(d) riant entirely white; iiiieus obtuse, ia mm. broad,

very short. 45. .1/. caridcola Kaut't.

(dd) Pileus reddish-brown-purplish, umblllcate; stem black.
.1/. androaaceus Fr.

(ddd) Pileus fuscous-cinereous; stein short; on hark of 111

tree-trunks. (See 84a. Mycena corticola.)

SUBGENUS COLLYBIA. Margin of pileus at first incurved;
stem somewhal cartilaginous; pileus fleshy-pliant, ai Length tough
and silicate or wrinkled.

Section I. Scortei. Stem solid or fibrous stuffed, externally cov-

ered by a detersile villosity, i. e., an easily removable yillosity.

*SU in not strigose at the base.

26. Marasmius oreades Fr. (Edible)

Svst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PL ills.

Gillet, Champignons de France) No. Ml.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 328.

Hard, Mushrooms, Figs. KM and L02; p. L36, L908.

<;ilisnn. Our Edible Toadstools ami Mushrooms, PI. v
. p. 105

L903.

Su anion. Fungi, PI. '•>. Fig. ::.

Muifill. Mycologia, Vol. i'. PI. L9, Fig. 3.

While c.nn. siaic Geol. & Nat. Hist. Bull. 15, PL I. 1910.

Peck. X. Y. State Mus. Rep. t8, PL ::::. Fig. 7 L2, 189

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad; thickish, pliant, campanulate-conv<

tuse or broadly ambonate, dull brick-red when y..nnL
r or mois

ing i<» yellowish-flesh-color, <>r yellowish-buff when dry, glabn

even or Mil. striate when moist. FLESH rather thick on disk, pallid.
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GILLS rounded behind or almost free, broad, rather distant, whit-

ish or tinged yellowish, interspaces often venose. STEM 3-7 cm.

long, 3-5 mm. thick, equal, solid, even, tough, whitish, covered with

a fine, interwoven, dense, detersile, villosity. SPORES ovate-fusi-

form, 7-9 x 4-5 micr., smooth, white. ODOR somewhat fragrant,

agreeable. TASTE pleasant.

Gregarious, usually growing in rings or arcs, in grassy places,

lawns, roadsides, pastures, etc., attached to grass, or roots of other

plants. Throughout the state, more abundant in sandy regions.

June-October. Common.
One of our best edible mushrooms, and very plentiful in some

localities during a wet season. Its flavor is delicious and it can be

used for this reason to add character to other dishes. Its toughness

disappears by long cooking, a reversal of what happens in the case

of many other species. When dry from sun or wind, its pale-honey-

yellowish color and reviving ability are good marks of recognition;

its tendency to form circles of close-growing individuals and its

preference for grassy ground aid one to recognize it. Its gills are

scarcely as arid as in other species of Marasmius, and this charac-

ter, along with its fleshy cap indicate a close relationship with Col-

lybia. The "fairy rings" caused by this and other mushrooms are

due to the regularity of radial growth which the underground my-
celium makes from year to year, starting from a central infection.

It is believed by some that this mycelium excretes a substance which

injures the grass so that the interior of the circle shows a poor

growth of grass, but on the other hand some favorable influence

from the actively growing portion along the ''ring" causes the grass

of this portion to grow better.

**Stem with a looolly or strigose base.

27. Marasmius peronatus Fr. (Poisonous)

Sysj;. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 25, Fig. 1.

Cooke, 111., PI. 1117 (var.).

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 445.

Berkeley, Outlines, PI. 14, Fig. 4.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 411.

Gibson, Our Edible Toadstools and Mushrooms, PI. 9, p. Ill,

1903.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 112, p. 149, 1908.
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"PILEUS 2-6 tin. broad, convex-plane, obtuse, opaque, pliant,

l>;ilc reddish-brick color fading to alutaceus, ul length locum

margin striate at first, wrinkled when old. FLESH thin, leathi

membranaceus. GILLS adnexed seceding, rather thin, al ftrsl whh
ish then rufescent, close to subdistant. STEM 5 B cm. long, "_' I nun.

thick, fibrous-s1 iiffed, subequal, sometimes compressed, \\ iili a vil i

covering, yellowish then rufescent, toward base with yellow strig

hairs. SPORES oval, 6-8x3-5 micr., smooth, white. ODOB nun...

TASTE acrid."

( Gregarious i>n the ground among leaves and sticks in frondose and

coniferous \\i>.h|>. Probably throughoul the state. July-October.

Infrequent.

Tim description is adapted from Saccardo. This species seems

less common with us than M. urens. lis acrid taste, habit, ;in<l the

yellow hairs on the lower pari or base of stem are good charact

for its ^identification, lis si/.r corresponds to thai of Collybia

dryophila. The stem is s;iid sometimes to become hollow, h is

said i" be poisonous.

28. Marasmius urens Fr. (Poisonous

Epicrisis, 1S36-3S.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 1116.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 148.

Berkeley, Outlines, PI. l I. Fig. 3.

Gibson, PI. 9, p. 111.

Plate Vll of ill is Report.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, at first convex, then almosl plane, obtuse

or subumbonate, reddish-brown to alutaceus, darker on center, al

first even, or length wrinkled, glabrous, opaque, pliant, margin at

first incurved. FLESH thin, toughish-membranaceus. GILLS l"-

coming free, at length remote, joined behind in places, thickish,

subintervenose, close, a1 firsl crowded, narrow, wliiii^li or pallid

thru tinged reddish. STEM t-8 cm. long, I :: mm. thick, equal

solid, terete, pale reddish-brown, paler above, almosl blackish at

base, covered throughout by a close, white puh I of

cohering minute hairs, whitish within, attached by an oblique

strigose base. SPORES oblong-lanceolate, slightlj curved, 7-8.*

micr. CYSTIDIA none. ODOR none, TASTE acrid;

Gregarious or scattered, on the ground in frondose w<

leaves, debris and grass. Ann Arbor. July-October.
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This species is considered identical with the preceding by Ricken r

Massee and Romell. Even Fries was loath to separate it, and con-

sidered it a var. of M. peronatus. (See note under M. urens. Epi-

crisis, p. 373.) According to Mcllvaine, M. peronatus is edible,

while M. urens is marked poisonous. If the two are identical this

can hardly be true. There is a remote possibility that Collybia

hariolorum has been confused with M. peronatus while testing its

edibility. In any case one needs to be careful. M. urens if distinct,

seems more abundant locally than M. peronatus. The latter alone

seems to have been differentiated by Peck, who does not report the

first. Moffatt (Nat. Hist. Surv. Chicago) reports only M. urens and

says it is frequent. Morgan (Myc. Flora. Miani.) reports both.

29. Marasmius subnudus (Ellis) Pk.

N .Y. State Mus. Rep. 51.

•'PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex or nearly plane, glabrous, tough,

flexible, often somewhat irregularly uneven, dull brownish red or

dingy bay, more or less striate on margin. FLESH thin. GILLS
rounded behind, nearly free, narrow, subdistant, whitish or creamy-

yellow, becoming darker on drying. STEM 4-8 cm. long, 2-4 mm.

thick, slender, equal, tough, inserted, solid, reddish-brown above,

blackish-brown below, everywhere clothed with a grayish down or

tomentum, which is commonly a little more dense near the base.

SPORES 10 x 4.5 micr. (Pennington.) TASTE of dry plant bitter."

On the ground in mixed woods. New Richmond, Ann Arbor.

August-September.
This is apparently a variety of the preceding, if that species is

distinct, and not of M. peronatus us Ellis considered it. It is prob-

able that all three run into each other. The description is that of

Peck. Our plants had a bitter taste when fresh, otherwise not very

different from .1/. urens Fr. Glatfelter (Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis,

Vol. 16) gives spores 6-8x4-5 micr. which agree with those of

1/. urens.

*

30. Marasmius viticola B. & C.

Ann. & Mag. N. H, 1859.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, convex-expanded, at length depressed,.

sulcate-striate, pale rufous to alutaceus-brownish, glabrous. FLESH
thin, subcoriaceus. <!ILLS slightly adnate, not broad, ventricose,
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subdistant, pallid or tinged alutaeeus. STEM - I cm. long, I 2 nun.

thick, equal, tough, pruinose-furfuraceus, stuffed, ./«/// /,,.,//„,

slightly enlarged and curved at very i».i><-. SPORES ovate-lane

late, 8-9x3-4 micr., sn th, white. ODOli a TASTE mild.

Gregarious or scattered, on rotten w I, debris, etc. Infrequent.
This is referred here with some hesitancy, although it i* elea]

distinct from the following, which differs in its subcaespitose habit,

its slioii stem and long Bpores. Ii was named by Berkeley from

terial sent him by <'urtis who collected ii from grape-vines in Ala

bama.

31. Marasmius fagineus M<

('inn. Boc. Nat. Nisi. .lour.. Vol. VI., L883.

PILEUS l-'i cm. broad, a1 firsl convex-campanulate, then plai

obtuse, pliant, striatulate when moist, radiately rugose when dry
at length repand, pule fulvous-alutaceus, appressed-silky, sometimes

scaly-lacerate, margin at firsl Incurved. FLESH thin, submem
branaceus. <!ILLS narrowly adnate, seceding, rounded and sub

joined behind, close, not broad. ;it (innate in front, crisped, wliirisli

.it first, becoming brown- spotted or stained reddish, n\-j.,- Bubentire

STEM short, l-i' cm. long, l 2 nun. thick, curved, sometimes straight,

subequal, a/pex enlarged, with a narrow stuffed axis, terete when

fresh, compressed when dry, rufous or chestnut-alutaceus, fading

to fuscous-alutaceus, apes paler; covered by a whitish, vil

tomentosity when dry, strigose brownjish-hairy where attached.

SPORES subcylindrical, narrow, with curved apiculus, '-
1 12 (rarely

13) x •"..."> I micr., with many immature of all sizes, si th, white.

CYSTIDIA none. ODOB and TASTE none!

Gregariously caespitose, usually abundant, on bark near base of

living elm, beech and maple, or on stumps, etc., sometimes a» ending

the trunk live to six feel or more. Ann Arbor. July-August. Sol

infrequent.

Known by its caespitose, crowded habit, shorl stems, relativel)

broad pileus and spores. This may be the true l/. viticola, but that

species is poorly known.

32. Marasmius spongiosus B. & C.

Jour. Botany, is 19.

"PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, plane, obtuse, whitishj darker

on center. GILLS slightly adnate. broad, close, whitish. ST1 M
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3.5 cm. long, thickened at the base where it is spongy and fulvous-

hairy, elsewhere furfuraceus-pulverulent." SPORES 7-9 x 3-4 micr.

(Morgan); 4-5x3 micr. (Glatfelter).

Reported by Longyear, as under oak trees among grass. Also

said to grow among fallen leaves, and around stumps in rich soil.

I have not seen it

Section II. Tergini. STEM tubular, rooting, cartilaginous.

, Pileus hygrophanous. Gills seceding.

*Stem glabrous except the mycelioid-hairy base.

33. Marasmius glabellus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 26, 1874.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, convex-expanded, obtuse, often distantly

striate, dingy ochraceous, uneven on disk. FLESH membranaceus.

GILLS adnate-seceding, broad, distant, ventricose, white or whit-

ish, intervenose. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 0.6-1 mm. thick, slender,

equal, homy, tubular, glabrous, shining, whitish at apex, reddish

brown or chestnut elsewhere, mycelioid-thickened at base. SPORES

(10x4.5 micr., from one of Peck's collections).

Var. bellipes={M. bellipes Morg.) Jour, of Myc, Vol. XI, 1905.

PILEUS pale tawny-brown to pink-purplish, distantly sulcate or

plicate, subpapillate, glabrous or minutely velvety. STEM with di-

lated apex, varymg above from whitish to bright wine-purple wr

pink. SPORES elliptical oval, curved-apiculate, 10-12x4-5.5 micr.,

smooth, white. BASIDIA 30-42x6 micr., slender. ODOR and

TASTE none. (Otherwise like M. glabellus.)

Gregarious or' scattered, among fallen leaves on the ground in

frondose woods. Ann Arbor. August-September. Infrequent.

As no authentic spore-measurements are published, it is impos-

sible to say whether M. bellipes is entirely distinct. The latter,

however, seems to be the form that occurs in our region. Inas-

much as the plant, as it occurs here, varies considerably in color, it

would not be surprising if Peck's species had the colors men-

tioned for both. The variety is a beautiful plant when in the fresh

state, due to the highly colored stem. M. pulcherripes Pk. differs

from the latter apparently only in its narrow gills and very filiform

stem ; the spore-size is not given.
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34. Marasmius delectans Morg.

Jour, of Mvc, Vol. XI, L905.

Illustration: Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. ill. p. L51, L908.

PILEUS 1-2 tin. broad, pliant, convex-expanded, depressed or

subumbonate, glabrous, white or whitish, pale tan in age, rugulose

striate. FLESH sulicoriaccous. GILLS adnexed, anequal, moder-

ately broad, subdistant, white, intervenose. STEM, ."•"• cm. long,

1-1.5 mm. thick, slender, equal, even, hollow, cartilaginous-tough,

glabrous, slii>ii)i</, pure white above, darker downwards, i" dark

In-own below, mycelioid at base, mycelium forming wide, white mats

over the fallen Leaves where it grows. SPORES iiarrow elliptical,

7-9x3-4 micr., smooth, acuminate-apiculate, white. CYSTIDIA
rather abundant on sides, especially on edge of gills, Blender, Bpine-

like, 3645x3-5 micr. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Among fallen leaves in mixed and frondose woods. Ann Arbor,

New Richmond. August-September.

Easily known by the while, mycelioid mats which ii forms among
the leafy covering of the ground in woods, by the while color of the

cap and gills and apex of stem, and by its shilling stem. It is quite

frequeul during continued rainy weather.

**Stem glabrous at apex onhj.

35. Marasmius semihirtipes Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 25, 1873.

Illustration: Conn. State Geol.- & Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. L5, PI. 6.

PILEUS 2-.°» cm. broad, pliant, tough, convex, soon plane, or de

pressed, glabrous, hygrophanous, even or rugulose, reddish brown

when moist, fading to pale alutaceus, disk darker. FLESH thin,

submembranaceus. GILLS adnexed-seceding, rather narrow, cl

to subdistant, whitish, somewhat intervenose, edge subfimbriate.

STEM 2-8 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm. thick, tough, subequal, tubular, some-

times compressed, Bubstriate, dark reddish-brown throughout, glab-

rous at apex, densely velvety-tomentose nearly to apex, tomentum

of same color. SPORES ovate curved-apiculate, 8-9x4-5 m

smooth, white. ODOR and TASTE mild.

On the ground in frondose or mixed woods among leaves and
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debris. Ann Arbor, New Richmond, etc. Probably throughout the

state. June-September. Frequent.

Known by the reddish covering of the stem. Hard says the plants

are very small, which is scarcely correct. The name is deceptive,

since the tomentose covering of the stem more often extends

nearly or quite the whole length of the stem and the species could

with equal propriety be referred to the next division.

36. Marasmius prasiosmus Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 1120.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 111.

PILEUS 2-2.5 cm. broad, convex then expanded or depressed, ob-

tuse, pale brown with tinge of flesh color, to pale isabelline, rugose-

sulcate, glabrous. FLESH submembranaceus, tonghish. GILLS

adnate, seceding, sometimes with tooth, rather narrow, close to

subdistant, concolor or paler than pileus, thick somewhat

crisped. STEM 5-7 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, equal, hollow, horny-

tough, dilated at apex, dark rufous-brown downwards, white and

glabrous above, clothed- by a whitish or pallid villosity which is

denser below, attached by incurved or straight base to veins of oak

leaves. SPORES narrowly lanceolate, curved, accuminate at one

end, 12-15 x 3-4 inicr., smooth, white. ODOR strong, of garlic.

On midribs of fallen oak leaves, in rich woods. Ann Arbor.

September. Infreqttent.

This differs from M. scorodonius in the villose coating of the

stem, and from M. alUaceus by its habitat on leaves and by the

spores; both of those have a garlic odor. Cooke (111.) gives the

width of spores as 8 niicr., and this appears to have been copied by

most authors who give the spore size. Ricken departs from this in

assigning to it minute spores, 7x1 inicr. This last discrepancy

points to a different species, and may represent M. polyphyllus Pk.

in Europe.

37. Marasmius polyphyllus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 51, 1898.

"PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, convex or nearly plane, even, whitish to

pale reddish, often reddish brown on disk. FLESH thin. GILLS
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adnexed or almost free, very numerous, narrow, crowded, pare
whin-. STEM 3-7.5 cm. Long, 2-6 mm. thick, equal, hollow, reddish

brown clothed below and upwards by a whitish down or tomentum,
denser a1 base, sometimes absenl a1 apex. SPORES minute, ellip

deal, 5-6x3-4 micr. ODOR and TASTE o) garlic, persistent in the

mouth.

''On damp shaded ground. July."

Reported by Longyear. h is evidently related to U. prasiosm
from which ii differs markedly in the size of the spores and the

crowded, narrow, pure white gills. It approaches Richen's idea of

M. prasiosmus more closely than the preceding. I have not Been it.

38. Marasmius varicosus l'r.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustration: Cooke. 111.. PI. 1121.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, pliant, campanulate then plane obtuse,

sometimes with shallow umbilicus, at first dark reddish-brown, ut-

most purplish, opaque, somewhat paler in age, radiately rugulose

striatulate, innately silky. FLESH concolor, slightly fleshy.

GILLS adnate-seeeding, sometimes sinuate-subdecurrent, very

rroirdcrf, roy narrow, whitish at the very first, soon stained dilute

reddish, finally darker, scarcely reaching margin of pileus. STEM
3-5 cm. long, 1-3 nun. thick, stuffed soon tubular, equal above, some-

what spongy-thickened at base, glabrous above or with slighl gray-

ish pubescence, towards base covered by spreading or strigost rut

fulvous hairs, dark blood-red within, attached by rooting hairs.

SPORES minute, narrowly ovale. 6-8x2.5-3 micr.. smooth, white.

ODOR none. TASTE slightly acrid or mild.

Gregarious or solitary among fallen leaves and debris in frondi

woods. Ann Arbor. September, [nfrequent.

Characterized by the dark reddish-umber to purplish pileus, the

crowded and narrow .uills and the ferruginous covering of the stem.

When wet the hairs at the base of stem are almost black, I'

moving the tomentum of the stem the darh red flesh is revealed

neath. Ricken combines this species with l/. fuscopurpurea Fi

but our plants certainly tit the old conception of fcf. vari*

must not be confused with the black species of Collybia : C atr

has broad gills; C. plexipes var. lacks the hairy covering on

stem; c. expallens has a farinaceus taste. The interior of the
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of M. varicosus seems to secrete a dark-red juice, but it is quite dif-

ferent from Mycena haematopoda.

**gtem, at least when dry, everywhere pruinose-velvety.

39. Marasmius erythropus Fr. var.

Syert. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 1123.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 441.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 577.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 125 (as M. calopus).

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, bemispberic-campanulate, then plane,

obtuse or subumbonate, pruinate, dark rose-madder, darker on disk,

rugulose when dry, margin at first incurved. FLESH white, thin.

GILLS narrowly adnate, seceding, subdistant, ventricose, rather

broad, white or tinged ochraceus, scarcely intervenose, edge very
entire. STEM 4-5 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm. thick, equal, horny, stuffed

then hollow, dark reddish-brown to blackish below, tough, flexuous.

pallid at apex, minutely pruinose, with an enlarged mycelioid base.

SPORES elliptical-lanceolate, curved-apiculate, 7-9x3.-3.5 micr.

CYSTIDIA none. ODOR and TASTE mild.

On decaying leaves and twigs, on the ground in frondose woods,

especially of beech. Ann Arbor. July-September. Rare.

This approaches M. glabellas and M. calopus Fr.
;
from the former

it is separated by its different spores and gills, from the latter by
its pruinose stem. Some specimens seem to have an entirely glab-

rous stem, thus being close to M. calopus. The color of pileus does

not change. The pileus is not sulcate as in M. siccus. It departs
from the descriptions of European authors in the spore-size and
the less distant gills.

40. Marasmius velutipes B. & C.

Ann. & Mag. N. H., 1859 (N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 23, Peck).

Illustration : Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 105, p. 140, 1908.

''PILEU/S 1.5-3.5 cm. broad convex or expanded, glabrous, gray-
ish-rufous when moist, cinereus when dry. FLESH thin, submem-
branaceus. GILLS very narrow, crowded, whitish or gray. STEM
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7 l - t-iii. Long, slender, equal, hollow, clothed with <i densi
tj

velvety tomentum throughout."

Peck's description, given above, differs from Berkley's in 8

cardo, in thai the cap does qo1 have.an umbilicus, and in the much

longer and slender stem. No spore-measurements are published.

Among fallen leaves in woods, on the ground. Ann Arbor.

Our specimens were verified by Peck. The spines measure 6-7x4

in ifi-.. <p\ ;il to ova te, smooth.

41. Marasmius resinosus (Pk.) Sacc.

X. V. State .Mus. Rep. 24, IsTl* (as M. decurrens Pk.).

X. Y. State .Mus. Bull. <'»T. L903 (as var. niveus Pk.).

Sylloge Fungorum, Sacc, Vol. V., p. 522.

I'll.Kl's r» li' iniii. broad, convex, then expanded and depressed,

pliant, • tough, dull white, rarely grayish or tawny, sometimes

umbilicate or subinfundibuliform, even or subrugulose, glandular-

pubescent. FLESH thin, submembranaceus. GILLS arcuate-

decurrent, close to subdistant, narrow, white or whitish, often veined

or forked, edge llocculose. STEM 2-5 em. long, 0.5-1 mm. thick,

slender, equal, tough, cartilaginous, glandular-pruinose, tubular,

not striate, while then pallid, attached by floccose base, rarely con-

fluent. SPORES oval-lanceolate, 6-7x3-4 micr., smooth, white.

STERILE CELLS on edge of gills numerous narrowly clavate, ob-

tuse. 30x6-7 micr. ODOB and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose, attached to grass, sticks, leaves, etc.,

in t'rondose w l<. Ann Arbor. July-September. Frequent locally

after heavy rains.

The pubescence of cap and stem is due to minute, Bhorl hairs

which arc often glandular-tipped as seen under the microscope

When rubbed between the fingers the fresh plant feels resinous. The

decurrenl .^ills suggesl an Omphalia, bu1 the reviving and tough

substance of the plant are characteristics which place it here. I'

was tirst named I/, decurrens by Peck, who happened on specim<

Which were not ,it nil typical as to the color of the cap. B rdo

changed the specific name to resinosus, because decurrens wt

occupied. Later, Peck named the common form var. niveus, which

still later he changed to var. candidisimus. All these names should

he dropped, since ih" plant is practically always white.
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Section III. Calopodes. Stem instititious, (i. e., inserted, the

mycelium hidden), short, not rooting.

*Stem entirely glabrous.

42. Marasmius scorodonius Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 1125.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 24, Fig. 6.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 109, p. 144.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 44 (as M.

alliatus) .

PILEUS 5-12 mm. broad, pliant, convex then plane, margin at

length elevated, rufous-tinged at first, then whitish, glabrous,

wrinkled in age, crisped on margin. FLESH thin, membranaceus.

GILLS adnate, narrow, close to subdistant, whitish, crisped, edge

minutely flocculose. STEM 2-3 cm. long, 1-2 mm. thick, tapering

downward, horny, tubular, terete or compressed, reddish, apex wbit-

ish, glabrous, inserted by the naked, blackish base, somewhat shin-

ing. SPORES narrowly oval-lanceolate, pointed-apiculate, 6-8x3-4

inicr., smooth, white. ODOR, when bruised, strong of garlic.

Attached to base of grass, herbs and rootlets in fields, roadsides,

grassy places in or near woods. Ann Arbor, New Richmond, etc.

Probably throughout the state. June-September. Infrequent, but

abundant locally.

Var. calopus (M. calopus Fr.).

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustration: Plate VIII of this Report.

PILEUS 5-10 mm. GILLS adnewed, rather broad, emarginate.
subdistant. STEM 2-3 cm. long, 1 mm. thick, reddish-bay color be-

low, pallid-brownish above. ODOR faint or none, more noticeable

when drying. (Spores, etc., same as M. scorodonius.)
Attached to grass stalks, etc., in woods. Ann Arbor.

M. scorodonius is known by its glabrous, tapering stem, narrow

gills and strong odor when the plant is crushed. M. calopus is con-

sidered identical by some, but its slight odor, and different gills

show it to be at least a variety. Hard's figure scarcely represents
either plant as it occurs here. This species has long been used in
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Ehirope as a seasoning for tnutton roasts, for other mushrooms and

gravies.

**&tem minutely velvety or pruino

43. Marasmius foetidus I'r.

Sysi. Mvc. L821.

[llustrations : Cooke, [11., PL l L34.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. ll_.

Hard, fiiushr* s, Pig. KM, p. L39, L908.

"Pilens !-•"» cm. broad, pliant, convex then expanded and >n,i

bilicate, fulvous-bay color or rufescent, plioate-striate, pallid

alntacens when dry, margin incnrved. FLESH snbmembranacena
GILLS adnexed, joined in ;i collar behind, distant, rnfescenl or yel-

lowish, somewhal subdecurrent STEM 2-3 cm. lon<,r , 1-2 mm. thick.

tubular, chestnut -brown or paler, velvety-pruvnose, inserted by the

floccose base ob wood. ODOE rcnj disagreeable, but not of garlic

similar to M. performs." Spores 7-8x3.54 micr. (Pennington i.

I have not seen this species within the borders of the state, but

do not doubt tli.it it occurs. It is not Eeliomyces foetans Pat., as

some think. It occurs on wood. fallen branches. He. The descrip-

tion is adapted from Bicken.

44. Marasmius olneyi B. & C.

Ann. & Mag. N. II.. L859.

PILEUS 1-1.5 cm. broad, pliant, convex, soon expanded plane and

depressed, glabrous, rufescent, striate when moist, at length radi

ately rugose, dull luster. FLESB membranous, concolor. 'ill

attached to a collar which secedes from stem, subdistant, narro

white, arid, edge somewhat crenulate. STEM 2 I cm. long, 1 mm.

thick, dilated at apex, tubular, even, whiU to pallid, minutely

pubescent-floccose, attenuated down/ward and inserted at b

SPORES narrowly elliptic-lanceolate, pointed at one end, 9-lla

micr.. smooth, white. I >l M >K aone.

On fallen leaves and twigs, in frondose woods of beech, maple.
•

New Richmond; September.
This and M. leptopus Pk. seem closely related, the latter difl
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according to the description, by its glabrous stem and the spores

which measure 7-9x3-4 inicr.

45. Marasmius caricicola Kauff.

N. A. F., Vol. IX, p. 277, 1915.

PILEUS 4-8 mm. broad, convex-expanded, obtuse, radiately and

broadly sulcate or alveolate, pure white, toughish, pliant, reviving.

pruinose. FLESH very thin, membranaceus. GILLS adnate, thick,

very distant, rather broad, pure white. STEM very short, about

2 mm. long, 0-7 mm. thick, terete, equal, central, subglabrous, pure

white, horizontal or ascending, inserted by a miked base. SPORES

elliptical-ovate, narrowed toward apiculus, obtusely rounded at op-

posite end, 15-18x0-0.5 micr. when mature, smooth, white. BASIDIA
2 or 4-spored, about 45x7 micr., elongated-clavate. STERIGMATA
stout, awl-shaped, 7-8 micr. long. ODOR none.

Gregarious, on lower portion of Carex stems, in marshes, willow

swamps, etc. Ann Arbor. October-November. Common locally.

Differs from M. candidus Fr. in the sense of all authors, in that

the pileus is not umbilicate nor hemispherical, in its naked, inserted

base of the stem, and probably in the spores. Quelet (Jura et. Vos-

ges) gives the spores of the same length for M. candidus. Cooke

(111.) gives minute spores, and Patouillard (Tab. Analyt.) figures

them fusiform for M. candidus. Hard's photograph (Mushrooms,

Fig. 107, p. 112, 1908) can scarcely be considered as the M. candidus

of Fries, whose plant is described as minute, but is apparently 1/.

magnisporus Murr. Manifestly, M. candidus Fr. is not well under-

stood.

The trama of the pileus is composed of compact long, thickish.

hyaline hyphae, differentiated at the surface into globose, hyaline,

cells 0-7 micr. in diameter.

SUBGENUS MYCEXA: Margin of pilots at first straight and

oppressed. Stem horny, tubular, sometimes stuffed, tough and dry.

Pileus submembranaceus.

Section IV. Chordales. Stem radicating or attached by floccose-

radiating hairs.
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46. Marasmius cohoerens I r. Bi

EpicrisiSj L836 38
l
as Mycena I.

Illustrations: Pries, [cones, PI. 80, Fig. I (as ifycena cohoen

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 25, Fig. I.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. L27, p. L33, L900.

I l.iiil, Muslim
B, Fig. L06, p. 111.

PILEUS L-2.5 cm. broad, campanulate-expanded, obtuse, some

times ambonate, even, or striatulate when moist, soft-velvety, vina-

ceus-cinnamon to chestnut color, fading to alutaceus, margin ;it

Length repand-wavy. FLESH thin, concolor. GILLS adnate,

rounded behind or sinuate, seceding, moderately broad, ventrico

close in subdistant, pallid at first, sood colored, brown, brick red

in reddish-brown from the dark-colored, spiculate cystidia, some-

times intervenose. STEM 5-15 cm. long, t-6 mm. thick, elongated,

subequal, homy, tubular
} even, glabrous and shining, sometimes ob-

scurely velvety from spicules, bay-brown to chestnut, pallid at di-

lated apex, base darker and densely floccose with interwoven hairs

which join the steins and attach them to substratum. SPORES
variable in size, 0-8.5x4-5 micr., oval-elliptical, smooth, white. Q5 B

TIDIA numerous over entire surface of gills, lanceolate-aciculate.

65-95x8-10 micr., reddish-brown. ODOR ''somewhat disagreeable."

(Ricken.)

Caespitose and coherent, on the ground or much decayed wood.

in frondose woods. Throughout the state. July-September. Not

infrequent.

The rigid, horny, dark stems, joined at base by a mass of white

mycelial threads, the numerous cystidia and the size, distinguish

this well-marked plant. Sometimes they -row singly. Collyh

lachnophylla Berk and Collybia spinulifera Pk. have hen shown by

Atkinson to be identical with it. It is often referred to as M
cohoerens. The surface of the pileua and of the stem are usually

covered by dark spicules like those of the gills, and the color o

of these parts varies in proportion to their abundance. Th<

spicules are microscopic in size.

*

47. Marasmius elongatipes Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 26, 1874 (as M. longipes Pi

•IMLKI'S s; ]•_> ,,,,,,_ hroad, convex, glabrous, finely
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margin, tawny-red. FLESH meinbranaceus. GILLS adnate, close,

white. STEM 5-12 cm. long, filiform, tall, straight, equal hollow,

pruinose-tomentose, radicating, brown or fawn color, apex white."

SPORES 7-8x3.5 micr. (Pennington.) Among fallen leaves in woods.

Rare.

It has been suggested that this is identical with M. chordalis (Fr.)

Bres. I will, therefore, append Bresadola's description of that

species :

"Pileus 1-2.5 cm. broad, convex, soon umbilicate, then expanded,

dry, umber, then livid-whitish, marked with reddish spots, pruinose

under a lens, with an incurved, at first striate then sulcate margin.

FLESH membranaceus. GILLS adnate to subdecurrent, distant,

whitish, at length straw yellow and reddish spotted. STEM 7-10

(rarely 15) cm. long, 1-2 mm. thick, straight, stuffed by a pith, (then

hollow), date-brown, apex whitish, densely gray pruinose, in wet

weather the surface is shiny from yellowish watery drops. SPORES

fusoid-ventricose, 8-10x6 micr., hyaline under microscope. CYS-

TIDIA fusoid. BASIDIA clavate, 40x1-6 micr. ODOR none."

It is evident that here are two forms of Marasmius, clearly dis-

tinguishable by the colors. Specimens have been sent from Europe,

according to Pennington (information by letter) marked ill. chor-

dalis, which had the color of our 1/. elongatipes. It seems probable

that there are two species in Europe which are confused under the

one name. Bresadola's figure does not illustrate our plants and

Peck's name should be retained. It was originally called M. longipes,

a name which had been pre-empted.

48. Marasmius papillatus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 24, 1S72.

PILEUS 5-15 mm. broad, convex-expanded, markedly papillate,

striatulate on margin, dingy whitish with pink tinge, opaque,

slightly subtomentose or glabrous. FLESH submembranaceus.

GILLS broadest behind, decurrent by tooth, narrow in front, close,

to subdistant, whitish or tinged yellowish. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 1

mm. thick, equal, elastic, toughish, hollow, pruinose, pallid, tinged

flesh color, slightly darker below, distinctly rooting. SPORES 10-11

x?>-4 micr., subcylindrical, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA few, scat-

tered, narrowly lanceolate, about 50x5-6 micr., acuminate.

Gregarious, on decayed, mossy logs in coniferous regions. Bay
View, New Richmond. July-September. Infrequent.
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Easily known by its habitat, the small rounded uml n th<

;miH the incarnate tinge of cap and Btem.

4Q. Marasmius siccus (Schw.) Fr.

Bynop. Fung. Oar., L822 (as Mycena siccm ,

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 23, L870 (as If. oampanulatus Pk.).

N. v. State -Mus. Bull. L05, L906.

[llnstration : Bard, Mushrooms, Pi. IT. Fig. L10, p. L46, L908.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, <»r sometimes smaller, at first subcon-

ical, broadly campannlate, a1 Length often depressed in center, dry,

glabrous, distantly rodiateVy striatt silicate to tfu disk, ochraceus-

reddish to brighl rose-madder, darker on disk, in age sometimes fer-

ruginous. PLESB membranaceus. GILLS free or slightly attached,

narrotced toward stem, broad in front, distant, white or tinged by

color nt' pileus, subvenose. STEM t-8 cm. long, slender, horny, glab-

rous and shining, bla'ckish-brown
?

often pallid i<> white a1 aj

tubular, attached to leaves, etc., by small mycelioid base. SPORES

elongated oblong-lanceolate, narrowed to the pointed apiculus,

variable in size. 13-18 (up to 24) x3- L5 micr., smooth, white. < »l »< »k

mild.

Gregarious, on fallen leaves, twigs and debris in frondose w Is

Throughout the State. July-September. Frequent.
< >ne of our most beautiful species of Marasmius. due to its bright

colors when in full luxuriance. The color varies considerably ami in

age is often rusty-reddish <m the cap. The stem is paler at times

when young. The spores are very variable, and either continui

mature, <>r in wet weather become elongated by the first sti -

germination. Peck referred it to the species of Schweinite, whose

specimens of .1/. siccus are preserved in the herbarium of the Phila-

delphia Academy of Science. This species has been reported by

De Seynes as occurring in the region of the Congo in Africa.

50. Marasmius felix Mom

Jour. Mycol., Vol. 12, 1906.

PILEUS 3-8 mm. broad, convex plane, dry, glabrous, Bt

rugulose when dry, rufescent. FLESS membranaceus. ( !! :

adnate, not broad, distant, white, venose, sometimes forked. STEM
2-8 cm. long, filiform, brownish to blackish brown, sometimes «
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ish at apex, minutely brown-pubescent or velvety, instititious,

slightly brown-hairy at insertion, base attached to veins of fallen

oak leaves. SPOKES elliptical, 7-9x4-5 micr., smooth, white.

In frondose woods. Ann Arbor.

Section V. Rotulae. Stem instititious, filiform, horny or rigid-

setaceous. (Attached to leaves, twigs, etc.)

51. Marasmius rotula Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 1129.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 443.

Berkeley, Outlines, PL 14, Fig. 7.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 25, Fig. 10.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 108, p. 143.

Conn. State Geol. & Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 15, PL 5.

PILEUS 4-10 mm. broad (rarely broader), pliant, hemispherical-

convex, subum.bona.te-um~bilicate, white or whitish, umbilicus

darker, radiately plicate, glabrous, margin crenate. FLESH mem-

branaceus. GILLS attached to a free collar behind, distant,

broad, whitish-pallid. Stem 2-5 cm. long, filiform, horny, tubular,

black or brownish-black, whitish at apex, entirely naked, institi-

tious. SPORES lanceolate-fusiform, 6-9x3-4 micr., smooth, white.

ODOR none.

On fallen twigs, leaves and around base of living trunks, gre-

garious. Throughout the State. May-September. Very common.
Often in great abundance after rains in woods, around shade

trees, thickets, etc., and is our commonest Marasmius. Its beauti-

fully pleated white cap and black stem cause it to be a striking
little plant when moist and fully expanded. Sometimes the plants
arise in series along a prostrate black strand, and are then often

sterile.
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52. Marasmius graminum Libert.

Plant. <'!•> pt., L837.

[Uustrations : Cooke, III., PL I L29.

Berkeley, Outlines, PL l I, Pig. 8.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, Cifo. 143.

Ricken, Biatterpilze, PL 25, Pig. 9.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 325.

••|'l LEI rs minute. 2-4 mm, broad, nearly plane, ambonate, pale

rufous, sulcate, the furrows paler, umbo brown. GILLS few, sub-

\ entricose, cream-colored, intervenose, attached to a free collar.

STEM 2-4 cm. long, capillary, shining-black, apex white, entirely

naked." SPORES obovate, 5-6 micr. Long (Sacc.) ; lanceolate, L2-15

x3 l micr. (Ricken) (Scliroeter) ; globose, 34 micr. diam. (Massee)
i

< Jooke).

Gregarious, attached to grass-leaves. Southern Michigan.
The description is adapted from Berkeley. Ricken and Schroeter

describe ii somewhat differently: "PILEUS brighl reddish-yellow
or brownish-orange, depressed and darker in center. (JILLS very

distant, all the same length, white or whitish. STEM entirely
brownish-black or whitish at apex, hair-like in form, tough and

hard." (Otherwise as above, but with long spores.) The very dif-

ferent sizes reported for the spores, show it to be as ye1 an uncer-

tainly understood species. I have no record of the spores.

53. Marasmius androsaceus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. PL 1 L29.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. I :!!>.

Ricken, Biatterpilze, PL 25, Pig. 6.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 103, p. 138, L908.

PILEUS 6-12 nun. broad, at lirsi subhemispherical, Boon •

panded and depressed-umbilicate, reddish brown or with purpl

tint, sometimes whitish, distantly sulcate-striate or radiately

wrinkled, glabrous. FLESH membranaceus. GILLS adnate, thi

ish. tiixtaut, moderately broad, sometimes forked, flesh-coloi

rufescent. STEM 3-6 cm. long, capillary, tubular, tougfa and h

glabrous-shining, black, apex paler, equal or dilated a< apex,
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titious. SPORES lanceolate, 6-8x2.5-3 micr., smooth, white. ODOR
none.

Gregarious, attached to fallen leaves, twigs, pine needles, etc.

Houghton, New Richmond and probably throughout the state.

July-September.

Not to be confused with M. perforans Fr. which has a similar ap-

pearance, but differs in possessing a strong, specific odor (not of gar-

lic), and in its minutely-velvety stem covering.

54. Marasmius epiphyllus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 1137.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 219.

PILEUS 2-8 mm. broad, convex, at length flattened and depressed

or subuinbilicate, subpruinose or glabrous, milk-white rugulose.

FLESH membranaceus. GILLS adnate, few, very distant, white.

STEM 14 cm. long, filiform, equal, reddish-broirn, paler or whitish

at apex, pruinose, pubescent toward base, instititious, tough.

SPORES narrowly fusiform-lanceolate, 9-12x34 micr., smooth,

white. CYSTIDIA moderately abundant, on sides and edge of gills,

10-50x7-8 micr., subacuminate, narrowly lanceolate. BASIDIA 30x7

micr., 4-spored. ODOR none.

Gregarious, on fallen leaves of oak, etc., attached to midrib and

veins. Ann Arbor. October.

Distinguished from the preceding by the pruinose stem. M. in-

stititious Fr. is said to differ by the sulcate-plicate pileus and the

thicker stem which tapers downward. The spore-sizes given by
various authors clash here as in many other cases. Massee and

Cooke give them as 3x2 micr.
; Morgan (ex Saccardo) as 6-7x2. Our

plants appear to be those of Ricken.

55. Marasmius capillaris Morg.

Ann. Soc. of Nat. Hist. Jour., Vol. 6, 1883.

PILEUS 2-6 mm. broad, convex, umbilicate, plicate-sulcate, alu-

taceus sometimes darker, with ivhite umbilicus, glabrous. FLESH
membranaceus. GILLS adnate to a free collar, moderately broad,

white, distant. STEM 3-5 cm. long, capillary, equal, long, black
;

scarcely whitish at very apex, glabrous-shining, tubular, tough,.
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instititious. SPORES oblong-lanceolate, 8-10x4-5 micr., smooth,
w hite. nix >K cone.

Gregarious od fallen leaves of oak, etc., twigs and Bticks in w I-.

Ann Arbor. September.
Known by its long, filiform black stem and the white nmbilii

which is in marked contrasl to the color of the resl of pileus.

Heliomyces Lev.

(From the Greek, helios, the sun, and myphes, a fungus.)

Flesh ti-emelloid, subcoreaceous, reviving in moisl weather. Pileus

rugose, suleate or reticulate-ridged. Stem central, confluent with

the pileus, tough. No veil, dills with acute edge.

Marasmius-like plants with a gelatinous trama, asually lignicol-

ous. The species are few and have been poorly studied; probably
mosl of them occur in the tropical regions. Ii is highly desirable

to know the microscopic structure of the species so far referred

here. Pleurotus subpalmatus is closely related to this genus, and
should perhaps he included. Only two species are represented in

niv collections.

56. Heliomyces nigripes (Schw.) Morg.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Hard. Mushrooms. Fig. li:>. p. ].Y_'. L908.

Lloyd. Myc. Notes, No. 5, Pig. L9 and 20, p. 16.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, very thin, pun chalk-white, convex then

expanded, pruinose. ru.uulosesuhsulcate ; trama composed of !

gelatinous hyphae much interwoven. GILLS adnate or adnato

decurrent, suhdistaut. anequal, intervenose, some forked, white,

rufescent. STEM 2-4 cm. long, L-2 mm. thick, enlarged and asually

compressed above, tapering downward, instititious, cartilaginous-

tough, hind,-, white-pruinose ;it tirst. minutely tubular, black within.

SPORES coarsely stellate. 3-5 rayed, hyaline, 8 9 micr. diam. I N S

TIDLA none.

On sticks, stems of Equisetum, fallen leaves, etc., in mixed w

New Richmond. September.
In age the colors of the whole plant change to alutaceous, T1

species h;is usually heeii referred t<» Ma ra-mi i u--. h i- an Ami

1
> 1 • i lit and was placed in thai genus by de SchweinitZ. In his X' >rf h

11
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American Species of Marasmius (Jour. Mycol., Vol. 12, p. 98), Mor-

gan included it under Heliomyces, where it probably belongs, al-

though tbe gelatinous character of the trama is not very strongly

developed. Its peculiar spores set it off from all others
; Lloyd has

given us a photograph showing their stellate character.

57. Heliomyces pruinosipes Pk. var.

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 167, 1913.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, tremeUoid, convex then plane, minutely

pubescent, hygrophanous, dark chestnut-brown, becoming paler.

surface marked by convolute, crowded, obtuse ridges, not viscid.

FLESH thick, becoming tough and slightly horny when dry,

reddish-pallid. GILLS adnate running down the stem by short

lines, medium broad, close, thin, pallid to dingy ochraceous, becom-

ing brownish-yellow on drying, edge entire. STEM 3-4.5 cm. long.

3 mm. thick; equal, hollow, compressed, somewhat twisted and
canaliculate on drying, fibrous, tough, dark chestnut brown, fading,
clothed by a short tomentose pubescense. SPORES minute, oblong,
5x2.5 micr., smooth, white. TEAMA of cap of large, gelatinous, in-

terwoven hyphae, which in cross-section have a very refractive cen-

ter; that of gills of similar but more slender hyphae. ODOR and
TASTE mild.

The specimen was sent by Mrs. Cahn, from Detroit, in July. The

description applies only to our plant. It departs from the descrip-

tion of Peck in that the cap does not at first possess the bright

orange-red colors and although our specimens were rather fresh

such a loss of color by fading might be expected. A more import-
ant difference is the distinct cerebrose surface of the pileus in our

plant, not mentioned at all by Peck; for the present it may be con-

sidered var. cerebrosus, until further data are at hand. It is evi-

dently rare, but there is a curious coincidence in its discovery in the

same year at three separate localities, viz., Vaughns and Ithaca,

N. Y., and Detroit, Michigan.



LACTARIEjE

Context of fruit-body lleshy, putrescent, rr.siruh stem con-

fluent with pileus and gills, central; gill8 brittle, attached, acute on

edge, inosih with cystidia in the hymenium; sporea sphoeroid,

rough, white, yellowish or ociiraceous.

This subfamily is sharply se1 off from the others by the vesieul

trama of the fruifcbody and the echinulate or otherwise roughened,

globose spores. W i t li the exception of t lit* ('ortinarii, uo other

groups develop such a variety of bright-colored pilei. Many of

them possess a strong acrid taste, and aearly all of them have

specially differentiated hyphae scattered through the trama, which

in the Lactam secrete a milky or colored juice. The hymenium is

com].osed of cylindric-clavate basidia intermingled with cystidia;

the latter often extend into or below the subliymenium. and in the

young plant project above the basidia; later they arc often even

with the rest of the hymenium. In a few cases the cystidia are

scanty or Lacking. The subhymenium is differentiated to a greater

or less extent in the different species, consisting of a tissue of small

roundish cells between basidia ;md trama.

The group is apparently derived from Ilyproplionis. probably by

several paths. The pills have a somewhat waxy consistency in some

species, reminding one of the pills of that genus. There are two

w ell-marked genera :

Lactarius, exuding a milky juice when wounded.

Russula, without this juice.

Lactarius Fr.

i Prom the Lai in, /"<, milk, i

Wii none; the trama composed of vesiculose tissue, and xoit)

milky or colored juice which exudes when plant ia broken; gills

rigid, fragile, acute on edge; stem central, confluent with the pil<

spores globose or subglobose, usually echinulat verrucose, white

or yellowish.

Fleshy and put re-cent fungi, often of large size, mostly

sometimes on much decayed wood. The genus ia very distind
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most closely related to Russula, from which it differs by the exuda-

tion of a milky or colored juice from the gills and elsewhere when

wounded. The abundance and size of many species which are edible

makes this an important genus economically; but a number of

species are believed to be poisonous and must be carefully dis-

tinguished.

The PILEUS may be white, yellow, orange, green, blue, reddish,

tan, gray, etc., often with the colors in variegated zones of related

hues. It is either dry or viscid, glabrous, velvety or tomentose, and

the margin which is at first involute is usually much more velvety

or tomentose than the center of the pileus ;
in some species, however,

the margin is naked. The GILLS are usually adnate at first or

acuminate on the stem, becoming spuriously decurrent in many
cases as the margin of the pileus is elevated at maturity or in age.

They are usually rigid-brittle, and exude the milky juice to best

advantage when quickly cut by a sharp-pointed instrument. They
are usually of unequal length and often forked, sometimes dicho-

tomously as in />.. piperatus. The color of the gills varies from

white to yellowish or grayish, and in many cases they become dis-

tinctly darker in age, a character on which the main division has

been based. In one group they become dusted by the spore* and are

said to be pruinose in age. The STEM has a rigid cortex with a

spongy-stuffed interior, and becomes rather brittle. It is never

fibrous but may become hollow or cavernous with age. It is either

white or has the color of the pileus, but often diluted. Its rigid,

stiff-looking appearance, which is due to the vesiculose structure of

the flesh, gives both the species of this genus as well as those of

Russula a characteristic pose by which these two genera are soon

easily recognized. The TRAMA has a structure which, along with

that of the Russulas, is unique among the Agaricaceae. The hyphae
of the usual slender, filamentous type of other genera are rather

scanty, and interweave among clusters of thin-walled, parenchyma-
like, isodiametric cells, forming the so-called vesiculose tissue.

Mixed with the filamentous are the milk-bearing hyphae, called

"latex-tubes" or "lactiferes." These extend longitudinally up
through the stem, spread out in the pileus and extend through the

gills. The "MILK," as it is called, is usually white as it comes from
a sudden wound, but in several species it is colored blue, orange or

red. After the white milk is exposed to the air for a few minutes, it

either remains unchanged or becomes yellow, lilac, pink, greenish
or grayish. In many species this change is only noticeable where
the milk touches the flesh, and the latter takes on the corresponding
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color. In a few species the juice is watery or a diluted white; I

was considered by Fries as a degenerate condition due to the hab

ii.ii. During very dry weather or in old specimens the juice is dried

up and dues mil respond to the wounding of the tissue. Some Bpe<

of Mycena are also supplied with ;i colored juice, bul these Lack the

vesiculose trama and are verj slender-stemmed plants. The TASTE
of the milk and ilrsli is often verj acrid in fresh plants and con

tinued sampling of many specimens the same day is apt in produce
a sore tongue. It is, however, accessary to know whether .1 spei

is acrid or mild, hence cautious tasting of minute pieces of the

j4'ills is not objectionable and if kepi in the mouth but a short time

and not swallowed, qo harm results. This character is of greal

importance in determining the species of thi> genus. Some speeies.

usually called mild, have a woody or bitterish taste. The SPORES
are globose to almost broadly < Mistical in some Bpecies. The

epispore is decorated with minute spines, reticulations, etc. The

color varies from white to yellowish, not nearly as variable as in

the genus Kussula. The size of the spore is not sufficiently different

to be of much use in ordinary diagnosis of species. CYSTIDIA are

abundant in many of the species, and are apparently of the same

nature as in Kussula.

Many species, especially those with a mild taste, arc EDIBLE
and are much prized by mycophagists : such are L. deliciosus, I

volutins, L. hygrophoroides, L. indigo, etc. The very acrid species

should be tried cautiously. Some are considered poisonous and

have been so marked. The poison is, however, not of the same order

as in the Amanitas, and there is a growing belief that if properly

prepared most, if not all of them, may be eaten with impunity.
L. piperatu8, whose milk has a most excruciatingly biting effeel on

the tongue when taken from a fresh plant, is known to be perfectly

safe after it is cooked. All serious accidents which have come to my
notice in the state, have been traced with fair certainly to the

Amanitas. Any mushroom, however, especially if fried, may cause

illness to people with poor digestion in the same way as manj other

delicious art icles of food.

The Lactarii are mosl abundant during July and August, with a

similar seasonal range as the Russulas. They often occur in l

numbers in the open woods of higher ground, although soi

are mostly limited to swamps, bogs and low rich woods. I bnve -

hundreds of individuals of several species, including L. velU

in an area several rods in extent. Others like /.. indigo re mos

few in a place and occur in widely separated localities.
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The Friesian arrangement into two main groups is here retained.

Other groupings which have been attempted, seem to me to have

brought out no clearer relationships and tend only to complicate

matters. The main divisions are here considered as subgenera.

These have been subdivided into sections, depending on the char-

acter of the surface of the pileus, and on the taste. The key includes

only the species so far identified from plants gathered within the

state.

Key to the Species

(A) Milk brightly colored from the first. [See also (AA) and (AAA)],
(a) Young gills and milk indigo-blue. 78. L. indigo Schw.
(aa) Not indigo-blue.

(b) Young gills and milk dark red. 76. L. subpurpureus Pk.
(bb) Young gills and milk orange. 77. L. deliciosus Pr.

(AA) Milk at first white, changing color on exposure to the air, at least
on the flesh,

(a) Milk becoming lilac or violet-lilac, at least on the bruised flesh,

(b) Pileus zonate, 8-12 cm. broad; stem spotted. 75. L. maculatus
Pk.

(bb) Pileus azonate, 3-7 cm. broad; stem not spotted. 74. L. uvidus
Fr.

(aa) Milk not changing to lilac.

(b) Milk becoming pinkish-red, at least on the bruised flesh,

(c) Pileus chocolate-brown to pale sooty-brown, usually rugose. 80.

L. lignyotus Pr.

(cc) Pileus grayish-brown to isabelline, even. 79. L. fulginosus
Fr.

(bb) Milk not changing to pinkish red.

(c) Milk becoming yellow, at least on the bruised flesh,

(d) Margin of pileus tomentose-hairy.
(e) Stem spotted; pileus straw-color to ochraceous. 60. L.

scrobiculatus Fr.

(ee) Stem not spotted; pileus buff tinged with flesh color. 62.

L. cilicioides Fr.

(dd) Margin of pileus glabrous or nearly so.

(e) Pileus azonate, dry or scarcely viscid, some shade of red-
dish-brown,

(f) Odor strong, disagreeable. 69. L. theiogalus Fr.

(ff) Not with marked odor.

(g) Pileus substriate on margin, fading to isabelline. 88.

L. isabellinus Burl,

(gg) Pileus even on margin, color of L. comphoratus. 87.

L. colorascens Pk.
(ee) Pileus zonate, at least toward margin,

(f) Pileus very viscid when moist, orange-yellow. 86. L.

croceus Burl.

(ff) Pileus subviscid.

(g) Pileus distinctly spotted-zoned with dull-orange zones;
milk very acrid. 68. L. chrysorheus Fr.

(gg) Pileus faintly zonate; milk tardily acrid or bitterish.

69. L. theiogalus Fr.

(cc) Milk not changing to yellow.
(d) Milk becoming greenish on the bruised flesh.

(e) Pileus dark i live-green, rather rigid, zonate. 59. L. atro-

virides Pk.

(ee) Pileus livid-smoky-gray, azonate. 73. L. trivialis var.
viridilactis.

(dd) Milk not changing to green or brownish on flesh.

(e) Gills stained gray where bruised.
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1 1' i Plleua olive-brown to amber, rigid, 6-11 em. broad 68.
/.. turpis Fr.

i ') Plleua drab colored to tlla< b, B 8 em br<
/,. v it ins Pr,

(ee) Milk changing to brown on the Beth. 91. / lus
Pk.

i AAA) .Milk white, unchanging.
(a) Pileus viscid when moist.

(b) Margin of plleua distinctly tomentose-halry; plleua ln<

tinged. 61. /.. torminosus Pr.

(bb) Margin of plleua glabroua or nearly so.

(c) Plleua distinctly zonate, more or less copper or 7"
L. in.snis us Pr.

(cc) Plleua not or obscurely zonal

(d) Pilous large, usually 8 L6 cm. broad.
(e) Plleua pale yellowish or subochraceouB ; Kills broad. 71.

L. afflnis Pk.

(ee) Pilous white soon spotted stain. .1 ; i/ills becoming !!•

colored. 65. L. controversies Pr.

(eee) Plleua livid-smoky gray or tinged Blightly with lilac-

purplish. 73. L. trivialis Fr.

(dd) Pileus medium to small, less than S cm. broad.

(e) Pileus drab or lilac-gray; gills pruino /.. ri-

Fr.

(ee) Pileus some other color.

(f) Pileus and stem cinereus, glabrous, small. 84. I.. <in-

ereus Pk.

(ff) Pileus reddish.

(g) Pilous unbonate-papillnto, reddish -fulvous, 1-2 em.
broad. 96. L. oculatus (Pk.) Burl,

(gg) Pileus umbilicate-depresst (|, reddish-brown, 6-7 cm.
broad. 72. /.. hysginus Fr.

(aa) Pileus not viscid.

(b) Pileus minutely tomentose, scaly, pubescent or with velvety-
bloom,

(c) Taste mild, never acrid; pileus reddish-brown to pale tawny,
(d) Gills close; pileus rugose-reticulate, velvety-pubescent

/,. corrugis Pk.

(dd) Gills distant; pileus even or Blightly rugulose, almost gla-

brous. 93. /.. hygrophoroides B. &

(cc) Tas'te acrid or slowly acrid, if mild then pilous not reddish-
brown.

(d) Odor aromatic, rather strong.

(e) Pileus ashy to smoky-brown. /.. glyciosmus Fr,

(ee) Pilous tawny to iaabelline; in awampa and bog
- f.

helvus Fr.

(dd ) Odor none.
1

1
I Pil us white or whitish.

(f) Pileus persistently velvety-tomenl entire Burl

63. L. pelJen us Fr.

iff) Pilous glabrous on center, margin densely rottony-
tomentose. 64. /.. <! ptivus I

(ee ) Pilous not w Into

(f) Pilous l-."> cm. broad, gray; often on much decayed ''

83. /.. grist us Pk.
iff) Plleua 2-7 em. broad; flesh reddish or Qesh-coloi

bruised.

(g) Plleua chocolate-brown to pal- brown,
•

center. 80. /.. Hgi toi

(gg) Plleua grayish-brown to Isabelline, 7' 1

sus Fr.

(bb) Pileus glabrou
(c) Pileus etc. white; pills very crowded, dichotomou
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66. L. piperatus Fr.

(cc) Pileus not white.

(d) Pileus some shade of gray or brown.
(e) Gills becoming dingy greenish-brown where bruised.

(f) Pileus 1-3 cm. broad, pale lilaceous-umber. 89. L. par-
vus Pk.

(ff) Pileus 3-6 cm. broad, grayish-buff. 90. L. varlus Pk.

(ee) Gills not changing to greenish-brown when wounded;
pileus zoned, gray to brownish-gray. 67. L. pyrogalus
Fr.

(dd) Pileus some shade of red or yellow,

(e) Gills distant; pileus pale brownish-orange. 93. L. Jiygro-

phoroides B. & C.

(ee) Gills close or subdistant.

(f) Taste acrid.

(g) Pileus bay-red to rufus. 82. L. rufus Fr.

(gg) Pileus pale yellowish to subochraceus. 71. L.

affinis Pk.

(ff) Taste mild or nearly so.

(g) Odor aromatic, sometimes faint.

(h) Pileus even, brown-red; color persisting. 97. L.

camphoratus Fr.

(hh) Pileus rimulose, areolate, brown-red, fading. 98.

L. rimosellus Pk.

(gg) Odor none.

(h) Pileus 5-12 cm. broad, brownish-orange to fulvous;
stem solid. 91. L. volemus Fr.

(hh) Pileus 2-5 cm. broad, brownish-red to isabelline;
stem stuffed to hollow. 95. L. subdulcis Fr.

PIPERITES: Gills not becoming darker nor pruinose-sprinkled

in age.

In this group the milk is either colored or white. In some secies

it changes on exposure to the air and stains the gills so that they

assume a different color than at first; such species must not be

referred to the second group, since there the gills assume a darker

color without reference to the milk. »

Section I. Pileus, especially on margin, shaggy, scabrous, tomen-

tose or hairy-fringed; taste acrid.

58. Lactarius turpis Fr.

Epicrisis, 1S36-38.

Illustrations: Fries, Sverig. Svamp.. PI. 00.

Cooke, 111., PL 987.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 397.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 9, Fig. 4.

PILEUS 0-12 cm. broad, rigid, convex-umbilicate, then expanded
and depressed, olive-lroirn to umber, darker on disk, azonate, some-
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whal roughisli floccose, fibrils glutinous when moist, a< lengtb bud-

glabrous, margin a1 first involute with an olivaceus-yellow villositj

PLESH whitish, compact, thick. GILLS adnate, decurrent, aarrow,
close in crowded, dingy cream-colored, stained gray or nearly black

where bruised. STEM 3 i cm. long, L.5-2.5 cm. thick, Btoot, sh

firm, Bcarcelj viscid, glabrous, concolor or paler than pileus, o

s/»>n< ,i with darker spots, even, si uffed, Bometimes hollow. SPORES
"globose, echinulate, 6.5 8 micr."

i Burl.) M l l.K white, unchanging,

causing gray stains on gills, acrid. ODOB Blight Edible.

Gregarious or solitary. <>n the ground in the oorth, in mixed
\\ Is of hemlock, balsam, poplar, maple, etc. Presque Lsle, Mar-

quette. August-September. Rare or frequenl Locally.

It is very distinct from L. atroviridis in its colors and in the char-

acter <>f the surface of the pileus, etc. Dried specimens are grayish

black. Lactarius sordidus Pk. is withoul doubl the same. It i>

s;iiil to lie eaten in Europe, although as Pries remarks, it has a Loath-

some appearance. It lias somewhat the habil of Paxillus involutus

ami like the latter, prefers coniferous woods.

59. Lactarius atroviridis Pk.

X. Y. State Mns. Rep. 42, L889.

Illustration : Hard, Mushrooms, Pig. L39, p. IT"-. L908 (nol typ-

ical I.

PILEUS 6-15 cm. broad, subrigid, convex-expanded, soon de

pressed, dry, rough-scabrous to scabrous-hairy, often rugose, <l"rk

olivi green, becoming blackish-green, sometimes obscurely mottled-

zonate toward margin, which is at firsl involute then spreading and

thin. PLESH whitish, thick and compad on disk. GILLS adnate

<»r Bubdecurrent, close, distinct, rather aarrow, whitish at fii

stained with dark green where bruised or in age, intervenose,

forked. STEM short, 2-5 cm. Long, L-2.5 cm. thick. >i<>Mt. Bubrigid

equal, dry, glabrous, <lurk greenish, sunn hollow or cavernous.

SPORES "subglobose, echinulate, 7-8 micr., white.- (Burl.) Ml l.K

white, unchanging, causing dark green stains <>n gills, acrid.

Gregarious. <>n the ground in frondose woods. Ann Vrbor, i

troit. August. Lnfrequent.

Blackish when dried. \ very curious and repellenl mushroom

concerning whose edibility nothing i- known, it ig quit<

and easily recognized by its blackish green colors, rigid
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short stem. The pileus is relatively much broader than the stem

and is often exceedingly rough-scabrous on the surface, especially

in dry weather. It seems distributed over the northeastern portion

of the United States, but is not often collected. The stem is often

spotted with darker spots.

60. Lactarius scrobiculatus Fr. (Poisonous)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111., PI. 971.

Gillet, Champignons de France, Xo. 392.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, Xo. 109.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, Xo. 53.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 133, p. 169, 1908.

Eicken, Bliitterpilze, PI. 9, Fig. 2.

PILEUS 7-17 cm. broad, convex-depressed, at length infumlibuli-

form, varying azonate to markedly zonate, viscid when moist, often

covered by a thin, hairy tomentum, straw-yellow to dark oehraceus.

becoming subferruginous and areately cracked when dry, margin, at

first involute and tomentose-hairy or densely fringed. FLESH com-

pact, firm, white, changing to yellowish from the milk. GILLS ad-

nate, subdecurrent, narrow, crowded, sometimes forked or anas-

tomosing on stem, whitish or yellowish, darker where wounded,

STEM 3-6 cm. long, 2.5-3 mm. thick, stout, short, equal, stuffed then

hollow, glabrous, concolor or paler than pileus, with deprcssedi

roundish spots of a brighter color. SPORES subglobose-elliptical

"minutely echinulate, 6.5-7x8-10 micr., white." (Burl.) MILK white,

changing quickly to sulphur-yellow, acrid. Poisonous.

Gregarious. On the ground in moist woods, or along mossy mar-

gins of swamps, mostly in coniferous regions. Bay View, Huron

Mountains, New Richmond. July-August. Infrequent.

The well-marked depressed spots on the stem and the tomentose-

hairy margin distinguish it. The margin finally becomes spread-

ing or elevated and the tomentosity gradually disappears. The

zones of the pileus may be very obscure or quite distinct; in one

large specimen I counted seventeen zones. It is a magnificent

mushroom when in full luxuriance, but is not often found.
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61. Lactarius torminosus Fr. PoiSONOi

Syst Myc., L821.

illustrations: Fries. Sverig. Svamp., PL 28.

Cooke, in., im. !>7i\

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 395.

Michael, Fiihrer l'. PUzfreunde, Vol. I. No. 38.

Hani, Mushrooms, Fig. L27, p. L65, L908.

Atkinson. Musi ins. Fig. I Is, p.
1 l'.i, L900.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 9, Fig. 3.

PILEUS fc-10 tin. broad, convex, depressed to subinfundibuli-

form, viscid wlieu young or moist, ochraceus-buff tinged with r<

thsh color, spotted-zoned, sometimes paler and azonate, margin at

first involute and persistently tomemtose-TuUry or fringed, disk

glabrous. FLESH rather soft, thick, white or tinged incarnate.

<;ILLS deeurrent, narrow, thin, close, some forked at base, whitish

to creamy, at length incarnate or redd isj^i/d low. STEM 3-6 cm.

long, 1.5-2 cm. thick, short, equal or tapering downwards, glabrous

or prninose, even, stuffed then hollow, flesh-color, paler below, some

times spotted. SPORES ''elliptical, echinulate, 8 L0x6-8 micr.,

white.'' (Burl.) MILK white, uncJumging, very acrid. Poisonous.

Gregarious. On the ground in mixed forests of lurch and hemlock.

etc., and in frondose woods of oak', maple, elm, etc.

Throughout the state, from the southern limits to tsle Royale.

July-September. Frequent.
Known by the tomentose-fringed margin of the pileus, the zoi

on the surface, the white, acrid milk which remains unchanged, and

the pinkish-yellow or ochraceus color. It must be carefully dis-

tinguished from the edible species like L. deUoiosus. It is usually

much paler than the latter, but occasionally approaches it in its

colors, and L. deliciosus has colored milk and the margin of pileut

naked. L. torminosus is poisonous, yet the Russian peasants

said to preserve it and ea1 it seasoned with oil and vinegar.

62. Lactarius cilicioides Fr. (P 0TJ8

Byst. Myc, L821.

Illustration: Cooke, 111.. PI. 973.

"PILEUS HO cm. broad, broadly conves or nearly plane, m
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cate or centrally depressed, occasionally subinfundibuliform, cov-

ered with long matted hairs or tomentum, the center sometimes

naked with age, azonate, viscid when moist, white, reddish, buff or

dingy incarnate. FLESH soft. GILLS adnate or slightly decur-

rent, thin, rather narrow, close, some forked, white or tinged with

yellow or incarnate. STEM 2-3 cm. long, 6-12 mm. thick, short,

equal or tapering downward, pruinose, stuffed then hollow, not

spotted, white or whitish. SPORES globose-elliptical, 6-8 micr.,

white. MILK white, sparse, slowly changing to pale yellow, acrid.

"In pine woods. September-October."

The description is adapted from Peck (N. Y. Mus. Rep. 38) who
remarks that it is distinguished from all others by its conspicuously

woolly pileus. The hairs or fibrils are long and intricately matted,

and very viscid in wet weather. The milk is said to be very sparse,

and in a white variety, sometimes wanting. I have not yet found it

in the state, but as it is said to be poisonous like the preceding, to

which it is closely related, it seemed desirable to include it. The

white variety might be mistaken for a Russula.

63. Lactarius vellerius Fr. (Suspected)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 980.

Bresadola, Fungh. Mang. e. Vel., PI. 67.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 400.

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PI. 10, Fig. 2.

Hussey, Illust. Brit. Myc. I, PI. 63.

White, Conn. Geol. Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 15, PL 13.

PILEUS 6-12 cm. broad, subrigid, convex-umbilicate, at length

expanded and concave-depressed, dry, white or whitish, entirely

minutely tomentose. velvety to the touch, margin at first involute

then spreading or elevated. FLESH compact, thick white or stained

from the milk. GILLS adnate-subdecurrent, subdistant to dis-

tant, moderately broad, somewhat forked, whitish to creamy-yellow

becoming brownish-stained. STEM 1.5 cm. long, 1.5-3 cm. thick,

equal or tapering downward, short, stout, pruinose-pubescent, white,

rigid, solid. SPORES subglobose to broadly elliptical, nearly

smooth, 7-9 micr., white. MILK white, unchanging or temporarily

cream-colored, sometimes lacking, acrid. Poisonous.

Gregarious. On the ground in mixed and frondose woods, often

verv abundant.
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Throughout the Btate from the southern limits to Lake Superior.

Jul] September. Rather frequent Locally.

This differs from /.. piperatua in the velvet} tomentoee pileuj and

rather distant gills. /.. deceptions has a thick, cottony tomentum on

the Involute margin, bul is almost glabrous elsewhere. Sometimes

the milk of /.. vellerius seems to !><' lacking, when ii might be d

taken for R/ussula delica: the latter, however, lacks the tomentositv

of ilit* pileus as n rule, and often has a greenish tinge «>n the apex
of the Sinn and the edge of the gills. Its edibilty Is questioned,
i. in Mcllvaine ate it for years. Others also consider ii edible since

ir loses its acridity when cooked. Without doubt it can i»- eaten

i>\ sum,., inn like Lepiota morgani, causes bad effects in others. ]

nature of its harmful principle should be investigated.

64. Lactarius deceptivus Pk. (Edible)

X. Y. State -Mus. Rep. 38, L885.

[llustrations : Peck, X. V. State Mus.. Rep. 54, PI. 70, Pig. 7 1.

1901.

White, Conn. Geol. & Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. ::. PL 8, op. p. 30.

I I.i nl. Mushrooms, Fig. 129, p. kit (poor).

PILEUS 7-15 cm. broad, firm, convex-umbilicate, then expanded-

depressed or subinfundibuliform, dry, glabrous or nearly so excepl

the margin, white or whitish, often with dingy rusty st;iin>. margin
at first involute and densely cottony-tomentose, then spreading or

elevated and fibrillose. FLESH compact, thick, while. GILLS

adhate-subdecurrent, rather broad, subdistant, si.me forked, white

or cream-yellow. STEM 3-7 cm. long, 1-1 cm. thick, Btout, short.

solid, equal or tapering downward, pruinose-pubescent, white

SPOKES snhglohose to broadly elliptical, 9-12 micr., echinulate,

white .MILK while, anchanging, acrid. Edible.

(Jregarious. On the ground, especially in coniferous w
Is, i

sionally in frondose woods.

Isle Royale, Huron Mountains, Marquette, Houghton, D

throughout the state. July-September. Sometimes very abundant

in the north.

Easily confused with /.. vellerius, from which it differs in the

thick, cottony inrolled margin of the pileus and its glabrous
-

elsewhere. 1 1 has also large spores as compared with /. velU

It has been eaten in quantity by Peck win. pronounces It i

quality, since the acrid taste disappears in cooking ;
with ue
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more abundant in the Northern Peninsula, apparently prefering

the colder latitude or altitude. It is said to be most abundant in

the mountainous regions in the eastern United States.

65. Lactarius controversus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Sverig. Svanip., PI. 29.

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PI. 61.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 381.

Cooke, 111., PI. 1003 (extreme form).

PILEUS S-20 cm. broad, firm, convex and broadly umbilicate or

depressed, at length infundibuliform, viscid when moist, appressed

subtomentose or flocculose, loMte at first, at length tinged incarnate

and stained with 'brownish flesh colored spots, obscurely zoned to-

ward margin which is at first involute but soon spreading and ele-

vated or reflexed. FLESH vwhite or at length slightly incarnate.

GILLS attenuate behind, at length ascending-decurrent, abrupt,

narrow, crowded, whitish at first then strongly incarnate to pink-

incarnate, thin, rather easily separable from pileus. STEM 3-4 cm.

long, 1-3 cm. thick, often eccentric, equal or narrowed downward,

solid, firm or spougy, subflocculose, glabrescent, even, not spotted,

white within and without. SPORES subglobose, echinulate, 5-7

inicr., white or slightly incaruate-tinged. MILK white, unchanging,

sloicly acrid, often rather scanty.

Gregarious. On the ground in low, moist, frondose woods. Ann
Arbor, Jackson, Detroit, etc. August-September. Frequent in the

southeastern part of the state.

This interesting species I have seen frequently and it appeared
to be undescribed. A comparison of figures and descriptions has

convinced me that it is an American form of L. controversus. The

spots on the cap do not become so deeply colored as described for

the European plant, but otherwise there is very little discrepancy.
When young the plants are white and are easily mistaken for L.

pip&ratus, but soon the gills, etc., take on the characteristic flesh-

color. The color of the gills is often bright incarnate while that of

the cap, flesh and stem is slightly so only in age. The stem is some-

times somewhat proemorsely rooted. The European plant is said

to be edible. A form occurs which has a hollow stem but otherwise

not very distinct ; this may be L. pubescens Fr. The latter is said

to be much smaller.
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Section II. Pileua glabrous, dry} taste acrid.

66. Lactarius piperatus l'i. (Edible

Syst. .My... L821.

Ulustrat ions ; Pries, Sverig. Svamp., PI. l'7.

Cooke, ill.. PL 979.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. I L9.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I. No. -".7.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL LO, Pig. ::.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PL 36, p. 92, L905.

Atkinson. Mushrooms, Pig. L19, i>. L20, L900.

Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. L28, p. L66, L908.

Whit.-. Conn. Geol. & Nat. Bist. Surv., Bull. 3, PL 9, op. p

Plate IX of this Report.

PILEUS ll- cm. broad, firm, convex-umbilicate, then expanded-

depressed, a1 length infundibuliform, dry, glabrous, azonate, whiU ,

even, margin ;it firsl involute and naked, at Length spreading or

elevated. FLESH white, compact, thick. GILLS attenuate-sub-

decurrent, narrow, very crowded, dichotomously forked, white then

cream-yellow. STEM 2-6 cm. Long, L-2 cm. thick, equal or tapering

downward, dry, firm, solid, glabrous or pruinose, white. SPORES
subglobose, nearly smooth, 6-7.5 micr., white. .MILK" white, unchang-

ing, very acrid, copious. Edible.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground in frondose woods of

maple, oak, etc.

Throughout the Southern Peninsula, less frequent northward.

July-September. Common.
This lias the st intensely biting taste of all Lactarii. The

acridity disappears in cooking and it can then be eaten with impun-

ity. .Mel h ,ji ne advises its use in gravy. This ppecies [g distinguished
from its near relatives by its naked margin and \ery crowded and

dichotomously forked uills which become dingj pale yellowish in

age. The photograph Of Marshall and the figure Of Michael <din\\

extreme forms if they refer to this plant. /.. pergamemts Pr. is said

to differ in its longer and stuffed stem, and the pileua Is thinner

wrinkled, and is not umbilicate a1 first; some consider it i»ul

variety. A form occurred near Marquette with merely close frills,

and in which t he milk changed to pale sulphur-yellow; it ha<

pleasant odor and is var. fragrans Burl. (See Torr Bo Clnb Bull.

1 1. p. L'n. 1908.)
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67. Lactarius pyrogalus Fr. (Poisonous)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 390.

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PL 11, Fig. 2.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 121.

PILEUS 4-6 cm. broad, convex then plane and depressed, gray to

livid-gray or brownish-gray, darker in the center, zoned toward

margin, moist in wet weather but not viscid, glabrous, margin at

first involute then spreading. FLESH white, compact, thick.

GILLS adnate-subclecurrent, subdistant to distant, firm, thin, mod-

erately broad, yellowish. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick, equal

or tapering downwards, glabrous, becoming hollow, concolor or

paler, white-mycelioid at base. SPORES subglobose, echinulate,

6-8 inicr., pale ochraceous. CYSTIDIA abundant, subcylindrical,

67-70x9 micr. MILK white, very acrid, abundant, persisting as

coagulated yellowish globules on the edge of the gills. Poisonous.

On the ground in woods. Bay View, Marquette, Ann Arbor.

July-August. Infrequent.

Known by its distant gills which become yellowish, the subzonate

gray pileus and the milk. The milk often remains as coagulated

drops on the gills.

68. Lactarius chrysorheus Fr. (Poisonous)

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 984.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 379.

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PL 13, Fig. 4.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 123, 1900.

PILEUS 4-10 cm. broad, convex and broadly umbilicate, then ex-

panded-depressed to subinfundibuliform, dry or subviscid, glabrous,
color variable, whitish to yellowish tinged incarnate, zoned with

dull orange or yellow, sometimes almost fulvous, spotted, margin
at first involute then pruinose-tomentose, then elevated. FLESH
whitish then yellowish from the milk, medium thick. GILLS ad-

nate-decurrent, crowded, less so in age, narrow, some forked at base,
thin, white at first, soon dingy yellowish, stained darker in age.
STEM 4-6 cm. long, 1-1.5 cm. thick, equal or subequal, pruinose,
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glabrescent, even, stuffed then hollow, white, changing to color

pilens wiili age, sometimes spotted. SPORES subglobose, •-< l> i n u

late, 7-8 ooticr., white. MILK white, changing to sulphur-yelh

copious, \ ery acrid. Poisonous.

Subcaespitose or gregarious. <>n the ground id frondone woods.

Aim Arbor, Detroit, Marquette, etc., throughoul the state.'

Augusl September.

Closely related to /.. theiogalus. The Latter has ;i more truly viscid

pilens which is usually qo1 zoned, and an odor which i- well marked

ami disagreeable. /.. chrysorheua is sometimes frequent locally bnl I

have so far not happened upon it in many Localities, h may be

that it is quite strongly restricted to certain seasons. Fries, Ricken

ami other European authors describe the pilens ;is always dry but

in the United States it is often subviscid in moist weather. Tin-

milk sometimes turns slowly ami the taste is occasionally bitter-

acrid.

69. Lactarius theiogalus Fr. (Suspe< i kd)

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 396.

Ricken, Blatteri'ilze. PL 13, Fig. 5.

Burlingbain. Torr. Bot. Club Mem. 14, Fig. L2, [>.
To. 1908.

1'ILFUS 3-8 em. ln-oad. convex then expanded, umbonate, obtuSi

<>r depressed, dry or subviscid, even or wrinkled uneven, glabrous

iihfiniati ixuinHim to pale taumy-n dddsh or fttivous, obscurely

zonate to azonate, margin a1 first involute s i spreading. FLESB
medium thick, compact, white then yellowish from the milk. GILLS

adnate-subdecurrent, close, rather narrow, some forked near base,

pallid to yellowish-flesh color, reddish-brown where bruised or in

age. STEM 3-7 cm. Long, 6-12 mm. thick, subeqnal, firm, undulate-

uneven, stuffed then hollow, glabrous, concolor or paler, substrigi

a1 base. SPORES "subglobose to broadly elliptical, minul

echinulate, 8 9x6-7 unci-., whit ish." I
Burl. I

M I LK w bite, changing
to sulphur-yellow, tardily bul very acrid. ODOK strong, pungent,

disagreeable. sux/>< <t< ,i.

Gregarious. On the ground in coniferous w l>. sometimes in

swampy places. Marquette, Union Mountains, Houghton, B

View, New Richmond. July-October. Frequent locally.

This species differs as a rule from the preceding \>\ its ami i

or obtuse pilens. inn this is not always reliable, h is

13
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take into account the odor of the fresh plant, the undulate surface

of the stem and the color of the pileus. Usually it lacks the zones

which are marked in L. chrysorheus, but I have specimens from a

sphagnum swamp which show the zones quite well. Miss Burling-

hain states that it is more zonate in wet places. L.'brcvis Pk. and

L. urevipes Longyear, are considered by Miss Burlingham as

ecological forms of this species. Ricken refers this to the group

with pruinose gills; it is, however, too close to the preceding to be

placed so far away. Its taste is sometimes bitter at first.

Section III. Pileus glabrous, viscid; taste acrid,

70. Lactarius insulsus Fr. (Suspected)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 975.

Bresadola, Fungh. inang. e. vel., PI. 62.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 386.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 135, p. 171, 1908.

Ibid, Fig. 132, p. 168 (as L. regalis Pk.).

Plate X of this Report.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, rigid, convex-umbilicate, then expanded-

depressed to infundibuliform," coppery-orange, with alternate zones

of deeper or lighter tones, sometimes paler throughout, viscid, glab-

rous, somewhat uneven, margin at first involute then elevated and

arched, naked. FLESH scarcely compact, thick, white. GILLS ad-

nate then decurrent, thin, narrow, some forked at base, white then

pallid. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 8.-15 mm. thick, equal or tapering down-

ward, glabrous, stuffed then hollow, paler than pileus. SPORES

globose, strongly echinulate, 7-9.5 micr., pale yellowish. MILK

white, unchanging, very acrid.

(ivegarious to caespitose. On the ground in open frondose

woods. Ann Arbor. July-October. Frequent.

This species does not yet seem to be clearly understood. Ricken

describes a plant which is scarcely zoned except on the margin and

which has very large spores—12-15x10-12 micr. The spore-measure-

ments of Bresadola and Saccardo, on the other hand, agree with

ours. Peck's description (N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 38, p._122) is that

of the paler form and has been copied by Mcllvaine. Our plants are

mostly of the dark yellow to orange type as described by Miss Bur-

lingham, but paler forms also occur. Specimens of the dark form
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were sent to Peck who referred them to L. regalis Pk. and Dr. Fisch-

ci's photograph of it is bo Darned in Hard's book, li is possible that

some of our forms represent /.. zonarhts Ft. which i- Baid to ha

Bolid stem, pale orange to yellow .uihns pilens with ;i thinner mar

gin. According i<> Fries (Monographia) /.. inmilsus has the habit

and size of L. deliciosuB, differing in paler colors, acrid taste ami

white unchangeable milk. Cooke's figilre represents our plants

well excepl that they may become darker with age. /.. regali

referred by Peck to ;i variety of /.. resimus Fr., and i< Baid to he au

almost entirely while plant with scarcely noticeable zones, aot at nil

related to L. insulsus; iis milk changes to Bnlphnr-yellow. The gills

of our form of />. insulsus sometimes become dingj yellowish in

or where«bruised, hut the milk is unchangeable. The plants referred

to L. insulsus by RIcIlvaine were edible.

71. Lactarius affinis Pk.

\. V. State Mus. Rep. 23, 1ST2.

Ibid, (as L. platyphyllus Pk.).

PILEUS G-15 cm. broad, firm, convex-umbilicate then expanded-

depressed, pale yellowish to yellowish-mcamate or ochraceous-yel-

low, aaonate, viscid, glabrous, even, margin involute a1 firsl spread-

ing and arched. FLESH white, moderately thick. GILLS adnate-

subdecurrent, broad or moderately broad, close to subdistant, forked

toward base, cream y-yelloic-ish. STEM 5-10 cm. long, L-2 cm. thick.

equal, glabrous, stuffed then hollow, yellowish to whitish, often

spotted. SPORES globose to broadly elliptical, 9 n micr., echinu-

late, whitish. MILK white, unchanging, acrid.

Gregarious. On the ground in mixed or frondose woods. Mar-

quette, Ishpeming, South Haven, New Richmond, Detroit. July-

September. Rather rare.

Often a very large plant, whose pale yellow, zoneless cap and

broad subdistant -ills sel it apart from others. The whole plant has

a tendency to be unicolorous, Bometimes dark, Bometimes paler.

Miss Pnrlin.irham states thai the milk sometimes dries to a pale dull

green shade on the gills. Whether it is edible is unknown.
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72. Lactarius hysginus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PL 169, Fig. 2.

Cooke, 111., PL 989.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 12, Fig. 4.

"PILEUS 5-7.5 cm. broad, rigid, convex, then plane, umbilicate or

slightly depressed, even, viscid, obscurely zonate or azonate, red-

dish-incarnate, tan-color or brownish-red, becoming paler with age.

the thin margin involute, GILLS adnate-subdecurrent, close, whit-

ish, becoming yellowish or cream-colored. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 6-15

mm. thick, equal, glabrous, stuffed or hollow, colored like the pileus

or a little paler, sometimes spotted. SPORES subglobose, whitish

or yellowish, 9-10 inicr. MILK white, acrid."

On the ground, mixed woods. Houghton. July.

This was found only in the locality mentioned. The description

is that of Peck, with which the fresh plants agreed, except that the

gills were almost subdistant. The pileus was obscurely zonate.

It was found several times, always solitary.

73. Lactarius trivialis Fr. (Suspected)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 976.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 131, p. 170, 190S.

PILEUS 5-15 cm. broad, convex, soon nearly plane and depressed,

glabrous, viscid, azonate, color varable, livid-gray to smoky-gray

or with a lilac-purplish tint, lead-colored or pinkish-brown, margin

soon arched, at first pruinose, thin. FLESH thickish, rigid-fragile,

pallid. GILLS adnate-subdecurrent, close, thin, moderately broad

or rather narrow, some forked, cream-yellowish, becoming dingy-

greenish stained when bruised or in age. STEM 4-12 cm. long, 1-2

cm. thick, equal, or irregularly undulate, glabrous, even, not spotted,

stuffed then hollow, firm, concolor or paler than pileus, often pallid.

SPORES elliptical, echinulate, 8-10 micr., yellowish. MILK white

or creamy-white, unchangeable, acrid. Suspected.

Gregarious, subcaespitose or scattered. On the ground in fron-

dose and coniferous woods.

Throughout the state, from the southern limits to Isle Royale.

Jutv-October. Common.
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This is (Hie of our commonest Lactarii during some seasons,

usually among the tirst to appear, especialrj in the frondose regiouH.

it is found in pine, hemlock, mixed, or oak and maple wooda

throughout the suite. The northern form varies Bomewhat and

needs further study: ;i variety also occurs is the aorth whose milk

t urns son I id green after exposure to the air, with broader aud more

distant j;'ills and a spotted stem. This may be Called \;ir. i iriililar-

tia var. now Peck lias described var. maculatus with zonate pileua

and spol ted stem, and var. gracilis which is quite a small and slender

plant. The c mon form is a rather large plant; the pileua is

sometimes up' to 18 cm. broad with a dark Livid or Lurid, indescrib-

able color, and white <>r creamy-yellowish, acrid milk. When < » I • I or

laded the {dleus becomes much paler and is often pale leather colored

or incarnate-tan. The flesh of the pileus though rigid is rather

fragile and the stem is firm bu1 soon hollow or cavernous.

74. Lactarius uvidus Fr. (Poisonous)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke. 111.. PI. 991.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. :'>'•»'.».

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 11. Pig. 1.

Patonillaid. Tab. Analyt.. No. 209.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 11!. \>. 180, 1908.

IMLET'S :: 7 cm. broad, convex then plane and depressed, rather

firm, often snbumbonate, viscid, obscurely or not at ;ill zonate, some-

times spotted, cmereus with Ulac tinge or livid brownish-gray, mar-

gin ;it first involute and subpruinose, thin and spreading. FLE8B

whitish, becoming lilac <>/ violet when <nt, usually rather sofl when

moist. GILLS adnate-subdecurrent, thin, close, rather aarrow,

white <>r yellowish, quickly becom/mg violet or lilac when bruised.

STEM 4-7 cm. Ion-. 6-12 mm. thick, subequal, glabrous, aneven-

undulate, viscid, white or dingy yellowish, stuffed then hollow or

cavernous. SPORES subglobose or broadly elliptical, 8-10 mi

echinulate, white. MILE white, changing quickly when in contact

with tin flesh i*> lilac-violet, bitterish acrid.

Gregarious. On the ground in Low, mossy places in Bwan

thickets, etc. Ii;i\ View, Houghton, Marquette. Angus 9

Infrequent.

Known by the flesh changing to lilac or violet w hen cut or bruised

It is found in rather wet places, sometimes attached to moss and
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sphagnum and then the base of the stem is white-toinentose. It

seems to be most frequent in the Northern Peninsula. Its edibility

is uncertain; it is considered poisonous in Europe.

75. Lactarius maculatus Pk. (Suspected)

X. Y. State Mus. Pep. 41, 1S88.

PILEUS 8-12.5 cm. broad, convex-umbilicate, then expanded-

depressed to infundibuliform, grayish-buff to grayish-lilac, distinctly

zoned with concentric darker spots, viscid when moist, glabrous,

margin at first involute, naked, then spreading and substriate.

FLESH grayish, becoming lilac where bruised, rather compact.

GILLS adnate-subdeeurrent, close, broadest in the middle, attenuate

behind, whitish to cream-color, lilac-vinaceous where wounded.

STEM 3-7 cm. long, 1.5-3 cm. thick, subequal, ventricose or tapering,

hollow, sometimes compressed, spotted-variegated, concolor, glab-

rous. SPORES "subglobose, echinulate, 10-12.5 ruicr." (Peck.)

MILK at first white to cream color, unchanged or becoming lilac on

the flesh, acrid.

On sandy ground, oak and maple hillside along Lake Superior,

Marquette. August. Rare.

This is closely related to L. uvidus, differing from it in its dis-

tinctly zonate pileus, larger size and spotted stem. The milk in our

specimens remained unchanged. It is likely that the milk in both

L. uvidus and L. maculatus sometimes turns lilac-vinaceous, that

at other times it remains unchanged except to cause the broken

flesh where it is touched by the milk to assume a lilac-vinaceous

color.

Section IV. Pileus glabrous, viscid; taste mild; milk bright-

colored from the first.

76. Lactarius subpurpureus Pk. (Edible)

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 29, 1878.

Illustrations : Peck, Ibid, 54, PI. 70, Fig. 1-6.

Burlingham, Torr. Bot. Club Mem. 14, Fig. 8, p. 61, 1908.

PILEFS convex-umbilicate, then expanded-depressed to subin-

fundibuliform, dark red, pink-zoned, with a grayish lustre, spotted

with emerald-green, subviscid when moist, glabrous, margin at first
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involute, pruinose, then spreading. FLESH whitish to pinkish,

becoming red when broken especially next to the uilK GILLS
adnate-subdecurrent, close to subdistant, broadesl in middle,

medium broad, dark-red, fading and greenish with ugv. STEM .; 7

cm. long, 6-15 mm. thick, equal or tapering upwards, glabrous,

sometimes pruinose, stuffed then hollow, dark fed, spotted m

deeply, floccose-hairy ;ii base. SPORES "broadly elliptical

echinulate, 8-10x7-8 micr., yellowish." (Burl.) MILE dark red,

mild. Edible.

Gregarious. Low moist woods of hemlock or mixed with hemlock.

Bay View, Huron Mountains. August-September. Infrequent

Easily distinguished by its dark red milk which stains the flesh

of the broken planl ; hum- the stains assume ;i greenish Inn-. Dried

specimens do not show this character well, since they become

much paler.

77. Lactarius deliciosus Fr. (Edibli

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries. Sverig. Svamp., PI. 6.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 3S"J.

Cooke. 111.. PI. 982.

I'.resadola, Fungh. manger, e. vol., PI. 64.

Peck. \. V. State Mus. Rep. 48, PI. i".t. 1896.

Atkinson. Muslin. s. PI. 35, Pig. 1. 1900.

Gibson. Edible Toadstools, PI. 18, p. L69, 1903.

Michael. Fuhrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I. No. :'.T.

Swanton, Fungi, PI. 15, Fig. 6-7.

Plate XI of this Report.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, convex-umbilicate, then expanded-de

pressed to subinfundibuliform, viscid when moist, glabrous,
••

or grayish-orange, fading to grayish in age, zoned, /.ones or sp<

brighter-colored, involute at first then arched-spreading. FLESH
white soon stained orange when broken, then greenish, especially

at junction of uills and pileus. <iIU,s adnate-decurrent, clo

rather narrow, inlcrvenosr and more or lew forked, bright ora

with yellowish sin in, becoming greenish in age or where bruised.

STEM :: 8 cm. long, 8 15 mm. thick, equal, even, stuffed then l

pruinose, glabrescent, orange-yellow, orange-spotted or >'

greenish-variegated. SPORES subglobose, echinulate,
v 10x7-8

yellowish. MII.K orangi or saffron-yellow}
mild.
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Gregarious-subcaespitose. On the ground in moist mossy woods

in coniferous regions, under hemlock, balsam-fir, spruce, cedar,

birch, etc. Isle Royale, Huron Mountains, Marquette, Munising,

Houghton, Bay View. Juiy-September. Frequent locally.

The most desirable perhaps of all the Lactarii for the table, but

not very. common in southern Michigan at least. Its orange milk

and the beautiful zones of the cap have frequently attracted the

artist, and it has often been illustrated. Its range with us seems

to be mostly northward. This statement is based on seven years of

collecting in southern Michigan, but does not exclude the possibil-

ity of the appearance of L. deliciosus when least expected and per-

haps in quantity. Such sporadic fruiting is not infrequent in other

mushrooms after they seem to be absent from a region. Peck says

it occurs in all kinds of woods, but so far it has been found in quan-

tity only in the northern part of the state. Michael says that be-

cause of its strong aromatic taste it is not so desirable as food

when served alone but as an addition to other dishes it is excellent.

78. Lactarius indigo Schw. (Edible)

Syn. Fung. Carol. Super.. 1818.

(Fries, Epicrisis, 1838).

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, PI. 35, Fig. 3, 1900.

Mellvaine, Thousand Amer. Fungi, PI. 41, Fig. 2.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, convex-subumbilicate, then expanded-

depressed to infimdibulifomi, indigo-blue or paler, fading when dry,

with a silvery-gray lustre, zonate, glabrous. FLESH blue, green-

ish in age. GILLS adnate-decurrent, close, rather broad, indigo-

blue or paler, at length pale greenish. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 1-2 cm.

thick,. equal or tapering downward, glabrous, even, stuffed then

hollow, indigo-blue, often paler and spotted. SPORES "globose to

broadly elliptical, echinulate, 7 micr., yellowish." MILK dark blue,

mild. Edible.

Gregarious. On the ground in oak and maple woods, and sandy
pine forests. Ann Arbor, Huron Mountains. Evidently through-
out the state. August. Rather rare.

No one can mistake this mushroom as it has no double. It occurs

sparingly, but is widely distributed. Schweinitz should be given
full credit for naming this striking plant. It seems to be exclusively
North American.
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Rl SSI LARJA: Gills becoming darker in age, and theD pruino

Section V. Pileus minutely scaly, tomentose, pruinoHe-velvety,

dry ; taste bIo^h iy or sligh i Iv acrid.

79. Lactarius fuliginosus I'r. Su8PE( n

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. PL 996.

(lilk-i. Champignons de Prance, No. 384.

Patonillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 322.

Ricken, Bliittrn.il/..'. PL L2, Fig. 5.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Pig. 117. p. L19, U

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, cmivcx, soon expanded-plane >>\ obti

sometimes depressed, dry, < r<u, minutely velvety-tomentose or glab-

rous, azonate, isabelline or grayish-brown, clouded with n ftmoky

shade, margin at length crenate-wavy. FLESB thin <»u margin,

whitish, becoming tinted with flesh-pink to salmon-color when

broken. (JILLS adnate, at length subdecurrcnt. distinct, close to

subdistant, moderately broad. pruinose, pallid then pale ochraceus

becoming -pinkish or salmon wh en bruised. STKM i'-(; cm. long,

ofti n short, 3-10 nun. thick, subequal or tapering downwards, stuffed

then hollow, minutely pruinose-velvety or glabrous, pallid-grayish-

is.difllinc or sinokv-rlondcd. pinkish st,i incd where bruised.

storks globose, echinulate, 7-9 micr. with long sterigmata, paU

ochraceous-yellow. MILK white a1 first, then changing slowly to

flesh pink or salmon where in contact with the flesh, slotcly
>" rid.

Gregarious. On tin- ground in frondose woods of oak and maple.

Ann Arbor. August, [nfrequent.

In Europe it is said to occur also in pine woods. L is known by
its smoky-clouded often "snuff-brown" pileus, and the tendency

the flesh to assume a flesh-pink or pale salmon color where bruised.

Dry weather plants often respond slowly to bruising. The margin
of the pileus in age is ap1 to be wavy or scalloped. /.. gerardii Pk.

is considered by Atkinson as probably a variety.
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80. Lactarius lignyotus Fr. (Poisonous)

Monographia, 1863.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PL 171, Fig. 1.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, Xo. 58.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 110, p. 117. 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, PL 21, Fig. 236, p. 172, 1908.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 150, PL 123, 1911.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex, soon almost plane, unibonatc,

sometimes slightly depressed and then obsoletely umbonate, dry,

azonate, pruinose velvety, even or mostly uneven-rugulose toward

the center, chocolate or seal-brown to sooty, margin wavy or sub-

plicate in age. FLESH white, slowly pinkish or reddish where

wounded,. GILLS adnate-subdecurrent, close to subdistant, mod-

erately broad, at first pure ivhite, then ochraceus, reddish or pinkish
where bruised. STEM 1-8 cm. long, 1-12 mm. thick, equal or ab-

ruptly plicate at apex, pruinose-velvoty. sometimes scarcely velvety,

sooty-brown, spongy-stuffed. SPORES globose, 8-9 micr., echinulate,

yellowish, sterigmata long. MILK white, changing slowly to red-

dish-pink where in contact with flesh, mild or subacrid. Poisonous.

Gregarious. On the ground in woods, especially in coniferous

regions. Marquette, Huron Mountains, Bay View, Ann Arbor.

July-September. Infrequent.

Differs from the preceding in the darker color, the rugose pileus

and longer and more velvety stem. Efforts which I made to differ-

entiate the two by microscopical characters remained abortive.

Both possess slender, cylindrical, aculeate sterile cells on the edge
of the gills, about 4 micr. in diameter. The trama of the gills in

the specimens examined was more filamentous in L. lignyotus and

had a floccose structure of spherical cells in L. fuliginosa. The two

species, however, appear to run into each other at times.

81. Lactarius helvus Fr,

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 991.

Bresadola, Fung. Trid., PL 127 and 39.

Rieken, Blatterpilze, PL 13, Fig. 2.

PILEUS 4-12 cm. broad, fragile, convex then plane and depressed
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with decurved margin, with or without an obscure umbo, azont

dry, floccost scaly, tatony-isabelline, Fading, margin a< first involute

then spreading. FLESH somewhal watery. GILLS Bubdecurrent,

thickish, close to subdistant, rather aarrow, broadest behind, whit-

ish then ochraceous tinged incarnate, pruinose. STEM '< x cm. lo

(up to 1") cm. long <>n Bphagnum), 5 l~> mm. thick, subrigid fragile,

Bubequal, pruinose-pubescent, stuffed then cavernous, concolor,

white-mycelioid ;ii base. SPORES globose, 7-9 micr., echinul

.MILK watery, rarely white, sparse, mild or scarcely acrid. <>l»<>i;

fragrant, like thai of /.. camphoratus.

Gregarious or scattered. <>n the ground or on moss in low

swampy woods, or on sphagnum in peat-bogs, sometimes among
moss along exposed borders of lakes, etc. Ann Arbor and elsewhere

in the lake regions of the interior. July Sept. Frequenl locally.

This is for the most part included under var. aquifluus bj Peck

bu1 the watery chai-acter of the milk is apparently merely a result
%. II..

of the moiffl habitat.

82. Lactarius rufus Vv. (Poisomh-

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Fries, Sverig. Svamp., PI. 11.

Cooke, 111., PI. 985.

Gillet, Champignons de France. No. 391.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL L3, Fi«r. ::.

Michael, Puhrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I, No. 36.

Swanton, Fungi, PL 7. Pig. 3 l.

PILEUS 4-10 (in. broad, convex then expanded-depressed to in-

fundibuliform, wmibonate, flocculose-silky, glabrescent, azonate, dry.

bay-red to rufous, not fading, subshining, margin at first involute.

FLESH rather thin, rather sofl when moist. GILLS adnate-decur-

rent, close, at length pruinose, narrow, ochraceous then i

STEM 5-8 cm. long, (longer in moss), 6-12 nun. thick, equal, ,;

glabrous, sometimes pruinose, stuffed then hollow, firm, ru/i

paler, often Btrigose-hairy at base. SPORES sub-globos< 7-8 ml

slightly echinulate, white. MILK white, unchanging, >

i >i n >i: none. Poisonous.

<>n the ground in hemlock and pine woods. New Richmond. ?

tember. [nfrequenl or local.

Known by its red-brown color, umbonate pileus, v<
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and rather large size as compared with others of the same color.

Peck has segregated a species on the lack of the umbo, the hollow

stem and scanty milk; it is edible. This he named L. boughtoni

Pk. (see N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 150, p. 32, and PI. 6, Fig. 1-7). It

seems to be an extreme form of L. rufus and may be referred to as

var. boughtoni Pk. Longyear has reported L. rufus from a swamp
near Lansing where it occurred in large numbers. I have seen it

only in the Adirondack Mountains, New York.

83. Lactarius griseus Pk.

N. Y. State Cab. Kep. 23, 1872.

Illustrations: Burlingham, Torr. Bot. Club, Mem. 14, Fig. 14.

p. 18, 1908.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 138, p. 174, 1908.

PILETJS 1-4 cm. broad, soon flaccid, convex then depressed to in-

fundibuliform, papillate, dry. azonate, minutely tomentose, becom-

ing floccose, grayish or brownish-gray, variegated smoky-gray, mar-

gin at first incurved. FLESH white, tMn. GILLS adnate-decur-

rent, close to subdistant, pruinose, broader than the thickness of the

pileus, white then cream-colored to honey-yellow. STEM 1-5 cm.

long, 2-5 mm. thick, equal, dry, glabrous, stuffed then hollow, whit-

ish to grayish. SPORES broadly elliptical to subglobose, 8-9x6-7

niicr., echinulate. white. MILK white, unchanging, slowly acrid.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground or on much decayed logs

in woods of the coniferous regions of the state. Marquette, Hough-
ton, Huron Mountains, Sault Ste. Marie, Bay View, New Richmond.

Distinguished by its small size, gray color and tomentose-floc-

culose cap. It differs from L. rinereus in its dry, non-glabrous

pileus and in the gills becoming cream-yellow in color. It seems to

be limited to regions with conifer trees, although it is also found in

frondose woods of such res-ions.'t<
j

Section VI. Pileus glabrous, viscid; taste acrid. .

84. Lactarius cinereus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 24, 1872.

Illustrations: Burlingham, Torr. Bot. Club. Bull. 14, Fig. 11,

p. 67, 1908.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 137, p. 173. 1908.
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PILEUS L-5 cm. broad, Lax, convex-umbilicate, soon expanded-

depressed to Bubinfundibuliform, viscid when moist, azonate or Bub-

zonate, glabrous, even, cinereous, margin involute al flrsl then

spreading. Thin. FLESB white. GILLS adnate, close, narrow,

white, not yellowish in age, often pruinose. STEM - 6 cm. I • 1 1 -_r .
• ; I u

una. thick, Bubequal or tapering Blightly upwards, Btuffed-spongy

then hollow, glabrous, cinereus, tomentose a1 base. SPORES bud-

globose, echinulate, <i -".."» micr., white. .MILK white, unchanging,
acrid.

Gregarious. (>u the ground in coniferous and mixed w is of the

hemlock regions of the state, [sle Royale, Suron Biountains, Mar-

quette, Houghton, New Richmond. Julj September. Infrequent
Miss Burlingham distinguishes a distind species which is named

L. muc'ulus Burl., which differs from /.. cinereus in its puttj i

cap with sepia center, and in thai the milk stains the flesh and i^ills

blue-grayish-gray. It is said to occur under hemlock hut accord-

in-- to this author the true /.. cinereus is said to !»<• restricted to

beech woods, our plants grew under hemlock, birch, maple and

pine. I have no record concerning heech. It is probable thai our

plants are to be referred to L.mucidus; in thai case I nave no record

of L. cinereus to which I have always referred these collections.

My notes are not sufficient to settle the matter.

85. Lactarius vietus Fr.

Syst. live. 1821.

Illustrations : Fries, [cones, PL L70, Pig. 1.

Cooke, 111.. PL inii!).

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 101.

Michael, Fuhrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. III. No. 71.

Kickeu. Blatterpilze, PL 14, Pig. 1.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, convex then depressed or Bubinfundibuli-

form, viscid when moist, azonate, minutely Bilky-tomentose when

dry. drab-colored or lilac-grayish, margin involute al ftrsl then i

vated and arched. PLESH whitish. GILLS adnate decurrent, cl

narrow, pruinose, cream color then drab or dingy yellowish, stained

grayish when bruised. STEM 3-7 cm. long, 5 L0 mm. thick, equal or

tapering upwards, stuffed then hollow, glabrous or glaucous, rivu-

Lose-wrinkled, concolor, tinged drab within. SPORES glob

echinulate, 6-8 micr.. cream-buff in mass. MILE white, unchanged,

r< ry slowly acrid.
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Gregarious ou the ground, mixed hemlock, beech and maple woods.

New Richmond. Infrequent.

Sometimes the whole plant including the gills is pinkish-buffi or

incarnate. The grayish hue is more marked in age. It is said

to be under suspicion.

86. Lactarius croceus Burl.

.Torr. Bot. Club, Mem. 14, 1908.

Illustration: Ibid, Fig. 3, p. 38.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, broadly convex-umbilicate then depressed

to infundibuliform, viscid, azonate or obscurely zonate, micaceous

when dry, orange to saffron-yellow, glabrous, margin at first in-

volute and pruinose-downy. FLESH rather thin, whitish, staining

yellow or ochraceous where cut. GILLS adnate-decurrent, close

to subdistant, moderately broad, rarely forked, pallid to pale yellow

or incarnate-tinged, changing to cadmium-yellow wliere bruised.

STEM 3-6 cm. long, 1-2 mm. thick, equal, stuffed then hollow, glab-

rous, pale orange-yellow, spotted. SPORES globose to broadly

elliptical, echinulate, 6-8 micr., pale yellow. MILK white, scanty,

slowly changing to yellow, acrid or bitter, often slowly acrid.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground in woods of oak, maple,

elm, etc. Detroit. August-September. Local.

This approaches L. awantiacus Fr. if indeed it is not identical.

That species is said to be poisonous. The milk, flesh and gills of the

European species do not change color like ours. I have found it at

different times, always in the same woods near Detroit. Miss

Burlingham reports it from Vermont and North Carolina, and

identified our specimens as the same.

Section VII. Pileus glabrous, dry; taste acrid or bitter-astring-

ent.

87. Lactarius colorascens Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 94, 1905.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, nearly plane, then depressed, whitish at

first, then reddish-buff to brownish-red, azonate, dry or subviscid,

glabrous. FLESH thin. GILLS adnate, narrow, crowded to close,

whitish soon broirnish-red. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 5-10 mm. thick.
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glabrous, equal, stuffed, often compressed, even, whitish, wow •

color. SPORES "globose, echinnlate, 8 micr." (Peck.) MILK
while, changing to sulphur-yellow, bitter or slight lj astringent.
On the Ground In mixed woods. Marquette, New Richmond.

A.ugus1 September. Bare or Local.

h has the color of /-. camphoratus when mature, but the milk

turns decidedly sulphur-yellow. Pound so far only in coniferc

regions.

88. Lactarius isabellinus Burl.

Tun-. Bot. Club, Bull. 34, 1907.

Illustration: Ibid, Fig. L5, p. 103.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex then expanded-depressed, rab-

umbonate, azonate, dry, glabrous, wrinkled on <lisk. red fulvous

when oioist, paler on margin, fading, margin ai length Bhorl striatu-

late. FLESH thin, white, staining yellowish from the milk. GILLS

adnate-subdecurrent, thin, close, narrow, forking toward base, pale

yellowish, soon ochraceous-fuVvous. STEM 24 cm. long, 1-6 nun.

thick, equal, stull'ed then hollow, glabrous, concolor, white-tomentose
;it base. SPORES "slightly echinnlate. white. 7-8.5x6-7.5 micr."

i Burl, i MILE white or watery, at Imyth sulphur-yellow on (!<

abundant, slowly ucri<! or astringent.
<>n the ground in mixed woods, in coniferous regions. Mar-

quette. August. Bare or local.

Could easily be mistaken for a large form of L. subdulcis, but the

striations of the pileus, the taste and the changing milk differentiate

ir. No specimens were retained. In age, the milk seems to be sparse
and it- change can not then be noticed.

89. Lactarius parvus Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 29, L878.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, broadly convex then expanded, Bub

depressed, obsoletely papillate, dry, azonate, glabrous, pale Wa<

umber, fading, margin a1 firsl involute. FLESH thin. GILLS

adnate-decurrent, close to crowded, narrow, iVu forked ai h

dingy white or ochraceus-tinged, becoming obscurely •

dingy-brown when bruised. STEM 2-3 cm. long, 3-5 nun. th

Bubequal, glabrous <>r pruinose above, stuffed then holloa
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compressed, sometimes sulcate, tinged with same color as pilens.

SPORES subglobose, slightly echinulate, white, 6.5-S micr. MILK
white, unchanging, sometimes slightly changed on flesh, acrid.

ODOR none.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground or much decayed wood
in forests of hemlock and pine or in cedar swamps. New Richmond.

August-September. Frequent locally.

This is one of our smallest Lactarii. The umber color of cap and

stem, and the peculiar dingy-greenish tints assumed by the wounded

gills characterize it. It closely approaches L. varius.

90. Lactarius varius Pk.

N. Y. State Mu's. Rep. 38.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, convex then plane and depressed, grayish-

buff or darker, with tinge of lilac, dry, micaceous-shviing, azonate

or slightly zonate on margin. Flesh thin, white. GILLS adnate-

subdecurrent, close, narrow, subventricose, whitish to cream-colored,

stained dingy greenish-brown where bruised. STEM 2-5 cm. long,.

4-6 mm. thick, equal, glabrous, firm, spongy-stuffed, concolor or

paler. SPORES globose, white, 7-8 micr. MILK white, unchanging,,

slowly acrid. ODOR none.

Gregarious. On the ground in mixed woods. Marquette. August.
This species is very close to the preceding. It is known by its

pale colors both when fresh and in herbarium specimens. It was
found only in the Northern Peninsula.

Section VIII. Pileus glabrous or pruinose velvety, dry; taste

mild.

91. Lactarius volemus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Sverig. Svamp., PI. 10.

Cooke, 111., PL 999.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 402.

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PI. 66.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 14, Fig. 3.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 323.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 48, PL 30.

White, Conn. Geol. & Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 3, PL 10.
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Michael, LTiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I. No.

Hard, Mushrooms, Pig. I 12, p. 1 79.

Plate X 1 1 of this Report.

PILEUS 5 i 2 tin. broad, firm, convex then expaudeddepressed,

plane or obtuse, dry, azonate, glabrous, even or becoming rh

areolate or rivulose, unicolorous, orangt fulvous or broicnish orangt
to tan-brown, often pale, margin a1 firsl involute then spreading.
FLESH compact, rigid, whitish, sometimes brownish. (JILLS ad

nate-decurrent, close, moderately broad, white or yellowish, dai

with age or brownish where bruised, somewhal forked. STEM 3-10

cm. Long, 1 - cm. thick, subequal, glabrous or pruim 'id, rarely

cavernous, concolor or paler. SPORES globose, echinu 7 10

micr., while. MILK white, unchanging, mild, abundant. ODOB
slight when fresh, strong on drying. Edible.

Gregarious or scattered. <>n the ground in frondose w I- and

open places, throughoul the southern pari of the state. Jul} Sep
tember. Common.

Like /.. deliciosus, this species is very delicious when properly

prepared, h ran be cul up and dipped in egg and bread crumbs and

tried like oysters; it is also excellent when grated and 'hen linked

ami served on toast. The milk is copious and while. Ii is nol

Likely to be confused with others excepl /.. corrugis and /.. hygropho

roides, both of which are similarly colored, but as thej are edible no

harm results. It must not be confused, however, with /.. ru

which is considered poisonous. I have been nnable to find /.. volemus

in the coniferous regions of the northern and western parts of the

state, although it probably occurs there.

92. Lactarius corrugis Pk. (Edibli

X. V. State .Mas. Rep. 32, L880.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Pig. ll">. p. ll">. 1900

Hard. Mushrooms, Pig. ill. p. 177. 1908.

I'M. Lis 6-12 cm. broad, firm, convex then depressed-expanded,

dry. azonate, minutely velvety (spicules!), corrugaU <>r ru*

ulate, dark reddish In-own to rufous tawny, sometimes paler, margin
involute at firsl then spreading and arched. PLESB compact,

while, thick. GILLS adna te-deenrrent . close, BOmewhal narrow,

sometimes forking, yellowish-cinnamon, becoming fult*

where bruised, provided with dark-colored spicules which

15
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the brown color. STEM 6-7 cm. long, 1.5-2.5 cm. thick, stout, firm,

solid, equal, dry, more or less tinged concolor and subvelvety.

SPORES globose, echinulate, 9-12 micr., white. MILK white, un-

changing, mild, copious. ODOR slight.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground in frondose woods or open

places. Detroit, Ann Arbor. August-September. Infrequent.

Closely related to the preceding, of which it might be considered

a variety. The rugose or corrugated pileus and the abundance of

brown spicules on the gills are the main distinguishing characters.

93. Lactarius hygrophoroides B. & C. (Edible)

Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol. Ill, 1859.

N. Y. State Cab. Rep. 23. 1872 (as L\ distans Pk.).

Illustrations : Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Mem. 4, PI. 53, Fig. 7-11,

1900.

PILEUS 3-8 cm. broad, rarely broader, firm, convex then ex-

panded, umbilicate or subdepressed, glabrous or minutely velvety-

pubescent, dry, sometimes rugose-wrinkled or rimose-areolate, yel-

lo (visit -tawny, fulvous or paler, margin involute then spreading.

FLESH somewhat brittle, whitish, thick. GILLS .adnate-subde-

current, distant, narrow, often intervenose, whitish to cream-yellow-

ish. STEM 2-4 cm. long, short, S-16 mm. thick, equal or tapering

downward, solid, glabrous or pruinose, concolor. SPORES globose

to broadly elliptical, 9-11 micr.. minutely echinulate, white. MILK
white, unchanging, mild. Edible.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground in frondose woods or

open places. Ann Arbor, Lansing, etc., throughout southern Michi-

gan. July-August. Sometimes common.

This species has the color of L. volemus but has distant gills, a

short stem and is usually smaller in size. It was described as

L. distans by Peck and it is regrettable that this appropriate name
could not be retained, as the distant gills are its most striking

characteristic. However, specimens of Curtis' collections are still

in existence and show the plant to have been described by Berkely,

as L. hygrophoroides. It is equally as good to eat as L. volemus.
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94. Lactarius luteolus Pk.

Torr. But. ciuii. Bull. 23, L896.

Illustrations: X. Y. State Mus. Bull. i;7. PI. 83, Fig. 7-11, L903

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, firm, convex or nearly plane, sometin

umbilicately depressed and subpapillate, minutely pruinost vclv*

dry, azonate, more or less rugose, yellowish or dingy buff,

margin involute m first. FLESB white, becoming brown when
bruised. <;iu.s adnate-subdecurrent, close, Qarrow, whitish, >>•

coming brown when bruised. STEM 2.5-5 cm. long, :; LO mm. thick,

subequal, dry, glabrous or pruinose, firm, spongy-stuffed, whitisi

buff. SPORES globose, echinulate, 7-8 micr., white, MILK white
or whitish, < li<i>ini>i<i to brown on the flesh, copious, mild. ODOR
mild oi- foetid.

On the ground in mixed woods. Marquette. August Rare.
'I'., this species evidently belongs /,. foetidus Pk.

|
X. Y. State Mus.

Bull. 54, p. 949, L902
I, which is a form with a foetid odor.

Section IX. Pileus glabrous, dry or subviscid, taste mild; milk

white, pale or watery.

95. Lactarius subdulcis Fr. (Edible

Sy st. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de Prance, So. 393.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 1002.

Michael. Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II. No. 55.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 3, PI. r.». Pig. 5.

Hard, Mushrooms, Pig. L40, p. 17t*,.

PILEUS ~2-7} cm. broad, firm, convex then depressed or Bubin-

fundibuliform, often papillate, azonate, dry, glabrous, brotcnish-

red, isabelline or reddish-fulvous, sometimes paler, not fading, <

or subwrinkled. FLESH whitish or tinged fulvous. GILLS ad i

decurrent, close, pruinose, sometimes forked, rather narrow, wl

ish soon pallid yellowish-flesh color, often fulvous-stained. STEM
•1-7 cm. long, 2-8 mm. thick, subequal, Bluffed then hollow, j

or pubescenl to tomentose toward base, even or wrinkled-lacum

concolor or paler than pileus. SPORES glolx binulafc 7-8
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micr., white. MILK white or watery-white, unchanging, mild or

slightly acrid or bitterish in the throat. Edible.

On the ground in low woods, fields, copses, swamps and wet

places or in mixed or frondose woods. Throughout the state. Jane-

October. Very common.

This species occurs in dry weather when hardly any other mush-

room is to be found, and a swamp or bog must be very dry if it does

not yield some, in wet weather it is to be found on high ground
as well, either in the woods or the bare soil in fields or roadsides,

sometimes even on decayed wood. It is very variable and several

varieties have been named, e. g. (a) with cinnamon-red pileus; (b)

with chestnut-red pileus and spongy stem, and (c) with varnished-

shining bay-red cap and hollow stem. Ricken says the European
form is best known by the red-strigose base of the stem and the

tufted mode of growth. With us it is usually gregarious or scat-

tered. It must not be confused in dry weather with Clitocybc

laccata when the latter is moist and then similarly colored. That

species differs in its distant gills and fading pileus, and never pos-

sesses milk.

96. Lactarius oculatus (Pk.) Burl. (Edible)

Torr. Bot. Club, Bull. 34, 1907.

Illustration : Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Bull. (IT, PI. 83, Fig. 20-24

(as L. subdulcis var. oculatus Pk.).

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, convex-expanded, abruptly papillate-urn-

bonate, viscid when moist, glabrous, fulvous, fading to pinkish, umbo-
darker and scarcely fading, margin at first involute then spreading.
FLESH whitish, thin. GILLS subdecurrent, medium close, broad,

pruinose, pallid then yellowish. STEM 2-4 cm. long, 2-5 mm. thick,

equal, glabrous, stuffed, concolor or paler. SPORES globose to

broadly elliptical, echinulate, 7-9.5 micr., white. MILK white,

sparse, unchanging, mild.

On the ground in moist places in woods, or on moss. Ann Arbor.

July-September. Infrequent.
Related to the preceding, but often with a distinct viscidity on

the expallent pileus. Its definite and persistent papilla has been
called the -eye spot" of the cap, since its darker color, especially
after the rest of the pileus is faded, makes it appear prominent.
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97. Lactarius camphoratus It. Edible

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations : Cooke, III.. PI. L013.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. I I. Fig. 7.

Plate Xlll uf this Report.

PILEUS ll tin. broad, firm, rigid-fragile, convex, often umbonate,
;ii Length depressed, nitrons to dark brownish-red, azonate, dry,

glabrous, often wrinkled-uneven, opaque, margin arched-decurved.

FLESH concolor or paler, rather thin. GILLS adnate-subdecurrent,

close, rather aarrow, pruinose, 'lull yellowish to reddish-brown.

STEM L-3 cm. Long, 3-8 mm. thick, subequal, glabrous or pruinose,

sometimes compressed-wrinkled, spongy-stuffed, < <nt<<>i<,r. SPORES
globose, echinulate, 6-7.5 micr., white. MILE white, unchanging,
either copious or in dry weather often watery white and scanty,

mild. ODOB ar<>ui<iii<-, agreeable, usually very distinct. Edible.

<>n the ground in wet places, swamps, very rotten wood in mixed

or frondose woods. Throughoul the state. July-August. Common.
Known by it* peculiar rigid-fragile consistency, its aromatic odor

and dark reddish-brown color. Distinguished from /.. rufus which

grows in similar situations, by its smaller size, odor ami oon-acrid

taste: from L. SUbdulcis by darker color and odor. Tin- odor i- not

of camphor as the name would indicate; it has been variously char

acterized as like thai of dried melilot, slipperj elm bark, or chicory,

or similar to that of /.. helvus. Like /.. subdulcis, it i> often to be

found when other mushrooms are absent.

98. Lactarius rimosellus Pk.

X. V. State Mits. Bull. L05, L906.

Illustration: [bid, PI. 95, Fig. 7 1 1.

"PILEUS 3-6.5 cm. broad, rather firm, convex umbonate, then de

pressed, brownish t> ri <i-c<>t in
, fading somewhat, azonate, dry, glab-

rous, rugose from the center. '// length minutely rimose-a

PLESB thin, isabelline then concolor. GILLS decurrent, clo

medium broad, few forking, whitish then somewhal o<

STi-:.M _' t; nn. long, 5-10 nun. thick, equal or tapering up

stuffed then hollow, pruinose above, tomentosi to strig*

wards, concolor. SPORES broadly elliptical, echinulate 7-
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white. MILK icatery or watery-white, unchanged, mild or slightly

woody. ODOR faint, somewhat like that of G. camphoratus."

On the ground in open places or in wet places in woods. Ann
Arbor. August. Rare.

Differs from L. camphoratus in that the pileus becomes rimose-

areolate and fades somewhat in age, and in its more tomentose stem.

Russula Fr.

(From the Latin, russula, reddish.)

Veil none; the trama composed of vesiculose tissue, without a

milky juice; gills rigid, fragile, acute on edge; stem central, con-

fluent with the pileus; spores globose or subglobose, usually echinu-

late or verrucose, white cream-color, yellow or ochraceous.

Fleshy, putrescent, rigid-brittle mushrooms, mostly terrestrial, a

few on much decayed wood, on sphagnum or on other mosses. A
very distinct genus, most closely related to Lactarius, from which

it differs by its lack of a milky juice. Hygrophorus differs in the

thicker and more waxy nature of the gills although here there

are evident certain signs of relationship with species of Russula.

Almost all of the species are edible after careful cooking since even

the peppery forms then lose their sharp taste; in any case the mild

species are perfectly safe when fresh, young and clean.

The PILEUS may be red, purple, violet, bluish, yellow, green or

white, except in the Compactae, a differentiated pellicle is present

on the surface of the cap. This pellicle is often composed of more

or less gelatinous hyphae and becomes viscid in wet weather, or it

may remain dry and become pruinose or velvety. The pellicle is

somewhat separable along the margin of the pileus and in many
of the Fragiles can be peeled easily on the whole surface. The

margin of the pileus is often striate at least in age. In the species

with a thin cap, the lines of attachment of the gills to the cap
show through as raised ridges which are often tuberculate because

of the presence of the interspacial veins beneath and these striae

may extend far toward the center of the pileus. In the species with

firm and thick caps, the striations are not as marked or are ob-

scurely developed on the margin only when the plant becomes old.

Still, this character is so variable that it must be used with caution

as a diagnostic character. The surface is usually glabrous or merely

pruinose to velvety; the latter appearance is due to cystidia-like

erect hyphae closely coveriug the pellicle. The GILLS of the differ-
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en1 species are of ;ill shades between Bhining white and i

and this fact alone separates them from anj one of the Bpore-color

groups of the Agaricaceae. Borne authors consider the Forking of the

gills as well as the veining in the interspaces of the '-ills imporl

diagnost ic characters. These two characters are intimately related

and forking is for the mosl pari merely ;i pronounced developu
of veining. in fact such a Large number of Bpecies have been ob

Berved with veined interspaces and some forked gills thai this

character loses mosl of its value. In />'. va/riata the forking is

dichotomous or mostly so and reaches its highest development. The
dififerenl Lengths of the gills are, on the contrary, much more impor
tanl characteristics. Thej may be alternately long and Bhorl as in

the Compactae, or they may be all of one Length with rarely any

secondary or shorter gills. Intermediate cases occur in the Sub-

rigidae, bu1 even here the shorl gills are not numerous. Their shape
and width are also of value, since the anterior and posterior ends

have a characteristic width which accompanies other characters

the given subgenera. The STEM is usually white, sometimes red or

slightly ochraceous, in some species changing to ashy, etc., with age.

The reticulations <»n the surface are obscure and of do diagnostic

value. It is usually spongy-stuffed within and may become cavern

ous in age or hollowed by grubs; in the Compactae, however, il is

asually solid. The TRAMA is composed <>f Large bladder-like cells

arranged in groups and surrounded by strands of slender hyphae,
as in Lactarius. Such a structure is said i" be vesiculosi and

counts for the more or less brittle consistency of the plants. Since

the difference in this consistency is accompanied bv othei Rood

characters, it is made the basis of ;i division of the genus into its

subgenera. The TASTE as in the Lactarius, is sharply acrid in Borne

species, slowly or slightly acrid in others, and entirely mild in a

considerable number. This is an importanl character for the identi-

fication of the species and is fairly constant, h is necessary

have fresh plants to be suit in some cases thai the acridity is \

ent. Sometimes plants which are apparently mild will be found

to have a slight acridity only when very young, or only in the ^ilN

and no1 elsewhere. The ODOB of Bome species, e. g . R .
I'

foetantula, R. compacta, etc., is quite characteristic and should

never be unconsidered. One must no1 confuse this test by apply

ing ii to plants already in the first stages of decay. SPOKH
PRINTS are considered by most as the most essentia] mei

settling the identity of closely related species. It has

that the color is constant and with this claim I . _
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known that the spore prints fade or change after a time, and

hence old herbarium spore-prints are not reliable unless accom-

panied by careful notes of the print when fresh.

The genus may be divided into four natural groups which are

here considered as subgenera : Compactae, Rigidae, Subrigidae and

Fragiles. Of these, the first and last correspond to the tribes of

that name in Fries. (Hymen. Enrop.) As shown in a former paper,

(Kauftman, Mich. Acad. Sci., Rep. 11, p. GO, 1909), the forking of

the gills and the striations on the pilens are not very reliable for

the characterization of the main groups. It has seemed practicable

to establish a new division, viz., the Subrigidae, to include forms

with a pruinose or velvety dry pellicle and rather firm consistency,

which are out of place elsewhere, and seem to be closely related.

Some have divided the genus into two large groups on the basis of

the mild and acrid taste I Massee, British Fungus Flora, Vol. III.).

Others have used the spore-color (Schroeter, Pilze Schlesiens and

Hennings, Engler. u. Prantl Pflahzenfamilien) . Earle has raised

the five "tribes" to generic rank I Bull. X. Y. Bot. Gard. 5, p. 373,

1909), and finally, Maire has proposed a division of the genus into

eight sections based in part on microscopical characters (Soc. Myc.
de. France, Bull. 26, p. 120, L910). The last author appreciates that

the groups of Fries are fairly natural and has kept the main fea-

tures, "while emphasizing the presence or absence of cystidia-like

spicules on the surface of pileus and stein. These "cystidia" cause

the velvety or pruinose character which I have used in the group

Subrigidae. Further studies of all young buttons and their develop-

ment will aid materially in a proper arrangement, especially with

reference to the character of the margin of the very young pileus.

The claim of Maire (1. c.) that microchemical tests can be used

to advantage, has been given a trial in ten of the following species.

This work was done at my request by Dr. W. B. McDougall in our

laboratory during the summer <>f 1912. The results are appended
under the corresponding descriptions of the species studied.

The abbreviations of Maire are used as follows : G = Tincture

of Guaiac. S V=Sulfovanilline. F S=Sulfoformalin. The last

two are prepared as follows:

Sulfovanilline.

Distilled water 2.cc.

Sulfuric acid, pure 2.cc.

Vanilline ( c. p. i 25 g.
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Sulfoformalin.

I »isi illed w ater 25 drops
Sulfuric acid, pure 5.<

Forma I in i r , sol.) 75 d rops

The acti f gruaiac is in turn the flesh blue and Bhould r<

in one or two minutes. Sometimes onlj certain parts <»i the plant

react, ••. g., in R, subpunctata, the gills are unaffected. The

fovanilline turns the parts blue, Bometimes al flrsl pink, while the

sulfoformalin intensifies the brownish color of the cystidia and the

lactiferous hyphae in the .uills. We did aol tesl the "cystidia" <>f

the surface of the pileus and stem, where the tesl was effectively
used by Maire. In /.'. virescens and /.'. crustosa the lasl two chem-

icals had hardly any effed as compared with the quick reaction in

other species. Our work has been merely preliminary and covered

ouly ;i small Dumber of species.

The key includes a few species no1 ye1 found in the Btate. Every
season seems to differ in the particular species one finds and a oiim-

Iter of forms still remain unidentified, bu1 the following li-t com

prises nil the species frequent from year i<» year, al leasl in the

southern pari of the Btate.

The genus has been largely gone over ami revised since the pub-

licatu f the Monograph (Mich. Acad. Rep. 11. 1909), and several

additional species have been included and others more Cully de

scribed ami discussed. The reccm critical papers by Maire, Romell,

Battaille, Ricken, and others in Europe, have thrown much nee<

light on a number id' specie-.

Key hi the Speeu 8

(A) Gills unequal, alternately long and Bhort, flesh thick to the i

of the pileus, which is at flrsl Incurved and uever bat

(Compactae t .

la i Flesb white, unchangeable.
iio Gills subdistant; plant entirely whitish; pileus 8-16 en 99 /.'.

delica Fr.

(bb) Gills close.

(c) Pileus whitish then sooty-gray, 5-7 cm. broad. 102. /.'

Fr.

(cc) Pileus net becoming sooty in age.
id) Odor strong, alkaline; pileus large, 10-80 cm. broad, whit;

then pale rusty-ochraceus. /.'. , i'k

(dd) Odor none; pileus 1-8 cm. broad, whit!
var. brevipes I'k

i.ia) Flesh changing t<> reddish or blackish in

i in Flesh at length incarnat or rusty-reddish; odor
when drying. 104. !'

(bb) Flesh at length blackish.
i c) Gills subdistanl I

u Mack. 100. /.'. nig
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(cc) Gills close or crowded.

(d) Gills etc. becoming reddish then black; gills crowded. 101.

R. densifolia Seer,

(dd) Gills etc. becoming bluish-black, not at first red; pileus dry.

103. R. sorclida Pk.

(AA) Gills mostly equal, sometimes with shorter ones scattered pro-

miscuously,
(a) Gills dichotomously forked throughout; pileus dull pink to pur-

plish when young, later olivaceous, or greenish-umber. 116. R.

variata Bann.
(aa) Gills forked only at the base, or forking not extensive or lack-

ing,

(b) Spores white in mass.

(R. acruginea, R. foetentula, R. rosacea, R. mariae and R. sub-

punctata have creamy-white spores).

(c) Pileus white.

(d) Taste acrid. 133. R. albidula Pk.

(dd) Taste mild.

(e) Pileus viscid, sometimes tinged yellowish; remaining
white when dried. 139. R. albida Pk.

(ee) Pileus dry, sometimes tinged pink. 133. R. albella Pk.

(cc) Pileus some shade of green or dingy greenish-white. [See
also (ccc)].

(d) Pileus with a continuous separable pellicle; taste mild.

120. R. aeruginea Lindb.

(dd) Pellicle adnate, becoming pulverulent or areolate-cracked ;

gills close,

(e) Pileus dry, dark green when young, substriate on margin.
105. R. virescens Fr.

(ee) Pileus viscid, glabrous on disk, mouldy-white to pale

greenish-white, striate on margin. 106. R. crustosa Pk.

(ccc) Pileus some shade of red, pink, purple or bluish. [See
also (cccc)].

(d) Taste mild,

(e) Gills floccose-crenulate on edge; pileus viscid, shining
blood-red; stem tinged red. 141. R. purpurina Q. & S.

(ee) Edge of gills not crenulate.

(f) Pileus firm and hard, or compact; pellicle adnate or

disappearing in places,

(g) Pileus pruinose-velvety, dark red, or purple-red; stem

rosy or dark red; gills at length dingy cream-color.

119. R. mariae Pk.

(gg) Pileus not markedly pruinose.
(h) Pileus 5-10 cm. broad.

(i) Pileus pale bluish-purple, at length rosy to white
on disk, viscid, stem white. 117. R. cyanoxantha
Fr. var.

(ii) Pileus pale red, soon dry, unpolished; stem rosy-
tinged or white; taste rarely slightly acrid. 108.

R. lepida Fr.

(hh) Pileus 3-6 cm. broad,

(i) Pileus dull lilac-purplish. R. lilacea Quel,

(ii) Pileus incarnate to pale livid pink. 114. R.
vesca Fr.

(ft
-

) Pileus rather thin, fragile or subfragile.

(g) Pileus usually 2-4 cm. broad, clear pink; in oak woods.
142. R. uncialis Pk.

(gg) Pileus 4-6 cm. broad, dark violet-purple or purplish-
red, silky-shining, in conifer woods. 143. R. seri-

ceoniteus Kauff.

(ggg) Pileus 6-12 cm. broad, bright rose-red with yellowish
spots; stem white. 140. R. subdepallens Pk.

(dd) Taste very acrid.
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(e) Plleus 2-6 cm. broad.

(f) Spore-mass pure white; Btem white, fragile.

(g) Plleus uniform rosy-red; gills close to sabdlatant
/.". fragilia Fr.

(gg) Plleus rosy-red on margin, dish oliva< us or ;

places. 132. /.'. fallax Cke.

plish and livid; Kills Buhdistant; usually in n.

myi Spore-mass creamy white; stem white or re

(g) Pileus rigid, noi striate, sunn dry; cuticle b

unpolished, red. 115. B. subpunctata sp. nov,

(gg) Pileus subfragile; pellicle separable and striate

margin, viscid, Bhining rosy-red. 134. /.".

Fr. /.'. semguim a Fr.

(ee) Pileus "'-I 1 * cm. broad, rarely larger.

(f) Rigid. Plleus dark red, not Fading, cuticle adnal
on margin, lis. B. atropurpurea Rfaire.

(IT) Fragile; pileus rose-red rlet.

(g) Taste tardily acrid. L30. /«'. rugul08Q I'k.

(gg) Taste quickly acrid.

(h) On sphagnum; in troops. 129. /.*. emetica

gregaria.
(hh) On debris of very rotten wood and on the ground.

129. R. emetica Fr.

(cccc) Pileus some shade of brown, yellowish, etc.

(d) Odor aromatic, becoming foetid; pileus very striate,

(c) Pileus 7-12 cm. broad, sordid yellowish-whitish. 111. B.

foetens Fr.

(cc) Pileus 3-7 cm. broad, pale livid ochraceous; base of stem with

rusty-red stains. 110. R. foctentula Pk.

(dd) Odor not aromatic.

(e) Pileus 6-12 cm. broad, straw-color to ochraceous-reddish,

rigid, not striate. 107. R. ochraleucoides sp. nov.

(ee) Pileus 3-6 cm. broad.

(f) Taste acrid; pileus grayish-brown, substriate. 113. R.

sororia Ft.

(ff) Taste mild.

(g) Pileus yellow or yellowish, at least when young, not

ashy under the cuticle,

(h) Pileus 5-8 cm. broad, scarcely striate in age, chrome

yellow; stem yellow. R. fiavida Frost.

(hh) Pileus 3-5 cm. broad, very tuberculate-striate in

age, at first sulphur-yellow then dingy yell o v.

brown. 109. R. Pulverulenta Pk.

(gg) Plleus pal'' yellowish-brown, ashy under the CUti

strongly striate. 112. B. pectinatoide* Pk.

(bb) Spores and gills some shade of ochrac llowish or creamy-

yellowish (spore-print necessary).

(C) Stem whitish, changing to OChraceoUS-brown where bruised or

handled; odor disagreeable in age; color of pileus purplish-

red, olivaceous, yellowish, etc.. very variable, colors mixed 121.

R. xerampelina Fr. 122. R. squalida Pk.

(cc) Stem not with this peculiarity.

(d) Pileus some shade of red.

(e) Taste acrid ; fragile.

(f) Pi, ddish-buff to purplish; Bpon ; in

swamps. 137. /.'. palustrU i'k.

i D i Pileus rosy-red I let.

i Gills straw yellowish to pale ochrai of

plleus even, rather firm. 135. B. Fr.

(gg) Gil: ochraceous-yellow ; margin of plleus stria

gills and plleus tragi

(ee) Taste mild.
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(f) Stem at length ashy or blackish where bruised.

(g) Wound at first reddish then black; pileus dull red,

variegated with yellow etc., firm. 126. R. rubescens
Beards,

(gg) Wound not at first reddish.

(h) In coniferous regions; stem stout.

(i) Pileus 5-12 cm. broad, orange-red. 123. R. de-

colorans Fr.

(ii) Pileus 5-10 cm. broad, crimson-red. 123. R. de-

coJorans var. rubriceps Kauff.

(hh) In frondose regions; stem not very stout; pileus
dark red to blackish on disk. 125. R. obscura
Rom.

(ff) Stem not becoming ashy.
(g) Pileus 5-10 cm. broad or more.

(h) Plants usually solitary or scattered,

(i) Pileus firm, large, dingy or dull red to purplish,
often faded; gills ochraceous from the first. 128.

R. alutacea Fr.

(ii) Pileus and stem very fragile; colors of pileus
mixed varying pink, incarnate, yellowish; spores
bright yellow. 145. R. amygdaloides sp. nov.

(iii) Pileus firm, blood-red. 127. R. borealis Kauff.

(hh) Closely gregarious, sometimes in troops; fragile.

(i) Pileus dull and variable in color, not bright red;

gills white at first, then creamy-yellowish to pale
ochraceous. 144. R. Integra Fr. and forms,

(ii) Pileus dark violet-purple to dark red; rather firm;

spores ochraceous-buff. R. ochrophylla Pk.

(gg) Pileus 2-5 cm. broad or less. •

(h) Spores pale yellow or cream color,

(i) Pileus umbonate, very fragile; on sphagnum. 148.

R. sphagnopMla Kauff.

(ii) Pileus not umbonate; stem and gills translucent,

honey-yellowish in age; fragile. 147. R. puel-
laris Fr.

(hh) Spores truly ochraceous in mass.
(i) Stem rosy-dusted; pileus rose-red, fragile. 146.

R. roseipes (Sec.) Bres.

(ii) Stem white; pileus pinkish red, lilac etc., fading
to yellowish. 149. R. chamaeolentina Fr. 150.

R. abietina. etc.

(dd) Pileus some shade of yellow,
(e) Flesh of stem cinereous when old.

(f) Pileus orange-red, fading in age. 123. R. decolorans
Fr.

(ff) Pileus dull yellow (flavus), color not changing, scarcely
viscid. 124. R. flava Rom.

(ee) Flesh not becoming ashy.
(f) Edge of gills vivid lemon-yellow. R. aurata Fr.

(ff) Edge of gills concolor.

(g) Taste mild; pileus 2-6 cm. broad, gills egg-yellow. 151.

R. lutea Fr.

(gg) Taste tardily acrid; pileus 5-10 cm. broad; gills pale
yellow. 13S. R. aurantialutea Kauff.

COMPACTAE Fr. Flesh thick, compact and firm. Pileus with-

out a separable pellicle, its margin non-striate and at first involute.

With entire and short gills alternating regularly. Spores white in

mass.
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This group is closely related to the Piperitea division of the genus
Lactarius. Some of the species, <•. g. /,'. delica, are \«-r\ Bimilar to

L. vellerius, L. deceptivus, etc., when the latter are dried out bj the

wind or dry weather and then lack the milk} juice The Compactae
are a very Datura] group, easily distinguishable.

99. Russula delica Fr. (Edible

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

[llustrations : Cooke, 111.. PL L068.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. ii<»7.

Bresadola, Fung. Trid., Vol. 2, PI. 201.

[bid, Fung. mang. e. vel., PI. 68.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. L5, Fig. 1.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. :>14.

Peck, X. V. siaic Mus. Rep. 54, PI. 71. Fig. l :. (as /.'.

brrriiH.s Pk.i.

[bid, N. Y. state Mus. Rep. 13, PI. 2, Fig. 5-8 (as A', brevipes

Pk.).

PILEUS 8-15 <ni. broad, firm, convex-umbilicate then depressed
lo infundibuliform, (full white, sometimes with rusty-brown stains,

unpolished, glabrous, pubescent or obscurely tomentose, even, dry,

margin a1 first involute not Btriate. FLESH compact, white or

whitish, not changing where bruised. GILLS subdecurrent, nar-

rowed behind, broader in the oiiddle, subdistant, or distant, thickish,

short and long alternating, U-w forked, white or whitish, edge often

distinctly greenish. STEM 2-5 cm. long, [.5-2 cm. thick, short, stout,

solid, equal or subequal or tapering down, white becoming dingy,
not turning blackish when bruised, glabrous or subtomentose above,

often with ,-i narrow pale-green zone at apex. SPORES glob*

9-10 (rarely 11 or 12) micr., tuberculate, white in mass. TASTE
mild to tardily bu1 weakly acrid. ODOB none.

Gregarious, in sandy soil. In maple, birch, oak and coniferous

woods throughout the state; mosl abundant along the Greal Lakes

in conifer regions. July-October. Comn locally.

Var. brevipes Pk. i /.'. brevipes Pk., X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 13,

1890), has been found ;it New Richmond. The gills are crowded
ami the pileus is smaller, i 6 cm. broad, li was found iii hard clay
soil, through which it pushed with difficulty. It i> apparently an

ecological variety conditioned by dry weather and hard soil. It Is

uncommon.
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The typical R. delica is usually a large plant, simulating Lac-

tarius vellerius in size, color, etc. Fries in the Epicrisis says the

cap is "shining." This error was omitted in his Monographia but

copied again in Hymenenomycetes Europaei. The error has since

been repeated by other authors, including Cooke on his plate in

the Illustrations. The Michigan plants are exactly like those grow-

ing in Sweden, where in some of the specimens the edge of the gills

and the apex of the stem were tinged green, as is the case in ours,

especially in the plants of the northern part of the state. R. lactea

Fr. is said to have very broad, distant, free gills and milk-white cap

and stem. I have not seen any plants with the glaucous green gills

of R. chloroides Bres.

100. Russula nigricans Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111., PL 1015.

Grillet, Champignons de France, No. 625.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. Ill, No. 75.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 15, Fig. 2.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 51, PL 71, Fig. 6-9.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 116, p. 181, 1908.

PILEUS 7-15 cm. broad, subrigid, convex then depressed to sub-

infundibuliform, margin at first incurved then spreading and ele-

vated, often irregularly wavy, at first whitish and clouded with

umber, soon smoky-umber, subviscid at first, glabrous, even on mar-

gin. FLESH compact, white, clumgmg to reddish where bruised,

then blackish. GILLS narrowed or rounded behind, adnexed,
thick and firm, subdistOMt to distant, sometimes intervenose, short

and long alternating, white becoming grayish, reddish at first when
bruised. STEM 2-6 cm. long, 1-3* cm. thick, solid, hard, stout, glab-

rous, even or lacunose-depressed in places, white at first, at length

smoky-umber, reddish then blackish where bruised. SPORES sub-

globose, 8-10 micr., echinulate, whitish in mass. TASTE mild, some-

times tardily but slightly acrid. ODOR none.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground in coniferous or fron-

dose woods. Throughout the state, rarely in the southern part,

more plentiful in the north. July-September.
This Russula usually persists in ordinary weather without decay-

ing and is then frequently inhabitated by another mushroom,
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Nyctalis asterophora, as shown in the illustration. It i- Qsual]

rather large, firm plant, distinguished from the following by the

subdistant, thick gills. The flesh of all parts when bruised turns

first reddish tlit'ii blackish, bul the red stain may aol appear in

old plants; this is to be expected because of the drying up of the

scanty juice which is supposed to cause this phenomenon where it

is exposed to the air. Peck, Mcllvaine and others have eaten it

and consider it fairly good.

101. Russula densifolia Seer. (Edibli

Mycographie I. L833.

Illustrationfl : Cooke. 111., PL 1017.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, Ni>. 608.

Patouillard, Tab. Aualyt., No. 319.

Hard. Mushrooms, Fi.us. l r>7 and l r>. L908.

Kaufifman, Mich. Acad. Sci. Rep. 11. Pig. 1. op. p. 90, L909.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, somewhat firm, convex then depressed
in subinfundibuliform, margin a1 firsl incurved then elevated, dull

whitish at first, soon clouded with pale smoky-brown, withoul a

pellicle, usually subviscid, oven, pruinose when dry. FLESH com-

pact, thick, grayish-white, pale smoky in age, changing to reddish

when bruised, then blackish. GILLS uarrowly adnate to Bubdecur-
•

rent, rather narrow, thick, crowded then close, alternately long
and short, few forked, subvenose, whitish sunn dingy grayish, red-

dish -when bruised then black. STEM .">-i; cm. long, L.5-2.5 cm. thick.

stout, equal or tapering downward, rigid, spongj -"lid, whitish then

cinereous, -non dark ashy within, turning reddish Unit blackish

where bruised, obscurely wrinkled, glabrous or subpruinose.

SPORES globose, coarsely reticulate, 7-9x6-8 micr., white in mass.

STERILE CELLS on edge of gills, hyaline, slender, flexuous,

acuminate, 60x3-4 micr., abundant. TASTE slowly acrid in fn

plant. ODOR none.

Gregarious, subcaespitose or solitary. <>n the ground in fron«

d'pvr woods among fallen Leaves. Ann Arbor, Detroit, Palmyra.

July-September. Usually rare, bu1 abundanl in August, 1912, in

n;d< woods at Ann Arbor.

As pointed nut by Trek, the American plant is Blightly subvi»

..a the rap but this character is easily overlooked. The visci<

is slight, even after rains. Ii comes nearesl t<> B. " ,;
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natural coloring and gills, but differs in the change which the flesh

undergoes when bruised. Authors consider R. adusta to have a mild

taste and if this is true our plant differs also in this respect. The

gills are usually markedly crowded and narrow, while those of R.

nigricans are broad and subdistani The latter is more common

in coniferous regions, while R. densifolia has so far been found in

Michigan only in frondose woods. Maire (Bull. Soe. Myc. France,

26, p. 87) states that R. densifolia lacks the hair-like sterile cells on

the e<lge of the gills; that they are abundant in R. nigricans and

less numerous in R. adusta. In our specimens of R. densifolia they

were abundant, which would indicate that this is not a very con-

stant character.

102. Russula adusta Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 1051.

Michael. Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 61.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 15, Fig. 3.

"PILEUS 5-7 cm. broad, convex then depressed or subinfundi-

buliform, white or whitish, becoming brownish or sooty-gray, glab-

rous, dry. even. FLESH compact, white, not changing when bruised.

GILLS adnate to subdecurrent, thin, close, short and long alter-

nating, narrow, white becoming sordid. STEM 2-5 cm. long, about

1.5 cm. thick, short, solid, equal or subequal, glabrous, even, white

then sooty-gray. SPORES subglobose, slightly echinulate, 6-9 micr.,

white in mass. Taste mild. Odor slight."

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground in mixed woods of north-

ern Michigan. July-September. Infrequent.

The smaller size, unchanging flesh when bruised, and thin close

gills characterize it. At first the whole plant is nearly white, but

it gradually takes on a grayish or sooty cast. Michael, who gives

an excellent figure, says it has a rather strong odor which is almost

nauseating. This seems not to have been noticed by others. In

Europe, also, it is said to be soon attacked by grubs especially in

the stem
;
as the same insects do not always occur in this country,

such facts are only of local interest. It usually hugs the ground

closely.
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103. Russula sordida l'k. Kuim.i

N. V. suite Mus. Rep. 26, 1874.

Illustrations: N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 105, PI. 98, Fig. I 3, l'."

Plate XIV of this Report.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, dry, convex-depressed, margin ;it tii^i

incurved, glabrous, even, dingy whiU becoming smoky with age.

FLESH whitish, compact, becoming blackish-brown >>r bluish-black

when bruised, without first turning reddish. GILLS adnate i" -ni»-

decurrent, rather narrow, close, long and shori alternating, white

becoming blackish in <i</<-. fe\* forked. STEM 3-5 cm. long, l - cm.

thick, short, solid, rigid, equal, whitish becoming black when
handled. SPOBES globose, 7-8 micr., whit.- in mass. TASTE mild

or tardily and slightly acrid. <>I><)R none

Gregarious or solitary. <>u the ground in the hemlock regions of

the north, rarely in southern Michigan. July-August. Infrequent.

This differs from the European /.'. albonigra (Kromb.) in its dry

pileus. A species lias been named by reck with viscid cap, viz..

/,'. subsordida) this is probably identical with /.'. albonigra. our

plant lias n dry pileus and differs from /«'. ui<iii<-<ins and R. densi-

folia in the lack of the change to red immediately after bruising.

Tn specimens found near Ann Arbor the gills of tin- young plants

were easily separable from the trama of the pileus; whether this

is a constant character I cannot say. Peck found the -am.- to be

true in specimens of R. densifolia. The stems are said To be

often infested with jjnibs.

104. Russula compacta Frosl & Peck Edible)

N. V. state Mus. Rep. 32, L879.

Illustration: Peck, X. V. State Mus. Hull. L16, PI. L09, l""7.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, firm, convex then depressed '<• eubin-

fundibuliform, margin at firsl Incurved, thin, then elevated, dry,

unpolished, minutely tomentose in age, even, whitish when young,

at length sordid-pale-reddish <>>• rusty-ochraceous either wholly

in Bpots. FLESH thick, compact, rather brittle, white, chang

to reddish in age or when wounded. GILLS narrowly adi

rather narrow, alternately shori and long, sometimes much forked

toward base, sometimes few forked, white al first, then si

17
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sordid reddish or reddish-brown. STEM 3-0 cm. long, 1.5-3 cm.

thick, stout, spongy-stuffed, rather brittle, equal or tapering down,

uneven, white at first becoming reddish or reddish-brown in age or

from handling. SPORES subglobose, echinulate, with large oil-

globule, 8-10x7-8 inicr., white in mass. TASTE mild or slightly and

tardily acrid. ODOR becoming disagreeable in age or on drying,

like that of R. squalida Pk.

Gregarious. On the ground in beech and maple woods. New
Richmond. August-September. Rare.

This is a very distinct species. The whole plant becomes diffused

with the rusty-reddish color which is at first pale incarnate, but be-

comes more marked as the plant ages. The stem has the consistency
of that of Boletus castaneus or B. cyancscens but the interior be-

comes cavernous less readily than in those plants. The scanty juice

which causes the color change has the same relation to the flesh as

that which causes the reddish and then blackish color in R. nigricans.

The disagreeable odor of the drying plant is quite marked, and is

an aid to its identification. It is probably quite rare; it was found

only a few times in New York by Peck but has been reported by
Van Hook from Indiana. R. mewrnata Morgan (Oinn. Soc. Nat.

Hist., 1883) is probably identical. The edges of the gills are pro-

vided with microscopic, subcylindrical. sterile cells. In age the plant

becomes quite fragile. Peck's figure is not at all illustrative of the

.colors.

RIGIDAE. Flesh compact, rather thick. Pileus rigid, provided

with an adnate cuticle which often cracks or disappears in parts df

the surface, especially on disk, mostly separable only at the margin.

Gills usually somewhat forked, and with shorter ones intermingled.

The subgenus differs from the Compactae in that the gills do not

alternate regularly as long and short and by the presence of an

adnate pellicle; it differs from the Subridgidae and Fragiles, by the

more rigid substance of the pileus, the adnate pellicle, the presence

of short gills and usually by the forking of some of the gills

especially at or near the stem. Most of the species are mild or

very slightly acrid.

Section I. Margin of pileus obtuse, cuticle soon dry, at length

pulverulent, granular or rimosely-cracked in places. Gills broader

anteriorly.
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105. Russula virescens Fr. (Edible

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. PI. L039.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 639.

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PI. 69.

Michael, Fiihrer r. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II. No. 62.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, PI. 36, Fig. I. L900.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PL I
s

. p. 69 (poor).

Gibson, Edible Toadstools and Mushrooms, PL LI, p. 126,

L903.

Peck, X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 18, PL 31, L896.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 150, p. L89, L908.

Mcllvaine, Amer. Fungi., PL ll. Fig. »;. p. L84, L900.

I'l LFA'S .">-1l' cm. broad, at the \i'v\ firs1 globose, soon convex and

expanded, often s ewhal depressed <»n disk, firm, dry, as if velvety,

the sin-race (especially the disk) broken into many floccdse or pul-

verulenl areas or patches, green or grayish green, the margin not

striate <»r rarely so. cuticle scarcely distinguishab]
•

separable.

FLESH white. GILLS white, rather close, narrowed toward the

stem, almost or entirely Tree, few shorter or forked. STEM 3 7 cm.

long, ]-- cm. thick, white, firm, equal or subequal, solid or spoi

SPORES white, subglobose, 6-8 micr. OYSTIDIA uone. No differ

eiiiiaii'd subhymenium. TASTE mild. ODOB none.

<>;ik and maple or mixed woods, probably throughoul the state.

Occasional, duly and August.
Under this aame was included in this country, for o time,

a more common form with viscid striate cap which bas been

segregated by Peck under the name <<\' /.'. crustosa. The two seem to

run into each oilier ai limes. Imi Trek distinguishes the pileus of

/,'. crustosa "by iis smooth, not warty center, its paler color and

usually striate margin." Tin- latter is also distinctly viscid when

young hut iliis depends considers l

>ly on the weather conditions.

/.'. virescens mighl he confused with green specimens of /'. variata

whose surface is sometimes areolate, hut the gills "t /.'. vi

are qo1 as pure white, are qo1 decurrenl not- much forked, and the

taste ia mild.

Microchemical te-is: <;. (Flesh and gills -lowly brighl bliu

F s. i No effect.) S v.
i
No effect)
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106. Russula crustosa Pk. (Edible)

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 39, 1886.

Illustration : N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 67, PI. 84, Fig. 1-7, 1903.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, firm, convex then expanded and de-

pressed in the center, surface cracked except on disk, the areas

crustlike, sordid cream-color, dirty brownish or ochraceous, usually

tinged with olive or green, viscid when young or moist, especially

on the disk, striate on margin when mature. FLESH white. GILLS
dull white, becoming somewhat dingy cream color in age, rather

broad in front, narrowed toward the stem, adnexed or free, thick,

distinct, not crowded, rather brittle, few forked, few short. STEM
3-6 cm. long, 1-2.5 cm. thick, short, stout, spongy-stuffed, subequal or

ventricose, white. SPOKES white, subglobose, 8-10 inicr. CYS-

TIDIA rather numerous, extending clear through the subhymenium.

Subhymemum sharply separated from gill-trama. TASTE mild.

ODOR none.

Scattered or gregarious. Oak and maple woods in southern

Michigan. July to September. Common.
This is near R. virescens and is apparently much more common.

It seems to be still referred to R. virescens bv some authors, al-

though in that case the Friesian description will have to be modi-

fied to include it.

Michochemical tests: G. (Flesh and gills become deep blue.)

S V. (Gills and flesh very slowly tinged blue.) F S. (Cystidia

colored brown.)

107. Russula ochraleucoides sp. nov.

Illustration : Plate XV of this Report.

PILEUS 6-12 cm. broad, large, rigid, convex, soon expanded-

plane. varying straw-yellow to pale ochraceous, usually dull ochre

to reddish-ochre toward center, pellicle adnate, soon dry, and pul-

verulent or subrimose, even on the obtuse margin. FLESH thick,

compact, white, unchanging or slightly sordid in age. GILLS ad-

nexed or free, rather narrow, rounded and slightly broader in front,

white or whitish, close to subdistant, shorter ones intermingled,
often forked in posterior part, intervenose. STEM 4-6 cm. long,
1.5-2 cm. thick, short, rigid, equal or tapering slightly downward,
white, glabrous or subpruinose, spongy-solid, even or obscurely
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wrinkled. SPORES globose, \«-i'.\ minutely rough, 7 :i tnicr. (incl.

apiculus), white in mass. OYSTIDIA very few. BASIDIA aboul

40x!i m iff. TASTE tardily and slightly bitterish-acrid or di

ably bitter. ODOB faintly aromatic or none

Gregarious. <>n the ground in open oak-maple woods. Ann
Arbor. August. Rare.

Related to R. virescens by its rigidity and the aature of the Bur-

i'iiir of the pileus. The surface is pulverulent, Bomewhai rimose in

age, sofl to the touch and under the microscope is Been to in- com-

posed of slender, hyaline, erecl cystidia-like hairs. A Bubhymen-
inin is lacking. Ii lias a Bhort, Btoul stem and relatively much
broader cap. It differs from R. ochraleuca in size and in the thick

flesh of the cap, in thai the flesh of tin- stem does aol become ashv

when bruised, as well as in the i»iticr taste and the anpolished pileus.

R. granulosa Cke. is said to have a granular stem and pileus, ami

many cystidia in the hymenium according to Biassee. h is far from

belonging to the Fragiles where Fries placed A', ochraleuca. /.'.

ijninnliita l'k. is said to be tubercular-striate on the margin of the

cap and is smaller. The gills are often abundantly forked toward

the stem.

108. Russula lepida l'r. (mm Bres.) (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1S3G-3S.

Illustrations: Pries, Sverig. Swamp.. PI. 59, form minor.

Cooke. 111.. PI. 1(171'.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 620.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. Hi. Fig. 4.

Hard. Mushrooms. Fig. II!). PI. L88, L908. (DoubtfuL)
Gibson. Edible Toadstools, etc.. PI. L2, p. 131, 1903. (Doubt-

ful.)

Atkinson, Mushrooms, PI. 36, Pig. 3, p. 126, L900. (Doubtful.)

PILEUS 4-10 cm. broad, rigid, convex, then expanded depressed,

cuticle adnate and disappearing on disk, unpolished, *"<>>i dry, i

red to pale blood-red, fading, <lisk Boon pallid or variegated with

paler yellowish-reddish hues, sometimes rimulose-cracked or ruj

lose on disk, margin obtuse, not striate. FLESH compact, white

or reddish under the cuticle, thick, abruptly thin on margin. < ; 1 1 I S

narrowed behind and narrowly adnate or almosl free, close,

narrow, broader and rounded in front, white then whitish (albu

few shorter, occasionally forked. STEM l 7 cm. long, l 2 cm. th
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equal or slightly tapering downward, white or tinged rosy-pink,

spongy-stuffed, rather rigid, obscurely wrinkled. SPORES sub-

globose, 9-10 x 7-8 (
inch apiculus), with oil-drop, rough or partly

smooth, almost pure white in mass. ODOE none or very slightly dis-

agreeable. TASTE mild, sometimes slightly bitterish-subacrid.

CYSTIDIA moderately abundant, subeylindrical, 70-75x10-12 inicr.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground in frondose woods. Ann

Arbor, Detroit. July-August. Eather rare.

This plant occurs rather rarely in southern Michigan. It differs

from the description given by Bresadola (see translation Mich.

Acad. Eep. 11, p. (IS. 1909 I in that the spore-mass is nearly white, not

straw color, and the gills are only slightly thickish. I have found

specimens only during a few seasons. Peck also reports it uncom-

mon in New York. The margin of the pileus is sometimes slightly

viscid and the cuticle slightly separable on the margin. It must not

be confused with R. mariae whose cap and stem are less rigid and

more deeply colored, and which has creamy-yellowish spores and lar-

ger cystidia. Our plant sometimes has an entirely rose-red cap, some-

times, especially when older, approaching the colors of R. decolorans

but paler and duller, subpruinose when dry and variegated with

pinkish, yellowish or pale-orange hues becoming white in spots. It

is often rigid for a long time.

Section II. Margin of pileus acute or subacute, at first incurved;
cuticle viscid, slightly separable only on margin, often disappearing
on disk or in spots.

109. Russula pulverulenta Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club, Bull. 29, 1902.

Illustration : Plate XVI of this Report.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, rather rigid at first, then fragile, rather

thin, broadly convex at first, expanded and depressed to subum-

bilicate, at first even on the margin, at length distinctly tuberculate-

striate, cuticle adnate, viscid, separable on margin, in very young
stage sulphur-yellow, soon ochraleucous, finally dingy yellowish

brown, surface dotted by small, numerous, pale yellow, somewhat

mealy or flocculent scabs or granules, margin at very first incurved-

subinrolled. FLESH white, at first firm and tough, finally soft.

GILLS narrowly adnate, close, rather narrow, broader toward front,

white, unchanging, often bifurcate at stem, intervenose. STEM 3-5
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cm. Long, I t.5 cm. thick, subequal <>r irregularly enlarged,

fragile, surface at iln- verj firsl covered bj a sulphur-yellow put

yerulence, at length </<>ih<i by swlphur-yellovc granule

hi base, white beneath, spongy-stuffed, becoming
SPORES globose, echinulate, 6-8 micr. (incl. apiculus), whiU

muss. CYSTIDIA aunierous, subhynienium scarcely differentia

BASIDIA 15x9 micr., I spored. TASTE and ODOR slighl or some-

what disagreeable.

Gregarious. <>n lawns, roadsides, «>r in frondose woods among

grass, etc. July-September. Southern Michigan. Sol infrequent

during a few seasons.

This Bussula is closely allied t" the preceding section, Its de-

velopment lias been carefully studied. When the caps are I nun..

or less broad the margin is definitely subinrolled. The texture of

the trama is then very firm ami tough and the entire Biirface of

both cap and stem is covered, as seen under the microscope, by a

differentiated thin layer composed of short, dense, erecl yellow

hairs or hyphae. These tryphae are continuous at first with the

trama but become separated in masses as the pileus ami stem en

large, adhering at length to the surface of the mature pileus and

>-!rni as delicate, appressed, pulverulent-flocculose, sulphur-yellow

granules. The hymenium contains very numerous cystidia with a

dark-brown, granular content, which project into the subhymeninm
ami often connect with similarly colored hyphae which intermingle

with the gill-trama. (Lactiferes.) The young cystidia project above

the basidia but later are even with them. These brownish cystidia

give a brown-dotted appearance to the sides of the gills as seen

under low power of the microscope.

Microchemical tests: <;. (Flesh and gills become rapidly light

blue, then dark blue.) S V. (Gills first turn reddish then slowly

blue; flesh scarcely affected.) F S. (Cystidia colored brown.)

This species is easily confused in the old, discolored stage with

R. pectinatoides and /.'. foetentula, since both have a livid yellowish

brown cap at times when mature, well marked tuberculate stria

th>ns. and are about the same size. They lack, however, the peculiar

yellow granules of R. pulverult nta. | For further remarks -• e Mich.

Acad. Rep. 1 1, p. 77. 1909.)
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110. Russula foetentula Pk.

N. Y. Stale Mus. Bull. 116, 1907.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, soon fragile, at first subheuiispherical

then convex to plane and depressed, viscid, livid-ochraceous, russet-

tinged, disk darker and innately granular, long tuberculate-striate.

Margin at first incurved. FLESH thin, whitish. GILLS aduexed or

nearly free, close, rather narrow, broader in front, thin, whitish,

often spotted or stained reddish. STEM 2.5-5 cm. long, 6-12 mm.

thick, subequal, somewhat firm, spongy-stuffed, soon cavernous,

whitish or sordid-white, stained at the very base by cinnabar-red

stains. SPORES 7-9 x 6-7 micr., echinulate, creamy-white in mass.

CYSTIDIA moderately abundant. BASIDIA 40-45x9 micr.,

4-spored; subhymenium scarcely differentiated. OROR none or

somewhat like oil of bitter almonds, varying in intensity. TASTE
very slightly acrid.

Scattered or gregarious. On the ground in frondose woods. Ann
Arbor. Abundant in 1911.

This species has characters intermediate between R. foetens and

R. pectinatoides and is most easily distinguished from both by the

reddish stains at the base of the stem ; this character was very con-

stant in many individuals during a single season. The odor varies

much iu intensity and is often lacking. The pileus is sometimes

tinged with reddish-yellow but most of our plants had a decided

russet color at maturity. Micro-chemical tests as in R. pulverulenta.

111. Russula foetens Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Svamp. Sverig., PL 40.

Cooke, 111., PI. 1046.

Gillet, Champignons de France, Xo. 612.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I, No. 45.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 19, Fig. 4.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 147, p. 185, 1908..

Plate XVII of this Report.

PILEUS 7-12 cm. broad, fleshy, hard then fragile, subglobose then

expanded and depressed, viscid when moist, thin margin at first

incurved, tiiberculate-sulcate when expanded, yellowish or dingy
ochraceous, pellicle adnate. FLESH thin, rigid but fragile, dingy
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while. (IILLS while, ;ii first exuding drops "i water, sordid when

old or bruised, rather close, adnexed, few Forked, Interspace! rei

shorter ones present. STEM I 6 cm. Long, I 2.5 cm. thick, whitish,

short, stout, stuffed then cavernous. SPORES white in mass, sub-

erlobose, 7.5-1U inier. CYSTIDIA numerous; Bubhymenium narrow.

not sharply differentiated. TASTE acrid. ODOR strongly

amygdaline, becoming foetid.

Gregarious, in mixed woods in the north; in oak, maple, etc., in

southern Michigan. July, August and September.

The odor of the fresh young plant is like oil of bitter almonds or

cherry bark; when old or decaying ii becomes quite disagreeable.

The margin of the young pileus is strongly incurved. No1 edible.

Micro-chemical tests: <!.
I Flesh and gills quickly light blue, then

dark blue.) S V. Hiills slowly deep blue.) P S. (Cystidia coloreu

brown.)

112. Russula pectinatoides l'k.

N. Y. Stale Mus. Bull. L16, L907.

Illustrations: [bid, PL 105, Fig. 6-10.

PILEtJS 3-7 cm. broad, rather firm, becoming fragile, thin, conv<

then piano-depressed, viscid when moist, covered by a thin separable

pellicle, radiately rugose-striate on the margin, often hallway to

the center, or strongly tubercular-striate, dingy straw color, brown-

ish, yellowish-brown <>r umber-brown. FLESH white, thin, becom-

ing fragile, slightly ashy under the cuticle, not changing. GILLS
whitish, (dose to sul (distant, thin, distinct, equal, moderately broad,

broadest in front, narrowed behind, often stained or broken halfway

from stem, some forked ;K base. STEM 2-5 cm. long, .5 to 1 cm.

thick, white or dingy, subequal, glabrous, spongy-stuffed then hoh

Join, even. SPORES whitish or creamy-while in mass. SUbglobose,

6-8 micr. diam. TASTE mild or slightly and tardily acrid. ODOK
not noticeable.

Gregarious. Grassy places, lawn-, groves and w Is. Through-

out the state. July and August.
Cooke's illustrations of R. pectinata and /.'. consobrina var.

SOroria remind one very much of this plant. Pech points, out thai

it differs from these by its mild taste, adnate gills and grayish

color under the cuiide. It is also ch.se to B. foetentula, wh

sometimes lacks the odor. /,'. subfoetens Smith as known to Romell,

also reminded me of this specie-. The color of /.'. pectina
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long striations aud the medium size are the-best recognition marks

iu the field. It differs, of course, from R. foetens by lack of a strong

odor. Whether the margin is at first incurved is nowhere noted.

113. Russula sororia Fr.

Epicrisis, 1S3G-3S (as subspecies of R. consobrina).

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PL 1057.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, rather firm, convex then subexpanded,

viscid when moist, margin substiiate when mature, pellicle some-

what separable along margin, gray, olivaceous-brown or grayish-

brown. FLESH white, unchanged. OILLS narrow, subdistant, dis-

tinct, white for a time, then discolored, adnate, shorter ones inter-

mingled, rarely forked, interspaces venose. STEM 2.5-5 cm. long,

1-2 cm. thick, white, not becoming cinereous, short, spongy-stuffed.

SPORES v?Mte. TASTE acrid, ODOR none.

Solitary. Woods in southern Michigan. August and September.

Rare. This species used to be placed under R. consobrina.

114. Russula vesca Fr.-Bres.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 1075.

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PL 72.

Ibid, Fung. Trid., PL 128 (as R. lilacea var. carnicolor).

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I, No. 41 b.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, fleshy, firm, convex then expanded and de-

pressed in the center, viscid, soon dry, more or less rugulose or

wrinkled, reddish, pale livid-pink, or sordid flesh-red, becoming-

paler, cuticle thin and disappearing, not quite reaching the edge of

the pileus so that a narrow white exposed margin results, margin
even and spreading. FLESH white. GILLS white, thin, at length
stained lurid-brownish or rusty, close, moderately narrow, adnate,

forked or anastomosing at base. STEM white, obscurely rivulose,

hard and compact, subequal, solid, 3.5-4.5 cm. long, 1.5 cm. thick,

often discolored by yellowish-rusty stains. SPORES white in mass,

subglobose, minutely echinulate, 7-8 micr. TASTE mild. ODOR
none. Rare.

Only a few doubtful collections have been made in southern
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Michigan. The above description is taken from mj notes of the

Swedish plant as known to Komell, and agree mostly with thai of

Bresadola. Most modern mycologists consider thi/ FViesian

"rugulose-reticulate" character of the stem as too uncertain to be

practicable. The importan1 characters are: the hard consistei

the wrinkled or veined rarely "cutefracta" surface of the cap, the

cuticle in it reaching to the margin of the c;i|>, and the gills die

colored in spots. The cuticle apparently ceasi - to gro\i so thai the

surface of the expanding pileus may become somewhal areola te

cracked and the margin uaked.

115. Russula subpunctata sp. nov.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, rigid, convex then expanded plane to i

pressed, cuticle adnate and scarcely separable on margin, Bubviscid,

soon dry, pah dullred to rosy-red, often white-spotted where cuticle

disappears, minutely rivulose or subgranular, margin even, acute.

FLESH compact, firm, rather thick on disk, abruptly thin on

margin. GILLS adnate to subdecurrent, thin, slightly attenuate

at both ends, not broad, (dose to subdistant, whitish then pah

cream-colo red, few short or forked at base, pruinose, interveni

STEM 2-4 cm. long, HO nun. thick, subequal or tapering down,

spongy-stuffed, becoming cavernous, while or rosy-tinged, unchang-

ing, attached a1 times to roots and forming mycorhiza. SPORES

subglobose, rough-reticulate, 9-11x7-9 micr. (incl. apiculus), creamy-

white in muss. CYSTIDIA abundant, subcylindrical, rough, with

dark brown granular content. 90-110x8-12 micr. BASIDLA about

65x9 micr. Subhymeniwm markedly differentiated. TASTE quickly

anil very aaid. < >I>< )\l none.

Gregarious. <)n the ground in frondose woods. Ann Arbor.

July-August. Enfrequent.

Tlie appearance <»r this Russula is well shown in Patouillard'a

figure of /.'. punctata Gill. (Tab. Analyt., No. 621) with which it

agrees except in its very acrid taste. The gills of our plants have only

rarely a red edge. The spore prinl is cream colored or al si lighl

yellowish. Dr. McDougal found one group of specimens fom

mycorhiza <>n roots of Tilia americana.

Micro-chemical tests: <;. (Flesh slowly lighl blue; gills

affected.) S. V. (Flesh and gills quickly deep blue. I' > I dia

colored brown, i
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116. Russula variata Banning—Pk. (Edible)

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 105, 1906.

Illustrations : Ibid, PI. 101, Fig. 1-5.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 151, p. 194, 1908 (as R. furcata).

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, fleshy, firm, convex then depressed to

subinfundibuliforin, viscid, not striate, purplish or deep rose pink

when young, later variegated with olive or dark umber or sometimes

greenish with only a trace of purple, opaque and reticulate-wrinkled

under lens, the thin pellicle slightly separable on the thin margin,

with a subsilky or dull luster when dry. FLESH white, firm,

cheesy, tinged grayish under pellicle. GILLS shining and persist-

ently white, adnato-decurrent, thin, rather crowded, narrowed at

both ends, not broad, subdichotomoiisly forked, interspaces venose.

STEM 4-7 cm. long, 1-3 cm. thick, white, firm, solid, equal or sub-

equal, sometimes tapering downward, even. SPORES white in

mass, subglobose, 7-10 inicr. TASTE mild to tardily acrid or

slightly astringent. CYSTIDIA very few and short. Subhymen-
iitm not clearly differentiated. ODOR none.

Gregarious. Under conifers at Marquette, in deciduous woods

about Ann Arbor. July, August and September. Frequent.

Superficially nearest to the descriptions of R. furcata Fr. and

R. virescens Fr. The former species is rare in Europe, and most

authors have consigned it to oblivion or consider it a variety of R.

cyanoxantha. The plants which used to be referred to R. furcata

in this country, have found a more appropriate resting place in

R. variata. The figures of R. cutefracta Cke. (Cooke, 111., PL 1024

and 1040) show the color of the young and old plants much better

than do Peck's figures, and if Cooke's species had pure white spores

and white and dichotomously forked gills, they could be considered

identical; however, these points are not clear. Peltereaux thinks

R. cutefracta Cke. occurs in France and has ochraceous spores and

that the cracked margin of the cap is a weather effect; this then

could not be our species with white spores. When one finds single old

plants with much green, it is quite difficult to distinguish them from

R. virescens; they are to be separated by their dichotomously

forked gills which are slightly decurrent and more persistently

white, and by the slight acridity. The cuticle is sometimes cracked

toward the margin as in R. virescens, but its margin is at first

incurved while in R. virescens it is straight on the stem. Peck says
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it has a good flavor after cooking, which destroys the Blight acrid

taste.

Micro-chemical tests: <i. (Flesh and ^ills quicklj deep blue
s V. (Gills slow ly ill in- ; flesh slightly blue-tinged.) F B. (No effect. I

117. Russula cyanoxantha Fr. var. (Edibli

Monographia, L865.

Illustrations: Michael, Blatterpilze, Vol. II. No. 59.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 605.

Cooke, III.. PI. L076 and l <>77. t Doubtful.
I

Bresadola, Fungh. Mang. e. vel., PI. 71. (Doubtful.)

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, rigid, convex then expanded and •

pres>rd in the center or subinfundibuliform, dark bluish-purpU
lilac <>n margin, disk dingy whiU tiin/<<l rosi pink, cuticle thin and

adnate, viscid, separable on margin, even, or substriate only aear

edge, surface somewhat wrinkled <>i- streaked. FLESH white, com-

pact, purplish in- lilac under cuticle. GILLS white, ;i few forked

toward base, few shorter, moderately broad, not very distant, oar-

rowed behind, intervenose. STEM 6-9 cm. long, 1-- cm. thick,

white, sni>e<|ual, spongy-stuffed, cortex hard, sometimes cavernous

and compressed, glabrous, even or obscurely wrinkled. SPORES
white in mass. TASTE mild. ODOK none.

Scattered or gregarious. Maple and birch, or mixed w Is of

northern Michigan, oak and maple woods of the southern part
Jnly-Angnst. Not infrequent.

The above description applies to a definite form which occurs m
Michigan and is quite constant. It does mn agree with the >pe. :ies

understood by Komell, Ma ire and IVltereanx in Europe, whose typ-

ical plant has creamy-white uills and spores. Our species ap-

proaches R. azitrca Bres. in color, bu1 thai plant is rather fra(

and is related to the /.'. emetioa group. Michael's figures show the

colors of the cap when young and uui yet decolorized on the disk.

It is more frequent northward and may be distinct from the Euro-

pean plant.
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118. Russula atropurpurea Maire (ex. Kromb. non Pk.)

Bull. Sco. Myc. de France, Vol. 26, p. 167, 1910.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 1025 and 1087 (as R. rubra).

PILEUS 5-14 cm. broad, rigid, medium to large size, convex then

plane, soon depressed, rather firm, viscid, pellicle adnate and

scarcely separable on the margin only, scarlet to dark crimson when
fresh and young, becoming darker to purplish when mature or on

drying, pruinose, disk often darker, sometimes blackish-red to livid

olivaceus-purple, sometimes yellow spotted, margin even or only

slightly striatulate in age. FLESH dark red under the pellicle,

white elsewhere, not changing to ashy. GILLS white, dingy in age,

rather narrow, close behind, subdistant in front, adnexed, few short,

interspaces venose. STEM 4.7 cm. long, 1-3 cm. thick, subequal,

medium stout, white with a dull lustre, pruinose, even, spongy-

stuffed, apex floecose-punctate. SPORES white in mass, oval, 8-10

inicr. diani., strongly echinulate, nucleate, apiculus long and stout.

TASTE acrid. ODOR none.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground, on much decayed logs

or debris, sometimes at base of white pine or beech trees, in pine-

beech woods. New Richmond. Sept. Frequent locally.

Distinguished among the "ruber" group by the mode of color

change while maturing, the white gills, spores and stem, and the

acrid taste. In wet weather the cap is viscid, on drying its surface

is distinctly pruinose. Except for the colors of the pileus it agrees

with R. ruber Fr. in the sense of Peck. The stem is rarely inclined

to* ashy in age but not distinctly so. According to Maire's concep-

tion the species is quite variable and includes plants whose stem

readily turns ashy.

SUBRIGIDAE. Pileus subrigid, rather compact; cuticle soon

dry, pruinose or pruinose-velvety; margin obtuse. Gills broader in

front, equal. Spore-mass never pure white.

This group approaches the preceding by its rather compact and

thick pileus, and the following by its equal gills. The pellicle is

soon dry and pruinose or pruinose-velvety by which character the

species are best recognized. Several aberrant species are, however,

included, e. g., R. xerampelina with intermixed short gills and R.

mariae with margin of pileus at first incurved.
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119. Russula mariae l'k. (EDIBLE

X. V. State .Mus. Rep. 24, 1872.

Illustrations: x. Y. State Bins. Bull. 75, Pig. i

8, 1904.

Plate XV] 1 1 of this Report.

PILEUS 3-9 cm. broad, firm, subhemispherical a1 first, then

broadly convex to plane and depressed, dry, Bubviscid when wet,

pruinose-velvety, dark crimson, reddish-purple or maroon-purple,

even, substriate only when old, margin at Aral incurved. FLESH
thick, thinner toward margin, compact, becoming softer, white,
sometimes reddish under pellicle, GILLS narrowly adnate or al

mosi subdecurrent, rather narrow, of nearly uniform width, whitt

then dingy cream-color, close to subdistant, equal, bifurcate al b

STEM 3-9 cm. long, 8 15 mm. thick, subequal or tapering downward,
firm then fragile, spongy-stuffed, pruinose, rosy-red to dull purplish-

red, especially in the middle, rarely white except a1 ends, white

within and unchanging. SPORES globose, tuberculate-crystallate,
7.8 micr., creamy-whitish in mass, scarcely yellowish-tinged. CYS-
TIDIA rather abnndant, lanceolate, 90 95s 12 mkr. BASIDIA 36 12

x9 micr. Subhymenbum of small cells, not sharply limited. TASTE
mild or rarely very slightly acrid. ODOE none.

Gregarious. On the ground in frondose woods. Southern Michi-

gan. July-August. Infrequent.
I have examined the type specimens and submitted drawings, pho-

tographs and specimens to Peck. Bis plants average smaller and his

figures and descriptions are deceptive as to size as compared with

most of the specimens round in Michigan. With as /.'. marie is near

ly always larger and has much of the appearance of Cooke's figure of

I,'. expalh us i in., pi. L029), bu1 thai species is said to have a reri

acrid taste. The pileus varies scarlet-red, reddish-purple, maroon
or dark purple. The caps of the purple forms have the appearance
of those of R. (/hi h Hi, /,'. purpurea and /.'. drimei of Cooke's pla

but all of tlioe have a very acrid taste. The rd form- agree quite
well with Gillet's and Michael's figures of R. linnaei, but Romell,

Maire, Bresadola and others consider /,'. linnaei as ;i doubtful

species. The stems of R. maria are nearly always somewhat col

ored. The pruinosity of the cap and stem is due to minute tufts

purplish or reddish hairs as seen under the mi< roscope. The pi

was named by Dr. Peck in honor of Ids wife Mary. The inter].!

lion of tin's species in my previous paper (Mich. Acad. Rep. i
!

~n. 1909 i was an error.
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120. Russula aeruginea Lindb. (non Fr.) (Edible)

Svampbok, 1902.

Illustrations: Ibid, Fig. 52.

Cooke, 111., PL 1044 (as R. heterophylla Fr.). (Doubtful.)

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II (as R. livida Pers.).

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 16, Fig. 2 (as R. graminicolor Quel.).

PILEUS 5-8 cm. broad, moderately firm, then fragile, convex to

expanded, subdepressed, dull greenish, dark green to smoky-green,

paler on margin, pellicle adnate, subviscid when moist, soon dry with

a dull luster and subpulverulent to pruinose-velvety, slightly separ-

able on margin, even or substriate in age. FLESH thick on disk,

thin on margin, white, sometimes cinereous to greenish under pel-

licle. GILLS narrowly adnate or almost free, close to subdistant,

rather narrow, slightly broader in front, entire or very few short

ones, distinct, white at first then pale creamy-white, becoming dingy

in age, bifurcate at base, intervenose. STEM 4-5 cm. long, 1 cm.

thick, subequal or tapering downward, glabrous, white, spongy-

stuffed, firm, even. SPORES snbglobose, creamy-white, G-9 micr.

TASTE mild. ODOR none.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground in coniferous or mixed

woods of the Northern Peninsula. Marquette, Sault Ste. Marie.

July- September. Infrequent.

This species is considered identical with R. graminicolor Quel,

by the French mycologists. The "shining-white gills" (candidae)

of the Friesian description is probably an error. R. heterophylla

Fr. is now7 limited by most writers to a plant with pure white gills

and spores and is rare. R. olivascens Fr., reported (Mich. Acad. Sci.

Rep. 11, p. 76, 1909), has been omitted as it appears too close to this

species ;
the specimens referred to it had a more yellowish tint to

the spore-mass.

121. Russula xerampelina Fr. (Suspected)

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., 1041 (as R. olivacca).

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 628 (as R. olivacea).

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 18, Fig. 4 (as R. olivacea).

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, firm, convex then piano-depressed, dry
or very slightly viscid in wet weather, pellicle hardly separable,
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not striate on margin, surface glabrous or Bubpruinose, purplish

red to purplish-olive, disk olivaceous, variegated. FLESH compact,
whitish then dingy. GILLS creamy-white to creamj yellowish, tl

sordid, rather close, adnexed, moderately broad throughout, thi<

ish, often forked, Bhorter ones usually intermingled, interspa

venose. STEM white <>r rosy-tinged, soon dingj olivaceous-yellow-

ish where bandied, 5-7 cm. long, L.5-2.5 mi. thick, firm, subventri-

cose or equal, spongy-stuffed, even or obscurely wrinkled, changing
where bruised to dirty ochraceous-broion. SPORES creamy-yellow-

ish, globose, echinulate, 9-10 micr. TASTE mild. ODOR d

able with ii(/< or \\ hen drying.

Scattered. Semlock and coniferous or mixed woods ol the

Northern Peninsula. July and August.
This has usually been referred to R. olivacea Fr. in this country.

In Europe, R. olivacea is a very much debated species. Fries' de

scription requires truly yellow gills (luteis), and with this char-

acter it has seldom been found. Romell has never seen such ;i planl .

in Sweden and unites /.'. olivacea and R. xeva <i under the

name R. graveolens. The scries of color forms included under the

last name is quite common about Stockholm, ;iu<l as far as I could

see it is the same as our northern Michigan species. I assume, then,

thai we can drop the name /«'. olivacea from our list of American

Russulas, in which case our olive form goes into the present species.

Our plant is near It. sijimliiht I'k. as the latter is diagnosed in this

paper. Tt difi'ers. however, from that species in the more firm con-

sistency, in the stem being often reddish, and its habital in conif-

erous regions. /.'. squalicla is soli and flexible in age.

122. Russula squalida Tk. Suspbi mi-

N. V. Stale .Miis. Rep. M. L888 (as /.'. atropurpurea Pk. .

N. Y. State Mas. Bull. L16, L907.

Illustration: Kauffman, Mich. Acad. Sci. Rep. LI, L909.

PILEUS Til cm. broad, convex then piano-depressed,

firm, soon subflaccid, margin even when young, becoming

slightly tubercular-striate in age, the pellicle continuous but

rather adnate, no! easilj separable, subviscid in we1 weatl

noon dry and then pruinost velvety, even, color varying from

reddish-purple to pallid and mixed with olivaceous,

or ochraceous, often shades of all these colors are em

one cap. opaque and dull, qo1 shining. FLESB white, tl

19
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disk, rather thin elsewhere, grayish or grayish-purple under the

cuticle. < JILLS white when young, later creamy-yellow to ochra-

ceous, subdistant, becoming fragile, moderately broad, broadest to-

ward the front, more or less forked toward base, few shorter ones,

interspaces venose. STEM white, changing to ochraceous if bruised

when fresh and young, when older becoming dirty-brown or ochra-

ceous-brown where handled, equal and subeylindrieal, rather long,

5-9 cm. by 1.5 cm. thick; glabrous, spongy-stuffed, obscurely rivulose.

SPOKES ochraceous to buff, globose, 7.5-10 micr. TASTE mild.

ODOR unpleasant, very characteristic when plants are old or dry-

ing.

Solitary or gregarious. Hemlock and maple woods in the north,

oak and maple woods in southern Michigan, duly, August and

September.
This is our early, abundant Russula about Ann Arbor. It occurs

in great quantities during July if the weather is favorable and only

sparingly later. Once recognized by its odor and changeable flesh,

its many color disguises are not as deceptive as they at first seem.

The colors run into each other in a rather definite way, so that the

general effect to the observer, after he has compared many indi-

viduals, is quite characteristic for the species. Hundreds of indi-

viduals were examined about Ann Arbor and all had white stems,
never red. When old the effect of the whole plant is that of dingi-

ness. Although the above description extends beyond the limits

allowed by Peck's description, it is doubtless his species. Origin-

ally it included only the purple or dark red forms and was called

It. atropurpured Pk. but since this name was pre-empted, he

changed it to R. squalida. It seems close to the preceding.

v

123. Russula decolorans Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 1079.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 17, Fig. 5.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, often large, firm, globose at first then

convex and piano-depressed, orange red, usually ochre on disk and
dark red on margin, pellicle separable, subviscid, margin even,

slightly striate in age. FLESH white, becoming cinereous with age
or where broken, becoming fragile. GILLS pale yellowish-ochra-
eeous at maturity, white at first, thin, fragile, moderately broad,

close, adnexed, forked at base, few short. STEM 5-12 cm. long.
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L-2.5 cm. thick, stout. Long, spongj or solid, wrinkled rivulose, white,

the flesh becoming cinereous with age or when bruised. SPORES

subglobose, echiifulate, pale ochraceous-yellow, 7-9 micr. TASTE
mild. ODOR none.

Solitary or scattered. In coniferous <>r mixed woods o( oorthern

Michigan, -luly. Augusl and September. Frequent.
The large size, globose young pilens, orange-red color and the

changing flesh easily distinguish it. /.'. depallens Pr. in which ih«-

flesh turns ashy lias qo1 with certainty been found. Ii is said to

have whitish .^ills. and the color oi the pilens is dirty red to lawn.

/,'. decolorans appears to prefer the regions of the pine and fir, both

in this counl ry and in Europe.
Var. rubrici ps Kauiv.

Mich. Acad. Sci. Rep. L3, p. 215, L911.

The shape of the young and old pileus of ihis variety is well

represented in Cooke's figure of R. decolorans, Plate 1079. The

color of the pilens is. however, ruber-red (Sacc. colors) and persist

ent, changing only in age or on drying as a result of the cinerescenl

flesh. The pellicle is ruinate, scarcely separable excepl on the mar

gin, vanishing on the disk and sometimes ochraceus-spotted where

the pellicle lias disappeared. It is firm and the margin is nol

striate or very slightly so in age. These characters ally it to the

Rigidae. it is slightly viscid. FLESH is firm, while, tinged ashy
in age, becoming dark cinereous on the sU m where bruised. The

taste is mild and when fresh was taken for R. lepida. SPORES
creamy-white in mass. It is smaller. a1 leasl in our specimi

than the type.

On the ground in beech and white pine woods. New Richmond,

Allegan County. September. Apparently rare.

124. Russula flava Romell (Edible

Lonnegren^s Nordisk Svampbok, 1895.

Illustration: Mich. Acad. Sci. Rep. 11, p. 55, Pig. •"•.

PILEUS 5-8 cm. broad, rather fragile, convex, then piano*

depressed, even or slightly striate in age, dry in dry weather, some

what viscid when moist, peUicle separable, dull yellow (flavus.

Sacc), color hardly fading, bul sometimes ashy, discolored in age

FLESH white becoming cinereous with age. GILLS white at first,

becoming yellowish, broadest towards front, narrowly adnate

distinct, becoming slowly gray in age. STEM chalk white a1 I
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the flesh becoming ashy, equal or subequal, spongy-stuffed, ob-

scurely reticulate-rivulose, rather fragile, 6-8 cm. long, 1-2 cm. thick.

SPORES yellowish, globose, echinulate, 8-9 micr. TASTE mild.

ODOR none.

Solitary or scattered. In coniferous or mixed woods of northern

Michigan. July, August and September. Frequent.

This mild, dull or pale yellow, rather large Russula, with flesh,

gills and stem becoming ashy when old, is quite easily recognized.

This is R. constans Karst. which name was pre-empted. It differs

from R. ochraleuca Fr. in the mild taste and unpolished pileus, etc.

Its habit is very similar to that of R. decolorans, but it rarely

reaches the same size and differs constantly by its yellow cap.

125. Russula obscura Romell (Edible)

PILEUS 4-7 cm. broad, rather pliant, convex then piano-de-

pressed, dull, dark blood-red, pileus sometimes blackish on disk,

thin, the pellicle continuous and separable, hardly viscid when

moist, subpruinose when dry, even or slightly striate in age.

FLESH whitish, becoming ashy. GILLS white at first, then dingy

straw-color, moderately broad, narrowly adnate, close, mostly

forked at base, equal, interspaces sometimes venose. STEM white,

becoming ashy or blackish, rarely tinged red, subequal, 4-6 cm. long,

10-15 mm. thick, spongy-stuffed, rigid, soon soft, obscurely wrinkled.

SPORES pale ochraceous in mass. TASTE mild. ODOR none.

Gregarious or scattered, in low woods of southern Michigan. July

and August.

It is found frequently around Stockholm. The examples pointed

out by Romell did not seem to possess such a blackish stem as some

of ours. This species does not remind me of R. decolorans, being a

more slender and smaller plant. It might be confused with R.

nigrescent ipes Pk., but that species is said to have white spores.

Romell (Hymen. Lapland, 1911) suggests that a better name for

this plant is R. vinosa Lindb. since the latter name was used by

Lindbladt in his Svampbok prior to the use of R. obscura.
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126. Russula albescens Beards. (Edible

Mycologia, Vol. 6, p. 91, L91 l.

[llustrations : Beardslee, Mycologia, Vol. 6, PI. 121, Fig. I.

Plate x IX of this Report.

IMLEl'S 1-10 cm. broad, firm, tx ming fragile, convex-plane,

dull-red, variegated with yellowish, ochraceous or olivaceous

purplish hues. ;ii first darker, fading, pellicle adnate, dry, scarcely

separable and substriate on the margin, subglabrons, margin acute

and at first straight. FLESH whitish, staining slowly red then

black where wounded, becoming cinereous from age. GILLS nar-

rowly adnate, broader in front, close t<> subdistant, medium broad,

equal, rarely forked, white at first then pair rrcamif-nclmirrmis, in

tervenose. STEM o-7 cm. long, 1-2.5 cm. thick, subequal or tapering

down, spongy-stuffed, glabrous, even, while, becoming cinereous in

age, changing slowly to red then blackish whore bruised. 8P( >RES

globose, pale ochraceous, 7-10 micr. CYSTIDLA few and short.

subhymemum not differentiated. TASTE mild. ODOB none.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground in frondose woods. Ann
Arbor. July-August. Infrequent.

Remarkable among the Subrigidae for the changes which the flesh

assumes on bruising. It approaches 7?. nigrescentipes I'k.. bu1 that

species is said to have a shining red cap and crowded white -ills.

and the stem turns blackish; n<> mention is made of any red

stains preceding the black and since the change is Blow it could

scarcely be overlooked. Our species has appeared from season t<>

season but never in abundance. It is a firm plant when fresh, be-

coming fragile only in age. If is apparently also related to B.

depallem Pr. but Maire says "nobody knows this, even in Sweden."

//. obscura "Rom. has a velvety pruinose pileus whose color is rather

uniform, and whose flesh is of a differenl consistency.

Micro-chemical tests: G. (Gills and flesh turn bine., s V. (Gills

and flesh turn bluish very slowly.) F S. (Cystidia colored brown).

As this report was ready for the press there appeared in print
the above name applied by Beardslee to a species from Asheville,

"X. C. which seems identical with ours.
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127. Russula borealis Kauff. (Edible)

Mich. Acad. Sci. Rep. 11, p. 69, 1909.

PILEUS 5-9 cm. broad, firm and rather compact, convex then

piano-depressed, outline broadly elliptical, often with a sinus on

one side, blood-red, disk darker or color uniform and not fading,

pellicle somewhat separable, hardly viscid, margin even or ob-

scurely striate. FLESH white, red under the cuticle, not very

thick." GILLS ochraceous, subdistant or moderately close, medium

broad, broader in front, narrowly adnate, rather distinct, edge often

reddish anteriorly, equal, a few forked toward base, interspaces

venose STEM white and tinged red in places, firm, spongy-stuffed,

thickened below, 5-7 cm. long, 1.5-2 cm. thick. SPORES deep

ochraceous-yellow in mass. TASTE mild, sometimes slightly and

tardily acrid. ODOR none.

Solitary. In mixed woods of hemlock, yellow birch and hard

maple, in the Northern Peninsula. Huron Mountains, Marquette

and Munising. August.

Russula alutacea is usually larger, stouter, the cap dull or sordid

red, and with broader gills. Russula ochrophylla occurs in oak

woods, has "buff spores, dusted" on yellow gills, and has violaceous-

purple or purple-red cap. Peck saw our plant but did not refer

it to either species. This species and R. alutacea show the futility

of using the striations on the margin of the cap as an important

character to distinguish the main groups. A true pellicle is present

in both and is often quite easily separated especially on the margin,

and this with the character of the gills connects them very closely

with the Fragiles. R. linnaei, which is not well known in Europe,

looks like it according to Cooke's figures, but is said to have white

gills and spores.

128. Russula alutacea Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 1096 and 1097.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 597.

Berkley, Outlines, PI. 13, Fig. 8 (reduced in size).

Bresadola, Fungh. mange, e. vel., PI. 76.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 513.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 65 (as Bus-

sulina alutacea).
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Atkinson, Mushrooms, PI. 36
3 Pig. 2, L900 (mncb reduced In

size).

Gibson, Edible Toadstools and Mushrooms, PI. 12, Pigs. 2, I.

<;. p. L31, L903
I
much reduced in size I.

I'lLI'l's 8 i ~» cm. brond, . firm, convex then depressed, with

dull colors, dark reddish-purple, sordid red, sometimes mixed with

other shinies, the reddish color predominating, with somewhat

separable pellicle, glabrous, somewhal viscid in wet weather, soon

dry, pritinosi
• ftubgranulosr, in even or somi ort-

striate in age. FLESH white, thick. <;!U,s orhra the

beginning, deeper ochraceous to tan-colored when mature, rather

broad, thick, subdistant, broader in front, rounded adnexed, <>r

tqval length. STEM 7-10 cm. long, 3-4 cm. thick, very firm, stout,

solid, tinged red or entirely white, subequal or ventricose, almosl

even. SPORES ochraceous-yellow to alutaceous, Bubglobose, 9-11

inter. TASTE mild. ODOR none or pleasant.

Usually solitary and rather late. Oak and maple woods of south-

ern Michigan. Nol very common. August and September.
As limited above, m> bright or shining red forms are admitted

from our territory. This species and B. mtegra have been the re

ceptacle for a good many reddish species with ochraceous gills, and

even experienced mycologists cannol agree on their identification.

I have kept this name for a large, solitary, often Late plain, with

firm or hard consistency and dull, dark red and purplish cap, with

truly ochraceous gills and spores. B. Integra has cream-colored or

at least paler spores and is more fragile and often grows in troops.

The descriptions <>\' this and !'. orhrophglla ran close together.

Cooke's illustration of /.'. alutacea fits our plants well.

FRAOILES, Pileus thin, fragile, the viscid pellicle continuous

and quite separable, margin connivent, nol incurved when young,

usually strongly striate. The gills are of equal length, broader

anteriorly, aarrowed behind.

Section I. Taste acrid. Spores white in mass.

129. Russula emetica Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Pries, Sverig. Svamp., PI. 21.

Cooke, 111.. PI. ni".".

<;illet. Champignons de Prance, No 610.
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Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PL 68.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PI. 17, p. 68, 1905 (reduced).

Gibson, Edible Toadstools and Mushrooms, PI. 13, p. 139,

1903 (reduced).

Atkinson, Mushrooms, PI. 36, Fig. 4, 1900 (reduced).

Mcllvaine, American Fungi, PL 41, Fig. 2, 1900.

PILEF/S 5-10 cm. broad, fleshy, soon fragile, convex to piano-de-

pressed, rosy to blood-red. sometimes faded to white, pellicle

separable, margin strongly tuhrreular-striate or even sulcate, viscid

and shining. FLESH white, red under the cuticle. GILLS pure
white, subdistant or close, distinct, rather broad, equal, broadest

toward front, narrowly adnexed or free, interspaces venose. STEM
4-7 cm. long, 1-2 cm. thick, white or tinged red, subequal, spongy-
stuffed, even. SPOKES white in mass, globose, echinulate, 7.5-10

micr. TASTE very acrid. ODOR none.

Scattered or gregarious. On the ground or on debris of very
rotten logs in woods. Throughout the state. July to October.

Common.
The mycelium has been found to be attached to oak tree roots

where it forms mycorrhiza. The very acrid taste gives it a bad

reputation and it is avoided by mushroom-eaters. Some think it

is harmless when thoroughly cooked. There are variations of hab-

itat. It grows quite constantly on the crumbling remains of wood
or logs, where its white strings of mycelium are easily seen ; here

the gills ore close. One form has been found growing in troops;
such were found in a tamarack swamp in late October, growing on
thick beds of sphagnum. They had developed somewhat differently
in this habitat as was to be expected. The stems were white, long
and stout, narrower above and obsoletely wrinkled. The gills were
subdistant. The taste was sharp but not as excruciating as that of

the type. The disk of the pileus was glabrous and very viscid. It

was a beautiful plant, apparently appearing late; it might be re-

ferred to as var. gregaria.

130. Russula rugulosa Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Eep. 54, 1901.

Illustration : Ibid, PL 72, Fig. 12-18.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. or more broad, thin, fragile, convex then piano-

depressed, dark rose-red, color sometimes thin, surface almost en-

tirely rugulose, the rugae radiating somewhat, rather viscid, pellicle
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separable, margin a1 length distinctly tubercular-striate. FLESH
thin, white, red onder the pellicle. GILLS shining white, rather

clos.\ aarrowly adnate, aot very broad, broadest in front, few

forked, equal, interspaces venose. STEM white, snbequal, on

changed, glabrous, Bpongy-stuffed, 6-7 cm. long, L-2 cm. thick.

SPORES white in muss, globose, echinulate,
v 9 micr. TASTE

tardily Inn very acrid.

/// tn»,ps. Hemlock ami mixed woods on the ground. Augusl
and September. Northern Michigan.

Differs from /.'. emetica in thai iis acrid taste develops Blowly,
in the uneven and rather dull pileus and in the habit of appearing
in troops <>n the ground. It was formerly referred t" R. emetica,
and is close to it.

131. Russula fragilis Fr.

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. L091.

Gillet, Champignons do France, No. G14.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 622.

.Michael. Fuhrer f. Pilzfreunde, No. 13 (var.).

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PI. 1!), Fig. 3.

Hard, Mushrooms. Fig. 172, p. L92, 1008.

PI LEI rS 2.5 5 cm. broad, very thin and fragile, convex then piano-

depressed with a thin viscid pellicle, tubercular striate on the thin

margin, glabrous, rather uniform rosy or pah red, sometii

faded or bleached to white. FLESH white under the pellicle, thin.

GILLS white, thin, close, crowded, adnexed, ventricose, moderately
broad. STEM 2.3-5 cm. Long, .5 I cm. thick, white, spongy then

hollow, equal, fragile. SPORES white in moss, subglobose, : I

micr. TASTE promptly and very acrid. ODOB none.

Scattered. On the ground in woods. Throughoul the

July-August. Infrequent.
This species, as limited here, is only distinguishable from R.

emetica relatively; it is smaller, color paler, flesh thinner and d

fragile and white under the cuticle. Maire >:ivs the ta8te is n

quickly acrid on the tongue than />'. emetica, but do! as violent.

Tt grows in somewhat dryer situations. Var. nivca is a white plant,

otherwise the same. R. fallax Oke. used to be considered a \

of it.
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132. Russula fallax Cke.

Illustration : Cooke, 111., PL 1059.

PILEFS 3-7 cm. broad, thin, fragile, color incarnate or pale rose,

the dish pale olivaceous or livid, sometimes darker or purplish, soon

plane or slightly depressed on disk, quite viscid, margin striate and

becoming elevated, surface faintly rugnlose under lens. FLESH
white. GILLS white, unchanged, subdistant, attached by a point,

narrow, edge even. STEM 3-4 cm. long, G-10 cm. thick, pure white,

cylindrical or compressed, equal, spongy-stuffed, soon hollow, longi-

tudinallv-wrinkled under a lens. SPORES white in mass, sub-

globose, 7.5 niicr. TASTE promptly and very acrid.

Solitary or gregarious. In sphagnum bogs, low mossy ground in

woods, etc., often attached to sphagnum. Distributed throughout
the state. Not rare. July, August and September.

This species differs in two important particulars from R. fragilis.

The gills are subdistant and the pileus is livid or olivaceous in the

center. It is very characteristic of the sphagnum flora of the state.

It has often been referred to 7?. fragiUs as a variety. The pileus is

not as lilac as shown in Cooke's figure.

133. Russula albidula Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club, Bull. 25, 1898.

PILEUS 2.5-5 cm. broad, white, broadly convex, glabrous, the pel-

licle viscid and separable when fresh, the margin even. FLESH
white, subfragile. GILLS white, rather crowded, adnexed, not

broad, of equal length, some basifurcate, interspaces venose. STEM
2.5-4 cm. long, 8-12 mm. thick, white, equal, spongy-stuffed, even.

SPORES white in mass, subglobose, 7-10 micr. TASTE acrid.

ODOR none.

Solitary. In oak woods. Ann Arbor. July and August.
In dried specimens the pileus and gills are ochraceous to yellow-

ish, and stem whitish. The taste and viscidity seem to be the only
marked differences between this species and the other two white

Russulas of Peck, 7?. albida and R. albella. All three are rather

fragile, while R. lactea is a compact firm plant with thick, broad,
distant gills. There is a white variety of R. emetica which is very
acrid and fragile and whose striations on the margin of the cap
are like those of that species.
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Section II. Taste acrid. Spore-mass cream-color, yellowish,

ochraceous to alutaceous.

134. Russula sanguinea IV. /.'.

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PL L020 (as /.'. rosea).

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II (as /.'. rosacea).

PILEUS ''><> cm. broad, rather firm al ftrstf, subfragile, convex

plane or depressed, rosy-red, tfiscid, margin acnte and thin, pellicle

subadnate, easily separable on margin and tubercular-striate.

FLESH rather thin, white, red under the pellicle. GILLS Blightly

adnate, rinse to subdistant, equal, qo1 broad, creamy-White. STEM
4-6 cm. long, subequal or tapering down, often eccentric, whiU or

tinged rosy-red, spongy-stuffed then cavernous, rather fragile, glab-

rous, oven. SPORES creamy-white in mass. TASTE tardily bul

truly acrid.

• Iregarious. On the ground among grass in frondose woods. Ann
Arbor. September-* October. Infrequent.

Tlic plants referred here are I', rosaa a in the sense of Romell, and

R. sanguinea according to most of the modern French mycologists.

They arc distinguished by the cream color of the spores and gills.

The uills are not decurrenl ;is they are supposed t<> be in />'. rosacea,

lint the stem is often eccentric as that species is described by Fries.

Bresadola, Ma ire, etc., conceive I', rosacea Vv. as a planl with pure
white gills and spores. Our plant agrees with ;i species, common
around Stockholm, whose gills are usually creamy-white, Ii was

placed by Fries among the rigid forms bul is almost too fragile.

It is not large and except for the color of the spores small forms

mighl be mistaken for R. fragilis.

135. Russula veternosa Fr.

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations: Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. ve\., PI. 75.

Cooke, ill.. PI. 1033.

PILEUS 5-7.5 cm. broad, convex then expanded, with a somewhat

separable pellicle, indistinctly striate on the margin, deep roj

i like //. emetica), viscid when moist. FLESH white, red nnder

cuticle, <:ild.s white at first, then straw-color or pah
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narrow, adnate, close, broader in front, equal or few shorter, few

forked, interspaces venose. STEM white, never red, equal or sub-

equal, spongy-stuffed, somewhat slender, fragile, hollow, even, 1.5

cm. long, 1-1.5 cm. thick. SPORES pale yellowisli-ochraceous, sub-

globose, echinulate, 8-9 micr. TASTE very acrid. ODOR none.

Scattered or gregarious. Oak and maple woods of southern Mich-

igan. July and August.
This represents a group of red Russulas with acrid taste and gills

varying pale ochraceous or somewhat yellowish in the different

forms. I have limited the name to those with white stem and a

rather firm and hardly striate pileus, although it may include sev-

eral forms of which only the spore-color has so far been a dis-

tinguishable character. The separable, viscid, distinct pellicle and

rather fragile stem, relates it to the Fragiles. From R. tenuiceps

it is separated by the less deep ochraceous spores and gills, the

firmer consistency of pileus and gills, and the uniform red color and

even margin of the pileus.

136. Russula tenuiceps Kauff.

Mich. Acad. Sci. Rep. 11, p. 81, 1909.

Illustration : Plate XX of this Report.

PILEUS 7-12 cm. broad, thin, fragile, convex to expanded, the

somewhat viscid pellicle easily separable, margin at first connivent,

striate, deep rosy-red or blood-red, sometimes white, spotted or

tinged with orange blotches, sometimes uniform red, with or without

minute rugae. FLESH white, red beneath the cuticle, very fragile

at maturity. GILLS white, then yellow-ochraceous, crowded, nar-

row, fragile, narrowly adnate to free, few forked, interspaces

venose, equal. STEM fragile, white or rosy-tinged, spongy-stuffed,

subequal or ventricose, obscurely rivulose, white within and un-

changed, 5-9 cm. long, 2-2.5 cm. thick. SPORES yellow-ochraceous,

subglobose, 6-8 micr.. echinulate. TASTE acrid, sometimes tardily

but very acrid. ODOR not marked.

Gregarious. Mixed woods at Marquette; in oak and maple woods

at Ann Arbor. July and August. Rather frequent.
As in R. veternosa, it is probable that several forms are repre-

sented here. The red Russulas are very troublesome, and we seem
to have a considerable number of forms with acrid taste and yellow-
ish to deep ochraceous gills, which cannot be easily kept separate.
All efforts to refer-them to old species like R. sardonia, R. rugulosa,
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R. rosacea, etc., failed repeatedly; the fragile flesh and ochrac is,

almost alutaceous gills are too distinctive. The maturing <»r

spores is sometinies slow and cam must be taken to ^-i ;i good

spore prim in these red species. All the collections which I have

referred here showed red on some or all of tin- >tems «.r each col-

lection. Their edibility was not tested.

137. Russula palustris Pk.

X. V. State Ma-. Rep. •">::. L900.

PILEUS t-7.5 cm. broad, fragile, snbglobose or hemispheric, then

convex or nearly plane, viscid, pellicle separable, obscurely tuber-

cular-striate on margin, reddish-buff or purplish red es] tally on
disk, glabrous. PLESH white, thin, tinged with the color <>r the

pileus under the pellicle. GILLS narrowed behind, broader in

front, cl«>se to subdistant, entire, whitish then yellowish, biter-

venose. STEM 3-7 cm. Ion-. 6 I'.' mm. thick, equal, glabrous, spongy-
stuffed tlion hollow, fragile, white or tinged red. SPORES bud-

globose, />"/' yellow in mass, 7.r>-10 unci-. tastk tardily acrid.

Gregarious or scattered. Tn low woods or swamps. Marquette,
New Kichinond. Ann Arbor. August September, [nfrequent.
Tho pileus is sometimes faintly glaucous.

138. Russula aurantialutea Iviuff.

Mich. Acad. Sci. Rep. 11, p. 81. 1000.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, thin. Fragile, convex then piano-de-

pressed, yellow (citron to luteus), or nitli orange shades inter-

mingled, especially on the margin, slightly tubercular-striate, pel-

licle viscid, shining and somewhat separable for some distance.

FLESTT white, thin toward the margin, unchanged with age.

GILLS pale yellow, close, or subdistant a1 the outer extremity, equal
oi- a few shorter, narrowly adnate, seceding with age, broadest to-

ward front, often forked ;it the base, rarely elsewhere, interspi

venose. STEM t-8 cm. ion--. 1.5-2 cm. thick, white, flesh concolor

and unchanged, subequal, glabrous, oven, spongy-stuffed. 8POR 5

ochraceous-yellow, subglobose, 8-9 micr. TASTE acrid in all its

parts, often very acrid. ODOB nol noticeable

Solitary or scattered. On debris or forest mould in hemlock or

mixed woods of northern Michigan, in deciduous ^ Is in the south-

ern part of the state. July. August and September. Earlier in

southern Michigan. Infrequent
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R. ochraleuca Fr. differs in having white to pallid gills and spores, .

and a cinerescent stem; R. granulosa Cke. has white gills and spores

and a granular cap and stein; R. fellea Fr. has ochraceous or straw-

yellow flesh and the more firm pileus is either straw or gilvous color,

and its gills exude watery drops: R. claroflava Grove has a cinere-

scent stem and its gills are white then lemon yellow with an ochre

tinge; R, ochracea Fr. has a mild taste, and the flesh of the cap,

gins and stem is ochraceous; R. simillima Pk. has white spores and

a pale ochraceous pileus and stem; and R. dccolorans Fr. has cin-

erescent flesh and is stouter. Our species could be made on ecolog-

ical variety of almost any of the above species, depending on the

ffuess of the author who so interpreted it.

Section III. Taste mild. Spore-mass white.

139. Russula albida Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 2, 1887 {R, albida).

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 50, 1897 (R. albella).

Illustration: N. T. State Mus. Bull. 105, PL 90 (R. albida).

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, thin, fragile, broadly convex to plane,

slightly depressed in the center, white or whitish, even or slightly

striate on the margin, not shining. FLESH white, fragile. GILLS

white or whitish, thin, moderately close, entire, equal, not broad,

broadest in front, rarely forked at base, adnate or subdecurrent.

STEM 2.5-6 cm. long, white, subequal, glabrous, spongy-stuffed or

solid. SPORES about 8 micr. diani., white. TASTE mild or

slightly bitterish.

Solitary. Hemlock or mixed woods in the Northern Peninsula.

July and August.
Peck's description of both R, albida and R. albella differs in

minor particulars from our plants. The pileus of R. albida has a

viscid, separable pellicle, while that of R. albella is dry. 7?. albida

is said to have a "slightly bitterish or unpleasant taste," while our

plants were sometimes bitterish, sometimes tardily and slightly

acrid. R. albida is described with a stuffed or hollow stem; in one

of my collections the stem was solid, in another it was spongy-

stuffed. It is worth noting whether the spore prints are pure

white or with yellow tinge; some of Peck's specimens of R. albida

had spores with a faint yellowish tinge. In my specimens the whole

plant is ochraceous when dried
; specimens seen at the N. Y. Botan-
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Leal Gardens were white when drj . As these species occur so seldom

;iinl far apart, it is difflcull to obtain exacl data « ith regard to their

characters. R.anomala Pk. and B. albidula differ in the acrid taste.

140. Russula subdepallens Pk. Edible

Torr. Bot. Club Bull., Vol. 23, L896.

PILEUS 5 1 I 'in. broad, fragile, convex then plane and depressed,

margin elevated in age, bright rosy-red, ^hadin^r into yellowisli

Mutrlirs ;is if the red color were pu1 over the yellow, disk paler ill

old specimens, disk dark-red in ven young plantH, with ;i thin,

separable, viscid [>ellifU\ htlxrciilar-striattt <>n margin, obscurely

wrinkled elsewhere. FLESH white, rosj ander the cuticle, becom-

ing slightly cinereous, very fragile. <ilU.s white, broad in front,

aarrowed behind, adnate, subdistant, few forked, interspaces veno

STEM while. spongy-stull'ed, rather stunt, HO em. Long, 1 3 cm.

thick, Bubequal. SPORES white in mass, globose, echinulate, 7.5-8

micr. TASTE mild. ODOB none.

Gregarious. In woods of maple, yellow birch and hemlock of

northern Michigan. August.
Pound in a number of places in considerable abundance. The

fragile character, especially of the gills, is very marked and the

mihl taste, white uills and red cap help to distinguish it. The

flesh does not turn so strongly ashy as in Peck's plants, ami this

character did not seem to be always noticeable. It is distinguished

from R. purpurina, the brilliant-red Russula, by its gregarious

habit. large size and less viscid cap; also the gills are doI crenulate.

(Mir specimens had the stature and appearance of /'. rugulosa and

/?. emetica var. gregaria. Peck's plants were found in Pennsylvania

by Dr. IlerhsF and reported but oner; the species is not included in

Peck's New York monograph. Our planl has so far been limited to

tie- north.

141. Russula purpurina Quel. & Schultz (Edible

Hedwigia, 1885.

Illustrations : Mcllvaine, American Fungi, PI. 15 [a, p.] l
ss

. 19<

Plate XX 1 of this Report.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, fragile, viscid, asually rery viscid,

globose then expanded and slightly depressed al the disk,
'

rosy-red to blood-red or even darker, pellicle Bomewhal ble,
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margin thin but not striate except when fully expanded, surface

when dry as if with a bloom. FLESH white, red under the cuticle,

thin, fragile, unchangeable. GILLS white, later dingy-white or

"yellowish," medium close to subdistant, adnexed, not broad, broad-

est in front, mostly equal, few or none forked, interspaces sometimes

venose, edge floccose-crenulate. STEM rather long, 5-8 cm., 8-12

mm. thick, sprinkled rosy-pink, equal or subequal, spongy-stuffed,

fragile but rather soft. SPORES white in mass, globose, 8-10 micr.

TASTE mild. ODOR none.

Solitary or scattered. In mixed or maple-birch woods of the

Northern Peninsula. Infrequent. August and September.

Distinguished by its brilliant red, viscid cap, small to medium

size, mild taste and white crenulate gills and spores. Peck also

notes the floccose-crenulate edge of the gills, which is due to cys-

tidia. R. uncialis, R. sericeonitens and R. subdepallens are the only
others of the Fragiles group with mild taste, red cap and white

spores. Prom R. unciales it differs by the deep color, character of

gills and habitat. R. sericeonitens is hardly viscid and becomes

silky-shining ;
it has a different stature and color. Maire points out

that R. punctata (Jill, and R. pseudointegra A. & G. have gills

with a floccose-crenulate edge.

142. Russula uncialis Pk. (Edible)

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 2, 1887.

Illustrations : Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 110, PL 107, 1907.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, thin, rather fragile, c*onvex then ex-

panded-depressed, pink or bright flesh-color, unicolorous, the rather

adnate pellicle slightly separable, slightly viscid when moist,

pruinose and pulverulent when dry, margin not striate till old.

FLESH white, pink under the pellicle, unchanged. GILLS pure

white, hardly changed, rather broad, broadest in front, narrowed
behind and adnate, subdistant or moderately close, distinct, entire

on edge, few forked, interspaces venose. STEM white, rarely tinged

pink, rather short, 1-3.5 cm. long, 1-10 mm. thick, spongy-stuffed,

equal, glabrous. SPORES white in mass, subglobose, echinulate,
7-8 micr. TASTE mild. ODOR none.

Gregarious. In oak woods of southern Michigan. July and

August. Quite common in places.

The persistently white gills and spores, the mild taste, uniform

pink color and size, distinguishes this Russula. It is sometimes
more than an inch in width.
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143. Russula sericeo-nitens Kauff. (Edibl

Mich. Acad. Bci. Rep. 11, p. 84, 1909.

PILEUS I »i cm. broad, very regular, rather thin, convex then

piano-depressed, dark oiolet-purph or dark i>l l-red tinted pur-

plish, disk sometimes livid-blackish, 1 1 m *

separable pellioU slightly

viscid when moist, do1 striate or snbstriate in age, surface with a

silky Bheen. FLUSH while, thin on margin, unchanged, purplish

under the pellicle. (illd.s white, subdistanl <>r medium close, be

coming flaccid, moderately broad, broad in front, narrowed behind,

dry. equal, few forked near base, interspaces venose. STEM white,

equal or thickened ;n apex, spongy within, unchanged, glabrous,

even or obscurely rivulose, 3-5.5 cm. long, l cm. thick. SPORES
white in mass, globose, echinulate, fi-7.5 micr. TASTE mild. ODOR
aone.

Usually solitary. In mixed woods of hemlock, maple and yellow

birch in northern Michigan, duly and August. No1 uncommon.
Its thin pilens is "flexible at maturity. The silky sheen and regu

far pileus are quite characteristic. The cap has the color oi I looke's

figures of R. queletii Fr., />'. drimeia Cke. and /.'. purpurea Gill.

These three, including R. expallem Gill., have been placed together

by some modern authors as one species, characterized by "a

pruinose, violaceous, decolorate stem, and very sharp taste." The

taste is said to be so peppery that even when the color is washed

out by rains they can be recognized by this character. All of the

four are violet or reddish on the stem. <>m- specimens all bad a

white stem and an impeachable mild taste.

Section IV. Taste mild: spore-mass cream-white, yellowish or

ochraceous.

144. Russula integra Pr. (Edibli

Kpicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111.. PI. L093 and L094.

PILEUS 5-K) em. broad, firm, soon fragile, discoid, convex or

campanulate then piano-depressed covered with </ pi*< ible

pellicle, thin on the margin, ;it length coarsely tubercular-str

variable as t.» color in different plants, colors <li»<n/ or fordid, from

buff through to reddish-brown ami dark dull red. fading. Ill ^B

white, not changing. <;ild.s white «> first, then cream}

21
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to buff-ochraceous, not strongly ochre, broad, distinct, equal, nearly

free. STEM white, unchanged, never red, soon quite fragile, conic

or short-clavate at first, then subequal or ventricose, spongy-stuffed,

even. SPORES creamy-yellow to pale ochraceous. TASTE mild.

ODOR none.

Gregarious. In woods, probably throughout the state. Ann
Arbor. July and August. Not common.

This species is a sort of clearing house for various colored

Russulas with broad, pale ochraceous gills and mild taste, es-

pecially reddish forms. I have given Fries' description above,

supplemented for the most part from notes of my own collections

about Stockholm. Romell describes the cap as "brown, blackish-

brown, reddish-brown, dark red, violaceous, yellow or greenish,

either unicolorous or with whitish or yellowish spots." I saw only
the dirty reddish-brown, dark dull red and sordid-buff forms at

Stockholm. In favorable weather or situations they occur in troops
and seem very common in Sweden. Peck says they are rare in

New York state. The European mycologists do not agree among
themselves as to this species, but there seems to be a fair unanimity
that the "dusting" of the gills by the spores is too deceptive for

practical use in identification. R. Integra is to be separated from

R. alutacea by its gills being white at first, by the white fragile

stem, the paler spores and more striate pileus ;
under certaift condi-

tions these two species are hardly distinguishable.
The two plates of Cooke referred to, give the best idea of the

species as here limited. The figures of this species with bright red

caps, shown by various authors, illustrate segregated species for the

most part. Maire (Soc. Myc. Bull. 2G, 1910) has named one form,
R. romelii, and considers another to be R. melliolens Quel. As
Fries pointed out long ago, it is easy to separate new species from

the mass of plants usually referred here, and the more exact method

with the microscope will doubtless produce many more. I have

found this species rarely but then in quantity, as they usually cover

quite an area from the same mycelium.

145. Russula amygdaloides sp. nov. (Edible)

(See under R. barlae Quel., Mich. Acad. Sci. Rep. 13, p. 221, 1911.)

PILEUS 4-8 cm. broad, thin, medium size, ovate at first with

straight margin, then convex-plane or depressed, very viscid, fragile,

pale rosy-flesh color tinged with yellow, sometimes peach color,

sometimes dull citron-yellow, varying in color from young to old.
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pellicle continuous and entirely separable, margin becoming

strongly tuberculate-striate. FLESH thin, white, ool changing

color, soft. GILLS bright ochraceous-yellow (flavus, B . white

.-it first, rather narrow, broadest in front, narrowed and adnexed

behind, snbdistant a1 maturity, dusted by the spores. STEW 1-8

cm. Long, L-2 cm. thick, subequal to ventricose, soft and fragile,

Loosely stuffed then cavernous (but nol from grubs), wliite, rarely

tinged with delicate pink, slightly wrinkled, subglabrous. SPORES
subglobose, 7-9 micr., echinulate, nucleate, brighl ochre-yellow in

mass. TASTE mild. ODOB Done CYSTIDIA very few. Sfwo-

hymenium narrow, sharply differentiated from gill-trama.

Solitary or scattered. In mixed \\ Ls of hemlock and beech,

among beds of wliite pine needles at New Richmond ; an g grass,

etc., in oak won. is al Ann Arbor. July-October. Frequent.

This very fragile Bussula is known from the other members of

the "Fragiles" group by its medium size, brighl yellow-ochraceous

spores and gills, tbe hollow, often subventricose stein, the mild taste

and the pinkish-yellow to peach-colored pileus. The stem is some-

times enlarged at tbe apex, sometimes at tbe base, always fragile

Very few of our Russulas have such bright-colored spores and gills.

Tbe color of tbe cap varies rather rarely to a deeper red on the one

hand or to ochraceous tan and straw color on the other. The flesh

docs not change on bruising, and Hie odor is not noticeable even in

age. It is very different from R. mtegra IV. It approaches B.

nitida and is no doubt the plant usually referred to that species

in this country. It differs in tbe lack of the nauseous, disagreeable
odor which is known to be constant in R. nitida. I formerly refer

red it to R. barlae Quel, which, however, is described as compact
and firm. R. aurata Ft. has idlls with a chrome-yellow edge.'

Micro-chemical tests: G. (Flesh turns blue quickly ; gills become

greenish-blue.) S V. (Flesh and gills slowly pinkish then blue.) r

S. (Cystidia colored brown.)

146. Russula roseipes Seer.—Bres. (Edible)

Fung. Trid., Vol. I, 1881.

Illustration: Ibid, PL 40.

riLEUS 2.5-5 cm. broad, thin, fragile, convex then plano-de

pressed, with a viscid, separable pellicle, margin tubercular-sti

when mature, soon dry, rosy-red or flesh-red, disk tending I

'

yellowish. FLESH while, thin, unchanged. GILLS won
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ochraceous, subdistant, mostly equal, broadest in front, ventricose,

narrowly adnate or almost free, few forked, interspaces venose.

STEM wbite and rosy-sprinkled, stuffed then cavernous, equal or

tapering upward, even, 2.5-5 cm. long, 5-12 mm. thick. SPORES
ochraceous, globose, echinulate, 8-10 micr. TASTE mild. ODOR
none or pleasant.

Solitary or scattered. In mixed woods, but usually under coni-

fers. Only found in the northern part of the state. July and

August.
A middle-sized to small plant, fragile, and with a rosy mealiness

on the stem. This last is quite characteristic of the species. It

occurs under spruces and balsams in moist places. It is quite dis-

tinct from R. puellaris Fr. to which Fries, who had never seen

Secretin's plant, referred it as a variety. 72. purpurina also has a

rosy-sprinkled stem, but is very viscid and more brilliant shining

red on the cap. Feck (Rep. 51, p. 307) says the stem is not rosy-

sprinkled in his plants, but that the color resides in the stem; he

does not seem to have had the typical plant.

147. Russula puellaris Fr.

Monographia, 1863.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111., PL 1065.

Bresadola, Fung. Trid., Vol. I, PI. 64.

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PI. 17, Fig. 2.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, very thin, convex then piano-depressed,

viscid, tubercular-striate on the margin, livid-purplish or livid-

brownish, then sometimes yellowish. FLESH white at first, -soon

watery subtranslucent, fragile. GILLS pallid white to pale yellow,

watery honeycolored in age, equal, thin, subventricose, narrowed

behind and adnexed, interspaces venose. STEM whitish, then

watery honey-colored toward base, spongy-stuffed, soon cavernous,

soft and fragile, subequal or subclavate at base, 4-5 cm. long, 7-10

mm. thick. SPORES subglobose, echinulate, pale yellow, 6-8 micr.

TASTE mild or slightly acrid. ODOR none.

Found in low, moist places in conifer or mixed woods of Europe.
It has not yet been reported from Michigan with certainty. I have

given Bresadola's description as that of a typical plant, which is

verified by my notes of the Stockholm plants. I have not seen the

typical Swedish plant in this country, and Peck's specimens were

evidently not typical as he says no yellowish stains occur in the

stem. The stem soon becomes soft and then develops this charac-
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teristic, translucent, light yellowish color. Several varieties occur

in Michigan differing mainly from the above description In the red

caps and oon-lutescenl stems; these are referred here for the prea

ent.

148. Russula sphagnophila Kauff.

Mich. Acad. Sci Rep. 11, p. 86, 1909.

I'lLKl'S l' i.r> cm. broad, very fragile, convex, umbonate, margin
at length elevated and disk depressed and purplish red or rosy red,

the space between the umbo and the margin pale olive-brown, cov-

ered by a viscous pellicle glabrous, margin slightly Btriate FLESH
reddish under the cuticle and undes the Burface of the stem Fragile.

GILLS while then pale ochraceous, narrow, adnato-decurrent,

rather close, narrowed toward both ends, few forked here and there.

STEM rosy-colored, usually ventricose or irregularly swollen.

spongy-stuffed then cavernous, very fragile, rivulose-uneven, 1 -."> cm.

long, T-lL* nun. thick. SPORES cream-color, globose, echinulate, 6-7

micr. TASTE mild.

Scattered. On sphagnum, in swamps. Cold Spring Harbor.

August and September. Rare.

Whole plant very fragile, always with an umbo, subpellucid and

rosy stem, and pale gills. The only other Russula with an umbo,
known to me, is /,'. caerulea Pers. which differs in color and hab

itat. The red color rubs off on paper when moist. In some points
ii is near /'. rose&pes, in others it is nearest /,'. puellaris, and might

perhaps be referred to the latter as a variety hut without settling

anything as to its origin.

149. Russula chamseleontina FY. (Edibi

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. PL L908.

<;illet. Champignons de France, No. <"»<»<).

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL L8, Pig. 2.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, rather small, fragile, thin, piano depressed,

with a viscid separable pellicle, margin even at ftrsl then Btriatulate,

color varying for different pilei, mostly some -hade of red, purple,

etc. fading to yellowish especially on disk. FLESB white, thin.

GILLS thin, crowded or close, adnexed or almost free, eqnal, rather

broad, Bometimes almosl narrow, tew forked, interspaces >
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ochraceous or ochraceous-yellow. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 4-6 mm

thick, white, spongy-stuffed then hollow, slender, equal or subequal

to subventricose, sometimes subclavate, even or obscurely nvulose.

SPORES ochraceous. TASTE mild. ODOR none.

Scattered or gregarious. In coniferous or mixed woods. Solar

reported only from northern Michigan.

Like R. Integra this has to be considered at present a composite

species from which several species have, from time to time, been

segregated. According to von Post, a pupil of Fries, the master

himself included many forms which do not fit into his own descrip-

tion- and Romell follows the Swedish tradition and refers to R.

chamaeleontina all small forms with mild taste and ochraceous

gills not otherwise accounted for. -No subacrid forms are in-

cluded" writes Romell. Specimens with the caps a uniform red,

rose colored, purplish, lilac, etc., and accompanied with a yellowish

tint, are always included; sometimes also, whitish, faded forms

must be placed here.

150. Russula abietina Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 54, 1901.

Illustration: Ibid, PI. 72, Fig. 1-11.

"PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, thin, fragile, convex becoming plane

or slightly depressed in the center, covered with a viscid, separable

pellicle, tubercular-striate on the thin margin, variable in color,

purplish, greenish-purple or olive-green with a brown or blackish

center, or sometimes purplish with a greenish center. FLESH

white GILLS narrowed toward the stem, subdistant, equal,

rounded behind and nearly free, ventricose, whitish becoming pale

yellow. STEM 1-2.5 cm. long, equal or tapering upward, stuffed or

hollow, white. SPORES bright yellowish-ochraceous, subglobose,

8-10 m'icr. TASTE mild."

Its place of growth is only under Mlsm fir. It has been reported

from Michigan, but the description given is that of Peck. The

important characters seem to be the bright yellow tinged spores.

It is separable from R. puellaris, "by the viscid cap, the gills rather

widely separated from each other and nearly free, the stem never

yellowish nor becoming yellow where wounded, and the spores hav-

ing an ochraceous hue."
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151. Russula lutea Fr. (Edibi

Svsi. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. PI. L082.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 622.

Patouillard, Tab. A_nalyt., No. 321.

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PI. T'.».

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, No. 61.

Ki.k. -ii, Blatterpilze, PI. L8, Fig. 3.

Plate XXII of this Report.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad; small, thin, convex then piano-depressed,

pellicle easily separable, viscid, margin even, becoming slightly
striate in age, unicoloms, bright yellow <>r pale golden yellow.

FLESH white, very thin, fragile. GILLS at length deep yellow-

ochraceou8, subdistant, rather broad in front, narrowed behind and

free, equal, interspaces often venose. STEM white, unchanged,

snbeqnal, stuffed then hollow, soft, fragile, even or obscurely
wrinkled, glabrous, 3-5 cm. long, 4-8 mm. thick. SPORES globose,

echinnlate, yellow, s in micr. in diam. TASTE mild. ODOB none.

Solitary, in coniferous and mixed woods of aortheni Michigan,
in frondose woods in the south. July and August. Infrequent and

few in number.

Our plan! i-- the same ;is the one occurring aboul Stockholm. It

agrees with the characters as given in Bymenomycetes Europaei,

except that the gills are subdistant, not truly narrow bul relatively

bro;nl in front. The Stockholm specimens had the thin margins
of the pileus at length slightly striate, as is also the case with the

Michigan plants. Peck says he has found it bu1 oner in New York.

I have found it a number of times in Michigan. R. vitelline Fr.

which is s;iid to resemble this species, is not known to Romell for

Sweden, and lie refers all their forms to /.'. lutea. It may be that

/.'. lutea and /,'. vitellina represent extremes of the species. Our

plant described above and tli.it aboul Stockholm do nol agree with

either of the descriptions, but is ;i compromise between the '\\<'.

Our plants are not strongly striate Dor have they any marked odor

like /,'. vitellina; on the other hand they have broader and a

distant gills than is warranted by the description of /,'. int-n. \.

cording to Fries, /.'. lutea is found in beech forests and /•'. >

in coniferous woods. /.'. ftavia p% Pk. is -<^\>\ to be larger, with i

row and close, pale yellow gills.
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Frail body soft, fleshy. Stem central, confluenl with the pileus.

Gills with a waxy consistency, more <>r Less distant, thick, well-

developed, with acute edge.

This subfamily is well defined and set off from the others. The

characteristics are no1 easily described In words, but the habit of

the plants and the nature of the gills are sunn learned by field study.

The gills, although acute <>u the edge, thicken toward the pileus,

and are built up of a thick central layer (the trama), coated on

both surfaces by a thick, waxy, hymenial layer of long basidia,

which is more or less removable.

Our species are included under two genera :

Spores white. Hygrophorus.

Spores blackish. GompMdius.

Gomphidius Fr.

(From the Greek, gomphos, a wooden boll or peg, referring t<»

the shape of the young plants.)

Black-spored to smoky-olive-spored; gills of a waxy or subgela-

tinous consistency, decurrent, subdistanl to distant, forked, e

acute: stem central, confluenl with the pileus; pileus fleshy, viscid;

partial veil when present membranous glutinous; spores elongated-

Bubfusiform
; cyst [dia abundant.

Terrestrial and putrescent fungi, very infrequenl in thi> region,

sharply distinct by the nature of its gills and spores. The genus

appears to have some relationship with Hygrophorus on the one

hand and with Pa xi II us on the other. In Europe, G. viscidus Vv. and

G. glutinosis Pr. are a prominenl pari of the mushroom flora, al-

though with us these two species seem to be entirely lacking, and

no species can be saiil to be frequent. Peck has described five

species from the United States: four of these came from tl era

states and are smaller than the two common European Bpecies

mentioned above. Nothing is known of the edibility of our spe<

The genus is besl recognized by the smoky, decurrenl and usually

distant gills, the viscid or glutinous cap, and the Bpotted stem,

the young stage a viscid veil connects the margin of the pileus with
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the stem; as the plant matures the veil collapses on the stem and

in most cases causes the stem to appear viscid and at length spotted
or blotched by the drying remnants of this veil. In our species

this veil is scanty and it apparently disappears very early, and in

most cases cannot be definitely seen. Our species occur in swampy
ground or in tamarack bogs. Only three species have been found

in the state. G. nigricans Pk. reported in the 8th Eep. Mich. Acad.

Sci., is doubtful. G. rhodoxanthus (Schw.) is referred to Paxillus.

Key to the Species

(a) Pileus 2-5 cm. broad, obtuse or depressed; stem dry, becoming red-

disb-black spotted, yellow at base. 152. G. maculatus Fr.

(aa) Pileus 1-2.5 cm. broad, often umbonate; stem at first viscid from
the veil, slender.

(b) Stem yellow downwards. 154. G. flavipes Pk.

(bb) Stem brick color to wine-reddish; not yellow at base. 153. G.

vinicolor Pk.

152. Gomphidius maculatus Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 3, Fig. 2.

Plate XXIII of this Report.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex, obtuse, soon plane or depressed,

with a viscid, separable pellicle, glabrous, brownish-incarnate to

pale clay color, rugulose, spotted and shining when dry. FLESH
thick, soft, white or faintly incarnate. GILLS decurrent, narrowed

behind, thickish, subdistant to distant, distinct, subgelatinous to

soft-waxy, dichotomously forked, at first whitish, then pale

olivaceous-gray, final!// smoky, moderately broad. Stem 4-7 cm. long,

apex 5-12 mm. thick, tapering downward, solid, firm, even, whitish

above or with a tinge of incarnate, at first dotted with reddish

scurf, glabrescent, becoming black-spotted or blackish in age or

when handled, base yellow. VEIL none or very evanescent.

SPOKES variable in size, cylindrical-subfusiform to elongated-

elliptical, 15-23x6-7.5 micr., smooth, pale smoky-brownish under the

microscope. CYSTIDIA abundant on sides and edge of gills,

cylindrical, obtuse, variable, 100-135x15-25 micr. TASTE mild.

ODOR none or slight.

Gregarious, subcaespitose or scattered, under tamarack trees

(Larix), in bogs, on moss or debris. Between Chelsea and Jack-

son. October-Xoveinber. Pare or local.

Apparently this species occurs only in restricted localities in the

bogs. near inland lakes. This is the largest form so far found in
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tlit- state, although it varies in size and the smaller plants have

less distant gills, smoother sinus and smaller Bpores. Probably

because of the advance of cooler weather the plants mature Blowly

and the spores have qo1 attained their full size in the small plants.

The vi'iluw color is sometimes confined to the base, sometimes it

extends halfway or more than halfway the length of the stem. The

latter conditio!] may turn ou1 to represent <;. flavipes Pk. The

plants turn blackish when dried, bu1 differ from G. nigricans Pk. in

the absence of a partial veil. Ricken considers 0. gracilis Berk, to

be identical, which is very probable. 0. furcatus Pk. differs chiefly,

according to Peek's description, in the Lack of the yellow color a1

the base of the stem; it is said to occur under tamaracks nls...

153. Gomphidius vinicolor Pk. minor.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 51, 1898.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, convex then plane sometimes umbonate,

glabrous, even, with a viscid or glutinous separable pellicle, wine

red to rufous-cinnamon, fuscons in the renter, paler toward margin.
FLESH thick, pale incarnate. GILLS decurrent, subtriangular,

rather distant, distinct, thh-kish, broad in the middle, not or rarely

forked, olive-brown to fuscous-brown, sprinkled by dark spores.

STEM 3-4 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, slender, equal, even, solid, viscid

from the evanescent veil, flexuous, brick color to vinaceous, concolor

within, not yellow at base, silky-fibrillose. SI'OKKS elongated-ob

long to snbfnsiform, 13-10x60.5 niicr., smooth, smoky-brown. CYS-

TIDTA abundant, subcylindrical, obtuse. L20-135 x 16-18 micr.

ODOR very slight birt disagreeable.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground in low, swampy w Is in

region of hemlock and pine. New Richmond. September. Rar<

This species is referred here as a minor form of Q. vinicolor Pk.

from whose description it differs in the smaller size and smaller

spores. My experience with (!. maculatus leads me to suspeci thai

the spores of small plants do not mature readily, as is shown also

by the less smoky gills. Peck gives the spores 1.7.5-20x6-7.5 micr.

and the type plants were much larger. I have found our plant on

several occasions and as it seems to be constant, it may be necessary

to separate it. When dried, it becomes black. Sum.- considet I

vinicolor Pk. identical with 0. gracilis B. & Br.; the In-

scribed with the base of the stem vellow.
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154. Gomphidius flavipes Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 54, 1901.

Illustration: Ibid, PL I, Fig. 1-4.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, convex or plane and sometimes uin-

bonate, viscid, dingy pink or yellowish, tinged reddish, minutely

tomentose on center, slightly fibrillose on the margin. GILLS

decurrent, arcuate, subdistant to distant, scarcely forked, whitish

then pale smoky-brownish. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 3-7 mm. thick,

equal or tapering down, solid, slightly fibrillose, whitish at apex,

elsewhere yellow within and without. SPORES elongated-fusi-

form, 20-30x6-7.5 micr., smooth, smoky-brown to brownish black.

CYSTIDIA present.

Solitary or gregarious. On the ground in mixed woods. Harbor

Springs. September. Rare.

Only one collection has been made of what seems to be this plant.

The spores were clearly immature and had not yet attained the

size given by Peck.

Hygrophorus Fr.

(From the Greek hugros, moist; and phero, to bear.)

White-spored. Consistency of the gills waxy; of pileus and stem

waxy-fleshy or fleshy. Hymenophore continuous with the trama of

pileus and stem. Stem central. Gills variously attached, soft, not

membranous, edge acute. Hymenium loosely adherent to the trama

of the gills. Trama of gills various: parallel, divergent or inter-

woven.

Putrescent, soft, terrestrial mushrooms, growing in woods,

meadows, etc., and uniformly harmless. They are medium or small

in size and often brightly colored. The gills are usually distant or

subdistant, characters which ordinarily distinguish them from the

species of Clitocybe for which those with decurrent gills might be

mistaken. The genus corresponds to Gomphidius and Paxillus of

the ochre-spored group, but is distinguished from them by the gills

not easily separating from the trama of the pileus.

The PILEUS varies from conical to convex at first, in most cases

becoming plane at maturity, with or without an umbo and some-

times umbilicate. In a great many species the expanded pileus is

obversely subcorneal, pulling the gills into an ascending position,
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bo that they appear decurrent, even in those cases where they were

merely adnate or adnexed a1 first. ^^' i i h age, the margin of t in-

[(ileus heroines recurved or split The surface is viw id or glotino
in many cases, others are hygrophanons, bu1 those of one subgenus
include some with n dry pileus; n small Dumber have minute

squamules over the surface or on the disk. A greal variety of col

ors is present ; white, yellow, orange, red, green, ashy, brown, etc.

Borne have ;i striate margin, and others are even and glabrous. The
FLESH is usually soft, mid somewhat waxy or watery, often per-

meated by differentiated lactiferous hyphae or crystals of oral

of lime. The GILLS are peculiar in structure, and furnish the

main characters by which we separate the genus. Their edges are

acute, inn they gradually thicken towards their attachment with

the pileus, so as to bo narrowly triangular in cross-section. The

hymenial layer becomes soft when mature and rubs oil' from the

trama proper of the gills, Leaving the skeleton of trama behind.

They are mostly subdistant to distant or very distant, and this

character, along with the waxy consistency and their shape in

tion. constitutes a set of marks by which, after a little experience,
one can tell the genus. As Mcllvaine says. "There is an indescrib-

able, w.itny. waxy, translucent appearance about the gills, which
catches the eye of the expert, and is soon learned by the novice."

Their attachment varies from adnexed to adnate and decurrent.

They arc 1

usually white, hut may he similar in color to that of the

pileus. The interspaces are often veined iu a marked fashion.

The STEM is central and similar in texture to the pileus. often very

fragile or watery. It is either solid or if it is stuffed becomes

quickly hollow. It often splits longitudinally with considerable

ease. In the subgenus Limacium, the plant when young is some-

times enveloped by a slimy universal veil which breaks op into

glutinous patches, scales or flocci on the stem or pileus, or bj a

partial floccose veil which is connected to the margin of the pileus

ami t<> the stem; as the plant expands or dries this partial veil

breaks up into a floCCOSe annulus <"' more often in the form of

scabrous <" punctate flocci :n the apex of the stem. The plants of

the other two subgenera do not possess either ( .f these veils, hut

those species which are viscid develop this character from the cut-

ide of the pileus or stem which is gelatinous and which disso

into a slimy substance in moist weather, as in //. psittioinus. The

SPORES may he subglobose, oval, oblong, cylindrical or ellipti

Pries (Hymen. Europ), speaks of them as "globose" only, and

Patouillard says they are ovoid. DeSeynes l
^nn. 9

Ser. 5, 1 (1864) Tab. in. Fig. :;.
| figures the H.
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ceraceus &s obovate with an obscure constriction in the middle, and

says they vary characteristically in this genus to reniforni, irreg-

ular, etc. I am quite certain that the spores are often quite irreg-

ular, angular, etc., when immature, but have a regular outline when

mature, although they often tend to be slightly thicker at one end in

a number of species. In most species they appear granular-

punctate, and usually have a transparent spot on one side, as if

perforated. Between most of our species there is not much dif-

ference in spore-size, but sufficient difference to be of diagnostic

value. The spores are white in mass, and hyaline under the micro-

scope. The BASIDIA are quite characteristic within the genus;

they are long and slender, tapering to a narrow stalk. They
are said to be often 2-spored. CYSTIDIA are not present in

the subgenus Limacium, but occur in some of the species of the

other subgenera. The ODOR is not marked in any of our species.

Several European species are said to have a characteristic odor
;
for

example: in H. cossus Fr. it is disagreeable, like that of a kind of

moth; in H. nitratus Fr. it is strongly alkaline; in H. agathosmus

Fr., like oil of bitter almonds. The TASTE is usually mild, and

most of them are to be classed among our best edible mushrooms.

The HABITAT varies. They grow on the ground, usually in moist

or wet situations, in woods, copses, fields and pastures, although in

our climate they develop mostly in shaded places. Some appear in

early summer, and others are found only in late fall—some species

never develop till after the frosts appear. H. hypothejus (Eicken,

Blatterpilze) is said to occur only after the first frost. H.

speciosus is found, often in good condition, as late as December
first.

The genus is divided into three subgenera, fundamentally limited

by the structure of the gill-trama:
I. Limacium (Hygrophorus proper).

II. Camarophyllus.
III. Hygrocybe.
These three subgenera are raised by some authors to the rank of

genera, and from a scientific standpoint should be so considered.

But for practical purposes the old arrangement seems better.

The key includes all species which are likely to be found within

the limits of state.
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/v y to the -s
'/'' <ic8

I
A i I'lant white, disk of pileus with yellowish or reddish tints in some

I See also i aa i, i aaa i and » AAAA •
I

(a) I'ileus viscid or glutinous.
(in PUeus entirely white, changing only In age.

i c i Stem glutinous or viscid.

idi Apex of si. -in with white dots or aquamules, Gills adnata
to decurrent

(e) Stem floccose-tomentose below the glutinous annulus, a]

al length reddish-dotted. 156. //. rubropun
II . glutino8U3 Pk. I.

(ee) Stem glabrous, ool annulate.
iii Stem tinnly Btuffed to bollow; planl ; mtly white.

156. //. ebumeus Fr.

(ff) Stem solid, planl changing color on drying. 156. //

ebumeus var. unicolor Pk.

as solid, caespitose. 156. //. w var

cipiens l'k.

(dd) Apex of stem not scabrous-scaly-dotted.
1 1' I Gills emarginate-adnexed ; pileus at first conical. //.

purua Pk.

(cc) Stem dry.

(d) Pileus large, S-15 cm. broad, stout; autumnal. 16.~>. //.
'

sordidus Pk.

(dd) Pileus small, scarcely viscid, subumbilicate, thin, tough-
ish. 170. II. ni reus Fr.

ihh) I'ileus not entirely white.

(c) Apex of stem decorated with yellowish granules or yellow
glandular dots,

(d) Pileus. whitish, covered by yellowish or brownish gluten.
159. II. paludoaus Pk.

(dd) Pileus white, with numerous golden yellow granules on
margin. 155. //. ehryaodon Fr.

(cc) Apex of stem white-scaly-dotted or slightly Aoccose.

(d) Disk of pileus pinkish or pale reddish-brown. 157. II

laurae Morg.
(dd) Disk of pileus yellowish or reddish-yellow. 158. II

flavodiscus Frost,

(aa) Pileus and stem nol viscid nor glutinous.

(b) Plant stout. Pileus .3-7 cm. broad, dry. white. 169. II.

gineus Fr. (See also //. pratenaia var. pallid*

(bb) Plant slender; pileus 1-3 cm. broad, whitish. 171. I!

l'k.

i AA) Plant yellow, bright green, olivaceous, orange or shades of th<

colors,

(a i Pileus glutinous or viscid when moist,

(b) Pileus at first olivaceous or green,

(c) Pileus 3-5 cm. broad, color at length orange-yellow to tawny;
gills yellow. 161. if. hypothejus Fr.

(cc) Pileus 4-8 cm. broad; gills -white-incarnate. 168. II

olivaceoalbus Fr.

(ccc) Pileus 1-2.5 cm. broad, parrot green at first; gills yellow
or greenish. 184. //. psitticinua Fr.

(bb) Pileus orange-yellow, yellow, yellowish or I

(c) Becoming blackish in age or when bruised; p mical; g

free. 180. IF. conicua Fr.

(cc) Not becoming black when bruised,

fd) Gills emarginate-adnexed; pileus 2-6 cm. broad, cltr

goiden-ydiow. 178. H. chlorophantu Fr

(dd) Gills broadly adnata to decurrent

(e) Pileus 3-8 cm. broad, yellow in ace; in tamars
in late fall. 160. if spe< fOMM Pk
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(ee) Pileus 1-3 cm. broad.

(f) Tough; pileus tawny-yellowish, not fading in age. 182.

H. lactus Fr.

(ff) Fragile; pileus wax-yellow to yellow.

(g) Gills truly decurrent; pileus and stem fading to whit-

ish in age. 181. H. nitidus B. & C.

(gg) Gills adnate-decurrent; pileus not fading. 172. H.

ceraceus Fr.

(aa) Pileus not viscid nor glutinous.

(b) Golden-orange-yellow; fragile; pileus and stem markedly fading;

gills adnexed, deep orange-yellow. 179. H. marginatus Pk.

(bb) Pale yellow; pileus 6-12 mm. broad; stem darker. H. parvulus
Pk.

(AAA) Plant vermillion, scarlet, pink, flesh-color, rufous or shades

of these,

(a) Pileus viscid or glutinous.

(b) Stem stout; pileus rather large, compact, firm,

(c) Gills not becoming reddish-spotted.

(d) Pileus scarlet, crimson or orange; stem viscid, in tamarack

swamps. 160. H. speciosus Pk.

(dd) Pileus tinged flesh color; stem dry. 164. H. pudorinus Fr.

(cc) Gills becoming reddish-spotted. 163. H. Russula (Fr.).

(bb) Stem medium or slender; pileus fragile.

(c) Pileus 1-2 cm., pinkish-flesh-color; stem slender and viscous.

183. H. peckii Atk.

(cc) Pileus 3-7 cm., scarlet or vermillion; stem moist, not viscid?

(d) Gills arcuate-adnate; base of stem yellow or orange. 176.

H. coccineus Fr.

(dd) Gills slightly adnexed; base of stem white; spores larger.

177. H. puniceus Fr.

(aa) Pileus not viscid nor glutinous.

(b) Pileus 1-3 cm. broad, subglabrous to minutely scaly, vermillion

to reddish-yellow. 175. H. miniatus Fr. H. cantherellus Schw.

(bb) Pileus 3-7 cm. broad, flesh-color to tawny-reddish, glabrous.
168. H. pratensis Fr.

(bbb) Pileus 3-10 cm. broad, salmon-rufous to testaceus; hoary when
young; gills decurrent. 167. H. leporinus Fr.

(AAAA) Plant neither white, yellow, orange nor bright red.

(a) Pileus and stem glutinous or viscid. [See also (aa) and (aaa)]

(b) Gills pure white; pileus grayish-brown, cinereous or fuliginous,

(c) Stem hollow, fuliginous. 185. H. unquinosus Fr.

(cc) Stem solid, white or whitish. H. fuUgineus Frost,

(bb) Gills not pure white, or at least changing in age, adnate-de-
current.

(c) Pileus purplish-red, virgate with darker fibrils; stem and gills

concolor. H. capreolarius Bres.

(cc) Pileus some shade of brown. [See also (ccc)]

(d) Stem hollow, slender; plant fragile; pileus olive-brown,
1-2 cm. broad. H. davisii Pk.

(dd) Stem solid, plant firm, larger,

(e) Growing in sphagnum swamps; pileus white, covered with
yellowish-brown gluten. H. paludosus Pk.

(ee) In grassy woods; pileus smoky-olive, 3-6 cm. broad; spores
12 x 8 micr. H. limacinus Fr.

(ccc) Pileus dark brownish olivaceous. 162. H. olivaceoalbus Fr.

(aa) Pileus with a gelatinous, subviscid pellicle; stem dry.
(b) Pileus violaceous to smoky-lilac, hygrophanous, fading to gray

ish; stem stuffed to hollow. 174. H. pallidus Pk.
(bb) Pileus livid-rufescens to brownish, hygrophanous; stem stuffed

to hollow; gills decurrent. 173. H. colemanniamts Blox.

(bbb) Pileus grayish-brown or blackish-brown; stem solid,

(c) Spores 6-8 micr. long. 166. E. fusco-albus var.

(cc) Spores 10-12 micr. long. H. morrisii Pk.
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(aaa) Pileus and stem not viscid nor glutinous (slightly vis. id In
//. amygdalinus) .

(b) Odur markedly noticeable.

(c) Stem solid; pileus grayish-brown ; gills adnate decurrent; odur
of almonds. H. amygdalinus Pk.

(cc) Stem stuffed tiien hollow; pileus hygrophanous,
(dl ('.ills d.'current ; pileus sooty brown i n

; por< BUb
globose, 5-6 mlcr.; odor "peculiar." //. peckianus II

(dd) Gills Binuate-adnexed
; pileus yellowish-brown (moist), odor

offensive. //. mephiticiu Pk.

(bb) Odor not marked; stem solid.

(C) Plant stout; pileus smoky or hlackisli. rlrgate with flbl

spores 8-9x5 mlcr. //. carpinus FY.

(CC) Plant slender; pileus Krayish lirown to blackish lirown. glab-
rous; spores 10-12x6-7 mlcr. //. nigridiu* Pk.

(Peck in his monograph, N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 116, L907, of New
York species mentions the following as very rare: //. virgatulua Pk.,

//. burnhami Pk., //. metapodiua Ft., II. httsitlin.su* Pk., //. sub-

rufescens Pk., //. immutabilis Pk., //. laricinus Pk., //. luridua B.

& c. //. minutulus Pk. Peck has described also //. serotinus Pk.,

//. ruber Pk., //. albipes Pk., from Massachusetts; II. elegantulus
Pk. from Maryland and //. sphoerosporus Pk. from fowa.)

SUBGENUS LIMACIl 1/ : Provided with a glutinous universal

veil or a floccose cortina or both. Trama of gills of divergent

hyphae.

Section I. Universales

Provided with both a universal veil and a floccose cortina : the lat

ter is connate to the inner surface <>\' the runner along the stem,

sometimes forming a slight annulus at the apes of the stem, or a

floccose-downy edge on the incurved margin of the pileus. stem

viscid, Bubglabrous to floccose-fibrillose, shining or glistening-spot
hi/ when dry, apex scabrous-dotted or Bubglabrous.

This section is intended to include only those with a universal

veil, h corresponds to the subgenus Myxacium of the genus Cor

tinarius. This veil surrounds the very young button as a thick

gelatinous layer, which becomes attenuated on the Btem as this

elongates and dissolves into a hyaline, or, in some Bpecies, into n

somewhat colored gluten in wet weather. The apex of the stem

is glandular or scabrous-dotted in those species in which the margin
of the pileus is at firsl inrolled, but in those in which the margin of

the pileus is merely incurved and continuous with the cortina, the

apex of the stem is Bubglabrous and not floccose dotted. //.

is an example of the latter group.

23
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155. Hygrophorus chrysodon Fr. (Edible)

Sy'st. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 112, p. 110, 1900.

Cooke, 111., PI. 885.

Eicken, Bliitterpilze, PL G, Fig. 4.

''PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex then expanded, viscid (moist),

shining (dry), white, concolorous except for the numerous golden

granules on the margin, or sometimes over entire surface, margin
involute at first. FLESH white, rather thick. GILLS decurrent,

distant, white or yellow-powdered on the edge, interspaces venose.

STEM 4-7 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick, soft, equal, stuffed, white, apex
decorated by yellowish granules, sometimes in the form of an im-

perfect ring. SPOKES oval-elliptical, smooth, 7-10x4-6 micr., white.

"Gregarious. In late summer or autumn. On the ground in open
woods."

Not yet reported from Michigan.

156. Hygrophorus eburneus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, PL 34, Fig. 113, p. Ill,

1900.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 6, PL 131.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 164, p. 207, 1908.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PI. 30, p. 84, 1905.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 54, PL 77, Figs. 13-14, 1902.

(As H. laurae var. unicolor.)

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 94, PL 88, Figs. 8-11, 1905. (As
H. laurae var. decipiens.)

Cooke, 111., PL 886.

Eicken, Bliitterpilze, PL 6, Fig. 5.

PILEUS 2-7 cm. broad, convex-expanded, pure white when fresh,

glutinous, shining, even, glabrous, margin at first involute and

floccose-pubescent. FLESH white, rather thick and firm. GILLS
adnate to decurrent, subdistant, moderately broad behind, narrowed

in front, subvenose, white, often dingy yellowish in age, trama of

divergent hyphae. STEM 6-15 cm. long, 3-8 mm. thick, elongated,

subeqnal, tapering or fusiform, often flexuous, glutinous, shining-

spotted when dry, persistently stuffed or becoming hollow, glab-
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rous, apes with white dota or squamules, aol annulate, white often

becoming dingy in age. ODOB and TASTE mild. SPORES cylin

drical-elliptic, smooth, 6-8x4-5.5 micr. BASIDIA Blender, t-spored,

tO l-\7 micr.

Gregarious or subcaespitose in woods, thickets, etc., often among
grass. October-November. Frequent. Ann Arbor and probablj
i liroughou i the State.

Var. unicolor Pk. This is s;iii| in differ by ii> solid stem and

change of color on drying, li was referred by Peck to //" laurou

as a variety, [f ii is distinct :it all it appears i<» !>«• better to attach

ii in //. i hnni< us. Gillel says the si cm of //. < burru us is Bolid or hoi

low. There is so much variation in this reaped in our plants some

having ;i persistenl pith and appearing solid, and others becoming
hollow—that ii seems t<> me besl to merge the variety in the Bpecies.

Berkeley notes thai sometimes the English plants turn "fox-red In

parts" when they decay.

Var. decipiens l'k. is closely related t<» the preceding variety, i>ut

is caespitose and the gills are said to remain white. It w;is also

attached to //. laurae by Peck.

All these have a uniform white color when young or fresh, and

are provided with a hyaline glutinous, universal veil which makes

the cap and stem slippery and difficull to pull up or to handle

The shining pileus when dry reminds one of Tricholoma resplendi ns,

hut the pileus averages smaller than in that species, and the Btem

is glutinous. Eygrophorus rubropunctus Pk. is also said to be :i

white plant, hut differs from the preceding by its stem being floo-

COSe-toinentose helow the glutinous anuulus. and studded at the

apes with drops of moisture which in diving form glandular red

dots; its Mem is short hut thick; ami the spores measure 7.5 L0x5-6

mice. It has not been detected by me in Michigan. These white

forms are all closely allied, and may he considered variations of

one species.

157. Hygrophorus laurae Mori;. I'.miui

Cincinnati Boc. Nat. Hist.. Vol. 6, L883.

Illustrations: [bid, PL 9.

Peck, X. V. State Bins. Hull. 54, 1*1. 77. 1902.

Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. L70, p. 21 I. L908.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2, PI. 27, Pig. L0.

PILEUS 3-10 fin. broad, convex-expanded or depressed on disk,
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unibonate, more or less irregular, pinkish-brown or reddish on disk,

white on margin, glutinous when fresh, glabrous, eveu, margin at

first involute. FLESH thickish, white. GILLS adnate to decur-

rent, subdistant, rather narrow, white or tinged with cream-flesh-

color, trama of divergent hyphae. STEM 3-8 cm. long, 6-12 mm.

thick, equal or tapering downward, solid, glutinous, white or yel-

lowish-white, upper half often squamulose-scabrous, the apex dotted

with scabrous points. SPOKES elliptical, smooth, apiculate, 7 9x

4-5.5 micr,, white in mass. BAS1DIA slender, about 38xG micr.

ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in frondose woods,

thickets, etc., among fallen leaves. Detroit, Ann Arbor, New

Richmond. August-November. Frequent.

This species usually has a cap which is wider than the length of

the stem, while //. eburneus usually has an elongated stem and nar-

row pileus. There is some discrepancy in the spore-measurements

as given by Morgan and Peck. The latter author gives them as

6-7.5 micr. long. Such discrepancy usually points to different

species studied by the different authors, but in the genus Hygro-

phorus, as in some other white-spored genera, the spores often ma-

ture slowly, and it is often not easy to distinguish mature from

immature plants, so that the best of observers may disagree. H.

laurae is said to stain one's angers as if with sumach. (S. Davis.

Rhodora, 13, p. 63, 1911.)

158. Hygrophorus flavodiscus Frost (Edible)

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 35, 1884.

Illustrations: Peck, N. Y. Shite Mus. Mem., Vol. 3, PL 50. Fig. 1-6.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 167, p. 210, 1908.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 4, PL 56, Fig. 11.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex or nearly plane, glutinous when

fresh, pale yellow or reddish-yellow on disk, white elsewhere, glab-

rous, even, margin at first involute. FLESH white. GILLS adnate

to decurrent, subdistant, white sometimes with a slight flesh-colored

tint, trama of divergent hyphae. STEM 3-7 cm. long, 6-12 mm. thick,

nearly equal, solid, very glutinous, apex with white scabrous points,

white or yellowish below. Spores elliptical, inequilateral. 6-7.5x4-5

micr., white.

Gregarious. On the ground in hemlock and beech woods. New

Richmond. September.
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This is close to Hit- preceding, and may be a form of ii peculiar

to conifer woods. Peck thinks it belongs nearest to //. fuligim

in whose company he has found it. According to tiiis author, there

are ao scabrous points a1 the apex of the Btem. in my Bpecimemi

they were present, m least in the younger stages. The species was

first published by Peck who obtained the name from Frost's manu

scripl description. The pileus has a thick fleshy disk, its margin
is at first inrolled and is densely white-floccose on the side nexl the

stein. The gills are soinet imes iniei\ enose ; ;it first they are simply

adnate, bu1 on the expansion of the pileus become decurrent. This

change from the young t<» the old gills has caused some discrep-

ancies in the descriptions by diflfereul authors of this and the pre

ceding species. The layer of glutinous tissue is very thick on the

cap, thin on the stem.

159. Hygrophorus paludosus Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club Bull., Vol. 29, L902.

"PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, convex', obtuse, whitish, covered with a

thick yellowish or brownish gluten. FLESH white. GILLS adnate

or slightly decurrent, subdistant, whitish, stained with greenish-

yellow when old. STEM .*> 10 em. long. Mi mm. thick, subequal,

long mid slender, flexuous, often curved at the base, solid, glutino

white with yellow glandular dots at the top, streaked with brownish

tihers or shreds of the dried gluten when dry. SPORES broadly

elliptical, 8-10 x 5-7 micr., white. ODOR earthy. TASTE slightly

acrid."

Growing among peal mosses. Greenville. September. Reported

by Longyear.
The yellowish dots at the apex of the stem are said to become

black on drying, and there are yellowish stains ,n the base of the

stem. The plant seems rare, as it has m>( been reported since its

discovery. It needs further study to show its relationship.

160. Hygrophorus speciosus Pk. (Edibli

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 29, L878.

Illustrations: Peck. \. v. State Mus. Mem. I. PI. 51, Fig. 21

l '.too. and Rep. 29, PI. 2, Fig. l 5, L878

Hard. Mushrooms. Fig. L68, p. 211, L908.

Fries, [cones, PI. L66 {Hygrophorus aureus Fr
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Bresadola, Fungi Tricl., Vol. I, PI. 9 (Hygrophorus bresa-

dolac Quel.).

Plate XXIV of this Report.

PILEUS 2-8 cm. broad, oval, subconic or flattened convex when

young, broadly convex and at length almost plane when mature,
or varying subcampanulate and umbonate, umbo usually subob-

solete, glutinous when fresh, bright red or orange-vermillion when

young or in full vigor, becoming paler with age or after freezing,

often snbvirgate, even or slightly rugulose from the drying gluten,

margin at first incurved then decurved or spreading. FLESH
white or tinged orange under the separable pellicle, soft, rather

thick. GILLS decurrent, distant, moderately broad in middle,
acuminate at ends, arcuate, thick, intervenose, white or tinged yel-

lowish, trama of divergent hyphae. STEM stout, 3-10 cm. long,

8-20 mm. thick, variable in length, equal or irregularly subcom-

pressed, soft and spongy within, not hollow, straight or flexuous,

hyaline-tchite, floccose-fibrillose to the apical, obsolete annulus, al-

most glabrous at times, variegated with glistening spots from the

drying of the gluten, sometimes ochraceous-stained when old, apex

subglabrous to silky, base usually deeply imbedded in substratum
or subrooting. UNIVERSAL VEIL of hyaline gluten. SPOPvES
8-9.5x5-0 micr., broadly elliptical, smooth, white in mass. BA-
SIDIA slender, 50-00x0-8 micr., 4-spored, sterigmata long and

prominent. ODOR and TASTE mild.

In troops, etc., solitary or caespitose. In tamarack swamps.
Ann Arbor. October-November. Frequent locally, appearing every

fall in the same places.

This is the American form of Hygrophorus aureus of Europe.
The illustrations of European authors as well as those of Peck,

indicate a smaller average size and a pileus markedly umbonate.

In our region as well as in the Adirondack Mountains I have seen

such plants occur with the rest, but the majority are broadly convex

with or without an obsolete umbo and as a rule are larger than the

European form. Sometimes vestiges of a distinct floccose annulus

occur, but more often this cannot be seen; on the other hand, the

stem is usually covered by a white, floccose-fibrillose, appressed
sheath which becomes dingy ochraceons or pale sordid reddish on

drying, especially where gluten has dropped from the margin of the

cap on the stem. Plants in the same patch vary greatly in the

size of the pileus and the stem. The stem of the young plant is at

first large and stout as compared with the flat or convex, narrow

young pileus. The partial veil is floccose-fibrillose. The margin of
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the pileus is merely incurved &i first, 1 1 < • i inrolled ae it is said to !>••

in //. glutinifer Fr. The color of the pileus of the typical American

planl is a brighter red than thai in Europe. This, however, is nol

unusual, ;is the reverse is true in Imanita muscaria. The pileus

usually becomes pallid yellowish after exposure to sun and wind, or

after beihg frozen. In the Adirondack Mountains I collected ;i color

variety growing with the species, which differed from it ;it every

stage of its developmenl by its cadmium-yellow pileus. Hygroph
orus coloratus Pk. is Baid to differ from //. speciosus by having .1

stuffed i>r hollow stem ;iuil a partial, floccose, white veil. As tin-

latter is sometimes noticeable in the Michigan plants, and because

of the sof1 structure of the interior of the stem in our plants, I doubl

whether //. coloratus is more than a variety of the species.

161. Hygrophorus hypothejus Fr. (Edibli

Syst. Myc, L821.

[llustrations : Cooke, 111.. Plate 891.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 510.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 337.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 5, Fig. .~>.

"PILEUS •">-•"> cm. broad, convex-expanded, ;it length depressed
iii center, obtuse, glutinous, olive-brown, virgate with radial fibrils,

even, becoming \><\\<\ or citron-golden-yellow, tawny after tin dis-

appearance of the olive-brown superficial gluten. FLESH pale

yellowish with a yellow periphery, thin. <!II.I.S deem rent, dis

taut, yellow to orange-yellow, thickish. STEM 5 7 cm. lorn:. ,; s

mm. thick, equal, stuffed to hollow, yellow to pale yellowish, glab-

rous, glutinous, evanescently annulate from the partial floccost veil.

SPORES cylindrical-elliptical, smooth, 7 '.» \ I .". micr. ODOR and

TASTE mild."

This species lias not yet come to my notice within the state, it is

said to lie more eoiniiion farther south, although its known north-

ern limit should include Michigan. It is an inhabitanl of pine

woods, and Ricken says it never appears until after the Aral fl

in the autumn, when ii flourishes till the snow falls. Its yellow

gills distinguish it from related species. Some consider If.

igineus Frost blent ioal.
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162. Hygrophorus olivaceoalbus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821, and Fung. Trid., 1881.

Illustrations: Fung. Trid., Vol. I, PL 92.

Plate XXV of this Report.

PILEUS 4-8 cm. broad, at first acorn-shaped or rounded-cam-

panulate, then convex to subexpanded, urabonate, umbo often obso-

lete, covered by a thick gluten, dark, olive-gray, stained ferruginous

in age, at length somewhat wrinkled from the drying gluten, mar-

gin at first involute. FLESH white, thick, rather soft. GILLS
adnate to decurrent, subdistant to close, moderately broad, dis-

tinct, white or slightly incarnate, trama of divergent hyphae.
STEM rather stout, 4-7 cm. long, 8-15 mm. thick, equal or tapering

downward, peronate at first and fioccose-scaly from the glutinous

veil, at length marked by rusty-fuscous, subannular, irregular

stains, apex at first beaded with drops and densely white-scaly-

dotted, solid, subrooting and curved at base. SPORES broadly

elliptical, smooth or slightly rough-punctate, 9-12 x G-7 micr.

BASIDIA elongated. 50x8-9 micr. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in woods of oak,

maple, etc. Ann Arbor. October. Found but once.

This is a very marked species. The sheathed, floccose stem with

its several rings of staining gluten separates it from nearby species.

The base of the stem is usually deep in the ground. Bresadola's

figures show a darker plant, while Gillet, Michael and Ricken

figure a more slender plant. The colors of our plants approach
more nearly those of the last three authors.

Section If. Partiales. Universal veil none. Partial veil or eor-

tina floccose, adhering to the involute margin of the pileus. Stem

dry, apex floccose-scabrous or subglabrous.

This section corresponds to the subgenus Phlegmacium of the

genus Cortinarius. The stem is dry except when the gluten of the

cap falls upon it. The viscidity of the pileus is due to a gelatinous

layer on its surface which becomes glutinous in some species in

wet weather.
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163. Hygrophorus Russula li. (Edibli

Syst. Mycol., 1821 (as Tricholoma).

Illustrations: Bard, Muslim b, Fig. 51, p. 71. L908. (Aa

Tricholoma Russula. i

Michael, FQhrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. 1 1, (aa Tricholoma R

s/ila. I

Ricken, Biatterpilze, PI. I. Fig. L.

Peck, X. V. si.iic .Mus. Bull. 54, PI. 77. Fig. i 5, 1902. U
Tricholoma Russula. I

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PI. 22. (Aa Tricholoma

Russula. i

Plate XXVI of this Report.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, firm, convex, at length plai r de-

pressed with margin elevated-wavy, viscid when moist, pale pink to

rosy-red, somewhat variegated, disk somewhat scaly-dotted, margin

at first involute and floccose pruinose. FLESB compact, thick,

White or at length reddish-tinged. GILLS rounded behind, at

length spuriously decurrent, narrow, acuminate a1 ends, thickish,

white at first then reddish-spotted, trama of divergent hyphae.

STEM stout, usually short, 3-7 cm. long, 15 25 nun. thick, firm, solid,

dry, equal or subventricose, apex white-flocculose, white, becoming

reddish in age. SPORES narrowly elliptical, apiculate, Bmooth,

white in mass. BASIDIA slender, elongated, 15x5-6 micr. ODOB
and TASTE mild.

Solitary or caespitose in troops. On the ground, among leai

in frondose woods of oak, maple, etc. Ann Arbor, Detroit,

Marquette, New Richmond and throughoul the State. September-

November. < 'oninion.

This Bygrophorus has usually been placed with the Tricholomaa

with which it has some affinity; bu1 the character of the gills,

which are somewhal waxy and whose trama is composed of diver

genl hyphae. the attenuated lower pari of the basidia and its gen

era! characters ally it much better to Hygrophorus where Quelel

and Ricken also place it. The involute, slightly floccose margin of

the pileus is similar to that of //. pudorinus. I' often occurs in

troops in late autumn, when it is covered by leaves which it pushes

up so as to form humps which betray its presence. It ia among
the very i»cst of edible mushrooms, especially after cold weather

sets in. at which time it is free from grubs. The bright color ia

similar to that of some RusSlllas, hence the specific name. Trit
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Ionia ruMcunda Pk. is doubtless H. Russula in spite of the argument
for its autonomy by E. M. Williams in the Plant World, Vol. 4, p.

9, 1901. H. erubescens Fr. is similarly colored, but consistently of

a different habit, long stemmed and narrow-capped. - The latter

species as I saw it in Sweden, seems to me to be quite distinct.

164. Hygrophorus pudorinus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., Plate 911.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 347.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 67, PI. 83, 1903.

Eicken, Bliitterpilze, PL 4, Fig. 3, 1910.

PILEUS 2-10 cm. broad, firm, convex-campanulate, subexpanded,

obtuse, viscid when moist, pale tan color, pinkish-buff or tinged in-

carnate, glabrous, even, margin at first involute and minutely

downy. FLESH compact, thick, white or tinged flesh-color. GILLS

acuminate-subdecurrent, subdistant, thickish, narrow, sometimes

forked, interspaces venose, usually connected at the stem by a nar-

row border, trama of divergent hyphae. STEM 3-8 cm. long, 5-20

mm. thick, stout, compact, solid, dry, equal or tapering downward,

white, buff or incarnate-tinged, floccose-scabrons at apex, floccose-

fibrillose or glabrescent downwards. SPORES cylindric-elliptical,

smooth, 6-9x3.5-5 micr. BASIDIA slender, 45-50x6-7 niicr., 4-

spored. ODOE and TASTE mild. Edible.

Gregarious to caespitose. On the ground, often among grass,

in hemlock or frondose woods or thickets. Ann Arbor, Detroit,

New Richmond. September-November. Frequent.

This is a variable species with us as regards size and coloration.

Late in the season a small form appears (form minor) which has

always a white stem, and forms considerable patches in oak woods.
It is possible that this form is H. arbustivus Fr. In the typical
and luxuriant specimens of H. pudorinus the stem is tinged flesh-

color to pale isabelline. Occasional specimens are larger than the

sizes given above, which are made to include form minor. All of

these are delicious food.
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165. Hygrophorus sordidus Pk. (Edibli

Torrey Bot. Club, Bull. 25, L898.

Illustrations: Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. L76, p. 220, L908.

Plate XXVI I of this Report.

PILEUS large, 8*16 cm. broad, convex-expanded to plane, firm,

viscid when moist, pure white, rarely tinged yellowish-buff, gla-

brous, even, margin ;ii iir>i incurved and slightly Hoccose. FLESL1

compact or somewhat soft, white, thick. GILLS adnate to decur-

rent, subdistant, rather broad in middle, attenuate a1 both ends,

iridic slightly yellowish in age, waxy, interspaces sometimes veined,

trama of divergenl hyphae. STEM stout, 6-10 cm. long, 15-30 mm.

thick, short, solid, dry, equal or attenuated downwards, white,

glabrous or obscurely floccose-inealy ;ii apex, even. SPORES ellip-

tical, s ill. 6 s x i :, micr. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious. On the ground among leaves in frondose woods of

maple, oak, etc. September-November. Ann Arbor, New Richmond.

Frequent locally.

This is the Largest and finest of the genus. Small individuals

may he confused with Tricholoma resplendens, but due regard to

broader pileus, shinier stem and the waxy i;ills which are de-

currenl in expanded plants, will distinguish it at once.

Microscopically the divergenl hyphae of the gills, as well as

the basidia, are a certain distinction. It has been met with for a

series of years, every autumn, and is consistently a large white

plant, SO l hat it can hardly he referred to //. pudorfntlS. When

young, a Qoccose cortina is present. The universal veil is entirelj

lacking. It is edible, ami vies with any mushroom in its abundant

flesh ami pleasant flavor. The pileus is sometimes quite obscured

by adhering leaves or dirt.

166. Hygrophorus fusco-albus Fr. var. occindentalis var. nov.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. Plate 899.

Plate X.W'III of this Report.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex-expanded, al length plane or de

pressed, viscid when moist, lirirf grayish-brown to brotonish-ashy,

sometimes blackish on disk, glabrous, even, becoming fragile, mar-

gin at first involute and floccose-downy. FLESB white, rather thin.
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rather soft. GILLS adnate to decurrent, subdistant to close, rather

narrow, creamy-white, interspaces venose, trama of divergent

hyphae. STEM slender, rarely stout, 3-7 cm. long, 4-6 mm. thick

(rarely 10-12 mm.), equal or tapering downward, dry, solid, straight,

or curved at base, sometimes flexuous, rather fragile, apex fioccose-

scabrous, floccose-prumose elsewhere, glabrescent, white or pallid.

SPORES elliptical, smooth, 6-8x3.5-4.5 micr., white. BASIDIA

slender, 36-38 x 6-7 micr., 4-spored. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in oak woods. Ann

Arbor, Detroit. October. Infrequent.

This plant has been found in several places in successive years.

It is well-marked, but differs in some respects from the published

descriptions and figures of H. fusco-albus. It appears that there

is no unanimity among European mycologists as to this species.

It was first figured by Lasch. Ricken figures it as a stout plant
with a viscid stem and says the stem is glutinous-peronate. This

departs widely from the description of Fries, Gillet, Massee and

others. Cooke's figure more nearly depicts our plant. Fries says

the gills are broad, but in our specimens they were always rather

narrow. Peck (N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 116) has included it under

H. fusco-albus, in the sense of Fries, in his monograph. The spores

of our plant are slightly smaller than given by Peck, and much
smaller than those given by Cooke and Massee. In view of these

discrepancies and differences, it has seemed best to bestow on our

plant at least a varietal position. It seems to come halfway be-

tween H. fusco-albus and H. licido-albus. The partial floccose veil

disappears early except on the involute edge of the pileus. The

stem is delicately floccose and entirely dry when fresh or young.

167. Hygrophoius Jeporinrs Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PI. 930.

PILEUS 3-10 cm. broad, at first oval-campanula te, at length ex-

panded-plane, obtuse, often gibbous or irregular, opaque, rufous-
testaceous to fulvous-rufescent, variegated with a white, hoary, silk-

iness when young, especially on margin, provided with a subviscid,

separable, thin pellicle, becoming subfibrillose or subvirgate.

FLESH thick, compact on disk, abruptly thin on margin, firm, pal-

lid, tinged rufescent to rufous-fulvous. GILLS avcnate-decurrent,

rigid, thick, subdistant, distinct, attenuate at both ends, frrrugi-
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nous-fulvous to gilrous, pruinose, trama divergent. STEM 3-8 cm.

broad, Bubequal or tapering downward, attenuated at base, often

curved, rigid, 8 16 nun. thick above, at first wiili an appressed,

glancous silkiness, glabrescent, innately fibrous and Bhining, solid
}

ru it scent wiiliin and without. SPORES narrowly elliptic-lam

late to ovate, smooth, 7-9 s I micr., white. BASIDIA verj Blender,

aboul 'in \ l mill'. < »l >< >lv i •. TASTE mild.

Scattered or gregarious. On the ground among fallen leaves in

frondose \\ Is. October. Ann Arbor. Rare.

I have referred this large, well marked plant to Hi" above species

on the strength <>f Cooke's figure, but with Bome hesitancy. It

agrees well with thai illustration. //. /' /mi-inns is usually placed

under the subgenus Camarophyllus, bul the divergent gill trama of

our plant indicates plainly its position in my grouping. The spore-

measurements do not agree with those given by others. M

Bays they arc subglobose, 5-6 micr.; Ricken describes them ;is

cylindric elliptical, like ours, bul smaller, 5 t'» \ l micr., which appi

imates somewhat closely. Berkeley says spines of //. leporinus

are umber-colored; this is manifestly an error. The rather rigid

hahit and color suggesl a large and deeply colored Clitocybe lac-

cata, l>ut otherwise they have nothing in common. The whole

plant is more or less salmon-rufescenl in color. The trama of the

gills is composed of slender, diverging, compact hyphae, 5-7 micr.

in diameter. The trama of the pileus is also pseudo-prosenchymal
mis. i. e.. of narrow, compact hyphae. The species is variable in size

and stout even when young. It is not found till late fall. It may
turn out to be distinct.

si BGENl 8 C IMAROPHYLLl 8. Veil none Trama of gills

of interwoven hyphae. Pileus and stein usually >}v\. Stem gla

brous or fibrillose, nol scabrous punctate at the apex.

Although this subgenus was separated by Fries from the sub

genus Hygrocybe <>n account of its "firm, non-viscid" pileus, he

nevertheless, placed under it a number of thin, \ischl species like

//. fornicatus, II. niveus, etc. In view of the fact that such typical

species of this group as //. pratensis and If. virgineus have a Lr iil

trama of interwoven hyphae, and typical species of the subgenus

Bygrocybe have a gill-trama of parallel hyphae, it seems that we

have here a fundamental ami natural separation of the two groups,

as was insisted on by Fayod (Ann. d. Sci. Nat., 7 Ser., Vol. '••. p.

305). Thus, despite the statement of Peck and Earle, the dry char-

acter of the pileUS cannot be retained to characterize I his snbgenUS.
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168. Hygrophorus pratensis Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111:, PL 917 and 932.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 7, Fig. 2.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 345.

Swanton, Fungi, PL 9, Fig. 11-12, 1909.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2, PL 27, Fig. 1.

Peek, X. Y. State Mus. Rep. IS. Bot. ed., PL 28, Fig. 11-17,

1896.

PILEUS 2-7 em. broad, disk compact, convex, subexpanded, often

turbinate, obtuse or uinbonate, glabrous, even, reddish-fulvous or

pale tawny, moist when fresh, not viscid, margin thin. FLESH

white or tinged like pileus. GILLS decurrent, distant, thick, whit-

ish, yellowish or tinged like pileus, intervenose, very broad in the

middle, trama of interwoven hyphae. STEM short, 4-7 cm. long,

7-12 mm. thick, equal or narrowed downwards, glabrous, even, per-

sistently stuffed, white or tinged like the pileus. SPORES 6-8 x

1 :,..-» micr., broadly elliptical or elliptic-ovate, smooth, white.

BASIDIA slender, 40-42x5-6 micr. ODOR and TASTKmild.
^

Solitary, gregarious or caespitose. On the ground, woods, thick-

ets, grassy places, etc. Marquette, Houghton, Bay View, New Rich-

mond, Ann Arbor, etc. Most common apparently in the northern

part of the State; mostly in frondose woods. July-October. Fre-

quent.

Var. pallidus. Plant whitish (Detroit).

Var. cinereus. Plant cinereous or stem whitish. Otherwise like

the typical form.

The dry surface of the pileus often becomes rimulose in expanded

plants from the cracking of the cuticle. Such a condition is shown

in Hard's Fig. 163, Plate 24, op. page 204; in other respects that

illustration does not show the characteristic top-shaped pileus of

the plant, nor the short stubby stem. It is distinguishable by its

glabrous cap and stem, its top-shaped pileus and the compact flesh

of the center of the cap. It grows more often in exposed, grassy

places than our other Hygrophori.
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169. Hygrophorus virgineus l'r. var. (Edible

Syst Myc, 1821.

[llustrations : Sard, Mushrooms, Fig. IT."., p. 219, 1908.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Mem. I. PI. 52, Fig. 8 12, II

Mcllvaine, American Mushrooms, PI. -7. Fig 6, |>.
I I''.. 1900.

Cooke, III.. PL 892.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. "-"•I.

PILE1 S - 5 tin. broad, convex, <>ii<h plain t<> dcp . dry, "I'

scurely pruinose, even white, margin thin. FLESB thick in center

of cap, white. < > I LLS decurrent, close to subdistant, thickish, white

or al Length tinged cream flesh color, scarcely ever forked or reined,

trama of interwoven hyphae. STEM Bhort, 2 I cm. long, 6-10 nun.

thick, equal or tapering either way, solid, white within and with-

out, glabrous, even. SPORES narrowly ovate or elliptic-ovate,
si th, 6-8x3.5-4 micr. ODOB and TASTE mild.

Solitary or gregarious. On sandy ground, in mixed, open woods
of pine, beech and maple. New Richmond, Detroit. September-
October. Found infrequently.

This species, it is sai<l. is to be looked for among grass in

meadows, etc., bn1 the writer has nol found it in such localities. The

description applies to the American form, which is usually smaller,
its rap is rarely distinguished by rimose cracks, and the spores are

smaller than given for the European plant. The recorded European
spore-measurements vary from 8-10 x 5 t<> 10-12 s6-7 micr. < >ur plant
is probably a distinct variety if not a species. It has also closer

gills than the type. It is hard to distinguish from the pallid variety
of //. pratensis except for its narrower spores, and lew ambonate
or turbinate pileus, which is commonly pure white.

170. Hygrophorus niveus l'r. (Edibli

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Michael, Piihrer f. Pilzfreunde, 111. No. -

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 7. Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 900.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, convex or campanulate al first, then

plane, umbilicatc, hygrophanous-white, glabrous, slightly viscid,

st tin i uhi i r when moist. FLESH thin, white. GILLS decurrent,

distant, narrow, white, thin, subvenose, trama of interwoi
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hyphae STEM 2-8 cm. long, 2-5 mm. thick, stuffed then usually

hollow, equal or tapering downward, white, glabrous. SPORES

broadly elliptical, smooth, 7-8x5-0 micr. CYSTIDIA none.

BASIDIA 40-45x5-6 micr., slender. ODOR none.

Gregarious. On moist ground in low woods or on mosses in

swamps. Ann Arbor, New Richmond, Marquette. Throughout the

State. August-September. Infrequent.

Most of our collections were composed of small plants, with

slender steins often only 2 mm. thick. The pileus varies from truly

convex to campanulate in the same patch. In some localities the

pileus was tinged a slight cream-color, but otherwise the plant was

the same. The umbilicus is sometimes obsolete. The pileus has a

thin subviscid pellicle. This species, with us, differs from H.

borealis in its more slender habit and its pileus, which is very thm

and umbilicate on the disk. It is rather tough, and when moist the

pileus is slightly viscid.

171. Hygrophorus borealis Pk. (Edible)

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 2G, 1874.

PILEUS 1-3.5 cm. broad, convex then subexpanded, obtuse, moist,

glabrous, even, white. FLESH thickish on disk, thin elsewhere,

coneolor. GILLS decurrent, arcuate, distant, intervenose, white.

STEM slender, 2-5 cm. long, 2-5 mm. thick, firm, equal or tapering

downward, straight or flexuous. stnffed, white, glabrous. SPORES

7-9x5-0 micr., broadly elliptical. ODOR none. TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On moist ground in swamps or

woods* of birch, maple, hemlock, etc. Marquette, New Richmond,

Ann Arbor. August-October. Infrequently found, but probably

common in our northern woods.

This is a slightly larger and firmer species than the preceding.

Its pileus is rarely striate and is not viscid. It is, however, closely

related to II. niveus. No data are at hand to determine what may

be the structure of the gill-trama.

Var. subborealis, var. now A plant has been found which simu-

lates H. borealis, whose spores are markedly larger. If these prove

to be constant, it deserves to be considered a separate species. The

full description follows:

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, convex, broadly umbonate, obtuse or

sometimes depressed-umbilicate, thick on disk, firm, watery white,

sub-hygrophanous, not shining, glabrous, even, the thin margin at

first slightly incurved, at length spreading. FLESH white. GILLS
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decurrent, distant, veined, forked, concolor, trama of interwoven

hyphae. STEM ". I cm. Long, I 7 mm. thick, tapering downward,
dull white staffed then hollow, glabrous or innately Bilkj abrilli

SPORES cylindric-clliptical, smooth, LO 12 (rarer) L3) \ t-5.5 micr.

BASIDIA slender, 15-50x0-7 inicr., with Bterigmata aboul 6 micr.

long. ODOR aone, TASTE mild.

Ann Arbor, NVu Richmond. August-October.

172. Hygrophorus ceraceus I'r. (Edible

Syst. .M.vc. L821.

[llustrations : Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfrennde I, No. 33.

Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. 171, p. 218.

Cooke. II!.. PI. 904 (B).

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2, PL 27, Pig. 2.

PILEUS II cm. broad, convex-capmanulate, obtnsi md

fragile, viscous, pale ceraceus to lemon-yellow, sometimes ti]

orange, not pallesoent, pellucid-striate, glabrous. PLESE concolor,

fragile. GILLS broadly adnate to subdecurrent, broad behind to

subtriangular, thickish, subdistant, pale yellowish or whitish, trama

of interwoven hyphae. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 2 I mm. thick, equal,
terete or compressed, hollow, glabrous, slightly vis. •id. soon dry,

shining-undulate, waxy-yellow, sometimes tinged orange. SPORES
6-8x4 micr., short-elliptic, smooth. CYSTIDIA aone.

Gregarious. Oil moist ground, in woods of the aorthern and

western pari of the State. July-September. Frequent.
This little species is usually placed under the suit:;. -mis \\\

grocybe, bu1 the interwoveu hyphae of the gills bar it. It is dia

tinguished from //. mtidus, a very similar species, by the color of

the cap not fading as in that species; and from //. chlorophantts

by the broadly adnate or subdecurreul gills. It seems to prefer

the region of conifer woods, although it is no1 aecessarily found

only among conifers.

173. Hygrophorus colemannianus Bl<>\.

Outlines of British Fungolo£jy, i.erkeley, 1SU0.

Illustrations: Cooke, Ml.. PL 903.

Bresadola, Fun- Trid., Vol. 2, PL 125.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 7. Pig. 5.

Flate XXIX of this Report.

25
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PILEUS 1.54 cm. broad* convex with obtuse umbo, finally tur-

binate and plane to depressed, hygrophanous, with, a thin, separable,

subviscid pellicle, even or at length pellucid-striate, glabrous, livid

rufescent then brownish-flesh color, margin soon spreading.

FLESH thin except disk, rather fragile, concolor. GILLS decur-

rent from the first, distant, not broad, acuminate at ends, very

veiny, whitish, tinged grayish-brown, trama of interwoven hyphae.

STEM 3-6 cm. long, 3-6 mm. thick, equal or subequal, elastic, in-

nately fibrillose-striatulate, apex naked, stuffed or at length hollow,

whitish. SPORES broadly elliptical, smooth, 6-9x5-6 micr., white.

BASIDIA slender, 40 x micr., 4-sp'ored. < JYSTIDIA none. ODOR
none. TASTE mild.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground in mossy or grassy moist

places, in low woods or edge of swamps. Ann Arbor, New Rich-

mond. Infrequent.

Bresadola gives a good figure, though our plants average smaller

than his. It has the shape of H. pratensis but is hygrophanous and

thinner, and must not be confused with the gray variety of that

species. It prefers springy or moist places. The entire lack of odor

separates it from //. foetens Phil, and H. peckianus Howe.

174. Hygrophorus pallidus Pk.

Torrey Pot. Club, Pull. 29, p. 69, 1902.

Illustration: Plate XXIX of lliis Report.

PILEUS 2-(! cm. broad, couvex-campanulate, then expanded-

plane to subdepressed, subturbinate, hygrophanous^, glabrous,

smoky-violaceous or smoky-lilac when fresh and moist, fading to

pale gray, with a thin gelatinous pellicle, subviscid when moist, soon

dry and shining, even. FLESH white, rather thin. GILLS arcuate-

adnate to decurrent, distant, not broad, intervenose, colored like

the pileus when moist, at length whitish or grayish-wdiite, trama of

interwoven hyphae. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 2-8 mm. thick, slender or

stout, equal or narrowed downwards, slightly fibrillose or glabrous.

apex naked, at first stuffed by a large soft pith which disappears, \

at length hollow and easily splitting, white or pale silvery-gray.
SPORES ovate-subglolnose, smooth.. 5-6.5x4-5 micr. BASIDIA
short, 30x6-7 micr. ODOR none. TASTE mild.

Gregarious or solitary. On moist ground in low woods or

swamps. Ann Arbor, Marquette. Xegaunee, New Richmond.
Rather rare.
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A beautiful Qygrophorus when fresh and moist, bul ven variable
in the degree of color and viscidity. The deep color and the vis

cidity of the pileus disappear quickly on exposure to the wind, caus-

ing ii to appear like quite a different plant Hie gelatinous cuticle

can, however, be demonstrated in all conditions by means of the

microscope. [Examples of our specimens were seen bi Simon
Davis, wIid collected the type specimens which were oai I l»\

Peck. Hygrophorus submoluceous Pk. is verj close to it, according
to the description, differing only in its solid stem; Peck has, ho*

ever, referred ii i<> the subgenus Limacium. I suspecl that //.

<<" i a!' a > a - B. & < '. is the same plant.

si BGENl S HYGROCYBE. Veil none. Trama of gills of parallel

hyphae. Entire fungus thin, watery-succulent, fragile. Pileus vis

ciil when moist, shining when dry, rarely floccose-scaly. Stem hol-

low, aot scabrous-punctate at apex.
.Most specimens of iliis subgenus arc brightly colored, air soft, ami

grow in moist or wet plates. As no data arc at hand concerning
the gill-trama of several species, these have been included tem

porarily under the subgenus Hygrocybe.

175. Hygrophorus miniatus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Hard. Mushrooms, Fig. 171, p. 215.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PI. X. p. 60, 1903.

Peck, X. Y. stale .Mas. Rep. is. PL 28, Pig. I L0, 1894.

White. Conn. State Xat. Hist. Surv.. Cull. L5, PL L8, 1910.

Cooke. III.. PL !>L'I i.\ i.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 8, Pig. !».

I'l LEI rs L-3 cm. broad, convex snhexpamlod, at length umb lu •

never viscid, vermillion, reddish-yellow or yellow, fading, minutely

tomentose, at length minutely scaly, sometimes glabrous, c\cn.

fragile. PLESB thin, yellowish to pale. GILLS adnate to Btibde

current, subdistant, orange-red or yellow, at length paler, thickish,

traraa of parallel hyphae. STEM 2-7 cm. Ion--. 3-5 mm. thick, equal,
almost cylindrical, orange-red or yellow, smiled. ;it last hollow,

dry, glabrous. SPORES variabh . broadly elliptical, 7-9.5 \ 5-6 micr.

ODOB .'ind TASTE mild.

Var. CantherMlus Schw. (Hygrophorus Cantherellus 8chw.)

Stem longer and more slender, pileus narrower, -ills a little n

deeiirrent, spores the same.
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Illustrations of the variety:

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 165, p. 208, 1908.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2,' PI. 27, Fig. 9.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PL X. p. 60, 1903.

Peck, N. Y. Stale Mus. Pep. 54, PL 76, Fig. 8-20, 1901.

The var. Ccmtherellus is much more common with us than the

type, but it intergrades so much that it is often difficult to decide

on the identity. The characters usually given for its separation,

viz., the decurrent gills, minutely scaly pileus and slender stem, do

not always hold good, so that it can hardly be an autonomous species.

Numerous collections show all possible combinations, although the

commonest type in Michigan is the plant with narrow pileus and a

stem 2-3 mm. thick and 5-7 cm. long. A number of color forms of

both have been named as varieties: (a) with red or orange cap
and yellow stem; (b) with yellow pileus and red stem; (c) with

both stem and pileus pale yellow. Var. sphagnophilus Pk. is more

marked, grows in sphagnum bogs, is very fragile and the white

base of the stem is imbedded and attached to the moss. The spores
of the whole series are rather variable, even in the same collection,

but fall within the limits given above. Massee and Cooke give the

spore lengths a little large for our plants. The color varies greatly

and fades in age.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in moist conifer or

frondose woods or on mosses. Throughout the State. June-Octo-

ber. Quite common.

176. Hygrophorus coccineus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc., 1821.

Illustrations: Swanton, Fungi, PL 9, Fig. 1-6.

Cooke, 111., PL 920.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2, PL 27, Fig. 7.

Plate XXX of this Report.

PILEUS 2-7 cm. broad, campanulate or sometimes convex,

scarcely expanded, obtuse, subviscid, cherry red or ~blood-red, fad-

ing, glabrous, even. FLESH thin, fragile, concolor. GILLS
arcuate-adnate, somtimes with decurrent tooth, subdistant to dis-

tant, orange-red to yellow, at length glaucous, thickish, intervenose,
traina of parallel hyphae. STEM 4-7 cm. long, 3-9 mm. thick, vary-

ing much in thickness, subequal or tapering downward, often com-
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pressed and furrowed) hollow, blood or cherry red, orangt or yellow
nt base, often undulate-uneven, naked. SPORES broadly elliptical,

7-9x5-6 micr. BASIDIA 10-50x6-7 micr. ODOR and TASTE
none

Gregarious. <>n the ground, in low meadows or moist woods,
thickets, clearings, etc., of conifer or hardwood regions. Marquette,

Boughton, Detroit. Throughout the State July-October, infre-

quent; more frequenl in the northern pari of the State.

Among ilif largest <>f the bright-colored species of this ;_r i • •
1 1

j
.

approaching //. puniceus in size in spite of the notes of some au«

thorsthat it is smaller. It is variable in size, has a firm appearance,
I'm is rather brittle This is one ot our most beautiful mushrooms
when well developed, h is easily confused with //. puniceus, from
which it is to be separated by its spores, the yellow base of the

Btem, the more distinctly adnate gills and tin- entirely glabrous
Sinn. European authors disagree as to the spore sizes of //. i

'in< us and //. puniceus, bu1 two species which agree in the other

characters with the published descriptions and figures, and the

spores of which are consistently of the two types given under these

two species, are round in Michigan. They vary somewhat in size

in each case, but the narrower and longer spore of //. puniceus is

well-marked.

177. Hygrophorus puniceus Fr. (Edibli

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Peck, N. V. State Mus. Mem. I. PI. 52, Pig. 1-5,

1900.

Michael, Fuhrer P. PilzfreUnde, Vol. I. No. 34.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 922.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2, PI. 27, Pig. 5.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 8, Pig. 2.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, campanulate, obtuse, expanded at length
and then wavy or lobed, bright red or scarlet, viscid, fading, gla-

brous. FLESH fragile, white, yellow under the thin separable pel-

licle. GILLS narrowly adncxed, thick, distant, yellow to scarlet,

intervenose, trama of parallel hyphae. STEM 5 S cm. Long, 5-12

nun. thick, ventricose, unequal or tapering, hollow, yellow, or scarlet

and yellow, white at the base, dry, fibriUosestriate. SPORES
cylindrical-elliptical, smooth. 9-12s I 5 micr. BASIDIA 10 I

micr. ODOR none, TASTE mild.
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Gregarious or solitary. On the ground, in moist places, bare

ground, woods, thickets, etc. August-October. Ann Arbor, Detroit.

Infrequent.

This species is similar to the preceding in general appearance. It

is separable from it by its large spores, the slightly adnexed gills

and the white base of the stem
;
it has also a more viscid cap and a

somewhat fibrillose stem. It also differs from H. chlorapanous in

its red colors and dry stem.

Var. flavescens Kauff. (8th Eep. Mich. Acad, of Sci., 190G.)

PILEUS smaller, 2-6 cm. broad, "luteus" yellow, varying to

orange tints in places, then citron yellow, fragile, convex-campanu-

late, expanded, glabrous, even, viscid, sometimes wavy. GILLS

adnexed, rather broad, close to sub-distant, pale yellow or white,

subveiny. STEM 4-7 cm. long, 3-G mm. thick, hollow, compressed,

sulphur or citron-yellow, base white, moist, pellucid-shining, gla-

brous, sometimes pellucid-striate. SPOKES smaller, -i-T.") x 4-5,

elliptical.

Gregarious, in wet places, moss, etc., in cedar swamps or low

woods, in northern Michigan. Rather frequent.

The viscidity of the pileus is not very marked. It has much the

habit and coloring of H. chlorophaiwus, but the stem is never viscid

and varies in color to a distinct citron-yellow with white base, and

is usually compressed. It is a distinct species as shown by its

spores.

178. Hygrophorus chlorophanus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de France, Xo. 329.

Fries, Icones, PI. 167, Fig. 4.

Cooke, 111., PI. 909.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Mem. 4, PL 51, Fig. 13-20, 1900.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2, PI. 27, Fig. 3.

PILEUS 2-5 em. broad, convex or campanulate, then nearly

plane, obtuse, viscid, citron, sulphur or golden yellow, glabrous,

sometimes pellucid-striate on margin. FLESH fragile, not becom-

ing black when bruised. GILLS adnexed, rentrieose, becoming

emarginate, thin, subdistant, rather broad, pale citron-yellow, trama

of parallel hyphae. STEM 3-7 cm. long, 4-8 mm. or less in thickness,

equal or nearly so, sulphur or pale citron-yellow, unieolorous, hoi-
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low, rarely compressed, viscid, glabrous, even. SPORES narrowly

elliptical, 6 8 \ I 5 micr., smooth.

Gregarious. Low, moist places in woods. Throughoul the Btate.

.1 une-September. < lommon.

Known by its anicolorbus viscid Btem, and the adnexed, rather

broad ^ills. The stem often dries quickly when exposed i<» the

wind. Var. flavescens of the preceding Bpecies Is almost as closely

allied to this Bpecies, but its stem is fundamentally distinct.

179. Hygrophorus marginatus Pk. (Si spe rED

X. V. State -Mus. Rep. 28, L876.

Illustrations: Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. IT::, p. 217, L908

Plate XXXI of this Report

PILEUS 1-1 cm. broad, fragile, irregularly convex or campanu-

late, gibbous ;ii times. ;it length plane, obtuse or broadly umbonate,

hygrophanous, glabrous, varying golden yellow to orange or varie-

gated with olivaceous (moist), fading and pale yellowish (dry),

striatulate or rimose on margin. FLESH thin, fragile, concolor.

GILLS arcuate adnate, becoming emarginate, Bubdistant, ventricose,

rather broad, deep yellow or orange, color persisting, intervenose.

STEM 2-5 cm. long, 3-8 mm. thick, fragile, hollow, dry, often flexu-

ous or irregularly compressed, glabrous, yellow or tinged orange,

fading to straw-color. SPORES broadly elliptical, smooth. 7*- \

1-.") micr. (rarely longer). ODOR and TASTE nol marked.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in low. moist pla<

in swamps of conifers or in frondose woods. Ann Arbor, Saull Ste.

Marie, Marquette, Boughton, Huron Mountains. July-August. In

frequent.

The striking characteristic of this Bpecies is the orange-yellow

mils which retain their color even after drying, while the pilens

and stem fmle considerably; this is shown well in Hard's figure.

The edge of the ^ills is sometimes more deeply colored. Tin- whole

plant is very fragile, and it is difficult to -jet good herbarium •*]»< i

mens. The plants found in the Northern Peninsula were mostly

variegated with olive, while those in the frondose woods of the

south lacked this character, which, however, soon disappears a- the

pileUS fades. Xone of IMV s| icci mens Were vi8Cid. It is a well

marked species. The stem- are sometimes more elongated.
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180. Hygrophorus conicus Fr. (Suspected)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 1G6, p. 209, 1908.

White, Conn. State Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 3, PI. 13, p. 34,

1905.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 48.

Eicken, Blatterpilze, PI. 8, Fig. 4.

Cooke, 111., PI. 908.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2, PL 27, Fig. 8.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 332.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad and high, conical, unexpanded, subacute

at apex, often splitting-expanded, or lobed on margin, viscid when

moist, shining when dry, glabrous, yellow, orange or orange-red,

subvirgate, often stained black in age. FLESH concolor, very thin,

becoming black when bruised or old. GILLS almost free, ventri-

cose, broad, almost triangular at times, thick, rather close to sub-

distant, pallid to sulphur-yellow, when old black stained, trama of

parallel hyphae. STEM 3-9 cm. long, 2-6 mm. thick, subcylindrieal,

soft, dry, fibrillose-striate, usually twisted, hollow, citron to golden

yellow, becoming black stained with age, splitting longitudinally.

SPOKES broadly elliptical, 8-10 x :><;.:> micr., smooth. CYSTIDIA
none. BASIDIA 35-38x8 micr., slender.

Gregarious or solitary. In low, moist, conifer or frondose woods,

grassy places, etc. Throughout the State. May to October.

(Earliest record May 8; latest October 15.) Very common.

Easily recognized by its conical pileus and the blackening flesh.

The whole plant usually turns black in drying. It is not unusual

to find olive tints in the pileus, and the shades of yellow or orange
to red vary much as the plant matures or ages. After having be-

come rain-soaked, the whole plant is sometimes black.

181. Hygrophorus nitidus B. & C. (Non. Fr.)

Centuries of N. Amer. Fungi (Exsicatti), see also Peck, N. Y.

State Mus. Rep. 23, 1870.

Illustrations: Peck, X. Y. State Mus. Bull. 91, PL 88, Fig. 1-7,

1905.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2, PL 27, Fig. 0.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, fragile, convex, umbilicate, viscid when
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moist, wow-yellow to lemon-yellow, whitish when dry, pellueid-
striatulate and Bhining when moist, glabrous. GILLS arcuate, de-

current, distant, pale yellow, intervenose. STEW :: 7 cm. Long, 2 i

mm. thick', sleuth r, Fragile, hollow . equal or narrowed downwards,
sometimes fiexuous, viscid at first, wax-yellow, al length whitish.

SPORES elliptical, 6 7 \ 3 I micr. < >l>< >K and TASTE not marked.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. <m the ground in Bwamps or low
woods in the conifer regions of the State. Marquette, Houghton,
Huron Mountains, New Richmond. July to September. Frequent

locally.

A slender Hygrophorus whose cap and often also the stem, fade

considerably on drying. This characteristic distinguishes ii from
//. ceraceus. It has hitherto been round only in mixed woods of

hemlock, birch and maple or of maple and oak in tin- northern and

western parts of the state. The gills are nsually quite decurrent,

narrowed to ;i point on the stem, and their persistenl color contrasts

markedly with thai of tin- stem and pileus as the planl dries. There

is no universal viscous veil ;is in the planl of the same mime de-

scribed by Fries. The hitter plant is now called //. friesii Sacc.

182. Hygrophorus laetus Fr. (Edible

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 8, Fig. 8.

Fries, I cones, PI. ir.7. Pig. 2.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 938.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 338.

"PILEUS L.5-3 cm. broad, convex-plane, subobtuse, viscid when

moist, shining, tawny, mil fading, pellucid-stria te. FLESB con-

color or paler, tough, thin. <iILLS subdecurrent, broadly adnate,

subtriangular, distant, thin, yellow, greenish-yellow, grayish-yellow
or nt length pale orange. STEM slender. 3-5 cm. long, :'••'> mm.
thick, tough, glabrous, very viscid, equal, tawny, undulate-uneven.

SPORES elliptical, 6-7 x I micr. BASIDLA 30x5-6 micr. <>I>m|;

and TASTE not marked."

Gregarious. In meadows, pastures, cedar swamps, etc. Lewis

ton. Houghton. July-August. I have given Ricken's description.

Doubtless it is often confused with //. peckii. The dry state of the

latter seems to imitate it. and differs only in its fragility, the vnl>

umbilicate ]>ileus. and gills which are at first whitish.
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183. Hygrophorus peckii Atk.

Jour, of MycoL, Vol. 8. 1902.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. lu-oad, fragile, convex-plane, broadly umbilicate

or depressed, glutinous when moist, color varying pale yellowish-

flesh color, pinkish or vinaeeous-huff, rarely tinged greenish, gla-

brous, pellucid-striatulate when moist, fading somewhat on drying.

GILLS arcuatedecurrent, distant, rather broad, whitish to pale

flesh color, trama of parallel hyphae. STEM 3-8 cm. long, 2-4 mm.

thick, slender, equal, very viscid, shining, concolor, rarely greenish
at apex, hollow, terete, even. SPORES broadly elliptical, 6-8 x 5

micr. ODOR present or absent; taste mild.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground, moss, etc., of low, wet
woods or swamps of cedar and balsam in northern Michigan,

maple and oak woods of the southern part of the State. Isle Roy-

ale, Marquette, New Richmond, Ann Arbor, etc. July-August,

rarely September. Frequent.
This is much more common apparently than //. lactus, and may

represent an American variety of that species. It differs from H.

psitticinus by the form of the pileus; in that species it is obtuse

or umbonate, and the green color persists longer and is practically

always present in the young plant, while in H. peckii the green

tinge is rare. Both these species are very slippery on the stem and

cap when fresh or young.

184. Hygrophorus psitticinus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 8, Fig. 6.

Michael, Fuhrer f. Pilzfreunde, No. 65.

Swanton, Fungi, PI. 9, Fig. 7-8, 1909.

Cooke, 111., PL 910.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 346.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2, PI. 27, Fig. 4.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, cdmpanulate, then convex-expanded or

plane, umbonate or obtuse, glutinous and slippery, at first parrot-

green, at length varying livid-reddish, pinkish-flesh color or

dingy citron-yellowish, pellucid-striate. FLESH thin, subconcolor.

GILLS adnate, ventricose. thick, snbdistant. greenish or incarnate-

reddish to yellowish, intervenose. trama of parallel hyphae. STEM
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1-7 cm. Long, 2-5 mm. thick, equal, toughish, even, very viscid when

fresh, glabrous, undulate-uneven, subpellucid, green above, usually

tinged reddish-orange, flesh-colored or yellowish elsewhere, hollow.

SPORES shorl elliptical, smooth 6-7.5x4-5 micr. BA8IDIA

Blender, •">•; l'> \ 5-6 micr.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. <>n the ground in low, moss^ woods

or swamps, or in grassy places. Marquette, Houghton, New Rich-

mond, Detroit, Ann Arbor. Throughoul the State. July-October.

Rather frequent.

This striking species is one of the few brighl green mushrooms.

As in the case of Stropharia aeruginosa and Pholiota aeruginosa,

it is always a delight to come across tlds beautiful Little plant.

The green color soon fades out when exposed to the wind and

light, whereas those individuals which are protected by leaves, etc.,

retain this color for some time. There is uo cortina in the young

stage, and the gluten is derived from the cuticle of the pileus and

stem ; otherwise, except for the structure of the gill-trama, it might

be confused with the subgenus Limacium. [ts colors are sufficiently

characteristic in the early stage to prevent anyone from confusing

it with other Hygrophori.

185. Hygrophorus unquinosus Fr.

Svst. Mvc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke. 111.. PI. 924.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 350.

I'll. Ill's 2-5 cm. broad, fragile, hemispherical-campanulate, then

subexpanded, obtuse, gray <»• smoky brown, <iiuhr<<iis, pellucid

striate, nri/ visoid, radiate-wrinkled in age. FLESH pallid, thin.

verv fragile. GILLS broadly adnate, subventricose, pure white,

thickish, Bubdistant. sri:>[ 3-8 cm. long, 3-8 mm. thick, Bubequal
or variously thickened, hollow, compressed, viscid-slippery, glabrous,

lead-gray. SPORES elliptical, 7-8x4-5 micr. BASIDIA 30-35 1

5-6 micr. Trama of gills parallel. ODOB none when young.

TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. <>n the ground or moss of low

woods or swamps. Detroit. Marquette, Boughton. July-September.

Rather rare.

This species must not lie confused with //. fuligineits Which be

longs to the Bubgenus Limacium, and has ;i solid stem and ;i veil.
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Context of fruit-body fleshy, putrescent, thai of pileua Bometimes

membranous, of stem sometimes cartilaginous or horny; neither

leathery, nor vesiculosa Stem central, eccentric, lateral or hik-

ing. Gills well-developed, acute on edge. Spores with a hyaline
or colored I'pispore; their deposil in mass on white paper yields
a series of "prints" of various shades of white, pink, ochraceo

brown, purple or black. This scries is arbitrarily divided into Ave
;ni [ficial groups as follows :

i hi l'.l.i.k s|.ur, .I. i Melanosporae) : Spore-prinl black.

(b) Purple-brown-spored. i imaurosporae) : Spore-prinl dark

purple or purple-brown.

(c) Rusty-spored or ochre-spored. (Ochrosporae) : Spore-prinl

rusty-yellow, rusty-brown, ochraceous or cinnamon-

brown.

(di Pink-spored. (Rhodosporae) : Spore-prinl flesh-colored,

rosy or pale pink,

(e) White-spored. (Leucosporae) : Spore-print white.

The spore-prim is in many eases indispensable in determining
the proper group to which the mushroom belongs. It is obtained

easily by cutting off the stem just below the gills and Laying the

cap. with gills down, on a piece of white paper and covering it over

night with a dish to prevent premature drying. Mushrooms which

have been kept on ice do not seem to deposit spores thereafter,

nevertheless it is well to avoid too warm a place, else the specimen

may putrefy. The color oi the spores may often be detected at the

time of collecting by the deposit already made on the ground be

neath it or on other mushrooms when growing in a duster. In ma-

ture specimens the gills usually become colored by the color of the

spores, but when young the gills are generally white; in some

species, however, the gills are themselves colored, e. g., Clitocybe
illudens and Mycena leijana. After some experience, it is usually

possible to determine the group to which a species belongs by means
of the microscope. The delicate tint of the color for each group is

then discernible in the epispore of each mature spore. This method
is especially useful in cases where it is a question of the presence
of the purple tint of the purple-brown-spored plants; the spore
mass or gills often appear entirely dark brown to the naked eye in

species Whose separate spores have a purple tint under the mil

scope.
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MELANOSPORAE

Coprinus Pers.

(PROP. L. H. PENNINGTON)

(From the Greek, Icopros, (lung.)

Spores dark brown or black;. gills free or slightly attached, at

first closely in contact laterally, separated in many cases by pro-

jecting cystidia, soon deliquescing, or drying quickly to a black line

upon the lower side of pileus. Many small species develop at night

and almost entirely disappear by morning. The flesh of the pileus

is thin, in the smaller species often membranaceous or apparently

lacking entirely. A universal veil is present in a majority of the

species. The stem is fleshy to fibrous. Most of the species grow

upon dung or richly manured ground, several upon wood or veg-

etable debris, and a few upon lawns, sand, or even upon walls in

cellars.

The spores of the dung inhabiting species usually germinate read-

ily to produce a fine white or colorless mycelium upon which sporo-

phores will often appear within 7-10 days after the spores are sown.

G. radiatus, various forms of G. ephemeras, G. patouUlardi, G. semi-

lanatus, G. narcoticus and several similar kinds are readily grown
in pure cultures in the laboratory. G. sclerotif/enous grows from

rather small black sclerotia in dung or in a mixture of soil and

dung. Some of the wood inhabiting species, G. laniger and G. rad-

ians are often found growing from dense masses of fine yellow my-
celial threads, called ozonium. 'Others, e. g. G. quadrifidus, grow
from tough course black fibres, termed rhizomorphs. 'The pileus is

scaly from the breaking up of the cuticle into rather large squamose
scales in the Comati; into tine innate fibrils in the Atramentarii ;

smooth but covered at first with floccose. mealy or granular scales.

which wholly or partly disappear in the Picacei and Tomentosi; or

pruinose with minute hairs in forms of G. ephemeras and G. radi-
atus. The stem is stuffed or hollow, fleshy or fleshy-fibrous, often
very fragile. It differs in texture from the trama of the pileus
and usually separates easily from it. The gills are white at first.

In some species they become purplish then black, in others they
become brown or smoky, then black. They are free or slightly at-

tached, or adnate in a few species.
The universal veil is usually seen as scales, fibrils or granules at
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the base of the stem or upon the pileus. In a tew instances LI

forms a movable ring upon the stem in C. comatus, C. bulbUosus

and frequently in C. sterquilvnus : In the lasl Darned Bpecies tin-

veil may form a distinct volva ai the base of the sicni. The taste is

mild ami the odor is usually pleasant. A few species, as C quad-

rifidus and V. narcoticus, have ti strong disagreeable odor. None of

the species of Coprinus are considered poisonous and manj are

highly esteemed by the myeophagist.

The spores are very dark brown or sooty black in mass. By
transmitted lighl they vary from lighl brown t<> very dark brown « »r

smoky black. There is a wide variation in the size and Bhape of

the spores. Some species may be identified by the spores alone as

C. insigniSy C. boudieri and some forms of C. ephemcrus, etc.

The genus can be divided into two fairly distinct groups (see

Massee, Ann. Bot., Vol. 10, p. 123, 1890) according to the size of the

plant and the thickness of tlesh or cuticle covering the gills; these

groups can be further subdivided into sections as follows:

A. Pelliculosi :

I . I 'oinati

1 1. Atramentarii

ill. Picacei

IV. Tomentosi

V. Micacei

VI. Glabrati (No species reported)

B. Veliformes:

VIL Cyclodei

VIII. Lanulati

IX. Furfurelli

X. Hemerobii

Key to the Species

i.\i Plants large, usually ever 3 cm. broad; pileus fleshy or sub-fleatay.

i a i Pileus with cuticle torn into distinct scales nr almost smooth.
(In Cuticle torn Into distinct scales; ring or volva present.

(c) Spores over 20 micr. long; volva usually evident. 188. C.

sterguilinus Fr.

(cc) Spores less than 20 micr. long; movable ring usually
|

upon stem
id i Pileus cylindrical; spores 15-17 micr. long. 1S6. C. comatu*

Ft.

(dd) Pilous ovate; spores less than 15 micr. long. IS". C.

ovatits Fr.
i lib I Pileus smooth or with innate fibrils.

(c) Spores smooth, plants usually densely caespitose. 180. C.

atramentarius Fr.

(cc) Spores distinctly warted. 190. C. insignia Pk.
(aai Cuticle not torn Into scales: veil breaking up Into superficial

patches, scales, or granules.
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(b) Veil felt-like, breaking up into areolate patches.

(c) Rhizomorph or ozonium not evident; plants densely caespitose.

192. C. ebulbosus Pk.

(cc) Rhizomorph or ozonium present.

(d) Plants growing from rhizomorph; 5-8 cm. broad. 191. C.

quadrifidus Pk.

(dd) Plants growing from fine yellow ozonium; 1-3 cm. broad.

193. C. laniger Pk.

(bb) Veil not as above.

(c) Veil of fibrillose scales or a dense coat of white mealy vesicles,

(d) Spores less than 10 micr. long,

(e) Gills broad; growing upon sand. 199. G. arenatus Pk.

•(ee) Gills narrow.

(f) Disk livid; upon rotten wood in forest. 197. G. lago-

pides Karst.

(ff) Disk buff; upon cellar walls. 198. C. jonesii Pk.

(dd) Spores more than 10 micr. long,

(e) Gills attached,

(f) Disk obtuse; reddish or reddish brown. 202. G. domes-
ticus Fr.

(ff) Disk narrow, not colored; veil often composed of mealy
vesicles. 200. C. niveus Fr.

(ee) Gills free.

(f) Pileus at first cylindrical. 196. C. tomentosus Fr.

(ff) Pileus not cylindrical.

(g) Veil more or less mealy; plants small, not in troops,
(h) Spores 11-13 micr. long. 201. G. semilanatus Pk.

(hh) Spores 15-17 micr. long. 200. C. niveus Fr.

(gg) Veil never mealy; plants large; in troops upon dung
heaps,

(h) Stem not rooting. 194. G. fimetarius Fr.

(hh) Stem rooting. 195.- C. fimetarius var. macrorhizus
Fr.

(cc) Veil of small granules or rnicaceus particles,

(d) Spores less than 10 micr. long.
(e) Plants not growing from ozonium; densely caespitose.

203. C. rnicaceus Fr.

(ee) Plants from ozonium or at least with radiating mycelium
at base of stem, single or caespitose. 204. G. radians Fr.

(dd) Spores 10-12 micr. long. 209. G. rnicaceus var. conicus Pk.
(AA) Pileus thin, plicate; if subfleshy then less than 3 cm. broad when

expanded,
(a) Veil present as superficial scales or granules.

(b) Ring present upon the stem. 205. G. bulbilosus Pat.

(bb) Ring absent.

(c) Pileus covered with a dense white floccose or mealy coat,

(d) Spores 12 micr. or more long.
(e) Spores 12-13 micr. long. 201. G. semilanatus Pk.
(ee) Spores 15-16 micr. long. 200. G. niveus Fr.

(dd) Spores less than 12 micr. long.
(e) Plants growing from black sclerotia in dung. 207. C.

sclerotigenous E. & E.

(ee) Not growing from sclerotia.

(f) Plants growing upon plant stems. 209. C. brassicae Pk.
(ff) Plants growing upon dung or soil.

(g) Odor strong; spores 10-11 micr. long. 208. C. nar-
coticus Fr.

(gg) Little or no odor; spores 6-8 micr. long. 206. G.
stercorarius.

(cc) Pileus with a few rnicaceus particles or granules,
(d) Spores ovate triangular or pentagonal, compressed. 210.

G. patoiiilla?-di Quel,
(dd) Spores elliptical. 211. C. radiatus Fr.
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(aa) No veil present.
(b) Spores angular.

(c) Spores key-stone shaped; plants growing upon ground In

woods. 214. C boudieri Quel,

(cc) Spores not key-stone Bhaped; plants upon dung. 213. O.

ephemerus Fr. form,

(bb) Spores not angular.
ii'i Plants growing upon dung or recently manured ground. 213.

c. ephemerus Fr.

(cct Not growing upon dung.

(d) Crowing among grass; spores broadly ovate, compressed
215. 0. plicatilia Fr.

(dd) Growing in woods; spores gibbous-ovate. 213. 0. sii

ticus l'k.

PELLICl LOSI. Pileua covered with a distincl fleshy or mem-

branous cuticle. do1 splitting along the lines of the gills bn1 be

coming lacerate and revolute. Plants usually large.

Section I. Comati. Ring formed from the free margin of the

volva : cuticle torn into scales.

186. Coprinus comatus Fr. (Edible

(The Shaggy Mane)

Fries, Epicr., p. I'll'.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. PL 658.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 1. PI. 3, Pig. 3.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. ."-l-.'JS.

Bard, Mushrooms, Figs. 269, 270.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 171.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 1 18.

PILEUS 7-10 cm. high, cylindrical, then more ox less expanded,
at firsl even, the cuticle becoming torn into broad adpressed scales,

pale ochraceous, becoming darker in age, interstices whitish.

(JILLS ii]) to li' nun. broad, almost free, white, crowded, then pint

ish, at length black. STEM LO-15 cm. long, L2 17 nun. thick. sul>

equal, Blightly attenuated upwards, white, even, hollow, more or

less bulbous, hull) solid, ring movable. SPORES almost black, ellip

tical, 13-18 x7-8 micr.

Gregarious. In lawns and fields, very common in autumn, occa

sional in spring.

The Shaggy Mane is probably more generally used for food than

any other Coprinus. By many people, however, it is not consid-

ered equal in quality to Coprinus micaceus.
27
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187. Coprinus ovatus Fr. (Edible)

Fries, Epicr., p. 242.

Illustrations: Schaeffer, Icon., Tab. 7.

Cooke, 111., PL 059.

PILEUS about 5 cm. across when expanded, at first ovate and

covered with an even pale ochraceous cuticle, which becomes broken

into large concentric scales, the apical portion remaining intact like

a cap, margin striate. FLESH, thin, white. GILLS about 4 mm.

broad, free, distant from the stem, whitish then black. STEM 6-10

cm. long, 10 mm. thick, attenuated upwards, flocculose or fibrillose,

white, hollow, the lower portion bulbous, solid, rooting, ring

evanescent. SPORES smoky black. 11-12x7-8 micr.

This plant, which is often considered as a smaller form of Cop-

rinus comatus Fr., was found but once growing upon a lawn at

Palmyra, Mich. It differs from Coprinus comatus Fr. in that it has

a smaller ovate pileus and smaller spores. In the specimens found

the pileus was about 3 cm. high ami the spores ll:13x7 mm. But

for its much smaller spores the plant might easily be taken for a

form of Coprinus sterquilinus growing in soil. In shape and color

the spores of Coprinus comatus, C. ovatus and C. sterquilinus are

very similar. In size, however, there is much variation, the meas-

urements running from 11 microns in C. ovatus to 26 microns in C.

sterquilinus.

188. Coprinus sterquilinus Fr. (Edible)

Fries, Epicr., p. 242.

Illustrations : Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 437.

Gillet, Champignons de France, PI. 130 (as C. oblectus Fr.).

Cooke, 111., PI. 660.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 3, PL 49, Fig. 3.

Plate XXXII of this Report.

PI LEUS 5-6 cm. broad when expanded, at first short cylindrical,

conical then expanded, white tinged with brown or fuscous at disk,

cuticle at first villous or silky, later torn into squarrose scales

especially at disk. FLESH thin, white, sulcate half way to disk.

(JILLS free, white then purplish, soon becoming black. STEM 10-

15 cm. high, slightly attenuated upward, subhbrillose, white slowly

becoming discolored when braised, often entirely black with spores.
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hollow, base solid, thickened] peronate, tin- sheath <>r rolva with a

free margin. SPORES L8-25 micr., smoky black.

in old manure, straw, or in manured ground. June.

This planl has been reported as <'<>i>ri>nis stenocoleus Lindb. Ii

is also Coprinus macrosporus Pk. When growing in manured

ground, the volva is nol as evidenl as when the planl grows in "Id

manure or straw. From plates and descriptions it appears thai

this plant lias also been called <'<>in'nius oolectus Fr. In the her-

barium of tin' New fork Botanical Garden a specimen from Kew
labeled Coprinus oolectus Fr. is very plainly Coprinus sterquilinus

Fr. Moreover in a collection of many individuals, specimens maj
lie picked oiil which I'll ihe description of C. 8t <

ri/ii
i I i n us , ('. shun

cnit us. C. obleotus and C. macrosporus respectively, it is verj prob-

able that these Dames are all synonyms.
The plants are frequently found in dune upon old manure which

has been lying ou1 in the open over winter or in heavily manured

ground. The young unexpanded plants resemble rather small short

specimens of C. comatus Fr. Undoubtedly G. sterquilinus Fr. is

frequently taken for C. comatus or C. ovatus. In fact the writer

has had typical specimens of G. 8t( rqniliii us pointed 0U1 to him by
a mushroom collector as "the shaggy mane mushroom, very good to

eat."

The gills sometimes remain perfectly white for several hours and

then change rapidly through a purplish color to a smoky black. The
flesh is thin and. as the pilens expands, it often becomes revolnto

and in bright sunshine it dries in this condition. Sometimes the

stem becomes dark when bruised <>!• when dried. Usually, however.

it remains white unless it becomes covered with spores.
This mushroom is edible and has a more pronounced ••mushroom"

flavor than the ordinary Coprinus. Mcllvaine says. "Coprinus

macrosporus is an excellent species, higher in flavor than any other

Coprinus."
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Section II. Atramcntarii. Ring imperfect, not volvate, squarh-

ules of pileus minute, innate.

189. Coprinus atramentarius Fr. (Edible)

Fries, Epicr., p. 243.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 622.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 172.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 39-42.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 271-272.

Murrill, Mycolgia, Vol. 1, PL 3, Fig. 4.

riLEUS 5-8 cm. broad when expanded, ovate then expanded,

firm, often lobed and plicate, grayish, silky fibrous, or minutely

mealy, apex brownish, often minutely squamulose. FLESH thin.

GILLS crowded, broad, ventricose, free, white then black, often with

a purplish tinge. STEM 10-15 cm. high by 1-2 cm. thick, white, silky

shining, hollow, ring basal, very evanescent. SPORES 11-12x5.5-6

micr. CYSTIDIA numerous, large, subcyliudrical.

Common, gregarious or densely caespitose, about stumps or on

rich soil, but not upon dung.

Both the smooth and the scaly, or squamulose, forms are found.

These characters often seem to depend upon weather conditions, the

smooth form being found under moist atmospheric conditions and

the scaly form under dry atmospheric conditions.

Its close broad gills make it very thick and meaty in the unex-

panded condition. For this reason some people consider this species

the most desirable Coprinus for the table.

190. Coprinus insignis Pk.

Teck, X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 20, p. GO, 1874.

Illustration: Plate XXXIII of this Report.

PILEUS 5-7.5 cm. broad, ovate then campanulate, thin, sulcate-

striate to the disk, grayish brown, glabrous or with a few innate

fibrils, disk sometimes cracking into small areas or scales. GILLS

free, ascending, crowded. STEM 10-14 cm. high, 10 mm. thick,

hollow, slightly fibrillose, striate, white. SPORES 10x7 micr.,

rough.

About trees in woods.

This plant was found but twice in low woods at Ann Arbor, It

resembles C. atramentarius in some respects but differs very decid-

edly in the distinctly warted spores.
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Section III. Picacei. Universal veil flocculose, a1 ftrsl contin-

uous, then torn into superficial areolate patches by the expansion

of the pileus.

191. Coprinus quadrifidus Pk.

X. V. State -Mus. Rep. 50, p. 100, 1897.

Illustration: Plate XXXIV of this Report.

PILEUS 5-8 cm. broad, oval then campanulate, finally more or

less expanded, thin, margin becoming revolute; covered ;c ftrsl with

;i ftoccose-tomentose veil, which sunn breaks into evanescent flakes

or scales and reveals the finely striate surface of the pileus; whit-

ish, becoming gray or grayish brown with age; margin often wavy
or irregular. GILLS broad, thin, crowded, free, at fust whitish.

then dark purplish brown, tinally black, STEM 7-10 cm. long by

6-8 mm. thick, equal or slightly tapering upward, hollow, white,

floccose-squamose, sometimes with an evanescenl ring ;it tin- base.

SPORES 7.5-10 x I •". mice

Gregarious or caespitose a] r near decaying stumps or Logs,

growing from an abundanl rhizomorph. Ann Arbor, Bay View.

Although nothing is said in the original description aboul the

rhizomorph, some few strands may lie seen at the base <>r the stem

in some of the type specimens. The writer has found this plain

growing in New York from richly developed rhizomorph upon the

roots and trunk of dead basswood.

192. Coprinus ebulbosus Pk.

Bull. Torr. Bot. CI. 22, 1895.

illustrations: Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 274.

Plates XXXV ami WW I of this Report.

PILEUS 5-7 cm. broad, thin, campanulate, somewhal striate,

grayish brown, margin .it Length revolute, Lacerated, cuticle break-

ing into broad superficial persistenl whitish scales. GILLS nar-

row, thin, crowded, five, slate colored becoming black. STIPE 7 L5

(an. Long, H>1.", mm. thick, equal, hollow, while. SPORES 7.W> \

5 micr.. ellipl ical.

Caespitose near or upon decaying trees or slump-.
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193. Coprinus laniger Pk.

Bull. Torr. Bot. CI. 22, 491, 1895.

Illustration: Plate XXXVII of this Report.

FILEUS 12-25 mm. broad, thin, conical or campanulate, pallid,

tawny or grayish-ochraceous, sulcate-striate, covered with tawny,

tomentose or floccose scales, which wholly or partly disappear.

GILLS crowded, whitish, then brownish black. STEM 2.5 cm. long,

24 mm. thick, slightly thickened at base, hollow, white, pruinose.

SPORES 7-10x1 niicr., oblong-elliptical.

Caespitose or gregarious upon or near decaying wood. Unfor-

tunately the type specimens of this species have been lost. The

plants referred to this species are found growing from a more or

less profusely developed yellow ozonium upon various kinds of de-

caying wood.

The three species G. laniger, G. ebulbosus and G. quadrifidus,

seem to be distinct forms in a perplexing group of brown-

spored wood-inhabiting Coprini, which are as yet very imperfectly

known. G. laniger is. smaller than either of the others and we have

always found it associated with the fine strands of yellow ozonium.

It resembles G. radians, but it has a thicker veil, which breaks into

evident patches instead of minute particles as in G. radians.

G. quadrifidus and G. ebulbosus are not readily distinguished and

may both prove to be the species which have been known as G. floe-

culosus (DC) Fr. or G. (Agarieus) doniesticus Bolt.

Section IV. Tomentosi. Universal veil a loose villose web which

becomes torn into distinct floccose scales.

194. Coprinus fimetarius Fr.

Fries, Epicr., p. 245.

Illustration : Plate XXXVIII of this Report.

PILEUS 2.5-5 cm. across, clavate then conico-expanded, vsoon

split and revolute, grayish, apex tinged with brown, at first covered
with white floccose scales, then naked, rimose-sulcate; disk even,
flesh thin. GILLS free, lanceolate, becoming linear and wavy, very
early becoming black with spores and rapidly deliquescing. STEM
12-15 cm. long, 4-G mm. thick, hollow, thickened at the solid base,
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white, squamulose. SPORES L2-14x7-8 micr. CYSTIDIA large

and numerous.

Solitary or in troops. Common upon dung heaps. The clavate

caps already dark with spores may be found emerging late in the

afternoon or in the evening. In the morning there will be little

remaining excepl a small mass of inky fluid at the apices of the

stems.

195. Coprinus fimetarius var. macrorhiza IV.

Fries. 1 1\ in. Eur., p. 32 I.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. PL 670.

Massee, Ann. Bot., Vol. L0, PI. X. Fig. 1.

Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. -~~>.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 178.

PILEUS ai first with feathery squamules which become more or

less squarrose, especially at the disk where they often form a

crown. STEM short, villous, often sub-bulbous ami with a more

or less elongated base.

The type ami this variety are very common, the latter being
rather more frequently found than the former. In moist weather

they mav he found in almost any dung heap, a fresh troop appear

ing each evening ami disappearing early the following day. There

seems to he considerable variation in size, Length of root and char-

acter of scales. Iii the typical form the root is usually reduced to

a rather indefinite mass of hyphae, while the scales are more or less

squarrose over the entire surface. In the variety the veil is more

silky ami closely appressed to the pileus, Inter becoming squarrose
at the disk forming a crown of scales.

196. Coprinus tomentosus IV.

Fries, Epicr., p. 246.

Illustration : Bulliard, t. L38.

PILEUS 2.5-4 cm. long, sub-membranaceous, cylindrical, narrowly

conical, then expanding ami splitting, striate, floccose-toraentose,

pale gray, the floccose veil becoming torn into more <"• less persist

cut Hakes or patches upon the expanded pileus. <illd/S lice, n.ir

low. STEM 5-7 cm. long, I 5 mm. thick, equal or slightly enlai

below, hollow, velvety, white or grayish. SPt >KF.s L2 13x7-8 micr..

elliptical.
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Solitary or gregarious upon duug or various kinds of debris.
This is one of the earliest species of Coprinus to appear in the sprint
The long cylindrical or narrowly conical pileus distinguishes this
plant from the various forms of C. fimetwrius, which usually appear
a little later in the season.

This may be the C. lagopus of various authors.

197. Coprinus lagopides Karst.

Karsten, Hatts., 1, 535.

Illustrations: Massee, Ann. Bot., Vol. 10. PL 10, Figs. 20-22.

PILEUS 4-7 cm. broad, very thin, companulate, sulcate, grayish,
disk livid, ornamented with free white scales joined by hairs.
GILLS subcrowded, narrow, remote, black. STEM up to 17 cm
high, white, floccose, hollow, equal. SPORES Q-S x 5-6 micr., apic-
ulate. Upon very rotten wood in forest.

Found once at Bay View. We have found this plant in New
York also.

198. Coprinus jonesii Pk.

Peck, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 22, p. 20G, 1895.

PILEUS 2.5-5 cm. broad, at first blunt, or truncate, becoming
campanulate or broadly convex, submembranaceous, grayish, buff
at apex, covered at first with white or tawny-cinereous floccose
scales which wholly or partly disappear with age, striate, margin
revolute and splitting. GILLS crowded, linear, free, whitish be-
coming black. STEM 5-9 cm. long. 4-7 mm. thick, equal' or
shghtly tapering upward, minutely floccose, hollow, white.
SPORES 7.5-8.5 x micr., broadly elliptical.

Fragile, sometimes caespitose. Found upon the wall in a cellar
at Ann Arbor. Peck says "This species is closely related to C
fimetarius of which it might easily be considered a variety but it
is easily distinguished by the truncate apex of the young pileus,the differently colored pileus and smaller spores." It grew on what
appeared like nncracked hard and dry plaster of the wall
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199. Coprinus arenatus Pk.

Peck, N. Y. Stat.- Mus. Rep. 16, p. L07, L892.

PILEUS 2.5-5 cm. broad, thin, a1 firsl broadly ovate or sub-

hemispherical, soon convex or campanulate, adorned with small

white tomentose scales, striate on the margin, whitish or grayish-

white, becoming grayish brown with age, reddish brown in dried

plant. GILLS crowded, broad, free, grayish-white, soon purplish-

brown, finally Mack, furnished with numerous cystidia. STEM
l\ .")."> cm. long, 2 I mm. thick, equal, glabrous, hollow, white.

SPORES 7.5-9x6-7.5 micr., broadly ovate or subglobose, purplish

brown by transmitted light.

Solitary or gregarious in sandy soil, Ann Arbor. The mycelium
binds the sand together in balls at the base of the stem.

200. Coprinus niveus Fr.

Pries, Epicr., p. 2 Hi.

Illustration: Cooke, 111.. PI. 673 B.

PILEUS 1.5-2.5 cm. across, elliptical then campanulate and ex-

panded, submembranaceous, almost persistently covered with

snow-white floccose down. GILLS slightly attached, narrow, be-

coming blackish. STEM t-8 cm. high, subequal or slightly attenu-

ated upwards, villose, white, hollow. SPORES 16x11-13 micr.

This planl is frequently found upon dung heaps, streel sweepings
or in recently manured ground. Upon the pileus the veil is of a

mealy nature but the tomentose character shows a1 the margin of

the pileus and upon the stem. The spores are somewhat flattened,

measuring L5-17x ll to 13x8-10 micr.

The plant referred to this species is C. stercorarius (Bull.) Fr.

and has been distributed under that name in Sydow Mycotheca
Marihoa. No. 2101.

201. Coprinus semilanatus Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 24, p. 71, L872.

Illustrations: N. Y. State Museum Report 24, PI. I. Fig. 15 18.

PILEUS 2-2,5 cm. broad, convex then expanded and revolute,

sometimes split, submembranaceous, finely and obscurely rimose
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striate, farinaceo-atomaceous, white, then pale grayish-brown,
GILLS narrow, close, free. STEM 10-15 cm. high, slightly tapering

upward, fragile, hollow, white, the lower half clothed with loose

cottony flocci which rub off easily, upper half smooth or slightly

farinaceous. SPOKES 12.5 micr., broadly elliptical. Rich ground
and dung.

This plant is frequently found on cow dung in woods and shaded

pastures. It resembles G. riiveus Fr. but differs from it in its

smaller size, free gills and constantly smaller spores. The spores
in both species are broadly elliptical and somewhat flattened.

This fungus grows readily from spores in laboratory cultures.

202. Coprinus domesticus Fr.

Fries, Epicr.. p. 251.

Illustrations: Cooke. 111.. PI. 081.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 176.

Plate XXXVIII of this Eeport.

PILEUS, 3-5 cm. across, thin, ovate, then canipanulate, obtuse,

furfuraceous, squamulose. pale grayish-white, disk brown or red-

dish brown, undulate, sulcate, splitting. GILLS adnexed, crowded,
narrow at first, reddish white then blackish brown. STEM 5-7 cm.

long, 4-6 mm. thick, slightly attenuated upwards, subsilky, white,
hollow. SPORES 11-10 x7-8 micr.

Usually caespitose, on various kinds of vegetable debris, some-

times in gardens where rubbish has been plowed under.

Section Y. Micacei. Pileus at first covered with more or less

micaceous squainules or granules, which soon wholly or partly dis-

appear.

203. Coprinus micaceus Fr. (Edible)

Fries, Epicr., p. 217.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. 073.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, p. 44, Figs. 43, 44.

Murrill, Mycologia. Vol. 1, PI. 3, Fig. 5.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 273.

Plates XXXIX and XL of this Report.

PILEUS 4-0 cm. across, submembranaceous, elliptical then cam-
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panulate, coarsely striate, disk even, margin usually more or Lesa

repand, ochraceous-tan, disk darker, when young densely covered

wiili minute glistening particles which usually s i disappear.

GILLS sub-crowded, lanceolate, adnexed, whitish, then brown, fin-

ally nearly black. STEM 5-7 em. long, 1-6 mm. thick, equal,

even, hollow, Bilkj whit.-. SPORES 7-8 x 1-5 oiicr., dark brown in

mass.

Very common, generally densely caespitose aboul slump- or

trees, or growing from decaying wood buried In the earth, i nder

favorable conditions this Coprinus maj !>< found from early spring

until hue autumn, li often appears a1 intervals of one to two

weeks in the same place fur a considerable length of time and it

may be found year after year in the same place. It has ;i g I

flavor ami is considered by many the bes1 Coprinus for ill.- table.

c. micaceus var. conicus Pk. (No1 published.)

This variety differs from the type in having a distinctly conical

pileus, darker colored, larger spores, 10-12 micr. long. It was

found once at Palmyra, .Michigan.

204. Coprinus radians (Desm) Fr.

Fries, Epicr., p. 248.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PL <'>"<; a.

Lloyd. Mycological Xotes, Vol. 1, p. 1 16, Fig. 69.

Massee, Ann. Bot, Vol. L0, PI. X. Figs. 6-8.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. across, ovate, conical or campauulat«\ yellowish-

fulvOUS, soon becoming paler especially at the margin, striate to

disk, covered with small brown granules which air more numerous

at the disk. GILLS rather narrow, attached, pale then brownish

black. STEM 3-6 cm. long. 2-3 mm. thick, equal or Blightly swollen

at base, hollow, white, smooth or minutely mealy at first, more or

less evident yellow or white strands of mycelium radiating from

the base. SPORES 7\ I micr.. elliptical, brownish black.

Rather common, single or sub-caespitose, upon wood, rubbish,

etc.. or even in humus, sometimes growing from dense masses ol

yellow ozonium.

This is the plant illustrated by Lloyd and determined by Patouil

lard as c. radians (Desm.) Fr. It is also C. pulchrifolius Pk. It

is possible also that it may be r. granulosus Clements. C. radians
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as figured by Cooke and Massee always has yellowish brown my-

celium radiating from the base of the stem. Saccardo, Syll., Vol. 5,

p. 1092, says that in Italy this plant grows upon Ozonium stuposum

Fr. The writer has sometimes found our plant growing from masses

of yellow ozonium, upon decaying maple, black locust and black ash

logs. It appeared once in our laboratory cultures upon mycelium
which was white at first then gradually became yellowish brown.

This is not the only Coprinus, however, which grows from a yellow

ozonium. G. radians resembles G. laniger from which it may be

separated by the much smaller scales upon the pileus.

VELIFORMES. Pileus very thin, plicate-sulcate, splitting along

the lines of the gills. Plants usually small.

Section VII. Cyclodei. Stem with a movable ring. Plants small.

205. Coprinus bulbilosus Pat.

Patouillard, Tab. Anal. Fung.. GO.

Illustrations: Ibid, Fig. G58.

Plate XL of this Eeport.

PILEUS 8-10 mm. across, convex, margin striate, at first incurved

then expanding, gray, disk tinged yellow, covered with white meal.

GILLS narrow, gray. STEM 2-3 cm. long, slender, white, base

bulbous, ring loose, at some distance from base, white. SPORES
8-9 x 7-8 x 4 niicr., compressed, oval to subglobose.

On horse dung. Readily grown in cultures from spores. Sac-

cardo, Sylloge, says "spores angular." In our specimens the spores
are slightly angular as seen in one plane.

Section VIII. Lanulati. Pileus covered with a downy or cottony

layer which often has the appearance of a dense coat of soft mealy
vesicles.

206. Coprinus stercorarius Fr.

Fries, Epicr., p. 251.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PI. 685 A.

PILEUS 1-25 cm. high, ovate then companulate, sometimes ex-

panded and rolling up at the margin, very thin, margin striate,

densely covered with a white glistening meal. GILLS adnexed,
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2-3 nun. broad, Bub-ventricose. STEM 7 il' cm. Long, ;it firsl ovatelj

bulbous then elongated and equally attenuated upwards from the

base, hollow, while, al firsl mealy. SPOKES black, 6-8x3 L5 micr.

The specimens referred to this species are Bmaller than the di-

mensions given in the description. Otherwise thej agree with the

description in the sense of Saccardo. Massee, British Fungus Flora,

Vol. 1. p. 326, gives the spore measurements as II L5x8-9.

Pound but once upon cow dung in woods uear Ann Arbor.

207. Coprinus sclerotigenus E. & E.

Ellis & Everhart, Microscope, L890.

Illnstraiions : Microscope, L890, Fig.

.Massee. Ann. Bot, Vol. L0, PL XI, Pigs. 26-28.

Plate XL1 of this Report.

PILEUS .5-1.2 cm. high and broad, ovoid or ovoid-oblong, then

campanulate (a1 firsl covered with a white mealy veil which later

becomes dark and sometimes almost entirely disappears). STEM
2.5-10 cm. high, slender, subequal, usually straight above and more

or less flexuous below where it is downy. GILLS adnexed.

SPORES obliquely elliptical, 8-10x5-6 micr.

Springing from an irregularly subglobose, rngulose, selerotium

which is Mack outside, white inside. On sheep's dung.

Although nothing is said in the original description about a veil,

the type specimens at the New York Botanical Garden still show
some of the mealy white covering of the pileus. This planl was
firsl found at Ann ArbOT and later in other localities. It was

always found growing from selerotia in dung which had apparently
been upon the ground for some time, often over winter. These

selerotia were repeatedly grown from spores in the laboratory and,
after a certain amount of drying out, sporophores grew from the

selerotia. \'>y alternately moistening ami drying the selerotia sev-

eral crops of sporohores were produced. This planl may be

identical with C. tuberosus Quel.
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208. Coprinus narcoticus Fr.

Fries, Epicr., p. 250.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL GSO b.

Plate XLI of this Report.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. across, foetid, very thin, cylindric-clavate then

expanded, at length revolute, covered at first with recurved, white

rloecose scales, then naked, grayish white, hyaline, striate. GILLS

free hut nearly reaching the stem, white then black. STEM 3-5

cm. long, 2 mm. thick, fragile, at first covered with white down,

then almost glabrous, hollow. SPOKES 11x5-0 inicr., elliptical.

On dung, caespitose. ODOR strong and disagreeable. Not com-

mon.

209. Coprinus brassicae Pk.

Peck, N. Y. State Museum Rep. 43, 1878.

Illustrations: Peck, X. V. State Mus. Rep. 43, PI. 2, Fig. 9-14.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 4, PL 5G, Fig. 4.

PILEUS 8-10 mm. broad, at first ovate or conical, then broadly

convex, squamulose, finely striate to the disk, white becoming gray-

ish-brown, membranaceous, margin generally splitting and becom-

ing recurved. GILLS narrow, crowded, reaching the stipe, brown

with a ferruginous tint. STEM 16-20 mm. long, slender, glabrous,

hollow, slightly thickened at the base, white. SPORES 7.5x5

micr., elliptical, brown. On decaying stems of cabbage and other

vegetable debris.

Occasional upon vegetable debris of various kinds. Palmyra,

Ann Arbor. We have found this fungus upon corn stalks, weed

stalks and dead grass.

It seems very probable that this is the plant figured and de-

scribed as ('. tigrinellus, Boudier, Table 139, and C. friesii Quel.

(Patouillard, PL 44(i. i
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Section IX. Furfurclli. Pileus with micaceous particles or

mealy granules.

210. Coprinus patouillardi Quel.

Quelet, Assoc. Fr., 1884, p. I.

illustration : Plate XL 1 1 of this Report.

PILEUS l ''< cm. broad, ovate, oblong, then conico-campanulate

mill finally revolute, at firsl finely striate then deeply plicate, very

thin, white or ashy with pulverulent particles, yellowish to brown

hi the center. GILLS aarrow, free bu1 close to Btem, white 1 1 m *n

smoky brown. STEM 2.5-5 cm. long, L-2 mm. thick, fragile, smooth

or slightly tomentose or pulverulenl ;ii base, white. SPORES
8-7 x 1.5 micr., ovate-triangular to pentagonal.

Common on dung, usually appearing with C. radiatus or ;i little

later. There seems to be considerable variation in tliis plant both

in regard t<> size ami color. In young stages, especially in dry

weather, the pileus is densely covered with dead white to gray

particles, which gradually become In-own as the pileus develops.

The shape of the spore is characteristic ami the variation in size

less than in many other Ooprini. In young stages it is readily dis-

tinguished from C. radiatus by its longer, more cylindrical shape

ami l>y its thicker white veil.

211. Coprinus radiatus Fr.

Pries, Epicr., p. 251 .

Illustration: ("nuke. III.. PI. 682 a.

PILEUS 2-15 mm. wide, at first ovate or short cylindrical, then

campanulate, finally nearly or quite plane ami slightly depressed

at the center, very thin, deeply plicate; pileus with a few brown

granular flecks or scales, slightly pruinose with a lew gland-tipped

hairs, pale in-own or yellowish brown, darker at disk, becoming

gray. GILLS narrow, distant, tree. STEM - <"> cm. high, 1.5 mm.
thick, slender, fragile, hollow, white, becoming darker with age,

slightly pruinose with -Ian. hilar hairs. SP< >RES L0-13 \ s LO micr.,

regularly elliptical, very dark.

Very common upon dung. This is probably our most common

dung-inhabiting Coprinus. It may he found :it almost any time

during the summer season upon dung in pastures. It' fresh horse
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dung be placed in a damp chamber, troops of this fungus will ap-

pear within 10-14 days. Larger specimens appear at first; succes-

sive plants appear smaller and smaller until they are often only

one or two millimeters in diameter and one or two centimeters high.

Just as there is much variation in the size of the fungus there is

wide variation in the size of the spores. Occasionally the speci-

mens are found with small spores 7-10x5-8 micr., as given by Sac-

cardo (Sylloge, Vol. 5, p. 1101). Usually, however, they average as

large as given in our description. Specimens of this plant have

been distributed in exsiccati under the name of G. ephemeras and

G. plicatilis. The plant figured by Buller as G. plicatiloides (Re-

searches in Fungi) is evidently G. radiatus.

Section X. Hcmerohii. Pileus always glabrous or slightly prui-

nose with minute hairs. No universal veil. A few scurfy particles

may be found by the breaking of the cuticle or trama when the

pileus becomes plicate.

212. Coprinus ephemerus Fr.

Fries, Epicr., p. 252.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 685 f.

Plates XLII and XLIII of this Report.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. across, ovate, then campanulate, finally ex-

panded, often splitting and revolute, margin sometimes uneven,

striate, plicate when expanded, very thin, disk even or slightly ele-

vated. Yellowish brown to reddish bay at the disk, at first slightly

pruinose with minute hairs. GILLS linear, slightly adnexed or

barely reaching the stem, usually white at margin. STEM 3-6 cm.

high, 1-2 mm. thick, equal or slightly tapering upward, hollow,

white. SPORES 15-17 x 7-8 micr., black in mass.

Common upon dung or freshly manured ground.
In an examination of different exsiccati, we have found abundant

evidence of the truth of Saccardo's statement that many different

species have been confused under the name of G. ephemerus.
We have found well-marked specimens of G. radiatus, G. plicatilis,

and G. spraguei all under the name of G. ephemerus. Even as we
have limited this species, there are many distinct forms which may
be readily distinguished. We have grown several of these varieties

from spores and have found them to be constant and, even in young
stages, the differences are often apparent to the naked eye. One
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com n inn form has Bhorter spores ill L3 micr.), which are distinctly

angular when viewed in one plane. The deep bay disk and peculiar

pruinose character of the plants make h possible to identify this

form almost as soon as the buttons appear, see plates X LI I, X LI 1 1.

A less common form resembles in the young stages very small speci-

mens of C. micaceus. The spores arc elliptical, 11 L3 micr. long.

Wc have grown another larger and Lighter colored form writh two

spored basidia.

213 Coprinus silvaticus Pk.

Peck, X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 24, p. 71, L872.

Illustrations: [bid, PI. I. Pig. 1<> 1 I.

PILEUS L2-30 mm. broad, convex, membranaceous, plicate-striate

on margin, dark brown, disk very thin, lleshy. GILLS Bub-distant,

narrow, adnexed, brownish then black. STEM 5 cm. high, 1 mm.

thick, slender, fragile, smooth, hollow, white. SPORES L2.5 micr.

lunjj, uihbous-ovate. On ground in woods.

This plant was found once ;it Ann Arbor and once at Bay View.

The gibbous spores are very characteristic.

214. Coprinus boudieri Quel.

Qnelet, Bull. Soc. Bot. Fr., 1S7T.

Peck, X. Y. State -Mus. Rep. 26, p. <;<>, as c. <ni<inl<ilus.

Illustrations : Ibid. Tab. .".. Pig. 1.

Lloyd, Mycological Notes, Vol. I. Pigs. 21-22, p. 17. (As C.

angulatu8.)

PILEl'S 1-2.5 cm. broad, membranaceous, hemispherical, or

convex, plicate-sulcate, reddish brown, smooth or minutely pruinose,

disk smooth. <;ILLS subdistant, reaching the stem, whitish then

black, the margins often remaining white. STL.M 2.5 :. mi. long,

1-1..") mm. thick, equal, smooth or snb-prninose. white. SPORES
7-12x6-10 micr., compressed, angularj keystone shaped.

Upon soil in woods. Rare.

The peculiar angular Bub-ovate or key-tone shaped Bpores are

very characterisl i<- of this plant.
29
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215. Coprinus plicatilis Fr.

Fries, Epicr., p. 252.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111., PL 686 a.

Massee, Ann. Bot, Vol. 10, PL XI, Figs. 23-25, 1896.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 185.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. across, ovate-cylindrical, then campanulate,

membranaceous, sulcate to disk, brown, then grayish; disk remain-

ing darker, rather broad, becoming depressed. GILLS distant,

narrow, attached to a collar at some distance from the stem. STEM
5-7 cm. long, 2 mm. thick, equal, white, smooth, hollow. SPORES
10-12 x 7.5 to 8.5 x 5-6 inicr., compressed, broadly ovate.

Rather common among grass at roadsides, etc.

As in the case of C. ephemeras there has been considerable con-

fusion of species under the name of C. plicatilis. We do not, how-

ever, find a'u much variation in this plant as in G. ephemerus.

Psathyrella Fr.

(From the Greek, diminutive of Psathyra.)

Black-spored. Gills at length uniformly dark-colored, not del-

iquescing, nor variegate-dotted. Pileus membranous, striate or

sulcate, margin at first straight, not exceeding the gills. Stem

slender, confluent. Veil inconspicuous.

Small, thin-capped mushrooms, growing on debris in woods, on

the ground in low grassy places, in gardens, etc. With the excep-

tion of P. disseminata, the species are not well known. Peck has

named twelve species found in the United States and a number of

Friesian species are known to occur. The plants often have the

appearance of the small, evanescent species of Coprinus, but the

gills do not deliquesce. They differ from Panoeolus in the striate

pileus, the non-variegated gills and the margin of pileus not ex-

ceeding the gills. I have definitely studied only two species.
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216. Psathyrella disseminata li. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: CJooke, III.. PI. li-",?.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 586.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt.. No. 351.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Pig. 19, p. is, 1900.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 23, Pig. I.

Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. 280, p. ::17. L908.

PILEUS 5-10 mm. broad, oval then campanulate, a1 ftrsi white,

then gray or grayish-brown, prominently sulcate-plicate to the -mall

hull' umbo, ai ftrsi covered by microscopic, erect, our celled hairs.

scurfy, glabrescent. FLESH membranous, ?erj thin. GILLS

adnate, ascending, rather broad, yentricose, sub-distant, at ftrsi

white, then ashy and finally uniformly black. STEM slender, l' ::

can. long, .5 to 1 nini. thick, hollow, white, at ftrsi minutely hairy

with spreading hairs, glabrescent. SPORES 7-10x4-5 micr., elon-

gate-elliptical, smooth, purple-black under microscope. I5ASIDIA

suhcylimlrical. 20-27x6-7 micr., t-spored, interspersed with abund-

ant sterile, inflated cells. CYSTIDIA none. ODOR nunc. TASTK
mild.

( >n debris and on the ground in woods in extensive gregarious and

caespitosc (lusters of numerous individuals.

Throughoul the Stale. Mav-October. Common.

This species is well named: the thousands of plants which often

cover the ground and debris around stumps are an attractive sighl

when fresh. It sometimes appears in greenhouses according to

Atkinson. The microscopic structure of the hymenium is similar

to that of the Coprini, and some authors (vide Ricken) refer it to

that genus.

217. Psathyrella crenata (Laseli.) IV.

Hymen. Europ., L874.

[llustration : Cooke, 111.. PL 847.

"PILEUS 2-3.5 cm. broad, hemispherical, hygrophanous, rufe

-rent or ochraceous, then pallid, atomate, 8ulcate-plicate, margin at

length crenate. PLESH membranous. GILLS adnate, subventri-

cose, yellowish-fuscous than Mack. STEM 6-7 cm. long, L-2 mm.

thick', slender, glabrous, whitish, striate and mealy at apOJ
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The description is adopted from Fries. Our plants had a more

convex pileus, at first dark gray then rufescent or ochraceous; the

gills were rather narrow, sub-distant, edge white-fimbriate; stem

fragile, stuffed-hollow
;
the spores elliptic-oblong, 10-12.5 x 6-7 micr.,

smooth, purplish-black under microscope. CYSTIDIA few or none.

The crenate folds of the margin of the cap included two to three

striae. It agrees well with Cooke's figure.

Panceolus Fr.

(From the Greek, panaiolus, meaning all-variegated.)

Black-spored. Gills grayish-black, dotted by the spores, ascend-

ing, more or less attached but seceding. Stem central, polished,

subrigid. Pileus not striate, rather firm but not very fleshy.

Veil woven-submembranous or subsilky.

Dung-inhabiting, slender-stemmed, slightly persistent but putre-

scent mushrooms, whose otherwise glabrous pileus is either ap-

pendiculate or slightly white-silky on the margin by the collapsing
of the more or less evanescent veil. Often ring-marked on the stem

by the spores falling on the remnants of the veil. It is a rather

small genus, and the rarer species are not well known. Peck has

described five species, of which P. epimyces is to be looked for

under Stropharia. The spores are opaque, black, smocfth and usual-

ly lemon-shaped or elliptical; they remain aggregated in tiny
clusters on the gills as these mature and so produce the dotted-

variegated appearance of the gills. Later the gills become entirely

gray-black to black.

218. Panceolus solidipes Pk. (Edible)

X. Y. State Mus. Eep. 23, 1872.

Illustrations:- Ibid, PL 4, Fig. 1-5.

Hard, Mushrooms, PL 41, Fig. 278, p. 343.

White, Conn. State Geol. & Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull., No. 3, PL
27, p. 53.

Plate XLIY of this Report.

PILEUS 4-10 cm. broad, large, firm, at first hemispherical then

broadly convex, obtuse, moist, glabrous, ivhite when fresh, even,
at length rimose-scaly and yellowish, especially on disk. FLESH
rather thick, white, watery near the gills. GILLS ascending, nar-
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rowly initiate, broad, ventricose, close, white at first, then ashy to

black, variegated by the spores, edge white-fiocculose. STEM Long

ami rather stout. 8-20 cm. Long, 5-15 mm. thick, equal, firm, solid,

fibrous, glabrous, white within and without, apex striate and

beaded with drops, Btraighl or curved at base, sometimes twisted.

SPORES broadly elliptical, abruptly narrowed a1 base, smooth,

L5-18x9-ll micr., black. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills,

broadly Lanceolate, •".i»::.~> micr. Long, subobtuse. BASIDLA Bhort-

clavate, aboul 33x14 micr., L-spored. ODOR and TASTE slight.

Edible.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On manure piles rich in Btraw, on

dung and on richly manured lawns. Ann Arbor. May-July. Spaa
modic.

This is our largesl Panceolus and an excellenl Bpecies for the

tahlc It is probably to be found throughoul the southern part of

the State: it lias only appeared during a few seasons hut then in

abundance. The large size, white color when Fresh, the solid stem

and the marked striations on the upper portion of the stem are its

distinguishing characters. The striations sometimes extend the

whole length of the stem. Tts flavor when cooked is quite agree-

able. It is often a noble plant and our illustration does not do it

justice.

219. Panoeolus retirugis Fr. (Suspected)

Epicrisis, L838.

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 509.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 3. PI. L0, Pig. 7.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, PI. 11. Pig. L5, p. L5, L900.

Hard. Mushrooms, PI. L0, Pig. l'TC. p. 340, L908.

Reddick, End. Geol. & Nat. Bist. Resour. Rep. 32, Pig. ".». p.

1231, L907.

PILEUS 1 •"'• cm. broad, rather titan, at firsl elliptic-oval, then

campanulate-hemispherical, obtuse, glabrous, dark smoky when

young nmi wet, becoming paler, or in dry weather grayish, pale

(day color or creamy-white, shining-micaceous when dry, surface

usually reticulate-veined <>» dish-, sometimes even, margin connected

with stem in young stage by " floccose-submembranous, ring-likt

veil, veil soon broken and margin markedly appendiculate in es

panded pileus. PLESE rather thin, equal. <;ild.s adnate-seced-

ing, broad, ventricose, close, white then variegate-spotted by the
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black spores, edge white-flocculose. STEM 5-1G cm. long, 2-6 mm.

thick, equal, cylindrical, sometimes flexuous, whitish, rufescent or

tinged purplish within and without, darker below, hollow, often

covered with frost-like bloom, sometimes minutely rinmlose, bulbil-

late. SPORES broadly oval-elliptical, ventricose, 15-18 x 9-11 micr.,

smooth, black. Sterile cells on edge of gills, narrow, subcapitate.

Gregarious or scattered on dunghills, manured lawns, fields,

road-sides, etc., in woods or in the open. Throughout the State.

May-October. Very common.

The most widely distributed of our species. In favorable weather

it occurs abundantly where stock is pastured. In dry weather it

is smaller and paler. In the woods or in drizzly weather the stems

are large and the colors are very different. Some disagreement ex-

ists as to the size of the spores, which are variable in dimension but

rather constant in shape. Ricken describes and figures a form which

is scarcely our plant, and Cooke's figure is not convincing. It is

not poisonous but is rather unattractive and usually avoided when

collecting for the table. The older name is P. carbonarius. It is

possible that this runs into P. campanulatus Fr. and is often con-

fused with it.

220. Panoeolus campanulatus Fr. (Suspected)

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustration: Ricken, Bli'itterpilze, PI. 69, Fig. 8.

"PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, brownish-gray or yellowish-gray, per-

sistently conic-campanulate, never expanded, glabrous, often some-

what silky-shining, neither hygrophanous nor viscid, margin some-

what appendiculate by the rather persistent veil. FLESH thin,

concolor. GILLS adnate, ventricose-ascending, broad, close, varie-

gated gray to black by the spores, edge white-flocculose. STEM
7-10 cm. long, 1-2 mm. thick, straight, rigid-fragile, equal, reddish-

brown, pulverulent-pruinose, apex striate, black-dotted and beaded
with drops in wet weather. SPORES lemon-shaped, 15-18x10-13

micr., smooth, opaque, black."

The description is adopted from Ricken. According to Godfrin

(Bull. Soc. Myc. de France, 19, p. 45) this species differs from P.

retirugis in the structure of the cuticle. In the latter species the
surface cells of the pileus are four or five layers thick, gradually
passing into the longer, tramal cells below; while in P. campanu-
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lotus there are only one or two rows of abruptly differentiated cells

with Large, clavate, ered cystidia-like cells intermingled. The

species has qo1 been aniformly conceived by differenl authors and

needs further comparison, h is said to be very common in Europe
:iihI is widely reported in this country. The majority of authors

give the same spore-size ;is Ricken.

221. Panoeolus papillionaceus Fr. (SUSPECTED

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustration ; Ricken, Biatterpilze, PI. 69, Pig. ::.

"PILEUS 2 l mi. broad, subhemispherical, '// length expanded,
never viscid nor hygrophanous, "/ length rimose-scaly <>> areolate,

pallid <>>• sordid irhitisli to smoky-gray or brownish-pallid, margin
with evanescent, pallid veil. FLESH slightly thick, white. <;iu,s

broadly adnate, often very broad, ventricose, close, variegated gray-

blackish from the spores, at length black. STEM 6-8 cm. long, 2-5

nun. thick, CartUaginOUS-tOUghish, rigid, hollow, somewhat attenu-

ated, whitish, with brownish hast', apex striate and w hite-pruinose.

SPORES lemon-shaped, 15-18x9-11 micr., smooth, black."

The description is adopted from Ricken. The spores are some

what more narrow according to most authors. This species seems

in be in frequent with us. Small forms occur which may he referred

here, in which the pileus is less than a centimeter broad and the

spores are smaller. The species is not too well known. Its main

character seems to be the whitish stem hut do doubl the forms with

such a stem need segregation as shown by some of my collections.

222. Panoeolus sp.

PILEUS t-2.5 cm. broad, campanulate, obtuse, not expanded.

1-1.5 cm. high, hygrophanous, bibulous, smoky gray when moist,

livid buff when dry, glabrous, dull and subpruinose, ;it length coarse

ly crenate-wavy when dry; veil absent or fugacious. FLESH

thickish, rather linn. COnCOlor I moist i, then pallid. GILLS
rounded behind, adnate-seceding, not broadly attached, ventric*

crowded, gray then variegated black, edge white-flocculose. STEM
5-7 cm. long, Blender, l-i' mm. thick, equal, rigid fragile, flexuous or

straight, hollow, livid smoky-gray, concolor within, pruinose, gla-

brescent, base white-mycelioid. SPORES elliptical, ventricose, 9 l"
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x 6 niicr., smooth, obtusely pointed, black. Sterile cells on edge of

gills, linear, subcapitate, 30-40 x 4-5 niicr. ODOR none.

Gregarious. On horse dung and soil, in woods pastured by horses.

Ann Arbor. October.

This is close to P. sphinctrinus Fr. in most of its characters, but

differs in its much smaller spores and in the lack of a persistent,

appendiculate veil. The surface portion of the pileus has the same

structure that is given by Godfrin (1. c.) for P. sphinctrinus.

AMAUROSPORAE

Psalliota Fr.

(From the Greek, Psallion, a ring or collar.)

Purple-brown-spored. Stem fleshy, separable from the pileus,

provided with a persistent or evanescent annulus. Gills free, usually

pink or pinkish in the young stage.

Fleshy, mostly compact and large mushrooms, growing on the

ground in woods among fallen leaves, etc., or on lawns, pastures,

open ground or cultivated fields. They correspond to Lepiota of

the white-spored group. They are all edible, the larger ones being

among the best known and most widely used of edible mushrooms.

Several species have been cultivated a long time and are of con-

siderable commercial importance, especially in Europe. (See re-

marks under P. campestris.)

The PILEUS is glabrous, fibrillose or fibrillose-scaly, either white

or whitish or dark colored by the color of the fibrils on its surface;

these fibrils compose a thin layer on the very young cap, and as the

cap expands are broken up, except at the slow-growing center, into

fibrillose scales. The young cap of these species is therefore much
more uniformly colored than later in the expanded stage. The sur-

face of the whitish species is often stained somewhat with yellowish
of rufescent hues when bruised or in age. The size varies; most spe-

cies may become quite large, P. subrufescens reaching a size of 20

cm. across the cap ;
a few are quite small. The surface is dry, or it

may be slightly viscid as in P. cretacella. The GILLS are free, as

in Lepiota. When the button is quite small it is white, but in some

species, e. g. P. campestris, becomes pink quickly. This character

has been used to separate the species, but is a difficult point for be-

ginners to determine. As the spores begin to take on color, the pur-
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plish-brown lines appear and when old, most gills :i j»i
»«*ii i- blackish-

brown because of the dense layer of spores. The STEM is either

almost iiiiilill'eieii! iated within and is then solid, or has a distinct

pith which soon disappears and Leaves it hollow, often in the form

of a narrow tubule. 1 1 is fleshy and when fresh has no cartilaginous

cortex; it is, however, of different texture from thai of the pileus

and easily separates from it.

The VEIL is single or double. When double the substance

of the under layer is similar to that of the pileus and the base of

the stem and is probably a part of a universal cuticle. Sometimes

it is very voluminous and forms a large pendulous annulus, as in

P. placomyces and P. subrufescens. Usually it is quite thick and

persistent. The lower layer breaks off soonest, ceases expansion
and cracks into radial patches which remain on the under Bide of

the annulus; sometimes, as in /'. abruptibulbd) it is very evane-

scent.

The genus may be divided into two sections based on the structure

Of the veil. The Friesian grouping is entirely artificial, and the

difference in the color of the young gills, used by some as a basis for

grouping, seems too variable a criterion for the purpose.

K( .// to the Species

(A) Plants large; pileus normally much more than 4 cm. broad. (See
P. campestris. »

(a) Growing in forests, thickets, groves, etc.

(b) Pileus white, not fibrillose-scaly, usually glabrous.
(c) Pileus turning yellowish on disk when nibbed; stem with

small, abrupt bulb. 22»1. P. nhru ptibulbd Pk.

(cc) Pileus firm. Chalky-white, not stained yellow; without abrupt
bulb. 223. /'. cretacella Atk.

(bbi Pileus with fibrils or flbrillose scales <>n the Burface.

(c) Flesh turning pink to blood-red where broken; fibrils brown-
ish-gray. 231. P. haemorrhodaria Fr.

(cc) Flesh not or scarcely changing color.

(i!i Annulus single,, not covered on under side with floccose

patches; fibrils brown. 230. /'. silvatiCQ Fr.

(dd) Annulus double, as shown by the patches on under surface.

(e) Disk of pileus blackish, fibrils brown; odor not marked.
227. P. placomyces Pk.

(ee) Disk reddish-brown, fibrils tawny; odor of almonds; la:

228. P. subrufescens Pk.

(aa) Growing in fields, open places, cultivated grounds or lawns, not

scaly,

(b) Annulus as a broad band with spreadin : gills very nar-

row as compared to the thick flesh; in cities. 22 t. P. rodmotli
Pk.

(hb) Annulus different.

(c) I 'ileus large, surface stained yellowish on disk" when brui

annulus double. 225. P. arvensis Fr.

(cc) Pileus medium, surface unchanged; annulus lacerated, sin:;

gills bright pink. 229. P. vu pi ttris Fr.
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(AA) Pileus 1-5 cm. broad.

(a) Flesh of stem soon blood-red; in hot-bouses. 235. P. echinata Fr.

(aa) Flesh whitish, not turning red.

(b) Fibrils of pileus grayish-brown or brown; gills at first gray.

232. P. mieromegetha Pk.

(bb) Not markedly fibrillose.

(c) Pileus creamy-white, with yellowish stains. 233. P. comtula Fr.

(cc) Pileus with pinkish to reddish-brown hues, slightly fibrillose.

234. P. diminutive Pk.

Section I. Bivclarcs. Annulus double, with thick flocculose

patches on under side.

223. Psalliota cretacella Atk. (Edible)

Jour, of Mycology, Vol. 8, 1902.

PILEUS 4-7 cm. broad, convex to expanded, thin, glabrous, white,

sometimes inclined to be slightly viscid in wet weather, even.

FLESH white, sometimes with a tinge of • pink. GILLS free,

crowded, narrow7

,
34 mm. broad, narrowed behind, white at first,

then sloivly pink, later dark grayish-brow n, not becoming blackish.

STEM 5-8 cm. long, 0-10 mm. thick, tapering from the enlarged

base, white, glabrous above the annulus, chalky-white below and

covered with minute, white, powdery scales often arranged in

irregular concentric rings below, solid, but center less dense. AN-
NULUS double, persistent, white, smooth above, the lower surface

with very fine floccose scales similar to those on the stem from which

the annulus was separated. SPORES 4-5 x 3 inicr. ODOR and

TASTE of almonds as in P. arvensis.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the leaf-mold, debris, etc., in

coniferous regions. Marquette. Bay View. August-September. In-

frequent.

The description is adapted from that of Atkinson. P. cretacella

is closely related to P. cretaceus Fr. which differs, according to

Fries' description, in the hollow stem, the blackish-fuscous gills

when mature and in that the pileus becomes at length scaly. Our

plants have a glabrous chalky-white pileus and solid stem. Rickeu

gives spores of P. cretaceus as 8-9 x 5-6 micr.
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224. Psalliota rodmani l'k. EDIBL]

N. Y. State MEus. Rep. 36, L884.

Illustrations : Peck, N. V. .Mus. Rep. IS. IM. !». Fig. I 6, L896.

Marshall. The Mushroom Book, PL 25, op. p. T<;. L905.

Atkinson. Mushrooms, Pig. 17. p. L9, L900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 250, p. 309, L908.

Plate XLV of this Report.

PILEUS l L0 cm. broad, (more often medium Bize), at ftrsl de-

pressed-hemispherica] to broadly convex, al length Bubexpanded to

plane, firm, dry, glabrous, Bubsilky, white or whitish, cream color !«•

Bubochraceous in age, the margin a1 firsl Incurved and surpassing
the i,

r ills. FLESH thick, compact, white nut changed by bruising.

GILLS fret' hut oearly of quite reaching the stem, abruptly rounded

behind, narrow, width <ii><>itt one-third the thickness of pileus, crowd-

ed, at fust dull pink, then purplish-brown, finally blackish-brown,

edge '-nt ire STEW short, 2-5 cm. Long, 1-2.5 cm. thick, .stout, equal,

solid, glabrous below, apex slightly scurfy, white within ami with-

out, provided at tin- middle or In loir with (i band-like, double, white

ANXI'LI'S. with somewhat spreading edges, sometimes narrow and

merely grooved, or somewhat lacerated. SPORES minute. 5-6.5 x

4-4.5 inicr.. broadly elliptical or broadly oval, smooth, purplish-

brown, blackish-brown in mass. BASIDIA 30-36x8 micr., L-spored.

ODOR and TASTE agreeable.

Solitary on the ground especially along city pavements, or

eaespitose on lawns or grassy places. Throughoul the state. Ann

Arbor, Detroit, Holland. Houghton, etc. May-October. Not infre-

quent.

A well-marked species, whose margined, hand like annulus. nar-

row gills, solid stem and squatty hahit characterize it sufficiently.

The young skills are white for a much Longer time than in /'.

campestris. The pileus may become yellowish-tinged bu1 the flesh

is not changed by bruising excepl that it becomes slightly rufescent

in the stem. Peck says the annulus is rather thick at times; in our

specimens it was thin and almost membranous. Sometimes it occurs

on lawns in dense, eaespitose clusters of ."til to ion individuals;

such a growth was observed in Ann Arbor by myself, and the same

condition has been reported to me by I>r. L. L. Hubbard at Houghton.
it apparently prefers city conditions, as it is almost exclusively

round there, it is edible and much prized by those acquainted with

it.
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225. Psalliota arvensis Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations: Fries, Sverig. atl. o gift. Swamp, PI. 4.

Cooke, 111., PI. 523.

Gillet, Champignons tie France, No. 571 (as Pratella).

Berkeley, Outlines, PI. 10, Fig. 1.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I, No. 61.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 62, Fig. 2.

Hard, Mushrooms, PI. 34 and Fig. 252, p. 312.

Swanton, Fungi, etc., PL 38, Fig. 13, op. p. 111.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Kep. 48, PL 8.

• Plate XLVI of this Report.

PILEUS 5-20 cm. broad, large, subhemispherical at first, then

convex-expanded, disk plane, firm, even, glabrous, almost shin-

ing, or with appressed, small, fibrillose scales, dry, white or tinged

yellowish-ochraceous on disk, especially when rubbed, sometimes

rimose-areolate. FLESH thick, white, at length yellowish-tinged.

GILLS free, crowded, rather broad, at first whitish then slowly

grayish-pink, finally blackish-brown, edge entire. STEM 5-20 cm.

long, 10-30 mm. thick, stout, white, yellowish stained where bruised,

silky-shining above the annulus, stuffed by a loose pith, then hollow,

equal-cylindrical above the abrupt, small and short bulb, glabrous)

ANNULUS thick, rather large, double, the lower layer radially

cracked into rather large oehraceous-tinged patches. SPORES 6-7

x 4-4.5 micr., elliptical, smooth, purplish-brown, blackish-brown in

mass. ODOR of anise or of bemsaldehyde.
On the ground, cultivated fields, pastures, on grassy mounds in

woods, in the north on lawns; scattered-gregarious or solitary.

Throughout the State, more frequent in the Northern Peninsula.

July-October. Infrequent in the south part of State.

The "field mushroom" or "ploughed land mushroom" is not limit-

ed to cultivated fields. It was found in several cities along Lake

Superior on lawns. It is much prized by the inhabitants for the

table. It is larger than P. campestris, and can be distinguished by
the tendency of the center of the cap and base of stem to turn yellow-
ish-ochraceous when rubbed or bruised. The gills, although pink for

a brief time at one stage, are white much longer than in the other

species. Also there is often a slight but distinct odor of oil of bitter

almonds when the flesh is crushed. It is curious to note the various

spore-measurements given by authors. Ours agree practically with
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the size given by Bresadola, Ricken and Massee. <>n the other hand,

Carsten, W. Smith, Bchroeter, Baccardo and Peck give them !> (or

11) x 6 micr. and as our suspects from other remarks abont the

plain, s c other species is probably at times mistaken for if.

Ricken, whose figure is cumbered, through an error, for thai of p.

cretaceuSj emphasizes the point thai in Ins plants the flesh of the

siciu becomes blackish in age. This lias imi been observed in our

region and the dried specimens do aol show it. Cts edibility is qoI

in be quesl ioned.

226. Psalliota abruptibulba I'k. Edibli

X. Y. State .Mns. Bull. 94, 1905 (as Agaricus).
X. Y. State .Mus. Mem. 1. L900 (as Agaricus abntplii.s).

Illustrations: [bid, PL :»'.». Pig. 8 l I. L900.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 254, p. 313, L908.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. L9-20, 1900 (as P. silvicola).

Marshall, Mushrooms, PL 26, op. p. IT. 1905.

Plate XLVI1 of this Report.

PILEUS 7-15 cm. broad, convex then ewpanded-plane, brittle, dry,

glabrous or covered with white appressed silky fibrils, sometimes

obscurely appressed scaly, white or creamy-white, often with dingy

yellowish stains on disk, silky-shining. FLESH moderately thick.

turning yellowish when bruised, especially under the cuticle.

GILLS tree, remote, crowded, narrow, soon pink, then dark brown,

edge entire. STEM 8 L5 cm. long, 8-15 mm. thick, cylindrical or

tapering upward from a small, subabrupt bulb, relatively slender at

times, creamy-white, yellowish when bruised, stuffed then hollow,

subglabrous. AXXi'U's broad, double, smooth above, cracking be-

low into thick, sometimes evanescent, yellowish patches. SPORES
5 6 x •'!- 1 micr.. elliptical, smooth, purple-brown. ODOR and TASTE

agreeable.

Scattered or subcaespitose on the ground among fallen leaves in

frondose or mixed woods. Throughoul the State. July-October.

Fairly common.
The species is known by its haliitat in woods, its lint rap at ma-

turity which is shining-whitish, the rather slender, abruptly-bulbous

Stem and the tendency for the tlesh of the cap and stem to become

yellowish where bruised. It differs from /'. arvensis in its very

different stature; from /'. placomyces in the absence of any brown-

ish or rufous fibrils on the cap. and from /'. sylvaticus Fr. by its
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bulbous stem. Peck first referred it to P. arvensis as a variety,

later he called it Agaricus abruptus; but as this name was pre-

empted it was changed to abruptibulba. Sometimes the veil ap-

pears to be single, but this is merely accidental. Mcllvaine says

"it has a strong, spicy, mushroom odor and taste and makes a

highly flavored dish. It is delicious with meats; the very best

mushroom for catsup." Since it occurs in the woods, it must be

carefully distinguished from the deadly, white Amanitas.

227. Psalliota placomyces Pk. (Edible)

N. Y. State Mus. Pep. 29, 1878.

Illustrations : N. Y.. State Mus. Rep. 48, PI. 9, Fig. 7-12.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 21-23, pp. 23-21, 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 255, 257, pp. 314-316, 1908.

Clements, Minn. Mushrooms, Fig. 42. p. 74, 1910.

P1LEUS 5-12 cm. broad, at first broadly ovate, convex-expanded,

finally quite -plane, sometimes subumbonate, not striate, squamu-

lose, whitish, except where dotted with the brown scales which are

more dense toward the center, forming a blackish-brown disk,*in

age the surface may be entirely brown. FLESH white or tinged

yellowish under cuticle, rather thin except disk. GILLS free,

crowded, thin, white at first, soon pink then blackish-brown, edge

entire. STEM rather long, 7-12 cm. long, tapering upward or

clavatc-bulbous, 4-8 mm. thick, stuffed then hollow, whitish, the

bulb sometimes yellowish-stained, glabrous. ANNULUS large,

superior, double, the under layer cracking radially and leaving

patches, finally darkened by the spores. SPOPES 5-6x3.5-4 micr.

(rarely few longer), elliptical-oval, nucleate, smooth, purplish-

brown, blackish-brown in mass. ODOR not marked.

Solitary or scattered, sometimes a few caespitose, on the ground in

frondose, hemlock or mixed woods, rarely on lawns. Ann Arbor,

Lansing, Xew Richmond, probably throughout the State. July-

September. Infrequent, during some seasons rare.

A beautiful plant when one comes across it at its best, with its

artistically decorated cap and symmetrical stature. It differs

clearly from all others. It is edible although the flesh is thinner

than in the preceding species. It is known by the minute brown

scales on the flattened cap, the clavate-bulbous stem and the large,

flabby annulus. During some seasons, it seems to be absent even

under favorable weather conditions.
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228. Psalliota subrufescens Pk. (Edibli

X. v. State -Miis. Rep. hi. L893.

Illustrations : N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 18, PL 7, L896.

Plates XLVIII, XLIX, L, of this Report.

I'll. Ill's 8 18 cm. broad, large, a1 first hemispherical then convex,

finally plane, becoming \\.i\\ and split on the margin, silky-fibrUlo8t
at fust, the fibrillose surface soon breaking up to form very numer-

ous, oppressed, pale tawny fibrillose scales, disk reddish-brown and
not scaly, sometimes rimose, not striate. FLESH white, unchange-

able, rather thin, soft, Fragile at maturity. GILLS free, qoI very

remote, narrow, crowded, ai lirst white, then pinkish, finally black-

ish-brown, edge ;ii fust minutely white-fimbriate. STEM 7-15 cm.

long, tapering upward, L-1.5 cm. thick a1 apex, twice as thick below,
white and almosl glabrous above the annulus, floccose fibrillose to

subscaly toward base, stuffed by soft white pith then hollow, the

bulb varying clavate to more or less abrupt. ANNULUS very

voluminous, reflexed, double, rather distant from the apex of the

stem, smooth ami white above, with soft, floccose, pale lawny scales

below, becoming dark from spores. SPORES 6-7.5 x t-5 micr., ellip-

tical, smooth, dark purple brown, blackish-brown in mass.

STERILE (MILLS on edge of uills numerous, subcylindrical, very

narrow, hyaline. ODOR when crushed, strong of almonds. TASTE
of green nuts.

Gaespitose, on masses of decaying fallen Leaves in frondose woods

and in richly manured hothouse beds, lit is also cultivated for

the market, i

Ann Arbor, Detroit. August-October. Rather rare.

Our Largest Psalliota. probably at times surpassing the size giyen

above. The original description was made by Peck from old ma-

terial, and Later
I
L8th Rep.) he points out that the cap is coated

with fibrils which at length give it the scaly character. Peek's de

scription of this species is. therefore, misleading, and probably his

specimens did not show the full development of the scales shown in

our photographs. Some of OUr specimens were sent to Dr. Peck who

I
renounced them /'. subrufescens Pk. Noi f our other Psalliotas

could he easily confused with /'. subrufescens when it appears in

the w is. Of the European species, p. augusta Pr. and /'. perrara
Lies, approach it in size. These are at once distinct, according to

Ricken's descriptions, by their paler caps and Larger spores. The
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spores of P. augusta are 12-14 x 6-7 micr., per Kicken
;
of P. perrara,

8-10x5 micr., per Bresadola. P. silvatica Fr. differs in the smaller

size, the simple annulus and differently colored pileus. P. subru-

fescens sometimes appears in hot-house beds and has been reduced to

cultivation, where its characters seem to be somewhat changed, so

that Peck has made a lengthy comparison between it and P. cam-

pestris, to which the wild form has no close resemblance.

Section II. Univelares. Annulus simple, not with thick floccose-

patches on under side.

229. Psalliota campestris Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: (Selected, very numerous.)

Fries, Sverig. atl. o. gift. Swamp., PL 5.

Cooke, 111., PL 52G.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 573 (As Pratella).

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I, No. GO.

Bresadola, I. Fung. mang. e. velenos, PL 53.

Marshall, The Mushroom Book, PL 23, op. 71 and PL 24, op.

75, 1905.

Gibson, Our Edible Toadstools and Mushrooms, PL 5, p.

83 and PL 6, p. SO.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. I, PL 3, Fig. 1.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 248 and 249, p. 307, 1908.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Figs. 1-8, pp. 2-8, 1900.

Atkinson, Bot. Gaz., Vol. 43, p. 264 et. al., PL 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

and 12 (showing all stages of development).

•

PILEUS 4-7 cm. broad (occasionally larger, especially when

cultivated), at first flattened hemispherical then convex-expanded
or nearly plane, firm, even, glabrous or at length minutely floccose-

silky or delicately fibrillose-scaly, dry, white (scaly forms are

brownish, etc.), the margin extending beyond gills, edge often

fringed when fresh by the tearing of the partial veil. FLESH
thick, white, not changing when bruised. GILLS free but not re-

mote, rounded behind, ventricose, not broad, close, almost from
the very first delicate pink, then deep -flesh color, finally purplish-
brown to blackish, edge even. STEM 5-7 cm. long, thick, usually

subequal or tapering downward, rarely subbulbous, solid-stuffed,
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usually rather shorl and firm, white or whitish, glabrous. A \

NULUS above and oear the middle, edge Lacerate, often evanescent

in age, derived from the thin, simple, while, partial veU. SPORES
elliptical, 7 !» \ L-.5-5.5 micr., purple-brown, blackish-brown in muss.

Bmooth. ODOE and TASTE agreeable.

On the ground in lawns, gardens, golf-links, roadsides, especially

in Bheep-pastures, sometimes in cultivated fields.

Throughoul the State. Less frequent lb spring, usually in Jul)
October. Uncommon excepl locally during some seasons, rare at

other times.

This is the well-known "pink-gilled" or -*< m l i I •! «
•*"

mushroom, l>>

many people in this country considered in addition to the "sponge

mushroom," \forchella esculenta, as the only mushroom safe to eat;
all others are dubbed "toadstools." Some persons, however, know

and ea1 a larger cumber <>!' kinds; again, all others are "toadstools."

to them. The word toadstool, therefore, means nothing definite; it

only expresses the ignorance <>r people concerning those fungi of

which they arc afraid. The two words refer to the same group of

plants and can be used interchangeably.
In the young or "button" stage the gills arc soon tinged pink,

and as it is possible to mistake the button of the deadly, white

Amanita verna for it at this stage, every button should be broken

open while collecting. By the time the veil breaks the pink color

of the gills is quite marked. All who use this mushroom, should

read carefully the remarks under Amanita.

This mushroom has been eaten from time immemorial, and its

artificial cultivation carried on extensively for centuries. In ami
around large cities, Large establishments exisl to raise it for the

market, selling it for 75c to 90c a pound in this country. "The an-

nual product of the Chicago mushroom beds is said to he from

sixty to seventy-five tons.'" (Nat. Eist. Surv. of Chicago Acad.

Sci. Bull. VII, pari 1. p. 90.) Special underground mushroom
houses, caves, abandoned mines, cellars, etc., have been adopted for

the cultivation of this mushroom. Duggar states that in I'.toi the

total product of the mushroom industry in the environs of Paris,

Prance, was 5,000 tons or L0,000,000 pounds. This shows the

extent to which Europeans ea1 mushrooms as compared with

our American consumption. Aboul the same ratio exists in the

use of the many different edilde wild species. In this country we
have hardly begun to realize the immense amount id' palatable food

that goes to waste in our fields and woods.

Numerous varieties of /'. campestris have been described. With

31
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us the white variety is the common form, although an occasional

patch of the variety with brownish and more fibrillose caps may
be found. The caps are apparently not as large as in more moist

climates, although occasionally one finds large plants in cultivated

fields. Var. villaticus Fr. has been raised to specific rank by Bres-

adola
;
the pileus of this species is large and scaly and the stem is

scaly and coated or subvolvate by the inferior veil. I have not seen

it. No discussion is given here of the cultivated varieties. Those

interested in their cultivation should read Duggar's "The Principles

of Mushroom Growing, etc." Bull. No. 85, Bureau of Plant Ind.,

U. S. Dept. Agr., or the chapter in Atkinson's Mushrooms, last

edition.

230. Psalliota silvatica Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations : Bresadola, Fung. Trid., Vol. I, PL 90.

Cooke, 111., PL 530 (=P. perrara per Bres.)

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 68.

"PILEUS 8-11 cm. broad, campanulate then expanded, at first

cinereous then yellowish-whitish with a rufous-fuscous center, cover-

ed by brown scales. FLESH rather thick except margin. GILLS

free, remote, crowded, white at first, then rosy-flesh color, at length

reddish-cinnamon. STEM 6-9 cm. long, 1-1.5 cm. thick, hollow,

whitish, glabrous, or subfibrillose, equal or with a bulbous base,

bulb sometimes marginate, white within when broken, yellowish at

apex, slightly rose-red on sides. ANNULUS simple, ample, distant,

superior, white, substriate, flocculose. SPOEES 6-7x3.5-4 rnicr.,

elliptical, incarnate-fulvous. BASIDTA clavate, 25 x 6-7 micr.

ODOR and TASTE agreeable."

Reported by Longyear. In woods.

The description is adopted from Bresadola. The descriptions

in our mushroom books are scarcely satisfactory. The figures of

Gooke and Gillet are said to depart from the characteristics of the

plant. It seems to be rare, and I have never collected it. The gray

color of the young plant and the truly brown color of the scales,

the hollow stem and spores ought to make it recognizable. Ricken

emphasizes the change of gills and flesh to blood-red when bruised

and considers P. haemorrhoidaria as an autumnal form. This com-

plicates matters, especially in the absence of specimens of our own.
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231 Psalliota haemorrhodaria IV. Edible)

Hymen. Kurop., Ins.").

Illustrations : ( "ooke, III., PL 531.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. -577 (as Pratella).

N. V. State .Mus. Rep. 54, PL 75, L901.

PILEUS 5-10 (in. broad, at first subglobose to subovate then

campanulate-expanded, aearlj plane, covered by rather dei

fibrillose, brownish-gray, appressed scales, sometimes glabrous
toward margin and paler, margin subpersistently Incurved.

FLESH while turning pink to blood-red when broken, thick '>n

disk, thin on margin. GILLS free, i lerately broad, crowded,
while at first, then rosy-flesh-color, finally dark brown. STEM
5-10 cm. long, 8-15 nun. thick, subequal, rarely bulbous, stuffed then

hollow, floccose-fibrillose, glabrescent, white or pallid, darker in

age. ANNULUS large, pendulous, persistent, superior, simple,

white., it length colored hy spores. SPORES 6-7x I micr., elliptical,

purplish-brown, smooth. STEE I LE CELLS on edge <>f ^ills. clavate,

enlarged-rounded above. ODOB and TASTE agreeable.

Caespitose or scattered, on the ground or about the base of trees

in low places in mixed woods, usually near birch and maple trees.

Marquette, New Richmond. August-October. [nfrequenl in the

coniferous regions of the state.

Easily known by the change of the flesh to red, which culm- fresh

plants immediately show when broken. This character is said to

be found also in the seashore mushroom. /'. halophUa Pk. which

has a solid stem and has not been round inland. Peck says its

flavor when cooked is similar to P. cam /» '8% ris}
and gives to the milk

in which ii is slewed a brownish color. Ricken considers ii a

mere form of P. silvatica, but describes the latter differently from

most authors. It is certainly (list inci .

232. Psalliota micromegetha Pk. (Edible

N. V. state .Mus. Rep. 54, L901. iAs Vgaricus pusillus).

Illustration: X. V. state .Mus. Hull. in;. Pi. 107, Pig. l •;. L907.

"PILEUS 2-7 cm. broad, fragile, convex becoming plane, some

times subdepressed in center, dry. silky-fibrillose or fif>rilh><i scaly,

grayish-brown "/• brown in center, often with yellowish or ferrugi-
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nous stains. FLESH white or whitish, not changing color where
wounded. GILLS free, close, grayish at first, soon pinkish, finally
brown. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick, equal or slightly taper-

ing upward, sometimes bulbous, stuffed or hollow, slightly fibril-

lose, white. ANNULUS slight, often evanescent. SPORES
broadly elliptic or subglobose, 5x4 micr. Edible."

Solitary or caespitose, on grassy ground, in sandy or clay soil.

September-November. Detroit.

The description is adapted from the revised one in N. Y. State

Bull. 116, p. 44, 1907. The original description was made largely
from smaller plants sent to Peck from Detroit Jby Dr. R. H. Stevens,
and named Agaricus pusillus; later the name was changed to that

given above, meaning small to large in size. I have not seen it.

233. Psalliota comtula Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 130.

Cooke, 111., PI. 533.

Ricken, Blatterpilze. PL 62, Fig. 1 (as P, rusiophylla) .

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 24, p. 25, 1900.

PILEUS 2-4.5 cm. broad, convex-subexpanded, subumbonate or

umbo obsolete, silky, creamy-white to grayish-white, tinged with

yellowish hues on disk, sometimes rufous-tinged. FLESH whitish,

becoming ochraceous under cuticle, thickish on disk. GILLS free,

broader in front, narrowed behind, up to 5-6 mm. broad, dingy in-

carnate, at length smoky-umber. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 2.5-5 mm.
thick, subequal, hollow, innately silky, pallid or slightly yellowish-
stained. ANNULTJS median, membranaceous, thin, whitish, often

subevanescent. SPORES 5-6x3-3.5 micr., elliptical, smooth, dark

purple-brown. BASIDIA 20 x 6 micr. STERILE CELLS on edge
of gills inflated-clavate. ODOR not marked.
On the ground among fallen leaves in pine and beech woods. New

Richmond. September. Infrequent.
The description shows a slight variation from that of other

authors. Atkinson gives the spore measurements 3-4x2-3 micr..
Ricken considers Fries' plant as identical with P. rusiophylla
Lasch, and also gives small spores and basidia. Except for the

pale color of the cap, our plants could be referred to Ricken's P.

sagata Fr. The species needs further study.
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234. Psalliota diminutiva Pk. (Edibli

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 26, L874.

Illustrations: X. V. State Mus. Rep. •",!, I']. 71. Pig. IS. L901.

Plate L of this report.

PILEUS l
>

-.~> fin. broad, Fragile, convex thru plane, sometimes

subdepressed, silky-fibrillose, the fibrils forming delicate, pinkish
drat to reddish brown scales toward center <m<i mi dish, paler and
denuded on margin, while or kinged gray under fibrils, aol striate.

FLESB thin, whitish. GILLS five, not remote, thin, close, moder

ately broad, ventricose, edge entire. STEM •".."> em. long (rarely

longer), 2-5 nun. thick, equal or tapering upwards, stuffed i>.\ deli

cate white pith then hollow, glabrous, innately silky, even, whitish,

sometimes subbulbous ;it base. ANNULTJS delicate, thin, rather

persistent, narrow, whitish. STEKILE CELLS on edge none.

J'.ASIDIA l'Txo-C, micr., 4-spored. ODOK and TASTE none.

Solitary or gregarious on mossy ground, or among leaf-mould in

low moist frondose or mixed woods. Throughout the State. August-

September (rarely in spring). Frequent.
This dainty little Psalliota is known by its delicate pinkish or

reddish fibrils on the cap. the entire gills and persistent annulus.

It is not supposed to possess, like the preceding, the yellowish
stains on cap and base of stem, but specimens are found which have

this character which do not seem to belong elsewhere. As they
are rather scattered in occurrence no sufficient study has been

made of these forms, ft may he that several little species run into

each other. Peck says they are very palatable when fried in butter,

hut their small size does no1 attract the collector who is looking for

a meal.

235. Psalliota echinata Fr.

Syst. Myc. 1821.

Illustrations: Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. L55 (as Pholiqta).

Cooke, III.. PI. 395 (as Inocybe).

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 31, Fig. 6 (as Inocvbe) .

Montagne, in Ann. Sci. Nat. 1836, PI. 10, Fig. - (as Vgaricus

oxyosmus).
PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, obtusely campanulate then expanded.

margin ;it first incurved and somewhat appendiculate, then recurved,

densely covered with smoky-brown, minute-floCCOSe, wail like or
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pointed scales, not striate, sometimes rimose in age. FLESH
whitish at first, then reddish, thin. GILLS free, thin, narrow,

crowded, bright pink to old rose-color, finally dark purplish-red.

STEM 2-3 cm. long, 1-3 mm. thick, equal, stuffed with loose white fib-

rils then tubular, elsewhere soon blood-red within, surface floccosely-

pulverulent with a smoky bloom below the annulus, often mycelioid-

swollen at base. VEIL floccose-submembranaceus, easily lacerated,

concolor, forming an imperfect ANNULUS. Spores minute, ellip-

tical, 4-5x2-2.5 micr., smooth, with a tinge of purple-brown under

microscope, many immature and hyaline, cinnabar-purple brown in

mass. CYSTIDIA none. Trama of gills composed of large cells,

about 20 micr. in diameter. ODOR and TASTE slight, not of cu-

cumber, even after crushing.

Subcaespitose or gregarious, in a green-house of the Michigan

Agricultural College, East Lansing. September. Rare.

As shown by the references, this plant has been placed in three

different genera. It is therefore difficult of identification, the more

so because of its rarity. It seems that the spores mature slowly,

or perhaps in some regions or under hothouse conditions do not

take on a purplish tinge. Under the microscope some of the spores

of our specimens showed the usual delicate tint in the exospore

which is characteristic of many of this group. Fries (in Hymen.

Europ.) says he never saw them rosy. Patouillard says they are

hyaline under the microscope but that on a white background they

appear tawny ("fauve"). Ricken applies the word "erdfarbig."

All the illustrations picture our plant well, which, to quote Berkeley,

"is a most curious species." In Europe it occurs in hot-houses al-

most exclusively.

Stropharia Fr.

(From the Greek, strophos, a sword-belt, referring to the annulus.)

Purple-brown-spored. Stem fleshy, confluent with the pileus; an-

nulus membranous or fibrillose-floccose. Gills attached. SPORES
purple-brown or violet. Pileus usually viscid.

Putrescent, terrestrial or coprinophilous, of medium size, in

fields, barnyards, dung hills or forest. They correspond to Armil-

laria of the white-spored, and Pholiota of the oehre-brown-spored

groups in the adnate gills and annulate stem; differing from

Hypholoma in that the veil collapses on the stem to form an annulus,

instead of remaining as a fringe on the margin of the pileus.

It would be preferable, in my judgment, to limit the genus to
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those species with a viscid pellicle; but wiili the data a1 band it

seems best io defer this arrangement. Ricken divides tli<' genns

by the size of the Bpores, but iliis method neglects other more im-

portanl morphological characters. <>n the other band, some species

could be better Located in the genus Uypholoma ;is is dune l>\ Itiekeu

for 8. caput-medusae Fr., 8. scobinaceum Fr. and 8. battarm Fr.

There are then two sections: Viscipelles and Bpintrigeri.

Key to the Species

(a) Pileus with bluish-green or olive Bhades, viscid.

(bt Stem 4-7 mm. thick, greenish-blue; pileus thick, green; on
debris in woods. 236. flf. aeruginosa Ft.

(bb) stem 1.5-2 mm, thick, long and Blender; pileus thin, olvace
i,
r
r;iy; on dung and nnid. (See 268. PSilocybe Uda l'r. I

(aa) Pilous without green or olive.

(b) Stem ventricose-radicating; pileus umber to tawny-alntacens,
viscid. 237. B. ventricosa Mass.

(bb) Stem not radicating.

(c) Parasitic on Coprinus, whitish. 244. 8. epimycea (I'k.i Atk.

(cc) Not parasitic; pileus viscid or subviscid.

(d) Growing on dung.
(e) Pileus citron-yellow, 2-5 cm. broad; common.

(f) Pileus persistently hemispherical. 242. flf. semiglobata
Fr.

(ff) Pileus convex-subexpanded. 241. B. stercoraria Fr.

(ee) Pileus ochraceous-brown, 1-2.5 cm. broad, conic-campanu-
late. 243. flf. umbonatrscens Pk.

(dd) Not on dung.
(e) Pileus 5-10 cm. broad, cinnamon-drab, viscid, stem squar-

rose-scaly. 238. S. depilata Fr.

(e) Pilous 1-4 cm. broad.

(f) Gills strongly violet-purplish ; pileus ochraceous-pallid.
L'tu. g. coronilla Hres.

II') Gills strongly gray-tinged; pileus white to buff.

239. 8. albonitens Fr.

Section I. Viscipelles. Pileus provided with ;i distinct gelatinous

pellicle, hence viscid: glabrous <>r scaly.

*Growing on tin ground or >m debris.

236. Stropharia aeruginosa Fr. (Si SPE< u D

Syst. -M.vc.. L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 551.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 650.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 03, Fig. I.

Pattouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 231.

Swanton, Fungi, PL 38, Fig. 7-9.

Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. IT. pt. 1 1. PL 64, 1913.
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PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad (often rather small iu our climate).

Cainpanulate-convex, at length plane, subuinbonate, covered with

verdigris-green, thick gluten, hence viscid, sometimes dotted with

•scattered, white scales, especially on margin, at length fading to

yellowish, pellicle separable. FLESH pallid, or tinged blue, rather

soft, thickish. GILLS broadly adnate, sometimes emarginate-sin-

uate, rather broad, close, whitish at first, soon drab-gray or reddish-

gray, finally purplish-chocolate-brown, edge white and minutely

flocculose. STEM 5-7 cm. long, 4-7 mm. thick, equal, hollow, soft,

greenish-blue, viscid, at first scaly or fibrillose below the annulus.

ANNULUS distant from apex, narrow, submembranous, here and

there floccose, subevanescent. SPORES pale, smooth, 7-8 x 4-5 micr.,

oval-elliptical. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills, clavate, lanceo-

late.

On debris in hemlock woods, and occasionally in frondose woods.

Houghton, New Richmond, Detroit. August-October. Infrequent.

Although this is a brightly colored and striking plant, we have

come across it infrequently, but in Europe it is said to be very

common in forest, field and garden. The gills sometimes run down
the apex of the stem in lines. The annulus is sometimes lacking.

Our plants are well shown by the figures of European authors, and

seem to agree perfectly. It is said to be poisonous. It is probably

more common northward.

237. Stropharia ventricosa Massee

British Fungus Flora, Vol. I, p. 400, 1892.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PL 1188 (as 8. merdaria var. major).

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, parabolic then convex-expanded, margin
for long time decurved, very viscid, somewhat uneven when young,

glabrescent and shining pale umber at first, then tawny-alutaceus.
FLESH white, thick on disk, abruptly thin on margin. GILLS
adnate, at length decurrent by tooth, close, rather narrow, pallid

at first, then mouse-gray with purplish tinge, finally purplish-

brown. STEM 8-12 cm. or more long, ventricose-radicating, up to

15 mm. thick at broadest part, thinner above, rooting-attenuate at

base, sometimes subequal, white at first, becoming dingy yellowish,

dry, covered up to the annulus by squarrose scales, markedly striate

above, stuffed, whitish within. ANNULUS persistent, white, large,

striate above. SPORES 9-12 x 5-6 micr., elliptical, smooth, with a

purple tinge under the microscope, brown in mass. CYSTIDIA
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oval or short ventricose, obtuse a1 apex, aboul 15x24 micr., hya-

line.

Caespitose on very decayed debris aboul stumps and roots in

foresl of hemlock, maple, etc. Bay View. September. Rare.

This has very much the stature of Cooke's figure of Pholiota radi-

cosa. illl., PI. ^'.tili and grows in similar places, but the pileus of

our plants lias a glabrous, viscid pellicle, and the spores arc purple

tinged. The odor was not noted. The pool like prolongation pushes

deep down into the debris and the mycelium was attached to dead

roots. This agrees so well with Blassee's description thai I have

ventured to refer it thither, in spin- of its larger size and more

scaly stem.

238. Stropharia depilata Fr.

Hymen. Europ., L874.

Illustrations: Barper, Trans. Wis. Acad. Scl, Vol. 16, PI. 62

and 63, L913.

PILEUS 4-1- cm. broad, firm, convex to plane or broadly umbo-

nate, obtuse, glabrous, viscid, light cinnamon-drab (Ridg.) when

young and with a smoky tinge, at length dark olive-buff or pinkish-

buff (Eidg.), even on the decurved margin which is sometimes ap-

pendiculate when young. FLESB whitish, thick except the thin

margin. GILLS adnate, often subdecurrent and running down the

stem in lines, close to crowded, broad, pallid a1 first, soon pah

purple-drab (Ridg.) or ashy, al length purplish-black. STEM 6-12

cm. long, 8-15 mm. thick, subequal or subventricose, stuffed, whitish

within and without, becoming yellowish-tinged, clotlied below an-

nulus by subsquarrose, lacerate, fibrillose or floccose whitish or

creamy-yellow scales, apex glabrescent, often deeply Immersed at

base. ANNULUS distant, membranous, persistent, at first white.

firm and erect, then deflected and clove-brown (Ridg.). SPORES

elliptical, smooth, 9-12x5-6.5 micr., dark-gray with tint of purple

under microscope. CYSTIDIA none. Edge of gills with sterile

cells, ODOR none. TASTE tardily disagreeable.

Solitary or subgregarious, randy subcaespitose ; among debris or

about logs and stumps in mixed woods of balsam, spruce, birch,

etc. Northern Michigan. Frequent locally. September-October.

The large size, scaly stem and slate-gray gills are the striking

characteristics of this species. Barper reports it from Neebish

Island. It is also an inhabitant of the Adirondack Mountains,
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where I have collected it. It seems to fruit preferably in the autumn

and in dry weather.

239. Stropharia albonitens Fr. (Suspected)

Monographia, 1863.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 130, Fig. 2.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 63, Fig. 3.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, canipanulatc, then plane-subumbonate,

with a rise i<l pellicle, white to buff, sometimes yellowish-tinged on

disk, becoming gray on margin, shining when dry, glabrous, even.

FLESH white, moist, thin. GILLS adnate becoming emarginate,

subdistant, rather broad, ventricose, gray to purplish-gray then

darker, edge minutely white-flmbriate. STEM elongated, 3-7 cm.

long, 2-3 mm. thick, equal, stuffed with a white pith then hollow,

whitish, tinged yellotr in age, yellowish within, dry, pruinose or

flocculose. ANNULUS superior, white, evanescent, soon colored by

spores. SPORES 7-9x1-5 mier., elliptical, smooth, purple-brown

in mass. CYSTIDIA. ODOR none.

On the ground in open, grassy woods. Ann Arbor. October.

Known by the gray color of the gills and the yellowish tinge to

the stem in age.

240. Stropharia coronilla Bres. (Suspected)

Fung. Trid., Vol. I, 1881 (Fr., Syst, Myc, 1821).

Illustrations: Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 63, Fig. 5.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 232.

Cooke, 111., PI. 535.

PILEUS 2-1 cm. broad, convex-expanded, subviscid, even,

oehraceous-ichitish, glabrous, subpruinose when dry. FLESH white,

rather thick. GILLS adnate, rounded behind or sinuate, ventricose,

close, moderately broad, fuscous-violaceous then purple-blackish,

edge white fimbriate. STEM 3-4 cm. long, 3-5 mm. thick, equal or

slightly tapering upward, stuffed then hollow, dry, white, minutely

flocculose above the annulus, tibrillose below then shining. AN-

NULUS thickish-membranous, persistent, distant from apex, striate

above. SPORES 8-9.5 x 4-5 mier.. elliptic-ovate, violet-purple un-

der microscope, smooth. CYSTIDIA short, broadly clavate. round-
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ed but apiculate above. ODOR Blight, unpleasant. <>n the ground
in woods <>r white pine and beech. New Richmond. September.

Infrequent.
This differs from 8. albonitens in the strong violet color of ^ills

and spores. The cap is inure ochraceous and more convex. The

uills arc more crowded. Tins seems to he closely related to flf.

melasperma l'r.. and the cystidia figured for thai species by Patouil-

lard (Tab. Analyt., No. 555) are characteristic of our specimens,

fif. bilamellata Pk. is a much larger plant, with larger spores, and

the thick annulus lias radiating gill-like ridges on its upper surface.

i See Peck, PI. lli'. Pig. 5 LO, N. V. State Mas. Bull. 122, 1908 and

Barper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans.. Vol. it. Pt. [I, PI. 65.)

**Qroiving on dung.

241. Stropharia stercoraria Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. 538.

Barper, Trans. Wis. Acad. Sci., Vol. IT. Pt. II. PI. 67.

PILEFS •_'-<; cm. broad, convex-hemispherical, then broadly con-

vex or subexpanded, viscid from the separable, gelatinous pellicle,

glabrons, even, citron-yellow, buff or whitish when dry, often stained

by the spores. FLESH white or tinned yellow, thin on margin,
soft. (JILLS adnate at length subdecurrent, very broad, close, um-

ber-fuscous to purplish-olivaceous or blackish, edge white flocculose.

STEM (MS cm. long, :.'-(• mm. thick, elongated-cylindrical, stalled

by white pith then hollow, base thicker, yellowish white, covered up
to the evanescent, narrow annulus by the floccose scaly thin remains

of a mem'branaceus veil. SPORES large, elongated-elliptical, L5-21

x8-12 micr., variable in size, smooth, violet-purple under microscope,

blackish-purple in mass. "CYSTIDIA on the sides and edge of the

gills, lanceolate. 50-70 X 1 1' 18 micr." i Kicken. i TASTE of pellicle

slightly Litter.

( >n dung hills, manure piles or similar places; gregarious.

Throughout the State. May-October. Common, apparently more

common than the next. ;it least in southern Michigan.

So close in appearance to Sf. semiglobata that they are difficult of

easy separation. 8. stercoraria is apparently almost limited todung
or manure, while the other has a wider range. It differs microscopic-
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ally according to Rieken, by the presence of cystidia which occur also

on the sides of the gills and which are absent in S. semiglohata ex-

cept on the edge. The pileus of the latter is more persistently hemis-

pherical. A sterile form has been observed, in every particular like

the above, except that the gills remained pale yellow or straw-

color; spores were lacking at full expansion of the pileus and the

hymenium was composed of large, inflated, sterile cells in place

of the basidia.

242. Stropharia semiglobata Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 539.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 651.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 234.

Rieken, Blatterpilze, PI. G3, Fig. 2.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 30, p. 31, 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 2G0, p. 320, 1908.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 4, PI. 56, Fig. 3.

PILEUS 1-4 cm. broad, persistently hemispherical, very viscid

from the pellicle, glabrous and naked, even, citron-yellow, shining
when dry, faded in age, stained purplish-black by spores. FLESH
thick on disk, thin on margin, pallid, soft. GILLS broadly adnate,

very broad, close to subdistant, olive-gray to purplish-brown, clouded

blackish, edge minutely white floccose. STEM 5-12 cm. long, 2-5

mm. thick, subequal or cylindrical, straight, hollow, rigid, often

viscid when young or fresh, covered below up to the narrow annulus

by the thin, membranous, flocculose veil. SPORES elliptical, 15-18

x 9-10 micr., smooth, violet-purple under the microscope, brownish-

purple in mass. CYSTIDIA only on edge of gills, short-filamentous,
30-45 x 3-4 micr. (Rieken.)

On dung hills and grassy places in the open. Probably through-
out the State. May-October. Frequent.

See notes on the preceding.

243. Stropharia umbonatescens Pk. (Suspected)

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 30, 1878.

Illustrations : Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. 7, Pt. II, PI.

65, B.

Plate LI of this Report.
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PILEUS L-2.5 cm. broad, conico-campanulate, at Length more or

less mammilately ombonate, with a viscid pellicle, pale ochraceous-

brownish or grayish on margin, umbo bright ochraceous brown to

reddish brown, even or obscurely Bubstriate, shining, glabrous.

FLESH thin, pallid. (JILLS adnate to adnate-decurrent, broad to

8ubtriangular} close, ;ii nrsl whitish then gray, anally purplish-

brown to blackish. STEM •"> in cm. Long, slender, equal, Btuffed

then hollow, toughish, i><t/n<i, Hh<i<iI ochraceous, covered ;it nrsl by

thin, obscure, scalj remnants of the veil ap to the fugacious \\-

NULUS. SPORES 17 L9 \ LO micr., elliptical, smooth, purple brown

under microscope, dark purplish in mass. ODOR often strong of

niilish or foetid.

Gregarious on dung hills or about manure heaps. September-

October. Ann Arbor. No1 infrequent.

Much more slender and with a thinner, smaller cap than tin- two

preceding; also, the cap is very different in shape. Its rather foetid

odor and large spores distinguish it from others. It is close to

n. paradoxa P. Benn. in the shape of pileus and size of spores.

Section II. Spintrigeri. Pileus without a distinct pellicle,

usually innately fibriUose, not viscid.

244. Stropharia epimyces (Pk.) Atk.

Plant World, Vol. X. Figs. 21 24, p. L21, 1907.

\. Y. State .Mus. Rep. 35, 1884 (as Panoeolus epimyces Pk.).

.lour. Mycol., Vol. 8, L902 (as Stropharia coprinophila Atk. i .

Illustrations: Atkinson. Plant World.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 227, p. 341, L908 (as Panoeoli]

Miss Sherman, Jour. Mycol., Vol. M. PI. 80, opp. p. L69, L905

lis Panoeolus).

PILEUS 2-6 em. broad, rarely Larger, at lirsi globose-oval, then

convex-expanded, sometimes margin is elevated in age, Bilky-fibril-

lose, white then dingy, even, margin at times appendiculate. FLESH
thick except the thin margin, white. GILLS narrowly adnate.

rather narrow, broader in trout, close, thin, grayish at firsl then

blackish-brown, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 2-7 em. Long, 5 15 mm.

thick, fleshy, equal or tapering upward, solid stuffed then hollow,

soft, flocculose-mealy, striate, white-annulate near //"• base from the

white floccose-veil, often abruptly obconic at base where it is in-

serted in the depression (often volva-like) of the host mushroom.

SPORES oval-elliptical, 7-8.5x3.5-5 micr.. smooth, dark purple-
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brown under microscope, almost black iu mass. OYSTIDIA on

sides and edge of gills, clavate or snbventricose on a slender stalk,

obtuse at apex, 40-60 x 10-14 inicr., abundant on edge. BASIDIA
25-35x7-9 micr., 4-spored. ODOK and TASTE mild.

Parasitic, from one to seven on the host; on Coprinus atramenta-

rius and Coprinus comatus.

Ann Arbor, Detroit, Port Huron. September-November. Infre-

quent.

This curious Agaric, like Nyctalis asterophora and the European
Volvaria loveiana, seems to have no other home than on the founda-

tion furnished by some species of another Agaric. Rumors have

come to me that it occurs also on C. micaceous, but no specimens

have been seen. It is distributed over northeastern North America,

having been seen in tbe states of New York, Michigan, Wisconsin,

Minnesota and by Dr. Pennington in Canada as far west as Winni-

peg. It is a good Stropharia, although at first referred by Peck to

Panoeolus with a suggestion that it might be put under Hypholoma.
As Atkinson has shown (Plant World), the nature of the veil and

annulus and the purple tinge to the spores are Stropharia char-

acters. The host mushrooms are deformed and may not de-

velop sufficiently to be recognized. Excellent specimens were re-

ceived from Mr. A. W. Goodwin of Port Huron. Harper has pointed

out (Mycologia, Vol. 5, p. 167) that the figures of an European

species, Pilosace algeriensis Ft., by Lanzi (Fung. Mang., PI. 67,

Fig. 3) may represent our plant. An examination of these figures

has convinced me that there is a probability that they illustrate

our species. It remains very doubtful, however, whether Lanzi's

plant when fresh had free gills. In any ease, our plant is not a

Pilosace, although collectors may disagree as to whether it is a

Stropharia or a Hypholoma.

Hypholoma Fr.

(From the Greek, hypha, a web, and loma, a fringe; referring to

the fringe left hj veil on margin of pileus.)

Purple-brown-spored. Stem fleshy, confluent with the pileus ; gills

adnate-seceding. Veil breaking away from the stem, leaving shreds

or a silk)/ border on the margin of the pileus, flocculose-fibrillose.

Margin of pileus at first incurved.

Putrescent fungi, growing on decaying wood or on the ground,

often very caespitose around stumps or decayed roots of trees. The
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genus corresponds to Tricholoma of the white-spored group, in the

lack of a true annulus and by the attached gills. Many of the

Hypholomas are, however, much thinner and more Fragile than the

Tricholoma s. li differs from Stropharia and Psalliota in thai the

veil which is cortinate remains as a fringe on the margin of the pileus

instead of forming an annulus "ii the stem, li is more difficult to

separate the thin-capped species from Psilocybe. The latter differs

in some cases only in n relative sense. The cortina like veil in

Psilocybe is onlj verj slightly develope<l and leaves do shreds on

tin' margin of the pileus or on the surface as In the hygrophanous

species of Hypholoma. An account of the development of //. §t*6-

In/, ritiuni \>\ Miss Allen (Ann. Myc, Vol. i,p. 387, 1906) Bhows thai

the young button is surrounded bj a universal veil. This is probably
also true of the hygrophanous species where iliis outer veil often

leaves flocculenl particles <>n the surface of the young cap.

The genus is divided Into two sections whose species are ootably
different In their general appearance and the texture of the flesh.

In the first section the PILEUS is thick, compact and firm; in the

second, ii is rather tliin. sbmewhal fragile and soft. The former

have usually brighter colors, while the latter are brownish, gray or

while. The GILLS vary much in color during the ionise of their

develo] ment. Tliis character is often used to separate the species,

but is less reliable for tlic purpose than in the genus Cortinarius.

The STEM is fleshy, and in the fragile forms ii is soon hollow.

The SPORES are elliptical excepl in //. populitia Britz. var., where

they are variously shaped. In //. velutinum and //. rugocephalum

they are more or less tuberculate. Many species have CYSTIDIA
on the sides of the uills. or sac shaped sterile cells on the edge. The

Large fleshj ones are edible, although ;it times they develop ;i dis-

agreeable hiiier taste. This is thought !>> some to be due to the

passage of the larvae of insects through the flesh; needless to say,

such hi iter plants should not be eaten. Of the thin ones, //. vncertum

and allied forms arc much songhl after.

Key to the Spt ' " s

i A i Pileus tirm, compact, not hygrophanous, dull reddish or yellow;

caespitose.

(a) Pileus dark brick-red, especially on disk.

(b) Gills at first whitish. 245. H. suolateritium Pr.

1 1,1, i Gills at lirst yellow. 246. //. suhbih ritium var. perplesum
Pk.

(aa) Pileus yellow or yellowish; DO red.

(In Gills at first sulphur-yellow, soon green. //. fascicular* Pr

Gills at firsl pallid, never with green shades.

i ci Gills gray or smoky gray. //. capnoides Ft.
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(cc) Gills purple-gray, at length coffee-brown; stem long-radicating.

H. epixanthium Fr.

(AA) Pileus rather fragile, sometimes hygrophanous, rarely red or

yellow.

(a) Pileus viscid, small, bay-brown. 246. H. peckianum sp. nov.

(aa) Pileus not or slightly viscid.
.

(d) Stem with a wine-colored juice when broken. 250. H. vmosum

sp. nov.

(bb) Stem not with a colored juice.
'

(c) Pileus with innate hairy or fibrillose scales.

(d) Pileus 1-3 cm. broad, with umber-brown hairy scales; spores

irregular; gregarious-scattered. 249. H. populinum Britz.

var.

(dd) Pileus 3-10 cm. broad; caespitose.
'

(e) Pileus whitish, dotted with brownish scales. 247.

H. lachrymabundum (Fr.) Quel,

(ee) Pileus tawny to yellowish; gills often beaded on edge.

248. H. velutinum (Fr.) Quel,

(cc) Pileus soon glabrous and naked.
'

(d) Pileus 6-10 cm. broad, rugose, subviscid. 251. H. rugoceph-

alum Atk.

(dd) Pileus not over 6 cm. broad, hygrophanous.

(e) Growing on lawns, fields or other grassy places, rarely in

woods; densely gregarious-subcaespitose. 252. H. incer-

turn Pk.

(ee) In woods, swamps, thickets, etc.

(f) Caespitose around stumps, etc.

(g) Pileus when moist watery dark brown; gills at first

grayish-brown; spores minute. 255 and- 256.

H. hyclrophilum Fr.

(gg) Pileus when moist honey-brown; gills at first per-

sistently whitish. 253. H. appendiculatum, Fr.

(ff) Gregarious-scattered, singly; gills narrow,

(g) Pileus 4-7 cm. broad, umber-brown when moist; gills

very narrow. 254. H. coronatum Fr.

(gg) Pileus 1-3 cm. broad, pale watery brown when moist;

very fragile. 257. H. saccharinophilum Pk.

(ggg) Pileus 3-6 cm. broad; pale honey brown when moist;
• stem 5-10 cm. long. 252. H. incertum var.

sylvestris.

Section I. Fascicularia. Pileus fleshy, naked and glabrous,

margin at first silky, brightly colored, not hygrophanous.

*Large, caespitose: pileus not viscid.

245. Hypholoma sublateritium Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1830-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 577.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 357.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 25, opp. p. 26, 1900.

Marshall, The Mushroom Book, PI. 29, opp. p. 81, 1905.
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Reddick, Ann. Rep. Geol. & Nat. Res. End. 32, p. 1231, Fig. 11.

L908.

Rlurrill, Mycologia, Vol. l. (as //. perplewutn).

Plate LI <«r iliis Report.

PILEUS 3-8 cm. broad, firm, convex expanded, old use, dark bn'< /.

red, darker on disk, paler on margin, even, glabrons, aaked except

the decurved margin, which is while silky from the veil. FLESH
thick, compact, whitish, in age slightly yellowish. GILLS adnate,

Crowded, narrow, at
first whitish, then grayish to SOOty-Olive, finally

dark purplish-brown, edge minutely white-crenulate. STEM 8 12

cm. long, rather stout, r> 1 l.' nun. thick, equal or attenuated down-

ward, stuffed, whitish above, ferruginous below, fioccose-fibrillose,

elabrescent, ascending or curved from the crowded insertions.

SPORES 6-7x34 micr., oblong-elliptical, smooth, purple-brown,

blackish purple in mass. BASIDIA about 24x5 micr., t-spored.

CYSTIDIA few <>r scattered, obclavate with apiculate apex, 36x li'

micr. ; sterile cells <>n edge, shorter, inflated. ODOR none. TASTE
mild or bi1 terish.

Very caespitose, forming Large clusters in autumn, growing from

the base of trees or slumps or on buried roots, He
August-November. Throughout the State. Very common.

Var. perplexum Pk. has the gills yellow at first, finally dark pur-

ple-brown, intermediate stage with olive tints. The STK.M hecomes

hollow-. The PILEUS has more yellow on the margin. SPORES
etc. the same as in //. sublateritium.

This species is widely distributed and common in autumn. It is

easily recognized by its dark brick red cap. by the compact, thick

flesh ami caespitose habit, it is quite variable, and Peck seems to

have based his species //. perplewum I X. Y. State Cab. Rep. L'.*'..

1872) on such a variation. The conditions of weather, the nature

of the wood and oilier factors no doubt produce some of these forms.

An effort has been made by Peck, followed by Mcllvaine (see the

latter, p. 355, L900) to provide a key for the separation of these two

ami of related European species. In the southern pari of the state

I have examined many clusters for the purpose of verifying this

key but found that the mild or bitter taste, the stull'ed or hollow

Stem, and the various shades Of color which the ^,'ills possess dm ing

the process id' maturing, were so variable and unreliable that DO

distinct species could he separated by them. I ha\e not met the

other European species: //. capnoides, II. epixanthium and //.

fasiculare, which lack the red color of the pileus of our plants, uiid

33
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all of which are described with caps colored some shade of yellow.

Our plant is edible, and is eaten by many with safety and relish.

In Europe, the same species is said to be poisonous, and is so

marked by Ricken in the latest, extensive work of that country.

**Pileus viscid.

246. Hypholoma peckianum sp. nov.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, convex, obtuse, subexpanded, viscid,

glabrous, bay-broun, blackish on disk, paler on margin, even, margin

bordered by white, silky fibrils from the veil. FLESH whitish,

moderately thin, thicker on disk. GILLS adnate, rounded behind,

2-3 mm. broad, abruptly narrower in front, close, at first flesh-

colored then dark purplish-brown, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 3-4

cm. long, 2-2.5 mm. thick, equal, white-floccose above, innately fibril-

lose elsewhere, pallid to brownish, brown within except the white

pith, at length hollow, flexuous. SPORES 10-12 x 5-6 micr., ventri-

c-ose-elliptical, pointed at ends, smooth, tinged purple under the

microscope, purplish-brown in mass. CYSTIDIA none. STERILE

CELLS on edge of gills, clustered, linear-cylindrical, obtuse, about

20 x 4 micr. BASIDIA subcylindrical, 30 x (\ micr., 4-spored.

ODOR and TASTE none.

Scattered on debris of leaves and decayed wood in woods of hem-

lock, beech, maple, etc. New Richmond. September. Rare.

The viscid, dark-colored cap, the flesh-colored young gills and

the small size, distinguish the species. The cortina is white and

distinctly fibrillose.

Section II. Limbata. Pileus somewhat fleshy or thin, at first

innately fibrillose or dotted with superficial floccose scales on the

surface or margin.
This group approaches the genus Psilocybe, but the veil is

always recognizable under favorable weather conditions by the

scries of floccose remnants which border the margin of the fresh

pileus ;
in wind and rain these rapidly disappear. In most of the

species the remnants of the veil are scattered over the surface of the
_

very young pileus as superficial flocculent particles or minute scales
;

these usually disappear early. In other species the veil remains

hanging to the margin of the pileus in an appendiculate manner.
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*PUeus innately hairy, fibrillosescaly or velvety.

247. Hypholoma lachrymabundum ( Fr.) Quel. (Edible

Syst. Myc, 1821 (Pro parte); Jura et. Vosges, L872.

(See .Maire. Soc. .Myc de Prance, Bull. 27, p. m. L911).

Illustrations: Pries, [cones, PI. 134, Pig. 1.

Cooke, III.. PI. 543 <as //. storea var. caespitosa).

Quelet, Bull. Soc. Bot. Prance, Vol. 23, PI. 2, Pig •"» (as Btro-

/>/iu rin cotonea t .

Plate LI l of this Report.

PILEUS HO cm. broad, convex then campanulate, obtuse or dis-

coid, ground-color whitish to buff, then pale brownish-ochraceous,
moist, covered except on disk by scattered, rather large appressed
brownish hairy scales, paler on margin, no1 striate margin at first

incurved and appendiculate from the thickish, floccose-white veil,

sometimes rugulose on disk. FLESH thick, thin on margin, firm,

white. GILLS adnate-seceding, narrow, crowded, at firsl whitish,
at Length purplish-brown, edge white-flocculose, sometimes distilling

bead-like drops. STEM till' cm. long, 5-10 mm. thick, equal, hollow.

striate above, fibrillose or subscaly below, glabrescent, whitish then

sordid, base sometimes stained yellowish when bruised, white-

mycelioid at base. SPORES 6-7.5x3-4 micr., elliptical, slightly

curved, smooth, dark brownish-purple under microscope. CVS
TIDIA on sides and edge of ^ills short, rather abundant.

3040 x 12-15 micr., ventricose.

Densely caespitose at or about the base of trees, in beech, maple
and birch woods of conifer regions. Bay View, Eoughton. August

September. Rather rare.

This differs from //. velutina (which is the //. lachrymabundum
of most bonks i in the whitish color, paler .u'ills at first, the small

spores and different cystidia. According to Maire (1. c.) the two

s| ecies were originally combined by Fries, and later segregated by

Quelet. It has been described under various names and much con-

fusion has resulted. The unravelling of the tangle is due to Prof.

Maire, with the result that the species ordinarily called //. lachry-

mabundum in this country is really //. n hitinu. //. aggregatum Pk.

is in my opinion only a smaller form nf the same plant. The gills

of this species are rarely found "weeping," although in //. nJutinn

they are usually •'beaded with drops."
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248. Hypholoma velutinum (Fr.) Quel. (Edible)

Syst. Myc., 1821; Jura et. Vosges, 1872.

(See Maire, Soc. Myc. de France, Bull. 27, p. Ill, 1911).

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 563.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 35S.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 350 .(as E. lachrymabun-

dum i.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 117 (as E. lachrymabundum) .

Berkeley, Outlines, PL 11, Fig. 2.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 28, p. 29, 1900 (as E. lachryma-

bundum).

Hard, Mushrooms, Figs. 203-201, pp. 325-320, 1908 .(as E.

lachrymabundum).
Tlate LIU of this Report.

PILECS 3-10 cm. broad, convex then broadly campanulate, some-

times obtusely umbouate, finally plane, at first covered by a hairy

tomentum, then oppressed fibrillose-scaly, not striate, tawny to yel-

lowish, darker to umber on center, sometimes radially rugulose,

margin at first appendiculate from the veil, at length split. FLESH
thick on disk, soft, watery-brown to sordid yellowish. GILLS ad-

nate-seceding, broad behind but sinuate, narrowed toward front,

crowded, not reaching margin of pileus, at first pale yellowish then

innber and dotted by spore masses, edge white-flocculose, beaded

with drops. STEM 2-8 cm. long, variable in length, 4-10 mm. thick,

equal, soon hollow, fibrillose to floccose-scaly and tawny up to the

obsolete annulus, whitish above; veil soft-fibrillose, soon breaking,

dingy, white, remnants clinging to the margin of the pileus.

SPORES oval to broadly elliptical, 9-12x7 micr., tuberculatc, dark

purplish-umber under microscope. CYSTIDIA few or scattered on

sides of gills, cylindrical, in groups of several, about 00 x 9-10 micr.,

abundant on edge, cylindrical-subcapitate, 45-55 x 0-7 micr. ODOR
and TASTE earthy.

Caespitose, scattered or solitary on alluvial soil or swampy
grounds in woods. Throughout the State. July-October. Fre-

quent.

This is the E. lachrymabundum Fr. of most authors. See notes
on the preceding. It is distinguished by its tawny or darker color,

very characteristic, tuberculate spores and cylindrical cystidia.
The gills usually distil drops from their edge in moist weather.
These drops are often dark colored from the spores, hence Fries
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remarks thai the edge is "nigro-punctate." Peck (N. Y. State Mus.

Bull. L50, p. 81, l'.M l i has given I
under //. lachrymabundum | spore

measurements which are misleading; and the real of the description

;i|>|il ieS to c\ i i cine forms.

249. Hypholoma populinum Hi it/, var.

Hot. Centralbl., Vol. 77. p. 102, L899.

PILEUS 1-2.5 tin. broad, convex to subcampanulate, obtuse, al

Length expanded, innately pilose-scaly, qoI striate, bygrophanous,

grayish-buff, scales umber-brown to purplish-brown, fading i<> pale

grayish-white, margin appendiculate a1 first from the veil. FLESH
concolor, rather thin. GILLS adnate-seceding, rounded behind,

moderately broad, dose, thin, ;it firsl whitish, soon drab, then dark

purplish-brown, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 2-4 cm. long, L.5-2

mm. thick, equal, white, dotted with ius<-<>us, -fibrillose scales, stuffed

then hollow, shining when dry. base submycelioid. VEIL mem-
branaceus, white, soon disappearing. SPORES variously shaped,

subtriangular, inequilateral-elliptical, subangular, etc.. sometimes

curved, 6-7.5x4.5 micr., dark purple-brown. ( 'YSTI dia clavate

to obclavate, or subventricose, stalked, not abundant, 5040x15-18
micr. < >l>( >K none.

On very rotten wood, scattered
;
in frondose low woods or swamps.

Ann Arbor, May-June ami September. Infrequent.

Characterized by the peculiarly shaped spores, which are often the

shape of corn kernels, or are elliptical, curved or very irregular.

Britzelmayrs species is much larger, the cap measuring 7 cm. across
;

his spores also are a little larger. It is probably a distinct species.

250. Hypholoma vinosum sp. now

PILEUS 5-20 nun. broad, fragile, convex, then companulate, sub-

umbonate, pulverulent-floccose, velvety in appearance, umber-color-

ed, obscurely tinged with purple, darker in center, dry. even, obscure-

ly rugulose, margin appendiculate a1 firsl by pale fragments of the

veil. FLESB thin, dingy-white, fragile. GILLS adnate, seceding,

crowded, rounded behind, ventricose and rather broad, h>i<ilit

vinaceou8-umber (Sacc.) finally dark amber, edge entire. STEM
24 cm. long, 1-l' mm. thick, equal, except enlarged base, straight,

slender, hollow, vinaceous-umber, color persisting, pulverulenl like

pilens. with a slight purplish juice when broken in the fresh con*

dition. SPORES minute, 5-6x2.5-3 micr.. oblong, smooth. ob1
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at ends, purplish-black in mass, pale under microscope. CYSTIDIA

none.

On very decayed wood, or logs in mixed woods of hemlock and

beech, etc. Bay View, New Richmond. August-September. In-

frequent.

This striking little Hypholoma is known by its tinge of dark wine-

color mixed with umber, the purplish watery juice of the stem and

the minute spores. The trama of the gills and pilens is composed

of large, inflated cells, 75-90 x 20 micr., and the surface layer of the

pileus of globose cells, several rows thick, up to 30 micr. diameter,

tinged smoky vinaceous. When fresh and young it is provided

with a thin, evanescent veil, which sometimes forms a slight ring-

on the stem, and which soon disappears. It has no relationships

to such plants as Lepiota haematosperma (Ft.) Bres. and Armillaria

haematites Berk. & Br. which are much stouter plants, have

whitish or red-tinged spores, and well developed annulus. It ap-

proaches more closely PsaUiota echinata Ft., but the gills are not

free, and the trama is composed of larger cells. The pileus never has

pointed scales, and is differently colored. The base of the stem is

slightly bulbous.

--'Pileus glabrous, rugose, not hygrophanous.

251. Hypholoma rugocephalum Atk. (Probably Edible)

Mushrooms, 1900.

Illustration : Ibid, PI. 8, Fig. 29, opp. p. 30.

PILEUS G-10 cm. broad, convex-expanded to plane, the margin

at length elevated, broadly umbonate, strongly radiatcly rugulose,

moist or snbviscid, glabrous, watery brown to tawny, then alutaceus-

tan. FLESH thick on disk, thin on margin, tinged yellowish.

GILLS adnate, seceding, rounded behind or sinuate, moderately

close, rather broad, 5-7 mm., black-sprinkled, edge white-fimbriate.

STEM 8-12 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick, equal, snbbnlbons, even, glab-

rous, hollow, concolor below, paler above, snbannnlate by obscure

threads of the veil, marked by the blackish stain from the spores.

SPORES 9-11 x G-8 micr., ventricose-elliptical, abruptly pointed at

both ends, minutely tuberculate, inequilateral, dark purple brown,

black in mass. CYSTIDIA on sides of gills cylindrical, enlarged at

apex, clustered, hyaline: on edge narrowly flask-shaped. ODOR and

TASTE mild.
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<>n tlic ground, subcaespitose or gregarious, in low or Bwampy
frondo8e woods. Ann Arbor, South Haven, New Richmond. July-

September. Nbl infrequent.

This species approaches //. velutinum in the character of the

spore-surface and habit, the c;i
i

> Lacks the fibrillose covering of thai

species. The shape of the spores is distinctive.

***
Pileus hygrophanou8} at the first dotted with superficial

fiocculent particles or scales, glabrescent.

252. Hypholoma incertum Pk. i Kimble)

N. Y. State -Mns. Rep. 29, L878.

Illustrations: X. V. State Mus. Bull. 25, PI. 58, Pig. L3-20, L899.

X. V. State Mils. .Mem. 1. PL CO. Pig. 10, L900.

Marshall, The Mushroom Book, PI. 28, opp. p. so, L905.

Atkinson,"Mushrooms, PL 7. Fig. 26 and 27, p. 27, L900.

Hard, Mushrooms, PL :57. Pig. 262, p. 324, 1908.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 1. PL 56, Fig. 1 (as //. appendicular
turn ) .

Plate LIV of this Report.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, fragile, at firsl oval, obtuse, then broadly

campanulate to expanded, at length split radially, hygrophanous,

pale honey-yellowish, then buff to white as moisture disappears,
white llncculeiil or at Length glabrous, even or Slightly wrinkled

when i]\y. the margin at first hung with loose shreds of the veil,

in age often violaceous, lilac towards margin. PLESB thin. whin-.

GILLS adnate-seceding, narrow, almost Linear, thin, close, <it first

white, then pale dingy lilac or rosy-brown, finally purplish or darker,

edge minutely white-fimbriate. STEM 3-8 cm. Long, 3-6 nun. thick,

rather slender, equal, hollow, subrigid, easily splitting Lengthwise,
even, white, innately silky, flocculose or mealy ahove. SPORES 7-8

x4 micr., elliptic-oblong, obtuse, smooth, purple brown in mass.

CYSTIDIA none on sides ,,r gills. STERILE CELLS sac-shaped,
i. e. inflated ahove. obtuse, 30-40x12-15 micr. BASIDIA 32 \ o

micr., short chivate. ODOR and TASTE agreeable.

Densely gregarious or subcaespitose, sometimes scattered, among
grass On lawns, roadsides, fields or rarely in woods anion- slicks

and debris, nearly always around old stumps or buried remains of

stumps, roots or decayed w l: sometimes in greenhouses.
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Throughout the State. May to September. (Earliest record May
30.) Very common during rainy seasons in early summer.

This is probably the American form of H. candolleanum Fr. The

single phrase, "gills at first violaceous," in Fries' description de-

terred Peck from referring it there. Ricken says "gills at first

white, then sordid-rosy or violaceous"; this gives the gill-colors of

the European plant without a doubt, and this condition is not much

different from that in our plants. As in H. sublateritium, the gill-

color varies somewhat with the conditions surrounding the develop-

ment of the plant. Because of the abundance of individuals usually

found in a patch, its well-known edibility makes it a plant much

sought after. Although the caps are thin, the meat is crisp and

of delicate flavor and it often grows at our very doors in the grass

over some old hidden remains of a stump. This is also presumably
the E. apperidiculatum of many American authors.

A variety occurs in the woods, which only differs in that the

plants are mostly solitary and long-stemmed, scattered here and

there among decayed sticks or leaves; its spores are perhaps slightly

longer and slightly variable in shape, but otherwise it is very similar.

It may be called var. sylvestris.

Illustrations of IJ. candolleanum Fr.

Cooke, 111., PL 546.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 352 (as H. appendicula-

tum).

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PL 64, Fig. 4.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 350.

253. Hypholoma appendiculatum Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PL 64, Fig. 5.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 349 (faded condition).

"PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, campanulate-hemispherical, hygrophan-

ous, dark-Jioney-hroicn (moist) isabelline to ochraceous (dry), with

a dull luster, naked, hut at first fioccose or fibrillose on the surface
or appendiculate from the white veil, slightly wrinkled and almost

atomate when dry. FLESH thin, pallid. GILLS broadly adnate,

ascending, crowded, 6-7 mm. broad, almost equal in width, at first

and a Ion;/ time whitish, then grayish-purplish, at length purple-

brown. STEM 5-10 cm. long, 3-6 mm. thick, fragile, narrowed up-
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wards, often elongated, mostly curved worm-like, undulate, white,

silkj shining above, apex mealy and striate, rarely with Loose Bhreds

forming a temporary ring. VEIL white, Qoccose-membranous, ;ii

firsl uniting the margin of the pileus with the Btem, very soon dis-

appearing. SPORES almost cylindrical-elliptical, 9-11 .\ I 5 micr.,

smooth, red-brown under microscope. CYSTIDIA almost lance-

olate, * > i j sides and edge of gills, 10 to \ L0 L3 micr."

•cm spitose, in beech \\ Is on Leaves and aboul stumps."
The description is adapted from Ricken's Blatterpilze. This

species has been much discussed, and is reported in mosl American

books. The pileus is brown when moisl according to most European
authors and occurs in the forests where it tonus caespitose tufts.

1 have not been able to distinguish it in the southern pari <>t' the

state, ''in have given u description from the mosl recenl work on

European Agarics, for tin- sake of comparison.

254. Hypholoma coronatum IV.

Hymen. Europ., 1881.

Illustration: Pries, [cones, PL L34", Pig. •"».

PILEUS 17 cm. broad, fragile, a1 first oval, then convex-campan-

ulate, hygrophanous, obtuse or subumbonate, umber-brown on disk,

gradually paler toward margin, whitish-tan or pale alutaceous when

dry, disk often retaining .-in umber shade and "/ length blackish

stained in spots, .it first dotted with white, flocculent, superficial

scales, soon denuded, even or obscurely wrinkled on margin, margin

hung by remains of veil in a dentiform manner. FLESH thin.

concolor. GILLS narrowly adnate, seceding, very narrow, crowd-

ed, ;it first dingy-white, soon pale Lilaceous-brown, then umber-

colored, edge minutely white-fimbriate. STEM 5-7 cm. long, rather

slender, 3-4 mm. thick-, tapering upward <>r subequal, hollow,

slightly toughish, white, dingj in age, often innately GLocculose scaly

then glabrescenl and shining, even, sometimes subcompressed.
SPORES elliptical, ti-Tx 1 micr., smooth, purplish-brown. CYSTI-
DIA none. STERILE CELLS on edge <»f gills, broadly cylindri-

cal, obtuse, abruptly short-stipitate, 36x10 micr. ODOR and

TASTE pleasant.

Gregarious '>> scattered, attached to Leaf-mould, fallen leaves ami

very rotten wood. Ann Arbor. July-August. Rare.

This differs from the solitary form <>t //. incertum, which also

occurs in woods, by the umber color of the entire very young pileus
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which has evanescent white-floccose scales sprinkled over it, and

in tke less roseate line of tke gills in the intermediate stage. It

kas tke size and skape of H. ineertum. Tke margin of cap does not

become violaceous-tinged in age. Fries says "caespitose" in habit,

and to that extent our plant is a variety.

255. Hypholma hydrophilum Fr. (sense of Ricken) (Suspected)

Epicrisis, 1836-38. (Hymen. Europ. as Bolbitius.)

Illustration: Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 64, Fig. 6.

PILEUS 2-0 cm. broad, fragile, campanulate-convex, then ex-

panded, watery cinnamon-brown to chestnut-brown when moist,

hygrophanous, ochraceous-buff when dry, even or pellucid-substriate

on margin, often wavy, margined with a del irate, superficial, white,

silky border which represents the remains of the veil. FLESH thin,

concolor. GILLS adnate-seceding, thin, ventricose, not broad,

crowded, at first grayish-brown, then purplish-umber or dark brown,

edge minutely white-flmbriate when young. STEM I-G cm. long,

3-G mm. thick, equal, hollow, splitting, elastic, glabrous except the

pruinose apex, shining-white, undulate, base mycelioid. SPORES
5-6x2.5-3 micr., minute, smooth, pale purplish-brown under micro-

scope. CYSTIDIA few or none. STERILE CELLS on edge of

gills inflated-saccate, short, 30-8 micr. ODOR and TASTE none.

Cacspitose in extensive clusters on -or near stumps and decayed

wood, or at base of living trees. Ann Arbor, New Richmond. I prob-

ably throughout the State).

September-November. Not infrequent*

Fries says it distills drops of moisture along the edge of the

gills, but this is rare in our climate, although it does occur. It is

a very fragile plant, with a white stem and a watery-brown cap
which fades quickly in the wind as the moisture escapes. Its

minute spores distinguish it. although European authors are not

agreed on the spore size. Ricken and Massee give them as above.

Saccardo seems to be in error, or there may be two closely allied

plants as with us. We have another species, which is almost like

it.

256. Hypholoma hydrophilum Fr. (sense of Saccardo)

This differs from the preceding as follows: PILEUS at first

sprinkled over its surface with white, floccose particles or minute
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scales, even on margin when moist. STEM fibrillose-fioccuh

glabrescent. SPORES 7-8s 1-5 micr., Blightl} unequally ellipticaL
CYSTIDIA on sides of ^ills scattered to somewhal aumerouM,
ventricose-sublanceolate but obtuse, about 50 micr. long. HTKHILK
CELLS pyriform inflated, numerous <>n edge of uills.

In large or small tufts about logs, Btumps, etc., in swamp} woods.

June-July. Ann Arbor, Detroit, Bay View. Not infrequent
This may be Psilocybi polycephala (Paul.) (see N. ¥. State

.Mus. Bull. L57, p. 98, PL 127, Fig. I '.». L912), which it approaches
very closely. Ii is aot Psilocybi spadicea and does not appear t"

be closely related to it. Ii is close to //. hydrophilum with which

it agrees except in the points mentioned. Cooke's figure (111., PI.

L157) which is doubtfully referred to //. instratwn Brits, is per

haps the same; ai least ii is oot Britzelinayr's planl which lias

rounded-triangular spores.

257. Hypholoma saccharinophilum Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 25, IS?::.

PILEUS 1--'! cm. broad, fragile, obtuse, ovate at first, then cam-

panulate to plane, pale watery-brown and even when moist, pallid

ochraceous when dry. hygrophanous, in age assuming a livid-gray or

watery-soaked appearance when remoistened, at firsl sprinkled with

white Hecks or flocculent scales, glabrescent and Bubatomate.

FLESH soft, thin. GILLS adnate-seceding, narrow, sublinear or

subventricose, close, white at first, slowly becoming pinkish to

fuscous-purplish, edge white linihriale. STEW 3-7 cm. thick.

fragilej subequal, undulate, white. silky-fibrilloHe, pruinose-fl

at apex, hollow, even, subbulbillate at base with radiating mycelium.
VEIL delicate. Ilocculose liliri 1 lose, while. e\ a lie-cent . SI'm|; -

6-7x3-4.5 micr., elliptical-oblong, smooth, obtuse, purplish-brown in

mass, pale under microscope. CYSTIDIA none <>n si,|rs. of u'dN.

STERILE CELLS on edge, large, undulate-cylindrical, abundant,

broadly obtuse, 40-50x9-11 micr.

Gregarious or scattered, attached to sticks, humus, de<

leaves and wood in low swampy woods of maple, elm, poplar, i

Ann Arbor. July-August. Frequent.

Although this species was rejected by Peck in his monograph
the New York species (Bull. 150, 1911) it is revived Ik

supply a name for our species. The cap is characterised b

striate margin, and by its peculiar change in color when i
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and when it again becomes moist. On drying the cap finally be-

comes grayish-white; mature specimens during wet weather assume

a livid-gray appearance, which is also the case when kept moist in a

box after collecting. It is a rather small, unimportant plant of

swamps where it is sometimes plentiful.

Psathyra Fr.

(From the Greek, psathyros, friable.)

Purple-brown-spored. Stem with a cartilaginous cortex, rigid-

fragile, slender and hollow. Gills adnate or adnexed. Margin of

pileus at first straight. Veil either none or universal, in the latter

case leaving delicate Hecks or fibrils over the surface of the young

pileus and stem. Pileus hygrophanous.

Putrescent, terrestrial or on decayed wood. The genus corre-

sponds to Mycena of the white-spored group in that the stem is

somewhat cartilaginous and the margin of the pileus is at first

straight and appressed to the stem; the pileus is therefore likely

to be persistently campanulate as in Mycena. See Plate LVI. The

species are slender, fragile and hygrophanous. It is somewhat

difficult to tell some of the species from Psilocybe except in the

presence of very young stages showing the straight margin of the

cap.

The genus naturally falls into two sections, the first composed
of species without cortina or universal veil; the second, where the

young plants are surrounded by a delicate, usually white, fibrillose

or flocculose universal veil. The veil breaks up early and leaves

thin superficial flecks or scales on cap and stem, or sometimes

merely white fibrils, which are unrecognizable in age or after rains.

The species occur rather infrequently, but quite a number have

been found in the state. Of these only a part are here presented,
as it has been impossible to identify the others with any certainty.

Their edibility has not been reported.

Key to the Species

(A) Pileus at first with fibrillose flecks or hairs.

(a) Densely caespitose; pileus even, slightly pelliculose; stem short.
262. P. microsperma Pk.

(aa) Gregarious; pileus and stem superficially white-hairy at first.

261. P. semivestita Berk.
(AA) Pileus glabrous; stem polished.

(a) Caespitose on or near wood; pileus striatulate when moist; stem
long. 259. P. umbonata Pk.
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(aa) Not densely caespitose; solitary nr gregarl
iii) Spores 7-9 micr. long; pileue amber. 269 P. obtuiata Fr.
(bin Si)ores 10-12 micr. long; plleus rufous-brown. 260. P.

simplex ltritz.

Section I. Conopilae. (Incl. of Obtusatae Fr.) Surface of

pileus glabrous; stem polished and shining.

258. Psathyra umbonata Pk.

N. V. State .Mns. Rep. 50, 1897.

Illustrations: Plates LV, LV I of this Report.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad a1 maturity, 2-3 cm. bigh, subcylindrical
mi the very first, then conico-campanulate, a1 length Btronglj and

obtusely umbonate, hygrophanous, dark bay-brown to purplish-

brown mid striatulate (moist), grayish-white, even and atomate

(dry), sometimes faintly rugulose when dry. FLESH thin, eon

color. (SILLS ascending, adnaU seceding, rather broad, 3 I nun.,

narrowed in front, close, becoming dark purplish brown, finally al-

most black, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 5-10 cm. long, 2-3 nun.

thick, slender, flexuous, rigid-fragile, equal, hollow, sometimes

twisted, 8hining-whiU becoming pallid. SP< IRES 13 L5.5 s 7 8 micr.,

elliptical, obtuse, smooth, dark purplish under the microscope,

black in mass. CYSTIDIA none on sides of gills; sterile cells on

edge, cysi idia like, ventricose, apes obtuse. BASIDIA L-spored,

narrowly stalked, inflated above.

Caespitose or gregarious-subcaespitose, on decayed w I. usually

stumps and Logs. June-September. Ann Arbor, New Richmond.

Not infrequent.

Forming Large clusters of many individuals, often al il nd of

old moist logs, lis long slender Btems ami cone-shaped caps

distinguish it at once from Qypholoma clusters. Someti s only

a few individuals occur in one place. It has the stature and general

appearance of P. conopilea Fr., as shown in the published i > lt ' i

•

but differs in the truly adnate .uills and the striate margin of the

moist cap. Peek compares it with P. corrugis Fr. i r> » Another

species sometimes occurs, which differs from the preceding mainly

in the size of its spores : 15-18x7-8 mier. This differs from /'. ( l-if<i

Mass.. in the margin being long-striate, The size, Bhape and col

are the same as in /'. umbonata. Because of its almost black

it might be mistaken for Psathyrella subatrata, but that -

does not grOW <>u wood.
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259. Psathyra obtusata Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, obtuse, hygropha-

nous, umber and faintly or not at all striate when moist, pale

ochraceous to buff and atomate when dry, glabrous; veil none.

FLESH thin. GILLS ascending, adnate, rather broad, close to sub-

distant, umber when mature, edge white-fimbriate. Stem 5-8 cm.

long, 1-3 mm. thick, equal, glabrous, hollow, white then pallid, rigid-

fraeile, flexuous, curved at base. SPORES elliptical, 7-9x4-4.5

micr., smooth, dark purplish-brown.

Solitary or subcaespitose, on very rotten wood. September.

New Richmond, Bay View. Infrequent.

Distinguished from the preceding by the obtusely convex pileus,

more scattered habit and shorter steins. Form minor: This varies

smaller, with a pileus .5-1 cm. broad and rather slender stem. The

spores, etc., are the same. Cook's figure (111., PL 593) does not

represent our plants.

260. Psathyra persimplex Britz.

Bot. Centralbl., Vol. 77, p. 436, 1899.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, campanulate at first then campanulate-

convex, obtuse, margin soon spreading, hygrophanous, rufous-brown

to fuscous brown and striatulate when moist, whitish-buff to pale

ochraceous when dry, atomate, glabrous. Veil none. FLESH very

thin. GILLS ascending-adnate, rather broad, ventricose, close to

subdistaht, whitish then gray to grayish-umber, edge white-fimbriate.

STEM 4-10 cm. long, slender, 1-2 mm. thick, equal, whitish or pallid,

somewhat fragile, stuffed by white pith then hollow, glabrous, shin-

ing, flexuous, pruinate at apex, rooting at base and attached to

wood by hairs. SPORES elliptical, 10-12 x 5-6.5 micr., obtuse,

smooth, dark purple-brown under the microscope. CYSTIDIA
scattered or few on sides of gills, up to 70 x 15 micr., sometimes

bifurcate at apex, ventrieose-lanceolate; smaller on edge, 30-45 x

12 micr., obtuse. BASIDIA 30x10-12 micr., 4-spored. ODOR
none.

Gregarious on sticks and decayed wood in hemlock woods. New
Richmond. September. Rare.

This seems to be a segregate from P. obtusata, from which it
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differs in the size of its Bpores and the characteristic spreading of

the margin of the pileus.

Section II. Fibrillosae. stem and pileus when y«nm^ i1ik-cm1i>s«-

or fibrillose from the aniversal veil.

261. Psathyra semivestita Berk, and Br.

Ann. X;ii. Mist., p. 920, L836.

illustrations: Cooke, III.. PL 578.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PL G7, Fig. I.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, ovate-campanalate, Bubobtuse, bygro-

phanous, rufous-umber and pellucid-short-striate when moist, pale
isabelline when dry, surface sprinkled when young by superficial,

white fibrillose fiecks. FLESH very thin, soon ochraceous-tinged.

GILLS broadly adnate, narrowed in front, sometimes almost sub-

triangular, close, dark smoky-fuscous, edge a1 times white-fimbriate.

STEM i-6 cm. iong, 1.5-2 mm. thick, equal, hollow, even, rigid-

fragile, pale fuscous, pallescent, closely sprinkled over with white,

fibrillose flecks. SPOBES elliptical, 9-12x5-6 micr., variable in

size, smooth, dark purple-brown. CYSTIDIA few <>n Bides of ur ilN.

Dumerous on edge, ventricose-sublanceolate, obtuse, 50-60 x 12-15

micr. BASIDIA short and stout, 24x9-10 micr. ODOB Done.

Gregarious, on horse-dung. .Ww Richmond. September.

Known by the rufous tinge to the color of the pileus and the white

fibrils which at the very first cover the cap and stem. P. > • ^'itn

Pk. is very similar, if intt the same, bul the spore-sizes are given

somewhat smaller; see description in N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 105,

p. 28.

262. Psathyra microsperma Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club, Bull. 26, 1899.

PILEUS L-2.5 cm. broad, at first ovate or subhemispherical, then

convex-campanulate, often irregular, obtuse, even, bygrophanous,

slightly pelliculose, pale watery-brown (moist) cinereous-buff (drj

at tirst with scat tered flocculose white scales, glabrescent , margin

tirst straight. FLESB thin, concolor. GILLS adnate-seceding,

close, not broad, subvenl ricose, narrowed toward front, at tir-

whitish then grayish-brown tinged purplish, edge white-fimbri
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STEM 2-4 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, equal, rigid-fragile, hollow, pure

white, apex subpruinose, subfibrillose, at first covered by minute,

white fibrils from the universal veil. SPORES elliptical, G-8 x 4-4.5

micr., smooth, purplish-brown.

Very caespitose, on grass or about stumps in or near woods. Ann
Arbor. October. Rare.

This species was described by Peck from material sent from

Ohio; he does not report it from New York State. The pileus is

provided with a slight pellicle which is scarcely gelatinous. The

stem separates rather easily from the pileus when the gills have

receded from it. Our specimens grew out of the turf with no sign

of nearby wood. They were sent to Peck who identified them as his

species. It is easily mistaken for a Psilocybe, but the margin of the

young cap is straight at first.

Psilocybe Fr.

(From the Greek, psilos, naked, and kybc, head, referring to the

lack of veil-remnants on the pileus.)

Purple-brown-spored. Stem with a cartilaginous cortex, rigid-

fragile or toughish. Gills adnexed to adnate-subdecurrent. Veil

scarcely noticeable or entirely lacking, neither forming an annulus

nor appendiculate on the margin of the pileus. Margin of pileus at

first incurved.

Putrescent, terrestrial, on very decayed wood or around stumps,
buried roots, sticks, etc. The genus corresponds to Collybia of the

white-spored group in that the stem has a cartilaginous cortex and

the margin of the pileus is at first incurved. The species are usually

rather thin and fragile and not large. They are distinguished from

the Hypholomas by the scanty or absent veil; those species which

possess a veil often show no signs of it in windy or dry weather.

The PILEUS is convex or campanulate and expands in many
cases until quite plane. The color is usually dull, even in those

with reddish, yellow or olive hues." It is usually glabrous; a few

species, however, like P. canofacious, have a somewhat fibrillose sur-

face. The GILLS are broadly adnate and mostly slightly decurrent

or triangular in the first section; in the other sections they are

rounded behind or adnexed-emarginate. In age they are often

sprinkled in a variegated manner by the spores. The STEM is

neither stout nor truly fleshy. It is often white when young, but

varies to brownish, reddish or grayish.
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The genus is divided here into three sections, separated funda*

mentally by the broad, Bubdecurrenl gilla of the lirsi group, the

pellicle of the pileus in the second group, and the bygrophani
flesh of the plants in the third group. Few Bpecies bave any record

for or againsl their edibility) /'. foenisccii, bowever, is known to

be edible.

A I
1/ hi till Sjl( ci< s

(A) Pileus hygrophanous.
(a) Spores in mass brick-reddish. -77. /' coniaaan* I'k.

( aa i Spores DOl red in mass.

(b) Larue; pileUfl "> 12 em. broad, brown when mol I 270. /' /

sp. nov.
i bb ) Smaller; pileus t cm. or less In width.

(c) Spores large, 13-18 mlcr. long;, common on lawns and
places. 276. P. f<n nisei U Kr.

(cc) Spores less tban 13 micr. long.

(d) Pileus Buhviscid and rufous-brown when moist; gills

broadly adnate.

(e) Growing on dung or pastured fields, 264. /'. tut \scido

Pk.

(ee) Growing on the ground in woods. 265. P. atrorufn IV

(dd) Pileus not subviscid; gills not subdecurrent.

(e) Stem pale fuscous, 10-15 cm. long; on sphagnum. 267 /'

a! nibriniiii n Ft.

(ee) Stem white, shorter.

(f) Spores small, 6-7 micr. long.

(g) Pileus 1-4 cm. broad, livid-brown when moist and
striate. 271. P. cernua Ft.

(gg) Pileus less than 1 cm. broad, dull brownish wl
moist, spotted. 275. P. SubmacuUltQ Atk.

(ff) Spores S-10 micr. long or longer, pileus dark brown
when moist,

(g) Stem falsely bulbous from adhering sand, often sub

caespitose and clavate. 27::. /'. arennlina I'k. /'

ammophila Mont.

(gg) Stem not markedly enlarged by adhering sand, equal
(h) Gills narrow; spores 10-12x6 micr; stem Blender,

1-2 mm. thick. 272. P. murcida 1

(hh) Gills medium broad; Bpores 7-9x4-6 micr.; stem
::-4 mm. thick, Bhorter. 27 \. P. agroriella Atk

(AA) Pileus not hygrophanous.
(a) Pileus with white fibrils or hairy scabs on the lUrface; OB

colored. 268. P. canofaciens <'ke.

(aa) Pileus glabrous except margin, viscid or subviscid

(b) Stem long, 7-10 cm., pileus grayish olive; on sphagnum or dung
268. /'. urla Ft.

(bb) Stem shorter; pileus without olive tints.

(c) On dung; pileus livid-brownish-yellow; Kills broadly adi.

spores very large. 263. P. merdaria I'r

(cc) On the ground in woods; pileus tawny fulvous ; pills emargln-
ate-adnate. 219. P. crimen Kr.

Section I. Deconicae. <;ills broad and broadly adnate, some

times decurrenl by ;• tooth; margin of pileua ;it Aral with •< i'" 1

culose or fibrillose, delicate and very evanescent veil.

35
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This section approaches Stropharia ;
it was raised to generic rank

by W. G. Smith under the name Deconica. The veil, although

usually very evanescent, may at times leave a slight annular mark

on the stem so as to simulate Stropharia, and hence the species must

be carefully compared with species of that genus.

263. Psilocybe merdaria Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821 (as Stropharia in Hym. Europ.).

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PL 130, Fig. 3 (as Stropharia).

Cooke, 111., PL 537 (?) (as Stropharia).

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 649 (as Stropharia).

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 66, Fig. 1.

PILELTS 1-3 cm. broad, campanulate-keinispherical, finally plane,

livid-brownish to livid-yellow, obtusely subumbonate, slightly darker

on umbo, glabrous, even, subviscid, at first with slight Hecks on the

margin. FLESH pallid, thin. GILLS broadly adnate to triangu-

lar-subdecurrent, brood, subdistaiit, yellowish at first, then pow-

dered by purple-brown spores, at length dark brown. STEM 2-4

cm. long, 1-3 mm. thick, equal, even or slightly ridged at apex by

decurrent gills, delicately flocculose-fibrillose, glabresceut, pale yel-

lowish, stuffed then hollow, often with slight annular remnants or

fibrils. SPOKES large, 11-17x7-8 micr., elliptical, smooth, pur-

plish-brown under the microscope. CYSTIDIA none. ODOR mild.

On horse dung along with Stropharia stcrcoraria. Ann Arbor.

May-June. Infrequent.

Not to be confused with Xaucoria semiorbicularis, A. pediades

and A. platysperma, the spores of which are smaller and lack the

purple tinge. It is said to differ from P. coprinophila by the grayish

young gills of the latter. I have followed Karsten and Britzelmayr

(quoted by Sacc.) in referring this plant with large spores under

P. merdaria. Other authors differ widely and it is clear that several

species are either confused -or that the plant needs segregation.

Cooke, in the Illustrations, gives the size 8x5 micr.
;
W. G. Smith.

9x6 micr.
; Ricken, 12-13 x 7-9 micr. Ricken says "the purplish

color of the spores disappears in dried specimens,'' hence the study

of exsicatti is of little value.
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264. Psilocybe subviscida l'k.

>.'. V. State Mus. Rep. LI, L888 (as Deconica).

PILEUS 5-1 n nun. broad, fragile, ovate-campannlate then subei

panded and obtusely umbonate, bygrophanous, at i i 1

-

-^ t viscid and
chest iiiit-tn'•own or rufous-brown and striatulate ichen moist, rery
soon buff with or without an ochraceous ambo when dry, glabrous,

subviscid. FLESH thin. GILLS broadly adnate, subtriangular,

thickish, subdistant, broad
}

at iir>t whitish, then umber. STEM
2-4 tin. Long, l 2 mm. thick, slender, equal or tapering downwards,

pallid to lust rsi cm, varying to chestnut brown within and without,

at first covered with delicaU white fibrils. SPORES <>v;ii or ovi

6-7x4-.~> niicr.. smooth, pale lirmvn tinged with wine-color under

microscope. VEIL slight, fugacious.

In pastured fields among grass, <>n dung, and on moss in w Is.

April-June. Ann Arbor. [nfrequenk
This approaches P. physaloides Fr. (sense of Ricken) in color, but

the ix'iUs arc not crowded and the spores arc smaller, h also differs

from /'. bullacea Fr. in the subdistant gills. The latter species is

doubtless native here, hut the discrepancies in the descriptions 03

the different authors make it difficult to place. Saccardo fol

Lowing Fries, says cap of P. bullacea is fulvous-baj color when

moist, and gives the spores 6-10x IT micr.
;

Ricken describes the

Cap as chocolate-brown when moist, with spores Like our P. WUb

oiscida. Which of these, if any, is P. bullacea is therefore hard to

tell; nevertheless it is desirable to follow the description Of Fl

The chestnut <»r rufous-brown color, and the risiciditj quickly dis

appear and the pileus is then tan-colored and even.

265. Psilocybe atrorufa Fr.

Syst. Myc. L821.

Illustration: Cooke, III.. PI. 571.

PILEUS 5-12 mm. broad, convex-hemispherical, obtuse, bygropfa

; us, umber-brown then rufous-brown and striatulate when »)"i.<t.

glabrous and pale alutaceus when dry, not viscid, margin faintly

veiled. FLESH thin, concolor, broadly adnate or subdecutn

Bubtriangular, close, at length umber-colored. STEM 3 I cm.

1-2 mm. thick, slender, hollow, equal or tapering downward,

BCUrelV tlocculose tihi-illose. ^lahrescent. rufOMS-baU Color \)
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out. SPOKES 5-8x4-5.5 micr., oval, somewhat pointed at ends,

smooth, reddish-brown under microscope. CYSTIDIA none.

STERILE CELLS on edge of gills, slender, lanceolate-subulate, 30-

34 x 5 micr.

Gregarious, on the ground in woods. Ann Arbor, Bay View.

(Probably throughout the State). June-July.

Differing from the preceding in the non-viscid pileus and closer

gills. Here again two very different spore-sizes have been given,

and although Cooke's figure is somewhat illustrative of our plant,

his spores are too large, 10-12 x 6 micr.

Section II. Tenaces. Pileus with a pellicle, moist or subviscid

when young; veil slight, cortinate. Toughish and somewhat

brightly colored.

266. Psilocybe canofaciens Cke.

Grevillea, Vol. 14, p. 1, 1885.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PI. 621.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, then expanded, ob-

tuse or subumbonate, even, umber-brown, covered at first by delicate,

white, scattered fibrils, at length somewhat appressed fibrillose-

scaly and fibrils concolor. FLESH thickish on disk, concolor.

GILLS adnate, rather broad, ventricose, subdistant, dark umber.

STEM 5-7 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, equal or slightly tapering, stuffed

then hollow, dark umber-color, darker at base, covered with long
fibrils which become matted, toughish. SPORES elliptical-oblong,

slightly curved in one plane, very variable in size, 10-15 micr. long

(rarely much longer), 4-5 micr. thick, purple-brown under micro-

scope, umber in mass.

On the ground in woods. Negaunee. August. Rare.

Sent to me by Miss Rose M. Taylor. It is a very characteristic

plant, with its dark colors, the fibrillose-hairy covering on the cap
and stem and the variable spore-size. This plant is a striking com-

mentary on the value of spore-characters iu identification. Massee

(British Fungus Flora) states that the spores vary very much
in size in the English specimens, and in Michigan this peculiar-

ity is also found.
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267. Psilocybe atrobrunnea I r.

Epiqrisis, L836 38.

[llustral ion : Plate LV I of iliis Report.

PILEUS 1 1 cin. broad, campanulati convex, obtusely umbonate,

hygrophanous, umber when moist, Fading to ding} ochraceous, even,

glabrous. FLESH thin, concolor. GILLS adnate bul rounded

behind, not uncinate, seceding, rather broad, subdistant, brownish

gray, then smokj fuscous, edge whitish. STKM .". 15 cm. long, </<<//

gated, 1.5 I nun. thick, slender, Qexuous, equal or subattenuate

base, even, /<<//< fuscous, covered with whitt silky fibrils, KtufTcd,

concolor within, cartilaginous, toughish. SPOKES ellipl

in \'l x 5-6 micr., smooth, dark purplish brown. < >l >< >k and TASTK

Blight, Bomewhat farinaceous.

In tamarack i>o^s, among sphagnum. September-November.
Ann Arbor. Local.

Known by iis sphagnum habitat, dark color when moist and its

long sicins. The superficial white fibrils on the stein seem to in-

dicate a veil.

268. Psilocybe uda (IY. Battaille

Syst. Myc, 1821, Bull. de la. Soc. Myc. .1-' France, Vol. 27, p. 374,

1911.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, campanulate, mammilate, with a viscid

pellicle, striatulate <nnl grayish olive with rufous-brown umbo when

moist, shining, fading to creamj white with pale-yellow umbo,

glabrous. FLESfl thin. GILLS adnate or sliehtlv subdecnrrent,

very broad, close to subdistant, gray then violaceous-blackish, edge

white-flocculose. STEM 7-10 cm. long, slender, 1.5-2 mm. thick,

slightly thicker toward base, equal elsewhere, pallid-whitish, rigid,

glabrous, even, hollow, sometimes annulate by iln- delicate, superior,
-

fibrillose remains of the veil. SP< >RES elliptical, 17 -" \ 10 micr.,

smooth, bright violet-purple under the microscope, purplish-bin

ish in nui^s. STERILE CELLS on edge ot gills, narrow, lint

<>|m>K none.

on horse-dung, in low woods. New Richmond. Septeml

This species is slender-stemmed like Stropharia m"'

ami its spores are about the Bame Bize. It differs from x

bonatescens in the olive-colored, striate pileus, and lack
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This is referred to by "Fries as var. clongata (Hymen. Europ.). The

varietal name is used by Ricken for a plant which he calls Hypho-
lonia elongatum, which has much smaller spores, while he claims that

P. uda has no trace of a veil, but has the large spores. Battaille

(1. c.) describes our plant well and emphasizes the deep violet color

of the spores, which is quite marked in the Michigan specimens, as

well as the slight evanescent annulus. The only discrepancy is that

the habitat of P. uda is on dung instead of sphagnum and while this

is important it is deemed best to refer it for the present to the

above species. It is a better Stropharia.

269. Psilocybe ericaea Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PL 136, Fig. 1.

Cooke, 111., PL 508.

PILEFS 2-3 cm. broad, convex then subexpanded, obtuse or urn-

bonate, even, subviscid, with a gelatinous separable pellicle, tawny-

fulvous, glabrous, at first with a whitish, fibrillose cortina on edge.

FLESH firm, thickish, rather compact, pallid. GILLS adnate, be-

coming emarginate, broad, close or almost crowded, whitish at first,

then fulvous-brown and sprinkled with blackish spots, edge minutely
white fimbriate. STEM 5-8 cm. long, 34 mm. thick, equal, flexuous,

stuffed with a rather persistent pith, glabrous, apex pruinose, pallid

then fuscescent, curved at base and attached to fallen leaves, etc.

SPORES oval-elliptical, inequilateral, 9-11 x 5-5.5 micr., pale pur-

plish under the microscope, dark in mass. CYSTIDIA none.

STERILE CELLS on edge of gills, subcylindrical, elongate-narrow,
34 micr. diam. ODOR and TASTE mild.

On the ground in mixed woods. New Richmond. September.

Agrees well in size, shape and color with the figures of Fries.

Authors give conflicting spore-sizes and it seems impossible to be

certain of the plant on this point.

Section III. Rigidae. Cortinate veil none or slight (except in

P. larga), pileus hyijrophanous, rigid-fragile when dry, scarcely or

not at all pelliculose.

This section has the appearance of the second section of the Hy-
pholomas except in the absence of or reduced development of the

veil; the first species represents a connecting link between them.
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270. Psilocybe larga sp. qov.

Illustration : Plate l.V 1 1 of this Report.

PILEUS large, l l I cm. broad, oval campanulate ;ii first, at length

expanded plane and radially cracked or split on Hie margin agiU

hygrophanous, bay-orown to oehraceous-hrown and even when mo
whitish-tan and radiately rugulose when dry, ai first dotted u

scattered, small, snow-white, floccase, superficial scales, quicklj

denuded, often only with white-silkj margin. I'l.Ksn rather thin,

while when dry, Bcissile, homogeneous, with large cells. < ; 1 1 u ml

Date, rounded behind, rather broad, close to Btibdistant, white ;ii

first, then pale fuscous, finally umfo r, edge minutelj white fimbriate.

STEM stout, 5-10 cm. long, 5-15 mm. thick, equal or tapering op

ward, soon hollow, terete it compressed, rather firm, usually striatt

to sulcate, furfuraceous but glabrescent, then shining, white, cortex

subcartilaginous. SPORES elliptical, 8-9.5x4-5 micr., smooth,

obtuse, purple-brown under microscope, nmber in m;iss. CYSTIDIA
abundant on sides and edge <>r ^iills. 70-80x 12-15 micr., subventri

cose to subcylindrical, narrow-stalked, obtusely rounded above.

BASIDIA 1-spored. ODOB and TASTE none.

Gregarious or caespitose around old stumps, buried roots, etc., in

grassy clearings or w Is. Ann Arbor. May-September. (More
frequent in spring.) Not infrequent in elm swamps or clearings.
A large and striking species, related to P. spadicea and Hypho

loma sarcocephalum. Prom the former ii differs markedly in the

presence of ;i veil, the adnate uills and the striate stem; from the

latter, in its strongly marked bygroph; n> character, and lack

of any pellicle. Ricken suggests that these two species are identical.

I suspect that nil three are variations of the same plant, but ai

present this cannot be established. Our plant is often fonnd with-

out a sign of the floccose remnants of the veil, especially aftei a rain

or in windy weather. Cinder favorable weather conditions, however,

the developing plant shows the veil well. Psilocybt spad ems

to be differently understood by authors. According to Quelet,

Kicken and others ii is .i large plant, like /'. larga. If thi^ is true,

Cooke's figures are very misleading, and as the I Ii autli

have followed his idea, ii is not surprising to have ii reported In

Peck and others for this country in a way to suggesl Hyp)

hydrophilum, which is ;i much smaller and more densely cnespi

plant. I have not seen /'. spadicea IV. in il •

i je of R nud

Quelet.
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271. Psilocybe cernua Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 571.

Plate LVIII of this Report.

PILEUS 1-1 cm. broad, convex-campanulate, liygrophanous, livid

watery-brown when moist and then striate, whitish when dry, often

areolate cracked and rugulose in age, veil entirely lacking. FLESH
rather thin, whitish when dry. GILLS adnate-seceding, moder-

ately broad, rounded behind, close, at first whitish, finally purplish-

umber, edge minutely white-flocculose. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 2-1 mm.

thick, equal or tapering below, delicately stuffed then tubular, w/iite,

rigid-cartilaginons when dry, subfibrillose, apex pruinose, flexuous

or variously curved. SPORES oblong-elliptical, 6-7x3-1 micr.,

smooth, purple-brown under microscope. CYSTIDIA none.

STERILE CELLS on edge of gills, short, subsaccate, 25 x 7 micr.

ODOR and TASTE none.

Caespitose or subeaespitose-gregarious, at the base of trees.

Ann Arbor, New Richmond. September-October. Infrequent.

The pileus is rather firm when dry, not splitting easily on the

margin on drying. This species agrees well with the descriptions

and Cooke's illustration.

272. Psilocybe murcida Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

PILEUS 2-1 cm. broad, obtuse, fragile, campanulate-convex,
then expanded, liygrophanous, dark bay-brown and striatulate on

margin when moist, fulvous-alutaceous or rufous-tinged when dry,

then subrugulose and atomate, glabrous. FLESH thin, subrigid

and fragile. GILLS adnate, almost close, narrow, attenuate in

front, subventricose, becoming fuscous-purplish, edge white-floc-

culose. STEM 6-8 cm. long, 1.5-2.5 mm. thick, slender, fragile, white

at first, then pallid, slightly fibrillose, glabrescent, stuffed with a

white pith then hollow, undulate. VEIL none. SPORES elliptical-

oblong, 10-12x6 micr., obtuse, smooth, purple-brown under micro-

scope, purplish-black in mass. CYSTIDIA scattered, on sides and

edge of gills, ventricose-elongated, narrow above, 50-60 x 9 micr.

ODOR and TASTE none.

Solitary and scattered. On low, wet ground in low woods. Ann
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Arbor, New Richmond. May, June and September. Not infrequent
in wet weather.

Agrees well with the Friesian description. The gilla are perhaps
not truly subdistanl bu1 rather close. The color of the cap changes
from umber to nitons then pale tan. The slender, white, equal
Sinn is ;i marked character. When moist, the cap is Bomewhat

shining, with a gelatinous appearance, bul there \s no pellicle and

the i rama is homogeneous.

273. Psilocybe arenulina Pk.

\. Y. State Mils. Rep. 30, 1878.

PILEUS 1 "« cm. broad, convex then plane, glabrous, hygropha

nous, dark broicn and coarsely striaU on margin when moist, ding}

white when dry, margin a1 firsl incurved and ftbrillose-flocculose.

FLESH thin, concolor. GILLS adnate, close, not broad, ventrico

becoming brownish then purple-brown and dotted by spore-mass

STEM 3-5 cm. long, L.5-2 nun. thick, tapering upward, hollow, whit-

ish, the lower half covered with adhering sand and sometimes da

vale. SPORES L0-llx5 rnicr., elliptical, smooth, purple-brown

under the microscope. CYSTIDIA aone.

Gregarious or subcaespitose, on sandy soil. Port Huron. New

Richmond. September-t >ctober.

This seems to lie close to /'. inntnophila Mont, (see illustration in

Hard's Mushrooms, Pig. 268, p. 330, L908). The Bpores of thai

species appear to be too large, and the habil is different. At least

our plants were not like those figured by Hard.

274. Psilocybe agrariella At k.

Ann. M\c. Vol. VII, p. 374, 1909.

PILEUS L-3.5 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, obtuse, then ei

panded, fragile, hygrophanous, obscurely rivulosi or striatulate and

umber-brownish to pale rufous when moist, glabrous, pallid

ochraceous or whitish when dry, margin at first incurved and deli-

cately white-silky from the evanescent veil. FLESH thin, nearly

homogeneous, of fioccose cells, concolor. <;iM,s adnate, Beceding,

moderately broad, ventricose, close, al length purplish umber, edge

white-fimbriate. STEM I r. cm. long, 3 I mm. thick, equal, fro

white, even, apex pruinose, glabrous, Btuffed booh hollow, b
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white-mycelioid. SPORES elliptical, 7-9x4-5 niicr., inequilateral,

smooth, dark purple-brown under the microscope, blackish-purple

in mass. CYSTIDIA scattered on sides of gills, more numerous on

edge, 45-55 x 10-15 niicr., ventricose-lanceolate, apex obtuse. ODOR
and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or scattered, on the ground or leaf mould, in wet places

of low frondose woods. Ann Arbor, New Richmond. May, June and

September. Infrequent.

The color is somewhat variable in different localities but the

other characters are the same. It differs from P. cernua in the

presence of a very slight veil when young. The pileus is slightly

rigid but fragile ; its surface has a slight gelatinous feel when wet,

but there is no distinct pellicle, merely a somewhat differentiated

upper layer of more turgid cells.

A closely related species occurs in low wet ground in woods,

which differs from this mainly in possessing a thin subgelatinous

pellicle of horizontal narrow hyphae, with narrower gills and

pellucid-white stem. The color of cap and stem and the microscopic

characters are otherwise the same. Perhaps it is a variety of P.

ericaea Fr., but the pileus is distinctly hygrophanous.

275. Psilocybe submaculata Atk.

Ann. Myc, Vol. VII. p. 375. 1909.

"PILEUS 4-10 mm. broad, convex, glabrous, hygrophanous. (hill

brownish, then dull white with dark watery and yellowish spots,

margin at first incurved. FLESH with a surface layer of sub-

pyriform to subglobose angular cells, inner portion floccose and

grading into the surface cells. GILLS adnate, emarginate, rather

crowded, brownish with a purple tinge, edge whitish. STEM 2-3

cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, fistulose, even, somewhat flexuous, white

and shining, apex white-mealy, base with white mycelium. SPORES
suboblong, subelliptical, slightly inequilateral, 6-7 x 3-4 micr., pur-

ple-brown under the microscope. BASIDIA 4-spored. CYSTIDIA
few on sides of gills, very numerous on edge, ventricose, apex crystal-

line. On very rotten wood."

The description is adapted from that of Atkinson, who reported

specimens from Michigan. I have not studied it.
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276. Psilocybe foenisecii Fr. (Edible

Svst. M\r.. 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, [11., PL 590.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 592.

Ricken, l>ie Blatterpilze, PL 66, Fig. 8.

Swanton, Fungi, PL '.». Fig. 1.

.Mnrrill. Mycologia, Vol. 3, PL 10, Fig. 5.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 267, p. 329, 1908.

Plate uv of this Report.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, rarelj broader, campanulate-convex or

subhemispherical, obtuse, seldom plane, hygrophanous, dark grayish

brown to smoky-fuscous and even vchen moist, Bometimes rufettcent,

subzonate on drying, drab-tan-color to buff when dry, glabrous, \<-il

entirely lacking. FLESH thin, dingy-pallid. GILLS adnate, al

most subdistant, broad, ventricose, Bometimes Binnate-emarginate,

purplish-fuscous or fuscons-brown, variegated, edge white-flmbriate.

STEM slender, is cm. long, 1.5-2 nun. thick, equal, rigid-elastic,

fragile, hollow, even, glabrous, pruinose a1 apex, pallid to subru

fescent, no1 rooting. SPORES variable in size, L3-18x8-10 inicr.,

broadly elliptical, or in another plane broader a1 our end, slightly

tuberculate, apiculate, purplish-brown under the microscope.

CYSTIDIA none. STERILE CELLS on edge, aarrow, 30-36x3-5

micr. ODOR and TASTE none.

Gregarious or scattered, among grass on lawns, roadsides, grass]

places in w Is. meadows ami pastures. Throughout the State.

May-June (less often, July-September). Very common.

The "haymarker's Psilocybe" is to be looked for during the warm

spring months on our lawns everywhere. Its colors are dull and

quite variable, but because of its abundance it can booh be re<

nized under its many guises. A zonate effecl is often seen on the

pileus as the moisture dries out. h is edible. The Bpore-sizea

given incorrectly by several authors, bul this is nol surprising be

cause of their ureat variability, c\cn in the same plant. The rough

character of the surface of the spore distinguishes if from the

others.
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277. Psilocybe conissans Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Kep. 41, 1S88 (as Clitopilus).

PILEUS 2.5-5 cm. broad, broadly convex becoming plane, hygro-

phanous, watery-broivn to pale chestnut when moist, pale alutaceous

to buff when dry, striatnlate then subrugulose, glabrous or sub-

pruinose, veil lacking. FLESH thin, whitish. GILLS adnexed,

rounded behind, thin, close, brownish then dusted by the reddish-

cinnamon or vinaceous-red spores. STEM 2.5.5 cm. long, 2-4 mm.

thick, equal, rather slender, rigid-fragile, hollow, white, curved or

flexuous, glabrous, pruinose at apex. SPORES elliptical or almost

oblong, 7-9x4-5 micr. (rarely longer), smooth, hyaline but with

reddish tinge under the microscope, brick-red in mass.

Caespitose around base of stumps in hemlock-maple woods.

Marquette and Houghton. August-September. Rather rare.

A peculiar plant, whose spores might well lead one to look for

it under the pink-spored group but whose general appearance is that

of a Psilocybe. Under the microscope the spores are almost hyaline-

white but the exospore is slightly tinged with reddish
;
when dusted

on the cap and stem, as is often the case, they have a brick-red to

vinaceous color. Peck originally referred it to Clitopilus, but in the

N. Y. State Bull. 122, he changed it to Psilocybe.

OCHRASPORAE

Paxillus Fr.

(From the Latin Paxillus, a small stake.)

Ochre-spored. Stem confluent with the pileus, fleshy, tending to

be eccentric or lacking. Gills mostly decurrent, forked behind and

anastomosing on the stem, easily separable from the trama of the

pileus.

Fleshy, putrescent, distinct fungi, growing on the ground, forest

debris or decayed wood. When present the stems are stout and

usually slightly eccentric, sometimes central; in two species the

pileus is sessile and lateral, and the stem is lacking. The genus
Paxillus is here limited to include only the plants placed by Fries

under the tribe Tapinia. The white-spored species have been re-

ferred to Clitocybe under the section Paxilloideae. P. lepista Fr.,

which is said to have reddish spores is not known to me. Ricken
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has placed sonic of the species of Clitopilus with i-< -< 1 < 1 i » 1 1 spores
lie\l tO I'u.rillils h/iishr, ;in ;i na nej'inen I which hardly Solves the

problem. Several species of Clitocybe and Tricholoma with a tint

of reddish in the spore print and with gills separable from ili«' pileus

arc equally close t" P. lepista as it is described, and an arras

incut of these s|M'cifs under :i single genus is desirable: such are

Tricholoma panoeolum var. cacspitosum and Tricholoma nudum.

Kaisicn, Barle and others have raised the tribe Tapinia t'> the rank

of a genus and include under it the Bpecies described below. No

uniformity of agreemenl lias so far resulted and I prefer to retain

the name- Paxillus in this report because "i' it> established use for

our plants and therefore its practical convenience.

I\> 1/ In lll< S/ii cu s

(a) Stem present; pileus medium lar

(b) Stem covered by blackish-brown, dins.', tomentoee bain
p. atrotomentosus Fr.

(bb) Stem not tomentose-hairy.

(c) Gills golden-yellow; pileus reddish-yellow-brown. 27f /'.

rhodoxanth us Schw.

(cc) Gills dingy olivaceous-yellowisb, becoming brown when
bruised. 279. P. in volutin Fr.

(aa) Stem lacking; pileus lateral,

(b) Gills orange-yellow, corrugate. 281. /'. corrugatus Atk.

(bb) Gills pale yellowish or yellowish tan; sinuous-crisped. 282.

P. panuoides Fr.

278. Paxillus rhodoxanthus Schw.

Synopsis Fung., L822.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. 83 1 (as P. paradoxus).

Bresadola, Fung. Trid., PI. 207 (as Phylloporus rhodowam-

thus).

Fries, [cones, PI. L15, Fig. 2 [as Flammula tammii).

Gillet, Champig] s de France, No. L36 (as Clitocybe /" //•

ticri i.

Patonillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 354 (as Pawillus tammii).

Rieken, Blatterpilze, PI. 28, Fig. 1.

Atkinson. M ushrooms, PL IT. Fig. L56, L900

Hard. Mushrooms, Fig. 234, p. 289, L908.

PILEUS I !» cm. broad, firm, convex, then expanded, depressed or

ohtuse. somewhat turbinate, color varying reddish-yellow-bi

chestnut brown, sometimes pale cinnamon-brown, minutely to

tose, glabrescent, dry. often rimosely cracked. FLESB
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disk, pallid tinged yellowish. GILLS long, decurreut, arcuate,

thiekish, rather broad toward stem, close to subdistant, golden-yel-

low to chrome-yellow, sometimes forked, very intervenose, some-

times reticulate-porose toward stem. STEM 4-8 oh. long, 5-10 mm.

thick, equal or ventricose, solid, pale, reddish yellow, yellow at base,

punctate with small, reddish-brown scales or dots. SPOKES

elongated-oblong, almost fusiform, 9-12 x 3-4.5 micr., yellowish in

mass. CYSTIDIA numerous on edge and sides of gills, clavate-

lanceolate, GO-70 x 9-15 micr., filled with yellowish content. ODOR
and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground or among mosses in

frondose or conifer woods. Ann Arbor, Bay View. July-August.

Infrequent.

This species appears to represent a link between the Boletaceae

and the Agaricaceae. The top of the pileus may easily be mistaken

for Boletus subtomentosus and in its extreme variation the gills

anastomose to such an extent as to almost appear porose near the

stem. The plant has been placed in Gomphidius, Flammula, and

Clitocybe, while Bresadola erected the genus Phylloporus for it,

where it might well be left. The plant was first described by Rev.

David de Schweinitz from specimens gathered in North Carolina.

It occurs also in Europe where it has had a variety of names.

279. Paxillus involutus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 875.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 514.

Berkeley, Outlines, PI. 12, Fig. 5.

Michael, Fiihrer, f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I, No. 30.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 28, Fig. 2.

Swanton, Fungi, PI. 40, Fig. 7-8.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 155, p. 16G, 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 232, p. 287, 1908.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 48, PI. 28, Fig. 18-23.

PILEUS 4-9 cm. broad, convex then expanded-depressed, firm,

pliant in age, ochraceous-rusty-brown, reddish-brown or olive-brown,
somewhat cottony-tornentose, margin at first involute then spread-
ing and furrowed or ridged, sometimes subviscid, shining in spots
when dry. FLESH thick, yellowish-pallid, becoming brownish
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when bruised. GILLS decurrent, arcuate, crowded, rather broad,
anastomosing, or reticulated-porose on the stem, olivaceous-yellow
becoming brown when bruised. STEM I 6 cm. long, L-2.5 cm.

thick, Bolid, glabrous, even, central or eccentric, somewhat enlarged
at base, dingy yellowish-brown or concolor. SPORES broadly
elliptical, pallid, rusty ochraceous, 7-9 \ 5 micr., Bmooth. < JY8T1 hi a

moderately abundant or scattered, lanceolate, 50-70x10-12 micr.
ODOR an. I TASTE mild. Edible.

Solitary or scattered. On the ground or among forest debris,
sometimes at the sides of logs or base of stumps, etc. More com
,ll( " 1 in the coniferous regions of the State, rather infrequent else

where. Isle Royale, BOughton, Marquette, Baj View, Men Rich-

mond, Dcin.ii. Ami Arbor, etc. July-October. C mon in th.-

nori li.

The dingy and dull colors are Borneo hat variable in various stag<
of development. It is not usually an attractive plant because
the hues assumed by the flesh, etc., in age. I have but seldom found
it in the southern part of the State or where conifers are al>s«-m.

280. Paxillus atrotomentosus Fr. Edibli

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : < !ooke,. III.. PI. sTti.

<lillct. Champignons de Prance, No. 512.

Michael. Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I. No. 29.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 28, Pig. l.

Atkinson. Mushrooms, Pig. 157, p. 169, 1900.

Hani. Mushrooms. Pig. 233, p. 288, L908

PILEUS ~>-l'2 cm. broad, firm, tough, convex thru plane or de

pressed, dry, more or less pruinose-tomentose, al length naked.

rusty-brown to blackish-brown, even, margin at first involute, per

sistently incurved. FLESH thick, compact to spongy, white

GILLS adnate-decurrent, separable from the pileus, close, rather

narrow, forked behind and often anastomosing, Bometimes poi

on stem. STEM 3-12 cm. long, 1-3 cm. thick, often eccentric, stout,

solid, tough, straight <>r curved, arising from a rooting base, < otn n d

l>!/
n blackish-brown velvety tomentum. SPORES ovaL smooth,

x 3-4 micr.. yellowish in mass. CY8TIDIA aone. ODOR and

TASTE Blight. Edible.

Solitary or caespitose. On decaying logs, Btumps, etc..
" r ''
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of trees, in coniferous woods. Huron Mountains, Bay View, Sagi-

naw, New Richmond. July-September. Infrequent.

Very distinct by the blackish hairs which clothe the stem. It is

apparently limited to wood or debris from coniferous sources. Oc-

casional specimens attain quite a large size and often occur singly

at the base of pine trees. The cap is sometimes nearly lateral es-

pecially when growing in tufts.

281. Paxillus corrugatus Atk.

Mushrooms, p. 170, 1900.

Illustration: Ibid, PL 18, Fig. 158.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, lateral, shelving, narrowed down in an

irregular wedge-form to the sessile base, convex then expanded,

maize-yellow to canary-yellow, with a reddish-brown tinge near the

base, glabrous or slightly tomentose, margin at first involute.

FLESH pale yellow, spongy. GILLS 2-3 mm. broad, not crowded,

regularly dichotomously forked, thin, very wavy and crenulate,

sides corrugated, orange-yellow, easily separating from pileus.

STEM lacking. SPOBES minute, broadly-elliptical to oval, 3x

1.5-2 micr., faintly yellow, olive-yellow on white paper. ODOR

characteristic, disagreeable.

On hemlock stumps or wood. Houghton, Marquette. August-

September. Infrequent or rare.

Known best by the deep orange-yellow color of the corrugated

gills and the lack of a stem.

282. Paxillus panuoides Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 878.

Berkeley, Outlines, PL 12, Fig. 6.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. Ill, No. 50.

Sicken, Blatterpilze, PL 28, Fig. 3.

PILEUS 3-12 cm. broad, sessile, or laterally extended to a stem-

like base, petaloid or conciliate, dull yellow to olivaceous-yellow,

tinged with brown, downy at first, glabrescent. margin thin, acute,

wavy or crisped. FLESH white, soft, not very thick. GILLS

radiating from the base, forked, anastomosing, often crisped, close,
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pale yellow. STEM lacking. SPORES elliptical, smooth, 1-6x3-4,

pale yellow in mass. CYSTIDIA Done, ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subimbricate. <>n decaying Logs, etc., in coniferous

woods.

Houghton, Munising, J'»;iy View. Jul) August, [nfrequent.

. Paler and with Less corrugated gills than the preceding. [1

saiil to be very variable in form and habit, in Europe it occurs

in dark places, in cellars, mines, etc, attached t<> Hi" timbers, it

appears to be much Less common in this country.

Pholiota I i.

i Prom the i Lreek Pholis, .1 scale.
|

Ochre-brown or rusty Bpored. Stem continuous witli the pileus,

provided with a membranous annulus, which is formed from a

partial veil: do volva, hence n<> universal veil; ^ills admit- /.. .

ing emarginate or decurrenl by a tooth, sometimes adnezed.

Putrescent, terrestrial or Lignicolous mushrooms, of great varia-

bility of types. They correspond to Armillaria of the white-spored

group, and Stropharia of the purple-brown-spored group. The Dear-

est genera are Flanimula and Cortinarius whose veils differ, when

present, in being cortinate. The Large, wood-inhabiting species

often densely caespitose. None are known to be poisonous, and

many are excellent when cooked.

The PILEUS varies according to the section to which it helm,.

In one section it is often very scaly, in the others it is asually

glabrous. It may be dry or hygrophanous. The color is asually
whitish or dull yellowish in the tirst section. Those growing mi

wood are often very attractive, with bright yellow colors, in P.

aeruginosa tinged with dark green, and in others a watery brown.

The GILLS are attached t<» the stem, adnate, adnezed, <»r decurrenl

by a tooth; in all these cases, the gills m.i\ secede from the stem

during the expansion of the pileus. and thej Dearly always become

emarginate or sinuate ;it maturity. This separates them from the

genus Flanimula whose gills never becdme sinnate. The color

changes from the young condition i<> maturity and it is necessary

in many cases to know the color of the young u'iH^ to identify the

species: this is usually white or yellow, but ;it Length chai

the color of the spores, which are either ochraceous, fusco

ferruginous. The STEM is fleshy or fibrous. ^<>lid or Btuffed, and

provided with a membranous annulus which is either I" ;

37
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may break up into easily removed shreds, so that it may appear to

be lacking in rainy weather. The SPORES are elliptical or oval,

non-angular except obscurely so in a few species, e. g. P. acericola,

P. hoiveana and P. aegerita; in P. aggericola they are often some-

what pear-shaped. The color when caught on white paper varies

considerably, and has been used to subdivide the sections.

CYSTIDIA are present only in two sections, as far as is known,
viz. in the Humigeni and Hygrophani. This fact may serve as a

basis for raising these sections to generic rank, as has been done

by Earle and others.

The genus Pholiota furnishes some excellent species for the table.

P. praecox and its near relatives are among the early edible

mushrooms, and as they occur on lawns and grassy places are

within easy reach. A number of the large, caespitose forms, like

P. squarrosa, P. squan-osoides and P. adiposa are among those eaten,

and in Europe P. mutabilis is highly prized as an ingredient of

soups, and is often artificially cultivated on the wood on which

it is found. On the other hand, wood-inhabiting Pholiotas as well

as others, are apt to have a strong odor or taste, derived from the

wood, and this does not always disappear on cooking. As far as

known, no virulent poisons are present in any of this genus.

The genus is rather large, but many species are found rather in-

frequently. The following key includes most of the species reported

for the north-eastern United States, and no doubt some which are

not yet described will be discovered from time to time. Fries

divided the genus into three sections; to these I will add the sub-

division Hygrophani, as they seem to stand out sufficiently clear

from the rest of the species. The four sections follow :

I. Humigeni
II. Truncigeni

III. Hygrophani
IV. Muscigeni

Key to the Species

(A) Pileus viscid when moist. [See also (AA) and (AAA).]
(a) Pileus scaly; often very caespitose; on wood, sometimes on debris,

(b) Pileus bright yellow.
(c) Gills broad, adnate then emarginate, at first yellow; pileus very

viscid, ochre-yellow,
(cc) Gills narrow. 297. P. adiposa Fr.

(d) Gills yellow at first; pileus sulphur-yellow, covered with
tawny or reddish-brown scales; stem peronate. 299. P.

lucifera (Lasch.) Bres.

(dd) Gills whitish at first; pileus lemon-yellow. P. limonella Pk.
(bb) Pileus not at all or tinged slightly with yellow.
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(c) Pileus tinged red, pink or purplish; subeaespiiose; gills white
or yellow-tinged at Bret. P. ornella 1'k.

(cc) Pileus not With rod or pink,
iiii Very caespitose; pileus and Btem with dense, erect or re-

curved tawny scales on bull ground color. 290 P
rosniilrs I'k.

old) Solitary <>r very few in one tuft.

(e) Edge <>f .tills beaded with white drops; plleua yellowish-
fulvous, spotted with removable scales. i:;» i p
bocrenulata i'k.

(ee) Edge of gills not headed; pileus yellowish-white or some-
times darker; Btem bulbous-radlcati • P • :

(Lasch.) Bres, isvn. /'. comota Ft.), (syn P I i\ta

Vy
|

(aa) Pileus glabrous.

(b) Spores large and variable. 10-16 inicr. long, pilCUS dark brOWfl Of
blackish brown; on the ground In woods 289 P
cola i'k.

(bb) Spores :> micr. or less in length.
(c) On decaying logs, etc; pileus hygrophanous, rn mon

i moist ». 304. P. discolor I'k.

(cc) On lawns, grassy places, etc.; pileus whitish-bull or wt.

thick. 283. P. praecox Pr.

(AA) Pileus hygrophanous, nol viscid

(a) Growing on moss or sphagnum; pileus small; stem slendei

filiform; annulus membranous.
(b) Pileus umbonate; stem solid; annulus Blight P. minims I'k

t bb) Pileus not umbonate; stem hollow; annulus persistent, entire

308. /'. mycenoides Kr.

(aa) On decaying logs, stumps, chips, saw dust, etc, sometimes on
debris in woods, or on the ground.

(b) Gills at first yellowish or ochraceous.

(c) Large; pileus 5-10 cm. broad, cinnamon (moist) ;
annulus

fugacious; flesh yellowish. P. cerasina Pk.

(cc) Much smaller; annulus persistent,

(d) Gills broadly adnate, Bubtrlangular ; appearance of P. mar-

ginata, subcaespitose. 305. P. unicolor Kr.

(dd) Gills adnexed, relatively broad; solitary; ptleUB small,

rugose. 307. P. rugosa Pk.

(bb) Gills never with yellowish tints.

(c) Very caespitose; pileus yellow cinnamon to pale cinnan

stem squarrose-scaly, below the blackish brow ii annulus. /'.

mutaoilis Kr.

(cc) Gregarious; stem not scaly.

(d) Annulus fugaceous, small. BCarcely membranous; tills nar-

row; plleua watery-cinnamon 306 P. marginata Kr.

(dd) Annulus ample, membranous
(e) Pileus densely floccose-dotted, rufous-cinnamon to brick

red; very fragile. 303. P. confragota Kr.

(ee) Pileus glabrous, rugose-wrinkled, ochract anamoc
then paler. 302. P. acericola Pk.

(AAA) Pileus neither viscid nor hygrophanous.
(a) Pileus scaly; on wood. lots, trunks. •

(b) Gills yellow, at length ferruginous,

(c) Pileus silky. floccose-SQuamulose on disk, buff-yellow; ta

bitter; annulus fugacious. P. lutrn Pk.

(cc) Pileus entirely BQUamulO
(d) 'Scales sulphur-yellow, superficial, pilose: stem squarro.^

scaly, hollow. 298, P. flommana Kr

(dd) Scales innate, i. e., by the breaking up of tl

(e) Gills narrow, adnato-decurrent ; pileus gold

tawny; annulus ample, near spex of ventr
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296. P. spectabilis Fr.

(ee) Gills broad,

(f) Pileus and stem variegated yellow and green, or with
greenish scales; on exposed, hard wood. 301. P.

aeruginosa Pr.

(ft) Pileus without green shades,

(g) Stem hollow at length; pileus covered with ferrugin-
ous, pointed, fasciculate scales. 295. P. muricata Pr.

(gg) Stem solid; pileus pale red or yellowish; gills sub-
distant. 300. P. luteofolia Pk.

(bb) Gills not yellow at first, (becoming yellowish in P. curvipes).
(c) Very caespitose; pileus and stem squarrose-scaly; gills pallid-

olivaceous at first, narrow. P. squarrosa Fr.

(cc) Solitary or subcaespitose.

(d) Stem bulbous, subradicate, solid; gills rounded-adnexed or
adnate. (Dry condition.) 289. P. destruens Fr.

(dd) Stem equal, stuffed then hollow,

(e) Pileus small, 2-3 cm. broad.

(f) Pileus covered with superficial, erect, small spine-like

scales, tawny-brown. 294. P. erinaceella Pk.

(ff) Pileus with innate, flocculose minute scales. 293. P.

curvipes Fr.

(ee) Rather large, 6-12 cm. covered with appressed, tawny
fibrillose scales; gills narrow; annulus ample. 292.

P. fulvosquamosa Pk.

(aa) Pileus not scaly; growing on the ground,
(b) In moist, rich woods,

(c) Moderately large.

(d) Large; pileus covered with white flocci, lacunose-wrinkled;
annulus large, persistent and movable. 284. Pholiota

caperata Fr.

(dd) Pileus glabrous; disk ochre-yellowish.
(e) Gills adnexed or nearly free; stem solid; annulus thick.

285. P. johnsoniana Pk.

(ee) Gills adnate, decurrent by a tooth; stem hollow; annulus
ample; caespitose. 286. P. aegerita Fr.

(cc) Small; pileus ochraceous; spores 7-8x3-4; annulus mem-
branous, distant; gills yellowish. P. togularis Fr.

(bb) On lawns, grassy places, etc., medium size.

(c) Stem solid, hard. Pileus tan-color but variable; in cultivated
fields and gardens. 284. P. dura Bolt,

(cc) Stem stuffed then hollow; pileus varying white, whitish
tinged with tan or yellowish,

(d) Open places, in fields, thickets, etc. Spores 9-10.5 x 5-5.5,

obscurely 5-angled. 287. P. howeana Pk.
(dd) Annulus membranous, fragile, subfugacious, brown in

mass. P. duroides Pk.

(ddd) Annulus membranous, fragile, subfugacious.
(e) On lawns, etc., in the spring; spores 8-10x5-6 micr.,

pileus whitish. 284. P. praecox Fr.

(ee) Later in the season; spores 11-12.5 x 7-7.5 micr., similar
to the preceding. 284. P. vermiflua Pk.
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Section I. Humigeni. Terrestrial, rarelj caespitose, not aygro-

phanous, doI attached to mosses, cystidia presenl or absent

283. Pholiota praecoxl'r. (Edible

Syst. Myc, 1821. i.\s P8alliota praecoa.)

Illustrations: Atkinson. Mushrooms, Plate 12, p. r><>. L900.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. ::. PL 19, Pig. I.

Barper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. IT. PL l'7 and 28, Lfl

Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. 209, |». 258, 1908.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PL 30, p. 84.

Rkken, Biatterpilze, PL 55, Pig. I.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 1 12.

Peek, N. Y. State Mus. Mem. I. Plate -",7.

Plate LIX of this Report.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, convex or nearly plane, soft, glabrous, or

nearly so. even, moist, in wet weather often slightly viscid to the

touch, whitish or more or less tinged with yellowish or leather-color

when old, margin at tiist incurved. FLESH white, medium thick.

(JILLS adnate seceding or becoming emarginate, somewhat

rounded behind, close, of medium width, nt fust whitish,

then tinged gray, finally brownish <>> rusty brown, edge crennlate.

STEM 3-8 cm. long, 3-5 mm. thick, rather Blender, equal or Bubequal,

usually straight, glabrous, apex pruinose, almost solid or stuffed by

a fibrous white pith, even or striate at apex, whitish. VE1 L whitish,

thin and frail, breaking variously, sometimes forming a thin, fragile

AXNTLl's. sometimes adhering in shreds to the margin of pileus.

Annnlus apical, fugacious. SPORES elliptical, 9-13x6-7 micr.,

smooth, rusty-brown in mass. CYSTIDIA scattered, swollen-ventri-

cose with short, broad apex, 35-45 micr. long, 12-15 micr. thick.

ODOR farinose. TASTE mild.

Solitary or gregarious, rarely Bubcaespitose. <>n lawns, pastures,

roadsides, etc. sometimes in woods. Throughoul tin- State. Com-

mon in May and early June, niter heavy rains.

One of our early edible mushrooms; easy t«> get, as it gro*

our very doors. It lias several near relatives ami var tewhat

when growing in the w I>. PeCB has called tin- wood form

sylvestris; the cap is darker, brownish to rusty-brown. Another

form, because of its small size (pileua 2-3 cm.) and appendicul

margin of the pileus, was called var. minor by Prie
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The normal form varies also; in Avet weather the pileus is sub-

viscid, while ordinarily it is dry. The gills of different specimens

are attached differently to the stem, adnexed, adnate or even slight-

ly decurrent at times
;
on expansion of pileus, however, they become

sinuate or emarginate; their edge is whitish-crenulate because of

the cystidia. Sometimes the base of stein is attached to white

strands which enter the turf. The stem is almost homogeneous at

first. P. vermiflua Pk. is closely related to it. (See illustration: N.

Y. State Mus. Bull. 75, Plate 73, 1904.) Authors differ somewhat

as to the spore measurements, and may have confused other species

with P. praecox, P. dura Fr. (see illustration: Hard, Mushrooms,

Fig. 210, p. 259) has not been detected in Michigan but doubtless

grows here. Its solid stem, tan to brownish pileus, which usually

cracks on the surface into areas, and its preference for soil which

has been cultivated, distinguish it. Ricken gives the spore-size of

P. dura as 11-13x7-8 niicr. P. temnophylla Pk. is separated by

Peck, on account of its dingy-yellow or ochraceous cap and very

broad gills. One specimen, which may be this species, was collected

in hemlock and spruce woods, Sault Ste. Marie; the very broad gills

were obliquely truncate at the inner extremity, but the spores were

somewhat smaller than given by Peck. Otherwise it resembles P.

praecox. Not infrequently specimens of P. praecox having the char-

acters of the type rather than those of var. sylvestris are found in

low, moist woods.

284. Pholiota caperata Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 348.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 55, Fig. 2.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. I, No. 49 (as Rozites

caperata).

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 520.

Hard, Mushrooms, PL 31, Fig. 212.

Harper, Trans. Wis. Acad. Sci. Arts & Let., Vol. XVII, Pt. 1,

PL 24.

PILFUS 5-10 cm. broad, oval at first, campanulate-expanded,

obtuse, markedly wrinkled or furrowed, dry, at first ivith a super-

ficial hoariness or floccosity, straw-color to alutaceous, at

length glabrous. FLESH white, thick on disk. GILLS adnate, then
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emarginate, medii lose, whitish then dingy pale ferruginous, edge
uneven or crisped. STEM stout, 7 I u cm. long, 10-20 nun. thick,

Bubcylindrical, firm, Bolid, glabrous, dingy white, furnished mm
the middh with </ reflexed, persistant, whitish, membranous <m
Huh-*. SPORES 12-14x7-9 micr., inequilateral, elliptical, tuber

culate, yellowish. < >l>< >i; and taste mild.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground in woods, especially of

conifers. Ann Arbor, Bay View, .M arquette, etc. August-Septem
ber. Frequent locally.

This species baa been separated rrom the Pholiotas i»\ K
who invented the genus Rozites for ii. li i> quite distinct from the

other species by its peculiar covering when young, lis stout sti

distinct annulus, large size and terrestrial habit make ii easilj

recognizable.

285. Pholiota johnsoniana i I'k. i At k. (Edible)

N. V. Stale Cab. Rep. 23, 1872 (as Psalliota johnsoniana).
N. Y. State Miis. Rep. II, isss ias Stropharia johnsoniana).

Illustration: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Plate it. p. 145, L900.

PILEUS 4-10 cm. broad, convex then plane ami subturbinate,

glabrous, ochre-yellowish, often shading to whitish on margin
which is thin and sometimes finely striate. FLESH quite thick on

disk, white, soft. (JILLS udne.rcd or almost free, rounded behind,

thin, crowded, rather narrow, grayish-white at first, then rustj

brown, at length ascending toward front. STEM 5-10 cm. long

(or more), 6-10 nun. thick, equal or slightly thickened at base, folid,

glabrous, innately fibrillose, rarely floccose-torn, whitish. SPORES
elliptical-oval, 5-6x3-4 micr., smooth, brown with a slight rusty

tinge. CYSTIDLA none. l>ut scattered over the hymenium

clusters of stellate crystals. ANNULUS thick, swollen, with obtuse

edge

(Dried: Pileus yellowish-alutaceous ; ^
r ills fuscous-umber; stem

buff).

Gregarious. <»n leaf-mould in rich woods; also said to occur

in pastures. Ann Arbor. September. Rare.

As Atkinson points out, the plant is quite readilj distinguished

by its subturbinate (i. e. top-shaped) pileus and the thick annulus.

Variations occur with erect tawny squammules on the center of the

pileus, or with its surface innately fioccose or fibrillose. Tl

of the stem is sometimes connected with the soil by whit<
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mycelium. A constant peculiarity of the plant seems to be the

clusters of stellate crystals which are scattered among the basidia

as seen under the microscope.

286. Pholiota aegerita Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 524.

Cooke, 111., Plates 453, 365.

PILEUS 4-7 cm. broad, convex then plane, margin at length

elevated, fragile, moist, glabrous, disk subrugulose, ochraceous-yel-

low to fulvous, paler on margin, edge even and thin. FLESH not

thick, Avhite. GILLS adnate, decurrent by a tooth, rather close,

broad, whitish at first, then grayish fuscous, finally umber. STEM
8-12 cm. long, 4-8 mm. thick, slender, equal or slightly thicker at base,

fibrillose-striate, floccose at base, stuffed then hollow, whitish. AN-
NULUS whitish, membranous, rather thin, sometimes disappearing.

SPOKES obscurely 5-angled, i. e. truncate at one end, subacute at

the other, 9-11 x 5-6 micr., fuscous umber. CYSTIDIA scattered,

ventricose, obtuse at apex, about 65-70 micr. long.

(Dried: Pileus fulvous-tan; gills fuscous-umber; stem dingy

buff).

Caespitose. Among debris in low grounds, poplar, willow, etc.,

edge of hemlock woods. Houghton. July. Rare.

The figures and description given by Gillet fit our plant well.

The spores agree with the size given by Ricken and Bresadola. The

caespitose habit, uneven pileus and slender, IioHoav stem character-

ize it. It doubtless varies more as to form than my specimens indi-

cate, and Cooke has given very aberrant examples in the figures

cited. The peculiar outline of the spores is shown also in P. aceri-

eola and P. hoiveana. The flesh is very moist, almost hygropha-

nous, but in other respects differs from the section of hygrophanous
species. It approaches P. acericola, which has slightly smaller

spores and a large, persistent, curtain-like annulus, and is solitary
or gregarious. Fries says the annulus is tumid, in which respect
our specimens differ. Harper figures a plant under this name,
which reminds one of a discolored form of P. aeruginosa Pk. Ric-

ken says it has a strong, rather pleasant odor.
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287. Pholiota howeana Pk.

N. V. State .Miis. Rep. 26, L874.

PILELS 1. .")."» cm. broad, convex expanded, fragile, Bubnmbonate,
dry, glabrous, even, pale ochraceous, anicolor or center darker.

FLESH white. GILLS adnate, with ;i tooth, narrow, close, subven-

tricose, white ;<i firsl then rusty-brown, edge entire and concolor.

STEM :*. 7 cm. long, L.5 I mm. thick, sU nd* r, equal, rather rigid,

corticate, glabrous, even, stuffed with white pith, whitish to pale

ochraceous. A.NNULTJS apical, thin, membranous, and easily rub-

bed oil'. SPORES obsurcly 5-angled or sub-regular, truncate :it

one end. pointed .it the other, 9-10.5x5-5.5 micr., fuscous-brown.

CTSTIDIA Qone or very lew. ODOB and TASTE mild.

(Dried: Pilous and stem pale-tan, gills rusty-brown.)

Gregarious. In grassy fields. Ann Arbor. June. Enfrequent.
Our collections average smaller than Peck's description. The

slight angularity <>f the spores is obscure bul easily made out. In

shape it looks like n small /'. prdecox inn the colors differ and the

stem lias a different texture. The pileus is sometimes slightly pitted-

lacunose on the margin. In size and appearance it resembles

Naucoria semiorbicularis, but with an annulus; it also approaches
Peck's /'. tenmophylla; but that species has very broad gills ami

the spores are larger.

288. Pholiota aggericola Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 24, 1872.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 30, L878 (as Pholiota indecent Pk.).

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 28, L899 (as Pholiota aggerata Pk.).

Illustrations: Marshall. .Mushroom Book, p. "::.

(Compare Cooke's Ml.. Plate 358 of /'. erebia.)

Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol 17. PI. 30 (as /'. erebia

Ft.).

PILEUS Lot cm. broad, convex then plane and at length with

recurved margin, viscid, dark fuscous amber, fading i>» cinnamon,

glabrous, rmi, rivulo8e <>r rugose, margin obscurely striatulate.

GILLS adnate or arcuate subdecurrent, close to Bubdistant, rather

broad behind ami subtmncate, pallid at first, then grayish, finally

rusty-brown. STEM 3-6 em. long, I 7 mm. thick, equal or Bubequal,
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fibrillose-striate, stuffed then hollow, dark fuscous-umber below, pale

at apex. ANNULUS membranous, thin, fragile, veil fuscous and

striate above, pale below; veil sometimes adhering to margin of

pileus. SPORES variable in size and shape, long elliptical, to sub-

pyriform, 12-15x5-7 micr., sometimes doininantly 12 micr., some-

times 15, smooth, on slender sterigmata. BASIDIA iispored.

CYSTIDIA nine-pin shaped, or lanceolate, 40-50 micr. long, scat-

tered, fragile, shorter on edge of gills.

Gregarious. In hemlock mixed woods in paths or among debris,

usually in moist ground. Bay View", Houghton, Marquette, New
Richmond. July-October. Rather frequent locally.

This species has a confused history. It was given several names

by Peck. Under /'. indecens Peck gives spore-measurements 12-15

micr. long, but in his monograph of the New York State Pholiotas,

they are said to be 10-12.5 micr. long. This discrepancy is due to

spore variations in different individuals as I have assured myself.

Often many spores of a specimen are less than 12 micr., but the

majority of collections show a dominance of spores 15 micr. long.

Often they vary much in the same specimen. This plant prefers

low, moist hemlock woods although it is found elsewhere. Its viscid

character disappears in dry weather, and the pileus in luxuriant

plants is often very rugose ;
this is var. retirugis Pk. The European

species, P. ercbia, as figured by Cooke and Patouillard remind one

very much of our plant. But the pileus of that species is described

as hygrophanous although Fries says it is also subviscid. The

cystidia are also figured differently by Patouillard, yet I should not

be surprised if our plant were to turn out to be identical with P.

erebia Fr. Some specimens have a distinct fuscous-purplish tinge

to the gills, and the spores under the microscope suggest a Stro-

pharia rather than a Pholiota
;
but this character also seems vari-

able, even where spores and cystidia are the same.

Section II. Truncigeni. Lignatile, caespitose or solitary. Pileus

scaly, not hygrophanous. Gills changing color. Cystidia lacking.

*(!ills at first white or whitish.

289. Pholiota destruens (Fr.) Bres.

Fungi Tridentini, I, 1881.

Hymen. Europ., 1874. (As Pholiota destruens Fr., Pholiota

coniosa F*\, and Pholiota heteroclita Fr.).
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Illustrations : Bresadola, Fung. Trid., I. Plate 84.

Cooke, ill.. PI. 600 (aa Pholiota comosa).
Cooke ill.. Plate 366 (as Pholiota heteroclita) .

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 522.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 52 i i ;i^ Pholiota i omosa > .

Bard, Mushr s, Fig. 214, p. 264, 1908 (aa Pholiota heter-

oclita ).

Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. 17. PL 15 (aa P. comosa-).

Harper, ibid, PL 16 and 17 (as P. heteroclita).

Chicago Nat. Hist. Burv., Bnll. VII, Plate 9, 1909 (aa Pholi

ota comosa • .

Plate LX of this Report.

"PILEUS 6-15 cm. broad, fleshy, convex then expanded, Bometimes

gibbous or broadlv unbonate, subviscid. yellowish-white, disk lul

vous, elegantly covered with white, wooly, seceding scales, margin
at tirst involute ami fibrillose. GILLS crowded, rounded-adnexed

behind or adnate, decurrenl by a line, whitish at first then cinna

mon-umber. STEM 5-17 cm. long, 2-3 cm. thick, solid, attenuated

at apex, bulbous-radicate at base, white-squamose, glabrescenl in

age, concolor. FLESH white, fulvous-cinnamon at base of stem.

SPORES elliptical, or obovate, 8 L0 x 1-6 micr., yellow onder micro

scope. BASIDIA elavate, 20-25x6 micr. QDOB Btrong, Bomewhal

nauseous. TASTE rather agreeable."

Solitary or subcaespitose. On trunks of poplar, birch and willow.

Autumn. Detroit. Frankfort. Infrequent.

The description is that of Bresadola, who has shown the Identity

of the three species given by Fries i see above). It was collected

by I>r. Fischer near Detroit and one of his photographs waa pub

lighted by Hard as P. heteroclita. It seems to !><• rare in the state.

Harper recently reported it from Frankfort.

290. Pholiota squarrosoides Pk. (Edibi

N. V. State Mns. Rep. 31, 1879.

Illustrations: Peck, X. V. State Mus. Rep. 54, Plate 7::.

Hani. Mushrooms, Plate 21, p. 12, L908.

Harper, Wis. Acad. s.i. Trans.. Vol. 17. PL 36 and ::7.

Conn, state Geol. & Nat. Hist. Sun. Bull. :'.. Plate 21.

PILEUS 3-10 cm. broad, firm, Bubglobose when young, then convex,
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viscid when moist, adorned with terete, erect, pointed, tawny scales,

more dense on disk, on a whitish ground-color. FLESH white,

thick. GILLS rather narrow, adnate or arcuate subdecurrent,

often becoming sinuate in age, close or crowded, whitish becoming

brownish-ferruginous. STEM 5-10 cm. long, 5-10 mm. thick, equal,

firm, stuffed, rough with numerous, thick, floceose, tawny scales,

which terminate above in a lacerated, floceose ANNULUS, glabrous

and white above the annulus. SPOEES oblong, short-elliptical to

ovoid, 5-5.5x2.5-3.5 micr., smooth, rusty-brown. CYSTIDIA scat-

tered, about 30 micr. long, obtuse at apex.

(Dried: Ochraceous, with tawny scales.)

Very caespitose, up to 50 in a cluster. On trunks of living

maple, birch and beech, also on dead wood: logs, stumps, etc., of

deciduous trees. Northern Peninsula, frequent; not found else-

where. August-September. Edible.

The "sharp scale" Pholiota is closely related to the European

P. squarrrosa. It is said (N. Y. State Mus. Kep. 54, p. 183) to differ

in the viscid pileus, emarginate gills and smaller spores. The gills,

however, are not constant, and frequently I have seen our plant with

arcuate-decurrent gills, without a sign of emargination. In 1908 in

company of C. G. Lloyd, I came across a tuft of a Pholiota in the

grounds of Upsala University, Sweden, which had all the macros-

copic characters of our plant; it was slightly viscid (moist), and

the colors were the same as in the specimens collected in northern

Michigan. Unfortunately, I was unable to get the spore-measure-

ments. Fries in Epicrisis, p. 166, says the color of P. squarrosa is

croceo-ferruginous, and it is thus figured by Michael, Vol. II, No. 76,

and Cooke, 111., Plate 367. On the other hand, Patouillard in Tab.

Analyt, p. 154 and No. 340, paints it like our species and unites with

it P. verruculosa Lasch. which Cooke in Illust, Plate 614, figures in

such a way as to remind us strongly of P. squarrosoides. Either the

American plant occurs in Europe also, or there is great variation

in the color of P. squarrosa, both of cap and gills. The gills of the

latter are said by all the European authors, to be pale olivaceous

at first, and the spore measurements are given as 8 x 4. Maire (Soc.

Myc. France Bull., Vol. 27, p. 437) says the spores are smooth. Fur-

ther, the odor of P. squarrosa is said to be strong, disagreeable.

Patouillard, Gillet and Michael describe the flesh as yellow. P.

squarrosa may then be said to differ from P. squarrosoides, in the

color of the young gills, the disagreeable odor, the yellow flesh, the

crocus-yellow or tawny color, and the larger, smooth spores. It has

been reported from the United States by various authors, and it
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seems desirable thai the two species be more carefully studied. I

have aever found a plant in Michigan which could be referred to

/'. squarrosa, bu1 Harper bas illustrated collections from Frankfort,

Michigan, under the latter name.

291. Pholiota albocrenulata Pk.

\. V. siate Mhs. Rep. 25, L873.

illustration: Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. IT. PL L2 and

13.

PILEUS 3-12 tin. or more broad, firm, broadly conves or campan-
ulate, often anbonate, very viscid, orange-fulvous, becoming ferru-

ginous-tawny in age, spotted icith superficial, darker, fibrilU

scales which become whitish <<» drying, margin even ami at length

reflexed, often appendiculate. FLESH thick, whitish. GILLS

adnate, becoming sinuate and rounded behind, m// broad, cl<

whitish at first, then grayish, ai Length rusty-umber, edge crenulaU

mid beaded with white drops. STEM 5-15 cm. long, 5-10 mm. thick,

firm, equal or tapering slightly upward, stuffed by a louse pith, Boon

hollow, dingy whitish or ochraceous, covt red with squarrose, brown

scales up to the fugacious A.wrus. apex pruinose and white.

SPORES ventricose-subfusiform, inequilateral, Ll-14 x 5.5-6.5 micr.,

smooth, rusty-umber. CYSTIDIA none.

Solitary, or two or three in a cluster. Mostly growing oul of a

eiaek or wound of living trees, towards the base Of the trunk; on

living sugar maple, yellow lurch ami hemlock. July-September.

Frequent in the Northern Peninsula, rare in southern Michigan.
'Phis fine plant prefers the sugar maple, and may yet be found

to be injurious to the Living trees, as it has the characteristic habil

of parasitic mushrooms. Peck and Harper report it on prostrate

trunks ami decaying wood, inn 1 have always found it on Living

trees. Morgan also reports ii from <>hio on the base of Btanding

maple trees. The white-headed edge of the gills, the peculiar scales

ami large spores distinguish it. The spores average longer than

noted by Peck, although they vary considerably in length. The

pileus may attain to quite large dimensions. Its edibility i- un-

known.
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292. Pholiota fulvosquamosa Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club. Bull. 30, 1903.

Illustration : Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol 17, PI. 60.

. "PILEUS 6-12 cm. broad, fleshy, rather thin, convex becoming

nearly plane, dry, adorned with numerous, appressed, tawny scales,

concentrically cracked about the disk. FLESH white, becoming
brownish where cut. GILLS narrow, close, attenuated towards the

stem and attached to a narrow collar, whitish becoming pinkish-

cinnamon. STEM 5-8 cm. long, 8-10 mm. thick, equal, rigid, stuffed

or hollow, adorned below with numerous, erect, subHoccose, tawny
scales, glabrous above and below the ample, persistent ANNULUS,
which is white above and tawny floccose-squamulose below.

SIM )BES elliptical, 7-8 x 1-5 micr. ODOR and TASTE of radishes."

About the base of oak trees. M. A. C, East Lansing. Septem-
ber. B. O. Longyear. Neebish Island, October, E. T. Harper.

I have never collected this species. It was discovered by Long-

year, and found again by Harper. Its ample annulus, narrow gills,

and the tawnv scales seem to distinguish it.

293. Pholiota curvipes Fr.

Epicrisis, 1S36-38.

Illustrations: Fries, Ieones, Plate 101.

Cooke, 111., Plate 370.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, convex then expanded, innately floccose

all over when young, then minutely scaly, tawny-yellow, dry, not

striate, margin incurved. FLESH rather thin, firm when dry.
GILLS adnate, not emarginate, broad, close to subdistant, whitish
at first then yellowish to rusty-cinnamon. STEM short, 2-3 cm.

long, 2-3 mm. thick, curved or ascending, equal, stuffed then hollow,

becoming fibrillose. ANNULUS soon vanishing, at first floccose-

radiate, almost lacking. SPORES elliptical, 6-8 x 3-4 micr., smooth,
pale-yellowish under the microscope, rusty-brown in mass. CYS-
TIDIA none. ODOR none. TASTE mild.

Solitary or gregarious. On logs of elm, etc. Ann Arbor.
June. Infrequent.

Closely related to species of Flammula, because of its poorly de-

veloped annulus. The different color of the young gills and the
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nature of the scales mi the pileus, separate it from /'. muricata. it

is evident, from his description of the species i X. Y. State Bins. Ball.

Il'l'i thai Peck lias referred ;i ditferenl plant under this name, Bince

the spores of his specimens arc too large, and the gills are yellow

and close. From present advices the large-spored Bpecies is prob

ably /'. tuberculosa Fr. <>n the other hand. Haiti (Mushrooms, p.

264, I908)"and Moffatl (Chicago, Nat. Bist. Burv. Bull VII, p. 78

doubtless had our species. I cannol agree with those who would

combine P. muricata Pr. with this species, although the Bpores are

very similar.

294. Pholiota erinaceella Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 28, 1876 (as P. deteraibilis) .

Illustration: Barper, Wis. Acid. Sci. Trans., VoL 17. PL 51.

"PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, hemispherical or convex, dry, densely

coated with small, erect, separable pyramidal or spine-like scales,

tawny-brown. FLESB thin. GILLS adnexed, broad, close, pallid

becoming cinnamon-brown. STEM 1-2.5 cm. long, 2 mm. thick.

equal, stuffed or hollow, densely squamulose below the slight an-

Indus, often curved, colored like the pileus. SPORES boat-shaped,

7. .V.i x l .") micr."

On logs in woods. Frankfort. August. Rare.

Reported by Harper. The description is adapted from Peck,

who says that the small, soft, crowded scales of the pileus which

can be easily rubbed off, constitute a prominenl character of the

species. Peck changed the original name in the 30th X. ST. State

.Mns. Rep. because it had been preoccupied. This species may be an

extreme form of P. curvipes, which differs in the innate floccositj of

the surface of the young pileus. Prom /'. muricata it seems to differ

mostly in its larger spores, pallid young gills,
and the superficial

scales on the cap.
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**
Gills at first yellow, becoming ferruginous.

295. Pholiota muricata Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. IT, PL 52

and 53.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, convex or nearly plane, dry, obtuse or

depressed, covered with dense, fasciculate or granular, tawny-yel-

low, pointed scales, ferruginous on disk, not striate, margin when

young often adorned by remnants of the veil. FLESH thin. GILLS

adnate, seceding, moderately broad and close, yellow at first then

ferruginous-stained, edge concolor and minutely fimbriate from

the sterile cells. STEM 2-4 cm. long, 3-4 mm. thick, curved, stuffed

then hollow, tawny, floccose-fibrillose or granular scaly up to the

fugacious ANNULUS. SPOKES short elliptical, 6-7x3-4 micr.,

smooth, pale ferruginous-brown. CYSTIDIA none.

Solitary or gregarious. On decaying logs, etc. Ann Arbor, Bay
View. August-September. Infrequent.

Our plants fit well the description of Fries, except that the gills

are not adnexed. They approach P. curvipes, but seem to me suffi-

ciently differentiated by the pointed, fasciculate or granular scales

of the cap, which are sometimes also found on the stem, and by
the color of the gills which is yellow at first. P. erinaceela Pk. is

also close, but the scales on the cap are superficial.

296. Pholiota spectabilis Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. 17, PL 44.

Fries, Icones, Plate 102.

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PL 55, Fig. 1, (As Pholiota aurea).

Cooke, 111., Plate 352.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 529.

Plate LXI of this Report.

PILEUS 4-10 cm. broad, convex, then campanulate-expanded,
firm, sometimes broadly umbonate, tawny-orange, dry, surface

glabrous at first, then broken into minute fibrillose scales, margin
even and sometimes wavy. FLESH thick, compact, yellowish, thin
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at margin. iilLLS adnate becoming emarginate with decurrent

tooth, niirrmr, crowded, yellow then ferruginous, edge iiiiinilil;,

floccose-fimbriate. STEM stout, I LO cm. long, 7-15 mm. thick,

compact, often hard, solid, subventricose, peronate-scaly, fibril]*

in age, concolor to fuscous below the ring, pruinose and paler above.

ANN! l.i s near apex of stem, membranaceous, persistent, thin,

mostly entire, yellowish. SPORES broadly-elliptical, 7-9x5-G

micr., ferruginous, tuberculate-rough. CYSTIDLA cone, I >u t <

of gills are tufted with sterile cells. TASTE markedly bitter.

Growing 1'nmi the base of yellow birch trunks. Marquette, V
bish Island. August-September. Infrequent.

A very imposing and elegant plant. Its colors, narrow gills,

apical ;iuiiiiliis. bitter taste and rough spores separate this from

all others. P. adiposa has similar colors l>ut differs widely in ;ill

other respects. The figures of European authors Bhow the plant

with a peronate stem in ils best condition and they are excellent,

but somewhat misleading after the annulus has become pendant.

The spores are similar to those of many Oortinarii.

297. Pholiota adiposa Fr. (Edibij

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Plate I". Fig. II!. p. 152,

1900.

Hani, Mushrooms, Pig. 211, p. 260, 1908.

Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans.. Vol. 17. PL 10.

\I mi-ill. Mycologia, Vol. I. PI. 7. Pigs. 1 and 2.

Marshall. Mushroom Book. Flair XI. p. 61, 1905.

Freeman, Minnesota Plant Diseases, Fig. 129, p. 263, 1905.

Clements. Minnesota Mushrooms, Fig. 37, p, 62, 1910.

PILEUS :'. 10 cm. or more broad, compact, convex to hemispher-

ical, obtuse, rir;/ viscid, covered with separable, chrome-yellow to

orange concentric scales which are darker in age and often squar-

rose, margin even, appendiculate, at first incurved. FLESH thick,

firm, yellowish-white. GILLS adnate, becoming emarginate,

broad, close, thin, yellow then ferruginous, toughish, edge entire.

STFM stout. 3 10 cm. long, 6-12 mm. thick, solid, firm, usually

curved, subequal, yellow, becoming ferruginous-stained from spo

scaly, glabrescent. ANNULUS slight, floccose, fugacious. SPORES
7-8x4-5 micr.. elliptical, smooth, ferruginous. CYSTIDIA oone,

39
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and very short; sterile cells on edge of gills. ODOR none, TASTE
mild.

Solitary or caespitose. On decaying logs, etc., and from wounds

on trunks of living sugar maple and white ash. Throughout the

State. June-October. Frequent, especially in the autumn. Edible.

Easily recognized by its bright color and viscid pileus. In wet

weather the pileus becomes glutinous. The floccose annulus termi-

nates the scaly part of the stem above, and is often lacking. The

stem of our plant is always solid, and Fries (Hymen. Europ.) must

have erroneously written "farcto," as other European authors refer

to it also as solid. Massee and Ricken give spore-measurements

which are too small for the American plants. Occasional specimens

become larger than the size of the plant given above. The gelatin-

ous layer of the cap should be peeled before cooking.

298. Pholiota flammans Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 101.

Cooke, 111., PL 368.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 75 (as Pholiota

flammula A. & S.).

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PL 55, Fig. 5.

Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. 17, PL 41 C.

'•PILEUS 4-7 cm. broad, convex-expanded to plane, entirely dry,

subnmbonate, fiery-yellow to almost orange-red, clothed by super-

ficial, sulphur-yellow, squarrose-fibrillose scales. FLESH bright

yellow, becoming reddish-brownish. GILLS emarginate-adnexed,

very narrow, thin, crowded, bright yellow, becoming ferruginous.
STEM 5-7 cm. long, 5-10 mm. thick, equal, mostly curved, stuffed

then hollow, bright yellow, dry, squarrose-scaly, up to the torn, some-

what membranous annulus. SPORES minute, cylindrical-elliptical,
4x2 niicr. ODOR almost like radish."

On decaying stumps and logs, probably only on coniferous wood.
Northern Michigan. September.
Known by the paler, sulphur-yellow scales on a more deeply color-

ed background, and by the very small spores and squarrose-scaly
cap and stem. It is usually caespitose. Harper reports it from
Neebish Island. The description is adapted from Ricken.
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299. Pholiota lucifera (Lasch.) Br

Fungi Trident ink I. L881.

[llustrations : [bid, Plate 85.

Ricken, Bl&tterpilze, PI. 54, Pig. l.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, convex then plane, al length umbonal

viscid, sulphur-yellow in Qavus, covered on disk i>\ tawny or i

dish-brown, appressed, fibrillose, thin Bcales, margiii even, incurved

and appendiculate. FLESH whitish, yellow under cuticle <;iu.s

adnate-subdecurrent, becoming Binuate, bright yellow, al lengtb

ferruginous, moderately narrow, crowded, edge crenulate from the

flask-shaped Bterile cells. STEM 2 5 cm. long, 5 7 nun. thick, fibre

equal or subequal, yellow, paler at apex, ferruginous al base, solid,

fibrillosely peronate. AJNNULUS narrow, fioccose, fugacious,

rusty-yellow. SPORES obovate, 7-8x 1-5.5 micr., Bmooth, ferrugi-

nous in mass.

Gregarious. Od very rotten wood, in mixed w Is. Marquel

August-September. Rare.

This is a well-marked plant, found l>ut once, and apparently
limited to our northern \\ Is. Our specimens had rather short

stems which were solid, and in this respect diD'er from Bresadola'a

description. J', limonella Pk. appears to he similar, but differs in

its gills which nre whitish m tirst and adnexed. /'. adiposa has

broad gills and the scales are Large and often recurved.

300. Pholiota luteofolia Pk.

X. V. State Miis. Rep. l"7. L875.

Illustration: Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol 17. PL L&

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, compact, convex-expanded, dry, obtuse,

scalu, il'jiini 011 disk with fasciculate-pointed pinkish t<> reddish-

brown scales, elsewhere a reolate-cracked and with ochraceous

brown, adpressed s.ah-. FLESH white. GILLS emargio

broad, subdistant, yellow then ferruginous, edge serrato STEM
short or long, •".•'. cm. Inn-, i s nun. thick, firm, Btuffed then hollow,

curved, fibrillose, Bubequal, yellowish, floccose-pruinose above the

slight, .-van. -scent ANNl'ld'S. SPORES elliptical, 7-8x5 micr.,

Bmooth, ferruginous in mass. CYSTIDIA none.
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Subcaespitose. On decaying log of white oak. Ann Arbor. Sep-

tember. Hare.

Has the stature of P. aeruginosa, but the scales and colors differ.

Our plants have pointed tuberculate scales on the disk of the pileus

at first, and the stem does not remain solid.

301. Pholiota aeruginosa Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Eep. 43, 1890, Bot. ed.

Illustration : Plate LXII of this Report.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, hemispherical or convex, obtuse, -firm,

subglabrous to scaly, the scales erect, pointed and mostly on the

disk, often areolate cracked, dry, varying in color, dark green, green-

ish or fulvous-yellow blotched with green, the scales darker when

present, margin incurved at first, often adorned with fragments of

the veil. FLESH whitish, tinged green, thin except on disk.

GILLS adnate and rounded behind at first, then emarginate with

decurrent tooth, broad, close, yellowish at first, becoming bright

orange-ferruginous, edge entire. STEM short, 34 cm. long, 4-8 mm.

thick, equal or tapering at base, straight or curved, tough, cortex

subcartilaginous, fibrillose, sulcate-striate at apex, colored like

pileus below the lacerate, submembranaceous, fugacious ANNULUS
whose remnants are soon colored by bright ferruginous spores.

SPORES 6-8x3-4.5 micr., subelliptical, smooth, copious, bright

ferruginous. CYSTIDIA none.

Solitary or gregarious. On old railroad ties, board-walks, old

logs in woods, etc. Throughout the State; Ann Arbor, New Rich-

mond and Marquette. June and September. Infrequent.

Like Lentinus lepideus, this Pholiota frequents railroad ties and

other wood exposed to the light. It is a well-marked species and

was found on several occasions about Ann Arbor. The colors are

sometimes very striking, since the dark green of pileus and stem

contrast sharply with the bright ferruginous gills and ring, while

the apex of the stem is at the same time of a rosy hue. A study
of a number of collections shows that there is considerable varia-

tion in color, as well as in the character of the surface of the pileus,

so that Peck's description had to be revised considerably. It is

one of our few green mushrooms and must not be confused with

Stroph aria aeruginosa.
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Section ill. Hygrophani. Pileus hygrophanous. Cystidia !»:•

cm on .uill*.

302. Pholiota acericola Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Etep. 25, 1st::.

PILEUS 2-7 fin. broad, broadly convex then plane, Bometim

depressed in age, hygrophanous, glabrous, varying rugost reticu-

lated to rugulose, yellowish cinnamon
|
moist I often darker on di>k,

paler when dry, qo1 striate on margin. FLESB rather thin. OILLS
adnate becoming Binuate, close, somewhal narrow to moderately

broad, pallid, or tinged gray ;it first, then cinnamon. STEM i LO

cm. Long, 5-10 nun. thick, equal or tapering upward, Btuifed then

hollow, fibrillose-striate, whitish, fuscous a1 base. \\\i I

large, membranous, flabby, persistent, deflexed, radiately striate on

upper surface, and stained cinnamon by tin- Bpores. SPORES ob-

scurely 5-angled or obovate, truncate "i "/" < ml. pointed ai basal

end, 9-10x5-6 micr., cinnamon and tinged rusty in m;i>^. CYS
TIDIA short, much swollen below, abruptly narrowed to ;i short

obtuse prolongation, L8-20 micr. thick below, aboul 25-30 micr. long,

aumerous on sides of gills.

On much decayed logs of hard maple and beech in mixed w Is

of northern Michigan, and on debris, etc., of maple w 1- in the

south. Common around Bay View, Negam Ann Arbor. June-

August.
Well characterized by the reticulate rugose pileus, the large flabby

annulus and the cystidia. Individual caps varj from nii;

almost even, the latter becoming rugose on drying, rarely Is the

rugOSity visible except under ;i lens. The color of the pileUS IS often

more ochraceous than cinnamon. It prefers to gro* on suj

maple wood, often on limbs or decayed twigs or on debris. P<

says the rugosity disappears on drying while in m

found it to become more prominent. White mycelial stranda often

connect the base of the stem with the BUDStratum.
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303. Pholiota confragosa Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustration: Fries Icones, PL 105 (3).

Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. 17, PL 41, D. & E. (small

plants).

PILE US 2-6 cm. broad, convex-plane, obtuse, ground-color almost

brick-red, or vinaceous-cinnamon when moist, dotted with a white

flocculose coating easily rubbed off and which disappears with age,

hygrophanous, pale whitish-tan when dry, margin striate when

moist. FLESH thin, fragile. GILLS adnate, crowded, narrow,

vinaceous-fawn color (Kidg.). STEM 3-8 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick,

equal, stuffed to hollow, flexuous, rufous, silky-fibrillose. AN-

NULUS apical, membranous, persistent, white below. SPORES
6-7x4-5 micr., even, brown. ODOR and TASTE mild. Northern

Michigan. August-September. Infrequent.

The stem is said to be peronate in the young plant, with a fibrillose

white coating which terminates in a spreading membranous ring;

with age the ring collapses and the stem is merely fibrillose while

the cap is denuded. The rufous color of all parts makes it easy to

recognize; in dry plants the color of the cap and stem becomes

cinnamon or paler, and of the gills darker.

304. Pholiota discolor Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 25, 1873.

Illustration : Harper, Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. 17, PL 61 B.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, convex, then nearly plane, glabrous,

viscid, hygrophanous, rufous-cinnamon and striatulate (moist),

brighl ochraceous-yellow and even (dry). GILLS adnate-subdecur-

rent, narrow, close, whitish at first, then ferruginous-cinnamon, edge

minutely crenulate. STEM 4-8 cm. long, 3 mm. thick, equal, stuffed,
soon hollow, sometimes compressed, pallid-fuscescent, fibrillose be-

low. AXMJLUS membranous, persistent, apical. SPORES ellip-
tic 1. 7-9x5-6 micr., smooth. CYSTIDIA few, fusiform, slender,
aboul 60 mid-. Jong. ODOR none, TASTE mild.

Solitary or caespitose. On decaying wood, in mixed forests.

New Richmond, Neebish Island, Ann Arbor. May-September.
Frequent.
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This species is probably more frequent than mj observation
far indicate. The pileua is Bomewhal viscid, with a thin separable

pellicle, and its color when dry is characteristic. P. autumnalit
Pk. ia Baid to differ in having a aon-viacid pileua and a alight an
nuliis; the colors are very similar. Borne consider /'. autumnalit
identical with P. marginata. /'. discolor Bometimec Forma scanty

rhizomorpha on logs.

305. Pholiota unicolor II. D.i IV.

Epicrisis, L836 38.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. PI. 356.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. :.ii. Pig. I.

Gillett, Champignons de Prance, No. 531.

Hard, .Mush rooms. Pig. 213, p. 262, 1908.

PILEUS l'-4 cm. broad, convex then almost plane, obtuse, rarely

umbonate, hygrophanous, watery-cinnamon (moist), becoming deep
ochraceous (dry), glabrous, even, margin extending beyond tin

gills. FLESH thin, concolor. GILLS adnate ami broad behind,

subtriangular behind . often decurrent, close, broad, ochre-cinnamon.

STEM 2-4 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, stuffed, equal, ftbrillose, con

color, darker toward base, which is often white mycelio id. AN
2sULUS thin, narrow, entire, persistent, membranous, apical.

SPOKES 8-10 x 1-5 micr., elliptical, smooth. CYSTIDIA ft w, broad

ly ventricose, narrowed above and obtuae, about 15 micr. long.

Subcaespitose. <>n decaying logs, '-t<
-

.. in woods. Spring and

autumn. Ann Arbor. Probably rather Frequent in places.

Differs from P. marginata by its broader gills, and persistent

annulus, but it is likely that intermediate forms will be found.

Harper's description of P. marginata applies to 'his plant.

306. Pholiota marginata i Batsch. I'r. SUSPECTED

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. :'>7l\

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 56, Fig. 7.

Atkinson. Mushrooms, Pig. I 13, p. 151, It

Harper. Wis. Acad. Sci. Trans., Vol. 17. PI. .". I an. I '•

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, convex then plane, watery tan (mo st
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h \ grophanous, darker when dry, glabrous, striate on margin. GILLS

adnate, sometimes slightly subdecurrent, narrow, crowded, dark

reddish-brown at maturity. STEM 2-8 cm. long, 3-5 mm. thick,

equal, glabrous, stuffed then hollow, concolor, darker at base. AN-

NULUS distant, fugacious. SPORES elliptical, 7-8.5x4-5 micr.

CYSTIDIA few or scattered, lanceolate-linear, 60-75 micr., sub-

\ cut iico.se below.

Solitary or caespitose. On decaying logs, limbs, etc., everywhere
in woods. Throughout the State. Records from May 9 to Novem-

ber 2.

A very common little Pholiota, which appears to run into the

preceding, although Fries says it is very distinct. It has appeared

every month of the season in different years, but is more abundant
in spring and fall. Peck has described a species under the name
/'. marginella, which he says differs from P. marginata by the even,

hbrillose margin of the pileus, the adnexed gills and the paler, uni-

colorous stem. I have not seen it. P. autumnalis Pk. is probably
the same and is said to be poisonous.

Section TV. Muscigcni. Growing on moss, wet ground or

very decayed wood. Pileus hygrophanous. Cystidia absent, or in

form of sterile cells on edge of gills.

307. Pholiota rugosa Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 50, 1897.

PILEUS .5-3 cm. broad, (usually about 1 cm.), conical or cam-

panulate, then expanded and umbonate, hygrophanous, striatulate
"ii margin and rufous-ockraceous (moist), yellowish or pale ochrace-
ous (dry), becoming rugose-wrinkled on drying. FLESH thin, con-
color. GILLS adnexed, close to subdistant, not broad, slightly
v.-n i iin.se, pallid ochraceous at first, then rusty brownish, white-
fimbriate on edge. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 1-3.5 mm. thick, slender,
equal or slightly thickened at base, hollow, fibrillose or scaly below
the annulus, white-mealy at apex, concolor or pallid. ANNULUS
distant, membranous, persistent, beautifully striate on upper side,
wl.ii ish beneath. CYSTIDIA none; club-shaped sterile cells on
edge of -ills. SPORES elliptical, 10-12x5-6 micr., smooth. ODOR
and TASTE none.

Solitary or gregarious. On very decayed wood or on the ground
in wei places. I„ mixed or frondose woods. Throughout the State.
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Ray View, Marquette, New Richmond and Ann Arbor. August
October. Frequent.

This species is closely related and perhaps identical with either

/'. togularis Bull, or /'. blattaria Fr. A1 the presenl time it Beema

impossible to determine its Btatus with certainty. The figures of

P. togularis by Fries and Sicken show the median annului and the

striations <»n its upper surface as in our Bpecies, and in most other

respects they illustrate our planl well. Ricken also gives the spo
of P. togularis as L0-12x5-6 micr. Other European authoi

smaller spines. Fries changed his conception of P. togularis

pressed in Systems and Epicrisis bo thai in Hymen. Bnrop. he omits

the hygrophanous character; Ricken, however, Bays il is hygro-

phanous, and both authors indicate thai i1 is Btriatulate on the cap
when moist. As to P. blattaria, Fries considered it a Bmaller plant,

more ferruginous in color and with almost five uills. Ricken dis-

tinguishes ii from /'. togularis by the nature of the annulus which

he says is striate also and at length falls to pieces. Be also de-

scribes the planl as Galera-like, a comparison which Fries had

made of /'. to</ulari8. Ricken assigns spores to P. blattaria measur-

ing 7-8x3-4 micr., Massee gives them Bmaller yet, while Schra

and Britzelmayr say they measure nil \ 5 micr. With such data

not much can be decided. Harper has reported and described the

two species, and gives the spore-sizes the reverse of those of Ricken.

The markedly rugose surface of the pileus <»r the American plant de-

scribed above as P. rugosa Pk., the expanded pileus, the colon and

the spore size, would indicate thai it had better be kept distinct

at present.

Illustrations: of P. togularis Bull.

Fries, [cones, PI. 104, Fig. 1.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 530.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 339.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 56, Fig. 5.

Harper, Wis. Acad. Bci. Trans., Vol. 17, PL 59 (as P. blat-

taria '
.

A variety or closely related species of the Bame stature and ap-

pearance as /'. rugosa was found in low, rich w Is. lis PILE1 >

was hygrophanous, chestnut-brown (moist), pale-alutaceous (di

never striate nor rugulose, glabrous.
'

1 1 LLS rounded behind, adi

pallid at first (no1 ochraceous), then pale brown, moderately i

row. close. STEM bulbilate, hollow, innately flbrflloee striatul
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pallid or brownish, subfragile. ANNULUS apical, siibper&istent,

soft-floccose-fibrillose, white. SPORES 7-8x4 micr., smooth. It

seemed intermediate between the genera Pholiota and Naucoria.

308. Pholiota mycenoides Fr.

Sys. Myc., 1821.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., Plate 503.

''PILEUS 2.3 cm. broad, membranaceus, campanulate then con-

rex, everywhere striate, hygrophanous, ferruginous-tawny or pale

tan when dry. GILLS adnate, rather distant, narrow, ferruginous.

STEM 34 cm. long, 2 mm. thick, glabrous, ferruginous, hollow.

ANNULUS superior, membranaceous, white. SPORES 8-10x5-6

micr.

Among moss in swamps."
This species was reported by Longyear in 4th Rep. Mich. Acad.

Sri. as having been found by Beardslee in Montmorency county. The

description is adapted from Massee.

Cortinarius Fr.

(From tlie Latin, Cortina, a curtain, referring to the cobwebby

threads which hide the gills of the young plants.)

< Jinnamon-spored or rusty-brown-spored. Stem fleshy and continu-

ous with the pileus. When young provided tcith a cobwebby cortina

which connects the edge of the pileus with the stem
;
often also

with a universal veil which on collapsing leaves an annulus, sub-

annular rings, a sheath or shreds on the stem. Gills persistent,

dry. adnate becoming emarginate, changing color during process
nt maturing, at length powdery with the clinging dark brown spores.

Putrescent, terrestrial, mostly forest mushrooms, composing a

most natural group. The caps are often brightly colored and when

young the gills of different species also assume various shades of

color. The genus is divided into seven subgenera: Myxacium,
Bulbopodium, Phlegmacium, Inoloma, Dermocybe, Telamonia and

Bydrocyhe. Of these the first three have a viscid pileus, and in

this reaped approach the genus Hebeloma. The latter is however,

separable by its paler, alutaceus spores and fibrillose or absent

cortina. The subgenera Inoloma and Dermocybe agree with the
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genus [nocybe in having innately silky or scaly <li> capa, bu( [nocvbe

differs in having paler Bpores, a more Bcanty, fibrillose-cortina and
often with \ rerrucose pointed cystidia on the gills. The genus Flam
inula often has rusty spores, bul is lignicolous. Many of the kim •

arc known to be edible and while no information is at hand that

any of them are poisonous, the flavor of mam' of them is insipid

or disagreeable, and others have as yel nol been reported on.

The species of the genus Cortinarius are verj numerouH. l*wk

lias described 83 Bpecies from North America. Pries, in his Inal

complete work on the Hymenomycetea of Europe, records _'•'. I

Bpecies; of these lie found a large majority in Sweden, where he

had exceptional opportunity to study them by reason of the aston-

ishing number of species and individuals which occur in thai

inuist and cool climate. To quote from his Epicrisia (1836-!

"No genus is more natural nor mure sharply distinguished from

others. Beginners alone would confuse them with the brown-spored

genera, while experienced persons can distinguish them by their

habil at the first glance. But although it is a greal natural group,
the species arc so intimately related among themselves thai t<> 'lis

tinguish the separate ones is almost to be despaired of. The Large

mass and number of individuals compose at least half of the Agarics
of Northern forests"; and in Systems Mycologia (1821),

"I did not admit even one-half the number thai I had mel by dili-

gent search, and only included those thai agreed in their primary

Characters; very many were disregarded. In the young Btage and

immediately after a rain, they are quite easily distinguished. After

becoming discolored and in age or dry weather even the large, well

marked species are scarcely separable."

The PILEUS may be viscid, dry. silky or scaly, or hygrophanous,
and these characters are used in the reparation of the BUbgenera.

The color is often very attractive: violet, purple, red, yellow, green

or shades of brown, bul in most cases it fades into some shade of

brown or tan in age. The size varies greatly; in the subgenera

Inoloina, Bulbopodium and Phlegmacium the plants are nsunlli

of large size. In Dermocybe and Hydrocybe they are rather small.

Telamonia is represented by all sizes. The <;il.l.s are. oexl to the

cortina, the most definite means of recognizing the genus. When

young they may be whitish. Yellow, green or olive, blue, violet,

purple, red or shades of brown. As they mature, they become dia

colored from the cinnamon or rusty-brown spore- which cling

the surface for some time, often producing a powderj appearai

The color of the young gills must be known in order to determine
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species correctly, and in the following pages the subgenera are

divided into subsections on this basis. The mature gills often show

1 races of the original color, especially if the spores are removed,

and this makes it possible at times to determine even a fully ma-

tured plant especially when other characteristic marks are still

present. The attachment of the gills varies somewhat but in nearly

all species they are at length emarginate-actuate or ernarginate-ad-

iiexed: a lew species have the gills obscurely subdecurrent. Many

species are well marked by crowded, subdistant or distant gills and

frequently their width can be used to discriminate between them.

The edge is scarcely ever sufficiently constant for use in diagnosis;

sometimes it is very entire, sometimes much eroded or minutely

serratulate, but only a few species show well developed projecting

sterile cells. The trama is of the "parallel" type. The STEM is

used as u means of distinguishing some of the subgenera. When
it is at first covered by the glutinous veil, the plant is referable to

i he subgenus Myxacium. When it has a sharply defined marginate

bulb, the subgenus Bulbopodium is indicated. In the larger forms

of i lie subgenera Phlegmacium, Inoloma and Telamonia the stem

is often clavate-bulbous. The veil-remnants on the stem of the sub-

genus Telamonia separates that hygrophanous group from Hydro-

cybe. Its texture is most often spongy-fleshy in the large forms,

while in the smaller ones, especially of the subgenus Hydrocybe the

external layer is rigid and subcartilaginous. The tissue of the

stem is continuous with that of the pileus, and hence the stem is

not separable from it as in Lepiota, etc.

The COKTINA is composed of loose silky hyphae, almost from
the time it is discernible, and forms a "cobwebby" curtain in front

of. i. e.. below the gills. The threads of this curtain are inserted

for some distance vertically along the stem and converge in a wedge-
shaped manner toward the edge of the pileus and then coalesce with
th«- tissue of the upper surface of the pileus. In some species it is

very copious and as the pileus expands the cortina collapses on the

upper portion of the stem forming a loose, fringe-like spurious ring
which often becomes discolored by the falling spores. Sometimes
ii is more scanty and disappears early or is noticeable in the ex-

panded plant only as a slight annular stain on the stem. In other

cases, the margin of the pileus as it spreads carries with it. the

silky threads which remain as decorative shreds near its edge; in
this case the margin is at first definitely incurved and the cortina
is attached at a little distance from the incurved edge. Although
the very young plant shows that the hyphae of the cortina and the
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surface of the pileus are continuous, as ii matures the tissue along
the margin of the pileus is differentiated and becomes looser bo

to appear superficial along the margin.

Lying adjacenl to the cortina and continuous with ii on its

outer side, is a thin layer of tissue, inure Intimately woven to-

gether -sometimes almosl membranous -which is called the C/ni-

r< rsal Veil. It is presenl in a mure or less well-developed form in

some <>f the species of all the subgenera excepl Hydrocybe. In

Myxacium ii is composed of gelatinous hyphae and when i i • • i
-- 1 be

comes viscid or glutinous; ii envelops the young button below and

becomes continuous with the gelatinous layer of the pileus. In

Bulbopodium and Phlegmacium it is Bcarcelj or ool at nil gelatin-

ous l>nt fuses above with the gelatinous and similarly colored pellicle

hI' the pileus. In the other subgenera, when present, ii leaves shreds,

annular zones or a sheath on tin- stem and is dry ami silky woven.

Further descriptions of this veil are given under the subgenera.

Tin- SL'OKKS arc of greal diagnostic value in this genus, si]

in the various species they differ sufficiently for use ;is ;i check i"

distinguish forms otherwise very similar. Some authors (Ricken,

Die Blatterpilze) have attempted to separate the sections! of some

of the subgenera on spore-characters. The marks which are aseful

are size, shape and the structure of the epispore. The color, al-

though not entirely uniform, cannol be used effectively. Their

size is mosi important. "There is ao'doubl thai tin- size of the

spores of a single individual varies, ami thai it varies when there

is every evidence thai the spores are mature. Bui thai tiny vary

within limits which are sufficiently constant, any one fan determine

I'm- himself*" (Kauffman, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club., Vol. 32, p. 313,

190.").) Some species luve rel;iti\elv large SpOreS, 12-15 inicr. OT

more in length, others are small, :'. •"> micr. in diam. Their Bhape

is elliptical, often almond-shaped 'i. e. inequilateral), oval or

spherical. The surface is usually covered with tubercular, some-

times spiny processes, which are xwy marked iii some Bpecies bul

are scarcelv evidenl in others; under the ordinary high power objec

live of the microscope some appear to he quite si th, unless very

highly magnified. In nsin^ this as a specific character, one must

never lose Bighl of the fad that when young the epispore is -mouth.

It is. therefore, necessary to compare tic spore-sizes given in the

text with spores which are mature. The BA8IDIA are also quite

constanl in size and shape for any species, and in bucd Bpe<

I have measured, their size is given.

The TASTE ol some species marks them clearly. In C. vibratilit,
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I iodioides, C. elegantoides, C. infractus and G. ochroleucus the sur-

face of the pileus or of its flesh has a distinctly bitter taste; a few

others are sometimes slightly bitterish. Most Cortinarii have a

mild or merely fungoid taste. The European G. damascenus is said

t0 Qave an acrid taste. The ODOR is occasionally like that of

radish when the plant is crushed, e. g\, G. annulatus, G. armillatus,

C. evernius, G. intrusus, etc., but in the majority of species no

special odor is noticeable.

The HAT. I TAT is mostly the forest floor where the rich humus

soil is abundant and moist. Like many other species of Agarics

they thrive best on a substratum capable of retaining moisture, i.

... a forest with either a clay subsoil, or with dense masses of

humus, mosses or fallen leaves. In forests of pine, hemlock and

spruce, in ravines of beech, oak and maple, where the moisture is

persistent or the hillside springy, one usually finds them abundant-

ly. Many of them have a tendency to form mycorhiza on the roots

of forest trees; in Michigan I have found G. rubipes, and G. ele-

garitior var. to be thus associated with living roots. They often

occur in troops of closely aggregated individuals, sometimes in

arcs, pushing up the leaves in late fall like windrows; especially

is this true of some of the subgenus Bulbopodium, like G. glaucopus

and ('. aggregatus. Others occur in tufts of several individuals or

arc scattered here and there in limited areas, while not a few are

found solitary, (specially in dry weather. The subgenera Telomonia

and I lydiocybe are much more frequent in northern conifer forests,

Phlegmacium and Bulbopodium in frqndose woods farther south.

The following key and text of this genus includes not only Michi-

gan species, but all the Cortinarii of the northeastern portion of

the United States which have been described or which I have seen.

Since I have made a more extended study of this genus than of

any other, and since Dr. Peck has not monographed this group, it

seemed advisable to do this with the material now at hand. Dr.

Peck's type specimens have been carefully examined, and during
several week's stay in Sweden, near Stockholm, some fifty species
of Cortinarii were collected and studied, most of which were

recognizable as Friesian species. In addition a thorough study
was made of Fries' unpublished plates,

—most excellent figures in

color which are deposited in the Royal Museum at Stockholm;
these plates illustrate practically all the species described by Fries
in Ilia M< graph of Cortinarius and his other works. I have, there-

fore, included L52 species, 90 of which I have collected in Michigan,
and in the latter case the description is always made from Michi-
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gan plants. Many others, doubtless definite and distinct Bpe<

have qoI been identified, either because of fe* collections or be

cause mi young Btages wen- found. The work has been based

much as possible on the thorough foundation established for this

group by Pries, with the exception thai one subgenus, vis. Bulbopo
• liiiin. has hern segregated along lines already recognized bj Prie«

himself. This aame was proposed bj Earle
|

\. ST. Bot Gtord. BulL,

Vol. 5, p. ill i who raised the Bubseotion Bcauri, of Pries, to the

rank of genus. For the Bake of uniformity in the presenl report

and since there is mi special practical gain in breaking up such a

natural genus as < 'urt inarius. it seemed preferable to raise th<- «-ui>

sections of Pries only to Bubgeneric rank. The descriptions of the

species of Peck which I have not collected are given in quo
lions, with such changes as adapl them to the plan of the report;

in some cases additions were made from an examination of the

types in order to facilitate their further study. In the ke\ an

effort has been made to avoid the use of the hygrophanous character

wherever possible, so that dry weather forms may be more easily

run down.

Key to the Specit 8

(A) Pileus with a gelatinous cuticle, always more or less viscid or

glutinous when moist,

(a) Stem at base with a marginate-depressoil bulb. (BulbopoditUD
(b) Pileus normally between :: and "> cm. broad.

(c) In green-houses, mushroom beds, etc.; gills whitish to

ochraceous at first; pileus pale alul 844.

Pk.

(cc) In woods.

(d) Spores 12-14x6-7 inicr.; pileus. gilla and Stem vlo

332. C. caerulescens Fr.

(dd) Spores 8-9 x ~> inicr.; pilous not bine

(e) Pileus ochre-yellow to citron: tills vlolao nib
shallow. 320. 0. calochrous Ft.

(ee) Pileus olivaceous-brown: pills olivaceous
violaceous-blue. 322. 0. herpeti&M Fr.

(bb) Pileus normally between 5 and 12 cm. broad.
C. herpeticu8.)

(c) In some part or wholly with violet blue or purple Bha I

(d) Gills white at first, never violaceous, lower part

yellow. 334. 0. caesiui Clements,

(dd) Gills violaceous or purplish at first.

(e) Pileus deep purple when young.
in Flesh or gills changing to purple when cut or br

(g) Spores spherical; pileus B-16 cm. bro

8phoero8perma sp. nov.

(gg) Spores elliptical; pileus 5-8 Cm. broad.

tin st. 'in soliii. .".27. 0. purpurascen* Fr

ihh) Stem stutTed or hollow.

tu Fr.

(fl) Flesh and Kills not chancing to purplish when bru

mature pileus amoky-olive gray as

pileus blue. 329. 0. aggregate* ^-p nov.
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(ee) Pileus not purple.
1 1 i Whole plant pale violaceous to violaceous-white.

(g) Spores 8-10.5 micr. long; pileus and stem tinged

lilaceous. 333. C. michiganensis Kauff.

(gg) Spores 10-12 micr. long; bulb with remains of a
white universal veil. 324. C. caesiocyaneus Britz.

(ff) Pileus not entirely violaceous.

(g) Spores 13-16 micr. long; pileus yellow to tawny; stem

violet. 319. C. atkinsonianus Kauff.

(gg) Spores 10-12 micr. long,

(h) Pileus dull tawny-red; stem pallid, scarcely lilac-

violaceous. 331. C. purpureophyllus sp. nov.

(hh) Pileus violet-buff to ochraceous; stem violaceous-

blue; cortina copious. 321. C. velicopia sp. nov.

(cc) Without violet or purplish color,

(d) Gills with green color at first. 337. C. virentophyllus sp.

nov.

(dd) Gills not green,

(e) Pileus light red to vermillion at first.

(f) Gills caesius (bluish-gray) at first; spores 15-18 micr.

long. 325. C. rubens sp. nov.

(ff) Gills whitish at first; spores 10-12.5 micr. long. 342.

C. sublateritius Pk.

(ee) Pileus not red.

(f) Gills at first yellow; pileus yellow tawny, rusty or orange-
fulvous,

(g) Pileus coarsely corrugate; stem long, 7-12 cm. 341.

C. corrugatus Pk.

(gg) Pileus not corrugate; stem short, stout, with broad
bulb,

(h) Taste of flesh slowly bitter; spores 15-19 micr. long.
326. C. elegantioides sp. nov.

(hh) Taste not bitter; spores smaller.

(i) Pileus, etc., pale sulphur-yellow. 339. C. fulmineus
var. sulphureus var. nov.

(ii) Pileus tawny-yellow, orange-fulvous, etc., large,
(k) Spores 12-14 micr. long; bulb of stem scarcely

depressed. 340. C. elegantior Fr. var.

(kk) Spores 9-12 micr. long, bulb broad, much de-

depressed. 338. C. fulgens Fr.

(ff) Gills not yellow at first,

(g) Gills caesius or pallid-bluish at first; flesh of pileus
at first whitish,

(h) Pileus fulvous-streaked on a steel-gray ground-color;
spores 8-9 micr. long; stem at length yellowish-
stained. 336. C. gJaucopus Fr.

(hh) Pileus not streaked, pallid-alutaceous to russet-tan;
spores 10-12 micr. long; stem whitish. 335. G.
aleuriosmus Maire var.

(gg) Gills at first whitish,
(h) Pileus pale olivaceous-straw color; bulb small. 323.

C. olivaceo-straminetis Kauff.
(hh) Pileus without any olive tint,

(i) Pileus hoary-canescent on an ochraceous-buff to
rusty ground-color. Spores 7-9 micr. long. 343.
C. multiformis Fr.

(ii) Pileus and stem white; spores 9-11 micr. long.
345. C. albidus Pk.

(aa) Stem equal, clavate or bulbous; bulb not marginate.
I Stem viscid or glutinous from the universal veil. (Myxacium.)Stem cylindrical, 6-13 cm. long; spores large, more than 10

micr. long.
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(d) Stem marked by floccose, concentric Interrupted rings;
never violaceous. 309. 0. mucifluua Fr

(dd i stem scarcely marked by thin adnate patches, or silky-
Bbrlllose.

(e) Stem at first violaceous, lavender or lilac

(ii Gills al first violaceous; spores 12-15 mlcr. long. 310
C. cylindripea Kauff.

in i ('.ills at tirst pallid or whitish; spores 15-18 mlcr. I

stem a-7 cm. Long. 311. 0. splendidua Pk. 311. I

elatior pallidifolius Pk.

(ee) Stem white or pallid,

(f) Plleus tawny-orange; Kills yellowish at first; spon :i

17 mlcr. long. 311. 0. muacigenua Pk.

(ff) Pileus yellowish-brown; Kills creamy yellow at first;

spores 10-12.5 mlcr. long. :;i2. 0. submarginalia Pk.

(cc) Stem subequal to clavate, '.'>-! cm. long; spores less than 10

micr. long (except C. heliotropicus) .

(d) Taste of surface of pileus bitter.

(e) Pileus yellow; stem pure white. 314. ('. ribrntitis Fr.

(ee) Pileus lavender-violet; stem white, tinned violet in spots.
317. C. iodeoidea sp. nov.

(dd i Taste not at all hitter,

(e) Pileus violet to purplish.
if) Spores spherical. 316. C. salor Fr.

(ff) Spores elliptical.

(g) Spores 8-10 micr. long, odor not of radish. 316. C.

iodes B. & C.

(gg) Spores 10-12..". micr. long; odor of radish. 318. C.

heliotropicus Pk.

(ee) Pileus not violet nor purple; spores globose.
(f) Pileus pale yellow; gills violet-tinged. 313. C. sphocro-

sporus I'k. (See also c. berlesianus (Pk.) Sacc.

(ff) Pileus and Kills grayish to drab, stem dingy-white. 315.

C. sterilis Kauff.

(bb) Stem not viscid (Phlegmacium).
(c) Stem annulate or spotted with brown or ochraceous seal-

(d) Pileus 5-10 cm. broad, yellow and ochra stem stout,
annulate. 34G. C. triumphana Fr.

(dd) Pileus 3-6 cm. broad, bay-red; stem spotted with brown
scales. 347. c. maculipes Pk.

(cc) Stem not Bpotted inn - annulate.

(d) Stem very long, 10-15 cm.. (S-li) mm. thick i

(e) Stem round-bulbous at base; on sphagnum; Kills and stem
at first tinged violet. 348. 0. sphagnophilua i'k.

(ee) Stem not bullions, subequal.

(f) Spores suhsphoeroid ; pileus yellowish-ochraceous,
357. C. longipes Pk.

(ff) Spores elliptical; pileus reddish yellow. 361. 0.

ophioptis I'k.

(dd) Stem not remarkably long, 4-10 cm.

(e) Pileus corrugated, pale ochre; gills violaceous a; !•

stem subequal. 352. C. COpakensia I'k.

(ee) Pileus not corrugated.
(ft Pileus reddish to tawny-orange; stem stout, cla

bulbous; nowhere violet. 360. 0. COloratua Pk.

(ff) Pileus not reddish.

(g) Pileus olive to smoky-brownish or brownish ochra-
ceous.

(hi Spores subKlobose.

(i) Taste of surface of pileus bitter; plant sooty olive.

366. C. Infractua Fr.

41
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(ii) Not bitter; pileus brownish-ochraceous; gills

olivaceous. 358. C. glutinosus Pk.

(hh) Taste not bitter; spores elliptical,

(i) Gills dark olivaceous at first; stem tinged violace-

ous. 356. C. olivaceus Pk.

(ii) Gills yellow at first; stem whitish. 359. C. luteo-

fuscous Pk.

(gg) Pileus grayish to buff color or yellow.

(h) Pileus virgate, becoming yellowish in age; gills
violaceous at first,

(i) Stem oval-bulbous at base; at first densely fibril-

lose. 349. C. lanatipes Pk.

(ii) Stem equal; pileus dark gray. 351. C. lapido-

philus Pk.

(hh) Pileus not virgate, pale,

(i) Stem stout, clavate-bulbous.

(k) Pileus yellow; gills at first caesius. 350. C.

claricolor Fr.

(kk) Pileus buff; gills pale violaceous. 353. C.

albidipes Pk.

(ii) Stem 3-7 mm. thick, equal,
(k) Spores subglobose; gills caesius at first. 354.

C. decoloratus Fr.

(kk) Spores elliptical; gills whitish at first. 362.
C. communis Pk.

(AA) Cuticle of pileus not composed of gelatinous hyphae, hence neither
viscid nor glutinous.

(a) Pileus (and sometimes stem) distinctly scaly, usually large (ex-
cept C. flexipes).

(b) Scales pink-red to cinnabar-red, present on cap and stem; gills
whitish or pallid at first. 368. C. bolaris Fr.

i bb i Without red-scales on pileus.
(c) Stem marked by cinnabar-red zones; pileus tawny-rufescent;

gills pale brown. 422. C. armillatus Fr.
(cc) Stem without red bands,

(d) Pileus, gills and stem persistently dark violet; stem long
and stout; spores 12-16 micr. long; in conifer forests. 375.
C. violaceus Fr.

(dd ) Pileus not violet.

(e) Pileus some shade of yellow,
(f) Stem arising from a white mycelium; pileus and stem

tawny-yellow. 369. C, annulatus Pk.
(tT) Stem arising from a yellow mycelium; pileus and stem

saffron to chrome-yellow. 371. C. croceocolor Kauff
(ee) Pileus brown, umber or chocolate-color.

(f) Stem provided above with a band-like annulus- whole
Plant soon chocolate-color. 366. C. squamulosus Pk.

( II ) Stem squarrose-scaly, brown to umber.
Gills at first lilaceous or purplish; spores subglobose,
5-7 micr. 365. C. pholideus Fr.

g) Gills at first fulvous-brown; spores elliptical, 12x6
nncr. 374. C. squarrosus Clem.

PHeus not distinctly scaly, rarely fibrillose or tomentose.

^e" young.
P V1°let ' PUrpUsh °r lilaceous ' at least the gills

(c) Pileus normally large, 5-10 cm. broad."D (.ills narrow and close.
P
S™iS!

1S
i

and IT unicol°™s, Pale violaceous; spores
, pM tn 7'

l0n
?-

377 - C - argentatus Fr. var.

Tonl
hZT 1S

n'
l

]!

aC
'' St6m Whitish ' sP°res 12-15 micr.

long. 381. c. braendlei Pk.
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(dd) Gills broad, Bubdistant
(e) Plleus, Kills and stein unicolorous, lilaceous; stem clavate-

bulboua. 376. 0. Hlacinus Pk.

(eei l'ii.'us and gills m >r unicolorous.
ii'i Stem peronate or annulate from tbe whitish universal

veil,

(g) Gills at first dull deep purple; pileus grayish -buff at

first; spores 9-10. ."> mirr. long. 364. 0. SUbfUllChri-
foliUS sp. miv.

(gg) Gills at first pallid, lilaceous or pale lavender.
(hi Pileus densely Qbrillose-tomentose ; gills pallid at

first; stem violaceous. 411'. C. plumiger Fr.

(hh t Pileus Bubglabrous.
(i) Pileus bygropbanous, purplish-umber, fading to

pinkish-buff. tit. c umidicola Kauff.

(ii) Pileus not bygrophanous. violaceous-fulvous to

rusty-fulvous, micaceous-glistening. 391 C.

iiinhius Fr.

(ff) Stem not peronate, pileus reddish-gray; gills purple.
370. 0. pulcJirifoliua Pk.

(cc) Pileus medium or small in size,

(d) Pileus :>-7 cm. broad (medium),
(e) Stem distinctly peronate.

(f) Pileus and stem silvery violaceous-white; stem clavate.
363. C. albovioloceus Fr.

(ff) Pileus some shade of dark purplish brown; gills smoky-
purplish.

(g) Stem clavate-bulbous, stout; spores 8-11 micr. long.
411. C. torvus Fr.

(gg) Stem equal or subattenuate downwards; spores 7-S

micr. long. 415. C. scutuhttus Fr.

(ee) Stem not peronate.
(f) Stem marked by reddish, subannular scales, subequal,

4-9 cm. long. ,393. C. spilomeus Fr.

(ff) Stem not variegated with red.

(g) Stem long or much elongated, S-18 cm. long, marked
by remnants of veil.

(hi Pileus grayish-tawny, dry; stem thickened toward
: universal veil violaceous. 3('>7 C emtti&U

Pk.

(hh) Pileus at first violet-fuscous, bygrophanous. fad-

ing; stem intense violet at first, attenuated below;
v.'ii whitish. 413. '' evernius Fr.

(gg) Stem rather short. 3-7 cm. Ions.

(hi stem rather stout. 7-12 mm. thick or more
(it Bulb of stem obliquely marginate-depreased; eills

at first heliotrope or deep violet. 378.

obliipnis Pk.

(ii) Bulb if present not marginate; stem bulbous, clav-

ate or tapering upward,
(k) Pileus reddish-ashy, not hycrophanous; stem

with an oval bulb. 382. C. rubrodneretU Pk.

(kk) Pileus paler, without any reddish tinge; stem
not round-bulbous.

(I) Pileus bygrophanous.
tin) Stem marked with remnants of a universal

veil. 416. 0. deceptivus Kauff.

(mm) Stem silky at first, glabrescent. 441

snt urn in us Fr. var.

(II) Pileus not bygrophanous; gills and flesh at

first only slightly violaceous. 392. C. atlOMO-
lus Fr.
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(hh) Stem smaller, 4-7 mm. thick,

(i) Pileus, stem and gills unicolorous, pale violaceous-

drab; stem abruptly bulbillate at base. 394. C.

subtabularis sp. nov.

(ii) Pileus not violet; gills, flesh and apex of stem

violaceous at first,

(k) Pileus hygrophanous.
(I) Pileus chestnut color when moist; stem

solid. 440. G. imbutus- Ft.

(II) Pileus sooty-brown to olive-gray; in pine
woods. 442. C. livor Ft.

(kk) Pileus not hygrophanous.
(I) Pileus pale brownish-tan; stem solid. 383.

G. clintonianus Pk.

(II) Pileus dingy-white to clay-color; stem hollow,

very short. 395. C. brevissimus Pk.

(dd) Pileus small, 1-3 cm. broad.

(e) Pileus at first conical, blackish-brown.

(f) Stem subannulate, slender; spores 6-7.5x3-4 micr. 419.

G. subflexipes Pk.

(ff) Stem not annulate; spores 7-9x5-6 micr. 456. C. ery-

thrinus Ft.

(ee) Pileus campanulate-convex, chestnut-color,

(f) Stem 4-6 mm. thick. 443. C. castaneus Ft.

(ff) Stem 1-2 mm. thick. 455. C. fuscoviolaceus Pk.

(bb) No violet, purple nor lilac colors present,

(c) Pileus large, 5-10 cm. broad.

(d) Bulb of stem oval-clavate and dark brick-red; pileus hygro-
phanous, rufous-brown. 421. C. rubripes Kauff.

(dd) Stem not red.

(e) Pileus with a rufous tinge either when fresh or on drying,

(f) Pileus hygrophanous, very glabrous, stem pallid-whitish,
subclavate. 444. C. armcniacus Pr. 448. G. glabrel-
his Kauff.

(ff) Pileus dry, reddish to brownish-orange, stem yellow or

concolor, long and equal. 387. C. whitei Pk.

(ee) Pileus without reddish tinge.

(f) Pileus creamy-yellow, yellow, ochraceous, orange-yellow
or rusty-yellow.

(g) Stem peronate by a close-appressed sheath.

(h) Sheath pale tawny-yellowish; pileus tawny-yellow,
often scaly on disk. 369. G. annnlatus Pk.

(hh) Sheath whitish; pileus pale.

(i) Pileus creamy-buff, large; spores subglobose. 370.

G. flavifoliiis Pk.

(ii) Pileus pale ochraceous; spores elliptical-. 372. C.

ochraceus Pk.

(gg) Stem not sheathed,

(h) Pileus hygrophanous, dark ochraceous; stem almost
equal, subannulate. 423. C. mon-isii Pk.

(hh) Pileus not hygrophanous.
(i) Pileus pale yellow to buff; stem white, caespitose.

388. G. caespitosus Pk.
(ii) Pileus and stem chrome-yellow to rusty-yellow,

(k) Pileus streaked with rusty fibrils; stem with an
oval bulb. 385. C. autumnalis Pk.

(kk) Pileus not streaked; stem clavate, streaked
lengthwise. 384. C. callisteus Ft.

(ff) Pileus neither reddish nor yellow,
(g) Stem white or whitish.

(h) Pileus hygrophanous, brown when moist.
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(i) Pileus conio-campanulate; st.-m clayate; sllky-
fibrillose. if;, r. sp.

(ii) Pileus convex-plane; stem tapering down, glab-
rous. II.". r. ,i a, , i' in us Fr. vnr.

(liln Pileus qoI bygrophanous, pale gray; stem clavate-
bulbou8.

(i) Stem peronate by a white sheath. 373. C. cane-
strns I'k.

( ii i Stem qoI peronate.
(k) Spores 7-8 micr. long; gills watery-cinnamon at

Brat. 386. C. catskUlensU Pk.

(kki Spores 10-12 micr. long; gills at first pallid.
us. o. griseus Pk.

(gg) Stem brown or fuscescent.

(in Stem annulate by a white band; spores 10-12 micr.

long. 432. 0. brunneofulvua Fr.
(hlii St. 'in annulate at times by a fuscous zone; spores

8-9 micr. long. 433. C. brunneua Fr.

(cc) Pileus medium size or small, between 1 and 5 cm.
(d) Stem not very slender, more than 3 mm. thick, sometimes

clavate-bulbous at first,

(e) Gills blood-red or cinnabar-red; stem equal, not stout,

(f) Pileus and stem tawny yellow to cinnamon-yellow. 408.

C. 8emisanguineu8 Fr.

(ff) Pileus and stem blood-red to cinnabar.

(g) Pileus rather broader than the length of the stem;
spores 8-9 x 5-5.5 micr., in oak woods. 409. C. cinna-
barinus Fr.

(gg) Pileus narrow, stem longer; spores 6-7x4 micr.; on
moss, conifer regions-. 409b. C. sanguineus Fr.

(ee) Gills not red.

(f) Stem clavate, subclavate or at least tapering upward,
often clavate-bulbous at first,

(g) Pileus bygrophanous.
(h) Pileus conio-campanulate at first; on mosses.

(i) Spores 10-12x6 micr.: stem long, cylindrical,
pallid to fuscescent. 390. c. gracilis Pk.

(ii) Spores 7-8.5x5-6 micr.; stem subzonate from the

yell; wholly lawn-brownish. 424. 0. ni'immosus
sp. now

(hh) Pileus not conic.

(i) Stem distinctly fuscescent, solid, pileus dark
fuscous-brown. 451. 0. rubriCOSUt Fr. var.

(ii) Stem not becoming dark fuscous.

(k) Pileus white-hoary at first on a chestnut :

brown ground color. 4.
r
)0. 0. tubrigetw sp. nov.

(kk) Not markedly white-hoary at first.

(I) Pileus grayish-umber, with rufous tinge when
moist. 447. 0. erugatus Fr.

(II) Pileus fuscous-brown, never rufous. 449. C.

privignus Fr. var.

(gg) Pileus not hygrophanous.
(h) Gills cadmium-yellow; narrow; pileus and stem

olivaceous-cinnamon, 402. C. cinnamotneus Fr. var.

(hh) Gills pallid or whitish at first,

(i) Pileus whitish, tinged pale yellowish; stem varie-

gated with pallid-yellowish scales. 396 C. nlhitli-

falius I'k.

(ii) Pileus alutaceous; stein subfibrillose, concolor.
::yt r. mmhstus Pk.
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(ff) Stem equal, attenuated below or subventricose ; not

definitely thickened at the base,

(g) Pileus watery-brown, bay-brown or chestnut color

when moist,

(h) Gills distant or subdistant, brownish at first,

(i) Stem rather stout, 5-12 mm. thick.

(k) Stem normally annulate by a white zone; gills

distant. 434. C. distans Pk.

(kk) Stem not annulate.

(1) Stem subequal, gills brown, close to sub-

distant. 452. C. uraceus Fr.

(11) Stem equal; gills purplish-brown, distant.

417. C. adustus Pk.

(ii) Stem 3-5 mm. thick, pallid at first. 453. G.

juberinus Fr. var.

(hh) Gills close or crowded.

(i) Stem with remnants of the veil; gills brownish-

ochre at first; spores 7 x 3.5 micr. 435. C. nigrel-

lus Pk.

(ii) Stem subsilky; gills reddish-umber at first; spores

7-10 x 6.5 micr. 454. C. praepallens Pk.

(gg) Pileus not dark brown,

(h) Flesh olivaceous to green. •

(i) Pileus and stem fulvous to tawny-fulvous. 407.

C. malicorius Fr.

(ii) Pileus and stem light olive. 410. C. raphanoides
Fr.

(hh) Flesh not olivaceous-green,

(i) Stem stout, 8-12 mm. thick,

(k) Pileus, gills and stem yellow; spores subglobose.
404. C. luteus Pk.

(kk) Pileus, gills and stem white or whitish, taste

bitterish. 397. C. ochroleucus Fr.

(ii) Stem 3-6 mm. thick.

(k) Stem peronate by a yellow sheath; gills saffron-

yellow; pileus rusty color when moist. 425.

C. paludosus Pk.

(kk) Stem not peronate.
(I) Stem with white annular zone; pileus yellow-

ish, fragile. 426. C. hinnuleus Fr. var.

(II) Stem not annulate.

(m) Pileus hairy, tawny; stem short, pallid to

pale tawny. 400. C. basalis Pk.

(mm) Pileus silky to appressed tomentulose;
gills yellow,

(n) Stem rather long, 4-10 cm.

(o) Pileus obtusely conic-campanulate, ruf-

ous-fulvous; with stem streaked with
rufous-fulvous fibrils. 403. C. croceo-

conus Fr.

(oo) Pileus campanulate-convex, yellowish-
cinnamon, tawny, etc., stem chrome-

yellow. 401. C. cinnamomeus Fr.

(nn) Stem short, 2-4 cm. long,

(o) Spores 10-12.5 micr. long; pileus cinna-

mon-brown; odor of radish. 405. C.

aureifolius Pk.

(oo) Spores 6-7 micr. long; pileus cinna-

mon; gills saffron-yellow to orange.
406. C. croceofolius Pk.
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(dd ) Stem Blender, 1 3.6 nun. thick.

(e) Pileus conical, then campanulate.
( r i Pileus Bbrlllose-halry, Fuscous t<> amber,

(g) stem slender, with delicate white zones, fui

i h i Spores 10-12x6-6.5 mlcr. 429. C. lliopodiua Pr.

(lihi spores 6-8 x 1-6 mlcr. 439. 0. paleaceut Pr.

(gg) stem ahorl annulate by Blngle median whitish zone,
luscescent. 431. C. impolitus sp. nov.

lit") Pileus glabrous, or soon glabrous.
(g) Pileus not hygrophanous, chestnut color; BDOres larj

16-16 inicr. long. 398. C. aeridpes Pk.

(gg) Pileus hygrophanous, watery-brown, fulvous <>r ch<

nut color at first.

(h) Stent attenuated-SUbrOOtlng, soon rigid, whitish and
Bhlnlng when dry. 4a!). >'. s'-nmli-us Pr,

(hh ) Stem equal.
(i) Stent "rubello"-tlnged or yellowish at first.

(k) Stem pallid or mfous-tinged ; pileus even, with
blackish umbo. 457. c. decipiens Pr.

(kk) Stem yellowish at first; pileus striate when
moist. 4G2. C. ncutus Fr.

(ii) Stem not yellowish.
(k) Growing on decayed wood, gills broad; stem

cingulate. 460. C. lignarius Pk.

(kk) Not on decayed wood.

(I) Gills narrow; pileus pale chestnut color when
moist, spores 8-10 micr. long. 461. C.

acutoides Pk.

(II) Gills rather broad; pileus watery-cinnamon
when moist; spores 7-8 micr. long. 45S. <'.

leueopua Pr. var.

(ee) Pileus campanulate-convex to plane.

(f) Pileus canescent with superficial fibrils. 438. C. hi mi-

trichus Fr.

(ff) Pileus glabrous, chestnut-brown when moist

(g) Pileus not hygrophanous, umbo blackish. 399. C.

eostanellua Pk.

(gg) Pileus hygrophanous.
(h) Spores 10-12 micr. long; stem 2-4 cm. long; Kills

at first yellowish, cream color or whitish.

C. bodius Pk.

(hh) Spores 6-7.5 micr. long,

(i) Gills rufous-cinnamon; stem tuscescent, with

whitish median annulus. 436. 0. HffidUi Fr.

(ii) Gills yellowish or yellowish-cinnamon. Btem

pallid, spotted by subannular. white /.one- 127.

C. costaneoidea Pk.

si BQENt 8 \l)'\ \<ll 1/ : Provided with a glutinous or viscid

universal veil; pileus and stem becoming polished by the drying of

the gluten.

This group corresponds t<> the subgenus Limacium of the genus

Hygrophours. The entire plan! when young is covered by a differ-

entiated gelatinous layer which becomes glutinous in oioisl weather,

and which breaks np <>ii the stem sn as to leave shreds, patches

or rings of various degrees of defiuiteness. [n some s] ecies the glu-

t inoUS renin an Is on I lie stent are vei*V thin and sill >eva Descent and not
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easily made out; in others, e. g. C. mucifluus, the thick layer of the

universal veil is cracked and torn crosswise, and the resultant bands

or rings arc rather marked and persistant, while in still other cases

I lie si cm is peronately but very thinly sheathed. Because of their

great variability, especially in color, which varies with habitat,

weal her. age, etc., the species of this group have as yet uncertain

limits and are differently interpreted by different authors.

309. Cortinarius mucifluus Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 18:50-38.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PL 148, Fig. 1.

Cooke, 111., PI. 740 (fresh condition).

Cooke, 111., PI. 738 (older stage, as G. collinitus).

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 206 (as G. collinitus).

Ricken, Die Bli'itterpilze, PI. 34, Fig. 1 (as G. collinitus).

Michael, Fuhrer f. Pilzfreuude, Vol. Ill, No. 85 (as G. col-

linitus).

X. Y. State Mus; Rep. 48, PI. 13, Fig. 1-6 (as C. collinitus).

Plate LXIII of this Report.

PILEUS 3-8 cm. broad, at the very first subglobose, then cam-

panulate-convex and margin incurved, finally campanulate-expanded
to plane, obtuse, glutinous when moist, the gluten derived from the

very I hick gelatinous pellicle varying in color from whitish when

young to straw-yellow, orange-yellow or tawny-fulvous, sometimes

stained with rusty or sulphur hues, shining when dry. FLESH
pallid or stained in age with yellow or rust color. GILLS at first

pallid or grayish-white (caesious), then clay color to rusty-cinna-

mon, adnate to subernarginate, medium broad, close. STEM 6-12

cm. long, 7-12 mm. thick, cylindrical or tapering downward, rather

stout from the first, rigid, spongy-stuffed, at the very first whitish

and covered by the thick gelatinous layer of a universal veil, which
cracks transversely, forming scaly, thick, sometimes squarrose hands

of dried gluten, especially below, soon becoming discolored and then

yellowish, rusty or tawny, terminating above with the discolored

Cortina in the form of a collapsed ring. SPORES 10-13x6-7 micr.

(rarely up to 14.5 micr. long), almond-shaped, tuberculate, in-

equilateral-elliptic, rusty-cinnamon in mass. BASIDIA 4-spored,
::<! 11* x 9-10 micr. ODOR and TASTE not marked.

Gregarious. !n low, rich ground of coniferous or frondose woods,
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copses, swamps, etc., among mosses or on humus, or rich loam.

Throughout the State. A.ugust-October. Frequent.

This species is distinguished From all others by its peculiar trans

tersely-banded stem, although often only the lower portion Bhows

this character distinctly. The white cortina extends down the stem

inside the gelatinous layer as a soft, Qoccose layer, and when the

oilier glutinous layer breaks across on drying, the Qoccose, cortinate

layer is exposed and gives the Qoccose effect to the bands. The young

plants often arise deep in the humus, and the stoul stem at iliis

time has almosl the diameter of the young cap. The gluten on the

upper half of the stem, often of most of the pari above the bud-

stratum, is inclined to dry or dissolve, so that the diffracted-scaly

character is found onlj in the lower protected part. In the young

stage the arrangement of tin* two veils e;m be easily made out.

1 1 is edible but should be peeled before cooking.

This is Cortinariii8 collinitus Fr. of all authors, except of Pries

himself. Of this I satisfied myself by an examination of the plates

of Fries which are deposited in the Ro'yal Museum at Stockholm,

Sweden, and by collections around I'psala and Stockholm. In

the persistently moist climate of that region, the thick rings on the

stem develop much more perfectly than with US, and this is well

shown by Pries in the published plate in [cones referred to above.

Furthermore, there exists in the same collection an unpublished

plate by Pries, marked C. collinitus Pr., illustrating, in all its

stages, a plant frequent in conifer forests around Stockholm. This

is very similar to c. cylindripes KauiV.. differing only in having

larger spores. Fries, himself, has brought about the confusion, in

his description of the two species. Por example, the description

accompanying Plate 11 s
-. Pig. 1. in [cones, does not apply to those

figures, nor does his description of <'. collinitus in any of his works,

apply to the figures of the unpublished plate a1 Stockholm. Start-

ing with his description of r. collinitus in "Systema," where he

says the gills are "purpurascens" or "violascens," he gradually

changes it in hrs later works, and in Ilvmen. Europ. describes them

as at first "argillaceous" or "caesiOUS." In Systema the sc;ilcs

are said to be "appressed" to the stem, and his whole diagnosis in

the Systema might he interpreted
—although somewhat forced—

to refer to his unpublished plate. In view of these facts, I have

ventured to correct what appears to have hecume an established

error. In the case of the descriptions the matter remains debatable,

but there can lie no doubt about the plates.

This is a very variable .-.pedes, and a number of ecological forms
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illicit be separated. Ricken has discovered two forms with different

spore sizes, one which he calls the type has spores 13-15x7-8 micr.
;

the other, which he calls var. repandd has spores 11-13x0-7 micr.

All collections examined by me, including two of Peck's and several

from Hhaca, N. V., yielded the spore-size given in my description.

Two of Peek's collections, from Sand Lake and Catskill Mountains

referred to in his 23rd Report, when examined had spores measuring

15-19x7-8.5 micr., and in other respects showed that they did not

belong here, but are probably close to G. muscigenus Pk.

310. Cortinarius cylindripes Kauff.

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 32, p. 321, 1905.

Illustrations: Ibid, Fig. 2, p. 30G.

Jour, of Mycology, Vol. 13, p. 30, PI. 98, 1907.

Mycological Bull., Vol. V, Fig. 211, p. 3 IS, 1907.

Plate LXIV of this Report.

PILEUS 3.7 cm. broad, very glutinous at first and shining, later

opaque, at the very first lavender, then yellowish with a violaceous

tinge, at length brownish-oehraceous, somewhat stained by these

colors at various stages, obtusely orbicular when young, then cam-

panulate and expanded, rather small in comparison with the length
of the stem, margin incurved and pellucid-striate, surface smooth,
at length longitudinally wririlded. FLESH thick on disk, thin else-

where, violaceous, soon sordid-white. GILLS rather broad, at length
5-8 mm., adnate, emarginate, not attenuate in front, violaceous or

lavender when young, becoming pale cinnamon, not crowded, thin,

edge serratulate-flocculose and paler, somewhat wrinkled at the

sides hut not veined. STEM 8-10 cm. long, 5-9 mm. thick, elastic,

remarkably equal, covered by a violaceous, glutinous, universal veil,

which remains as evanescent, adnate patches and at its junction
with the partial veil as a slight annulus, smooth or fibrillose-striate

at the apex, violaceous to dingy white within, solid stuffed.

SPORES almond-shaped, rough-tuberculate, inequilateral-elliptic,
12-15x6.5-8 micr., dark brown. BASIDIA 10-15x10-13 micr., 1-

spored, with sterigniata, 5-7 micr. long. ODOR and TASTE not

specific.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On low, rich ground or humus,
conifer and frondose woods. Throughout the State. Fronf late July
to early October. Frequent.
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c. cylindripe8 usually occurs in considerable cumbers where

found. lis cylindrical stem is ;ii firsl n beautiful pale azure-blue,

due to the thin universal veil, which fades and leaves whitish thin

patches which sometimes disappear. The species corresponds i«»

Fries' species, figured in his unpublished plates at Stockholm and

named C. collinitus. i See uotes under C. mucifluus.] Specimens
of that species collected in Sweden are in my herbarium and have

spores measuring l lis micr. long, much larger than in the American

form. I consider thai species, common around Stockholm, as Pries
1

original C. collinitus. <>m- species, described above, has violaceous

or blue linis just like thai "Hie, and as Fries has described no other

species t<> which the Stockholm plants could he referred, the indi-

cation is Strong that he considered them C. COllitlitU8. For the

present the difference in the spore size will he sufficienl to keep

<'. cylindripes distinct. The violaceous j;ills, etc., distinguish C.

cylindripes from both Fries' and Ricken's conception of C. mucosus,

and from the related species of Peck: C. muscigenus Pk., C. splen-

didus Pk., and c. elatior pallidifolius Pk.

311. Cortinarius muscigenus Pk.

X. V. State Mas. Rep. 11, 1SSS.

"PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, at firsl ovate, then convex, or concave

from the recurving of the margin, subumbonate, glabrous, viscose

with <i separable pellicle, tawny-orange and widely striate on the

margin when moist, tawny ami shining when dry. FLESH dingy

white, tinged with yellow. GILLS broad, ventricose, adnate, with a

broad, shallow emargination, somewhat rugose "n the --ides, yellotc-

isfi, becoming cinnamon. STEM Tilt cm. long, 6-8 mm. thick,

elongated, subequal, viscid, even, silky, solid, white or whitish."

SIM IRES almond-shaped, rough-tuberculate, l I 1.7x7-9 micr. i rarely

np to I 8.5 micr. long I
.

"Mossy ground under balsam trees. Wittenberg Mountains,

New Fork. September."
This species appears to have the stature id' ('. cylindripes, but

has Larger spores and hicks the violaceous color entirely. The

spores of the type specimens ;ire Larger than given by Peck in the

Original description. The color Of the pileus is similar to thai of

c. in uci flu us Fr.

Cortinarius splendidus Pk. (N. V. State Mus. Pep. '-"• |
. L878 .

differs from C. muscigenus in smaller size and violaceous stem. Its
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spores are similar, 15-18 x 6-8 micr., larger than given by Peck. The

dried type specimens indicate that they are closely allied, and that

one is a variety of the other.

Cortinarius elatior pallidijolius Pk. is also probably a variety of

C. muscigenus Pk. The spores are the same, 15-17.5x7.5-9 micr.,

but the stem is tinged with lilac. Both varieties have a shorter stem

ilian ('. muscigenus, and the caps are said to be pale fuscous, al-

though in the dried specimens they have the same shining, tawny-

tan color as in that species. The last variety is described and fig-

ured in N. Y. Mus. Eep. 51, 1901.

312. Cortinarius submarginalis Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 54, 1902.

Illustrations : Ibid, Plate L, Fig. G-10.

•1' ILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, firm, convex becoming nearly plane,

concave by the elevation of the margin, viscid when moist, yellowish-

brown, generally a little paler on the rather definite and commonly

fibrillose margin. FLESH whitish. GILLS thin, close, rather

luoad, adnate, creamy-yellow when young, soon cinnamon. STEM
7-15 cm. long, 8-12 mm. thick, elongated, equal or slightly thickened

at (he base, solid, silkytibrillose, slightly viscid, whitish or pallid."

SPORES almond-shaped, slightly rough, 10-12.5x5-6 micr.

"Low moist places in Woods. Bolton, New York. August. The

margin is separated from the rest by a definite line, is 6-12 mm.
broad and conspicuously fibrillose." The description is adopted
from that of Peck.

313. Cortinarius sphaerosporus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Pep. 26, 1874.

Illustration: Plate LXV of this Report.

1' ILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, hemispherical-convex then expanded-
plane, glabrous, even, with a thick gelatinous straw-yellow pellicle,
which is glutinous when moist. FLESH thin on margin, violaceous
<il first, soon pallid. GILLS violaceous at the very first, soon whitish
then cinnamon, adnate-subemarginate, close, rather broad. STEM
•""> Hi cm. long, 5-8 mm. thick, subclavate 'or tapering upward, equal
above, spongy-stuffed, glutinous when moist from the thin universal

veil, which on, drying leaves thin yellowish patches on the lower*
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portion, apex a1 ftrsl pale violaceous, sunn white. SPORES oval

subglobose, slightly rough-punctate, 6-7.5x5.5-6.5 micr.

in low, moist woods or Bwamps. Augusl September. Coniferous

regions. 1 ofrequent.
This species corresponds closely with the European C. delibutus

Fr. which also has Subglobose spores, in the American planl the

spores are constantly a little smaller, as shown by two collections

from Sweden. In thai species the spores measure 7-8.5x6-7 micr.

Britzelmayr reports under the name C. delibutus, a species with

spores l I L6 x <i micr. Such a plant, with all other characters simi-

lar to c delibutus Fr., has been collected by me, bu1 qo1 sufficient

data are at hand to describe it. h is possible thai G. berlesianus

i Pk. i Sacc. of which the spores of the type specimens measure 7 8 x

6-6.5 micr.. is a Conn of the European C. delibutus Fr., but its stem

has a rounded bulb.

314. Cortinarius vibratilis Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

[Uustrations: Cooke, 111.. Plate 744.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 256.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL :•.."». Fig. l'.

PI LEI rs 2 5 cm. broad, surface bitter to tin- taste, convex, obtuse,

gibbous, with a </liiti>>oiis />riii<h\ hygrophanous, yellow, ochre-yel-
low to fulvous-yellow, paler when dry. glabrous, even. FLESH soft,

thin except disk, white or whitish, bitter. <ilU.s adnate in slightly

subdecurrent or subemarginate, thin, close, rather narrow, pallid

to pale ochraceous, then pale ochraceous-cinnamon. STEM :: 7 cm.

Long, variable in Length, l LO mm. thick, subclavate <>r tapering
either way, soft, purr white, clothed when young by n glutinous,

hyaline, universal nil which soon dries, often viscid only at base,

soft-stuffed. SPORES narrowly elliptical, almost smooth, 6-7.5 x I •",

nucr. BASIDIA 26-28x7 micr.. L-spored. ODOB mild or subaro-

in.nic. TASTE of every part intensely bitter. CORTINA white.

In conifer and frondose woods, among leaves or humus.

Throughoul the State. August-September, [nfrequent
The American plant, named ( '. amarus by Peek, does not differ

from c. vibratilis Fr. as it occurs around Stockholm. The spores,

bitter taste of all parts ami the hyaline gluten of the universal veil

are the same. C. amarus Pk. was originally referred to the Bub-

genus Phlegmacium (N. V. state Mus. Rep. 32, p. 30, 1879) but
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later. Dr. Peck referred it to its proper position. G. vibratilis

is distinguished by its pure white stem, pallid gills and yel-

low cap; the last may take on fulvous or rufous brown

lines on the disk. An occasional individual of larger di-

mensions occurs. The stem varies in length and shape, and

in mossy wet places often becomes more elongated. The

"lnti'ii often drips from the edge of the cap in moist weather and

on drying the cap becomes shining. This species might be confused

with G. causticum Fr., unreported in Michigan, in which only the

viscid pellicle of the pileus is bitter. Two other European species,

C. emollitus Fr. and G. crystallinus Fr. possess bitter flesh and some-

what similar colored caps, but they belong to the subgenus Fhleg-

niacium and their stems are not pure white.

315. Cortinarius sterilis Kauff.

Torr. Bot; Club Bull., Vol. 32, 1905.

Illustrations: Ibid, Fig. 1, p. 304.

dour, of Mycol., Vol. 13, PI. 96, p. 30, 1907.

Mycol. Bull., Vol. 5, Fig. 242, p. 310, 1907.

PILEUS 1.5-4.5 cm. broad, suborbicular when young then convex-

expanded, margin incurved, drab, drab-gray to olive buff, even,

smooth, viscid, somewhat umbonate at times. FLESH white, soft,

thin. (JILLS relatively broad, 4-6 mm., drab-gray at first, then light-

cinnamon, rounded behind, then emarginate, not at all ventricose,

rather crowded, edge serratulate and white, later eroded, provided,

with sterile cells. STEM 4-8 cm. long, 4-0 mm. thick, at base up to

10 mm., clavate or tapering upward, solid, spongy, or tapering up-

ward, dingy-white, tinged with light blue toward apex, clothed

when fresh with the delicate patches of the viscid, universal veil,

which is of the same color as the pileus, within pale bluish at apex,
white below. SPORES subsphoeroid, almost smooth, 6-7x5-6.5

micr. CORTINA white or sordid.

Gregarious in swamps of cedar, etc. Bay View. August-Septem-
ber. Rare.

The spores and the peculiar color of cap and veil distinguish this

species. It has been found only twice, in low, wet, sphagnous or

mossy swamps. Its name refers to the sterile cells on the edge of

the gills.
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316. Cortinarius iodes B. & C.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, glabrous, even, with

a tough, viscid, separable pellicle, dark violet to purplish, at length
often yellowish on the disk. FLESH thick on the disk, abruptly
thin on the margin, violaceous then paler. QILLS adnate, close,

moderately broad, violaceous <it first, then gray-cinnamon. STEM
5 7 cm. long, equal or clavate thickened or tapering to either end, I

v

or 5-15 nun. i hick, viscid, solid, subfibrillose. CORTINA pale vio-

laceous. SPORES broadly-elliptical, minutely rough-punctate, 8-10

x6-6.5micr. TASTE mild. ODOR none.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in low, wel places
in woods. August. Detroit. Infrequent.

This is very similar in color and stature to C. i<><l< <>uh* hut hicks

the bitter taste of the pellicle of the cap. The color is deeper and
the spores arc larger than in that species, li appears t<> be related

to the European C. salor Fr. which has similar colors bu1 whose

spores are truly spherical. It has been received from the eastern

pari of the United States where it occurs more frequently.

317. Cortinarius iodeoides sp. now

Illustration: Plate LXV1 of this Report.

PILE1 S 2 ."> cm. broad, convex then expanded, broadly umbonate
t" plane, deep lavender-violet or bluish violet when young or fresh,

fading t<> livid-ashy, sometimes faintly yellowish or buff-spotted,

with ii bitter pellicle ninth is glutinous when moisl or young, gla-

brous, even. PLESB at tirsi pale violaceous, soon white, thin on

margin, thickish on disk. <;il,l.,s adnate then emarginate, rather

aarrow, close, pale violaceous, soon whitish, ;it length pale ochra-

ceous-cinnamon. STEM 2-6.5 cm. long, clavate-thickened at base or

variously thickened or subcompressed, is nun. thick, white bul

covered when young by ih<- thin, delicately violaceous, glutinous,

universal veil, stuffed, silky or glabrous. SPORES elliptical, al-

most smooth. 7 -"."» x ll..") micr.. pale ferruginous-cinnamon in mass.

ODOR none or slight. TASTE of flesh mild, of pellicle of pileus
bitter.

Subcaespitose or gregarious. Among leaf-mold, often hidden by

leaves, in frondose woods of maple, oak, etc. August-October. Ann

Arbor, New Richmond. .Mote frequenl than the preceding.
This species is easily coni'iiseil with the preceding, bu1 Is clearly

distinct because of the bitter surface of the cap which i> quickly
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recognized, and the different spores. A more careful comparison

ehows slight differences in the colors. It is often hidden by the

leaves, especially in the late fall.

318. Cortinarius heliotropicus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 91, 1905.

Illustration: Ibid, PI. P., Fig. 1-7.

"PILEUS 2.5-G.5 cm. broad, broadly campanulate, convex or

nearly plane, fibrillose, viscid, heliotrope-purple, generally spotted

<»• variegated by yellowish-white spots. FLESH whitish, thin.

GILLS narrow, thin, close, rounded behind, adnexed, concolorus

with the pileus when young, cinnamon when mature. STEM 3.5-7

(in. long, 4-8 mm. thick, firm, solid or spongy within, usually slightly

thickened at base, silky-fibrillose, viscid, whitish and spotted ivith

purple or colored like the pileus, white within. SPORES 10-12.5 x

5-6 micr., elliptic. TASTE mild or slightly acrid. ODOR slightly

of radish.

'In woods. Smithtown, New York. August.
"This is one of the most beautiful species of Cortinarius. In

some specimens the spots on the pileus are large or confluent, in

others they are almost or entirely absent, but usually they are small

and distinct. The purple color of the gills is persistent for some

time. In large specimens the margin is sometimes adorned by fibril-

lose scales of the veil."

This and the two preceding are all of medium size and beautifully

colored. The description and notes are adopted from Peck. This

species seems to differ from C. iodes mainly in the larger spores and

perhaps in taste and color.

SUBGENUS BULBOPODICM: Stem dry. at first hidden, then

usually stout, with a thick, abrupt, marginate-depressed bulb, to

wln.se margin is attached the cortina; the universal veil is either

manifest or lacking in the young stage. Pileus with a viscid pell-

icle; equally fleshy.

This is the section "Scauri" of Fries. The structure of the

bull* ami the development of the stem is unique among the Cor-

linarii, and the group deserves equal rank with the other subgenera.
The -hut ton" stage of the young plant consists only of pileus and

bulb, the former smaller than and closely pressing on the bulb.

The rest of the stem is invisible, since its beginnings are enclosed
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undeveloped under the pileus. The margin of tin- pileus rests on the

broad bulb and produces the typical, abruptly depressed edge of

ili;ii body. The cortina extends from the margin of the pileus to

the bulb, to whose upper Burface it is attached and, during develop

ment, is carried up on tin- lower part of the elongating Bteui. The

universal \ t-i 1 when presenl envelops the I »i 1 1 1 • and extends to the

Burface of the pileus in the form of a thin, Blightly woven mem-

brane, which breaks away in ;i circumscissile manner from the mar-

gin of the pileus a1 an early stage and is only noticeable, after the

expansion <>r the plant, on the exterior of the bulb or where the torn

fringes of its upper portion extend above the margin of the bulb and

lie againsl the stem; il is usually of the same color as the Burface

of ilic pileus and this shows on the bulb and on the stem immediately

above it. Sometimes this veil is slightly gelatinous. Species occur

which are intermediate between this and the following subgenus,

where the bulb is scarcely depressed or marginate, or where the mar-

gin of the pileus almost covers the slight bulb so that the latter is

margined only about its base. The stem is never peronate nor an-

nulate by the universal veil in this subgenus. The connection of

the margin of the bulb with the cap and the circumscissile manner

in which the universal veil breaks across are somewhat similar to

the COndil ions in some Amanitas.

The species of this group are numerous, and many more will prob

ably be found in Michigan. Pries appears to apologize for including

ami naming ao many species under the section Scauri, as witness his

remarks under that section in Epicrisis: "An astonishing num-

ber of closely related forms, which, although they were all constant,

I was ashamed to separate in Sys. .Myc. but published them under

titles which were much broader. Bui I am compelled to recognize

them lest the limits appear to be arbitrary, since their existence

in nature has Keen verified many times." Nbl a lew others have

already been found in the State, but their identity is nol yel estab

lished.

43
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Section I. Universal veil present.

*Gills, flesh or stem at first violaceous, bluish, or purplish, rarely

olivaceous or white.

319. Cortinarius atkinsonianus Kauff. (Edible)

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 32, p. 324, 1905.

Illustrations: Ibid, Fig. 6, p. 316.

Jour, of Mycol., Vol. 13, Plate 99, p. 3G, 1907.

Plate LXVII of this Report.

PILEUS 6-9 cm. broad, convex then expanded, wax-yellow or

flavus at first, tinted with olivaceous, then alutaceous or reddish-

tawny in places, with- a viscid separable pellicle, glabrous, even.

FLESH thick, rather soft, at first deep violet or lavender, slowly fad-

ing. GILLS adnate becoming slightly sinuate, rather narrow, width

uniform, deep violet or purplish at first, edge sometimes olivaceous-

yt-llowish, at length cinnamon. STEM G-8 cm. long, stout, 12-18 mm.
thick, deep violet or violaceous blue, concolor within, solid, dry, equal
or tapering upward from a rather thick, marginate, broadly tur-

binate bulb up to 3 cm. thick, and externally clothed by the oli-

vaceous-yellow universal veil, apex of stem fibrillose, elsewhere hung
with the fibrillose remains of the olivaceous-yellow cortiua.

SPOKES almond-shaped, elliptical, very tuberculate, 13-15 (rarely

16) x 7-8.5 micr., rusty-cinnamon in mass.

Gregarious. In leaf-mould or among fallen leaves, in rich,.mixed
or frondose woods. Ann Arbor, Detroit, New Richmond. Septem-
ber-October. Infrequent.

This noble species is the prince of known American Cortinarii.

Several collections in all stages of development have made it possible
to emend the original description and refer it to its proper place in

the genus. The colors of the fresh plants are vivid and most beau-
tiful. The llcsh is at first intense violet, and by peeling the pileus
this color is at once exposed under the yellow pellicle. There is an
olivaceous tinge in the yellow color of the pileus, cortina and uni-
versal veil in the young plant, and the edge of the gills may also
be laved with the olivaceous-yellow coloring. The taste and odor are
mild. It seems closely related to C. arquatus Fr. in the sense of

Ricken, from which it differs mainly in its intensely violet or pur-
plish flesh. The figure of Ricken (Blatterpilze, PL 36, Fig. 4) how-
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ever, gives a very inadequate conception of our plant, it is barely

possible that this is the American form <>r thai species.

320. Cortinarius calochrous l'r.

Syst Myc, L821 (segregated, Epierisix, ls::i;si.

Illustrations: (iillet. Champignons de Prance, No. 200.

Plate LXV1 1 1 of this Report.

PILEUS '•'< 'I cm. broad, n<>i large, convex, soon expanded plane,

bright ochre-yellow i<> citron-yellow, fulvous on disk, with a viscid

pellicle, glabrous, even. FLESH thickish, rather compact, whitish.

GILLS emarginate-adnexed, crowded, thin, rather narrow, rosy-

violet to violaceous-purple at first, at Length pale clay-cinnamon,

edge serratulate. STEM 3-5 cm. Long, 5-9 nun. thick, solid, pale

violaceous or whitish at first, soon becoming dingy yellowish, equal

above the rather small, abrupt, margiiialc-dcpn-sscil, xliall<tir bulb,

which is clothed at first by the i/<Uoir universal veil. SPORES bud-

Lnequilateral, elliptical, 8-9 (rarely 10) x L--5.5 micr., cinnamon in

mass. BASIDIA 28-30x7-8 micr., 4-spored. ODOR and TASTE
mild.

Solitary or scattered, in low. rich woods of maple, beech, etc.

Ann Arbor. September-October, [nfrequent.

A medium-sized plant, never becoming Large. Known by its

peculiar bulb which, in the typical condition, has the sha] f a

small porcelain evaporating disk with a rim, into which the stem

appears inserted. Shreds of the yellow universal veil cling to the

rim and the base of the stem. The planl is excellently figured by

Pries in the unpublished plate in the Royal Museum at Stockholm,

showing the remains of the universal veil. <iillei"s figure is also

accurate as to color and shape. Cooke's figure illl.. Plate 713)

cannot apply t ir plant. Ricken, Saccardo and Britzelmayr give

spore-measurements which indicate a related Bpecies with much

Larger spores.

321. Cortinarius velicopia sp. QOV.

PILEUS 6-9 cm. broad, convex at first, soon broadly expanded to

plane, violet to buff iii first, becoming dingy yellowish-ochraceous

as if stained, with a viscid, separable pellicle, even, glabrous, margin
incurved and at tirst appendiculate from the copious cortina.

FLESH pale hlne viohiceons. soon white, thick, moderately compact
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GILLS narrowed behind, narrowly adnate, moderately broad, close,

at length dingy yellowish or pallid, hung with the fibrillose remains

then cinereous, finally rusty-cinnamon, edge minutely fimbriate.

STEM 6-8 cm. long, 8-18 mm. thick, violaceous-blue, fading to bluish,

at length dingy yellowish or pallid, hung with the fibrilllose remains

of the cortina, dry, equal, solid, icitJi a marginatc, subdepressed,

hemispherical bulb, which is clothed by a thin, ochraceous-buff, uni-

versal veil. CORTINA very copious, white or faintly bluish.

SPORES ventricose-elliptieal, with a prominent, papillate apiculus,

very tuberculate, rather symmetrical, 9-12 x 0-7 micr. Edge of gills

provided with inflated, sterile cells. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. Among fallen leaves in mixed or

fpondose woods. Ann Arbor, New Richmond. September-October.

Infrequent.

This may be considered a segregate of C. caerulescens, and corre-

sponds to Ricken's description of that species (Bliitterpilze, p. 129),

but is different from the conception of Maire (Bull. d. la. Soc. Myc. de

France, Vol. 27, p. 420) and that shown by the Friesian unpublished

plates. The spores of our plant, as well as the very abundant cor-

tina, are quite distinguishing. The colors of the gills and stem

incline to blue. Several collections show that the pileus may be

deep violet at first in some forms, but eventually the ochraceous-

buff color of the universal veil pervades also the surface of the

pileus. The universal veil is less manifest and less persistent than

in the preceding species.

322. Cortinarius herpeticus Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 819.

Ricken, Die Bliitterpilze, PL 37, Fig. 4.

IM LEUS 3-10 cm. broad, convex, subexpanded, firm, smoky-olive or

olivaceous, tinged brownish on disk, fading, with a viscid, separable
pellicle, even, glabrous, margin at first incurved, thin. FLESH
thickish, firm, abruptly thin on margin, evanescently violaceous,
then whitish. GILLS rounded behind, adnexed-emarginate, close,

moderately broad, smoky-violet or olivaceous at first, smoky-brown
at length clay-color (Ridg.), then smoky-cinnamon. STEM 3-5 cm.

long, 8-18 nun. thick, solid, violaceous-blue at first, fibrillose by the
whitish cortina, equal above the marginate-depressed bulb, which
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is covered by the remains of a greenish or whitish, tliin, universal

veil, l»n 1 1» l -2 cm. i hick. SPORES broadly elliptical, rough, 8 LO \ 5-6

micr. ODOR and TASTE mil. I.

Gregarious. Among mosses in cedar and balsam Bwamps. Bay

View, Michigan, and North Elba, New fork. August. Rare.

This was considerd a new Bpecies in the "Key" (Jour. <>r Mycol.

\'.',, \k .">.">, I'.miTi as C. olivaceoide8. Ii agrees well with the Friesian

Bpecies as characterized in Monographia. In the Mill Report of the

.Mich. Acad. Sci., p. 32, ii is reported as c. olivaceus Pk. C. "lira

< us l'k. has larger spores and belongs to the section Phlegmacium.
C. herpeticu8 appears to be close to C. scaurus Ft.

323. Cortinarius olivaceo-stramineus KaulT.

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, VqI. 32, L905.

Illustrations: Ibid, Pig. ::. p. .".(i!).

•lour, of Mycol., Vol. L3, PI. 95, 1!i<>7.

Mycological Bull., Vol 5, Fig. 243, p. 317, L907.

PILEUS I 7 cm. broad, broadly convex, slightly depressed in the

center when expanded, pale straw-yellow with <nt olivaceous tinge,

slightly rufous-tinged in age, glabrous or silky-fibrillose, disk some-

times covered with minute scales, viscid from <i gelatinous /><llici<.

margin incurved at first, shreds of the cortina attached i<> it on

expanding. FLESB very thick, abruptly thin on margin, white,

dingy-yellowish in age, soon soft <i>nl spongy. <!lld.s sinuate-ad*

nexed, rather narrow, crowded, whitish <>t first, then pale cinnamon,

edge serratulate and paler. STEM 6-8 can. Long, 5-18 mm. thick,

spongy ami soft within, sometimes becoming hollow, white and

pruinate above the fibrillose remains of the cortina, with </ slight,

subobsolete, submarginate bulb from whose margin arises the

copious white CORTINA
;
bulb when young covered by a thin

universal veil of the same color as the pileus. SPORES ventricose

elliptical, with stout apiculus, almost smooth, granular within. 10-12

x 5.5-6.5 micr. BASIDIA about 38x9 micr. ODOR and TASTE
mild.

Subcaespitose. I m the ground in mixed ami frondose woods.

August-September. Ann Arbor. Rather rare.

It is with some hesitation placed iii this Bection, as the universal

veil is ma well developed. The bulb is at first slightly marginate

and the cortina is attached to it ; later the hull* almost disappears
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at times. The plants are sometimes deformed by a fungous para-

site, Mycogone rosea, causing the gills to remain sterile. It has been

found in several states, but is apparently rare.

324. Cortinarius caesiocyaneus Britz. (Edible)

Bot. Centralbl., 1895, p. 10, 1899, p. 58.

Maire, Bull, de la. Soc. Myc. de France, 26, 1910.

Illustrations : Maire, Bull. de. la. Soc. Myc. de France, Vol. 26,

PI. 8, Fig. 1-2.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, convex then expanded-plane, sometimes

depressed on the center, bluish-violaceous-white to silvery-violaceous,

glabrous, even, with a viscid, separable 'pellicle, silky-shining when

dry, margin becoming silky and at first incurved. FLESH pale

violet, fading slowly, thick. GILLS rather narrow, adnexed,

rounded behind then sinuate, thin, pale violaceous, soon pale aluta-

ceous, then cinnamon, crowded, edge even or becoming eroded. STEM

stout, 4-7 cm. long, 1-2 cm. thick, solid, pale violaceous-white, con-

color within, equal above the large, flattened, marginate-depressed

bulb, which is white on the surface from the white universal veil,

attached to white mycelium. CORTINA violaceous-white. Spores

10-12 (rarely 13) x 6-7 micr., almond-shaped, elliptical, tuberculate,

cinnamon in mass. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground among leaves in

frondose woods of oak, maple, etc. Aim Arbor. September-October.

Infrequent.

This is a segregate of G. caerulesccns Fr. The whole plant has a

rather uniform pale violaceous-whitish color almost exactly like

G. michiganensis. As in that species, the gills are not at first

intensely colored nor at all purple or rosy. It has the large size of

G. atkinsonianus with which it sometimes occurs. The flattened

bull) is while below and on the sides, where it is clothed by the

white subgelatinous veil. The spores are larger thau in G. michi-

ganensis with which it is easily confused and which belongs to

another section. Cooke's figures of G. caerulescens (111., PI. 721)
show the stature and color, but not the characteristic bulb and

spores; that plate is referred by Maire (Bull, de la Soc. Myc. de

France, Vol. 2(J, p. 18) to G. caesiocyaneus Britz. Ricken places
this plant under G. camphoratus Fr. but without any good grounds.
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325. Cortinarius rubens sp> QOV.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, hemispherical then convex-expanded,

vermillion-red to orange-fulvous, anicolorous, with a viscid, separa-

ble, toughish pellicle, glabrous, even, Bhining when dry. FLESH

thick, whitish. GILLS adnexed, becoming emarginate, rather

broad, close, caesions or pale drab al first, then argillaceous-cinna-

mon, cW^c entire and tinged dull citron-yellowish. STEM IT cm,

long, ll.~) cm. thick, solid, dry, /"//< straw-yellouj t<> whitish, citron-

yellowish within, fimbriate from the cortina, equal ;i l>« »\ ** the round

rii, marginate-depressed bulb which is clothed by tin- vermillion-red

universal veil excepl below where it is white ami attached to white

mycelium. SPORES almond-shaped, very inequilateral, tubercul-

ai.'. L5-18x7-8.5 micr. BASIDLA 16x13-15 micr., Btout, L-spored.

CORTINA white or tinged with red. ODOR faintly aromatic.

TASTE of flesh bitterish disagreeable, slowly more intense.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground among Leaves in

frondose woods of oak, maple, etc., its mycelium attached to

myeorhiza of undetermined roots. Ann Arbor. October. Rare.

The bright red color of the pileus and the universal veil is strik-

ing and is rarely seen in this subgenus. The veil is very evident

on the fresh plants and shows on the margin of the bulb as ;i bright

red to orange-red decoration, and in the button Btage is continuous

with the pellicle of the pileus, breaking in a circumscissile manner

like the yellow veil of r. atkinsonianus. Then- is no violel or purple

present in the cap although the young ijills have ;i dull violaceous-

gray tint called "caesuras." The .-due of the gills is citron-straw-

yellow and, when seen from below, ui\rs the impression of that color

to theresl of the gills. It differs from C. sublateritius Pk. in it- much

larger spores and the distinct universal veil, it agrees closely

with the description of 0. testaceus Cke., except in details. Maire,

however, says Cooke's plant is identical with C. rufo-olivac Fr

to which our plant cannot be referred, although related to it.

Specimens of our Bpecies have also been received from Madison,

Wisconsin.
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**
Gills, flesh and stem yellow at first.

326. Cortinarius elegantioides sp. nov.

Illustration: Plate LXIX of this Keport.

PTLEUS 4-7 cm. broad, convex then expanded-plane, cadmium-

yellow, orange-fulvous on disk, becoming fulvous-ferruginous in age,

glabrous, even, with a glutinous separable pellicle. FLESH thick,

whitish or tinged greenish-yellow. GILLS adnate, becoming deeply

emarginate and uncinate, close, rather broad, varying pale yellow-

ish-ichite, bright citron-yellow or sulphur-yellow, at length ferrugin-

ous, thin, edge minutely crenulate. STEM 5-8.5 cm. long, rather

stout, subequal, 10-18 mm. thick, dry, spongy-stuffed, yellowish-

white or citron-yellow, flesh tinged greenish-yellow, with a margin-

ale, subdepressed, subturbinate bulb, which is clothed on the sur-

face by the yellow to subferruginous, subgelatinous universal veil.

CORTINA slight, fugacious. SPORES almond-shaped, elliptical,

very tuberculate, 15-18 (rarely 19-20) x 7-9 lnier. BASIDIA 48x12-

13 micr., 4-spored. TASTE of flesh tardily but distinctly bitter.

ODOR mild.

Solitary or subcaespitose. On the ground in frondose woods of

oak, maple, etc. Ann Arbor, Detroit, New Richmond. September-
October. Infrequent.

Nearly always solitary or of few individuals. Known by its large

spores, bitter taste of the flesh and the tinge of green in the yellow
color of the flesh, etc. It has the stature of C. multiformis of Cooke

(111., PL 708 and 709), but the spores are distinctive. The bulb is

not very broad as compared with that of G. fulgcns Fr.
;
it is rather

soft and decays early. The stem is narrower upwards at first and
colors of the stem. It is closer to G. sulfurinus Quel, (sense of

Ricken) but differs in its spores, less abundant cortina and the

colors of the stem. It is closer to G. sulfurinus Quel, (sense of

Ricken), but neither Quelet nor Ricken mention the bitter taste nor
llic universal veil.
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Section II. Universal veil Dot manife

*(lills, flesh or stim iii first mi sinus, violaceous, bluish •>>' pur

/ilish.

327. Cortinarius purpurascens IV. I.iumi.i

Epicrisis, 1836-3& Obs. 2, L818.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111.. PL 723.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 224.

Plate 1A.X1 .if this Report.

\'\ LEUS 5-8 cm. broad, broadly convex to Bnbexpanded, dark

purplish umber or entirely violet purple when young, soon discolor*

ed ;uk1 variegated with clay-color or brown, opaque, glabrous, even,

with a viscid, separable pellicle. FLESB thick, compact, tinged

azure or purplish, fading to whitish in age, but changing rapidly to

ih
i j> purple when bruised. <ilLLS adnexed and rounded behind,

then emarginate, rather narrow, close, at firsl aznre-hlne or darker,

changing to deep purph when bruised. STEM usually short, stout,

2-5 cm. long, LO-20 nun. thick, solid, subequal, fibrillose from the

cortina. hulh not large, subemarginate to disl incl ly marginate,

scarcely ever depressed, soon oval, purplish, flesh quickly deep

colored when bruised. SPORES 8-9.5 (rarely 10) \ 5-5.5 micr.

elliptic-ovate, rough-echinulate, dark in mass. BASIDIA 10-452

8-9 micr., t-spored. ODOB and TASTE mild.

Gregarious, solitary or subcaespitose. <>n the ground in open

woods, sometimes in bare, exposed places where soil is hard. Ann

Arbor, Detroit. September-October. Infrequent.

The American plant has more purple in the pileus than Bhown

in my collection from Sweden and as given by European authors.

In all other respects it agrees with thai <»t' Europe This is (

purpurascens in the sense of Ricken. The Bpore-measurements

given 1>.\ fcfassee are too large. We have three related species which

mighl be easily confused bj not taking account of the Bpor<

aggregatus has smaller spores and its flesh and gills do not chai

to purple when bruised. C. sphaerosperma is a much larger plant,

w ith almost spherical spores. The common form of ' '. purpun
is small, stout and squatty, although more luxuriant Bpecinn

occur in favorable \\ eal her.
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328. Cortinarius subpurpurascens Fr.

Epicrisis, 1S3G-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 725.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 36, Fig. 3. (As C. purpurascens.)

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, firm, campanulate, discoid or gibbous,

then expanded, at length depressed, viscid, tinged purple at first,

yellow-ochre to ochraceous tawny with smoky-brown stains, scarce-

ly virgate, glabrous, zoned by the decurved margin. FLESH soon

whitish, not changing to purple when bruised, compact. GILLS

adnexed-emarginate, crowded, rather narrow, purplish at first then

pecan-brown (Ridg.), becoming purplish when bruised, edge entire.

STEM 5-7 cm. long, 10-15 mm. thick, subequal above the rather

small depressed-marginate flattened bulb, pale violaceous, purplish

where bruised, violaceous within, cortinate-fibrillose, stuffed then

tubular. SPORES elliptical-oval, 8-9x5-6 niicr., rough. ODOR
slightly of radish after picking, somewhat pungent. TASTE mild.

Gregarious to subcaespitose. On the ground under balsam and

spruce. North Elba, Adirondack Mountains, New York. Collec-

tion Kauffman. September, 1914. Infrequent.

This species differs from C. purpurascens in its habit, its stuffed

to hollow stem and the almost immutable color of the flesh. The

gills and stem, however, change to purplish where bruised. It is C.

purpurascens in the sense of Ricken who seems to have exchanged
the Friesian names. It seems to be a species of the higher moun-
tains, and perhaps of the northern forests.

329. Cortinarius aggregatus sp. nov.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, convex then subexpanded, obtuse and

usually irregular from crowding, at length undulate, glabrous or

white-pruinose when young, at first bright purple-blue to purplish-

gray, a1 maturity becoming smoky olive-gray and streaked, with a
viscid pellicle, margin at first incurved. FLESH thick, violaceous
then faintly olivaceous-gray to dingy white, not turning purple when
bruised. GILLS adnexed and rounded behind, then emarginate,
close, moderately broad, violet-purple at first, then gray to cinna-
mon. STEM IT cm. long, 10-20 mm. thick, rather short, solid, dry,
purplish, darker at base, the small bulb at the very first subemargi-
nate, qo1 depressed, disappearing during development. CORTINA
deep violaceous, rather copious, attached to bulblet at first, collaps-
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ing on the stem. SPORES narrowly elliptical, 78 x II..") micr.

ODOR and TASTE mild.

Caespitose, often in troops Forming arcs of scores of individuals.

in frondose woods of oak, maple, etc., in the late tall after heavy
rains, half hidden by the leaves.

September-November. Ann Arbor. I nfreipient , in very wet sen-

sons.

This species is usually quite abundant in its particular woods.

As the clusters or closely crowded rows of the fruil bodies develop,

they push Up the thick mat of Leaves in humps, an appearance which

is very commonly produced in frondose woods by the late-growing
mushrooms. The young clusters may be so thoroughly hidden by
the leaves that they are usually not found till more or less expanded
and the changes in color by that time are often extremely confut-

ing. In that case the deep bluish-purple color of the young cap is

lost and in the expanded state its surface assumes a distinct olive-

grav color and is then often markedly streaked with darker shades.

The bulb becomes soft, is often infested by grubs and stained yel-

lowish. It differs from C. purpurascens in habit, in different shade

of blue on the cap and stem, in the flesh not changing to darker

purple when bruised and in the smaller spores. A vigorous cluster

of young plants are intensely colored, and often silvery as if cover-

ed with hoar-frost. It is related to G. cyanopus Pr.

330. Cortinarius sphaerosperma sp. now i Kdible)

Illustration: Plate LXX of this Report.

PILEXJS 8-10 cm. broad, large, broadly convex expa tided, with a

very viscid, separable pellicle, glabrous, even, deep molet-purple,

micaceous-shining when dry. FLESH soon whitish, changing to

purple when bruised, thick-, compact. GILLS adnate then sinuate-

subdecurrent, crowded, not broad, purple at first, then rusty umber.

STEM 6-9 cm. long, lni'll mm. thick, solid, stout, dry, hung with

the dense, spore-stained fibrils of a very copious, purplish CORTINA,
deep purple like the cap, the ratlin- small bulb 8ubemarginate and

disappearing, at length clavate bulbous, whitish within, becoming

purple when bruised. SPORES spherical <»r subsphoeroid, very

tuberculate-rough, 7-8.5x6-7.5 micr., dark ferruginous in mass.

BASIDIA 30x9 micr.. L-spored, the slender sterigmata •'• I micr.

long. ODOR slightly of radish. TASTE mild.

Solitarv or scattered. < >n the ground in frondose wood- of oak,
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maple, etc. August-September. Ann Arbor, Detroit. Rather

rare.

This magnificent species lias only been seen thrice. It was at

liist passed by as G. purpurascens but a careful examination re-

pealed important differences. It may be considered as a segregate

of thai species, although very likely it is a native of this country.

\u European author seems to have referred spherical spores to

G. purpurascens or G. subpurpurascens, and in the European plants,

both of these species entirely or partly lack the purple color of the

cap. No very young specimens were found, and it needs further

study. Both this species and the preceding approach the next sub-

genus in i lie scarcely marginate bulb.

331. Cortinarius purpureophyllus sp. nov.

PILEUS 5-8 cm. broad, convex-expanded, dull tawny-red, fading

to ochraceous-fulvous, glabrous, even, with a viscid, separable pelli-

cle, margin incurved. FLESH whitish, thick, compact. GILLS
rounded behind and adnexed, deep lilac-purple, color persistent,

narrow, crowded, thin, edge entire or suberoded. STEM 4-6 cm.

hnig, L2-18 mm. thick, equal or slightly narrower upwards, pallid

or slightly tinged lilac-violaceous at first, spongy-stuffed or solid,

fibrillose from cortina, apex violaceous within, with a marginate-de-

prcssed, flattislt bulb, which is white throughout, attached to a

white mycelium. CORTINA copious, whitish (?). SPORES al-

mond-shaped, elliptical, tuberculate, 10-12x6-7 micr., rusty-cinna-

mon in mass. BASIDIA 3642x8-9 micr., t-spored. ODOR slight

or none. TASTE slowly disagreeable, somewhat bitter.

Gregarious. Among fallen leaves in frondose woods of maple,

oak, etc Ann Arbor. October-November. Infrequent.
Known by the contrasting colors of pileus, gills and stem, and

the size of the spores. The flesh is scarcely tinged with violaceous

excepl ;it the npex of the stem. The young gills have a deep color

as in G. purpurascens, but the flesh has none of the characteristics

Of that species.
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332. Cortinarius caerulescens l'r.

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, II!.. PL 722.

Quelet, Grevillea, Vol. VI, PL 105, Pig. 3.

.M.i ire Bull, de la Sue. Myc. de France, Vol. 26, PL 8, Pig. 3-5.

"PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, convex then convex-plane, quite thick,

with separable, viscid pellicle, glabrous, even, violaceous-blue,

tinged ochraceous on dish-, sometimes entirely ochraceous-yellow,
not hygrophanous, margin ;ii first incurved pubescent and white,
then spreading and violaceous. FLESH j><il< violaceous-blue,

especially under the cuticle, then whitish, ;ii Length ochraceous

stained. GILLS arcuate, then plane or slightly ventricose, attenu-

ate in front, pounded behind, thin, broad, rather broadly adnate,
violet-amethyst or violet-blue ai "first, then rusty-brown, edge ser-

ratulate. STEM 3-5 cm. Long, LO nun. thick, cylindric-conic, with

a marginate bulb, fibrous-fleshy, dry. silky-fibrillose, violaceous-blue

to amethyst-blue, bulb while solid. CORTINA violaceous at first.

Universal veil rapidly evanescent. SPOKES 12-14x6-7 niier.. 8UD-

amygdaliform, elliptic tuberculate. ODOE feeble, like thai of C.

purpurascens. TASTE mild or slightly bitterish."

The description lias been adopted from that of Prof. Main- (Bull,

de la Sue. Myc. de France, Vol. 27, p. 124, L911). In America I

have seen specimens of this species only from Tennessee. The

species stands out from the segregates of the old species as ii was
variously interpreted, by its large Bpores. In specimens from

Sweden. 1 find the same sized spores. In size, color of the young
gills and in stature it is much like C. calochrous. Cooke's figures

(111., PL 721) and Gillet's figures (Champignons de France, No.

*J()S) are referred by Ma ire to G. caesiocyaneus, which they Illus-

trate fairly well. As Fries did not give spore-measurements, I pre
fer to follow the decision reached by Main' after he had compared
the species which occurs near Stockholm, with those of France.

Our American references to this plant must be considered as usual-

ly, if not always, based on collections of C. caesiocyaneus, 0. michy

ganensis or perhaps C calochrous. It is possible that a number of

intermediate forms also occur as I have some collections which

apparently support such a conclusion.
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333. Cortinarius michiganensis Kauff. (Edible)

Jour, of Mycology, Vol. 13. p. 35, 1907 (synopsis).

PILEUS 8-11 cm. broad, compact, firm, broadly convex then

slowly expanded, pale violaceous to lilac, unicolor, color persistent,

glabrous, even, glutinous when moist or young, then viscid, margin

persistently inrolled and tomentose-silky. FLESH very thick, white

or tinged with lilac, not changed by bruising. GILLS rounded

behind and adnexed, or almost free, narrow, crowded, thin, acumi-

nate in front, pale violaceous-white at first, then pale ashy, finally

o< hiaceous-cinnamon, edge serratulatc from the first. STEM stout,

3-G cm. long, 18-30 mm. thick, solid, pale violaceous-lilac to whitish,

fibrillose from cortina, marginatc-bulbous, bulb large, up to 4 cm.

broad, white beneath, flesh white except the violaceous apex. COR-

TINA bluish-white, at first attached to the bulb, evanescent, not

copious. SPORES narrowly elliptic-ovate, almost smooth, 8-10.5

x 4.5-5.5 micr., pale ochraceous-cinnamon in mass. ODOR and

TASTE mild.

Caespitose, in small clusters of large individuals. On the ground,

among grass or leaves, in low, rich, frondose woods of beech, maple,

etc. Ann Arbor, Detroit, New Richmond. August-October. In-

frequent.

Tli is species is known by its large size, caespitose habit, pale gills

of which the spores mature slowly, and by the lilaceous color of

cap and stem. When fresh or young a clear gluten covers the

pileus and sometimes the base of the young bulb, as if by a universal

veil. It is very like C. caesiocyaneus in size and shape, but has a

different habit, different color and spores and lacks the white

universal veil of that species. It is doubtless in part the C. caerule-

scens of some American lists. C. caesius Clem, according to the

description, approaches it, differing in its scarcely viscid pileus, the

much thicker spores and the white gills.

334. Cortinarius caesius Clements.

Bot. Surv. of Nebraska, IV, 1896.

'•I' ILEUS 4-8 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, then expanded,
fleshy, glabrous, not or scarcely viscid, obscurely dark blue-violace-

ous, finally brown-punctate, margin involute. FLESH bluish-gray,

unchangeable. GILLS adnate, subdistant, white then cinnamon, not
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violaceous. STEM L-5 cm. long, LO-15 mm. thick, fleshy fibrous, solid,

violaceous above, bright yellow below, turbinate-bulbous, subglobose-

when old, bulb
''

i cm. high and l cm. broad, violaceous. OOBTINA
bluish-gray. BPOBES Bubelliptical or globose, 8-10x7-8 micr.,

\ errucose, tawny brown.

"Belated to C. glaucopus Schaeff."

The description is adopted from the original. The plant was

found in Nebraska and I have QOl seen it.

335. Cortinarius aleuriosmus Maire var.

Bull, de la Boc. Myc. de France, Vol. 26, p. 22, L910.

Illustrations: [bid, PI. 7. Pig. 4-5.

Bicken, Die Biatterpilze, PI. 39, Pig. I.

I'lLKl'S ."> m cm. broad, very compact, firm, broadly convex

alutaceous whitish ut first, soon dingy ochraceous-tan to russet-tan .

sometimes sordid tawny yellowish in age, glabrous, with a glutinous

]>< llicle when moist or young, surface becoming reticulate-rivnlose

from the drying gluten, margin inrolled at first. FLESH thick.

white or with an evanescent violaceous tinge. GILLS adnexed,

narroWj crowded, caesious ut first li. e., pale livid-grayish), some-

times pallid, then rust ycinnamon, edge erose-serratulate. STEM
4-6 cm. long, stout, short, LO-20 nun. thick, solid, compact, white or

scarcely violaceous-tinged, fibrillose from the cortina, with a thick,

turbinate, marginate i>ult>. bulb nol depressed, white below and

arising from white mycelium. BPOBES elliptical-al ad-shaped,

minutely tuberculate, 10-12x5-6 micr. BASIDIA 30-35x7 micr..

4-spored. ODOK and TASTE mild or slight.

Bubcaespitose or gregarious. <>n the ground in frondose woods

of oak. maple, etc. Ann Arbor. August-September, [nfrequent.

This is doubtless the species reported by Bicken under C.

aleuriosmus Maire. (See Biatterpilze, p. L36, No. 128). Both

Bicken's and my collections seem to be the same species, bu1 differ

from the description of the type, given by .Maire, in lacking the

''bitter taste'* in the pellicle of the pileus, and in the slightly smaller

spores. Maire's species also had a distinct farinaceous odor and

no violaceous nor blue tints in the flesh and stem. The latter point,

however, is a variation easily overlooked. There is evidently a

series of closely related forms, differing slightly in the amount of

violet present and the presence or absence of a Blight odor and
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fcaste. However, I suspect the species with the bitter pellicle should

be kept distinct. Seme of my collections had caps which were

more tawny or rusty-ochraceous than the descriptions allow. The

fundamental characters are the caesious or pale gray-drab young

-ills, the white flesh of the stem and mostly of the cap, and the

spores. This species is a segregate of G. glaucopus Fr. and some

of my collections agree well with the color, size and shape of the

Friesian plates at Stockholm, but the flesh, especially of the stem,

does not turn yellowish. The European authors agree that the

spores of C. glaucopus measure 8-9x5-6 micr. Forms occur which

have a subaromatic odor, resembling ripe pears. As is often the

case in this subgenus, when the plant develops during heavy rains,

the glutinous pellicle dissolves away in part, and the pileus is later

merely subviscid.

336. Cortinarius glaucopus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustration: Ricken, Die Bliitterpilze, PI. 35, Fig. 7.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, convex, then expanded-plane, firm,

rigid, often wavy on the geniculate margin, viscid or glutin-

ous, variegate fulrous-streaked on a slate-gray or steel-gray

ground-color, margin greenish-gray, at first inflexed, disk ful-

vous. FLESH whitish then yellowish-tinged, thick, compact.

GILLS adnexed then emarginate, moderately broad, close to crowd-

ed, at first violaceous blue, then clay-cinnamon. STEM 5-10 cm. long

(sometimes shorter), 15-25 mm. thick, rigid, pallid with a pale vio-

laceous-blue tinge, becoming yellowish in age, flesh violaceous-bluish

to whitish then sordid yellowish, solid, almost equal above the

abrupt, marginate, scarcely bulbous base, attached to a white my-
celium. SPORES almond-shaped, subinequilateral, slightly rough-

punctate, 8-9 x 4-5 micr. BASIDIA 28-30 x 7 micr., 4-spored. ODOR
and TASTE mild.

In dense, caespitose troops. On the ground, under or among
leaves, in frondose woods of oak, maple, etc. Ann Arbor. Septem-
ber-October. Abundant locally, but infrequent; after heavy rains.

Only the luxuriant form of this species is known to me. A squatty
form is said to occur, probably in dry weather. The colors are

difficull t<> describe and vary during development The fresh, ma-
ture pileus usually has a steel-gray metallic lustre in wet weather,
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its margin is benl down rorming a fainl zone, and fulvoua shades

radiate in streaks from ilit- fnlvona center. The bulb is narrow,

somewhat thicker than the stem, and scarcely depreaaed. Its

caeapitoae habit is very marked. No good plate seems to exist.

Gooke'a figure (111., PI. 712) is entirely misleading, ami <iillet's

figure (Champignons de Prance, No. 224), doubtless illustrates an-

other species. H is qoI at all commmon in the regions 1 have visited.

**(Hils, fit
sh or stem <ii first green.

337. Cortinarius virentophyllus sp. nov.

PILEUS 5-8 em. broad, convex, expanded-plane, regular, viscid,

glabrous, green to olwaceous-yellotcish, fading to pale ochraceous <»!

Btraw-yellow, sometimes tinged fulvoua, slightly streaked by the

drying gluten. FLESH thickish on disk, M-\y thin on margin,

pallid-greenish, fading, subhygrophanous, with dark watery-green
border along the gills. (JILLS adnexed-emarginate, thin, (lose,

somewhat narrow, gray-olive or green at first, becomiu;/ <Ic</> green,

edge entile. STEM 5-7 em. long, LO-15 mm. thick, silky-fibrilloae at

Length, Stuffed by a fibrous pith, becoming hollow, distinctl;/

cyaneous or pah- blue, fading to violaceous-whitish, bluish within

but fading, equal along tin- subemarginate bulb, which becomes oval

or subobsolete. SPORES almond shaped, broadly elliptical, dis-

tinctly tubmen lute, '.ill x i; 7 micr. BASIDLA 36x9 micr., L-spored.

odor mild. TASTE of flesh and pellicle of cap mild.

Subcaespitose in clusters of few individuals. <>n the ground,

among .^r;iss in fr'ondose woods of oak, maple, etc Ann Arbor.

October-November. Rare.

This attractive species was found only twice. The cap ami gills

;iie deep green when fresh, while the stem is pule blue. The color

of the cap ami flesh soon lades to pale yellowish except near the

gills. The ;i\is of the stem is composed of softer, pnler. fibrOUfi

tissue which fades quickly and disappears in part Leaving the stem

tubular. The bulb is not truly depressed limrejnate unless in the

button stage which was not seen. The species is related to ('.

8CaurUS, but the pilens is differently colored, not "tiger-apotted,"

and the stem not solid. The gilla and stem are ;ilso more brightly

colored than in that species. It may be an American variety. Tin

spores agree closely with the measurements given by Ricken for

0. scaurus. h differs from C prasinus in the glabrous pileua, in

stature, and in the spores, which according to Ricken are L3 L6 \ 6-7

micr. in size. Specimens were seen from Madison. Wisconsin.

45
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***
Gills, flesh or stem yellow, fulvescent, or ferruginous.

338. Cortinarius fulgens Fr. •

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 71G (doubtful).

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 223 (doubtful).

P ILEUS 6-15 cm. or more broad, firm, broadly convex to plane,

bright orange to orange-fulvous, disk orange-ferruginous, somewhat

virgate streaked, very viscid when moist, margin incurved at first.

FLESH thick, yellowish then alutaceous. GILLS dilute yellow then

deep ferruginous-orange, emarginate, broad, close, edge entire.

STEM 1-7 cm. long, 15-25 mm. thick, firm, solid, yellow, covered by

the dense rusty-stained fibrils of the cortina, equal or subequal

above the large, depressed-marginate bulb. SPOKES almond-shap-

ed, abruptly apiculate, 9-12 x 6-7 micr. ODOll and TASTE mild.

Solitary or subgregarious. On the ground in open beech woods.

Aim Arbor. September. Infrequent.

This large species is here interpreted in the sense of Fries as

expressed in his unpublished plates at Stockholm. Authors are

not agreed as to its identity as shown by their plates, different spore-

measurements, etc. Fries' plates show larger plants than indicated

in his description, although he says they are "showy, robust and

golden." His figures of this and the following species show that

the virgate appearance of the pileus of G. fulgens was to his mind
one of the essential differences. The microscope has shown that

probably several species are included under the old ones. Speci-
mens from Bresadola with spores 15-18x9-10 illustrate this view.

G. phyllophilus Pk. (N. Y. State Mus. Bull., 157, 1912), seems to

approach our specimens rather closely.

339. Cortinarius fulmineus Fr. var. sulphureus var. noV.

Epicrisis, ls:;i;-38.

Illustration: Plate LXXI of this Keport.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, convex then plane, sulphur-yellow,
scarcely changing to darker, sometimes with spot-like scales on the

disk, viscid, even, glabrous. FLESH thick on disk, yellow or yellow-

ish-white, rather soft. GILLS adnate, then emarginate, moderately
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broad, close, sulphur-yellow at first, finally ochraceouscinnamon,
edge becoming eroded. STEM short, 3-5 cm. long, 8 18 mm. thick,

dry, pair, sulphur-yellow, sometime! merely yellowish white, yellow-
ish within, sometimes »• pressed, Bubfibrillose then glabrescent and

shining, eqnal above the shallow, marginate-depressed bulb which

is yellowish beneath and attached to ;i yeUow mycelium. CORTINA
Bcanty, whitish. SPORES almond-shaped, Blightly rough, rentri-

cose, s-iiix-l-.V) micr. BASIDIA 30x7-8 micr., L-spored. ODOR
none. TASTE mild, of pellicle ao1 bitter.

Solitary or gregarious. <>n the ground among humus, in frondo

or mixed woods. Ann Arbor, Bay View, New Richmond. Septem-
ber-< tetober. I nfrequent.

When young the whole planl Is pale sulphur-yellow, sometimes

paler hut uniform in color, in this respecl it differs markedly
from C fulmineus as described. The figures of the unpublished

plates of Fries, however, show a niiich less orange or fulvous plant

than is indicated by the descriptions. It is paler than C. elegant-

ioides and lacks the bitterish taste of the pellicle. In the list of

the 9th Mich. Acad. Rep. it was referred to C. sulphurmus Quel.,

which differs, in the sense of Ricken, in having much larger apores

Out' variety agrees quite closely in the size of the spores with the

European C fulmineus as given by Ricken and Saccardo.

340. Cortinarius elegantior Fr. var.

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustration: Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PL 38, Pig. 2.

FILET'S 7-1.") cm. broad, compact, firm, convex then expanded,
at length wavy and depressed, tawny-yellow to ferruginous, gla

brous, even, with a very viscid, separable pellicle. FLESH whitish

or tinged ochraceous, thick. GILLS adnate becoming emarginate,

close, rather broad, yellowishrpallid at first, at length rusty-cinna-

mon, edge serrate-eroded. STEM I 6 cm. long, LO-25 nun. thick,

solid, pallid, becoming rusty-yellow, fibrillose from the abundant

cortina, equal above the marginate bulb which is scarcely depn

cd, becomes rusty-yellow and is attached to a yellowish mycelium
which forms mycorhiza. SPORES almond-shaped, elliptical, tuber

culate, 12-14x7-8 micr. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Subcaespitose or gregarious. On the ground, among leaves, in

frondose woods. Ann Arbor. October. Rare.
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TUis species forms mycorhiza on the red oak
;
the yellow mycelium

was fouud connecting the mushrooms and the rootlets of the tree

and on examination the latter were found to be ectotrophic my-

corhiza. Our plants depart somewhat from the descriptions of the

European G. elegantior, but the spores and color and other major

characters are the same. It may be considered as a variety until

more extensively collected. It differs from G. fulgens in its large

spores, the pallid color of the very young gills and stem and the

serrate edge of the gills. The color changes markedly to rusty

or fulvous as the plant becomes mature. The bulb is not as large

and depressed as in G. fulgens. In the European plant the color

shades slightly into olive, as in our G. elegantioides.

341. Cortinarius corrugatus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Kep. 24, 1872.

Illustrations: N. Y. State Mus. Mem. 4, PL 58, Fig. 8-15, 1900.

White, Conn. State Geol. & Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 15, PI. 21,

1910.

I' ILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, broadly campanulate, obtuse, viscid

when moist, coarsely and radiately corrugate or reticulate, tawny
or yellowish-ferruginous, varying to yellow or ochraceous. FLESH
white, Hi in on margin. GILLS adnate, rather broad, close, trans-

versely striate, pallid or obscurely purplish-tinged at first, soon

ferruginous-cinnamon, edge eroded at length. STEM 7-12 cm. long,

6-16 nun. thick, long cylindrical, often fibrillose, spongy-stuffed,
often hollowed by grubs, scurfy at apex, yellowish or tawny-yellow,
with a rather small, rounded-oval ~bnlb which is clothed when fresh

by the I hin, lawny, adnate and viscid remains of a universal veil,

pallid or concolor within. CORTINA almost lacking, evanescent.

SPORES broadly elliptical, very rough-tuberculate, variable in size

L0-15x7-10 micr. (usually 12-13x8-9 micr.). BASIDIA clavate,
45-48 x 1l' micr., 4-spored- ODOR rather pleasant. TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On mossy or moist ground in low
or swampy, Iron. lose woods. Vicinity of Detroit; but probably
i aroughout the State. July-October. Not infrequent in appropriate
habitats.

This is a curious species whose early button stage alone shows
its relation to the subgenus Bulbopodium. Later there is no margin
ooticeable on the bulb, and no sign of the early attachment of the
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cortina. The cortina, in fact, disappears ver$ early, if present at

all. In the young stage, however, the cap bas s mucb smaller width

than the bulb, and appears to rest upon it in the way characteristic

for this sub-genus. The species is easily known by its corrugated

cap, the peculiar yellow or tawny-yellow color of the long Btem

and the large spores. Baccardo quotes the si/.*' of Bpores incorrectly.

Peck lias named a form with "appressed spol light scales" on the

pileus, var. subsquamosus.

****(lills, flesh ami slim ill first white, /><illi<l <>r pale afoltaCeOU8.

342. Cortinarius sublateritius Pk.

N. V. Stale Mus. Rep. 54, I '.mil

"PILEUS 5-7.5 tin. broad, broadly convex or nearly plane, glab

brous, viscid, light nil, margin incurved. FLFSII white. GILLS

adnexed, emarginate, close, thin, plane, pallid at first, becoming
cinnamon. STEM short, 3-6 cm. Long, 6-10 nun. thick, equal or

slightly tapering upward, stuffed, silky, whitish, abruptly bulbous.

SPORES ventricose-elliptic, abruptly-short, pointed at each end,

rough-tuberculate, LO-12.5 x 5-6.5 micr.

"Woods. West port. X. V. October."

The description is adopted from that of Peek who s.-iys it is ap-

parently related to G. testaceus Cke. which, according to BCaire is

C. rufo-olivaccus Fr.. inn from which it differs in its smaller size,

stuffed stem and smaller even spores, it also differs from 0. rubens

in the spore character, as I satisfied myself by a study of the type

specimens at Albany. X. Y.

343. Cortinarius multiformis Fr.

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. 70S. 709.

Quelet, in Crevillea. VI, PL 101. Pig. 4.

Kicken. Die Blatterpilze, PL 39, Pig. 1.

Flat.- LXXII of tins Report.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, soon convex then expanded-plane, regu

lar, cam scent whiU .-hoary when young, viscid, soon ochraceous-buff,

becoming pale ferruginous-orange, with a separable pellicle, at
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length somewhat dry and subshining, sometimes wrinkled in age

from the drying gluten, margin inrolled. FLESH pallid-white at

first, ;ii Length somewhat discolored, sublutescent. GILLS atten-

uate-adnate, then emarginate, close, not broad, at first whitish, then

alutaceous-cinnamon, edge eroded at maturity. STEM 4-9 cm. long,

10-20 mm. thick, spongy-solid, subfibrillose, white at first then aluta-

ceous, equal above the marginate or sometimes scarcely marginate

hiilh, which becomes oval at length. CORTINA white, scanty,

fugacious. SPORES subfusiform-elliptical, scarcely at all rough,

7-9x4-5.5 micr., pale, not becoming rusty. BASIDIA 25-30x7-8

micr. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious. On the ground, in mixed woods, so far only collected

in the conifer regions of the State. Bay View, New Richmond,

September. Infrequent.

The button stage is white or whitish throughout, but during

development it discolors more or less, assuming yellowish or rusty
-

ochraceous shades. Our plants never become as deep orange-rusty,

so far as I have seen, as do the European plants. Specimens col-

lected near Stockholm, showed a tendency to change from white in

the button to tawny-orange in age. The species is distinct from
others in the peculiar delicate hoary-white covering of the young
plant, which sometimes remains on the surface of the pileus as

hoary spots even after expansion. This may be considered as a

form of universal veil, but is quite different in texture from the

universal veil of the first section. This hoariness is best seen when

plants are growing in dry weather, and reminds one of that of

Pholiota caperata. The spores and gills are rather pale for a Cor-

tinarius, and the species therefore approaches Hebeloma.

344. Cortinarius intrusus Pk. (Edible)

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 23, p. 41G, 1896.

[llustration: Plate LXXIII of this Report.

PILEUS 2.5-6 cm. broad, convex-expanded, soon plane and sub-

depressed, glabrous, whitish to dull clay-color, sometimes tinged
i;i\viiv-ochraceous or reddish, viscid when moist, even or radiately
wrinkled. FLESH whitish, thin. GILLS rounded behind, adnexed
or almost free, thin, close, not broad, whitish at the very first, soon

creamy-yellowish to tawny-ochraceous, finally umber-brown, edge
subcrenulate. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 4-10 mm. thick, stuffed to h ollow,
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whitish, at length stained by the spores, even <>r Btriate above,

minutely floccose ;n first, glabrescent, equal or tapering, mor.e or

less abruptly bulbous. SPORES elliptic-oval, Bmooth, 6-7.5x I 5

inicr.. brownish-cinnamon in mass. BASIDIA 25-26x5-7 micr., 1-

spored. sterile cells mi edge <»r «,
r ills, small, capitate, as iii Qalera.

ODOR and TASTE Blightly of radish.

Singly Or ID small Clusters Ul mushroom Weds, in Mower lieils in

conservatories, plan i pots, etc.

In the winter months. Received from green-houses in Michigan;

reported from various points in New fork, New Jersey and Massa-

chuset is.

To quote from Dr. Peck,
,-
lts babital is peculiar, but ii possibly

finds its way Into conservatories and mushroom beds through the

introduction of manure or soil or of leafmould from tlm woods.

It seems strange thai it lias not been detected growing in the woods

or fields." Mcllvaine says. "Several pints of it were collected in

February—usually a famine month for the mycophagist. The crop

continued well into the spring. They grew on the ground, in beds

among plants, and With potted plants in a hot house. The species

is delicate, savory and a most accommodating renegade of its kind."

This species is not only nnusual in its selection of a place to fruit

but also departs somewhat from the nsnal generic characters of

the genus Cortinarius. Its spores are of a peculiar color and in

some respects it resembles the genus Bebeloma, ami may yet he re-

ferred to that genus. Its development has not been sufficiently

studied.

345. Cortinarius albidus Pk.

N. V. State Museum, Rep. 1 1. 1891.

Illustration: [bid, PI. ::. Pig. I I.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, convex, then expanded, white OT whitish,

even, glabrous, with a separable, ris<i<l pellicle, shining when dry.

PLESB thick, white. GILLS adnexed emar^inale. moderately

broad, close, thin, whiti "I first, then pale alutaceOUS to cinnamon.

edge even. STEM 5-8 cm. long, 8 16 mm. thick, solid, white, fibril-

lose from the cortimi, with an oblique, marginate-depressed i>uli>.

attached to white mycelium. CORTINA white, copious. SPORES

elliptical, scarcely rough, 9-11x5-6.5 micr. ODOR and TASTE
mild.
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Gregarious. On the ground in low, frondose woods. Ann Arbor.

September-October. Infrequent.

Known by the white color of all its parts, although the pileus may

become buff in age and sometimes the bulb is discolored somewhat

by rusty hues. It differs from pallid forms of G. multiformis in its

spores and larger bulb.

SUBGENUS PHLEGMACIUM: Stem dry, firm, exposed from

the beginning, becoming clavate-bulbous to equal, never marginate-

bulbous; cortina superior, collapsing on the upper or medium por-

tion of the stem. Pileus with a viscid pellicle.

This includes the sections "Cliduchii" and "Elastici" of Fries.

Tin- development from the "button" stage is very different from

that of the subgenus Bulbopodium. The stem is evident from the

first, and the cortina is necessarily attached differently, connecting

stem and margin of pileus. A universal veil, similar in structure to

that of the preceding subgenus, may be present in the young stage

and in such cases persists under favorable conditions as delicate

shreds or as a closely adnate sheath to the lower part of the elon-

gated stem. Of the European species which have this veil, e. g. G.

cumatilis Fr., G. varicolor Fr., G. triumphans Fr., etc., only one

has been with certainty observed in this country. Details on this

point, with respect to American species, are also not at hand, so that

I am compelled to arrange our species on a merely temporary basis.

The number of Michigan species which belong to this subgenus that

have so far been observed are relatively few, and, except for

the type specimens of Peck's species which have been examined, I

have seen few collections that can be placed here.

•

Section I. Universal veil clearly manifest.

346. Cortinarius triumphans Fr.

Epi.risis, 1836-38.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PI. 141, Fig. 1.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 252.

Cooke, 111., PL 092.

Kick on. Blatterpilze, PL 41, Fig. 2.

PILEUS o-10 cm. broad, convex-plane, obtuse, viscid, spotted with
superficial pal dies of the veil, or glabrous and appressed-subtomen-
tose on drying especially on disk, even, apricot-yellow to ochraceous-
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orange (Bidg.), finally becoming tawny. FLESH soft, white, thick

on disk. GILLS ;n first adnate-snbdecnrrenl then Binnate to emai

ginate, close, moderately broad, ai first caesius-whitish, then ochra-

ceous-buff t<» argillaceons, edge entire. STEM 8 12 cm. Long, I - cm.

thick above, clavate-bulbous or ponnded-bnlbous, Bolid, ;it firsl

sheathed by a whitish universal veil which is ai length broken into

yellowish-ochraceous annular patches terminating above in a ring.

SPORES elliptical, almond-shaped, L2-15x6-7.5 micr., tuberculate,

pnsty-yellow. ODOH and TASTE Blightly of coal-tar or radish.

Gregarious to snbcaespitose. <>n the ground in forests of balsam-

fir. Adirondack Mountains, North Elba, New York. Collection

Kauil'man. September, l'.M I. Rare.

A Large, northern species agreeing in all respects with specimens

which I collected at Stockholm, Sweden. The collapsed cortina

unites with the upper portion of the universal veil to form a band-

like annulus. It was reported from New York by Peck in N. Y.

State Mus. Bull. 150
;
1910. Not vet found in Michigan.

347. Cortinarius maculipes Pk.

N. Y. State Mns. Rep. 54, L901.

"Pilens :; i; cm. broad, convex, becoming nearly plane, glabrous,

hut I'urcrril irith <i trnacious gluten, bay-red, becoming paler with

age. FLESH whitish. GILLS thin, close, rounded behind, Blightly

adnexed, whitish at first, becoming brownish-cinnamon. STEM 5-7.5

cm. long, (>-12 nun. thick, equal or slightly tapering upward, sub-

radicating, solid or stuffed, silky-fibrillose, scaly-spotted, sometimes

slightly annulate. SPORES elliptical, scarcely rough, 7.5-9x5-6

micr."

The pileus of dried specimens is chestnut-brown and Bhining.

Saccardo gives the spore-measurements much Larger, which is clearly

an error. Peck says "its prominent characters are the dark colored

pilens smeared with tenacious gluten, the pale young gills and the

spotted stem. The spots are formed by the brown fibrils thai at

first coat the stem, and resemble those of Armillaria megalopus

Bres." as shown in Fung. Trid.. PI. 17. These Bcaly spots are clearly

the remains of a universal veil. The type specimens are of i Lerate

size.
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Section If. Universal veil not manifest.

*
Gills at first violet, bluish, purplish or cacsious.

348. Cortinarius sphagnophilus Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 29, 1878.

"PILKLS 5-7.5 cm. broad, convex to expanded, glabrous, viscid,

pale brown, marked with dark watery spots especially on tlie margin.

GILLS moderately broad, subdistant, transversely rugulose, at first

violaceous then cinnamon. STEM 10-15 cm. long, silky, striate,

violaceous-white} then cinnamon, with an oval bulb at base. SPORES
oblong-elliptical, slightly rough, 10-11.5 (rarely 12.5 micr.) x 5.5-6

III MI."

Found in sphagnous marshes, New York. The description is

adapted from that of Peck and from his drawings. The pileus is

represented as pale smoky brown, the stem almost white and with

an oval bulb. "The spotted pilens is a distinctive feature.*'

349. Cortinarius lanatipes Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Pep. 42, 1889.

"PILEUS 2.5-7.5 cm. broad, broadly convex or nearly plane, viscid,

grayteh, often tinged with yellow, becoming yellowish or subfulvous

and virgate with innate tawny fibrils when old. FLESH whitish.

Gills adnexed, narrow, close, pale violaceous at first'. STEM short,
3-5 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick, equal or tapering upward above the

oval bulb, solid, subannulate, silky above the annulus, loosely fibril-

lose-tomentose below, white. CORTINA white. SPORES elliptical,

7.8.5 x 4-5 micr."

In spruce groves, New York. September. The cortina is probably
very copious, although it is possible that a white universal veil is

also somewhat in evidence. The virgate pileus which changes color

in age and the "woolly" covering of the stem are, according to Peck,
(lie distinguishing marks. The type-specimens show that its place
is in ill is -ton p. The plants are not large. This approaches C. glau-
copus Ft. in some respects.
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350. Cortinarius claricolor IV.

Epicrieis, L836-38.

Illustrations : Pries, [cones, PL 142, Pig. 2.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 205.

Cooke, III.. PL 693.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 11, Pig. I.

Quelet, Grevillea, Vol. VI., PL L02, Pig. l.

PILEUS 5 I" cm. broad, firm, obtusely convex, ;ii Length broadly

convex to plane, subdiscoid, glutinons when moist, shining when

dry, even, glabrons, raw-sienna color to orange-buff (Ridg.), uni-

colorou8}
not virgate, margin incurved and cortinate. FLESH

compact, white, thick on disk. GILLS emarginate-adnexed, rather

narrow, close, at first caesious to pale brownish-drab i Ridg.)) finally

clay-color, edge erose-serrate. STEM 5-8 cm. long, round-bulbous to

clavate-bulbous, 12-15 mm. thick above, bulb ap to 2 cm. thick, white,

firm, solid, fibrillose or floccose-fibrillose. SPORES almond-shaped,

S-K) x ."»-(; niici-.. punctate-rough, pale rusty-ochraceous. ODOR and

TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. <>n the ground among spruce and

white pine needles. Adirondack Mountains, North Elba, X. ST.

September, L915. Collection Kauffman. Infrequent.

The cracked surface of the pileus and the densely tloccose stem.

said to be characteristic <>r the species in Europe, we're not char-

acters of the North Elba plants. The stems however, were quite

silkv fibrillose with white fibrils. The universal veil is lacking. The

spores agree only with the measurements of Britzelmayr. Other

authors give larger spores, L0-12x7-8 micr., and segregation may
become necessary. The bulb may be subemarginate al first, but it

is not depressed and the Cortina is superior.

351. Cortinarius lapidophilus l'k.

N. v. State Mus. Rep. 31, i
s T«.t.

"PILEUS 5-7.5 cm. broad, al Srs1 hemispherical, then convex

expanded, at first cinereous, becoming ochre-tinged, often crowded

ami irregular, virgate with appressed fibrils. FLESH whitish.

< ; I LLS crowded, dark-violaa ous at first, then argillaceous cinnamon.

STEM 5 10 cm. long, 6-10 nun. thick, solid, equal or slightly thick-
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encd at base, whitish." SPOKES (of type specimens) broadly

elliptic-oval to subglobose, rough-punctate, 7-8-x6 micr.

Subcaespitose. Rocky soil in woods, New York. August.

The pileus of the dried type specimens is dark cinereous. It ap-

pears to approach C. infractus Fr. in some of its forms and especially

as to its spores.

352. Cortinarius copakensis Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 31, 1879.

"PILEUS 3-7.5 cm. broad, convex then expanded, often crowded

and irregular, viscid, corrugated, pale ochre slightly tinged red.

GILLS broad behind, subdistant, violaceous at first, the interspaces

veiny, edge eroded. STEM 5-7 cm. long, rather slender, 4-8 mm.

thick, equal or tapering upwards, stuffed, silky, whitish." SPORES

broadly elliptical to subglobose, rough-punctate, 7-9.5x7 micr.

•Subcaespitose. On the ground in woods. New York. October."

The plants are not large, and the pileus is said to be glabrous

and shining when dry. The gills are alutaceous-cinnamon in the

dried type-specimens.

353. Cortinarius albidipes Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 157, 1912.

Illustrations: Ibid, PL 128, Fig. 1-G.

"PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, compact, hemispheric then broadly

convex, obtuse or subumbonate, viscid, glabrous and shining when

dry, buff color. Flesh white. GILLS 4-6 mm. broad, moderately

close, pale violaceous at first, cinnamon when mature. STEM 5-8

cm. long, 10-15 mm. thick above, clavate-bulbous and tapering up-

ward, firm, solid, silky-fibrillose, white. SPORES subglobose,
8-10 x 7-9 micr. TASTE mild.

"Among fallen leaves in woods. New York. September.
A

fine, large species, easily recognized by its buff, viscid cap, its

violaceous young gills and its white stem thickened or bulbous at

the base." As in most of this subgenus, the spores are said to

lodge on the remains of the white webby cortina, and form a con-

spicuous rusty or cinnamon-colored ring near the top of the white
stem.
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354. Cortinarius decoloratus IV.

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PL TL'!>.

Quelet, in Grevillea, Vol. 7. PI. L07, Fig. I.

I'l LEI FS :'. 7 cm. broad, convex then expanded, buff or pallid clay-

color, regular, viscid, slightly corrugate when dry. FLESB thin,

watery, soft, white. (JILLS adnate, sometimes BUbdeCUITent, sin-

uate, close, moderately broad, anxious or pallid-gray ill first then

pale cinnamon. STEM 5-7 cm. Long, 3-8 nun. thick-, equal or taper-

ing upward, stuffed then hollow, whitish, sometimes striate above,

obscurely spotted with ochraceous shreds of the veil. SL'OKKS sub-

globose to oval, almost smooth. 8-9x6-7.5 micr.

Gregarious or scattered. In moist places in frondose \\ Is.

Ann Arbor. September. Infrequent.

A closely related form has a bitter taste according to some

authors. The caesious color of the gills is soon obscure or lacking.

It has not been found in quantity and the spores of our plants are

slightly too large.

**(HIIs at first olivaceous or sooty-olivaceous.

355. Cortinarius infractus Biv<. <\. lVrs.)

Fung. Trid., Vol. 2, L892.

Illustrations: Ibid. PI. L63.

Cooke, ML. PI. 7oi (PI. 705 as C. anfractus Ft.).

Quelet, in Grevillea, Vol. 6, PI. 104, Fig. 3 (as C. anfractus).

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, Plate L3, Pig. 2, et. al.

Plate LXXII1 of this Report.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, convex then expanded, viscid, glabrous,

even, dark olive or sooty-olive then tinged fulvous, margin broadly

in<iirn<l, then spreading and often with a broad /.one. FLESB
whitish or slightly violaceous-tinged, firm, thick excepl on margin.

GILLS narrowed adnate. sometimes emarginal spuriously snl>

decurrent, crowded t<> almosl subdistant, rather narrow, sometimes

broader, dark olivi or sooty-olive, a1 Length umber, edge crenulate-

eroded. STEM 5-9 cm. long, 8-15 mm. thick, solid, clavate or with

oval bulb, lihrillose. dull violaceous above, dingy whitish to olivace
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ous below. SPORES subglobose to oval, rough-punctate, 7-8 x 5-6.5

micr. BASIDIA 30 x 7 micr., 4-spored. ODOR slight. TASTE of

pellicle or pileus bitter.

Gregarious. On the ground in mixed and frondose woods. Aug-

ust-October. Ann Arbor, Marquette, New Richmond. Infrequent.

Tbis is a variable species, and was placed by Fries under twro

names: G. infractus and G. anfractus. Bresadola combined these

and gives an excellent description. Ricken ( Blatterpilze, p. 144)

lias again attempted to segregate them. There is no doubt that

forms occur which might be kept apart on the basis of different

shades of color, stature, etc. Our plants often have narrow adnate

-ills but luxuriant specimens occur with broad gills. In all forms

which seemed to belong here, the pellicle of the pileus was bitter.

According to Ricken this would be G. subsimile (Pers), but the

colors do not agree with that. In all these forms the spores are

said to he practically of the same size and shape. Further study on

our plant is necessary if they represent different species.

356. Cortinarius olivaceus Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 24, 1S72.

*

"PI LETS :>-5 cm. broad, convex then expanded, glabrous, viscid,

dark brown with a greenish or olivaceous tinge. FLESH grayish.
GILLS close, rather broad, at length ventricose, dark olivaceous at

first, then cinnamon. STEM 6-8 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick, equal,

stuffed to hollow, white-violaceous, thickened below ivith an oval

bulb." SPORES elliptical, very rough, tuberculate, 10-12.5 x 6-7.5

micr.

On the ground, in woods. New York. September. A study of the

type-specimens and accompanying drawings show that this species
is lo be placed in the present subgenus. The spores differ markedly
from (hose of C. infractus and G. herpeticus, both in size and shape.
li approaches G. hileofuscus more closely.

357. Cortinarius longipes Pk.

X. V. Si ale .Mus. Rep. 26, 1874.

"PILEUS 5-8 cm. broad, convex to expanded, slightly fibrillose,

viscid, yellowish or pale ochraceous. GILLS close, plane, broion-

ish-olivaceous at first, then cinnamon. STEM elongated, 10-15 cm.
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long, 6-8 nun. thick, tapering upward, slightly flbrillose, whitish."
SPORES broadly elliptical to subglobose, slightly rough 6-7.5x5-6
micr.

Ground in woods. NVu York. September.
Related to C. anfractus by the spore-characters, bnl ii differs

much in ilie elongated stem and color of pileus. in Btatue ii is

more tike C. ophiopus I *k.

358. Cortinarius glutinosus i'k.

N. V. Stale .Mus. Rep. 13, 1890.

"PILEUS 2.5-7 cm. broad, convex, glutinous, brownish-ochra-
ccous, margin narrowly involute. FLESH yell., wish. GILLS ad-

nexed, rather broad, olivaceous. STEM 3-7 cm. Long, 6 tO mm. thick,
s,,li ' 1 - whitish or pallid, thickened at the base, scarcely bulbous."
SPORES broadly elliptical to subglobose, minutely rough 7-8x
5.5 6.5 micr.

On mossy ground, Adirondack Mountains, New Fork. July.
The type-specimens show a rather medium-sized plant; the pileus

is dark, dull, rufous-brown when dried, the gills father broad and
not crowded. "The promihenl features," says Peck, are "the dull

ochraceous pileus. olivaceous gills and pallid stem. The margin of
the pileus is sometimes rimose." It seems related to C. mfractus
by its spores and gills, but is apparently distinct because of the

change' of color of the pileus od drvine

***<lills at first yellow.

359. Cortinarius luteo-fuscous Pk.

X. V. State Cab. Rep. 23, 1872.

"PILEUS 5-6 cm. broad, broadly convex, even, glabrous, viscid,
pale fusions to smoky-brown. GILLS deeply emarginate, rather
broad, rather close, yellow at first, at length cinnamon. STEM 9 10
cm. long, 6-8 nun. thick, equal above, with a rounded-oval bulb below,

BOlid, silky striate, whitish." SPORES broadly elliptical, obtuse,
somewhat rough, 12-13 x «'» 7..~> micr.

on the ground in woods. New York. October.
This species is closely related to r. olivaceus Pk. both in stature,

habit and spore size. The colors differ somewhat and it Deeds fur-
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ther study. The spores are given too large in the original descrip-

tion. The measurements given above were made from the type

specimens.

****Gills at first white or pallid.

360. Cortinarius coloratus Pk.

N. Y. State Cab. Rep. 23, 1872.

Illustration: Plate LXXIV of this Report.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, convex then broadly campanulate and

iliscoid, bright reddish-yellow to tawny-orange and shining, becom-

ing dull testaceous, glabrous, even, sometimes radially cracked on

i hying, with a viscid pellicle, margin at first incurved. FLESH
whitish, thick except margin, firm, compact. GILLS adnate at

first, becoming emarginate, rather broad, close, rigid becoming

crisped on drying, thin, whitish or pallid at first, then pale clay-

color to cinnamon-brown, no t reaching the margin of the pileus, edge

paler. STEM 5-12 cm. long, clavate-bitlbous, 8-12 mm. thick above,

20-30 mm. thick at bulb, solid, firm, at first white and silky-fibrillose

from the cortina, white within, slightly lutescent, marked at times

by the thin remains of an evanescent, yellowish-tawny universal veil,

;iit ached at base to delicate white mycelioid strands. CORTINA
white, cobwebby, not very copious. SPORES almond-shaped, ellip-

tical, distinctly rough, 9-11 x G-7 micr. BASIDIA 35-40 x 8-9 micr.,

4-spored. ODOR and TASTE slight.

Gregarious. On the ground among fallen leaves in frondose

Moods of oak, maple, etc. Ann Arbor. September-October. In-

frequent.

This is a noble species, well-marked and brightly colored when
1'i-csh. It seems closely related to G. saginus Fr. and may be the

American form of that species. See figures of C. saginus (Cooke,

111., PI. 703, and Quelet, in Grevillea, PI. 92), which show a much
stockier plant without the reddish color which pervades the pileus
of our species. The universal veil is almost obsolete and leaves

only one or a few very narrow yellow-tawny marks across the stem.

The bulb varies from heavy clavate to rounded-oval, depending on
the amount of elongation of the stem. When crushed the flesh

sometimes gives forth a slight aromatic-radishy odor. It has been
collected in several states.
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361. Cortinarius ophiopus l'k.

N. V. Btate Mus. Rep. 30, L878.

"PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, convex or subcampanulate, then »\

panded, b stimes irregular, viscid, glabrous, reddish-yellow, the

paler margin Bometlmes roughened by adhering patches of the

whitish veil. FLESH white. tilU.s close, rather broad, brown

ish-cinnamon, edge often eroded. STEM LO-15 cm. long, 8-12 nun.

thick, equal, ion;/ and usually much bent <>r variously curved, at

first shaggy-scaly from the subconcentrically arranged fragments
nf the copious veil, white or yellowish. SPORES elliptical, in-

equilateral, 1 1-1- x 6-7 iniri-.

I >n the ground, among leaves in woods. Maryland. September.
The dried type-specimens have much the appearance of C. corru-

gatus in stature ami colors, with a yellowish stem; the spores, how

ever, an- smaller, ami the bulb seems in be Lacking.

362. Cortinarius communis Pk.

X. V. Siate Cab. Rep. 23, 1872.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, convex-expanded, obtuse, whitish with <i

gray tinge <tt first, becoming yellowish or brown in age. subviscid,

sometimes reddish, glabrous, margin decorated al first by white fib-

rils of the cortina. GILLS emarginate, at length subdecurrent by

tooth, medium broad, close, whiU to pallid at first, then pale ochra-

ceous-cinnamon. STEM 4-G cm. Long, l 6 mm. thick, stuffed to hol-

low, equal or nearly so. curved at base, mealy al apex. SUbfiblill08<

white then vellowishstai I. SPORES ventricose-elliptical, 9-10.5

x5-6micr. Smooth. TASTE slightly bitterish. CORTINA white.

Gregarious. On grassy ".round, in frondose woods. May. Ann

Arbor, Infrequent.

Tin- spores and gills are pale brown at maturity, and in this \>

spect depart from the characters of the genus. As Peck has pointed

out (N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 30) it is much like Pholiota in these

characters. The cortina, however, forms do annulus. The plants

appear early with us. while Peck reports it for September October.

SUBGENUS TNOLOMA: Pileus and stem neither viscid nor

hyproghanous. Pileus at first innately scaly, ftbrillose or silky;

flesh rather thick. STEW stout, the base enlarged and tapering up

ward. i. e., clavate-bulbous. Universal veil present or Lacking.

47
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This subgenus is composed of species which have the stature of the

larger Telamoniae but in that sugbenus the pileus is hygrophanous

and subglabrous and when silky or fibrillose the fibrils are super-

ficial. A few species are included here which have a slight hygro-

phanous character. A few more are added which have a rather equal

stem, but show their affinity by the stout habit. One group possesses

a universal veil which persists on the stem in the form of an adnate

sheath or annulus. In my paper (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club., Vol. 32,

p. 305, 1905) this group was eliminated from the diagnosis of this

subgenus as there given, but further study has convinced me that

a more consistent and natural arrangement would be the recog-

nition of the universal veil under it. The smaller Inolomas grad-

ually approach the subgenus Dermocybe, so that the species of

these two groups cannot always be readily distinguished. The

stout clavate stem and scaly pileus throw a plant into the Inoloma

group, while the small size, the thin flesh of the pileus and the more

slender, equal stem indicate a Dermocybe.

s<<-tion I. Universal veil manifest on the stem in the form of

an a]»[uessed sheath.

*Gills at first violaceous, lilac or purplish.

363. Cortinarius alboviolaceus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PL 151, Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111., PL 747 (faded),

(fillet, Champignons de France, No. 191.

Marshall, The Mushroom Book, PL 11 op. p. 65, 1905.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 237, p. 295, 190S.

Ricken, Die Bliitterpilze, PL 44, Fig. 5.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, companulate at first, then convex and
broadly umbonate, dry, beautifully appressed silky, shining, varying
pale \ Lolaceous to caesious-buff, soon silvery-white and scarcely viola-
• > ous tinged, even, margin persistently decurved. FLESH thin on
margin, caesious or tinged violet, surface differentiated into a thin

layer, up to 15 micr. thick, composed of narrow, horizontal hyphae
about :: micr. in diam. GILLS at first adnate, then emarginate or

slightly subdecurrent, close, moderately broad, varying pale violet
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to ashy-purplish <>t first, soon paler, a1 Length cinnamon-brown,

edge eroded-crenulate. STEM is cm. long, clavate-thickened at or

near the base, narrowed upwards, 5-9 mm. thick above, ap to 20

mm. below, spongy-stuffed, usually peronate by thin, white, appress-
ril, silky-interwoven, soft universal veil, violaceous above and be-

neatfa the veil. CORTINA white. SPORES 6.5-9 s I -5 (rarely LOx

5.5), elliptic-oval to uarrow-elliptical, scarcely rough, variable in

size. BASIDIA 30x6-7 micr., t-spored. ODOR and TASTE mild.

MYCELIUM white.

Qregarious. Among leaves or in deep humus of hemlock, mixed

orfrondosew Is. Throughout the State. August-October. Scarce-

ly Infrequent.

It is possible that this species may be composed ot an aggregation
of several forms. One form has more uniform and smaller spores
and the surface layer of the pileus becomes subgelatinous in we1

weather. I would call this forma pulchripes, since the stem is beau-

tifully marked by the violaceous color above the white sheath. Its

spores measure 6-7.5x4-5 micr. In all other respects it shows the

characteristics of C. alboviolaceus. All forms have the same devel-

opment In the young plant, the stem is relatively stout and elavate-

subconic, with a more or less helmet-shaped young cap, scarcely
broader than the stem, mounted on its apex. The mature Btem is

somewhat irregularly ventricose-thickened' sometimes above the

base, sometimes truly clavate-bulbous. The color is typically viola-

ceous-white bul varies to deeper \ iolaceous in the gills and flesh and
the very young button is deeper violet in the interior. The color

lades somewhat, bul dried specimens always show the gray or violel

tints. I have not been able to distinguish C. malachius Yv.. an

European plant, in this region. The nearest relative of C. malachius

with us seems to be C. obliquus Pk.

364. Cortinarius subpulchrifolius sp. nov.

Illustration: Plate LXXY of this Report.

PILEUS 4-10 cm. broad, firm, subhemispherical at first, then

broadly convex to expanded, often gibbous, obtuse, not hygrophan-

ous, innately silky-tomentose, glabrescent, even, grayish buff, be-

coming ochraceous or rusty stained in age. margin at ftrsl incurved,
then spreading and whitened by the veil. FLESH thick, compact,

pale caesious then whitish, ciu.s adnate ;it first, becoming

sinuate-subdecurrent, broad, Bubventricose, subdistant, at first <i"H
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purple, color subpersisting, at length cinnamon-umber, tkickish,

edge entire. STEM stout, 5-10 cm. long (often of medium length) ,

10-15 mm. thick, equal or slightly enlarged below, firm, solid,

sheathed by the distinct, appressed, dingy-white universal veil,

which terminates at or above the middle in an evanescent floccose-

fibrillose ring, sometimes only marked by the thin subannular

patches of this veil, apex violaceous or pale drab, whitish to drab

within. CORTINA white, rather copious. SPORES broadly

elliptical, distinctly rough-punctate, maturing slowly, 9-10.5 x

5-6.5 micr., rusty-umber in mass. BASIDIA 36-40x9, 4-spored.

ODOR slightly of humus. TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground, among fallen

leaves, in frondose and mixed woods. September-October. Ann

Arbor, New Richmond. Rather frequent.

Tli is species approaches G. pulchrifolius in possessing purple gills

which remind one of Glitocybe ochrapurpurea except that they are

not as bright as in that species. An examination of the type-speci-

mens of G. pulchrifolius showed that our plant is distinct. The

spores never come within the sizes of Peck's species, and the pileus

has no reddish shades. The dried plants are also different. In

spite of these things the two species are close together. Except
for its lack of the hygrophanous flesh, and the character of the

surface of the cap it also approaches G. impennis Fr. and G. torvus

iioMlis Pk. The universal veil is usually well-developed, but some-
times the remnants show only as thin patches on the mature stem.

The purplish color of the gills is retained to late maturity. The
spores mature slowly and the measurements must be made from
mature plants. It must not be mistaken for either G. torvus Fr.
nor ('. impennis Fr.

365. Cortinarius pholideus Fr.

Syst. Mvc. L821.

[llustrations : Cooke, 111., PI. 761.

Quelet, in Grevillea, Vol. VII, PL 117, Fig. 1.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PL 46, Fig. 4.

Plate FA' XVI of this Report.

PILEUS 4-8 cm. broad, hemispherical-campanulate at first,
then expanded, broadly umbonate, surface covered by dense, innate,
erect or squarrose, dark, cinnamon-brown or blackish-pointed hairy
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scales, fawn-color a1 first, qoI hygrophanous. FLESE thin, slight-

ly violaceous, soon whitish or sordid brownish, usually Infested with

larvae. GILLS narrowly adnexed, medium broad, close, Lilac< a

at first, soon clay color to brown, edge entire. STEM I 8 cm. Long

(sometimes Longer), 5 12 nun. thick, spongy-stuffed and tunneled

by larvae, slightly narrowed upwards, violaceous or Lilac-tinged

above the concentric, squarrose, brown scales which represent the

sheathing universal veil. CORTINA sparse, fibrillose. SPORES
oval, rough-punctate, 6-7.5x5-5.5 micr. BASIDIA i'7 x <» micr.

ODok and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or caespitose. In moist forests, near decaying debris

or nn very rotten Logs, in the conifer regions <>f the State. Bay

View, Marquette. August-September. Infrequent.

This well-marked species is probably frequent enough in its

particular localities. I have collected it a number of times on much

decayed wood in wet places, a preference which authors do not ap-

pear to have noticed for it elsewhere. The color varies somewhat

as to the shade of brown which the veil and the pileus possess,

but the characteristic scales of the cap and stem serve for easy

identification. Two European species approach it closely. C.

arenatus Pr. differs in its entire lack of violaceous hues. This has

been reported in the state list, hut it is probable that it was eon-

fused with a Pholiota. C. penicillatus is said to lack the squarrose

scales, as well as the violaceous tints of the .uills and flesh. ( .

asper Pk. may be only a variety of this specie-.

366. Cortinarius squamulosus Pk.

N. Y. State Cab. Rep. 23, 1872.

Illustrations: Ibid, PI. :>>. Fig. 1-3.

PILFd'S 4-10 cm. broad, semiglobose at first, then convex to bud-

expanded and broadly umbonate, surface densely appressed-tomen-
tose at first, 8oo»i broken up into dense, rather large, fibrillosi

scalrs, sometimes warty on disk', brown and purplish-tinged at first,

soon chocolate-brown. FLESH thick on disk, abruptly thin toward

margin, watery-spongy, pinkish-white 1<> grayish-white at first.

(JILLS adnate then deeply emarginate, rather broad, close, purpl-

ish at fnst, soon dark i innamon to chocolate-brown, edge minutely
flocculose. STEM 8-15 cm. long, stout, swollen mur tin bast into

€ large, oentricose-clavate i>iiii>, tapering below the bulb. 10-20 mm.
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thick at apex, bulb 2 to 3 times as thick, watery-spongy within, at

first purplish, soon chocolate-brown, sometimes subscaly, sometimes

fibrillose, annulate above by a definite band-like collar. CORTINA

pallid to brownish, closely woven. SPORES 6.5-8.5 x 6-6.5 inicr.,

broadly elliptical to subsphoeroid, distinctly rough, dark rusty-

brown iu mass. BASIDIA 33 x 6 micr., 4-spored. ODOR somewhat

spicy when fresh becoming strong on drying. TASTE at first mild.

Gregarious, sometimes in troops. On the ground, in low, moist,

frondose woods or swamps of maple, beech, etc. Detroit, Ann
Arbor. August-September. Infrequent.

Easily known by its entirely chocolate color when mature, the

ventricose, pointed bulb and the band-like annulus. It absorbs

water in rainy weather and becomes watery-spongy, but on drying
out it takes on a tough consistency. It can scarcely be confused

with any other species. Sterile outgrowths border the edge of the

gills so that they appear flocculose.

367. Cortinarius erraticus Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 42, 1889.

"PILEUS 5-7.5 cm. broad, firm, subcampanulate or convex, ob-

tuse, dry, silky or obscurely scaly with innate fibrils, canescent,
often becoming grayish-tawny. FLESH dingy white. GILLS ad-

nexed, subdistant, pale tawny, becoming darker with age. STEM
5-10 cm. long, 6-12 mm. thick, firm, solid, thickened toward the base,
white and tomentose below, violaceous above. UNIVERSAL VEIL
violaceous, often forming an imperfect annulus and sometimes re-

maining in fragments or floccose scales on the margin of the pileus."
SPORES elliptical, scarcely rough, 7.5-10 x 5-6 micr.
On the ground in groves of balsam. New York. September.
A study of the type-specimens showed that it has a universal

veil, and that the spores average larger than the size given by Peck.
The color of the gills when young is not certain. It would be a
rather unusual relation to find the apex of the stem violaceous while
the young -ills are "pale tawny." For this reason, I have included
it under the present section, where it probably belongs.
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**Gills without violaceous or purph tints at thi first. (Likewise

pileus, flesh and stem.
|

368. Cortinarius bolaris I'r.

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke. 111.. PL 760.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. L99.

Quelet, in Grevillea, Vol. V, PL TO.

Bicken, Die Blatterpilze, PL Hi. Fig. l'.

Plate LXXVI1 of tins Report.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, cOnvex-ex pa tided, obsoletely nmhonate,

variegated by oppressed, pink-red, saffronrred or cinnabar red,

hairy scales on a white ground, dry, fading, the thin incurved mar-

gin surpassing the jjills. FLESH white, tinged creamy-yellow,

thin. GILLS adnate, close, medium broad, distinct, pallid, soon

pair cinnamon. STEM 5-6 cm., long, 5-10 nun. thick, tapering up-

ward and subequal, stuffed then hollow, covered like the pileus by

red, fibrillosc-iiairi/, oppressed scales, sometimes subglabreecent,

flesh becoming saffron or reddish when bruised. CORTINA white.

SPOKES broadly oval to Bubsphoeroid, scarcely rough, 6-7x5-5.5

micr. BASH HA 30x6 micr., t-spored. ODOR and TASTE Done.

MYCELIUM red.

Gregarious or subcaespitose in the conifer regions of the State,

in mixed WOOds Of hemlock and beech. Bay View, New Richmond.

August-September, [nfrequent.

This Cortinarius is known by its delicate hairy-fibrillose orna-

mentations on the cap and stem; these are Baffron-red or darker

in contrast with the whitish or yellowish flesh beneath. The cap

is dry. not hygrophanous, bu1 the fibrillose scales appear as if

glued thereon. This must not lie eotd'nsed with C. rubripeS which is

markedly different, usually very glabrous on the pileus and much

larger. The figures referred to above illustrate our plant well, ex

cept that of Bicken which emphasizes the scales and shows a stem

tapering downwards. The decoration on the stem apparently

represents the remnants of a universal veil.
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369. Cortinarius annulatus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Eep. 43, 1890.

Illustrations: Ibid, PL 2. Figs. 14.

Plate LXXVIII of this Report.

PILEUS 3-9 cm. broad, broadly convex at first, then sub-

expanded, obtuse, dry, disk or entire surface usually covered

with in numerable, minute, pointed, erect floccose and tawny

scales, sometimes smooth, ground color, golden-tawny or tawny

yellow, with a bronze lustre, margin at first incurved.

FLESH thick, whitish, scarcely or not at all hygrophanous.

GILLS adnate, becoming emarginate, rather narrow, 4-9 mm. sub-

distant, distinct, at first pallid ochraceous, then rusty-cinnamon,

rather rigid, edge paler. STEM 4-8 cm. long, apex 8-15 mm. thick.

clavalc, twice as thick below, sometimes subequal, peronate three-

fourths to apex by the thin, silky-woven, appressed, pale tawny or

yellowish universal veil, which terminates above in an obscure ring,

solid, yellowish Avithin, whitish and fibrillose above the veil from the

white CORTINA, base whitish, arising from a white mycelium.
SPOKES globose, distinctly rough, 6-7 x 5-6 micr., dark rusty-brown
in microscope. ODOR of radish. TASTE mild or slightly as-

tringent.

1 1 i-egarious, or scattered, sometimes in troops. On the ground in

frondose or mixed, rich woods. August-October, usually rather

early. Ann Arbor, Detroit. Not infrequent.
This species seems to represent the American form of C. tophaceus

Fr., but the figures of that species as given by Fries, Cooke and
Quelet do not remind one at all of our species. It is not easy to

bring out in a figure the metallic, somewhat glittering, luster

shown by a typical pileus of this plant. Ricken's figure of C.

tophaceus comes nearer to the exact color, but he describes that

species with the edge of the gills bright yellow. C. annulatus differs

from C. flavifolius in the color of the universal veil and the scaly
[•ileus. Specimens have been seen, however, in which the color of the

pileus varied to ochraceous or clay-color, with brown scales. The
scales, when well-developed, radiate in a star-like or bird-foot man-
ner connecting with one another and raised in the center to a needle-
like point. In the very young plant the surface of the cap is merely
densely and finely tomentose, this layer connecting with the veil
on the stem. Sometimes the scales are almost entirely lacking ex-
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cepl "ii the center of the disk. 0. lutescens Pk. Beems to represent

the latter condition. (N. Y. State Mus. Hep. 12, L88

370. Cortinarius flavifolius Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. M. L888.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Plates 15 and 16, Figs. L52

and L53, L900 (as Cortinarius ochroleuous) .

Plates IA.\ l.\. LXXX of this Report.

PILEUS l L5 cm. broad, (usually t-8 cm.), convex then expanded,
;i ] most plane, creamy-buff m first, sordid. buflE to ochraceous, or pale

tawny-yellowish in age, appressed tomentose or minutely fibrilh

scaly, sometimes only silky-tomentulose, margin at Brs1 incurved.

FLESH thick, abruptly thin toward the margin, whitish, scarcely

hygrophanous bu1 moist. (JILLS adnate then emarginate, sub-

distant, broad, dull pale yellowish <ii first, then ochre-yellow, finally

yellowish-cinnamon or rusty. STFAI 1-1:! cm. lone;, vlavate <>r clav-

ate-bulbous, 6-18 mm. thick above. 15-30 mm. below, sometimes suit-

equal, spongy-solid, covered <it first by a thin, silky-woven, ti}>/>r<
ss

ed whitish universal veil, at length peronate or becoming naked.

COKTTXA white, silky, copious, sometimes forming a rusty-stained

ring above (he veil. SPORES sphoeroid to oval-elliptical, minutely
inn distinctly rough, with an abrupt, long apiculus (as in species

of Russula), 6-9x5-6 (incl. apiculus). BASIDIA 36-40 x 6-7 micr.,

t-spored.

Gregarious. On the ground in rich humus or among fallen leaves,

in frondose woods of oak, maple, etc. Throughoul the State. Am:-

ust< October. Frequent.
A well-marked plant, often of large size and distinguished by tie-

white universal veil which forms a very thin sheath on the stem.

by the prevailing silky-tomentulose pileus and rather broad gills.

It was referred by Peck to the subgenus Telamonia, but the flesh

is scarcely hygrophanous, and the pileus ao1 glabrescent. The

gills are rarely '"rich sulphur-yellow" as described by Peck,

but the spores of the type-specimens are described above and

are quite distinct. Tt differs from C. annulatus and C. croceocolor

in the pale, delicate yellowish-white colors of cap ami stem. It is

apparently a native American species, r. newfieldiensis Ellis

the X. A. P. exsiCCati So. :'.i>."V_' iv identical.
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371. Cortinarius croceocolor Kauff.

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 32, 1905.

Illustrations: Ibid, Fig. 5, p. 314.

Jour, of Mycology, Vol. 13, PI. 93, 1907.

Mycological Bull., Vol. 5, Fig. 210, p. 311, 1907.

Plate LXXXI of this Report.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex then expanded, saffron-yellow,

with dense, minute, dark-brown, erect squamules on disk, scarcely

liygrophanous, not striate. FLESH yellowish-white, thick on disk,

thin toward margin, slightly hygrophanous, scissile. GILLS

cadmium-yellow, scarcely subdistant, rather thick, emarginate,

rather broad, width uniform. STEM 4-8 cm. long, clavate or clavate-

bulbous, 9-15 mm. thick below, peronate three-fourths of its length

by the chrome-yellow to saffron-yellow universal veil, paler at apex,

solid, saffron-colored within, soon dingy, attached to strands of

yellowish mycelium. SPOKES subsphoeroid to short-elliptical,

6.5-8 x 5.5-6.5 micr., echinulate.

Gregarious or solitary in mixed woods, Ithaca, N. Y. Not yet

found within the borders of the State. Probably to be looked for

in the north. The whole surface of the pileus has a velvety ap-

pearance and feel. The entire plant is often saffron-colored. It ap-

proaches G. callisteus Fr. on the one side and C. limoneus Fr. on

the other. It was originally placed under the subgenus Telamonia,
but the present characterization of Inoloma admits it here. C.

croceofolius Pk. seems to be somewhat related, but averages much
smaller and its pileus is more brown and lacks the scales, and the

stem is not peronate.

372. Cortinarius ochraceous Pk.

N. Y. State Cab. Report 23, 1872.

PILEUS 5-8 cm. broad, convex, broadly subumbonate or gibbous,

glabrous, pale ochraceous, even or obscurely wrinkled. FLESH
thick, whitish. GILLS emarginate. rather broad, subdistant. pallid
to pale ochraceous at first, then rusty-cinnamon. STEM 5-10 cm.

long, rather stout, 8-12 mm. thick at apex, clavate or clavate-bulb-

ou8, bulb 20-38 mm. thick, fibrillose, ochraceous above the white, op-

pressed, sheath of the universal veil. SPORES broadly elliptical,

slightly rough, obtuse at ends, 9-11.5x6-7.5 micr.
Under balsam trees. New York. October.
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The original description has been completed i>\ a study of tin-

type specimens and of the drawings made by Dr. Peck. The sheath

on the stein is while and much as in ('. flavifolius, Inn the Spores

are much larger.

373. Cortinarius canescens Pk.

N. V. State Rep. 42, 1SS9.

"PILEUS 5-7.5 cm. broad. suhcampanulate or Convex, 0btU8e or

somewhat umbonate, silky or scaly with innate grayish fibrils,

whitish gray when young, tinged with yellow or rufous hoes when

old. GILLS thin, subdistant, rounded behind and adnezed, pallid

at first. STEM 5 II) em. long, 8-12 nun. thick, solid, white, equal or

tapering upward from a large, soft, spongy, cl<i rate-thickened base,

peronate and subanrmlate by the silky-fibrillose, white veil"

SPORES elliptical, subinequilateral, slightly rough. 10-12x5.5-6.5

micr. ODOR not marked. TASTE unpleasant."

Gregarious. In spruce groves. New York. September.

Peck states that it is distinct from its allies by the absence of

violaceous hues in the young gills. The pileus of the dried type

specimens is of a dark smoky gray color.

374. Cortinarius squarrosus ( lements

Botanical Survey of Neb.. 1901.

"PILEUS 2.5-3 cm. broad, campanulate then convex, dry, sub-

umbonate. clothed on disk by dense, squarrose, umber scales, fasci-

culate-fibrillose on the margin, pallid amber. GILLS slightly ad-

nate, ventricose, sometimes uncinate, fulvous to umber. STEM " I

mi. long, 5 nun. thick, subequal. hollow, fibrous-fleshy, clothed with

fulvous-umber, subsquarrose fibrils. CORTINA fibrillose, amber,

fugacious. SPOKES irregularly elliptical, smooth. 12x6 micr.

"Among vegetation on the ground in woods. Nebraska."

This species approaches c. pholideus and ('. squammulosus, but

the spores are larger and the gills are not described with any purpl-

ish lint when young. It is a rather small hioloma.
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Section II. Universal veil lacking or obsolete.

*Gills at first violaceous, purple, lilac or caesious.

375. Cortinarius violaceus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 257.

Fries, Sveriges atlig'. o. gift, PI. 58.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 18, PL 12, 1891.

Cooke, 111., PI. 770 (deceptive).

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 127. (Immature.)

White, Conn. State Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 15, PI.

23.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 41, Fig. 1.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, convex, obtuse, subexpanded, dry, dark

violet, covered with villose, minute suberect tufts or scales, at length

metallic-shining. FLESH rather thick, varying gray to dark

violet, not becoming purple when bruised. GILLS adnate, becom-

ing sinuate or emarginate, thick, broad, subdistant, very dark

violet, becoming ashy-cinnamon. STEM 7-12 cm. long, long and

stout, clavate or clavate-bulbous, 10-15 mm. thick above, dark violet,

fibrillose, spongy in the rounded bulb, violaceous within, bulb large.

SPORES large, rough, broadly elliptical, 12-16x7-9 micr. (often

16-18 micr. long, then smoother and more elongated). ODOR and

TASTE mild.

Solitary or scattered. Among mosses, fallen leaves and debris

of conifer woods. Found only once in Michigan ;
Isle Royale, Lake

Superior. Frequent at North Elba, Adirondack Mountains, New
York. August-October.

A striking species, not to be confused with dry specimens of the

viscid-capped species, such as C. purpurasceris, G. spltaerosperma,
etc. The stem is usually long as compared with these, and the cap

correspondingly smaller. The peculiar metallic luster of the dry
mature pileus was observed in both our native collection and in

Sweden. Both also had the characteristic fine-hairy-scaly surface

not easily shown in figures but approached by Fries. No photo-

graphs exist which show this character well. The abnormally large

spores were present in both our own and the Swedish plants. The
whole plant is at first dark deep violet with an indigo tinge. Al-
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though oearly always mentioned in 1 1 * «
- "lists" of various American

writers, its local or northern distribution leads me to suspect that

other species have been mistaken for it. it Beems to be more fre-

quent in the east.

376. Cortinarius lilacinus Pk. (Edible)

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 26, L874.

Illustration: Plate LXXXI1 of this Report.

PILEUS 5-9 cm. broad, firm, hemispherical, then convex, minute-

ly silky or glabrous, lilac-colored, margin at firsl incurved. FLESH

very thick on disk, compact and firm, tinged with lilac. GILLS

adnexed, rounded behind, rather broad, thick, close to subdistant,

sometimes transversely rivulose, lilac at first, then cinnamon, edge

cniiic. STEM stout, 6 I- cm. long, with <i very large clavate hull),

15-20 mm. thick above, bulb 24 cm. thick, solid, compact, bulb

spongy, tibrillose, lilaceous. SPOKES broadly elliptical, rather ob-

tuse, scarcely rough, 8-10x4.5-6.5 micr.

Gregarious. In low, moist swampy places in mixed or frondose

woods. Detroit, Marquette. August-September. Infrequent.

The lilac color persists in the dried specimens. The bulb is much

broader in the young plant than the unexpanded pileus. It is

quite distinct from C. alboviolaceus in habit and stature, as well

as color. The color of the pileus is like that of the European C. tra-

ganus Fr., and so is the general shape of the plant, but thai species

is quite distinct by a strong odor ami by its ochre yellow gills at the

first More slender plants have been found which apparently be-

long here and these are not easily distinguished from the related

species such as c. argentatus, C. ooliquus, etc., except by the color.

377. Cortinarius argentatus Fr. var.

Byst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: (Fries, [cones, PI. 152, Fig. 2 of ('. camphor-
lit US. I

Cooke, III.. PI. 745 (771 of C. camphoratus) .

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. L94.

PILEUS 5-9 cm. broad, convex in almost plane, silvery violaceous-

whitish, sometimes with a lilac or amethystine tinge, dry, beauti-
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fully appressed silky, even, uot umbouate. FLESH whitish or at

first tinged violaceous, thick on disk, abruptly thin on margin.

<;IU,S narrowly sinuate-adnate, narrow, close, pale violaceous,

rarely deep violaceous at first, soon pale alutaceous-cinnamon, edge

minutely eroded-crenulate. STEM 5-8 cm. long, 10-20 mm. thick,

solid, subequal above the oval-bulbous or rounded-bulbous base, bulb

sometimes subemarginate, not depressed, sometimes subobsolete,

soon silvery-violaceous-whitish, at first somewhat deeper violet at

ajicx. concolor within, at first subfibrillose from the violaceous-white

CORTIXA, then innately silky, not at all penmate. SPORES
elliptical, slightly rough, 7-9.5 x 5-0 micr. BASIDIA 30 x 9 micr.,

4-spored. ODOR mild. TASTE slight.

Solitary or scattered. On the ground in woods of white pine and

beach or in low frondose woods. Detroit, New Richmond. Septern-

ber. Infrequent.

This seems to be intermediate between C. argentatus and G. cam-

pJioratus, and differs from both in the more abrupt bulb than is

shown by the figures of those plants. On the other hand, variations

occur in the same collections in which the clavate-bulbous condi-

tion is present. On several occasions single plants were found.

which agreed with the others except that there *was present a dis-

tinct, penetrating odor, of an earthy-radishy nature. I have here

considered them all the same. The narrow gills are always close,

sometimes crowded, and this distinguishes it from the preceding.
The surface of the pileus is scarcely or not at all differentiated

into a pellicle or other layer although a very slight viscidity de-

velops if the plant is kept enclosed for a time in a tight receptacle.
In habit, size and paler gills it differs markedly from G. obliquus.
There is no universal veil.

378. Cortinarius obliquus Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Bull. 54, 1902.

Illustrations : Ibid, PI. L, Figs. 1-5.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, broadly convex, subexpanded, dry, silky-

fibrillose, violaceous-white or grayish-tvhite, margin at first incurved.
FLESH thickish on disk, concolor. GILLS adnate, thickish, nar-

now, heliotrope-purple to deep lavender at first, at length cinna-

mon-browu, close, obscurely transversely rivulose, edge minutely
crenulate. STEM 3-6 cm. long, short and rather stout, 6-12 mm.
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thick above, solid, silk\ ftbrillose, whitish, yiolet tinged within and
wit! i. equal above the abrupt, depressed-marginate, oblique bulb.

SPORES narrowly elliptical, slightly rough, 7-9.5 x L5-5.5 micr.,

rather variable. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious. <>n the ground in frondose or mixed woods. August

September. Detroit, New Richmond, Marquette, [nfreqnent.
Well marked by the white or grayish-white pileus, the deep

violet or almost amethystine or heliotrope color <»f tin- young gills

and the oblique, flattened bulb of the stem. It has a dry pileus,

without a viscid pellicle and innsi imi be confused with the Bpeciea
of the subgenus Bulbopodium. Wheu young, the color of the u'ilN

is in sharp contrast with that of the cap and stem. C. brevipes Pk.

itl st. Rep. N. V. State Mns. i cannot he placed without Further

study.

379. Cortinarius pulchrifolius Pk.

\. V. Stato Mus. Rep. ::::. L880.

"PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, convex or expanded, obtuse, silky-

fibrillose, whitish <>r reddish-gray, the margin whitened by the veil.

GILLS emarginate, broad, subdistant, bright purple <>> violet-

purple, then umber. STEM 5-10 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick, solid.

cylindrical above the clavate or oral bulb, silky-fibrillose, white,

often tinged violet, violaceous within. CORTINA copious. SPORES
elliptical, rough, 10-12.5 \ 6.5 7.5 micr."

<>ak woods. September. New York. Rare.

•This rare species is well-marked by the peculiar color of the

young gills, which resembles that of the gills of Clitocybi ochropur-

purea." A study of the type showed the spores t<> he markedly
larger than in my C. subpulchrifolius, and without the peronate
stem. I have not Collected it.

380. Cortinarius rimosus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. t8, 1896.

"PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, firm, convex or plane, glabrous,

first pale grayish-violaceous, then tinged reddish brown, the surface

cracking into appressed scales or becoming variously rimo

FLESH whitish. GILLS emarginate, rather broad, distant, sub

ventricose, violaceous at first, becoming brownish ochraceous. STEM
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4-8 cm. long, 8-12 mm. thick, equal to slightly enlarged at base,

white and silky with the white veil, tinged violaceous within."

SPORES elliptical, rough, obtuse at ends, 9-12x5.5-6.5 micr.

"Grassy ground in open places, thin woods. New York.

September. A rather large and stout plant, remarkable for the

tendency of the epidermis to crack in areas. The thin margin is

often split."' Peck considered it to be near G. caninus Fr. and C.

azweus Fr., bnt its stout habit seems to bring it closer to this

group. It must be remembered that other species often have a

rimose pileus under certain weather conditions.

381. Cortinarius braendlei Pk.

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 32, 1905.

"PILEUS 7-12 cm. broad, firm, convex, silky, brownish-lilac, often

varied by yellowish-brown stains, margin at first incurved and

covered by the grayish-white silky cortina. FLESH lilac, especial-

ly in the young plant. GILLS adnate, slightly rounded behind,

narrow, close, eroded on the edge, grayish tinged with lilac. STEM
5-7 cm. long, 10-15 mm. thick, stout, solid, silky-fibrillose, bulbous,.

white or whitish, bulb often pointed below. SPORES oblong-

elliptic, obscurely granular, 12-15 x 7-8 micr. ODOR of radish.

"Among fallen leaves in woods. Washington, D. C. October.

Sometimes the pileus loses all its lilac color and becomes wholly
yellowish-brown."

383. Cortinarius rubrocinereus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 33, 1880.

"PILEUS 5-7 cm. broad, convex then expanded, silky-fibrillose,
reddish-cinereous. FLESH at first violaceous. GILLS emarginate,
'•hi iii led behind, subdistant, dingy violaceous at first, soon pale cin-
namon. STEM 4-5 cm. long, 8-12 mm. thick, short, solid, oval-bulb-

ous, silky-fibrillose, whitish tinged with violet." SPORES 8.5-11.5
I a few up to 14) x 6-7.5 micr., variable in size, broadly elliptical,
obtuse at ends.

"Gregarious. On sandy soil. New York. September. Closely re-
lated to C. pulchrlfolius, from which it is separated by its darker
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colored pileus and differently colored gills. CORTINA whitish-

cinereons."

383. Cortinarius clintonianus l'k.

X. v. State -Miis. Rep. 26, 1ST!.

"PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex to expanded, with a few ap-

pressed silky tiinils [pale dingy brownish-tan), more or Less tinged

with gray. <JlU>s close, moderately broad, dull-violaceous at first,

then cinnamon. STEM 5-7 cm. long, rather slender, I <"> nun. thick,

tapering upward from a subclavate base, violaceous above, silky

fibrillose. SPORES broadlj elliptical to subglobose, rough-pund

ate, 7-8 x <;-7 micr."

Ground in woods. New fork State. September-October. A re

vised description is given above, from the study of the type-specimens

and the accompanying colored figures. The cap is said to be "red

<lish brown," but if so. the colors of the drawing are very pale.

**(!ills at first j/rlloic, clay-yellow, or pale cinnamon, (Becom-

ing rnstv-cinnainon or waterv-einnamon in age.)

384. Cortinarius callisteus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, [cones, PI. 153, Fig. 2.

Cooke. 111., PI. 771 and 864.

PILEUS 4-8 cm. broad, convex to subcampanulate, subumbonate,
moist hnt not hygrophanous, <l<</) chrome-yellow to ochraceous-

fulvous, not fading, innately silky, glabrescent, margin at firsl in-

curved and silky. FLESH thick, thin on margin, whitish or tinged

yellowish. GILLS adnate, subdistant, moderately broad, yellow at

first then argillaceous to rusty -cinnamon, edge entire. STEM 1 '•'

cm. long, clavate-bulbous, 8-10 mm. thick above, 2 to ''> times as thick

below, tapering upward, firm, solid, yellow (luteus) within and

without, streaked longtitudinally with fulvous innate fibrils. COR-
TINA fugacious, sometimes adhering at firsl to the margin of the

pileus, yellowish-white. SPORES elliptical-oval, 7-8.5x5-5.5 micr..

rough. <>IM>K weak. BUbnitrOUS.

Gregarious. <>n the ground in mixed hemlock, pine and oak

woods. Ithaca. New York. September. Rare.

49
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This species differs from the yellow-gilled group of the preceding

section in the obsolete or absent sheath on the stem. Ricken has

described and figured a species under this name with a minutely

squarrose-scaly pileus and a differently shaped stem. Our plant

seems to fit the Friesian species more closely than his, and the

spores agree with those of specimens from Stockholm. Its colors

and shapely form make it an attractive species. It does not appear

to occiir often. The colors become deeper in age.

385. Cortinarius autumnalis Pk.

N. Y. State Cab. Rep. 23, 1872.

Illustration: Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 236, p. 294, 1908.

"PILEUS 5-9 cm. broad, convex to expanded, dull rusty-yellow,

variegated or streaked with innate ferruginous fibrils. GILLS

moderately broad, close, with a wide, shallow emargination, at

length rusty-yellow. STEM 6-10 cm. long, 10-12 mm. thick, equal

above the oval bulb, pale rusty-yellow, solid, firm. FLESH white."

SPORES elliptical, slightly rough, 7.5-9x4-5 micr.

"Pine woods. Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. November."

This is a somewhat confusing species. Including the type. I

have seen specimens from several sources so named, but have not

been able to refer any of my collections to it. The descrip-

tion as given by Peck is incomplete and although I have amended

it so far as the type-specimens and an accompanying drawing

permits, it remains uncertain as to the color of the young gills.

The specimens of Peck show that it changes markedly towards

rusty colors in age. The photograph of Hard represents a plant

which appears familiar but as he omits a description of his own
no certainty can be felt about it.

386. Cortinarius catskillensis Pk.

N. Y. State Cab. Rep. 23, 1872.

"PILEUS 5-8 cm. broad, convex or subcampanulate, then sub-

expanded, even, grayish-drab, (pale ferruginous?) variegated with

minute, scattered white fibrils. GILLS deeply emarginate, close
to subdistant, rather broad, watery cinnamon at first, becom-

ing darker with age. STEM 6-9 cm. long, 10-20 mm.- thick,
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stout, solid, fibrillose, whitish, clavate-bulbous, tapering upward."
SPORES narrowly elliptical, Bomewhal pointed ;it one end, 7-8x

I l..~) micr.

< »n the ground in open places. Catskill Mountains, New Eork.

October.

The colored drawing accompanying the type specimens shows a

stout, clavate-bulbous plant with a grayish-drab pileus. I>r. r

told me the pileus never hail any reddish hues and the original

description of a "pale ferruginous" pileus also is qo1 borne oul by
the appearance of the dried specimens. A plant, apparently inter-

mediate between this and the preceding occurs in Michigan
Cortinarius robustus Pk. belongs under this division hut like that

of the preceding two species, the description is insufficient.

387. Cortinarius whitei Pk.

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 29, p. 5G0, 1902.

"PILEUS 6-12 cm. broad, hemispherical at first, then nearly

plane, with a lobed, wavy or irregular margin, dry, glahrous, sub

pruinose, reddish or broumish-orange, verging to tawny. GILLS

deeply and broadly eniarginate, suhdistant, reddish-brown i? i at

first, then brownish-cinnamon. STEM 7-12 em. long, 15-20 mm
thick, long, equal, solid, fibrous, colored like the pileus. adorned

with darker, fibrous lines or striatums. SPOKES suhglobose, 7-8x

7 micr.

"Woods. Mt. Deseri Island. Maine. August.
••A Large species, intermediate between Dermocybe and Telamonia,

related to the former by its dry pileus, to the latter by its general

aspect and stout, solid stem." It is placed here for want of n>

Sary additional data on its development. Specimens at the New
York Botanical Garden have every appearance, of belonging to Tela-

monia.

***flill.s at first white or whitish.

388. Cortinarius caespitosus Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Pep. 12, 1880.

"PILEUS oKt cm. broad, firm, convex, often irregular from its

crowded mode of growth, />"/' yellow <>> huff, a little darker on disk,
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margin silky-fibrillose. FLESH white. GILLS adnexed, rounded

behind, thin, close, rather broad, whitish at first, then subochraceous.

STEM :!-7 cm. long, 8-12 mm. thick, subequal above, with a clavate-

bulbons base, silky-fibrillose, floccose-villose at apex, subannulate,

white." SPORES narrowly elliptical, pale, smooth, 8-9.5x44.5

micr.

"Mossy ground in open places. Catskill Mountains, New York.

The caespitose mode of growth, yellowish pileus, pale gills and

white flesh distinguish the species."

389. Cortinarius modestus Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 26, 1874.

"PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, convex to expanded, subfibrillose, even

or slightly rugulose-wrinkled, alutaceous. FLESH white. GILLS
close adnexed, moderately broad, nearly plane, pallid at first, then

cinnamon. STEM 5 cm. long, 4 mm. thick above, clavate-bulbous,

subfibrillose, hollow or stuffed with white pith, concolor." SPOKES
broadly elliptical, 7-8.5 x 5-6 micr.

"(J round in woods, New York. September. Distinguished from
('. clintonianus by its paler color, more bulbous stem and entire- ab-

sence of the violaceous tinge of the gills." An examination of speci-
mens on the sheets with the type, showed that several of the larger

specimens had different spores and could not belong there. It

is sometimes caespitose. In size it approaches the Dermocybes, and

appears to be close to G. alUdifolius Pk. In a letter, preserved at

the New York Botanical Garden, Peck states that it is near C.

mtrusus but has different spores.

390. Cortinarius gracilis Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 2, 1887.

PILEUS 1.5-4 cm. broad (occasionally up to 7 cm.), conical at

first and Roods brown (Eidg.) then campanulate and margin de-

curved, with a prominent subacute umbo, pinkish-cinnamon to light
vinaceouscinndmon (Ridg.) when drying, subhygrophanous, even,
glabrescent, margin at first incurved aud white-cortinate, elsewhere

silky-shining with innate white fibrils. FLESH very thin except
on center, concolor. GILLS adnate then emarginate, moderately
broad, close, pallid at first, soon cinnamon to cinnamon-brown
I Ridg.), edge at length crenulate-eroded. STEM 5-15 cm. long, elon-
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gated, thickness variable, usually is nun. thick (rarely up to L5

mm. >, cylindrical, sometimes tapering upward, ;ii length Qexuous,

solid, white fibrillose-silky, soon pallid or tinged Fuscous, concolor

within, glabrescent. CORTINA white, persistent, rarely forming

an evanescent ring. BPORES elliptical, 10-11.5x6 micr., Bmooth,

pale ochraceons under the microscope. < > I >< > I J and TASTE mild.

Solitary, scattered, rarely subcaespitose, deeply imbedded at base

of stem in sphagnum and mosses in balsam and tamarack swamp--.

North Elba, Adirondack Mountains, New York. Collection Kauff-

man. September, L914. Frequent.

Variable in size of tap and thickness of stem bnl very distincl

from all other Cortinarii. The pair colors, the coiiic-cainpaiiuki te

cap, the sphagnum habitat ami the spores distinguish it. The type

specimens in Peck's herbarium appear to have been specimens of

small size. Only the young rapidly developing plants show the

hygrophanous character well; they soon fade. Although the species

is quite frequent in the swamps, I never saw a well developed an

nulus nor definite si^ns of a universal veil, so that it appears to he

intermediate between Telemonia and Enoloma. Occasionally the

stem is Bubclavate below. The gills are not dark at first in £ 1

specimens and Peck may have had young, dry weather forms in

which the gills sometimes become dark prematurely. It would be

remarkable t<> find the young .nills "ferruginous-brown" as described

by Peck, in plants colored like this one.

SUBGENUS DERMOCTBE: Pileus and stem neither viscid

nor hygrophanous. Pileus innately silky at first, glabrescent, flesh

thin. STEM equal or attenuated toward apex, stuffed t<> hollow, at

Length slender, rather rigid or exterior. I'niversal veil rarely

present.

Composed <>f medium-sized or small, rather slender-stemmed ami

often elegantly colored plants. The cortina is lihrillose. usually

of the same color as the pilens. Fries says "easily distinct from

the [nolomas by the thinness and substance Of the pilens and by tlit-

stem." Several species, however, approach the subgenus Inohmia

closely, especially those Dermocybes included under my first section.

The stem of the species of Dermocyhe is at length equal <>r attenu-

ated and this character combined with the small Bize and the lack

of distinct scales on the pilens. separates them from the BUbgenuS

Enoloma. The absence of a truly hygrophanous pileus distinguishes

them from the subgenus Ilydrocybe. which they simulate in size.

Some of the species are quite variable and many intermediate form-
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occur, some of which have been given names, especially the forms

near C. cinnamomeus.

Section I. Universal veil more or less manifest, evanescent

*Gills at first violaceous or purplish.,

391. Cortinarius caninus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Kicken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 40, Fig. 5.

.Marshall, The Mushroom Book, PL 31, op. p. 85, 1905.

"PILEUS G-10 cm. broad violaceous-fulvous, soon beautifully

rusty-fulvous to almost orange-fulvous, micaceous-glistening, often

almost zoned on margin by the remains of the veil, sometimes scaly-

cracked, campanulate-convex, obtuse, thin, compact on disk.

FLESH pallid, tinged lilac. GILLS lilac-clay color at first, soon

watery-cinnamon, at length cinnamon-fulvous, emargiuate, broad,

subdistant. STEM 7-10 cm. long, 10-20 mm. thick, pallid, at length

rusly-iibrillose, narrowed upwards, elastic, stuffed then hollow, at

first almost girdled by a pallid veil. SPORES globose, 8-9 x 7-8

micr. BASIDIA 30 x 9-10 micr. ODOR and TASTE mild."

The description is adapted from Ricken. It has beeu reported

several times from this country but I have never recognized it. Ex-

cept in size it seems to approach some of the forms of C. anomalus

closely. Saccardo and Stevenson give slightly longer spores. Miss

Marshall's plant had a disagreeable odor.

392. Cortinarius anomalus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PL 154, Fig. 2.

Cooke, 111., I'l. 77G. (PL 850 as C. lepidopus Cke.)

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 192 (as var. protcus).

Kicken, Die Blatterpilze, PL 47, Fig. 1.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, hemispherical-convex then sub-expanded,
obtuse, even, covered when young by an interwoven appressed gray
silkmess, becoming pale fulvous-alutaceous when expanded, some-
times tinged at first with a violaceous-grayish tinge, at length glisten-
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ing with a micaceous sheen. FLESH thin, dark grayish-violet a1

first, soon pallid, Dot truly hygrophanous. 1 1 1 DLS adnate a1 ftrsl be-

coming Binuate-emarginate, not broad, close. at first caesious, violet

<>> grayish purplish, then alutaceous-brown, edge lacerate-crenulate.

STEM ;n first clavate and l" L8 mm. thick, then elongated and

slender, 5 l<» mm. thick, I 9 cm. long, spongy-stuffed, at first violet,

soon dingy pallid, or only the apes violaceous-tinged, gray-violel

within, when fresh dotted with dingy ochraceous to yellowish Bcales,

glabresceni or fibrillose, soon infested with larvae, elastic on drying.

si'( >RES almosl spherical, rough punctate, 7 '.» \ 67 micr. BAS1 DIA

::i \ 7 micr., I spored. ODOB and TASTE mild.

Gregarious. <>u moisi debris and humus, mosses, etc., in beech

and hemlock woods. New Richmond. September, [nfrequently

found, probably not uncommon in the north.

This agrees exactly with the species around Stockholm, where I

first saw it. It is sometimes variable especially ;is to shades of color

and the presence or absence of the dingy yellowish remnants of an

evanescent universal veil. When mature these little patches on the

stem are scarcely visible, in the fully developed condition the vio-

laceous colors have almost or entirely disappeared from the gills and

stem. The flesh is moist or shot through with watery streaks when

fresh but it is not truly hygrophanous. C. deceptions KauiV. is very

close, but is truly hygrophanous and the color is at first deeper.

C. lepidopus Cke. is apparently also one of its forms. Cortinarius

sitmuUms Pk. (N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 2, 1887) is another closely

allied species and perhaps identical.

393. Cortinarius spilomeus Fr.

Syst. Myc. L821.

Illustrations: Pries, hones. PI. 154, Pig. 3.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 17. Fig. 2.

••l'l U'J'S l'o cm. broad, convex to expanded, fuscescent, rufescent

or argillaceous, gibbous, dry. glabrescent, fading. PLESB rather

thin. GILLS emarginate or adnate, crowded, thin, narrow, caesious

or violaceous at first, a1 length watery cinnamon, edge very entire.

STEM 1 !> cm. long, 6-12 mm. thick, subequal, stuffed to hollow,

whitish, tinged lilac or violaceous at first, variegated by reddish or

fulvous, delicately apprrxxnl s-uficonmitric scales.

••\'er\ elegant. The stem is colored similarly to that of C bolaris,
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but subequal and the cortina is white." In C. bolaris no violet is

present in the voung plant. The flesh of the cap is thin.

The above is adapted from the descriptions of Fries, especially

from that in the Icones, where elegant figures are to be found.

Peck has reported it from New York and it is desirable to get data

of its distribution in America. It seems to be very rare. The size

of the spores is not agreed upon by European writers. Kicken says

they are 6 x 5 micr., while Saccardo and Stevenson give them

8-9 x 7-8 micr. One collection from Sault Ste. Marie seems to belong

here but the reddish color was not nearly as intense as in Fries'

figure.

Section II. Universal veil obsolete or lacking.

*GUls at first whitish or pallid, or tinged slightly with violaceous

or grayish.

394. Cortinarius subtabularis sp. nov.

1* ILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, campanulate-convex at first, then plane or

obsoletely nmbonate, discoid, dry, caesious or violaceous drab to sil-

very-fuscous, silky-shining with white silky fibrils, even. FLESH

thin, soon pallid. GILLS adnate then sinuate, rather broad, close

but distinct, ventricose, at first pallid with obscure violaceous tints,

at length cinnamon, never truly violet or purplish, edge entire.

STEM 3-5 cm. long, 4-6 mm. thick, equal except a slight, subabrupt,

bulbillate base, apex slightly scurfy, pale violaceous-drab, color per-

sistent, silky-fibrillose and shining, sometimes marked at the base

by the remnants of the white CORTINA, stuffed, hollowed by larvae,

usually strict, later flexuous or curved. SPORES elliptical, scarcely

rough, 9-10 x 5 micr. BASIDIA 30 x 7 micr. ODOR none or slight.

TASTE mild.

Scattered or gregarious. On the ground among or under fallen

leaves of oak and maple woods. Ann Arbor. October-November.

Frequent locally.

Characterized by the peculiar, small, abrupt bulblet of the stem
and the "erythrinus" or subviolaceous color when fresh. The cap
nil en becomes a little darker or stained in age, while the color of

the stem is more apt to persist. It has the stature of an Inocybe.
The young gills are scarcely of the "violet" type. It seems to ap-

proach ('. tabularis Fr. and its size and the nature of the cap are
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fairlv well shown by Cooke illl.. PI. 783), differing however in the

shape iif ilic stem and in color. Old dried specimens sometimes <li>

have the color shown by Cooke's figure, li was round frequently

in the region between Ann Arbor and Detroit,

395. Cortinarius brevissimus Pk.

N. V. Slate Mns. Rep. H. L888.

"PILEUS 1.5-2.5 tin. broad, convex, often irregular, at first

minutely silky, then glabrous, dingy-white in argillaceous. FLESH
whitish. GILLS adnexed, close, '// first pale violaceous then whitish

to finnai i. STEM very short, L-1.5 cm. long, 6-8 mm. thick equal

hollow, silky-fibrillose, white, pale violaceous within. SPORES
broadly elliptical, 6-7.5x5-6 micr.

''Thin woods. Catskill Mountains. New fork. September. Re-

lated to C. brevipes Pk., bu1 smaller, with a hollow stem and shorter

spores."

396. Cortinarius abidifolius Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. II. L888.

"PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, convex, subglabrous, whitish tinged with

yellow or pale ochraceous, the epidermis sometimes cracking and

forming scales. FLESH thin, whitish. GILLS adnate, emar-

ginate, subdistant, whitish at first, then cinnamon. STEM 5-8 cm.

long, 4-8 mm. thick, equal <>r slightly enlarged at base, solid, n-hit,

but variegated u'itli yellowish, fioccose scales below, Bilky-fibrillose

above Spores subglobose, 6-7.5 x 5-6 micr.

"Woods, ('atskill Mountains, New Fork. September."

Closely related to this, if qo1 the same, is a species occurring
about Ann Arbor. It differs mainly in its slightly Larger size and

stouter stein; the shred like appressed scales of the stem are dingy,

not yellowish and the spores are slightly Larger, subsphoeroid, 7 !t

micr. The cuticle of the pileus is composed of differentiated,

narrow, horizontal hyphae, subgelatinous, bul scarcely subviscid in

moist weather. Its dimensions are as follows: pileus 3-7 cm. broad,

stem 5-7 cm. Long, 5-12 nun. thick. Both forms differ from ('. ochro-

leucus Fr. in the stem being enlarged toward the base ami in the

scalelike remnants of a universal veil. It should probably be in-

cluded in the preceding section. It is possible that this is \;ir.
|

I'.
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of C. ochroleucus, mentioned in "Monographia," p. 57, which is cont-

inued w ith C. sebaceoides as to stature and shown as an almost white

plant in Fries' figure at the Stockholm Museum.

397. Cortinarius ochroleucus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 775.

Quelet, in Grevillea, Vol. V, PL 85, Fig. 1.

"PILEUS 4-5 cm. broad, convex, gibbous and obtuse, even, gla-

brous or minutely silky, pallid-white. FLESH firm, white. GILLS
broader behind, adnexed, then seceding, crowded, whitish at first

then argillaceous-ochraceous. STEM 5-7 cm. long, 8-12 mm. thick,

solid, firm, ventricose, white, naked, except apex which is fibrillose

Iroin the cortina." SPORES (8x4-5 micr. Massee) rarely given.

"ODOR none. TASTE bitterish."

The description given above has been adapted from Fries' "Mono-

graphia" and "Hymen. Europ." The species is occasionally re-

1
»oiic(l from this country and is not well understood, not even in

Europe if we may take the meager notes into account. The figures

referred to have too much of an ochraceous color to agree with de-

scriptions. It seems to be rare as Fries has indicated, and its

medium size, ventricose or downward-tapering stem and bitterish

taste distinguish it from any American plants I have studied.

398. Cortinarius sericipes Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 33, 1880.

"PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, conical to subeampanulate, glabrous,
chestnut color, often darker on umbo. GILLS ascending or ven-

tricose, narrowed behind, broad, close, whitish at first, then tawny
to tawny cinnamon, white on edge. STEM 2-7 cm. long, slender,
2 I nun. thick, equal, liollow, silky-fibrillose, slightly mealy at apex,

shining, white." SPORES almond-shaped, large, rough, 15-16x8-9

micr., ventricose, somewhat pointed at ends.

"Damp ground in woods. New York. October."

The type-specimens indicate a slender plant with the Inocybe
habit. The spores were found to be narrower than given by Peck.
The stem seems to have been subannulate by a white silky zone.
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399. Cortinarius castanellus Pk.

N. V. State .Miis. Rep. 29, L878.

PILEUS L-2.5 cm. broad, convex then expanded, umbonate, in-

nately silky, shining, glabrous, even, dark cinnamon to chestnut

color, iiiiiiio blackish, streaked blackish when old. FLESH thin,

pallid. GILLS adnate and rounded behind, then emarginate, close,

moderately broad, pallid, soon cinnamon-brown. STEM l •"> cm.

Long, 2-4 nun. thick, slender, equal or attenuated downwards, dingy

white then tinged fuscous, stuffed then hollow, glabrescent. SPORES

elliptical, rough, 7-9x L-.5-6 micr.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. <>n bare ground "in open fields"

and borders of lakes. Ann Arbor. (Whitmore Lake.) October.

Infrequent.
In color it resembles C. nigrellus Pk. bu1 that species is almost

twice as large, with a distind universal veil ami smaller spores.

It is a slender plant, reminding one of the Bydrocybes.

400. Cortinarius basalis Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 33, 1880.

*

"PILEUS L-2 cm. broad, convex then expanded, hairy, tawny,
FLESH thin. GILLS subventricose, pale tawny <ii first, cinnamon

when old. STEM 2-2.5 cm. long, 5-6 mm. thick, short, hollow,

lilnillose. pallid or pale tawny, usually with a slight, wehhy annulus

below the middle of the stem.'* SPORES elliptical, smooth. 7 8.5 x

34 micr., pale under the microscope.
%, Xaked soil in woods. New Fork. Gaespitose, September."
This seems to approach ('. impolitus in its hairy pileus and in

size and color, but that species has larger spores, hygrophanous

pileus. shorter stem and grows in coniferous woods. The plants- are

small and tufted. It probably has pallid ijills when very young
since the change of color indicated by the description is very un-

usual.
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***Gills at first yellowish, red or cinnamon, (Usually elegant

plants.)

401. Cortinarius cinnamomeus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1S21.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 777.

Oilier, Champignons de France, No. 204.

Michael, Fuhrer f. Pilzfreunde, II, No. 70.

Ricken, Die Bliitterpilze, PI. 47, Fig. 0.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 239, p. 298, 1908.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 48, PI. 13, Fig. 7-14.

PILEUS 2-4.5 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, obtuse or subuni-

bonate, umbo often vanishing, yellowish-cinnamon, yellowish-tawny,

etc., silky or minutely and densely scaly from the innate or ap-

pressed, yellowish fibrils, shining. FLESH pale citron or straw-

yellow, rarely deep-yellow, thin. GILLS adnate, varying to ad-

nexed-emarginate or scarcely subdecurrent, rather broad, close (not

truly crowded), cadmium-yellow, citron-yellow or cinnamon-yellow,

shining. STEM 3-8 cm. long, 3-G mm. thick, equal, often flexuous,

chrome to citron yellow when fresh, darker when handled, fibrillose,

stuffed, becoming tubular, olive-ciunamon-yellow within, attached to

a yellow mycelium. CORTINA citron-yellow, fibrillose. SPORES
short elliptical, smooth, 6-7.5x4-4.5 micr. (few 8x5 micr.) BA-

SIDIA 24 x micr., 4-spored. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On moist rich ground, very decayed
wood or mosses, in conifer regions, in sphagnum swamps, or more

rarely in frondose woods. Throughout the State, Marquette, New

Richmond, Ann Arbor, etc. August-October. Infrequent.
This species is usually marked "common" by the writers of books

or lists; a statement which is correct enough if C. semisanguineus
and its forms are included. The segregated plant as described

above even with its variations is rarely common according to my
experience in Michigan and about Ithaca and North Elba, New
York. It may be more common in special localities. It is quite
variable and Fries says "innumerable forms have been set up by
authors." The colors and shape vary with the habitat, so that

sphagnum forms, e. g., have longer stems and shaded pilei deeper
colors. The spores of the American plant seem to be slightly smaller
than in those reported by Saccardo, Massee, Ricken, etc., and in
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Swedish specimens collected by myself. These have spores measur-

ing 7-8.5x4-5.5 micr. The following Bpecies seems closely related

but differs in the spore character.

402. Cortinarius cinnamomeus l'r. var.

Illustration : Cooke, III.. PI. 778 (as 0. dnamomeua var. i.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, campanulate or subhemispherical, obtuse

or discoid, ombonate, regular at first, then wavy-margined, olwo-

ceous-cinnamon-brown, tinged nitons on disk, innately and minutely

fibrillose-scaly or silky, edge incurved. FLESB yellowish white.

rather fragile. GILLS adnate, narrow, close to crowded, cadmium

yellow with olivaceous tint, thin, eroded-crenulate on edge. STEM
5-9 cm. long, 1-7 mm. thick, slightly enlarged below and tapering

upward, fibrillose-striate, pale yellow, olivaceous-tinged, becoming
tubular, yellowish-olivaceous within. CORTINA yellow, fibrillose.

SPOKES elliptical, smooth, 7-9 x 4-."> micr. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious. Among mosses in a sphagnum swamp. Bay View,
Ann Arbor. August-September. Infrequent.

Differs from ('. cinnamomeus in the rufous cast on the pileus, the

narrow gills, suhclavate stem and slightly Longer spores. It is well

represented by the figure of Cooke cited above. Variety croceus is

smaller, gills less crowded, gills and stem tinged olivaceous. (See
Cooke, ill., PL ~Si). |

403. Cortinarius croceoconus Fr.

Monograph ia, 1851 .

PILEUS L-3 cm. broad, obtusely conico-campanulate, umbo per-

sist inn-, tirm, rufous-fulvous to ful vous-cinna mon . silky, dry, even.

subshining, margin incurved. FLESH whitish, tinged red at the

upper surface, yellowish toward stem, thick at umbo, thin elsewhere.

GILLS adnate then somewhat seceding, ascending, rather narrow,

close, pale yellow at first, then cinnamon, opaque, edge minutely
eroded. STEM elongated, 5-12 cm. long, 3-5 nun. thick, equal,

flexuous, fibrillose with rufous-fulvous fibrils, yellowish within, elas-

tic, stuffed then tubular. CORTINA pale rufous-fulvous, becoming

pallid, subfibrillose. SPORES elliptical, almost smooth. 8-9.5x5

micr.
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Gregarious or subcaespitose. On low, mossy ground of pine,

poplar, etc., near Stockholm, Sweden. September, 1907.

This species has been reported at various times in America. The

figures of Cooke (111., PL 780) and of Gillet (No. 210, Champignons

de Prance) are, however, very misleading. The above description

was made from plants which I collected near Stockholm. It seems

probable to me that errors have been made in referring plants to

this species and that a full description at this place of what is un-

doubtedly the Friesian plant is desirable.

404. Cortinarius luteus Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Kep. 43, 1890.

"PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, conical or convex, unpolished, yellow,

often darker on disk. FLESH yellow. GILLS adnexed, yellow,

subdistant, moderately broad. STEM equal, 5-10 cm. long, 10-20

nun. thick, stout, solid (!), silky-fibrillose, yellow. SPORES sub-

globose or broadly elliptical, 7.5 x 6-7 micr.

••Mossy woods. New York. July."

This seems to be closely related to the preceding, but the stem

is stouter and the type-specimens show the gills to be subdistant

and rather broad. The spores are also somewhat different.

405. Cortinarius aureifolius Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 38, 1885.

PILEUS 14 cm. broad, convex-campanulate, then plane, cinna-

mon-brown or darker, dry, densely fibrillose-toinentose, sometimes

scaly, especially on disk. FLESH thin, yellowish brown or pallid.

GILLS adnate, subventricose, broad, close, thin, yellow then fer-

ruginous-cinnamon. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 3-6 mm. thick, subequal,

rather short, solid, fibrillose, yellow, brown within. SPORES
10-12.5 x 5 micr., oblong, smooth, ochraceous-cinnamon in mass.

ODOR of radish. TASTE mild.

"Sandy soil, in thin pine woods." New York, Massachusetts.
October. Specimens sent to me from Massachusetts were apparent-
ly this species except that they had more slender stems than the

type. As Peck lias already pointed out, the species reminds one
of an Inocybe and the peculiar oblong spores are further evidence
of such a position for it. It seems to be rare and needs more studv.
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406. Cortinarius croceofolius Pk.

N. V. State Mils. Bull. [50, 191 1.

Illustrations: [bid, PI: VI, Pig. I 8.

"PILEUS 2.5-5 tin. broad, broadly convex or nearly plane, obtuse

or obtusely ambonate, dry, slightly fibrillose especially on the mar-

gin, brownish-cinnamon, often paler <>r saffron yellow <>n the margin.

FLESH thin, pale yellow, grayish or dingy when dry. QILLS thin,

close, saffron-yellow verging to orange at first, then brownish-cin-

namon, often yellow, crenulate on margin. STEM 2.5 I cm. long,

equal or slightly thickened a1 the base, fibrillose above, saffron-yel-

low, hollow. CORTINA concolor. SPORES broadly ellipsoid,

6-7 \ I 5 m ii-r.

•\Mossy ground on the borders or in woods of spruce and balsam

fir. New York. September."
This approaches C. cinnamomeus in some of its forms excepl that

tlic gills are more deeply colored.

407. Cortinarius malicorius Fr.

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustration: Fries, [cones, PI. 155, Fig. 1.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, obtusely convex t<> subexpanded, fulvous

or tawny-fulvous, tinged golden yellow, silky-tomentose, subzonate

in age. FLESH intensely olivaceous when fresh, scissile, thick on

disk. GILLS sinuate or adnate-subdecurrent, close, uo1 broad,

rusty-yellow thru dark golden-fulvous. STEM 5-7 cm. long, 6-12

nun. thick, equal <>r subequal, becoming hollow, fibrillose from the

orange-fulvous cortina, tinged olivaceous, soon yellow-fulvous, ot red-

dish-stained, olivaceous within. SPORES shorl elliptical, Blightly

rough, 6-7 a t-4.5 micr. ODOR ami TASTK iniM.

Gregarious. Under hemlock and cedar in swampy woods. Sanli

Ste. Marie. August. Rare.

The Michigan plants had all the characters attributed to the

species by Fries. Tln> flesh of the growing plant is distinctive. In the

pileus it is intensely olivaceous i" greenish, bordered by a narrow-

zone of yellow or fulvous nexl to the surface; In the stem the axis

soon breaks down Leaving a I ubular cavity, the rest of the flesh being

yellowish olivaceous, bordered by the narrow. Yellow cnticnhir zone
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which is well shown in Fries' figures. There is a tendency for the

cap and stem to become stained dark reddish in age. Ricken has

changed the description somewhat as to the color of the young gills.

In our plants, however, they were not olive-yellow although such

a variation is to be expected where the fiesh has that color. Ricken

also gives spore-measurements which are too large for those of my
collection. A variety of C. cinnamomeus was found under white

pine and beech at New Richmond, which was fulvous on the cap

ami stem and with a slight olive tinge on the gills. A series of

intermediate forms between this and G. cinnamomeus seems to exist.

408. Cortinarius semisanguineus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821 (as var. of C. cinnamomeus) .

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 779.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 250.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 151, p. 102, 1900.

White, Conn. State Geol. & Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 3, Plate 20,

1905.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 48, PI. 13, Fig. 15-20, 1896.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, subumbonate, (vary-

ing to conie-campanulate or broadly hemispherical, often at length

expanded and split on margin) tawny-yellow to cinnamon-yellow,

silky or delicately fibrillose-scaly, sometimes shining-zoned.
FLESH dingy yellowish-white, rather firm. GILLS adnate-sub-

decurrent, narrow, crowded, cinnabar or blood-red. STEM 3-6 cm.

long (longer on sphagnum), 3-6 mm. thick, equal or subequal, solid-

fibrous, chrome to citron-yellow, fibrillose from the yellow or tawny-

yellow CORTINA, elastic. SPORES elliptical, smooth, 5-7x3-4

micr. BASIDIA 24x6 micr., 4-spored. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. In low moist swamps, sphagnum,
etc. Throughout the State. August-October. Frequent.

Usually considered a variety of C. cinnamomeus. There are some
forms which could be called varieties of this in turn. This shows that
in the present group we have what is well known to exist in the

higher plants, namely, an innumerable number of very closely related

sp.-cies, or varieties, or forms, or any other term which expresses
difference. For convenience Ave group a larger or smaller number
of these "different" but almost like forms together and call them
species. As details accumulate it is easier to keep the details iu
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mind it' we make several species from an old group of one species.

Bence varieties are raised to the rank of species, and forms to the

rank of variety, etc. This method is not used by the theoretical

biologist 'mi is very useful for practical every day arrangements
for study. The above species is easily distinguished as such in 1 1 1 «*

majority of cases hence ii is now kepi distinct. In order to produce

fundamental proof thai C cinnamomeus and C. semisanguineus are

one and the same species, absolutely expressed, it would be accessary

to grow one kind from spores derived from the other kind.

409. Cortinarius cinnabarinus I'r.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Fries, [cones, PI. L54, Fig; 4.

(Jillet, Champignons de France, No. 203.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. (J47.

Quelet, in Grevillea, Vol. VII, PL 110, Fig. 4.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 47, Fig. 5.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, campanulate, umbonate, sometimes plane,

innately silky-shining, bright cinnabar-red, dry, even or rimose, some-

times split on margin. FLESH pallid reddish, fading. (JILLS

adnate. then emarginate. rather broad, ventricose, subdistant, din-

nabar-red then dark rusty-red, velvety-shimmering, edge entire.

STEM 2-5 cm. long, is mm. thick, equal or tapering apward, cin-

nabar-red, shining, stuffed then hollow, fibrous, fibrillose. COR-
TINA concplor. SPORES elliptical, slightly rough-punctate,

7-9x4.5-5.5 micr. BA8IDIA 36 x 7. 1 spored.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground, in frondose W Is, al-

most exclusively in oak woods. Throughout the State; Marquette,
Ann Arbor, New Richmond, etc. July-August. Frequent (rare

September and October).

This is one of the early Cortinarii of Hie season. It frequents

rocky or hilly oak woods and in this respect shows a preference
which is different from that of the same species in Burope where

it is said by Ricken and Fries t<» occur almost exclusively in beech

woods. As data from beech woods in this country are Lacking thi^

may also be true here but not so far as my own observation extends.

This preference might seem to indicate a mycorhizal connection with

the oak roots, but so far every examination showed that the reddish

mycelium merely vegetates in the leaves and humus.

51
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The species is quite distinct from the preceding ones inasmuch as

every pari is at first cinnabar-red. This color is dissolved out by

a weak solution of caustic potash ;
and this is also true of G. semisan-

guineus and even of some of the preceding species in which the red

color is otherwise obscured. The nearest approach to it is G. San-

guineus Ft., which I collected near Stockholm and in the Adiron-

dack Mountains.

409b. Cortinarius sanguineus Fr.

Syst. Myc., 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 786.

(iillet, Champignons de France, No. 246.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, obtuse, or umbonate, campanulate, dry,

innately silky or minutely scaly, opaque, dark blood-red. FLESH

blood-red, thin on margin. GILLS adnate, rather broad, close, dark

blood-red. STEM 5-10 cm. long, 3-7 mm. thick, elongated in moss,

equal or tapering, stuffed then hollow, relatively slender, blood-red,

darker where bruised. CORTINA fibrillose, tinged red. SPORES

narrow-elliptical, 7-8 x 4-5 micr., tinged red, roughish. ODOR mild ;

TASTE slightly like radish.

Gregarious in deep moss or sphagnum in conifer woods.

Isle Koyale, Sault Ste. Marie, etc., mostly in the northern part

of the State. Infrequent.

Distinguished from G. cinnabarinus by its habitat, its longer stem

and more blood-red color. European authors do not emphasize the

mossy habitat, but with us this seems to be the usual place of

growth.

The color of every part of this species is dark blood-red, the pileus

is silky-scaly and not as broad as that of G. cinnabarinus, the stem

is more slender and usually longer; the spores are similar. It

grows on thick moss or sphagnum under conifers. Ricken gives

measurements which are too large for the Swedish plant. Peck's

specimens, reported in the 23d Report, are doubtless G. cinna-

bar] mix.
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****(!ills at fust greenish or olivaceous.

410. Cortinarius raphanoides IV. var.

Svst. Myc. 1S-J1.

Illustration: Cooke, 111.. PI. 833 (typical).

PILEUS L.5-4 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, obtuse, then Bub

expanded and subumbonate, doI Btriate, densely innately fibrilb

hairy, unicolorous, light i>r<>irnixli nine (Ridg.), Bcarcely shining,

margin decnrved. FLESH thin except disk, concolor, fading.
(JILLS adnate then emarginate, tins... rather broad, '// first chry-

solite-green (Ridg.), then darker, thickish, edge entire. STEM 7-10

cm. Long, •". 5 mm. thick, equal, stuffed then hollow, olivaceous, con-

color within, fibrillose, mycelioid al base and attached to sphagnum.
roirriXA olivaceous. SPORES 8-9x5-6 micr., oval-elliptical,

Blightly rough. ODOR an. I TASTE mild or slight.

Gregarious-scattered on sphagnum moss in balsam ami tamarack

swamps. North Elba, Adirondack Mountains, New York. Col-

lection Eauffman. September, 1!M I. Rare.

The typical C. raphanoides is said to have a strong radish odor

and acrid taste. These were lacking in our plants, and only in

some respects is it very close to thai species. Its sphagnum habital

in conifer woods also seems to point to a distinct species, it differs

from ('. valgus in its fibrillose hairy pilens and stature. No such

plant is described from the United States. There are no violaceous

hues present.

SUBGENUS TELAMONIA. Pileus hygrophanous, its color

changing on losing moisture, not viscid, glabrous or sprinkled on the

margin with the superficial fibrils of tin 1 universal veil; flesh rela-

tively thin, scissile. Stem peronate or annulate from the remains

of a universal veil.

This and the following subgenus are closely related by the liy-

grophanous character of the pilens. by which they are both separated
from the subgenera fnoloma and Dermoeyhe. To quote Ricken : "IU

'hygrophanous' we designate a pilens whose surface is not compact
lint composed of loose tissue which absorbs Water readily and when

soaked with moisture has quite a different color than when dried out.

After several experiences this peculiarity is recognized at the first

glance. If one is uncertain about it. the plants collected in dry

weather are placed in a dish of water." and then allowed to dry
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again. The presence of a universal veil separates this subgenus from

Hydrocybe. This veil is composed of a thin, woven, slightly mem-

branous texture and extends from the base of the stem in the young

plant over the marginal portion of the pileus. On its inner surface

it is continuous with the cortina, at least part way. As the plant

expands the veil collapses, sometimes adhering to the stem in the

form ill a sheath (peronate) sometimes leaving only remnants along

the stem and often indicating its presence by delicate superficial

fibrils on or toward the margin of the pileus. Since the cortina

itself, when copious, may leave a slight ring on the stem of those

species which belong to the subgenus Hydrocybe, one- has to become

familiar with the characteristics of the two veils—universal veil and

cortina—in order to refer a species properly. This subgenus includes

a number of large species, but many others are of medium to small

size. The Michigan species of this group are not yet very well

studied and a number of collections belonging here are for the

present omitted. For this reason the following arrangement must

be considered temporary.

Section I. Plants wholly or in part with violet, purplish or ashy
hues.

411. Cortinarius torvus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 157.

Cooke, 111., PI. 801.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 251.

In Grevillea, Vol. VII, PL 117, Fig. 2.

Eicken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 49, Fig. 6.

Plate LXXXIII of this Keport.

PILEUS 4-0 cm. broad (rarely broader), broadly convex to plane,
obtuse or subumbonate, firm, subhygrophanous, violaceous-fulvous,
purplish-brown or copper-brown at first, at length paler, disk rusty-
fulvons, covered with a hoary frostiness, sometimes furfuraceous-

sealy, at length glabrous, sometimes radiately wrinkled, often

punctate. FLESH at first dull grayish-purple at length brownish
"i- pallid. GILLS at first adnate, then emarginate-adnexed, broad,
subdistant, thickish, subrigid, dark or dull purplish at first, then
• lark cinnamon-umber. STEM 4-7 cm. long (sometimes longer),
7-8 mm. thick above, clavate-bulbous, tapering upward, bulb 12-16
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mm. iliirk, peronate to or above the middle by the whitish, universal

veil, which terminates above in ;i flaring, membranous ring, dull

violaceous and silky above the veil, spongy-solid. SPORES 8-11 a

4.5-6 micr., ventricose-elliptical, rough tuberculate, maturing slowly,

rnsty-umber in mass. BASIDIA 36x6-7 micr. ODOR at first

Blight, sweet-aromatic after crushing the flesh. TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaeepitose. Among humus and decayed debris

in frondose or pine woods. Soughton, New Richmond, Detroit.

August-September. I ofrequent.
Well marked by the peculiar, though variable color, broad gills

and ilif membranous, annular-terminated sheath of the Btem. The

young plants have a very bulbous stem which becomes clavate

elongated. Two forms occur as in the shape <>r the Btem, a shorl

stemmed, stocky, bulbous form and a long-stemmed one in which

ilic bulb lias almost disappeared; the former Beems t" be more

frequenl and is shown by the figure in Grevillea and by our own

plate. The figure in Fries' [cones represents much larger specimens
than usually occur with us. Main- points out (Bull. d. 1*. Soc. Myc.
de France. Vol. 26, ]>. -7 1 that it is distinguished from the European
C. impennis. Pr. l»y its membranous annulus. The stem is often

curved at the swollen base and is sometimes ventricose. Its odor

reminds one of faintly aromatic substances. The spores may easily

be given too small since they mature slowly. Ricken says i 1m-\ meas-

ure 8-9x5-6 micr. Feck has a variety "nobilis" which may !»•• a

distinct species; it needs further sluily.

412. Cortinarius plumiger Fr.

Fpicrisis. 1836-38.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, firm, campanulate, rarely conical-cam

panulate, obtuse <»r subumbonate, expanded, densely oppressed,

florillose-tomento8e or fibrUlose-hairy, hygrophanous, fading, sepia-

brown at first then light pinkish cinnamon (Ridg.), margin often

decorated by narrow shreds of the universal veil. FLESH thick

on disk, thin toward margin, pallid brownish (moist) soon faded.

GILLS adnate then eniarginate. (dose, rather broad, pallid at first,

rarely faintly tinged eaesious-violaceous, then clay color to mikado

brown (Ridg.), edge subcrenulate or entire. STEM 5-10 em. Kong,

10-1S mm. thick above, clavate bulbous, stout, at length siibcvlindri

cal above, spongy within but firm, very fibrillose, grayish-blue-violet

("Ridg.) when fresh, quickly fading. COUCOlor within, at length
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pallid or dingy. CORTINA whitish, thin. UNIVERSAL VEIL
white at first, leaving thin subannular shreds or a slight annulus

on the lower part of stem, soon sordid brownish. SPORES ellipt-

ical, slightly rough, 8-10 x 5-G micr., pale ochraceons under micro-

scope. ODOR and TASTE slight.

Gregarious. Bulb imbedded in wet moss and soil under spruce

and balsam trees. North Elba, Adirondack Mountains, New
York. August-September, 1914. Collection Kauffman. Frequent

locally.

Well marked by the dense tomentosity of the cap when young
and by the pallid gills. Even under the most favorable conditions

the violet-bluish tint of other parts than the stem was scarcely no-

ticeable. It agrees well with the Friesian description, but is not the

plant of Quelet (Grevillea, Vol. 7, PL 112, Fig. 1), nor that of

Ricken. At times the hygrophanous character is deceptive as the

cap becomes darker with age. The universal veil is thin in small

plants and the species could be looked for under Inoloma. It differs

from C. cahesceus by its spores and by the violaceous stem when

young. It is possible that G. catskillensis is a dry weather form of

this species.

413. Cortinarius evernius Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 866.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 49, Fig. 2.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 246, p. 305, 1908.

PILETJS 3-10 cm. broad, fragile, conico-campanulate, prominently
umbonate when expanded, hygrophanous, sometimes irregular or gib-

bous, purple-fuscous to brownish-vinaceous (Ridg.), faded and silky
in dry weather, margin soon wavy, at first incurved and silky from
the veil, glabrescent. FLESH thin, concolor or violaceous when
moist. GILLS emarginate, adnate, thickish, broad, rather distant,
ventricose, at first violaceous-purple then cinnamon-brown, edge
whitish. STEM 10-15 cm. long (rarely 15-20 cm.), 8-20 mm. thick,
cylindrical or a II en noted toward base, sometimes flexuous, pale
lavender to deep violet, more deeply colored at the base, marked by
annular shreds of the violaceous then whitish universal veil over
most of the surface, spongy and solid, concolor within. SPORES
elliptical, slightly rough, 8-9.5 (rarely 10) x 5-6 micr. ODOR slight-
ly of radish. CORTINA fibrillose. whitish, evanescent.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On moss, decayed debris and humus
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in coniferous woods. Bay View, Marquette and North Blba, Net?

York. August-September, [nfrequenl almost rare;

Known l>\ its elongated Btem, which is usually rather stout and

tapering ;ii ili«' base; the young, conical pileus is scarcely wider

than the stem, h differs from related species in the shape of the

pileus. in dry weather the color is often pale violaceous, shading to

lavender and wheu old the pileus is likely to be split on the margin.

The violaceous aniversal veil collapses and forms thin and adn

annular patches above iIk' stem, scarcely ever forming a membran-

ous annulus as in C. umidicola. The description of our plants

differs somewhal from the European descriptions in the differently

shaped spores and stem although Pries says the Btem is Bometimes

attenuated below. The unpublished plate of Pries at the Stockholm

Museum shows a much deeper violel color than the figures of Cooke.

The inconsistency of the spore-sizes and spore shapes of European

authors indicates that the species is no1 clearly understood. Pries

states that the stem has the characteristics of C. <l<ili<>r l'r.. but,

except lor its mode of development, this is not strikingly apparent

in our plants. When deeply imbedded in moss the stems are very

long.

414. Cortinarius umidicola Kaul'f.

Hull. Torr. Bot Club, Vol. 22, 1905.

Illustrations: Hud. Pig. I. p. 312.

Jour, of Mycology, Vol. L3, PI. 94, L907.

Mycological Bull., Vol. V, Fig. 239, L907.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. lu-oad, i rarely up to it cm.), hemispherical

then convex-expanded, firm, hygrophanous, dull heliotropi purplish

at the very first, soon umber and glabrous <>n disk, fading to pink-

ish-huff and covered with innate, whitish, silky fibrils, punctate,

margin persistently incurved ami decorated by narrow, whitish.

transverse stiipv from the universal veil. PLESB lavender when

VOUne, soon faded to sordid whitish, thick on disk, abruptly thin

on margin. <; lU.s emarginate with tooth, very broad, plane then

ventricose, subdistant, thick, '// first lavender, soon pule tan t«» cin-

namon, edge Bubserratulate, concolor. BTEM 6 VO cm. Long, (rare-

ly 10-13 cm.), 10-20 mm. thick. Bubequal, usually thickened below,

sometimes narrowed below or curved, always stout, solid, laven

alwvr the ironn, sordid white universal veil which at first

the lower part as a sheath, bul soon breaks up so as to leav<
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band-like annulus half-way or lower on the stem, or forming adnate

patches, concolorous, lavender within and soon cavernous from

grubs. CORTINA violaceous-white. SPORES elliptic-ovate, slight-

ly rough, 7-9 x 5-6 micr. BASIDIA 40 micr. long.

Gregarious, often in troops or partial rings. In wet, swampy

places, frondose or mixed woods. Marquette, Houghton, Detroit.

July-September. Infrequent.

This species is probably identical with one occurring in Europe.

I collected a very similar plant, with the same gregarious habit,

near Stockholm, Sweden, while in company with Romell, Maire

and Peltereux, who did not recognize it as a species definitely

known to them. It had the same spores, and all the characters of

the American plant except the less marked lavender color. I sus-

pect it is G. lucorum Fr. Two other collections from Sweden

brought to this country and labeled G. impennis Fr., the one de-

termined by Robert Fries with spores like G. umidicola, the other

determined by Romell, with spores measuring 11-12x6-7 micr.,

seem to show that two similar species are being confused in Europe.

One of these corresponds to G. umidicola, and is well illustrated by

Gillet (Champignons de France, No. 228), the other is the true

G. impennis Fr. (Icones, PI. 157, Fig. 2). If this inference is

correct, then Ricken's description of G. impennis also applies to

the former species. The taste of the plants which I collected in

Sweden was like ours, not of radish. The unpublished plate of

G. lucorum Fr. in the museum at Stockholm represents a plant

very much like G. umidicola with several band-like rings on the

stem. Cooke's figure (PI. 1192, 111.) seems to belong elsewhere.

415. Cortinarius scutulatus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 158.

Cooke, 111., PI. 820.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 249.

Ricken, Die Bliitterpilze, PI. 49, Fig. 1.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, at first subhemispherical and sometimes

gibbous, then campanula te, firm, brittle, hygrophanous, dark-pur-
plish-chestnut or smoky-violet-umber, unicolorous, becoming can-

escent with grayish-white innate fibrils, inflexed margin at first

silky. FLESH concolor under cuticle, soon whitish elsewhere.
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GILLS adnate then emarginate, rather broad, subdistant, thickfeh

and rigid, at first pale smoky-purple then dark rust} umber, sttm
:: 7 cm. Long, HO mm. thick, equal or subattenuate below, rather

stout, sometimes slender, rigid, thinly peronaU "t first i>;t the </rai/

isliiriiitt- or purple-tinged universal veil, Boon Bubannulate by the

breaking ap of the ?eil, at length silky fibrillose, Bolid. CORTINA
whitish. SPORES short elliptical, almosl Bmooth, 7-8x4 L5 micr.

BASIDIA 30x7 micr., L-spored. ODOR none.

Gregarious. <>n open Bandy soil under poplar. New Richmond.

September. Rare.

I have referred this collection here with a
• hesitation. The

plants are well illustrated by the figures of Gillel and Eticken. The

illustrations of Fries are apparently from selected and perfi

plants such as are more common in the moist climate of Sweden

than in that of our State. The description given above applies

plants entirely dill'erent from any other Bpecies of the group by

their peculiar colors, the brittle flesh and the habitat. It differs

most from the European descriptions in the absence of the radishy

odor. It seems to have some relationship with C. sciophyllus Pr.,

but the spores of thai species, according to Battaile (Bull. d. 1.

Soc. Bfyc. de Prance, Vol. 26, p. 336), measure 8-9x6-8 micr.

416. Cortinarius deceptivus KautT.

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 32, 1905.

Illustrations: Ibid, Pig. 7. p. 324

Plate LXXXIV of this Report.

PILEUS 2-7 cm. broad, suborbicular to hemispherical, becoming

convex-campanulate. subhygrophanous, fawn-colored tin</<il with

lavender, fading to lighl tan, disk alutaceous-buff, covered with

minute, brownish scales when young, becoming glabrous, rugulose

in aj;e. FLESH thin except on disk, rather Bpongy, lavender when

young, then pallid or sordid tan. GILLS 3-5 mm. broad, thick.

moderately (dose, adnate. emarginate, narrowed in front, lavender

at first, pale tan when old. STEM 3-6 cm. long, rather stoul and

davate at first, then elongated and slender, solid, at first
rnv.r.i

hi/ the thick, fibrillose universal veil, which is lavender, soon fading

to whitish, at length remaining as oblique, fugaciouo, brownish

scales or partial rings, terminating above in the cortina. SPOR1 8
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7-9.5 x G-7 micr., subsphoeroid to broadly elliptical, rough. ODOR
mild.

Gregarious. Ou moist humus or debris iu hemlock or mixed

woods. Ann Arbor, Marquette, Bay View, etc. August-October.

Frequent.

This species is close to G. anomalus Ft., indeed it may be consid-

ered as a kygropkanous form of tkat species. Tke group to wkich

it belongs is composed of a number of closely related species, un-

less one considers the fluctuating variation of the one species as

quite extensive. The colors of this species are much deeper violet

or lavender at first than in the typical G. anomalus and the flesh

is distinctly hygrophanous. Nearly all these related plants (see

G. anomalus) have a punctate pileus.

417. Cortinarius adustus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 42, 1889.

"PILEUS 2-3.5 cm. broad, broadly campanulate or convex, ob-

tuse, hygrophanous, bay-brown when moist sometimes canescent on

the margin, paler when dry, smoky-brown with age and generally

rimose-scaly. FLESH yellowish-gray. GILLS subfree, rather

thick, distant, purplish-brown. STEM 2-8 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick,

equal, stuffed or hollow, fibrillose, brownish with a white inycelioid

coating at the base, colored within like the flesh of the pileus.'
r

SPOEES broadly elliptical, 8-10 x 5.5-0.5 micr.

"Subcaespitose. In balsam groves. New York. September."

The dried type-specimens are blackish-brown, showing a rather

stout stem and small pileus. It seems closely related to the next.

418. Cortinarius griseus Pk.
*

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 41, 1888.

"PILEUS 2-7.5 cm. broad, convex, obtuse or gibbous, fibrillose-

scaly with grayish hairs or fibrils, pale gray when moist. GILLS ad-

nexed, subdistant, at first pallid then brownish-ochraceous. STEM
5-7 cm. long, 0-12 mm. thick, tapering from a thickened or bulbous

base, silky-fibrillose, whitish." SPORES broadly elliptical, obtuse,
10-12 x 6-7 micr.

"Mossy ground under balsam trees. New York. September.
"The fibrils of the pileus are similar to those of'C paleaceus, but
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the plant is much Larger and Btouter and th<- Bporea are Larger. It

is well marked by its grayish color." The color of the young gills

distinguishes it from C. adustus and C. scutulatus. h Beems t<>

approach C. canescens in all its characters excepl the Lack of a

peronate stem.

419. Cortinarius subflexipes I'k.

N. V. State Mns. Rep. U. L888.

PILEUS L-2 cm. broad, '-mitral then campanulate and subacutely

ombonate, glabrous, hygrophanous, blackish-brown and the thin

margin incurved and whitened by the veil when moist, sub-

ochraceous when dry. FLESH concolor, thin. GILLS adnexed,

thin, close, rather broad, ventricose, at first clay-color tinged vio-

laceous then cinnamon. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, equal,

slender, flexuous, silky-shining, violaceous within, subannulate by

the whitish universal veil, pale violaceous when young, especially

above the annulus, pallid <»r reddish when old. SPORES narrow

elliptical, scarcely rough, 6 7.5 \ 3.5 I micr.

Thin woods. North Elba, Adirondack Mountains and Catskill

Mountains, New York. September.

Hardly related to C. fleaipes, from which Peck separated it be-

cause of its mi. re glabrous pileus and differenl gills. It has the

stature of C. fuscouiolaccus.

420. Cortinarius flexipes 1'r. minor

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Kick. mi. Biatterpilze, PI. L9, Pig. I.

Quelet, Grevillea, Vol. VIII, PI. 113, Fig. 3.

PILEUS 1 -3 cm. broad, at first conical thru conic-campanulate,

hygrophanous, ground-color cinnamon-brown, densely covered with

shining grayish-white subagglutinate fibrillose scales up to tin-

apex of the acute umbo, scales small, superficial and easily ml.hid

off. FLESH at the very first violaceous, soon pallid or brownish.

('.ills ailn.itr rniaririnatc. ,ii first or when moist walnut-brown

(Ridg.) with a purplish tint, soon sudan-brown (Ridg.), broad,

close to subdistant, edge entire, at lirst whitish. STEM 3.5-5 cm.

long, 2-4 mm. thick. a1 firsl strict then flexuous, stuffed then hollow,

dark violaceous at apex, soon grayish-brown, annulate by a distinct
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white annul us above the middle, concentrically subannulate below

will! white flecks, at first violet within. SPORES elliptical, pale,

7-7.5x4-5 micr., slightly rough, pale ochraceous. ODOR and

TASTE none.

Gregarious. In low swamps under spruce in moss. North Elba,

Adirondack Mountains, New York. Collection Kauffman. Septem-

ber. L914. Infrequent.

This is a pretty plant. When fresh the general effect of the pileus

is that of a scaly-capped smoky-gray or drab-gray Inocybe. The

universal veil leaves a well-marked annulus. The species seems to

be taller and slightly larger in Sweden according to Fries. The

pileus is more densely fibrillose than that of C. paleaceus from which

ii .lifters also in the dark-colored gills when young. The figure of

G. paleaceus in Icones (PL 160, Fig. 4) is an exact reproduction of

the size, shape and habit of our form of G. flexipes.

Section II. Universal veil red, tawny, cinnamon or yellow.

421. Cortinarius rubripes Kauff.

Rep. Mich. Acad, of Sci., 1906.

Illustrations: Bot. Gaz., Vol. 42, 1906.

Jour, of Mycol., Vol. 13, PI. 100, 1907.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, eonvex-eampanulate then expanded, hy-

grophanous, watery-cinnamon when moist, or tinged rufous, obtuse

or subumbonate, more or less ferruginous-stained, fading to pinkish-

oehraceons, in zones from the umbo outward, at length with innate,

silky-shining fibrils, sometimes wavy and irregular, glabrescent,

even. FLESH thin except on disk, scissile, with a rufous tinge.

GILLS subdistant, distinct, rather rigid, adnate, seceding in age,

often with hoary fibrils at point of attachment to stem, pale cin-

ereous-purple or rufous-tinged at first, soon reddish-cinnamon, edge
entire. STEM 5-7.5 cm. long, with an oval or clavate bulb, 5-15 mm.
i hick at apex, bulb deep brick-red to venniUion, paler upwards,
clastic, spongy-stuffed within, glabrous, except for the fibrillose re-

main* of I lie (bin, evanescent, pale reddish, universal veil. SPORES
elliptical, smooth, granular within, 8-9 x 4-5 micr. BASIDIA
::(i::5 x 7 micr.. 4-spored. MYCELIUM brick-red and sometimes

forming mycorhiza on roots of forest trees.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in frondose woods.

July-September. Ann Arbor. Frequent locally.
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Well marked by the tinge of brick-red which pervades the whole

plant on drying and Bhades into a deep red towards the base of the

stem. The hygrophanous character is unmistakable. The universal

veil is not always manifest This species approaches the European
C. bulliardi Fr. and C. colus Fr. Prom the former it is to be

separated by the hygrophanous pilens and the spores. It is, how-

ever, uncertain whal the spore-size of the Priesian planl really is.

Ricken refers a planl t<» C. bulliardi whose spores measure 6-7x3 I

niicr., "spindie-almond-shaped." others give larger spores, and

apparently deal with a different species. Boudier (Icones), gives

a figure of C. bulliardi which resembles our plant! closely. C. coins

Pr. appears to differ in the absence of the universal veil and, accord-

ing to Ricken, in the slightly larger spores, and its gills are without

any purplish tint. It is similar in its "fiery-red" mycelium, and

general aspect i see PL 50, Fig. 6, Die Blatterpilze). To add to the

confusion. Peck described a species sent to him under the name C.

rubripes Pk. iN. V. State Mus. Bull. 105, 1906), which he says is

related to C. cinnabarinus. It has violaceous gills when young, a

grayish-ferruginous to pale alutaceous pilens, and bright red stem.

The spores measure 7.5-10 x 5 micr. It is a smaller plant than any

of the others mentioned. For the present our plant must be con-

sidered a distinct species.

422. Cortinarius armillatus Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc L821.

Illustrations: Fries. Icones. PI. 158.

Cooke, 111., PI. SOL'.

(Jillet, Champignons de France, No. l'.i".

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PL 48, Fig. 5.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, II. No. 71.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PL ::•_'. p. 86, 1905.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 243, p. 301, L908.

Plates LXXXV, LXXXV1 of this Report

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, campanulate with decurved margin, then

expanded, not truly hugrophanous, tawny rufescent to red-brick

color, moist when fresh, innately ftbrillose or minutely scaly, with

shreds of the universal veil often clinging to the margin, sometimes

glahrescent. FLESH rather spongy, not very thick considering

its size, dingy pallid. <iILLS adnate, sometimes sinuate and mi-
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cinate, broad, distant, pale cinnamon at first, then dark rusty-brown.

STEM 7-14 cm long, clavate or elongated-bulbous, 10-20 mm. thick

at apex, up to 35 mm. thick below, solid, firm, fibrillose,

brownish or pale tawny-rufescent, encircled by several cin-

nabar-rcd zones or bands from the rather membranous red

universal veil. CORTINA at first whitish, collapsing, and forming

a slight annulus colored by the spores. MYCELIUM whitish.

SPOKES elliptical, rough-tuberculate, 10-12 x 5-6.5 inicr. BASIDIA
35 x 8 micr., with long, slender sterigmata. ODOR more or less of

radish. TASTE mild.

Solitary or gregarious. On thick humus, debris, very rotten

wood, etc., in the coniferous forests of northern Michigan. Isle

Royale, Huron Mountains, Marquette, Bay View. July-September.

Frequent.
A noble species. It is the chief of this group, as already noted

by Fries. The 2-4 reddish bands, scattered along the stem, mark it

conspicuously. Its large size and tawny-rufescent color help to

distinguish it readily from others of the subgenus. The lack of the

hygrophanous character and the rather scaly pileus at times ally

it to the Inolomas with which it is more easily confused, but the

texture of the pileus and its general characteristics show it to belong

to the subgenus Telamonia. I have not seen it in the southern part
of the State, although it probably occurs wherever hemlock trees

and other conifers are native. Some consider C. haematochelis Fr.,

which has a single red zone on the stem, as identical.

423. Cortinarius morrisii Pk.

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 32, 1905.

PILEUS 3-10 cm. broad, convex then campanulate-expanded, hy-

grophanous, wavy or irregular on the margin, dark ochraceous or

tatony-ochraceous, covered with minute, silky fibrils, radially rugose
at times. Flesh thin except on disk, yellowish. GILLS adnate
then emarginate-adnexed, rounded behind, broad, subdistant, yellow
at first, then rusty-cinnamon, edge eroded. STEM 6-10 cm. long,

equal or subequal, 8-20 mm. thick, stout, solid, fibrous-fleshy, yellow

within, whitish or pale yellow above, yellow to ochraceous and be-

coming ferruginous to blackish-umber below, imperfectly annulate

by adnate shreds of the yellowish universal veil. SPORES oval or

broadly-elliptic, slightly rough, with an oil-globule, 7-9x5.5-6 micr.,

(rarely up to 10x7). ODOR weak, of radish.
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••Moist shaded woods, under hemlocb trees. Ifassachuset

August ( >cli)ltcr."

The above description was made from specimens — «
-

1 • t in me by
Q. I'. Morris in whose honor Peck earned it. The yellow color "f

the flesh, and the tendency of the cap and stem to become rustj in

age is a marked characteristic. The caps of dried specimens are

blackish-umber-brown. I have uol seen ii in Michigan.

424. Cortinarius mammosus sp. QOV.

PILEUS 2-8 cm. broad (mostly Mi cm.), conico-campanulate at

first, then expanded and obtusely umbonate, hygrophanous, fawn-

color to brownish-cinnamon, scarcely tinged with olivaceous, bud-

ferruginous on umbo when dry. beautifully silky-shining, glabres-

cent FLESH thin except on disk, concolor when moist, pallid when

dry. GILLS adnate, becoming emarginate, subventricose, medium

broad, close t«> somewhat subdistant, at "first />ulli<l with tinge of

fawn-color, then pale cinnamon-umber, edge even. STEM 5-9 cm.

long, tapering upward from a subclavate base <>r almost equal, 5-8

mm. thick above, pale brownish, paler above, subannulate or with

thin, concentric, fawn-colored hones from the universal veil, some-

times abruptly pointed below, stuffed^ SPORES 7-8.5x5-6 micr.,

broadly elliptical, slightly rough, obtuse.

Among mosses and debris <>r a sphagnum swamp. Gregarious.

Chelsea (near Ann Arbor), Michigan. September. Bare.

Differs from the similar species in the Dermocybe group, of which

C. cinnamomeus is the center, in its hygrophanous flesh, Lack of

yellowish gills and habit, as well as by the presence of the universal

veil. In this lasi respect it approaches C. sublanatus Pr. and C.

valgus Ft. (sense of Cooke), but is much more slender. The umbo

is very obtuse and well developed from the first, and the gills are

not yellow nor saffron at any stage.

425. Cortinarius paludosus Vk.

\. V. State .Mas. Rep. 13, L890.

"PILEUS 2 t tin. broad, conical or convex, ferruginous when

moist, hull-yellow or pah' ochraceoufl when dry. hygrophanous.

FLESH yellowish. GILLS broad, subdistant, adnate, Baffron-yel

low. STEM 5-8 cm. long, about I nun. thick, equal, long, flexuous.
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solid, peronate and sub-annulate by the fibrillose yellow universal

veil. SPORES 7.5-9 x 5 micr.

"Mossy ground in swamps, New York. August."

Section III. Universal veil white or whitish.

*Gills at first yellowish or palUd-ochraceous.

426. Cortinarius hinnuleus Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 805.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 227.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 648.

Ricken, Die Bliitterpilze, PI. 48, Fig. 3.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, campanulate at first, then expanded and

recurved, subumbonate, rusty-ochraceous or yellowish tawny, varie-

gated with rusty stains in age, very hygrophanous, paler when dry,

glabrous. FLESH thin, watery-soft, fragile when fresh. GILLS

adnate-emarginate, broad, subdistant, pale yellowish-fulvous at first,

stained rusty in age, edge minutely lacerate. STEM 5-7 cm. long,

4-7 mm. thick, rather slender, unequal, soft and fragile, easily split

longitudinally, stuffed, curved, yellowish-pallid becoming dingy, gla-

brescent, cingulate when fresh by a white zone about the middle.

SPORES broadly elliptical, scarcely rough, 7-9.5 x 5-6 micr. BASI-
DIA 30 x 7 micr., 4-spored. ODOR none.

On the ground among decayed debris, in beech and pine woods.

New Richmond. September. Infrequent.
Tli is plant seems to be very close to the European one, but differs

in some minor particulars. It is more yellowish on the pileus, quite

fragile and the gills are less broad and distant. It is placed here

provisionally. At maturity the watery-rusty stains on the cap

give it a spotted appearance; its flesh is thin and at length splits

radially. The stem is variously thickened or almost equal, soft

and usually curved. The white band-like zone on the stem at length

disappears.
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427. Cortinarius castaneoides l'k.

N. v. State Cab. Rep. 23, 1872.

Illustration : [bid, PI. t. Pig. LO L5.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, then expanded,
chestnut brown to dark watery-cinnamon, brownish-ochraceous w hen

dry, subumbonate and usually darker <>n center, hygrophanous,

scarcely silky with a few superficial fibrils, even, margin sometimes

whitish From t h <* veil. FLESH thin, watery-brownish then pallid.

GILLS adnate then emarginate, rather broad, subdistant, yellowish

hi first, t lien yellowish-cinnamon to dark cinnamon, edge almost

entire. STEM 2-5 cm. Long, L.5-3 nun. thick, equal, slender, Btuffed

then hollow, subflexuons, pallid, annulate from ilu cortina and the

fugacious universal veil which remains as subannular, delicate

shreds on the stem below. SPORES elliptical, smooth, 6-7.5 \ 3.5 L5

micr. ODOR and TASTE none.

Gregarions or snbcaespitose. On the ground in low frondose or

conifer woods or in mossy places. Ann Arbor, New Richmond,

Marquette, etc. August-October. infrequent.

This has the stature and spores of C. 8ubflexipes l'k.. hut the

pileus is more convex, and the gills and stem not at first with any

violet tint. C. badvus l'k. is also of abont the same size, hnt its

spores are almost twice as large as those of C. castaneoides. These

three approach the slender species of the subgenus llydrocyhe. and

cannot always he distinguished easily from that group, especially

where the annnlns or other evidence of the universal veil have dis-

appeared, c decipiens Ft. differs in its conic pilens, different

spore-size and the tint of rufous present on the stem.

428. Cortinarius badius Pk.

N. V. State .Mas. Rep. LI, L888.

illustration: Plate LXXXVI1 of this Report.

"PILEUS 1 2.5 cm. broad, varying conical to campanulate-convex,

umbonate, hygrophanous, blackish-chestnut-color when moist, bay-

red <>r chestnut when dry. sometimes tinged gray, the umbo darker,

usually whitish-silky on the margin when young. FLESH concolor

when moist, thin, <;ild.s broad, subdistant, ventricose, adnea

at fust yellowish or cream color, then subochraceous. STEM 2 i cm.

53
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long, about 2 mm. thick, slender, equal, hollow, silky-fib rillose and

subannulate by the whitish veil, concolor within and without:'

SPORES large, broadly elliptical, 11-12.5x6.5-7.5 niicr., scarcely

rough.

"Mossy ground. Catskill Mountains. New York. September.

"The species is related to G. nigrellus, from which it differs in its

broad gills which are paler in the young plant and in its larger

spores." The Michigan collections formerly referred here differ

somewhat and are described below, the gills are at first whitish or

pallid.

**Gills at first whitish or pallid.

429. Cortinarius iliopodius Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PL 839 (form).

PILEUS 2-3 cm. broad, cainpanulate-subexpanded, mammillate,

hygrophanous, sorghum-brown (Ridg.), with blackish umbo when

moist, avellanus (Ridg.) when dry, and then canescent-fibrillose

and silky shining, margin at first incurved and white-silky from the

veil. FLESH brownish (moist), thin, scissile. GILLS pallid at

first then cinnamon (Ridg.), adnate, rounded behind, ventricose,

rather broad, thin, close to su.bdistant. STEM slender, elongated,

5-9 cm. long, 3-4 mm. thick, equal, stuffed, at length flexuous, dec-

orated by the delicate white silky remnants of the veil, pale in-

carnate, fuscescent, fuscous-brown or ochraceous toward base within,

cortex subcartilaginous. SPORES elliptical-almond shaped,

slightly rough, 10-12 x 5-6.5 micr., pale yellowish-cinnamon. ODOR
and TASTE mild.

Scattered-gregarious on sphagnum swamp of spruce and tama-

rack. North Elba, Adirondack Mountains, New York. Collection

Kauffman. September, 1914. Infrequent.

It soon fades to the colors of G. paleaceus, with a slight drab tint.

It differs from G. paleaceus in its scattered mode of growth, in its

sphagnum habitat and especially in its large spores. In shape and

size it imitates G. decipiens, but is usually more slender. The spe-

cies .as conceived by Fries is evidently very variable and the plant

described above is a definite form. In Monographia, Fries speaks

of the yellow flesh of the interior of the stem. In Systema, he says

the stem is occasionally fuscous, lilaceous, etc. In the plates at the
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Stockholm Museum there is a "rtfbellus" tint to the Btem and gills
Inn otherwise the figures would represent the Adirondack specimens
well.

430. Cortinarius badius I'k. v.-ir.

Differs from the type in the gills becoming at first whitish, stem

whitish, pileus watery cinnamon to baj brown when moist, fading
to ochraceous or pale tan, obtuse. The Bporee measure LO L2z6-7

micr., elliptical, Bcarcely rough, cinnamon brown in mass.

On mossy ground, I rondose woods. Ann Arbor. .Mo and
ber. Infrequent.

This little plant approaches C. badius quite closely in tin- ^\/>-

the spores, and by neglecting the colors, was formerly referred to It.

h needs further study. C. punctata Fr. (sense of Ricken) differs

in its darker-colored stem and gills,

431. Cortinarius impolitus sp. nov.

PILEUS 8-2(1 nun. broad, small, firm, conic-campanulate then

expanded, obsoletely umbonate, obtuse, minutely fibrillose-scaly,

fibrils offen dense at first, hygrophanous, umber to chestnut-cinna-

mon at first, becoming pale fawn or sometimes rnfoiis-ochraceous,

silky on the decurved margin, even. FLESH thin, concolor.

GILLS adnate, relatively broad, sub-distant, thickish, at first whit-

ish or pallid then cinnamon, edge entire. STEM _''_'.."> cm. long,

1-3 mm. thick, slender, equal, Btuffed, brownish or f\

nutate about ih< middle by ;i fioccose, subpersistent, whitish ring,

silky fibrillose, cortina dingy whitish. SPOBES narrow Bubfusi-

form, subacute at ends, 9-10 s I L5 micr.. smooth. BASIDIA 27 I 7

micr. ODOB and TASTE aone.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On Band} >oii among mosses in

low, moist places in while pine and beech woods. New Richmond.

September-October. Bather frequent locally.

A small species, marked by the median, subpersistent annulus,

the dense, minute fibrils on the pileus and by the color and the

spores. The annulus may appear below the middle or rarelj

absent altogether: in the latter case faint whitish rones mark the

stem. It seems to be. partial to sandy regions.
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***Gills at first brownish or fuscous.

432. Cortinarius brunneofulvus Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustration : Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 50, Fig. 4 (as G. brun-

neus Fr.).

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex, hygrophanous, dark watery-brown,

glabrous, even, subvirgate on drying, margin white from the veil,

declined. FLESH coneolor when moist, thick on disk, scissile.

< JILLS adnate then sinuate, distinct, thickish,- broad, subdistant,

soon brown to dark umber-cinnamon.. STEM 5-8 cm. long, 10-15

mm. thick, narrower upwards from a clavate or bulbous base, solid,

brown, longitudinally streaked with paler fibrils, annulate by a dis-

tinct whitish band at or bciow the middle, from the whitish, uni-

versal veil. SPORES elliptical, distinctly tuberculate, 10-12x6-7

micr. ODOR and TASTE slightly of radish.

Subcaespitose. On the ground in frondose woods. Ann Arbor.

September. Infrequent.

This corresponds to Pic-ken's notion of ('. brunneus. But accord-

ing to specimens of G. brunneus collected by myself and others near

Stockholm, that species has spores measuring 8-9 x 5-6 micr. and the

universal veil is more nearly fuscous than white. It appears as if

Ricken had interchanged the two species. In order to compare the

two plants I give below the description of the Stockholm G. brun-

neus which is a common plant there. Fries says G. bruneofnlvous
has the stature of E. cvernius, which does not apply as far as the

stem of the latter is concerned. No violet tints are present in our

plant.

433. Cortinarius brunneus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

"PILEUS 5 -X cm. broad, campanulate or somewhat obtusely coni-

cal at first, then campanulate-expanded and broadly umbonate,
moist, hygrophanous, glabrous on center, umber-brown when moist,
fulvous-alutaceous when dry, margin decurved and becoming innate-

ly fibrillose. FLESH umber when moist, fading, scissile, thin on
margin. ('.ILLS adnate, rather broad, distant to subdistant, thick,
dark livid-brown at first, sometimes with an obscure purplish tinge
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then cinnamon-brown, edge entire and concolor. STEM
~

\n cm,

Long, 5V15 nun. thick, rather stout, firm, umber or becoming fuse*

and Innately streaked with paler tiiuils. Bpong} Btuffed, clavatC'

elongated to subequal, <ii times cingulaU above by the remains of the

fuscous universal veil which fades in Bucb a u;i\ thai the annulus

may become paler than the Btem. CORTINA whitish, aol copious.

SPORES elliptical, almost smooth, 8-9x5-6 tnicr., (rarely up to n>

micr. long).

••( »n the ground among mosses in moist forests of pine and spin

Stockholm. Sweden. Collected by C. II. Kauffman and confirmed

by Romell. September, L908."

It has somewhat the general appearance of C. distans Pk., bul i-

much stouter ami its larger gills arc less distant, Bpores —
1 i *_r 1 1 1 1 \

longer and universal veil different, it is evidenl that European an

thors have confused different species under this name, ami hence it

seemed advisable to describe the plants from the collecting grounds
of Fries. Other collections from Sweden have the same Bpores as

mine. Cooke's figure l 111., PI. 868) illustrates the plant well when it

is fresh, bui his spore-size is wrong. Britzelmayr (Bot. Centralb.,

Vol. 51, p. -"'7 1 reports two species ander this name, oi C them with

the spores in the sense <d' Cooke. Ricken has also described a dif-

ferent species as shown by the spores I Blatterpilze, p. I 71 i. Quelet's

figure I
< irevillea. PI. 11:'.. Fig. 2

|
does not show the plant well either

as To color or veil. Saccardo ami Schroeter have given the Bpore

size approximately correct if we may assume that the Swedish plant

is the proper starting point lot- a revision.

434. Cortinarius distans Pk.

X. V. State Cah. Rep. 23, L872.

Illustration: Plate LXXXVII1 of this Report

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, campanulate, sometimes obtuselj conical

at first, then campanulate-expanded, umbonate, minutely furfura-

ceous-scaly, hygrophanous, watery-einnamon to bay-brown >rJi>>i

moist, tawny or SUbfemiginoUS when dry. margin (1811ally deflexed,

even, often splitting radially. FLESH thin, sordid, brown '

dull yellowish. GILLS adnate. then sinuate, distant, broad, rigid.

thick, brownish or tawny-yellow at first, then dark cinnan

STEM is em. long. 5-12 mm. thick, variously thickened '•

often attenuated below and curved, stuffed, ftbrilloa
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and unicolor when moist, the universal veil at first concolor but on

breaking up leaving a whitish, medium, somewhat persistent annular

zone. CORTINA whitish, fibrillose. SPORES oval, rough-tuber-

riilatc, 6-8x5-6 micr. ODOR sometimes slightly of radish. TASTE
mild.

I ; regarious or eaespitose. On grassy ground in frondose woods.

Houghton, Ann Arbor, Detroit, etc. July to September. Frequent.

This is one of the earliest summer Cortinarii, appearing prefer-

ably in low, grassy woods, about the time that C. cinnabarinus ap-

pears in the higher lying oak woods; it announces the fact that the

Cortinarius season is open. It is somewhat difficult to see much
difference in the formal descriptions between this and C. brunneus

Fr., C. brunneofulvous Fr. and C. glandicolor Fr., but our plant
has quite a distinct habit as compared with those. Its gills are

truly distant while C. brunneus in spite of Fries' description, has

more nearly subdistant gills, according to my use of those terms. G.

glandicolor Fr. is a more slender-stemmed plant, according to Fries'

unpublished plates, well shown also by Cooke (111., PI. 789), although

figured as rather stout by Ricken (Bliitterpilze, PI. 50, Fig. 3).

Peck, in the original description, seems to have had specimens whose

caps were "convex." All the specimens seen by me had a tendency
toward the campanulate and umbonate form of pileus. The white

zone at or below the middle of the stem is best seen in dry weather.

The young stem is sometimes peronate. C. furfurellus Pk. is with-

out doubt a synonym.

435. Cortinarius nigrellus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 26, 1874.

"PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, at first conical, soon convex or expanded
or subumbonate, minutely silky, hygrophanous, blackish-chestnut

when moist, paler when dry. GILLS close, narrow, emarginate,
broicnish-ochre at first, then cinnamon. STEM 5-7 cm. long, 4-6

mm. thick, subequal, silky-fibrillose, pallid, often flexuous (slightly

peronate by a rufous-tinged sheath in the dried type specimens).
ANNULUS slight, evanescent." SPORES inequilateral, minute,

smooth, 7x3.5 micr.

"Mossy ground in woods, New York. October. When moist the

pileus has the color of boiled chestnuts, when dry of fresh chestnuts.

The incurved margin of the young pileus is whitened by the veil.
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The gills are darkest when young. The taste is unpleasant,

sembling thai <»i Irmillaria mellea."

This is very close to (7. rigida (sense of Ricken) in stature, colo

and spores. C. rigida is, however, nol uniformly described bj I

pean authors, especially as to its spore-size.

436. Cortinarius rigidus I'r. (var.j

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 791.

Quelet, in Grevillea, Vol. VII, PL L13, Pig. I.

ri LIU'S 1-2.5 rni. broad, convex or conico-convex, ombonate or

obtuse, glabrous, shining, rufous-brown to chestnut when m
ochraceous to buff color when dry, hygrophanous, even and Borne

times with white-silky margin, elsewhere naked. FLESH t 1 1 in.

rather firm. GILLS adnate then emarginate, rather close, moderate

ly broad, ventricose, rufous-cinnaymon. STEW l 5 cm. long, 2-4 mm.

thick, equal, flexuous, fuscescent, subfibrillose belom the whitish,

median annulus, apex pruinose. si'OKKS elliptical, smooth,

6-7.5x4 niicr. ODOR somewhat fragrant, noticeable.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground in frondose w Is. Ann

Arbor. September.
*

It is quite difficult to get any correct idea of this species from

European notices. The spore-measurments per Baccardo are

"6-11x4-6," per Bicken, "6-7x3" and according to others, inter-

mediate in size. Our plants are more slender and less dark colored

than 0. nigrellus. The species lias the size of C. paleai
• us bu1 h

glabrous cap.

437. Cortinarius rigidus (Scop. Eiicken

Blatterpilze, 1912.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, broadly campanulate-expanded, amh
firm and glabrous at first, hygrophanous, even, walnut-brown

iRidg. i when moist, fawn-color on losing moisture, Boon hoary,

silky shining, margin at first incurved and white-silky. FLESH

concolor, Boon pallid, scissile. GILLS adnate, close, thin, n

erately broad, ai firsl pinkish-buff (Bidg.) then da] color (B

,>>\i:<- paler. STEM 3-5 cm. long, I 8 nun. thick, equal, stuffed, soon
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hollowed by grubs, brownish within, white-silky-fibrillose, some-

times annulate from the white veil. SPORES minute, narrowly
elliptical, 5-6.5 x 3-3.5 micr., smooth, pale clay-color in mass. ODOR
and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On mosses under spruce, birch, etc.

North Elba, Adirondack Mountains, New York. Collection Kauff-

inan. Infrequent.

The typical Friesian species is said to have a marked odor and

specimens from Sweden have larger spores. I have included it (in
the sense of Ricken) for comparison. In shape and size it imi-

tates C. hemitrichus.

438. Cortinarius hemitrichus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PL 160, Fig. 2.

Cooke, 111., PL 825.

Gillet, Champignons de France, Xo. 22(1.

Ricken, Die Bliitterpilze, PL 49, Fig. 5.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad (rarely larger), cainpanulate, umbonate,
sometimes umbo is obsolete, umbo varying acute or obtuse, ground
color umber, watery-cinnamon or fuscous when moist, hygro-
phanous, more or less canescent from the white, superficial citrate

fibrils which at first cover it, sometimes glabrescent in age, color

lading to fuscous-gray or ochraceous-tan when dry, margin persist-

ently white-silky. FLESH concolor, thin. GILLS adnate then

emarginate, broad, close in front, subdistant behind, at first brown-

ish-gray to subochraceous, at length dark cinnamon, edge erose-
crenulate. STEM :',-<; cm. long, 2-5 mm. thick, equal, hollow, rigid,
more or less annulate at or below the middle by the white, appressed
ring, watery fuscous-brown within, fuscescent or brownish-fuscous
without, iibrillose below the annulus. SPORES elliptical, smooth,
6-8x15 micr. (rarely 0x5.5,. BASIDIA 30 x 7 micr., 4-spored.
ODOR ami TASTE mild.

Anion- mosses or debris in moist places or swampy woods. New
Richmond. August-October. Not infrequent.
An extensive study of many specimens showed considerable varia-

tion and after some experience it was possible to distinguish two
forms with respect to color. Both are conical when very small and
become distinctly umbonate. Form (A) had a dark fuscous cap at
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first, amber when mature, fading to brownish-graj uiili m chestnut

colored umbo; the gills were fuscous ;ii first, and the annulus lean

fully developed. Form (B) bad a waterj cinnamon-brown cap
when mature, fading to ochraceous-tan

;
the ^i !ls were pallid, ochra-

crous ,it first, and the annulua more persistent. The pileus of both

had the characteristic villose covering, the same Bpores and babit.

The jjills of our specimens arc never truly crowded, and in thi^ re

sped differ from the European descriptions and from specimens
which I collected in Sweden. The microscopic structure of both

forms was alike. The upper surface of the fresh pileus is compo
of a differentiated layer of two kinds of cells, one forming erect,

fasciculate fibres alternating with n layer of larger cells; these

fasciculate tufts of narrow cells arise from separate poim-- in the

surface of the pileus and produce the villose effect. This upper

layer is easily dissolved by rains and often disappears Leaving

the pileus glabrous. The stem is usually hollow, 1m I it is not rare

to find a stalled or solid axis. Moth forms are caespitose. The

variation in size is such, even in the same collect ions, that it i>

very doubtful whether C. paleaceus should be kepi separate.

439. Cortinarius paleaceus Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PL 106, Fig. I.

<!illet. Champignons de France, No. 241.

Cooke. 111.. PL 826.

Plate LXXXIX of this Report.

Differing from C. hemitrichus Fr. in more slender habit, longer

stem, the universal veil forming delicate, evanescent, subannular,

white fibrillose /.ones along tbfe stem, and in the pileus being more

acutely conical. The colors are fuscous, paler.

Tn moist, mossy places in woods of oak, etc. Ann Arhor. Septem-

ber* >f toher.

The spores, variability and habital are the same as in the
i

Ceding from which it is separated with difficulty.

81 BGENl 8 E7DBOCTBE. Vo universal veil. Pileus 1

phan<nt8, glabrous or innately silky, changing color on losing d

ture. Flesh (ptite thin. BCissile. Stem rarelj and then slightly
-

annulate from the remains of the cortina.

Composed of two sections: those with thicker caps wrhoa
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is at first incurved, and the smaller, slender species with sub-

membranaceous pileus whose margin is at first straight on the stem

in the manner of the genus Galera. They are distinguished from

the Telamonias only by the absence of the universal veil although

several have at times a slight annulus from the collapsing of the

copious cortina and not from the outer veil. The pileus is never

viscid
;
it is moist when growing but the moisture disappears quickly

in sun and wind so that in our climate the dry, faded plant is

more often found than the moist plant. However, for identifica-

tion of most of the species of this subgenus it is absolutely neces-

sary to know the colors of both the moist and dry pileus since in

many of the species the pileii have a similar color when dry.

I consider this the most difficult of the subgenera of Cortinarius

both because of the great variability of the colors of most species,,

and because of the unsettled condition in which the European
authors have so far left it. While at Stockholm, Sweden, I paid

special attention to this group, and found a number of Friesian

species; in many cases, however, these do not agree well with the

spore characters as given by various authors. It is clear that only

a temporary arrangement can be given of our species and it seemed

best to put on record descriptions of such species as are close to

the Friesian ones, as unnamed variations under the Friesian names.

In Michigan the Hydrocybes seem to be much more numerous in

the coniferous regions of the State than in frondose woods as ap-

pears to be also the case in Europe. I have no doubt we have quite

a number of species which are truly American.

Section I. Margin of pileus at first incurved. Pileus thickish r

of a medium or fairly large size. Stem somewhat stout.

*Stem or gills at first violaceous.

440. Cortinarius imbutus Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PI. S70.

PILEUS 2.5-7 cm. broad, convex then expanded, obtuse or sub-

uinbonate, even, hygrophanous, chestnut-brown when moist, chang-

ing color, alutaceous or rufous-tinged on disk when dry and then

becoming somewhat hoary, margin at first incurved and sometimes-
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decorated by whitish flbrillose scales from the cortina. FLE8B
thickish on disk, thin on margin, watery to pallid. GILLS adnate

then Bubemarginate, broad, close, qoI crowded, violaceous <n
/

with lavender tinge, soon cinnamon, edge concolor. STEM rather

stout, 3-5 cm. long, r> -
1 o mm. thick, equal or nearly so, solid, at flrti

violaceous, especially at apex, then Bilky-whitisfa and shining,

violaceous within at apex, rarely suha miniate from the whitish

cortina. SPOBES aarrow, elliptical, smooth, 7-8.5a i L5 micr.

BASIDIA 25-27x8 micr., 4-spored. ODOR none.

Gregarious or Bnbcaespitose. On naked gronnd in low fr l"---

woods. Ann Arbor. October. Infrequent

This species is based here on the figures of Cooke and those of

Fries' unpublished plate at Stockholm. The latter shows a pileus

colored like ours and somewhat the same as that of Cooke's flgni

but is not "gilvus" as described by Fries in his works. Cooke's

figures do not BhOW the violaceous character as do those of Fries.

Other authors differ considerably in the application of this name

and in the spore-size. The figure of Quelet (in Grevillea, Vol. VIII,

PI. 127, Fig. 2) is referred by Maire (Bull. d. 1. Soc. Myc. de France.

Vol. 26, p. 28), to G. bicolor Cke. and is not at all our plant. The

cortina sometimes leaves a row of spot-like shreds on the margin
of the pileus, sometimes it forms a slight aunulus on the Btem,

but more often it is entirely evanescent. This species is aear C.

castancus, from which it differs by its larger, stouter habit. its

slightly smaller spores, but especially by the solid stem. Rick.-n

considers if a variety of C. subferruginea, but he evidently had a

plant with larger spores.

441. Cortinarius saturninus Fr. minor.

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations : Fries. Icones, PI. L61, Fig. 2.

Cillet. Champignons de France, No. 247.

PILEUS o-(i cm. broad, campanulas, expanded, sometimes gib-

bons, glabrous, hygrophanous, pale watery brown when mo

oehiaeeous gray Imlf when dry, silky around margin. FLE8H thin,

seissile. violaceous then pallid. Gills adnate then emarginate. ad

nexed, close, moderately broad, violaceous or tinged purplish <it <

then ashy-cinnamon, thin, edge entire. STEM I 6 cm. h-m:. 6-1-

mm. thick, subequal, slightly thicker downward-. terefc
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pressed, stuffed, violaceous above, whitish below, fibrillose, glabres-

cent and shining when dry. CORTINA whitish. SPORES ellip-

tical, slightly rough, 7-8x5-6 micr. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Subcaespitose. On the ground in frondose woods. Ann Arbor.

September. Rare.

This is well illustrated by the figures of Fries and of Gillet.

Ricken describes a plant with spores measuring 10-12 x 5-6 micr., and
with a much darker pileus. The pileus soon fades. It is to be

noted that although Fries describes the moist pileus as "dark bay"

color, his figures are much paler. I have not seen it dark-colored

and that character may belong to another species such as the one

described by Ricken.

442. Cortinarius livor Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

PILEUS 3-4 cm. broad, firm, campanulate, obtuse, sometimes

gibbous, sooty-broicn, obscurely olive-gray on center, scarcely hygro-

phanous, not fading, even, innately subtomentose on disk, margin
at first incurved. FLESH thickish on disk, sooty-brown under the

center, pallid or whitish elsewhere. GILLS adnate then emarginate,

close, relatively broad, pallid-cinnamon at first. STEM 4-5 cm. long,

sub-equal, sometimes narrower at base, sometimes subbulbous,

slightly violaceous above, becoming dingy olivaceous to brownish be-

low, solid, firm, at first violaceous, within. SPORES broadly ellip-

tical, slightly rough, obtuse, 7-8x5 micr. BASIDIA 30x7 micr.,

4 spored. ODOR slight.

Solitary. On the ground in beech and pine woods. New Rich-

mond. September. Rare.

There is an olive to sooty tinge on cap and base of stem, which

along with the violaceous apex of the stem is quite characteristic.
The plate of Fries at Stockholm, marked typical, shows a plant
with a much shorter stem, otherwise our plant is very like it.

443. Cortinarius castaneus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PI. 842.

"PILEUS L'-.") cm. broad, firm, campanulate-convex. expanded or

gibbous, even, subumbomte, scarcely hygrophanous, dark chestnut
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color, shining when dry, hardly fading, margin at Aral white-silky.
FLESH thin, rigid-tough, concolor to pallid. QILL8 adnexed
not broad, ventricose, close, violet at firs/, then rusti cinnamon,
<</</< whitish. STEM 2-4 tin. long, not truly Blender, I r, mm. thick,

cartilaginous, stuffed then hollow, violaceous or pallid-rufesoent,

silky from the white cortina. SPORES elliptical, rough, 7-9i i :.

micr. ODOR mid TASTE slight."

Gregarious. On the ground in < »

j
m n woods, etc.

The description is adapted from the works of Pries and his mi

published plate al Stockholm. The characteristic features, by which

it is separable from ft vmibutus and other related species with riolel

gills, are the hollow strut and smaller Btature. The figures of Cooke

agree with those of Pries, except thai they lack the markedly violet

stem and jiills. Patouillard's figures (Tab. Ami hi.. No. L28) re-

mind one more of ('. badius Pk., and Gillet's figure (Champignons
ile Prance, No. 202), has aberrant colors. Peck's specimens have the

correct spores. The species has been reported by various authors

in this country but I have not seen any typical specimens.

**Stcm at first irliilr or pallid.

444. Cortinarius armeniacus Fr.

Syst Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke. [11., PI. 793.

Ki.keii. Blatterpilze, PI. 51, Pig. 4.

PILEUS 5 -7 cm. broad, firm, campanulate-subexpanded, broadly

umbonate, obtuse, glabrous, even, hygrophanous, sudan-broum when

moist (Ridg.), orange-buff on ambo while drying, orange-buff or tan

throughout when dry. margin when dry white silk} from the cortina.

FLESB ill in on margin, scissile, soon pallid. GILLS adnate, emar-

ginate, broad, ventricose, close, thin, at first pallid, then mare-yellow

i Ridg. i to cinnamon, edge entire. STEM 5 7 cm. Long, tapering up-

ward, 5-8 mm. thick above, twice as thick below, watery pallid when

moist, dingy whitish when dry, silky-fibrillose, rind cartilaginous,

stuffed, spongy ai base. CORTINA whitish, sparse. BPORE8

elliptical, slightly rough, 8-9x5-5.5 micr. ODOR and TASTE mild

or slightly of radish.

Gregarious. Among mosses under spruce and balsam. North

Elba, Adirondack Mountains, New York. Collection Kauffman.

September, 191 I.
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Similar in stature to G. gkibrellus, but differs in the nature of the

surface of the pileus both in color and in the structure of the cuticle.

As the moisture disappears the umbo fades to pale ochraceous. It

agrees well with the figures of Fries at the Stockholm Museum and

also with the conception of Ricken. Fries states that the plants are

more robust among fallen leaves and the stem is then stout and

clavate-bulbous and some of his figures show this.

445. Cortinarius duracinus Fr. var.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 809 (not typical).

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 51, Fig. 2 (not typical).

Quelet, Grevillea, Vol. VII, PL 115, Fig. 1 (dry form).

PILEUS 4-10 cm. broad, convex then expanded, obtuse, sometimes

gibbous, hygrophanous, watery cinnamon-proton when moist, tinged

rufous on disk, pale ochraceous-tan to buff when dry, glabrous, even,

margin at first incurved then geniculate and obsoletely silky.

FLESH rigid-brittle, thin, scissile, concolor, at length pallid.

GILLS adnate or slightly subdecurrent, thin, subdistant, moderately

broad, pallid at first but soon watery-cinnamon, edge even or scarce-

ly crenulate. STEM 4-12 cm. long, tapering downwards or fusi-

form-subradicate, 6-15 mm. thick, glabrous, rigid, stuffed then hol-

low, sometimes compressed, at length shining, ivhite, at first corti-

nate-fibrillose. CORTINA white. SPORES elliptical-almond-shaped,

scarcely rough, 7-9.5 x 5-5.5 inicr. BASIDIA 32-36 x 8-9 micr.

ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious, often in troops or subcaespitose. Ou the ground,

grassy places, etc., in frondose woods of southern Michigan. Aug-
ust to October. Frequent in very wet weather.

One of the larger Hydrocybes, usually found in quantity when

it occurs. No good plates seem to exist of the plant as it occurs

with us. Our specimens agree in stature, colors, spores, etc., with a

collection I found at Stockholm. Ricken gives spores much larger,

but Massee's spore-measurements are much smaller. It seems clear

that the species of Fries is yet uncertain. A plant agreeing in the

spore-character with that of Ricken and otherwise similar to the

above species occurs with us in the same habitat. The rigid-brittle,

convex pileus, the tapering-subradicating stem and the colors and

size distinguish our C. duracinus. It has somewhat the appearance
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of C dolobratus Fr. as figured i»> Cooke (HI., PL Bll) in

Bhape of stem and the brown color; further re the margin '>f the

pileus of thai species is al ftrsl incurved. Neither the pil<

our plant aor thai occuring a1 Stockhobn had b trulj ferruj
Hi- testaceous color when moist.

446. Cortinarius sp.

PILEUS 2-8 cm. broad, conico-campanulate, subexpanded e;la

brous, evenj hygrophanous, rufous-cinnamon when moist, /<"/< fan

when dry and subshining, margin white-silky al first. I'l.l.sii thin,

scissile, a1 Length whitish. GILLS adnate-emarginate, hro.nl,

broadesl behind, tapering in Front, medium close, rentricoee, pallid-
brownish til

-first then dark cinnamon, edge erose-crenulate, concolor.

STEM 6-10 tin. Long, 7 \- mm. thick above, subbulbous to 'in

below, stuffed, soon cavernous, sofl spongj within, Bilky-flbrillo

whitish to pallid. CORTINA white. SPORES broadly elliptical,

8-9x5-6 micr., scarcely rough. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious to subcaespitose. On the ground in frondoee w Is,

among grass, etc. Ann Arbor. September. Infrequent
In size this species corresponds; to tin- preceding, bul differ!

its somewhat cone-shaped, rather acute pileus, broad gills and bul

bous to clavate stem. G. candelaris Fr. is half-waj between the two
in having ;i conic-campanulate pileus and a radicating stem and the

spores, according to Ricken, measure '.Ml \ I.", micr. Pound in

quantity, bul al] with clavate-bulbous stems. Specimens •!' I

candelaris from Bresadola had spores measuring 6 7.5 i 5 micr.

447. Cortinarius erugatus I'r.

Epicrisis, L836-38.

PILEUS •"• •'' cm. broad, campanulate-convex, obtuse to broadh

8ubumbonate, hygrophanous, pale umber-cinnamon

with rufous or fulvous umbo when moist, on drying becomii

reddish ^rav with innate silky fibrils and silvery sheen, glabn

even, margin at first incurved and entirely white-silk FL1 s

thin, splitting on margin which is ;it Length recurved. Oil

adnate-emarginate, rather broad behind, tapering in fro

thin, pallid-brownish at first,
thru alutaceous I iginom

minutely erose-lacerate. STEM I 7 cm. i"nur (when i

cm.), 5-12 mm. thick, variable in length and thickness
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cla rate-bulbous then elongated, soft-spongy, stuffed, pallid and

streaked with silky white fibrils, becoming sordid, not eingulate.

CORTINA white. SPOKES elliptical, rather narrow, smooth,

variable in length, 6-8.5 (rarely 9) x 4-4.5 micr. BASIDIA 30 x 6-7

micr., 4-spored. ODOR and TASTE mild..

Gregarious or scattered in thick leaf-mould of hemlock, pine and

beech ravines. New Richmond. September-October. Infrequent.

When young the pileus is firm and very silky on edge,

when old it becomes soft; the stem is early affected by grubs and

soon decays at the base. The color of the pileus changes markedly
and hence is very variable. Sections of very young buttons show

no universal veil.

448. Cortinarius glabrellus Kauff.

Jour, of Mycology, Vol. 13, p. 35, 1907 (synopsis).

Illustration: Plate XC of this Report.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, hemispherical-convex at first, campanu-
late-expanded, obtuse or broadly unibonate, glabrous, hygrophanous,,
with a slight pellicle, watery cinnamon when moist, becoming brick-

color on drying, then paler, even, margin at first incurved and white-

silky. FLESH concolor then pallid, rather thin. GILLS adnate,

moderately broad, broadest behind, close, distinct, thin, at first

brownish-pallid then cinnamon-brown. STEM 4-8 cm. long-, 8-18

mm. thick, varying equal to subclavate below, rather stout and firm,

straight or curved at base, pallid or whitish, silky-fibrillose and

shining when dry, stuffed. CORTINA white. SPOKES elliptical,

6-8.5 x 4-5 micr., smooth. ODOR and TASTE slightly of radish.

Gregarious. On ground in moist, low, frondose woods. Ann
Arbor. September-October. Infrequent.

This species was originally referred to the subgenus Phlegmacium.
The pellicle of the pileus is, however, scarcely gelatinous although
the surface feels somewhat slippery. This and the reddish coloi

which appears on the pileus as it loses moisture are the most strik-

ing characters.
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449. Cortinarius privignus I r. var.

Epicrisis, I 836 38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. 827 (pale, dry, small).

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 52, Fig. l' (rion Fr.).

PILEUS 1-6 tin. broad, gibbous, campanulate-convex, obtu

hygrophanous, fuscous-hroum when moist, innately

ceous-silky, paler and with tinge of drab when dry, glabroue

margin ai first incurved ;n Length splitting radially. 1*1. 1. -II thin

excepl disk, concolor to pallid. GILLS adnate-emarginate, rather

broiid, ventricose, no1 crowded, brownish at first, then cinnamon,

edge concolor. STEM IT cm. long, 7 LO nun. thick, equal or Bubequal,

sometimes with <i bullions has,, /><ilii<i with tinge oj drab, silky-shin

ing when dry, glabrous, even, qoI cingulate, stuffed then holh

SPORES broadly elliptical, obtuse, rough, 8-9x5-6 micr. ODOB
and TASTE mild.

Solitary <>r gregarious. <>n the ground among humus in pine and

beech woods. New Richmond. September-October, infrequent

Tin- figures of this by Cooke and Ricken d<> no1 seem t.. apply

to the same plant. Ours is intermediate between the two and tits

more closely to the Friesian sense. The stem is usually clavate <»r

even bulbous ai base Inn equal elsewhere. The color "t the pilens

is soon similar to that of C. paleaci us, bu1 the character of it- sur-

face is quite different and the plan! is stouter.

450. Cortinarius subrigens sp. nov.

IMLKT'S 3 5 cm. limad, luoadly convex from the first,

panded-plane or subdepressed, bay-brown to chestnut and

with white hoariness when moist, fading quickly to cinnamon rul

and then hoary isabelline when dry, hygrophanous, even, margin at

first incurved and cortinate. FLESH rigid-brittle, thin, din© pal

lid or brownish. GILLS sinuate-adnate, close, medium broad, /<"//i</

to brownish then cinnamon, edge entire and concolor. STEM

cm. long, equal or tapering downward, 5 I" mm. thick, rigid,

often curved, stuffed then hollow, ai Brs1 cortinate-fibrilloei

brescenl and silky-shining, pallid to white, rarelj Bubannulati

the white CORTINA. SPORES narrow-elliptical, Bubineqnil

slightly rough, 9 LO \ 1.5 5.5 micr. B \si I 'I \ 30

ODOR and TASTE mild.

....
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Caespitose. On the ground in oak woods. Ann Arbor. October.

Infrequent.

Known by its whitish stem, hoary silkiness on the pale chestnut-

brown ground-color of tbe moist cap, the stuffed to hollow stem and

its medium size. The stem and cap become firm and rather rigid

when dry. When the stem tapers down it approaches C. rigens Fr.

but the incurved margin of the convex pileus, its hoary-silkiness

and more manifest cortina separate it. G. scandeus Fr. is distin-

guished by its smaller spores, conic to umbonate pileus and more

slender stem. G. leucopus Fr. has a conic to umbonate pileus and

different spores.

***8tem and gills becoming brown or fuscescent.

451. Cortinarius rubricosus Fr. var.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex-campanulate, broadly umbonate,

fuscous-bay-brown, subhygrophanous, margin grayish, white-silky,

at first incurved, elsewhere glabrous, even. FLESH thickish on

disk, watery to pallid. GILLS adnexed-emarginate, rather narrow,

close to subdistant, soon umber-brown, pallid-brownish at first, edge

wkite-fimbriate. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 8-12 mm. thick above, rather

stout, clavate-bulbous, 12-18 mm. thick toward base, firm, solid,

grayish-pallid, soon fuscescent, at length dark fuscous umber below

and within, at first densely white-fibrillose from cortina. SPOKES
broadly elliptical, rough-tuberculate, 8-10 x 6-7 micr. BASIDIA
40-45 x 9 micr., often with dark brownish content

;
sterile cells on

edge of gills, slender, subclavate above.

Solitary or gregarious. On the ground among humus in hem-

lock woods. New Eichmond. September. Infrequent.

This differs somewhat from the Friesian plants in its lack of

reddish tints on the cap, and from the plant of Eicken in its larger

spores. Britzelmayr gives the spores the same size as ours, and

my collection from Sweden also has such spores but shows the slight

rufous color when dry. It needs further study but surely belongs
in its present position in the group.
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452. Cortinarius uraceus I

Epicrisis, 1826-38.

Illustration: Fries, [cones, PL L62, Pig. 3.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, firm, at firsl ovat campanulate 'i •

convex-snbexpanded, often with a mammillate umbo, hygrophano
smoky chestnut brown (Bidg.) when moist, even, fading to i

aamon-brown or isabelline, with blackish streaks, often bl<

umbo, margin persistently decnrved. FLESH thin except dii

sile, watery chestnut (moist), fragile when dry. QILL8 broadly

adnate, broad, close to subdistant, dark watery brown at first, then
auhurn to dark rusty-brown (Ridg.), edge at Length blach - i:m

i '• cm. long, 1 10 nun. thick, eqnal or tapering slightly apward, be

coming flexuous, firm, stuffed then hollow, pallid when fresh, Boon

brownish-streaked, fuscescent, in age blackish, rarely with aarrow
while evanescent annulns. CORTINA whitish, forming a silky
/.one on the yonng margin of pileus, fnscescent SPORES broadly

elliptical, 7-8x5-6 micr., rough. ODOR of radish when plants
crashed. TASTE mild.

Gregarious-snbcaespitose. Among moss under balsam, Bprrn

etc. North Elba. Adirondack Mountains, v-u fork. Collection

Kaufl'inan. September, r.iu. Freqnenl after heavy rail

The species is interpreted here in the sense of the [cones of I

It is well marked by its spores, dark colors and broad gills. In dry
weather it is scarcely recognizable; it La then often pale tan and

streaked with blackish stains, quite fragile and Bplit on the d

of the cap. There is no universal veil in the young stage, the I

which separates i1 from C. glandicolor which is Dearest to it u

and habit. As characterized bv lyrics, an olivaceous coloi roe

times present. This form appears to be thai of Ricken with %•

large spores. In the Monograph ia. Pries himself raises th(

whether it is not a composite species. Cooke (111., PI. 796) figure*

slender plant and it is possible that this is also

I collected such a plant in Sweden with Bpores
N 1" I 5-6 D
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453. Cortinarius juberinus Fr. var.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PL 797.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, cainpanulate-convex, then expanded, uni-

boiiate or umbo obsolete, chestnut-brown to watery cinnamon when

moist, ochraceous when dry, subhygrophanous, glabrous, even, silky-

shining when dry, margin at first incurved and white-silky from the

cortina. FLESH concolor, thin. GILLS adnate then subemar-

ginate, subdistant, rather broad, thin, at length ventricose, pallid-

brown then cinnamon, interspaces somewhat venose, edge concolor.

STEM 3-7 cm. long, 3-5 mm. thick, moderately slender, equal or sub-

equal, even, stuffed then hollow, pallid at first, then brownish or

fuscescent, innately silky-fibrillose. CORTINA white, fugacious.

SPORES 6.5-7.5x4.5-5 micr., broadly elliptic-oval, scarcely rough.

BASIDIA 27-30 x 6-7 micr. ODOR and TASTE slight or none.

Solitary or scattered. On the ground near wet or springy places

in woods or swamps. Ann Arbor, New Richmond. September. In-

frequent.

Distinguished by the spores, subdistant gills, hollow stem and

colors. The pileus does not become black-stained nor black-streaked

in age as do some similar species of this subgenus. The color of the

pileus is variable, sometimes approaching tawny-cinnamon, and its

surface is silky-shining as in C. cinnamomeus. Our plant agrees

better with the unpublished figures of Fries and those of Cooke, than

with the description of Fries; in his description, Fries states that

the pileus is very bright cinnamon-fulvous, but this is not shown in

his figure. The habitat is also different. The spores agree with the

size given by Cooke, and doubtless we have his species here.

454. Cortinarius praepallens Pk.

N. Y. State Bull. 2, 1887.

•TIL10US 1-4 cm. broad, subconical, then convex or expanded,

glabrous, hygrophanous, brown or chestnut color when moist, pallid-

ochraceous when dry. FLESH yellowish-white, thin. GILLS
rounded behind or subemarginate, crowded, lanceolate, reddish-um-

ber I lien fuscous cinnamon. STEM 2-7 cm. long, 4-S mm. thick,
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equal, subflexuous, fleshy fibrous, Bubeilky, pallid o brott

SPORES subellipsoid, 7 LO \ 6.5 micr.

"On bare ground in woods, New Xork."

Section II. Margin a1 firsl Btraighl on the Btem, Qalera-like.

Slender-stemmed, with the pileus mostly conicalcampanulate and
alniosi memhranons.

*Stem or gills at first violaceous.

455. Cortinarius fuscoviolaceus Pk.

\. V. State Mus. Rep. 27, L875.

"PILEUS 1-l* cm. broad, convex (?) umbonate, soon expanded
and centrally depressed, glabrous, hygrophanous, chestnut brown

tinged with violet, the margin whitened by silky fibrils. GILLS
rounded behind, at lirsi plane then ventricose, rather distant, dark

violaceous at first becoming subcinnamon. STEM 2.5-4 cm. long,

slender, flexuous, equal, solid, silky-fibrillose, colored like pileus."

SPORES broadly elliptical, minute, smooth, 6-7x3-4 micr.

"Sphagnous marshes. New York."

A very similar plant occurs at Ithaca, New York., with spores
7-10 x .'5-4 micr. The type-specimens, however, show the spores as

i,
ri\en above.

456. Cortinarius erythrinus Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke. 111.. PI. 708. A.

Bicken, Blatterpilze, PI. •">::. Fig. i'.

Quelet, Grevillea, PI. L15, Fig. 2.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, rather firm, conic-campanulate, then Bub

expanded and subacutely ambonate, chestnut brown, umbo un

or blackish, paler toward margin, hygrophanous, glabrous, even,

soon fading. FLESH thin on margin, scissile, watery-brown when

moist GILLS rounded behind and adnexed, rather broad, ventri

cose, close to subdistant, pallid or pale brownish then cinnam

edge entire. STEW slender, l 6 cm. long, 3 I mm. thick, fragile,

equal, flexuous, stuffed then hollow, apex violet at "first, pale broi

isb elsewhere, sometimes violet-tinged throughout, sparsely
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tinate, glabrescent, shining when dry. SPORES short, elliptical,
7-9 x 5-6 ruicr., almost smooth, pale ochraceous. ODOR and TASTE
mild.

Gregarious. On bare soil in mixed woods. North Elba, Adiron-
dack Mountains, New York. Collection Kauffman. September,
1914. Infrequent.

The slender form of the species is illustrated by Cooke. It agrees
in all respects with plants found in Sweden. The stouter forms

approach G. castuncus.

**Stem white, pallid or dingy brownish.

457. Cortinarius decipiens Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111., PI. 798, B.

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PI. 53, Fig. 8.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, at first conico-campanulate, then subex-

panded with decurved margin, prominently umbonate, vinaceous-
cinnamon (Ridg.), umbo blackish while losing moisture, hygro-
phanous, glabrous, silky-shining, margin with white-silky fibrils.

FLESH thin, concolor. GILLS adnate, then emarginate-uncinate,
close, rather broad, at first pallid or cinnamon-buff, at length mars-
yellow (Ridg.), edge white-crenulate at first. STEM slender, 7-10
cm. long, 4-7 mm. thick, scarcely incrassate downward, stuffed then
hollow, becoming flexuous, fragile, pallid to silky-shining, glabrous,
brownish within. SPORES narrowly elliptical, 7-9x4-4.5 micr.,
scarcely rough. ODOR and TASTE slightly of radish.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. North Elba, Adirondack Moun-
tains, New York. On mosses, sphagnum, etc., in balsam and tama-
rack swamp. Infrequent.

This species is placed here in the sense of Ricken. I doubt whether
it is the typical Swedish species which I collected near Stockholm;
the stem of that was rubello-tinged, the gills were truly cinnamon
and the spores measured 9-10 x G micr. Britzelmavr also gives the
latter size. When young and moist the cap of our plants is chest-
nut-brown.

Var. minor. PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, stem 2-3 cm. long, 2-3 mm.
thick. GILLS tawny at first then mars-orange (Ridg.), thickish,
edge entire. STEM short, sub-bulbillate at base, often tinged sub-
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orange or reddish-orange by deposil of the Bpores. SPORES i

5-5.5 micr. Under conifers, New i'ork.

Both forms arc known by the .uilK bee ing mars-orange at ma-

turity. Sometimes the silkj fibrils on the margin of the cap

slightly rufous. No universal veil is present The cortina

whitish.

458. Cortinarius leucopus Fr. (var.)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustration: Cooke. 111.. PL 843.

PILETJS L-3 cm. broad, conico-campanulate, al Length expanded
ami umbonate, even, glabrous, roods-brown (Ridg.) when moist,

cinnamon-buff (Ridg.) when dry, hygrophanons. GILLS adnate

sinuate, rentricose, not broad, suhdistant, pallid </t first, then ochra

ceous-taumy | Ridg.), edge entire. STEM 3-4 cm. Long, :' I mm. thick,

rather slender, equal, 8ilky-fibrillo8e or sometimes subcingulati
from the white cortina, stuffed to hollow, white or pallid. SPORES
narrow, elliptic-oblong, scarcely rough, 7-8x3.5-4.5 micr. (rarelj

".) nncr.). ODOK none.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On tin- ground or moss in pine

ami spruce woods. North Elba, New York, and New Richmond,

Michigan. September-October, [nfrequent.

This approaches G. juberinus Fr., bu1 pileus is re acute, spoi

of a differenl shape and stem scarcely brownish. The spo

with those given by Ricken and Britzelmayr, hut the colors, babit

and the occasionally cingulate Stem are shown in Fries' unpublish-

ed plate. Xo form has been seen with a pure white stem as de-

scribed by Pries. Cooke's figures show the faded condition. The

moist young pileus is margined by the white silky remains of the

cortina.

459. Cortinarius scandens Fr.

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. I'l. 830 ,,h\ condition).

Cooke, III.. PI. sir. (as G. obtusus).

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 236 '-i- '

Fries, [cones, I'l. L63, Fig. 3 (as G. obtusus).

PILEUS I "• cm. broad, rigid, eonico-campanulati ^-d
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umbonate, glabrous, watery rusty-fulvous at first when moist and
striatulate on margin, soon honey-colored or alutaceous to paler
when dry, soon even, hygrophanous. FLESH thin, concolor.
GILLS adnate, sometimes emarginate, narrow, close to subdistant,
thin, pallid-brown then cinnamon, edge concolor. STEM 3-8 cm.

long, 2-5 mm. thick, tapering downward, thickened above, attenu-
ated at the slender curved base, flexuous, soon rigid, stuffed then

hollow, fulvous (moist) pallid or white and shining when dry,
scarcely fibrillose at the first by remains of the scanty white COR-
TINA. SPORES short-elliptical, almost smooth, 6-7.5 (rarely 8)
x 4-5 micr. BASIDIA 25-30 x 6-7 micr. ODOR none or slight.

Solitary, scattered or subcaespitose in pairs. Among leaves and
humus in frondose and conifer woods. Ann Arbor, New Richmond.
September-October. Frequent in the late autumn.

It is very variable in color, and the gills are sometimes rather
broad, while the spores are consistently small. The plants are
often the shape and color of C. obtusus Fr. as illustrated by vari-
ous authors, so that it seemed advisable to refer to these figures.
It seems that C. obtusus Fr., of which I obtained several collections
at Stockholm, differs mostly in its larger size, its quite broad gills
and larger spores; these measure 9-10x5.5-6.5 micr. It is to be
noted that the figures of Fries (Tcones, PI. 163, Fig. 1) of C.
scandens can scarcely be the form referred to in his descriptions.
In "Monographia" he says distinctly that the stem is "incrassate
at apex, always attenuate at the base," while in the figures the
stem is not attenuate. The colors of his figures also do not corre-
spond with the descriptions. I have followed the idea of the
description, as did Cooke, Rickeu, Britzelmavr and others. We
doubtless have forms of C. obtusus also, but they need further studv
Fries' unpublished plate of G. rigens Fr. shows that species to
differ from C. scandens in its larger, stouter habit and convex or
gibbous pileus; its gills are not broad.

460. Cortinarius lignarius Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 26, 1874.

Illustration: Plate XCI of this Report.

PILEUS .5-3 cm. broad,
conico-campanulate, subacutely umbo-

note, hygrophanous, glabrous, watery-cinnamon to chestnut-fulvouswhen >no,«t. not striate, fading to pale fulvous-tan, innately silky-
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shining, margin at first straighl and Boon naked. PLESB bud-

membranaceous, concolor. GILLS adnate-seceding, broad, cl<

thin, ochraceous-pallid at first then somewhat rustj brown. STEM
i'-.") cm. long, rather Blender, 2-3 mm. thick, equal, pallid or Bub-

rufous toward base, often curved a1 base, silky-fibrillose below,

subcingulate at or above the middle by silky-white remnants oj the

rather copious cortina, at length tubular, base white-mycelioid.
SPOKES narrow-elliptical, smooth, 6.5-7x4-5 micr. BASIDIA
it. xi; micr., t-spored. ODOE none. TASTE slight.

Subcaespitose or solitary on very rotten wood, in coniferous or

mixed woods. New Richmond. September. Infrequent
Known by the very marked subacute umbo, reddish-fulvouf!

pileus, the cingnlate stem, spores ami habitat Peck placed it

under the Telamonias, but although Blight colored floccules are

sometimes present on the edge of the annulus, there is no other

indication of a universal veil. When fresh there is sometimes a

fleeting tint of violaceous at the apex of the stem. Sometimes

grows on logs when these are far advanced in decay.

461. Cortinarius acutoides Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 139, 1909.

Illustrations: I hid. Plate X. Fig. 1-8.

"PILEUS 8-16 mm. broad, conic or subcampanulate, acutely nm-

bonate. hygrophanous, not striate, pale chestnut color <it first,

floccose and margined by the fibrils of the cortina, whitish and

silky-fibrillose when dry. <;ILLS adnexed, subdistant, ascending,

narrow, yellowish-cinnamon. STEM 2.5-5 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick,

solid or with n small hollow tubule, white, then whitish. SPORES
sio x 0-7 micr.. ellipsoid.

"Swamps. Massachusetts. October. Closely allied to C. acui

from which it differs in the darker color of the young moist pilenfl

and whiter color of the mature <\r\ pileus, the white color of the

young stem, the adnexed uills. and especially by the larger Bpores

and absence of striae from the pileus."
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***Stem yellowish or ochraceous.

462. Cortinarius acutus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 845.

Quelet, in Grevillea, Vol. VII, PL 112, Fig. 5.

Engler and Prantl, Pflanzenfamilien, Part I, Sect. 1,** Fig.

118 A.

PILEUS 5-25 mm. broad, conical or conic-campanulate with acute

umbo, striate to the umbo and watery rufous-cinnamon when moist,

pale alutaceous when dry, hygrophanous, minutely silky, margin

white-cortinate, glabrescent. FLESH submembranaceous, yellowish.

GILLS adnate seceding, close or scarcely subdistant, thin, not broad,

pale ochraceous at first then ochraceous-cinnamon, edge entire.

STEM 4-8 cm. long, slender, 1-2 mm. thick, equal, flexuous, tubular,

yellowish at first becoming paler, silky from the evanescent white

cortina, glabrescent. SPORES elliptical, smooth, 7-9.5 x 5-5.5 micr.

In moist places, swamps, etc. September-October. Specimens

from Massachusetts by G. E. Morris.

Distinguishable from the preceding two by the clearly striate

pileus and yellowish stem when fresh and moist. It is easily mis-

taken for a Galera.

Inocybe Fr.

(From the Greek is, a fibre, and kybe, a head, referring to the

silky-fibrillose covering of the pileus.)

Ochre-brown-spored. Pileus conical or campanulate at first,

Innately silky, fibrillose or fibrillose-scaly ; the cuticle continuous

to the stem in the form of a more or less evanescent, fibrillose cor-

tina. Volva none. Gills and spores pale and sordid; edge of

gills provided with cystidia or saccate, sterile cells.

Putrescent, mostly terrestrial, often with a characteristic odor.

Mostly small or mediant-sized plants; intermediate between He-

belonia and Cortinarius, lacking mostly the viscid pileus of the

former, and the delicate, cobwebby cortina and the darker brown

or rusty spores of the latter; formerly joined with the genus
Hebeloma. They are usually omitted from the list of edible species

on account of their mostly disagreeable odor and taste. Some
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are known to be markedly poisonous, /. inflda Pk., /. in--

I'k., /. fibrosa I !i«'s.. etc.

The PILEUS baa a cuticle composed of radiating, parallel fibrils,

which breaks up more or lees during develo] nl and in age
as to form minute radiating cracks (rimose), or -till m< t<>

form fibrillose Bcales, which in some species become recurved (squar

rose-scaly) ; in others, the surface fibrils remain more or less Inter

woven ami do not become rimose; in ;i f<-w Bpecies the cuticle li

first viscid. These different modes of adjustment of the fibrils

form a basis for a division of the Bpeciea into sections. The color

of the cap is rarely bright, it is mostly of whitish, ochraceoui

isli or brownish shades; /. frumetltacea and its \,iriet\ innimi,

have sometimes a beautiful vinaceous or purple color, and

are well-marked by it. others, like /. pyriodora, have a

characteristic pinkish tint to the flesh as they grow older.

In most eases, however, color-descriptions are apl to DC

confusing, as the shades of brown, fawn, gray, or ochra-

ceous vary in the same species and the same plants. For a

satisfactory study of this group, the Interested atudenl Bhould

attempt to make colored sketches of the species be finds, accom

panied by spore and cystidia drawings. It is practically impossible

to be sure of a species of this jjenus without the use of the micro-

scope. The GILLS may be adnexed or almost \'vt- t -. occasionally

entirely free; adnate to subdecurrent in a few specie-. The color

of the mature plls is usually of a dull, sordid or pale Fuscous, hard

to describe, but characteristic for many of the Rpecies, bo thai one

soon learns to distinguish an [nocybe by the tints of the gills. The

color of the gills is very similar to that of the genus Bebeloi

However, it may vary in some species to brown, yellow or olil

shades, and in one species becomes clingy purplish. A few h

been described with pale violet or blue gills when yOUUg, but

usually the young gills are whitish. The STEM is fibrous, usually

rather rigid at maturity, its surface varying from Blightl] rilky

to fibrillose or squarrose-scaly. In the last case the Btem is some

what peronate or sheathed by the remains of the flbrillosi

covering which was continuous in the young planl from .

stem; such species belong to the "Squarrosae" Bection.

of the stem is usually mealy or BCUrfy. It m.i.\ be Stuffed and 1

hollow, but most species have a solid stem. Some Bpe< fell

marked by the striking color of the lower part of the stem.

of /. calamistrata Pr. has a dart greenish blue base The b

the stem of /. hirsuta Lasch., is Baid to be bright green; this

has not been found with us. in /. cincinnata Ft., th<
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stem as well as the young gills are said to be dark

violet. The FLESH is characterized in some species by

changing to a reddish color in age, e. g., /. pyriodora Bres.,

I. repanda Bres., /. trinii Bres., /. incarnata Bres. and I.

l)0)igardli Weinn. Some of these have not been found here. The

SPOKES are of great importance in the diagnosis of species. They

may be spiny, angular or smooth. For the convenience of the

student, each section may therefore be divided into the rough-spored

and the smooth-spored species. Some authors have gone so far as

to suggest the use of this character to establish genera. In some

species, however, the spores are scarcely angular, i. e., they are in-

termediate between the smooth and angular shapes ;
an example of

this condition is /. decipiens. In two of our species, I. calospora

and /. asterospora, the spores are spiny, i. e., the surface

of the spores is covered with slender, rod-like tubercles

producing a pretty effect when seen under the microscope. Even
the smooth spores often vary sufficiently in size and shape so as

to provide means for the identification of species. CYSTIDIA are

present in many species on the sides and edge of the gills ; they are

usually ventricose-lanceolate, mostly obtuse and covered at the apex

by crystal-like deposits. In other species the cystidia are lacking,

and only the edge of the gills is provided with differentiated

structures; these are inflated-rounded at the apex in the form of

obclavate or saccate, sterile cells, somewhat longer than the basidia.

Kicken has used the rough and smooth characters of the spores,
and the presence or absence of cystidia in such a way as to group
the species under three divisions: (a) those with rough spores;

(b) those with smooth spores and cystidia and; (c) those with
smooth spores and without true cystidia. I have preferred to

retain the more natural Friesian arrangement, modified so as to

use the spore character under the sections.

The species included below have been interpreted from the point
of view of the eminent mycologist, Ab. Bresadola, who has revised

the older conceptions, and cleared up the complicated mass of

synonyms for the European forms. The recent work of Ricken,
which is also based on Bresadola's opinions, has helped not a little

to arrive at definite conclusions.
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A i // to the Sfp< ov

(A) Spores angular, tubercular or spiny.
(a) Pileus viscid, small, lawns ochraceous. 198. /. tv Bark
(aa) Pileus not viscid.

(b) Pileus squarrose-scaly, tuscoua to cinnamon.
(c) Spores spherical, with mil like Bplne , v „ra Q
(cc) Spores submetangular or wei ipe in outline In

467. /. leptophylla Atk.
(bb) Pileus not squarrose-scaly.

(c) Pileus appressed librillose-scaly.
(d) Stem fulvous-tinged; pileuB 3-6 cm. broad, umbo fulvous.

487. /. repanda Bres.
(dd) Stem whitish; pileus brownish-ochraceous, large;

elongated-oblong in outline. 471. /. OecipientoUU l I'k.

(cc) Pileus soon rimosely cracked, flbrillose <>r silky.
(d) Disk of pileus white and glabrous, pale grayish-lilac

grayish-drab on the margin. 485. /. albodteca I'k.

(dd) Disk not sharply marked in color.

(e) Pileus creamy-white or tinged ochraceous, large, 4-S cm.
484. /. fibrosa Bres.

(ee) Pileus not whitish.

(f) Spores subglobose, with blunt spines; pileus browi
rufous-brown. 4S6. /. asterosjwra Quel.

(ff) Spores irregularly-angular; pileus dark fuscous-brown.
483. I. radiata Pk.

(AA) Spores smooth, (i. e., not angular, etc.).
(a) Cystidia present on sides of gills.

(b) Stem squarrose-scaly or floccose-scaly ; pileus brown, squarrose-
scaly.

(c) Spores 10-13 micr. long; stem squarrose-scaly. 463. /. hystrix
Fr.

(bb) Pileus not squarrose-scaly.
(c) Pileus fibrillose-scaly, rarely or not at all rimose.

(d) Spores elongated-subcylindrical, 11-18x4-6 micr.; pileus
brown, umber, etc. 471. /. laccra Fr. 472. /. Infeliz Pk.

(dd) Spores not markedly elongated,
(e) Small plants; pileus 1-2.5 cm. broad, tawny-brown; stem

tinged rufous-brown. 473. J. /?< i Berk,
(ee) Larger; pileus 2-6 cm. broad.

(f) Flesh tinged reddish or pinkish in age; pi]

whitish then sordid brownish-ochraceous; taste sweet-
ish. 469. /. pyriodora Bres.

(ff) Flesh not changing to reddish.

(g) Pileus and mature gills smoky-brown; Bporea
micr. 470. /. scaber Fr.

(gg) Pileus dark brown or rufous-brown, umbo dan:
stem faintly rufous-tinged; spores S-l <» x icr.

477. /. de8tricta Fr.

(cc) Pileus at length rimose, fihrillose or subscaly. [.-'•

(ccc).]

(d) Spores obscurely angular, or almost even; pileus
whitish, 4-8 cm. broad. 4S4. /

I dd i Spores smooth; pileus nol whitish,

(e) Pileus dark brown or rufous-browu with chestnut brown
umbo; Btem rufous-tinged. 477. / Fr.

(ee) Pileua paler; stem not rufous-tinged.
(ft Gills, when young, pale violaceous; pil uff:

spores 8-10x5-6 micr. /. vi< i" Pk

(ff) Gills not violaceous; pileus fawn-color, alm<

brown when young and COrtlnal
/ eutheloides Pk.
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(ccc) Pileus neither scaly, nor riniose, but persistently silky or

fibrillose.

(d) Pileus violaceous-lilac. 491. I. Ulacina Pat.

(dd) Pileus some other color.

(e) Pileus small, 1-2.5 cm. broad,

(f) Pileus and stem white, glossy-shining. 490. I. geophylla
Fr.

(ft') Pileus and slender stem rufous; in wet places. 492.

/. scabella Fr. var. rufa.

(ee) Pileus larger, 2-6 cm. broad.

(f) Pileus whitish to straw-color or tinged ochraceous,

woolly-fibrillose; stem white. 488. I. sindonia Fr.

(ff) Pileus ochraceous or ochraceous-yellow, fibrillose-sub-

scaly; stem pale ochraceous in age. 489. I. subochra-

cea Pk.

(aa) Cystidia lacking on sides of gills; edge of gills provided with

sac-shaped sterile cells,

(b) Pileus when fresh squarrose-scaly or floccose-warty ; stem
sheathed by floccose or fibrillose scales,

(c) Gills purplish-red; pileus smoky-brown, stem blood-red within;
mostly in gardens and greenhouses. (See 236. Psalliota

echinata.)

(cc) Gills not red.

(d) Stem dark greenish-blue towards base; pileus coffee-brown

to wood-brown. 465. /. calamistrata Fr.

(dd) Stem and pileus fulvous-yellowish or ochraceous; stem at

length tubular. 466. I. caesariata Fr.

(bb) Pileus not squarrose-scaly.

(c) Pileus appressed-scaly.
(d) Pileus large, 3-8 cm., smoky-purple, tinged wine-color, broadly

umbonate. 475. I. frumentacea (Fr.) Bres.

(dd) Pileus olivaceous-fulvous; gills at first olive or fawn-yel-
low; flesh citron-yellowish; cortinate; spores 10-11x5.5-6.5
micr. I. dulcamera Schw.

(cc) Pileus at length rimose, fibrillose or subglabrous.
(d) Pileus smoky-purple, vinaceous, conico-campanulate. 475.

/. frumentacea Bres. var. jurana Pat.

(dd) Pileus not purplish,

(e) Pileus whitish, tawny, ochraceous or yellowish.
(f) Center of pileus covered with white hoary-silky fibrils,

convex and obtuse. 481. I. lanatodisca sp. nov.

(ff) Not hoary-silky.
(g) Spores 9-12x5-6 micr.; pileus conic-campanulate,

pheasant-yellow to ochraceous-tan, virgate. 478. I.

fastigiata Bres.

(gg) Spores smaller.

(h) Pileus pale yellow to straw color, lutescent; stem
lutescent. 480. I. cookei Bres.

(hh) Pileus ochraceous to tawny-yellowish, gibbous;
stem irregularly clavate. 479. I. curreyi Berk,

(ee) Pileus some shade of brown.
(f) Pileus glabrous, sublubricous on umbo, sordid livid-

brown, putrescent. 494. I. glaber sp. nov.
(ff) Pileus fibrillose-virgate and very rimose, brown; spores

7-9x5-6 micr. 476. I. rimosa Fr. (Sense of Ricken.)
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Section I. 8quarrosae. Pileua a1 Aral densely icalj
rose scaly ;

stem concolor.

•ftgpor< 8 smooth.

463. Inocybe hystrix I r

Epicrisis, 1S3G.

I llnst im i ions : Fries, Icoiu's. I'l. Inc.

Cooke. Til., PL 124.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex-expanded, broadly nmboi
clothed with dense wood-brown, pointed or squat

rimose, nor striate; flesh white. GILLS adnate, ool broad

pallid-alutaceous then brown, edge white-flo< STEM I

long, 3-6 nun. thick, equal or enlarged below, peronaU to ah
middle by squarrose scales, concolor. SPORES elliptic-ovate, In-

equilateral, 9-13x5-5.5 micr., smooth, brown. OYSTID1 \

and edge of gills, ventricose below, obtuse, 70-90a 12 17 mi. -p. ODOR
Ilolir.

Scattered or solitary. On the ground in mixed w K o! I

era Michigan. Marquette, [shpeming. August Rare
I\m»\vn by the dense recurved scales on the stem and bj

large spores.

465. Inocybe calamistrata I'r.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

illustrations: Fries, Icones, I'l. Inc.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 360.

PILEUS il cm. broad, campanulate-convex, obtuse, surl

broken up into dense, coffee-brown, squarroa lies, ool rinn

flesh thin, tinged dilute reddish, darker in age. QILLS

Beceding or becoming sinuate, broad, close, soon cinnamon,

ferruginous-sprinkled, edge thickish, white-flocculose. 81 rm.

I
s cm. long, 2 5 mm. thick, tapering upward, smokyt

below, fuscous or tinged rufous-brown above, clothed \citl

fibrilloftc scales, a1 Length merely ftbrillose, solid BPOR1 3

bblong, subreniform, obtuse at ends, 10-12x6-6 micr.,

tuginous-brown in mass. CYSTIDIA none 8TERIL1
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edge of gills obclavate, rounded-inflated above, about 30x12 micr.

ODOR slight.

Scattered or subcaespitose. On the ground in low woods,

throughout the State. Marquette, Houghton, Bay View, New Rich-

mond. Detroit, Ann Arbor. July-September. Infrequent and never

plentiful.

Known by the smoky-blue lower part of the stem. The flesh

turns pinkish-red in young fresh specimens where cut. When old or

dry the stem is almost black below.

466. Inocybe caesariata Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PI. 109.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 31, Fig. 4, 1911.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, broadly convex and obtuse, at first cov-

ered by dense, leather-yellow, ochre-yellowish or fulvous, tomentose-

fibrillose or erect warts or scales, becoming loosely fibrillose

m-;i1v. oppressed nbrillose on margin, not rimose, margin
incurved and at first connected with stem by a dingy-

white or ochraceous fibrillose cortina. FLESH white or

whitish, at length sub-ochraceous, thick and compact on disk,

thin on margin. GILLS rounded-ascending behind, adnate-

seceding or at length subdecurrent by tooth, rather broad,

ventricose, dull ochraceous-yellowish then ferruginous-ochraceous or

cinnamon, edge white-flocculose. STEM 1.5-4 cm long, 2-6 mm.

thick, usually rather stout and short, equal, at first floccose-scaly

below, usually densely floccose-fibrillose, concolor, apex flocculose-

scurfy, soon definitely tubular, ochraceous-whitish within. SPOKES
short oblong, rounded-obtuse at both. ends, subreniform, 8-10x5-6

micr., ochraceous-cinnamon in mass, smooth. CYSTIDIA none;
shrile cells on edge of gills variable, from inflated-pyriform to

fleruous-cylindrical. ODOR none. TASTE mild.

(iregarious, usually many individuals in favorable spots, as
if sown. On the ground in moist places, naked soil or among short

grass, near springs, lakes or water courses. Spring and autumn.
Ann A.rbor, New Richmond. Not infrequent locally.
A rather variable plant when found under different weather

conditions. In the luxuriant state or when fresh the cuticle of

the pileus is broken up into dense floccose warts the bases of which
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radiate and connect with one i ther i>.\ silkj white flbn

being exposed for some time to pain or wind, rh<

more appressed-fibrillose, Btra\* color or paler. The color in well

shown in Fries' figures, bu1 the scales ><n the cap and
more highly developed a1 times, bo that it should be refen

section, to which Rieken also referred it. Ii is earn!} i

a Cortinarius. /. unicolor Pk., /. aubtomentosa Pk., /. tubda
E. ,v E. and /. squamosodisca Pk. are related to it.

**Spoi ( s t H in rciilai spiny.

467. Inocybe leptophylla Atk.

Amer. Jour, of Bot., Vol. \ . p. l'Il'. L918.

PILEUS l-l cm. broad, convex expanded, obtuse, i

i/< list . cinnamon or umber, squarrost or pointed fibril!

on margin; flesh thin, whitish. GILLS rounded behind, adnexed,

broad, ventricose, pallid becoming ferruginous-cinnamon,

white-crenulate. STEM - I cm. Long, l'-I nun. thick, equal, solid,

flocco8e-fibrillo8e to tomentose-scaly, concolor, paler within. apex

pruinose. SPORES subrectangular in outline, almost twic<

as wide, varying in shape, with scattered obtust tubercles which

wider at base, 7-11 x 5-7 micr., ferruginous-brown. CYSTIDLA I

Lng; sterile cells on edge of ,uill>. short, rounded-obclavati

Solitarv <»r gregarious. <m the ground, in coniferous woods,

in swamps. Bay View, New Richmond, Ann Arbor. Jui

ber. Rare.

This is apparently one of the American forms of /. /</"

(Fr.) Bres., to which Peck referred his Bpecies in Ids monograpl

til.- New York [nocybes. I
N. ST. State Mus. Bull. 139, p. 51.)

this seems unwarranted in view of the spore-mensurenn

lanuginosa given by such authorities as Bresadola and S

who agree that the spores of the European Bpecies are much

about 1 1-15 \ 8-9 micr. Specimens from three w idely diffei

tics in Michigan and New Xork yielded the same, Bmallei

Schroeter has described a similar species, /. lanuginella, of wl

the spores are given the same size as ours, but have w
]

angles ;"• this may be OUT plant.

• This species was reported as /.

came a nomt n the publication o( tt •

in pn

57
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468. Inocybe calospora Quel.

Bresadola, Fungi Trid., 1881.

[llustrations : Ibid, PI. 21.

Plate XCI of this Eeport.

PILEUS L-3 cm. broad, conic-campanulate at first^ then expanded,

umbonate, fuscous-rufescent, fading to ochraceous, umbo darker,

covered, except umbo, by loose or recurved fibrillose scales, margin

lilnillo.se ;ind paler; flesh thin, pale. GILLS adnexed to almost

free, rather narrow, subventricose, pallid then pale fuscous-cinna-

mon, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 1.5-2.5 mm. thick,

firm, rigid-elastic, subequal, stuffed then hollow, pale brown, rufe-

scent, sprinkled with a delicate pruinosity, bulbillate. SPORES
spherical or nearly so, 9-12 micr. diam. (incl. aculeae), covered with

cylindrical, blunt aculeae, 2-3 micr. long. CYSTIDIA few or

scattered on sides, numerous on edge of gills, subventricose, apex

granulate, 40-55x8-12 micr. ODOR none.

Gregarious. On the ground in low frondose woods. Ann Arbor.

June-September. Rather frequent locally.

This pretty little plant usually occurs in patches of about a dozen.

There is a slight rufescent tinge developed as the plant dries. Our

s] ecimens had longer and more slender stems as a rule than those

shown iii Bresadola's figure. /. rigidipes Pk. is said to approach it,

l)ii 1 to "differ in the tawny-gray color, slightly adnexed lamellae,

solid flexuous stem and larger spores." N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 139,

I

. 59.

Section II. Lacerae. Cuticle of pileus appressed-scaly or fibril-

losely-lacerate, not rimose. Stem pallid at first.

*Spores smooth.

469. Inocybe pyriodora Fr.

Syst. Mvc, 1821.

[llustrations: Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 368.

Bresadola, Fungi Trid., Vol. I, PL 52.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 528.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, campanulate then plane-expanded and
umbonate, sometimes irregularly lobed on margin, whitish when
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young, soon dingy ochraoeous or poJ< fuscous-clay color, al length
here and there faintly stained with pinkish ><<i. al Aral silki iii>ril

lose, at Length appressed ftbrilloee-scaly, radiallj split on

margin in age PLESB white al first, Blowlj pale red

where cnt, thick on disk. GILLS Binuate-adnexed, medium

broad, close, whitish then Bordid cinnamon, in age dilnted

with a rufous tinge, edge white-flocculose. STEW I 7 cm. Long, ' i"

nun. thick, subequal, a1 the ver} lirsl white-cortinate, Bubfibrilli

apex furfuraceus, strict, subbulbous at base, white al first, becoming

light-red in age, solid but soon caven b From ur ini>-. SPORES
broadly elliptical. Bubreniform, smooth, 8*10.5x5-6 micr. CYS
TIDIA rather abundanl on sides and edge of gills, irentricoae above

the short pedicel, broadly cylindrical above, 15-55 x 12-18 micr.

< >DOR sweet} spicy or like bumble-bee honey, becoming disagreeable.

Gregarious. <>n the ground in frondose woods ol oak, etc. Ann
Arbor. August, infrequent.

This [nocybe is well described by Bresadola, and can be re©

nized by its peculiar light-red stains, especially between the gills

or where they have been removed by snails or slugs. I »n the cap
this color-change is not very marked. The odor has been descril>e<l

as being Like thai of ripe pears or clove pinks, ami is quite char-

acteristic. Except that the pileus is usually fully expanded, Pat-

(Milliard's figure shows the old stage, which is most often found.

The gills are sometimes narrow instead of broad, as indicated by

Bresadola.

470. Inocybe scaber l'r.

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Bicken, Die Blatterpilze, PL 30, Pig. L, L911.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 539.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 375.

"PILEUS 5-8 cm. broad, conical-campanulate, a1 length pit

and broadly umbonate, pale smoky, with smoky, almost overlapping,

fibrillose scales, the disk olive-blackish, al times tesselated, al the

very firsl with a white-woollj cortina on margin, fleshy.
< Jill-

|

,!;i\ color, tinallv almost Bmoky, close, broad, ventricose, einai

adnate, seceding. STEM 5-8 cm. Long, 7 m mm. thick, solid,
-

equal, stout, pallid or streaked with reddish-brown, Bilkyflbrill

with a slightly pruinose apex. SPOBES almond-shaped, small.

7 S s 5 micr., smooth. CYSTIDLA on sides and r,}^- of gill
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shaped, 50-65x15-25 micr., sparse. ODOR weak, somewhat like

pears, agreeable."

Reported by Longyear. The description has been adapted from

Ricken, who gives the characters most fully. Ricken's diagnosis

agrees in microscopic details with most other authors, except that

his plains arc very large. Patouillard gives the same spores as

Ricken, but figures a small plant. Cooke (111., PI. 391) figures a

plain whose spores measured 11x6 micr. Cooke's spore-size has

been copied by Massee and Sekroeter. Thus, there seem to be two

species at present confused under this name. I have not seen a

plant which could be referred to either.

471. Inocybe lacera Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 30, Fig. 4, 1911.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 531.

Cooke, 111., PI. 583.

"PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, nmbonate-expanded, at times depressed,

uml to obtuse, fawn-brown to mouse-gray, at first almost glabrous-

fibrillose, soon fibrillose-scaly, becoming ragged around the umbo;
FLESH ih in, whitish. GILLS rounded-adnexed, broad, ventricose,

subdistant, brownish-clay color, at length concolor. STEM 3-4 cm.

long, 4-5 nun. thick, subequal, brownish, with red-brown fibrils, apex

naked, white-mycelioid at base, stuffed, reddish ivithin. SPORES
almost cylindrical, long and narrow, straight, 12-18x4-6 micr.,

smooth. CYSTIDIA on sides and edge of gills, narrow-lanceolate,
54-70x14-17 micr., rounded above. ODOR slight; taste mild."

Reported by Longyear.

Apparently well-marked by the long, cylindrical spores. Pa-
touillard gives the spores of somewhat different size, 10-13 x 6-7 micr.

The above description is adapted from Ricken. An unusual mark
of this species is the naked apex of the stem; in most species this

is priiiimse or scurfy. A form occurred at New Richmond, which

agreed excepl that the spores were the size of those of J. infelix.

472. Inocybe infelix Pk. (Poisonous)

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 32, 1879.

I'll.!-; is I 2.5 cm. broad, rather small, campanulate then ex-
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panded plane, umbonate, grayisb brown, umbo cinnamon or umber,
ftbrillose at first, becoming fibrillose-scaly < u- floccose-scaly, flesh

thin, whitish. GILLS adnexed, rather broad, ventricose, close,

whitish becoming cinnamon. STEM 2 5 cm. long, 2-3 nun. thick,

equal. stuffed, Bilky-fibrillose, whitish or faintly violaceous at apex,

becoming dingy brown below, white within. SPORES elongated^

oblong, smooth. 10-14 x l<; micr. CYSTLDIA flask-shaped, 50 70 x

15-L'i) micr., apex crystallate. ODOK slight.

Solitary or gregarions. On low, wet ground. Ann Alitor, Bay
View. May-July. Frequent.

Scarcely differs from preceding excepl in size. In those plants

which grow in wet places the stem is hollow. Peck says the cuticle

of the pileus is more lacerated in wet weather than in dry weather.

473. Inocybe flocculosa Berk.

Eng. Flora.

Illustration : Cooke, 111., PI. 393.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, subcampanulate, expanded-umbonate,

tawny-brown with tinge of fuscous, fibrillose-scaly, not rimose.

GILLS rounded-adnate, broad, ventricose, almost subdistant, brown-

ish-ashy then eoncolor, edge limhriate-crenulate. STEM 1-1' cm.

long, l-L* mm. thick, equal, hollow, pruinose-hoary, scurry at apex.

tinged brown. SPORES 8-9x4-6, elliptical-ovate, smooth. OYS-

TIDIA on sides and edge of gills, llask shaped, apex cryslallate.

about 60 micr. long.

Among spruce needles and on the ground in swamps. Bay View.

New Richmond. August.
This little species is usually found in low, wet places. The stem

is tinged rufous-brown in most cases.

**Spores angular.

474. Inocybe decipientoides Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club Bull. 34, p. 100, 1907.

PILEUS 14 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, expanded-umbonate,
umbo subconic, 8%lkgfloccosr, then scaly-dill'raeted, dry. brownish-

ochraceous; flesh thin, pallid. GILLS adnate, broad, close, whitish
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ai liisi then lurid-cinnamon, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 4-5 cm.

long, 2 5 mm. thick, equal, usually slender, glabrous to subfibrillose,

sligh'tlj striate, whitish or pallid, apex white-pruinose, base bulbil-

late, stuffed. SPORES irregularly wedge-shape, subrectangular,

etc., tubercuUte, 9-13x5-7 micr. CYSTIDIA on sides and edge of

gills, v.Miiiicose-elliptical, slender pediceled, 50-60x12-18 micr.

ODOK and TASTE slight.

1 1 regarious. On the ground, grassy places in low frondose woods.

Detroit. -June. Rare.

This is a species very clearly marked by the peculiar spores.

Section III. Rimosae. Pileus radiately fibrous, soon rimose,

-mil. limes subscaly or adpressed-scaly.

"Spores smooth.

475. Inocybe frumentacea Bres.

Fung. Trid., Vol. II, 1892.

Illustrations: Ibid, PI. 200.

Bres., Fung. Trid., Vol. I, PI. S7 (as I. rhodiola Bres.).

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 551 (as /. jurana Pat.).

Plate XCII of this Report.

PILEUS large, 3-8 cm. broad, rigid-firm, campanulate at first,

then expanded and broadly umbonate, fibrillose, becoming rimose

or scaly, fibrils and scales brown-purplish to reddish-chestnut with

a darl: vinaceous lint, umbo darker; flesh thick, white, vinaceous

under cuticle. GILLS adnexed, at length emarginate-uncinate,

close, qo1 broad, thickish, white at first, then grayish-brown, edge
while llocculosc, becoming rufescent-spotted. STEM 3-8 cm. long,

lather stout. 6-12 mm. thick, equal, terete or compressed, sometimes

twisted, fibrillose, apex glabrous or sub-floccose, whitish, rufous-

vinaceous below, becoming spotted with the same color where

handled, solid. SPORES broadly elliptic-subreniform, smooth,

epispore strongly colored, 10-13x6-7 micr. CYSTIDIA none.

Sterile cells on edge of gills obclavate, or subcylindrical, rounded-

inflated above, 45-60x9-12 micr. ODOR and TASTE slight, of

meal.

Gregarious. On the ground in low- places under frondose trees

in Belle Isle Park, Detroit and near Ann Arbor. August and July.
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This large, wine-colored [nocybe was found in abundance in the

above Localities during two seasons. Ii corresponded accurately to

the figures of Bresadola, Plate 200, in shape and stoutness, in

age or after lying for a day, the characteristic dark vinaceous

color becomes more marked. The umbo is broad and in half-es

panded caps a gibbous condition is nol unusual. Ii lias tin- ap-

pearance of a Tricholoma.

/. jurana Pat. seems to be a distinct plant, although referred

to by Bresadola as a synonym of /. frumentacea. Our photograph
shows the shape and habit well. The pileus is ai fi rst conic-

elliptical, then campanulate. The stem is more slender than thai of

/. frumentacea, and the spores are smaller, 9-10x5-6 micr. There

are no cystidia, and the sterile cells on the edge of the gills are of the

same size. The other characters are very similar.

Gregarious! <>n the ground, in low frondose woods. Ann Arbor.

August.

476. Inocybe rimosa Pk. (Skn.se of Ricken)

Syst. Myc, L821.

illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 371.

Cooke, in.. Plate 384.

Ricken, hie Blatterpilze, PI. ::i>. Pig. 8.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. I. PI. •"»»;. Pig. 7.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, oval-campanulate then expanded and

obtuse or subumbonate, silky-fibrillose, ai length rimose and

virgate, often split on the margin, brown, tinged yellowish in age,

margin ;it length recurved; FLESH pallid, fragile. <iILLS almost

tire, narrow, scarcely ventricose, crowded, cinereous clay color, edge
white-fimbriate. STEM is cm. long, 5-7 mm. thick, equal, straight

or curved at base, whitish or pallid, solid, subglabrous, apes white-

mealy; base usually with <i marked rounded or subdepressed bulb.

SPORES short, reniform, very obtuse at ends, smooth, 7-9x5-6

micr. CYSTIDIA none; STERILE CELLS on edge of -ills, sac-

cate, 30-40x12 micr. ODOR after crushing rather strong ami

nauseous; TASTE disagreeable.

Gregarious. <>n the ground, in low frondose woods. Ann Arbor.

August, infrequent.
Dark individuals of this species have the appearance of non-

scaly forms of /. destricta and a microscopic examination is usually

necessary to distinguish them. In age the color of different caps
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varies considerably in intensity. It is probably widely distributed,

l,in I Lave few collections. The figure of Patouillard (Tab. Analyt,

No. Ill) shows the presence of cystidia and belongs elsewhere.

477. Inocybe destricta Fr. (minor)

Epicrisis, 183G-3S. (As var. I. rimosa.)

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 108.

Cooke's 111., PI. 387.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 29, Fig. 9.

PILEUS 24 cm. broad, conic-campanulate, then expanded-um-

bonate, at length depressed around the darker abrupt umbo, dark

brown, rufous-brown or ochraceous-brown, umbo persistently dark

(Instant or umber, fibrillose at first, at length 'lacerate-scaly or

rimose, or both; FLESH thin, whitish. GILLS sinuate-adnexed or

deeply emarginate, uncinate, ventricose, medium broad, close to sub-

distant, whitish then pale brownish-ashy, edge white-fimbriate.

STEM 2.5-5 cm. long, 2.5-5 mm. thick, equal, scarcely bulbillate,

pa 1 1 ill. tinged with rufous, varying flocculose-fibrillose to glabrous,

apex pruinate, solid, white within. SPORES subreniform, inequi-

lateral, smooth, 8-10 x 5-5.5 micr. CYSTIDIA abundant on sides and

edge of gills, ventricose, stout above, apex crystallate, 50-65 x 15-18

micr. ODOR at first slight then somewhat nauseous.

Gregarious. On the ground in coniferous forests of pine and
hemlock. Bay View, New Richmond. August-September. Fre-

quent.

This is a variable plant, and when developed under moist weather
conditions the cap becomes lacerate-scaly and often excoriate in

part, and is then non-rimose; in dry weather it becomes markedly
rimose and less scaly. When young or freshly expanded the pileus
is usually densely fibrillose and its edge minutely appendicular
by the remains of the rather copious, white cortina. At first the

pileus is .lark brown, but in age it becomes somewhat ochraceous-
Inuwn beyond the umbo. The faint tinge of rufous on the older
st.-ms is a well-marked character, duly noted by Fries. The spores
are markedly subreniform in one view, short fusiform-ovate in the
other view. Our collections contain mostly plants with a rather

longer stem and narrower cap than shown by the figures of Cooke
• nil I Pries. It is easily confused in some of its forms with I. rimosa,
l»ut differs in possessing abundant cystidia. Occasionally a troop
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of dwarf tonus occurs, which, however, scarcely differ excepl in the

shorter stem.

478. Inocybe fastigiata Br<

Fung. Trid., Vol. I. L881.

Illustrations: Ibid, PI. 57.

Cooke, 111.. PL 383.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 343.

Fries. I, •ones. 1M. 108.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 31, Pig. I.

Plate XC1 1 1 of this Report.

PILEUS - -7 cm. broad, typically very conical <>> conico-campa-

nulate, sometimes oval-campanulate, ;it Length subezpanded, usually
with a prominent umbo, radially fibrillose, rimosc, virgate, rich

yellowish-fuscous, ochraceous-tan or straw-color, margin at length

split or lobed; FLESH white. (JILLS adnexed, becoming sinuate-

free, and narrower behind; qo1 broad, ventricose, close, whitish at

first, soon tinged olive or gray, darker in age. STEM I s em. long.

4-10 mm, thick, equal or tapering upwards, solid, more or less fibril-

lose or scurfy, white or slightly f'useescent. sometimes twisted or

obscurely striate. SPORES elliptic-subreniform, smooth i not

angular), obtuse at ends, 9-12x5-6 micr. CYSTIDIA none. STER-
ILE < JELLS on edge of gills saccate. ODOB strong and disagree-

able or entirely lacking.

Gregarious. On the ground, in low. moist places in frondose or

conifer woods. Throughoul the State. July-September. Frequent.
This is a striking species, and quite variable. The stem may be

dull whitish to pale ochraceous. Small forms occur with cap less

campanulate and at length papillate. The odor may be very strong

or altogether absent. All these Forms agree in having the same

size spores, "ills of the same color and no cystidia. The color

of the pileus is sometimes a rich pheasant-yellow, sometimes

fulvous-ochraceous, at other times much paler. The English au-

thors, Massee and Berkley, were in error when they assigned

rough, nodulose spores to this species. I British Fungus Flora

and ( Outlines, i
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479. Inocybe curreyi Berk.

( »n i lines of Brit. Fung., 1860.

[llustration: Cooke, 111., PI. 398.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, irregularly convex-campanulate, obtuse,

do1 ombonate, gibbous at times, appressed-fibrillose, at length ri-

iii. isc. pale tawny-yellowish, edge undulate; FLESH white. GILLS

slightly adnexed, rather broad, close, becoming smoky-olivaceous,

edge white-fimbriate. STEM 2-4 cm. long, variously curved, taper-

ing upward from a subclavate base, not bulbous, solid, slightly

fibrillose, glabrescent, whitish at first, furfuraceus-scaly at apex.

SPOKES elliptic-subreniform, obtuse at ends, 7-9.5x5-5.5 micr.,

smooth, fuscous-cinnamon in mass. CYSTIDIA none. STERILE
CELLS on edge of gills saccate. ODOR strongly earthy when

crushed.

Gregarious. On the ground among grass in frondose woods. Ann
Arbor. July-August. Not infrequent.

This plant is referred to this form with some hesitation as publish-

ed details of Berkley's species, especially as to the microscopic char-

acters, are insufficient. The color of the pileus approaches /. fas-

tigiata rather closely, but it is not conical nor truly umbonate, and
the spores are constantly smaller. From the following it is dis-

tinguishable by the very different form of the stem and by the color

of the pileus. Patouillard gives the spores 6x1 micr., in which he
is quite at variance with the British authors.

480. Inocybe cookei Bres.

Fung. Trid., Vol. 2, 1892.

[llustration: Ibid, PL 121.

I' ILEUS 1.5-4 cm. broad, subconic-campanulate, expanded-um-
bonate, silky-fibrillose, at length rimose, glabrous on center, straw-
i/rlioir, becoming .sordid lutescent, margin at length wavy or split;
I LESB whitish. (JILLS sinuate-adnexed or almost free, scarcely

ventricose, narrow, close, whitish at first, soon tinged ashy-ochra-
ceous-cinni n, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 2.5-5 cm. long, 3-5

mm. thick, equal, solid, silky-fibrillose, pruinose at apex, with a

marginate distinct bulb, whitish at first, lutescent. SPORES
8-9.5 s L5-5.5 micr., elliptic-subreniform, obtuse at ends, smooth.
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CYSTIDIA Done. STERILE CELLS on edg gills, inflated-

obclavate, •'!<> \ 12-15 micr.

Qregarions. <>n moist ground in frondose and coniferous w Is.

Ami Arbor, Bay View, New Richmond. August-September. In-

frequent.

The aniform pale yellow color of the pileus which becomes deeper
in age, the lutescenl stem and margined bulb are characters which

separate this from the two preceding species. The odor is

scarcely not iceable a1 times Ihii occasionally it is rather silo li-

nt' rancid meal.

481. Inocybe lanotodisca sp. nov.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, rarely broader, convex-campanulate, ob-

tnse or broadly ambonate, ground-color pale ochraceous-brownish

or pale tawny, at first covered by a white, mouldy-like silkin-css

on tin center, when expanded subzonate by the subconcentric ar-

rangement of the downy-silky fibrils, at Length rimose; FLESH
white, rather thick on disk. GILLS adnexed-emarginate, moder-

ately broad, close, at length cinereous-alutaceous, edge white-tim-

briate. STEM :'»."> cm. Long, I <> nun. thick, equal or subequal, solid.

glabrescent, apex pruinate-scaly, white, becoming pale sordid yellow-
ish in age. SPOKES elliptic-subreniform, smooth, obtuse at ends.

9-10.5x5-6 micr. CYSTIDIA none. STERILE CELLS on edge of

gills, obclavate. attenuated downward. BASIDIA clavate, •*!•": x 9

micr.. 4-spored. ODOK nauseous on crushing the plant.

Gregarious to subcaespitose. On the ground in Low frondose

WOOds. Ann Arbor. August September. [nfrequent.
A well-marked species; to be known by the hoary-silkiness on the

centra] portion of the pileus and by the lack of cystidia. It ap-

proaches /. sindonia in appearance, but thai species has abundant

cystidia. the cap is not rimose. and the covering of the pileus is

differently disposed. The habit varies from rather slender forms

to those quite stout. As the pileus expands the white fibrils are

disposed over a Larger area.

482. Inocybe eutheloides Pk.

N. V. State Mns. Rep. 32, L879.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, conico-campanulate, then expanded

ambonate, fawn-color to grayish-fawn, darker to chestnut when
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young or on the distinct umbo, silky-fibrillose, at length rimose, sonie-

tinirs appressed-scaly. GILLS adnexed, rather broad, ventricose,

Close, whitish then brownish-cinnamon, white-fimbriate on edge.

STEM 2-5 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, equal, subbulbillate at base,

solid, densely white-fibrillose* when young, subglabrescent, apex

s.-iu-r.v prninate. SPORES S-10 (rarely longer) x 4.5-5.5 micr.,

variable in shape, subreniform-fusoid, ends somewhat narrowed,

smooth. CYSTIDIA rather abundant on sides and edge of gills,

narrowly flask-shaped, apex crystallate, 50-70x12-16 micr. BA-

SIDIA 30 x 9 micr., 4-spored. ODOR slight.

Gregarious. Common in southern Michigan; on the ground in

low frondose woods. June-September.

This is closely allied to I. destricta, form minor, in its micro-

scopic characters. The colors are, however, constantly distinct, and

/. destricta seems limited to coniferous regions. /. eutheloidcs

also approaches /. eutheles as interpreted by some authors, e. g.,

.Massee. But according to Patouillard that species is devoid of

rystidia. The stem is usually markedly silky-fibrillose, and the

umbo is dark chestnut in young and fresh specimens. In young

specimens the margin of the pileus is often crenately fringed by

the white cortina.

**
Spores angular-tuberculate.

483. Inocybe radiata Pk. (Poisonous)

Torr. Bot. Club Bull. 22, p. 488, 1895.

I* ILEUS 1.5-5 cm. broad, campanulate, fuscous-brown to ochra-

ceous-brown, very nmbonate by an obtuse, dark umber umbo, which

remains glabrous, elsewhere appressed-fibrillose with brown fibrils,

not at all viscid, becoming rimose; FLESH white, thickish on disk.

GILLS adnate, broad, at length sinuate-uncinate, close, becoming
ochraceous-cinnamon to subferruginous, edge white, flocculose.

STEM 3-6 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, equal, stuffed, silky-fibrillose,

becoming u mber-fuscous-brown, apex paler, subbulbillate and white-

myceliod a1 base. SPORES irregularly oblong-rectangular to sub-

wedge shape in outline, angular and with few scattered tubercles,
7-9 x 5-0 micr. CYSTIDIA few or scattered, on sides and edge of

gills, 55-65 x 12-18 micr., broadly ventricose, apex somewhat pointed
and crystallate, on slender pedicel. ODOR earthy. TASTE mild.
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Gregarious. On the ground, in frondose woods. August. Ann
Alitor.

This seems ti> be intermediate between /. carpta Bres. and /. //>»-

br'uia Bres. in its microscopic characters. The ho doe- not be-

come warty nor scaly and is no1 subviscid as in the latter species.

The same species has heeii received from .Massachusetts; it was
sent by Simon Davis, who reports ii poisonous.

484. Inocybe fibrosa Bres. (Poisonoi a)

Fun-. Trid., Vol. 1. L881.

[llustrations : [bid, PL 56.

Cooke, 111.. PL l.-.l.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PL 29, Pig. 8.

I Mate XCIV of this Report.

PILEUS I 8 cm. broad, large, obtusely campanulate, then broadly
umbonate and expanded, dry, creamy-white or tinged straw-color,
sometimes ochraceous-stained, silky, at length rimose and margin
lobod, split or recurved; FLESH while, thick, thin on margin.
GILLS free, rounded behind, ventricose, broader toward front, close,

whitish at first, then ashy-cinnamon, edge w hite-fimbriate. STF.M
4-S cm. long, 6-15 mm. thick, fibrous, splitting longitudinally, sub-

equal, striatulate t«» subsulcate, glabrescent, apex pruinate, white

then sordid, base often subbulbous. SPORES angular-oblong, with

obscure, scattered tubercles, 9-13 x .~>-7 micr., epispore reddish under

the microscope. CYSTIDIA fusoid, crystallate a1 apex, abundant

on sides and edge of gills, 60.-75x10-15 micr. <>DOR earthy.

TASTE mild.

Gregarious. <>n the ground, in low, moist, frondose woods. June-

August. Ann Arbor. Infrequent.

Apparently our largesl species. The spores arc inclined to be

more or less -innate tuberculate, i>nt the angularity is not as marked

as in many others. The character of the surface of the pileus is

much like /. fastigitata except in color. It appears earlier than

most [nocybes, and is said to be poisonous. (See Bresadola, Fung.
Trid. i
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485. Inocybe albodisca Pk.

N. V. Stale Mus. Kep. 51, 1898.

PILEUS L.5-3.5 cm. broad, corneal at first, soon cainpanulate-

umbonate or expanded, umbo lubricus-glabrous, obtuse and whitish,

elsewhere silky, at first pale lilac-flesh color, at length grayish-drab

and riii lose; FLESH whitish, not changing color. GILLS rather

n anew, close, narrowly adnate, whitish at first, then subferrugi-

n. .us, edge minutely white-flocculose. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 3-5 mm.

thick, equal, subbulbillate to somewhat marginate-bulbous, solid,

glabrous or upper part pruinate, at first tinged by color of pileus,

fading, even. SPORES sinuate-angular, subrectangular to sub-

globose in outline, shape variable, 7-8x5-6 micr., nucleate. CYS-

TIDIA very abundant on sides and edge of gills, crystallate at

apex, lusoid-ventricose, about 50x15 micr. Basidia 33x9 micr.,

I -pored. ODOR slight, subnauseous.

Gregarious-scattered. On the ground, clay soil of hemlock and

beech woods. New Richmond. September. Infrequent.

Known by its glabrous, whitish, obtuse umbo, submarginate
bull), and the- peculiar shade of pale lilac-incarnate color when

young. This color disappears in older specimens where the cap
takes on a grayish shade and becomes rimose. The spores distin-

guish it sharply from /. huiatodisca, and the smaller size of the

plan i and spores separate it from I. fibrosa. It is closely related to

/. innbratica Bres. and /. fallax Pk.

486. Inocybe asterospora Quel,

null. Soc. Bot. France, Vol. 26, p. 50, 1879.

Illustrations : Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 29, Fig. 1.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 385.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 516.

PILEUS 2-5 cni. broad, conic-campanulate to convex-umbonate,
brown or rufous-brown, very rimose, fibrillose-scaly ;

FLESH pallid,
rather thin. GILLS narrowly aduate, emarginate, ventricose, close,
al length olivaceous-cinnamon or grayish-brown. STEM 4-6 cm.
Ioii- 2.5-6 nun. thick, equal above the subemarginate or rounded
"ill., rufescent, innately striatulate, mealy-pubescent, fibrous, solid.

SPORES subsphoeroid, slightly longer than broad, covered with
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blunt, subcylindrical tubercles which are broader toward base, '-
1 11

micr. < JYST] I HA abundant <>n sides and edge of gills, 50-75 s L5 2 1

mier., ventrieose, apes crystallate. ODOR Blight or subnauseous.

Gregarious. In low, Bandy, frondose woods. Ann Arbor. June*

August.
It is rather difficult to keep /. asterospora and I. caloapora dis-

tinct. The rimose and scaly characters by which they are set apart

may vary under certain weather conditions so ;is to be obliterated.

The spores are very similar, but those of /. asterospora are not as

truly spherical as in /. calospora. With as this species tends to

be Bmaller than the figures show it. it is at once separable

from the other red-brown species by the spiny-tuberculate spores.

Section IV. Vchitiimr. LMleus not rimose, cuticle of interwoven

fibrils, glabrescent or appressed-sCaly.

*Spores angular-tuberculate

487. Inocybe repanda Bres.

Fung. Trid.. Vol. II, 1892.

Illustrations: Ibid, PI. 119.

Plate XCV of this Report.

I'll.His 3-5 cm. broad, obtusely conic-campanulate, then ex-

panded and broadly umbonate, umbo fulvous and glabrous, else-

where covered with orange-fulvous fibrils on a whitish foundation,

sublubricous, margin a1 Length split or subrimose, sometimes scalv-

cracked. FLESH white, rather fragile, thick on disk. GILLS ad-

nexed or almost free, broad, subventricose, close, at first white.

rufescent, finally argillaceous-cinnamon, edge white-fimbriate.

STEM 3-6 cm. long, strict. 5-6 mm. thick, equal above the abrupt or

founded bulb, stuffed, terete, even, slightly silky fibrillose, the fibrils

fulvous-tinged toward base, apex white-pruinose. SPORES angu-

lar, 7-9.5 x 6-7 micr., longer than wide, sometimes rectangular in •

line, with minute papillate tubercles. CYSTIDIA moderately
abundant on edge and sides of gills, ventricose-fusiform, apex

crystallate. 60-75 x L2 L8 mice. ODOB and TASTE mild.

Gregarious. On the ground, in low frondose woods. Ann
Arbor. July-August. Infrequent.

This is one of our larger Inocybes and is well-marked. The
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does do1 readily become rufescent in our plants, yet there is little

( l,,u I, i thai i he plant is the one described by Bresadola.

**Spores smooth.

488. Inocybe sindonia Fr.

Epicrisis, 1S36-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 400.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 30, Fig. 7.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, at first obtusely conic-oval, then campa-

nulate-expanded and broadly umbonate, cortinate, at first woolly-

fibrillose from dense white fibrils, later subglabrescent, not rimose,

whitish becoming straw-yellow to dingy ochraceous in age. FLESH

compact, thick on disk, white. GILLS emarginate-adnexed or al-

most free, moderately broad, ventricose, close, at first pale grayish-

white then grayish-clay color. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 4-9 mm. thick,

equal above the subemarginate bulb, white, stuffed, often striate,

silky shining, at first fibrillose, flesh satiny-shining. SPORES sub-

reniform, smooth, relatively broad, 8-10x5-6 micr. CYSTIDIA
abundant on sides and edge of gills, ventricose-lanceolate to subcylin-

drical, apex crystallate, 60-75x15-20 micr. ODOR rather strong,

somewhal nauseous.

Gregarious. On the ground, in low, rich, frondose woods. Ann
Arbor. August-September. Infrequent.

Without an examination of the microscopic characters, this spe-

cies might easily be confused with /. lanatodisca. In the young
stage the white woolly-fibrillose cortina is continuous with the fibrils

on the margin of the cap. At maturity the pileus becomes glabrous,

especially on the disk, while in I. lanatodisca the disk is marked at

last by the white fibrils. It is probable that Hard's Fig. 218, p. 269,

Mushroom Hook, of I. suboclvracea var. burtii Pk. is referable to

ilii< species.

489. Inocybe subochracea Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 23, 1872
(
as Hebeloma).

I lliisn-.it ion: N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 54, PI. H. (as var. burtii).

PILEUS i,

::.5 cm. broad, conical at first, then convex-campanu-
late, ombonate, ochraceous or ochraceous-yelloiv, appressed fibril-
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lose Bubscaly, darker and more Bcal] on disk, not rimosr. FLKSll

white, thin. GILLS sinuate-adnexed, scarcely close, moderately

broad, whitish then pale ochraceous-brown to rusty-brown. STEM
2.5-5 cm. Long, 2-4 mm. thick, equal, solid, subglabrous, whitish, pal-

lid ochraceous in age. SPORES broadly elliptic-subreniform, 7 9 x

!.:»." micr., smooth. < JYST] I >i A scattered on sides and edge of gills,

apes crystallate, lanceolate, Btipitate, yellowish, 70-903 12-20 micr.

ODOB and TASTE mild.

Gregarious. On the ground, frondose woods. August September.

Ann Arbor.

This species has a smaller and more yellowish pileus than /.

sindoniaj fche spores and cystidia are similar. A variety has been

described by Peck with a distinct, webby cortina and more iibrillose

stem, as var. brutii.

490. Inocybe geophylla I'r.

Svst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. 401.

Gillet, Champignons de France. No. 364.

Patonillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 228.

PILEUS l.r>-2..") rni. liruad, conical at first, then expanded-um-

bonate, very silky <m<l glossy, white or whitish, not rimose; FLESH
white, thin. GILLS adnexed, close, rather broad, ventricose, whit-

ish then pale grayish-clay color. STEM 2 5 cm. long, 2-3 mm.
thick, slender, equal, firm, stuffed, white, silky, apex prninose.

SPORES elliptic-subreniform, smooth, 8-9x5 micr. CYSTIDIA

fusiform, 40-55x12-15 micr. ODOB "slightly nauseous."

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground in frondose and conifer

woods. Throughout the State. July-October. Common.

One of our commonest [nocybes, although not often found in

abundance at one place. The clear, white, glossy cap ami stem are

characteristic, other white species which have been described are:

I. comatella Pk., a smaller plant, which has a hairy pileus ami at

times a reddish-brown stem, but the spores ami rystidia are the

same, usually grows on rotten wood; f. fallax Pk., with angular

or nodulose spores; /. infida l'k.. also with nodulose spines and a

subscaly, reddish-brown umbo. Both the latter species have

cystidia.

59
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491. Inocybe lilacina (variety of preceding by authors)

Illustrations: Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 545.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PI. 30, Fig. 2.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 219, p. 270, 1908.

P ILEUS lilaceous-violet, the umbo darker, almost smoky-purple

:ii first. STEM pale lilac-violaceous to whitish. Otherwise like

/. geophylla.

Gregarious. On the ground, in frondose and conifer woods.

Throughout the State. August-October. Less frequent than I.

<i<(>j>lij/ll<t Fr.

This is a pretty little plant, and is usually combined with I. geo-

phylla. It is usually found in gregarious groups of several indi-

viduals and not mixed with /. geophylla. This fact and its

constantly independent color, leads me to believe that it does

not arise from the same mycelium as I. geophylla. The general ap-

pearance during development and the character of the surface of

the cap, although not easily differentiated in words, seem sufficient-

ly different from the white species.

492. Inocybe scabella Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 110, Fig. 1.

Bresadola, Fung. Trid., Vol. I, PI. 86, Fig. 1.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 229.

PILEUS 1.5-2.5 cm. broad, conico-campanulate, then expanded
and with a miked, glabrous, obtuse, rather small umbo, silky else-

where, dry, cinnamon-brown to sordid alutaceous, at length minutely

appressed-fibrillose-scaly. FLESH thin, pallid. GILLS sinuate-

adnexed, subdistant, ventricose, pale grayish-white, then sordid cin-

" : i. edge white fimbriate. STEM 2.5-3.5 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick,

equal, stuffed, subfibrillose, soon glabrescent, pallid or slightly jus-

coua, nlightly rufous upwards. SPOKES almond-shaped, almost

golden yellow in microscope, smooth, 10-13x5-6 micr. CYSTIDIA
fuscoid-ventricose, on sides and edge of gills, apex crystallate, 60-70
s 13-14 micr. ODOE slightly rancid-subfarinaceous. TASTE
sweetish.

Y.ir. rufa: Whole plant pale rufous to sordid brick color. STEM
more slender, 5-6 cm. long, 1-2 nun. thick. SPOKES inequilateral,
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elongated-ellipl ic, subacute at ends, Bmooth, CY8TIDIA abundant,
ventricose ilask shaped.

Gregarious. The variety is common in swampy or mossj wet

places on rich soil, of cedar aii<l hemlock woods. It scarcely dill'ers

except in color from the typical form as described by Bresadola.

The wet. habitat easily accounts for the more slender stem. The

color, however, is constanl in young and old plants, or may become

brownish on the cap. The typical form is less easily distinguished,

ami approaches /. trechispora, an angular-spored species. In fact,

Bresadola has pointed out that Patouillard's figure No. 547, and

Cooke's Plate 402 are illustrations of /. trechispora. June-Septem-

ber. In coniferous regions. Houghton, Bay Yjew, New Richmond.

Section V. Viscidae. Pileus viscid, more or less silky when dry.

*8pores angular-tubercular.

493. Inocybe trechispora Berk.

Outlines of Brit. Fung., 1860.

Illustrations: Ibid, PI. S, Fig. 6.

Cooke, 111., PL 403 (PL 402 as I. scabclla).

PILEUS 2-2.5 cm. broad, convex, expanded-umbonate, viscid,

silky when dry, umbo tawny and naked, elsewhere tawny-ochraceous
and paler. GILLS sinuate-adnexed, moderately broad, ventricose,

close, white then grayish brown, edge white-fimbriate. ST KM 2.."»-."»

cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, subequal, usually tapering upwards, mar-

ginate-bulbous at base, glabrous, apex pruinose, solid, white.

SPOKKS tubercular-angular, slightly longer than wide, irregular

iu outline, 6-8x4-6 micr. CTSTIDIA ventricose. flask-shaped, 50x
10-1 8 micr., apex crystallate and obtuse.

Gregarious. On the ground, among debris, in conifer swamps.

Houghton, Bay View, New Richmond. August-September. Infre-

quent.

A small species, known by its viscid pileus with shining, naked

and tawny umbo, by the rather abruptly marginate bulb of the

stem and.by the tuberculate spores. Our plant agrees with Berke-

ley's species in the spore character as given DJ Massee. Ricken has

applied the name to a plant with spores 14-15x0-7 micr.
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''Spores smooth.

494. Inocybe glaber sp. nov.

PILEUS 1.5-3.5 cm. broad, at first narrowly elliptic-oval, then

campanulate-expanded and umbonate, umbo glabrous-sublubricous,

sordid ochraceous-brown or livid-brown, at length darker on margin,

paler on umbo, at first glabrous, at length subfibrillose, moist and

shining, becoming soft and fragile in moist weather. FLESH thin.

GILLS almosl free, rather narrow, close, pallid then pale fuscous-

brown, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 2.5-4 mm. thick,

equal above the bulbillate base, glabrous, even, solid, white or pallid.

SPORES subreniform, smooth, 7-9x4-5 micr. CYSTIDIA none.

STERILE CELLS on edge of gills subcyliudrical to rounded-en-

larged a1 apex. ODOR nauseous to slightly radishy.

Gregarious. On the ground, in low frondose woods. Saginaw,

Aim Arbor. July-September. Infrequent.

This species approaches the genus Hebeloma in some of the

characters. 'The pileus becomes soft and watery at maturity and

is easily crushed, and the odor is obsoletely of radish. The shape

of the young pileus is however distinctly Inocybe-like, and the plants

were found growing with a number of other Inocybes. It seems

to approach Hebeloma discomorbidum Pk., but lacks the reddish

lini on the cap, the hollow stem and the spores of that species. It

is not truly viscid, even in moist weather, although the umbo is

somewhat lubricous.

Hebeloma Fr.

(From the Greek, hebe, the vigor of youth, and loma, a fringe,

referring to the presence of the cortina in the young plant.)

Ochre-brown-sporedr Stem continuous with the pileus, without
a membranous annulus; fleshy to fibrous; partial veil in the form
"i a fibrillose cortina or lacking; no volva; gills adnexed or emar-

ginate; pileus viscid or subviscid, its margin at first incurved;
spores alutaceous, never ferruginous.

Putrescent, terrestrial, often with a strong odor. They approach
the terrestrial Pholiotas on the

"

one hand, but without the

membranous annulus, and Inocybe, Flammula and Cortinarim? on
the other. Inocybe differs in its silky or fibrillose-scaly pileus and

verrucose-pointed cystidia; Flammula, in its non-emarginate, sub-
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decurrent or broadly adnate gills, and mostly lignieoloua habit;

Cortinarius, iii having a more delicately woven, spider wreb-like Cor-

tina and darker brown to ferruginous apores. Bebeloma corre-

sponds to the genus Tricholoma of the white-spored group. Their

edibility is qo1 established and a number of Bpecies are u in l<-i- bus*

picion.

The PILEUS is glabrous, somewhat viscid, mostly with pale

colors: whitish, tan, brownish, dingj ochraceous or rufous, often

with slunlcs of these colors variously distributed. The small amount

of variation in the colors of differenl species makes ii difficull to

become rapidly acquainted with them, and often our has to rely

on Bomewhal minute or variable characters to distinguish them.

The young plants should always be examined for the fibrillose veil

or Cortina which disappears in mosl mature specimens and which

is entirely wanting in one section. The viscidity should also be estab-

lished before referring a plant to this genus since this is hardly no-

ticeable in dry weather. The GILLS at length become emarginate,

and this character, as in the genera Tricholoma and Entoloma,

limits the genus. Variations sometimes occur in individual speci-

mens, where the gills are adnate-decurrent or arcuate, and hence a

single specimen is very unsatisfactory Tor a definite diagnosis. The

edge of the gills is sometimes minutely fimbriate on account of the

long sterile cells or cystidia and in a few species the edge <1 infills

drops of liquid which give it a beaded appearance under a lens;

in many cases the edge remains white or whitish alter the spores

have colored the rest of the gills. The STEM often has a distinct

outer, fleshy or fibrous rind which varies in thickness, while the

interior, which is of varying diameter in different species, is Btuffed

by a white pith. While the stem is developing this pith breaks dow q

leaving a hollow axis, although In some species the pith persists a

long time. When no pith is present, the stem is said to he solid and

is then composed of a fibrous texture which does not disappear. In

both cases, however, grubs nearly always hollow out the Btem at

maturity, a condition which must he clearly distinguished from

the term "hollow' stem." which is not applied in that case. The

BPORES are usually pale in color, ochraceous. hrownish or alula

ceous, coloring the mature gills a similar shade. The paler culm' ot

the gills and spores usually provides the means of separation from

the genus Cortinarius. The sha] f the spores varies but is gener-

ally elliptical-ovate, inequilateral and apiculate at one end; they

are almost smooth except in a lew species in which the\ are ob

BCUrelv rough. CYSTIDIA are rather pare in this genus on the
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Bides of the gills, H. albidultim being the only one known to me

w iih cystidia. Sterile cells, usually elongated beyond the hymenium,

are found on the edge of the gills, and furnish important microscopic

details for the certain identification of many of the species of this

-runs. Their shape and size vary, and at maturity they give to

the edge of the j^ills a white, fimbriate or flocculose appearance. The

ODOR is often like that of radish, especially when the flesh is

nibbed or bruised. The TASTE also is sometimes radishy or bitter

and disagreeable. Mcllvaine, who studied the edibility of so many
mushr us. has given us little information on this genus. Some are

probably poisonous, and as far as known, even where a species

has been proved harmless, the taste when cooked is not found to be

appetizing, so that the Hebelomas are hardly to be considered of

much value for the table. This is a difficult genus for the amateur,

and much uncertainty is prevalent, even in the minds of mycologists,

us in ilie limits of the species.

The genus may be divided into two sections, those with a cortina

when young, Indusiati; and those without a visible cortina. Denu-

de ti. 1 1 does not seem to me that Fries' section "Pusilli," which

included the smaller species, is a satisfactory grouping, and the

species which have been placed in "Pusilli" are distributed under

Indusiati and Denudati. Even the two divisions retained run into

each other imperceptibly.

•

Key to the Species

(A) Stem solid, rarely becoming cavernous,
(a) Cortina present when young.

Mil Edge of gills beaded with drops in moist weather; pileus pale
yellowish-tan; odor of radish. . 496. H. fastibile Fr.

(bb) Edge of gills not beaded.
(c) Cystidia numerous on gills; spores 6-7x3-4.5 micr.; gills

arcuate-adnate, rather narrow; pileus yellowish-tan, etc. (See
513. Fhimmula lenta.)

(cc) Cystidia lacking; spores larger.
(d) Pileus conical when young, 2-3 cm. broad, pale yellowish,

clay-color, darker on disk; stem slender. 497. H. mesopha-
eum Fr.

(dd) Pileus soon convex, umbonate or subumbonate.
(e) Growing in open woods, fields, bare places, etc.; pileus

2-5 cm., brownish-clay-color, rufescent. 499. H. pascuense

(ee) In coniferous woods; pileus 5-7 cm., mature gills dark.
II. firmum Fr.

(aa) Cortina not present,
(b) Stem stout, scaly-torn, white; pileus large, sordid grayish-brown to pale tan, odor of radish. 500. H. sinapizans Fr.

Stem flexuous, silky fibrillose, base enlarged by adhering sand;
pileus alutaceous to tan. 508. H. colvini Pk
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(AA) Stein stuffed by a pith, or hollow.

(a) Cortina present at first.

(b) Pileus glutinous (wet), sprinkled with superficial white scales.

//. glutinoBum Fr. (See also Flammula lenta.)

(bb) Pileus glabrous; gills whitish at first; odor of radish.

(c) Cortina cottony-flbrilloae, Bomewhal persistenl on stem or on

margin of pilous; pileus chestnut, reddish-gray or gra:

496. //. velatum Pk.

(cc) Cortina fugacious; pileus brick-red to reddish-oehraceous;

spores 10-13x6-7 niicr. //. testaceum Fr.

(ccc) Cortina fugacious; stem slender; pileus 2-3 cm. broad, pale

OChraceous-tan. 1!in. //. <in<i<nium I'k.

(aa) Cortina not present.

(b) Gills bright flesh-colored or pink, turning brown only in extreme

age; pileus chalk-white to dingy-white. 506. //. aarcophyllum
Pk.

(bb) Gills not pinkish.

(c) Edge of gills beaded with drops in moist weather; odor Bttf

pileus pale tan, darker on disk. 501. H. cruatuliniforme Fr.

(cc) Edge of gills not beaded,

(d) Stem short, 2-4 cm. in length,

(e) Spores 12-13x6-7 micr.; pileus pale tan. 502. H. hi< male
Bres.

(ee) Spores 6-9x4-5 micr.

(f) Pileus brick-red (moist), umbonate; spores 7-9x4-5 micr.

510. H. magnimamma Fr.

(ff) Pileus yellowish-white, not umbonate; in pastures, etc.

H. sociale Pk.

(dd) Stem long and rather stout in normal specimens, white.

(e) Stem bulbous; cystidia long, slender, cylindrical; pileus

whitish. 504. //. alMdulum Pk.

(ee) Stem equal or attenuated downward.
(f) Stem fragile, partially hollow" pileus whitish to tan;

odor not of radish. 503. H. longicaudum Fr.

(ff) Stem firm.

(g) Pileus white or whitish, tinged tan.

(h) Gills narrow, adnexed; pileus white; spores L5

x 6-8 micr. 507. H. album Pk.

(hh) Gills rather broad, adnate at first; sterile cells on

edge of gills clavate-thickened at apex; stem floc-

cose; spores 11-13x6-7 micr. 505. //. simile sp. nov.

(gg) Pileus darker colored.

(h) Gills intervenose, costate; pileus ochraceous to

tawny-ochraceous; edge of gills with clavate, sterile

cells. Spores 12-15x7-8 micr. //. neurophyllum
Atk.

(hh) Gills not costate; pileus tinged reddish to ferru-

ginous, with a viscid separable pellicle; spores 9-11

x 5-6 micr. 509. //. syrjense Karst.

Section I. Indusiati. Cortina present in young stagi

495. Hebeloma velatum Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Hull. 139, L909.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, bullate-convex at first, then expanded,

obtuse or nmbonate, viscid ( moist i, glabrous, becoming n
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.sill:// on drying, Livid-bay, fading to tan with reddish disk, margin
decorated by the remains of cortina, even. FLESH white, thin,

hygrophanous, soft and pliant. GILLS adnexed-seceding, close

rather aarrow, subventricose, whitish then alntaceous, edge min-

utely white-fimbriate. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 4-6 mm. thick, equal,
stuffed then hollow, white at first then dingy ochraceous, fibrous-

ilcsliv. flexuous, twisted at times, pruinose-floccose at apex, floccose
abovi middle from the subpersistent cortina. at length fibrillose

splitting longitudinally in age. SPORES 10-12x5-7 micr., nar-

rowly elliptic, acute at one end, subobtuse at distal end. CYS-
TIDIA none; sterile cells on edge of gills short, slender, 30-45x6
micr. ODOR and TASTE slight.

( : regarious. Ground, in mixed woods. New Richmond. Septem-
ber. Infrequent.

Peck says it is very variable in color and in the development of
the eoii ina. Sometimes a distinct annulus adheres to the stem and
is then easily mistaken for a Fholiota, other specimens show a slight
development of the cortina. Tbe odor of radish was slight in our
specimens and the gills were hardly ventricose and rather narrow.
It appears as a plant of small stature at times. The colors of the
pileus, the rather floccose stem, and the short sterile cells of the
gills distinguish it.

496. Hebeloma fastibile Fr. (Suspected)

Syst. Myc, 1821. Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PI. 111.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., Xo. 342.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 32, Fig. 1.

PI LEI rS 3-7 cm broad, compact, convex-plane, often wavy, obtuse,"I moist), glabrous, yeUowUh-ochraceous to alutaceom-ioMtlsh,margm pubescent and incurved. FLESH white. GILLS enj-

'"IT;''''] ""T a1, WMHsh the"
^'SiHaceous-cinnamon,«»>•

: ;

«-,,, o and ia«ua mu „qumus drops in mois
'

tSTEM l-l, cm. long, 3-10 mm. thick, solid or slightly hoi-

;"„': ;::;;;; $.^ «** *«***'**, by £f*J£' wh,.h ,s sometimes annular. SPORES 10-12x5-6""" - el
»Ptical-ovate, smooth. CYSTID1A clavato nnnu ..

greeatle. TASTE Utter.
llmA clavaie. ODOR <fasa-
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Gregarious, in woods. New Richmond, etc. Frequency on-

known. September.
The beaded .uills, color of pileus, subdistanl t<» distant gills, odor

and taste are the distinguishing features. Tl lor Lb somewhal

Of radish.

497. Hebeloma mesophaeum Fr.

Epicrisis, L836.

Illustrations: Cooke, ill.. PI. 111.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 32, Fig. 3.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, campanulate or subconical at first.

then convex-expanded and subumbonate, sometimes wavy on margin,

slightly viscid, bull' to whitish on margin, brownish to chestnut or

rufous <»n <lisk. glabrous, silky-shining, even, the margin ai times

decorated with the delicate remnants <>!' the dingy-white cortina.

GILLS so. ui emarginate, adnalo, close, rather broad, whitish ;ii

in vi then pale rusty-alutaceous, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 4-6 cm.

long, 3-5 mm. thick, mostly slcmler, fleshy-fibrous, equal, silky-fibril-

lose, sometimes twisted, mealy at apex, whitish, becoming dingy,

with a small tubule. ODOB and TASTE slight.

Gregarious to subcaespitose. <>n sandy ground among grass or

on bare ground in w Is. fields, etc. Ann Arbor. October. Some-

times frequent.

Known by its rather small, subconical pileus when young, ii>

tough, equal stem, peculiar cast to the pi lens and lack of a distinctive

odor. The spores are rather larger than the size given by Massee,

but otherwise it agrees well with Fries' description. 'I'lic stem is

at first solid bul develops a slight tubule in age.. It differs from

II. hirmclr in the presence of a cortina which sometimes forms a

slight, fugacious ring on the stem. Dried, the cap and stem remain

whitish-tan. Th<- surface of the cap is often quite silky. Ricken

says it is known by its rusty-brown flesh when old. a character 1

have not n<>] iced.

498. Hebeloma gregarium Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. I'.'. LS96.

PILEUS 1.5-3 cm. broad, convex, obtuse, slightly viscid, isabelline

ti. ochraceous-tan, sometimes darker on disk, glabrous, •
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FLESH rather thin, whitish. GILLS adnate at first, then emar-

ginate, close, thin, rather broad, subventricose, whitish at first

tin ii rusty-cinnamon. STEM 4-10 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, slender,

equal, stuffed then hollow, subcartilaginous, fibrillose below,

slightly mealy at apex, pallid, at length dingy-brown. SPORES
'.i L2 \ 5-6 micr., variable, elliptical, smooth, alutaceous-cinnamon in

mass. CYSTIDIA none. ODOR strong, radishy or almost lack-

in-. TASTE slightly disagreeable. CORTINA scanty, fibrillose,

evanescent.

(Dried: Pileus rusty-tan to brown, gills cinnamon-brown, stem

sordid brownish, i

Gregarious. Under shrubbery or trees, on lawns, etc. Ann
Arbor, East Lansing. May, June, September, October. Infrequent.

This species is closely related to E. mesophaeum. Its spores are

the same, and usually it has a similar stature. As far as I can see,

//. gregarium is distinguished from E. mesophaeum only by
its darker gills and spores, its truly convex pileus and
sometimes by its odor. Specimens identified by Peck as
his species were compared with the above. It has been

reported by Peck and others as occurring in October and
November although I have seen it also in early spring, a seasonal

distribution quite frequent in the case of certain species of mush-
rooms. Its cortina and general appearance suggest a Cortinarius

;

it is dearly not distantly related to that genus and I suspect has
been referred to it more often than to Hebeloma. On drying it be-

comes much darker than E. mesaphaeum, as the latter is diagnosed
above. It has slender sterile cells on the edge of the gills.

499. Hebeloma pascuense Pk.

N. Y. Si ale Mas. Rep. 53, 1900.

fllustrations : Ibid, PL C, Fig. 21-27.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 222, p. 274.

; 2-5 cm . broadj convex then plane^ obtus^ vigcid when
brownish-clay color, tinged rufous on disk, becoming pale

7), subhygrophanous, glabrous, innately streaked or variegated
''." fibrils, margin whitish at first from the cortina. FLESH whit-

GILLS adnexed, becoming ventricose and sinnuate, rather
broad, close, pallid (hen pale ochraceous-cinnamon, edge white-nm-
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briate al first. STEM 2-5 cm. Long, 3 *> mm. thick, solid or apex

hollow, sometimes with a tubule, cortex Bubcartilaginous, fibrillose

or subftoccose, apes floccose-scurfy, often Bomewhal twisted or

curved, pallid inn soon darker or tinged amber toward base. COB
TINA cobwebby, evanescent, slight remnants at apes <>f stem or on

margin ol pilens. SPORES 8-10x4.6 aiicr. (mostly 8-9x I 5), ellip-

tical, s mi in ill, pale ochraceous cinnamon in mass. ( JYST IMA none ;

sterile cells on clue of gills arc prominent, cylindrical. W-50 * I 5

micr. ODOB radishy.

Gregarious or Bubcaespitose. On denuded or grassy s..il in open,

pastured woods or similar places, often on sterile, gravelly soil.

Washtenaw County. May and June (as early as May 3). Frequent

locally.

This Bebeloma loves sterile or gravelly soil which has scanty

grass. It is early with us. although Peck reports it for October.

In its seasonal habit it corresponds, therefore, with //. gregwritm

from which it differs in size, color, and its smaller spores. Peck

says it is closely related to H. fastibile but is smaller, with a more

slender stem, differently colored pilens and more crowded gills. The

margin of the pileus sometimes shows a differentiated brown zone.

Small forms are easily confused with //. hiemale, except for the

spores and the presence of a cortina.

Section If. DcniKhiti. Cortina lacking.

500. Hebeloma sinapizans IV.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations: Cooke. 111.. PI. II.'..

Plate XCVII of this Report.

PILEUS 6 i- cm. broad, compact, convex expanded, obtuse, viscid

(moist), glabrous, even, somewhat irregular, ashy-brown to day-
color or whitish-tan, sordid. FLESH thick, soft in age. GILLS
adnexed to deeply emarginate, broad, close, dry, pallid then pale

alutaceous-cinnamon, edge entire and concolor. STEM stout, 6-12

cm. long, L.5-2.5 cm. thick, rigid, equal, even or striate above, fibril-

lose, upper pari becoming squarrose-scaly from the tearing of the

cuticle, smiled but soon cavernous, white then dingy, apex squamu-
lose-floccose. SPORES broadly elliptical, hyaline-apiculate at both

ends, obscurely rough, 11-13x7-8 micr., pale-cinnamon in mass.

OYSTIDIA none. <>|M>K ;md TASTE usually strongly of radish.
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In i mops, subcaespitose or gregarious. Ou the ground, wooded

hillsides, oak, maple and beech woods. Washtenaw County. Septem-

ber. Infrequent.

This is one of our largest and most luxurious Hebelonias, appear-

ing after heavy rains. The stout, scaly-torn white stem, lack of

,,,,, inn. broad gills and large spores, distinguish it. In age and

in we! weather il decays rapidly. Fries says it is solitary, but with

ns ii -icws in troops as described by Stevenson, often forming

dense rows along hillsides where Cortinarii flourish. Cooke's fig-

ures illustrate our plant well. It approaches H. sinuosum Fr.

I
sense of Ricken).

501. Hebeloma crustuliniforme Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations: Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. 69.

Engler and Prantl. I, 1**, Fig. 117, p. 212.

Swan ton, Fungi, PL 40, Fig. 5-6, 1909.

Cooke's Elus., PL 507.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 32, Fig. 2.

Plate XCVII of this Report.

PILEUS 4-8 cm. broad, broadly convex, then plane, subrcpand,

.slightly viscid (moist), glabrous, even, pale whitish-tan, disk reddish

or yellowish, zoneless, margin at first incurved. FLESH thickish,

rather firm, white. GILLS adnexed, crowded, narrow, rounded

behind, thin, whitish then watery cinnamon-brown, edge crenulate

<nid beaded with drops when young or moist. STEM 4-8 cm. long,

1 6 mm. thick, equal or subbulbous, stuffed then hollow, somewhat

floccose-squamulose, glabrous below, white or whitish, pruinose at

apex. SPORES 10-12 x 5-7 micr., apiculate, ovoid elliptical, smooth,
pule brown. Sterile cells on edge of gills, cylindric-saccate, 24-30 x 6

micr., abundant ODOR strong of radish. TASTE disagreeable.
Said to be poisonous.

Solitary or gregarious, sometimes forming interrupted rings. In

frondose grassy woods. Washtenaw County. October. Infrequent.
The description given above is that of the continental mycologists.

Mv own notes and specimens were lost.

Form minor: is smaller, pileus 2-3 cm. broad. It has no cystidia
on the sides of (lie gills, and the spores measure 8-10x5-7 micr.

Sterile cells on the edge of the gills are clavate at the apex. The
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edge of the gills exudes drops. Pound in the same woods as the

type.

Form sphagnophihi/m: These plants grew <»n dense sphagnum.
PILEUS IT cm. broad. STEM 7-9 cm. i>\ 5 s dam. There are 1 1 « >

cystidia <>n the sides of the gills; the sterile cells on the edge are

Blender, slightly thickened below, cylindrical above. The edge of

the gills distils drops. The odor, when the plants are fresh, is sim-

ilar to alcohol ethers. Otherwise as the type. See Plate XCVII of

this Report.

The iimst striking characteristic of this species and its varieties is

their habil of distilling drops from the gills when Fresh or moist.

In this respect it Imitates //. fastibile, bu1 lacks the cortina and

has more crowded gills. It is considered poisonous, and is said to

be called ••poison-pie'" in England, no doubt because the color of the

cap simulates a baked pie crust. In dry weather it is easily confused

with other species, and the occurence of the forms mentioned above

shows thai ii needs further study. It does n<»i seem to be as com-

mon here as in Europe.

502. Hebeloma hiemale Bres.

Fungi Tridentini, 1892.

Illustration : [bid, PL 160.

"PILEUS rather fleshy, 2-4.5 cm. broad, convex-subhemispherical
then plane and gibbons or depressed, viscid, glabrous, margin at

tirst involute and while flocculose, pale alutaceous, marked by a

crustuline center <>r broad zone. GILLS crowded, white then argil-

laceous-subcinnamon, edge white-floccose, sinuate-adnate or adnexed

and almost free. STEM 2-3 cm. long, 5-7 nun. thick, white, becoming

yellowish below, smiled then somewhat hollow, equal, Bubfibrillost .

apex white-furfuraceous. Spores obversely pyriform, 12-13x6-7

micr., golden yellow under the microscope; basidia clavate, 30-35 \

7-8 micr. ODOB scarcely any. TASTE somewhat bitter.

"Approaching nearest t<> //. orustuliniforme, from which it diffi

by its constantly smaller stature and scarcely noticeable odor."

The description is that of Bresadola, as my own notes are not

t'n 11 enough. It is with some hesitancy included under Michigan

Species bul is said to occur in the 1'nited Stales and is easily con-

futed w iih the preceding. 1 1 is at lea si of value to make Bresadola's

description accessible in English.
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503. Hebeloma longicaudum Fr.

Byst Myeol., 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 415.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 309.

Berkeley, Outlines, PI. 9, Fig. 2.

Bicken, Blatterpilze, PI. 33, Fig. 2.

I 'ILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, convex-expanded, subumbonate, glabrous,

viscid (moist), even, somewhat irregular, pale ochraceous-tan, becom-

ing whitish. FLESH soft, watery, white. GILLS arcuate-adnate

then emarginate, medium broad, narrowed behind, crowded, whitish

then pale clay-color, edge minutely fimbriate. STEM 5-10 cm.

long, 1 -9 nun. thick, white, equal, subbulbous below, stuffed then

somewhat hollow, fragile, fibrillose-striate, mealy at apex or through-
out. SPORES obliquely-elliptical, inequilateral, narrow at one end,

smooth, 12-15x6-7 micr. CYSTIDIA none. Sterile cells slender.

slightly enlarged at base, numerous on edge of gills. ODOR
scarcely noticeable or none. TASTE mild, not of radish.

Gregarious. In or near cedar and tamarack swamps, sometimes

on sphagnum, sometimes on rich humus. Ann Arbor, New Rich-

mond. September-November. Infrequent.

The white stem, medium size, lack of cortina and large spores

distinguish this species. The white-stemmed species of Hebeloma
are quite distinct from those with sordid or brownish stems,
although the former may become dingy or brownish by handling.
The gills are at first adnate-decurrent and often do not become

emarginate until late maturity, a character found in several other

Bpecies. European authors do not agree upon the size of the spores
for this species and usually give smaller spores; but our plant
agrees so well with descriptions and the figures referred to above
that it seems best to place it here. It differs from H. elatum, for
which Massee gives large spores, by its lack of a radish odor, and
he smaUer average size of the pileus. Two other related species
with persistently white stems were found at New Richmond: (a)
tad a more slender stem up to 9 cm. long, tapering downward,
flocculose at apex, elsewhere innately fibrillose-striate; its pileus

s up to . cm. broad, yellowish ochre on disk and white on margin;
-ills pather broad : odor none, (b) was smaller, with a stem about
5 cm. long, hollow and torn-scaly as in H. sinapizans; its cap was
testaceous-tan and it had a radishy odor. Both forms had spores
9 12 \ 5 6 micr. in size. They need further study.
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504. Hebeloma albidulum Pk.

\. V. State Mus. Rep. 54, L901.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, convex expanded, obtuse, glabrous, viscid

(moist), dingy-white, buff, or tinged ochraceous or grayish, even.

FLESH white, thick on disk. (JILLS adnexed, emarginate, narrow,

crowded, whitish then isabelline to pale rnsty-brownish, minutely
while -fimbriate on edge. STEM •". -9 cm. long. I -10 mm. thick, equal
or Bubbulbous at base, glabrous and innately silkyshining,

Btuffed

then hollow, white, pruinose at apex. SPORES elliptical, in-

equilateral, 10-12.5x5-7 micr., pale-brownish under the micron-ope.

Bmooth. CYSTIDIA rather abundanl on sides and edge of gills.

cylindrical, slender, obtuse, about 75x5-6 micr. Odor none: taste

mild.

(Dried: Pileus rufous-brown to tan; gills rusty-brown; stem

pallid to dingy white.)
( Jregaiioiis to suheaespitose. On the ground, mixed or frondose

woods. Ann Arbor, New Richmond.- September-October. Infre-

quent.

Definitely known by its peculiar cylindrical cystidia ; its dingy
white or ochraceous bull' pileus, white stem and narrow gills also

help to place it. It is related to II. album Pk. which has larger

spores, measuring 12-16 x 6-8 micr., and a more persistent white

pileus and stem. Both II. albidulum and II . album can be easily dis-

tinguished from H. sarcophyllum which is also a pure white species,

by the pink gills of the bitter. H. neurophyllum Atk. may also be

contused with it. Some of our specimens had a rather abrupt,

oblique and marginate bulb, in this respect approaching Cortinarii,

but fresh young specimens lack the cortina. The gills and spores
have a peculiar shade of brown, showing their relation to //. sar-

cophyllum.

505. Hebeloma simile sp. nov.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, convex-expanded, whitish tinged ochra-

ceous, subviscid (moist), lustre dull i dry >. glabrous, even. FLESH
thick on disk, white, (ilkks adnate at first, becoming emarginate,
rather broad, not crowded, yentricose, thin, whitisli then alutaceous,

edge minutely (loCCOSe den t iciilale. not cost ate. STEM 3 8 cm. long,

2-5 mm. thick, slender, equal, not bulbous, white, floccost to mealy

throughout, glabrescent, at length innately fibrillose-striatulate,
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shawl irith a persistent pith, white within and without, texture

abrous. SPOKES fusiform-elliptical, inequilateral, smooth or ob-

scurely rough, apiculate, 11-13 x 6-7 micr. CYSTIDIA none. Sterile

cells on edge of gills, clavate-thickened at apex, 55-65 micr. long.

ODOR and TASTE slightly of radish.

(Dried: Pileus and stem whitish, dingy; gills cinnamon-

brown.)

Gregarious. On the ground, in copses, woods, etc., among grass.

Ann Arbor, Detroit. September-October. Infrequent.

Differs from H. neurophyllum Atk. in the lack of costate gills, the

persisted pith of the -stem, smaller spores and broader gills. Its

sterile cells are clavate-thickened like the upper portion of many

paraphyses among the Pezizaceae, a character which is said to be-

long to the sterile cells on the gills of H. neurophyllum Atk. It

differs from H. album Pk. by the broader gills, floccose-mealy stem

and smaller spores; and from E. albidulum by the lack of cystidia,

broader gills, etc.

506. Hebeloma sarcophyllum Pk.

X. Y. State Cab. Eep. 23, 1872.

Illustrations: Ibid, PL I, Fig. 7-11.

P ILEUS 3-6 cm. (or more) broad, chalk-white, becoming dingy

white, convex, obtuse, glabrous, subviscid (moist), soon dry, even.

FLESH white, thickish. GILLS rather narrow, adnexed, deeply

emarginate, close, deep rose to flesh color, edge minutely fimbriate.

STEM 3-8 cm. long, 4-8 mm. thick, equal or tapering upward, clavate-

bulbous a1 &rst,white, firm, stuffed by a persistent pith, finally hol-

low, fibrillose, glabrescent, minutely scurfy-mealy at apex, subshin-

ing. SPORES ventricose-elliptical, subinequilateral, ovate-pointed

;ii both ends, obscurely rough, at first deep-flesh color in mass, but

changing to dark brown, 9-12 x 5-6 micr. STERILE CELLS on edge

of gills, cylindrical, slender, 5-6 micr. diam. CYSTIDIA similar,

rarely found. ODOR subfarinaceous, TASTE bitterish.

Solitary, scattered or gregarious. On grassy ground, in frondose

op mixed woods. Ann Arbor, Huron Mountains. June-August.

Infrequent.

Pen linkable for the deep pinkish color of the mature gills and

spores which simulate those of a Psalliota. There is no cortina,

else the shape and structure of the spores would indicate a Cor-
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tinarius. The spores lose their pink color in the herbarium. Lux-

uriant specimens, with caps 15 cm. across, have been found, whose

surface was minutely silk) Qoccose. When fresh the plants present

;i beautiful appearance because of their chalky whiteness of cap nnd

stem as contrasted with the deep flesh-colored gills. Ii is an ab

rant species and approaches the genus Entoloma.

507. Hebeloma album Pk.

N. Y. suite Mms. Rep. 54, L901.

Illustrations: [bid, PL <i. Fig. IT.

X. V. State Mus. Bull. L39, PL 117. Pig. L-6, L910.

"PILEUS 2.5-5 cm. broad, fleshy, Arm, convex becoming nearly

plane, or concave by the margin curving upward, glabrous, subviscid,

white or yellowish-white. FLESB white. <ilU.s thin, narrow, close,

sinuate, adnexed, whitish becoming brownish-ferruginous, STEM
3.5-7 cm. broad, 4-6 nun. thick, equal, Arm, rather long, solid or

stuffed, slightly mealy at the top, white. SPORES subellipsoid,

pointed at both ends. L2-16x6-8 micr."

Specimens sent from Detroit have been referred by Peck to this

species. Its Large spores, narrow .uills ami white or almost white

cap distinguish it from related species. Compare //. albidulum,
II. si mill and //. sarcophyllum.

508. Hebeloma colvini Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 28, 1876.

"PILEUS 2-7.5 cm. broad, convex or nearly plane, sometit

gibbous or broadly umbonate, rarely centrally depressed, glabrous,

grayish or alutaceous with an ochraceous tint. GILLS close, broad.

sinuate, adnexed, whitish, becoming brownish-ochraceous. STEM
2-8 cm. long, 2-6 mm. thick, equal, flexuous, silkx fibrillose, Btuffed

or hollow above, solid tow aid the base, whitish. SPORES ellipsoid.

L0-12x5-6 micr. Sandy soil in open places. Tin- mycelium binds

the sand into a globose mass which adheres to the base of the Btem."

The description is that of Peck. One collection at New Richmond

is closely related. The plants grew in sand which adhered to the

cap ami stem. Our plants varied from the type in having narrow

gills ami a solid stem which becomes cavernous.

01
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509. Hebeloma syrjense Karst.

PILEUS 2-5.5 cm. broad, convex-expanded, firm, glabrous, viscid.

provided with a gelatinous, separable pellicle, even, rufous or brick-

red, fading to ochraceous-brown, margin at first incurved. FLESH
tonghish, pallid or tinged rufous-brown. GILLS adnate at first.

then emarginate, close, moderately broad, whitish tben rufous-

brown to cinnamon-brown, edge obscurely floccnlose. STEM 4-G

cm. lung. :'.."> nun. thick, subequal or attenuated downward, floccose-

8caly above, glabrescent below, tonghish, elastic, stuffed then hollow,

whitish, becoming sordid brownish below, even. SPOKES elliptical,

inequilateral, apiculate, smooth, 8-10.5x5-6 micr., pale rusty-cinna-

mon in mass. CYSTIDIA none. Sterile cells short, slender, cylin-

drical, on edge of gills. ODOR slight. TASTE slightly astringent.

Gregarious or caespitose. On the ground in frondoSe woods.

Ann Arbor. September-October. Infrequent.

This species has the appearance of a Cortinarius, but no cortina

is present in the young stage; on this account it is also to be dis-

tinguished from H. testaceum. The brick-red color, caespitose

stems and separable pellicle are characteristic features. The some-

wliat tough texture is also a marked character. When young, the

pileus is often bay-brown and in age may become irregular or

repand.

510. Hebeloma magnimamma Fr.

Hymen. Europaei, 1ST4.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PL 508.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, umbonate, convex, brick-red (moist i.

paler on margin, fading, glabrous, viscid (moist), even. GILLS
adnate, close, thin, narrow, width uniform, oehraceous-isabelline.

edge white fimbriate. STEM 34 cm. long. 1-2 mm. thick, equal, even.

glabrous, narrowly fistulose, pallid-ochraceous, apex pruinose.
SPORES elliptical, smooth, mostly with a large nucleus. 7-9 x 4 •">

micr. Sterile cells on edge of gills numerous, narrow-cylindrical,
about <;.". x 4-.") micr.

Gregarious. Ground in cedar swamp. New Richmond. Septem-
ber. Rare.
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Flammula I i\

i From the Latin, flamma, a (lame i

Ochre-brown to rusty-spored. Stem central, continuous with the

pileus, without an annulus, fleshy or fibrous; partial veil in tin- form

of a fibrillose or subarachnoid cortina, evanescent. <iills adnaU o\

subdecurrenl at first. Spores dark brown, rusty-brown or rusty

yellow. Pileus viscid or dry. Mostly on wood.

Fleshy, putrescent, lignicolous, rarely terrestrial fungi, char-

acterized by ilif habitat and the spore-color. To be separated from

Pholiota by the non-membranous inner veil; from Qebeloma by the

darker In-own or rusty-yellow j^ills and spores; from Naucoria by the

fleshy -fibrous stem; from Continarius by the habitat on w I. It

corresponds to Hypholoma of the purple-spored group in habit. By
reason of the bitter taste or odor, the Flammulas are not attractive

for food, ;iih1 although no definite information is available to prove
that they are not edible, they

•are usually considered unpalatable
and looked upon with suspicion. The genus is difficult and the

species appear to run into one another. They occur mostly in the

northern forests.

The PILEUS is often very viscid, with a separable pellicle, or, in

the section Sapineae. with a dry adnate cuticle; it is usually tinged

with yellowish, olivaceous or fuscous hues. The margin or surface

is sometimes dotted with thin, fibrillose scales but becomes denuded
in age or after rains ; it is therefore important to obtain fresh plants
for study. The fibrillose cortina is more copious in some Bpecies

than in others and this fact must be kept in mind. The GILLS are

referred to by authors as adnate-decurrent and some emphasize the

decurrent character as a means of recognizing the genus; there
is,

however, considerable variation in this respect, and more often

the gills are adnate or slightly rounded behind ami in age may
become emarginate as in related genera. The color of the gills at

maturity is conditioned by the spores and is markedly different in

the first and last section. /•'. polychroa is unique l»\ the gray and

purplish hues which cloud them. /•'. carbonaria has dark dirty-

brown jjills. In the last section they are brighl rustyochre or

yellow. The STEM is fleshy or fibrous, usually more or less fibril

lose, glabrescent, mostly naked at the ape\ and with a tendency to

become darker, sordid, brown or rusty in age, especially at or

toward the base. The SPORES are usually elliptical or oval, smooth

or slightly rough under high magnification. A spore-prinl is very
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importanl for the diagnosis of species, because of the considerable

difference in the color. CYSTIDIA are present and rather abund-

ant (,ii the sides and edge of the gills. The ODOR is an important

character and was frequently employed by Fries, especially in the

VIonographia, to separate the species. The TASTE is often bitter,

sometimes strong, and tends to turn away the searcher who is after

edible mushrooms.

The species are Dot ye1 well understood, especially in this country.

Peck has described some twenty-five species but most of these are

poorly known. Only about half of my different collections have

been included here since the rest are still doubtfully determined.

I'm species seem to be common at least in the southern part of the

siate but it is likely that more species occur in the north during

favorable seasons.

Key to the Species

(A) Pileus dry, golden-tawny, minutely floccose-scaly ; gills chrome-
yellow. 519. F. sapinea Pr.

(AA) Pileus glutinous, viscid, subviscid or moist,

(a) Gills grayish to olive-purplish-fuscous; pileus glutinous, with
superficial scales. 511. F. polychroa Berk,

(aa) Gills without gray or purple tints.

(b) Pileus 6-12 cm. or more broad, viscid, flesh white. 512. F.
lubrica Fr.

(bb) Pileus 3-8 cm. broad, glutinous; flesh white. 513. F. lenta Fr.
(bbb) Pileus 2-7 cm. broad; flesh yellowish,

(c) Gills smoky-brown to fuscous-brown; pileus not truly yellow-
514. F. ca?~bonaria Fr. var.

(cc) Gills yellow or pallid-ochraceous.
(d) Pileus. with viscid or glutinous separable pellicle,

(e) Pileus sulphur-yellow, with fulvous center; stem slender;
flesh thin. 515. F. spumosa Fr.

(ee) Pileus pale ochraceous-olivaceous-buff ; flesh thick. 517.
F. gummosa Fr.

(dd) Pileus without a viscid pellicle,

(e) Odor strong, bitter; pileus pale, cadmium-yellow, lubri-
cous; stem elongated. 518. F. alnicola Fr.

(ee) Odor slight or none; pileus bright yellow, glabrous, mar-
gin cortinate. 516. F. flavida Fr.

Hon I. Phaeotae. Spore mass sordid brown. Pileus with a
mure or less viseid or glutinous, separable pellicle.

511. Flammula polychroa Berk.

Lea's Catalog, Plants. Cinn. 1844.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 147, p. 150, 1900.

Moffatt, Chicago, Nat. Hist. Surv.. Bull. No. VII, Part I, PL
L0, Figs. L-2, 1!)09.
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PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, broadly convex, then expanded, obtusely

depressed, sometimes broadly ambonate, very viscid, run/inn dull

orange to yellowish on dish-, paler yellowish toward the olwe on

greenish margin, in age variegated yellowish-olivaceous-brown,
at first decorated ton-aril margin by wedg< shaped, creamy to vine

ceous, ftbrillose, detersile} delicati scales, concentrically arranged,

the outermosl forming an interrupted fringe al the edge of the

pilens, glabrescenl Lu age, margin even, a1 firsl incurved. FLESB
soft, moist, thick on disk, thin on margin, yellowish-white. GILLS

adnate, rounded behind or sinuate, often seceding or Bubdecurrenl

in age, rather broad behind, tapering anteriorly, close to crowded,
at the very first creamy-buff, soon grayish-fuscous, finally dark

olive purplish-gray, edge white-flocculose. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 3-5

mm. thick, slender, rigid-tough, subequal, curved, solid-fibrous .with-

in, in age hollow, ftbrillose and dotted with small, recurved scales

up to tin- evanescent annulus, yellowish above, becoming dull red-

dish-brown below. VEIL rather well -developed at the fust . vary-

ing white to vinaceous, lilac or purplish-tinged, floccose-fibrillose.

SPORES oval or short oblong, 6-7.5x3.5-4.5 micr.. smooth, dark,

fuscous-brown with a slight purplish tinge in mass. CYSTIDIA
numerous on sides and edge of gills, subventricose below, lanceolate

above, about 55 micr. long.

Solitary to subeaespitose. On logs, sticks, dead branches, etc.,

frondose and mixed coniferous W Is.

Marquette, New Richmond. Ann Arbor, etc. Throughout the

State. July-October. Bather frequent.

This species is distinguished from all the other Flammulas by
the peculiar color of the gills and spores: the tint of gray and

purple which these possess may easily lead the student into plac-

ing it among the purple-spored genera. The other characters,

however, ally it to the genus Flammnla. The colors of the pileus

are, furthermore, quite variable, but there is nearly always an

olivaceous tint present, especially on the margin when young. The

pelliculose cap is usually glutinous and when fresh dotted with the

triangular, hairy, appressed scales. It is apparently indigenous
to America.
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512. Flammula lubrica Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Flies, Icones, PI. 110, Fig. 1.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, Fl. 57, Fig. 1.

I' ILEUS 6-12 cm. broad, tough, broadly convex, then expanded,

obtuse or depressed, tawny-orange or fulvous on disk, yellowish on

margin, sometimes paler, with a separable, viscid pellicle, loosely

scaly-dotted, glabrescent, even. FLESH whitish, moist, rather

thick, tinged yellow under pellicle. GILLS adnate, then emargi-

nate or seceding, sometimes subdecurrent or uncinate, medium

broad, close to crowded, sulphur-yellow to greenish-yellow, then

dingtf-ochre to olive-brown, edge minutely fimbriate. STEM 1-6 cm.

long, 8-15 mm. thick, equal or slightly tapering downwards, curved

or straight, subbulbous at base, spongy-solid or hollowed by grubs,,

at first whitish within and without, tinged yellowish or at base

rusty-brown in age, fibrillose. SPOKES minute, elliptical, 5-6 x

.'!-:;.5 micr., smooth, pale rusty-brown in mass. CYSTIDIA very

abundant on sides and edge of gills, ventricose, obtuse, 45 x 12-15

micr., rarely longer. ODOR and TASTE mild or very slightly of

radish.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On decaying logs in mixed or

frondose, low woods. Bay View, New Richmond. September. In-

frequent or local.

Our plant departs slightly from the accepted characters for the

species. It is known by its large size, viscid or glutinous, scaly-

dotted, yellow-tawny cap and whitish stem when fresh. The colors

of the pileus are shown in the figures of Fries, although a form,

such as is shown in Ricken's figure, has been found in the same

locality with the Friesian plant. The flesh of both forms is white

in the fresh plant. The color of the spore-mass indicates the next

section; but it must not be confused with E. spumosa which is a

smaller plant, whose cap is not dotted with scales, and whose
flesh is greenish-yellow. F. lubrica appears to be limited to the

coniferous regions of the State.
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513. Flammula lenta IV.

Syst. Myc, L82JL

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PL 139 and 1 10.

<Jillct. Champignons de Prance, No. 284.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL ">7. Pig. ::.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, linn, convex-expanded, obtnse, glutinous,

<lottcd toward margin with scattered, concentric, superficial, fibril-

lose scales, or glabrous and white-silky on the incurved margin,

dingy white to huff, brownish-tan on disk, even. FLESH pallid,

Blightly thiek. (I1LLS adnate-subdecu rrent, rather narrow, close,

white at first then pale alutaceous. bull-color, edge minutely white-

Aocculose. STEM 4-7 cm. long, 8-11 mm. thick, varying equal, taper-

ing down or subbulbous, stuffed then narrowly tubular, firm, Hoc

cose-pruinose at apex, floccose-scaly up to the obsolete annulus,

white, becoming brownish toward base in age. SPOKES elliptical,

slightly curved, smooth, pale, 5-7x3.5-4 ruicr., grayish-brown in

mass. CYSTIDIA abundant on sides and edge of gills, lanceolate,

ventrieose, obtuse at apex, 50-55 x 12 micr., deep in the subhymen-
ium. ODOR and TASTE slight.

On decaying logs or on the ground among debris in conifer

woods. New Richmond. September. Infrequent.

Known by its pale color, glutinous cap and the remnants of the

whitish cortina on the margin of the cap or on the stem. It differs

from F. lubrica mainly in color, especially in the color of the gills.

It. is seldom reported in this country, although very abundant in

Europe. The flesh is white. Hebeloma glutinosum also has a

glutinous, scaly-dotted pileus, but the gills are said to be emargi-

nate, and the flesh of the stem to become blackish toward the base.

(Ricken. Blatterpilze.) In drier weather the pileus is less viscid

and may appear to be entirely naked. 1 1 is easily mistaken for a

Hebeloma because of its pale jjills and its frequent development
on the ground. Hebeloma parvifructum I'k. may be a form of this

species, although Peck does not report any cystidia.
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514. Flammula carbonaria Fr. var.

Syst. -M.vc. 1821.

[llustration : Cooke, 111., PL 442.

PILEUS 2-0 cm. broad, pliant, convex, then plane, usually de-

pressed in age, more or less viscid or subviscid, pellicle somewhat

separable, dull crustuline to fulvous-yellowish, dull dingy-rufous-

brown in age, disk rusty-yellow, glabrous, even, at first with rem-

nants of cortina on edge. FLESH pallid then tinged yellowish,

rather thin. GILLS adnate-subdecurrent, sinuate in age,

crowded, rather narrow, at first pallid, finally pule smoky-

brown or fuscous-brown, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 3-5

cm. long, 3-5 mm. thick at apex, tapering downwards, tough, rigid-

elastic, flexible, dilated and cavernous at apex, elsewhere soon

hollowed in form of tubule, fibrillose, at length dark sordid-brown

or smoky-fuscous, curved or bulbillose at attached base. SPORES

elliptic-oblong, smooth, 6-7.5x3.5-4 rnicr., pale ochraceous under

microscope, solid fuscous-broivn in mass. CYSTIDIA on sides

and edge of gills, scattered, flasknshaped to subcylindrical, variable,

30-55 x 10-15 micr. ODOR and TASTE slight or mild.

Solitary, gregarious or caespitose, on roots, sticks, stumps, etc.,

in low, swampy woods or wet places. New Richmond, Ann Arbor.

September < >ctober. [nfrequent.

At least two forms have been referred here: a small plant, with

cap 2-3 cm. broad, growing on burnt-over ground, and a larger

plant not always on charcoal remains, to which I have referred my
collections. Cooke's figures illustrate our plants well except in

the slightly smaller size. The principal characteristic is the color

of gills and spores, in which it approaches F. fuscus. No critical

notes of such a plant other than the description of F. carbonarius

are at hand, and authors vary considerably in their conception of

ii excepl that they hold closely to the idea that it occurs always
on eh; i tied soil or wood. Hard illustrates what appears to be the

small form, and Ricken likewise emphasizes the small size in

which resped they follow the Friesian tradition. Under this name
Peck has described a still different form, whose spores measure
7-10 \ I "» micr., and which also grows on charcoal beds. The species

clearly needs further study in this country, as it is not likely that

either Peck's or my plants represent the Friesian species. F. high-
Iwndensis Pk. may represent the true species.
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Section II. Caespitose, Bpores rust] brown in oiass. Caespito
or crowded. Pileua with subviscid, subseparable pellicle.

515. Flammu!a spumosa 1 i.

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustratious : Fries, [cones, PL L16, Fig. *'•.

Cooke, III.. PL 175.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 57, Fig-. 5.

PILEUS --5 cm. broad, convex-plane, with viscid, separable

pellicle, sulphur-yellow, sometimes greenish-tinged, fulvous on

center, paler od margin, glabrous, even, sometimes obscurely vir-

gate, provided when young with a yellowish-white cortina on the

margin. FLESH yellowish or greenisli-yellowish, rather thin.

GILLS adnate-emarginate or decurrent by a tooth, close, moderate-

ly broad, sulphur-yellow or greenish-yellow at first, finally pale

ferruginous. STEM 3-7 cm. long. 3-7 mm. thick, often slender,

equal, hollow by a narrow tubule which is at first stuffed, fibrilloSi .

yellowish above, soon sordid rusty-fulvous toward base. SPORES
elliptic-oval, smooth, 6-8x4-5 micr.. contracted toward one end.

CYSTIDIA on sides and edge of gills. GO-TO x 12 micr.. lanceolate-

ventricose. ODOR slight or of radish.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground among forest debris or

on mossy logs, etc., in coniferous regions in moist places. Mar-

quette, Houghton. Hay View, New Richmond, Detroit. July-

September. Rather frequent.
This is probably as common as any of the Flammulas bul is to

be sought in the regions once covered with hemlock or pine. The
color of the pilens and flesh varies from youth to age, becoming
darker or more dingy, and individual specimens vary from sulphur-

yellow to greenish-yellow but are never as green on the margin of

the cap as /'. polychroa. The usual distinguishing marks are the

sulphur-yellow margin of the cap. its fulvous to tawny disk, the

marked viscidity, the slender, fibrillose stem and the yellowish or

citron-yellow flesh. The spores have a rather characteristic shape
as compared with nearly related species.
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516. Flammula flavida Fr.

Svsi. Mvc. L821.

[llustrations : Cooke, 111., PL 444.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 58, Fig. 1.

"PILEUS 4-7 cm. broad, cainpanulate-expanded, subumbonate,

moist, not viscid, even, glabrous, rather regular, bright yellow

(flavus), sometimes almost sulphur-yellow with pale fulvous disk,

decorated along the margin by the adherent, white or pallid remains

of the cartina. FLESH white then yellowish. GILLS adnate,

close, thin, rather narrow, at first white, soon yellowish then rusty-

fulvous, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 5-10 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick,

cither narrowed or enlarged toward base, stuffed then hollow, fibril-

lose, flavus-yellow, rusty toward base, at length entirely rusty-

brown, sometimes with evanescent- annulus. CORTINA whitish.

SPORES elliptical, 8-9 x 4-5 micr., smooth, ferruginous. CYSTIDIA
clavate, 36-40x8-9 micr."

Reported by Lonygear from Chandlers, Michigan. The description
is adopted from the Monographia of Fries, with additions from

Ricken. It seems to be well-marked by the non-viscid pileus, the

shreds of the cortina on its margin or on the apex of stem and the

spores.

517. Flammula gummosa Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 441.

Fries, Icones, PI. 116, Fig. 2.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 57, Fig. 1.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex-plane, at length subdepressed or
subumbonate, with a glutinous, separable pellicle, even, pale ochra-
ceous mixed with buff and olivaceous hues, glabrescent. FLESH
thick on disk, concolor when moist, paler when dry. GILLS ad-

Qate-subdecurrent, broad behind, tapering in front, close, pale
ochraceouscmnamon, edge minutely flocculose. STEM 4-6 cm.
Long, I in nun. thick, rather firm, subequal, floccose-scaly above,
fibrillose below, stuffed, pallid above, umber downwards, dull red-
dish-umber when bruised at base. SPORES oblong-elliptical, 6-7
x 3 t micr., smooth, pale rusty-brown. CYSTIDIA scattered, ventri-
cose. tapering, 45-50*15 micr. ODOR and TASTE mild.

'
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Solitary or Bubcaespitose and crowded. Ai the base of stumps
in mixed woods. New Richmond. September. Rare.

Onr specimens are well illustrated 03 Cooke's figures. The species

differs from /•'. lubrica in its usually glabrous pileus and the rust]

red base of stem; the spores are slightly Bmaller.

518. Flammula alnicola IV

Syst. .Mvc. 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke. 111.. PI. 143.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 282.

Grevillea, Vol. VI, PI. 90.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 58, Pig. •",.

"PILEUS 5-7 cm. broad, convex then expanded, obtuse, not truly

viscid, lubricous, at first superficially fibriUose toward margin,

sometimes minutely scaly, cadmium-yellow, becoming rusty and

sometimes greenish. FLESH slightly compact, concolor. <iIU.s

subadnate, at times decurrent or rounded behind, broad, plane, at

first dingy-pallid or yellowish-pallid, at Length ferruginous. STEM
5-10 em. long. 6-12 mm. thick, attenuated-rooting at base, commonly
curved or flexuous, fibrUlose, at first cadmium yellow then becoming

rusty. CORTINA manifest, fibrilb.se or arachnoid. SPORES

elliptical, fix 4 micr. ODOR stron</ and pungent, bitter. TASTE
bitter.

"On old stumps of frondose trees especially of abler and willow."

This has been reported from the State, but 1 have found QO

typical specimens. Ricken describes and figures a plant with

smaller spores, which departs considerably from the figures of

Cooke, Gillet and those in Grevillea. The description given above

is adopted from that of Fries in Blonographia, and the figures <«f

Cooke, etc.. tit it well. /'. alnicola Bhould be recognized by its long,

rooting, caespitose stems, by the color ami by ili«- Btrong bitter

odor. Peck reports it from the Catskill ami Adirondack Mountains

only.
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Sf< ction, III. Sapineae. Spore mass ochre-yellow. Gills fulvous-

golden yellow. Pileus dry or nearly so.

519. Flammula sapinea Fr.

Syst. Myc., 1821.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PL 118, Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111., PL 447.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. Ill, No. 90.

Moffatt, Chicago Nat. Ills. Surv., Bull. 7, Part I, PL 9, Fig. 2,

PILEUS 2-7 cm. broad, firm, convex, then subexpanded, obtuse,

golden-yellow to tawny, paler toward margin, velvety or minutely

floccose-scaly, dry, at length fading and rimose-cracked. FLESH
thick, yellowish. GILLS adnate, plane, rather narrow, thin,

chrome-yellow then rusty-yellow, edge minutely fimbriate. STEM
4-7 cm. long, 6-12 mm. thick, rather stout, stuffed then hollow,

sometimes compressed and irregular, fibrous, innately fibrillose,

yellowish, brownish below when handled. CORTINA yellowish,

scanty. SPORES elliptical, 6-8x4-5 inicr., smooth, rusty-yellow.

ODOR strong.

Subcaespitose, scattered or solitary. On wood of conifers in the

north; on tamarack stumps and logs in the southern part of the

State. Bay View, New Richmond, Ann Arbor, Detroit. August-
October. Infrequent.

This is a rather variable plant, not yet sufficiently studied. The
forms on tamarack are apparently the same as the species in pine
and hemlock woods but often the pileus is almost glabrous. In the

young slate the colors are rich, in age they often fade.

Galera Fr.

(From the Latin, Galera, a little helmet.)

Ochre-brown or rusty-yellow spored. Stem suhcartilaginous,
tubular, slender. Partial veil none or fibrillose; volva lacking.
Pileus thin, conical, campanulate or oval, its margin at first

straight and appressed on the stem. Spores elliptical or oval,
usually smooth. Cystidia lacking.

Putrescent, fragile, small mushrooms, growing on dung, mosses,
grass or on the ground. They correspond to Mycena of the white-
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spored group in the nature of the stem, the straight margin of the

young pileus and in the Blender habit; thej also correspond to

Nolanea of the pink-spored group. Their Bmall size, growth on

dung and Bcarcity in number makes them useless for food.

The PILEUS is thin and membranous, either conical, oval or

elliptical when very young, becoming campanulate, or, in a few

Bpecies, expanded, li is bygrophanoua and in many species is

striatulate on the margin when moist. The color varies within nar-

now limits, mostly rusty, ochraceous, brownish, yellowish or whit-

ish; when dry they usually fade to a much paler shade. .Manv de

velop an atomate or delicate silky surface after losing their mi

ture, such "atoms" being due to microscopic ered cells.

Tin- GILLS are never decurrent, bu1 are either narrowly adnate
or adnexed to the stem within the cone of the pileus. Thej are

re generally narrow and linear, although some species pose
Miiii-icosc, rather broad gills. Galera ovalis, described in European
works, has very broad gills, and seems to be a rarity with us, if it

is not entirely lacking. It has been reported from the United

states but may have been confused with others. Ricken omits it

from the list of German Galeras. The mature <;ills of tins genus
are usually a pale rusty-yellow which is a convenient mark of

recognition; sometimes this color shades into cinnamon. The edge
of the jjills is provided with microscopic sterile cells, in the first

section they have the shape of nine-pins or Indian clubs, with a

rounded knob at the apex, i. e., capitate, but with a more narrowed

base. These can scarcely be seen, unless a portion of a gill is

mounted sideways under the microscope. In the other groups,
these cells vary in shape from lanceolate t" filiform, ami are never

capitate. True cystidia are wanting. The trama of the gille

usually composed of large-celled hyphae, and a careful comparative

study may bring out good specific characters here. The STEM
is always slender, hollow, ami usually fragile. In some species,

however, it is toughish or flaccid as in certain Mycenas. in texture

it is somewhat cartilaginous. It is usually equal throughout but

species are known where a marked thickening occurs at the base

in the form of a bulb; others may develop a Blight bulblel or even

a lon«,' root like prolongation as in <;. antipus. The CORTIN \

lacking in most or all of the section Conocephalae. In the second

group there i- a delicate, lihrillose cortina which disappear- early.

Another section, of which no examples are included below, includes

species which have a more highly developed superficial veil wh<

delicate remnants are visible after the pileus has expanded. Son i
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these, e. g., G. pellucida Fr., G. stagnina Fr. and G. paludosa Fr., are

now placed in the genus Tubaria, because of their decurrent or

broadly adnate gilis. G. rufipes Pk. seems at present the only

species of this third section likely to be found within our limits.

Al.nut 24 species of Galera have been reported or newly described

for the United States east of the Rocky Mountains. Some of these

u ill probably be found to be synonyms. Several unnamed species

are included below whose identity is not established and which as yet

seem to be distinct from the others. This genus needs consider-

ably more microscopic study in order to place its species on a firm

basis. Special pains were taken to obtain material throughout the

course of this study but a comparatively small number of the

described American species came to hand. See Plate XCVII for

habit.

Key to the Species

(A) Edge of gills provided with microscopic, capitate, sterile cells.

(Growing on dung, or on the soil among grass of manured lawns,

gardens, fields and pastures.)

(a) Stem long, rooting below the enlarged base; primarily on dung-

hills. 520. G. antipus Lasch.

(aa) Stem without root-like prolongation.

(b) Stem bulbous-enlarged at base; gills narrow; on dung-hills.

522. G. bulbifera sp. nov.

(bb) Stem equal,

(c) Gills very broad, almost free, ferruginous; plants large, very

fragile; rare. G. ovalis Fr.

(cc) Gills narrow to medium broad.

(d) Stem striatulate and pubescent; spores 10-12x6-7 micr.

523. G. pubescens Gill,

(dd) Stem not markedly striatulate.

(e) Spores small, 7-8.5 x 4-5 micr., pileus soft and very fragile,

finally expanded. 527. G. teneroides Pk.

(ee) Spores 10 micr. or more in length.

(f) Pileus markedly cylindric-conical, longer than wide,

pale isabelline. 521. G. lateritia Fr.

(ff) Pileus not narrowed-conical.

(g) On cow-dung; spores 15-18x9-10 micr; pileus not

striatulate when moist. 524. G. sp.

(gg) In grassy places, lawns, etc.

(h) Stem tough, filiform; spores 9-12x6-7 micr. 528.

G. capillaripes Pk.

(hh) Stem fragile.

(i) Gills crisped and interveined. 526. G. crispa

Longyear.
(ii) Gills not crisped; very common on lawns. 525. G.

tenera Fr.

(AA) Edge of gills with sterile cells of a different form. (Growing
attached to mosses, grass, sedges, etc., in moist places.)

(a) Stem bluish to greenish-gray; on mosses in swamps. 529. G.

cyanopes sp. nov.

(aa) Stem whitish or pallid,

(b) Pileus sulcate, convex; gills narrow; on grass. 530. G. plica-
tella Pk.

(bb) Pileus even or striatulate when moist; gills broad.
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(c) Spores 8-10x5-6 micr., pileus conic-campanulate; rerj oom-
iiidii on mosses; Bmall. 531. 0. hypnorum Fr

(cc) Spores 10-12x6 mlcr., plleus bemisphericalH on gx
<:. si>.

Section I. Conocephalae. Pileus conico-campanulate a1 first;

ejlls ascending and on the edge with microscopic differential

ril. capitate cells; cortina aone. Habitat on dang or manured

ground.6

520. Galera antipus Lasch.

I llusirai ions ; Fries, [cones, PL 128, Pig. 2.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 293.

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, PL 60, Fig. '•».

PILEUS L.5-2.5 cm. broad (rarely up to 5 cm.), broadly campanu-
hilt, dingy ferruginous-cinnamon (moist), hygrophanous, yellow

ish-isabelline (dry), glabrous or Bubprninose, not striatulate, ato-

mate when dry, subflaccid. FLIOSII subinembranous, Blightly

fleshy on disk. GILLS narrowly adnate, ascending, crowded, nar

row, Bublinear, pale cinnamon-ochraceouSj finally dark ferruginous.

STEM 3-5 cm. long and 2 l mm. thick above substratum, subfusi

form-enlarged at base, and with a very long, subhorizontal, thickish,

flexuous, whitish root-like prolongation, pruinose or scurfy, striaU

or twisted, concolor or paler than pileus. SPORES lemon-shaped,

obscurely (» angled, otherwise smooth, 8-9x6 micr. BASIDLA 18

25x7-8 micr.; sterile cells on edge of j,
r ills. small, capitate. ODOR

none.

Gregarious on dung-hills In beech and pine woods. New Rich-

mond. September. Locally abundant.

This is often a large-capped species, known by its long root like

prolongation, which may extend 5 8 cm. below the point of entrance.

Dung-hills on which the plants are plentiful, arc often penetrated

hv a thick mass of these "roots" which interweave in a horizontal

position. The stem appears clavate or fusiform where it enters

the substratum, ami easily separates at this point, so that the

"pOOt" is easily overlooked. All stages of development were ob

served; the very young pileus is oval and whitish, and is scarcely

broader than the stout young stem; it becomes campanulate and

finally is broadly expanded. No cortina is present at an\

The spores are very characteristic and agree entirely with Kick.

description. Cooke ejves the spores entirely tOO large in coiincc

tion with Plate 163 of the Illustrations.
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521. Galera lateritia Fr.

Syst Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Fries. Icones, PL 127.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. Ill, No. 94.

Ricken
;

Die Blatterpilze, Plate GO. Fig. 11.

Cooke, 111., Plate 460.

PILEUS 2.5-3 cm. high, 2-2.5 cm. wide, almost bylindricai-conicalr

later subcampanulate, pale isabelline, hygrophanous, glabrous, fine-

ly striate on margin. FLESH membranous. GILLS nearly free,

narrow, linear, ascending, crowded, fulvous-rusty-ochraceous.

STEM 5-10 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, rigid, equal, hollow, fragile,

pun white, mealy-frosted. SPORES elliptical, ferruginous, 12-15

- 9 micr., smooth. STEEILE CELLS on edge of gills capitate.

On dung or rich grassy places. Reported by Longyear as abund-

ant : rarely seen by the writer. June-September.

The color of the cap is not as dark as in some of the Friesian.

figures; a fact noted by European as well as American observers.

The narrow, elongated pileus is unique among the Galeras.

522. Galera bulbifera sp. nov.

I' ILEUS .5-2.5 cm. broad, oval-campanulate, obtuse, ferruginous-

cinnamon when moist, hygrophanous, ochraceous and atomate when

dry, rivulose-reticulate. GILLS ascending-adnate, narrow, sub-

linear, close to crowded, ferruginous-cinnamon, sprinkled by fer-

ruginous spores. STEM 6-15 cm. long, 1.5-3 mm. thick, strict when
moist, equal above the bulbous base, pale ferruginous, hollow, glab-

rous-shining when dry, sometimes faintly striatulate. SPORES
elliptical, obtuse at ends, smooth, ferruginous in mass, 12-15x8-9'

micr. CYSTIDIA none. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills small,

'Militate. ODOR none.

On horse dunu: dung-hills in mixed woods. Xew Richmond.

ptember.

Variable in size: solitary specimens attain the large size, while

a patch of them is apt to be composed of smaller sizes. It has the

appearance, in the large condition, of G. ovalis, but differs by the

narrow gills, etc. It is well marked by the gills, the bulblet at base
of stem, ami the spores. The whole plant is ferruginous-cinnamon
when moist, and in large plants the pileus is finely rugose-reticu-
late.
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523. Galera pubescens < rill.

( Champignons « I *
-

Prance, 1874.

[llustrations : [bid. No. 296.

PILEUS II cm. broad, Oval-campanulate or obtusely conical-

campanulate, ferruginous-cinnamon to rufous-brown when moist,

hygrophanous, buff to ochraceous-tan when dry, sometimes reticu

late-rivulose < n- obscurely rugulose, atomate when dry. FLESH
submembranous. GILLS ascending-adnate, rather narrow, close,

Bubventricose, cinnamon-ochraceous. STEM 3-10 cm. Long, l 3 nun.

thick, '-///'//. often striatulate, minutely pubescent or glabrous,

hollow, brownish-ochraceous, becoming pallid and shining.

SPORES elliptical, Bmooth, obtuse, L0-12x5.5-7 micr. CYSTIDLA
none. STERILE CELLS capitate, on edge of gills.

Common locally on cow-dung, cultivated fields, etc. Ann

Arbor, New Richmond. June-Septemiber.

This differs from G. bulbifera in the size of the spores and of the

stem which is of equal size to the base. The stem is usually pub-

escent ns is also ihf surface of the pileus; bu1 no1 too much stress

must be laid <»n this character since it is not unusual for other

species Of Galera to develop pubescence on cap and stem when

growing on dung in shaded, moist situations. The stem ;ilso

varies considerably as to the striatums; these are normally well-

marked hut may be entirely lacking.

524. Galera sp.

Plate XCVI1 of this Report.

PILEUS 12-16 nun. broad, campanulate, not striatulate, watery-
cinnamon-brown when moist, hygrophanous, pale wbitish-ochra-

eeous and atomate when dry; FLESB submembranous, concolor.

GILLS adnate-seceding, ascending, rather broad, ventricose, cl

to Bubdistant, ferruginous' at maturity. STEM aboul 5 cm. long,

1-1.5 mm. thick, equal, no1 bulbillate, fibrous-rigid, hollow, even,

glabrous or pruinate, white a1 first, then pallid or |>;ilc ochraceous.

SPORES large, broadly elliptical, obtuse, smooth, ferruginous in

mass, 1.5-18x9-10 micr. CYSTIDIA none. STERILE CELLS on

edge of gills, capitate.

On cow-dung in pine woods. New Richmond. September.

Differing from the preceding two, in the large spores, broad and
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ventricose gills and paler colors. It was distinguished only once

and ii'» name is as yet applied to it. It is included merely for

comparison. It may prove to be a form of G. pygmaea-affinis Fr.

525. Galera tenera Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 461.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 223, p. 276, 1908.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 3, PI. 40, Fig. 6.

PILEUS 8-16 mm. broad, obtusely eonic-eampannlate, hygro-

phanous, pale ferruginous and striatulate when moist, whitish to

creamy-white and even when dry, glabrous, atomate when dry;

FLESH submembranous. GILLS ascending-adnate, close to sub-

distant, rather narrow, uniform in width, cinnamon when mature.

STEM 3-7 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm. thick, equal or subequal, straight,

slender, fragile, subshining, hollow, concolor (moist and dry),

prninose at apex, even or faintly striatulate. SPORES variable in

size, 11-16x6-9 micr., elliptical, smooth, obtuse. CYSTIDIA none.

STERILE CELLS on edge of gills capitate.

<!regarious or scattered. Especially on lawns in our cities every-

where; also among grass by road-sides, in fields, pastures, etc.,

sometimes on dung-hills. May to September. Throughout the

State. Very common.
This must not be confused with Bolbitius tener Berk., which is

much more delicate and collapses quickly at maturity. When
growing in the same place the two are easily distinguished.
Bolbitius tener is rather rare, but may appear in similar situations.

There seem to be some discrepancies in the spore-measurements of

C. tenera as given by different authors, a fact easily explained by
their variability. The gills, too, are usually said to be "broad,"
while in most individuals they are relatively somewhat narrow.

526. Galera crispa Longyear

Bot. Gazette, L899, p. 272.

Illustration : Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 226, p. 278, 1908.

PILEUS L.5-3 cm. broad, persistently eonic-campanulate, sub-

acute, rivulose-striate, sometimes rugulose, broicnish-ocliraceous at
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apex when moist, whitish-buff elsewhere, glabrous, atomate when

dry; FLESH membranous. <illd,s adnexed, close to Bubdistant,

rather narrow, crisped <ni<l interveined, a1 first white then ferrugi-

aous-brown. STEM .""» '.i em. long, L-2 mm. thick, Blender, base

slightly bullions, hollow, fragile, pure whiU <>> tinged ochracco

sometimes faintlj striatulate. SPORES verj variable in siz< and

shnjti , elliptical, ovate or elliptic oval in some individuals, varying

L5xl3 or L2x8, etc., (11-16x8-14 micr.), smooth. CYSTIDIA
oone. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills, capitate.

I >n lawns, pastures, etc. among grass. June-July. Ann Arbor,

Lansing, etc. Infrequent.

This species was described by Longyear Prom our State. The

peculiar, crisped appearance of the gills, ami the slighl develop-

ment of the hygrophanous character in the pileus distinguishes it

from 0. tenera. Hard gives an excellent photograph of it.

527. Galera teneroides Pk.

X. V. State Mus. Rep. 29, p. :i!>, 1878.

IMLKI'S ."ii'ii nun. broad, conic-ovate at the very first, then cam-

panulate-ewpanded, soft, very fragile, sublubricous, hygrophanous,
brownish cinnamon and striatulate when moist, paler when dry,

glabrous. FLESH membranous. GILLS narrow Iy-adnate, narrow,
(lose, pale brown then ochraceoiis-cinnanion or watery brown.

STEM slender. 3-6 cm. long, l-l.."i mm. thick, elastic, straight then

flexuous, equal, slightly toughish, subpubescent, glabrescent and

shining, often striatulate. SPORES elliptical, small. 7-8.5 \ •". micr..

smooth, obtuse, pale ochraceoiis brown. BASIDIA I
s \ s micr..

inflated above, aarrowed-stipitate, t-spored. STERILE CELLS on

edge of i;ills capitate.

<>n horse-dung and ground or decayed debris in woods. Ann

Arbor, New Richmond. August September.
Remarkable for the soft, fragile pileus ami somewhat toughish,

persistent stem; the latter separates from the rather waterj flesh

of the pileus and is round in good condition alter the pileus has

collapsed. It has affinities with Bolbitius but the gills are Galera

like. The small spores separate it from related species on dung. It

seems (dose to 0. spartea Ft., but that Bpedes is said to prefer

mossy or burned-over places in woods. Furthermore, Slassee savs

the gills of 0. spartea are broadly adnate, while Ricken says thei

are narrow ly at tached. so that a clear idea of that Bpecies is hard

to obtain.
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528. Galera capillaripes Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club. Bull, No. 26, p. 06, 1899.

PILEUS 8-12 nun. broad, obtusely campanulate, hygroplianous,

pale ferruginous and faintly striatulate when moist, paler and

atomate when dry. FLESH membranous. GILLS ascending ad-

n.itc. rather broad, subdistant, pale, ferruginous. STEM filiform,

2 5 cm. long, flexuous, tough, glabrous, concolor, persistently rufous-

shining, apex pruinate. SPOKES 9-11.5x5-6.5 micr., elliptical,

Mnooth, obtuse, epispore ferruginous under microscope. CYSTIDIA
ii STERILE CELLS on edge of gills capitate, about 20x7-8

micr. ODOR none.

Among grass, near woods. Ann Arbor. September. Infrequent.
Similar to G. tencra, but with different spores, smaller size and

tough stem. It was originally described by Peck from specimens

growing on lawns and grassy places in Ohio.

Section II. Bryogeni. Pileus campanulate-convex, always striat-

ulate; gills scarcely ascending, provided on the edge with filiform,

awl-shaped or lanceolate sterile cells. Habitat on mosses, sedges,
etc.

529. Galera cyanopes sp. nov.

PILEUS 8-12 mm. broad, convex-campanulate, hygroplianous,

pale watery cinnamon and striatulate when moist, whitish-buff

and almost even when dry, atomate; FLESH membranous. GILLS
adnate, narrow, sublinear, close to subdistant, pale cinnamon-ochra-

ceousj edge minutely flocculose. STEM 5-7 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm.
i hick, aliform, pale greenish-gray to bluish, equal or minutely bulb-

illate a1 base, elastic, hollow, pruinose at apex, glabrous elsewhere,
concolor within. SPORES broadly elliptical, smooth, 8-9.5x6.5-7

micr., ochraceous. CYSTIDIA none. STERILE CELLS on edge
of gills. ODOR and TASTE none.

On Polytrichum, a species of moss, in a poplar swamp. Ann
Arbor. July. Rare.

A beautiful little Galera, well-marked by the blue-gray stem,
habil on Polytrichum and its striatulate pileus when moist. In the

lighl from a kerosene lamp the greenish-blue color is intensified.
G. mniophila Lasch. is said to grow on moss and has an olive-yellow
stem, but the spores are larger, according to Ricken 10-12x5-6
micr., and according to Massee, Ux6 micr.
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530. Galera plicatella Pk.

N. Y. State .Mns. Rep. i!<».
|>. 59, L874 (as Oalcra coprinoides Pk.).

PILEUS K> 1- nun. broad, convex-expanded, plicaU silicate i" the

small even disk, often spin on Diargin, yellowish or ochraceous

when moist, straw-whitish when dry, glabrous. I'l.l'.sil membrana

ceous. GILLS aduexed, moderately broad, ventricose, close i<>

Bubdistant, distinct, pale rusty-ochrac< b. STEW 2-3 cm. Inn-.

1 mm. thick, slender, equal, Hexuous or straight, hollow, oiinutely

pruinose, white i«» pallid. SPORES elliptical, smooth, 6-7.5x5

in iir.. pusty-ochraceous. BASIDIA L5x6-7 micr., t-spored.

On the .ur.iss. lawns, roadsides. August-October. Ann Arbor.

Rare.

The pileus imitates small species of Coprinus in its plicate mar-

gin. The trama of the gills is composed of large, vesicular sub-

hymenia] cells, between which runs a narrow layer of axillary,

slender parallel hyphae.

531. Galera hypnorum Fr.

Svs. Mvc. L821

[llustrations : Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 230.

Cooke, 111.. Plate 465.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 295 (var. bryorum).

Ricken, Die Blatterpilze, Plate 60, Pig. 8.

PILEUS II- mm. broad, campanulate, cinnamon-yelloioish or

yellowish-ochraceous and striate when moist, glabrous, yellowish

white or buff and even when dry. PLESE membranaceous; GILLS

adnate, hroml, not ascending, subdistant, fulvous-cinnamon, edge

minutely floeculose. STEM short, 3-4 mi. Inn-. L-2 mm. thick, equal,

Blender, hollow, Qexuous, glabrous, apes pruinose, concolor, often

darker toward base. SPORES elliptic-ovate, subinequilateral, 8-10

s5-6 micr., smooth, ochraceous. CYSTIDIA Done. STERILE
CELLS nn edge of ^'ills fusiform-lanceolate.

Gregarious on uiosses. Throughout the State. May-October.
< !ommon.

Tli is is our commonesl li:i!<' Galera with :i tnoss habitat. Doubt-

less closely related species are confused with ii and ;i microscopic

study may be accessary to distinguish them. A number "i varieties

have been described, bu1 an accounl of them lime would only con-
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fuse the student. Sometimes the pileus is provided with a little

umbo, sometimes the plants attain a larger size than that given.

A form growing on sphagnum is especially large.

Bolbitius Fr.

I From the Greek, bolbiton, cow's-dung.)

Ochre-brown to rusty-ochraceous-spored. Gills dissolving some-

what in wet weather, narrowly attached. Margin of pileus at first

straight; flesh very thin. Stem fragile and slender. Partial veil

vcr\ evanescenl or none.

Putrescent, delicate, dung-inhabiting fungi, with hollow, elongated

stems, with gills which dissolve more or less into a soft mass in age

and very thin caps which usually split on the margin. They approach

the genus Coprinus in habit and in the structure of the hymenium,

differing in the rusty-ochraceous spores. They have something of

the appearance of Galera, but their gills are clearly differ-

ent. Only three species are included below. Some consider Plu-

teolus reticulatus to be a better species of Bolbitius. The genus

Pluteolus, in fact, differs only in degree from Bolbitius. Species

with free gills and the stem separable from the pileus are referable

to Pluteolus
; species with gills more or less narrowly attached and

with a tendency of the gills to become soft, belonging to Bolbitius.

But apparently these characters vary or intermediate forms may
occur. The gills of Pluteolus reticulatus are sometimes narrowly
adnate and those of some species of Bolbitius are free in occasional

specimens. The texture of the stem in both genera is different from

thai of the pileus and the stem is more or less separable. The pileus

is \ iscid or slightly so in nearly all species of both genera. In spite

of these facts, the nature of the gills of Bolbitius remains a real

distinguishing character and the genus Pluteolus will be retained in

ii< proper place.

Key to the Species

(See Pluteolus)
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532. Bolbitius tener Berk.

outlines. L860.

[llustrationsj [bid, PL 12, Fig. 2.

Cooke, III.. PL 691.

Fries, [cones, PL L39, Fig. 1.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 16.

PILEUS conical, [-1.5 cm. high, finally expanded, obtuse, dull

white, apex creamy-yellow, sometimes slightly subviscid, even or

scarcely striatulate, glabrous, atomate when dry. FLESB very

thin, delicate. GILLS free or nearly so, narrow, close, dissolving

quickly and becoming brownish-ochraceous. STEM slender, 6-12

cm. hi- more in length, [-2 nun. thick, equal, flaccid, glabrous, hollow.

bulbillate at l><is< % pure white. SPORES broadly elliptical, smooth,
[3-16x9-10 tnicr., rounded-obtuse, ochraceous.

Gregarious or scattered. Anion- grass on lawns, parks, ,u
r"H

links.

Marquette, Ann Arbor. Ypsilanti, etc July-August. After heavy
rains. Rare.

This plant must not be confused with Galera l<it<ritin which has

a larger pileus, a rigid-fragile stem and slightly smaller spores and

gills which do not dissolve. This little Roll »it ins seldom appears, ac-

cording to my experience, ami only during sultry, rainy weather.

It develops overnight ami in early morning stands up on itv slender

stem without difficulty, bu1 soon utter the sun strikes it the stems

bend over, the -ills dissolve and the cap collapses into sofl masses

which cling to the ;ipe\ of the flaccid stem. ( »n clomly days the

cap may expand ami persist longer but usually it is seen as shown
in Cooke's figure. It is described with salmon-colored gills, bu1 in

our plants the gills were brownish-ochraceous.

533. Bolbitius fragilis Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke. III.. PI. 720, A.

Swanton, Fungi, PI. [0, Fig. 2.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, conical-expanded, subumbonate, more or

less viscid, light yellow, fading, umbo slightly deeper yellow, thin,

almost pellucid, glabrous, striate on ih< m<ir<ii)). FLESB mem-
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branaceous. (JILLS narrowly adnate, attenuate behind, sometimes

free, yellow, then sordid pale cinnamon, moist and somewhat dis-

solving. STEM 7-9 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, fragile, hollow, slight-

ly attenuated upwards, glabrous, naked at apex, yellow. SPORES

elliptical, smooth, 11-13x6-7 mier., rusty-ochraceous.

Solitary or gregarious. In cultivated fields. Ann Arbor. May-

July. Infrequent.

This is rather difficult of separation from B. vitellimis. It differs

apparently in its less plicate pileus and the naked, more yellow

stem; bu1 these characters are variable in this genus and inter-

mediate forms seem to be quite frequent.

534. Boibitius vitellinus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 923.

(lillet, Champignons de France, Xo. 47.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 23, Fig. 9.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, at first oval, obtuse and egg-yellow, at

length campanulate-expanded, cinereous toward margin, sulcate-

striate or plicate up to the egg-yellow obtuse umbo, viscid, glabrous,

margin at first straight. FLESH very thin. GILLS narrowly
adnate, close, subdistant at full expansion of pileus, narrow, soft,

ochraceous-clay-color and with white edge when young, rusty-ochra-
ceous in age, scarcely dissolving in wet weather, crisped in dry
weather. STEM 6-12 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, equal or slightly

tapering upward, slender, fragile, pruinose-scaly at apex or through-
out, white or slightly sulphur yellow-tinged, often pellucid-shining,
even or innately tihrillose. SPORES elliptical, smooth. 10-12.5 x
'''7.:. mier., rusty-ochraceous. Hymenium with large,

'

inflated,
sterile cells intermingled with basidia and of the same length as
iln- basidia bu1 much broader. ODOR and TASTE none.

<>n dun-, especially cow dung, in fields, woods, etc., where cows
"'• pastured. Ann Arbor, New Richmond, probably throughout
the State. May-July. Rather frequent.
To be looked for in early .June. It is a rather variable plant,

changing in color as it develops, and again as it ages. Some speci-
mens have while stems, others have stems tinged with sulphur-
yellow. Tin- distinctive character is the egg-yellow umbo on the
'•'""•'- of the ]. ileus, and before expansion the whole pileus is
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yellow. In ilif very young unexpended stage, the surface of the

pileus is provided with ;i delicate, thin, viscid pellicle, composed

Hi' glistening particles; this membrane disappears as the pileus

expands. The species is nol uncommon in Sweden, where I was

;il)l r to verify the identity of our plant. The flesh of the Btem is

sometimes pale yellow, h should be carefully compared with

Pluteolus < xpansus.

Pluteolus l'i.

i Diminul ive of PluU us. '

Ochre-brown to rusty-ochraceous spored. <;ills free, nol dis-

solving in we1 weather. Stem distinct from tin j>il> us. subeartil-

;i<iiin»iis. I'ileus viscid, margin at firsl straight. Veil nunc.

Putrescent, thin-capped, slender-stemmed fungi, whose distin-

guishing characters are the spore-color. Tree gills, separable stem

and viscid pileus. Bolbitius differs by the greater or less degree <d

the softness of the -ills which lend to dissolve ill wet weather.

Iii Galera the ^ills are attached, the stem not truly separable

ami the cap not viscid. In XaucoHa the margin of the pileus is

at first incurved. Pluteolus corresponds to Pluteus of the pink-

spored group in its free gills. The gills are. however, not always

tree. Inn may be attached slightly by the upper corner; this is

true in /'. expansus and /'. reticulatus, which are somewhat inter-

mediate between Pluteolus and Bolbitius. Kicken has discarded

this -eiius. referring the European species to Bolbitius. A consid-

eration of the extremes as shown by Bolbitius tener and Pluteolus

COprophilus will make it evident that a real basis exivK for these

two genera. For purposes of identification, however, it seems help

tul to include the species of both genera in one key.

Key to the Spt cii 8

<a i On decaying wood; pileus deep violet-gray, fading. 538. /'.

• ' tit ulatus Fr.
i aa i On duns, straw piles, grassy places or ground in woods.

ilii dills dissolving quickly; pileus conical, 1-1.5 cm., dull white.

i s^f 532. Bolbitius t> ner Berk. >

(bb) Gills dissolving slowly or DOl ai all.

(cl Spores large. 12-1*! micr. long, pileus striatu

535. P. oprophilus Pk.
i cc i Spores 9-13 micr. long.

1 1! i I'ileus drab-color to grayish-brown; on the ground in

woods. 536. /'. aleuriatus gracilis Pk.

i dd ) Pileus yellow when young.
i e i I'ileus umbonate, umbo yellow,

(f) Stem yellow, glabrous; pili margin.
:. Bolbitius fragile Ft.)
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(ff) Stem white, rarely tinged yellow; pruinose-scaly at

apex; pileus sulcate-plicate. (See 534. BolMtius
vitellinus Fr.)

(ee) Pileus sulcate-plicate, not umbonate; stem citron-yellow.
537. P. expansus Pk.

535. Pluteolus coprophilus Pk.

N. Y. Siatc Mus. Rep. 46, 1893.

PILEUS 24 cm. broad, fragile, conical campanulate then ex-

I anded, depressed on disk, viscid when moist, striatulate on margin,

whitish at first, soon rosy-gray or pinkish-cinnamon. FLESH thin,

submembranaceous. . GILLS free, narrow, crowded or close, pale

rusty-cinnamon, dotted by the spores. STEM 0-11 cm. long, 24 mm.
thick, straight or flexuous, slender, hollow, pure white, rarely tinged

willi pink, glabrous or obscurely squamulose, equal or attenuated

at base. SPORES oval-elliptical, smooth, variable in size, 12-18 x

7-10 uiicr., bright-cinnamon in mass.

Caespitose or gregarious. On decaying straw piles, on compost

heaps or on dung, especially on lawns, fields, around trees, etc.,

where coarse manure was used. Ann Arbor. Probably throughout
the State. May-June. Infrequent.

During continued wet and sultry weather it is often very abundant
on manure mixed with straw. In June of one year specimens ap-

peared around every tree on the campus of the University of Michi-

gan where such manure had been deposited. Some think BolMtius
null mis Morg. is identical with it.

536. Pluteolus aleuriatus gracilis Pk.

Syst. Myc, 1821 (as P. aleuriatus Fr.).
X. V. Slate Mus. Rep. 54, 1901.

PILEUS 12 cm. broad, fragile, soon expanded-plane, viscid,
striate sulcate on margin, hygrophanous, drab color to grayish-
brown, paler on depressed disk, glabrous. FLESH thin. GILLS
free or nearly so, narrow, close, whitish at first then pale rusty-cin-
namon. STEM 2.5-8.5 cm. long, 1.5-3 mm. thick, equal or narrowed

upwards, glabrous or minutely pulverulent, hollow, white, or pallid.
SPORES elliptical, smooth, 942x4-6 micr., pale ferruginous.
Ob the ground among decaying leaves in mixed woods. Hough-

ion. Bay View. July. Rare.
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This species does do1 seem to be verj well known. Onlj a fe*

specimens were found whicb are here considered to be identical with

Peck's variety.

537. Pluteolus expansus I'k.

N. Y. State Rep. 26, L874 (as Oalera expansus).

I llustration : Plate XI '\ I ! I of tliis Report.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, fragile, oval a1 first, then expanded

plane, not umbonate, slightly depressed in centre, viscid when moist,

cinereous-ochraceous tinged with brownish or greenish hnes, margin

at first Bnlphur-yellow, striate-sulcate or plicatulate. FLESB thin,

submembranaceous. GILLS \'v^' or slightly and narrowly adnexed,

narrow, close t<> crowded, a1 firsl white, soon ochraceous-cinnamon,

edge minutely flocculose. STEM 5-10 cm. long, 2-6 mm. thick,

fragilej equal or slightly tapering upward, hollow, sometimes com

pressed, splitting longitudinally, pruinose or floccose, citron-yellow,

yellow within except the evanescent pith. SPORES elliptical,

smooth, 10-12x7.5 micr., ochraceous-cinnamon under microscope.

Hymenium composed of large, inflated subglobose sterile cells inter-

mingled with basidia which are narrow below, inflated above and

1 spored.

Gregarious or solitary. On rich manured lawns, fields, etc.,

sometimes on dung; sometimes in woods. Ann Arbor, Houghton,

etc. Throughout the State. May-July. Infrequent.

This speeies seems lo differ t'i'oiii Bolbitius vitellinus mainly in

the absence <»t' the yellow umbo or a yellow centre in the expanded

pilens. in the constant yellow stem and the somewhat different dis

tribution of color on the cap. It was firsl described bj Peck from

specimens on decaying w
I,

bu1 later he reported U from "rich

ground." The microscopic structure is very similar to thai ol

Bolbitius vitellinus. The gills, although rather soft, do nol dissolve

as in a typical Bolbitius, bu1 are fairlj persistent. Var. terrestris

Pk. is hen- made an integral pari of the species.
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538. Pluteolus reticulatus Fr.

Syst. My.-.. L821.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111.. PI. 195.

Gillet, Champignons <le France, No. 516.

Berkeley, Outlines, PL 9, Fig. 5.

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PI. 23, Fig. 10.

Plate CXIX of this Report.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, campanulate-expanded, obtuse, some-

limes slightly depressed, glutinous when fresh, the gluten drying

so as to form reticulate reins, radiately-rugose on disk, violaceous-

gray when fresh, livid to blackish on disk, margin obscurely striate,

very pale in age. FLESH rather thin. GILLS almost free or

narrowly adnate, rounded behind, seceding, crowded, ventricose,

moderately broad, whitish at first, then rusty-cinnamon, edge white-

fimbriate. STEM :'>-<; cni. long, 2-6 mm. thick, equal or slightly

tapering upwards, clastic, toughish, while, minutely floccose-scaly,

fibrillose-striatulate, hollow, straight or curved. SPORES ellip-

tical, smooth, 9-11x5-6 micr., rusty-brownish. ODOR none.

Caespitose or subcaespitose. Around the baae of stumps and

standing trees, on decayed wood. Ann Arbor. .October. Rare.

When fresh the plants are markedly tricolored; pileus deep gray
with violet tinge, gills rusty-cinnamon and stem white. Later the

color of the pileus fades somewhat as in the plates referred to above,
.ill of which show the cap much decolorized. The gills of our

specimens depart somewhat from the character of the genus in

being narrowly adnate; on this account it was at first referred by
the writer to Naucoria. Ricken places it under Bolbitius because of

the structure of the gills. In our plants the gills showed no sign of

diss,, hin- or becoming soft under the weather conditions in which

they were collected.

Naucoria Fr.

i Prom the Latin, Yaucum, a nut-shell, referring to the shape of the

pileus. i

Ochre-brown or rusty-brown-spored. Stem subcartilaginous, hol-
low or stuffed. Partial veil none or fugacious. Pileus slightly

fleshy, convex, its margin at first incurved. Spores smooth.

Putrescent, terrestrial or lignicolous, usually small, sometimes
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miuute, growing on grassy ground, mosses, -
1 i « k —

. decayed wood,
or on the ground in various places. Thej correspond to the genua

Collybia o£ the white-spored group in the nature of tin- Btem, tin-

incurved margin of the young pileus and in habil and habitat. The}
differ from Pholiota in lacking an annulus; from Plammula in the

subcartilaginous Btem, and from Galera in the more convex pileus
;iinl darker spore-mass. They are usually devoid of anj special

odor, inn may have a slightly disagreeable taste. Their edibility
is mostly uninvestigated, and their small size gives them do special

value as edible mushrooms.

The PILEUS is slightly mure fleshy in many species than in

Galera; others have very thin flesh. It may be hemispherical and

convex, even conical in a few species, bu1 then ii teuds to expand
and become plane or depressed. Ii is often somewhal viscid, some
times hygrophanous, frequently dry. Ii is rarely striate on the

margin. The color is usually ochraceous or of dark shades <>r

fuscous, brown, etc. The surface is glabrous in two sections,

(Gymnolae and Phaeotae), flocculose, scaly or silky in tl ther

(Lepidotae). The GILLS are adnate or adnexed, never decurrent,

often broad or ventricose. Mos1 of them have differentiated

sterile cells on the edge, which gives a paler or white dis-

tinctness. A more careful study of the color iii the young
stage may make ii possible to separate species with greater ease.

The STEil is often toughish, when dry somewhal cartilaginous. It

i- short as compared with the species of Galera, except in ; i few

forms growing on sphagnum or dung. The CORTINA i- entirely

lacking in the firsl section, slightly developed iii the second and

third. Ii is probable thai a universal veil is present in some >\\' the

species of the third group.

The species of Naucoria are rather numerous and seem to occur

over the whole world. Only a comparatively small number are here

described, and a careful study needs to he made of many others

found in the State. Fries includes i

v
species from Europe in his

Hymen. Europ. Peck has described 19 from this country. These

species all need microscopic study.

Key to iii< S>p< cu *

(A) Growing in grassy places or pastures.

(a) Pileus dark watery brown when moist; hygrophanous A.

tabacina Fr.

(aa) Pileus yellowish or ochraceous.
itii Pileus dry. sliehtly tomentose or silky on margin. 547 .V.

pediades Fr.

(bb) Pileus more or less viscid.
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(ci Stem compressed; gills yellowish at first, some spores angular.

T>4(). X. platysperma Pk.

(cc) Stem terete; gills pallid at first; spores never angular. 545.

.v. semiorbicularis Fr.

(AA) Growing in the woods and thickets, on ground, mosses, decayed

wood, etc.

(a) Pileus scaly, dark reddish-brown. 549. N. siparia Fr.

'aa) Pileus glabrous; on wood,

(b) Pileus 2-4 cm. broad, dark-fuscous, with a separable pellicle.

539. N. nimbosa Fr. var.

(bb) Pileus not over 2.5 cm., without a pellicle,

(c) Pileus with marked olivaceous tints. 540. N. centuncula Fr.

(cc) Pileus without olivaceous tints.

(d) Pileus with a conical umbo, minute,

(e) Pileus hygrophanous, watery-cinnamon (moist) ; gills

narrow. 543. N. lignicola Pk.

(ee) Pileus dark reddish-brown; gills ventricose. 542. N.

triscopoda Fr.

(dd) Pileus hemispherical or convex,

(e) Pileus cinnamon-brown; gills broad; stem short. 541. N.

horizontalis Fr.

(ee) Pileus and stem reddish-fulvous or darker, gills yellow;

spores minute. 544. N. belhcla Pk.

Section I. Gymnotae. Pileus; veil none. Spores rusty in mass.

(The following species grow on decayed wood.)

*Pileus with a separable pellicle.

539. Naucoria nimbosa Fr. var.

Hymen. Eiirop., 1885.

PILEUS i'-4 cm. broad, convex, firm, obtuse or subumbonate, even r

dark-fuscous with a rufescent center, almost blackish-fuscous, wood-
brown when dry, with a subgelatinous separable pellicle, not viscid,

glabrous, subpruinate when dry, veil none. FLESH concolor,

pallid when dry, rather thin but compact. GILLS rounded behind,

narrowly adnate, medium broad, crowded, thickish, fuscous-brown,.
edge vvhite-fimbriate. STEM 24 cm. long, 34 mm. thick, stuffed'

then hollow, equal, straight or curved, densely white-ftocculose
above, fibrillose or flbrillose scaly below, striate, pallid to fuscous-
brown, dark brown within, rigid-elastic, white-mycelioid at base.

SPOKES 6-7x3.54.5 micr., elliptical, smooth, rusty-brown. CYS-
TIMA scattered on sides of gills, abundant on edge, 3545x10-12
micr., obtuse, ventricose, stout. ODOR none. TASTE sometimes
unpleasant, astringent.
On decaying logs or debris in hemlock woods; gregarious. Bay

View, New Richmond. September. Infrequent.
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This species seems to !><• intermediate between V. nimbosa and
A. lidiiris Fr. h differs from the latter in its floccnlose -u-tu and
from both in its babitat. The plant is quite well marked bj its dark

colors, the separable pellicle, firm texture and fiocculose atem. The

pellicle is composed of erect, clavate cells with fuscous-brown con-

tent, and gives to the surface of the *

-

; 1

1

• a gelatinous feel, but is

scarcely at all viscid in we1 weather. The Bpores are ao1 genuinely

rusty as in the other forms of this section.

**Pileus without a separabh pellicle.

540. Naucoria centuncula Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

[llustration : Cooke, 111.. PL 601.

"PILEUS 1.5-2.5 cm. broad, convex-expanded, then plane, obtuse,

subundulate, hygrophanous, sooty-olive to brown-olive and delicately

striate when moist, fading to yellowish, dull, silky under lens, mar-

gin a1 first with Bulphur-yellow dust. FLESH submembranaceous,
concolor. (JILLS rounded behind, adnate, thickish, broad, crowded,

yellow-gray to olive-brown, edge crenulate with yellowish-green

flecks, stem 2-3 cm. long, 2-3 nun. thick, often ('(cent lie. equal,

curved, hollow, sometimes compressed, paler olive, white-meal}

above, white-mycelioid at base. SPORES almost kidney-shaped,

6-7x4 inicr., smooth, rusty-brown. CYSTIDIA 30-36 x 4-6 micr.

( >DOB mild."

On decayed wood, in frondose woods. Ann Arbor, New Richmond.

July-September.

Usually small and known from all others by the olivaceous color-

ing of the pileus and gills. The description is adapted from Ricken.

541. Naucoria horizontalis Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836 38.

[llustration: Cooke, 111.. PL 601.

"PILEUS .5 l cm. broad, hemispherical, ;ii length depressed, dry,

cinnamon-brown, even or wrinkled. FLESH relatively thick.

GILLS adnexed, thickish, broad, close to subdistant, cinnamon-

brown, edge white fimbriate STEM short and curved, I cm. long,
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1 nun. thick, brown, naked, base white-mycelioid. Spores somewhat

almond-shaped, L4-18x6-7 mier., smooth. GYSTIDIA on edge of

gills, fusiform, 50-60x8-10 mm.

On bark of standing trees (like Mycena corticola). ~Sot found

with certainty in the State. The description is adapted from Ricken.

542. Naucoria triscopoda Fr.

M igraphia, ls<>:'>.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PL 124, Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111., PL 458.

PILEUS 3-10 mm. broad, small, at first conical, then campanulate

with a marked acute umbo, striatulate to the umbo, chestnut-brown

to rufous-brown, glabrous. FLESH submembranaceous. GILLS ad-

nate, ascending, thickish, ventricose, close, ochraceous-cinnamon

then darker, edge white-fimbriate. STEM 2-3 cm. long, 1 mm. thick,

slender, reddish-brown, darker below, glabrous, hollow, apex pruin-

ose, innately silky. SPORES minute, (i-7 x 3-4 micr., rusty-brown,

smooth. CYSTIDIA none. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills,

slender, subcylindrical, about .">."> micr. long.

<>n much decayed wood in mixed forests of beech and hemlock.

Bay View, New Richmond. September. Infrequent.
A dainty little plant, well-marked by its shape and color. The

descriptions omit the striations of the pileus, but they are well

shown in Fries' excellent figures. Ricken has referred it to the

genus Galera but without explanation. This is the plant referred

to in the list of the 8th Rep. Mich. Acad. ScL, p. 35, under N. euspi-
data Pk. (in ed.) which Peck never published. It is clearly Fries'

sj ecies.

543. Naucoria lignicola Pk.

X. V. Stale Mus. Rep. 1'::, 1872.

PILEUS 5-20 mm. broad, convex-campanulate, markedly umbo-
iiate when young, at length expanded and depressed around the small
umbo, hygrophanous, watery-cinnamon and striatulate when moist,
•lull ochraceous when dry, glabrous. FLESH thin. GILLS adnate,
seceding, plane, close to subdistant, narrow, cinnamon-brown, edge
concolor. STEM 2-4 cm. long, l mm . thick, slender, toughish, equal,
sul.tisiulose. curved, glabrous or obscurely pruinate-tibrillose.
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SPORES elliptic-ovate, inequilateral, 7-8x3 I micr., Bmooth, rusty-

brown. ODOB none. TASTE Blightlj farinaceous.

( >n decayed wood. Ann Arbor. July.

Differs from V. triscopoda i>.\ its hygrophanous, paler j

» r 1 <
-

1 1
— and

sii^in iv Longer spores.

544. Naucoria bellula Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 26, is'ti.

PILEUS l 2.5 tin. broad, firm, moist, convex, obtuse, minutelj
flocculose or glabrous, even, bright watery-cinnamon to rusty-ful-

vous} pliant. FLESH rather thin, yellowish. GILLS adnate-seced

ing, sometimes emarginate with tooth, rather aarrow, close i<»

crowded, yellow then rusty-yellow <nnl spotted. STEM 2-2.5 cm*

Long, L-2 Him. thick, slender, equal, short, toughish-elastic, straight

or curved, reddish-brown to rusty-bay, darker below, stuffed then

hollow, fibrillose-scurfy ;it apex, sometimes scurfy throughout.
SIM»Ki;s miimtf, oval. .->.").."> x :; micr., smooth, ferruginous, staining
the gills. CYSTIDIA none. TASTE Utter. VEIL none.

On decayed coniferous wood in hemlock and pine woods, suli-

caespitose or gregarious. September. Bay View, New Richmond.
A distinct plant of the conifer regions of the State. The whole

plant has a tendency towards a fulvous-rusty more or less red color.

The stem and gills become darker colored with age. The
identification was made by Peck. It must not be confused with

Flu in in li hi !i in ii In hi Fr.

Section II. Phaeotae. Pileus glabrous. Spores and -ills dull-

colored, fuscous, cinnamon or ochraceous. Veil scarcely ooticeable.

(The following species grow on cultivated ground.)

545. Naucoria semiorbicularis Fr.

Epicrisis, L836-3S.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 193.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. L89.

Berkeley, outlines. PI. it. Fig. 1.

Plate XCIX of this Report.

PILEUS 1 •'! cm. broad, hemispherical-convew, obtuse, somewhat
viscid when moist, fulvous-yellow, darker on disk, ochraceous in

65
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age glabrous, sometimes rimose, even, veil none. FLESH thin or

thickish on disk, pallid. GILLS adnate, often seceding, broad, close,

pallid or alutaceous at first, then rusty-brown, edge white-fimbriate.

STEM I 6 cm. Long, L-3 mm. thick, equal or slightly thickened toward

base or apex, subrigid, toughish, terete, somewhat silky-shining,

stuffed by a white pith, ochraceous, darker in age. SPORES ellip-

ticaloval, L2-15x8-9 micr., smooth, rusty-brown in mass. CYS-

TII'IA on edge of gills ventricose flask-shaped, sometimes capitate,

25-35x9 micr. ODOR none. TASTE slightly disagreeable.

Gregarious or scattered. On lawns, roadsides and grassy pas-

tures. Throughout the State. May-September. Common.

This species occurs on lawns with Psilocybc foenisecii and

Pholiota praecox, during the warm and rainy weather in May and

June, although it may be found throughout the season. Its hemis-

pherical cap and rusty-brown spores distinguish it from similar

species of the purple-brown-spored group. Its spores and size

separate it from nearby species of Naucoria. -V. verracti Pr. has

beeD reported from Ohio. According to Ricken, this has spores

measuring 12-17x8-12 micr. Its stem is said to be rough-rtbrillose.

546. Naucoria platysperma Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club. Bull. 25, p. 321. 1898.

PILEUS 2-4.5 cm. broad, convex then subexpanded, slightly viscid

when moist, ochraceous, somewhat darker when young, glabrous,

failing, even, veil slight. FLESH white, thick on disk. GILLS
adnate, broader behind, close, thin, yellowish-ochre at first then

fuscous-cinnamon, edge pallid-fimbriate. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 2-1

nun. thick, tough, hollow and usually compressed, equal or tapering

below, ochraceous, often striate above, slightly flocculose with
whitish floccules. SPORES 13-15x7-10, elliptical, or sometimes of
rations shapes, triangular, heart-shaped, lobed, etc., fuscous-brown
in mass. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills fusiform.

Gregarious. On dung-hills, pastured woods and grassy places.

Bay View, Ann Arbor, New Richmond. May, June and September.
Frequen! during some seasons.

Characterized by the flattened or irregular spores which are pres-
ent in each mount, although in small numbers. The size of the

plant and its compressed stem are often good marks for its iden-
tification. Peck gives a greater width for the spores, but this is.

rare in our plants, which were referred to him and verified. The
original description was made from California specimens.
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547. Naucoria pediades I r.

Sysi. Myc, L821.

[llustrations : Cooke, 111.. PI. 192.

Gillet, Champignons de, France, No. 188.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 346.

Bard, Mushr s, Pig. 228, p. 282, 1908.

"PILEUS 2.5 -6 fin. broad, campanulate-hemispherical, ;n length

plane, obtuse, dry, not shining, fulvous-ochraceous then isabelline-

yellow, delicately toinentulose toward margin, margin silky Qoccose.

FLESH pallid, Blightly fleshy. GILLS broadly adnate, rounded

behind, rather broad, close t<> subdistant, ventricose, brownish pallid

at first, a1 length sordid limwn. STEM 17 (or more) cm. long, 2-3

(or more) nun. thick, often twisted, unequal, stuffed, silky-fulvous,

concolor <»r yellowish, granular-flocculose. SPOKES oval, LO-12 x •'. 7

micr., argillaceous-brown In mass. CYSTIDIA (on edge) yentrico

fusiform, 15-50x8-10 micr. < ) I x >K subfarinaceous. TASTE some-

i imes nauseous."

Reported as common on lawns and roadsides 1 » v Lmiirvear. I >>

script ion adapted from Kicken.

548. Naucoria tabacina Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustration: Cooke, III.. PL 193.

PILEUS ti 18 mm. broad, convex, obtuse, then almost plane, gla

brous, hygrophanous, even, watery bay-fuscous (moist), dull ochra-

ceous-cinnamon (dry). FLESH concolor, thin. GILLS adnate-

seceding, narrowed in from, rather broad behind, close, ;ii length

horizontal, alutaceous-brownish, edge white-floccuk>se. STEM 2-3

cm. Long, L-3 mm. thick, tapering downward, straighl or curved,

stuffed then hollow, toughish, brownish-uniber, fibrillost floccose.

SPORES elliptic-ovate, 6-8s I 1.5 micr., si th, fuscous-brown in

mass. <>i><>K aone. TASTE bitterish.

Caespitose or subcaespitose, on the ground in a cornfield, etc.

Ann Arbor. June. Infrequent. Known by its dark colors and

small spores. The gills often run down the stem by a line.

Section II. Lcpidotae. Pileus flocculose or scaly. Veil mani-

fesl (universal). Spores rust-colored.
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549. Naucoria siparia Fr.

gyst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 480.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 642.

PILEUS 5-15 mm. broad, broadly convex to plane, obtuse, moist,

a1 tirst densely tomentose, breaking up into thick scales of fascicled

tufts, especially on disk, dark reddish-brown. FLESH soft, brown-

Ish-ochraceous, thin. GILLS adnate, broad, close to subdistant,

vrentricose, brownish-clay-color, edge white-flocculose. STEM 1-2

cm. long, 1-1.5 mm. thick, short, equal, stuffed, lower two-thirds

loosely floccose-fibrillose
and reddish-brown, apex glabrous and

whitish. SPORES very variable in size and shape, 9-13 (few 15) x

5-6 (few 7) niicr., inequilateral-elliptical, smooth, rusty-brown in

mass. CYSTIDIA none. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills

numerous, subcylindrical or narrowly clavate, about 40x8-9 micr.

i:ASIDIA 4-spored, 27x6 micr. ODOR none.

Gregarious, on soil or moss in frondose woods, among debris.

Ann Arbor. August.

Although this plant is said to usually inhabit the stalks of ferns,

our specimens agree so closely with the descriptions that scarcely

a doubt can be raised concerning their identity.

Crepidotus Fr.

(From the Greek, krepis, a slipper and ous, an ear.)

Ochre-brown to rusty-spored. Stem lateral, eccentric or none.

Pileus dimidiate, eccentric or lateral, often at first resupinate.

Veil Lacking. SPORES sphoeroid or elliptical.

Putrescent, shelving or resupinate mushrooms, from 1 to 5 cm.

broad, growing on decaying wood. They correspond to those

Pleuroti of the white-spored group which have no veil.

The PILEUS is usually of a soft consistency and soon collapses;

in some species it is firmer or tougher and a few have a gelatinous

surface layer. The surface of some forms is tomentose or hairy, of

others glabrous; when hygrophanous, they often become pruinose
when dry. The hygrophanous species are usually striatulate on the

margin of the pileus when moist, but become even when dry. The
color of most species is white, dingy-white or yellowish, but C.

cinnabarinus has a deep scarlet-red color. The GILLS radiate
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from the point of attachment of the pileus, where thej either ran

down to a point or are abruptly rounded behind. They are ol

broad and soft and collapse when mature, but Bometimea are yerj

narrow and crowded; in age thej become stained or Bpotted l>\

the copious spores. The Bhort STEM <>r tubercle-like point of

attachment is usually somewhat tomentose or villose even In other

wise glabrous plants. The SPORES are an important means <>t

diagnosis of the species of this genus, since a Dumber of Bpecies

have a very similar general appearance. Peck points <>ut thai

European mycologists bave neglected to give as careful measure

ments for the spores i>r their species. I bave used the spore char

acter in the keys, since it is the only reliable method <>f studying

the group, and as the species are ao1 as a rule used for food, the

mycophagist will qo1 Deed much attention. The spores in differ-

ent species vary from brown to ferruginous and often stain tin-

pilei when tin- latter grow in an imbricate fashion.

Fifteen species are reported from Michigan; all bu1 two 1 have

collected.

Key to the Species

(A) Spores elliptical or oval.

(a) Pileus scarlet-red, substipitate. 555. C. cinnabarinus Pk.
(aa) Pileus not red.

(b) Pileus viscid, hygrophanous, sessile, white when dry. 550. C.
harrms Pk.

(bb) Pileus not viscid,

(c) Pileus with a subgelatinous surface, sessile, glabrous. 551.

C. mollis Ft.

(cc) Pileus not gelatinous.
nit Pileus distinctly stipitate, minutely scaly. 4-8 mm. broad,

tawny, tinged gray. 556. C. sipiaritts Pk.

(dd) Pileus sessile,

(e) Pileus glabrous, whitish, resupinate. 552. C. albidus K
E.

(ee) Pileus not glabrous.
(f) Pileus covered by a white villosity or tomentum.

(g) Pileus 4-10 mm. broad; spores T.r> micr. long. •

C. herbarum Pk.

(gg) Pileus 8-20 mm. broad; spores 9-10 micr. long. .".". t.

C. vrrsutus Pk.
( ft i Pileus covered by a dense dark-colored tomentum v

young.
(g) Spores 8-10x5-6; pileus with a thin tawny tomentum.

hygrophanous. 557. O. fulvotomentosvs Pk.

(ggi spores 6-6x4-4.5; pileus with a rufous-hrown ton.

.turn, not hygrophanous. r>r.s. r. calolepis Fr.

(AA) Spores Bpherical.

(a) Pileus white or whitish.
(in Pileus Buhtomentose, densely villose at base; gills broad; b]

6-7 micr. 559. C. putrigenus P.. A C.

(bb) Pileus glabrous excepl ;it attachment.

(c) Stipitate. stem 2-4 mm. long; pileus usually mareinate behind

Spores 5-5. ."> mirr. 562. 0. stipitatus sp. nov.
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(cc) Not stipitate, i. e., pileus sessile.

i,D Gills narrow and decurrent; spores 4-5.0 micr. 561. C.

applanatus Fr.

(dd) Gills broad, rounded behind; spores 5.5-7 rnicr. 560. C.

malachius B. & C.

(aa) Pileus not white,

(b) Pileus riabelliform, narrowed to the base, ochraceous; gills con-

color. Spores 4.5-5.5 micr., with a cavity on one side. 563.

i rocophyllus Berk.

(bb) Pileus dimidiate or subreniform, reddish-yellow, tomentose-

scaly; spores 6 micr. 564. C. dorsalis Pk.

distans Pk. lias an eccentric stem: pileus small, 4-8 mm.,

sulcate-striate, pubescent and tawny, spores elliptical, 10-12 x

6-7.5 micr.; the gills are very distant. C. latifolius Pk. came from

ohiu; pileus is sessile. 3-6 mm. broad, hygrophanous, white, almost

glabrous; gills very broad; spores globose, 5-6 micr. C. croceotinctus

Pk. has a pileus 1.5-2.5 cm. broad, glabrous, sessile, yellowish;

gills whitish becoming dull saffron-yellow; spores short elliptical,

5-6 micr. Long, i

550. Crepidotus hserens Pk.

X. V. State Mus. Rep. 35, 1881.

PILEUS L-5 cm. broad, rarely broader, sessile, flattened-convex,

dimidiate, reniform, broadly cuneate, etc.. hygrophanous, viscid

from the thin but tough, gelatinous, separable cuticle, glabrous or

-lightly lioccose-squamulose, obscurely striatulate when moist,

watery-brown or tinged gray (moist) white or whitish (dry), white-

villose at the base, margin at first inrolled. FLESH thin. GILLS
close, narrow, radiating, whitish then brownish. SPORES broadly

ovate-elliptical, obtusely pointed at ends, smooth, 7-9x5-6 micr.,

pale rusty-cinnamon in mass.

On decaying woods of deciduous trees. In Washtenaw County it

was found in several localities, but not detected elsewhere. June-

September. Infrequent.
This is our only truly viscid Crepidotus; C. mollis may become

slightly so in very wet weather. Our plants average larger than
those described by Peck, and the spores are slightly longer.
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551. Crepidotus mollis IV.

Syst. Mycol., L821.

Illustrations: Swanton, Fungi, PL 10, Fig. LO l_. L909.

Gilletj Champignons <le France, No. 262.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, Plate 61, Fig. 1.

Cooke's III.. PI. 198.

PILEUS L-o cm. broad, rarely broader, sessile or subsessile, so

obovate to reniform, soon plane with <t gelatinous cuticle which

gives ii a gelatinous feel, sometimes subviscid, flaccid, glabrous,

snbstriate on the margin, livid (moist) becoming ochraceous-

whitish (dry). FLESH thin. GILLS narrow, crowded, decurrent,

radiating, whitish then cinnamon. SPORES elliptical-ovate, sub-

acute ;ii one end, rounded m the other, smooth, 7-8.5x I •"» micr.

ODOR and TASTE ao1 aoticeable.

Often imbricated, on decaying logs and limbs. New Richmond.

September. Rare.

c. mollis differs from C. haerens in thai the .uills are more crowd-

ed and narrow, the spores are slightly smaller ami the surface is

iint viscid as a rule, even when moist and fresh.

552. Crepidotus albidus K.A E.

Proceedings Amer. Acad, of Phila., 1S94.

"PILEUS sessile, resupinate <ii first, whitish, nhihrons, dry, mar-

gin incurved. <HLLS thin, rather broad, pallid then yellowish-

brown, radiating from a point. SPORES unequally elliptical, yel-

lowish-brown, 5x3.5 mitt-. <>n bark of tilia, Ann Arbor."

This species has not been recognized, apparently, Bince ii waa

described. It is included ;is ;i basis for further observation, [1

approaches G. latifoliua but the spores are not spherical and the

l>ileiis is not hygrophanous. Specimens of the type material are

in the University of Michigan herbarium. It is very close to the

following.

553. Crepidotus herbarum Pk.

N. V. State .Ma-. Rep. 26, L874.

"PILEUS 3-10 mm. broad, sessile, resupinate, Buborbicular,

clothed with </ \chitc, doicny villosity, incurved on the margin when
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jroung3
sometimes becoming reflexed. GILLS rather narrow, sub-

distant, radiating from a naked lateral or eccentric point, white,

then subferruginous. SPORES elliptical, 6-7.5x3-4 micr."

, in dead steins of herbs, decaying wood, etc., in woods. Tkrough-

out the State. June to November. Frequent.

'I'h is little species grades into the next, but the spores seem to

be constant. The pileus is often only villose toward the base.

554. Crepidotus versutus Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 30, 1878.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 150, p. 160, 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 227, p. 280, 190S.

••PILEUS 8-20 mm. broad, at first resupinate, then reflexed,

reniform or dimidiate, sessile, white, clothed with a soft, downy or

tomentose villosity, incurved on the margin. GILLS rather broad,

subdistant, rounded behind, radiating from a lateral or eccentric

point, whitish then ferruginous. SPORES subelliptical, 9-10x6-7.5

micr."

( >n logs, decaying wood, etc., in woods. Throughout the State.

June to October. Frequent.

The larger spores and size of pileus distinguish C. versutus from

C. herbarum.

555. Crepidotus cinnabarinus Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club, Bull. 22, 1895.

PILEUS 5-10 mm. broad, subsessile to slightly stipitate, soon

reflexed lateral, scarlet to cinnabar-red, villose-tomentose, glabre-

scent, even on the margin. GILLS rather broad, subdistant, sinuate

behind, scarlet on edge, which is minutely fimbriate-crenulate.

STEM short, 1-L> mm. long, or almost lacking, lateral, minutely red-

dish-tomentose, continuous with the base of the pileus on the upper
aide. SPORES elliptical-oval, 7-9x4.5-5.5 micr., smooth, pointed
• '! one end, slightly tinged reddish. BASIDIA 20-25 micr. long
l'.\ 7!) wide, with 1, 2 or 4 sterigmata.

<>n decaying bass-wood log, etc., in low moist woods, southeast
of Ann Arbor. September-November. Rare.

This brilliant red but small species was rediscovered by the writer
years after it was first collected, when it was sent to Peck from Ann
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Arbor i>\ L. .M. Johnson, then instructor in Botanj in the l Hi

versity. All efforts to gel a definite spore print railed, aa m\ plants

were collected November L2 and the Bpores matured Blowlj in the

cold atmosphere. Under the microscope they had a Blight tinge of

red like thai of the edge of the gills and pileus, and Bome uncer

tainty remains as to whether the form should uo1 !><• referred to

Glaudopus. Quite a number of the spores were al rmal, and in

one case one spore grew from the Bide of another which was the

only one attached to that basidium. The trama of the gills is

composed of narrow, parallel hyphae, "> micr. thick, hyaline to-

wards the pileus l»ui filled with a red homogeneous substance

toward the edge of the gills, where the hyphae terminate in in-

flated, sterile, oval or elliptical large cells; this coloring matter

gradually breaks up into refractive red globules. The trama of the

pileus is hyaline inward the gills, composed of interwoven narrow,

long hyphae, about <i micr. thick, which become narrower toward

the surface Of the pileus and are filled with the red coloring matter.

finally ending in tufts or fibrils which stand out from the surface

ami are intensely scarlet red.

556. Crepidotus sepiarius Pk.

Toit. Bot. Club. Bull. 25, 1S98.

••HLKl'S IS nun. lonjr, convex, snluiinbilicate. even, very minute-

ly scaly, i/riii/ish tawny. ('.ILLS adnexed. minutely crenulate on

edge, tawny. STEM short. 2-4 mm. long, curved, .'/' nerally <<<> wtric,

rarely central, brownish, sometimes mealy or pulverulent SPORES

broadly elliptical, 9-10x6 micr.. nucleate.

On oak rails. Michigan Agricultural College grounds. Deg. Prof.

W. J. Leal. January.
The grayish tint of the pileus is due to the minute, grayish floc-

cose squammules." When central-stemmed the species might be

mistaken fur a Naucoria. I have no1 collected it.

557. Crepidotus fulvotomentosus Pk.

X. Y. state .Mus. Rep. 26, L874.

PILEUS 1-5 em. broad, scattered or gregarious, Buborbicular at

tirst then reniform or dimidiate, sosile or attached by a short,

villose tubercle, hygrophanous, densely tawny tomentose when
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young tomentum breaking up into small, tawny scales as pileus
'

( vpand8 L e., variegated, ochraceous beneath the tomentum, margin

,, firs1 incurved. FLESH firm, thin. GILLS medium close, broad,

subventricose, radiating from the tubercle, rusty-tan color, white-

fimbriate on edge. SPORES elliptical-ovate, inequilateral or with a

depression on cue side, 8-10x5-0 micr., rusty-ochraceous.

Gregarious. On decaying wood, logs, etc., of frondose trees.

Throughoul the State. Recorded from June 9 to October 12. Com-

mon.

This differs from G. calolepis, if my motion is correct, by its spores

and the tinge of red in the color of the pileus. It is very close to

( calolepis, but if the spores are constant must be kept separate.

Both are distinguished from other species by the dense tomentum

when young, which breaks up into separate but small hairy scales.

Both are rather persistent and may remain on logs in a dry condi-

tion tor quite a time. Peck says the cuticle of G. fulvotomentosus

is separable. It sometimes forms large colonies with pilei of all

sizes.

558. Crepidotus calolepis Fr.

Vet Ak. PorhandL, 1S73 (Hymen. Europ. 1871).

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 129, Fig. 1.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 199.

PILEUS L-2 cm. broad, suborbicular when young, convex, twice

;is wide as lon<i, sessile or attached by a white villose tubercle,

reniform or dimidiate, not hygrophanous nor gelatinous, covered

by ;i dense reddish-brown tomentum when young, breaking up into

rufous scales on expanding, margin at first incurved. FLESH firm.

thin. <;IU/S radiating from the obsolete stem, those in the center

not always reaching the inner point of the radius, medium close,

broad, rusty ochraceous at length, edge minutely, white villose.

SPORES oval, 5-6 x 1-5 micr.. smooth, fuscous-brown in mass.
(, ii dead branches of basswood. Houghton. July. Infrequent

"I- rare.

hitlers from the preceding in the character of the tomentum, scales

and spores, it was at first considered undescribed, as no spore-
measure nts were found in European descriptions. The spores
of this and the preceding species are certainly distinct and they
must be kept separate. The plants found were smaller than is

usual tor C. fulvotomt >itosus.
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559. Crepidotus putrigenus I'.. & <
.

Annals Nat. I list.. L859.

PILEUS 3-9 fin. broad, Bessile, dimidiate or subreniform, convex

to conchate or snbexpanded, densely short villosi tomentose, Lustre

dull, whitish or yellowish-whiU . moisl or watery, even on margin
when dry. margin incurved. FLESH thickisb behind, white (dry)

under the somewhat separable pellicle. GILLS close, broad (width
l -."i limes the thickness of the flesh), radiating from the villose

basal tubercle, aarrowed in front, rounded-adnate behind, becom-

ing crisped <>n drying, edg\ entire. SPORES spherical, smooth,

about 6 micr. diam., rusty-fuscous. BASIDIA t-spored. CYS
TIDIA none. ODOB rather disagreeable. TASTE tardily some-

what nauseous.

Gregarious <>r imbricate on decaying logs, stumps, etc., of mixed

woods. Smith Haven and New Richmond. July to September.

Infrequent.

Whether this species is ;i mere form of C. malachius is hard to

determine. The spores are alike, but in our plants the pileus

averaged a large size (for a Crepidotus) and its surface was rillose

throughout, the villosity becoming denser .-it the base; this may be

the resull of luxuriant development. All my collections of C.

malachius average smaller, and the pileus is glabrous excepl the

base. The gills are somewhat closer than in C. malachius, and T

am no1 certain that the pileus is truly hygrophanous. It would
seem that the villose, non-hygrophanous, large pileus with margin
not striate (dry) and the closer .uills separate it.

560. Crepidotus malachius B. & C.

Annals Nat. Hist.. L859.

Illustrations : Peck, X. V. State Mus. Bull. L22, Report for L907,

PL ill'. Fig. l-l.

Conn. Survey, Hull. ::. PI. 22, p. 13.

PILEUS II em. broad, convex t<> plane, varying subreniform,

cuneiform or flabelliform, often depressed behind, sessile <<r with

a very short, white, tomentose stem, hygrophanous, watery in wet

weather, glabrous excepl above attachment, watery white, grayish-

white ">• hoary, striatulate on margin (dry) ;is well ;is : it first, sur-
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face with a slight gelatinous feel. FLESH firm at first, becoming

soft. GILLS almost close, broad, rounded or abruptly narrowed

behind but reaching the stem-like base, ventricose, thin, whitish

then tinged Besh color, finally rusty-brown. SPORES spherical,

smooth, 6-7 micr. diam., rusty-brown.

S'ar. plicatilis
Pk. has a deeply striate pileus. Found at Bay

View.

On decaying wood of frondose trees. Throughout the State.

June to November. Common.

The smaller size, presence of striatums on the margin of the

pileus even when dried, the glabrous surface of the pileus and its

tinge of gray, for the most part distinguish this species from the

preceding. From C. dpplanatus it is easily separated by the gills,

which in the latter species are very narrow toward the base and run

together almost in lines.

561. Crepidotus applanatus Fr.

Epicrisis, 183G.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, variable in shape, suborbicular, reni-

form, cuneiform or spatulate, convex, soon plane, often depressed

behind, sessile or with a short, compressed, white, tomentose base,

glabrous, hygrophanous, watery-white and striatulate on the mar-

gin when moist, white when dry. GILLS very narrow, decurrent,

crowded, white then cinnamon. SPORES globose, 5-G micr. diam.,

smooth.

Gregarious on decayed wood, logs, stumps, etc. Ann Arbor, New
Richmond. September. Infrequently found.

Known from the other species by its crowded, narrow gills which

taper almost to lines where they reach the stem. The pileus be-

n s convolute on drying and often retains its striations on the
1h in margin. It has not been found in the State very often, but is

probably widely distributed. Ricken interprets it differently, as-

signing to it elliptical spores.

562. Crepidotus stipitatus sp. nov.

PILE1 S 1 :: cm. broad, convex, suborbicular to renifomi, hygro-
phanous, glabrous, watery-white to white, stipitate, faintly striatu-
late mi the margin when moist, silky when dry, margin decurved.
FLESH while, arm, rather thick behind, thin in front. GILLS
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somewhat close, rather broad, broadesl behind, narrow in front,

white then pale ochraceous-brown, edge entire. STEM distinct, 2 i

nun. long, eccentric to nearly lateral, L-l.o mm. thick, equal, white,

pruinose, villose a1 base, somewhal prolonged to the gills. SPORES

spherical, 5-6 micr. diam., si th, pale ochraceous-brown. ODOB
and TASTE ao1 noticeable.

Gregarious, on very rut ten wood. Low swampy woods. Ann

Arbor. September. Pound bu1 once.

The texture is rather firm; the stipitate character separates it

from C. malachius, ami the globose spores from C. sepiarius. The

pileus is marginate behind ami with a minute, floccose tuft on the

side of the stem. ('. tiliophUa Pk. ami C. hattStellaris Ft. are

also sa'nl to have a short stem, hut the pilei of these are brown or

alutaceous ami their spores art.' elliptical.

563. Crepidotus crocophyllus Berk.

I >ec. Hooker's .lour.. 1856.

PILEUS L-3 cm. broad, reniform to flabelliform, convex, slightly

lobed, narrowed into a stem-like base, delicately hairy or glabrous
in front, basal halt covered with a <i<3nse cottony white tomentum,

watery-ochraceous when moist. i>< c<>inin<i pale chrome when drying,
e\.n on margin. GILLS rather broad, close, thicklsh, converging
at the very base, ochraceous-buff, becoming rusty-ochraceous from

the spores. SPOKKS spherical. 4.5-5.5 micr.. with a depression or

cavity on one side, ochraceous under the microscope.
Scattered on decaying beech log. Bay View. September. Rare.

Originally collected at Waynesville, Ohio, in 1844 by Thomas <;.

Lea. and named by Berkeley, along with a lisl of other fungi senl

to him by the same collector. (See ("inn. Sue. of Nat. Hist.. Vol.

5, 1882, p. !!•!». i

Our plant was at lirst referred to C. ralfsii B. & Br., hut it is

much more like Lea's plant. The ground color of the pileus ami

gills is yellow to ochraceous. ami the peculiar spares add a definite

distinguishing character. It is ch.se to c. dorsalis.

564. Crepidotus dorsalis Pk.

X. V. state Mus. Rep. 2 1. L872.

PILEUS 1 :'. cm. broad, convex, -essiie. at firsl suborbicular, then
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reniform or dimidiate, reddish-yellow to tawny-yellow when fresh,

fading to grayish-brown, adorned with small, tawny, fibrillose scales,

scarcely striate on the margin, which is decurved. FLESH pliant,

thin. GILLS close, rather broad, slig'htly ventricose, rounded be-

hin.l. yellow at first, becoming ochraceous-fuscous then rusty, rad-

iating from the villose point at the attachment of the pileus.

SPORES spherical, 6 micr. diam., smooth, nucleate.

On decaying logs and rotten wood, in low swamps. Ann Arbor,

New Richmond. July to September. Infrequent.

The color of the pileus varies from a strong tinge of red in some

specimens to no red in others. .At times the species may be easily

taken for small forms of Claudopus nidulans, as the coloring is

somewhat similar. The young growing specimens are entirely

tomentose-squamulose, forming a variegated surface when the pileus
is expanded. The perfectly globular spores as well as the absence

of a white tomentum on the basal part of the pileus separate it

from C crocophyllus. It is probably found throughout the State.

RHODOSPOREAE

Volvaria Fr.

(From the Latin, Volra, a wrapper.)

Pink-spored. Stem provided at its base with a rolra which is

formed from a discrete universal veil; without an annulus; stem

separable from the pileus. Gills free, ventricose, rounded behind.

Terrestrial or iignicolous. With the exception of V. bombycina
ami V. speciosa, the species are small and rather rare. They cor-

respond to Amanitopsis of the white-spored group, and differ from
all the pink spored, except Chamaeota, in the free gills, the volva,
mid the separable stem. V. bombycina is known to be edible; the
others are mostly poisonous.

The PILEUS is soft in texture, corresponding in this respect with
the Amanitas. Its surface may be glabrous or beautifully silky, in

a lew species viscid, margin even or striate. Most of them have a
whitish pileus. bu1 a lew vary to grayish or brown. The GILLS
are I. road, ventricose, do not reach the stem, and are soft as in

Amanita. The STEM is glabrous, silky or villose, some covered
with minute spreading hairs; there is no distinct cortex, but a few
species are said to lie partly hollow. We need more accurate infor-

mation concerning the interior stem-structure of the rarer species.
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The VOLVA is membranous and persists al the base ol the stem;

in all our species, excepl one, ii Bplits apicallj and leaves n'> Bhreda

nil the pilt'iis. showing the splitting in the form of lobes which are

often quite constanl for ;i particular species. There is never any

A.NNULUS. The SPORES are rounded, i. e., ao1 angular, Bmooth,

pose-colored, sometimes aucleate. < JYST1 1 »l A are presenl in l . vol

ran,! Fr., I. pusilla Fr., V. murinella Quel, and V. speciosa Fr.

1 have followed Patouillard's idea of the Bpecies of Europe.

h , y to tilt S/i, ,1, 8

(a) On tree trunks, large; pileus very silky, white; volva large, lirm,

tough; Bpores 6.-7x5 micr. 566. V. bombycina Fr.

(aa) On the ground, among grass, herbs, etc., In w is. on dun.

manured places,

(hi Pileus viscid, grayish-white or smoky-gray; odor dlsagreeab
rather large.

(c) Pileus striate on margin, smoky-i -ills flesh color, with-

out cystidia. 567. V. gloiocephala l>. C.

(cc) Pileus even on margin; gills rosy, cystidia present 566 V.

speciosa Pr.

(bh) Pileus only Blightly viscid, or nol al all.

(c) Pileus umbonate, striate; stem glabrous and solid. 568. V.

umbonata l'k.

(co Pileus not markedly umbonate.

(d) Pileus 5-8 cm. broad, grayish-brown, blackish-brown on disk,

streaked with black -fibrils; spores small, elliptic-ovoid. V.

volvacea Pr.

(dd) Pileus less than 5 cm. broad, whitish.

(e) Stem densely villose with minute spreading hairs; trow-

ing in woods. 569. V. pub, *< -rntipcs I*k.; V. plumul
Quel.

(ee) stem glabrous, excepl at the very base.

id Pileus at length striate or rimulose on margin, white,

dry.

(g) Spores subglobose, 7..". micr. lonj i
rather lo

3-4 cm., gills narrow. V. striatula l'k.

(gg) Spores truly elliptical, 6-8x 1-5.5 micr.: stem 1-2

cm.; tills medium broad. 571. V. pusilla Pr.

(ft) Pileus not Btriate, 1-3 cm. broad, conico-campanu
dry. silky, white or ashy-tingedj stem solid, pubescent;
volva bilobed. 570. V. hypopithys Fr. •

565. Volvaria bombycina Fr. (Edibi

Syst. .Mv.ul.. L821.

tllustrations : Atkinson, Mushrooms, Pig. L34, p. ill. U

Hard. Mushrooms, PL 29, Pig. L91 3, L908.

Mcllvaine, American Fungi, PI. 59, L900.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. III. No. L02.

Plate <

'

of this Report.

PILEUS r>-20 cm. broad, globose-ovate a1 first, then campanulate
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or convex-expanded, obtuse, white, very silky, in age somewhat

squamulose, even on margin, edge floccose. FLESH rather thin,.

while soft. GILLS free, remote, broad, very ventricose, crowded,

flesh color, edge eroded. STEM 8-20 cm. long, 1-1.5 cm. thick, solid,

glabrous, tapering upward, usually curved, white, deeply inserted

a1 the base into the large, thick, loose VOLVA, which splits at apex,

and persists as an ample bag like or cup like sheath, sometimes

entire, sometimes torn. SPORES oval to broadly elliptical, G-8x5.5

in in-., smooth, rosy in mass.

Solitary or few together on trunks of living trees or decayed

wood, of maple, beech, elm, horse-chestnut, etc.; usually from a

ciack or wound. Throughout the State. July-September. Infre-

quent.

A noble innshroom, often ensconced on a tree trunk out of reach,

its perfed shape and silky dress evoking admiration from every-

one. In I he egg-stage it reminds one of the large Phalloids.

Brought into the house at this stage, and placed in a drinking-glass
willi a moist cloth about its base, it will expand in all its perfection.

It has not been shown as yet that it lives parasitically on the trees

from which it grows. Once located, it may be looked for each

succeeding year on the same spot. A maple tree on the campus
of the University of Michigan is the home of one which fruits regu-

larly every summer. It attains a considerable size. The species
occurs throughout the world.

566. Volvaria speciosa Fr. (Poisonous)

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

Illustrations: Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., Xo. 010.

Ricken, Hliitterpilze, PL 70, Fig. 1.

Cooke, 111., PI. 297.

Hresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PI. 11.

filler, Champignons de France, No. 711.

PILEUS 5 Id cm. or more broad, globose-ovate at first, then ex-
panded to plane, subumbonate, very viscid, glabrous, white or tinged
pay, margin not striate. FLESH thin, soft, putrescent. GILLS
free, crowded, rather broad, ventricose, deep flesh-color or rosv.
STEM in I'd cm. long, i.2 cm . thickj equal or uearly SQ< af fiyfif r/7

lose, glabrescent, base tomentose, white. VOLVA large, splitting
apicaUy, close-fitting, flaccid, edge torn. SPORES large, broadly-
elbptical, smooth, variable in size, 12-18x8-10 micr. CYSTIDIA
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clavate, obtuse. <Hm>k strong and disagreeable ;it times, especially

when old.

Solitary or gregarious. < >n manured ground, dung, rich leaf

mould in woods; often in ricli cultivated fields. So far round in the

Bouthern half of the State only. Slay, June and iul\. Infrequent.

Atkinson Bays plants from Lansing, found in ;i potato patch, had

ih lor of rotting potatoes. Sometimes the odor is doI evident,

especially when thi plant is young. Solitary specimens occur in

low woods ;iihI are somewhal smaller, bul in all eases the large,

broad spores are characteristic and separate H from the aexl species.

It is considered poisonous in Europe, bu1 McClatchie, in California,

reports il perfectly Bafe. Bresadola warns against confusing ii

with Lepiota naucina and Palliota campestris.

567. Volvaria gloiocephala Fr. (Poisono

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

[llustration : Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 224.

Bresadola, Pung. mang. e. vel., PI. 45.

(Jilk'tt, Champignons <k' Prance, No. 711.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. To. Pig. 2.

Cooke, III.. PI. 298.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, ovate a1 first then campanulate-expanded
to plane, obtuse, sometimes umbonate, glabrous, viscid to glutinous

when moist, smoky-gray to pearl-gray, with ;i metallic luster when

dry, margin striate. FLESH thin, fragile, white. GILLS free,

rather close, broad toward front, narrowed behind, subventric<

edge concolor. STEM 8-15 cm. or more long, L-2 cm. thick, tapering

upward, solid, even, glabrous above, somewhal villose toward base.

VOLVA thin, splitting apically or circularly, sometimes three lobed,

sometimes regular or lacerated on edge, adherent, externally tomen-

tose. SPORES 11-13x6-7.5 micr., elliptical, smooth, flesh color.

CYSTIDIA none. ODOE and TASTE disagreeable, quite strong.

Solitary. < >-n decaying vegetation, old leaves, rotten wood, in low

woods. August. Ann Arbor. Rare.

Excepl for the darker colors, smaller spores, striations on the

pileus and lack of cystidia, iliis seems close to the preceding, and

might perhaps be considered as ;i variety of it. The spores and

colors in these two species are very variable and no doubl inter

mediate forms occur. Striations are never verj satisfactory charac

ters to separate Bpecies, although thej are useful. The species is con-

67
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sidered very poisonous, and if so, is easily confused with V. speciosa.

The authors note that the volva breaks in a circular maimer, some-

times Leaving shreds on the pileus like some Amanitas. Atkinson

has shown that in Amanita the volva of the same species may under-

go the two different modes of breaking, and the same holds true of

this form. Our plants did not show any shreds on the pileus, and

the volva was angularly lobed. The pileus was not truly umbonate.

It must not be confused with the gray form of Amanitopsis vaginata.

568. Volvaria umbonata Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club, Bull. 26, 1899.

"PILEUS 2-3 cm. broad, conico-campanulate or campanulate, then

expanded and furnished with a prominent umbo, white, slightly

viscid when moist, silky when dry, strongly striate. FLESH thin.

GILLS free, remote, medium close, pale flesh color. STEM 5-6 cm.

long, 4 mm. thick, solid, glabrous, white, slightly thickened below.

VOLVA white, membranous, persistent, irregularly split into seg-

ments, forming a shallow cap. SPORES variable iu size, broadly

elliptical, nucleate, smooth, 5-7x4-5 micr.

"On lawns and grassy places."

The above is taken from Peck's and Lloyd's descriptions. Lloyd
finds it in Ohio. It is probably to be found in our State if careful

search be made.

569. Volvaria pubescentipes Pk.

X. V. State Mus. Rep. 29, 1878 \Y. puUpes in Sylloge).

Illustrations: Ibid., PI. I, Fig. 1-3.

PILEUS 1 i' cm. broad, dry, white, obtuse, covered with adpressed,
silky squamules, not striate on man/in. GILLS free, remote, close,
"'" vrl

'.
v broad, white then flesh color, edge persistently white-fim-
STEM -2 4 cm. long, 1-2 mm. thick, usually sleuder, equal

or subequal, densely minutely villosc with spreading hairs, even,
white. VOLVA white, membranous, subappressed, sometimes 3-

lobed. SPOEES suboval to broadly elliptical, smooth, 5-7x4-5 micr.,
pale flesh color.

(Dried: Buff to pale ochraceous-brown.)
Scattered. <>.. the ground, among debris in hemlock and cedar

u; ""l' s of northern Michigan, sparingly in frondose woods of the
southern part. Marquette, Houghton, Bay View, New Richmond,
Aim Arbor, etc. July-September. Frequent locally.
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Blender, j

h 1 1« *

white, with minute hairs ;ill over the Btem. Its

habitat in woods Is ;i distinguishing character. Patouillard's figure

of V. plumulo8U8 Quel, of Europe (No. :'.:'.:'>. Tab. Analyt.) ij Bome-

wliai illustrative of our plant. I find the stem of V. pubescentipes
of thi' woods always rather Long and slender, and the cap and L;ills

more aarrow than in Patouillard's figure.

570. Volvaria hypopithys Fr.

Hymen. Europ., 1874.

PILEUS comco-canipanulate, 6-15 mm. high, dry, silky, whitish,
even on margin. FLESB thin. <;IU,S free, ascending, rather aar-

row, close, while then flesh-color, edge minutely crenulate. STEM
2-3 cm. Long, 2-3 mm. thick, solid, equal, adpressed-silky, whitish.

VOLVA vaginate, bilobed, tome*ntose externally, whitish. SPORES
5-7.5x3 I micr., smooth, elliptical.

I have referred here ;i collection made by .Messrs. Hill and Fischer

of the Detroil Mycological Club, and given the description of their

plant. It appears to lack the pubescent stem of the typical descrip-

tion, but its conical-shaped cap even at maturity seems to require
its reference to this species or to a closely related one. The finders

referred it t<» V. muriinlhi because of the ,uray tinge of the pileus.

Patouillard's figure, however, shows the pileus of that species ex

panded-plane and the plain smaller. Peck i in X. Y. State Bull. 5 i

reports V. hypopithys for New York, but without any no

Our plant differs from V. umbonata Pk. in its pileus being even, qo1

at all viscid, although the spores are the same. Further collections

are oecessary to determine its true place.

571. Volvaria pusilla Fr.

Syst. .My,-.. L821.

Illustrations: Patouillard, Tab. Analyt.. No. 332 (as V.parvula).

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. To. Fig. ::.

Gillett, Champignons de France, No. 713 (as V. parvula).
Hard. M ush r s. Fig. 1!».~>. p. 243, 1900.

Clements, Minn. Mushrooms, Fig. 31, p. 57, 1910.

Plate ci of this Report.

PILEUS 5-12 nun. broad, at first ovate then campanulate-convex,

finally plane, white, silky fibrillose, dry, even then rimose or striata-
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late mi margin, obtuse or slightly depressed, rarely mammillate.

FLESH thickish on disk only, white. GILLS free, close to sub-

distant, moderately broad, white then bright flesh color. STEM 1-2

cm . Long, I 3 nun. thick, white, equal, glabrous, solid, even. VOLVA

splil into 3 or 4 nearly equal lobes, firm, loose, white becoming

sordid. SPORES elliptic-ovate, 6-8.5 x 4-5.5 micr., smooth, nucleate,

incarnate in mass. CYSTIDIA scattered on sides and edge of gills,

ventricose, very obtuse. 3540 x 9-18 micr. ODOR none.

Solitary or scattered, under herbs in moist ground. Detroit, Ann

Alitor. July-August. Rarely found.

This species is distinguished by its small size, white color, the

regular, three to four-lobed volva and by its cystidia and spores.

Dr. Fischer collected the Detroit specimens, from which Hard's

figure was obtained; Dr. E. B. Mains found the Ann Arbor speci-

mens of our photograph. It seems to be the same plant described

by C. (J. Lloyd in Mycological Notes, Vol. I, p. 9. Whether it is

the true V. pusilla of Persoon remains an open question. Fries,

in the Systema, does not mention the striatums of the pileus, and

in his later works includes the form under V. parvula, which he al-

ways describes with a dry cap. Ricken (Blatterpilze), however, says

i lie cap is at first viscid, soon dry. Berkeley (Outlines) also speaks

of the cap of V. pusilla as viscid and not striate. The stem is said

to be somewhat stuffed to hollow, and hence our plant departs from

Berkeley's also in this respect.

From the remarks of various authors it would seem that the spe-

cies referred to V. pusilla by some and to V. parvula by others is an

unusually variable plant, inasmuch as the pileus may be somewhat

viscid or dry, even on the margin or striatulate, umbonate or plane,

ami the stem is either solid or with a narrow tubule. Careful stndy
of i he caps of our plants failed to reveal more than mere rudiments

of a cuticle which could scarcely become viscid in wet weather. The
stem was solid and practically homogeneous. There were no signs
of st rial ions on The pileus, although the expanded margin became

slightly rivulosein age. The trania of the gills was convergent, com-

posed of large, inflated cells. It remains for those who are lucky

enough to find ir often, to note to what extent it may vary as to

the contested points.
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Chamaeota Smith, \\ . G.

(From ili«' Greek, chamai, on the ground. The old generic name

Annularis is pre occupied, i

Pink-spored. Stem fleshy, separabh from the pileus, with ;i per

sistenl or evanescenl annulus. <iills free. Spores rounded.

Terrestrial or Lignicolus. Fleshy, putrescent, ran mushrooms,

corresponding to Lepiota of the white-spored group. Thej differ

from Volvaria in having an annulus bul no volva. The annulus is

derived from an innei veil, svhicli is thin. The annulus is usualh

movable. Aboul a dozen species are 1^ i n »\\ 1 1 throughoul the world.

The i\\<> following species seem to be the oulj ones known in the

United States, and their discover}' is due to the careful and acute

observations of Sir. Bronson Barlow of Greenville, and Dr. O. E.

Fischer of the Detroil Mycological < !lub.

572. Chamaeota mammillata (Longyear) Murrill

.Midi. Acad, of Sci. Rep. 3, L902. (As Annularia.)

[llustration : [bid, PI. I. Fig. I.

PILEUS 1 - <*iii. broad, plane a1 maturity ipith a prominent mam-

miform umbo ai the center, whitish, umbo lemon-yellow, surfi

minutely rough. FLESB very thin. soft. GILLS free, ventri-

cusc, broad, thin, close, 3 mm. broad, pale flesh color. s'N'.M 3 5 cm.

long, 1.5 mm. thick a1 apex, gradually enlarging toward base, gla

l. ions above and silky below the ring. ANNULUS membranous,

persistent, white. SPORES subglobose, smooth, 5-6 micr. diam.,

pale flesh color. CYSTIDIA fusiform, inflated in the middle, 50 x 20

micr.

Solitary. < >n decaying logs in woods. Greenville. July. Rare.

Reported by Longyear, collected bj Mr. Barlow.

The type material is in the herbarium of Michigan Agricultural

College, East Lansing.
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573. Chamaeota sphaerospora (Pk.)

Torr. Bot Club, Bull. 33, p. 216, 1906. (As Anuularia.)

[llustrations : Plates VI, CII of this Report.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, conic or subcainpanulate, becoming ex-

pauded, umbonate, siiky-iibrillose, yellow, fading to whitish in

part, umbo brownish. FLESH thin. GILLS free, close, thin, whit-

ish o!- cream-colored when young, flesh-color when mature, nioder-

ely broad, edge white-fimbriate; trama of parallel hyphae. STEM
- cm. long, Is mm. thick, equal or tapering upward, solid, fibrous,

substriate, whitish. ANNULUS white, median or below the mid-

dle. SPORES globose or subglobose, 5-6 inicr. diam., smooth, non-

apiculate, dull flesh-color. BASIDIA 1-spored, at maturity pro-

jecting beyond the younger kymenium, about 25x8-9 micr. CYS-
TIDIA none, except on edge, which is densely covered by slender

stalked long cells, enlarged at apex.

Subcaespitose. On rotten wood of elm trunk. Detroit. Col-

lected by Dr. Fischer. August. Rare. Cotype in the University
of Michigan herbarium.

Described by Dr. Peck from material collected near Detroit by
' ». E. Fischer. It has been suggested that it is identical with C.

'-.Hi Pr., illustrated as follows:

k'alchbrenner and Schulzer, Icones, Hvinen Hung., PI. 10,

Fig. 1.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 30.

Engler and Prantl. I, 1** Fig. 121. B. p. 258.
In some respects it certainly has similar characters, but Gillet,

who gives a lull description, says the spores are "large" and his

figures confirm this if we compare them with those in which he
shows small spores of other species. Unfortunately neither
Gillet nor any one else appears to have recorded the
spore-measurements of C. jenzlii. Furthermore, the latter species
3 described as smaller, the annulus and stem yellow, or yellowish,
the former evanescent. Gillet says the stem of C. jenzlii is at first
solid then hollow. Further information concerning the variation
"' '

Plan1 is necessary before it can be reduced to synonymy. It
8eems "' be ;l yryy rare plant and is onlv recorded from the one
locality.
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Pluteus l'r.

(From the Latin, Pluteus, a protective military covering

Pink-spored. Without volva or atmulus. Stem fleshy f>> fibro

not cartilaginous, separable from the pileus. <iills free, rounded

behind, soli. Spores rounded, rarely angular. Bymenium p

vided with cystidia.

Small, sufi mushrooms (except /'. cervinus Fr. whi< rather

large), lignicolous lor the mosl part, i. e., growing on wood, on

logs, stumps, decayed wood, forest debris, or sawdust, rarely on

manure. The smaller forms are found in very moisl -
i t n:i i i-

/'. cervvnus is common
;
the others tend t<> be rare or Infrequent

The PILEUS may be glabrous, silky, velvety, minutely scaly or

torn, fibrillose or granular; its surface is even, striate on the margin
or varying :•> quite rugulose. The upper layer of hyphai >me-

limes differentiated into ;i separable, somewhat viscid pellicle, or

it is composed of loose, rounded cells of ;i differenl color; the

shape, size and color of these surface hyphae or cells ander the

microscope provide a helpful means of definitely determining some

of the species. The color of the pileus varies white, yellow, brown,

blackish, or rarely orange t<> red. The <!IIJ.s are soft, not at-

tached t<» the Btem bu1 rounded behind and often remote. Usually

they are white, in ;i few cases yellowish, and all become tinged by
the flesh-colored or rosy spores. Thej are coherent, i. e., collapsing
<>n each other ;is in Coprinus, and often become moist ami Dearly

deliquescent in wet weather. They are provided with large cells

projecting beyond the basidia, either on their edge <>r

sides or both, called CYSTIDIA; the shape ami structure

of the cystidia vary, ami can be ased with the spoi

to separate the otherwise often similar species. They
called STERILE CELLS when they occur on the edge of the

gills, where they are sometimes arranged in clusters. The STEM
is central, fleshy, often with ;i fibrous cuticle, nol cartilagin-

ous excepl under dry weather conditions*; it i^ »<»li<l excepl in a

few species, as e. g., /'. admirabilis Pk. ami /'. salicinus l'r.: il

usually slender ami fragile, equal, rarely Bubbulbous, glabrous or

Velvety, etc.. like the jriliMK. The SPORES Of the .lillelV'lt -|.e,

are very much alike, minute, subglobose or short oblong, white and

smooth, not angular in our species. They include a numb
< ilihir forms according to Mcllvaine, although the older auth<

considered them with suspicion. Not all the - been
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tested, and all, except perhaps the edible P. cervinus, are too small

t«i consider from a food-value standpoint.

The species can for the most part only be identified with the

aid of a microscope, since the character of the cystidia must be

known before certainty can prevail. Hence the following key is

based on the only certain method which can be followed in this

genus. Of the species not yet found in the State, P. stercorwrius

Pk. -lows on manure heaps, and its spores are exceptionally large,

measuring L2-15 micr. long; P. sterilomarginatus Pk. has angular

spores. 1 1 is possible that P.leurotus subpalmatus Fr. which as it

occurs with us is well illustrated by Cooke under Pluteus phlebo-

phorus, Plate 122, P., has been reported as a Pluteus; its adnate

gills, however, should prevent confusion:

Pries divided the genus into three sections, given below.

Key to the Species

(A) Pileus white or whitish. [See also (AA) and (AAA).]
(a) Cystidia with 2-4 horns at apex; pileus subglabrous to fibrillose

or rimose, 5-15 cm. broad. 574. P. cervinus Fr. var. albus Pk.
(aa) Apex of cystidia without horns; pileus villose-tomentose, 2-7 cm.

broad. 578. P. tomentosulus Pk.
(aaa) Cystidia rare, not pronged; pileus glabrous, 2-3 cm. broad. 579.

P. roscocandirlus Atk.
(AA) Pileus yellow, orange or red.

(a) Pileus orange to vermillion; spores short-oblong. 582. P. calocens
Atk.

(aa) Pileus yellow, sometimes smoky tinged,
(b) Pileus rugose-reticulate on disk,

(c) Stem stuffed to hollow, yellow; pileus glabrous, umbonate.
584. P. admirabilis Pk.

(cc) Stem solid, pinkish-white; pileus 4-5 cm. broad, smokv velvetyon disk. P. flavofuligineus Atk.
(bb) Pileus not rugose on disk, striate on margin; stem pellucid-

white. 585. P. leoninus Fr.
(AAA) Pileus brown, fuscous, umber, blackish, etc.

(a) Cystidia with 2-4 horns at apex; pileus not striate on margin; stem
fibrillose.

(b) Gills with their edges smoky-brown. 575. P. umbrosus Fr.
(bb) Gills unicolorous.

(c) Pileus usually rather large, 3-15 cm. broad; color dingv pale
brown, but variable; common. 574. P. cervinus Fr

(cc) Pileus small to medium; pileus and base of stem tinged bluish
or with a distinct olivaceous tinge; cystidia longer than in
the preceding; rare. 576. P. salicinus Fr.

(aai ( ystulia without horns at apex.
Hi) Pileus not truly striate on the margin

(c) Stem glabrous, pellucid, innately striatulate.
(d) Stem and gills white at first. 581. P. nanus Fr.
(dd) Stem and sometimes the gills, yellowish. 581. P. nanus

var. lutescens Fr.
(C
?ii

S^T velvety t0 squamulose. brownish, etc
'

,
•

° f
T,f

Uls °f same color
- ^stidia hyaline. 580. P. gran-

ularis Pk.
(dd) Edge of gills with yellowish cystidia. 580. P. granulansPk. var. umbroselhis Atk.
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(CCC) Sinn silky, whitish or t i n u;>-< I blODg,
•

\ 3 micr. 577. P. ephebiua Pr. w
i hi) i Pileua short- or long-striatulate on margin.

(c) Pileua Blightly striate on margin, glabi nnamon-brown.
p. chrysophaeua Pr.

i Pileua long-striate on margin, minutely velvety or "t.

granulose.

(d) Pileua L-3 cm. broad; Btem fibrous glabrous, wrhil

brownish. I See HIT. Lrjitonia seticeps Atk.t

,,l,l> Pileua 2.5-5 cm. broad; Btem Innately striatulate, glabi

:,s::. /•. longi8triatus l'k.

Section I. Surface of the pileua ;ii Length fibrillose or floccose,

by ill,- breaking up of the horizontal layer of the fibrils ->i the

(in Lcle.

574. Pluteus ceivinus Fr. (Edible

Epicrisis, L836.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. 301.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. ::::.'>.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 71. Fig. 1.

Atkins,, ii. Mushrooms, Fig. 132, |>. L38, L900.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. L88, L89, p. 235, L908.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, op. p. 87, L905.

X. V. Sim, .Mns. Rep. 54, PL 71. 1901.

Mcllvaine, American Mushrooms, PL LXI, \>. 243.

Plate ('1 1 1 of this Report.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, rarely smaller, campanulate, then broad'

]\ convex to expanded, varying <il<ii>>>>us to fii>ril!'>s< , fibrils darker,

disk sometimes scaly, even <>n margin, white dingy-tan, grayish

brown or darker, provided with a somewhat separable, sometimes

subviscid, pellicle; FLESB white GILLS close, free, broad,

rounded behind, white then flesh-colored from the spores. STEM

eqiml or Blightly tapering upward, 5-15 cm. long, •; L8 nun. thick,

firm, solid, dingy white to brownish-tan, glabrous or somewhat

fibrillose. SPORES inconstanl in size and shape, short-oblong,

oval, broadly elliptical, 5 8 \ 1-5 micr., Bometimes longer or broader,

more rarely globular, often nucleate, smooth, flesh-colored in mass.

CYSTIDLA abundant, fusoid, stout, terminating in 2 I short, blunl

horns. ODOB and TASTE somewhal disagreeable.

Solitary, scattered, or when growing on sawdust, etc., often

caespitose. <>n stumps, logs, from underground roots or wood, on

boards, sawdust, etc Throughoul tin- State, mosth in broad leaved
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woods. June to October (earliest record is May 28; latest, Octo-

ber li. Very common. Edible.

Like Arm Maria mellea its frequent fruiting makes it possible to

find a great amount of variation, and many varieties have been

named. Var. alba. Pk. is whitish, often caespitose and frequents

sawdust piles. Var. viscosus Lloyd is described as very viscid on the

cap, and with narrow gills. Var. petasatus Fr. has the cap striate

to the middle. It is probable that all of these forms intergrade with

the typical plant which along with the varieties varies into many
shinies of color. Slender forms occur in low woods, on debris, with

I he stature of P. leoninus, but the pileus is almost white.

This species can be distinguished from Entoloma by its free

gills and its lignicolous habitat, although of similar appearance
otherwise. As Entoloma contains poisonous species, this is iin-

portant. In Europe, P. cervinus has been marked as "suspected";
in this country, however, it is highly praised by mycophagists,
since the disagreeable odor and taste disappear on cooking. It

has a characteristic relation to the stump on which it is often

I'M i nd. in being so attached that it is difficult to get a piece of the

wood and mushroom together, since its stem grows in the vertical

cucks of the stump. With us it is found on wood, rarely on
soil, although the condition of the woody substratum varies ex-

ceedingly. Small plants imitate some of the other species and
can only be separated with certainty by the use of the microscope.
The pronged cystidia are usually the decisive character. Patouil-
lard says that the flesh has yellowish lactiferous hyphae scattered

throughout it.

575. Pluteus umbrosus Fr.

Sys. MycoL, 1821.

Illustrations : Bresadola, Fung. Trid., Vol. 2, PI. 116.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 70, Fig. 4.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, campanulate then convex-expanded,
broadly mnbonate, smoky umber or blackish brown, rugose-reticu-
late ana

floccose-scaly on disk, even and fibrillose ou margin.PLESB white. C ills free, close, broad, ventricose. whitish then
Hesh colored hum the spores, edge fimbriate and smoky brown from
the dark cystidia. STEM 3-8 cm. long, 4-8 mm. thick, solid, firm,
equal or slightly tapering upward, dingy white to brownish, covered
with smoky-brown ftbrills. SPORES oval-elliptical, 5-7x3-4 micr.,
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smooth, flesh color in m;iss. CYSTIDIA fusoid, 73-85s L5-20 micr.,

apex with 2-4 bonis. ODOB and TASTE slightly disagreeable.

Solitary or scattered od rotten wood, in conifer woods, usually

on hemlock or pine. Union Mountains, Houghton, Now Richmond.

August and September, [nfrequenl excepl locally.

Distinguished a1 once by the smokj brown edge of the gills.

tends to be smaller than /'. cervinus and darker in color. /'. g\

ularis var. umbrosellus has yellowish edged .uilK and its dia

are qo1 horned. There seem to be a number of varieties conm

ing /'. cervinus and /'. umbrosus. Mfcllvaine pronounces it edible.

576. Pluteus salicinus Fr. var.

Syst. Mycol., L821 (as Leptonia salicinus).

[llustration : Cooke, 111., PL L169.

PILEUS 2-5 can. broad, convex to expanded, broadly umbonate,

smoky-umber, pruinose-velvety, disk flocculose, margin even.

GILLS free, close, not broad, reaching margin of cap, edgt concolor,

white then flesh-colored from the spores. STEM equal, 2-4 tan.

long, 2-4 mm. thick, base bulbillose, curved, shining, silky-fibrillo

stuffed, whitish but covered with smoky fibrils, base smoky-olive.

SPORES broadly elliptical, 7.5.-8.5x5-6 micr., si th, flesh color.

CYSTIDIA 2-4 pronged at apex, 75-90 x L5-17 micr., fuscoid, stout.

Solitary. On rotten wood, in willow and alder swamp. July-

August. Ann Alitor. Bare.

The green tinge is not very marked on the pileus but is quite

marked at the base of the stem. It agrees besl with Biassee's de-

scription (British Fungus Flora). The typical bluish form has

not been *ecn by me in the State, although collected elsewhere.

The horned cystidia separate it from other smoky-umber species,

and the white edge of the gills distinguishes it from P. umbrosus.

577. Pluteus ephebius Fr.

Syst. .Myco].. L821.

Illustration: Cooke, 111.. PI. 517.

PILEUS 2.5 cm. broad, convex-expanded, delicately silky-fibril-

lose, shining, becoming somewhat fibrillose-scaly, not at all gran-

ular, mo list gray, nnicolorous, even on margin. GILLS fn
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remote, not broad, pruinose, white then bright piuk from spores,

edge concolor. STEM about 2 cm. long, equal, curved, silky, white

or tinged fuscous, striate. SPORES oblong, G-G.5x3 micr., smooth,

pink. CYSTIDIA about 50 micr. long, slender, sometimes curved

and rounded al the apex, abundant on sides and edge of gills.

Solitary. On rotten logs, in woods. New Richmond. Rare.

The fibrillose pileus allies this form with this section. The oblong

spores, characteristic of the species according to Massee, induced

me to place it here although the absence of "bluish down" which

Pries italicises may indicate that it is a different or undescribed

species. It seems to be close to var. drepanophyllus Schultz, the

status of which is uncertain.

578. Pluteus tomentosulus Pk.

X. V. State Mus. Rep. 32, 1879.

Illustration: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 133, p. 139, 1900.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, thin, soon expanded, obtuse, umbonate,

floccose-tomentose, more densely so on disk, white or tinged with

pink, especially on the margin, margin even. FLESH thin, white.

GILLS free, rather remote, crowded, broad, white then rose-colored

from the spores, edge fimbriate. STEM 5-10 cm. long, 4-8 mm.

thick, equal, solid, GbriHose-striate, subbulbous at base, slightly

tomentulose, bulb tomentose, white. SPORES subglobose, or

broadly short elliptical, 5-7x4.5-5.5 micr., smooth, rose-flesh color

in mass. CYSTIDIA stout, 85-95x22-25 micr., not horned, bottle-

shaped on a rather slender stalk, scattered, more numerous on edge
of gills.

Solitary or scattered. On rotten logs or prostrate trunks, es-

pecially in hemlock, tamarack or cedar swamps. Throughout the
State: Marquette, Houghton, Sault Ste. Marie, New Richmond,
A.nn Ailx.r. July, August, September. Frequent in the northern

pari of State.

This is a beautiful species but prefers deep swamps. In Europe
P. pellitus !•>.. a more glabrous species, takes its place. Accord-
ing to Peck, the pileus often has a pink tinge.
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579. Pluteus roseocandidus Atk.

Ann. Mycol.j VoL \' 1 1, p. 373, L909.

PILEUS 2-3 cm", broad, fragile, convex then expanded, glabrous,

dry, pure white, sometimes tinged rose or brownish-buff in wet

weather, striatulate on the thin margin, with a dull lustre. ri.lisil

thin, white. GILLS tree, peaching the stem, elliptical, cli

rounded behind, moderately broad, liyphae <•! trama converging,

white a1 firsl then pink. STESJ :'. I cm. long, 2.5 I nun. thick, equal,

even, hollow, glabrous, slightly mealj at apex, fragile, terete or

compressed, subbulbillate, innately fibrillose, pun white. SPOKES
globose, smooth, n* micr., pale diam., flesh color under microscope.

CYSTIDLA few or lacking on sides of .uills. 8teriU cells on «

globose <»r ventricose-inflated, obtuse, 50-80x20-35 micr. Basidia

30x8-9 micr., 14-spored. ODOK none.

Gregarious. <>n grassy ground in woods near tamarack Bwamp.
Ann Arbor. October. Rare.

Tliis white species is s;iiii to have .i two-layered trama in the

pileus, the inner floccose, the outer forming n cuticle two to three

cells thick of pyriform to subglobose cells. I have found it bu1

once.

Section II. Surface of pileus granulose, pruinate or pulverulent,

composed of enlarged globular pyriform or fusoid-elongated, color-

ed cells.

580. Pluteus granulans Pk.

Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sci., Bull. I. L873.

Qlustration: Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 190, p. 237.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex to plane, subumbonate, ni(

wrinkled, yellowish-brown to umber, or chestnut color, granuh

or villose-granulose like plush. GILLS free, crowded, rather broad,

ventricose, white then flesh-colored from spores, edt icolor.

STEM 3 7 cm. long, 2-4 nun. thick, slender, equal, solid, pallid,

velvety puoescenl or covered with brown scales towards base.

SPORES globose, 1-5 micr. diam., apiculate, nucleate, smooth,

flesh color. CYSTIDLA globose-obovate, aboul 35-25 micr.. inl

quent, hyaline.
*
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Solitary or scattered. On rotten logs, etc., in conifer and fron-

dose woods.

Throughout the State: Houghton, Huron Mountains, Marquette,

Bay View, Ann Arbor. July-September. More frequent in mixed

hemlock woods; never common.

The villosity and granulosity on the cap, when present, is due

to globular or elongated-fusoid cells, tilled with coloring matter.

These cells correspond to the fibrils of such species as P. umbrosus,
from which this species is separated by the spherical spores and

cystidia without prongs at the apex. Peck describes the spores in

the 26th report as spherical, later, in the 38th report, he says

''broadly elliptical, 6-7.5 x 5-6 inicr." Our plants, like Lloyd's

(Mycol. Notes, 2), have spherical spores.

Yar. umbrosellus Atk. nov. var. is distinguished by the more

villose pileus and the tinge of yellow on the edge of the gills.

The Villosity is caused by long, yellowish brown cells, 200-

300 micr. long, 20-30 inicr. wide, often crowded into erect, pointed

scales, arranged in sooty, radiating or reticulate, velvety ridges.

The edges of the gills are provided with sterile cells filled with a

pale yellow coloring matter. The cystidia are scattered, globose or

pyriform, not pronged. The spores are 4-5 x 3-4 micr., longer than

broad, subglobose, similar to those of P. umbrosus; the cystidia,

however, separate it from the latter.

Var. intermedins nov. var. approaches Leptonia seticeps in size

of spores, and white-fimbriate edge of gills; but the stem is stuffed,
then hollow, and 4-5 cm. long, 4-5 mm. thick. The cap is ruglose-
villose and 2-5 cm. broad.

Solitary or scattered. On rotten wood. Detroit, etc. Infre-

quent.

581. Pluteus nanus Fr.

Syst Mycol., 1821.

Illustrations: Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 334.

Ricken, Blittterpilze, PI. 70, Fig. 6.

PILEUS 2-3 cm. broad, convex then expanded, obtuse, radiately
niffo.se on disk, margin even or nearly so, velvety-prwinose, gran-
nh.se or pulverulent, brownish ashy, umber or darker when young.GILLS Free, close, ventricose, narrowed toward ends, white then
flesh color from spores, edge fimbriate. STEM 2-3 cm. long. 2-3
"nn. thick, solid, equal, rigid often curved, glabrous, pellucid-white,
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Btriatulate or Innately fibrillose. SPORES subglobose, t-5.5 micr.

ddam., smooth, flesh color. CYSTIDIA fusiform bottle-shaped,

sometimes tapering to a point a1 apex, qoI horned, vaculoate, 75-80

micr. Long, on the sides and edge of the .uills.

Solitary or scattered. <>n decaying logs, Bticks, etc., in low

woods and swamps. Jnne to October. Throughout the State:

Huron .Mountains, New Richmond, Ann Arbor. Infrequent.

The velvety character of the pileus is only apparenl since the but-

face under a lens is granulose or pulverulenl ;
this is due to globular

or fusoid cells which compose the surface layer and ui\e 11 the

brown appearance. It is separated from a number of Others by the

glabrous stem, small size and subglobose Bpores. it may o
[

>

j

• -.i i-

quite early. There is sometimes a smoky tinge on the cap.

Yar. lutescens Fr. Stem and sometimes the gills are yellow.

The spores seem to be more trul\ spherical in the variety; stem

solid, striate.

Habitat, etc.. as in the type: New Richmond, Ami Arbor. in-

frequent.

582. Pluteus caloceps Atk.

Ann. Mycol., 1909.

"PILEUS 2.5-4.5 cm. broad, convex, umbonate, orpiment-orange
to vermillion, orange-vermillion on center, glabrous or slightly

granular by separation of the cells, or somewhat rimose on margin;
trama two-layered, outer layer composed of globose cells. FLESH
white. GILLS free, rounded behind, broadly elliptical to subventri-

cose, pale dull flesh color, edge flocculose, trama! hyphae converg-

ing. STEM ::<; cm. long, :'> 5 mm. thick, pallid, fibrous-stri

SPORES suboblong, 5-8 \ I 6 micr. CYSTIDLA ventricose on sides

of gills, clavate to subfusoid on edge, 60-75 s L2-20 micr."

Solitary. On rotten wood and on the ground. Ann Arbor. Bare.

583. Pluteus longistriatus Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 30, L878.

Illustration : Plate CTV of this Report.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, very thin, comma then expanded, pale

brownish-gray to brownish-ashy, minutely Bcaly on disk and

cuticle ;it length breaking into minute granules, long-striaU
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mbsulcate when old. GILLS free, close, rather broad, width almost

uniform, rounded behind, white then pale flesh color from spores,

edge pulverulent. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 2-3.5 mm. thick, equal, solid,

fibrous, innately striatulate, white, pulverulent. SPORES sub-

globose, 6-7x5 micr., slightly longer than wide, granular within,

smooth, pale flesh color. CYSTIDIA ventricose, cylindrical in

upper |Kin. 75-90 micr. long, not horned, apex broadly obtuse to

pointed.

Solitary. On rotten wood in moist places. Ann Arbor, South

Haven. June-July. Infrequent.

Peck describes the stem glabrous; our plants had a distinctly

pulverulent stem when fresh. The spores also did not seem to be

dented on one side as indicated by Peck. Nevertheless, the descrip-

tion lits closely in other respects. It differs from P. chrysophaeus

in the long striatums of the pileus ami the fibrous-solid stem; the

color, also, is not cinnamon. In age, the longitudinal fibres within

tin- stem loosen, so that it appears falsely fistulose. The larger

size ami truly free gills separate it from Leptonia seticeps, which

is long-striatulate on cap.

Section HI. Surface of pileus glabrous; moist or hygrophanous.

584. Pluteus admirabilis Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 24, 1872.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, thin, convex-campanula te then expanded,.

usually umbonate, glabrous, hygrophanous, rugose-reticulate, ochre-

yellow to luteous, brownish when young, striatulate on margin when
moist, subeven when dry. GILLS free, rounded behind, moderately

broad, ventricose. dose, whitish or yellowish then rosy-flesh color

from the spores. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 1-2 mm. thick, slender, equal,

subrigid, glabrous, stuffed then hollow, yellow, white-myceloid at

base. SPORES subglobose, 5.5-7x5-6 micr., smooth, rosy flesh

color in mass. TYSTIDIA ventricose, cylindrical in upper part,
rounded at apex, 55-65x18 micr., scattered, more abundant in the

interspaces, mote ovoid on the edge of the gills.

Scattered or subgregarious. On logs and decayed wood, in mixed
conifer or frondose woods. Houghton, Munising, Marquette. New
Richmond, Ann Arbor. July, August and September. More fre-

quenl in hemlock woods of the northern part of the State.
The surface of the pileus is composed of spheroid stalked cells
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containing the yellow coloring matter; these are 30-35x20-25 tnicr.

in diam. The hyphae of the uiti trama converge and are long and

cylindrical. Prom /'. leoninus this form te separated bj it- yellow
stem and rngulose pileus; the rugosity, however, maj !"• aln

lacking al times. Variations occur approaching other Bpecies, 1 i k •
*

/'. chrysophaeus, P. flavafuligincus and P. leoninus, and such

often difficult to place. I have never seen /'. chrysophaeus Fr. but

include ii in the key, as it has been reported bj Longyear.

585. Pluteus leoninus I'r

Sw;. Mvc. L821.

Illustrations: Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 639.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 71, Pig. 5.

<

rillett,
< Champignons de France.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, subumbonate, not

rugulose, glabrous, moist, yellow, striate on margin, GILLS free,

moderately broad, close, white then deep llesli color. STEM 5-7 Cm.

long, 2-5 mm. thick, equal or enlarged below, striatulate, glabrous,

solid, pellucid-white or whitish. SI'OKKS subglobose to oval

elliptical, 6-7x5 micr., smooth, dull rose-colored. CYSTIDLA
about 00 micr. long. Fusiform, subacuminate above, not abundant,
not horned.

Solitary. On rotten wood, [nfrequenl in the hemlock fore*

of the north. Xegaunee, etc.

A form was found with the surface of the pileus minutely velvety.

Patouillard says the surface is glabrous, composed of long Blender

hyphae. In this respeel the form differs markedly from /'. admira-

bilis Pk.

Entoloma I'r.

i from the Creek. ent08, inside; ami lomo, the holder of ;i t'ol

Pink-spored. "Without volva or annulus. Stem fleshy <>r flbro

not cartilaginous, soft, confluent with thi pileus. Gills adnaU

adnexed, emarginate >>v sinuate. Spores angular, rarely rounded.

Cystidia rarely present in a few species.

Mostly large, soft, pntrescenl mushrooms; terrestrial, frequent

in rainy weather; some of the species are poisonous. A difficult

genus to study.

69
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The PILEUS may be glabrous, pruinose, silky or fibrillose, hard-

ly ever strongly scaly; it is either hygrophanous, viscid or dry, in

the List case abrillose or somewhat scaly. The cuticle varies in

structure, the viscid species being provided with a pellicle composed

of gelatinous hyphae while in many cases the surface has a gelatin-

ous feel but is not truly differentiated and does not become viscid ex-

cept in very prolonged wet weather. In one section the surface is

distinctly librillose, the fibrils sometimes forming definite scales

on the disk. In only a few species is the margin striate or striat-

ulate. Many become water-soaked in rainy weather, and it is then

often difficult to determine whether they are hygrophanous. The

colors vary from white, watery-whitish, grayish, grayish-brown to

dark brown; more rarely tinged violet, reddish' or yellowish and

always with only the soft shades of these colors. The colors are

hard to describe in terms which are sufficiently clear, and this has

caused considerable confusion; hence other characters must be

used as much as possible. Nearly all the species are somewhat

fragile, but may become tougher in dry weather.

The GILLS are adnate-sinuate as in Tricholoma, sometimes ad-

nexed. often seceding from the stem in age. It is important to note

their color before they become pink from the spores; this is either

white, yellowish or ashy. They are rat 1km- broad, even in the small

species rarely narrow. In distinction from Pluteus. there are no

cvstidia except in a very few species, the edge is therefore usually
entire. The STEM is central, fleshy or with the outer rind fibrous

and spongy within, sometimes loosely stuffed and then hollow, not

cartilaginous except under peculiar weather conditions. In the

larger species the stem is stout as in Tricholoma. It is intimately
connected with the pileus, the traina of the stem extending un-

altered into that of the pileus as in all the genera with adnate

gills; it is therefore not separable as in Pluteus and Yolvaria.
The SPORES are irregularly-angular, the general outline varying

from spherical to elliptical, often with a prominent, oblique apic-
iilus al the angle where it was attached to the basidium; a few

species have rounded spores, i. e., not angled. Their color in mass
varies from pale to deep flesh color, to rosy or salmon. Tricholoma

personatum Fr., Tricholoma nudum Fr. and Tricholoma panoeolum
\ar. caespitosa Bres. have flesh-colored spores in mass and will be
looked lor here.

A number of the species are known to be very poisonous; E.
liridum Fr. has been proved so by both Romell and Worthington
Smith; /:. grande Pk. is suspected by its author. The species are
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difBcull for the amateur and even for the expert, and hence it is

necessary to proceed with extreme caution when collecting for the

table. It is best not to eat Entolomas at nil because of the danj
of confusing the species. The common Baying, "onlj the mushroom
which is pink underneath the cap is Bure to I"- Bafe," illustrates

another error in Bo-called "rules to know mushrooms," since here

we have a whole genus which the unsuspecting amateur who is

told the above, would be likely to take for Igaricus compestris.
This genus corresponds, by its sinuate-adnate gills, its flesh}

fibrous stem, and lack of volva ami annulus, to Tricholotno of the

white-spored group and to Hebcloma of the pink-sppred group.
Peck reports 23 species in New York; we have been able to identify

18 species of those that have been found in Michigan. Others have

been collected within our Limits bul need further study. Borne

occur seldom: others are more common, especially in Bhowery
weather. To what extent certain species are limited to the conifer

regions of the State has not yet been determined.

Pries divided the genus into three sections: Genuini, Leptonidei
and Nolandei. To these Peck has added a fourth section of Ameri-

ca ii species, which he calls < Jonoidei.

Key to the 8p^ ties

i A i I'ileus scaly, scabrous, flocculose or superficially Bilky-flbrillo

(a) Pileus white, 5-15 mm. broad, silky, spores 9-12x7-8 micr.
/-.'. si rit < 'hi in Fr.

(aa) Pileus not white, 1-5 cm. broad.
1 1) » Pileus scabrous, dark brown. 1-" cm. br<

/:. scabrinellum Pk.
(till i Pileus not scabrous,

let Pileus and stem tinged purplish <>r wii '.id.

/•:. cyaneum Pk. (cf. also /•.'. iubatum Ft.)

(cc) Pileus and stem net tinged purplish.

(di Gills ashy or smoky at first; pileus mouse-gray; stem i

low. 590. /•.'. intuitu ,n Ft.

(dd) Gills whit.' at first; pileus ashy «>r ashy brown. 601.

peckianum Hurt

(AA) Pileus glabrous, moist, bygropbanous or viscid.

(a) Pileus pelliculose or the surface viscid, gelatinous
itii Pileus 2-5 cm., gelatinous above, fiesta color

stem eccentric; rare. (See 699. Pleurotu* subpalmatu
i bb i Pileus not reticulated.

(C) Stem loosely stuffed then hollow, stout; pileUS livid-brownish

(moist), 7-10 cm. broad. ~' s,
'>. /•.'. n>i<iu»i Fr.

(co Stem longer, solid; pileus viscid, small. -r. grayish. E. p

nuloides Fr.

(aa ) Pileus not viscid.

(b) Pileus bygropbanous.
ici odor and taste farinaceous, at leasl when pia fresb and

crushed.

(d) Gills gray at first; pileus dark brown. 2-6 COL hr"

ulate i moist I 596 /.'. serii eum Fr.

i dd ) Gills white or pallid at Bi
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(e) Pileus conic-campanulate or umbonate, streaked with

darker fibrils; stem short. 591. E. clypeatum Fr.

(ee) Pileus convex or finally plane, subumbonate, grayish-

brown (moist),

(f) Stem at length tinged gray; pileus scarcely fading, with

a delicate, separable pellicle. 595. E. griseum Pk.

(ff) Stem white; pileus fading to whitish; gills narrow.

594. E. scricatum Britz.

(cc) Odor and taste not farinaceous.

(d) Odor of fresh plant nitrous. 593. E. nidorosum Fr.

(dd) Odor not nitrous,

(e) Pileus umber, fuscous or cinnamon (moist).

(f) Pileus conic-campanulate or umbonate; stem twisted;

spores elongated-angular. 597. E. strictius Pk. •

(ff) Pileus at length plane; stem pure white; gills rather

broad; spores globose-angular. 592. E. rliodopolium
Fr.

(ee) Pileus whitish or yellow-tinged (moist).

(f) Stout and firm, pileus watery, whitish or tinged yellow-

ish, 5-12 cm. broad; stem 10-20 mm. thick. 598. E.

grayanum Pk.

(ff) Rather slender and fragile, pileus whitish, 2-6 cm. broad;
stem 3-8 mm. thick. 599. E. speculum Fr.

(bb) Pileus neither viscid nor hygrophanous.
(c) Pileus conic or campanulate, usually unexpanded, 1-5 cm. broad;

among moss, especially sphagnum,
(d) Color of pileus changing darker in age, from pale yellow to

reddish-brown. E. variaMle Pk.

(dd) Pileus fading or scarcely changing,

(e) Spores quadrate, 4-angled.

(f) Pileus strongly cuspidate at apex, pale yellow. 602. E.

cuspidatum Pk.

(ff) Pileus not cuspidate,

(g) Pileus yellow, smoky-yellow, or greenish-yellow. E.

luteum Pk.

(gg) Pileus salmon-colored, subacute at apex. 600. E.
salmoneum Pk.

(ee) Spores 5-6 sided, irregular, longer than wide; pileus gray
to smoky-brown, umbonate. 601. E. peckianum Bert,

(cc) Pileus convex-expanded, large, yellowish-white or tinged
brownish; gills broad; stem solid; spores angular-sphoeroid,
8-10 micr. E. grande Pk.

Section I. Genuini. Pileus fleshy, glabrous, moist or viscid;

not hygrophanous.

586. Entoloma lividum Fr. (Poisonous)

Epicrisis, L836.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. 311.

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PL 72, Fig. 2.

Gillet, Champignons de Franco. No. 271.

PILEUS 7-10 cm. broad, campanulate then expanded. f/Jabrous,

pelliculose, the cuticle composed of subgelatinous hyphae about 6
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micr. diam., splitting into fibrillose parts on drying, viscid in very

wet weather, i>al<- livid-tan faded when dry, repand, wrinkled'

rugose, margin striate. GILLS mini .nil, abruptly rounded behind,

broad, subventricose, subdistanl a1 stem, pallid then brighl flesh

color, stem 6-8 cm. Long, L.5-2.5 cm. thick, stout, white, glabrx

apes subpruinose, even, subequal, stuffed then hollow. SPORES

sphoeroid-angular, 8-10 micr. diani., bright flesh color in nu

apiculus prominent, 5-6 angled. CYSTIDIA aone or very few,

fusoid. ODOR faint. TASTE strongly farinaceous.

Gregarious. <*n the ground in white pine and beech w Is of

western Michigan. New Richmond. September. Rare. Poison-

ous.

This pare Entoloma is a rather stoul plant. It- pileus is \i-<-id

in we1 weather, although the descriptions merely call ii "pellic-

ulose," so thai ii is identified with difficulty when orte follows the

European authors. A specimen from Sweden, which was referred

to K. lividum by Romell, agrees with our specimens in having bud-

gelatinous thick hyphae in the cuticle, and when dried has the ap-

pearance of ;i surface one.- viscid or subviscid like that of our

plant. Furthermore E. lividum is described with a stuffed to hol-

low stem, while its near relatives E. sinuatum and E. prunuloidea

have solid stems. If Gillet's and Cooke's figures of the latter are cor-

rect, then I have never collected such Kutolomas with a \ iscid cuticle

on the pileus. Romell told me he tested the edibility of /.'. lividum

with serious consequences, and hence he mi-lit to know the plant.

It seems to be rare and will on thai accounl cause little damage.
The pills are often tinged yellowish and the pileus may have a

livid-brown color. /•;. prunuloidea Ft. is said to have an umbonate

ashy cap, sometimes tinged yellowish, considerably smaller accord

bag to Cooke's, Gillet's and Patouillard's figures, and the stem is

Blightly striate and solid. It is said to be viscid.

Section II. Leptonidei. Pileus campanulate-expanded or con-

vex plane, dry. tloccuh.se or subsquamose; nol hygrophanous.

587. Entoloma scabrinellum Pk.

\. V. State Mus. Rep. 33, L880.

PILEUS L-3 cm. broad, broadly convex, expanded and Bubum-

Donate, dry, Bcabrous, densely covered by minute, erect, spine-like
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8cales, dark mouse-brown or smoky-orown, the thin incurved margin

slightly surpassing the gills. FLESH thin, pallid or tinged brown.

GILLS adnexed, rounded behind, becoming deeply emarginate,

broad, ventricose, at first grayish-white, becoming pink, edge white-

flocculose. STEM 3-8 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, tapering upward,

thicker a1 base, stuffed then hollow, fibrillose, glabrescent, scurfy-

pruinose a1 apex, white-mycelioid at base, pallid or tinged brownish.

SPORES coarsely tuberculate-angular, elliptic in outline, 7-10 x

5.5-6.5 micr., flesh-pink. CYSTIDIA none. Sterile cells on edge

of gills, capitate, nine-pin shaped. BASIDIA 40 x 9 micr., 4-spored.

ODOR none.

Gregarious. On the ground, low mossy woods of pine, beech, etc.

New Richmond. September. Rare.

It seems to lie nearest to /;. scabrosa Fr., but it does not possess an

umbilicate
]
ileus, the apex of the stein is not black-punctate and

the gills are not seginentoid. Our plants were somewhat larger and

darker than those found by Peck.

588. Entoloma sericellum Fr.

Syst. .Mycol., 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, [cones, PI. 95, Fig. ::.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 73, Fig. 4 (as Leptonia sericellum).

Cooke, 111., PL 307.

PILEUS 5-15 mm. broad, convex then plane, small, pure shining

white, or pellucid-white, silky or minutely squamulose, even on mar-

gin which is incurved at first. GILLS broadly adnate, becoming
sinuate, slightly decnrrent by a tooth, rather distant and broad,
white then bright flesh color from the spores. STEM 2-5 cm. long,

L-2 nun. thick, slender, pellucid shining white, stuffed then hollow,

equal, even, pruinose at apex, glabrous, soft, or slightly toughish
and fibrous. SPORES elongated, angular-tuberculate, 9-13x6-8
micr.. variable in size, apiculus prominent, bright flesh color in

mass.

(Dried: Stem pale rufous; pileus pale brownish-buff, tinged
rufous, i

Scattered. On debris or humus in low frondose woods, cedar
"i- hemlock swamps, etc. August-September. Throughout the State,
Ann Arbor, Bay View, Marquette, Houghton. Frequent.
The color sometimes varies to a creamy tint. The pileus may be

old use or depressed. It has the stature of an Eccilia. and the de-
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pressed pileua and subcartilaginous stem remind oue of ;i [jeptonia.

h is smaller than E. speculum and has verj differenl Bpores.

589. Entoloma cyaneum Pk.

Buffalo Sue. Sat. S< i.. Bull. I. L873.

PILEUS 2-3.5 cm. broad, umbonate, convex-campanulate, dry,

fibrillose-squamulose, dark vinaceous-murinus (Sacc.), paler a1

Length, margin even. FLESB white, thin excepl disk. GILLS

adnate, later seceding, close, rather broad, ;ii (irsl white-tinged

vinaceous then Hesb color tinged ashy, edye whitc-fimbriatc. STKM
3-6 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, equal or subequal, solid, fibrillose-

striate, furfuraceous-squamulose especially upwards, twisted :ii

times, vinaceous above, pallid below, white and fibrous-fleshy within.

cuticle subcartilaginous. SPORES angular-tuberculate, subellip-

tical in outline, 7-0 x I. •"><'> micr., Mesh color in mass. CYSTIDLA
few Oil sides of gills, velilricose: sterile cells numerous on tin- edge
and nine-pin shaped.

(Dried: Pileus dark amber-brown.)

Solitary or scattered. Sandy soil ami humus, in birch and hem

luck swamps of our coniferous regions. Augusl and September.

Marquette, Negaunee, New Richmond, tnfrequenl or rare.

It has the habil of a Leptonia, and mighl be mistaken for one.

Peck describes the stem as hollow: our specimens invariably had

the interior filled with a solid fibrous-fleshy substance; this some-

times Loosens Longitudinally so as to give a false •hollow" interior.

It has much the appearance of E. jubatum IV. as illustrated by

Cooke, ami of E. griseo-cyaneum Fr. as figured by Fries (Icones,

Plate 94, Fig. L). It differs from both these in its solid stem and

in the color of the pileUs. it is said to occur sometimes on de

ca\ ing wood or mossj Logs.

590. Entoloma jubatum Fr.

Syst. Mycol., L821.

illustrations: Atkinson. Mushrooms, Fig. 136, 1900.

»ke, 111.. PI. 317.

. Lcones, PI. 92, Fig. I.

"PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, • color, dry, campanulate then ex-

panded umbonate, villose-scaly or fibrillose. GILLS iffhtly
'"I
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nexed, seceding, rentricose, crowded, at first dark fuligineous, then

purple fuligineous. STEM 5-8 cm. long, 4-6 mm. thick, fleshy-fibrous,

rigid, fragile, hollow, equal, becoming fuscous and clothed with

fuligineous abrils. SPORES extremely irregular, 9-12x6-7 micr.,

(Ricken). Inodorous."

In woods. East Lansing. Reported by Longyear.

The description is taken from Fries' Hymenomycetes Europei

and Stevenson's British Fungi. Atkinson has described a form

with a dull heliotrope-purple pileus and stem, with spores 7-11 x

6-7 micr., irregularly oval, coarsely angular, nucleate and 5-7 angled.

Tli is species differs from E. cyaneum in the hollow stem, adnexed,

almosl free gills and larger spores. It is rare in Michigan.

Section III. Nolanidei. Pileus thin, hygrophanous, somewhat

silky when dry, often wavy and irregular.

591. Entoloma clypeatum Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations; Cooke, 111., PL 319.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 270.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 73, Fig. 1.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 53, Plate D. (As E. strictius

var. irregulare.)

PILEUS 3-10 cm. broad, campanulate, with an obtusely conic

umbo, hygrophanous, lurid-brown (moist), brownish-ashy (dry),

often virgatc with darker lines, glabrous, margin even, often wavy.
FLESH thin, white. GILLS adnexed, rounded behind, seceding,

sometimes emarginate with decurrent tooth, moderately broad, sub-

distant to close, whitish then sordid rose-colored, edge serrate-

eroded. STEM 4-6 cm. long, 6-12 mm. thick, often rather stout, and

short, stuffed or hollow, sometimes compressed, fragile, silky-fibril-

lose, white or whitish, apex subpruinose, often rivulose. SPORES
subglobose, angular, 7-9.5x6-7.5 micr., rosy in mass. Taste and
odor farmaceous.

i Dried: Pileus ashy-brown, gills rose-colored.)

Gregarious to subcaespitose. On the ground in low woods, maple,

elm, beech, etc., sometimes in grassy places near woods. Ann Arbor,
New Richmond. July to September. Infrequent.

Usually known when dry by the grayish-brown pileus streaked
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with darker fibrils, by the rosj gills at maturity and by the whitish

stem. When oioisl the color varies considerably. Sometimes it

becomes almost white on drying. E. clypeatum lias had the reputa
tiuii in Euro] f being poisonous, bul is eaten with impunity bj

mhiic who claim ii is harmless. Even if its edibility is established,

the amateur may have some difficulty in being cei tain of the bj>o<

The (.ileus is often persistently campanulate with au ob |m*x

which separates it from forms having grayish caps.

592. Entoloma rhodopolium Fr.

Syst. Mycol., L821.

[llustrations : Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., So •'•

Murrill, Mycologia, PI. 92, Fig. I (as /.'. grayanun

Gillet, Champignons <le France, No. 275.

Plate OV of this Report.

PILEUS is cm. broad, campanulate then expanded-plane, H>

hygrophanous, umber to fuscous (moist), pale livid-gray and Bilky

shining (dry), glabrous, cuticle Blightly differentiated with sub-

cartilaginous hyphae, with a gelatinous fee! but not viscid, un-

dulate and even on the margin. FLESH watery then white, scissile.

GILLS adnate, becoming emarginate, somewhat subdistant, some-

times veined, moderately broad, whitish then deep rose color, edge

minutely eroded. STEM 1-10 cm. long, 6-12 nun. thick, pun »'•

subequal, tapering up or down, sometimes curved, glabrous, .\\»-\

rurfuraceous, white, spongy-stuffed then hollow, with ;i thickish,

fibrous, subcartilaginous cuticle, readily splitting longitudinally

on drying. SPOKES subglobose, 5-6 angled, "'''. , micr. in diameter,

(with a lew larger ones), deep rose color in mass. CYSTIDIA
none. ODOR and TASTE none.

Solitary or subcaespitose. On the ground, mixed or frondose

woods. August-September. Now Richmond, Ann Arbor.

Tie- <]i-r\i rosy spores, pure white stem, the toughish Bubcartil;

lion- pileus and colors are characteristic for our plants. The -

may have an odor ;it times. Fries says it has scarcely any odor:

others report a farinaceous odor. Our plants differ from the

description in the toughish cuticle on the pileus and Btem although

collected in moist we;ither. The pileilS i- often dUSted on top by

the rosy spores .is in <
'

lit < ,j>ihi % aborttvus. Ir differs fundamentally

from /.'. griseum Pk. in the deep rose-colored gills and the glabi

and shining-white stem, hut agrees with it in being flrn ind in
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the structure of the cuticle of pileus and stem. E. griseum has a

farinaceous odor and taste.

593. Entoloma nidorosum Fr. var. (Suspected)

Epicrisis, L836.

Illustrations : Fries, [cones, PI. 94, Fig. 3.
.

Swan-ton, Fungi, PI. 42, Fig. IT.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex, obtuse, grayish-fcroww (moist),

hygrophanous, edge incurved, minutely tomentose-silky. FLESH

thin, white, fragile. GILLS adnexed, broad, subdistant, liexuose,

pale flesh color. STEM 4-7 cm. long, 4-8 mm. thick, equal or sub-

equal, stuffed soon hollow, pruinose at apex, slightly fibrillose,

whitish. SPOKES angular, ovate, angles not definite except the

very marked angle at the oblique prominent apiculus, S-10 micr.

long (with apiculus), <i-7 micr. wide; flesh color. ODOR strongly

acid or alkaline.

Solitary. On mosses, in a sphagnum bog. Ann Arbor. Septem-

ber. Rare.

Differs from the type in the obtuse to subumbonate cap, less

slender habit and by not being entirely glabrous. The European

plan! is said to have an umbilicate or depressed pileus and slender

stem.

594. Entoloma sericatum Britz.

PILEUS 3-8 cm. broad, campanula te then plane, subumbonate,

grayish-brown (moist), fading, paler to creamy-buff or whitish

(dry), umbo darker while drying, hygrophanous, margin faintly

striatulate (moist) elsewhere even, glabrous, silky-shining (dry),

surface scarcely differentiated, margin at length splitting or re-

curved. FLESH thin, concolor, scissile. GILLS narrow, narrow-

ed to a point in front, moderately close, thin, adnexed becoming

emarginate, white at first, maturing slowly, at length pale flesh

color, edge rather eroded. "STEM long and somewhat slender, 5-10

••in. long, 5-10 nun. thick, pure shining white, variously curved, ob-

scurely undulate, innately silky-striatulate but glabrous, equal or

somewhal attenuated below, white-fibrous-stuffed within then some-
wli.n hollow, splitting longitudinally (dry), apex pruinose.
SPORES angular-tuberculate, slightly longer than wide, 8-10x6-
-.:• micr., apiculus prominently oblique, flesh color in mass. CYS-
TOMA none. TASTE and ODOR farinaceous.
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Gregarious or subcaespitose. Ou the ground among leaves and
debris in conifer.and frondose woods. Ann Arbor, N'ew Richmond.
S< ptember. Frequent, abundanl locally .

The fading colors of the pileus, the pure white, glabrous, long

stem, the narrow gills and pale spores distinguish this spei

Britzelmayr gives no description excepl the color of the pileus .

the size of the es, and hence I have used his n o avoid a i

one. it has the stature and the colors of I Fern

in iis farinaceous odor, the spores, narrov and M

margin of the pileus.

595. Entoloma griseum Pk.

N. r. State Mus. Bull. 75, 1904.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, caiupanulate-convex, obtuse, firm, then

fragile, glabrous, margin even and often wavy a1 length, subhygro-

phanous, grayish-brown, sometimes pale umber (moist), scarcely

fading, innately silky (dry), cuticle somewhat differentiated form

iin/ a thin, separabh pellicle, margin decurved. FLESH hyg

phanous, very scissile, moderately thin. GILLS adnexed, becom-

ing emarginate, moderately broad, close or slightly subdistant, whit-

ish-grayish, slowly flesh color, sometimes veined. STEM '.

s cm.

long, HO nun. thick, subrigid, equal or attenuated either upwards
or downwards, Bilky-fibrHlose, whitish or tinged gray, stuffed to

hollow, sometimes solid below, subshining. SPORES tuberculate-

angular, 7-9xG.5-8 micr., sphoeroid, apiculus prominent, pale flesh

color in mass. ODOB and TASTE farinaceous, al least when flesh

is crushed, rarely lacking this odor.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground in low woods, both coni-

ous and frondose. Throughout the State, Marquette, Sen IJich

mond, Ann Arbor. May-October. Frequenl but scattered.

This species is similar at times to /'. sericeum Fr.
;

ii is ;i stouter

plant, usually withoul an umbo <>n the pileus, and the colors are

paler. The margin of the cap is nol s.triate in typical plants, bul

this character is sometimes obscure. Specimens which lack the

mealy odor are nol infrequent in spring. The flesh i^ rather firm

bul slmt through with watery lines and is scissile. The Bteu

often abruptly attenuated below and its interior is comp
fibrous pitli .it firsl which disappears in places '•

The cuticle of the pileus has a slight gelatinous feel but

\ iscid. The gills ;'" e nol ish hi:
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pallid. Forais which seem otherwise to belong here have a slight

alkaline odor. Solitary specimens appear as early as May around

Ann A rbor. I have found this species in the Adirondack Mountains,

and it agrees in all respects with our plants except that the spores

are slightly smaller, 6-7.5x6-7 micr., the size assigned to them by

Peck.

596. Entoloma sericeum Fr.

Epicrisis, L836-38.

[llustrations : Cooke, 111., PL 320.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 276.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 72, Fig. 5.

Plate CVI of this Report.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, convex expanded, more or Jess umbonate,

glabrous, hygrophanous, umber-lroioi {moist), umbo darker, fad-

ing to grayish-brown and silky-shining (dry), striatulate on margin

when moist, margin at first regular then wavy. FLESH thin, con-

color, moist. GILLS adnexed-emarginate or broadest behind and

rounded-adnate, moderately broad, close to subdistant, gray or

grayish-white at first, edge entire. STEM 2-6 cm. long, 3-5 mm.

thick, stuffed then hollow, equal or tapering upward, sometimes

compressed or twisted, grayish-brown or tinged with gray, innate-

ly silky-fibrillose. SPORES sphoeroid, tuberculate-angular, 8-9.5

i inch apiculus) x 6-7 micr., apiculus prominent, deep flesh color in

mass. ODOR and TASTE farinaceous.

Gregarious. On the ground, in open woods among grass or fallen

leaves. Ann Arbor. June-July. Infrequent.
This species is characterized by its medium to small size, dark

brown cap, the presence of an umbo, the grayish gills and the

mealy odor. The umbo almost disappears. In Europe it is said

to be abundant and to grow in grassy pastures or meadows. I

have not found it in such a habitat. The surface of the cap has

a sheen almost velvety as shown in our illustration. E. griseum
differs in the truly convex eap without an umbo, and is usually

larger. The spores of these two species are alike, and there is some

question whether they do not run into each other.
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597. Entoloma strictius Pk. (Si -im .< TED

\. v. State .Miis. Rep. 23, L872.

Illustrations: [bid, PL 2, Pigs. 6-9.

Atkinson. Bfushrooms, Pig. L38, p. U6, L900.

Plate CVI1 <>!' this Report.

PILEUS 2. 5-6 cm. broad, rigid-fragile, obtusel) conic-camp

nulate to broadly campanulate, then expanded and often strongly

umbonate, glabrous, hygrophanous, umber to waterj cinnamon

(moist), pearl-gray and silky-shining (dry), margin even or pel-

lucid-striatulate when moist, somewhal wavy, thin and at Length

splitting. FLESH quite thin, cone. dor. scissile. GILLS adnexed,

then emarginate or sinuate, ventricose, broad, uarrowed in front,

close to subdistant, white or pallid then rosj incarnate, edge

minutely eroded. STEM 6-10 cm. Long, 3-7 nun. thick, slender,

cylindrical or tapering slightly upward, sometimes obscurely bulb-

ous, strict, stuffed then hollow, rigid-fragile, twisted, flbrillose-

sti-iate. pallid to pale grayish-white. SPORES elongated-angular,

curved toward apiculus, L0-12x6-8 micr., aucleate, cinnamon-rose

color in mass. BASIDIA about L0 x 8-9 micr., L-spored. CYSTIDIA
none. ODOE and TASTE none.

Subcaespitose. In swampy or low woods or near Bphagnum

swamps, near or on much-decayed stumps, nr. July-August Ann

Arbor, New Richmond, Eas1 Lansing. Infrequent.

Very distinct. The pileus is usually markedly campanulate, with

;i strikingly mammate umbo, very hygrophanous becoming silvery

shining when dry, and the thin flesh is at Length split on the margin.

The stem is very straight and easily splits Longitudinally. The

spore mass is peculiarly colored; when deposited thickly on white

paper it has a deep rufous or cinnamon rose color. The width of

the spores are given too Large by Peck. The striations on the mar-

gin of '•"• <ap soon disappear or are Lacking. The Bmaller speci-

mens have the appearance of a Nolanea.
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598. Entoloma grayanum Pk.

N. V. Stale .Mus. Rep. 24, 1872.

Illustrations : Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 157, p. 113, 1900.

Plate CVIII of this Report.

PILEUS 4-12 cm. broad, campanulate-convex, then expanded and

obtuse or broadly umbonate, -firm, glabrous, hygrophanous, watery-

white, whitish or yellowish-white (moist), shining and whitish

(dry), not striate, sometimes wrinkled on disk. FLESH relatively

Hi in, whitish or tinged yellowish, scissile, not compact. GILLS

adnexed, becoming emarginate, at first rounded behind, broad,

ventricose, rather close, thickish, white then deep rlesh color, edge

entire or eroded-crisped. STEM 5-12 cm. long, 10-20 mm. thick,

equal or subequal, firm, stout, varioush" thickened, fibrous-stuffed,

solid at base, straight or curved, glabrous, silky-shining, watery-
white or tinged faintly with yellowish. SPORES sphoeroid, angu-
lar. 5-6 angled. 8-10 (incl. apiculus) x 7-9 mier., bright flesh color

in mass. CYSTIDIA and STERILE CELLS none. BASIDIA
clavate. 45x12 micr., 4-spored. ODOR and TASTE none or rarely

siibl'arinaceous to slightly pungent.
i Dried: Pileus fuscous; stem sordid; gills dingy flesh-color, i

Solitary or subcaespitose-gregarious. On the ground in woods.

August-October. Ann Arbor, Negaunee.

Distinguished by its whitish or yellowish-white pileus which has

a watery cast, the hygrophanous hence scissile flesh, and the -spores.

1 1 is often a noble plant ami our forms surpass considerably the

sizes given by Peck. In fact its characters are in some respects
so near those of /;. grande Pk., that only its hygrophanous flesh and
thinner pileus seem to separate it. The spores are sharply angled
and the apiculus usually stands out straight instead of obliquely
as in many others. Atkinson (1900) describes a form with a drab-
colored pileus. In dry weather the yellowish hues may be alto-

gether lacking.
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599. Entoloma speculum I i .

Epierisis, 1836.

illustrations: Fries, ic ss, PL 95, Fig. 2

Cooke, III.. PL 308.

Plate <"I.\ of this Report.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, convex-expanded then expanded-plane
or slightly depressed around the umbo, margin Bomewhal wavy,

hygrophanous, pinkish white (moist), white and silkj shining (drj i,

the umbo obtuse and when moisl whiter than thi rest oj thi piU

margin even <»r obscurely striatulate (moist). FLESH thin, Fragile,

white. GILLS emarginate, broad behind, subdistant, sometimes

veined, white at first then deep rose-colored, edge suberoded. BTEM
:; !t tin. long x 3-8 mm. thick, equal, stuffed bj Loose pith then

hollow, sometimes compressed, fragile, shining-white, silky-fibril-

lose or striatulate, pruinose at apex. SPORES spl roid-angular,

or slightly longer in one direction, 7-9 (including apiculus) \ 6-7.5

micr., apiculus suboblique, nucleate. CYSTIDIA none. ODOR
and TASTE none.

i Dried : Pileus dark rufous-brown or fuscous-brown, stem brown-

ish, i

Solitary or subcaespitose. In grassy places in woods or <»n

debris. Ann Arbor, New Richmond, infrequent.

The persistently white umbo, deep color of the uills. fragile

texture and the silvery shining-white pileus when dry, characterize

the species. The size varies in differenl collections, normally rather

small, hnt in favorable situations becoming larger than figured in

the plates. The stem tends t<» elongate and is very fragile. The

color is not retained <>n drying. The spine- are a little large in

some specimens i»nt do nol agree with the large size given by

Saceardo and Massee, each of whom musl have deall with ;i differ

eni species. The surface of the pileus lacks any kind of differ-

entiated cuticle. The trama of the .uills is parallel and the margin

of the cap is a1 firsi incurved.
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Section IV. Conoidei. Fileus conic or campanulate, not ex-

1 anded, moisl ; stem slender, lung and hollow; on mosses, especially

sphagnum.

600. Entoloma salmoneum Pk. (Suspected)

N. V. Siate Mus. Rep. 24, 1872.

[llustrations : N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 24, PI. 4, 1872.

Hard. Mushrooms, Fig. 199, p. 247, 1908.

PILEUS 10-25 mm. broad, often longer than wide, thin, conical

or campanulate, papillate or subacute, subhygrophanous or moist,

deep salmon color or tinged with orange, margin even or nearly

so. GILLS adnexed, broad, subdistant, ascending, ventricose, sal-

mon-yellow or salmon-colored. STEM 5-12 cm. long, 2-4 mm.

thick, slender, equal, glabrous, pruinose at apex, hollow, salmon-

colored, innately silky-striatulate, becoming subcartilaginous.

SPORES quadrate-nodulose, measuring 10-12.5 micr. diagonally,

about 9 micr. wide from side to side, apiculus prominent, rosy-sal-

mon in mass. CYSTTDIA few or none.

(Dried: Reddish-cinnamon to chestnut color.)

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground in conifer woods, in

moist places, usually among mosses. August and September. In

northern Michigan, Bay View, Xegaunee, Detroit. Infrequent and
local.

A beautiful little Entoloma. easily mistaken for a Nolanea. The

spores are unique for the most part; under the microscope they ap-

pear like 4-sided crystals, but with the sides less straight. Simon
I >avis reports that the stem and sometimes the pileus may be tinged

greenish.

601. Entoloma peckianum Burt. var.

X. V. State Mus. Rep. 54. 1901.

Illustration: Ibid, PI. F., Figs. 9-1G.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, campanulate or convex-expanded, brown-

ish-ashy to grayish, streaked with brown-gray fibrils, umbonate,
glabrescent, even on margin. FLESH white, thin. GILLS ad-
mit e. becoming emarginate-sinuate, rather broad, white then bright
flesh color. STEM 5-7 cm. long, 4-G mm. thick, whitish, sometimes

ashy tinged, equal or tapering downward, straight or flexuous,
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Btuffed then hollow, white-mycelioid ;ii base, glabrous, Bometii

fibrillose-striatulate, flocculosepruinost at apex, Bubshining and

BubcartilaginouB when dry. SPORES angular, slightly longer than

wide, 5-6 angled, 8-9.5x6-7.5 micr., apiculna prominent, nucleate.

CYSTIDIA aone.

Subcaespitose <>r solitary. Low grounds and swamps of frondose

trees. July, Augusl and September. Ann Arbor, New Richmond,

Marquette and Houghton, [nfrequent.

This Bntoloma seems to have characters of both /.'. peckianum
and /•.'. m a fin a in Pk. It differs from the former in its smaller

spores, color and size. a> these are given in Peck's description.
our plants were referred to E. peckianum bj Peck. Tliis Bpecies
• litters from /.'. mm inn in in the smaller spores ami si/.e ami in the

even margin of the cap. From both it would seem to differ in its

lack of a conical pileus and in its stouter habit, bo thai it maj turn

oul to be a distincl species belonging to the section Leptonidei. Iu

his remarks on E. murinum, Peck indicates that it is smaller than

E. peckianum, although he gives the same si/..- in the published

descriptions. <>m- plants always have spores of the size given.

602. Entoloma cuspidatum Pk. (Suspected)

N. V. State .Mns. Rep. 2i. 1872.

Illustrations: [bid, PI. 2, Pig. 1 lis.

Plate CX of this Report.

PILEUS L.5-5 em. broad, conical or persistently conical-campa-

nutate, \ '> cm. high, glabrous, silky-shining, /"//< yellow, even or at

Length rimulose, bearing mi elongated papilla <it the apex, margin
;it first straight, at length irregular. FLESH thin. GILLS ascend-

ing, narrowly adnate, broad in middle, subdistant, /"'/- yellow. ai

first, then brighl i!esh color, edge uneven. Stem i u cm. long,

2-3 mm. thick, equal, hollow, strict, sometimes twisted, glabrous,

jHih yellow, fibrous or with a subcartilaginous cuticle. SPOR I
s

8ubquadrate, coarsely angular, nucleate, apiculus prominent, 9-12

micr. diam.. brighl flesh color. CYSTIDIA none: STERILE
CELLS lacking on edge of gills. Trama of .lmIIs parallel. ODOR
and TASTE mild.

Gregarious. On mosses, Bphagnum, leucobryum, etc.. in Bwamps
and DOgS.

Bloise, near Deiri.it. August. Have.

A unique plant, collected by Mrs. T. A. ('aim of the Detroit

71
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Mycological Club near Eloise. It does not seem to have been re-

ported outside of New York. The pileus aud stem fade on

losing moisture, but it is not hygrophanous. It is a close relative

of E. salmoneum, but with different colors and marked by the

prominent cusp at the apex of the cap.

Clitopilus Fr.

(From the Greek, klitos, a slope, and pilos, a felt-cap.)

Pink-spored, without volva or annulus. Stem fleshy or fibrous,

not cartilaginous, confluent with the pileus whose margin is at

first involute. Gills decurrent or adnate but not becoming sinuate

nor seceding. Pileus usually depressed or umbilicate.

Terrestrial plants, often with a farinaceous odor or taste; none

are known to be poisonous. The decurrent gills ally them with the

genus Clitocybe of the white-spored group.

The PILEUS is glabrous or pruinose in most species ;
in G. abor-

tivus a delicate silky tomentum covers the surface; in a number

it is hygrophanous, and in G. orcella it is slightly viscid. The

larger species are of a firm consistency ; the smaller, membranous

or fragile. The colors are usually dull or pale, whitish, grayish or

brownish. The GILLS furnish the characteristic mark of the

genus. Although usually decurrent, they are sometimes broadly

adnate as in Entoloma and Leptonia, but in that case do not be

come sinuate-emarginate in age, nor readily separate from the

stem. When decurrent, they are usually narrowed behind and end

in a point on the stem as in many Clitocybes. When mature the

i:ills of the different species present the same variation of color

as those of Entoloma. Some are pale flesh-colored or deep
lose; Peck grouped them into three groups with this difference

in color as a basis. At first the gills are usually white or whitish,
but in G. micropus, G. aJbogriscus, G. abort irus and C. novaboracen-

sis they are pale gray or ashy at first. The STEM is fleshy-fibrous
but may become rather rigid in the smaller forms. It is solid in

all the larger forms and in this respect differs markedly from most
Entolomas. There is no cartilaginous cuticle as in Eccilia. The
SCORES are angular in some species like those of Entoloma,
rounded in others as in Clitocybe, varying in intensity of color as

shown by the mature gills or spore-prints. Ricken has moved all

i hose with non-angular spores to other genera and omits the genus
Clitopilus entirely. CYSTIDIA are absent as far as known. The
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TASTE is often farinaceous, sometimes quite strong; thai of 0. not
aboracetma is bitter; in others it is mild or insipid.

Fries divided the European species into two sections: one with
deeply decurrent gills and the margin oi the pileus al oral floe-

culose; the other with adnate or snbdecurrent -ilU and the margin
of the pileus naked. Peck suggested the use of the different shades
of pink of the mature gills as a basis for the sections. It Beems
to me that the character of the spores is more fundamental than
any of these, since the angular spores simulate those of Bntoloma,
the rounded ones those of Clitocybe. in this sense, there would
be two sections; the Angulosporae and the Globosporae. The genus
is not well represented in Michigan.

Key to the Species

(A) Spores angular.
(a) Pileus hygrophanous, 1-3 cm. broad, fragile.

(b) Odor and taste farinaceous; pileus grayish-brown (moist) 605
0. suivilis Pk.

(bb) Not farinaceous; pileus pinkish-white (moist). Spores smaller
than in the preceding. 604. V. woodianus Pk.

(aa) Pileus not hygrophanous.
(b) Pileus 5-10 cm. broad, grayish-brown, often abortive. 603. C.

abortivus B. and ('.

(bb) Pileus less than 5 cm. broad, whitish to gravish or smoky-
cinereous,

(c) Odor none.

(d) Gills white then somewhat rosy; stem stuffed to hollow.
609. r. subplanus Pk.

(dd) Gills dark ashy; stem solid or fibrous. 606. ('. undatus Fr.
(cc) Odor farinaceous; gills gray at first,

(d) Stem slender, 3-6 cm. long, solid; pileus glabrous. 60 v C.

albogriseus Pk.
(dd) Stem short, 1-2 cm. long, solid; pileus silky. 607. O. >ni-

cropus Pk.
(AA) Spores not angular. (Slightly in C. novaboracensis.)

(a) Pileus somewhat viscid (moist), white or whitish, 3-7 cm. br
611. C. orcella Fr.

(aa) Pileus not viscid,

(b) Taste bitter; pileus concentrically-cracked, brownish-graj ;

^-ills

deeply decurrent. 612. c. novaboracensis Pk.
(bb) Taste not bitter.

(c) Plants vers caespitose, fragile, pileus 5-15 cm. broad, whitish,
moist. 613. C. caespitosus I'k.

(cci Plants gregarious, firm; pileus 3-10 cm. broad, white or
tinged gray. 610. ('. prunulus Fr. -
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Section J. Angulosporae. Spores angular or tuberculate.

603. Clitopilus abortivus B. & C. (Edible)

Ann. Nat. Hist., 1859.

Ilhisi nil ions: Hard. Mushrooms, Fig. 202, p. 250, 1908.

(Abortive form) Ibid, Fig. 203.

(Abortive form) Minnesota Mushrooms, Fig. 33, p. 57, 1910.

X. Y. State Mus. Bull. 54, PI. 78, 1902.

Plate CXI of this Report.

I' ILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, firm, convex then plane to subdepressed,

dry, at first covered with a delicate silky tomentum, glabrescent,

grayish-brown, dull, becoming isabelline, margin even. FLESH
white. GILLS decurrent, varying to merely adnate with a tooth,

ill in. close, pale gray at first, then rosy to salmon color, rather nar-

row. STEM 3-9 cm. long, 0-12 mm. thick, solid, fibrous, subequal,

minutely flocculose, sometimes striate, pale grayish-brown to isabel-

line. SPOKES elongated angular, irregular, 8-10 x 5-6 micr.,

nucleate, pale rose color or almost salmon color in mass. CYSTIDIA
none. ODOR and TASTE somewhat farinaceous.

(Dried: Pileus brownish-gray, stem sordid white, gills dingy deep
flesh colon.

Subcaespitose, gregarious, occasionally solitary. Habitat varies:

found frequently in low woods of elm, maple, etc., on wooded hill-

sides, ravines, of frondose or mixed woods; sometimes on rotten

wood. Late August to middle October. Common in southern Mich-

igan.

Often some of the individuals of one patch are attacked—ap-

parently by some other fungus—and do not develop the cap and gills,

Inn remain as abortive, whitish masses, with the appearance of puff-

balls; the interior however retains its whitish color, and does not

become brown, olive or purple as in puff-balls. Their shape varies

from globular to depressed, often umbilicate above. Sometimes all

of the specimens are found in this condition, but careful searching
of i he locality usually brings to light normal individuals. Mcllvaiue

says the abortive ones are fair eating.

604. Clitopilus woodianus Pk.

\. Y. Slate Mils. Rep. 24, 1872.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex, then plane, obtuse or slightly

depressed, sometimes umbonate, fragile, hygroplianous, brownish-
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buff or watery-white (moist), white or tinged slightly yellowish or

brownish and silky shining (drj i, glabrous, margin striatulate

(moist). FLESE thin, white. GILLS broadly adnaU to subdecur-

rent, nol sinuate, moderately close, rather broad, thickish, whitish

then deep flesh-colored. STEM I t; cm. long, 2-5 mm. thick, equal or

tapering upward, glabrous, stuffed with ;i firm pith, cuticle Bub

cartilaginous, innately silky-striatulate, somewhat pellucid-white,
elastic. SPORES sphoeroid-augular, 7 micr. diameter, nucleate,

deep fiesh color in mass. TASTE and ODOK none

Solitary. On the ground or on rotten logs in frondose or cedar

woods. Ann Arbor, Marquette. September. Rare.

This differs from C. subvilis in its small spores, whitiHh color,

close gills and lack of odor. The stem is rather elastic for the

genus and inclines to thai of Xolanea. The pileus is depressed
around the low umbo and tinged brownish there. It has a Btouter

stem and smaller spores than Entoloma sericcUum, and is bvero-

phanous.

605. Clitopilus subvilis Pk. (Edib

X. V. State .Miis. Rep. Iii. L887.

PILEUS L.5-3 cm. broad, fragile, convex campanulate, depressed t<>

umbilicate, hygrophanous, brown or watery grayish-brown \ isl .

paler and silky-shining when dry, margin decurved and somewhat

wavy, slightly striatulate (moist), glabrous. PLESB thin, ist.

GILLS broadly adnate or subdecurrent, subdistant, rather broad,

whitish then flesh-colored, edge uneven. STEM - ~> cm. hum. 2-3 mm.

thick, fleshy-fibrous, stuffed then hollow, equal <>r subequal, glabrous,

tinged brownish, silky-shining. SPORES strongly I •' angled, sub-

quadrate to subrectangular in focus, sides straighl or concave,

apiculus oblique, 8-10lx7-9 micr., nucleate. CYSTIDIA none.

ODOR and TASTE farinaceous.

i I >ried : I ),nk brown t<» umber. >

Solitary. Ground in hemlock woods. Houghton. Jurj A

[nfrequent.

It differs from C. woodianus in the color, subdistant uilK and

spores. From similar species in other pink-spored genera, it difl

ip\ its fleshy fibrous stem and its adnate, nol seceding gills.
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606. Clitopilus undatus Fr.

(Sense of Patonillard.)

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

[llustrations : Fries, Icones, PI. 90, Fig. 4.

Patonillard. Tab. Analyt, No. 428.

Cooke, 111., PI. 486.

PILEUS 1.5-3.5 cm. broad, fragile, deeply umbilicate to subin-

fundibuliform, dark smoky-gray (moist), fading, opaque, silky when

dry, splitting radially in age, sometimes obscurely zonate, margin

wavy, fleshy, concolor. GILLS decurrent, broad in the middle,

thin, close, dark cinereous, at length tinged by the spores,

edge entire. STEM short, 1.5-2 cm. long, 1.5-3 mm. thick, equal,

terete, solid, even, tough-elastic, glabrous, brownish-ashy to pale

brown. SPORES irregularly subglobose-oval, angular, 7-9x6-6.5

inicr., nucleate, reddish-flesh color in mass. CYSTIDIA none.

ODOR none.

On mossy ground or much decayed wood, hi open frondose woods.

Ann Arbor. August. Infrequent.

Known by its dark gray gills, lack of odor and angular spores.

Ricken refers it to Paxillus and assigns to it smooth spores, in which

he differs from other authors. Our plants had a solid stem while

Fries describes the stem with a cavity. In all other respects it

agrees well with the Friesian description. Patouillard reports the

stem either solid or hollow and doubtless he had our species.

607. Clitopilus micropus Pk.

X. V. Stale Mas. Rep. 31, 1879.

[llustration : N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 54. PL 78, 1902.

PILEUS small, 1-2 cm. broad, fragile, convex then depressed, um-

bilicate, silky, grag, usually slightly zoned on margin, margin de-

curved. GILLS adnato-decurrent, narrow, narrowed in front and

behind to a point, close, gray then salmon-colored. STEM short,

L-2 fin. long, -'.', mm. thick, solid or with a slight cavity, pruiaose,

gray, white-mycelioid at base. SPOKES elongated angular-tuber-

culate, 9-10x5-6 micr., nucleate, pale salmon color. ODOR and

TASTE farinaceous.

(Dried: Dark gray.)
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Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground, grassy places, Bandy
fields or thin woods. July-September. Throughout the State. Aim

Arbor, Detroit, NVw Richmond, Marquette. Frequent.

Sometimes ii occurs in abundance in one place. There is a pale

variety, almosl white, which is widely distributed. The short

stem, umbilicate and subzonate pileus distinguish it from C. <//

bogriseus. Ii is rarely if ever found in deep woods. It differs

from C. subplanus in its fragile <';i|>.

608. Clitopilus albogriseus Pk. (Edibli

N. V. State Mils. Rep. 31, 1879.

PILEUS 1-3 mi. broad, convex, firm, then plane, depressed or um-

bilicate, glabrous, pale gray, margin even. GILLS adnato-decurrent,

close, rather broad, grayish then flesh color. STEM .". • ; cm. long, 2-5

inin. thick, solid, subequal, glabrous, pale gray. SPORES elongated-

angular, 10-12x6-7 micr., apiculus oblique and prominent. <»l><»U

ami TASTE farinaceous.

Gregarious or solitary. Ground, in conifer or frondose woods.

Ann Arbor, Marquette, Houghton. July-September. Not infre-

quent in northern Michigan.
The larjje spores and longer stem separate it from C. microptlS)

the solid stem and the spores from c. subplanus. These three are

closely related.

609. Clitopilus subplanus Pk.

N. V. Mns. Bull. L22, L908.

PILEUS 2-3 cm. broad, convex-expanded, somewhat plane. .1.

pressed or umbilicate, glabrous, innately silky, grayishrwhite or

whitish. GILLS adnato-decurrent, close, moderately broad, white

lb., i flesh color. STEMS 24 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, toughish,
;• or subcompressed, subsilky, cuticle subcartilaginous, even.

si'i h;i:s angular, 9-1 1 x 6-7 micr.. flesh colored in mass
;

im cystidia.

Scattered. < ra decaying leaves, etc., in mixed woods. New Rich-

mond, Bay View. July-September. Frequent locally.

This s| erics differs from the two preceding in its white gills

when young and its stuffed to hollow stem. The wholi

rather tough and it- taste and odor sre i
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Section XI. Globosporae. Spores rounded, neither angled nor

tubercular.

610. Clitopilus prunulus Fr. (Edible)

Svsi. MycoL, 1821.

Illustrations: Atkinson. Mushrooms, Fig. 135, p. 142, 1900.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 200, p. 248, 1908.

X. V. Slate Mus. Rep. 48, PI. 14, 189*;. I Sot. ed.

Swanton, Fungi. PL 42, p. 131, 1909.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 27, Fig. 5 (as Paxillus prunulus).

Clements, Minn. Mushrooms. Fig. 34, p. 58, 1910.

Cooke, 111., PL 322.

"PI LEUS 5-10 cm. broad, at first obtuse, convex then nearly plane,

firm, dry, pruinate, white to dark-gray, often eccentric, margin even

and often wavy. FLESH white. GILLS deeply decurrent, suodis-

tant, narrow, white then flesh-colored. STEM 3-8 cm. long, 5-15 mm.

thick, solid, naked, striate, subequal or tapering, sometimes ven-

trici.se. SPORES subfusiform to subelliptical, pointed at ends,

10-12 x 5-7 micr., smooth, with three deep longitudinal furrows,

tinged salmon. ODOR and TASTE farinaceous."

(1 round in open woods. July-September. Ann Arbor, Lansing.

Infrequent.

The general appearance is that of C. orcella but its cap is firm

and not viscid and the stem is glabrous. Massee and Hard give the

spores too small. Only Hennings, in Engler and Prantl, and Ricken

mention the characteristic furrows of the spores. It has not been
seen by me in abundance and is apparently rather rare in the State,

lis edible qualities are highly praised. In France it is called the

"Mousseron" by the peasants. An abortive form is described by
Mcllvaine.
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611. Clitopilus orcella Fr. (EDIBLE

Syst. Mycol, L821.

[llustrations : N. Y. Mus. Rep. 18, PI. II. 1890, Bot. ed.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 201, p. 249, 1908

Cooke, III.. I'l. 323.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. I l~».

Patonillard, Tab. Analj t., No. 1-7.

PILEUS 3-9 cm. broad, convex al first, soon expanded, i
lane then

depressed, soft, somewhat viscid, silky, white to whitish or tinged

yellowish, margin often undnlate-lobed, even. FLESH white.

GILLS deeply decurrent, close, aarrow, edge entire, whitei then

pale salmon-colored from spores. STEM - 5 cm. long, l 10 mm.
thick, rather short, solid, soft, flocculose, sometimes eccentric, sub-

equal to subvi atricose. SPORES '.» 1 ! \ t-6 micr., fusiform to oval-

elongated, narrowed toward apiculus, nucleate, pale salmon color

in mass, furrowed, smooth. <>lx>l{ ami TASTE farinaceous.

(Dried: Pileus and stem dull-white; gills salmon-colored.)

Solitary or gregarious. < >n the ground or on moss, in h»w oak

and maple woods, grassy places, etc. July-September. Ann Arbor,

Detroit, Jackson. Frequent in southern Michigan.

This apparently differs from G. prunulus in its viscid pileus when

moist, in iis closer gills and the sofl texture, h is more abundant

than thai species, lis edibility is the same and for thai purpose

need no1 be distinguished fr the preceding. I have nol found it

in conifer regions. It is often considered identical with C. prunulus,

inn is at least a variety.

612. Clitopilus novaboracensis Pk.

\. V. State Cab. Rep. 23, L872.

[llustrations: Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 204, p. 251, 1908

Compare illustrations of C. popinalis Fr.

Fries, [cones, PL 96, Fig. I.

Cooke. 111.. I'l. [85.

PILEUS ;'-»'» cm. broad, convex, plane or ambilicato-depressed,

concentrically rivulose, glabrous, obscurely zonate toward margin,

which is inrolled al firsl and often wavy, ding} white, tinged as

FLESH thin, while, flaccid. GILLS deepb decurrent, crowded,
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narrow, brownish-ashy to pallid with a slight flesh color, becoming
ashy stained, edge entire. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 2-5 mm. thick, rather

slender, flexible:, stuffed then hollow, p.ruinose or tomentose, white-

mycelioid at base, subequal, concolor or paler than pileus. SPORES
oval, obscurely or not at all angular, 5-6x44.5 micr., apiculate,

pale flesh color in mass. ODOR farinaceous. Taste bitterish or

very bitter.

(Dried: Pileus and gills brownish-gray.)

Subcaespitose or solitary. On the ground in hemlock woods. Ann
Alitor. Bay View. August. Infrequent.

Var. brews Pk. is reported by Longyear in frondose woods, East

Lansing. This variety is pure white, with gills merely subdecurrent
and stem short. The species is referred by some to C. popinalis Fr.
The spores of the American plant appear rounded under ordinary
magnification, but when magnified about 1500 diameters, it is seen
that they are slightly angled. The angles are not sharply marked
and the spores never appear tubercular-angled as figured by Cooke
for C. popinalis; some appear to be altogether rounded. The dark
plants may be mistaken for Clitocybe cyathiforme, but the pileus
of the latter is not rivulose-cracked. Some Tricholomas have a

pileus of the same color and markings. The plants often turn ashy
where bruised.

613. Clitopilus caespitosus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 41, 1888.

Illustrations : Plates CXII, CXIII of this Report.

I'l LEUS 5-15 cm. broad, at first convex, soon expanded and plane
to depressed, somewhat firm but brittle, very fragile when moist
or

water-soaked, glabrous, whitish to gray-tinged when voung,
watery-dingy-white (moist), dull whitish to pale tan and silky-
shining (dry), even, margin at first inrolled, often recurved and
splil in age. FLESH pallid to white, thin, subhygrophanous, some-
what scissile. GILLS very crowded and narrow, adnate-decurrent,
thin, dingy pale flesh color, edge sometimes minutely crenulate.

:-7 cm. long, 5-12 mm. thick, equal or tapering downward,
Silky-fibrillose, scurfy at apex, stuffed, fragile in age, pallid, easilv

splitting. SPORES short-oblong, 4-5x2.5-:; micr., smooth, sordid-
white with a pink tinge in mass. ODOR slightly fragrant. TASTE
none.
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(Dried: Pileus and stem dingj white tinged tail color; gills

bl'ownish-llesh color, i

Very caespitose, sometimes singly. < >n the ground in open oak

and maple woods of southern Michigan; in mixed woods of maple
and pine in the north. August-October. Throughout the State,

[nfrequent.

This is easily mistaken for a Clitocybe. The spores have a dingy
flesh tinge in mass, like TriicJioloma persona turn and Tricholoma

panoeolum var. caespitosuin. In rainy weather it is water-soaked and

appears as it' hygrophanous. Ms fragile flesh and its usually large

size separate it from other Clitopili. It seems to be much more

closely related to the genus Clitocyhe than to Clitopilus.

Leptonia Fr.

(From the (ireek. lejtidion, a small scale, i

Pink-spored. Pileus at length subexpanded <tn<l depressed in

center, umbilicus minutely squamulose, margin at first incurved.

stem cartilaginous, confluent with the pileus, stuffed, soon hollow.

Gills adnexed or adnate, seceding. Spores a>i</itl<ir.

Terrestrialj lignieolous or sphagnicolous. Bather small, slender-

stemmed plants of low wet places in woods or swamps. They cor-

respond to Collybia of the white-spored group. From Nolanea they

are distinguished by the more expanded, subumbilicate pileus whose

margin is at first incurved instead of straight on the stem.

The PILEUS is often minutely scaly or fibrillose, sometimes gla-

brous; hygrophanous or merely moist
;
even or striate on the margin.

The colors are often bright, rosy, violet, yellowish, greenish or blue-

black. As in Collybia, the pileus tends to expand rather fully,

hecause of the position of the margin when young. The peculiar

lustre is due. according to Patouillard, to the presence of air be-

tween the hyphae of the surface layer. The GILLS secede from the

stem at maturity as in Nolanea; at lirsi they are either adnexed

or adnate. The color when young is t" he noted, as it varies in dif-

ferent species, at first it may he gray, bluish, or whitish, at length

the gills are colored by the spores. The STEM, as in Nolanea and

Eccilia, is cartilaginous, hollow- (sometimes stuffed), confluent with

the pileus but of a different texture; it is composed of parallel

hyphae. with long cells, which are regularly cylindrical. It is

usually glabrous and polished, but some species are dotted with

colored squamules. It is often compressed and furrowed longi
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tudinally. The SPOKES vary from flesh color to bright rose and

are often prominently angled, sometimes tuberculate. CYSTIDIA

are uusually lacking except in L. seticeps.

The species of ibis genus are rather difficult to diagnose. In

some cases the color is rather striking, as for example, of L. formosa

and /.. rosea; in others the color varies considerably in different

specimens of the same species, e. g., L. asprella, so that a microscopic

study must lie the final resort. Not much is known concerning their

edibility, although several species appear- quite frequently. Some of

ihc species are rarely found and this accounts for the smaller num-

ber of species for the State. All species likely to occur in the State

are included in the key.

Key to the Species

(a) Stem and pileus rose-tinged; on sphagum. 616. L. rosea Long-

year,

(aa) Stem and pileus white, becoming blackish on drying; pileus

striate; gills adnexed; spores 10-12.5x7-9 micr. L. transformata
Pk.

(aaa) Stem and pileus waxy-yellowish; pileus scaly to fibrillose. 618.

L. formosa Fr.

(aaaa) Stem and pileus neither rosy, white nor yellowish,

(b) Pileus, stem and gills green (aeruginous).
(c) Odor strongly of mice. L. incana Fr.

(cc) Odor not mentioned. L. aeruginosa Pk.

(bb) Pileus and stem grayish-brown to fuscous, dark brown, or

light-leather color,

(c) Pileus hygrophanous, striatulate.

(d) On rotten wood; gills rounded behind, nearly free, whitish;
spores 10 x 7.5 micr. L. undulatella Pk.

(dd) On the ground; gills adnate-seceding, tinged gray; spores
elongate, 10 x 6-8 micr. 621. L. asprella Fr. var.

(cc) Pileus not hygrophanous.
(d) On rotten wood; pileus walnut-brown; gills slightly adnexed.

Spores subglobose. 617. L. seticeps Atk.
(dd) On the ground; pileus paler.

(e) Pileus innately silky and substriatulate; gills whitish,
broad, adnexed; stem glabrous; spores quadrate, 9-11 x
9-10 micr. L. solstieiales Fr. (Sense of Ricken.)

(ee) Gills, stem and pileus gray, gills broad; spores sphoeroid,
8-10 micr. L. grisea Pk.

(bbb) Pileus and stem violet, bluish-black, smoky or steel-blue,

(c) Stem dotted with dark squamules, at least at apex.
(d) Gills with a black serrulate edge; on the ground. 619. L.

serrulata Fr.

(dd) Gills with edge concolor; pileus fuscous, squamulose;
stem tinged lavender, squamulose; on rotten wood. 614.
/.. placida Fr.

(c) Stem glabrous or with few evanescent squamules.
(d) Gills with a black serrulate edge; pileus grayish-white, um-

bilicus darker and scaly. L. suoserrulata Pk.
(dd) Gills unicolorous.

(e) Pileus hygrophanous, striate (moist), squamulose to gla-
brous; gills grayish, adnate; spores 11-14x6-8 micr. 621.
L. asprella Fr.
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(e) Pileus not hygrophanous, aol Btri

(f) Pileua at lirst bluish-black, then smokj fuscous; gills

adnate, ventricose, Btem concolor; Bpores 9 12 \ 8 7 mlcr.;
mi the ground. 615. /.. lampropoda Pr.

iiti Pileus, gills and Btem rather dark violet

Bbrlllose on pileus; Bpon bsphoeroid,
micr.; on wood, sawdust, etc. 620 / i'r

Section I. Sonhygrophanae. The species "I tlii^ Bection are not

truly hygrophanous nor markedly striate <>n the
|

» i 1 < -i i >- bill in wet

w(sillier ilir\ in;i.\ appear somewhal hygrophanous, and a lew Kpecien

are faintly or finely striate <»n the pileus.

*(iills white or whitish at first.

614. Leptonia placida Fr.

Syst. My col.. L821.

Illustrations: Fries, [cones, PL 97.

Cooke, 111.. PL 330.

Plate CXIV of this Report.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, carapanulate, then convex, obtuse, rarely

depressed, ground color pale fuscous, covered with brown to black

ish silky scales which are denser and darker on disk, often with an

obscure tinge of violet, not striate. FLESJB pallid, with ;i pinkish

tinge, thin. GILLS broad behind bu1 abruptly narrowed and ad-

in.nil. sometimes subarcuate and subdecurrent, narrowed in front,

crowded, thickish, whitish then flesh color from Bpores, edge con-

color, often eroded-crenate. STEM 2-5 cm. long, rather thick,

nun., cartilaginous, stuffed then hollow, often compressed and

grooved, sometimes twisted or variously curved, loosely dotted by

lavender or dark blue to blackish squamules above, squamules i

or vioht la-low. apex usually thickened, base white mycelioid, some

times glabrous excepl al apex. SPORES tuberculate-angular, ob

long, 8 10.5 \ ."» 6 micr., apiculus oblique. CYSTIDIA none.

i I >rie(l : I >ark fuscous throughout , i

Gregarious. <m rotten wood, stumps and logs, in lov woods "i

elm, maple, etc. June to Oetober. Ann Arbor, Detroit. Frequent

al times.

A beautiful plant, with n stonier and more curved stem than the

terrestrial Leptonias. The shades of lavender and blue varj con-

siderably in different collections, but the peculiar dark scales

the pileus and stem are unmistakable. The gills of our plants .il

w -;i vs have a decurrent tooth.
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615. Leotonia lampropoda Fr.

Svsi. Mycol., L821.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111., PL 331.

Gillet, Champignons de France, Xo. 434.

Kick. mi. Pliitterpilze, PI. 73, Fig. 7.

Swanton, PI. 42. Figs. 3-5, 1909.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, convex then plane, umbilicate or de-

pressed, bluish-Mack to jet-black when young, becoming snioky-

fuscous when old, becoming minutely squamulose by the breaking

up of the cuticle, innately-fibrillose at first, squamules dense in

center, never striate, not papillate, sometimes rimose, margin de-

curved then raised. FLESH at first bluish-black, then gray to

white, subhygrophanous, thin. GILLS adnate-seceding, moderately

broad, subdistant, ventricose, white at first then rose-colored, edge

entire and concolor. STEM 2.5-5 cm. long, 1-3 mm. thick, equal or

tapering upward, stuffed then hollow, often compressed, and

grooved, straight or curved, glabrous, even, firm, elastic, bluish-

black ill first, becoming fuscous, white mycelioid at base, apex not

punctate. SPORES variable in size, tuberculate, angular, 9-13x6-7

micr., rosy in mass. CYSTIDIA none. ODOR and TASTE none.

Gregarious. On the ground, wet places in mixed hemlock and

maple woods. Pay View. New Richmond, Marquette. July-Septem-

ber. Frequent in conifer regions.

Easily known by its bluish-black color when young, the lack of

si lint ions on the pileus and the rather tirni stem. It approaches
/,. asprella, and I at first referred it to that species, but the margin
of the pileus is never striate and the gills are not gray. It has the

colors of L. serrulata but the edge of the gills does not become black-

dotted. The figures of European authors do not illustrate our

planl well; this is not surprising, since it is always reported as

growing "among grass." In fact, the majority of species in England
are reported from grassy places, while with us the high winds and

dryer conditions seldom favor their appearance in fields or meadows,
and i he forest tonus are slightly different in appearance. It agrees
well with i he description of Fries given iu his Monographia. Ricken

gives broader spores; those of our plants agree with the size given

by Saccardo.
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616. Leptonia rosea Longyear

Mich. Acad, of Sci. I ; *

-j
>. ::, L902.

Illnsirai ions : I bid, Plate I. Fig. 5.

Plate CX [V of this Report.

PILEUS L.5-3.6 cm. broad, convex, then expanded, depressed or
subumbilicate at center, noi striate, ros< color when young, fading
to isabelline with reddish umbilicus, minutelj fibrillose-scaly, espe
cially at center. FLESH thin, white. GILLS adnate with Blight

tooth, dose, moderately broad, ventricose, broadest behind whiU
then flesh color. STEM 5-8 cm. long, slender, scarcely 1.5 nun.

thick, equal, cartilaginous, glabrous, stuffed, appearing solid, pale
roseate, white-mycelioid at base, subpellucid-striatulate. SPORES
angular, 10-12x7-8 micr., flesh color in mass.

Scattered. On sphagnum, in cedar and tamarack swamp (35

specimens). Bay View. "Burnl ground on a sand; hillside. Kent

County. Longyear." July-September. Rarely seen.

The difference in habital of the two localities where this has been

found is remarkable. My own collection was made entirely on
thick sphagnum, but Longyear found the two type specimens on

burnt-over sandy soil. lis pretty colors are attractive and it is

not easily mistaken. Gillet's figure of \olanea rufocarnea Berk.

reminds one somewhat of /-. rosea, bu1 our species is a true Lep-
tonia with a non-striate pileus, without the bitter taste of V.

rufocarnea and with a different color.

617. Leptonia seticeps Atk.

Jour, of Mycol., Vol. 8, 1902.

PILEUS 1 :'. cm. broad, convex to expanded, umber to brownish

gray, darker on disk, faintly and finely long-striatt . minutely granu-
lose under a lens, margin somewhat incurved at first. FLESE whit-

ish, very thin, composed of two layers, surface layer of oval or

clavate long-pediceled cells mixed with longer, lanceolate to fusoid

• ells, nil with smoky content. GILLS slightly adnexed or free,

subdistant to close, broad, elliptical, while then flesh color, edge

eroded) the trama composed of converging hyphae. STEM short,

1-2 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, glabrous or sometimes villose-dotted,

whitish or brownish, subcartilaginous, solid, fibrous-strii |ual

or bulbilose, straighl or curved, sometimes slightly
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SPORES broadly-elliptical to subglobose, not angular, minute, 6-7 x

5-6 micr. in diameter, pale flesh color in mass. CYSTIDIA more

or Less numerous on the edge of the gills, clavate to elliptical, some-

times hair-pointed, hyaline, 50-00x10-15 micr. ODQE and TASTE

qo1 marked.

Scattered. On rotten logs. Bay View, Houghton. Aim Arbor.

July-September. Frequent in hemlock or tamarack woods, mixed

wiili maple or birch.

This little Leptonia is partial to rotten wood. Its finely striate,

granulose pileus reminds one of some of the small species of Pluteus

;uh1 it approaches that genus also in its smooth spores and clavate

cystidia.
The gills are slightly adnexed or, in expanded specimens,

they may he free, and the stem is subcartilaginous. It seems to

form a connecting link between Leptonia and Pluteus.

**Gills yellowish-tinged.

618. Leptonia formosa Fr.

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

Illustration: Fries, Icones, PL 98.

PILEUS 1-.". cm. broad, convex then plane and umbilicate. ijellow-

wax color, covered with minute fuscous squamules, margin striate.

FLESH thin, yellow, toughish, membranaceous. GILLS adnate,

with a tooth, rather broad, subdistant, tinged yellow then flesh color,

edge entire, concolor. STEM 4-5 cm. long, 1.5-2 mm. thick, strict,

equal, cartilaginous, stuffed then hollow, yellow, glabrous, shining,

strmtulate. SPOKES tuberculate-angular, rather rectangular in

outline, 10-12x6-7 micr.. apiculus oblique, flesh color. CYSTIDIA

none. (Mini: and TASTE mild.

Scattered. In low, swampy woods of hemlock, etc., in northern

Michigan, in maple and elm woods in southern Michigan. July-

September. Throughout the State. Frequent locally.

Easily recognized by the yellow cast to the whole plant and the

striate and squamulose pileus. Fries says "scarcely different from

/,. dsprella except in color." This is borne out by the fact that it

is subhygrophanous, which makes it difficult to place not only this

but other swamp species in the non-hygrophanous section..
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***<!ills bluish or blackish <ii
first.

619. Leptonia serrulata Fr.

Byst. Mycol.j L821.

[Uustrations : Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. "-'nT. p. 254, 1908.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 137.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, convex then plane, umbilicate-depressed,

not striaU . hi first bluish-black, then smoky umber <>r fuscous squa-

mulose, especially in the umbilicus. FLESH thin, nol hygrophan
mis, whitish. GILLS adnate, white, tinged bluish-gray, edge black-

serrulate, ventricose. STEM 2-5 cm. long, L-2 nun. thick, cartila-

ginous, blackish to steel-blue, stuffed then hollow, rigid, equal, *//</-

brous, except ih< black-dotted apex, white-mycelioid at base.

SPORES 114x7-8 micr., tubercnlate-angular, elongated. SteriU

cells on the edge of the .uills. filled with blackish coloring matter.

Scattered or gregarious. In low we1 places, of mixed hemlock

woods in the north ; ash, elm and maple woods of southern .M ichigan.

Throughoni the State. Jnly-September. Preqnenl Locally.

This species and Eccilia atrides appear to run into each other.

Both are characterized by the black serrulate edge of the gills. In

Eccilia they ran down the stem. by a broad tooth. The colors

remind one mnch <>t' L. lampropoda, which differs mainly in thai it

lias not black-edged gills and is not black dotted ai the apex of the

stem. Varieties and related species have been described, indicating

thai these two species ran into each other. Var. expallens Fr. is

paler; var. lat vipi s Maire has no black dots on the stem
;

\ ar. berke-

leyi Maire has entire gills.

620. Leptonia euchroa Fr.

Byst .Mv.nl.. L821.

Illustration: Cooke, 111.. PL 334.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, convex then plane, not umbonate nor

truly umbilicate, covered with fibrillost squamules, violacei

wine-color, m>t striate, margin fibrillose-scaly. GILLS Bubdistant,

very ventricose, narrowed a1 both ends, narrow h adnate, sometimes

DSeudo deem rent u ben
j

> i N u ^ i- expanded, rinh I ill I'n si tin n jiiilln!.

STEM slender, equal, 2-3 cm. long, 2 mm. thick, stnffed then hollow,

73
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toughish, glabrous or very delicately flbrillose with purple fibrils

on a dark violet (/round. SPOKES tuberculate-angular, elongated,

10-12x6-7 micr. (occasionally wider), angles obtuse. CYSTIDIA
none.

Subcaespitose. On sawdust, rotten wood, etc. Bay View. July-

August. Rare.

'I'll is beautiful little plant is a wood-inhabiting species like L.

placida but much more slender. The spores of our plants are longer

than the measurements given by the English mycologists and their

coarse obtuse angles make them somewhat unique. When old, the

translucent margin of the pileus shows the lines of the gills so

as to appear striate, a condition often found in other non-striate

species when old.

Section II. Hygrophanae. Pileus hygrophanous, margin striate

when fresh and moist.

621. Leptonia asprella Fr.

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

Illustration: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 139, p. 147, 1900.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, convex, becoming somewhat expanded,

umbilicate-depressed, glabrous or flbrillose, striatulate when moist,
umbilicus villose or scaly, hygrophanous, silky-shining when dry,
from pale umber to grayish-brown, variable in color, margin becom-

ing split. FLESH watery to whitish, thin, rather fragile. GILLS
adnexed to adnate seceding, subdista.nt, rather broad, narrowed in

front, whitish to grayish, then rosy from the spores, edge concolor,
entire. STEM 3-8 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, slender and usually
straight, rigid and elastic but fragile, glabrous, livid-fuscous to pale,
si ulred then hollow, sometimes twisted, white-mycelioid at base, apex
pruinose. SPOEES angular, angles sharp, 9-13x6-8 micr., broadly
elliptic-elongate in outline. CYSTIDIA none. ODOR and TASTE
mild.

Solitary or gregarious. On the ground in woods. Bay View,
New Richmond, Ann Arbor. Infrequent. August-September.

Tli is species varies considerably, and there seems to be no settled
notion ,.r its exact limitations. Cooke figures a plant quite different
in color and size from that of the above description. The striatums
are in, i always definitely present, especially in the dry plant. The
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spores are variable in size, even in the same plant One variety oc
curs in Low, mossy or sphagnous places, lis pileus is pale isabelline
or pale brownish-gray when moist, slightly virgate with fibrils,

scarcely or not at all striatulate. The gills are white a1 first. The
•s,, 'm is nl

"

lllr same cojor or is slightly paler than the pileus, bo
lll; " lllr whole planl has a uniform color when fresh and mature.
T,1< '

cap is apl to be truncate at the apex and campanulate; in all

other respects ii agrees with the species. /,. asprella is found in

coniferous regions, e. g., Bay View, New Richmond. See Ricken'e

figure of L. anatina, PI. 7::. Fig. <). Thai species, however, bas
markedly narrow sills.

Nolanea Fr.

I Prom Latin, Nola, a little bell, i

Pink-'spored. Stem hollow and cartilaginous <>r tough, usually
slender. Gills adnate, adnexed or almost free, seceding, not decur-
rent. Pileus thin, campanulate, usually papillate, margin ai firsl

straight ami applied to the stem. Spores angular.

Terrestrial, small, slender plants, corresponding i<> fcfycena of

the white-spored group, approaching the smaller Entolomas, ami

separated from Leptonia by the unexpanded bell-shaped pileus. h
is a small genus.

The PILEUS is glabrous, silky or scurfy, dry or bygrophanous ;

ami its campanulate shape which is rather persistent and is due to

the positi.,11 of the straighl margin on the stem when young, is

quite characteristic. It is usually fragile. The color is s shade
of brown in our species except in A. caelestina. The GILLS are
often broad or ventricose, ami generally secede (i. e. separate) from
i 1 "' attachment at the stem, in which respect they differ from those
of Clitopilus. The STEM is central, tubular and elastic or fragile
in most species; iu some, however, it is toughish-cartilaginous
like that of certain Mycenas. h bas ;i tendency to become com
pressed or longitudinally furrowed because of its hollow interior.
It is usually glabrous or minutely flocculose; in V. dusthales (Pk.)
it is densely floccose hairy. There is no ahnulus, nor volva, and the

flesh is confluent with that of the pileus. The SPORES are angular,
often irregularly tuberculate-angular. CYSTIDLA are usually ab

sent; in V*. babingtonii and \. dysthalea the.\ may be found <>n the

edge of the gills. A few species have a slighl ODOR; that of V.

»><n»»ii>s,, i» similar to rancid meal. The Nolaneaa are difficult
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to identify to the species, and a microscope is essential to any final

decision.

Key to the Species

(a) Pileus and stem lavender to violaceous. 630. N. caelestina var.

violacea Kauff.

(aa) Pileus and stem some other color.
'

(b) Spores quadrate or cruciate-four-angled; pileus umber or smoky-

umber. 623. AT
. pascua Fr.

(bb) Spores not distinctly four-angled.
'

(c) Pileus with greenish tint, fuscous-brownish, livid or smoky,

very shining. 624. N. versatilis Fr.

(cc) Pileus without greenish or olivaceous tints,

(d) Stem and pileus hairy, fibrillose-scaly or flocculose; gills

subdistant.

(e) Spores 14-20x8-9 niicr.; whole plant smoky-brown. 622.

N. clysthales (Pk.) Atk.

(ee) Spores subglobose, 8-9 micr.; pileus small, covered with

loose brown fibrils. 625. N. babingtonia Berk,

(dd) Stem and pileus glabrous, silky and shining,

(e) Gills white or whitish at first; pileus hygrophanous.

(f) Pileus conical, cinnamon-brown then pale and shining;

gills narrow. 628. N. conica Pk.

(ff) Pileus campanulate, grayish-brown; gills medium broad.

629. N. fuscogrisella Pk.

(ee) Gills grayish at first; odor somewhat rancid-farinaceous.

626. N. mammosa Fr. 627. N. papillata Bres.

*Gills at first gray, brown or fuscous.

622. Nolanea dysthales (Pk.) Atk.

N. Y. State Mns. Report. 32, 1879 (as Entoloma clysthales).

•Tour, of Mycol., Vol. 8, p. 114, 1902 (as Nolanea nodospora Atk.).

PILEUS 6-18 nun. broad, rarely larger, thin, campauulate-couvex,

obtuse, densely floccose-hairy, sometimes furfuraceous and striate,

more often even, the hairy tufts sometimes squarrose, smoky-umber
or dark fuscous, margin at first straight. FLESH submembranous.

''ILLS adnate, ascending, broad, ventricose, subdistant to distant,

thickish, dark fuscous-gray or smoky, tinged flesh color at maturity,

edge flocculose. STEM 14 cm. long, 1.5-4 mm. thick, equal, more

or less densely floccosc-totncntosc, dark fuscous or seal-brown, be-

coming smoky, toughish-cartilaginous, stuffed then hollow, con-

olor within. SPORES large, variable, elongated tuberculate-angu-

lar, I ! 20 x 8-9 micr., deep flesh color in mass, faintly colored under
tlie microscope. CYSTIDIA only on edge of gills, variable, some-

times elliptical to ventricose and obtuse, sometimes ventricose-

lanceolate and pointed, 60-70x20-25 micr. ODOR and TASTE
mild.
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Solitary <>r scattered. <>n low, wet, itiossj or swamps ground,
on leaf mold, etc., in hemlock regions. Ba.i view. South Qav<

New Richmond. July-September. Infrequent.

This species is known by ilif covering of the cap and stem, its

color and the very large tuberculate spores. It is very variable

and was considered an Entoloma i>\ Peck, who first described the

form with the thin, striate pileus whose surface is onlj granular-

furfuraceous or mixed with the characteristic hairs. Later Atkinson

described the form in which the hairy covering is more highly

developed, often as if matted, as Solaneu nodospora. I have found

the two forms in differenl parts of the siatr ami consider them

variations oi the same plant. The trama of the pi I en- is two layered,

the Layers being separated by a dark line of narrow hyphae. A form

occurs in frondose woods, of which the hair-like fibrils of the Btem

arc almost ferruginous. The gills of V. dysthales remain dark

grayish-brown a long time and hence it is easily mistaken lor an

Inocvhe: at Length, however, they are somewhat colored by the

rather bright spores. It seems that in very moisl situations the

cap is less hairy scaly and then striate, especially when more fully

expanded. The size of the basidia varies as the plant slowly ma-

tures and the cystidia seem to take on a different shape in ; _

623. Nolanea pascua Fr.

Syst. Myc. L821.

[llustrations : Cooke, 111.. PL 376.

< i i I let, Champignons de France, No. 493.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 74, Pig. ::.

Swanton, Fungi, PL L2, Fig. LO-12.

PILEUS 24 tin. broad, fragile, conico-campanulate, obtuse or

umbonate, hygrophanous, umber-brown and striatulate (moie

fading and even (dry), glabrous, silky-shining. FLESH thin, eon-

color. GILLS rounded behind, adnexed, rather broad, ventritu

grayish, then gray-flesh color, seceding, close. STKM I LO tin. Long,

•j l mm. thick, pallid grayish-brown, cartilaginous, hollow, equal,

often twisted, fragile, splitting longitudinally, fibrillose-striate.

SPORES subquadrate <>,- almost cruciform,
s ll micr, diam., deep

flesh e.. lor in mass. CYSTIDIA none: sterile cells absent on edge

Of gills.

Gregarious. On low mossy ground in open woods bj lakes. Vnn

Arbor. September. Lnfrequent.
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This species is said to be very common in Europe. I have only
one record and the specimens are lost. It was most sharply marked
by the quadrate, 4-angled spores. This is a character given by
nearly all authors and by the figures. Our plants approached closely
\. staurospora Bres. i Fung. Trid., Vol. I, p. 18), and this species
and A. pascua (sense of Ricken) seem to be very similar. It

certainly is not a common species with us and I did not observe

any olive tints, such as occur in our W. versatilis.

624. Nolanea versatilis Fr.

Monographia, 1803.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PL 98, Fig. 5.

Ricken, Pdiitterpilze, PI. 71, Fig. 7.

Plate CXV of this Report.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, at first conic or elongated-oval, then

campanulate, fragile, obtuse, at length expanded and subumbonate,
silky-shining, sometimes silky-fibrillose, almost glittering, color
variable, livid-fuscous, olivaceous-brown, smoky-tinged, subhygro-
phanous. FLESH thin, submembranous, grayish. GILLS narrowly
adnexed, almost free, ventricose and broad in front, snbdistant, gray,
becoming smoky-flesh color, edge minutely fimbriate. STEM 3-6 cm.'
Ion- 1-1 mm. thick, equal, hollow, often twisted or compressed,
split i in- longitudinally, fibrillose-striate, shining, glabrous or floc-

cuh.se, pallid then pale fuliginous or fuscous. SPORES tuberculate-

angular, longer than wide, 9-11x6-7.5 micr. (few longer), flesh
color in mass. CYSTIDIA numerous on edge of gills, few elsewhere,
ventricose, often acuminate-pointed, 15-65x12-16 micr. ODOR and
TASTE slight or none.

Gregarious. Among grass in low moigt woods Aun Art)01% New
Richmond. July-August. Infrequent.
This species was abundant in a single wood-lot during one season;

elsewhere ii occurred as few individuals. It varies in size and

fape ,wl,,,i " limits ); often it has the shape and size of Cooke's
figures ol A. pascua, at other times the caps may be narrow and
stem slender and longer, all in the same patch. The cap is beauti-
fully silky and shining and usually has a somewhat olive or greenish
hue which suggests the -litter of metal. The shape of the young
Planl .s often like that of Hygrophorus conicus or of an Inocvbe.
'" our specimens the stem was frequently somewhat flocculose.
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Except for the Bpores it approaches V. pascua quite closely in color

and shape. It i-- here conceived in the sense "I Ricken.

625. Nolanea babingtonii Berk.

Outlines of British Fungology, I860.

[llustrations : Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 129.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 377.

"Pileus 6-12 nun. broad, conico-campanulate, pale gray, covei

with dark brown fasciculate fibrils frei ai om end, silky-shining,

disk subsquamulose. FLESH very thin. <;ilJ.s adnate, distant,

gray, ventricose, edge minutely flocculose. STEM 2-3 cm. l"HLr . 2

nun. thick, equal, covered with dark-brown down, hollow, slightly

undulate. SP< >RES angular-nodulose, subglobose or slightly oblong,

7-8 micr., apiculate."

Lewiston. On moss, in wet places. Rare. Reported by Longyear.

The description is taken from Massee's British Fungus Flora, and

the spore-measurements were doubtless made from the type speci-

men. Patouillard gives spore size as !>-l(i x 5-6 micr. 1 1 is a delicate

little plant, characterized by the loose fibrils which stand out from

its pileus and stem. There is some doubt of this determination.

626. Nolanea mammosa Fr. (Sense of Bresadola.)

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations: Bresadola, Fung. Trid.. Vol. T. Tab. 82, 1881.

<;illct. Champignons de France, No. I'-'l.

PILEUS 2 I cm. broad, conic to broadly campanulate, margin

decurved, mammilately umbonate, faintly striate, amber (moist),

Boon grayish-brown or fuscous, innately fibrillose and shining when

<\vy. FLESH dingy, brownish near surface, thin, subecissile.

GILLS rather broad, rounded behind, usually narrowlj adnate but

seceding, subdistatit, thickish, /»//' gray at first then tinged flesh

color by spori-. edge often uneven. STEM 5-9 cm. long, elongated,

l'-o nun. thick, tubular, terete or compressed, tinged fin not

white, cartilaginous, slightly fibrillose-striate, white-pruin

apex, otherwise glabrous. SPORES tuberculate-angular, elongate,

distinctly longer than broad, 9-11x6-7 mice, deep flesh color,

nucleate. CYSTIDIA none. ODOK and TASTE ot rancid m<

i 1 )iied :
< tills pair brown, i
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Gregarious. On the ground in woods, copses, etc., sometimes in

massy places. Throughout the State. July-October. Frequent.

This is our commonest Nolanea. It may be known by its elongated

stem which is often furrowed longitudinally, by its gray gills and

by the spores; the latter are distinctly longer than broad, and the

angles arc not as clearly and sharply marked as in other species.

It is somewhat hygrophanous. The gills are often broadly adnate.

There are short sterile cells on the edge of the gills.

627. Nolanea papillata Bres.

Fungi Tridentini, Vol. I, 1881.

Illustrations : Ibid, PI. 82.

Fries, Icones, PI. 98, Fig. 1 (as Nolanea mammosa var. minor

Ft.).

PILEUS 2-3 cm. broad, campanulate, then expanded, papillate,

umber to watery-brown and striate (moist), paler when dry, gla-

brous. FLESH thin, scissile, subhygrophanous, fragile. GILLS

simiate-adnate, seceding, broader toward front, subdistant to close,

subventricose, livid-whitish then somewhat salmon-colored from

spores. STEM slender, 3-5 cm. long, 1-2 mm. thick, tubular, pale

grayish-brown, glabrous, slightly pruinose at apex, white-mycelioid

at base, straight or curved, cartilaginous, sometimes striatulate.

SPOKES angular, 9-11 x 6-7 mier., nucleate, salmon-colored in mass.

ODOK none or slightly of rancid meal. OYSTIDIA none.

Scattered. Low places in moist frondose woods. Ann Arbor, Bay
View, New Richmond. September. Infrequent.

Differs mainly from N. mammosa in its more slender habit, smaller

size and closer gills.

**Gills white at first.

628. Nolanea conica Pk.

X. V. Stale Mus. Rep. 21, 1S72.

PILEUS 5-15 mm. broad, conical, then expanded and papillate,

hygrophanous, watery-cinnamon and striatulate (moist), paler,

silky-shining and subzonate (dry). FLESH thin. GILLS nearly

free, close, moderately broad, narrowed behind, white at first, bright

flesh color from spores. STEM slender. 2-5 cm. long. 1-2 mm. thick,
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equal, straight, tubular, cartilaginous, elastic, white-mycelioid ;it

l>;isc. tinged ashj brown. SPORES tuberculate-angular, 7 '.» (in

eluding apiculus) \ 5 <» micr., Longer than broad, apiculus inn mini ni .

CYSTIDIA none.

Solitary or scattered. On moss or Low places in swamps or wel

conifer or mixed woods. Northern Michigan. Julj September. In

frequent.

The conical, shining, hygrophanous pileus and small Bpores dis-

tinguish it. The length of spores rarely passes
N microns unless

apiculus is included.

629. Nolanea fuscogrisella PL

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 39, 1886.

PILEUS L-2.5 cm. broad, campanulate, more or Less palillate,

hygrophanous, glabrous, grayish-brown and striatulate (moist),

paler and silky-shining I dry |, papilla darker. < i I LLS rather broad,

narrowed behind, adnexed, almosl subdistant, whitish then brighl

flesh-colored. STEM 5-7 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, glabrous, white-my-

celioid toward base, apex pruinose, brownish, often darker than

pileus, tubular, cartilaginous. SPORES 7-9x5-6 micr. (incl. api-

culus), angular, apiculus prominent.

Gregarious. On moss. etc.. of low mixed woods. Saul! Ste. Marie.

duly. Infrequent.

This dill'ers from the preceding in iis stonier stem, and le>> conic

pileus. The spores are very similar. The gills are broader. In our

specimens the stem was invariably darker than the pileus. and

boary at base and above by the whin' mycelium. The spores are

slightly shorter than the measurements given by Peck.

630. Nolanea caelestina var. violacea Kauff.

Mich. Acad. Sci. Rep. I". L908.

PILEUS 8-10 mtn. broad, conico-campanulate, lavender, acutely

papillate, innately silky-fibrillose, margin even. GILLS adnexed,

rather narrow, subdistant, white then flesh color, not reaching to

the margin of pileus. STEM slender, 5 cm. Long, l mtn. thi< b

glabrous, pruinose at apex, equal, Lavender, darker thau cap.

SPORES tuberculate-elliptical, 9-11x6-7 micr. CYSTIDLS aone.

niioi! none.
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Solitary. In low elm swamp. Ann Arbor. Rare.

A beautiful little plant, usually hidden among the debris of the

woods. The stem is flexible, subcartilaginous and does not turn

reddish when bruised. It differs from the descriptions of the type

in the narrow gills. It appears close also to A. cruenta Quel, ex-

cel 1 1 in color.

Eccilia Fr.

(From the Greek, ekkoilo, I hollow out.)

Pink-spored. Stem cartilaginous, hollow or stuffed, slender.

Gills decurrent, either attenuated behind or broadly adnato-decur-

rent. Pileus umbilicate or depressed, its margin at first incurved.

Spores angular.

Terrestrial or lignicolous. Small, slender plants, corresponding to

Omphalia of the white-spored group; differing from the small

Clitopili in the cartilaginous stem. A very small genus composed
of rather rare species.

The PILEUS is glabrous, silky, or somewhat squamulose in the

umbilicus; dry or hygrophanous. It is usually expanded and then

the center is depressed to strongly umbilicate. Its margin is at

first incurved and this character may persist until maturity. The
color varies from white to grayish and brown. The GILLS are

attached in two ways, either attenuate-long-decurrent or broadly
adnate and then slightly decurrent, remaining attached, i. e., not

seceding as a rule. They are often quite distant as in E. rliodocylix
Fr. or crowded as in E. atrides Fr. and E. polita Fr. They vary
from narrow in some species to broadly triangular in others. In

E. apiculata Fr., E. vilis Fr. and E. rhodcylicioides Atk. they are

distinctly gray; in others, white or dingy white, finally colored

by the spores. Some species possess cystidia, giving the edge a

minutely fimbriate appearance. The STEM is usually enlarged
somewhal at the apex where it expands into the membranaceous
pileus. It is truly cartilaginous, slender, and soon hollow or

tubular within. Some species have been described as solid, but
it remains to be seen whether these are not really only stuffed at
firsl by a differentiated pith. The color is often that of the pileus
or paler. The angular SPORES correspond to those of Leptonia,
Nolanea, Pluteus and one of the sections of Clitopilus. CYSTIDIA
usually absent; in /:. pirinoides, E. rhodcylicioides Atk. and
/:. roscoallocitrina Atk. cystidia-like cells are present on the edge of
Kills.
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The group is difficult, and the raritj <>r Kpecimens makes it hard i<>

learn much concerning their variability. A microscopic Ktmh i-

essentia] to determine the species with anj satisfaction, .1- the

size of Bpores and basidia, the structure of the trama, and the p

ence <»r absence of cystidia musl often determine the final j>.-

lllCllt.

Because of their rare occurrence, ii seems besl to include in the

key all forms which may possibly be found in the State. / . polita

and E. carneo-grisea have been reported from the neighborii . 8

hi y to the 8pi cU 8

(a) Gills crowded or clo

(b) Edge of gills black-dotted. 631. E. atridi a I-'r.

(bb) Edge of gills concolor, not black dotted.

(c) Pileus 2-4 cm. broad, hygrophanous. livid (moist); pills .

crowded, broad. E. polita Ft.

(cc) Pileus 5-20 mm. broad, not hygrophanous, mouse-gray; pills

close, bread: spores 5-angled, 8-10 inicr. 6:!4. /.'. ]»i>t"

ospora Atk. var.

(aa) Gills subdistant to distant.

(b) Pileus 2-5 cm. broad, hygrophanous, tough, sordid-brown; stem
tough, concolor; taste tardily pungent; gills close to subdistant;
on the ground. 635. E. mordax Atk

(bb) Pileus smaller (rarely as large in E. cameo-gritea) .

(c) On wood; pileus deeply umbilicate, 1-1.5 cm., bygrophaai
gills very distant, broad, long-decurrent. /.'. fhodocylix BY.

(cc) Not on logs, stumps or wood.

(d) On sphagnum; pileus umbonate. small, dark-brown; pills

long-decurrent, distant, broad. Spores 10-12.5x6-7.6 inicr.

E. aphagnicola Pk.

(dd) On lawns, fields, or in woods on huinu

(e) Pileus white, 1-2.5 cm., silky; pills adnato-decurrent, sub-

distant; stem lonp, white. Spores elongate, HI i

micr. E. roseoalbocitrina Atk.

(ee) Pileus grayish-brown to fuscous.

(f) Pileus hygrophanous; gills without cystidia.

(g) Edge of pills darker, crisped; plletu gra lor,

margin micaceous; pills distant. 7 x 4-5

micr. /•.'. cameo-orlsea B. A Br

(gg) Edge of gills concolor; pileus brownish-gray (i

gills subdistant. broad. 632. /.'. grlsco+ubclla Pr.

(ff) Pileus not hygrophanous; pills with cystidia

(g) g Inato-decurrent, broad behind, distant;

sphoeroid, angles not sharply marked. 638

i, in, 8 sp. nov.

(gg) Gills arcuab . distant, decnrrenl fttly

angled, quadrate. E. >)•

I Qustrations :

/:. vilis Pr.: Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 7::. Fig. 10.

E. carneogrisea Pr.: Hard, Mushrooms, Fig •_'""•

/:. parkensis Pr.: tcones, PI. 100, Fig. 5.

/. polita Fr. : Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 1 10, 190

Fries, [cones, PL 100, Pig. ::. Hard, Mnsl

L908.
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/;. rusticoiides Gill.: Kicken, Blatterpilze, PL 73, Fig. 11.

/;. rhodocaylix Fr.: Swanton, Fungi, PI. 42, 1909. Fries,

Icones, PI. 100. Fig. 6.

/'. sphagnicola Pk. : IS
T

. Y. Mus. Kep. 51, PI. 1. 1900.

631. Eccilia atrides Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836.

PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, deeply umbilicate, dark umber, umbilicus

darker, striate to umbilicus, somewhat virgate, pruinose. FLESH
thin. GILLS decurrent, narrowed behind, close, pallid, edge black.

STEM 2-3 cm. long, 1-2 mm. thick, brownish, apex paler and floc-

cose-dotted, dots sometimes black, sometimes pallid, hollow, gla-

brous below, equal and slender. SPORES tuberculate-angular,

elongated, 11-13x6-7 micr. (incl. apiculus), bright flesh color in

mass-

.

Solitary or gregarious. On very rotten wood. Houghton, Bay
View. July-August. Infrequent in maple and hemlock woods of

northern Michigan.
Tli is species approaches Leptonia serrulata Fr. which also has

black-edged gills. At times this character is almost or entirely

absent except in old plants. Our plants had truly decurrent gills,

bu1 imi extending far down the stem. It is usually found on debris

or mi very rotten logs in forests. Kicken considers it identical with

/.. serrulata.

632. Eccilia griseo-rubella Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PI. 100, Fig. 4.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 568.

Cooke. 111., PI. 613.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, campanulate, umbilicate, hygrophanous,
striate and brownish-ashy (moist), umbilicus darker, minutely
gquamulose, elsewhere with innate white fibrils. FLESH concolor,
thin. (IILLS broadly adnate, slightly decurrent, broad, subdistant,
pallid then flesh color, edge even. STEM 24 cm. long. 1-2 mm.
thick, pallid to buff, glabrous, equal, even, cartilaginous, hollow.

SPORES tuberculate-angular, elongated, 8-9x5-6 micr.

Solitary or scattered. On the ground in cedar swamps. Bay
View. September. Infrequent.
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Our plant lias rather broad gills as is Bhown in Fries' [com

The other authors figure oarrower gills. The pileus becomes bygro-

phanous streaked on drying.

633. Eccilia pirinoides sp. DOV.

PILEUS i - cm. broad, campanulate, then subexpanded, margin

decurved, depressed-umbilicate, grayish-brown to fuscous, moist,

silky shining when dry, with dense oppressed small squamules on

disk, appressed-fibrillose elsewhere. GILLS adnato-decurrent,

broad behind, subdistant, thin, whitish then posj tinged to brij

flesh color. STEM 1-6 cm. long, 1 2.5 nun. thick, distinctly cartil-

aginous, white, slightly fuscescent, pruinate, equal, even, stuffed

with a white ]>ith. finally hollow. SPORES sphoeroid-subangular,

angles not prominent, 8-10 micr. diam. (without apiculus), abrupt-

ly narrowed to <m apiculus which is 2-3 micr. long, obscurely 5-6

sided. CYSTIDLV not numerous, slender, acuminate, about 75

micr. lonjr. BASIIHA f-spored, clavate, 15-50 micr. long. ODOB
none.

Gregarious. On the ground, anions forest debris, hemlock, "ak

and maple woods; clay ravine. September. New Richmond.

Excepl for its lack of a strong malic odor, it agrees with all the

descriptions which we have of /-.'. pirina B. & C. It also approaches

/;. rhodocylicioides Atk.; bu1 it differs from the Latter in its bright

colored spores, even pileus and broadly adnate, white gills; the

shape of the spores is also different. It has so far been found only

in one locality.

634. Eccilia pentagonospora Atk. var.

Jour, of Mycol., Vol. 8, p. 1 13, 1902.

PILEUS 5-20 mm. broad, fragile. < vex plane, nmbilicate, hygro-

phanous, <n first blackish-gray, i<i<lin<i to steel-gray mnl shining,

even, at firsl minutely tomentose-flocculose over the entire Burt

later appressed scurfy. FLESH thin, membranous. <;ild.s broad

behind and adnate-subdecurrent, at first grayish then dark flesh

color, dose to subdistant, thickish, somewhal crisped, edge con-

color. STEM 1-2.5 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm. thick, equal, hollow, enl

ly glabrous, cartilaginous, metallic gray, whitish mycelioid at b

SPORES tuberculate-angular, mostly 5-angled. angles obtn»

micr. (incl. apiculus), deep flesh color in mass. CYSTIP1 \ •

BASIDLA about ::<> x9 L0 micr.
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( ; regarious. On moist soil in frondose woods. Ann Arbor.

August.
This collection departs from Atkinson's description in the more

flocculose, hygrophanous pileus and the hollow stem. The micro-

scopic characters seem to be the same.

635. Eccilia mordax Atk.

Jour, of Mycol., Vol. 8, p. 113, 1902.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex, tough, umbilicate, hygrophanous,

glabrous, dull-reddish-brown to pale chestnut or cinnamon (moist),

sordid isabelline (dry), even, margin inrolled. FLESH dirty

white, thin. GILLS adnate to subdecurrent, close, dingy brown at

first then tinged tlesh color, narrow. STEM 3-0 cm. lo»g, 3-5 mm.

thick, tough, equal, fibrous-cartilaginous, fistulose, often compressed,

concolor, glabrous or pruinose, white mycelioid at base. SPORES
oval, 6-7x4-5 micr.. smooth, pale flesh color. CYSTIDIA none.

BASIDIA clavate, 25-30x0-8 micr., 4-spored. TASTE at first

mild, after 15-20 minutes pungent iu the throat and causes nausea.

Gregarious. On the ground, springy sides of ravines. Ann
Arbor. August. Infrequent.

This species approaches Clitocybe cyathiformc in external ap-

pearance, but differs by its flesh-colored spores, its umbilicate

]
o'leus and the habitat on the ground. It seems to be our largest

Eccilia and is probably somewhat poisonous.

Claudopus Smith.

(From the Latin, claudus, defective, and pes, foot.)

Pink-spored. Stem eccentric, lateral or wanting. Pileus dimi-

diate or resupinate, irregular. Gills not seceding nor anastomosing,
radiating from an eccentric or lateral point. Spores angular or
pounded.

On rotten wood or humus. Corresponding to the genus Pleu-
i"t us of the white-spored group. With the exception of C. nidulans,
they are small, insignificant, soft plants, often growing in small
hollows of .1. -caved wood or on humus at the base of stumps, etc.

The small forms are white, grayish or brown; C. nidulans is yellow
to buff. All except one of the small species are at first resupinate,
i. <'•• applied to the substratum with gills uppermost, but finally
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becoming reflexed with .^ills in the usual position. The stem is

entirely lacking or is small and inconspicuous, usually toment
or villose al the point of attachment of the stem or pileus. Onh
a few species are known in our Bora.

Key to the Species

(a) Pileus medium to large, yellowish; gilla orange yellow. 636. c.
nidulans Fr.

(aa) Pilous small, .'5 cm. or less In ilium.
; not yellow.

(b) Pileus white or whitish, at first reeuplnate.
(c) Spores angular; pileus silky to villose-floccoso. i;::7. c. »/«•-

pluens Fr.

(cc) Spores not angular; pileus tomentose. c. variabilis Fr.

(bb) Pileus gray to brown.
(c) Pileus hygrophanous, striatulate (moist); gills scarcely reach-

ing stem. c. griegensis l'k.

(cc) Pileus not hygrophanous, subdecurrent. 63S. <'. by$ai$(
Fr.

636. Claudopus nidulans IV.

Syst. Mycol., 1821. (As Pleurotus.)

Illustrations: Atkinson. Mushrooms, PI. 11. Fig. 111. p. 149,

L900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Pig. 208, |>. 256, 1908.

Clements, Minn. Mushrooms, Fig. ''•'>.
]>. 59, L910.

Plate ('XV of this Report.

PILEUS 1-7 cm. broad, shelving, scssilr or narrowed behind into

a short stem-like base, nearly orbicular, dimidiate or reniform,

coarsely hairy or tomentose on the surface, rich yellow or buff,

margin at firsl involute, even. FLESH soft, rather tough. GILLS

orangi yellow, medium broad, 'lose to subdistant, adnate, rarely

subdecurrent. STEM or attached base bomentose oext to the gills

beneath. SPORES elongated, slightly curved, •; ^ \ :: I micr.,

smooth, /link in mass. ODOR very disagreeable when fresh.

TASTE becomes rather mild at length; nol desirable for tin- table.

Gregarious or imbricately caespitose. On decaying l"u-. etc., of

frondose trees. Throughout the State; Marquette, Houghton, Ann

Arbor, etc. July-October, [nfrequent.

Panvs dorsalis Bosc. is now agreed to be the same. The toughish

consistency of C. nidulans approaches that of the genus Panus. In

general appearance it looks like ;i Pleurotus and was -" called bi

Fries, ami as its spore-color is ma a verj bright pink ii would t*eem

to tii that genus as well as l'l< urotus snhjHil noil iis does. 'I'll" la-

in my opinion, might equally well be made a Bpecies ot the pink
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spored -roup. The beginner will be apt to refer G. nidulans to the

ochfe-spored group in Crepidotus if he neglects to make a spore-

print. This all emphasizes the fact that nature takes no account of

the convenience of the student and probably no system can ever be

devised in which some plants will not be found, half-way between

the groups. This is the largest of the genus, and. is not easily con-

fused with other mushrooms except Grepidotus dorsalis which

resembles it in colors but is smaller and has globose, ochre-brown

spores. The pileus is more often dimidiate or kidney-shaped rather

than the shape given in Atkinson's illustration.

637. Claudopus depluens Fr.

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

illustrations: Patouillard. Tab. Aualyt, No. 431.

Cooke, 111., PI. 344.

PILEUS 1-5 mm. broad, white, resupinate at first then re-

tlexed, suborbicular, subreniform, conchate, etc., variable in form,

floccose, almost sessile or attached by a short, white, villose STEM.
FLESH membranous, very thin. GILLS radiating from the stem,

broad, subdistant to distant, rose-colored at maturity. SPORES
tmgular, somewhat longer than broad, sphoeroid-angular from the

end-view, 7-10 x 6-7.5 micr., distinctly rose-colored in mass, nucleate.

On very decaying wood or black humus, in hemlock and birch

mixed woods, in springy places. New Richmond. September.

Rarely found.

Massee gives the spores as sphoeroid; Patouillard and Peck give
them slightly longer. It may be that varieties occur which might
explain the difference. There was no tinge of red or gray present-
in our plants, as described by Fries. They are small and insignifi-

cant plants. G. variabilis is similar, but has non-angular spores.
Ricken reports the above species under Crepidotus and with smooth

spores.

638. Claudopus byssisedus Fr.

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

illustrations : Patouillard, Tab. Aualyt.. No. 432.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 344.

"PILEUS 5-20 cm. broad, at first resupinate, then reflexed, near-
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]y plane, reniform, covered with a fine prninosity, graj tinged with

pink, or grayish-brown, striate <>n the margin. FLESH thin, mem-
branous. GILLS subdecurreiit, grayish, ro>\ from the Bpores.

STEM short, eccentric, or lateral, Incurved, villose, whiU fibrils

radiating from tin base forming an interlaced membrane."
SPORES elongate-angular^ 9-11 x6-7micr., rosj in mass.

< >
1 1 very rotten wood. Swamps of frondose or conifer tre<

Throughoul the State. Summer. Infrequently round.

The description is taken from Pries and Patouillard. A.s in the

preceding species, there is ;i difference in the spore-measure-

ments given. Our plants have Bpores agreeing with those of Peck,
while iii Europe they seem to be smaller. Patouillard and Massee

give them 7-8x6 micr. The American form must, therefore, be

considered as ;i variety. It is scarcely distinct from C. griegt

Pk.

LEI COSPORAE

Amanita Fr.

(From the Greek Amanos, the name of a mountain in Asia Minor,
which doubtless abounded in edible fungi, for the Roman physician
Galen used the term Amanites to refer to Agaricus campestris.
Persoon firsl applied it to this genus, using Amanita caesarea as

the type.)

White-spored ;
stem provided with an annulus and ;i volva, and

-••parable from the pileus. The gills are fret or attached by a line,

white, cut off squarely at anterior extremity. The volva is funned

from a universal veil which covers the whole plant in the ige

and is discrete from the cuticle of the pileus. The typhi f the

trama of the gills are divergent.

Soft-fleshy, terrestrial, mostly poisonous mushrooms, asually of

rather large size, never truly caespitose; mostly in forests or on

the border of woods and thickets; sometimes, however, in fields or

lawns.

The PILEUS is soft, entirely enveloped at the beginning, along
with the stem, by a differentiated layer of tissue called the uni-

versal veil. When this splits above the pileus during the enlaj

ment of the plant, it is pulled oil' from the pileus ami leaves the

surface of the pileus glabrous; when it split-, circularly around the

edge of the pileus i rirruniscissile i the loOSe layer left .m f..p

ceases to grow and ;is the pileus expands ami enlarges, iiii- cover

ing is broken into patches or warts, Bometimes called scales; if

76
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the universal veil is of a powdery or loose consistency, it tends to

disappear on the surface, or remains as floccose or mealy granules

either irregularly disposed over the pileus or only on the margin;

all intermediate arrangements occur when affected by the weather,

as when rains wash off the scales, etc., or dry weather causes slow

expansion and corresponding irregularities. The margin is marked-

ly striate in some species like A. caesarea and A. ritssuloides, or

striatums may be entirely lacking as in A. phalloides. The shape

of the pileus varies in the young stage, usually ovoid or spherical,

sometimes campanulate or somewhat conical. Many species have

the surface of the pileus, under the scales, provided with a delicate

viscid pellicle, which causes fresh specimens when wrapped in

tissue paper to adhere to the paper, and indicates one of the ways
of recognition. The color of different species varies from pure

snowy white to smoky brown, yellow, orange or bright red; bright

green or blue colors do not occur in our species of this genus, olive,

ashy to lead-color or livid-purplish being the only shades in this

connection.

The GILLS are white or whitish, in some species tinged yellow.

They are free from the stem, sometimes remote leaving an open

space around its apex, sometimes reaching it by the narrowed point
Which may run down the stem as a line. Their shape varies, some-

times ventricose, often broader in front, sometimes almost equal
in width except at stem; the anterior end is more or less sharply
truncate, and this can be used to distinguish this genus and Aniani-

topsis from other Agarics even after cooking. Shorter gills alter-

nate with those of full length. The trama of the gills is composed
of hyphae which in this genus diverge toward the hymenium, instead

of being noticeably parallel; in this respect it agrees with the

genera Arniillaria and Hygrophorus.
The STEM is usually soft; the interior is stuffed by a pith which

is sometimes weblike and evanescent, sometimes forming a spongy
column in the stem, and only disappearing at full maturity; in both
cases the stem may become hollow. In A. stroMliformis, A. soli-

taria and A. chlorinosma the pith approaches the condition of

solid stems, but all Amanitas have practically a form of stuffed
stem. The texture of the stem is not homogeneous with that of the

pileus and the apex separates rather easily from the pileus leav-

ing a socket. It is cylindrical or tapers upward, the base enlarged
in most cases into a bulb, but occasionally cylindrical throughout
as in A. spreta. The base is enveloped in the volva which is found
in various degrees of development or persistency and which can be
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grouped under three heads : (1) The VOL^ \ is the remains of the

whole universal veil which has split above the pileus and has

formed a true cup ot sheath al the base of the stem, t in*

margin usually extends above the bulb <>r base. (2) The

VOLVA in this case is only the lower half of the uni-

versal veil and adheres closely around the bulb, some

tiiiirs forming circular rolls or scal\ i- i 1 1 _:
— oe the lower pari

of the stem. (3) The VOLVA Is verj incomplete and fragmentary,

floccose, mealy or minutely wartj ;

iliis is due to the loose, friable

texture of the universal veil, the remnants of which disappear
easily when the stem is pulled from the soil. Tims the presence

of a volva is not a safe or positive characteristic in case persons

depend <»u the "death-cup" for their identification i>f the poisonous
Amanitas. Besides the volva, the stem is provided with an AN
NULUS. The aiiuuliis is sometimes formed from an outer layer

of the stein. Iu the young, "button" Btage the uills lie with their

edges closely againsl and adnate* to the stem, and during elon?

tinu of stem and expansion of pileus, this thin outer layer is pulled

louse from the stem by the fact that it adheres more closely to the

gills than to the stem. [f it begins to tear off from the stem iu

the early stage of elongation, it peels the entire stem upwards and

after loosening from margin of pileus it drops down on the lower

part and forms an ••inferior" annulus. When it is not loosened

from the gills or margin .of pileus until the stem is nearly elongated,

it peels off only from the apex of the stem and later from the -^ i I N

and margin of pileus and forms a "superior" annulus. The latter is

much the commonest method, and the layer of tissue which iu this

case holds on to the gills for a time and conceals them i< called the

"inner veil." Sometimes this inner veil separates at the Btem instead

of at the margin of the pileus and so hangs in shreds or in pi<

from the margin of the pileus. In fad conditions of weather. .

may cause all sorts of variations from the above two mOSl com

moil methods. The surface of the stem where the outer layer has

hern peeled off to form the annulus. usually lii-coines roughly floe

cose. Sometimes also the outer rind is split and broken iu various

ways by drying, as shown in our figures of 1. n '
; other

times the stem is glabrous.

Properties. This is usually called the "poisonous genus," >me

of the species a re sure to cause death. Poisonous Bpecies occur

also iii many other genera, hut the poisons are not as ,!, i.P\

Amanitas are known to be edible, as for example, i and I

rubc8cen8. Bui one who has nol a thorough knowledj
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the mushrooms, including their microscopic characters, would be

unwise to eat any of the species of Amanita, since the poisonous

species sometimes approach the edible ones quite closely in general

appearance. And to serve them to others under ordinary circum-

stances is worse than criminal. For further discussion see "Chapter

on Mushroom Poisons," and remarks on individual species.

Identification of Amanitas is not always easy. Even those who

know all the genera and their characters will proceed cautiously.

The steins with their volvas are often deep in the ground and one

must get the whole plant if amateurs are to be asked to pass upon

them, else they may not take account of this danger-signal
—the

presence of a volva "death cup''. The species with a powdery volva

often lose the remnants by the time they are fully expanded, and

might be referred to Lepiota by mistake. When loth volva and

annulus are present on a plant with white gills or ivhite spores,

an Amanita is certain. Young undeveloped "buttons" are the more

dangerous, since they then imitate to an extent the common widely

used, edible mushroom Agaricus campestris in its button stage.

Of course, an experienced mycologist would "feel'' the difference

when picking it up, but amateurs and those who collect only the

"pink gilled" mushroom, may in this way easily make a sad mistake.

The prudent collector of mushrooms for the table, no matter where

they grow, or how many he has examined, will always look on the

under side of the cap for the white gills, and at the bottom of the

stem for the remains of the volva.

The SPORES vary from spherical to elliptical. They are rather

large, smooth, granular or nucleate, and white, and their size and

shape are most important in diagnosing closely related species.

The TASTE of fresh Amanitas varies. The deadly A. phalloides
has a bitter taste due to its poisonous content, The edible A.

caesarea is considered in Europe one of the finest flavored mush-

rooms, and is highly prized. The ODOR is sometimes strong, as in

.1. chlorinosma Pk. In this species it resembles chloride of lime.

In many species the odor is not marked, and cannot be used to

recognize species.

HABITAT. Amanitas prefer the woods or borders of woods and
thickets. Rarely, however, they are found on lawns, or in fields,

especially in towns which have groves or whose outlying residences
are situated among the original forest trees. Some species prefer
conifer forests, others hardwoods, while others are partial to

particular soils. .1. spreta, A. russuloides and A. peckiana have
been found in Michigan only in the sandy regions. A. phalloides
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prefers the deep moisl foresl humus. I. verna is partial to the

edge of groves, although widely round elsewhere. I have occa

sionally found il growing from the rery rotten cavities of

slumps or Logs. There is qo role which we can be sure thai they

may not break in their selection of a place to grow.

The u'l'ims is with difficulty divided into natural sections. Tho

mycologists who laid the foundations of classification, like Fries

and Quelet, divided the genus by the different ways in which the

universal veil forma a volva. Prof. Atkinson bas Bhown thai a

Bingle species, .1. phal loidi s, may act, under differenl weather and

growth conditions, so thai some specimens can be placed under one

section, other specimens under another section. Monsieur Bondier

(Bull. Sue. Myc. Prance, is. L902) has pointed oul thai although

this is true, we can still tell them apart it' we take aCCOUnl <>f the

differences in the structure of the universal veil. For example, in

the "Phalloides" section the universal veil is membranous and

composed of narrow-celled hyphae, and the veil when it docs tear

in a circumscissle manner, leaves thin shreds on the cap, never

in the form of elevated warty-scales; while in the "Muscaria" sec-

tion the universal veil is composed of large, rounded cells which do

no1 cohere well, and hence the veil breaks in a circumscissle man-

ner, and leaves thick floccose waits on the cup. We will therefore

follow i he old divisions and group them in sections with reference

to the texture and dehiscence of the universal veil. Twenty-two

species have been so far found in the State, since the genus

Amanita, by virtue of its species with poisonous properties, is of

great interest, and its species need to be known as widely as p i

hie. it has seemed lies) to include in the following Synoptical key

all of the species of the northeastern pari of the United States

that one migjhl he likelv to find in Michigan.'.—

Key I" the s/„ <:

(A) Base of stem, or bulb, provided with a distinct, membranous, loose

cup-like sheath, or rarely with a shallow cup.
i Pileua orange-red, yellow or Btraw-colored.

(b) Volva entire, large; pileus deep yellow to orange, striate on

margin, glabrous. »'>:'.!'. .1. caesarea Ft,

(bb) Volva saucer shaped ; pileus straw-yellow, usually with tloccose

warts, margin even. 649. 1. mappa Pr. (form B

(aa) Pileus white with delicate pinkish or cream colored ap]

fibrillose scale.
;
inner veil evanescent; volva I ntly

rubescent. 645. .1. peckiana Kaui't".

<aaa) Pileus pure white; bulb rounded below.

(hi I'ileus conical at first ; inner veil adhering to gill

pileus. 643. .1. virosa Ft.

i bb 1 Pileus enn v.'\ to Bubcampanul
DUlUS.
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(c) Plant rather stout; basidia 4-spored; volva large. 641. A.

verna Pr.

(cc) Plant slender; basidia 2-spored; otherwise like preceding.

642. A. bisporigera Atk.

(aaaa) Pileus brown, umber, gray, drab or shades of these.
'

(b) Base of stem cylindrical, not bulbous; pileus pale brown to

umber. 646. A. spreta Pk.

(bb) Base of stem bulbous, bulb rounded,

(c) Pileus viscid, pale smoky olive, umber, or smoky white, often

with shreds of veil on top; annulus apical, white. 640. A.

phalloides Pr.

(cc) Pileus scarcely viscid or dry; stem slender.

(d) Spores elliptical, 11-13 x 7-9 micr.; pileus brown or grayish-

brown; disk with white patch-like scales. 648. A. recu-

tita Fr.

(dd) Spores globose.

(e) Pileus scarcely viscid, fuscous to pale brown, glabrous;

annulus distant, brownish; bulb rather small. 644. A.

porphyria Fr.

(ee) Pileus with numerous ash-colored appressed scales;

ash-colored pulverulence on stem. 647. .1. tomentella

Kromb.

(AA) Base of stem or bulb without a cup-like, free-margined volva.

(a) Pileus orange, yellow or straw colored,

(b) Margin of pileus markedly tubercular-striate, yellowish to straw

color; annulus evanescent; volva usually evanescent or a few

•scales on bulb. 656. A. russuloides Pk.

(bb) Margin even or only slightly striate; pileus orange to bright

yellow; annulus persistent,

(c) Flesh of stem changing to reddish when bruised or in age.

658. A. flavorubescens Atk.

(cc) Flesh not reddish,

(d) Pileus large, more than 7 cm. broad; stem stout, provided
with prominent, concentric scales or rings on or above bulb.

650. A. muscaria Fr.

(dd) Pileus less than 7 cm. broad,

(e) Bulb with an adherent, inrolled, collar-like ring on its

upper margin; spores spherical. 651. A. frostiana Pk.

(ee) Bulb and pileus with a few, flocculent masses of the fri-

able, yellow volva; spores oval; common. 659. A. flavo-

conia Atk.

(aa) Pileus not yellow nor yellowish.
(b) Odor strong of chlorine or chloride of lime; stem bulbous-

napiform, more or less deeply rooting; plant entirely white and
very densely floccose-scaly. 655. A. chlorinosma Pk.

(bb) Odor not penetrating like chlorine.

(c) Base of stem more or less deeply rooting below an enlarged
or concentrically furrowed bulb,

(d) Pileus white to grayish; plants large and stout, densely
floccose scaly. 654. A. solitaria Fr. A. strobiliformis Fr.

(dd) Pileus or its scales grayish-brown to umber-brown; plants
slender, covered with a loose pulverulence; spores 8-12 x
4-6 micr. A. cinereoconia Atk.

(cc) Base of stem rounded, or at most short conical below,
(d) Flesh of stem or of whole plant turning to reddish where

bruised or in age.
(e) Pileus decorated with yellow powdery masses; flesh chang-

ing to red only toward base of stem. 658. A. flavoru-
bescens Atk.

(ee) Pileus decorated with grayish or reddish-stained, floccose

warts; whole plant becoming reddish, never yellow. 657.
A. mbescens Fr.
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i lid i Flesh ao1 i urning red w hen brui

Pileus, etc. w 1 1 it •
- or w hitlsh.

(ii Hulii iit base "i" Btem provided with a concentrically
grooved clos< fitting Inrolled sheath; annuius superior.
652. I oth i" nata Atk.

1 11' i Bulb with remnants of volva variously disposed.
. ' st. in Bocco • calj or torn, below with an ovate bulb,

w huh la concert ricaUy scaly.

(h.) Anmiius adorned with yellow floccules, ample, dla-

tant
; stem Btuffed by pith, Boon hollow; pileus

covered with dense, white, Boccoae pat<
.1. chrysobh ui'i Atk. si>. aov.

iiiin Annuius white, ample, apical; stem BOlid-etuffi

pileus with angular or pyramidal warts, i. Can-

dida Pk.

(gg) Stein slender, glabrous or pulverulent, bulb naked or
* with remains of friable vulva,

ih I Entirely white; pileus 5-10 cm. broad, with angular.
erect warts; bulb BUbglobOSO, abrupt; amiulus per-
sistent. .1. abrupta Pk.

i hii i Pileus grayish-white or yellow-tinged, --."> cm. broad,
adorned with flocculent scales: annuius evanescent,
slight; edge of gills crenulate-floccose. . l. crt

lata Pk.

(ee) Pileus brown-gray, smoky brown to umber.
(f) Annuius inferior, broadly pendant; pileus rich hair-

brown to umber-brown
;
bulb ring-margined above. A.

I
-i latipes Atk.

(ff) Annuius superior.

(g) Margin striate; upper margin of bulb with appressed
ochreate volva, sometimes with rings above it. A.

ptmthi ritia Fr.

(gg) Margin not striate; pileus with grayish scales,

(h) Volva friable; pileus with mealy scales; gills ad-

nexed by decurrent lines; bulb oval or globose.

Spores 8-9 x 5-6 micr. 660. A. 8pU80 Fr.

(hh) Volva friable-rioccose; gills free; bulb marginate-
rounded. concentrically grooved. Spores 11-13 x
6-8 micr. (Boudier). .1. excelsa Fr.

Section I. Universal \<-il splitting ;it apex; volva persistent on

bulb or base of stem, usually forming a trm '"/'. its upper part

free from stem or merely collapsing <>n it. me-mhramous; surfai f

pileus bare (except occasionally in A. phalloides :m<l .1. spreta in

which iliiu membranous shreds or patches remain on pilens
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639. Amanita caesarea Fr. (Edible)

Svst. Myc., 1821.

Illustrations: Michael, Vol. II, No. 97.

Bresadola, Fungh, mang. e. vel., PI. 1.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Plate 18 and 19, 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 28 and 29, 1908.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PI. 1. op. p. 50, 1905.

Peck. X. Y. State Mus. Rep. IS, PI. 15, 1897.

Not yet reported in Michigan. It is occasionally found farther

south. The present known range seems to be as far north as

latitude 13°. This would bring it into southern Michigan where

no doubt it will yet be found. Its name indicates that it is the

emperor of its genus, and its large, showy, orange to red cap and

perfect volva fully justify the name. The pileus is striate and

glabrous; gills and stem are yellow. "The thick volva, before split-

ting is about the size of a hen's egg and of like shape and color."

It is edible, and was served to the Caesars of Rome as a delicacy

long ago. It approaches the deadly A. muscaria in color, except

that the gills of the latter are white. Avoid eating it unless inti-

mately acquainted with both species. It often forms large fairy

rings.

640. Amanita phalloides Fr. (Deadly Poisonous)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 3 (as A.

bullosa, the green variety).

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PI. 2, (green variety).

Cooke, Illustrations, Plate 2, (yellow variety).

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 75, Fig. 2.

Fries, Sverig. atl. u. gift. Svamp., PI. 2.

Fallow, Bull. No. 15, U. S. Dept. Agr., Plate XXIII, 1898.

(See also Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 11, p. 21, 1908, for same

figure.)

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Plate 11. Fig. 56. 57 (umber to olive

variety) .

Marshall. Mushroom Book. p. 18. 190.".

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, at first ovate or rounded, then subcam-
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panulate to expanded, quite visoid when moist, umber-broicn

smoky olive, sometimes virgate, often paler or whitish on margin,

glabrous <>r with few remnants of the universal veil In the form «»f

thin shreds or patches, margin even. <illd.s free or adnexed by

a line, medium broad, close, white. STEM 8-20 cm. Long, 6 12 nun

thick, cylindrical above bulb, varying Btoul to Blender, glabra

subsquamulose, stuffed by fibrils then hollow, white or tinged

color of pileus. ANM'Lis superior, white, ample, pendant, mem
branous. VOLVA mostly buried in the ground, forming n l

or appressed cup, sometimes entire and lobed, often irregularly

torn, formed by the universal veil dehiscent or tearing in shreds at

the apex, no1 truly circumscissile, its textun membranous, nol fl

cose. SPORES Bpherical-ovate, the ovate-pointed side ending in .i

rather ^i«mt apiculus, 9-12 (with apiculus) to 8-9 micr., granular

within, white, smooth. ODOK rather nauseous.

Scattered or gregarious. In conifer <>r frondose woods, bordi

of woods, thickets, rarely on lawns, etc. Common throughout the

State. July to September (earliesl record July '.». latesl September

24).

The form with circumscissile universal veil belongs under I.

mappa. The typical form with dark cap described above is rather

common and recognizable by the umber to olive-brown colors or

paler shades of these colors, the even margin, the rather ample volva

which may be reduced in si/.e by the shreds i1 Bometimes leaves on

the cap, by the Bubglabrous stem and spherical-ovate spores. I

distinguished from l. mappa, form I L) by the membranous

ure of its universal veil which does no1 split in a truly circumscissile

manner, by the nunc ample volva, and by the shreds which when

present on the cap are membranous, nol floccose-warty. In this

separation, I have followed Boudier, the eminenl French mycolog

This is one of our most deadly mushrooms, no antidote having

been discovered for its poison. The amateur need m>t attempl

keep A. phalloides and A. mappa, form I L) apart, as the} ar |ually

poisonous. The autumnal yellow form is more easily distinguished

but is also a deadly species. See Chapter on Poisons. In Europe,

the green variety is very common ;
their yellow variety I

'

is referred by Ricken to I. mappa. We d<> nol Beem to have t

color forms here.
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641. Amanita verna Fr. (Deadly Poisonous)

Epicrisis, 1836-3S.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., Plate 3 (bulb imitates that of A.

mappa).

Gillet, Champignons de France, (as A. bullosa var. alia).

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PI. 4.

Atkinson. Mushrooms, Fig. 59 and GO; also Fig. 55 (as A.

phalloides var. alba), 1900.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, p. 48 (probably A. verna, given

as A. phalloides) ,
1905.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 5, PL 87, Fig. 1. i As A. phalloides.)

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 1(3, p. 27, 190S.

Plate CXVI of this Report.

PILETJS 5-12 cm. broad, elongated ovate then convex to subcam-

panulate, finally expanded, pure white, viscid when moist, glabrousr

without patches from the veil, even on margin. GILLS free or ad-

nexed by a line, not broad, subventricose, crowded, white, edge
floccose or pulverulent. STEM pure white, 8-20 cm. long, rather

stout, 8-15 mm. thick, cylindrical above bulb, or tapering upward,

stuffed, then somewhat hollow, glabrous or floceose-scaly, bulb oval

or orbicular, not as wide as in A. mappa, sunk in the (/round. AN-
NULUS ample, superior, pendant, white, membranous, not disap-

pearing normally. VOLVA firm, thick below, thinning out toward

lobed margin, derived from the entire universal veil, which de-

hisces at its apex, membranous, white, forming a genuine cup the

ample free margin of which is at first rigid then appressed to stem.

SPORES spherical-ovate, the ovate-pointed end terminating in a

rather stout apiculus, granular within, white, 9-12 (with apiculus)
x 8-9 micr., immature spores smaller. BASIDIA 4-spored. ODOR
nauseous or slightly so.

Solitary or scattered gregarious. In conifer, mixed or frondose

woods or thickets, rarely on lawns, often in clearings. Very com-
mon throughout (lie State July-October (latest record October

11.)

This beautiful, pure white, stately and deadly poisonous Amanita
is called Hie "destroying angel." In the egg-stage it is easily con-

fuse^ by Hie inexperienced with Agaricus campestris. The hidden
volva must be looked for in every white mushroom gathered for the

table so as to avoid it. A. verna lias spores like A. phalloides; and
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Bpores which are Larger and less truly spherical than in 1. mappa.
Prom ilif next species il is separated bj ii>- four spon ich

basidium and by ii* stonier habit. Bill to the amateur, L. verna,

l. bisporigt ni ;uiil l. virosa will look alike, and ;i- thej are equally

|M.isinii>iis, lie aeed not separate them. Thej are onlj kepi 'li-

nnet for scientific reasons. The bulb, ;i- well as the adjustment

of the volva on ii varies considerably bo thai unless it can be

shown thai the microscopic characters differ, the BO-called "alba"

var. <>i .I. phalloides and I. verna proper are here combined into

our. it seems to have no soil preference with qs, although Boudier

says ii is partial to limestone land. I have found it on ,clay and

sandy soil in southern Michigan, and on the rocky foundations of

the Lake Superior region. See Chapter on Poisons.

642. Amanita bisporiger At k. (Deadly Poisonous

Botanical Gazette, Vol. 41. L906.

Illustration: Atkinson. Mushrooms, Pig. 61, 1900 <;i- I.

verna I.

I,ike .1. n ma, except in its more slender habit, and the B span d

basidia. Pileus IT cm. broad, stem 8-12 cm. long, 5-8 cm. thick

above the bulb which varies from 2-4 cm. in thickness. Whole

planl i- pure white, and only separable from .1. verna in the field

after some experience. I have examined tin' 2-spored character

frequently and it seems to he constant.

Usually solitary. Throughoul the State, in hemlock or frondose

woods. One specimen was found growing from ;i rotten hemlock

trunk near its base, in the Huron Mountains, -inly to September.

Frequent. Poisonous.

643. Amanita virosa Fr. Pi \i>i v Poisonoi -

Hymen. Europ., 1 ^71.

Illustrations : Pries, Sverig. atlig. n. gift. Svamp., PI. v
i

Cooke, 111.. PI. 1.

< ; i 1 1 1

-

1 .
( Champignons tie Prance, No. 6.

Atkinson. Mushr as, Pig. 62, p. 62, 1900

Like l. verna, e\ce|. t thai ii has n conical pileus when
j

the annulus is rarelv forme.], because the inner veil r<
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attached to gills and edge of pileus and becomes torn into parts

or shreds; the stem has a tendency to be eccentric, and is usual-

Is Hoccose or squamulose, and the spores are slightly smaller,

spherical-ovate, 8-9 (with apiculus) x 7-8 micr., white. It seems to

be partial to sandy soil in this State. Ann Arbor, New Richmond.

September. Infrequent. Poisonous.

644. Amanita porphyria Fr. (Suspected)

Svst. Myc., 1821.

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 5.

Plate CXVII of this Report.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, at first campanulate then expanded,

glabrous, pale brown, disk smoky-brown, moist or subviscid, silky

and obscurely virgate when dry, margin even. Flesh thin, white.

GILLS white, slightly adnexed, close, medium in width, subventri-

cose, thin. STEM rather slender, 7-12 cm. long, 4-6 mm. thick, sub-

equal, soft, even, glabrous, stuffed then hollow, whitish to pale

brown, with a small bulb. ANNULUS superior but distant, thin,

membranous, white becoming broivn-tinged, pendant. VOLYA
white, thin, flaccid, .membranous, forming a thin cup, imbedded

with the bulb in the soil, somewhat evanescent. SPORES spherical,

7-9 micr. diameter, granular within, smooth, white. BASIDIA

4-spored.

In low, swampy ground, among poplars and willows. July. Ann

Arbor. Rare.

Distinguished from A. tomentella, by its sheathing cup and gla-

brous pileus. Our plants did not have the purplish tinge reported

as frequent in European plants. Gillet gives a good figure. The

annulus becomes brownish and is thin and drapes the stem at some

distance from the apex. In this and other respects it differs from

small forms of A. phalloides. This appears to correspond with

Ricken's "forma volvata." (Blatterpilze, PL 75, Fig. 3.)

645. Amanita peckiana Kauri . (Suspected)

Mycologia, Vol. V, p. 67. 1913.

I'lLKl'S .") !) cm. broad, at first ovate, becoming broadly convex

or nearly plane, white, glabrous at first, then fibrillose or some-

what scurf)/ with numerous minute pinkish or cream-colored squam-
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ules, not striate, margin ;ii firsl incurved anil bordered bj the

thickisb union of the universal and partial veil, ;ii Length crenate

fringed or Lacerate-appendiculate. FLESH firm, thickish, white.

GILLS free or attached i»\ a line, reaching the stem, i lerately

broad, mnch broader in front, subellipsoid, pure white, floccul

on edge, trama divergent. STEM 5-9 cm. lone, (rarely up to l".

cm., 1-2 fin. thick, stout, tapering slightly upward, stuffed bj lot

pith, then hollow, white, at first bulbous, the bulb covered bj .t

thick, firm, Loose VOLVA whicb is margined with ovate Lobes, « l»«*

flesh often pinkish <>• salmon-colored, especially toward base. AN
NULUS evanescent, bu1 in the young plants the gills are concealed

by the very thin inner veil. SPORES elongate-oblong <>r bud-

cyKndrical, obtuse, L3-16x5-7 micr., sometimes slightly narrower

toward one end, white in mass. BAS1DIA 16-50 x 9 micr., elongate

clavate, t-spored. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills, inflated,

pyriform, variable in size. ODOE none <>r verj Blightly of radish.

Gregarious. <>n sandy ground under white pine in open groves.

N.-w Richmond. September, [nfrequent.

Known by the fringed margin of the pileus, (he Large, two-layered

volva, the thin, evanescent inner veil, the peculiar delicate innate,

fibrillose scales on the cap and stem and bhe Large subcylindrie

spores. The volva is entirely Immersed in the sand; ii splits

usually at the top of the young cap into ovate Lobes and at Length

seems spuriously two-layered below by the separation of a thick

layer of the bulb so tli.it finally the stem is removable and appears

subcylindrical at base. Rarely the volva breaks so as to Leave a

large thick piece on top of the cap as in .1. coccola Scop. In some

respects it approaches I. spreta Pk., but differs distinctly in color

and spores. Sometimes the surface of the cap is beautifully dotted

by the pale salmon-colored, delicate scale-. The volva maj reach

a large size. I to 5 cm. high and 3 to I cm. across. The inner \.-il

is very thin and often remains adnate to the Btem at first, and

appears to he absent; in the mature plant it is rareh t.i be made

out. This species is clove to if not identical with L. c la Scop.

(sense of Boudier, Soc. Myc. d. Prance, Bull. L8, p. 253 and PI.

l.:>. The shape and size of the spores are figured and described

Like those of our species. The margin of the pileus. howevei

said to l>e always striate. Saccardo says "silicate." On il ther

hand, the inner veil of A. coccola is said to be verj thin and evane

Bcent, ami the figures, showing the volva, are very suggeativ<

our plant: Furthermore, Ricken (Blatterpilze, under I

quotes Quelel as authority for the statement thai the flesh of I.
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coccola assumes a reddish hue. Some consider the latter species

a form of A. ovoidea Fr. to which our plant cannot be referred, but

to which it may be related.

646. Amanita spreta Pk. (Deadly Poisonous)

N. Y. Stale Mus.. Rep. 32, 1879.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 71, p. C9, 1900.

Plate CXVIII of this Report,

PILEUS 7-12 cm. broad, ovate at first, then broadly convex-ex-

panded, pale brown to umber-colored, often unicolorous, glabrous or

with a few large patches of the white universal veil, slightly viscid,

margin even or obscurely striatulate. FLESH white, soft, thick,

a Inaptly thin at margin. GILLS crowded, reaching the stem and

adnexed by a decurrent line, rather broad, narrowed behind, sub-

vcntricose, pure white, edge fimbriate-serrulate, its traina with

diverging hyphae. STEM 10-15 cm. long, stout, 10-20 mm. thick,

equal or tapering slightly upward, stuffed then hollow, striate and

mealy above the annulus, subglabrous or subfibrillose below, whit-

ish, not bulbous, inserted at base into the rather large, thickish,

persistent, membranous, sheathing, white VOLVA. ANNULUS
white above, tinged umber beneath, thin, membranous, superior.

SPOEES elliptical, 11-12x0-7 micr., nucleate at maturity, smooth,

white. No cystidia. Basidia 4-spored.

Solitary or gregarious. On sandy soil, in the pine plains of

western Michigan now covered with scrub-oak, etc., where it is fre-

quent. September. New Richmond, along the Kalamazoo River.

Known by the sheathing volva and the bulbless stem, which are

both deeply immersed in the sandy soil and imitate Amanitopsis
vagmata in this respect. The color of the pileus is uniformly
darker than it is given by Peck. It prefers sandy soil. Its stout
li a bit and its spores, as well as the base of the stem, are strikingly
different from A. porphyria. A. cinerea Bres. of Europe also lacks
Hi'- bulb but is a much smaller plant.
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Section ll. Universal veil splitting in ;i circular line between

Inill) ;iinl pileus (circumscissile) ,
the upper half adhering "// //"

pileus in the form ol fioccose scales, warts or pyramids, the lower

hair adhering to the bulb or the base of the stem and forming abrupl
unrolled sheaths, or Beveral imperfecl rings. The universal \'-m Is

composed of globose, inflated cells, al leasl In the upper part.

*Annul/us median or inferior.

647. Amanita tomentella Kromb. (SusPE< im>

Naturgetreue Abbildungen, 1831.

Illustrations: Krombholtz, ibid.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 7t'». Fig. I. (As L. porphyria.)

PILEUS I -9 cm. broad, convex then expanded, umber-brown or

paler, with a tinge of violaceous (ecru-drab, Ridg.), almost dry,

radiately-silky, shining, covered by numerous, delicate, pulverulenl

lloecose. appressed, ash-colored scales, margin even and decurved.

FLESH white or tinged ashy under the separable pellicle GILLS
white, rather narrow, of equal width, close, tree or decurrenl by
a line, edg( minutely fimbriate and sometimes ashy-tinged. STI'.M

7!) cm. long, tapering upward from the thick, ovoid bulb, stuffed

then hollow, often with an ash;/ pulverulena both abovi and below

the distant annulus, innately scaly below, whitish. VOLVA thick,

circnmscissile, covered with tomentose pulverulence, it- margin
thick, short and somewhal angled. ANNULUS i lian, usually

ample, membranous, thin, persistent, ashy-colored on under side,

somewhal striate above. SPORES spherical,
s '*.o micr. in diam.,

smooth, white with minute apiculus.

i Dried :
< !ap shining, chestnut, scales paler; gills pale alutaceous. i

Solitary. In conifer and mixed woods of northern Michigan.
Isle Royale, Houghton, Munising. Augusl October. Infrequent.

I have restored Krombholtz's mime in order properly to limit

our plant. According to Boudier L. recutita has oval spores, 1 1 12 s

7 !» micr. in size. Except for this discrepancy, this form would be

referred to th.it species. It differs from 1. porphyria in belonging

to this section, by reason of its circumscissile universal \<'ii and

lloecose structure of the scales on the cap, which are numer<

the spores, however, are the same. No doubl our plant is

three different species, which are closelj related, it is easily known
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by the ashy-colored pulverulence on cap and stem, and the median,

pendant annulus. The main color of the pileus varies from umber-

brown to drab, with an obscure tinge of lilac or purplish. It is an

autumnal Amanita of the conifer forests.

648. Amanita recutita Fr. var. (Suspected)

E] Lcrisis, 1836-38.

[llustration : Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. 3. No. 124.

PILEUS 5-8 cm. broad, convex-plane, dry, grayish, brown on disk,

disk dotted with patch-like whitish scales, striate on margin.

FLESH rather thin, white. GILLS free but with decurrent line,

rather narrow, close, white or whitish, trama divergent. STEM 8-9

cm. Long, slender, 7-10 mm. thick, silky, white, equal above the small

rounded bulb. ANNULUS membranous, thin, snbpersistent, dis-

tant .narrow, whitish. VOLVA sheathing but short, truncate, thick-

ish. extending above bulb, whitish. SPORES broadly elliptical,

oval to snbpyriform. 11-13x7-9 micr.,' variable in shape, smooth,

white. BASIDIA 4045x10 micr., attenuated downward, 4-spored.

ODOR none.

On sandy soil, coniferous region, under thickets. New Richmond.

September. Rare.

This species is distinct from .4. porphyria and A. tomentella,

which it imitates in size and coloring, and by its large spores. It

differs also from A. porphyria in the mode of breaking of the uni-

versal veil, the greater part of which remains at the base of the stem

in the form of a thimble. The spores agree with the species as

known to Boudier. (Soc. Myc. d. France, Bull. 18, p. 259.) The

st nations of our plants extend halfway to the center of the cap and

this seems to be an aberrant feature, although the descriptions by

European authors are not very full.
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I nnulus Bupi i i

649. Amanita mappa IV. (Deadli PoiSONOi

Hymen. ESurop., L874.

I llusi i-at ii»ns : Cooke, 111.. PL I (shape, etc., bul not with the

colors of the A mericaii plant ).

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PL 5.

Holland. Bull, de la soc. Myc. de Prance, PL l\ . Pig. I.

Ricken, BlaM terpilze, PL 77. Fig. 2.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Pig. 58, p. 58 (as I. phalloides), 1000.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 24, p. 35, L908.

PILEUS 1-8 cm. broad, convex then expanded, usually very

regular, margin < >< a. FLESH white, do1 \<-yy thick. GILLS
or adnexed by ;i line close, medium broad, white. STEM subcylin-

drical above the very broad, ahnipt, subdepressed bulb, stuffed then

hollow.

There are two forms With us: (A) PILEUS smoky-umber vary-

ing to dark olive, sometimes almost white, often paler in color or

umber color only present on disk, the rest being whitish covered with

floccose soft scales, the upper pari of the universal veil. STEM
with a very abrupt, depressed, margined lmlb above the edge of which

the margin of the circumscissile yolva may projecl slightly, bulb

rounded below, surface of stem glabrous or nearly bo, white or

tinged smoky brown. SPORES globular, 8-9 micr., apiculate. A^i

NULUS superior, white, membranous. VOLVA evanescent on bulb,

bul remaining on cap. This form is usually confused with I. /<//<//

loides.

i B) PILEUS yellowish-white to straw-color, rarely approaching

sulphur-yellow, covered with more or less persistent, flo sordid

white or pale brownish scales. GILLS with edge floccose-crenul

due to globose-pyriform sterile cells, its trania with divergent

hyphae. STEM with <l< i>i<ss,<i saucer-shaped wide bulb, up t<

diameter, cylindrical above, n> l.~> mm. thick, pallid, or tinged ven

slightly with drab, almost glabrous, 6-9 cm. long. \\\i I

superior, straw-colored as ;i rule, membranous, rather am]

VOLVA appresscd on the hull >. its short, thick, cup margin In

stem and Leaving a space between it and the stem, rarelj obtuseh

short b.hed. SPORES perfectly globular, with an abrupt apiculus,

~U micr. diameter, or smaller when immature, granular within.

white.

77
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Form (B) is autumnal, rarely appearing before September, when

it is common throughout the State. September to November (earli-

est record August 25th
5
latest November 2). It seems to prefer

sandy soil, but also occurs in sandy-clay soil. Boudier says it seems

to be lacking in clay soil in France; be also gives spores slightly

larger. Found in white pine or hemlock forests, as well as in oak,

maple, etc. Both forms have a circumscissile volva, the upper part

of which is floccose in structure, tbe lower membranous. It is there-

fore intermediate between the first and second sections. The

European form is said to have a nauseous odor. It is poisonous like

A. phalloides. The spores of the yellow form are entirely spherical

and the apiculus is abrupt and very slender and short; in this it

differs from A. phalloides, which has spores with the spherical shape
but on the side of the apiculus becomes somewhat ovate-pointed, the

point ending in a rather stout apiculus; tbis diameter is therefore

a few microns longer, sometimes 10-12 micr. long to 9 broad.

650. Amanita muscaria Fr. (Deadly Poisonous)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Gibson, Our Fdible Toadstools and Mushrooms,
PI. IV (colored), 1895.

Farlow, Bull. No. 16, IT. S. Dept. Agr., PL 22, copied by Hard,
Mush rooms, Fig. 13, 1908.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Frontispiece (colored), also PI. 12-13,

Figs. 52, 53 and 54, 1900.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PI. Ill (colored), 1905.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 5, PL 85 and PL 87, Fig. 3.

Mcllvaine, Amer. Mushrooms, PL IN, 1900.

PILEUS S-20 cm. broad, at first ovate or hemispherical, then

broadly convex to plane, viscid when young and moist, yellow, soine-

limes orange or orange-red, rarely whitish, covered with numerous,
whitish or pale yellowish warts, margin at maturity slightly striate.

FLESB white, or yellowish under the separable pellicle. GILLS
reaching the stem, hut free or decurrent by a line, crowded, broadest
toward front, white. STEM 10-20 cm. high, equal or tapering up-
ward, loosely stuffed then hollow, ovate-bulbous below, white or

tinged yellow, with a white annulus above, the lower half floeeose-

scaly or somewhat lacerate, and near the bulb provided with /nom-
inal I concentric scales or rings, which are the remains of the broken
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veil. ANNULUS large, thick, superior, white. \<>l.\ \ i-* much
torn and surrounds the bulb and the stem just above the bulb in

the form of scales or rings. SPORES broadly oval, 9-10.5x6
iii i »

-

1 -. . smooth, usually with a large oil-globule nearh tilling the

spore, obliquely apiculate, white. ODOR and TASTE nsualh in

sipid in the fresh condition of the mushroom; ii> poison when ex

fcracted is, however, extremely bitter.

(Dried: More or less ochraceous to alutaceous throughout, the

sea les on pileus a Iwaj a pa ler. I

Gregarious or closely massed, often in large fairj riin;-. In

thickets of poplar, wood-lots <>!' oak and maple, forests of pine or

hemlock, cemeteries, roadsides, Hr.. widely distributed throughout
the State. Sometimes on

| r, gravely Boil, Bometimea in swampy

poplar woods, usually on denuded or pastured ground ii found

under conifers. July-October. Frequent.
< toe of ilif most showy and attractive mushrooms >>\ the State.

Known by iis size, iis yellow mps ornamented with whitish patches,

its white gills and scaly bulb. .1. frostiatia and I. flavoconia have

similar colors, hut are much smaller. In Europe, the colors are

bright scarlet and very striking. With us this form does aol occur.

Our species is really a color-varietj of the European plant, much

like that which European mycologists name var. forme

except that our plant has white scales on its pileus. A.

fla/vorubescens has soft yellow scales but is otherwise

much different from var. formosa as described, with which

it must not be confused. I have no record of the European

var. formosa, and am not sine thai it exists in this country. The

color of 1. in usiii riii varies somewhat, and in deep shaded places

may be white; this is var. alba. The Btately var. regalis with a pale

liver colored cap has uol been found in the State, although I have

seen it in Sweden; it is verj large. In wel situations the v .
-

i l nun

split as in the preceding section and leave the cap hate; this is

var. puellaris and is usually smaller.

The deadly A. muscaria has few uses. Its poison maj yel be

found to be of medicinal value, and the earlj settlers used an infu

sion of it to make "fly paper," which was an effective remedy for the

troublesome house-fly sometimes, bul which caused disaster ii small

children partook of it. i> is a delightful object for the artistic i

of the nature lover but in all other respects a menace.
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651. Amanita frostiana Pk. (Not Poisonous)

X. V. Si ah- Mus. Rep. 33, 18S0.

Illustration: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Frontispiece, Fig. 2 (col-

ored), 1900.

PI LEI "S 3-0 cm. broad, convex or expanded, bright orange or

yellow, only slightly viscid, decorated with yellowish scales or warty

patches, which are sometimes lacking, striate on margin. GILLS

free, white or slightly tinged with yellow, close, broadest toward

front. STEM 5-8 cm. long, 4-5 mm. thick, white or yellowish,

stuffed, bearing a slight, sometimes evanescent annulus, with a

distinct bulb which is margined above with a collar-like ring. AN-

NULUS superior, thin, fragile. VOLVA floccose-membranous, ad-

hering on bulb in concentric scales or prominent rings as in A. mus-

curia, but less marked. SPORES globose, 7.5-10 micr., smooth,

white, granular within.

Solitary or few. On very rotten hemlock logs and debris, in

hemlock and mixed woods of the northern part of the State. Huron

Mountains, Marquette. August-September. Infrequent.

This species is doubtless most often confused with A. flavocouia

which is sometimes of similar size but has a universal veil composed
of a powdery yellow substance, and whose bulb has therefore a

different appearance. A. frostiana appears more like a small form

of I. muscaria and prefers shady conifer woods, while A. flatfoconiv

is more common in the southern part of the State in frondose woods,
even in the open. Mcllvaine says it becomes reddish-orange to scar-

let farther south and imitates A. caesarea in color; but no confusion

should be possible between the two since they have different volvas.

.1. frost in mi has globose spores; A. muscaria has oval spores; be-

sides the spores, the size seems the only important difference. Ford
and Slid rick found it contained no deadly poison.

652. Amanita cothurnata Atk. (Suspected)

Studies of Ainer. Fungi, Mushrooms, etc.. 1900.

Illustrations. II, id. Figs. OS, 09, 70, pp. 07-(',S.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 26, p. :!7.

PI. CX IX of i his Report.

PILEUS 3-8 cm. broad, at first globose to hemispherical, then
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convex-expanded, viscid, especially when moist, white, Bometiniet

slightly tinged « >n centre with yellow or tawnj olive, covered with

numerous, white floccose scales, margin finelj striate when mature
GILLS free, remote, rounded behind, now. led. white, broader in

front, edge floccose. STEM •'. 12 cm., cylindrical, even, white, hollow,

minutely floccose-scaly, with a large oval bulb below. a\\i l.i H

superior, white, rather persistent. VOLVA forming u close-fitting

covering for bulb and ending above ili«' bulb l>.\
;i circular roll which

is often abrupt. SPORES globose, 8-9 micr., smooth, white, almosl

filled by a large oil globule.

Gregarious. In oak and maple woods. Ann Arbor, Detroit.

-inl\ August, rnfrequent.

Have seen only the pure white form in Michigan. This Bpecies

approaches .1. panthcrina, common in Europe. The latter has a

brown to fawn-colored pileus which is Long-striate and has whitish

warts; its annnlus is median, and there are usually several oblique

rings <»r the volva a little above the bulb. .M m rill's figure in My-

cologia, VoL 5, PI. s7. is not of ;i typical plant. .1. cothurnata has

the bulb abruptly terminated by a close-fitting roll; its <;i|i may
have a slighl tinge of umber or yellow on the disk. Quelel and

Battaile give the spores of .1. pantherina as oval-elongate, LO-12

micr. 1 « » 1 1 lt ; Karsten and Smith give them 8-9x t-5 micr.

653. Amanita chrysoblema Atk. sp. nov. (Probably Deadlt
Poiso.no i

-

rilnstration: Plate CXX of this Report.

PILEUS 8-10 cm. broad, convex-expanded, pure white, densely

covered with white floccose patches or Bcales, viscid, margin finely

striate. GILLS tree, somewhat remote, narrow, close, white, plane,

heterophyllous. STEM stout, in 1 I cm. long, l cm. thick above,

tapering from the clavate-bulbous base, 2 cm. thick, stuffed l>> a pith

thru hollow, very torn-scaly below annulus, floccose above, white,

bulb and lower pan of stem Bomewhal adorned by narrow thick

rings, the remains of the volva. ANNULUS superior, rather ample,

thin, pendant, somewhal distant, whiti except <t sprinkling of yellow

floccules on »/</"> side. VOLVA floccose, rather fragile, white, in

broken rings on bulb and lower stem. SPORES broadly elliptical,

9-10x6-7 micr., smooth, white, granular within.

Solitary. <>n the ground, in the i-a^,- of a Bphagnum swamp.

September < ctober. Ann Arbor. Bare
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Differs from I. cothurnata in its bulb and annulus characters,

;ni(l in its elliptical spores. The scales of the stem are due to its

1 1 hii surface and point upward. The floccose structure of the uni-

versal veil and its manner of breaking separates it from A. verna, A.

phalloides and A. virosa. The yellow floccules on the annulus are

a character peculiar to this species. A. crenulata differs from A.

chrysoblema in its very evanescent volva, in its gills which reach

ihc stem and have a strongly iioccose edge, the floccules of which

are sometimes yellow, and in its nucleate spores.

654. Amanita solitaria Fr. (Edible, but use caution)

S.vsi. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, PL 21 and 22, 1000.

(Jillet, Champignons de France, No. 16 (as A. pellita), No. 8

(as A. echinocephala).

-Cooke, 111., PL 039.

Var. (A) (A. strobiliformis)r?

PILETJS 10-15 cm. broad, globose-hemispherical at first, finally

expanded-plane, at an carl// stage covered by large, firmly adhering,

pyramidal warts, when expanded dotted with floccose, rather soft,

brownish warts, not striate, whitish. FLESH white. GILLS free

or almost so, crowded, narrow, white or tinged cream-color, edge
entire STEM 10-15 cm. or more in length, solid, rooting napiform-
bulbous at first, then elongated and 1-2 cm. thick, the thick bulb at

the first concentrically corrugated by thick, pointed warts, when
full grown oval ending below in a large, tapering "root"
which penetrates the soil deeply, the bulb then covered with
smaller, scattered warts, becoming almost glabrous upward to the

ring, whitish. ANNULUS pendant, apical, white then dingy yellow-
ish and disappearing. SPORES variable in shape, 0-12 x (\-7.r> niicr.,

elliptical, smooth, white. ODOR none at any stage.

Solitary on the ground in low woods of maple, oak, etc. Ann
Arbor. August. Infrequent.
The spore-measurements agree with the spore-measurements

by Bresadola, but not at all with his figure (Fungh.
-Man-, et. vel., PL 8), which shows the surface of the stem torn-scaly
like the surface of an open pine cone. It is more like the forms
photographed by Atkinson (Mushrooms, PL 21, 1900), except for
the more napiform bulb and larger spores. Authors disagree widely
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;is io the characters <>i I. solitaria and l. strnbilifonnis. Boudicr

(Soc. Myc. de France, Bull. I

s
. I 902 i different iates I. lolitaria bj ii>

larger spores. 13-15x8-10 micr., l»\ its Boccose, thinner warts, by

the thin, fragile and the cream-colored annulus; and his I. strobili

formis has spores 10-13x6-8 micr., ;i turbinate, uapiform l»nll>, and

grayish cap covered with \<t.\ large, thick, adnate angular scales.

Rieken (Blatterpilze) reverses the spore size and also considers

them smaller: 9-10x5-6 micr. for l. solitaria; \~\\ x8-9 for 1.

strobiliformis ; al the same time'his other characters agree prettj

well with those of Boudier's description of the two species. Both

Bresadola and Atkinson consider the two species identical under

l. soli i inin , assuming thai greal variations occur in the nature of

the scales on the cap and Btem, and in the Bhape of bulb and stem.

Thai weather conditions cause greal variation in these plants,

whether a single or composite species, is quite certain. But with

such data ;is those given above, as to size of spores, ii becomes aeces

s;iry to explain i>\ further studies the discrepancies reported i».\ these

eminenl mycologists.

All European mycologists agree in omitting any mention of an

odor of chloride of lime. Eard and MEcIlvaine reporl both .!. soli

taria and A. strobUiformis with such an odor. I infer from this thai

American plants which have often been referred here, belong to

.1. chlorinosma Pk. or one of its varieties.

655. Amanita chlorinosma Pk. (Edible, bi r i se < u m<>\

Torr. I'.oi. Club. Bull., Vol. 6, 1878.

Bot. Gazette, Vol. IV. L879.

Illustration: Bard, Mushrooms, PL 3, Fig. 22, 1908. (As I.

strobUiformis. i

PILEUS 8 L5 cm. or more broad, Bubglobose al firsl then convex

to expanded, white or tinged ding} cream-color, Burface with ;i

very variable covering of denst whiU floccosi scales or worts, some

times mealy-floccose, sometimes as rounded masses, Bometimes

pyramidal pointed warts, always floccose in structure, excepl in

age ihr\ n i . i \ become hard and adherent, Bometimes few and l

then again smaller and numerous, margin appendiculate with

shreds of veil. FLESB thick, compact, pure white, thinner on

margin. GLLLS free or adnexed l»\ a point, relatively narrow, sub-

ventricose, broader in front, white tinged cream-color, vdfn minui
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flocculose. STEM G-15 cm. long, rooting, root up to 10 cm. long,

ventricose varying to napiform and then very thick, up to 3 cm. at

bulb, equal upwards, firm and hard, solid below; spongy-stuffed

within the hard outer rind, sometimes becoming cavernous, floccose-

torn from bulb to annulus, often concentrically floccose near bulb,

white. ANNULUS fragile, lacerated, sometimes remaining as a

ring with margin quite torn, sometimes adhering to gills or margin

of pileus. VOLVA densely floccose, white, mostly left on pileus,

sometimes attached to bulb or stem as floccose, irregular concentric,

sofl scales. SPOKES not large, 8-12x5-7 micr., varying in both

dimensions. Young immature spores are spherical then ovate,

elliptical at maturity, granular within. ODOR strong of chlorine

or chloride of lime, disagreeable.

(Dried: Dingy-white.)

Solitary or gregarious. In woods on the ground, often on hard,

gravelly soil. Lansing, Detroit. Infrequent.

The original description, copied by Mcllvaine, was made by Peck

from a single specimen. Austin the finder, also published a descrip-

tion at the same time. Since the plant is very variable, in the

manner so fully described for A. solitaria by Atkinson in his mush-

room book, the original description must naturally have many
short-comings. Hence I will assume, until we have further data,

that all our plants with the strong chlorine odor belong under this

species.

Like A. solitaria, A. chlorinosma is a large and striking species,

usually pure white, becoming dingy cream color
;
the surface of the

whole plant is sometimes thick with a mass of cottony scales. The

spores have been found variable and add to the confusion of species.

Under the microscope the young and matured spores are shown
detached. The young spores naturally measure much less than the

mat mo spores. A. radicata Pk. (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 27, p.

609 1 is described as having large and firm scales; the odor, the

spores and the rooting stem are the same as in A. chlorinosma. It

seems to bear the same relation to A. chlorinosma as A. strobili-

formis bears to A. solitaria.

656. Amanita russuloides Pk. (Suspected)

V Y. State Mus. Rep. 25, 1873.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. or more broad, ovate at first, then convex-ex-
panded, pale yellow or straw-color, paler on margin, surface viscid,
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covered with whitish, floccose warts which are often Lacking en-

tin-iv or In part, margin markedly tuberoulaU striate, ttruu I t"

:: cm. long. GILLS white, in •

at ftrW reaching the stem, i rowd-

ed, rather narrow, broadesl in fronl and tapering to stem. STEM

8 L5 cm. long, tapering upward from bnlb, varying In thickness 5 l"

i,, in. nt apex to 8-20 mm. above bulb, bulb L.5 to 2.5 cm. thick,

stuffed by webby pitb then holloa or cavernous, white, glabrous

or fibrillose-floccose, the cortex sometimes Bquarrose-torn. AN

NULUS superior, thin, mostly evanescent, Bometimes loosened and

Qear the bulb, edge sometimes floccose. VOLVA circumscissile,

thin, fragile, often disappearing or forming m ftrsl a fe* Bubcon-

centrio delicate rings on bulb. SP< >RES 9 L0 i 5 6 micr., elliptical,

nucleate when mature, smooth, while, apiculate.

Gregarious, rarely subcaespitose, often in large circular patches.

On th( sand plains along the Kalamazoo River, originally white

pine forest, now scrub oak, etc. Ne^ Richmond. Abundanl Locally.

September.
Known by its peculiar long tuberculate-striae on the margin of

the pileus and its thin evanescent volva. The annulus separates

and breaks early, ami often clings to the apex of the bulb, simulat-

ing the species with close-fitting inrolled voha. It was found in

great abundance all over the oak-barrens about New Richmond

during September, L910, ami is partial to sandy soil which clings

to its caps.

This species cannot be .1. jii>i(i>iilh<i Quel., a- BOme authors in-

timate. The spores are Larger, the colors paler ami the Ion- stria-

tions are markedly tuberculate.

Section III. Universal veil friable and pulverulent-floccose, cir-

cumscissile, fugacious. Pileus with soft floccose masses or warts,

rarely bare. Bulb of stem bare or with flocculenl m.is.ev which

soon vanish.

657. Amanita rubescens Fr. (Edible, mi toe < u now

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Pries, Sverig. atlig. n. gift. Svamp., PI. 7i

Cooke, ill.. Plate in',::.

Bresadola, Pungh. mang. e vel., PI. '•'•

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. L6.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 303.
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Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 80
7 Fig. 1.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Plates 19, 20, and Fig. 73, 1900.

Hard. Mushrooms, Fig. 27, 1908.

Plate CXXI of this Report.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, oval at first, then broadly convex or

campanulate, sometimes expanded, obtuse, subviscid when moist,

pale broicnish-buff to sordid reddish-brown, covered with floccose

masses or soft warts which are whitish, grayish or reddish-stained,

margin even or obscurely striatulate. FLESH soft, thin, whitish,

becoming reddish-stained when bruised or in age. GILLS narrowed

toward stem and free, moderately broad in front, close, white or

whitish, edge pulverulent under lens. STEM 10-20 cm. long, 8-15

mm. thick, subcylindrical above, clavate-bulbous to rounded-bulbous

below, stuffed, subglabrous, even or the apex slightly striate and

mealy, pink-tinged within and without, dull red where bruised.

ANNULUS broad, superior, membranous, fragile, often striate on

the upper side. VOLVA mostly lacking, evanescent, grayish.

SPORES elliptical, 7-9x6 micr., when mature (immature plants

shedding smaller spores), smooth, white.

Solitary or scattered. In oak and maple woods of southern

Michigan, mixed woods of conifer regions; it seems to prefer clay

soil. Especially common in open or pastured woods. Throughout
the State. July to September, far more common in July. Edible.

The color is quite variable, soon tinged with the reddish stains

which separate this species from all others except A. flavorubescens.

When fresh the flesh turns red rapidly where bruised. The stem has

a rather hard cortex in dry weather which cracks across and peels

in part. Sometimes there are minute, reddish or tawny scales on

the stem. The spores are 1 to 2 micr. shorter than in the European
plant as shown in specimens I have from Sweden, and by the

measurements given by Boudier. Cooke in the Illustrations refers

to shorter spores, so that they were probably immature. It is easy
to find expanded specimens whose spores are not fully developed.
The annulus is usually large and pendant. It is edible, but one
iiiusi be extremely careful.
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658. Amanita flavorubescens At k.

Jour, of Mycologj . Vol. v
. 1902.

Illustrations : Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. ~». I'l. x ~. Pigs, i nut] T

Plate i'XN 1 1 of this Report.

PILEUS H> tin. broad, convex to expanded, vnvrred "i'l'

rust <>r powdery chrotne-yellow patches or nf which are easily

rubbed oil. beneath which the surface is lemon-yellow i" brownish

on disk, margin even or faintly striatulate. FLESH thin, yell*

ish. GILLS white, long-elliptical, rather narrow, free or adnexed

by ;i line, dose. STEM 8 L3 cm. Ion-, i; \-2 mm. thick, white,

cil above with tine floccose yellow Bcales, below with reddish scales,

its base ending in an oval bnlb, Btuffed then hollow : it-- flesh turn-

ing slowly reddish when bruised. ANNULUS superior, distant,

thin, membranous, fragile, yellow below, white above. VOLVA
vellow, powdery, evanescent. SPORES oboval, 8-10x6-8 micr.j

smooth, granular within; basidia t-spored.

Solitary or gregarious. In frondose woods mixed with I.mix.

Ann Arbor. Rare. -Inly.

The brigh.1 yellow volva, annulus and margin of pileus, and the

reddening of the flesh of the stem are ii^ chief distinguishing char-

acters. The pileus imiy he entirely yellow in first, becoming red

dish of sordid brown in ;i<,
re.

659. Amanita flavoconia At k. Probably Poisonous

Jour, of Mycology, Vol. 8, L902.

Illustrations: Hard, Mushrooms, Pig. 15 (as I. xtiana)

Plate CXXII1 of this Report.

PILEUS 3-8 cm. broad, convex then expanded, ohm-.-, viscid,

chrome yellow to orange yellow, covered with numerous, yell

flocculent masses of the universal veil, which are easily rubbed off,

sometimes bare, margin even. FLESH thin, white. GILLS

close, medium broad to aarrow, white, edge minutely flmbri

trama with divergenl hyphae. STEM 6 10 cm. lonj

thick, stuffed then hollow, straight or flexuous, subequal, i

with flocculenl scales which are sometimes tinged snlpl

yellow-pulverulent above annulus, bulbous. ANN! LI -

membranous, sulphur-yellow to chrome-yellow. VOL\ \
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yellow-pulverulent at first adhering to bulb as small, chrome-yellow,

pulverulent masses. SPORES oval, 0-9x4-5 micr., white, smooth-.

Solitary or scattered. In low, conifer or frondose woods, among

decayed debris, on mosses, etc. Throughout the State : Ann Arbor,

Detroit, Palmyra, New Richmond, Bay View, Munising, Marquette,

Houghton. July-September. Common.

In the even margin of the pileus and the powdery volva it differs

from A. frostiana which it resembles most, and from small forms

of A. muscaria. It is about the same size as A. frostiana, sometimes

larger, and is often erroneously referred to it. With us, A. frostiana

occurs only in the conifer regions of the State. A. flavoconia occurs

annually on a bed of Polytrichum commune bordering a small lake

north of Ann Arbor. It is our commonest, small yellow Amanita

and like A. muscaria, is widely distributed. The bulb does not be-

come reddish when bruised as in A. flavor ubescens.

660. Amanita spissa Fr. (Deadly Poisonous)

Epicrisis, 2836-38.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. G9.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 3 (as A. amply) and No.

19.

Bresadola, Fungh. inang. e. vel., PI. 7.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 80, Fig. 2.

Plate CXXIV of this Report.

PILEUS 0-10 cm. broad, convex then campanulate-expanded,
obtuse, subviseid when moist, shining when dry, gray with brown
or sooty-brown disk, covered by small, angular, floccose or pulveru-

lent, soft grayish scales or warts, glabrescent, margin not striate.

FLESH rather thin, white. GILLS free but reaching the stem and
decurrent by a line, medium broad, crowded, shining white, ob-

scurely flocculose on edge. STEM 8-12 cm. long, 1 cm. or more
thick, stuffed by a pith, firm, tapering upward, white or grayish.

pruinose above, the ring, the clavate or globose bulb, and sometimes
the stem above the bulb, covered at first by loose, gray floccose
masses. ANNULUS membranous, apical, pendant, entire, white or

tinged gray below. VOLVA pulverulent, floccose, evanescent, gray.
SPORES broadly elliptical, obtuse, 7-9x0 micr., smooth, white.
STERILE CELLS on edge of gills inflated-pyriform or globose on
a slender stalk. ODOR mild.
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Gregarious or scattered, On the ground in frondose w I- >>f

oak, maple, «i«
-

. Ann Arbor. July. Infrequent
This species has usually been considered of doubtful occm

in this country, h has been one of the Last of the Amanitas men
tinned in this report thai I have collected. h is certaiulj di-ti

and usually agrees thoroughly with the descriptions, but

in- pare, its graj to smokj brown cap, the pulverulentfln

friable, gray universal veil, ili«' non-striate pileus and -i"

acterize it well. Only the little graj masses on the lower part of the

stem and on the surface of the cap, indicate the presence of an outer

veil. The annulus is distinct, far up on the stem and someti

with gray particles on the lower Bide. After rains there maj i»

remnants of the \«'il either <>n the cap or stem.

Amanitopsis Roze

(From the Greek, opsis, appearance of, and Imanita.)

White-spored. Stem inserted at base into a volva fon I .1- in

Amanita; partial veil and annulus are lacking; otherwise like

Amanita.

Soft, fleshy, terrestrial, long or slender-stemmed, oon-caespito

mushrooms, growing mostly in forest humus, rarely in fields or

law ns.

Tin* characters, except the absence of an annulus, imitate

closely the species of Amanita, that the reader is referred to the

discussion of that genus. None are definitely known to be poison-

ous, bul the case with which they can be Confused with Am. 111

should make everybody extremely cautious. The poisonous Imanita

spreta Pk. imitates some of the species of Amanitopsis closely,

cause of it- thin, close-appressed annulus. Other Amani
times lose their annulus. and might be taken for Amanitop?

Only three species have been collected in th< 9 ibout twelve

species have 1 a reported from the United States. The follow

species, not yet found, but included in the hey. may be looked :

.1. albocreata Atk. (this is considered the sann a
,: " om

Bcribed by Peck in the 33d N. Y. State Etep. under I. >ii>,iti*<: 1.

farinosa (Schw.) Atk. which has. however, a somewhat south

ami eastern distribution and is one of the smallest \

l. adnata 1 Smith 1 Sacc. reported from the Chicago regioi

from the demands of the genus in having adnate gills
1 »i//«i

Pk. is another small specie-, its pileus hardh .". cm. bl
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civolvata Pk. has a brilliant orange pileus shading to whitish

on the margin; it has been found from New Jersey to North Caro-

lina. (See colored plate, Marshall, Mushroom Book, Frontispiece,

1905. i

Key to the Species

(A) Volva membranous, cup-shaped or sheathing the base of the stem,

(a) Pileus small, 2-3 cm. broad, pale brown; stem bulbous, slender;

spores elliptical, 5-6 x 4 micr. A. pusilla Pk.

(aa) Pileus larger; spores 8 micr. or more in the longest diameter,

(b) Gills adnate; pileus even on the margin, yellowish-buff; volva

close-fitting, white. A. adnata Smith,

(bb) Gills free; pileus more or less striate on margin.

(c) Pileus hairy-squammulose; volva large, firm, cup-shaped. 661.

A. volvata Pk.

(cc) Pileus glabrous except for occasional patches of the univer-

sal veil; volva sheathing, flabby,

(d) White. 662. A. vaginata Fr. var. alba Sacc.

(dd) Tawny-yellowish. 662. A. vaginata Fr. var. fulva Sacc.

(ddd) Gray to mouse-colored. 662. A. vaginata Fr. var. livida

Pk.

(AA) Volva friable, floccose, etc., not membranous,
(a) Pileus orange to yellow, plicate-striate on margin; stem and gills

pale yellow; volva thin and evanescent. A. parcivolvata Pk.

(aa) Pileus some other color,

(b) Pileus small, 2-3 cm. broad, pulverulent, striate, grayish to

mouse-colored. A. farinosa Schw.

(bb) Pileus larger, with floccose patches or warts on its sur-

face,

(c) Pileus white to pale yellowish, finely striate on the margin;
volva ocreate, as in Amanita pantherina. A. albocreata Atk.

(cc) Pileus grayish-brown, sulcate striate, covered with mouse-
colored warts; volva breaking up into sub-annular fragments
on stem. 663. A. strangulata Fr.

Section I. Universal veil membranous, splitting at the apex;
the volva vagina te or cup-shaped at the base of the stem, entire.

661. Amanitoposis volvata Pk. (Poisonous)

X. Y. State Mus. Kep. 24, 1872.

Illustrations: Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 5, Pis. SG and 87, Fig. 2.

PILEUS 5-7 cm. broad, convex then plane, even or slightly
striate on margin, covered with fibrillose or floccose scales, whitish
to brownish. (ilLUS free, close, white. STEM 5-10 cm. long. 5-10
mm. thick, white to brownish-gray, equal or tapering slightly up-
ward, stuffed, densely pulverulent-floccose or shaggy above the
volva. with a very large, persistent, membranous, firm, brown volva

sheathing the base. SPORES elliptic-oblong, 9-11x13-7 micr.,
smooth, white, granular within.
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lii open frondose woods, solitary. August-September. Detroit.

Rare.

This is easily separated from I. vagiuata i>\ its oblong sport

and floccose-scaly pileus. The volva is also more firm and ample.

It is said in be identical with .1. agglutinata B. & C. Our >p>

mens were brownish throughout on cap and Btem. The gills become

dull-brown on drying. According to Peck the volva sometimes

Leaves patches <>n the pileus.

662. Amanitopsis vaginata IV. I'.mm.i

\';ir. alba Sacc.

Var. fulva Sacc.

Var. livida Pk.

Syst. Myc.j L821. (As Amanita, i

Illustrations: X. V. State Mas. Rep. 18, L896, Bot. ed.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Plate 23, p. 7.".. L900.

Marshall. Mushroom Book, op. p. 54, L905.

Bard, Mushrooms, Pigs. 30 and 31, p. II. L908.

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PL L2.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 75, Fig. L.

Minn. Mushrooms, Pig. 5, p. 11. L910.

Plates CXXV, CXXV1 of this Report.

A composite species; according to the presenl custom including

a uumber of color forms, here called varieties. The constancy of

these varieties indicates thai they could, with entire propriety, be

referred to under species names, e. g., Amanitopsis alba, imanitop-

sis fulva, ami Amanitopsis livida. The description, however, applies

equally well to all forms excepl as to color.

PILEUS 5-10 em. broad, ovate to campanulate at first, then con

vr\ to plane, glabrous or rarely with fragments of the universal

xcil sliehth viscid when young or moist. sulcaU striati <<n the thin

margin, white, fulvous, or grayish-moust color in the corresponding

varieties. FLESH white. <MLLS tier, white or whitish, d

broad, broadesl in front, narrowed behind. STEM 8 i
x em. long,

l 8 mm. thick, rather slender, fragile, glabrous or mealj squamu-

lose. Btuffed then hollow, -u I m \ 1 jnd Hea I. b08i without " bulb and

inserted deep into the ground with the elongated, sheathing, flabby,
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while VOLVA. SPORES spherical, 8-10 micr. diam., nucleate by

a large oil-globule, smooth, white.

Solitary or scattered. In conifer or frondose forests; in open,

low woods; in copses, sometimes on much decayed wood. July,

August and September, rarely earlier or later. Throughout the

Stale Very common. Edible.

In some localities the white and tawny forms prevail, as at Ann

Arbor ; in others, especially in conifer regions, the tawny and livid

forms are found more commonly. The pileus and stem are rather

fragile, and the volva is apt to break and adhere to the soil so

that the extracted stem appears to be without a volva. The varia-

tion in size and color seems to be greater in Europe than with

us; Secretan differentiated ten forms and raised them to the rank

of species. The spores of our plants, at least of the fulvous form,

are always spherical, with an obscure angle on the apiculus side.

Saccardo gives them ovate and 10-15 micr. long, and Patouillard

figures them ovoid. Quelet and Battaile agree with us, calling them

spherical and 10 micr. diam. The gray form must not be confused

with Amanita spreta Pk. which is also without a bulbous stem. The

beaut}' and symmetry of the different forms are a constant delight
to the field botanist.

Section IT. Universal veil breaking into floccose or powdery
scales or fragments, which cover the pileus and base of stem.

663. Amanitopsis strangulata Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations: Marshall, Mushroom Book, p. ."tf, 1905.

X. Y. State Mus. Pep. 51, Plate 50, 1898.

X. Y. State Mus. Mem. 4, Plate 44, 1900.

Fries, Icones, PL II.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 11. (As A. inaurata.)

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt.. Xo. 401.

Cooke's 111., Plate 13.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, ovate to campanulate at first, then con-
vex to plane, slightly viscid when young or moist, silica tc-strkite
on margin, pale umber colored, decorated with floccose, cinereous
to mouse-gray scales or warts, the remnants of the veil. OILLS
free, close, white or ashy-tinged, broader in front. STEM 8-15 cm.
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long, 5 l- mm. thick, equal « > i

-

tapering upward, stuffed then hollow,

Bubglabrous, or furfuraceous, white above, darker to pale amber

below when it is somewhat decorated by (!>> fragment tin

mouse-gray volva. SPORES spherical, 9 L2.5 micr./granular within.

Solitary or scattered, in mixed forests of hemlock, maple and

yellow birch, of the northern pari of the State. Baj View, Mar

qnette, Eoughton. July-September. Nol infrequenl .ii tin

Edible.

It is remarkable thai this species doea do1 occur in the southern

p;i it of ili«- State; a1 least 1 have aever seen it there. Peck and

Mcllvaine say ii occurs "in open grassy places, in wheal stubble,

etc." as well as in the woods, in Pennsylvania, New Jersey .ni<i

West Virginia. So far 1 have Been it three different Bummers in

the Northern Peninsula, always in hemlock \\ Is.

The SPORES arc no1 in entire agreemenl with the European

measurements. With us they are spherical <>r aearly so. Saccardo

is evidently in error when he says thej measure 9-15 micr. and

are ovate; Stevenson quotes Smith's measurements as L6x8 micr.,

ami Boudier gives them as L2-13 micr. Peck considers ii clearly

distinct from l. vagmata and in the 51s1 Reporl has given an ea

cellent account of the plant.

Lepiota li .

i Prom the Greek lepis, a Bcale. I

White-spored (excepl L. morgani) ;
stem fleshy, separabU from

the pileus, provided with a persistenl or evanescenl annulus; udlls

free (excepl in some of the "granulosi" section).

Fleshy, firm <>r soft mushrooms, growing on the ground, on debi

or on more or less rotten wood in forests; large and small.

The PILEUS is scaly from the breaking np of the cuticle, rarely

smooth, most often white, hut also tinged yellow, brown or red;

there are a few species with a viscid pileus. The STEM is Btuffed

or hollow, firm or soft, fleshy and differenl in texture from the

trama of the pileus. and easily separable from it. The <;ii

are white, but may change color in age or when bruised; (in /..

morgani they become Bordid-green from the greenish sp The>

are usually free, lint a snmll group has adnate or adnexed gills,

although otherwise like the genus; e. g.,
/.. granosa, L. amianthina,

etc.

The VEIL is theoretically double, as in Amanita, bul the ou1

79
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or -universal veil" is concrete with the pileus and does not split

or break to form a volva on the stern or to form superficial patches

on the cap. Sometimes it breaks away early at the base of the

stem and is pulled up on the stJem as the latter elongates, like a

movable ring, as in L. procera; then again it breaks away only

from the margin of the pileus, leaving a sheath on the stem termi-

nated above by a flaring margin, as in L. rugosa. The inner veil

is quite variable in texture, membranous to fibrillose, floccose or

granulose; sometimes the delicate structure soon disappears or is

washed away by the rain. The TASTE is mild, and all the large

species except the green-spored L. morgan i can be eaten with safety.

Some of the smaller species, like L. clypeolaria Fr., L. heluola

Bres. and L. charcarias are suspected. The SPORES are white in

mass (except one species) and varying in shape, usually longish,

sometimes subfusiform, often minute and then elliptical or ovate,

in a few cases somewhat angled ; they often mature slowly, so that

measurements must be made with care.

Tbe genus can be divided into three natural groups with refer-

ence to the character of the cuticle of the pileus or of the veil;
these groups can be further subdivided into sections, as follows:

A. Cuticle of pileus glutinous or viscid; trama of gills diver-

gent (= Limacella Earle) :

I. Lubricae

II. Viscidae
B. Cuticle dry; annulus terminating a sheath or such other

remnants of the veil as remain on the stem:

III. Clypeolariae
IV. Asperae
V. Granulosae

C. Cuticle dry; annulus independent, often movable; stem with-
out any other remains of the veil :

VI. Subclypeolariae
VII. Procerae

Key to the Species
(A) Pileus viscid.

(a) Pileus small, 2-5 cm. broad, stem slender,
(b) Stem and pileus both very viscid or glutinous, white. 664 L

illinita Fr.

(bb) Stem not viscid; pileus with a subviscid, thin separable pelli-
cle, tmged pink. 667. L. delicata Fr var

(aa) Pileus larger, 5-10 cm., and stem stout
(b) Pileus whitish to pinkish-tan, slightly viscid; stem fibrillose-

glabrescent. 666. L. fischeri sp nov
(bb) Pileus reddish-bay, viscid; stem scaly. 665. L. glioderma
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(AA) Pileus not viscid.

(a) crowing in Belds, pastures, gardens, lawn . and on deoompo
vegetable matter (rarely in open wood >. large to medlu

(b) Annulua movable; planl vers large.

(c) riant taller than broad; Bporee whit.-, it is \ *.* 1 1 micr. •

/.. procera it.

(co Planl as broad or broader than tail; spores
x 7-8 micr. 687. /. morgani Pk.

(bin Anniiins not Freelj movable (excepl sometimes In /.. american

(c) Planl assumes a <inli reddish color when bruised or on dryli

annulus rather large; spores 8-10 x 5-8 micr. t'.ss. /.. ameti-
carta Pk.

(cc) Plant not changing as above.

(d) Stem thickened toward base like the Beed-etalks of onions.

densely caespitose. »;sn. /.. r,j,ii> sti/f s it.

(dd) Stem not of the above shape
(e) dills becoming pink in age; plleus linn, medium la:

white; stein with persist, nt annulus. 689. /.. nOHCina
Pr. (syn. /.. naucinoides Pk.).

(ee) Gills remaining whitish; plleus small. rUgulOSO, widely
Striate, whitish. /,. rugulOSQ I'k.

(aa) Growing in forests, open woods, under copses, hush < rarely
on lawns); medium to small.

(b) With some shade of blue or purple, either when fresh or on dry-

ing; small,

(c) Gills, stem, flesh etc. changing to blue when drying; annulus
membranous, persistent; pileus brownish-scaly. /.. <<>-rul---

scens Pk.

(cc) Gills, etc., not changing to blue when drying; annulus pow-
dery, evanescent,

(d) Odor foetid; pileus lavender; stem dark brown to blackish

below. /.. 1 1 itodora Atk.

(dd) Odor not foetid; plants small

(e) Pileus whitish, covered with a bellotrope-purple, powdery
substance; flesh tinged yellow. I., purpureoconia Atk

(ee) Pileus whitish, tinged with blue around margin; flesh

turning brownish where bruised. /.. cyai Long-

year.

(bb) Without shades of blue or purple.

(c) Stem clothed with a tloccose, squamose or filamentous -h-ath;

pileus not granular nor mealy.
(d) Spores 12 micr. or more in length.

(e) Pileus and lower stein brown; spores truncate a' b

with oblique apiculus. /.. geniculospora Atk.

(ee) Pileus ochrai us or yellowish-white. BOmetimi

tinged; spores subfusiform, 13-18 x t •" micr. 668. /.

clypeolaria Pr. i /.. metulaespora B. Ac Br.)

(dd) Spores less than 12 micr. long.

(e) Growing on rotten wood, small; pileus pale t.iwn\

subalutaceous. tloccose-scaly ; spores JJ-11
micr long.

/.. acerina Pk.

(ee) Growing on the ground, or among debris; usually
smaller.

(f) Plleus medium Blze, with erect, tom< i

cose wart-like scales; veil copious.

(g) Sport - 7 '.' mlcr. hum.
ill) Gills crowded, much forked. 671. /

ihin Gills crowded, ool forked. I L.

squamosa Weiii.

(gg) Spores !"• micr. lone 672. / asperula Atk.

i n i Pileus with op? tomenti like

seal.'.-.
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(g) Annulus persistent; stem slender, about 1 mm. thick,

blackish-brown. L. gracilis Pk.

(gg) Annulus evanescent or obscure.

(h) Pileus 4-8 cm. broad, patches tawny-olive; stem

stout; spores attached at basal angle. L. caloceps

Atk.

(hh) Pileus dark-brown, usually less than 4 cm. broad.

(i) Spores minute, 4x2 micr.; veil forming a dense,
brown tomentum on stem. L. eriophora Pk.

(ii) Spores larger, 6-8 x 4-5 micr.; veil of more deli-

cate and loose floccose filaments. 669. L. felina

Fr.

(cc) Stem without evident sheath,, but provided either with an
evanescent or a persistent annulus. (See ccc.)

(d) Spores 9 micr. or more in length,

(e) Pileus moderately large, with red appressed scales; annu-

lus persistent. 681. L. rubrotincta Pk.

(ee) Pileus small, minutely squamulose; annulus evanescent;

base of stem mycelioid, forming a "sand-bulb." L. areni-

cola Pk.

(dd) Spores less than 9 micr. long,

(e) Pileus rather small, 1.5-4 cm. broad, with reddish-brown

scales on a white surface; spores attached at basal angle;
with a marked odor. 682. L. cristata Fr.

(ee) Pileus white, small, minutely fibrillose-squamulose; spores

minute; annulus thin and fragile. 684. L. miamensis
Morg.

(eee) Pileus with minute pale-yellow hairy scales. 683. L.

alluviinus Pk.

(ccc) Stem clothed or peronate with squamulose, granular, fur-

furaceous, or minutely warty scales; pileus granular,

warty or furfuraceous.

(d) Gills adnate.

(e) Pileus distinctly rugose on disk,

(f) Plant growing on rotten logs, stumps, etc., large; the
sheath membranous-margined above. 674. L. granosa
Morg.

(ff) Plant growing on the ground or on leaf-mould,, small;
the floccose-scaly sheath not margined above. 675. L.

rugoso-reticulata Lorin.

(ee) Pileus not rugose,
(f) Stem long, slender; pileus often umbonate. L. amian-

thina Fr.

(ff) Stem short, stouter; pileus not umbonate. 676. L. ad-

natifolia Pk.

(dd) Gills adnexed or emarginate.
(e) Growing on rotten wood; color whitish to pale tawny.

678. L. pulveracea Pk.
(ee) On the ground; color rusty-yellowish. 677. L. granulosa

Fr.

(eee) Like preceding but whitish throughout. 677. L. granu-
losa var. albicla.

(ddd) Gills free; plants quite small; soft, fragile.
(e) Pileus dingy-white, or brownish. 679. L. pusillomyces

Pk.

(ee) Pileus white, disk pinkish. 685. L. cristatatellus Pk.
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Section l. Lubricae. The young plant enclosed in ;i universal

glutinous veil. The trama of the gills divergent.

664. Lepiota illinita IV.

Syst. .Mvc. L821.

[llustrations : Pries, [cones, PI. L6, Fig. I.

Patouillard Tab. Analj i.. fasc. VII, No. 609.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 125.

I'lLF.rs :m; cm. broad, thin, Boft, ovate then campanolate-e

panded, snbumbonate, glutinous (moist), glabrous, white, or whit-

ish, even or substriate on margin. GILLS free, close, moderately
broad, white, soli, trama divergent. STEM 5-8 cm. \ 3-6 mm.,
while, glutinous, equal, siull'ed to hollow, nut scaly. FLESH
white, soft. thin. SPORES 1-6x3-4 micr., subglobose to ovoid,

smooth, white. TASTE and ODOR none. ANNULUS obsol

glutinous.

Singly or gregarious. Ground, white birch woods aear Biarquette.

Elm and maple woods, southern Michigan. September.
Known by its glutinous and slimy cap and stem. The European

plants are a little la run'.

Section II. Yiscidac Surface of pilous provided with a con-

tinuous gelatinous, separable pellicle; Btem dry. Trama of udlls

divergent i except in L. delicata).

665. Lepiota gliodeima l'r.

Monographia, 1857.

Illustration: Cooke. III.. PI. Il> A.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, obtuselj convex, viscid, reddish bay fad

Lng to dull ferruginous, glabrous, even, cuticle separable. FLESH
thin, while or tinged rufous. GILLS close, broad, Bubventrico

while, iice inn reaching apex of stem by a point, edge very even,

trama divergent. STEM 5-7 cm. long, I >> mm. thick, dry, covered

with reddish-floccosi scales up to the Blight ANN1 l
I 9

attenuated downward-, solid, fibrous. SPORES globose, 1-5 D
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diam., smooth; basidia 4-spored; no cystidia. TASTE farinaceous.

ODOR none.

(Dried: Cap and gills brownish-tan to fuscous.)

Singly or few. Debris on ground, in hemlock, maple or birch

w Is. .Marquette, Houghton, Bay View and New Kichmond, ap-

parently limited to conifer territory. August and September. In-

frequent.

This Lepiota approaches the genus Armillaria in appearance, but

the gills are not attached to the stem. The annulus is sometimes

well-developed and flaring.

666. Lepiota fischeri sp. nov.

Illustration: Plate CXXVII in this Report.

PILEUS 4-9 cm. broad, convex-eampanulate, obtuse, even, sub-

viscid, cuticle separable and continuous, fleshy, rather soft, white

to pale alutaceous. FLESH white, thick, rather soft. GILLS crowd-

ed, rather narrow, free and somewhat remote, plane, white, edge

entire. STEM 4-10 cm. long, 4-10 mm. thick, subbulbous, somewhat

curved, striate, fibrillose, solid, firm, fibrous-fleshy, separable

from pileiis. ANNULUS superior, large, membranous, at length

pendulous, white, subpersistent, fragile. SPORES minute, 3-4 x

2-3 micr., smooth, oval; basidia small, with 1 to 2 long sterigmata,

(5-7 micr. long), rarely 3 or 4, rarely also a forked sterignia, tramal

hyphae of gills divergent. TASTE slight ;
odor becoming strong on

drying, like that of Tricholoma sulfufeum.
(Dried plants: Pale alutaceous, gills brownish.)

Gregarious. On ground in low frondose woods. Near Detroit.

September and October. Infrequent.
Related to L. lenticularis (Amanita lenticularis Fr.), and is per-

haps its American counterpart. Our plants differ in lacking the

dark green drops oozing from apex of stem and annulus, (see Quelet
and Battaile, Flora Monographic des Anianites et des Lepiotes,
1902). and in character of stem which is said to be stuffed or hol-

low and floccose-scaly in the European plant. Quelet, Ricken and
Battaile give the spores 6 to 8 micr. It also differs from L. persoonii
Fr. in stem and gill characters. I have dedicated it to the ener-

getic student of mushrooms, Dr. O. E. Fischer of Detroit, who
found it.
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667. Lepiota delicata IV. var,

Syst. Myc, L821.

1 1 1 ust im t ion : Fries, [cones, PI. L5, Pig. 2.

PILEUS 2 i ciii. broad, thin, subumbonate, campanulate-expand-

ed, with ;i continuous, separable, sub viscid cuticle, delicately pink

colored, sometimes shading to white on margin, even, radiately

innately Bilky. FLESH pure white, unchanged when bruised, thin,

fragile. GILLS narrow, close, free, b -what remote, pure white.

STEM 5-9 cm. Long, 3-5 mm. thick, tapering upwards from i rob-

clavate bulb, dry, glabrous, curved or straight, soft, Btuffed. AN
NULUS membranous, thin, subpersistent, white, median, ;ii length

pendant. SPOBES 5-6.5 \ 3 I micr., elliptical, subacute ;ii ends,

white, smooth. CYSTIDIA on edge of gills subcylindrical, cluster-

ed, Qumerous, 7 \ L.5 micr., none on sides of ejiis; basidia I Bpored.

ODOB and TASTE Done.

i Dried : An mil us snow-white, stem and .nil Is pale alutaceous, cap

pink with brownish umbo, i

Gregarious. On the ground in swampy woods of elm. etc., also

under hemlock in ravines. New Richmond. September. Infre-

quent.

L. oblita Pk. differs in its viscid stem ami more tawny pileus;

tin- spores are similar. It is apparently much like /.. incamata

Clem, ami /.. rufescen8 Morg. The presence of a separable gelatin-

ous cuticle, the unchangeable flesh, and the cystidia distinguish it

from these. A hot house variety is said to occur in Europe.

Section III. Clypeolariae. stem clothed at first by a tl Be

of filamentous sheath. Pileus pruinose, floccose or appressed scaly,

the cut icle at firsl continuous.

668. Lepiota clypeolaria I'r. Si SPi

Sys. Mycol., L821.

Illustrations: Fries, [cones, PI. II. Fig. 2.

N. Y. State -Mus. Rep't. 54, PI. 7'i. L901.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. U6.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 85, Fig. 2.

Plate CXXV1 M of this Report.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, campanulate-conves to expanded, ob
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or umbonate, floccose-scaly, even or striate beneath the scales on

margin when old, color of scales variable: white, yellowish, rufous-

ochraceous or ochre, the disk often darker, brown or reddish-brown,

white beneath scales, margin often appendicnlate from remnants

of the veil. FLESH white, thin, flaccid. GILLS free, close, white,

narrower in front, edge minutely floceulose. STEM slender, 3-10

cm. long, 3-5 mm. thick, equal or tapering upward, sheathed up

to the evanescent, floccose annulus, by soft, loose, floccose, white or

yellowish scales or tomentum, hollow, fragile, whitish under scales

and at apex. SPOEES very variable in size, even in the same

specimen, 10-16 x 4-6 inicr., subfusiform, elongated-elliptical, broader

at the distal end or symmetrical, etc., smooth, white.

(Dried: Pileus pale ochraceous or rufous-tan; stem covered by

a white floccose sheath.)

Scattered. Ground or debris in woods. Marquette, Bay View,

Ann Arbor, New Richmond
; throughout the State. July to October.

Frequent.

There is much uncertainty among all mycologists concerning the

limits of this species. L. metulaespora is said to be a very similar

plant. Studies so far made, both of the European and American

plant, seem to have increased the confusion. Some (Morgan,

Mycol., Vol. 12) give the spores of L. clypeolaria 15-20x5-6 micr.,

and L. metulaespora 9-12x4-4 micr. Others (Beardslee, Jour.

Mycol., Vol 13, p. 26, 1907) reverse this. The spore-sizes of the

Michigan specimens overlap both. I have so far found none with

spores 18-20 micr. long, but, of course, shorter, immature spores
are always present. Most European authors omit the spore-size
of L. clypeolaria Massee (Massee, European Fungus Flora Agaric-

acese, 1902) gives 15-16 micr. for L. metulaespora, which is close

to ours; for L. clypeolaria, he gives 6 micr. Peck (Peck, N. Y.

State Mus. Rep. 54, 1901, p. 173) has come to the conclusion that

there is no essential difference except the striatious on the cap of

L. metulaespora; this is hardly a specific distinction. A number
of varieties have been split from these species, (Quelet & Battaille,
Flore des Amanitos et des Lepiotes, 1902, p. 66) and they are

evidently very variable in color, and this may be true of the spores
within certain limits. For the present we will use one name for
all the forms.
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669. Lepiota felina It.

Ilvm. Burop., L874.

Illustrations: Pat, Tab. Analyt., No. 505.

Ricken, Biatterpilze, PL 86, Pig. 3.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, cainpanulate-convex, subumbonate, whit-

ish under the numerous subtomentose or floccose blackish

FLESH white, thin. GILLS free, close, rather narrow, white.

STEM slender, equal or tapering upward, base with slight bulb,

hollow, whitish, clothed below by floccose, brown or blackish Bcales.

anmm'S slight, evanescent, inferior or median, sometimes ting

black on edge. SPORES 6-8.5x4-5 micr., elliptic-ovoid, white;

basidia I Bpored.

On the -round, hemlock woods. Bay View. Augusl September.

Infrequent or rare.

Distinguished from L. clypeolaria by its spores, from /.. cristata

by the blackish scales and floccose stem. SPORES 8 L0x3 I micr.,

as given by Ricken. The Michigan plant may be L. fuscosquamea

Pk.

Section IV. Asperae. Pileua fibrillose-scaly a1 first, then with

pointed, or pyramidal or fasciculate erecl op squarrose Bcales or

warts: stem variously sheathed or glabrescent.

670. Lepiota acutaesquamosa Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Hard's Mushrooms, Fig. 38, p. 55 (from Michigan

plants i .

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 109

Michael, Fuhrer f. Pilzfreunde, H
[,

No. L22

Ricken, Biatterpilze, PL 86, Fig. I (aa L. friesii).

PILEUS 5 L5 nn. broad, soft, at firsl Bubhemispherical thei

vex-expanded, obtuse, even, al firsl covered by a Boft tawn

pale umber tomentum which usually breaks up into bro

rufous-brown, pointed, pyramidal, erect scales or warts, the tip*

which become blackish, are crowded and >\Arkrv on disk, the

showing the white flesh beneath, margin extending

FLESH white, moderately thick. GILLS wded,
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narrow, thin, not forked, white becoming dingy, edge serratulate.

STEM 6-12 cm. long, G-12 mm. thick above, tapering upward from

a bulbous base, sometimes equal and subbulbous, stuffed to hollow,

soft, whitish, at first covered by the fibrils of the veil, with scat-

tered brown squamules, terminating in a floccose-fibrillose, often

oblique and broken, rather evanescent ANNULUS. SPORES

elongated oblong, smooth, white, 7-9 x 2.5-3 niicr. ODOR and

TASTE not marked.

(Dried: Cap, gills and stem alutaceous to wood-brown.)

Gregarious. On the ground or on very rotten wood in forests,

on flowerbeds, conservatories, etc. Ann Arbor, Bay View, New
Richmond. September. Frequent.

Much the appearance of the next two species; separable with

certainty from L. friesii by its entire gills, from L. asperula by the

spores. The veil is composed of silky filaments woven into a mem-

brane which is at length lacerated vertically so as to appear like a

"cortina" of the genus Cortinarius.

671. Lepiota friesii Lasch.

Epicrisis, 1S3G-183S.

Illustrations: See Hard's Fig. of L. acutaesquamosa, which it

imitates in appearance.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, 1902, op. p. 65.

The description of the preceding species is sufficient for all the

characters except the following: GILLS very narrow, abundantly

forked, very crowded. SPORES 6-9 x 2 micr., narrowed at one

end, smooth, white, elongated-oblong to subfusiform. Sterile cells

on edge of gills as in the preceding species. Habitat, etc., same as

in L. acutaesquamosa.
Ann Arbor, Houghton, Munising, New Richmond.
The spores in our plants are narrower than in L. acutaesquamosa,

whicli may be a constant character. The forking of the crowded
-ills is very marked. The pointed warts are crowded on the disk,
or may be scattered over the entire surface of the pileus, and easily
rubbed oil".
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672. Lepiota asperula At k.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, p. 82, L900.

[llustratioD : [bid, PI. 26, Pig. 84, p. 82.

PILEUS 1-4.5 i'ii i . broad, campanulate-convex to expanded, ob

tuse, "hair-brown to olive-brown" or ochraceous-brown, cuticle

breaking up into erect, rather pointed, blackish-brown warts, more

Dumerous on disk, sometimes subconcentrically rimosc, not Btri

FLESH white, thickish, scissile, rather fragile. GILLS free, rather

aarrow to medium width, crowded, white becoming dingy, n<>f

forked, edge minutely eroded. STEM '_' 6 cm. long, m; nun. thick,

cylindrical above the bulbous base, smile. I by fibrils, then hollow,

covered a1 first by the loose, silky or fibrillose veil which collapws
at the pileus and terminates on the Btem by an evanescenl .\\

NULUS, glabrous or fibrillose above annulus, below annulus some-

times minutely brown-squamulose. 8PORE8 minute, 1-5x2

micr., oblong, smooth, white. Basidia 4-spored; sterigmata Blender.

No cystidia. ODOR and TASTE no1 marked.

(Dried: Like /,. acutaesquamosa and /-. friesii.)

Gregarious. Hemlock or mixed woods, on the ground among
debris. Bay View, New Richmond. August-September. Infre-

quent.

Differs from L. acutaesquamosa in minute spores, and smaller

si/.e. Probably often confused with that specif- and difficult ol

separation from it. The veil is sometimes quite copious and cob-

webby.

673. Lepiota acerina Pk.

X. V. Mus. Rep. 51, p. 283, L898.

PILEUS L-2.5 cm. broad, convex then expanded, covered with

tawny or pale rufous-brown, appressed, fibrillose or fioccos les,

darker and erect and pointed on the disk, margin even. FLESD
thin, white. GILLS free, close, thin, rather broad, white or whitish,

edge minutely fimbriate. STEW _' I em. long, 1.5-4 mm. thi<

stuffed to hollow, equal or slightly bulbous, covered ap to the ob-

solete ANNULUS i\\ small, dark, fibrillose Bcales colored like tl

of pileus. SPORES 8-11 micr. Ion-. :: I micr. wide, obliqm

apiculate and truncate at one end. narrowed toward

smooth, white; sterile cells on <<]-* of gills clava
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(Dried: Pileus and gills umber or fuscous-brown.)

Gregarious. On very decayed wood, in woods of maple, birch,

hemlock, etc. Houghton, Munising, Bay View, New Richmond.

July, August and September. Infrequent.

Shape of spores like those of L. boudieri Bres. (see Tab. XLVI,

Fungi Trid.), but different in other respects. L. cristata has similar

spores.

Section V. Granulosae. Pileus and stem granular, furfuraceous,

pulverulent or minutely warty.

674. Lepiota granosa Morg.

Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., 1SS3.

Illustrations : Marshall, Mushroom Book, PL 12, op. p. 63, 1905.

Hards, Mushrooms, PL VIII, Fig. 36, p. 52.

Plate CXXIX of this Report.

PILEUS 5-9 cm. diain., ovate then convex-expanded, umbonate

or obtuse, ochraceous to fulvous, furfuraceous-granulose, rugose-

wrinkled to almost even, margin regular or undulate. FLESH
thick, whitish or tinged ochraceous. GILLS narrow, crowded, ad-

nate, sometimes subarcuate, whitish to ochraceous. STEM 5-10 cm.

long, 8-15 mm. thick, equal or tapering upward from the clavate

base, straight or curved, fibrous-stuffed to hollow, peronate by fur-

furaceous or floccose scales, colored like the pileus and terminating
above in a rather large, flaring or reflexed, membranous, persistent

ANNULUS, yellowish within, pallid or brownish above the annulus.

SPORES smooth, white, 4-5x3 micr.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On rotten wood; maple, birch and
beech woods. Marquette, Bay View. September. Infrequent.

In size, it stands at the head of this group. It is easily known
by its Luge, persistent annulus. It differs from L. amianthina in

size and the character of sheath and annulus.

675. Lepiota rugoso-reticulata Lorin.

Oest. But. Zeitschrift, 1879.

PILEUS 1-4 cm. broad, convex, rugose-reticulate, covered with
dense, glistening granules, pale cinnamon-brown, tinged reddish,
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mostly unicolorous, margin appendiculate. FLESE thick, white.

GILLS adnate, sometimes subdecurrent, crowded, rather narrow,

whitish, edge entire. STEM I 7 cm. long, 3 I mm. thick, equal or

tapering upward, solid, peronate with cinnamon or reddish-brown

floccose scales, terminating in an incompleh or obsoleU asm u -

pallid above, white-mycelioid a1 base. SPORES 1-5.5x3 micr.,

smooth, ovoid, apiculate. OD< >B do1 noticed.

(Dried: Pileua pale brick-red, gills alutaceous, Btem white-m]

celioid a1 bases I

Gregarious. On musses, low woods of white birch in northern

Michigan, elm, etc., In south. Ann Arbor, Marquette. Augusl

September. Infrequent.

This species resembles /.. granulosa in color, etc., bu1 differs in

its slender stem and rugose pileus; it approaches L. granosa in

pileua characters bu1 is small and the annulus is rarely persistent

h differs from /.. amianthina in its lack of an umbo, and it- -mail

spores.

676. Lepiota adnatifolia Pk.

N. Y. State Mus* BuU. 54, p. 947, L902.

PILEUS 2.5 cm. broad, broadly convex, granulose t<» wartj or

scaly <>n disk, dark ferruginous-red, not umbonate, even, margin ap-

pendiculate. FLESH white. <ilU,s adnate, dose, aarrow, thin,

whitish, edge entire. STEM 2-4 cm. long, Mi mm. thick above,

tapering upward from a clavate base, solid, peronate by reddish or

whitish squamules, and terminating in an evanescenl annulus,

apex white or tinged pink. SPORES minute. 5-5.5x2.5-3 micr.,

oval-oblong, slightly curved in one dew. CYSTIDIA verj slender,

hyaline, aboul 50 micr. long, •". micr. thick, subcylindrical, apex

capped by conical covering, sometimes infrequent or entirely lack-

ing, on edge and sides of .uills. ODOB slight.

on debris or decayed logs in woods of hemlock, maple, etc. Sew

Richmond, Ann Arbor. September-October. Rare.

I»iilers from /,. amianthina and /.. granulosa in the presence of

cystidia and lack of an umbo, and by it- color. The Bpores are

Bmaller than given by Peck. The main pan of the cap i- .-.,\.

closely with appressed, Hat. tomentose warts.
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677. Lepiota granulosa Fr.

Syst. Myc. 1821.

Illustrations: PatouiUard, Tab. Analyt.. No. 611.

Ricken, Bliitterpilze, PI. 81, Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111., PL 18, Vol. I.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, ovate then convex-expanded, obtuse or

subumbonate, furfuraceous-granular, often radiately wrinkled,

ochraceous tinged brick-red, but varying to buff or dark-rufous with

a hoary lustre. FLESH thin, white, rufescent. GILLS adnexed,

rounded behind, close, medium width, white. STEM short, 2-5 cm.

long, 4-8 mm. thick, stuffed to hollow, equal or tapering upward,

granulose to floccose-scaly and pale reddish up to the slight evane-

scent annulus, whitish at apex. SPORES minute, 4-5x3-3.5 micr.,

ovate, smooth; cystidia none.

(Dried: Cap and scales of stem rufous-ochraceous, gills ochra-

ceous-alutaceous. )

Gregarious to subcaespitose. On leaf-mould, mosses, etc., in

open woods of maple, oak, hemlock, etc. Ann Arbor. Marquette,

New Richmond. August-October. Local but frequent.

The spores are smaller than given by PatouiUard (Tab. Analyt. i

and Quelet and Battaille (Flore des Am. et des. Lep.). Hennings
in Engler & Prantl, however, gives the size as found in American

plants. Also our plants are usually shorter and thicker stemmed

than the figures of PatouiUard and Cooke would indicate, i. e., the

plant is more squat, except possibly when it grows in low, wet

situations. It approaches other species, like L. charcharias and L.

amianthina, which were formerly called varieties of it. There is

a hoary sheen to the granularity on the cap, by which one may
know it. The way the gills are attached distinguishes it from the

three preceding species.

678. Lepiota pulveracea Pk.

X. Y. Mus. Rep. 54. p. 144, 1900.

"PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, hemispheric then convex-expanded,

pulverulent or minutely granulose and squamulose, even, tawny or

paler. GILLS adnexed, close, thin, narrow, yellowish-white. STEM
equal, hollow, sheathed with delicate brownish, small granulose
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Bcalea terminating in the obsolete A.NNULUS, pruinose and whit

ish ;ii apex." SPORES minute, oblong-elliptical, obscurelj curved,

smooth, white, i 5.5 s •". micr.

i
Dried: Cap pale fulvous, stem paler with Bcattered flo<

Bquamules. i

Gregarious. <>n moss growing over an old hemlock Log. Mar

quette. September. Rare.

The spores are aol ovale as in /.. granulosa, and the adnexed

^ills ami color, etc., separate it from /,. rugoso reticulata. The dried

specimens lack the rich tints of the others of this group.

679. Lepiota pusillomyces Pk.

N. V. Miis. Rep. 28, p. is. L876.

Illustration: [bid, Plate I. Pigs. L-3.

PILEUS is nun. broad, thin, convex, obtuse, furfuraceous or

covered with minute granular floccules, white or nearly so. remains
of veil clinging in granular floes t Ige of pileus. TKA.MA of

pileUS composed of vesicular cells, pulvet uleiice on surface also Ol

thin-walled globular cells. GILLS broad, free, ventricose, i ler-

ately .lose, white. STEM L-3 cm. long, L-2 mm. thick, slender,

equal, smiled with fibrils, rufescenl beneath the white mealh

which terminates at the obsolete A.NNULUS. SPORES elliptic-

oblong, 1-5x2.5-3 micr., si th, white.

Single and scattered. On rich soil in woods. Ann Arbor, Bay

View. August, [nfrequent.

'Phis is close to /,. seminuda of Europe, and may I"- the same, on-

Less the microscopic characters are shown to be different Patouil-

lard figures the spores of /.. seminuda more ovate then elliptical,

hut other author- give the latter shape. This is a delicate Lepiota

and approaches L. oristatatellus Pk. which is distinguished bj the

pinkish tinge usually present on the pileus, and the glabrous stem.
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Section VI. Subclypeolariae. Pileus thin, minutely scaly, prui-

nose or pulverulent. Annulus membranous, persistent or evane-

scent. STEM for the most part glabrous or denuded.

680, Lepiota cepasstipes Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1836-38.-

Illustrations : N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 94, PI. 87, 1905.

Hard's Mushrooms, Fig. 37, p. 54.

Gillet. Champignons de France, No. 414.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. Ill, No. 94.

Plate CXXX of this Report.

PILEUS 2-8 cm. broad, thin, oval then campanulate-expanded,

obtuse, soft, at length umbonate, striatc-plicate and splitting on the

margin, covered with minute, numerous, mealy or wart-like scales,

which are often brown, elsewhere white. FLESH white. GILLS
narrow, free, close, white then dingy, thin, edge pruinose. STEM
4-12 cm. long, 4-6 mm. thick at apex, tapering upward or

often somewhat ventricose, flexuous, glabrous or occasion-

ally with floccose particles, hollow, white. ANNULUS thin, mem-
branaceous, subpersistent, white. SPORES oval-elliptical, smooth,,

white, 9-10x5-7 micr., nucleate. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Caespitose. On rich soil of gardens, conservatories, etc., decay-

ing straw-piles, sawdust, stumps, or decomposing vegetable matter
of any kind. Ann Arbor. Bay View, New Richmond. June-Septem-
ber. Not common. Edible.

Often in dense clusters. Sometimes the pileus is yellow-tinged.
The name refers to the shape of the stem which often resembles the

enlargement on the seed-stalk of the onion. The plants soon droop
and collapse in the wind. Hennings (in Engler and Prantl) says
this mushroom was introduced into Europe from Brazil and also
siiiics that at first there is a small sclerotium.

681. Lepiota rubrotincta Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 35. p. 155.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, ovoid then convex-expanded, obtuse or sub-

umbonate, the unbroken cuticle at first even, and innately fibrillose

and uniform reddish -pink, darker or reddish-brown on disk, at
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length breaking >>\> into oppressed red scales and rimose. PLKS11
while, thin. GILLS free, narrow, tapering toward stein, crowded

;m first, less bo after expansion, white, edge ininutelj floccuh

STEM I 9 fin. long, 3-8 mm. thick, tapering slightl} upward or

clavate a1 base, Btuflfed then hollow, even, easily splitting length

wise, siik\ fibrillose or glabrous. ANMIJ s well-developed, mem

branous, persistent, edge thickisb and often tinged red. si'ui; -

'.i \ 5 micr., but variable, often larger, narrow elliptical, apiculate;

CYSTIDIA on edge of gills abou1 36x6 micr.

(Dried: Color of cap red, gills dingj white, stem pale fuscous.)

Scattered or singly. on the ground .him mil; decaying leaves, mixed

or hardwood forests. Ann Arbor, Detroit, Ne^ Richmond. August

September. I nfrequent.

682. Lepiota cristata Fr. (Edibi

Byst. Mvc.. L821.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Pig. 83, p. 81, L900.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 117.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 504.

Kick. mi. Blatterpilze, PL 84, Pig. 3.

Cooke, 111.. 29.

Plate CXXX1 of this Report.

PILEUS 1.5-4 cm. broad, ilrin. ovate then campanulate-conves or

expanded, obtuse or umbonate, cuticle at first continuous, and •
- n -

tirely 'lull reddish or reddish-brown, then broken into small <

centric reddish-brown scales except the darker umbo, the cracks

white, margin often de led of cuticle. FLESH white, thin.

GILLS free, rather close, narrow to Bubventrieose, white, edge

minutely crenulate. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 2-5 nun. thick, Blender,

equal, hollow or Btuflfed with loose pith, glabrous or silk} tibrillo.se

below ring, whitisb or tinged dingy lavender, pinkish within. A \

Ml. is white, siinill. son n broken and deciduous. SPORES -"in.'

what wedge-shaped, or angular, Bometimes irregularlj fusiform to

oblong, depending on the view, white, 6-7x3 I micr. OP<
rather disagreeable.

(Dried: Stem rufescent, i>ilenv brownish to alutaceous

Gregarious. En grassj places or on the ground in low woods

often on lawns. Marquette, Ann Arbor, Detroit, Hough tot

Richmond, etc. July-October. Common.
si
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An effort was made by Morgan (Jour, of Mycol., Vol. 12, p. 244,

1906), to separate this into two species, C. cristata Fr. and

C. angustana Britz. The separation was based on the spores and

odor. Our plants sometimes have angular spores and no odor, and

the spores vary, even in the same plant. Atkinson (Mushrooms,

1900, p. 92) has already pointed out that they are identical. The

odor seems to be strong, weak or absent under different conditions.

The pileus may be as much as 5 cm. across.

683. Lepiota alluviinus Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 35, p. 157, 1881.

"PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, thin, convex or plane, sometimes re-

flexed on margin, white, adorned with minute pale-yellow hairy or

fibrillose scales. GILLS free, thin, close, white or yellowish.

STEM 2-4 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, slender, fibrillose, whit-

ish or pallid, slightly thickened at the base. ANNULUS slight,

subpersistent, often near themiddle of the stein. SPORES ellipti-

cal, 6-7.5 x 4-5 micr."

Alluvial soil among weeds and shrubs. East Lansing. August.

Reported by Longyear.
"In drying the whole plant assumes a rich yellow hue."

684. Lepiota miamensis Morg.

Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., 1883.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, soft, convex-expanded, subumbonate,

even, fibrillose-scaly except disk, white, disk sometimes brownish.
FLESH white, very thin, fragile. GILLS free, rather broad, round-
ed behind, ventricose, ivhite. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick,

slender, hollow, subequal, glabrous or pruinose at apex, often com-

pressed, white. ANNULUS thin, fragile, subpersistent, median.
SPORES oblong-oval, 5-6x3-3.5 micr., white.

(Dried: Pileus whitish, with brownish center, gills dingy-white,
stem pallid.)

Singly or few. On the ground in rich woods among leaves. Ann
Arbor. September. Rarely found.

Apparently similar to L. alluviinus, differing in lack of yellow
color, especially on drying, and rather broad gills.
*r
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685. Lepiota cristatatellus Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 31, p. 31, L879.

PILE1 rs 5-8 mill, broad, Boft, oval then convex, covered by nun

ate granular-mealiness, at first tinged pink all over, then white with

pinkish disk, margin mealy. GILLS free, white, medium broad,

rounded behind, Bubventricose, subdistant. STEM 2-3 cm. long,

l nini. thick, slender, equal, hollow or Btuffed with fibrils, whitish,

Bubglabrous below the evanescent ANNULUS, pruinose above

SPORES minute, Bubelliptical, 1-5x3 micr., b »ili. white.

Scattered. In low, moist woods, on mosses, etc. Ann Arbor,

Bay View, New Richmond. September. Frequent.
A small Lepiota, near J,, pusillomyces, from which the pink of

the <ap ami the white stem seem to distinguish it bo thai the two

are quite easily recognized in the field. L. cristatellus is also Baid

to have narrower gills, and its stem is usually glabrous, while /..

pusillomyces lias broad gills and a mealy stem below the annulus.

Section VII. Proccrur. Pileus thick and fleshy, the cuticle com-

monly broken into large scales (continuous in />. naucina in m

cases); annulus thick, mostly movable.

686. Lepiota procera IV. (Kiuiu.i

Syst -My.-.. L821.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, PI. 25, Fig. 81, p.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 18, PI. L8, L896

Hard. Mushrooms. PI. VI. Fig. 32, p. 16.

I' iceman, Minn. Plant Diseases. Fig. L8, p. 39, L905.

Mdlv.iitie. Amer. Fungi, PI. XIII, p. 34.

Fries, Sverig. atl. u. gift. Svamp., PI. 3.

Michael, Fflhrer f. Pilzfreunde, No. 53.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 129.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 83, Fig. l.

Plate CXXXI1 of this Report.

PILEUS 8-15 cm. broad, elliptic-ovate before opening, then cam

p.inulate come\ to Bubexpanded, umbonate, ai flrsf covered with .i

reddish brown or amber-brown cuticle, which breaks up into

brown scales or patches during expansion of pileus, with Bmaller

flocci.se scales between and exposing the white flesh beneath, cuticle
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on umbo often continuous. FLESH thick, white. GILLS free,

remote from stem, broad anteriorly, narrowed behind, thin, close,

white or tinged pink, brownish in age, edge flocculose. STEM 15-

30 cm. long, cylindrical or tapering upward from a bulb, G-12 mm.

thick above, apex sunk deep into the flesh of the pileus as into a

socket, hollow or stuffed with delicate long fibrils, surface layer

breaking up into small brownish scales, or furfuraceous so as to ap-

pear variegated, white beneath and within. AXXULUS movable,

thick, formed of the firm, membranous veil which breaks away early,

its outer and lower surface covered with small brown scales, repre-

senting a continuation of the cuticle of the pileus at a very early

state. SPORES 14-18x9-12 micr., elliptical, smooth, white; no

cystidia found. Sterile cells on edge of gills, numerous, 35-45 x 10-

15 micr., subcylindrical.

(Dried: Pileus buff with fuscous scales, stem pale fuscous, gills

dingy-buff.)

Solitary or gregarious. Ou the ground, in meadows, pastures,

open woods, or preferably in pastured clearing's. August. Septem-

ber, October. Throughout the State. Edible.

Its long stem, movable annulus and shaggy, spotted cap, distin-

guish it from all others. Its height is often surprising, sometimes

reaching a foot and a half, with a cap six to ten inches broad. Its

cap is delicious, when after removing the scales, it is fried in butter.

Its distribution is world-wide.

687. Lepiota morgani Pk. (Poisonous)

Botanical Gazette, Vol. 4, 1879.

Illustrations: Hard, Mushrooms, 1908, PI. VII, Fig. 35, p. 50.

Mcllvaine, Amer. Mushrooms, 1900, PI. XIV. p. 30.

Plates ( XXXIII and CXXXIV of this Report.

PILEUS 10-20 em. broad, at first globose then convex and ex-

panded, cuticle at first continuous, buff to pale umber, soon broken
up except on disk, into irregular scales or patches, which are
drawn apart and disappear in part. FLESH thick, firm, white.
<:IU,S free, remote (4-5 mm.) from stem, close, rather broad,
veniricose. at first white thai changing to dull (/,<>,„. STEM stout,
10-20 cm. long. 1-2 cm. thick above. 2-4 cm. at base, tapering upward
from a clavate base, stuffed with fibrils, hard and firm, glabrous,
whitish or grayish-white to pale "umber. ANNULUS thick, ///or-
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able, superior, toughish bul soft. SPORES brighl to dull green in

mass, subelliptical, obliquely apiculate, 9-12x6-8 micr., nucleate.

Gregarious, often in Large fairs rings. In meadows, pastun

and open woods. In southern Michigan, Ann Arbor. Frequenl

bul Local.

Unsafe. Eaten with impunity by some persons, bul others Buffer

vomiting, etc. This is our Largesl capped meadow mushr i know d
;

i, attains a diameter of 14 inches, tts largt size, movable ring

and greenish spores and gills distinguish it. The underside of the

ringnexl to the stem is a1 firsl covered by the remains of the cuticle

which was continuous with the pileus. All the cuticle of the pileus

excepl the center may disappear. The young margin of the cap is

beautifully torn-serrate and floccose a1 first. Reports have come

in thai the whole planl is sometimes green or greenish.

688. Lepiota americana Pk. (Edibli

X. V. State Cab. Rep. 23, p. 71, L872.

Illustrations: N. V. State Rep. L9, PL 1 1. L896.

Atkins.. n. Mushrooms, Fig. 82, p. 80, L900.

Eard, Mushrooms, Fig. 34, p. L9, L908.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 3, PL L9, Fig. 6.

Mcllvaine, Amer. Mushrooms, PL XV, p. L8, L900.

PILEUS 3-10 cm. broad, ovate then convex-expanded, umbonate

or subumbonate, cuticle al firsl reddish-brown and continuous, then

broken up except on umbo into Large, scattered, reddish or bay

broum s<uhs, elsewhere white when young and fresh bul becoming

dingy-red in age, more or less striate on margin. FLESH thin,

white, reddening when bruised or in age. GILLS free, close, rather

broad in front, aarrowed behind, white. STEM 7-12 cm. Long, L-6

mm. thick a1 apex, tapering upward from a clavaU has, . sometimes

fusiform, stuffed then hollow, glabrous, white becoming reddish

where handled. ANNCLUS rather Large, membranous, flaccid,

sometimes movable, sometimes evanescent. SPORES elliptic-ovate,

8-10x5-7 micr., aucleate, white. ODOB and TASTE mild.

(Dried: Whole planl tinged dull red or smoky-red.)

Solitary to caespitose. Od rich soil in grassy places, in fields or

around old stumps. Ann Arbor and Ludington. August. Ap-

parently ran- in Michigan. Edible.

Bresadola (Tab. Analyt., Vol. •_'. p. 83) suggests thai our pi inl is
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the same as the European L. hacmatosperma (Agaricus haemato-

sperma of Hymen. Europ.), as well as L. badhami Berk. In these

also the flesh changes to reddish in age or on drying. The French

mycologists (Quel, and Battaile, Ainan. et Lep., 1902, p. 73
) have

taken exception to this view, claiming that L. hacmatosperma ac-

tually has reddish or purplish spores when mature, while L. bad-

liiimi has white spores. Hence the American name must be retain-

ed. Our plants can be distinguished from our other Lepiotas by
this character of the flesh. The shape of the stem imitates at times

that of L. cepaestipcs, being enlarged just above the base, sometimes,

however, it merely tapers from the very bottom
;
in the former case

the base is sometimes short-pointed. The pileus is sometimes

almost entirely white when fresh. The gills and flesh may assume
a yellow tinge at first.

689. Lepiota naucina Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations : N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 48, Plate 19, 1896.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 428.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Figs. 79-80, p. 76-78.

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PI. 15.

Mcllvaine, Amer. Mushrooms, Plate XV, p. 44.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL S4, Fig. 2.

Plates CXXXV, CXXXVI of this Report.

PILEUS 4-8 cm. broad, at first subglobose to ovoid, then convex
to subexpanded, obtuse, soft, glabrous, rarely broken into scales on
the surface, white or smoky-white. FLESH white, thick, rather

firm, abruptly thin on margin. GILLS free, not remote, close,

moderately broad, narrowed behind, white at first, slowly changing
to pinkish then dingy-brown, edge minutely flocculose. STEM 5-10
cm. long, 6-12 mm. thick above, tapering upward from a thickened

base, sometimes subequal, stuffed then hollow, glabrous or silky
below Hie ring, pruinose above, white within and without. AN-
M LI'S formed from the membranous veil and outer layer of stem;
'I"- latter is shown peeled off up to the ring in the section of the
young plant in our illustration. It is white, rolled together in the
form of a collar, persistent and superior, in age it often becomes
movable. SPORES elliptic-oval. 7-9x3-0 micr.. but variable, some
longer, occasionally abnormal and then spherical, nucleate, smooth,
white. ODOR and TASTE mild.
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Gregarious. Grass ound, in pastures, fields, roadsides, and

parks. Ann Arbor, Marquette, New Richmond, etc. Septeml

November. Common throughout the State. i:<lii>

(Dried: Gills pale cinnamon-brown to amber, pileus nnoi

buff, stem buff tinged umber or fuscous-brown.)

It seems to be agreed thai there is an European planl like ohm
wiili elliptical spores. I Beardslee, Jour. Mycs., Vol. L3, p. 27, 190

Whether there is also one in Europe w iili uniformly globular spo

is as yel uncertain. (Morgan, -i < • 1 1 r. Mycs., Vol. 13, p. 10.

species will probably !><• known henceforth as /.. naucina instead of

/.. naucinoides Pk., a name it has held so long. The spores varj

markably in some individuals, while in others they are quite con-

stant. All our specimens had mostly elliptical-oval spores; in some

cases ;i few spheroid spores were present, but Buch occur in other

mushrooms, and must be considered abnormal. This is one of the

besl mushrooms t'« h- the table. Its white uills and veil when young

might lead the novice to think it to he an Amanita. The stem is

firmer and lacks remnants <>f a rolva, and the gills turn brown when

heated or toasted, while in Amanita they remain white'* i Mcllvaii

It is not infested by larvae, and some method of cultivation is

awaited eagerly by mushroom gardners, Lepiota ewcoriata I

as figured by Bresadola, has the same general appearance, but difj

in the torn surface of the cap neai- its margin, in the bulblel at the

base of the stem and in the much larger spores, which measure i:> it

\ '.» micr.

Armillaria FY.

I From the Lat in, armiUa, a ring

White-spored. Stem continuous with the hymenophore, provide

with an annulus. Volva none. Gills adnexed, adnate or decurr<

partly \\ ith a di\ erging trama.

Fleshy, often compact, firm mushrooms; either terr.

wood ; mostly autumnal.

The PILEUS is either viscid or <\\->. glabrous or Bcaly, often pi

\ided with a separable pellicle; the surf imetimef 1 in

dry weather. Mos1 of the rarer Bpecies are large and -

pileus of dull slink olor: whitish, yellowish, brownis

dish. The margin ed. Tl

some species represent the broken cuticle wi ith

the veil but coi The <

'

ILLS a
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Fries used this character to subdivide the genus into three groups,

,. „.. Tricholomata, with sinuate-adnexed gills; Clitocybae, with

gills attenuated behind and subdecurrent; Collybiae, with gills

equal. No examples of the Collybiae are known from the State.

The sinus of these three groups are normally central. With Patouil-

lar.l i Les. Hymen. Eur., p. 95) it seems to me desirable to include

here a fourth group: the Pleurdtoidae, witli eccentric or lateral

stem, to include the species Armillaria dryina and Armillaria corti-

cata. The gills are usually white but may turn yellowish or be-

come stained in age, depending on the species. Some species possess

.1 gill-trama with diverging hyphae, but in other species the hyphae

are parallel. The relationships shown by this character in this

genus are not yet very clear. The STEM is usually stout; in A.

bulbigera it is marginate-bulbous as in some Cartinarii. Usually

it is solid, and often peronate by a more or less persistent

sheath when young, later scaly-spotted by the breaking up

of this sheath. The VEIL is probably double in such species as

A. <-<iH<i<it<t and A. aurantia, the outer veil being continuous with

the cuticle of the pileus, the inner veil closely adherent to it between

the margin of the pileus and the underside of the young gills, it

is mostly membranous, but inclines to a cobwebby or flbrillose text-

ure in .1. bulbigera and when it sheathes the stem it breaks away
from the margin of the pileus to form the spreading annulus. Some-

times it is lacerated at the junction of cap and stem and parts of

it may remain on the margin of the pileus so that the pileus be-

comes appendiculate. In A. mellea the veil is extremely variable;

it is usually membranous, but sometimes fioccose-fibrillose or very

thin and webby so that no annulus is formed on the stem. In other

characters also .1. mellea is quite variable. The SPORES are white,

varying much in shape and size; in most species they are small

and almost spherical; in some, as in A. macrospora Pk. from

Colorado, they are elliptical and measure 10-15x6-8 micr.
'

Several

species have a distinct ODOR; that of A. nardosmia Ell. is said to

resemble oil of almonds; that of A. viscidipes Pk. is strong and pene-

trating, somewhat alkaline. Nearly all the species are said to have

,i slighl odor of some kind by which they can be distinguished.
A. mellea Pr. is very common and plentiful in its season; the other

species of Arniillaria are infrequent and can be considered rare

during any series of years. So far only five of the latter class

have been found in the State, although doubtless our northern

hemlock ami pine forests hide others. It has seemed best, there-

fore, to include in the key such species as may occur within our
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area. Aboul L8 Bpecies of Arniillaria have been mentioned in die

literature as baving been observed in the I iiited 81 uih nb

half <»r these were reported east i>r the Mississippi River H'u

(Blutterpilze), refers all Armillarias to the genun Tricholoi

Some species of Clitocybe, Trichol a, mid EMeurotus will be lo

<<! for here.

A < y to tin >'/" '/' n

i \ ) Stem lateral or eccentric; pileua whit< I

•

i i . corticata Ft. i

i A \ i Stem usually central
i a i Pileua or stem viscid.

i hi Lignicolous, growing on tree-trunks, i

mucida Ft.

(l)h) Terrestrial.

(c) Only the st. mii viscid; pileua large, whitish, or
odor penetrating, alkaline. I. viscidipci Pk.

(co stem not viscid; pileua with a Blightly viscid p
(di Pileua and stem covered with tawn)

rufous scales. 691. .1. aurantia Pr
iilili Pileua glahrous, pale-brick red; stem ! with plnl

Boccose scales. 692. {..focal ir.

(aa) Pileua and stem m>t viscid.

(b) In caespitose clusters ahout stumps, trunk
becoming rusty-stained; gills adnate to Bubdecurrenl
mellea Ft.

(bb) Not caespitose; gilla emarginate or rounded behind, n

cun cut.

(c) Veil cortina-like, white, fuga m marglnate-bulb
pil.us glabrous, gray, brownish or rul

5 micr \ . bulbigera Ft.

(co Veil membranous; Btem ool marginate-bulbo
( il i I'ileus white or whitish,

(e) stem sheathed by the Bubvlscid, \-

large, 10-15 <-m. broad, white or

. t micr. diamel r

.1. ponderosa Pk.

(eei Stem aol sheathed; veil tibr

viscid; pileua 5-10 cm. bread, whil

spores Bubelliptical, 7.5x5 micr Pk

(dd) Pileua or lark brown, r brown
brow n.

(e) Pileua glabrous, hard and
broad ; BDOres 7 micr . ovol I

(ee) i'ileus with brown or reddish-brown

(f) odor Btrong, of Bpikenard or oil ol aln

Ish, except the brown
i mia nil

I See I

I it i odor none, Bcalea reddish-brown I

i . caliaata Ft.
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1. TRICHOLOMATA. Gills sinuate-adnexed ;
stem fleshy, simi-

lar in substance to the pileus.

690. Armillaria caligata Vitt.-Bres.

Bynien. Em-op.. 1874.

Illustrations: Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PL 17.

Gillet. Champignons de France, Xo. 33.

Barla, Champignons de Nice, PL 10, Fig. 1-7.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt.. No. 300.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 12, p. 59 (as A. nardosmia Ell).

Van Hook, Ind. Acad. Sci. Proc, 1911, Fig. 1, p. 348 (as A.

nardosmia).

Plate CXXXVII of this Report.

PILEUS 0-10 cm. broad, firm, convex then expanded and de-

pressed, spotted by oppressed, rufous-brown or dark brown, elon-

gated fibrillose scales, elsewhere silky, white between scales or

brunescent, margin at first incurved and margined by remnants of

the veil. FLESH white, thick, compact. GILLS sinuate-adnate,

at length with decurrent tooth, medium broad (5-8 mm.), hetero-

phyllous, white, crowded, edge entire, trama of parallel hyphae.

STEM stout, 4-7 cm. long, 2-3 cm. thick, subequal or tapering down,

solid, sheathed at first to the middle or above it by the veil which

terminates above by an ample, flaring, tlrickish, membranous AN-

NTJLUS, later breaking below into subconcentric, rufous-brown
scales, white and rough-scurfy above the ring, then glabrous and

shining, white within. SPOKES spherical-ovoid to short elliptical,

6-7.5x5 mier., smooth, white in mass. BASIDIA 38-40x7-8 niicr.,.

4-spored. ODOR none. TASTE of nuts or slightly bitterish-acrid.

Solitary or in caespitose pairs. On the ground, oak hillside

bordering a tamarack bog. Ann Arbor. October. Rare.

Our plants agree so well with Bresadola's description and figure

of .1. caligata that I have no hesitancy in referring them there.

There is a slight discrepancy as to odor. Bresadola describes the

European plant with an agreeable, fruit-like odor. On this point our

specimens also differ from the description of A. nardosmia Ell.

Several correspondents from the eastern part of the United States

inform me thai their specimens of A. nardosmia often or always
lack the odor of almonds attributed to it. Peck (Rep. 33) first

referred the New York species to A. rhagadisma Fi\, but in the
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43d Repprl assigned i1 to .1. nardosmia. I am Inclined to think

,l, (

. N.u York species all belong to L. caligata. l bave collected

the same bu1 Bmaller plant in Ne* fork, and ii seems osuallj to

be smaller farther south and east. Whether anj microscopic cl

actors accompany the almond odor remains to be Been. A- In L.

aurantia, the parallel hyphae of the gill-trama are an exception

for this genus.

691. Armillaria aurantia Fr.

Syst. .M\c. 1821. i As Tricholoma aurantia.)

Illustrations : Pries, [cones, PI. 27.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 31 (too pale).

Bresadola, Finish, man-. C. vel., PL I

s
".

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. [II, No. 121.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Pig. 86, p. 85, L900.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 87, Pig. 2. (As Tricholoma.)

PILEUS 5-7 em. broad, convex then expanded, Bubumbonate,

dSCid in wot weather. OChrOCeOU8-fuh>OU8 I" '" "' " '/
'"

-" ".'/' >'"'• wi,h

; i pellicle which soon breaks up into numerous, crowded, appressed,

eoncolorus -rales, margin <ii first inrolled and glutinous floa

FLKSII white, thick, abruptly thin on margin. <;iu>s rounded

behind, Blightly adnexed, rather narrow, close, white, rusty-brown-

spotted in age, a lew forked, edge entire, trama of parallel hyphae.

STEM IT em. h.i.-. ^ [5 mm. thick, equal or narrowed downwards,

covered by concolorous subconcentric scales op t<» >h<- obscure

annulus, white at apex ami between seal.-.. Bolid. SPORES minute,

globose-oval, rariable, I 5 \ :' I micr., -month, nucleate, white. C\ 8

TihiA and Bterile cells none. BASIDLA !8x4-6 micr., I

spored.
< H >< >K Btrongly farinaceous, Bomewhat disagreeable.

Scattered. <>n Bandy ground under hemlock tr» Ne* Rich-

mond. September, [nfrequent.

This is Tricholoma peckii Howe. The quite young planl ha- an

ova oae pileus with an inrolled margin, ami an external, color-

ed Layer which breaks up into appressed floccose patches

bui scarcely ever leaves an annulus. That it is a L> I >ma,

Where Pri ftrsl placed it. is shown by the structt the gill-

trama wln.se hyphae lie in a parallel position. The

red color of the scales is a distinguishing ch ' -"'••'

I
in., pi. idently illnstral

i
" 1 - 1
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says ii has the odor of stale olives, while Maire (Soc. Mye. France,

Bull. 27, p. 404) reports a slight dextrine odor.

692. Armillaria focalis Fr. var.

Epicrisis, 1830-38.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PL 245.

Tl LETTS 3-0 cm. broad, eainpannlate-convex, soft-fleshy, obtuse,

even, glabrous, provided with a thin, separable, viscid cuticle, bright

brick-red. FLESH thin, tinged pink. GILLS sinuate-adnexed,

rather broad, about 5 mm., ventricose, soft, close, white or tinged

brick-red, edge thin. STEM 4-11 cm. long, 5-8 mm. thick, rather

slender, snbequal, attenuated below, soft solid, fragile, covered by

brick-red, floccose scales up to the evanescent, median annulus,

whitish and silky-shining above. SPORES globose, 3-4.5 micr.,

white, smooth; basidia 4-spored, slender, about 24 micr. long.

CELLS of the gill-trama large, 75-125 micr. long, about 12 micr.

wide, divergent. Cells of the cuticle of pileus long, narrow, 5-0

micr. wide, gelatinous. ODOR and TASTE farinaceous.

Gregarious or solitary, on the ground, in mixed hemlock and

maple woods, clay ravines. New Richmond. September. Rare.

This plant seems to be intermediate between A. focalis and A.

aurantia. Its pileus is somewhat viscid and in this respect differs

from .1. focalis and is related to A. aurantia. Its spores also ap-

proach those of A. aurantia. In stature, texture of the flesh, char-

acter of pileus, etc., it is, however, quite different from A. aurantia.

The soft texture is given as an important character of A. focalis,

and Cooke's illustration gives a good idea of the coloring and the

appearance of the stem of our plants, except that the stein is much
more elongated and attenuated downward. No critical studies of

A. focalis Fr. could be found, and it is possible that its cap may be

provided with a viscid pellicle in wet weather.
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H. CLITOC] B i/'. Gills attenuated behind, more or less decur-

ren1
;
Btem Bolid.

693. Armillaria melleal i. Edu

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, [11., PI. 32.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, L900, PL 27, p.
v

i

Bard, Mushr us. L908, Figs. :'.'.'. 10, p.
•"»'-. 57.

Marshall, M ushrooni Book, p. 61 .

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. I, PI. 1. Pig. '-'

C(»nii. Nat. llisi. Survey, Bull. No. 3, PL I \

Plates CXXXVIII, CXXXIX, CXL of ilii> Report

PILEUS 3-10 cm. and more broad, "\;>l '" Bubhemispherical .ii

first, then convex i" almosl plane, <»i»t n^«-. normally honey-colored,

varying t" vellowish-brown, rusty-brown, or quite pale, adorned

with dark-brown <>r blackish pointed tufts or scales, sometimes

glabrescent, striate on margin in age. FLE8B whitish. GILLS

adnate or decurrent, subdistant, whitish or dingj yellowish, becom

ing rasty-stained in age, no1 broad, al Length powdered bj the

white spores. STEM variable in length, 5-15 cm. long, 6-20 mm.

thick, <</»<>/. stuffed then hollow, often spongj within, fibrous with-

out, elastic, floccose-scaly, glabrescent, glabrous or Btriate and

mealv ;'t apex, whitish above, ding} yellowish, brownish or rust)

stained below. Tin' VEIL is usually well-developed, membranous,

and ;ii firsl conceals Hi'- gills, al length collapsing to form ;i su-

perior annulus; sometimes both veil and annulus are almosl or

entireh lacking; thej are white or whitish, sometimes Btained liUi>

cap and stem. SPORES elliptical-ovate, 8-9.5x5-6.5 micr., white,

smooth, nucleate; basidia l-spored; trama of u i 1 1 -> composed of

divergenl hyphae. TASTE somewhal disagreeable or acrid.

Caespitose. At base of living tree-trunks, around stumps, de<

ins roots, '!<-.. of .ill sorts of trees, i>"tli conifer and broad-leaved.

Throughoul the State. Jul) November (earliest record Jnlj 13,

latest November 2). Verj common. Parasitic and saprophytic.

In .in abundant species like iin-. the variations are much more

easily observed than in a rare plant, so that abonl ten varie

have been named and described. Tin' most importanl of them

var. exannulata Pk. This is an ecological form, .l«>n!»tl.-v>. wl

dense, caespitose clusters, Btem attenuated below, undeveloped an-
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nulus and small glabrous pilei, are the result of unfavorable con-

ditions. Other varieties, like obscura, flava, glabra, radicata, bulb-

osa, etc., differ from the normal condition in the characters indi-

cated by their respective names. An abortive form occurs, doubt-

less parasitized like Glitopilus abortivus, by some other fungus

whose identity is unknown. This form consists of irregular round-

ish white masses composed of fungus mycelium. For a fuller ac-

count see N. Y. State Mus. Kep. 48, page 262.

Armillaria mellea is of considerable economic importance. At

times it grows from living roots to which it is connected by black,

twine-like strands called Rhizomorphs. These are often found

even where no fruit-bodies are present, and before their connection

with this species was known, the strands were referred to an inde-

pendent fungus and called Rhizomorpha subcortical is. These

strands extend under the bark of living roots and eventually injure

or kill the trees. The American A. mellea is safely edible. Large

quantities are collected by the foreign-born population of some

localities—Detroit and the mining regions of the Northern Penin-

sula; they are dried, and used for the table during the winter. The

taste is somewhat disagreeable, and many people do not think them

particularly palatable.

Clitocybe monodclplia Morg. has been considered by some as a

variety of this species. It is, however, clearly separated by the char-

acter of the hyphae in the gills, which do not diverge as in the

genus Armillaria, but lie parallel between the subhymenial layers.

C. PLEUROTOIDAE. Stem eccentric or lateral; gills decur-

rent.

694. Armillaria dryina Fr.-Pat.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 22G. (As Pleurotus.)

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 517.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, PL 32, Fig. 106, 1900. (As Pleurotus.)

PILEUS 4-8 cm. broad, firm, convex-plane, floccose-tomentose at

first, in dry situations becoming scaly from the breaking up of the

Hoccose covering, white, scales darker iu age, margin at first in-

volute. GILLS decurrent, subdistant, attenuated at ends, broadish
i" the middle, white, not anastomosing behind. STEM eccentric or

lateral, 2-4 cm. long, 1-1.5 cm. thick, subequal, sometimes stouter
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;it first, covered by a more Qr less dense tomentum, especially toward

base, above with a Bomewhal temporary annulus from the thio,

membranous veil, which is quickly lacerated and disappears

pilena expands. SPOKES oblong, 9 lOi I 1.5 micr., smooth, w h i r .
-

ODOB very strongly of oil of bitter almonds (benzaldehyde
From base of stumps, on trunks, etc. Marquette. August En-

frequent.

The plants described above were growing oear the ground and

in a imiisi situation and this maj accounl for the unusual tomen-

tosity on the stem. The Bize of the Bpores, which appeared t" be

mature, would Beem t<> be one basis of separation from the oexl

species. When the stem is lateral or iK-.i 1 1 \ -... the pileus Is usual

ly Bubreniform.

695. Armillaria corticata Fr.-Pat.

Syst Myc, 1821.

Illustration: Atkinson. Biushrooms, PL "••">. Pig. L07. (Small
forms as Pleurotus. I

PILEUS 6-15 cm. or more broad, convex-expanded, obtuse or

depressed, firm, dull white or becoming brotcnish tinged, finely

floccose ai first, then the cuticle breaks up into scale-like art

margin ai firsl involute and appendiculate, FLE8B thick, white.

GILLS decurrent, moderately close, rather broad, narrowed behind,

while becoming yellowish, anastomosing on tin stem, edge entire.

STEM HO cm. long, eccentric or almosl lateral, Bometimes Btoul

and short, solid, firm to rigid, subtomentose or fio reticul

in large specimens, equal or tapering down. VEIL attached near

apex, leaving a thin, white fioccose-membranous evanescenl ring,

or sometimes remnants oe the margin of the pileus. SPORES

cylindrical-elongated, large, l.'lTx I ."• micr.. smooth, white, r. \

SIDIA 1-spored. ODOB slightly acid-aromatic to foetid.

Solitary or caespitose, on wood, especially on living trunks of

hickory, maple, etc. Ann Arbor, Marquette. September-November.

Infrequent.

This is considered by Atkinson (Mushrooms, p. 106, 1900

merely a form of A. dryina, and as far as the variation of stem

length and size of planl are concerned, such a conclusion is well -

ported. The difference in the ^-'r/.r of the spores In our collections

has. however, opened up the question again, and further Btudy
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seems necessary. Schroeter gives 13-15x4-5 micr. as the size of

the spores of A. corticata, a measurement nearly equal to the spore

Length of our form. The size of the spores of A. dryina is not men-

Honed by most authors; Massee says they are 10x1 micr. Large

specimens of this species when the veil has disappeared, might be

mistaken for Pleurotus ulmarius or Panus strigosus; but P. ul-

marius lias sinuate-adnexed gills and P. strigosus has a nap of

strigose-villose hairs on cap ami stem and is much larger.

Pleurotus Fr.

i From the Greek, pleuron, a side, and oils, an ear.)

White-spored, (except P. sapidus and P. subpalmatus) . Stem

fleshy, eccentric, lateral or lacking, continuous with the pileus.

<;ills adnate, adnexed or decurrent. Veil none.

Putrescent, (except P. atrocaeruleus P. atropellitus, P. niger, and

P. st rial ul as) , lignicolous, medium to large, or often small and

then resupinate. Intergrading with the genera Clitocybe and Ariuil-

laria. They correspond to the genera Claudopus and Crepidotus
of the pink-spored and ochre-brown-spored groups respectively. All

are believed to be edible, and are considered by many people the

most delicious of our mushrooms when properly prepared.

The PILEFS varies from quite large in those attached laterally

or with a stem, to quite small when it is resupinate. P. ulmarius

and P. ostrcutus and their near relatives have a thick, fleshy pileus

and ample gills, thus providing a large amount of food for the

mushroom enthusiast. The small species are rather thin, often

membranous; four of the species revive on moistening. Our large

species are nearly all white when fresh, becoming tan-colored or

darker when old. and are always firm and even tough in age. The
medium-sized species are ashy, greenish, yellowish or reddish in

color. The small forms are white, gray or blackish. Several are

hygrophanous. Several have a gelatinous or viscid upper layer, of

which the thick-fleshed J', serotinus is the most note-worthy. The
<iILLS are fastened to the stem, but their mode of attachment is

so differenl in the various species as to have given some authors

ground for making distinct genera out of the sections. In some
they are deeply decurrent as in Clitocybe, in others, sinuate-ad-
nexed as in Tricoloma, and in the resupinate and lateral species

they radiate from the point of attachment of the pileus as in

Crepidotus of the ochre-brown-spored group. In the large species
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they are usually verj broad. Among the medium-sized forms

there arc cases where the .uiiu are ver} narrow ant] verj crowded,

reaching the base almosl ae lines; examples ol this class are P

petaloides, /'. hurt nlix, and /'. porrigens. The small, reMtipii

forms expose the gills on the upper side while the pileus is cIokcI)

applied t<> the substratum; later the pileus becomes reflexed bo thai

the ,°.ills project downward, giving the older .1 different appear
ance than the younger plant. This genus Is often separated rrom

Clitocybe with diffitulty, especially in the cases where the stems

are only slightly eccentric, so thai differenl authors have placed
the same plant under the two genera. The STEM is occasionally
almost centra] in the large-stemmed species, which niaj then be

mistaken for Tricholomas
;
the latter, bowever, grow practically al

ways on the ground. Otherwise, the Bteni is lateral, eccentric or

entirely wanting. The interior of the stem is fleshj fibrous in m<»-t

species, but several have a stuffed to holloa axis, with a tough

exterior, as in /'. lignatilis.

The SPORES are white except in the aberrant species /'. sapidus,
/'. euo8mu8 and /'. subpalmatus in which the Bpores have .1 Blight

flesh color or lilac tint. /'. *tii>i<ins and /'. euosmus resemble /'.

08treatu8 so closely in other respects, thai placing them among
the pink-spored agarics would uol improve matters. P. subpalma
tus seems t<> me nearer Bntoloma as its Btem i-- bo times central;
its reticulate, toughish, gelatinous pileus is rather unique, and re

in hnls our of the genus Heliomyces. The Bpores of the Pleuroti

sn ih. niiisiiy Bpherical and then minute, or oblong; in .1 fe*

species, elliptical. CYSTIDIA are known to be present in /'.

serotinus, I', stratosus, P. petaloides and /'. mastrticatus. P
uhis is said to produce scattered conidia on top of its

j
i I «

• u -». which

represent another kind of spore. The ODOR is often fragrant and

agreeable, and the flavor of mosl <>i' the species makes them v<

desirable for the table.

The genus may be divided into three Bectioi

Section I. Eccentrici.

Seel ion II. I timidiati.

Section III. Resupinat i.

The subdivision which was used l»\ Fries and others i"i tho

forms with an inner veil is omitted here, since our two species /'

corticatus and /'. dryinus have been transferred to the genus \

laria, where it seems to me they more properly belong, and

they have. often been mistaken. A tew species not yet found in the

State have been included in the key.

83
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Key to the Species

(A) Stem eccentric; pileus entire or at least marginate behind; plants

of medium size to very large,

(a) Pileus brown or blackish brown, umbonate, 2-7 cm.; gills subdis-

tant, broad; spores 5-6 x 4-5 micr. P. umbonatus Pk.

(aa) Pileus yellow, yellowish or reddish. [See also (aaa).]

(b) Pileus glabrous, gelatinous on top, coarsely-reticulate, pinkish or

flesh color; spores globose, echinulate. 699. P. subpalmatus
Fr.

(bb) Pileus strigose hairy, scaly or fibrillose.

(c) Very large; pileus lateral, cream-color then yellowish, strigose

hairy; gills very broad; stem short. (See 12a. Panus strigo-

sus B. & C.)

(cc) Medium-size; stem medium long and not very eccentric.

(d) Pileus and stem densely dotted with brown or blackish

scales; spores globose, minute. (See 760. Clitocybe decora

Fr.)

(dd) Pileus unicolorous, silky-flbrillose, umbonate; spores ellipti-

cal, 7-9 x 5-6 micr. 698. P. sulfuroides Pk.

(aaa) Pileus white when young or fresh,

(b) Plant large, on standing elms, etc., stem rather long and stout;

gills emarginate or sinuate, rounded behind, broa'd. 696. P.

ulmarius Fr. 697. P. elongatipes Pk.

(bb) Gills adnate, adnate-decurrent or long-decurrent.

(c) Spore print pale dingy lilac; pileus thinner and more flaccid

than P. ostreatus. 702. P. sapidus Fr.

(cc) Spore print white.

(d) Stem stout, usually quite short,

(e) Gills running down the stem in lines and anastomosing;
plant rather stout. 700. P. ostreatus Fr.

(ee) Gills not anastomosing on stem, but strongly decurrent.

Spores longer than in the preceding two, 12-15 x 5 micr.
701. P. subareolatus Pk.

(dd) Stem slender, 2-5 mm. thick; gills narrow and crowded,
(e) Pileus hygrophanous, hyaline-white, thin; stem solid, pru-

inose-floccose. 705. P. fimbriatus var. regularis var. nov.

(ee) Pileus not hygrophanous, tough, medium size to small,

(f) Dingy-white; pileus irregular; stem curved, subvillose,
odor farinaceous-oily. 703. P. lignatilis Fr.

(ff) Entirely white; pileus regular, orbicular; stem straight,

glabrous; odor faint. 704. P. circinatus Fr.

(AA) Stem none or very short; pileus sessile or continuous with the
stem,

(a) Pileus at first resupinate.
(b) Upper layer of pileus gelatinous, forming a pellicle,

(c) Pileus 2-5 cm. broad, more or less reniform to obovate.

(d) Pileus gray or blackish-brown, margin paler, villose, gills not
very broad, whitish. 714. P. atrocaeruleus Fr. var. griseus
Pk.

(dd) Pileus rich brown, covered with squarrose or erect scales;
gills broad, grayish-white. 713. P. mastrucatus Fr.

(cc) Pileus minute, in the shape of a pendulous, reversed vase or
cup, pale gray; on herbaceous stems. P. cyphellaeformis Berk,

(bb) Pileus without a gelatinous pellicle,
(c) Pileus pure white, rarely varying to pale tan.

(d) Pileus 3-7 cm. long, flabelliform, obovate or cuneate; gills
narrow, crowded, forked,

(e) Pileus tomentose; spores spherical; gills scarcely forked.
713. P. albolanatus Pk.

(ee) Pileus glabrous, margin involute; spores longer than
broad; gills forked. 710. P. porrigens Fr.
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(dd) Plleue minute, 8-10 mm. broad, plane; gill

Bubdlstant, 711. P. aeptU u i Pi
(co Pileus pray to blackish, minute

iih Pileus glabrous, Btrlate; gills few, P, ttriatulu

iiid) Plleua no1 glabrous.
(e) Spores elliptical; plleua 1 L6 mm broad; gil

ish. 716. P. atropellitua Pk.

(ee) Spores globose; gills broad, t h i«k

Mi Plleua iiark cinereous, subprulnate, margin
71-",. /'. applicatUS Vr.

iii) Plleua black, plicate on margin, pulrei ; kHI»
close. /'. niger Schw.

(aa) I'ih'us never resupinate. sessile imr attached 1>> .1 ihort

stem, hut plleua aol marginate behind

(b) I'pper layer of pilous gelatinous or viscid.

(c) Pileus smoky yellowish green, dlmldlati thick,

obloim, 4.5x1.6 micr. 706. P serotinu* Pr. (Syn. /'

tinoides Pk. I

(cc) Pileus whitish or tinged alutaceous core

spathulate or fan-shaped, Bporea minute, glol tldla

abundant (See it;. Poniw onguttotut lu-rk.)

(bb) Without a gelatinous surface layer.

(c) Pileus hygrophanouB, grayish-brown; gllla rather distant, nar-

row, stem lateral. 1'. tn mulus Vv.

(cc) Pileus not hygrophanous.
(d) Pileus sessile, pure white, small. Battened, radlately niRoae;

gills Bubdlstant, broad. 709. P. candidiasim*

(dd) Pileus not pure white, L-2 cm. broad, cuneate, or Bpatho

(e) Spores elliptical. 7..". x 4-."> micr. T«»s. /• tpathulatU* Pr.

(ee) Spores globose, 8-4 mier. diam. 7"i7. /'. petaloidc* Pr.

(Morgan, Cinn. Boc. Nat History, VoL 6, \>. 78) report*

cro8pedius Pr. a rather large, brown, stipitate Bpecies, margin

pileus crenate or Lobed, gills close, oarro* and white, spores ui"

huso, 5-6 micr. i

Section I. Eccentric*. Pileus entire or al least marginate be

hind ; Btem ccconl lie.

*/;///•* sinuate emarginate, •» obtusely <ni»>it.

6Q6. Pleurotus ulmarius l'r. (EoiBLl

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Atkinson. Mushrooms, Fig. 102-3, p. 102, 1900

Hard, Mushrooms, Pig. 119, p. 156, L908.

Clements, Minnesota Mushrooms, Fig. 19, p. 32, 1910.

Chicago Nat. Hist. Burv. Hull. VII, Pari I. Plate V, I

N. V. State Mn-. Rep. 18, Plate 26, Fig. I i. 1906, Bo1 -1.

Freeman, Minnesota Planl Diseases, Frontispi 191

Plate CXL1 oi this Report.
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PILEUS 5-15 cm. or more broad, compact, firm, convex then ex-

panded, obtuse, moist, glabrous or somewhat tomentose, white or

whitish, becoming dull leather color in age, sometimes with yellow-

ish or brownish shades, even on margin but often cracked in age.

FLESH white, thick. GILLS sinuate-adnexed becoming emarginate

or rounded behind, broad, close to subdistant, white or whitish.

STEM 3-7 cm. long, variable. 1-2 cm. thick, stout, solid, firm, eccen-

tric, straight or curved, glabrous, sometimes slightly or densely

tomentose, whitish. SPORES spherical, 5-7 micr. diam., smooth,

white in mass. ODOR and TASTE pleasant.

(Dried: Brownish -tan throughout.)

Solitary or caespitose. On decayed or living wood of elm, hick-

ory, maple trunks, etc.; often from a crack or wound of the living

tree. Throughout the State. September-November. Rather infre-

quent except locally.

This Pleurotus apparently occurs only on frondose trees, especi-

ally on the elm—whence its name. It is not known whether it is para-

sitic on the living trees or not. Shade-trees in cities are frequently

its home. It is one of our best edible mushrooms when young, but in

age. it becomes somewhat leathery. Once located on a tree, it may
often be found fruiting in successive seasons. It often appears on

the pruned ends of branches, and may be found far up on the

tree. This species is largely free from grubs, especially in the late

fall, and often persists or dries in place. It forms a good article

of diet in winter, if it is collected when young and the caps are

dried. Some of its characters are quite variable. It may appear
in dense clusters, or only as a single individual. When growing
from the side of a trunk, the stems often grow downward ami the

cap develops horizontally. Others grow erect, especially when they
appear on top of the branch. When the plant grows to* consider-
able size, it is usually quite tomentose on the pileus and stem,
which normally are glabrous. The color is often quite deceptive.
Early, fast-growing individuals are pure white, but late, slow

growing ones become brownish or tan-colored; all of them tend
to become darker in age. The stems are mostly eccentric, but erect

plants may have central stems. The mode of attachment of the
,ui I Is is the most important distinction between this species and
/'. ostreatus and I>. sapidus; for although the latter have short
and lateral steins. P. ulmarius also may have stunted stems grow-
in- far to one side. As all of them are equally edible, this point
is only of diagnostic importance. Several varieties have been de-
scribed, based on the variations mentioned above.
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697. Pleurotus elongatipes I' EDIBLI

.lour, of Mycologj . Vol. I I. 1908.

PILEUS 5 I
11 fin. broad, convex or nearh plane, glabrous, white,

even on the margin. I

' U is 1 1 rather thin, white UILI H

then emarginate, rounded behind, close, moderately broad, thin,

white. STEM very long, 5 la cm., •'> 10 i thick, hoi

loir, variously curved or rlexuous, usually eccentric, glabrou*

more or less tomentose toward base, white. SPORES niin

sphoeroid, I •"> micr. in diain., si th.

i Dried: Pileus and gills ochraceous tan, st,-m ding} buff. i

Subcaespitose or solitary. <>n prostrate trunks or dei .

Whitmore Lake, Washtenaw Count} and Stevens Lake, Wayne
County. October. Rare?

This Bpecies seems limsi closel} related to /'. ulmarius, ami

no doubt often confused with it. Peck, who described it from the

Wayne County specimens senl him by Dr. O. E. Fischer, considers

it most closely related to /'. lignatilis. It differs from P. lignal

in its much stouter habit, and adnexed-emarginate gills. From

/'. ulmarius it seems separable i>> its stuffed to holloa Btem. All

of the cotype specimens in my possession have a rather large li"l

low stem when dried. Those in another collection have the habit and

appearance of /'. ulmarius, bu1 with the characteristic hollo* stem

in the dried condition. Dr. Peck's acuteness has thus, I beli<

found thai our common Pleurotus ulmarius is c posed, .it li

in this region, of two distinct species. It is oo doubt edible and

the separation is only of scientific interest. The Btetna ol
,!

i

specimens were very long, i»ut it is likely thai those were \>\

of an cm reme form.

698. Pleurotus sulfuroides Pk.

X. V. State Mus. Rep. 23, 1872.

Illustration: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig 108. p. 107

PILEUS 2-7 em. broad, convex, umbi snbex|i

fibrillose or minutely scaly, glabrescent, pale yellow. \

when moist. FLESH thin, soft. GILLS slightly

Brst, soon emarginati and rounded behind, clos

sulfur-yelloic to yellowish, white-fl
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STEM 3-8 cm. long, 5-7 mm. thick, eccentric, rigid-elastic, variously

curved, equal, fibrillose, pale yellow, stuffed then hollow, apex floc-

cose, even. SPORES oval to short elliptical, 6-9 x 5-6 inicr., gran-

ular within, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA none.

(Dried: Bay-brown throughout.)

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On decaying logs, hemlock or mixed

woods. Bay View. New Richmond. .September. Rare.

This species is usually rather long-stemmed, but it also occurs

with a short, firm stem. Sometimes it is rather soft in texture but

in dry weather it becomes firm. It is easily distinguished by the

pale yellow color of the whole plant. In one collection the color

was more truly sulfur-yellow. When it is dried, it assumes a bay-

brown or dingy chestnut color.

699. Pleurotus subpalmatus Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-38.

Illustrations: Lloyd, Mycological Notes, Vol. I, Fig. 23, p. 51.

Cooke, 111., PI. 255. (This has not the appearance of our

plant.)

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, fleshy, convex-plane, obtuse, the cuticle

gelatinous, coarsely reticulated and separable, brick-red to flesh

color, glabrous. FLESH rufescent, thick except at margin. GILLS

adnate, moderately broad, subventricose, close, thin, a few forked at

times or interspaces venose, becoming salmon color. STEM corica-

ceous-fleshy, confluent with pileus, 2-3 cm. long, 5-6 mm. thick,

equal, somewhat eccentric, curved, fibrillose, fibrous-stuffed, red-

dish within and without. SPORES globose, ccliinulate, whitish,

flesh color in mass.

On prostrate maple trunk, cut timber, etc. Houghton, Detroit

I Grosse Isle). August-September. Rare.

This rare species has been collected in this country in a small

number of widely separated localities. Morgan and Lloyd both re-

port i! from Ohio. It seems to have been collected in Kansas and
Minnesota. We have it from the northern and southern sections

of our Stale. It departs so widely from the genus Pleurotus in its

echinulate spores, which are flesh-colored, and the peculiar raised

net-work of reticulations on the upper surface of the pileus, that
it might be considered well marked as an independent genus. It
is just as properly an Entoloma as a Pleurotus; and why not a
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Heliomyces? lis ile^h becomes tough a1 maturity, .it least in dry

weather. Lloyd's figure is an excellenl illustration of tin- plant

I found ii a1 Houghton.

**<iills adnati dt cum ni or </• < ply dt cum nt, narrow* d to a /»>i>it

or line on the stt m.

700. Pleurotus ostreatus I'r. (Edibli

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Atkinson. Mushr as, PI. 30, Pig. L04, 11

Hard, Mushrooms, PI. is. Pig. i it. L908.

Mcllvaine, Amer. Mushrooms, Plates 35 and 35a, 1900.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, PI. '.». 58, 1905.

Michael, Piihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II. No. 79 (dark form).

Plate CXLI1 of this Report.

PILEUS 5-20 cm. or mure broad, firm, ascending or shelvii

conchate, subdimidiate to elongated, convex or depressed, white <»r

whitish becoming darker or brownish-ashy, moist, glabrous, margin
thin ami even, sometimes subrimose. FLESH thick'. Bomewhat

soft. GILLS, dose to subdistant, decurreni and running down the

stem in raised lines which anastomose, broad in the middle, nar-

rowed at ends, white or whitish. STEM lateral, short <>> nln

lacking, stout, solid, firm, often tomentose or Btrigose-hairy at

base, whitish. SPORES oblong, 7-10x I micr., smooth, white in

mass-. ODOB ami TASTE agreeable.

Caespitosely imbricated, often in large shelving cli on

standing dead trunks of poplar, maple, elm, hitch, willow

rarely on hemlock or pine; often on sawed logs scarcel) decayed.

Throughout the State. May to November. Common.

Distinguished from /'. sapidus ami /'. ulmarius by the pecuU

cross-connections of the decurreni gills on the Btem. It has usual-

ly stouter ami thicket- pilei than /'. sapidus and has wh;

/'. ostreatus i- apparently more common in southern Michig

while /'. sapidus is the nsiial form in the north, although both

found in the same region. It varies in color from dirty u'

smoky-white, becoming brownish-tan in age like the

spo.ies. In luxuriant specimens 'he gills are v<

;it the ends. It i~ I the "0

conchate pileus. Authors differ a- to whethet
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second quality for the table—the difference in quality is probably

due t0 the manner of cooking. Dr. Cooke says it may be spoiled

by improper preparation. Hard says they must be carefully and

thoroughly cocked, and this is an important fact. My own prefer-

ence is the method used in frying oysters, only it is better to cut

the cap into small pieces since they do not cook as quickly as an

oyster. The caps should be collected within a few days of their

appearance, as they become infested with small beetles; these, how-

ever, usually hide only between the gills, and can be shaken out,

Leaving Hie plants still fit to eat. At the first signs of decay they

are no longer desirable.

701. Pleurotus subareolatus Pk. var.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 30, 1878.

PILEUS 3-8 cm. broad, almost as long, firm, convex, spatnlate,

cuneate <>r flabelliform, lateral but marginate behind, white thai

dingy, tomentose behind, silky tomentose in front, obscurely areo-

late. margin a1 first involute. FLESH thick, surpassing width of

gills, rather soft. GILLS decurrent, scarcely or not at all anas-

tomosing on stem, rather broad, attenuate at ends, subdistant,

white, at length brownish, edge entire. STEM short, almost lateral,

ascending, 2-3 cm. long, about 1 cm. thick, firm, solid, sometimes

spongy within, equal, even, white then dingy or subrufescent, tomen-

tose. SPORES long, subcylindrioal, 12-15 x 4-.") micr., smooth, white.

CYSTIDIA none. BASIDIA about 45x7 micr., attenuated down-

ward, 4-spored. ODOR and TASTE mild or slightly nauseous.

Solitary or few in cluster. On living trunks of maple, basswood,

etc. Ann Arbor, New Richmond. September-October. Infrequent.

This species is referred here with some hesitancy. Peck describ-

ed his plants from a single collection, and emphasizes the areolate

character of the surface of the cap. He does not give the shape

of the pileus, but the stein is said to be eccentric, so that the pileus

was probably much more regular than in our plants. The spores,

gills and most of the other essential characters agree. It is prob-

able that it' we had accounts of the spore-size of some of the Euro-

pean species, our plant conld be easily placed. The margin re-

mains involute a long time, and Peck, in a note (Rep. 51, p. lfili

states that his species had a small, white membranous veil in the

young condition, showing its relation to Armillaria. No such veil

was observed in my plants.
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702. Pleurotus sapidus Kalch. (Edible

Hymen. Bungariae, I
s ""..

[llustrations : Atkinson, Mushrooms, Plate 31, Fig, 105, 1900

Bard, Mushrooms, PI. 20, Fig. 123, 1908.

N. Y. State Miis. Rep. is. n. 27, 1896, Bot. <-'l

Cooke, 111.. PL 954.

PILE! S 5-10 fin. or more broad, Arm, ascending or shelvii

Bubdimidiate or elongated, convex to subexpanded, depressed !"•

hind, glabrous, often irregular and with wavj margin, whil •

whitish, often tinged tan, yellowish, gray or brownish, margin thin

and even. FLESB white, moderately thick. GILLS close to sub

distant, decurrent, rarely anastomosing, broad, white or whitish.

STEM short or almosl lacking, strongly eccentric or lateral, solid,

firm, glabrous or slightly tomentose al base, SPORES narrowly

oblong, 7-11 x 3-4.5 micr., smooth, tinged lilac in muss on white

paper. ODOR and TASTE agreeable.

Caespitosely imbricated, habit variable, as in /'. ostreatus. <>n

dead tree-trunks ;in<l firm logs, <>f maple, elm, beech, oak, birch,

willow, etc. Throughout the State. May to November. Verj com
mon.

Like /'. ostreatus in general appearance and in practically all of

its characters excepl the lilac tinged spores. The gills anastomose

only at times, and the flesh is on an average thinner in Michigan

plants. <>ni- plant is mostly shelving and lateral-stemmed

Shown in Atkinson's figure. Only occasionally does our find sub

erect, eccentric «>r almost central-stemmed plants like those figured

by Peck and Cooke. The lilac tinge of the Bpores is aberranl with

in the white-spored group, and yet the planl is bo close to P

dins in other respects that it would be a Btranger in the pink

spored group; this species illustrates again that no grouping
can be made perfect. Its edible qualities are jn- 1 like those of the

oyster mushroom, and the remarks made under thai species apply

equally here. Both of these Bpecies are much sought in Europe, and

the peasants there often water the trunks of the trees where thei

occur, and in this waj obtain a new crop of the mushrooms. Both

are apt to appear, after the spring or autumn rains, in the same

logs and trunks, vn that one maj risit the same placi

year and obtain m supply.
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703. Pleurotus lignatilis Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 257.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 126, p. 163 (as P. abscondens).

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 538.

Plate CXLIII of this Report.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, tough, irregular, convex, sometimes de-

pressed or umbilicate, flocculose-pruinose, then glabrous, whitish.

GILLS adnato-decurrent, crowded, narrow, white. STEM 2-4 cm.

long, 2-4 mm. thick, slender, stuffed then hollow, equal, irregular-

curved, eccentric, somewhat villose. SPORES minute, oval, 3-5 x

2-3 micr., smooth, white. ODOR markedly farinaceous.

Gregarious on logs, etc. Bay View. August-September. Infre-

quent.

Var. abscondens Pk. has gills truly adnate becoming emarginate;

spores elliptical. 4-5 micr. long.

The plants referred here agree with the figures of European au-

thors in having the gills acuminate-adnate on the stem, so that as

the pileus expands they appear subdecurrent. This is also true

of the following two species. On account of this characteristic,

it seems to me these three species had better be grouped under our

second section than with P. ulmarius, where Fries and all others

have placed them. P. lignatilis and P. circinatus and P. fimbriatus
var. are very much alike in general appearance. To distinguish
the species one has to rely on the farinaceous odor of P. lignatilis,

on the subsolid stem and peculiarly hygrophanous pileus of P.

fimbriatus var., and on the very regular cap of P. circinatus. The

spores in all three are minute and somewhat alike. The pileus of

P. lignatilis often tends to be subinfundibuliform.

704. Pleurotus circinatus Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations: Fries. Icones, Plate 88.
(

%

<><>kc. 111., pi. 257.

PILE1 S 2-5 cm. broad, or less, regular, tough, convex, then plane
and slightly depressed, irhite or whitish, silky pruinate. FLESH
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thickish, white. GILLS adnato-decurrent, crowded, narrow, white.

STEM 2-5 cm. long, stuffed then hollow, equal, eccentric, slightly

curved <>r straight, glabrous, mycelioid al base. SPORES minute,

elliptical, 1-5x2-3 micr., Bmooth, white. ODOR slight, not farin

<:<< mis.

(Dried: Gills yellowish-ochraceous ; pileus and Btem ochrac<

tan. i

Gregarious. On logs in hemlock woods of aorthern Michigan;

frondose woods in the Bouth. Baj View, Detroit (Grosse Isle).

August-September. I nfrequent.

The planl is white at firsl bul becomes ding] tan when old. II

is toughish and the flesh is rather thick as in P. lignatilis. Both

hick the thin, hygrophanous appearance of the nexl species. The

Btem is usually Longer than the width of the pileus. It lacks the

distinct farinaceous odor of P. lignatilis.

705. Pleurotus fimbriatus Fr. var. regularis v;ir. nov.

Sys. Myc, 1821. (As Clitocybe fimbriatus.)

Illustration: Plate CXLIV of this Report.

I'lLETS l'T. cm. broad, broadly convex, then plain', obtuse, de

pressed or Bubinfundibuliform, pseudohygrophanous, 1ni<il\»> white,

then opaque-pruinose, wavy, irregularly lobed or almost regular,

glabrous, even mi margin. FLESH thin, Blightly tough, white.

GILLS acuminately adnato-decurrent, narrow, crowded, thin,

whitish becoming yellowish in age. STEW 1-3 cm. long, 2-5 mm.

'hi.k. Blender, curved, toughish, equal, solid except a narrow

tubule, floccose at apex, pruinose or silky fibrillose, pallid. SPt >R

minute, ovate, l x3 micr., si th, white CYSTIDIA none; Bterile

cdls on edge of gills, Blender. ODOR Bomewhat farin

oily. TASTE Blightly bitterish-astringent

On hemlock, elm, etc., logs in woods. Baj View, Ann A

June September. Infrequent.

The pileus when moist 1ms the appearance of ;i del

lucent, immature egg-shell; its margin is someti - com

i-ivnh.se. The stem is at "firsl firmly Btuflfed then tubul

comparisons see notes on the preceding two spi
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Section If. Dimidiati. Pileus lateral, not marginate behind,

not at lirst resupinate, sessile or continuous with the stem-like base.

706. Pleurotus serotinus Fr. (Edible)

S.vst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 24, p. 161, 1908 (as P.

serotinoides Pk.).

Cooke, 111., PI. 258. (Without the olive tints, etc.)

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 629.

PILEUS 3-8 cm. broad, campact, convex or nearly plane, lateral.

orbicular, dimidiate or reniform, with <i gelatinous pellicle which

becomes viscid when moist, olivaceous-umber but varying to yellow-

ish greenish or brown, surface often covered with a short, dense

tomentum. FLESH white, thick, firm. GILLS abruptly subde-

current, thin, broad, narrow in front, close, whitish or tinged ochra-

ceous or tan. STEM very short, lateral, continued above with the

pileus, stout, 5-20 mm. long, 8-10 mm. thick, yellowish beneath, sub-

tomentose or dotted with brown or blackish scales, solid. SPORES

minute, linear-oblong, slightly curved, 4-6x1-1.5 micr., smooth,

white in mass. CYSTIDIA fusiform, yellowish, about 25 micr.

long. BASIDIA 4-spored. ODOR and TASTE none.

(Dried: Colors similar to those of fresh condition, i

Caespitose, imbricated, often laterally connate, sometimes soli-

tary. On fallen elm trunks, or dead branches of various frondose

trees. Southern Michigan; probably throughout the State. August-
November. Frequent locally.

The mode of growth is similar to that of Claudopus nidulans, but

lacks the odor of the latter and is usually more compact and the

colors are dingy. The spores usually found deposited on the lower

pilei from those above are white. The tomentum on the pileus
oil en breaks up into punctate scales. The short stem, seen only

below, has a yellow-tomentose covering. It may appear in consider-

able quantity on a single tree trunk.
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707. Pleurotus petaloides IV

Svsl. Myc, IS_ I.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 109 10, n 108, I9O0

Cooke, III.. PI. 259.

PILEUS L-5 cm. broad, elongated in n iredgt shaped to tpathu
hih manner, 2-10 cm. long, tapering to ii stem-like iu-<-. ///.//<;•

excepl sometimes tomentose toward base, irhitish i<> broicn, tan or

r< ddish brown . margin al first inrolled and finely Htrinte when
moist. FLESH rather thin, white, Homogeneous. (JILLS decur

rent, very narrow, crowded, whitish or yellowish, '»/'/< fimbriate.

STEM nol apparenl from above, on the underside ii is somewhal

distinguishable as a compressed, Bhort, Bomewhal villose portion
"ii which the .uills descend. SPORES globose, minute, '• I micr. in

diameter, whin- in mass. CYSTIDIA abundant.

Caespitose on decaying wood, Logs, stumps, from underground

portions of wood, etc. July i<> September. Marquette. Infrequent.
Close to /'. spathulatus, which Inis oval-elliptical spores. The

European authors as a rule give the Bpores under the description
of ihis species as oval-elliptical, bo thai if Peck's conception is

correcl their measurements were taken from a form like Peck's P.

spat h iilul us. Fries and apparently mosl others have considered /'.

s/niiii iiioi us as a variety with ;i mure broadly expanded and 1 • » I >< -• I

pileus. Our species is distinguished from /'. porr'ujens and /'. albo

hiiiius by the presence <>i cystidia, as well as bj the non i-«-^.ii
|>i i

pileus in the young stage.

708. Pleurotus spathulatus Fi Pk.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 39, 1886.

Illustration : Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 120, p. 108, 1908 \~ /'.

/ii luhiiih s. i

"PILEUS 1-5 cm. broad, ascending, Bpathulnte," petnlnid, sub

flabelliform, "tapering behind into the stem, glabrous, convex

depressed on the disk and there sometimes pubescent, alutt

brownish tinged irith gray, red or yelloir. FLESH - ther

thin. GILLS decurrent, crowded, linear, whitish <>r yellowish.

STEM compressed, sometimes channeled above, grayish-tonientn

SPORES elliptical, 7.5 s L-5 micr. ODOR and TASTE
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This description was taken from Peck's Report. It is submitted,

so that more data may be obtained on the relation of this and the

preceding species. Patouillard's figure of P. petalo ides var. lobatus

(Tab. Analyt, No. 421) may be this species, as he figures the spores

elliptical-ovate. Hard gives the spore measurements elliptical, al-

though he says "globose." His figure could be either species.

Galtfelter (Trans. St. Louis Acad, of Sci., Vol. XVI, No. 4, p. 44)

gives the spores of P. petaloides as 3-4 inicr., and globose. There is

thus considerable discrepancy between European and American

notices of P. petaloides, so that Peck appears justified in separat-

ing the one with globose spores from the one with elliptical spores.

It is more than likely, however, that American authors have con-

fused Pamis angustatus Berk, with P. petaloides in which case P.

spathulatus would revert to P. petaloides as a variety, just as Fries

placed it, and the elliptical spores would belong to P. petaloides as

in Europe. All these species are doubtless edible so that the my-

cophagist is unaffected by the situation. Both Partus angustatus
and Pleurotus petaloides have abundant cystidia, and both have

been found in northern Michigan.

709. Pleurotus candidissimus B. & C.

Ann. Nat. History, 1859.

PILEUS 2-18 mm. broad, flaccid, reniform or dimidiate, soft-mem-

bianous,# ascending, convex then plane, attached laterally, never

resupinate, subsessile i. e. stem very short, sometimes sessile, pure

white, pulverulent, with a chalky lustre, villose at point of attach-

ment, margin sulfate, varying to rugose-striate. GILLS radiating,

decurrent, subdi^tant to distant, broader in front, narrowed to the

villose base, thin, white. SPORES globose, 4-6 micr. diain., smooth.

Gregarious, on rotten wood. Mixed hemlock, maple and beech
woods. Houghton, Bay View, New Richmond. July to September.
Infrequent.

Tli is little species is easily mistaken for P. septicus from which
it differs in its globose spores and its sulcate and non-resupinate
pileus. The pileus may become resupinate on drying or when old.

It varies from sulcate to obscurely striate or lacimose-rugose, but
\ igorous specimens show this character well. Other Friesian species
differ as follows : P. mitis has an even pileus ;

P. limpidus is hygroph-
anous and the gills are crowded and linear; and P. acerosus has
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crowded ,uill*. Our plant Beems to be overlooked usually, ai 11

delicate and soon shrivels.

Section ill. Resupinati. Pileus ai Aral resupinate, then reflei

ed, sessile.

*l'ihns fleshy, rather thick: trama homogeneou

710. Pleurotus porrigens FY.

Syst. Mvc. L821.

niostrations: Michael, Fuhrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. III. No. 100.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 259.

PILEUS '_' 1 cm. broad, elongated ear-shaped, obovateor fan Bhap

ed, 3-8 cm. long, at first resupinate and Bnborbicnlar with p

ently inrolled i/Kirn'm, then reflexed and prolonged, ;i— *-*-it<liriLx or

horizontal, pun white, sessile, glabrous except tin- base which i>

villose-tomriiiusc. margin regular or lobed. FLESB thin, rather

brink'. <!ILLS radiating, narrow, crowded, Linear, thin, much

forked or even anastomosing at base, ai length creamy-yellowish.

SPORES Blightly longer than wide, oval, <>! subglobose, 6-7 1

iniii-.. smooth. CYSTIDLA none.

Oaespitosely imbricated. On decayed \\ I of conifers. In the

hemlock ami pine regions of the State. Angusl September.

Easily confused with Panus angustatus and Pleurotus alboto-

mentosus. It differs from these in the absence of ;i gelatinous 1

in the pileus. Prom /'. petaJoides it iv distinguished by it- \\

color ami absence of cystidia on the gills. It** home i> usually <<n

very rotten wood of hemlock or pine. P. ><• pin- tus Ell. i> sai<

Ik* the same thing.

711. Pleurotus septicus Fr

Svst. Mvc. 1821,

Illustrations: Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., So. 62*3

Cooke, 111.. PL 259.

PILEUS 5-20 nun. broad, resupinati m
first, then reflexed,

vex then plane, short-stipitate, white, pubescent, •

FLESB thin, nol truh membranous. <;II/LS subdistant,
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broad, radiating, white. STEM slender, short, incurved, pubescent,

disappearing, surrounded at the base by a webby zone of filaments,

white. SPOKES elliptic-ovate, pointed-apiculate, 8-10x6 micr.,

white in mass. CYSTIDIA none.

On decaying wood, etc., in woods. Probably throughout the

State. July-September. Infrequently found.

Often confused with Claudopns variabilis when the latter is

young and white-gilled. It has no doubt also been mistaken for

/'. cemdidissimus which however is not resupinate at first and has

globose spores. Probably several other small white species occur,

but have not been distinguished.

**Pileus fleshy, with a gelatinous layer on or just beneath the

surface.

712. Pleurotus albolanatus Pk., sp. nov.

Illustration : Plate CXLV of this Report.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. or more broad, resupinate at first, fleshy,

lateral, sessile, becoming obovate, reniform or flabelliform, convex

to subexpanded, trania slightly differentiated into several layers,

upper pari subgelatinous, surface pulrcrulent-tomcntose, margin

involute at first. FLESH rather thin, white, scissile, becoming

brittle. GILLS decurrent on stem like base, very crowded, narrow,

white to yellowish, somewhat forked, thin. SPORES spherical,

I »', uiier. diam., smooth, white in mass. CYSTIDIA none.

Caespitosely imbricated. On decaying logs of beech, hemlock,

etc., of northern Michigan. Bay Mew, Marquette, Houghton.

August-< )ctober. Frequent.

This species approaches Panus angustatus, but differs consistent-

ly in the lack of cystidia, in its larger spores, and perhaps in its

resupinate pileus. No record seems to be on hand that P. angus-

tatus is at first resupinate. The pileus lias a gelatinous feel and is

composed of several layers, but in some specimens these are hard

in distinguish. Specimens referred to Peck, were labelled by him P.

porrigt us var. albolanatus. The spherical spores, which are con-

stant, and the subgelatinous layer in the upper part of the pileus

warrant me in using Peck's varietal name for a distinct species.

Luxuriant specimens become lobed as in the related species, and

measure up to 14 cm. in width. The flesh becomes brittle on dry-

ing and is rather thin throughout. The tomentosity extends usual-
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lv over tin- whole |>ilcns but b 'times the margin ie glabrous.
There are oo Btriations. Sometimes the base arises from .1 white,

mycelioid subiculum.

713. Pleurotus mastrucatus l'r.

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

Illustration :
<

looke, ill.. I'l. 243.

"P1LEUS 2.5 10 cm. broad, at first rcsupinati then reflexed and

expanded, sessile, subdimidiate, obovate, Bometimes lobed, flaccid,

trama with un upper gelatinous layer, mouse-gray, roughsquamu
lose with blackish hairs and rigid points intermixed, margin in-

volute ;ii first. GILLS converging to the base of pileus, (without
;i rudimentary Btem), broad, subdistant, whitish-gray. 8PORE8
oblong, oblique, 8-9x 1-5 micr., white.

••< !aespitosely imbricated. On logs or decaying ^ I. September-
November."

This Bpecies has been found in surrounding States and no doubl

occurs with us, though I have not found it. Reported in the Chicago
Xat. Hist. Surv. Report, and in Morgan's Flora of the Miami Valley,

Ohio. It is pare.

714. Pleurotus atrocaeruleus l'r. v.-ir. griseus PI

X. Y. .Mils. Rep. 1 1. 1891. 1 Syst. Myc, 1821.
1

PILEUS 2-5 fin. broad, <ii first resupinate, thru r«»flexed .mil

horizontal, obovate or reniform, upper layer oj trama grlatim

mill tough, dark grayish-brown shaded with bluish or blackish tii

coarsely villose toward the base, glabrous on margin,

slightly wrinkled, margin often lobed. FLESH stm 'in

ous above, composed >! floccose-hyphae below, the lower layer vi

bag in thickness, thinner in front. GILLS radiatii 1

tin- region of the attachment of pileus or to tin- bai

base, moderately broad, somewhal close, whitisl

minutely fimbriate. SPORES elliptic-oblong, narrowei

end, 6-7.5x3 ! micr., smooth, white in mas? ' V'STIDl \

acuminate and scattered on the sides of ^ill> and then

micr. long; more numerous bul shorter, about ::•> 11

<>!' t he gil Is, often capped wit li <•'».! 1
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(Dried: Pileus blackish, gills ochraceous-tan.)

Caespitose, subiinbricate, ou the bark of various trees, in woods,

lawns, etc. On mountain ash on a lawn at Marquette. July-

September. Throughout the State. Infrequent.

The plants, like the plants of the genus Marasmius, revive when

moistened. Mounted in water under the microscope, a section

through the pileus shows a gelatinous upper layer of uniform thick-

ness, bounded by dark kyphae on both sides of this layer, the upper

hyphae forming the villosity on the pileus, the lower forming an

opaque line next to the white flesh beneath. In front the flesh is

thinner than the pellicle, behind it is several times thicker. Whether

the variety is entirely distinct from the European species, cannot

be decided from data at hand. The cystidia are thick-walled,

slender, penetrate deep into the subhymenium, and do not project

far above the hymenium.

715. Pleurotus applicatus Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. Ill, p. 109, 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 125, p. 1G2, 1908.

Cooke, 111., PL 244.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., Ntf. 519.

PILEUS 3-6 mm. broad, minute, arising from an orbicular re-

supinate tubercle, soon horizontal but cupulate, convex, submeni-

branous, trama mainly gelatinous, surface pruinate to villose be-

hind, obscurely striatulate, dark gray to blackish, tinged blue, ses-

sile or with a villose, base-like tubercle. GILLS subdistant, rela-

tively broad, radiating, whitish at first, soon gray or even darker

than the pileus. SPORES spherical, minute, 4-5 micr. diam.,

smooth, white in mass. CYSTIDIA none.

Gregarious, on rotten wood, often on old steins of grape vines,

in moist woods. Probably throughout the State; Ann Arbor, etc.

-I une-September. Infrequently collected.

The dark color of this little Pleurotus causes it ordinarily to

-escape detection, but persistent examination of the lower side of

moist logs or brush-heaps is likely to disclose it. It revives on

moistening, and so simulates a Panus. It differs from P. atro-

pellitus in its globose spores and gelatinous trama. A large portion
of the thin pileus is composed of gelatinizing hyphae, on the top of
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which are dark Boccose threads which rorra ! h «• villose lurl

;i pari <>i' the pileus. The gills are Bubdistanl with alternating

.shorter ^ills, which often develop i
ii\ so thai the main u'iiu

appear quite distant. When growing from the underside of u I

the pileus is a1 tached al its center.

***rihiis membranous, tratna homogenous, not gelatine

716. Pleurotus atropellitus I'k.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 39, L886.

PILEUS r>-l.~> nun. broad, Bmall, resupinaU <it first. \.-i\ thin.

membranous, tonghish, suborbicular, then obovate or reniform, con

vex to nearly plane, mllose-tomentulose, glabrescenl in front,

sile by a villose tubercle, ashy-gray to blackish, loidely-striati to

8ub8ulcate on margin when moist. FLESH homogeneous, with dark

hyphae on the surface of pileus. <MLLS close to subdistant, rela-

tively broad, short ones often narrow, concolor, radiating from the

stem-like villose l>ase. SPORES elliptical-oval, 7 !t \ I > micr.,

smooth, white in mass. CYSTIDIA none.

On decayed wood, low w Is. New Richmond, Ann Arbor.

.March (21, L909), September, etc. Infrequent.

This is similar to /'. applicatus, hut more flaccid, more definitely

striate on the pileus. ami with broadly elliptical Bpores Our plants

were paler than those described by Peck. The closeness of the gills

varies in these small plants and makes a poor character to em

phasize. It revives poorly when moistened as compared with /'.

Q/ppUcatuS. Another small specie-, related to these tWO, i- P. "

Schw. This has subglobose spores ami is plicate on the margin of

the pileus. /'. siriuiuhis i'r. has very distanl gills, subglob

;iml a pendulous, obconic, Btriate brown or ashy pileus. I have nor

found these two in tin- state.

Tricholoma I'r.

(From the Creek thri.r, genitive trichos, a hair; ami fom<

fringe, referring to the remnants of the cortina in Borne spe<
•

White sporeil. Stem continuous with the pileUS, UnthOUi <in an

nulus, spongy-fleshy i" fibrous, central; partial veil in t!

;i Bliehl flbrillose or floccose cortina, or lacking. \"l\.i n< - ill-
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adnate or truncate-adnexed, becoming emarginate. Pileus viscid

or dry.

Putrescent, terrestrial, fleshy, firm and rather large mushrooms.

A large -vims, approaching Clitocybe and Pleurotus, being sepa-

rated from the former by the non-decurrent gills, from the latter

by the central stem. Collybia is distinguished by its cartilaginous

stem, and by the absence of a cortina, and more often grows on

wood or decayed leaves, etc. The trama of the gills is composed

of parallel hyphae which distinguishes them from those Hygrophori

which are similar in appearance. The genus corresponds to Hebe-

loma, Entoloma and Hypholoma of the ochre, pink and purple-

spored groups. Many of them are edible, and their thick flesh fur-

nishes considerable substance; on the other hand several species

are known to be poisonous and must be avoided.

The PILEUS may be glabrous, silky or in some species scaly;

viscid, dry or hygrophanous. Accordingly they are placed under

corresponding sections of the genus. The colors are seldom bright,

although several are sulfur-yellow and others purplish or lavender.

Many of them are dull whitish to gray or tan, sometimes umber or

blackish. The character of the margin of the pileus is used exten-

sively to determine to which sub-genns they belong. It is, there-

fore, important to observe carefully the presence or absence of

silky fibrils or flocei on the margin, as their presence indicates a

slight cortina in the very young stage and suggests the sub-genns
Cortinellus. The viscidity indicates the subgenus Limacina, al-

though species of other sections sometimes become slightly viscid

or gelatinous in very wet weather. The (JILLS are used to separate
this genus from (Titocybe. Theoretically, they are always emwrgi-
nate behind, but this condition varies considerably. It is true, that

in the mature plant, when the pileus is fully expanded, they become
either sinuate or emarginate in most cases, although a single speci-
men may not always be normal in this respect. When young, how-

ever, they often do not show this character clearly, but are then

adnexed, rounded-adnate, or adnate in such a way that they are

merely a Little less broad at the attached portion than they are
a few millimeters away from the stem, and this short distance is

often marked by a straight edge rather than by a rounded edge.
Such a condition may he referred to as truncately-adnate, rather
than as adnexed. In old stages the gills may even become spuri-
ously decurrent, and their Tricholoma nature is then evident only
by a slight sinuate portion near the stem, since in Clitocybe the
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edge lb uniformly continuous or straight. Fayod 'Ann. <l. Sci.

Nat., 7 Ser., Vol. 9, i>. 346), says thai in the verj young button

stage tliey are trul} decurrenl bul his observations were limited

to few Bpecies. The color oj tin gills changes .it maturit} or

in age in some species, and this character is used to separate

the Bpecies under each section into tun groups. Tin* color

changes to reddish-spotted, flesh-color, ash} or even black in age or

when bruised, and hence it is often impossible to locate a spe<

properly until it has been kepi several hours after picking. In

some species the uills are verj Barrow; in others, ver} broad, and

this is ;i reliable character when well developed plants are ;it hand :

poorly-developed or stunted specimens often produce narrow gills

in broad gilled species. The gills of some species are easilj separa

ble from the trama of the pileus, and such Bpecies have been

ferred by some authors to a separate genus: Lepista. There is,

however, aot Bufficienl data ;ii hand to know with certainty what

Bpecies have iliis character and why, and hence in this report the}

are included under Tricholoma. The STEM varies from fibrous

fleshy !<• fibrous-spongy; more often quite firm, compart and stout.

h lacks the cartilaginous rind of the stem of Collybia, although

in dry weather forms a rind is sometimes simulated. '/'. albiflavi

dum Pk. often has a distind cartilaginous stem and is grouped un-

der Collybia. There is no annulus, the cortina being evanescent

when presenl al all, or in a few extreme cases leaving only slight

fibrillose remnants on its surface, as in T. voccinum IT. and T. im-

bricatum Ft. It is nearly always dry, and Bcarcely ever sharpl}

bulbous. The SPORES are white excepl in a small aberranl group

including '/'. personatum, T. nudum and '/'. panoeolum, where the}

are tinged pale dingy-flesh color in mass. They vary from elliptical

tu oval in- spherical, and are usually medium to Bmall or minute in

size. Tl pispore is rarely rough, e. g., in soi f the Bpecies un-

der the subgenus Melanoleuca. CY8TIDIA are lacking in this

genus; sterile cells are seldom presenl on the edge of the uilK:

they have been noted in '/'. rutilans and '/'. acre. The ODOR i»

quite characteristic of man} species; many have a farinaceous odor,

while some are distinguishable by a heav} disagreeable odor, when

it is nut otherwise noticeable, the odor ma} often I btained b}

crushing ;i piece of the «;t
|

» between the fingers The TASTE
varies ;il>i>. In those species with the farinaceous odor, then

corresponding taste. 8 •

species have an acrid

Tricholomas usually have a terrestrial habitat. Thi
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common in open woods, mossy places and thick forests. Some grow

in meadows or grassy places, but these are rare in the vicinity of

Ann Arbor. T. rutilans grows on wood, and T. ustale is partial to

the remains of very rotten logs, etc. Their EDIBILITY varies.

Some of them, like T. resplendens and T. personatum are among

our very best mushrooms for the table. Others like T. equestre,

T. transmutans, T. sejunctum and T. terreum are fairly good when

properly cooked. Some, such as T. laterarium, are very bitter, or

have various kinds of disagreeable flavors which, however, almost

disappear in cooking. In serving those mushrooms of disagreeable

flavor it is safer to discard the liquid in which they were prepared,

as this contains the objectionable constituents. In several species,

of which T. sulfureum is an example, the disagreeable flavor can-

not be removed, and such should not be eaten. In all cases, except

those species which are well-known, it is necessary to exercise ex-

treme caution, since the genus includes several poisonous species.

T. vencnatum for example, has a mild taste and odor, and is yet

known to cause severe sickness. Many of those with a farinaceous

taste and odor, on the other hand, are known to be edible. One
must therefore be able to discriminate in order to be on the safe

side.

The grouping of this large genus is fraught with considerable

difficulties. The separate species are often closely related, and

some of them approach other genera in such a way as to cause dis-

agreement among authors as to their generic position. I have at-

tempted an arrangement along conservative lines until our data

are more complete. The species included in this report do not, I

am sure, represent more than half the species occurring within the

State. It has been impossible to make a search for Tricholomas

in the northern part of the State in the late fall, so that doubtless

that region is poorly represented. Hence, also, it was impossible
to study the genus in such a way as to form a definite opinion as

to the value of various arrangements which have been proposed.
Some have segregated it into four or more genera. Others have

separated those species with rough spores under the genus Mela-

noleuca, while still others have placed those species in which the

gills separate easily from the trama of the pileus under Lepista Fr.
The most natural arrangement with the data at hand, seems to
be a division into subgenera, based on (1) the viscid pileus:

Limacina; (2) the dry pileus, with a nbrillose cortina when young:
Cortinellus; and (3) the moist or hygrophanous pileus: Melano-
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leuca. I ;iin inclined also t<» consider those with separable gills

as a distind subgenus, bu1 have avoided thai arrangement in this

report for lack of data.

The key to the species includes a Dumber which have not yet

been found in Michigan bu1 which occur i ighboring State

A | y to tin S/n firs

(A) Pileus viscid, medium to large. [See also (AA) and (AAA).]
(a) Pilous pure white. 721. T. resplendent Fr.

taa) Pileus not pure white.

(b) Gills sulfur-yellow; pileus not virgate. 717. T. eguettre Ft.

(hb) Gills not Bulfur-yellow.

(c) Gills becoming discolored in age, often spotted with brownish-
red,

(d) Flesh and gills yellowish; stem at first viscid; pileus brown.

ftavobrunneum Fr.

(dd) Flesh and gills white at first.

(e) Pileus pale pink to rosy-red, margin at first involute.

(See 163. Hugrophorus russula Fr.)

(ee) Pileus reddish-brown to bay-brown.
(f) Odor distinctly farinaceous when flesh is crushed; taste

of surface of pileus bitter. 722. T. transmutans Pk.

(ff) Odor not farinaceous; stem mostly rooting. 723. T.

Hstale Fr.

(cc) Gills not discolored, not rufescent.

(d) Pileus streaked with innate blackish fibrils,

(e) Taste bitterish or nauseous; pileus whitish to yellowish.
71S. T. 8ejunctum Fr.

(ee) Taste mild; pileus gray, smoky, lurid. 719. T. porten-
tosum Fr.

(dd) Pileus not streaked.

(e) Stem floccose-fibrillose; pileus alutaceous. 720. T. ter-

riferum Pk.

(ee) Stem glabrous,

(f) Pileus slightly viscid, greenish-yellow; stem white. T.

intermedium Pk.

(ff) Pileus glutinous, yellow-tawny, disk reddish-brown ; base

of stem brown. T. oiacOBUm Pk.

(AA) Pileus hygrophanous (water-soaked plants of the (AAA) group
sometimes have an hygrophanous appearance).

(a) Stem sulcate or coarsely striate; pileus reddish or n-ddish-fawn

color (moist), 5-10 cm. broad. T. gramn opodium Fr.

(aa) Stem not sulcate; pileus usually less than 6 cm. broad

(b) Gills violaceous (young), then smoky; often In greenhouses, car-

dens, etc. 754. T. aordidum Vr.

(bb) Gills not at first violaceous.

(c) Pileus 1-3 cm. broad, Btem bollow.

(d) Pileus olive-gray (moist); odor of rancid meal T. putidum
Ft.

(dd) Pilous watery-brown (moist); odor farinaceous, T. rimo-

sum Pk.

(CC) Pilous 3-7 Cm. broad.

(d) odor Btrongly farh . pileus grayish-brown or br

(moist); gills whitish. 763. '/'. leuct tepholoide* Pk.

i dd I
I

>
i

> <!• not farii

i.
|

St. Mil brown within and without. Bhort; pilettfl ashy, gr

ish-brown, darker on disk. T. brevipet Fr.

(ee | Stem whitish within; in fields, irar ": md, etc.
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(f) Stem streaked with blackish fibrils, elastic; pileus smoky-
brown. 752. T. melaleucum Fr.

(ff) Stem covered with a cinereous pulverulence, soft; pileus

gray. T. humile Fr.

(AAA) Pileus neither viscid nor hygrophanous.

(a) Pileus white or whitish at first, disk often with tints of other

colors,

(b) Taste acrid, bitter or unpleasant (often tardily),

(c) Gills becoming dingy flesh color. 751. T. panoeolum var. car-

spitosum Bres.

(cc) Gills white or whitish, not becoming dingy incarnate in age.

(d) Stem stuffed or hollow; pileus with grayish-brown disk;

taste and odor strong, unpleasant. T. terreolens Pk.

(dd) Stem solid,

(e) Gills broad; pileus minutely scaly; taste slowly acrid or

unpleasant,

(f) Pileus with ochraceous. drop-like scales on disk.

726. T. nobile Pk. (T. serratifolium Pk.) (See also

T. venenatum Atk.)

(ee) Gills not broad; pileus glabrous.

(f) Taste very bitter; gills narrow and crowded. 743. T.

acerbum Fr.

(ff) Taste tardily acrid; gills medium broad and close. 742.

T. album Fr.

(bb) Taste mild or farinaceous,

(c) Stems connately joined at base or several growing from a

thick fleshy mass,

(d) Pileus mottled with reddish scaly spots. T. albellum Fr.

(dd) Pileus mottled with watery spots. 741. T. iinifactum
Pk. var.

(cc) Stems simple or subcaespitose.

(d) Pileus small; gills broad; stem solid; taste farinaceous. T.

silvaticum Pk.

(dd) Pileus usually more than 2-3 cm. broad,

(e) Odor and taste farinaceous,

(f) Pileus large, 8-12 cm., scaly with brownish scales; spores
9-11 x 6 micr. T. grande Pk.

(ff) Pileus 3-6 cm., glabrous; spores 6-8 x 3-4 micr. 745. T.

Jeucocephalum Fr.

(ee) Odor and taste mild.

(f) Stem rooting and tomentose at base. T. lascivum Fr.

(ff) Stem not rooting. {Clitocybe Candida Bres. may be

sought here.)

(g) Margin of pileus with short, radiating ridges; gills

narrow and crowded. 744. T. laterarium Pk.

(gg) Margin even,

(h) Gills rather broad.

(i) Plant pure shining white, but without a separate
pellicle. 727. T. columbetta Fr.

(ii) Plant dingy whitish, pileus fibrillose-scaly. 725.

T. venenata Atk.

(iii) Plant whitish, caespitose. (See 774. Clitocybe
multiceps.)

(hh) Gills narrow and crowded, pileus not pure white;
stem striate. (See 813. Collybia albiflavidum Pk.)

(aa) Pileus yellow, yellowish or smoky-yellowish. [See also (aaa).]
(b) Growing on wood; edge of gills flocculose.

(c) Pileus yellow beneath the dark reddish scales. 724. T. ruti-
lans Fr.

(cc) Pileus pale yellow, slightly silky. T. flavescens Pk.
(bb) Growing on the ground,

(c) Odor strong of coal tar, etc., disagreeable or farinaceous.
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(d) riant sulfur-yellow to ollvaoeouB-yellow ; odor d eable,

Btrong. 737. T. sulfun urn Fr

(dd) Planl pale yellow or b kj jrellow.

(e) Stem Bolld; gills jrellowi a, la te farin T,

chrysenteroidt 8 Pk.

(ee) St. 'in Btuffed or hollow; gills rather broad

(f) Pileue smoky-yellowish ;
taste and odor farli

gills white. 746, '/'. fumosiluteum Pk.

nil Plleus pale yellow; gills whitish tinged pink ;

rather strong. '< I odorum Pk.

(cc) Odor aone or slight.

i d i Plleus large, I LO cm.

(e) Plleus very fragile, brlghl yellow, ted with other

hues; gills broad, white. T. daviaiae Pk.

(ee) Pileus Arm, yellow, umbonate; Kills whit. illd,

white within; spores globose. I*. SUblutev

(dd) Pileus small. 1-3 cm., dull sail ion : gills yellOW ilbir

Pk. (See also /'. i
, rinum Ft. <

(aaa) Pileus neither white, whitish, yellow nor yellowish,

(b) Pileus violet, lilac or purplish.'

(c) Pileus 6-12 cm. broad; stem stout, lavender or lilac; common.
747. 7'. //' rstiiinl u tn Yv.

(CC) Pileus smaller; stem more Blend) r

(d) Pileus at first conic-campanulate and flocculose on the mar-

gin; gills whitish. /'. inn'nhs Fr.

(dd) Pileus at first convex and naked on margin, gills bluish

to lavender. 74S. T. nudum Fr.

(bb) Pileus not violet, lilac or purplish,

(c) On wood or rotten logs.

(d) Pileus covered with dense, minute, blackish or brownish

scales; flesh yellow. (See 760. - the decora Fr.)

(dd) Pileus covered with reddish tomentum or Bcales, flesh yel-

low. 724. /'. rutilans Ft.

(cc) On the ground.

(d) Pileus cinereous, grayish-brown, smoky or blackish. [See

(dd).]

(e) Gills becoming blackish or bluish-black when brui

Pileus 2-7 cm. broad.

(f) Gills narrow, crowded. 733. 7 fun I'k.

(ff) Gills moderately broad, close to Bubdistanl 734 P.

fuligineum Pk.

(ee) Gills not becoming black when bruised; some changing
to ashy, yellowish or flesh color in a-

(f) Taste acrid, peppers or disagreeable

(g) Stem rooting; Kills white; pileus grayish-brown, t

disagreeable /'. radicatum Pk.

(gg) Stem not markedly rooting.

(h) Pileus Virgate with gray or blackish fibrils.

(ii Pileus acutely and prominently umbonate; Kills

and st. -in white. /•. 8U0CH "'""' l'k (ct /

turn Fr. )

(ii) l'ileus obtuse; gills at length |

731. r. acre Fk.

I hh ) l'ileus not vii-L

ii> l'ileus butt', grayish-brown or

: Kills crowded, narrow. BOOIJ i

571. /. panorolum vai

i ii i \ot pileus livid-brown ;

coming reddish. 7

( ft t Taste mild or farin

(g) Very large; pileus 10-20 cm broad,
m rooting. ''k
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(gg) Moderate size,

(h) Pileus 2-6 cm. broad, innately fibrillose or fibrillose-

scaly. 732. T. terreum Fr.

(hh) Pileus 5-10 cm. broad,

(i) Pileus smoky-umber to blackisb; gills broad, cin-

erascent. 736. T. laticeps sp. nov.

(ii) Pileus grayish or grayish-brown,
(k) Gills broad, subdistant.

(I) Streaked with darker fibrils; gills white. (See
816. Collybia platyphylla Fr.)

(II) Pileus usually water-spotted not streaked;
gills slightly cinerascent; autumnal. 749. T.

tumidum Fr.

(kk) Gills close or crowded.

(I) Gills easily separable from flesh of pileus,

becoming dingy-yellowish in age; stem
stuffed. 751. T. cinerascens Fr.

(II) Gills not separable, veined on the sides. T.

patulum Fr.

(dd) Pileus reddish, -tawny, tan, fuscous-livid, etc.

(e) Growing on wood; pileus and stem covered with tawny,
tomentose scales. T. decorosum Pk.

(ee) Not on wood.

(f) Flesh of pileus or stem changing to reddish when bruised
or in age; pileus red-brown,

(g) Stem hollow. 729. T. vaccinum Fr.

(gg) Stem solid. 728. T. imbricatum Fr.

(ff) Flesh not turning reddish,

(g) Becoming ferruginous-stained when handled; pileus
whitish to brownish. T. submaculatum Pk.

(gg) Not becoming rusty-stained,
(h) In pastures, etc., in the spring; pileus pale tan,

watery-spotted; odor farinaceous. T. gambosum
Fr.

(hh) In the woods.
(i) Pileus pale alutaceous to russet; gills pale yellow;

stem white. 730. T'. tricolor Pk.
(ii) Pileus flesh color, 1-2 cm. broad. 740. T. carneum

Fr.

SUBGEXUS I. LIMAGINA. Pileus provided with a gelatinous

pellicle, viscid, not hygrophanous. Cortina none.

*Gills not at length brown or rufescent-spotted.

717. Tricholoma equestre Fr. (EniBLE)

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations: Cooke, TIL, PI. 72.

Berkeley, Outlines, PI. 4, Fig. 2.

Gillet, Champignons de France, PI. f>72.

Ricken. Bliitterpilze, PI. 90. Fig. 3.

PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, compact, convex-expanded, obtuse, pale
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yellow, variegated with reddiah or Bmokj reddish especially on disk,

viscid, Bomewhat Bcalj on broad disk, nol virgate, margin even and

naked. FLESH white or tinged yellow under cuticle, thin on

margin. GILLS slightly adnexed or aearly free, rounded-trum

behind, sulfur-yellow, close, rather broad, ventricose, edge entire or

Bnberoded. STEJM stont, 3-6 cm. long, i 2 cm thick, equal or rob

bulbous, solid rarely cavernous, pale yellow or white, white within,

even, minutely scaly or glabrescent. BPORE8 elliptical-oval, 8-7

x I micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA and sterili oella Done. ODOK

slighl or none; TASTE Bubfarinaceous, tardily disagreeable.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground among or under

[eaves in conifer and frondose woods. Ann Arbor, Detroit, Jack-

Bon, Houghton, Marquette. August-October. (Earliesl record

July 28.
1 [nfrequent.

This is usually a large and noble species, bu1 late in Che fall it

Is often found with Bmaller dimensions. The color of the Btem Is

pale yellow or even white, bul in Europe it is Baid to be sulfur

yellow, as is also the flesh. The scales on the pileus are nol always

developed. The margin of the cap is at firsl incurved and irregu-

larly wavy. It differs from T. sejunctum by lacking the radiating

sooty lines which characterize the pileus of thai species, and by its

yellow gills. It is found sparingly, and rather late in the fall.

When covered with leaves the yellow color of the cap is more high-

ly developed.

718. Tricholoma sejunctum FY. EDEBLl

Syst. Mvr.. 1821.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Pig. 89, p.
sv

H.,,,1. Mushrooms, Fig. 60, p. 82, L908.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 53.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 700.

Fries, [cones, PI. 23 (luxurianl form).

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 89, Pig. 2.

PILEUS t-8 cm. broad, convex-expanded, obtuse or nmboi

8ubvi8cid, whitish to yellowish, streaked with innati

fibrils, often gibbous or irregular. FLESH white or slightly yel-

lowish, fragile. GILLS emarginate, white, usually broad, sub

tant to close, edge entire. STEM elongated, 5-8 cm. long, l 1.5 cm.

thick, subequal or variously thickened and
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times cavernous, subglabrous, even, white or tinged yellowish.

SPOEES oval to subspherical, 6-7x4-5.5 micr., white. CYSTIDIA

none. ODOK slight; TASTE bitterish to nauseous.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in oak and maple

woods. Ann Arbor, New Richmond. September-November.

Frequent around Ann Arbor in the late fall. Usually this species

is more slender than T. equestrc. Its virgate pileus and white gills

distinguish it from that species. The color is quite variable; some-

times the pileus is a doll white with a few yellow stains, while the

other extreme, with the pilens almost entirely smoky-brown or

blackish on disk, is equally common. The disk of the pileus some-

times develops blackish iibrillose scales while normally it is gla-

brous. In any case there is usually some sign of the streaked con-

dition. Specimens have been found in which slight yellowish stains

appeared on the edge of the gills in the older specimens, but these

could not be referred to T. coryphaeum Fr. which species

is said to have yellow-edged gills. Peck remarks that the taste

is scarcely bitter. In our plants a bitterish-nauseous taste was

nearly always present. Tricholoma intermedium Pk. is said to be

halfway between T. equestre and T. sejunctum, and is distinguish-

ed by its crowded gills. It should be considered as a variety, since

it is doubtless an example of the extreme variation of T. sejunctum.

719. Tricholoma portentosum Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 63, p. S7, 1908.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. IT, No. 93.

Teck, X. V. State Mns. Mem. 4, PL 45, Figs. 1-5, 1900

(var. centrale Pk.)

Cooke, 111., PI. 54.

(Jillet, Champignons de France, PI. 092.

Pries, Icones, PI. 24.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 89, Fig. 3.

"PILEUS 6-12 cm. broad, convex-expanded, subumbonate, some-
I ink's irregular and repand, viscid, even, glabrous, generally fuli-

ginous, sometimes
violet-tinged, lurid, virgate with innate

1

black

fibrils, margin always naked and thin. FLESH white, obsoletely
Lutescent, fragile. GILLS rounded behind, slightly adnexed, broad
lap to 2 cm. i, distant when mature, whitish at first, finally yellow-
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ish or grayish-tinged. STEM 6-8 cm. long, 1-2 cm. thick, ttout,

firm, solid, subequal, innately fibrillost striate, whitish. SPORES
6-7x3 l micr., elliptical. ODOR none; TASTE mild."

Said i'> occur in conifer « I--. Perhaps in the northern pari

the State.

Ii has no1 been found with certainty in America, bul is reported

by some American authors. The figures of European nuthoi

considerably as to color oi cap. Schroeter says ii in gra,> or rtisM

brown; < : i 1 1 <
-

1 figures ii pale graj with. black lines radiating from

center. In Michael and Fries' lc «, the graj color i» mixed xv i 1 1 1

a dark lurid hue. It is in the sense of the lasl author that the

description taken from the [cones applies. The spore ni<

men! is Schroeter's; the English authors give smaller measure
nienis. According to Fries' [cones, and others (see Louis Ma ire,

Bull. d. l. Sue. Myc. France, Vol. 26, p. _'.~>i i the lack "i odor and

taste separate it from '/'. 8t junctum.

Var. centrale Pk. is said to have the sootj brown color '<u .1.

<>niv; elsewhere it is yellow or greenish-yellow. The gills are moder

ately broad and close, white or yellowish. The flesh is white and

the taste is mild. Spores 7.5x5 micr. Ii lus nol been identified

within our territory.

720. Tricholoma terriferum l'k.

X. V. State Rep. II. L888.

PILEUS 6-12 cm. broad, convex-plane, irregular or wnvj on

margin, glabrous, viscid, alutaceous, even, margin .ii flrsl incurved.

FLESH while, thick on disk, thin on margin. (JILLS adnexed,

emarginate, crowded, thin, narrow, whitish, n>>i

STEM •_':'. cm. long, L-2 cm. thick, equal or subequal, >"ln'

scaly ui apex, floccose fibrillose elsewhere, white. SPORES

subglobose, 3 x 2 micr., white. CYSTIDIA no BARIPfA
x 4-5 micr., 2 to 3-spored. TASTE and ODOR nol marked.

Solitary <»r gregarious. Frondose woods, Detroit. ''

Apparently rare.

Our specimens had a subhygrophanons cli nd tin

was scissile. The minute spores separate it from relnted -

More data are needed to place this species on i firm
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721. Tricholoma resplendens Fr. (Edible)

Hymen. Europ., 1874.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 29.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 504, p. GOO, 1908.

Cooke, 111., PI. 55.

Uillet, Champignons de France, 695.

PILEUS 4-10 em. broad, 'convex-plane, viscid, glabrous, white,

shining when dry, even, margin naked and at first straight. FLESH

white, rather soft, thin on margin. GILLS narrowly adnexed,

emarginate, close, medium broad, ventricose, scarcely thickish,

white, sometimes intervenose, edge entire. STEM 4-8 cm. long, 7-15

mm. thick, subequal or tapering downward, often subbulbous at

base, solid, rarely with tubule or cavernous, glabrous, dry, even,

white. SPORES 6-7.5x4 micr.. short elliptical, smooth, white.

CYSTIDIA and sterile cells none. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground, in conifer or frondose

woods. September-November (earliest record August 9). Mar-

quette, Bay View, New Richmond, Detroit. Common in the vicinity

of Ann Arbor.

The viscid pileus distinguishes this from other white Tricholomas

of this size which have a mild taste and odor. Slender forms imi-

tate Hygrophorus eherneus, but that has a glutinous or viscid stem.

Stout forms approach Hygrophorus sordidus Pk. which, however,

has more distant gills, a stouter stem and waxy decurrent gills.

When dry, it imitates Tricholoma columhctta, but the pileus of the

latter is said to become silky-fibrillose and the margin is at first

involute and subsquamulose. The pileus is sometimes yellowish or

hyaline-spotted on the disk. The stem tends to be variously curved

toward base. The plant varies considerably and several forms have

been found. (A) Pileus conical-ovate when young, then expanded
and subacutely umbonate; stem fibrillose striate. Entirely white.

In woods of white pine, beech, etc., at New Richmond. (B) Stem

blue-spotted toward base, with a narrow tubule. Entirely white

elsewhere, stature smaller than type. After frosts in the late fall.

In oak, etc., woods, at Ann Arbor. This would seem to correspond
to the blue-spotted form of T. columhctta mentioned by various

authors; in our plant the pileus was distinctly viscid, and the stem

dry. They grew under the fallen leaves during November. The

spores of both these forms were typical.
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**(jills becoming rufesoeni or reddish-spotted in a

722. Tricholoma transmutaiis I'k. Edibi \

N. V. State -Mus. Rep. 29, L878

Illustrations: Peck, N. V. State Rlus. Bep. L8, PL 21, Pig I

L896.

PLLEU8 HO cm. broad, convex-expanded, obtu

pellicle bitter, brownish, reddish-brown or tawnj red pla

brous or nearly bo. FLESB white, rufescenl In age, thin on m

gin. (ill-liS adnexed, emarginate, narrow, close, whitish or pale

yellowish, hi l< in/Hi rufe8ceni or reddish-spotted, tin. ill ii«l

blackish. STEM 6-8 cm. long, 6-12 mm. thick, equal or Rubeqnal,

dry, glabrous or Bubfibrillose, whitish or \ nt, solid, sonu'tii

cavernona above. SPORES oval-globose, 5s i micr., Bometii

nucleate. CYSTIDIA Done. ODOR and TASTE of flesh distinctly

farinaceous, pellicle of cap bitter.

Gregarious, scattered or subcaespitose. On the ground in fro

dose woods, sometimes forming mycorhiza on thi roots oj th< block

oak. Ann Arbor, Jackson, Detroit, Ne^ Richmond. Septemb

October (earliesl record August 9). Common in southern liichi

-.in.

It is related t<> the European species T. (lavobrunneu

T. frumentaceum Fr. which possess :i farinaceous odor. Tin- fon

lias a vis. id stem ;it first and the flesh i- usually yellow.

'/'. frumentaceum, there seems i" !" Borne uncertainty,

authors say tin- spores are elliptical, and Cooke I
.in

Entoloma (111., Plate 170). Thai cannol I ur plant <>n the

other hand, continental authors are Bilenl as to th<

although Barla mentions a variety with spherical spon

of '/'. transmutans is usually Bolid, but often tunnelled l-

warm weather. When growing in the open, in pai

usually tufted and the pileus is irregular, il

Inn eating
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723. Tricholoma ustale Fr.

Syst. Myc. 1821. .

Illustrations: Fries. Icones, PL 2(5.

Cooke, 111., PL 88.

Michael. Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. Ill, No. 115.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL SS, Fig. 3 (represents form B.j.

Plate CXLVI of this Report.

PILEUS 4-10 cm., broadly convex, obtuse or subumbonate, sub-

gibnous, reddish-lay to dark chestnut, sometimes paler, viscid,

naked, even, not virgate nor scaly, margin persistently incurved.

FLESH white, thickish, firm, rufescent. GILLS adnate-seceding

or emarginate, moderately broad, crowded, pure white at first then

rufescent or reddish-brown when bruised, edge eroded. STEM 5-8

cm. long, 8-15 mm. thick, subequal or irregularly compressed, often

rooting, stuffed, sometimes hollow, white, becoming reddish down-

wards, floccose-pruinose, sometimes twisted. SPORES elliptical-

ovate, 6-8x4-5 micr., white. CYSTIDIA and sterile cells none.

ODOR none; TASTE Utter.

Solitary or subcaespitose. On very decayed wood or leaf-debris

in conifer or frondose woods. Ann Arbor, New Richmond. Septem-

ber-October. Rare.

This is allied to the European species T. flavobrunneum and T.

pe,ssundatum which are said to possess a distinct farinaceous odor,

while in T. ustale this odor is lacking. From T. transmutans it is

separable by the spores and the rooting stem. Two forms—already

mentioned by Fries (Icones)
—have been found in the State. (A)

Large, with the base of the stem ending in a root-like prolongation

which is 2-5 cm. long, and occurs in conifer woods (white pine).

i Hi Smaller, with a narrowed, short subrooting base, growing in

frondose woods. Form (A) is illustrated by Plate CXLVI, and is

rather well represented by Cooke's figure of T. flavobrunneum (111.,

Plate 58), which may be the same plant. There was no yellow

presenl in our specimens.

SUBGENUS II. CORTINELLUS. Pileus dry, not absorbing
water, nor hygrophanous ; silky, fibrillose or somewhat scaly, some-

times subglabrous. Margin of pileus slightly fibrillose or floccose

\\ itli remains of an evanescent cortina, except in species of "Rigida."
Cortinellus has been raised to the rank of an independent genus
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by some authors, e. g. Roze, i Bull, de la Boc. bot. de France, 187(

Schroeter, (Die Pilze Schlesians, Vol. I, 1885), and Barle, (Bull.

X. v. Hot. (ianlcii. \*ol. V., L908). The first two authori Include 1

only species whose cortina is sufficiently developed i" l<

ring on the stem. Barle extended 11 .1- abovi 11 seeing bettei

keep the species which belong here subordinate on account of tl

close relation to the genus Tricholoma ;is ;i wholi

species need further studj to determine their exacl positioi

following sections are taken in the sense of Fr

Section I. Oenuina. Pellicle <>i
j

1 i 1 < -u - torn into Abrilln

floccose scales, its margin ;ii firsl involute.

Gills not becoming rufescent, cinereou blackish.

724. Tricholoma rutilans Fr.

Svst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. 89.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. <i'.»7.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, \'<>l. I. No. 54.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 91, Fig. 1.

PILEUS 4-8 cm. broad, campanulate-expanded, dry, .11 111

covered with a purplish-red tomentum, »ooti tomentot / irith

(lurk reddish scales <>n the yellowish surface beneath, margin
lirst involute. FLESH yellow, moderately thick. GILLS rounded

adnate then emarginate, crowded, rather narrow, yello

yellow, thickish, edgi flocculus.. STEM 5-10 cm. curved,

equal, stuffed then hollow, yellow or yellowish within and with

or variegated with minuti reddish tomento 8POR S

oblong, 6-7x3-4 micr., white. CYSTIDlA none; stcriU

edge of .uills numerous, large, clavate-inflated, narrowed

base, 65 LOO micr. long, 15-20 micr. thick above. ODOH PA8TE
mild.

Solitary <»r caespitose "ii decaying w I of pine, balsam

hemlock. Isle Royale, Baj View, Boughton, Nen Richmond. J

( October. I ofrequent.

This is one of the fen species of Tricholoma inhal

1 1 also departs from the other Tricholomas in having well

sterile cells on the edge ol the Ki" s
. a mod

87
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causes the fine floccosity and is sometimes abnormally de-

veloped. The fine tomentum of the pileus is seen under
'

the microscope to be composed of long, intertwined fibrils

filled with reddish-yellow substance. This covering of pileus

and stem in well-developed specimens is quite marked and repre-

sents a sort of universal veil. This species must not be confused

with Clitocybe decora Fr., in which the gills do not become einargi-

nate, and the scales are blackish-brown and fibrillose.

Var. variegatus (T. variegatus Fr.). Differs in smaller size, gills

white or whitish, scarcely tinged yellowish, and without sterile

cells. Flesh white or yellowish-white. New Richmond. Infre-

quent. In both the color varies somewhat, and the reddish scales

are sometimes practically lacking on the stem.

725. Tricholoma venenata Atk. (Poisonous)

Botanical Gazette, Vol. 46, 1908.

"PILEUS 4-7 cm. broad, convex-expanded, subumbonate, center

fleshy, moist, not viscid, pale buff to clay-color, minutely scaly with

fibrous scales, with a subtomentose area over the center, the scales

possessing the darker color, under the lens some of them appear

nearly black. FLESH white with a dull clay-colored tinge and
stain. GILLS adnexed, broadly sinuate, subdistant, whitish, thin,

dull clay color where bruised. STEM subbulbous, with a bulb like

that of Lepiota lenticularis (see L. fisheri), fibrous-striate, solid,

sordid white, becoming dull-clay color in age or when handled.

SPORES oval to broadly elliptical, smooth, 5-7 x 3.5-5 inicr., white.

CYSTIDIA none. ODOR and TASTE mild."

Gregarious. On the ground in frondose woods. Rochester, Oak-
land County. September.

This poisonous Tricholoma caused severe illness of a family at

Rochester, Michigan, who were advised that it was harmless
because of its mild taste and odor. The species was not
known to the persons to whom it was referred but it

was thought to be a Tricholoma and hence, since mushroom
. amateurs usually think that the species of that genus when

mild are perfectly safe, they felt safe in its use. It is only another
ens.' in favor of the argument that it is necessary to know mush-
rooms by their specific distinctions, and to use only those whose
identity is known to the user. Better learn a few species well than
take chances. The description is adapted from that of Atkinson,
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and was made from some of the specimens growing in the same

place as those which caused the sickness, it does aol have very

striking characteristics, bul can be distinguished by the tendency

of the planl t<> assume an ochraceous <•!• dull clay color in age or

when bruised. Specimens which were doubtless the same species

were collected a1 Ann Arbor, September, L907, and August, L909,

and were ;it lirsi thought to !>•• T. nobilisj the Bpores, however, were

found t<> be elliptical and the plants could aol be placed until after

the publication of Atkinson's species. The Bpores of our plants

were ap to 8.5 micr. Long, the .uills rather broad, and the pileus

covered with delicate ochraceous, fibrillose scales excepl toward

the margin which was Bilky-fibrillose to Bilky-tomentose. Then-

was no odor ;it tii-st, i>ut ;i Blight, disagreeable odor developed.

The species seems closely related to the following, and apparently
imitates it in its general appearance. Eence both species should

be Lei alone.

726. Tricholoma nobile Pk. (Suspe< i i :n

N. V. State .Mns. Rep. fc2, L889.

Illustration: Plate CXLVI1 of this Report.

PILEUS 5 LO cm. broad, convex expanded, subplane, obtuse, dry,

whitish, dotted by minute, droprlike grayish-ochraceous scales, at

leasl on disk, even, margin irregularly-wavy at maturity. FLESH
pure while, thick on disk, brittle, thin on margin. GILLS truncate

adnate, varying emarginate-adnexed to spuriously decurrent, broad,
close tu subdistant, while becoming dingy yellowish in age, edge
entire. STEM I 7 cm. Long, 8 L6 nun. thick, stout, equal, sometimes

Blightly tapering downward, solid, subglabrous, innately fibrillose

striate, white becoming dingy in age. SPORES minute, spherical,

smooth, Bubnucleate, 5-6 micr., white. CYSTIDIA and steriU cells

none. BASIDIA 35x5-6 micr. ODOB slight or Lacking; TASTE
at tii'st slight, slowly unpleasant or burning.

Gregarious. <>n the ground, < >n a lawn which was recently a

grove. Ann Arbor. October. Infrequent.

This species has superficial resemblances to T. album, 1 >• > t ] i in

stature and color, bul differs in its Blightly scaly cap and in Bpores.

In moisl weather the pileus appears watery-stained and this indi-

cates an affinity to the section Guttata, bul the presence of scales

on the pileus and its rather dry flesh poinl to the position hen-
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given it. It is easily confused with T. venenata when the spores are

not examined, and hence should not be eaten. It is also likely that

both T. nolile and T. venenata have been referred to T. columbetta,

iu the absence of available information on these plants, as both

these species when young and fresh are rather white. The descrip-

tion of T. serratifolium Pk. very closely approximates this of T.

noUle. It is entirely distinct from Clitocybe piceina.

727. Tricholoma columbetta Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PL 29.

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PL 23.

Gillet, Champignons de France, PL 671.

Cooke, 111., PL 48.

"PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, convex-plane, obtuse, dry, rigid, pure

white, satiny-shining, at first glabrous, then silky-fibrillose or min-

utely scaly, often with stain-like, carmine, yellow, or blue spots,

margin at first incurved and minutely tomentose. FLESH white.

GILLS emarginate, almost free, close, rather broad, white, not

changing color, 'edge uneven. STEM 5-9 cm. long, 1-1.5 cm. thick,

equal or unequal, not bulbous, solid, white, shining, fibrillose-striate.

SPORES 6-7 x 4-5 micr. ODOR none. TASTE mild."

In beech and birch woods, on the ground. The silky-shining and

dry, white cap and stem, mild taste and elliptical spores distinguish

this species from our other white plants of the genus. It must not

be confused with T. album Fr. which has a bitter taste, nor with

T. nobile which has a slight burning taste; both of these lack the

pure white color of T. columbetta. The name refers to the satiny
sheen of white pigeons. Several varieties, based on the different

habit and various color-stains, have been described. It has not

been found with certainty in the State; see remarks under T.

rcsphndens.
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'dills itrconiiiuj rufescent, cinereous >>> blackish.

728. Tricholoma imbricatum lr. (Edibli

Sys. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. •""»::. p. 73, i'-"> x

N. V. State Mil*. Rep. 18, PI. 21, Pig. 6-1 1. L896.

Pries, [cones, pi. 30.

c.»okc. ill.. Plates 60 and L99.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 676.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 90, Fig. L.

PILEUS 5-8 cm. broad, convex-plane, obtuse or subumbonate,

dry, brownish-red to pale reddish-umber, innately fibrillose-scaly,

disk lacerate-scaly, margin thin, a1 firsl incurved and pubescent

PLESB compact, firm, whin-, changing to light red when bruised.

(
1 1 LlyS slightly adnexed, sinuate, close, moderately broad, altogether

white al first, changing to reddish in age or rufescent-spotted.

STEM 5-9 cm. long, L-1.5 cm. thick, solid, firm, equal or subequal,

white reddish-brown a1 base, apex white-mealy, elsewhere fibrillose.

SPORES broadly elliptical, 5-6.5x I micr. CYSTIDIA and sterile

cells none. BASIDIA 24-28x5 micr.. 2-4-spored. ODOB and

TASTE mild or slightly farinaceous.

Gregarious or Bubcaespitose. <>n the ground in coniferous and

mixed woods.

Frequent in the north. Rare in southern Michigan. Detroit.

( ), 'tolicr.

It musl not be contused with T. transmutans, which has a viscid

cap, whose surface La bitter to the tongue. The stem La solid or

hollowed by grubs. T. vaccinum Pr. differs mainly from this in

the stuffed to hollow stem and the more scaly cap"; it occurs also

in conifer woods.

729. Tricholoma vaccinum Fr. (Si 8PE< u.i>

Syst. M\c L821.

Illustrations: < l i 1 1 * t . Champignons de France, No. 707.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PL 90, Pig. I.

PILEUS IT cm. broad, Bubhemispherical to campanulate, then

expanded, obtuse op Bubuml ate, dry. cinnamon-rufous to dark
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reddish-brown, not striate, rimose in wet weather, at first densely

scaly, becoming fibrillose-scaly, margin at first involute and tomen-

tose. FLESH rather thin except disk, white at first, becoming

tinted with rufous hues. GILLS subadnate then sinuate, moder-

ately broad, broader than the thickness of the flesh, close, pallid

then rufescent in age or when bruised. STEM 5-7 cm. long, 10-15

mm. thick, subequal, somewhat irregular, hollow, nbrillose or lacer-

ated-fibrillose, fibrils reddish-brown, pallid elsewhere but rufescent.

SPOKES sphoeroid, 5x4 micr., smooth, white. TASTE somewhat

disagreeable, subastringent. ODOR similar. .

Gregarious-subcaespitose. On the ground under conifers. .In

the northern portion of the State. August-September.

The stuffed then hollow stem and the dense fibrillose scales of

the reddish-brown cap distinguish it. The color of the cap in large

specimens approaches umber, but the rufous shades are always pres-

ent. The margin of the pileus is distinctly tomentose.

730. Tricholoma tricolor Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 41, 1888.

"PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, broadly convex or nearly plane, some-

times slightly depressed in the center, firm, dry, obscurely striate

on the margin, pale alutaceous, inclining to russet. FLESH white.

GILLS adnexed, thin, narrow, close, pale yellow, becoming brown
or purplish-brown in drying. STEM stout, 5-7 cm. long, 1-2 cm.

thick, short, firm, tapering upward from the thickened or subbulb-

ous base, white. SPORES broadly elliptical or subglobose, 7 micr.

long."

Reported by Longyear from Chatham in the north, and from Lan-

sing. I have not found it. The peculiar hue of the dried gills is

said to characterize it.

731. Tricholoma acre Pk. (Suspected)

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 24, 1807.

Illustration: Plate CXLVIII of this Report.

PILEUS 4-0 cm. broad, campanulate at first, then subexpanded,
plane to obtuse, virgate, dry, pale silvery-gray or mouse-gray with
innate silky fibrils, or fibrillose-scaly on disk, sometimes whitish,
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even. FLESH rather thin, firm, white al length tinged ashy.

GILLS adnexed, emarginate, rather broad, ventricose, close, white,

;ii Length pale cinereous, edge minutely fimbriate. STEM ''> <i cm.

long, 7 L5 imii. thick, equal or subequal, sometimes subbulbous or

tapering downward, short, stuffed then holloic, white or slightly

cinereous, innately silky fibrillose, shining, apes flocculose.

SPORES broadly elliptical. 6-7 3 t-5 micr., si th, with a clear

cavity on one side. CYSTIDIA none; sterile cells <>n edge of uills,

30-35x9 micr.. subclavate. ODOR cone. TASTE acrid, sometimes

Tardily so.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. <>n the ground in frondose woods,

especially oak and maple Detroit. Aim Arbor, Jackson. Septem-

ber-November. Rather frequent.

The acrid Tricholoma is probably the American form of T. muri-

naceum Bull., in the sense of Berkeley and Gillet, bu1 digers in the

closer gills and glabrous, not scaly, stem. The figures of Cooke (111.,

Plate l!h ami Gillet. (Champignons de France, No. 683), are very

suggestive of our plant, except in the character of the

stem. T. murinaceum in the sense of Fries has a disagreeable,

strong odor, and was originally referred by him to Hygrophorus,
now //. nitratus Pr. Gillet's figure of T. portentosum is a fairly

good picture of some of our plants when the gills and stem are

white. T. acre is quite variable in size and in the shade of gray
of the cap. Normally the radiating fibrils <>f the pileus are pale

gray or silvery-gray, but in luxuriant individuals are much darker

gray or blackish, and in such examples the stem may be streaked

with dark fibrils. Sometimes the cap is almosl entirely white or

buff ami then silky or obscurely virgate, sometimes somewhal fiibril-

Lose-scaly <>n disk-. The plant is closely related to T. terreum, from

which it differs in its acrid taste, its firmer flesh, Larger size, pres-

ence of cystidia and flocculose, edge of gills and broader spores.
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732. Tricholoma terreum Fr. (Edible)

Epicrisis, 1830.

Illustrations : Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 55, p. TO, 190S.

Swanton, Fungi, PL S, Fig. 9.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II, No. ill'.

Bresadola, Fuugh. mang. e. vel., PI. 24.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 307.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 92, Fig. 4.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 704.

Cooke, 111., PI. 50.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Mem. 4, PI. 45, 1900 (as var. fragrans I
.

Plate CXLIX of this Report.

PILEUS 2.5-0 cm. broad, thin, convex-eampannlate or nearly

plane, dry, subumbonate, gray, grayish-brown or mouse-color, in-

nately fibrillose to fibrillose-floccose and at length scaly, not striate.

FLESH white, cinerascent or gray near surface of pileus, thin.

GILLS adnate, then emarginate and uncinate, close but distinct,

white, pale ashy or cinerascent, sometimes yellowish-stained, medi-

um broad, edge entire. STEM 2.5-4 cm. long, 4-8 mm. thick, equal,

straight or slightly curved, solid or persistently fibrous-stuffed,

readily splitting lengthwise, white, whitish or cinerascent. subrigid,

fragile. SPORES minute, nucleate, narrowly oblong-ovate. ."> x 3,

smooth. CYSTIDIA none, sterile cells short or lacking. ODOR
and TASTE farinaceous, especially when plant is crushed.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in grassy places in

frondose woods, thickets, etc. Ann Arbor, Detroit, New Richmond.

August-November. Rather frequent about Ann Arbor.

After reading the descriptions and remarks of a dozen waiters

concerning this species and related ones such as T. scalpturatwm
Fr. and T. squarrulosum Bres., and adding one's own observations,
it becomes clear that we have here a series of many forms which
run so close into each other that the amateur will hardly be able

to diagnose them satisfactorily in most cases. This fact is already
recognized by the number of varieties which have been described
both under T. terreum and T. scalpturatwm. The above descrip-
tion applies to the plants which have been found in frondose woods
of southern Michigan. Variations will be found in which the pileus
is more densely scaly with almost blackish scales on center, and
others where the color is pale silvery-gray. The color of flesh and
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gills may remain almost white, or there may be an ashy tinge in

all parts of the plant. Several characters set-in to be constant in

our plants, viz. the fragility, the nucleated narrow spores, and the

fibrous nature of the interior of the stem. I>v these characters and

the taste it is separable from V. acre. Authors give various shapes
and sizes for the spores, which fad indicates thai there are several

independent species a1 present not separated. Bresadola has segre-

gated a dark, scaly species whose spores measure 7-9 x l-~> micr., as

T. squarrulosum. T. scalpturatum (Fr.) Bres. has a well-developed

bin evanescent cortina at first; this approaches our form, and has

the same spores, hut lacks the distinct farinaceous odor. < in-

typical plants had no sterile cells on the edge of the gills. A form

found at New Richmond had short cystidia and .uills whose edges

were minutely flocculose and spotted with drab-color, darker than

the rest of the gills. Peck has named our form with the farinaceous

odor var. fragans. The farinaceous odor seems to be the most com-

mon character of the American form of T. terrewm.

733. Tricholoma fumescens Pk.

X. Y. State Rep. 31, 1879.

Illustration: Hard. Mushrooms, Fig. 54. p. 75.

PILETJS 2-6 cm. broad, convex-plane, regular at first, then un-

dulate, obtuse, dry. covered with <i minute, appressed tomentum,
whitish to pale grayish-brown, darker where handled, even, margin
at first incurved. FLESH rather thin. (JILLS rounded behind

at first, then acuminate adnexed, narrow, very crowded, whitish.

changing to bluish-black in age or when bruised, easily separable
from trama of pileus. STEM 2-6 cm. long, 5-10 mm. thick, short,

rather stout, whitish then brownish, solid, becoming cavernous and

splitting, pruinose at apex. SPORES narrow, subfusiform-ellipti-

cal, 5-6.5x3 micr.: sterigmata prominent. 3-4 micr. long. ODOR
and TASTE slightly farinaceous.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground, in low, frondose

woods. .Jackson. Ann Arbor. September-October. Infrequent.

Recognizable by the narrow, crowded gillSj which become bluish

black in fresh specimens if bruised: in age <>r when dried the} are

almost as black as old ^ills of Agaricus campestris. The pileus

and stem do not change as much, inclining to brownish, and in this

differ markedly from T. fuligineum. The latter also possesses
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subdistant and broader gills. Our plant is not frequent, bar-

ing been collected only tbrice. Tbe separable gills ally it to tbose

species which W. G. Smith placed under the genus Lepista.

734. Tricholoma fuligineum Pk.

N. Y. State Rep. 41, 1888.

Illustration : Plate CXLIX of this Report.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex, then expanded-subdepressed, or

obtuse, often irregular, sometimes with sinus on one side, sooty-

brown to dark grayish-brown, becoming blackish on handliug, dry,

minutely innately scaly or fibrillose, even. FLESH white at first,

cinerascent, scissile. GILLS adnate or adnexed, then emarginate,

subarid, very tough when dry, close to subdistant, moderately

broad, whitish or cinereous, becoming black when bruised. STEM
3-6 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick, short, rarely elongated, solid or spongy-

stuffed, equal or subequal, innately fibrillose, pruinose at apex,

whitish or cinereous, blackish when handled. SPORES narrow,

elliptical-fusiform, 7-9x4-5 micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA and

sterile cells lacking. BASIDIA about 30 x 6-7 micr. ODOR and

TASTE more or less farinaceous.

Gregarious or caespitose. On the ground among mosses, leaves,

etc., frondose woods of oak and maple. Jackson, Detroit, Ann

Arbor. September-October. Infrequent.

Somewhat variable in size and shape, etc., under different condi-

tions of weather and situation. It differs from T. fumescens in

that the entire plant becomes sooty wben dried, and it has larger

spores and gills. The gills often assume a reddish hue when bruised,

then become black, as in Russnla nigricans. The stem is sometimes

slightly fioccose at first, as if frosted, and occasionally becomes

cavernous. Small forms of T. cinerascens have a more watery pileus

and the gills do not turn sooty-black. Dr. O. E. Fisher report *

that it has appeared abundantly in his back yard on discarded mush-

room beds.
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Section II. Rigida. Pellicle of the pileus rigid, with a tendency

to crack into small smooth scales, sometimes punctate-granulose;

neither viscid, floccose-scaly nor fibrillose. Flesh of pileus rigid,

s ewhal cartilaginous.

*Gilts not becoming reddish nor cinereous, nor yellow-stained.

735. Tricholoma saponaceum Fr. (Unpalatable)

Epicrisis, L836.

Illustrations: Hard, Mushrooms, Pig. 56, p. 77, 1908.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II. No. 90.

Kick. mi. Blatterpilze, PL 93. Fig. 1.

Cooke, 111., Plates !»1 and 216.

Gillet, Champignons He France, No. 698.

Fries, Icones. Fl. on
• >_.

PILEUS 4-8 cm. broad, convex-expanded, firm, glabrous or be-

coming cracked to form small scales, not virgate, pale livid-brown

to lead-gray but variable in color, often olive tinged, margin at first

naked and incurved. FLESH white, becoming pinkish, thick, firm.

GILLS adnato-emarginate then uncinate, subdistant, distinct,

rather broad, whitish, not cinerascent, edge entire. STEM 5-8 cm.

long, L.5-2 cm. thick, rather stout, ventricose, attenuated or sub-

radicating below, solid, tilu'oiisflcshv. apex flocculose, becoming

pink within, white without, glabrous varying to floe-cose or minute-

ly dark-scaly. SPORES minute, elliptical-ovate, smooth, 5x3-3.5

micr. ODOPi and TASTE strongly oily-farinaceous (soapy), dis-

tasteful.

Solitary or gregarious. In frondose woods, on the ground. Sep-

tember-October. Ann Arbor, New Richmond, Detroit. Infrequent.
The colors of tin- pileus vary and are difficult to describe, some-

times varying from whitish to grayish-brown or smoky-brown. The

gills are said to become greenish <>r rufescent at times. The odor,

color of the flesh and minute spores distinguish it. Where bruised

the flesh of the stem retains the pink tinge in a persistenl manner,
and this character is quite marked. It is unlit for fund mi account

of its taste. The odor and taste are sometimes very slight. 7'. /»>/-

lidum Pk. is probably a variation of this species.
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**Gills becoming stained or changing to ashy or reddish in age.

736. Tricholoma laticeps sp. nov.

Illustration : Plate CL of this Report.

PILEUS 3-10 cm. broad, rigid, broadly convex, obtuse, smoky-

umber to blackish, moist, even, glabrous, or punctatc-granulose on

disk, margin at first strongly decurved. then spreading naked.

FLESH firm, brittle, thick, thinner at margin, cinerascent, scissile.

GILLS broadly adnexed, emarginate, close to subdistant, brood,

white, at last cinereous, edge sometimes eroded. STEM short, rigid,

spongy-solid, 1-3 cm. long, 7-1G mm. thick, equal or subequal, white

or pallid, cinerascent within, innately silky. SPOKES short and

broadly elliptical to subglobose, smooth, 6-7 x 5-6 micr., white.

BASIDIA 30 x 6-7 micr. CYSTIDIA and sterile cells none. ODOR
and TASTE mild.

Gregarious to caespitose. On the bare ground or among mosses

or in grassy places, in conifer or frondose woods or groves. Ann

Arbor, Detroit, New Richmond. September-November. Infrequent.

Distinguished by its very short stem and relatively broad pileus

which hugs the ground so as to hide the stem. The pileus is often

broader in one diameter. It seems to be related to Tricholoma car-

tilagincum, but the gills are broad and subdistant in well-developed

specimens, and the pellicle is rarely granular-punctate and then

only on the disk. The pellicle is rather adnate and composed of

long, narrow, horizontal cells. It cannot be referred to T. lugubre
Pk. since that species is described as having narrow and close gills;

nor to T. turn id tint Fr. whose stem is longer, and whose gills have

a rufescent tinge. The scissile flesh indicates a hygropbanous condi-

tion, but this is not marked. Its edibility was not tested.

Section III. Sericella. Pileus without a distinct pellicle, silky
or glabrous, very dry; neither moist, viscid, hygropbanous. nor dis-

tinctly scaly. Pileus opaque, rather thin.
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737. Tricholoma sulphureum Fr. (Fn palatable)

Syst. Myc, L821. (As Clitocybe.)

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. 62.

(linn. Champignons de Prance, No. To::. .

Bresadola, Fungh, tnang. e. vel., PI. 27.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., .\'<>. ."><>7.

Berkeley, Outlines, PI. J. Pig. 4.

Swanton, Pungi, PI. 44, Pig. 1.

Hard. Mushrooms. Fig. Hi. p. 65.

PILETJS 2-8 cm. broad, convex-expanded, mostly umbonate, at

ti rst silky, soon glabrous, sulphur-yelloic to olwaceous-yellow, usual-

ly tinged brown on <lisk. sub<>ibboiis, even, margin decurved. FLESH
yellow or yellowish, thick on disk. GILLS adnexed with tooth,

emarginate at length, subdistant, yellow, moderately broad, thick,

firm. STEM 4-8 cm. long, 5-10 mm. thick, equal or variously en-

larged, sometimes curved, fleshy-fibrous, innately flbrillose, stuffed,

sometimes compressed, yellow to olivaceous-yellow, yellowish with-

in. SPOKES elliptical-oval, 8-10x5-6 micr., smooth. ODOR strong,

foetid or of coal-tar; TASTE disagreeable.

Gregarious. < >n the ground in frondose woods of maple, birch, oak,

etc. Houghton, Ann Arbor. July-September. Infrequent.

Our plant is well illustrated by Cooke, but it is usually a less

deep yellow, and often tinged with olive or reddish-brown on the

cap. It is well marked by the disagreeable, coal-tar odor and taste.

by the subdistanl gills and by the spores. Bresadola i Funjdii mang.
et. vel.) gives the spores as warty: this cannot be our plant. In

Stevenson the spores are given too small, being nearer those of T.

sulphurescens Bres., which also has the odor and color of T. sulphur-
< inn but whose .uills are said to be crowded and whitish. Fnler a lens

the dry pileus is often seen with micaceous-shining spots. Tt differs

from '/'. cJwysenteroides Pk. in its disagreeable odor, subdistanl uills

and stuffed to hollow stem.

738. Tricholoma chrysenteroides Pk.

N. V. Mus. Rep. 24, 1872.

"PILEUS 2.5-5 cm. broad, convex or plane, >n>t umbonate, firm,

dry. slightly silky or glabrous, jxilr yellow or huff, becoming dingy
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with age. FLESH pale yellow. GILLS close, emarginate, yellowish,

dingy or pallid in age, marked with transverse veiulets along the

upper edge, interveno.se. STEM 5-7 em. long, 6-8 mm. thick, firm,

equal, solid, glabrous, fibrillose-striate, yellowish within and with-

out. SPOKES elliptical, 7-10 x 5-6 inicr. ODOR and TASTE fari-

naceous/'

Gregarious. On the ground in woods.

This species has not with certainty been collected within the

State. The description is adopted from Peck, and included for the

sake of comparison.

739. Tricholoma odorum Pk.

Torrey Bot. Club. Bull., Vol. 25, 1898.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex-expanded, obtuse, glabrous, "soft

like kid," shining when young, waxy yellow to pale tan, even.

FLESH thick, concolor. GILLS adnexed, emarginate, rather broad,

subdistant, thick, whitish, tinged flesh-pink, edge entire. STEM 3-7

cm. long, 4-10 mm. thick, equal or subbulbous, stuffed then hollow,

subflexuous, silky-fibrillose, yellowish white, darker yellow at base

and within, pruinose at apex. SPORES broadly elliptic-ovate,

smooth, 7-9 x 5-6 micr., variable, white. CYSTIDIA and sterile

cells none. ODOR rather strong, reminding one of that of T. sul-

fureum; TASTE farinaceous.

Gregarious. On the ground in beech and pine woods. New Rich-

mond. September. Rare.

This seems to approach T. sulfureum and is probably a varia-

tion of it. Further data are necessary to establish it fully. The
incarnate tinge to the whitish gills, and the peculiar odor are

characters which distinguish it.'»*

740. Tricholoma carneum Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 40, Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111., PL 96.

Patouillard. Tab. Analyt., No. 614.

PILEUS 1.5-2 cm. broad, convex-plane, obtuse, sometimes urn-

bonate, even, glabrous or subpruinose, testaceous when young, then
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flesh color iii whitish 1,111, margin thin and al length spreading or

recurved. FLESH thickish on disk, white, Boft, rather fragile.

GILLS Binnate-adnexed, uncinate, at length Bubdecurrent, crowded,

rather narrow, pure white, edge mostly even. STEM 1.5-2.5 cm.

long, 2-3 nun. thick, equal, fibrous, hollow, sometimes compressed,

tinged flesh color, pruinose above, Bubtomentose below. SPORES

minute, oblong, 1-5x2.5 micr., Bmooth, white. ODOR and TASTE
none or Bubfarinaceous.

Gregarious <>r Bubcaespitose. <>n the ground among leaves and

debris In frondose woods. Ann Arbor. A.ugus1 September. Infre

quent.
This small species of Tricholoma is well-marked by the Incarnate

color of cap and stem which contrasts with the pure white of the

gills. Pries has described a species Dear it, T. paeonium, which

is said to dillVr in tin- "ruber" -red color of cap which does not

fade as in our plants ; the lat ter species ;ils<> has a softer Btem than

ours.

SUBGENUS III. MELANOLEUCA. Pileus glabrous, either

watery-spotted, moist or hygrophanous ;
not viscid (except when

very water-soaked), nor silky, scaly nor granular. FLESH soft,

spongy, or very thin, moist, watery or hygrophanous.

Section I. Guttata. Pileus fleshy, fragile, watery-spotted or

rivulose. Usually caespitose.

741. Tricholoma unifactum Pk. var.

X. V. State Mus„ Bull. L05, L906.

1 Uustral ion : [bid.

PILEUS 3-8 fin. broad, convex, dull white mottled with watery

spots, subpruinose, even, creamy-buff in age. FLESH 1 1 1 i <
-

]< <>n disk,

iliin elsewhere, white, fragile. GILLS adnexed, becoming emargi-

nate, narrow, aarrowed anteriorly, crowded, whitish, edge entire.

STEM 5-10 cm. long, prolonged by insertion into a crack in the log,

8-15 mm. broad, equal or tapering upward, curved, solid, even,

floccose-pruinose, tomentose a1 base. SPORES subglobose, minute,
:: 1.5x3.5 micr., sn th, white. CYSTIDIA and sterili cells Done.

ODOR and TASTE Blight.
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Caespitose. On decayed charred log, probably hemlock, in mixed

woods of ravines. New Richmond. September. Rare.

The plants from which Peck derived his description grew on the

ground under hemlock trees and in that situation formed a thick

fleshy mass from which the stems arose. Although our plants were

caespitosely united only at the base, and grew from a woody sub-

stratum. I have scarcely any doubt that they are the same. When

dried, the tap. gills and base of stem are ochraceous. In some ways

it approaches Pleurotus elongatipes Pk. but the stem is solid and

scarcely eccentric, and the pileus is spotted with watery marks. T.

conglooatus Fr. (Eddelbuttel, Ann. Mycol., Vol. 9, p. 512) differs in

its brownish-gray pileus and spores 0-7 x 5 micr., although Schroe-

ter (Die Pilze Schlesiens, p. G60) says the cap of that species is

often whitish. Our plants are very close to T. ooreale Fr., whose

snores, according to Massee (European fungus Flora) are the

same, but whose pileus is at first bright flesh color, then fades to

whitish.

Section II. Spongiosa. Pileus fleshy, compact, becoming spongy,

obtuse, even, glabrous, moist. Neither hygrophanous nor viscid,

i Water soaked specimens sometimes become subgelatinous ;
the

pileus in all cases absorbs water in wet weather.)

742. Tricholoma album Fr. (Sense of Fries) (Unpalatable)

Syst live, 1821.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PI. 43.

Cooke, 111., PI. 65.

Berkeley, Outlines, PI. 4, Fig. G.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. G15.

"PILEUS 6-10 cm. broad, convex then plane and depressed, not

umbonate, glabrous, dry, even, margin at first involute at length

repand, sometimes entirely white, sometimes yellowish especially

on the disk. FLESH tough, moderately thick, but not compact.

GILLS more or less emarginate, close, up to 8 mm. broad, white,

unchanging. STEM 6-10 cm. long, 8-12 mm. thick, attenuated up-

wards, solid, elastic, externally fibrous, glabrous, obsoletely prui-

nose at apex under lens, concolor. ODOR none; TASTE acrid, un-

pleasant." SPORES (Massee, Stevenson, Winter) elliptical, 5-6 x

2.5-3; (Romell) 0-7 x 4-4y2 ; (Ricken) lanceolate, 7-8 x 3-3.5 micr.
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This Bpecies has doI yel been I id with certainty in the State.

The description is adopted from thai of Fries in [cones T.

iitu Ailv. and '/'. nobile Pk. approach ii by their external characters,

imt if the spore measurements given i>\ the English authors actually

belong to this species, then '/'. nobile is quite distihcl bj its spher-

ical Bpores, and T. venenata by its larger Bpores. ii is easy to

confuse T. album with '/'. panoeolum in bo I its forms when

young and white, bu1 later the changing uill> of the latter spe<

mark it sufficiently. The miens is said to be entirely glabrous, and

this also separates /'. album from T. venenata and T. nobile. The

taste is given by Fries as "acrid" in [cones, and "bitter" in Bymen.

Europ. In Lindblad's Svampbok the pileus is saiil to become Bordid-

stained an hour after being bruised, the odor is said to he Btrongly

padishy; and the planl is said to have a Bharp burning taste after

being chewed awhile. Some authors consider it poisonous, and

it is evidently qo1 edible, and must be regarded close to '/'. venenata

in this respect. It appears that this Bpecies needs further study,

ami it is desirable thai continental authors give us exad data con-

cerning the spores Of their plants.

743. Tricholoma acerbum Fr. (Unpalatable)

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 662.

Plate CL1 <>i this Report.

PILEUS 7 10 em. broad, firm, convex-expanded, obtuse, dry, sub

pruinose, soft to the touch, '/"// buff to u< llowish white, or whitish

urith a flesh color tinge, margin at firsl inrolled and obscurely

ridged. FLESH white, thick on dish, thin mi margin. <;ild,s

emarginate with decurrenl tooth, narrow, crowded, whitish becom-

ing creamy white or slightly rufescent, edge em irr. STEM I <> cm.

long, 1-2 cm. at apex, 2-2.5 cm. below, someti - abruptly Bhort-

rooting, solid, firm, at lirst bulbous then tapering upward, ;it ftrsl

covered by a thin satiny tomentum or pruinosity, becoming fibril-

lose, whitish becoming dingy where handled. SPORES minute,

spherical; nucleate, 1-5 micr., white. CYSTIDIA none. BASIDIA
ahom 30x5-6 inicr. TASTE very bitter; ODOR scarcely agreeable,

Borneo hat aromatic t'arinaiemi-.

Gregarious to subcaespitose. <»n the ground in frondose woods.

Ann Arbor, Detroit, New Richmond, Bay View. June-October

i earliesl record, •' ane 1 1
I . Frequent.

89
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The bitter taste and changing gills and stem distinguish T.

acerb it in from T. laterarium Pk. with which it is easily confused.

Both species are marked by the narrow, crowded gills, spherical

spores, the whitish to pale yellowish-tan cap, and the slight ridges

which are found on the margin of the cap. The gills are sometimes

spuriously decurrent, when it might be confused with small forms

of CUtocybe Candida, but the latter has a mild taste and its pileus

becomes concave. Superficially, it approaches T. panoeolum var.

caespitosum also. Bresadola (Fungh. mang.) assigns to it obovate

spores, measuring 6-7x3-3.5 inicr., while others give them globose.

744. Tricholoma laterarium Pk. (Edible)

N. Y. State Mus. Kep. 2G, 1874 (Buffalo Soc. Nat. Hist., 1873).

Illustration: Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 47, p. 66, 1908.

"PILEUS 5-10 cm. broad, convex-expanded, sometimes slightly

depressed in center, pruinose, whitish, disk often tinged with brick-

red or brown, the thin margin marked with slight, subdistant, short,

radiating ridges. FLESH white. GILLS emarginate, decurrent in

slight lines, narrow, crowded, white. STEM 5-7 cm. long, nearly

equal, solid, white. SPORES globose, 4-5 micr. diameter."

Gregarious. On the ground in conifer woods. Probably in the

northern part of the State.

I have no notes on this species, hence have given Peck's descrip-

tion. No data are at hand as to its taste and odor. It is close to

T. acerbum, apparently only distinguishable by its mild taste and

white gills, and may prove to be identical with that species.

745. Tricholoma leucocephaium Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 43.

Cooke, 111., PL 78.

PILEUS 3-6 cm. broad, thin, convex then plane, obtuse, even,

moist, glabrous, the slight silkiness disappearing, white. FLESH
compact, white, watery in wet weather. GILLS rounded behind,

free, thin, crowded. i>urc white, edge very entire. STEM 5-7 em.

long, 4-8 mm. thick, subcartilaginous to fibrous, hollow, solid at the

narrowed, rooting base, glabrous, white. SPORES 6-8x3-4 micr.
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(perhaps longer when rally mature), elliptic-ovate, apiculate.
ODOE and TASTE distinctly farinaceous.

Gregarious. On the ground in conifer woods. Marquette. Sep-
tember. Rare.

The description is adapted from the [cones of Pries. The flgun
cited represent a planl like thai of form (B) of T. resplendent
(which see), whose stem was minutely hollow, but whose cap was
distinctly riscid. '/'. leucocephalum has been found but once, and is

apparently rare. It has been confused, according to Pries with
T. columbetta and '/'. album; "the former is mild and edible the
latter hitter and very poisonous, while T. leucocephalum has .,

strong odor of fresh meal."

746. Tricholoma fumosiluteum Pk.

N. Y. State .Mus. Rep. 27, 1ST.",.

"PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex-expanded, moist, glabrous, smoky-
yellow. FLESH white or yellowish under the subseparable cuticle.
GILLS pounded behind, deeply emarginate at length, broad, close,
white. STEM 6-10 cm. long, rather elongated, 0-10 mm. thick, gla-
brous, hollow, white. SPORES globose, L5-6 micr. diameter.
ODOK and TASTE farinaceous when flesh is crushed."

Gregarious to subcaespitose. On the -round in frondose w Is.

Ann Arbor. October. Rare.

The description is adapted from that of Peck. "The disk of the
pileus is often darker, and sometimes spotted." My specimens
show a tendency for the stem to become elongated relative to the
width of the pileus.

747. Tricholoma personatum Fr. (EDteu

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Atkinson. Mushrooms, Pig. 87 ,,,,,) g^ p,,,,,

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 2, PI. 19, Pig. l.

Eard, Mushrooms. Pig. 61 and 62, p. sip puis

.Marshall. Mushroom Book, PI. 21, p. 72, 1905.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. 95, Pig. ::.

Michael, Pfihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II. No. 89 (as T. hi

color), and Vol. 1 1 1. No. 1 13.

Peck, X. Y. Mus. Rep. is pi. 22, 1896.

See also Cooke. Gillet, Berkeley, etc.
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PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, convex-expanded to plane, obtuse, gla-

brous, moist or water-soaked, variable in color, grayish to brownish,

tinged with lilac, lavender or purplish hues, fading in age to pale

livid or sordid-white, even, margin at first involute and villose-

pruinose, at length spreading, naked and undulate. FLESH laven-

der-tinged when fresh, fading to whitish, often water-soaked in wet

weather. GILLS slightly truncate-adnate to almost free, rather

broad, crowded, at first blue, then lavender, grayish-rufescent, etc.,

separable from pileus, edge entire. STEM 3-7 cm. long, 1-2 cm.

thick, rather short, stout, at first bulbous, becoming clavate or

tapering upwards or sometimes equal, solid, at first blue then per-

sistently lavender or lilac, sometimes fading to pale livid, etc.,

frosted by minute, furfuraceous-squamulcs, glabrescent, pale gray-

ish within. SPORES narrowly elliptical, smooth, non-nucleate, 7-8

x4-5 micr. (rarely longer), pale flesh color in mass. CYSTIDIA
and sterile cells none. BASIDIA 28-30x6-7 micr., 2-4-spored.

ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground among decaying

leaves or brush piles, in mixed or frondose, open or thin woods.

Throughout the State. September-November. (Earliest record

August 25.) Common.

This is a favorite for the table. It is easily known among the

large Tricholomas by its bluish or lavender colors when fresh, and

in this respect imitates some of the Cortinarii, but such confusion

will not lead to trouble, as the latter are equally safe. Cortinarius

michiganensis and Cortinarius albatus have similar colors, but are

distinguished by the cortina when young, and the darker gills when
old. It is not easily confused with Cortinarius violaceous, as some
have stated, since that species is long-stemmed, has a much darker

color and the cap is minutely scaly. T. nudum is a more slender

plant, and differs mainly in its deeper blue or purplish colors on

cap and stem, and the naked margin when young. All are edible.

Our plant loves to grow among heavy masses of fallen or decaying
leaves which often completely hide it in the late autumn. It varies

in color, so that several varieties have been named; these varieties

are mostly the result of weather conditions, of habitat or of late

growth. After having been soaked by rains it is less palatable. The
color of the spores shows it to be intermediate between Tricholoma
ii nd Entoloma, and induced W. G. Smith and others to call it

Lepista personata.
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748. Tricholoma nudum IV. (Edible

Syst. Myc., L821.

[llustratioiis : N. Y. State BIus. Bull. L16, PI. L04, Pig. 1 9, L907.

Cooke, III.. PI. 67 i too faded).

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 685.

Bresadola, I. Funghj mang. e. vel., PI. 30.

Elicken, Blatterpjlze, PI. ".»•"». Fig. I.

PILE1 S 3-8 rin. broad, thin, convex-expanded to plane, obtuse

sometimes depressed, glabrous, even, sofl t<» the touch, moist, pur-

plish-violaceous to lavender, fading to pale violaceous-brown or

dingy rose-color, margin <ii first incurved and naked. FLESH
tinged violet, ;ii Length whitish, thin, rather firm. <!ILLS truncate-

adnate then subdecurrenl and slightly sinuate, crowded, narrow,
violaceous al first. STEM 3-7 cm. long, HO mm. thick, slender or

moderately stout, solid, equal or slightly enlarged a1 base, silky-

pruinose, glabrescent, purplish-violaceous then grayish-brown.
SPORES 6-7 x t-5 micr., elliptical, sordid flesh color in mass. ODOR
and TASTE mil. I or slightly acid.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in woods. Ami
Arbor. September.

This is Intermediate in size between T. personatum and T. ionidi

and all ihree have similar colors. T. ionides, which has been re-

ported from the state by Longyear, is known by its conic-campan-
ulate pileus, which is at ti rst flocculose on tin- margin, its stuffed

tn hollow stem, and whitish gills and spores; its cap is 2-5 cm.

broad. Buyol (Soc. .Myc. de France, Vol. L6, p. 95 i states thai

it can always be distinguished, since the flesh of the stem is uni-

formrj blue, while that of T. personatum is pallid or grayish. Peck

Bays the stem of his plants was stuffed or hollow, while European
authors describe it us solid. The spores, as in '/'. personatum, are

pale flesh color, and show the relation of these plants t<> the rosy-

spored group; bu! as it is now pretty well admitted thai the sum of

the other characters of a planl are of mine generic importance than

the spore-color, especially where 11 is no1 very marked, i1 would

seem hest to keep them ill this genUS.
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749. Tricholoma tumidum Fr.

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111., PL 93.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreimde, Vol. Ill, No. 111.

Plate CLII of this Report.

PILEUS 6-10 cm. broad, firm, convex-expanded, then plane or

broadly depressed, moist, regular at length wavy, glabrous, some-

times watery-spotted, clouded with gray to brownish-gray especially

on disk, whitish on margin, even, margin thin and at first tomentu-

lose. FLESH white, slightly and slowly cinerascent, thin on mar-

gin, rather brittle. GILLS adnexed, then deeply sinuate, broad, sub-

distant, ventricose, at first shining white then slightly cinerascent,

brittle, scarcely intervenose, edge entire. STEM 5-7 cm. long, 1.5-

2 cm. thick, stout, solid, compact spongy within, subequal or sub-

bulbous, sometimes abruptly subradicating, glabrous, slightly

scurfy at apex, white then slightly cinerascent. SPORES minute,

subfusiform-elliptic, smooth, 5-6 x 3 micr., white. CYSTIDIA and

sterile cells none. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Scattered or singly. On the ground among fallen leaves, etc., in

frondose woods. October. Ann Arbor. Infrequent.

A rather noble plant when fresh, rather firm at first, becoming
brittle. It was placed by Fries in section Rigida, but is placed here

because of its similarity to T. cinerascens. The pileus has a slight-

ly raised circular ridge a short distance from the margin as indi-

cated in Cooke's figure. In some individuals the pileus was marked

by watery spots toward the margin (like those on the stem of

Lactarius scrobiculatus) and sometimes it was slightly oehraceous-

stained. The thin margin at length becomes subplicate-crenate.

The stems are not ventricose nor is the cap as dark, but other-

wise it seems to have all the marks of the species figured by Cooke
and Michael. It differs from T. cinerascens which it approaches

closely in color, by its more rigid habit and by its subdistant gills

which do not separate easily from the trama of the pileus.
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750. Tricholoma cinerascens IV. Edibli

Monographia, 1 863.

Illustration: [bid, PL L53.

Ricken, Blatterpilze, PI. '.'7. Fig. 2.

Plate <"U 1 1 of this Report.

PILEUS 5 l" cm. broad, convex then expanded, obtuse, obscurely

fioccose tomentose or glabrous, white or buff, tin n gray, sub nnicolor-

ous, moist, even, margin thin, naked. PLE8B white, thick on disk.

<;iU,s adnexed, slightly emarginate, close, medium broad, dingy

white, becoming yellowish, easily separable tram iiii< us, edge entire.

STEM 5-7 cm. long, L-1.5 cm. thick, equal, excepl Bpongy-thickened

base, which is often mycelioid-tomentose, spongy-stuffed to hollow,

sometimes curved, white, then cinerascent, subglabrous, pruinose at

apex. SPORES minute, elliptical, 5x3 micr. (rarely longer).

TASTE when crushed, farinaceous. ODOR subfarinaceous.

Gregarious to caespitose. <>n the ground among decaying leaves

in frondose woods. October. Ann Arbor. Infrequent.

The pileus is more spongy and less firm than in T. tumidum, the

uills are close and become more or less ding} yellowish.
r

l'lie pileus

feels glabrous, although there is an innate fioccosity to it. The

ejlls separate from the trama of the pileus as in the genera Lepista,

Paxillus ami Gomphidius, etc. It belies it- name, since the fresh

plant may become only slightly cinereous.

751. Tricholoma panoeolum var. caespitosum Bres.

Fungi Trid., Vol. 2, L892.

Illustration: [bid, PI. 1.'.::.

PILEUS 5-12 cm. (sometimes ap to 20 cm.) broad, convexx

panded, then irregular or sinuate-lobed, sometimes eccentric, whit'

ish, buff, grayish-brown <>> dingy tmi, sometimes shining white, gla-

brous or obscurely flocculose on < 1 i
- 1< . cutich subcartilaginous, mar-

gin persistently incurved. FLESB rather firm, very moist in wet

weather or v soaked and then fragile. GILLS very crowded,

narrow, easily separable from the pileus, varying subdecurreni or

truncate adnati <>, slightly sinuate, white at first, «oo»i dingy-flesh

color. STEM - v cm. long, 8-15 mm. thick, subequal, solid or

spongy within, at first covered with white frostiness, then fibrillose,
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apex scurfy, pallid-whitish. SPORES elliptic-ovate, minute, smooth,

5-6 x 3-3.5 inicr., whitish or pale dingy flesh color in mass. ODOR

slight or of rancid meal. TASTE slowly peppery or disagreeable,

remaining in the mouth a long time.

Caespitose, rarely solitary. On the ground in frondose or conifer

woods. Ann Arbor, Detroit, Bay View, Marquette and New Rich-

mond. September-November. Frequent.

This is one of the most difficult species of Agarics to place proper-

ly. Its gills which are often subdecurrent tend to throw it into

the genus Clitocybe; and the ease with which they separate from

the trama of the pileus is characteristic of the genus Paxillus. The

attachment of the gills varies furthermore, sometimes becoming

sinuate, sometimes not at all decurrent. In other respects the

gills form the very best means of recognizing this species,

as indicated in the description. The plants also vary in

size and color; clusters composed of several very large specimens

are sometimes found, which simulate Clitocybe gigantea and

Clitocybe Candida, but differ from both in that the gills become

flesh color, and in the tardily peppery taste. After being exposed

to rains, the plants become water-soaked, take on a flesh-tint

throughout and are quite fragile. It is probable that T. rancidulum

Banning is the same plant.

Section III. Hygropluma. Pileus thin, hygrophanous. Flesh

at first compact, then soft, moist and hygrophanous.
The color of the pileus changes as the moisture escapes, usually

becoming much paler. Patouillard (Les Hymenomycetes d'Europe,

p. 30, 1887) has separated certain species, e. g., T. melaleuca, from

this section on the basis of their echinulate spores, spongy consist-

ency and grayish or blackish tinge, and erected the genus Melaleuca

for them. Fayod (Ann. d. Sci. Nat., 7 ser., vol. 9, p. 348) did the

same, including T. brevipes, T. nudum, T. grammopodium, T. per-

sonatum and T. sordidum in that genus, and using mainly the irre-

gular hyphae of the gill-trama as the separation character. It has

seemed best however, to keep the Friesian arrangement of this sec-

tion until the data are more complete. Only a few species of this

section have so far been identified.
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752. Tricholoma melaleucum IV.

Syst. Mycol., L82i.

I llusl rat ions : Fries, [cones, PL 1 1.

Kick. mi. Biatterpilze, PI. 96, Fig. 5.

• iillct. Champignons de Prance, No. 682.

Cooke, ill.. PI. l L9.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 50, p. 69, 1908.

Michael, Puhrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. 1 1 1. No. 1 L2.

Murrill, Myeologia, Vol. ::. PI. 19, Fig. 1.

PILEUS 3-7 'in. broad, thin, convex-plane, regular or wavy,

obscurely umbonate, glabrous, moist, hygrophanous with ;i Borne-

what separable cuticle, smoky-brown or fuliginous (moist), ochra-

oeous-tan, buff or paler (dry), umbo darker. FLESH Bcisaile,

grayish, or grayish-white. (HIJ.s adnexed, emarginate, aarrow to

moderately broad, subventricose, rather close, thickish, pure white

nt tirst becoming dingy. STEM 3-8 cm. long, 3-6 mm. thick, strict,

elastic, equal or thickened a1 base, whitish, streaked »"/'/// smoky

•fibrils, persistently stuffed. SPORES 6-8x4-5 micr., minutely

rough, ellipl Leal-oval, white.

Scattered or growing singly. <>n the ground or among grass in

cultivated fields, gardens, lawns, etc., rarely in woods. Spring and

autumn, June, September-October. Ann Arbor, New Richmond,

Marquel te. Frequent.

This is usually an open ground Tricholoma. The somewhat rigid,

subcartilaginous stem reminds one mure of Collybia than of Tricho

loma. The pileus i- sometimes quite blackish ami the -
1 < -m streaked

with black fibrils, h was formerly (Mich. Acad. 8ci.) referred to

Collybia stridula because of the spores. The measurements given

by Massee for 7. melaleucum are ii>\ I ."> micr. Schroeter ami

Ricken, however, find spore measurements the Bame as in <>ur

plants, ami hence, as it agrees well otherwise, it is referred to /.

melaleuca. The gills vary from linear to Bubventricose. The stem

i- sometimes smoky, covered with white fibrils.

753 Tricholoma leucocephaloides 1'

N. Y. state Mn.. Rep. 19, L896.

PILEUS •"• •; vni. broad, convex, obtuse, undulate or irregular,
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hygrophanous, brown or grayish-brown (moist), whitish or whitish-

tan i dry), snbviscid in wet weather, even. FLESH becoming white,

thin. GILLS adnate to snbdeenrrent, slightly emarginate, close to

sub.listant, moderately broad, whitish. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 5-8

mm. thick, equal, curved, spongy-stuffed, apex floecose, elsewhere

glabrescent, whitish (dry). SPOKES minute, elliptical, smooth,

5-6 x 34 micr. ODOR and TASTE strongly farinaceous.

Gregarious. On the ground, frondose woods. Ann Arbor. Octo-

ber. Rare.

754. Tricholoma sordidum Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 45.

Cooke, 111., PI. 100.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 44, p. 63, 1908.

Sicken, Bliitterpilze, PI. 95, Fig. 5.

PILEUS 2-6 cm. broad, convex then expanded and depressed,

with or Avithout an obscure umbo, hygrophanous, flesh color to

avellanus (Ridg.) when young, wood-brown in age, fading, gla-

brous, even or substriatulate on the naked and incurved margin.

FLESH thin, except disk, toughish, drab color when young or moist,

pallid in age. GILLS adnate, at length emarginate-sinuate, vin-

aceous-drab to subviolaceous, close, thin, moderately broad, edge

entire. STEM short, 2-4 cm. long, 4-8 mm. thick, equal, solid, tough-

ish-fibrous, fibrillose, naked at apex, whitish or sordid, curved, base

mycelioid or subrooting. SPORES elliptic-oblong, 6-7.5 x 3-4 micr.,

smooth, white. Trama of gills parallel. CYSTIDIA none. BA-
SIDIA clavate, 30-32 x 4-5 micr. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Caespitosc or gregarious-subcaespitose. On decaying vegetable

matter, straw-heaps, etc., in fields and gardens. August-October.
Ann Arbor. Infrequent.
Known by the caespitose habit, by the dingy flesh-colored or sub-

violaceous pileus and gills and by the place of growth. Usually
it appears only after abundant rains. The stem is said to be some-

times eccentric. It must not be confused with T. nudum.
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Clitocybe l'i.

(FronJ ilit- (Jreek, clitos, sloping, and cybe, head.)

White-sporecl ;
stein spongy-fleshy to fibrous, elastic, its flb<

continuous with the trama of pileus, hence ool separable. <iills

decurreni or acutely adnate, often separable from the
|
>i l«-n <. n>,t

emarginatc nor sinuate, margin of pileus a1 firsl involute. So

annulus.

Fleshy, firm < »r sofl mushrooms, growing aiostly on the ground
or decaying leaves, sometimes on wood, in fields, road-sides or for-

est. Mostly medium to large size.

The PILEUS is mostly glabrous or silky fibrillose, Bcaly in ;i few

species, sometimes with rather thick flesh, often quite thin and

flexible. Many are hygrophanous and change color during dry
weather and have scissile thin flesh, others are merely moist and

have thidker unchanging flesh. The surface is aever viscid. The

shape of tin* pileus varies greatly, convex to plane, obtuse, de-

pressed in the center, ambilicate or infundibuliform
; very regular,

irregular or compressed when clustered, or often merely wavy in

outline. The color of the pileus is generally white to tan, gray,
•lull reddish or brownish, although ;i U>w bright-colored species like

c. illudens and C. anisearia are quite common. The STEM lacks

the true cartilaginous rind of the genus Collybia; its outer layer

being fibrous or sometimes sofl fleshy, (though it may become hard

and cartilaginous-like in dry weather). Within it may l"- fibrous

throughout, i. e., Bolid, or spongy-stuffed and becoming more or

less hollow. The fibrous structure is length-wise and is continued

into the trama of the pileus and i;i\i-> the stem considerable elastic-

ity. The color of the stem is usually like that of the pileus.

The GILLS are mostly white, Bome are ashj brown, or become

ashy-colored in age; in tin- subgenus Laccaria, they are colored

reddish, violel or yellow. They are always attached to the stem,
sometimes deeply decurrent, sometimes adnate .it flrel and later

pseudo-decurrenl when the expanding pileus is elevated anteriorly;
whatever the mode of attachment, the gills, are narrowed t>> .1 point

where they terminate on the stem, in one ^\»'<
'

'</. the

gills are aberrant, being emarginate-adnate .1^ in Tricholoma. The

i:ills. when decurrent, are often unequally s.». some extending farther

down the stem than others, especially when tin- pileus is irregular.

In many species the -jills are of differenl texture from the trama of

the pileus and <;in be peeled of! from it. in this character approach*
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ing the genus Paxillus as set up by Fries. It has seemed best, how-

ever, to follow Peck, by referring white-spored species with de-

current and separable gills, even if they anastomose on the stem,

to the genus Clitocybe instead of Paxillus. The VEIL is poorly

developed or entirely lacking in this genus. Where it becomes evi-

dent, as in G. praecox sp. nov. we have a transition to the genus

Armillaria. But no species in which the veil forms an annulus

can be included here. The SPOKES are white, mostly small, ellip-

tical and smooth in the larger number of species, globose and echinu-

late in others. As seen below, this character with others will be used

to separate the two subgenera. The spores of Glitopilus caespitosa

are only slightly tinged with flesh color, so that it is easily mistaken

for a Clitocybe. The TASTE is mild in nearly all the species; some-

times it is farinaceous; in G. piccina and a few others it is disagree-

able. Two species are known to be poisonous, viz. G. Uludens and
C. morbifera; as far as known, the others are safe, and become
tender and palatable when properly cooked. G. sudorifica Pk. (N.
Y. State Mus. Bull. 157 1 causes profuse perspiration and should be

avoided.

The genus is large, and may be divided into two subgenera:

Clitocybe (propria), and Laccaria.

The former is again divided into sections and groups as follows :

SUBGENUS CLITOGYBE.

Section I. Pawilloideae.

Section II. Squamulosae.

Section III. Siccae.

Section IV. Hygroplianae.

SUBGENUS LAGGARIA.

K<H to the Species

(A) Pileus hygrophanous, changing color from wet to dry weather; flesh
usually scissile.

(a) Pileus becoming furfuraceous-squamulose; spores spherical, mark-
edly echinulate; gills adnate.

(b) Plant large; stem 8 mm. or more thick; gills purplish. 796.
C. ochropurpurea Berk.
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(bb) Plants rather small; gills fleBb color, pallid or violaceous.
i c i i Stem 3-7 cm. long; spi

• micr. diam., very common. 794.

c. toccata Fr.

(cci Stem 1-2 cm. long; spores 12-14 micr. diam., rare. 795. C.

tortilia Fr.
i Pileus glabrous or dotted with dark points.

(b» Pileus thin, tunnel-form, cup-shape deeply umblllcate at

maturity.
1 1- 1 Gills distant or Bubdistant.

id) Growing on lichens; pileus grayish-brown (moist), very
small. 7!"». C. peltigerina Pk.

(.lilt Growing on » . ometimes on the debris <>r fo

(e) Pileus virgate, with black scaly points; gills yellowish.

poidi s Pk.

(ee) Pileus. stem ami gills smoky to ashy-brown (moist), pileus

glabrous. ~^-. C Fr.

(cc) Gills crowded or el

Pileus grayish-brown when moist at bast in the center;
pills close,

(e) Caespitose; pileus infundibuliform
; gills long-decurrent.

7S7. C. caespitosa Pk.

(ee) Not truly caespitose; pileus umbilicate; gills subdecur-
nt. 786. 0. aloidula Pk.

(dd) Pileus white or whitish-tan. gills very crowded.
(e) Stem attached by long white strands to decayed wood or

debris, often eccentric; gills decurrent. 785. C. eccen-
tric a Pk.

(ee) Stem without such strands; gills long decurrent. 784.
f '. adirondacki nsia Pk.

(bb) Pileus obtuse to convex-depressed; plants rather small,

(c) Gills, pileus and stem ashy-colored or brownish-gray.
id) Taste farinaceous. 7S9. C. ditopodd Fr.

(dd) Taste mild. 788. 0. metachroa Pr.

(cc) Gills, pileus and stem white or tinged tan color.

iili Pileus shining-white when dry. 79:>. ('. angustisaima Fr.

(dd) Pileus not shining-white.

(e) On lawns, etc.. among grass. 791. C. morbifcra Pk.

(ee) In woods, among leaves. 792. C. compressipes Pk.
i.\Ai Pileus nm hygrophanous.

(a) Stem 2-6 cm. thick; pileus very large, ochraceous tan, obtuse; gills

soon dingy yellowish. 758. 0. maxima Fr.

(aa) Stem not as stout.

(b> Caespitose, often in large clusters; plants large.

(c) Gills extending down the stem in lines or ridges; pileus dull-

white or pale tan. 757. C. piceina Pk.

(cc) Gills rarely decurrent In line-,

id) Pileus becoming deep funnel-shaped or depressed-concave;
very large.

Margin of pileus Bulcate; gills anastomosing on stem. 7.".:,.

C. gigantea Fr.

Margin of pileus even; gills rounded behind at first. 756.
• andida Br<

(dd) Pileus obtuse, umbonate or only slightly depressed.
Pileus becoming scaly, reddish tawny t<> honey-colored.
7.".'.'

'

tdelpha Morg
ee) Pileus glabrous.
iti whole plant Baffron or dingy golden-yellow. 77: <\

illudens Schw.
i ft' i Plants nol at all yellow.

i l' i Pileus with a cartilaginous cuticle. smoky-tan or
paler. 77- | artilagim us Br
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(gg) Pileus without cartilaginous cuticle; whole plant

whitish. 774. C. multiceps Pk.

(bb) Singly, gregarious or subcaespitose; plants small to medium

size; stems seldom over 8 mm. thick,

(c) Pileus yellow, covered with dark brown scales; on wood.

760. C. decora Fr.

(cc) Pileus not like the preceding.

(d) Pileus greenish, bluish or yellowish, not scaly,

(e) .Whole plant yellowish, soft; spores globose, minutely
echinulate. 781. C. pulcherrima Pk.

(ee) Tinged green or blue,

(f) Stem solid,

(g) Pileus green or tinged green. 767. C. odora var.

viridis Fr.

(gg) Pileus tinged blue. 771. C. connexa Pk.

(ff) Stem stuffed then hollow; pileus greenish,

(g) Gills narrow, crowded. 767. C. odora var. anisearia

Pk.

(gg) Gills rather broad, close. 767. G. odora Fr.

(dd) Pileus not green, blue nor yellow.

(e) Pileus funnel-form or deeply concave at maturity,

(f) Pileus buff-white. 776. C. catina Fr.

(ff) Pileus reddish-tan fading to dingy white. 777. C. in-

fundibuliforviis Fr.

(ee) Pileus obtuse, umbilicate or slightly depressed.

(f) Pileus smoky-brown, ashy brown or clouded with gray,

(g) Gills deeply decurrent.

(h) Pileus obtuse, 3-7 cm. broad; gills white or tinged

yellowish, subdistant; stem clavate, stout. 763.

C. clavipes Fr.

(hh) Pileus more or less depressed, 1-3 cm. broad; gills

dingy white, close; stem equal, slender. 779. C.

parilis Fr.

(gg) Gills short-decurrent.

(h) Stem slender, 1-3 mm. thick; pileus depressed; gills

tinged ashy. 766. C. vilescens Pk.

(hh) Stem stout, 8-16 mm. thick; pileus obtuse to um-
bonate.

(i) Gills rather crowded. 762. C. nebularis Fr.

(ii) Gills subdistant; stem subequal.
(k) Gills entire. 764. C. media Pk.

(kk) Gills forked. 765. C. carnosior Pk.

(ff) Pileus rufous-brown to brick red; 2-5 cm. broad.

(g) Gills very crowded; flesh thin; pileus umbilicate. 780.

C. sinopica Fr.

(gg) Gills hardly close; flesh thick on disk; pileus obtuse.

761. C. praecox Kauff.

(fff) Pileus whitish to shining white.

(g) Growing on wood; gills narrow and crowded. 772.

C. truncicola Pk.
(gg) On the ground among leaves, or in grassy places,

(h) Pileus dingy-white to pale tan, umbilicate; on pine
needles on the ground. 778. C. pinophila Pk.

(hh) Pileus shining-white when dry.
(i) Pileus 3-8 cm. broad; stem solid; spores minutely

echinulate. 770. C. albissima Pk.
(ii) Pileus smaller, 1-4 cm. broad; stem stuffed to

hollow; spores smooth,
(k) Stem cartilaginous; pileus regular; in woods.

768. C. candicans Fr.

(kk) Stem fibrous-tough; pileus wavy on margin;
usually in fields and pastures. 769. C.

dealbata Fr.
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8UBGENI 8 CLITOCYBE (propria). Spores elliptical to orate,

when spherical qo1 Bpinulose (see C. pulcherrium) .

Section /. Paxilloideae. Pileus firm; flesh thickish, not bygro

phanous. (Jills separable from trama <»t' pileus, more or less anas

tomosins on the Btem. Plants in«*«l inm to very large.O'

755. Clitocybe gigantea FY. (EDIBLE

Sys. .Mv. (»!.. L821.

Illustrations: Gillet, Champignons de Prance, PL LOO.

Cooke, 111.. PL L06.

PILEUS large, L5-25 cm. broad, relatively thin, soon expanded,

plane then infundibuliform, soft, glabrous, white or tinged tan,

slightly flocculose when dry, margin involute, then spreading, at

length coarsely sulcatc. Flesh thin, white. (JILLS subdecurrent,

very crowded, rather broad, (2-3 times thickness of pileus), some

forked, anastomosing on the stem. STEM short and stout, 2-6 cm.

long, 2-3 cm. thick, solid, glabrous, even, whitish. SPORES 5x3

micr., elliptical, apiculate, white. ODOE and TASTE mild.

i Dried : T ileus rufous-brown in patches, dingy whitish elsewhere.

(Jills cinnamon brown, i

Caespitose. Ground, in rich woo. is of maple, oak. bassw I. etc.

Ann Arbor. September-October. Infrequent Edible.

Certain remarks found in fungi hooks indicate thai this Bpecies
i Is further study in its relation to C. maxima and C. Candida.

Massee Bays the gills are not separable from the hymenophore, al-

though Pries docs not mention the matter in Hymen. Europ., Mid-

crisis and Systema. The lengthy quotations of Mcllvaine do nol

meet tlic difficulties in deciding between the three mentioned. This

i- one of our Largesl fungi, often a toot across the cap, and a caespi-

tose cluster of them is a marked feature of the forest. It differs,

according to our diagnosis, from C. maxima by the anastomosing
<;ills. the sulcate-ridged margin of the pileus, lack of any umbo
and smooth stem; and from C. Candida in the character of the gills

ami the Bulcate margin of the pileus. Large fresh clusters of

Tricholoma panoeolum rar. caespitosum have all the appearance
id' this plant, hut in that species the gills turn slowly flesh color

ami the Bpores are smaller. The illustrations of C. gigantea tail to

show its size ami caespitose character.
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756. Clitocybe Candida Bres.

Fungi Tridentini, 1881.

Illustrations: Ibid, PI. XVIII, Vol. I.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, p. 89, 90, Plates 28, 29, Figs. 90, 91.

PILEUS 10-20 cm. broad, convexo-plane, then depressed and

infundibuliform, relatively thin, glabrous to obscurely scaly on

disk, white, somewhat shining, even or obscurely striate on margin,

not umbonate. FLESH white, unchanging, very scissile. GILLS

subdecurrent, rounded at point of attachment, not emarginate, very

crowded, narrowly linear, few forked, many shorter, edge entire.

STEM 5-9 cm. long, stout, about 2 cm. thick, subequal, spongy-

stuffed, white, fibrillose, mycelioid-tomentose at base. ODOR and

TASTE mild. SPORES 6-7x3-4 micr., elliptical, apiculate, white.

(Dried: Pileus whitish-tan, gills pale fuscous-cinnamon.)

Cacspitose. On the ground, under balsam-fir, in conifer forest.

Marquette. August. Infrequent.

Differs from preceding in even pileus, in narrow gills which do

not anastomose
;
from C. maxima in lack of umbo, gills not long de-

current and pileus not squamulose. Atkinson says gills are broad;
in our plants they are narrow as shown in Bresadohrs figure. It

is made a variety of G. gigantca by Quelet, and present information

seems to show that the two forms run into each other.

757. Clitocybe piceina Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club. Bull., Vol. 31, p. 178, 1904.

Illustrations : Chicago Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. VII, Part I, PI. 2,

Fig. 2.

Plate CLIV of this Report.

I'TLEUS 5-20 cm. broad, rarely more, firm, convex-expanded to

plane, dull white or tinged ochraceous to tan, dry, obscurely silky,

tomentose, margin even, involute. FLESH white, rather thick,
not scissile. GILLS close, rather narrow, thin, whitish or tinged

yellowish, decurrent especially by lines or ridges running down the

stem and anastomosing, separable from hymenophore, transversely

split in age, edge entire. STEM 5-8 cm. long, 1-3 cm. thick, short
and stout, solid, firm, sometimes spongy, subequal to subbulbous,

whitish, minutely tomentose, often curved at base, rigid at apex.
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SPOKES broadly elliptical, »'» 7 i I :> micr., apiculate, with ;i large
oil-drop nearly filling the interior, whin-. ODOB Btrong, somewhat
aromatic to disagreeable. TASTE unpleasant, bitter.

1 Dried : Cap and gills ding} ochre to ochraceous buff, i

Single or subcaespitose. On verj rotten wood, or on debris under
hemlock trees in northern Michigan; under maple, etc., in the
southern pari of the State. Ann Arbor, New Bid >nd, Detroit,
Houghton, Huron Mountains, Marquette. Infrequent. Edibility
not tested.

This is <nic of the large Clitoeybes, one of my specimens measur-
ing 25 cm. across the cap. h is easily known by the peculiar gills
and the narrow ridges al the apes of the stem. The chano
yellow on drying is very marked, and distinguishes this Bpeciee
fr C. nil/mil, a and C. Candida. Small to medium plants are ap-
parently more common than those of full size. The oil-drop in

the Bpores is Large and simulates a globular spore. The white
mycelium gives a white, mouldy appearance to the neighboring
leaves, etc. li appears to be the Bame as Paxillus extenuatus !•>..

in the sense of Kick. -n.

758. Clitocybe maxima Fr. Edible)

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustrations : Barla, Champignons des Alpes-maritimes, PL 50.

Plate CLV of this Report. | .Much reduced.)

PILEUS 10-30 cm. or more broad, thick-fleshy, firm, ai first

broadly convex with broad umbo, thru plane, scared) subinfundi-
buliform in age but obtuse or broadly ambonate, always dry, with
•' thin, interwoven, silky-tomentosity on surface, slightly fl<

Bcaly in age, a1 firsl pallid, soon oohraceous-tan to rusty alutaceous,
margin at firsl involute ;llll | pubescenl tomentulose, then spreading
and even or only obscurely short-striate, PLESB thick an,/ com-
pact on disk, abruptly thin toward margin, later attenuated, whit-
ish becoming dingy. GILLS al firsl Biibemarginate becoming de
current to long-deeurrent in fully expanded plants, relativelj oar
n,w (4-10 mm.), acuminate at both ends, close, not ventrico
whitish ;,, first, soon dingy yellotcish, pale tan in age, separable
from pile, is. edge entire. STEM stoui and usuallj short, 6 12 cm.
l°n& inflated-bulbous to clavate-bulbous, 2-6 cm thick above, 3-8
cm. at bulb, spongy solid, covered by a thin, continuous, appremed

91
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white tomentum, often ferruginous-stained, white or whitish, bulb

at length color of pileus. SPORES elliptic-oval. 7-7.5 x 5-5.5 micr.,

obscurely echinulate, nucleate, white. CYSTIDIA none; sterile

cells on edge of gills acicular. ODOR rather strong, oily-farinace-

ous. TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in frondose woods.

Ann Arbor, Detroit. August-September. Infrequent.

In America this huge and massive mushroom is distinguished

by its exceedingly stout stem, by the compact flesh of the half-grown

plant, by the gills which soon become deep straw-yellow and by

the odor. When developing slowly the pileus remains compact

and thick on the central portion, but under favorable growth-con-

ditions it expands more fully, the flesh becomes thinner through-

out and it tends to become infundibuliform. The majority of

plants found, although many of them very large, had a plane or

obtuse pileus, sometimes with a very broad umbo. Solitary, rela-

tively small specimens approach the appearance of the figures given

for C. geotropa Fr. and such specimens being the only ones seen the

first time the species was found, I referred them to C. geotropa Fr.
;

later collections showed me the error. The gills in the young plants

are merely sinuate-emarginate, but when the pileus expands they

become decurrent. The decurrent character of the gills is not as

strongly marked as the European descriptions indicate, and our

plant departs from European forms in several particulars. Fries

(Monographia) says the gills are whitish, not changing, whereas

the yellowish to tan color which the gills soon assume

in our plants is one of the most marked characteristics,

becoming more noticeable after the specimens are picked.

The thin tomentose coating on the stem, its bulbous

tendency and the rusty-tan color of the old plants is

also not mentioned. Clearly we have a distinct American form.

The relation between C. maxima and C. gigantea does not seem to

be clear to most European authors. The two are very distinct as

Fries has pointed out. The American C. gigantea has a whitish,
ill inner, much more infundibuliform pileus and its gills are more
crowded and anastomose on the stem, and the margin of the pileus
is strongly marked by sulcate-ridges. The attachment of the gills

relates this to the genus Tricholoma. But in all other respects it

is a Clitocybe of the Paxilloideae group.
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Section II. Squamulosae. Surface <>f pileus broken up into

scales, dry; flesh rather thick, stem Bcalj or ftbrillose.

759. Clitocybe monadelpha Morg. Bdible

-'••in-, cinn. Sue. of Nat. Hist., Vol. VI, 1883.

Illustrations: Ibid, PI. I.

N. Y. State Ifus. Memoir, Vol. III. No. I. PI. i«i. L900.

Bard, Mushrooms, |>. in::. PI. XXI. Pig. 7.1. L908.

Mcllvaine, Amer. Mushrooms, p.
ss

. PI. XXVII.

PILEUS 3-10 fin. broad, size very variable in ;i cluster, convex
then plane, obtuse, depressed in age, entire surface dry, becoming
innately fibrillosescaly, scales floccose and more dense on <lisk.

rufous-tawny t<» chestnut lisk, honey-colored beneath scales,

margin recurved and splitting in age. FLESH n bite or tinged ochra-

ceous-brown, very thick on .lisk. <;ii,LS subdecurrent, subdistant,
rather broad in tin- middle, tapering i" both ends, intervenose,

jitilliil th, n dull flesh color and often stained with brown spm^.
edge cntiic. STEM elongated, 7-20 cm. long, tapering downward
and at in, mil,, i at iln caespitose and <r<>,r,i,<i bases, fibrous-stuffed,
;m length hollow, densely fibrillose or fibrillose-scurfy, glabrescent,
twisted, pallid then fusCous-brown, darker t.» blackish-brown at

base, brownish within. SPORES broadly elliptical, 6-7.5x5-5.5
micr.. smooth, white ODOE and TASTE mild, or slightly Litter.

i I ried : I rmber-brown. |

Very caespitose. On the ground in woods, nsually attached t<>

"Id roots or rotten wood. New Richmond. September. Rare.
This is apparently the American for f C. t,ii,< -,-. ns Bres. of

Europe In the lew collectionfi examined, the spores of the Dative

plant rarely measured over 7 micr. long, while Bresadola gives
s I"

x .1-7 micr. for his species. When yonng this species simulates

Armillaria mellea, bu1 without ;i veil, later it is not easily con-

fused with it. The scales on the cap are often well developed.
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760. Clitocybe decora Fr.

(= Tricholoma multipunctum Pk.)

Syst. MycoL, 1821. (N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 25, 1873.)

Illustration : Fries. Icones Select, Vol. I, PI. 60.

PILEUS 3-6 era. broad, convex, rather thin, depressed in center

or plane, yellow (duteous) or tinged brown or olivaceous, covered

with dense, innate, flbrillose, minute, blackish or brownish scales,

disk darker. FLESH yellowish. GILLS obtusely adnate, crowded,

seceding, yellow, rather narrow. STEM 3-6 era. long, 4-10 mm. thick,

subequal, stuffed then hollow, yellow, dotted -with minute scales,

central or eccentric. SPORES variable, broadly-ovate to subellip-

tical, 6-7 x 4.5-5.5 micr., mixed with a large per cent of young glo-

bose spores 4-5 micr. diameter.

Single or subcaespitose. On rotten logs, in hemlock and spruce

swamp. Sault Ste. Marie. July-September.

The generic position of this species is unsettled. Fries first

placed it under Clitocybe, then Pleurotus. Gillet referred it to

Clitocybe; Quelet to Tricholoma; Saccardo to Pleurotus. Peck

name it anew Tricholoma multipunctum}
then referred it back to

Clitocybe decora, where it is to be hoped it will remain. It is an

aberrant Clitocybe, like C. laccata, in departing from the manner
in which in this genus the gills are attached.

761. Clitocybe praecox sp. nov.

Illustration: Plate CLVI of this Report.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, fleshy, dry, convex, then plane 'or obtuse,
somewhat irregular, or deformed, sometimes lobed, flocculose or
covered with minute rufous-brown scales, umber-brown, or paler
when young; margin incurved at first, obscurely flbrillose, even.

FLESH whitish, thick on disk. GILLS acutely subdecurrent, close
to subdistant, not broad, narrowed toward both ends, whitish or

ward, obscurely bulbous, curved, solid, fibrous, dotted below with
venose. STEM 3-4 cm. long, 6-8 mm. thick, equal or tapering down-
ward, obscurely bulbous, curved, solid; fibrous, dotted below with
delicate floccose scales from the veil, mealy at apex, at length silky-
fihrillose throughout, pallid to brownish, white within, outer rind
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subcartilaginous. VEIL thin, ftbrillose, whitish, evanescent.

SPORES broadly elliptical, 7-9.5x5-6 rnicr., Bmooth, obtuse, white;

basidia L-spored. CYSTIDIA aone. ODOR and TA8TE Btrong,

farinaceous.

Singly or Bubcaespitose. <>n lawns, parks, etc. Ann Arbor.

April 20-June l. Edibility do1 tested.

Pirsi fonnd <>n the Campus of the University of Michigan among
moss and ,ur;iss through which it pushed and which probably caused

its deformed appearance. The earliesl specimens mature Blowly.

The collapsing veil a1 first leaves remnants on the stems in the

form of obscure transverse, delicate rings or Bcales, which soon

disappear, lis scaly cap and vei\ indicate thai it is related to the

Friesian section "Versiformis" bul the flesh i- aot hygrophanous.
It has some affinities with C. incilis Fr.

Section III. Siccae. Pileus nol scaly oor hygrophanous; flesh

not watery nor scissile.

Subsection I. Disciformis. Pileus convex, then plane or depress

ed, obtuse, regular; gills equally decurrent. Stem simple or some-

what Bubcaespitose.

*Pileus cinereous or fuscous.

762. Clitocybe nebularis Fr. (Edible

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

Illustrations: X. V. State Mus. Rep. 18, PI. 23, 1896.

Pries, Sverig. atl. a. gift. Svampu, PI. 15.

Gillet, Champignons d. France, PI. 115.

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PI. -"' :;
.

Cooke, 111.. PL 79.

Michael, Fflhrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. 11. No. 84.

PILEUS 5-9 cm. broad, convex, then plane, obtuse, rarely de-

pressed, margin often wavy, even, subpruinose, glabrescent, smoky-
brown to grayish-buff, margin pliant and soft. FLESH pure white,

thick on <lisk, thin on margin. GILLS Bubdecnrrent Anally decur-

rent, crowded, attenuate at both on. is. narrow, white then dingy
or tinged gray, edge entire. STEM Btout, 5-7 cm. long, 1-2.5 <'iu.

thick, sub-clavate at base, or subventricose, fibrous-spongy and
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solid, pruinose, smoky-luff, concolor, even. SPORES minute, 5-6 x

::i micr., elliptical-ovate, smooth, white. ODOR and TASTE mild

or very slightly acrid.

i Dried : Cap grayish-brown to smoky-isabelline; gills ochraceous-

buff.)

Suocaespitose. Ground in woods of oak, maple, etc. Ludington,

Ann Arbor. September. Infrequent.

This is called the ''Clouded Clitocybe," because of the smoky hue

of cap and stem. The spores of the American plant seem to be

smaller than those of the European species, since Bresadola gives

them 9 x 6-7 micr. Some specimens have a bit of acridity to the

taste, a fact also recorded by Barla in Europe. Mcllvaine, Bres-

adola, Cooke, Badham, Quelet a"hd Michael report it as edible.

Older authors in Europe have reported it as unsafe, e. g.

Cordier, Paulet and Barla. The American plant has no evidence

against it. It is sometimes attacked by another mushroom, Vol-

varia loveianus, which forms fruit-bodies on its cap. (See Fig. 7,

PL XI, Swanson, Fungi.)

763. Clitocybe clavipes Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Mycol., 1821.

Illustrations: N. Y. State Mus. Mem., Vol. Ill, No. 4, PI. 46,

1900.

Fries, Icon., Vol. I, PI. 47.

Gillet, Champignons de France, PI. 117.

Cooke, 111., PL 80.

Hard. Mushrooms, p. 94, Fig. 69.

PILEUS 2-7 cm. broad, soft, convex then plane, almost obconic,

rarely umbonate, obtuse, even, glabrous, sooty-brown, fuscous-

cinereous to brown, sometimes paler. FLESH white, thick on
disk. GILLS deeply deciirrent, subdistant, rather broad in middle,
narrowed toward both ends, flaccid, white or tinged yellowish, edge
entire. STEM 2-6 cm. long, 6-8 mm. thick at apex, clavate at base,

tapering upwards, sometimes bulbous, concolor, spongy-solid, white

within, abrillose. SPORES 6-7.5x4-5 micr., subelliptical, smooth,
white. ODOR and TASTE agreeable.

(Dried: Pileus fuscous-cinnamon; gills sordid gilvous.)
Scattered or tufted. On the ground, -mostly reported in conifer

woods, but also in southern Michigan, under maple, oak, etc. Sep-
tember-October. Infrequent. Edible.
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Wafer-soaked in wel weather. Differs from C. nebularis in its

Miinlisi.i ni . decui it-Hi gills, and slightly larger ^i •-.

764. Clitocybe media I'k. Edibli

n. Y. State .Mils. Rep. t2, 1899.

[llustrations : [bid, PI. l. Figs. 9 12.

\. v. State Mus. Bep. is. PL XXIII, Pig. 17. L896.

Bard, Mushrooms, p. 88, Pig. 64, 1908

This is ,i variety of tin- preceding, recognizable by the subequal,
imi bulbous stem, broader and more distant gills, varying decur-

rent. The spores are 7.5-8 x 5 micr. TASTE mild. Edible.

(>n the ground, in oak, maple or birch woods, Marquette, Ann
Arbor.

765. Clitocybe carnosior I'k.

\. V. State <";il>. Rep. 23, p. 76, 1872.

This may be considered ;is another variety of C. clavipes, distin-

guished by the lurked ^ills. The pileus is in-own in grayish-browii.

TASTE pleasant. Habit, etc. of tin- typo. Marquette. August

766. Clitocybe vilescens Pk.

N. V. State .Mus. Rep. :'.::. L880.

PILEUS small, 1-3 cm. broad, convex then plane and obtuse or

slightly umbilicato-depressed, fragile, glabrous, even, pale-ashy to

brownish-ashy, sometimes subpapillate, slightly pruinose at first on

the involute margin. FLESH whitish, -oft. thickish. GILLS Bub-

decurrent, whitish tinged ashy, close, moderately narrow, occasion-

ally veined. STEM slender, 2-5 cm. l"HLr
. 1.5 I nun. thick, concolor

or paler, solid, glabrous, equal, straighl or curved, white-mycelioid
.it base. SPORES short and Bubglobose or broadly elliptical.

\ 3 :» micr., smooth, white. ODOE and TASTE mild.

(Dried: Cap grayish, i:ills dingy pale tan.)

In frondose <>r mixed woods. Jnly-Augus Marque \nn

Arbor, Infrequent.
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**Pileus greenish.

767. Clitocybe odora Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

[frustrations: Michael, Ftthrer f. Pilzfreunde, No. 86.

Fries, Sverig. iitlig. u. gift Svamp., PL 85.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 113.

Marshall, Mushroom Book. p. 71, PL XV. I As Clitocybe

or virens.)

Conn. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 3, PL XVII.

PILEUS 3-8 cm. broad, rather thin, convex then expanded-plane,

subrepand, even, glabrous, margin incurved and pliant, sometimes

substriate, pale dingy-green to bluish-green varying to whitish.

FLESH white, rather tough, GILLS rather broad, close, adnate-

decurrent, white then yellowish or tinged green. STEM 3 to 8 cm.

long, 4-6 mm. thick, equal or thickened below, pruinose at apex,

stuffed then hollow, white mycelioid or often soft-spongy at base,

white or tinged green. SPOKES 6-8 x 4-5 niicr., broadly elliptical,

smooth, white. ODOR fragant, sometimes evanescent. "Flavor,

when cooked, rather strong, but not unpleasant." (Mcllvaine.)

(Dried: Green color disappears; pileus grayish-tan to dark

fuscous; the deep green colored pileus darkest when dried, those

merely tinged green, paler; gills alutaceous.)

Subcaespitose, base of stem often deeply sunk in leaves and for-

est-mould. In conifer and broad-leaved forest. Marquette, Hough-

ton, Ann Arbor. August-September. This typical form is rare.

This species runs into two varieties, C. anisearia Pk. and C.

viridis Fr., of which the first variety is by far the commonest of

the three in Michigan. The odor is usually strongly fragrant, but

is variable, so that a normal green plant may be almost in-

odorous in age, further, the color varies to white with no sign
of green, in which case the odor may be very marked. The color

may therefore be white, or tinged a delicate green, dull uni-

formly green, grayish-green to bluish-green. The variability of the

plant has caused some uncertainty as to whether our form is the

same as the European plant. Our commonest form or variety has

narrow, crowded gills, and is given below as ('. anisearia Pk.

Fries and others describe C. odora with broad gills, not crowded;
and C. viridis with crowded, white sills and solid stem. I believe
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that ;ill these characters .in- variants of one Bpecies, and have been

unduly emphasized. The European plants as well as onrs are

edible, tl gh strong-flavored ivhen alone.

Var. tniisri triii (Clitocybt " u r«( urin Pk.) (Edible.)

N. Y. State .Mils. Rep. 32, 1879.

take the preceding, of which it may be considered a variety. It

differs in the narrow, crowded gills, and perhaps in the stronger de-

velopment of the fibrillose cuticle of the cap. The gills are white
then cream-color. SPORES, etc., the Bame. Eabitat the same.

Eonghton, Marquette, Ann Arbor, Detroit, New Richmond, etc.

Common throughout the State. August-October. Edible.

I iir. ririilis i CUtoCybe rinlis Pp.)

Syst. M\r- L821.

This variety, with the solid stem, has not been found in Michigan.
Pries separated it because of information he obtained from others.
He never saw it. Cooke and others consider it identical with C.
" ,l "'"- Under certain conditions of growth, the interior stuffed"
center of stems of mushrooms often appears as if composed of the
same substance and texture as the resl of the stem, i.

e,, as if

"solid," and care must be taken to distinguish between such appear-
ances.

«*
/'Hi us white or whitish.

768. Clitocybe candicans Fr.

Syst. Myc. Fr., 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, [cones, PI. 51, Fig. .".

Cooke, Til.. PI. 82.

Gillet, Champignons de France, PI. 110.

"PILEUS 2-3 cm. broad, thin, dry, convex then plane or depress
od. shining white in dry weather, with s superficial micaceous silki-

ness, dull white when moist, even, margin decurved, regular.
FLESH white, thin. GIL! S adnate then decurrent, crowded, i

thin, narrow, white, edge entire. STEM 2-5 cm. long, _ I mm.
thick, even, equal, wawyshining, cartilaginous, glabrous, stuffed

then Ik.Huw. curved and villose at base, somewhat rooting am
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the leaves, etc.. to which it is attached. SPORES broadly-elliptical

to subglobose, 5.5-6x4 micr., smooth, white. ODOR and TASTE
mild."

Subcaespitose. Among leaves, etc., in woods. Reported by Long-

year.

The cartilaginous stem and broader spores separate it from G.

dealbata and the other Clitocybes. In the character of the stem

it approaches the genus Omphalia.

769. Clitocybe dealbata Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111., PL 104.

Gillet, Champignons de France, PL 111.

PILEUS 1-4 cm. broad, convex then expanded, depressed in

center, or umbilicate, glabrous, even, dry, shining-white, margin
undulate and becoming recurved or ascending, very thin. FLESH
white, thin. GILLS adnate then subdecurrent, persistently white,

rather narrow, crowded, thin, edge entire or minutely erose. STEM
2-3 cm. long, 2-5 mm. thick, rather slender, stuffed then hollow

and often compressed, white to pallid, tough and fibrous, straight,

glabrous, even, equal, base oblique and villose, apex subpruinose.

SPORES narrowly elliptical-oval, 4-5.5x2.5-3 micr., apiculate,

nucleate, smooth, white; basidia 4-spored. ODOR and TASTE
mild.

(Dried: Cap buff-white, gills whitish, stem sordid.)

Subcaespitose, usually in twos as figured by Cooke. Attached to

decaying leaves in pastured woods of deciduous trees; also on

lawns and pastures. Ann Arbor, etc. September-November. Fre-

quent.

This species is known by its persistently white cap and gills,

small size, etc. The tendency of mycologists to describe new varie-

ties of it. shows that it varies considerably. Peck has named a

variety growing in mushroom beds var. deformata. The above de-

scription applies to the Ann Arbor form. It is very probable that

there are intermediate grades between this species and C. candicans.

Our plants were thin, and hence more like G. candicans. The two
differ from such species as G. alUssima Pk. and G. phyllophila Fr.

in the entire absence of a yellowish color in cap or gills when old or

dried. The stem is toughish-fibrous instead of cartilaginous as in

G. candicans; the other points of difference are italicised, but may
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.•ill vary. Some >.i\ the caps <>r both species are Bometimes mamil-

late. Our plants gro\< in the m Is a ng leaves, in twos or singly,

arid might !»< taken for C. candicans if one failed to examine ili«'

stem structure ;in<l the Bpores. The minute spores are onlj slightly

different in the two species, but can be used 88 a good diagnostic

character, since those of C. candicans are broader and shorter.

770. Clitocybe albissima Pk.

N. Y. State .Mix. Rep. 26, 1874.

PILEUS 3-8 cm. broad, /milium large, conves to expanded, dry,

thin and flexible, pure shining white ; n*t changed bj weather,

\i-i\ regular, margin subzonate. FLESH white. GILLS close,

short diecurrent, oarrow, whitish. STEW 5-8 cm. long, 5-10 nun.

thick, subequal or tapering upward, solid or sometimes with cavity

;ii one place, glabrous above, Bubtomentose towards spongy base.

SPORES 6-8x4-5 micr., broadly elliptical, thin-walled, minutely

spinulose. ODOR sometimes slightly of radish. TASTE Blightly

hitter or mild.

(Dried: Cap sofl and white; ^ills yellowish.)

Gregarious, sometimes in fairy-rings.

In conifer woods of northern Michigan, Marquette, Greenville.

August-September, [nfrequent.

The siKiwy while cap and size distinguish C. albissima from C.

candicans ;in<l C. dealbata. In our specimens, which were identified

by Peck, the gills become yellowish in dried specimens, while the cap)

as in C. dealbata, retains its whiteness. The Bpores are unique in

being very minutely echinulate, like those of C pulcherrima. It is

said to be close to C. cerussata Ft. of Europe, which has globose

spores. Our specimens reported as C cerussata in 1-th Report,

Michigan Academy of Science, were found to belong here.

771. Clitocybe connexa Pk.

V Y. State Mus. Rep. 26, L874.

"PILEUS 5-7 cm. broad, convex, then expanded, subumbonate,

minutely silky, white, sometimes Jointly tinged blue, especially on

margin. GILLS crowded, narrow, decurrent, whitish. STEM
cm. long, l niui. thick, equal or tapering upwards, solid, whitish.

SPORES ovoid, 7 x 5 micr."
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Reported by Long-year, Jackson County. Apparently rare.

Morgan says the pileus is sometimes quite bluish. The gills are

said to be rounded behind and to imitate the genus Tricholoma.

The odor is weak but aromatic.

772. Clitocybe truncicola Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Eep. 20, 1874.

"PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, thin, firm, expanded and slightly de-

pressed, glabrous, dry, white. GILLS narrow, thin, crowded, ad-

nato-decurrent, white. STEM equal, stuffed then hollow, glabrous,

often eccentric and curved. SPORES oval, 4-5 x 3-4 micr."

On logs and branches of maple. Our specimens were found

on old roots of maple. September. Detroit.

A few other species of Clitocybe are partial to wood, e. g., G.

cyathiforme Fr., G. leptoloma Pk., C. ectypoides Pk., and G. decora

Fr.

Subsection II. Difformis. Pileus thick on disk, convex to plane,

obtuse or umbonate, irregular. Gills unequally decurrent or varia-

ble in this respect, some rounded behind as in Tricholoma. Stem

cacspitose, stout in our species.

773. Clitocybe illudens Schw. (Poisonous)

Synopsis Fung. Carolina, 1822.

Illustrations: Mcllvaine. Amer. Fungi, PI. 29a, p. 00, 1900.

Marshall, Mushroom Book, p. 70, 1904.

Hard, Mushrooms, PL 10, Fig. 07, p. 92, 1908.

Conn. Nat. Hist. Snrv. Bull. 3, PL 18, 1905.

Rep. 32, Geol. and Nat. Resources Ind., p. 1231, Fig. 8, 1907.

N. Y. State Mus. Mem. 4, PL 68, 1900.
'>

PILEUS 8-20 cm. broad, thick, convex to expanded, plane or de-

pressed, glabrous, often umbonate, bright golden or saffron yellow,

irregular, or lobed, margin elevated in age but often decurved.

FLESH white to yellowish. GILLS unequally long decurrent, close,

yellow, becoming discolored, narrowed to both ends, sometimes
forked. STEM long, 7-20 cm. long, 1-1.5 cm. thick, firm, solid, gla-
brous, irregularly and variously curved or twisted, narrowed at

base, concolor, becoming darker' at base. SPORES globose, 4-5
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niicr. diameter., white, copious. ODOB and TASTE Btrong and

disagreeable.

Gaespitose. <>n and around "lil stumps or decaying roots, form-

ing large clusters often of 25 50 indh iduals. August < October. Fre-

quent. Unsafe.

An attractive-looking mushroom, forming large golden-yellow

masses, which catch the eye from j distance. Ii has poisonous

properties, however, which affecl oiosl people with causes and vomil

ing. When fresh clusters are broughl into ;i dark room, it is shown
bo be Btrongly phosphorescent. This phenomenon i- accompanied
by a Liberation of heat. Tin- species is oot found in Europe, and
was liisi discovered by Louis de Schweinitz in North Carolina. Mosl
of the photographs mentioned above look like Armillaria mellea

without rings. 1 have seen it Inn occasionally about Ann Arbor,

though Longyear marks ii "common."

774. Clitocybe multiceps Pk. (Edible)

X. V. State Mns. Rep. 13, I S00.

Illustrations: X. V. State Mns. Hull. L39, 1*1. 117. L910.

dark & Cantor, Mycologia, Vol. •".. PI. 52.

At kinsi.n. Mushrooms, I'd ed.

Mcllvaine, Amer. Mushrooms, PI. 27a, p. 94, 1900.

Plate CLV1 I Of this P. port.

PILE1 s .",-s cm. broad, thick on ilisk. firm, convex, whiti or

whitish, sometimes tinged gray or yellowish-gray, even, moist,

glabrous, regular or irregular. FLESH pure white. GILLS clc

adnate to slightly decurrent, sometimes sinuate, whitish, medium
lu-oail. STEM 5-10 cm. long, <; 12 nun. thick, stout, solid, equal <u-

slightly thickened at base, glabrous or prninose at apex, white or
whitish. SPOKES globose, 5-8 micr. in diameter, si uh. white.

TASTE slightly anpleasant.
1 1 >ried : I Japs gra^ ish fau n polor, gills pale cinnamon, i

Very caespitose. Pastures, fields, grassy roadsides, open woods
usually of broad leaved trees. Ann Arbor, Baj View, Marquette,
New- Richmond, etc. June to October. Frequent. Edible but

not of the best variety for culinary purposes.

Except in color ami in tin- nature of the cuticle of the cap. this

species approaches C. mrl Hnt/i tU a Pr.-s. The variations. j n t| lt
.
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attachment of the gills shade into the genus Trichololna. C. multi-

ceps appears after prolonged rainy weather, and when developed

rapidly it is quite tender and sweet. The clusters are often densely

crowded and may usually be recognized by their firmness and dull

white color.

775. Clitocybe cartilaginea Bres.

Fungi Tridentini, 1892.

Illustration: Ibid, PL 111.

PILEUS 4-8 cm. broad,, convex, obtuse, dry, provided with a

cartilaginous cuticle, smoky-tan or whitish-tan, tinged with gray
or brown, glabrous, even, margin splitting. FLESH white, thick.

GILLS crowded, attenuate subdecurrent, sometimes adnate and

becoming sinuate or almost free when old, narrow, tough, sub-

cartilaginons, attenuate at both ends, sordid white to pale straw

color. STEM 5-7 cm. long, tapering upwards or subequal, 1-2 cm.

thick at apex, stout, paler than pileus, somewhat spongy-clavate
at base, cuticle toughish, solid, pruinose above, subfibrillose, bases

somewhat connate. SPORES globose, 5-7 inicr., nucleate, smooth,
white. CYSTIDIA none; basidia 30-32x0-7 inicr. ODOR and
taste mild.

Caespitose. In woods. June, etc.

Sent in from outside the southern boundary of the State, and

apt to occur within the State. The darker colors of the' cap, and the

straw-colored, truly crowded gills seem to be the only characters

besides the cartilaginous cuticle of the pileus, by which to separate

pale forms of C. cartilaginea from C. multiceps. Superficially, the

habit, etc., of the two species are much the same. It was placed

among the Tricholomas by Fries as T. loricatum. When quite young
the color of the pileus is smoky-black.

-* > >
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Subsection III. Infundibuliformis. Pileus al Length infundi-

buliform or deeply umbilicately depressed. Gills deeplj and equally

decurrenl from the lirst. Color of pileus often fading bul ool

hyguophanous.

776. Clitocybe catina Fr.

Epicrisis, L836-38.

Illustration: Fries, [cones, PI. 51, Pig. I.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, pliant, convex-infundibuliform, regular,

glabrous, with a gelatinous feel when moist, m>t striate "ii margin

(moisl or drj I, buff white, after repeated rains pale dingy brownish,

moist, Miii hygrophanous, aever becoming shining-white, margin de

curved. FLESB thin, white, toughish. GILLS decurrent, croud

i (l . narrow, dull whitish, never yellowish nor cinereous, simple, edge
entire. STEM 3 1.5 cm. Long, 3-5 mm. thick, equal, terete, straight,

stuffed then hollow, tough, white becoming sordid, pruinose above,

tomentose toward base. SPORES ovate, L-5.5x3 micr., smooth,
white. OYSTIDIA none. ODOB farinaceous.

Gregarious or scattered, on the ground among Leaves and pine

needles in woods of beach and white pine. New Richmond. Sep-

tember-October. Abundant locally.

This semis in Im' merely a form of C. catina, from which ii varies

Blightly. The ^ills are more crowded and after rains no incarnate

tint is noticeable. It agrees verj well in other respects with the

figures and descriptions of Pries. The plants have the size and

much the shape of C infundibuliformis, bu1 the Latter has a reddish-

tan colored cap when young, fading in age. C. catina is waterj
whitish when fresh and the surface of the pileus becomes perfectly

smooth and almost slippery, DUl is not truly hygrophanous. The

shape of the cap is that of a regular vase or dee), bowl and this

character gives it the name. The pileus is more regular and smaller

than c. phyllophila although the two species may apparently be

easily confused.
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777. Clitocybe infundibuliformis Fr. (Edible)

Elenchus Fungorum, 1828.

Illustrations : Cooke, 111., PI. 107.

Bresadola, Fungh. mang. e. vel., PL 38.

Gillet, Champignons de France, PL 107.

Hard, Mushrooms, p. 89, PL 9, 1908.

Conn. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 3, PL 19, 1905.

Plate CLVIII of this Report.

PILEUS 5-7 cm. broad, at first convex and subumbonate theu

depressed and finally entirely infundibuUform, dry, flaccid, coated

with a delicate silkiness, reddish to }n<h' Inn color, fading with age,

margin even and thin. FLESH white, thickish on disk. GILLS

deeply decurrent, close, thin, white or whitish, narrow, acuminate

at both ends, edge rather serratulate. STEM 4-8 cm. long, 5-10

mm. thick, tapering slightly upward, glabrous, spongy within, ex-

ternally firm, rather elastic, pale reddish or pallid, white-mycelioid

at base where attached to leaves, etc. SPORES ovate to sub-

pyriform, obliquely sharp-pointed and apiculate, 5-8 x 34 micr.

when mature, smaller when immature; basidia 1-spored. ODOR
pleasant, TASTE mild.

(Dried: Cap reddish-tan, gills alutaceous to tan.)

Single or somewhat caespitose. Attached to decaying leaves and

debris in both conifer and non-coniferous woods. Throughout the

State as far as Isle Royale. July-October. My first record is July

8, the last October 20. Very common.
This is one of the first species to appear after the July rains set in.

It becomes very robust at times, simulating C. geotropa, but the

spores are longer than in that species. |
See Patouillard, Tab.

Analyt.) The color of the cap changes in a definite direction;
when young and fresh the red color is predominant, when old the

whitish lines appear. O. flaccida Fr. is said to differ in the tawny
to rust-colored pileus which does not fade in age; I have been un-

able to recognize it in this State. The gills become yellowish. Its

shape and habit are like C. infundibuliformis, and are therefore
well shown in the illustrations of the latter. Both are edible and
not likely to he confused with any injurious mushrooms.
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778. Clitocybe pinophila I'k.

V Y. State Mns. Rep. 31, L879.

PILEUS 2-3 cm. broad, convex, then plane and slightly umbili-

cate, Bubinfnndibulifoni] in age, moist, glabrons to minutely Bquamu-
lose, tan-color to dingj white, even on margin. FLESH whitish.

GILLS subdecurrent, close, narrow, intervenose, whitish. STEM
short, L.5-2 cm. long, 2 mm. thick, equal, even, solid, ftbrillose to

pruinose, concolor. SPORES elliptical-ovate, narrowed to the

apiculus, 5 6 \ I ruicr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA Done; i >;i - i< 1 i;i

l-spored. ODOK farinaceous. TASTE farinaceous slowly becom-

ing iiii ing I'M he tongue.

Gregarious. <>n beds of pine oeedles, under white pine. New
Richmond. September, [infrequent.

The plants do no1 agree in every respecl with Peck's description.

The stem is solid when fresh and young. It seems to approach two

other species, c. gallinacea Fr. and C. pithyophila Fr. From C.

gatlinacea, C. pinophila differs in color and habital and in the

tendency to become infundibuliform
;
from ('. pithyophila, 0. pino-

phila differs in its small size, color and solid stem. etc. The acrid-

ity is slight. We aeed more microscopic data <>n these three species.

779. Clitocybe parilis Fr.

Svst. Myc, 1821.

[llustrations : Fries, [cones, Vol. I. PI. 18.

Cooke, III.. PI. 281.

PILEUS 2-3 cm. broad, convexo-plane, obtuse, depressed or cup-

shaped, dry, minutely flocculosescaly, broicnish-a^hy, margin even.

tlecurved and flexible, splitting when old. FLESH thin, white, soft.

<
: I LLS .lose to subdistant, long decurrent, arcuate, narrow, be-

coming dingj white, at first slightly cinereous, few forked. STEM
.'! cm. tong, '_' mm. thick, equal or subequal, even, pruinose, gla-

brescent, terete, toughish, stuffed, pale ashy to pallid, base white

mycelioid. SPORES 6x3.5 micr., elliptic-ovate, smooth, white.

TASTE Blightly but tardilj disagreeable. ODOB somewhat fari-

naceous.

Singly or gregarious. On the ground in frondose and mixed
woods. Ann Arbor. New Richmond. October, infrequent.

93
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Our specimens had close gills, whereas the European plant is

said to have crowded gills. Otherwise it seems to belong here.

Barla says the odor is like that of Armillaria caligata, or of jasmine,

at first agreeable then nauseous.

780. Clitocybe sinopica Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 647.

Fries, Icones, PI. 55, Fig. 2.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 105.

"PILEUS 2-3 cm. broad, thin, soon plane and depressed, umbili-

cate, dry, at first glabrous then flocculose, brick-red then becoming

pale. FLESH white, elastic. GILLS decurrent, very crowded,

rather broad, white becoming yellowish. STEM 2-4 cm. long, 3-8

mm. thick, stuffed, equal, subfibrillose, concolor or yellowish.

SPORES 6-8x4-5 micr. ODOR and TASTE strong, farinaceous."

Woods. Spring and summer. Infrequent. Reported by Long-

year. C. praecox might be mistaken for it, but that species has a

stouter habit, is quite fleshy on the disk, and the gills are not at all

crowded.

781. Clitocybe pulcherrima Pk.

Jour, of Mycology, Vol. 14, 1908.

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex, then umbilicate-depressed, citron-

yellow to cream-color (Sacc), fading, opaque, moist, not hygroph-

anous, soft, slightly silky-tomentose on disk, margin even. FLESH
white or sometimes tinged cream color, thin on margin. GILLS

equally decurrent, narrow, subdistant, ocliraceous-yellow, few fork-

ed, edge entire. STEM 4-8 in. long, equal or subequal, spongy at

base, stuffed then hollow, at first silky-tomentose then fibrillose

with loose longitudinal fibrils, even. SPORES globose, 4-5.5 micr.

diameter, 'minutely echinulate, white. ODOR and TASTE mild.

On decaying leaves or wood. Detroit, New Richmond. Septem-
ber-October. Infrequent.

The above description was made from fresh co-type material, at

the time the type was sent to Peck. The spores have an obscure

angularity, and are very minutely spinulose. In this character
•
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they approach C. spinulosa Smith, 8 British Bpecies, whose spinn-

Lose spores are said to be Larger, as much as 8-9 micr. The type was

round near Detroit by members of the Detroil Mycological Society.

l found it again in the western pari of the State, ii Beema to be

rather rare, [ts yellow color is unusual In this genus. 0. sulphur* a

Pk. has a streaked yellow pileus and stem, adnate ^
r ills and larger

spores.

Section IV. Hygrophanae. Pileus thin, hygrophanous, qo1 scaly.

Flesh soft, watery, scissile.

Subsection l. <
'

yai hiformis. Pileus depressed then cup-shaped:

flesh scissile. thin.

*(!ills cinereous.

782. Clitocybe cyathiforme Fr.

Syst. Myc, L821.

Ulustrations : Cooke, III.. PI. I L3.

Plate r\A\ of tins i;.'|m>i-i.

PILEUS 2-7 cm. broad, thin, convex, soon plane and umbilicate-

depressed, or cup-shaped, hygrophanous, fuliginous-brown when

young ;iih1 moist, becoming brownish-gray, glabrous or [nnatelj

fibrillose, opaque, margin involute and even. FLESB watery, con-

color, scissile. GILLS becoming acuminate-decurrent, narrow,

subdistant, intervenose, varying to close or distant, grayish-brown,

edge entire. STEM 17 cm. Long, 3-6 mm. thick, tapering upwards,

spongy-stuffed, elastic, brownish to cinereous, tibrillose when fresh,

the fibrils forming reticulations, tomentose ;it base. SPORES 7-9.5

x 5-6 micr., occasionally some Larger, elliptical-ovate, with an oblique

apiculus, sn th, white; sterigmata stout
;
basidia I -cored. I >i >< >K

slightly aromal ic or oone, TA 8T1 ! mild.

(Dried: Pileus smoky-fuscous to smoky cinnamon; gills brown

ish-gray. I

Scattered, on rotten wood, Logs, etc. Ann Arbor, Baj View, Mar

quette, New Richmond, in coniferous, mixed or frondose woods.

September ( October. I ufrequent

This is an autumnal specie-, and with us always occurs on rotten

wood. The Liillv are said to be distanl in the European plants.
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The gills of our plants are never separated to such extent; they are

either truly subdistant or rather close. G. ewpallens Fr. is a species

with close gills, but European mycologists seem to consider

that this is an ecological variant of G. cyathiforme. Ex-

cepting the gills all the characters of our specimens are those of the

European G. cyathiforme, and I am inclined to think that varia-

tions with close gills will also have to be included under G. cyathi-

forme. The spores of our collections are all alike, although quite

variable in single plants. Barla says the odor is that of hay. Al-

though the gills are ashy-brown, the spores are white. Peck has de-

scribed two related species, G. subcyatliiformc and G. subconcava.

C. subcyathiforme is Avatery-white on the cap when moist,

and the gills are white, but the .stem is fibrillose-reticulate as in G.

cyathiforme, the spores slightly smaller; G. subconcava has a brown-

ish to reddish-brown cap, its gills are close and subcinereous, but

the spores are only 5-G x 3-4 micr. I have not seen them.

**Gills yellowish.

783. Clitocybe ectypoides Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Eep. 24, 1872.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, thin, broadly umbilicate to infundibuli-

form, finely virgate with close-pressed blackish fibrils, squanmlose-

punctatc, the black points seated on the radiations, hygrophanous,

watery-gray to dull watery yellow, margin spreading and even.

FLESH with an aqueous juice, concolor. GILLS long decurrent,

narrow, sometimes forked, subdistant or nearly so, yellowish.
STEM 2-5 cm. long. 2-4 mm. thick, equal, firm, solid, concolor or

paler, white-mycelioid at base. SPORES elliptical, 8-9x4-5 micr.,

smooth, white.

Scattered, on rotten logs in conifer or mixed woods of northern

Michigan. Pay View, Marquette, Huron Mountains. August-Sep-
tember. Frequent locally.

'I'll'' pi lens is sometimes irregular, and the stem may be eccentric.
In (Mir plants the gills are always more nearly subdistant than
close.
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•••QUla whitish.

784. Clitocybe adirondackensis I'k. (Edible

X. Y. State Cab. Rep. 23, L872.

Illustrations: N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 54, PL 69, L901.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 71, p. 97, L908.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, thin, convex then plane and umbilicato

depressed to Lnfundibuliform, glabrous, hygrophanous, white or

tinged tan-color, margin al firsl decurved, then elevated, even,

with a narrow zone near the edge when moist. FLESH whin-, thin.

GILLS long decurrent, crowded, very narrow, thin, white. STEM
3-7 cm. Long, _l nun. thick, cylindrical, glabrous, stuffed then hol-

low, even, white or whitish, mycelioid-thickened ;it the base.

SPORES minute, elliptical-ovate, s th, l 5.5 s :'»:'..."> micr. TASTE
"like thai <>l' 1 1 1 1

- common mushroom," Peck.

(Dried: Cap and gills ochraeeous-tan, stem paler.)

Gregarious or subcaespitose among leaves, etc., in frondose and

mixed woods. Ann Arbor, Marquette, Detroit. Frequent. Augusl
( October.

The characters are well shown in Dr. Fischer's photograph in

Hard's hook. The crowded aarrow .uills. the dingy white color

of the cap varying into a circular zone aear the edge, and the

stuffed stem distinguish the plant, it seems to be quite common on

wooded hillsides of sout liern Michigan. It approaches C. eccentrica.

785. Clitocybe eccentrica Pk.

Bull. Torr. Bot Club, Vol. 25, p. 321, L898.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convexo-plane, umbilicate then Lnfundi-

buliform and turbinate, glabrous, Bubhygrophanous, watery-white

and shining when moist, sometimes tinged ochraci s, buff whitish

when dry, the thin surface layer slightly differentiated into hum

subgelatinous cells, the thin margin even, often lobed, split and

finally recurved. FLESH thin, whitish. <;ild>s shortdecurrent

from beginning, very crowded, narrow, somewhat forked, dingy-

white. STEM 2 l em. long, 2 l mm. thick, slender, equal, stuffed,

fibrous, elastic, whitish, pruinose above, base inserted by " tuft of

strigost hairs and continued into tin substratum by long white
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strings or rhizomorphs, often eccentric. SPORES very minute,

4-5 x 2-3 micr., elliptical-ovate, smooth, white. ODOR mild, TASTE
sometimes slightly bitter.

(Dried: Cap and gills pale rufous-tan.)

Caespitose or scattered. On very rotten wood in mixed and

frondose woods. Ann Arbor, Bay View, Houghton, etc. July-Sep-
tember. Frequent throughout the State.

This species approaches G. adirondackensis, from which the short

decnrrent gills, the different lustre of the cap and the rhizomorphs
at the hairy base of the stem separate it; the spores too, average
half a micron smaller. These differences may be merely an expres-
sion of habitat, since the one grows mainly on rotten wood, the

other among leaves and humus. Another species of Peck, said to

grow on rotten wood, is C. leptoloma. Here also, the strigose base

of the stem and the rhizomorphs are about the only characters of

C. eccentrica which separate it. It is likely that these three species
are variations of one of them.

786. Clitocybe albidula Pk.

N. Y. State Mns. Rep. 46, 1893.

Illustrations: N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 53, PI. C, Figs. 16-20.

PILEUS 1-4 cm. broad, thin, convex-plane, nmbilicate, subhygro-
phanous, pale grayish-oroicn to whitish, the umUlicus always
darker and brown, glabrous, margin faintly striatulate. GILLS
subdecurrent, crowded, narrow, thin, sometimes forked, intervenose,
whitish. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, equal, stuffed then hol-

low, concolor, nbrous-toughish, even, white-mycelioid at base.

SPORES 5-6x3-4 micr., elliptic, smooth, white. ODOR and
TASTE farinaceous.

Gregarious, in woods of hemlock and cedar. Bay View. Septem-
ber. Infrequent.
A form occurs with creamy-white pileus and brown umbilicus

with spores the same. This form has only a faint odor, but no doubt
belongs here. The brown umbilicus and slightly larger spores,
along will) the grayish tinge in the color, separate this species from
the preceding two. It never becomes truly cyathiform nor infundi-
buliform.
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787. Clitocybe caespitosa Pk.

X. V. State .Mus. Bull. ll. L888.

"PILEUS -I fin. broad, convex-plane then infundlbnliform,

often irregular, slightly silky, hygrophanous, grayish-brown when

moist, subcinereous or argillaceous when dry. GILLS decurrent,

narrow, close, somewhat forked, white. STEM 2-3 cm. Long, I 6

nun. thick, equal, Btuffed then hollow, silky, white. SPORES
minute, Bubelliptical, :'. 1 micr. long."

In woods. Gaespitose, the caps deformed ami made irregular by

mutual pressure. Reported by Longyear.

Subsection II. Orbijormis. Pileus convex thru plane or slightly

depressed, often obtuse, polished, nut squamulose nor mealy.

****Gills grayish.

788. Clitocybe metachroa Fr.

Syst. M.vc. 1821.

niustrations : Cooke, 111.. PI. 115.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. .°>0S.

PILEUS II cm. broad, thin, convex then plane ami depressed.
at first dark-fuscous then brownish-gray or livid (moist), dull

grayish-white (dry), hygrophanous, glabrous, margin even, Bnb»

striate (dry). FLESH thin, concolor. GILLS adnate to Blightly

subdecurrent, sometimes by lines, crowded, oarrow, dark fuscous

when young, then whitish-ashy, thin, at length flaccid, edge entire.

STEM :'> I ian. long, '_' l mm. thick, snbequal, even, ;it firsl <lnrk

fuscous mid pruinose-silky, then grayish and glabrescent, stuffed

then hollow, often compressed, toughish. SPORES minute, ovate,

5x2.5 micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA uone. OD< >K mm.' or

faintly farinaceous after crushing the flesh. TASTE mild.

Gregarious or scattered. On the ground in Prondose and conifer

woods. Ann Arbor, Marquette. September-November. Infrequent.

The color of the whole plant changes remarkably from the young

stage to maturity ami in age. G. ditopoda Pr. i-- similarly colored.

differing mainly in its strong farinaceous odor and probably in the

spore characters. It should not be confused with C. cyathiforme,
which is larger, has larger spores and usually grows "it w l.
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789. Clitocybe ditopoda Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PL 116.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex then subexpanded and umbilicate-

depressed, pliant, glabrous, even, hygrophanous, cinereous or gray-

ish-brown (moist), dull white (dry), margin somewhat irregular.

FLESH thin. GILLS adnate or scarcely subdecurrent, crowded,
rather narrow, pallid at first, soon cmcrasccnt and smoky-gray,

edge entire. STEM 2-3 cm. long, 3 mm. thick, terete or more often

compressed, irregular, pale cinereous, stuffed soon hollow, pruinose

downwards. SPORES elliptic-ovate, 5-6 x 3-4 micr., smooth, white.

CYSTIDIA none. ODOR and TASTE farinaceous.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground, among needles and

debris of tamarack trees in wet swamp.
Ann Arbor. October-November. Infrequent.

This species was abundant in this one locality. It has much in

common with C. metacliroa
,
but differs from it in the farinaceous

odor and in the different color changes in passing from the young
to the old stage. The plants also do not have the stiff appearance
of C. metacliroa.

790. Clitocybe peltigerina Pk.

N. Y. Mus. Rep. 30, 1878.

PILEUS 4-10 mm. broad, small subexpanded, umbilicate, hygro-
phanous, grayish-brown and striatulate when moist, whitish to pale
gray when dry, glabrous. GILLS decurrent, distant, narrow, some-
what forked and intervenose, grayish-brown, thickish, pruinose.
STEM 1-2 cm. long, 1.5 mm. thick, equal, solid, elastic, pallid or

tinged grayish-brown, pruinose below, base minutely tomentose.
SPORES elliptical-ovate, pointed-apiculate. 8-10x4-5.5 micr..

smooth, white; basidia 4-spored; cystidia none. ODOR and taste
none.

Singly or subcaespitose. On Peltigera, one of the lichens. Ann
Arbor. May 5. Rarely found.

Remarkable for its habitat. It is small and imitates the color
of its substratum and is easilv overlooked.
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*•
dills whitish.

791. Clitocybe morbifera I'k P0I8ONOU8

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 25, p. 321, L893.

Illustration : Plate CLIX of this Report.

PI^El 8 l... 1 cm. broad, < vex then plane, sometimes slightly

<l<'l"'''* s '''l '"' obtuse, hygrophi 11s, or at least moist, glabron
grayish 1, r.»w 11 to grayish-buff when moist, ichitt to alutaceous when
dry, somewhal reviving, margin even awl incurved. FLE8B thin,
whitish. GILLS adnate-decurrent, moderately <•!•>-«•. slightly broad
111 middle, narrowed to a point at both ends, whitish, becoming
P8^ ,;l " '" age, thin, edge entire. STEM 2-3.5 cm. long, •_' 1 mm.
thick, subequal, solid and spongy-fibrous within, pruinose, slightly
fibrillose, tough, colored like pileus <>r paler, straighl or curved, nol
slender.

Microscopic: SPORES oval, minute, al t 5x3 micr., white,
Bmooth, usually poorly developed; basidia about 20 micr. long;
trama of -ills of parallel hyphae, I micr. in diameter; trama ol

pileus only slightly wider, all of the trama being composed of com-
pact, narrow, long hyphae; the cuticle is not noticeably differ-

entiated. Cystidia none. ODOR none. TASTE varies, sometimes
slight, when Ires], \\ is slightly astringent.

(Dried: Entirely dirty white or grayish-white.)

Singly <>r Biibcaespitose among grass <>n lawns, roadsides, etc.

Specimens from Adrian found nnder a Byringa bush and elsewhi
October. Adrian, Ann Arbor, and Detroit. Frequency not \.-r

certain, as it is probably often overlooked, Poisonous.
This is apparently a dangerous plain, in the case of C. Uludet

there is no uncertainty in its recognition, a- it is more brightly
and differently colored than any related mushrooms; but C. mot

fera has many near relatives which, tike C. dealbata, are sometimes
difficult of separation. Fortunately, do one except beginners, or
extreme mycophagists, collecl these small species. Still the fact thai
n grows on lawns where only edible Bpecies are normally found,
makes tin's ,1 troublesome intruder. Several families in different

parts uf the country air no* known t.> have been made -i'k from
eating it. Peck reports a case from Washington, D. C, from which
source came tin- material for his description. <hw specimens wi

sent by E. I*. Smith from Adrian. Michigan. Several persons in
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Adrian ate ('. morbifera with a mess of L. naucina. The victims

suffered blindness, swollen throat, etc. Our specimens did not

have the marked taste described by Peck, nor a truly "hollow" stem.

It is doubtless the same species however.

792. Clitocybe compressipes Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 33, 18S0.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex then plane and depressed or sub-

umbilicate, hygrophanous, thin, glabrous, pale watery-brown and

even when moist, whitish or tinged tan when dry, edge of margin

persistently incurved. FLESH rather thin, concolor, upper layer

of traina differentiated and composed of delicate, long, subgelatin-

ous cells. GILLS subdecurrent, close, rather narrow, pale tvatery-

ochraceous or brownish when moist, whitish when dry, intervenose.

STEM short, 2-3 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, soon hollow and com-

pressed, equal, even, glabrous or subvillose, grayish-brown to pallid,

attached by tomemtum to leaves, etc. SPORES 4-5.5 x 2.5-3.5 micr.,

elliptical-ovate, smooth, white. ODOR and TASTE mild.

(Dried: Cap pale tan to dingy white, gills sordid white.)

Scattered or subcaespitose. Among leaves in frondose woods.

Ann Arbor. September-October. Infrequent.

These plants do not have the farinaceous odor which is present

in C. albidula of conifer woods.

793. Clitocybe angustissima Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836-3S.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PI. 59, Fig. 2.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 111.

Cooke, 111., PI. 125.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex-expanded, obtuse or siibdepressed,

subhygrophanous. glabrous, watery-white, candicdns, even (moist),

slightly striatulate (dry), margin spreading, at length recurved.

FLESH thin, whitish. GILLS slightly subdecurrent, very narrow,

very crowded, thin, whitish, edge entire. STEM 3-5 cm. long,

slender, 2-5 mm. thick, whitish, flexuous or curved at base, equal
or tapering downward, a [><.< naked, pubescent at base. SPORES
short elliptical, 5-7 x 3-1 micr., smooth. CYSTIDIA none. BA-
SIDIA about 27 x micr., 1-spored. ODOR none or faint.
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Scattered, on the ground og leaves in lo* frondose * Is.

September. New Richn d. Infrequent.
This is one of a Dumber of similar Bpecies, in this case well

marked by the very crowded and narrow whitish -ill-, the watery
wllil '' color and the hick of odor. C. albidula Pk. differs mainly in

its farinaceous odor. C. compressives Pk. can probably be differ
entiated by its close rather than very crowded gills and bj the
compressed stem; both of Peck's Bpecies are Baid to have the caps
tinged brownish when moist, and doI shining-white (candicans)
as in C. angustissima.

8UBGENI 8 LACCAB1 I. Spores globose, echinulate; pileus
usually minutely scaly <»r floccose.

794. Clitocybe laccata IV. Kmiui

i Laccaria laccata I

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: \. Y. State Mus. Rep. is, pi. 25 1896.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 3, PI. Hi. Pig. I.

Hard. Mushrooms, Fig. 76, 77. p. 105, 1908.

Cooke, 111., PL 139.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. n>l.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 99.

PILEUS 2-5 em. broad, thin, convex then plane, subumbilicate,
variable in shape, hygrophanous, glabrous at flrst, then scurfy-
8Caly> I' ;l1

'' fed to flesh-red when moist, pale ochraceous-whitish
when dry. FLESH thin, moist. GILLS broad, distant, broadly
emarginate, tinged flesh color, white-pruinose. STEM 2-7 cm. long,
2-6 mm. thick, slender, equal, porous and tough, Btuffed, pah ftesh-

red, sometimes striate. SPORES globose, 8-10 micr., echinulate,
spines l mm. long, white. ODOB agreeable. TASTE fungoid.

Scattered everywhere in w Is, groves, swamps or grassj places,
on naked soil, mosses, or leaves, etc. Throughout the season; my
earliesl record is May 5, the last November -

i erywhere in the
State, in coniferous or frondose woods. Very abundant in wel
weather, h is edible, but not particularly well flavored.

Varieties occur, and the common form shad< lually Into var.
striatula Pk., var. amethystina Bolt and var. pallidifolitis. V..,-.
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striat«la Pk. has a very thin cap which is radially striate ta **

the umbilicate center; spores 9-11 micr <Uam., globose^ -edb

nl„ate. the spines about 1 micron long Var. am*^™ Bolt

has a darker cap, and beautiful deep-violaceous B^J*"* "f
broadly adnate-decurrent The spores of our specimens «
"„„«.;«„« are like those of the normal form V«

; pjW**»
Pk is like the common form except that the gills are pallid. This

species and its varieties are sometimes confused with LacUmm

subdulcis.

795. Clitocybe tortilis Fr.

(Laccaria tortilis)

Hymen. Europ., 1874.

Illustration: Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 105.

PILEUS 5-12 mm. broad, submembranaceous, convex then ex-

panded and depressed on disk, distantly radiately striatulate from

the center when moist, hygrophanous, pale reddish or salmon color,

pruinose, disk whitish-scurfy, margin sometimes plicate or split-

ting, often deformed or irregular. GILLS distant, rather narrow,

adnate-subdecurrent, thick, not forked nor veined, salmon-colored,

edge concolor. STEM 1-2 cm. long, 1 mm. thick, slender, equal,

fibrous-tough ish, stuffed with a white pith, pellucid flesh color, gla-

brous, base white-mycelioid. SPORES large, globose, long-echmu-

late, white, 12-14 micr. diam. ;
basidia 2-spored.

On the ground, in wet places, sometimes on moss. Marquette.

August-September.
This is a distinct species and must not be confounded with C.

laccata nor its varieties. The spores are nearly twice as large as

in that species. It is easily mistaken for a species of the rosy-

spored genus Eccila. It has sometimes been referred to as a

variety of C. laccata.

796. Clitocybe ochropurpurea Berk. (Edible)

(Laccaria ochropurpurea)
•

Illustrations: N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 116, PL 10G, 1907.

Hard, Mushrooms, p. 98, PI. XI, Fig. 72, 1908.

Chicago Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. VII, Fig. 2, 1909.
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PILEUS 5-20 cm. broad, sometimes large, mbhemispherical, then
conves u " 1 ' ;l Recurved margin or aearlj plane or depressed c
/
""' /

' rather thick
> hygrophanous, purplish-brown when moist pale

grayish-alutaceous when dry, unpolished, margin regular or «,n
upturned in age. PLESB tough, concolor or pallid. GILLS o

tant, thick, broad, adnatodecurrcnt, purple. STEM 5-20 cm long
1 - cm ' thick

' trying much ,.. length and shape, sul ml to ruxi
lon " or cylindrical, Bbrous, often rigid and hard, solid, concolor or
paler'

s«metimes curved or twisted. SPORES globose short

emulate,
8-9.5 micr., white, or tinged in mass with a lilac I

PAn l'l. rather disagreeable.
,|), '

i,
' ,l: CaP •""' s, <'"' grayish white to sordid-white -ill.

smoky-fuscous. 1

Scattered or subcaespitose. 0.1 bare ground or open grassy
Places ' P^erring a hard soil, often in woods, conifer, mixed or
^ndose. Pr Isi, Royale to the southern limil of the State
everywhere. July-October.

Not as common as C. laccata. h. its colors and shape it appeal
somewhat like a purple-gilled Cortinarius, but its texture is diff,
"'" and h Iack* a wD- " becomes tender and of agreeable flai
when COOked.

IT-

or

Collybia r.

,n " 1 " the Greek, kollyoos, a small coin; probably because of the
regularity of the disk like pileus.)

White-spored. Stem cartilaginous or with a cartilaginous cuticle

,' ;'"

s *00n '/>"»'>-'• not very fleshy, its margin at first involuti•"Us adnate, adnexed or almosl free, not decurrent. Spores mostly
s,lli,n or minute, si ih. Volva and annulus lacking

Putrescent, thincapped, mostly lignicolous mushrooms of slow
B7wth

'
"" ,

reviving when moistened except in the section Mai
mi0ldeae, and, with few exceptions, of medium or small size The.;m ' m " s,l > attached to decayed «

I, like stumps, logs, old buried
roots, twigs, leaves, etc.; a ,,u species even occur on decaved mush-
roo^ ^le others seen, to grow on naked soil. The genus is most
C

Z
sel* ;i11 "" 1 '" Marasmius, but the plants differ in not revh

;

"";''
dryin« "' ,: l, •" ,,l Myeena, the involute margin of the pileus

\

l " ,

I

'.'

S Pesnltan < expansion at maturity, is the main distinction

-;
this is only clearly seen in the very young stag, , often

,|,nirn " '" mature P^n.ta to decide whether one has .1 Collybia or
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Mycena. In the majority of Collybias, however, the pileus is ex-

panded at maturity, but in Mycena the pileus usually remains

campanulate. ,
. .

The PILEUS is rarely brightly colored. The color may be brown

ashy, blackish, tan, yellowish, white, or shades of these colors. A

few have a viscid cap, and in one section the cap is hygrophanous;

it is glabrous except in G. longipes, and some of the Marasmioideae.

In several of the hygrophanous species the margin is striatulate

when moist The GILLS are submembranous and soft, and continu-

ous with the trama of the pileus. They are usually white, yellowish,

rufescent or ashy. In one species they are lilac. Some mycologists

have divided the sections by the difference in the width of the gills,

some species have quite broad gills, others narrow gills. The mode

of attachment separates the genus from Omphalia and Clitocybe,

since they are never decurrent. The STEM is primarily cartilagin-

ous, as in Mycena, Omphalia and many Marasmii. This character

is not always easily recognized, and in some large species like C.

platyphylla, the otherwise soft stem may mislead one. Further-

more, the stems of plants belonging to the fleshy-stemmed genera

may, on drying in the wind, become somewhat cartilaginous in

texture, so as to be mistaken for true cartilaginous forms. The

base of the stem is usually rooting, sometimes remarkably so, as

in G. radicata, and G. longipes. Some species have glabrous stems,

while one section is composed of species with hairy, floccose, or

pruinose stems. The presence of deep or at least evident striatums

running up and down the stem is used to set off another section.

A few small species form a small sclerotium from which the fruit-

body develops.

No poisonous species of Collybia are known, although the smaller

species have probably never been tested. Many of the large species

are of good flavor and much sought.

It is probable that some forty-five species occur within the State,

but so far only thirty-four have been identified. The species have

been grouped in various ways by different authors. In the main,

the Friesian arrangement is retained, although somewhat modified.

It seemed that relationships could be better shown by using the

color of the gills to divide the main sections, rather than divide the

whole genus into two main groups having white and cinereous

gills respectively as Fries had done. A new section has been estab-

lished to contain those species which approach the genus Maras-

mins. This is called the Marasmioideae and serves as a bridge to

that genus. The genus is therefore composed of the five sections:
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'• Tephrophanae,
II. L,ll'\ i|.Cl|fS.

1 1 1. Striaepedee. • •

I\'. Veetipedes.
V. Marasmioidae.

A ey tO tin S/„ ri, s

<A
(a) Xn?'?!""',

Ul,,M1 , " ,,i *«'"-' 1 - [See also (AA).](d

ttuKs araBrjrsr!-
—• — — -

C L w!
W " ,,;

'.

,1 "" s "• ,:iw ">-'"-'>w" to blackish, velvety covering

(CC)

SSpt*
ViSCi ''' Btrlatolate J BTOWtag scattered. C. amoM-

(bb) Stem not denselv velvety
(c) Flesh changing to purplish-black where cut or bruised- stem

ruliginous, pubescent 820. C auccosa Pk
"ruisea > 8tem

?,n
F

.'.'T

h ""'
E
changin« black : S«lfl white or whitish(d) Pileus 2.5-5 cm. broad

(6) ^;jS' ,1 '''',,lym0te,,; P ileus ^v^-brown. 819.

(ee) Stem 34 cm. long covered with a close white tomentum

nsk
r

T5
n
"v"

,

;"

US
f
labr°U£ WhiUsh to Pale reddLh"..

'

cmsk. sjo. ( . hariolorum Fr
CM)

gj-J-tb-
2 on, broad;" stems slender.

(e>

^J'SaSSi^S
a 8ma» tuber ' °n decaying mushrooms

? ^row
I

Fr.
P,,eUS Sma11 ' * Cm " °r leSS ' Whit-h - 823 -

(ee) Stem not arising" from tuber-like sclerotia.
(r) Growing on pine cones, needles, etc.

(g) Pileus 1-3 cm. broad, fuscous; stem elongated by atomentose "root." C. conigena FT
(gg) Pileus 2-10 mm. broad, creamy-white to pale brown-

ish, minutely pubescent 822. ( E1 ,

Growing on the ground, humus. ,

"•

(g) Pileus whitish, faintly reddlsh-tlnged; stem whlte-pulverulent 824. C. drrhata Fr
(gg) Pileus grayish-brown to smoky-brown; stem whiteunder lens with minute .lark point :. r.

fl

(aa) Stem glabrous (often tomentose-hairy at base and pruii

(b) stem deeply rooting.
(c) Pileus viscid, radiately wrinkled, grayish, brown, or aln I

white; ctiis pure white; very common. B16. C. radl
(cc) Pileus ,„.t viscid, hygrophanous, rufous-tan, smaller- rills

.... /1,nt:v Besh , '" , " r -
M "; '• > uimphoroidea Pk

(bb) .si. .m without a long, root-like prolongation
(c) Pileus large, 6-12 cm. broad.

(d) Gills broad, subdlstant; pileus grayish-brown, etc streakedwith darker fibrils 816 r
plotyphylla Fr.

(da i Gills narrow, crowded.
"" s, " ni *inal, robbulbous al base; pileus whitish tin

;

—
;;;

n». r „„„„.,,,„„, n , {Tri,
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(ee) Stem narrowed toward base, short-rooting.

'(f) Gills yellow or yellowish; pileus ochraceous, not stained.

817 C. scorzonerea Fr.

(ff) Girls white or whitish; pileus stained ferruginous in

spots. 817. C. maculata A. & S.

(cc) Pileus less than 6 cm. broad.
'

(d) Pileus white, small, 4-10 mm. broad
'

(e) Gills narrow; spores narrowly-elliptical, 10 x 4-5 micr.

(ee) Gills' broad,"ventricose; spores subglobose, 4-5 x 3-4 micr.

C. alba Pk.

f dd) Pileus not truly white. ^lo,1Q lot; ™
(e) Gills lilac-color, narrow, very crowded; pileus 1-2.5 cm.

broad. 807. C. myria-dophylla Pk.

(ee) Gills some other color,

(f) Gills white or whitish.

(g) Gills rather broad, ventricose.

(h) Odor alkaline when crushed; pileus grayish-umber,

hygrophanous, striatulate. 801. C. alcalmolens

Pk.

(hh) Odor not alkaline.

(i) Taste bitter; pileus pale yellowish-brown, umbili-

cate. C. esculentoides Pk.

(ii) Taste farinaceous; pileus and stem dark rufous-

brown, obtuse. 814. C. succinea Fr.

(gg) Gills rather narrow.

(h) Caespitose or densely gregarious on decaying logs;

pileus grayish-brown to buff,

(i) Pileus subumbilicate, not hygrophanous; gills ad-

nate. 813. C. abundans Pk.

(ii) Pileus obtuse, hygrophanous; gills nearly free.

802. C. familia Pk.

(iii) See also C. dryophila.

(hh) Solitary, gregarious or subcaespitose.

(i) Pileus smoky-brown; not hygrophanous; stem 4-6

mm. thick, brown. C. fuliginella Pk.

(ii) Pileus pale, chestnut, reddish-brown, yellowish

brown, waxy-yellow or tan.

(k) Stem striate; pileus umbonate; gills crenu-

late on edge. 797. C. butyracea Fr.

(kk) Stem not striate.

(I) Stem reddish-brown or yellowish, pileus pale

reddish-brown, yellowish, tan, etc. 798. C.

dryophila Fr.

(II) Stem white or whitish.

(m) Pileus yellowish-white tinged rufous,

slightly rugose; stem strict. S00. G.

strictipes Pk.

(mm) Pileus reddish -brown to chestnut

(moist) ; gills serrate on edge. 799. C.

lentinoides Pk.

(ff) Gills not at length white or whitish,

(g) Gills yellow or yellowish.

(h) On decaying wood, scattered; pileus yellow; gills

brownish-red on drying. 804. C. colorea Pk.

(hh) On the ground, caespitose; pileus watery-rufous-

brown at first, then honey-yellow. 803. C. aquosa
Fr. var.

(gg) Gills soon rufescent or cinerascent or darker,

(h) Pileus pale tan or flesh-reddish (moist) ; gills tinged

flesh color. 805. C. acervata Fr.
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(hit) Pileus bygropham d .it

lirst; Kills ciii.T.i : chirk brown
(I) Odor and Farlnaceou •; pile

i molsl i. mi ' tpailm r.

i ii i Odor Done or sllghl ; plleo
(k) Stem 2 ". cm long, pileue ambll

black i mol ' >
. on burnt ground

afrota Fr.

ikki Stem longer; plleu tnut
i molsl i

, obtuse; on mi

plexipt 8 Ft. v;ir

t.
kkk i Stem 2 3 cm. long; i>H'

Kills fu

Pk.

(AA) More or less reviving when i ed.

(a) Pileua umblllcate, Qbrillose-halry.
i in Pileua L-2.5 cm. broad, zonate, dark tawi Pk.
it'll) Pileua 0.5-1 cm. bread, umbilicus papll

Ft.

(aa) Pilous not umbilical

(b) Pileus and stein sulphur y.llmv. tOUgh, sub ritrid. B80. < /.j, u .

nosa Pk.

(bb) Not yellow.
(c) Pileus 2-5 cm. broad, convex-plane, bygrophax

whitish-pubescent; on the ground. 826. C. Fr.

(cc) Pileus 5-S mm. broad, conical-campanul in instititi

on twigs of arbor vitae. 829. C. campanetta I'k.

Section 1. Tephrophanae. Pileus more or lesa hygrophanous ;

least watery.

dills whiU or irhitish.

797. Collybia butyracea I'r. Edib

Syst Myc 3
L821.

Illnsi i-.-ii imis : Michael, Pflhrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. III. No. 104.

Cooke; III.. PL 1 i:: (faded).

White, Conn. State Geol. and Nat. Bist. 8urv. Bull. L5, PI.

VIII. 1910.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 149 (faded).

PILEUS 3-7 cm. broad, convex-expanded, umbonc subumfa

Date, even, glabrous, reddish-brown, darker when young, fading
with age, Burface with <i fatty lustn when moist, subhygrophanoua,
or watery and sofl in wet weather. FLESH becoming white, thick

ish on disk. GILLS adnexed, almost free, crowded, thin, rather

narrow, white, edge crenulate. STE2J 3-7 cm. long, conico<attenn

ated apwards, 1-6 nun. thick above, .it length Bubequal .m<l ^iii>

liiilhitus. striate, glabrous or Blightl^ d<)\\ii\ toward base, cuticle

rigid-cartilaginous, base mycelioid. SPORES 5-7 1 icr., nar

95
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rowly ovate, pointed-apiculate, smooth, white; CYSTIDIA noue.

ODOR and TASTE mild.

Solitary or gregarious. Very common in woods of white pine.

New Richmond; infrequent in frondose woods, Detroit, Ann Arbor

and Marquette. July-October.

The "buttery Collybia" is often hard to separate from C. dryophUa

by descriptions, and there are probably intermediate forms. The

typical plant seems to be limited to coniferous ivoods. The striate

stem influenced Fries to refer it to the Striaepedes; but it seems

to belong more naturally to this group, from its general appear-

ance and the somewhat hygrophanous flesh. The umbo often dis-

appears somewhat in age, but the crenulate gills, and striate stem

seem quite consistent for the typical plants of conifer woods. The

spores of this species and several of those following are practically

the same. It is probable that the form in frondose woods is an

ecological variety, as it rarely possesses a distinct umbo.

798. Collybia dryophila Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 201.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 15G.

Michael, Fiihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. Ill, No. 103.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 315.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 3, PI. 40, Fig. S.

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 122, PI. Ill, 1908 (coloring poor).

Plate CLN of this Report.

PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, convex-expanded, obtuse or depressed,

often irregular, even, glabrous, subhygrophanous, color variable,

tan, with reddish or yellowish shades, disk darker, sometimes bay-

brown, often faded. FLESH white, rather thin and pliant, some-

what watery. GILLS adnexed or narrowly adnate, narrow, crowd-

ed, whitish or pallid (yellowish in variety), edge entire or minutely
crenulate. STEM 3-6 cm. long, 2-1 mm. thick, equal or tapering up-

ward, reddish-brown or yellowish-tinged, usually concolor, glabrous,

hollow, cuticle cartilaginous, white-mycelioid at base. SPORES
5-7 x 3.5 micr., smooth, narrowly ovate, white, CYSTIDIA none.

ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gregarious or subcaespitose. Typical form in hard-wood forests,

groves, etc. June to October. (Earliest record. May 28; latest,

October 1.) Very common, throughout the State.
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ThiB species is the center of a "group," includij <
lentinoides, C. estenais Morg., r. ,/,,,/„*./ and ''. acervoto, which maj
'"' called the "dryophila" group. There seem to be a whole serh

variations, connecting 0. dryophila and C*. ati*yn id the

hand, and C. dryophila and 0. b^uom on the other. It i> difflcull
in many cases to refer individual collections in a rerj strict waj t-.

toe species menti id, excepl bj generalising the descriptions, in
,,lis report, it seemed besl to select plants * hich well tit the Priesian

descriptions, and dra* our descriptions from them, and consider In-

termediate plants as "forms" or "varieties" of these, leaving such
identifications to the students. Secretan, long ago, named a nom
be* of these varieties; but Buch Dames carrj very little meaning,
even the varieties may vary, li is very probable that the variel
occur under different influences of habitat, i. • -.. grow In different
s "il- under different moisture conditions, etc. The spore print i^

white at first, but may become yellowish-tinged with age, The
plants appear at their besl growing from thick mats of leaves and
liiiimis, and are then often caespitose and the stems are covered
toward the base with a while down. The caps are delicious when
fried with bread-crumbs and ess.

799. Collybia lentinoides Pk.

N. Y. State Rep. 32, 1879.

"PILEUS L-2.5 cm. broad, convex <>r nearly plane, obtuse, gla

brous, hygrophanous, reddish-brown or chestnut color when moi
reddish-tan color when dry. GILLS adnexed, narrow, close, \cl

serrate on edge. STEM 3-5 cm. long, about 2 mm. thick, equal,
even or slightlj striate, hollow, Blightly pruinose at top,

- ;

whitish. SPORES 6 7.:. \ I micr.

"This species bears some resemblance to C. dryophila, from which
it i* differentiated by its hygrophanous pileus, serrated gills and
white stem."

Reported by Longyear. Swamps. Summer. Apparently r

800. Collybia strictipes Pk. Edibi

X. V. State Mus. Rep. il. L888

illustration : Plate CLX l of this Repo

PILEUS 2.5 t" 6.5 cm. broad, convei then plane, margin
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length raised, obtuse to subdepressed, slightly rugose on disk, rare-

ly even, glabrous, subhygrophanous, yellowish-white, tiuged with

red, more deeply colored on disk, margin often slightly striate when

moist. FLESH thin, watery-white when moist. GILLS adnexed

or nearly free, rather crowded, medium width, white or whitish,

edge minutely fimbriate. STEM 2-5 cm. long, 3-6 mm. thick, strict,

equal, hollow, terete or subcompressed, sometimes twisted, even,

glabrous, pruinose at apex, white to pellucid, white-mycelioid

or strigose at base. SPORES narrowly elliptic-ovate, 6.5-8x3-3.5

micr., pointed at one end, smooth, white in mass. CYSTIDIA none;

sterile cells on edge of gills short and slender. ODOR and TASTE
mild.

Gregarious or scattered. Low, moist, rich frondose woods
;
on tht

ground or among mosses. Ann Arbor and New Richmond. Prob-

ably throughout the State. September-October. Infrequent.

The straight, pellucid-white stem and rugose cap distinguish it.

Luxuriant specimens have rugose lines over the whole surface of

the cap. The colors are rather clear compared with those of C.

dryophila and C. biityracea. Peck compares it with C. maculata,
from which it is easily distinct. C. estensis Morg. (Cinn. Soc. of

Nat. Hist. Journ., Vol. 6, 1883, Plate 5) is very close, and may be

a variety.

801. Collybia alcalinolens Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 49. 1896.

Illustration : Plate CLXII of this Report.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, at first ovate with incurved margin,

hygrophanous, glabrous, grayish-umber (moist), grayish-brown or

cinereous (dry), margin striatulate when moist. FLESH thin,
whitish or grayish-tinged. GILLS sinuate-adnexed or emarginate,
rather broad, subdistant, subventrieose. white then obscurely gray-

ish-tinged, edge entire. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, rarely

thicker, equal, subpruinose, glabrescent. shining even, flexuous,
stuffed then hollow, cartilaginous, elastic, whitish. SPORES ob-

long-ovate, narrow, 7-10 x 4 micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA and
sterile cells lacking. BASIDIA about 27x5-6 micr., 4-spored.
ODOR strong, alkaline. TASTE mild.

Gregarious or sub.aespitose. On the ground among leaves, rich
frondose woods. Ann Arbor. October-November. Frequent
locally.
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This Bpecles is known h\ its odor, it- finally striate pileua and

by its Bhining stem, h baa the appearance and Bise ol an,

but the pileua is Boon expanded, ii reminds one strongly of Colly
hin

fini-i i/»s, inn the latter baa numeroua cystidia and d lor, al-

though it growa in Bimilar places

802. Collybia familia Pk. I

N. Y. state Cab. Rep. 23, 1872.

[Uustrations : N. ^. State Mus. Bull. 75, PI. 84, 1904.

Marshall, The Mushroom Book, PI. 16, op. p. 67, ]'.<

Plate CLXII1 of this Report.

PILEUS 1-3.5 rni. broad, fragile, convex or bemiapherical, thi

expanded, obtuse, glabrous, bygrophanous, even or margin bud-

Btriatulate when moist, watery-brownish-buff (moist), crcati

to whitish (dry), margin al Length recurved ; * 1 1 1 split radially.

FLESH thin, concolor. <'.M>LS adnexed or almosl free, crowded,

narrow, whitish, edge entire. STEM I
v em. long, 2-3 mm. thick,

slender, equal, toughish, stuffed then hollow, i;l:i i»r< >u<. rarely

minutely flocculose, snbconfluenl al base with mycelioid tomentum,

whitish. SPORES Bubglobose t" oval, 3-4.5x3 micr., feu larger,

smooth, white. CYSTIDIA and sterUt cells none. <>i><>i; and

TASTE none.

Densely caespitose. On decaying trunk- and logs of hemlock

and tamarack. Huron Mountains, Marquette, Biunising, New Rich-

mond, Ann Arbor. August-October. Infrequent

Because of their edibility, it i- fortunate that the abundanl elust

ers of from ten to twenty individuals .ire rarely attacked bj

gnihs; these clusters often cover a Large pari of a 1"^. The •

has the general habil of <'<>lii/iiiu abundans from which it i> < 1 i - r i n

guished by the hygrophanous flesh and bj the pileua nol being am

bilicate nor virgate. The European <'>>liiii>in lacerata Pr hat

Bimilar habil and appearance, bul it- gilla are ^.ii'l to be broad and

distant. Peck comparea it with C. acervata, ;> caeapitos

with \ei\ different colors. Tin' Ann Arboi specimens w< ind

on tamarack log
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** Gills yellow or yellowish.

803. Collybia aquosa Fr. var. (Edible)

Syst. Mtc, 1821.

Illustration: Fries, Icones, PL 06, Fig. 2.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex at first, soon plane or depressed,

distinctly hygrophanous, watery-brown or rufous-brown with a yel-

low cast (moist), pale tan to buff (dry), obscurely rugulose, mar-

gin striatulate when moist, even when dry. FLESH thin, subpliant,

whitish, soft. GILLS adnexed or almost free, rounded behind, nar-

row, crowded, luteous or pallid with sulphur tinge, becoming erose.

STEM 5-7 cm. long, 4-6 mm. thick, equal or subequal, hollow, sub-

terete or compressed, minutely flocculose-pubescent, even, cuticle

cartilaginous, straight or flexuous, pallid or tinged sulphur-yellow,

especially above, extreme base slightly inflated-bulbous. SPOKES
5-6x3 micr., narrowly ovate, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA none.

ODOR and TASTE mild.

Gaespitose. On the ground, among tamaracks or low frondose

woods. Ann Arbor. May 20-June.

This is intermediate between G. dryophila and G. aquosa, but

because of its hygrophanous, watery flesh and finely striatulate

pileus it seems closer to G. aquosa. The plant has a honey-yellow

cap and stem, shading its citron or sulphur when fresh and moist,

but soon fading. The gills of G. aquosa are said to be pallid, in

which respect our plant differs somewhat. It forms tufts among
grass in drained tamarack swamps or among leaves in low woods.

The base of the stem is slightly enlarged, not truly bulbous nor

strigose-hairy. It seems to be somewhat related to G. acervata.

Whether it has been described is uncertain.

804. Collybia colorea Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 20, 1874.

"Pileus 1-3 cm. broad, convex-expanded, subumbilicate, hygroph-

anous, glabrous, "luteous"-yellow, not striate, paler when dry.
FLESH rather thin, soft, yellowish. GILLS adnexed, emarginate,
close, moderately broad, luteous to sordid-ochre, edge entire. STEM
2-4 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, equal, even, subpruinose, hollow, gla-
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hious, colored like pileus. SPORES Bubglobose or broadl} ellipti-

cal, 4-5 micr."

Scattered or Bubcaespitose. < >u decaying w I. especially of pine,

Negaunee, Ww Richmond, Greenville (Longyear). June-Septem-

ber. Rare.

An unidentified Michigan plant approaches this rather closely.

h has the Bame colors, etc., bu1 differs in Its flesh} fibrous, — • » I i « I

Btem and bitterish taste. The spores are white.

***OillS nih 8Ci >il.

805. Collybia acervata I r. I.nii;;

Sy8t. Myc, L821.

[llustrations : Pries, [cones, PI. 64, Pig. 2.

(Jillet. Champignons de Prance, No. 147.

Cooke, 111.. PI. 267.

Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. 87, p. 117.

Peck, X. V. State Mus. Bull. 7:». PL 84, L904.

"PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex, becoming expanded or nearly

plane, glabrous, hygrophanous, pale tan color or incarnate red and

sometimes nhsmrelv striatulate on the margin when moist, whitish

after tl sea] i' the moisture. GILLS close, rounded behind,

Blightly adnexed or free, whitish, or slightly tinged pink. STEM
5-7.5 cm. long, 3-5 mm. thick, equal, hollow, Blender, rigid but brittle,

glabrous except the white-tomentose base, reddish-brown or pur-

plish-brown. SPORES elliptic, G-7.5* l micr., white."

Caespitose. On decaying prostrate trunks and leaves, or on half-

buried rotten wood. Augusi September. Ann Arbor. Infrequent

The description is obtained from Peck, N. > State Mus. BuU.

7"> i . .is my own notes are incomplete. This Bpe< ies maj !»• merely an

ecological variety "t C. dryophilo. Like Bard, I have found it In

Localities formerly occupied by Baw-mills. The u'ilK become Blight

lv rufescent in age. Our plant does not seem t«> agree w .11 with

the European descriptions.
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806. Collybia hygrophoroides Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 32, 1879.

Illustration: Plate CLXIV of this Report.

PILEUS 24 cm. broad, obtusely conical at first and reddish-

brick color, then campanulate to expanded and almost plane, with

or without Umbo, rufous-tan (moist), dull-tan or isabelline (dry),

hygrophanous, glabrous, even, margin straight at first. FLESH
thin, whitish. GILLS arcuate-uncinate or deeply emarginate, al-

most free at times, close, rather broad, ventricose, dingy white at

first, then tinged flesh color, edge becoming eroded. STEM 5-12

cm. long, 2-5 mm. thick, tough, often long and twisted, longitudi-

nally striate to sulcate, lower third rooting and densely white-to-

mentose, upper part pallid to rufescent and pruinose, stuffed then

hollow, curved or straight. SPORES oblong, 5-0.5x3-3.5 micr.,

smooth, white in mass. CYSTIDIA rather abundant on sides of

gills, slender, acuminate above, 50-60 x 4-5 micr.

Solitary to subcaespitose or scattered. On the ground in low,

moist, maple and oak Avoods. Ann Arbor. May-July. Rare and

local
;
rather common in a single locality.

This is apparently a Mycena as shown by the straight margin of

the young pileus. It somewhat resembles Cooke's figure of M.
excisa (Plate 148), (= M. berkeleyi Mass.) which is certainly not

the M. excisa figured by Fries (Icones). That species, however,

grows on trunks of pine, and the color is different from ours accord-

ing to Fries' description. The young, unopened pileus resembles

that of Eygrophorus conicus in color and shape, as pointed out by
Peck. It seems to have no direct relationship to either Mycena
or Collybia. The lower half or third is usually immersed in the

soil which adheres to the tomentum when pulled up; this portion

may be attenuated or scarcely so as shown in our plate. The older

plants have rufescent gills and stem, but the spore-print is white.

Our specimens were seen and identified by Peck, who says it is

a very rare species.
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••**<; ill* lilaceous.

807. Collybia myriadophylla I'k.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 25, L873.

[llustration : Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 85, p. L15, 1908

PILEUS L.5-2.5 cm. broad, soon plane or depressed, tlexih

hygrophanous, glabrous, even, sometimes umbilicate or mammil
ilnl! umber-brown with lilac tinge (moist), ochraceous-bufl (di

FLESH verj thin. GILLS slightly adnexed, very crowded, nam
linear, thickish, <lurk lilac, edge entire. STEM 2-3 cm. long, l 1.5

mm. thick, slender, equal, terete or compressed, stuffed bj ;i white

pith, then hollow, dull lilac to reddish-brown, subglabrous, some-

times densely silky-pruinate. SPORES very minute, 3-4x2 micr.,

elliptic-oval. CYSTIDIA none.

Gregarious. <>n mossj hemlock or tamarack logs <>r wood. July
to October. Ann Arbor (on tamarack), Nero Richmond, South

Haven, Baj View and Houghton. Infrequent.

A very distinct little Collybia, sometimes lilac-tinged through-

out ; ilii>- color persists longer on the uills than elsewhere. The i:iiu

are often glaucous, and on drying become reddish brown. The
si fin is sometimes attenuated below and rooting; al tiim-v it i-*

entirely white-pruinose with a tuff of lilaceous strigose hairs at

the base. The species seems to !>•• limited to coniferous w Is.

*****<;il!s cinerasceni or r *t.

808. Collybia atrata li .

Syst .M.vr.. L821.

Illustrations: Fries, l<-
s, PI. 70, Fig. 1.

Cooke, [11., PI. L55.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 148

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 83, p.
i L3, 1908

"PILEUS l 2.5 cm. broad, tough, piano-depressed, never papillal

convex toward margin, verj glabrous, orbicular, umbilical

pitch-black and shining (moist), fuscous (dry). FLESB rather

thick, firm. GILLS adnate, scarcely decurrent, at I

then straight, rather broad, subdistant, whitish to gray, then I
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cous. STEM short, 2-3 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, tough, equal or

subequaL glabrous, stuffed theu hollow, cartilaginous, fuscous with-

in and without." SPORES 5-6x4 micr., elliptical (Schroeter, W.
G. Smith). ODOR none.

Around burned stumps or burned over soil, in exposed places.

The above description is taken from Fries' Icones. The occur-

ence of the species in Michigan is somewhat uncertain, as my notes

are incomplete. June. Ann Arbor. Infrequent to rare.

A Marasm'ius-like plant in appearance, but it does not revive.

When young and fresh, it seems to be firm, but the thin margin is

soon flexible. The gills are not ventricose, and a section through
them reveals peculiar hyphae forming the central layer, which are

dark colored from blackish-brown granules in their interior; they
are not truly ashy, but dark cinnamon-brown when fresh and

mature. The base of the stem is sometimes strigose-hairy with

fuscous-brown hairs, and under high magnification the rest of the

stem is seen to be covered with short, intertwined or spreading dark

hairs. On drying the pileus becomes rusty-reddish, or occasionally

appears scorched. There are some very similar species and the

group needs further study. It is said to occur in autumn.

809. Collybia plexipes Fr. var.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustration: Plate CLXV of this Report.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, campanulate-expanded, obtuse, gla-

brous, hygrophanous, blackish-chestnut (moist), rufous when dry-

ing, obscurely rugulose-striatulate when moist, not shining. FLESH
concolor, very thin on margin. GILLS slightly adnexed, narrow,

tapering outward, thickish, close to crowded, plane, brown, glauces-

cent, edge entire. STEM 3-5 cm. long, 1.5-2.5 mm. thick, subequaL
opaque, tubular, subterete or compressed and furrowed, flexuous,

cartilaginous, often curved, tough, subglabrous, black, paler at

apex. SPORES minute, elliptic-ovate, 5-7x2.5-3 micr., white,
smooth. CYSTIDIA none. ODOR and TASTE none.

Caespitose or subeaespitose to solitary. On very rotten wood,
among moss, etc., about old stumps and mounds, in frondose woods.
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810. Collybia atratoides PI

V Y. State Rep. 32, L879.

Illustration: Barti, Mushr b, Fig.
v

'*'. p. 116, 1908.

"PILEU9 1-2 cm. broad, convex, Bubuiubilicate, glabrous, hygro

phanous, blackish brown {moist), grayish brown and shining (dry).

FLESH thin. GILLS adnate, rather broad, subdistant, inter

venose, grayish-white. STEM _':'. cm. long, 1-2 mm. thick, equal,

hollow, glabrous, grayish-brown, with ;i mycelioid tomentnm al

lt;isr. SPORES oearly globose, aboul •"> micr. diameter.

"Gregarious or subcaespitose. ( >n decaying \\ I and moe

sticks in wo'iiis."

The description is adapted from Peck. Bard |><>int< out thai the

margin of the pileus is often crenate. It doubtless occurs within

Tlic State, and may be confused with Blycena by it < Bhape and siae.

811. Collybia expallens Pk. var.

N. Y. State .Mns. Rep. tl. L891.

PILEUS L-2.5 cm. broad, orbicular, convex-expanded, depressed

or subumbilicate <>n disk, hygrophanous, <it first blackish, then

brown to pale fuscous, glabrous, striatulatt on margin when moist.

FLESH father thin, brownish then whitish. GILLS adnate, seced

ing, medium width, close t<> subdistant, fuscous, edge entire. STEW
L-2 cm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, tapering downward, tough, hollow, some-

times compressed or grooved, cartilaginous, livid-brown, sometimes

blackish on handling, pruinose-pubescent. SPORES subglobose,
r> x 1 micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA and STERILE CELLS
none. ODOR and TASTE farinaceous.

Gregarious among fallen aeedles of white pine. New Richmond.

September. Infrequent.

Differs from C. atrata and C. atratoides bj the presence of a

distind farinaceous odor, and a striate margin to the pileus. It

approaches C. ambusta excepl in odor and the lack of a papill

pileus. The stem is prninose, al leasl al the apex.
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Section II. Laevipedes. Putrescent; not hygrophanous ;
stem

glabrous, not conspicuously striate.

812. Collybia albiflavida (Pk.) (Edible)

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 23, 1872 (as Tricholoma albiflavidum).

PILEUS 5-12 cm. broad, convex-expanded, then depressed, obtuse

or slightly umbonate, umbo subobsolete and darker, moist, whitish

or creamy-yellow, even, glabrous, margin at first involute. FLESH
white. GILLS adnexed-emarginate, narrow, crowded, thin, white

or whitish, edge entire. STEM 6-18 cm. long, 5-8 mm. thick, equal

above the bulbous base, solid', fibrous within, cuticle cartilaginous,

whitish. SPORES elliptical, smooth, obtuse, 7-10x4.5-5.5 micr.,

white in mass. CYSTIDIA lanceolate, scattered or infrequent on

sides of gills, often crystallate at apex, 55-65 x 10-15 micr. ODOR
and TASTE none.

Solitary, gregarious or subcaespitose. On the ground in frondose

or coniferous woods, among fallen leaves. Throughout the State.

June-September. Frequent.

This noble plant is found frequently, especially in moist ravines

of most kinds of woods. It was referred by Peck to Tricholoma,

where he considered it close to T. lascivum. Collectors nearly al-

ways mistake it for a Collybia, and this tendency is given a basis

because of the presence of cystidia on the gills, and by the nature

of the stem, whose rind is cartilaginous. The plant presents a stiff

appearance due to the straight and rather rigid-elastic stem. It

sometimes attains a much larger size than the original description

indicates. A form occurs in low, wet or swampy places, with simi-

lar habit and structure, but smaller and darker in color. The color

is almost smoky-brown, and the general appearance suggests a

form of Tricholoma melaleucum ; its microscopic details, however,

agree with the above species ;
its pileus is 2.5-5 cm. broad. T. albi-

flavidum has a disagreeable odor at times, but this may disappear,

especially after it is picked and left overnight.

813. Collybia abundans Pk. (Edible)

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 29, 1878.

Illustration : Plate CLXVI of this Report.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, convex or nearly plane, subumbilicate,
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w hitish or pale grayish brown, <li-u da rker, \nnati lit fibrillost . fibrils

more dense mi ilisk. the lliin margin ;il length ^|»litlin^
r

. FLESH
thin. GILLS adnate, rather narrow, close, sometimes veiny, \\hit<-.

STEM ''•'> cm. Long, 2 mm. thick, rather Bhort, equal, glabrous, bol

low, often curved, easily splitting, concolor <>r whitish. SPOKES
subglobose, 5-6 micr. ODOB and TASTE mild.

Caespitose. <>n decaying wood and logs, in frondose and mixed

woods, especially in the oorth. Ann Arbor, Marquette, Houghton.

Augusl < October. I afrequenl .

The "abundanl Collybia" usually grows in profusion when
it occurs, h is very Bimilar in general appearance to Collybia

familia, inn is usually smaller and Bhorter-stemmed
;

its pileua baa

a slight umbilicus; ii Is not bygrophanous, and when dried usually

becomes rufescent, a Bpecial characteristic of the stem.

814. Collybia succinea Fr.

Epicrisis, L836.

Illustrations: Pries, [cones, PL 65, Fig. ; '-.

Cooke, III.. PL LSI.

PILEUS L-3 cm. broad, convex-campanulate, Bubexpanded, smoky

rufous-brown, becoming paler, moist, glabrous, even, firm al Qcsl

then flexible. FLESB becoming whitish, rather thin. <;iu,s

adnexed, broad, close to subdistant, thickish, ventricose, whitish,

edge minutely serrulate. STEM 2-3 cm. long, 1.5-3 nun. thick,

equal, glabrous, stuffed then hollow, even, cartilaginous, tough,

pruinose a1 apex, dark rufous-broivn. SPORES oblong, obtn

\ ::::..") micr., white. CYSTIDIA ventricose, acuminate-pointed

above, 15s 12 micr., abundanl on edge of gills, few elsewhi

TASTE and < >i>< >B Farinaceous.

Gregarious. On the ground in hemlock-beech woods. Ne* Rich

mond. September. Infrequent.

The colors are well represented l>\ the illustrations referred t<>.

The farinaceous odor is nol mentioned bj the European antho

inn in other respects the characters of our plants are apparently

the same as of those of Europe.
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Section III. Striaepedes. Putrescent; not hygrophanous ;
stem

conspicuously striate, glabrous.

815. Collybia radicata Fr. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 78, p. 107, 1908.

Mcllvaine, One Thousand Amer. Mushrooms, PL 29, op. p.

112, 1900.

White, Conn. State Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. No. 3,

PL 6, op. p. 27, 1905.

Cooke, 111., PL 110.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 165.

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Mem. 4, PL 18, 1900.

Plate CLXVII of this Report.

PILEUS 3-10 cm. broad, convex to nearly plane, sometimes uin-

bonate, viscid, glabrous, grayish-brown to smoky-brown or umber,

sometimes nearly white, even.or rugose. FLESH rather thin, white.

GILLS adnewcd, broad, thick, subdistant, white. STEM elongated.

5-20 cm. long above the surface of the ground, with a long root-

like prolongation penetrating the earth, tapering upward, 4-8 mm.

thick, rigid-erect, glabrous, tic isted-striate to sulcate, white above,

usually brownish or smoky-brownish elsewhere, cartilaginous.

SPORES broadly elliptical, smooth, 14-17 x 9-11 micr. CYSTIDIA

scattered, on edge and sides of gills, 00-80 x 15-18 micr. ODOR and

TASTE mild.

Gregarious or solitary. On the ground in woods, groves, clear-

ings, etc., throughout the State. June-October. (Earliest record

June 2G, latest October 4.) Common.
The "rooted Collybia'' is closely related to G. longipes, whose stem

has a similar root-like prolongation at the base. The viscidity of the

pileus is almost absent in dry weather. The stem is usually thick-

ened just above the "root," and as Atkinson has pointed out, this

"root" is sometimes attached to dead tree roots deep in the soil.

They often grow from much decayed stumps or logs, especially in

recent clearings. The clear white of the gills is quite marked.

It is one of the first summer mushrooms with which the beginner
becomes acquainted, and the great variation in color and size will

often mislead him into thinking he has several kinds, especially if

he collects without getting the "root." Peek has named two varie-
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ties: Var. furfuracea: (111., Peck, N. Y. Btate Mus Hem. I. Plate

is Fig. '.mil STEM minutely scurfy, This variety, therefore,

differs mainly from (7. i<>>i</ii><s in viscid <';i|» and spores. \

pusilla: i ill.. Peck, X. ST. Btate Mus. Hem. i. Plate \8, Fig. 12 l I

Cap L-3 cm. broad, otherwise like the typical form. All of tli

are edible.

816. Collybia platyphylla IV. I.mr.i.i

Syst. Myc, L821.

I llnst pal ions : Marshall, The Mushroom Book, PI. 15, '>|». p. 66,

L905.

Bard, Mushro s, Fig. 79, p. 109, 1908

White, Conn. Btate Survey Bull. 15, PI. 7. 1910.

Peck, N. Y. Btate Mus. .Mem. I. PI. r.i. 1900.

Michael, Ftihrer f. Pilzfreunde, Vol. III. No. L06.

Fries, [cones, PI. 61.

Cooke, III.. PI. 128.

PILEUS 6 i- cm. broad, ;it ftrsl ovate-campanulate, then convex

expanded, obtuse or depressed, grayish-brown to whitish-gray,

streaked with darker fibrils <> innate scurfy scales, often wavy on

margin. FLESH thin, fragile, Bcissile, white. <MU,s adnexed,

deeply emarginate, i>r<>u<l, subdistant, often transversely Btriate .mil

splitting, edge entire or eroded, white. STEM 7 12 cm. long, stout,

1 l' cm. thick, fibrous fleshy, cuticle Bubcartilaginous, equal, fibrous-

solid becoming cavernous, tit>>iii<>s> stii<it> . white or whitish. I.

liliint of attached to thick strands of mycelium. SPORES broadly

elliptical, smooth, 8 1
•• % 6-7 micr., white, i Immature spores nbund-

nut in mounts.) CYSTIDIA none. STERILE CELLS on edge of

gills, inflated-rounded, 25 x !•". micr. <>I>»>K mild, slightl} of ai

TASTE slightly anpleasanl when fresh, disagreeable when old.

Solitary, gregarious or Bubcaespitose. ' m decaj ing wood, Btumps,

humus, oti'.. in frondose woods, throughout the Btate after heavi

rains. June-October. (Earliest record June 15, latesl October i

This species is our largesl Collybia although C. radirata some

times has ;i cap equal in width. The fleshy, ly cartilaginous,

consistency of its stem may lead one to refer it to the genus Tricho

loma. Peck and others say the stem iv stuffed or hollow. I have

found the young stem solid-fibrous, later tunneled bj grubs, an«l

tli,. interior loosened. Insects attack the planl readily and ^i»»il

it for nse on the table, hut ;b it does not rank very high in flavor,
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this is of little consequence. Stevenson has incorrectly given the

spore measurements as 19 x 13 micr., and Mcllvaine has copied the

error.

817. Collybia maculata A. & S. (Edible)

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Marshall. The Mushroom Book, PL 15, op. p. 66,

1905.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 82, p. 113, 1908.

Murrill. Mycologia, Vol. 6, PL 130.

PILEUS 5-15 cm. broad, compact, convex then expanded, obtuse

or broadly subumbonate, glabrous, even, ichite with ferruginous

stains or spots, later becoming rusty-red throughout, margin at

first inrolled, then waxy or lobed. FLESH white, firm. GILLS

adnexed, or nearly free, very narrow, crowded, white or whitish,

edge entire. STEM 6-16 cm. long, 6-12 mm. thick, equal or sub-

ventricose, attenuated below and praemorsely rooting, firm, carti-

laginous, striate or subsulcate, hollow. SPOKES subglobose to

short-elliptical, 6 x 3-4 micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA none.

Solitary or subcaespitose. On the ground, conifer or mixed woods

of northern Michigan. Isle Royale, Marquette, Houghton, Bay
View. July-September. Infrequent.

The firm, compact flesh, the narrow crowded gills and stained

pileus characterize this plant. The pileus is often narrow com-

pared with the long and rather stout stem. With age the stains

spread and the whole plant becomes reddish. Specimens were

found in frondose woods of southern Michigan which approach G.

szorconerea Batsch. with cream-colored to ochroleucous gills, and
bitterish taste; the spores of this form measured 6x3 micr. The

pileus was rufous-tinged or darker on disk. Tricholoma subma-

culatum Pk. has smaller spores and a solid stem; otherwise it seems
t<> approach some of the variations of Collybia maculata.
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Section IV, Vestipedes. Putrescent; Btem velvety, fibrillo

hairy, floocose or pruinosi .

.818. Collybia velutipes I'r. (Edibi

Syst. Myc, L821.

[llnstrations : Hard, Mushrooms, PI. 15, p. 119, 1908

Reddick, Dept. of Geol. & Nat. Resources of Indiana, Rep. •'•-'.

L907, Fig. 1<»-

Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Mem. I. Pi. IT. L900

Cooke, III.. PI. L84.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 169.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 1. PI. ::. Fig. 6.

Michael, Fiihrer r. Pilzfreunde, Vol. II. No. 82.

Plate CLXV1 I I «>f ihis Report.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, convex expanded, viscid, obtuse, glabrous,

the viscid pellicle separable, tawny, reddish-yellow, usually darker

on disk ;iinl yellowish on margin, even, margin often irregular.

FLESH rather tliickish, white or tinged reddish-yellow. GILLS

adnexed, emarginate, broad, Bubdistanl to ••lose, whitish or yellow

ish. edge minutely fimbriate. BTEM 2-7 cm. long, 3-6 nun. thick,

firm, Btuffed, then hollow, densely velvety with short, tawny or

blackish brown hairs, yellow at apex, tough, short radicating.

SPORES oblong, smooth, 7-9x3-4 micr. (rarelj longer), white in

mass. CYSTIDIA none. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills,

slender, awl-shaped. < M >< >K ami TASTE mil. I.

Caespitose. <*ii decaying Btumps, logs, roots, etc.. as well as on

hark of living trees; throughout the state Most abundant in

autumn, in September to December, occurring, however, o >na]

lv any time during the year. In winter it may be found during

warm weather, almost surrounded l».\ ice, Beeming to revive .it

each warm period. As Boon ;i^ the buow is gone fresh specimens,

which have developed at the firsl touch of the warm spring sun

shine, may be found.

The viscid, reddish-yellow pileus and dart velvet] Btem are

characters by which it is easily known. It ma\ appear to grow from

the ground, bul in such cases the "root" is usually attached to dead

woody matter below the surface. Specimens which hail no pileus,

ami were composed only of a Btem, several feet long, were found

in the Calumet mine almost ;i mile beneath the surface of the

ground; the characteristic blackish-brown relvetj covering on the
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lower portion indicated that it was clearly a monstrous form of

this species; it was growing on the mine timbers. Whether it is

truly parasitic. on living trees has not been satisfactorily proven.

When preparing it for table use, it is best to peel off the viscous

pellicle of the cap.

819. Collybia longipes Fr.

Epicrisis, 183G.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 201.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 160.

"PILEUS 3-5 cm. broad, convex-expanded, subumbonate, dry,

radiate-wrinkled, clear brown, disk darker, densely velvety with

short brown hairs. FLESH thin. GILLS almost free, rather broad,

subdistant, ventricose, pure white, edge fimbriate. STEM 8-12 cm.

long, 4-5 mm. thick, solid, firm, straight, thicker below, the base

prolongated into an oblique "root," white within, leather-brown to

chestnut-brown, pale above, covered with spreading, tomentose,
brown hairs. SPORES broadly elliptical, 9-10 x 6-7 micr., smooth,
white. CYSTIDIA large, flask-shaped, 55x17 micr., scattered on

sides and edge of gills."

On decayed wood, stumps and logs.

Not with certainty found within the State. The description is

adopted from Schroeter, as my notes are incomplete. The plant has

much the appearance of C. radicata, but the pileus is dry and velvety.

Mcllvaine reports it in West Virginia, but his remark that "it is

more glutinous'' than G. radicata eliminates his claim. It is in-

cluded for purposes of comparison.

820. Collybia succosa Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 25, 1873.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, subcartilaginous, campanulate to convex,
cinereous-brown to fuliginous, minutely pubescent, margin incurved

and surpassing the gills. FLESH thickish, white at first, becoming
-purplish-black inure wounded. GILLS adnate with a slight de-

current tooth, becoming emarginate, moderately broad, tapering in

front, close, whitish, turning blackish where bruised.- Stein 2-5

<cm. long, 2 mm. thick, equal, cartilaginous, compact except the

stuffed axis, often curved, clothed with a fine, fuliginous pubescence,
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becoming blackish. SPORES minute, globose-ovoid, - I micr. In

diameter, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA none; stcriU cells on edge
of gills, abundant, Blender, subtiliforin. ODOB and TASTE not

marked.

Scattered <>r caespitose. <>n decayed wood, logs, «•!<•.. most!} ou

hemlock, in coniferous regions. Marquette, Munising, South Haven,
New Richmond, -i ul

j September.

Easily distinguished bj the change "i color when bruised. Tlii^

change is due to lactiferous tubes containing ;i juice which turns

blackish on exposure to the air. These tubes are specialized byphae
interspersed throughout the trama <>i the pileus, gills and stem.

I ader the microscope ii maj !" seen that the pubescence is com

posed of elongated hyaline cells. The presence of b juice which

exudes <>n wounding the planl is unusual in this genus, and re

minds one of a section of the genus Mycena; but the incurved

margin of the young pileus indicates its relationship with Collybia.

821. Collybia floccipes Ii.

Epicrisis, L836.

[llustrations : Cooke, III.. PI. I L68.

Plate CLX IX of this Report.

PILEUS small, 5-20 mm. broad, conic-campanulate, subexpand
ed to almost plane, papillate, grayish-brown to sooty-brown, alii

blackish on umbo, glabrous, faintly striatulate and shining when

moist, margin ;ii Brsl incurved. FLESB thin, whitish except

cuticle, which is composed of erect, vesiculose cells. GILLS nar

powly adnexed, medium broad, close to subdistant, subveutricose,

white, edge pulverulent-fimbriate. STEM 3-5 cm. (sometimes np
in lo cm.) long, flaccid, filiform, 5-2 nun. thick, often rooting,

toughish, equal, flexuous, even, hollow, white, minutely dotted un

lens, with subcolorous to blackish /mint*, base with \\ 1 1 i i «
•

spreading

fibrils. SPORES subglobose, prominently apiculate, 5-6 x 1-5 micr.

(with apiculus l micr. longer), smooth, white. CYSTIDIA abund

ant, mi edge and sides of gills, narrowlj lanceolate > x 7-11

micr., subobtuse al apex. ODOR and TASTE none.

Gregarious, scattered or Bubcaespitose. < >n humus, decayed

Leaves, very rotten wood, etc., in frondose w Is. Ann Arb

May-June. Frequenl locally.

This species Im*- the appearance of ;< Mycena, bul the pileus has

.•in incurved margin. A lens is often necessnn i" detei i the min
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brownish points on the stem, at other times they are easily visible.

These points are due to short, microscopic, dark, cystidia-like hairs.

Otherwise the stem is shining and whitish. When growing ou much

decayed wood the stem may be long, deeply rooting; when on the

ground it is scarcely more than attached by the spreading white

hairs and is shorter. In size G. floccipes reminds one somewhat

of G. alcalinolens 'and it grows in similar places, but it has no

odor and is not hygrophanous.

822. Collybia conigenoides Ellis

Torr. Bot. Club Bull., Vol. 6.

PILEUS small, 1-5 mm. broad, convex then plane, pellucid-stri-

ate, dingy cream-colored or tinged tan, covered by a minute pub-
escence (under a lens). FLESH thiu, white. GILLS slightly ad-

nexed or free, close to subdistaut, medium broad, whitish, becoming

yellowish, edge minutely pubescent. STEM filiform, 2-3 cm. long,

delicate, minutely pubescent under a lens, attached at base by
small rooting white hairs, white. SrORES minute, oblong, smooth,

4-5 x 2-3 micr., white. CYSTIDIA mostly on edge of gills, lance-

olate, 25-35 micr. long.

On half-buried cones of white pine. New Richmond. Septem-
ber. Rare.

Peck has described a similar species growing on cones, which he

called ('. albipilata. It has the same kind of spores and cystidia

as our species. It is said to be larger with an 8-12 mm. pileus

which is brown. In other respects ('. albipilata is like G. coni-

genoides. I suspect G. albipilata is merely a luxuriant form.

Cystidia are apt to vary somewhat in large and small plants. Two

European species which grow on pine cone» have been critically

discussed by Bresadola. They are G. esculenta and G. conigena.
Their spores measure 6-8x3-4 micr., and hence our plant cannot be

referred to them. Their size is also markedly different, the

pilei being 1-3 cm. across. Their stems are long, creeping and

rooting, and are covered on the rooting portion with a fibrillose

(omentum.
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823. Collybia tuherosa IV

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Michael, Fiihrer I. Pilzfreuude, \"ol. II. So v "

Gillett, Champignons 'l«- France, No. I6N

Cooke, 111.. PI. I 1 1.

PILEUS small, 5 in nun. broad, convex or nearly plane, obtn»e

i)v subumbonate, even, glabrous or nearly so, whitish, tinytd

reddish or yelloicish. FLESB thin, white. GILLS adnate, thin,

close, whitish, edge minutely pubescent. STEM slender, _' I nun.

Long, I mm. thick, flaccid, hollow, whitish or reddish -tinged, •

ered by a thin white cortinoid pulverulence, often aearlj glabrous

above, arising from a reddish-brown or blackish, small sclerotium.

SCLEROTIUM 2-5 cm. long, L-2 nun. wide, variable in Bhape.

SPORES elliptical, t-5.5x2-3 micr., be th, whin-.

Gregarious or crowded. < >n the remains of decayed Agarics

or damp humus. Througl i the State. July-September. Fre

quen i.

The tuber-bearing Collybia is usually aggregated in numbers

on the blackened remains of some mushroom, in which the small,

tuber-like sclerotia are imbedded. Occasionally, however, it ap

pears to develop on much decayed Leaf-humus on the ground.

It resembles G. cirrata in color and size,

824. Collybia cirrata IV.

Epicrisis, l^'.ti.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111.. PI. I L4.

Gillet, Champignons <lr Prance, No. 150.

PILEUS 5-12 nun. broad, Boon plane or Blight lj depressed, at

length umbilicate, Bometimes papillate, slightly silky, toughish,

white or tinged reddish. FLESB thin, white GILLS adi

narrow, close, whitish. STEM 2-5 cm. long, filiform, equal, some

what hollow, flexuous, pallid, 1 ot?< n d by <i white p%tlveruli na . with

:i fibrillose, radicating base. BPORES minute, elliptical, smooth,

t 5 \ 2 :: micr.

Decaying vegetable matter in woods, throughout the -
Jul}

September. I nfrequent.

This Little Collybia is closely related to C. tub \
'

differ with reference to the presence or absent tun.
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Schroeter (Die Pilze Schliesiens, p. 645) describes a small yellow-

ish sclerotium from which the stem arises, and which he says forms

abundantly between the gills of decaying fungi, especially Eijpho-

loma fasciculare. Berkeley also notes that it is "often attached

to a little, yellowish, nodular schlerotium." Stevenson remarks

that "it never has a radical tuber." Fries, Gillet and others do

not mention a sclerotium; I have not observed any. Most authors

agree that it occurs on decaying mushrooms, as well as humus, etc.

It differs from C. tuberosa in its umbilicate pileus.

825. Collybia hariolorum Fr. (Edible)

Svst. Mvc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 150.

(Jillet, Champignons de France, No. 159.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, broadly convex-expanded, thin, flexible,

becoming soft and flabby in moist weather, even, glabrous, whitish

with a rufescent disk or altogether rufous-tinged, often fading to

pallid-whitish ;
flesh thin, white, soft. GILLS adnexed or almost

free, very narrow, crowded, hollow, thickish, edge entire, collapsing.

STEM 2-5 cm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, equal or tapering slightly up-

ward, pallid or tinged rufescent, covered by a white tomentum
which is thinner towards apex, hollow, elastic, cartilaginous, be-

coming soft when wet. SPORES small, 0-7.5x3 micr., narrowly

oblong-ovate, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA none. ODOR strong and

somewhat disagreeable when plants are crushed.

Gregarious, often scattered, sometimes caespitose. Among fallen

leaves in frondose woods, probably throughout the State. August-
September. Rather frequent.

This Collybia may be known by its soft and somewhat collapsible

texture, the white tomentosity of the stem, and the pale rufous-

white or whitish cap. It has somewhat the appearance of C. con-

fluens to which it seems related, but as a rule it has a shorter stem,
and in wet weather, instead of reviving becomes soft and fragile.
The figure of Cooke illustrates our plant fairly well. The rufous

tinge of the pileus is apparently more characteristic of American
than of European plants.
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Section V. Uurasmioidae. Plants partially or wholly revivi

(not truly putrescent). Hygrophanous or dry. Stem pulverulent,

floccose, 6-brillose hair> or fl< liairj .

The species placed under ihi^ new section have anomalous char

actera which allj them equally with the genus Maraamiua. in
I

this section and the section Collybiae under Marasmius contain

Bpecies which intergrade between the two genera, a ml hard and
f.-isi lines of separation are impracticable. Mara

might be included here, ;i> its flesh is more like Collybia than Mu

mius. C. confluen8 is an equally g I Marasmius.

826. Collybia confluens l>. Edibi i

Syst. Mvc. L821.

I Uus1 i-.-i i ions : Bard, Mushrooms, Pig. 84, p. ill. 1908.

Cooke, Ml.. PL L50.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 153.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, tough, flaccid, convex-plane, obtuse, hy-

grophanous, reddish-brown (moist), grayish flesh-colored to whitish

(dry), subumbonate, striatulate when moist. FLESH rather thin

toward stem, almosl as thick as width of gills, white. GILLfl t-

narrow, very croicded, whitish. STEM 5-10 cm. (or more) long,

2-5 mm. thick, subequal, hollow and often compressed, subcartila

ginous, tough, reddish under the dense, whitish pubt even,

sometimes grooved, often joined a1 base bj a floccose myceliod web

which spreads among the leaves on which it grows. SPOR -

minute, narrowly pip-shaped, 1-6x3-4 tnicr., white. CYSTIDIA
none. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills Bmall. ODOR and

TASTE mild or slightly unpleasant.

Cohen-nt in tufts, or gregarious in troops or part rings Imoi g

fallen leaves on the ground. Throughout the State. July-Octol

< !ommon.

The colors of the young and old pilei \:n iderably; when

young they may be almosl bay-red, later becoming reddish browi

grayish or white. The stem is rather long in proportion t.> the

pih'iis. '!'li«- species is most common in frondose woods, "I"

mvcelium forms ;i whitish nrnuM over and among the fall<
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827. Collybia zonata Pk.

N. V. Slate Mus. Rep. 24, 1872.

Illustrations : Hard, Mushrooms, PL 14, Fig. 81, p. Ill, 1908.

White, Conn. State Surv. Bull. 15, PL 9, 1910.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. 4, PL 5(3, Fig. 8 (as GollyUdmm

zonatum).

Lloyd, Mycological Notes, Vol. I, No. 5, Fig. 17, p. 43.

PILEUS 1-2.5 cm. broad, convex or nearly plane, umMlicate,

covered with coarse, tawny, densely matted hairs, arranged in

obscure zones. GILLS free, close, narrow, white. STEM 2-5 cm.

long, about 2 mm. thick, firm, equal, hollow, covered with Tawny

hairs similar to those of the pileus. SPOKES broadly elliptical,

smooth, 5x4 micr., white.

Solitary or subcaespitose. On decaying wood. New Richmond.

August- September. Infrequent or rare.

The dark tawny color, the zones on the pileus and the fibrillose-

hairy covering of cap and stem distinguish our plant. It revives

after drying. When dry the pileus becomes concentrically grooved.

Some think it is a large variety of G. stipitaria, but as it is easily

distinguished from that species, such a view is speculative. To

prove this point, it would be necessary to grow one form from spores

or tissue derived from the other. This has not been done.

828. Collybia stipitaria Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Lloyd, Mycological Notes, Vol. I, No. 5, Fig. 15,

p. 42.

Berkeley, Outlines, PL 5, Fig. G.

Cpoke, 111., PL 149.

PILEUS small, 5-12 mm. broad, convex-expanded to plane, urn*

bilicate, with a minute blackish papilla in umbilicus, whitish, gray-

ish or pale grayish-tawny, minutely and radiatcly fibrillose-liairy or

strigose-liairy, radiate-rugulose when dry. FLESH thin, submem-

branous, soft. GILLS adnexed-seceding, subdistant to close, nar-

row, white. STEM 2-5 cm. long, filiform, .5-1 mm. thick, equal,

reddish-black when moist, whitish when dry, tough, cartilaginous,

tubular, instititious, clothed with a grayish-white fibrillose cover-
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ing when dry, sometimes twisted-striate. SPOKES elliptic-oi

pointed ;ii one end, smooth, white, >> 8 \ .". I micr. Odor none

Gregarious. <>u twigs, \\ I. acorns, <!<•.. in mixed or frondo
woods. Throughout the State. Frequent and abundant. Jnne
< October.

The pileus of this fine little planl lias ;i delicate circular ridge
around the papillate umbilicus. The color •>! the stem dun

markedly; when thrown into water ii becomes reddish t.i blackish,
od drying the fibrillose covering becomes pal< whitish.

The margin of pileus is ofteu fimbriate from the minnti

hairs. Peck has named ;i long-stemmed form i*ar sctipr* i

was Found in northern Michigan '>n several occasions.

829. Collybia campanella Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Bull. I LC, 1907.

Illustration : Lloyd, Mye. Sotes, Vol. I. So. 5, Fij probably
as C. stipitaria var. robusta).

"PILE1 S 6-8 mm. broad, conical or campanula t< with a i>;i|>illn

:ii the apex, covered with coarse appressed <»r detlexed strijj

hairs, dark tawny. GILLS ascending, moderately close, whitish.

STKM -'', cm. long, l nun. thick, instititious, firm, equal, ti

hairy, colored like the pileus." Spores elliptic oval, so th, 7 v \ 3 \

micr., white.

Gregarious. <>n dead and <\\\ twigs ol arbor vitae. II nigh*

ton. August.
M\ specimens weir identified by Peck, whose description is re

produced. The plant has the appearance, like all of ilii- section,

of a Marasmius. it differs from C. stipitaria in it> persist >nic-

campanulate.cap, a character retained when dried. The dark tawnj
color also remains uniform "ii the cap and stem of the dried

mens. The Boccose-strigose covering of the stem la thick and con-

colorous. Its habitat seems t" be exclusively "ii cedar twij

830. Collybia lacunosa Pk.

\. Y. State Mus. Rep. 26, 1874 i
.i^ Tricholoma

PILEUS 8-15 nun. broad, convex then expanded, drj

densely furfuraceous, sometimes sulcate-stria

yellow '" golden-yellow. GILLS •

' ; '

i suhd<
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broad, distant;, thick, sometimes intervenose, white, edge pruinose.

STEM 2-5 em. long, about 2 mm. thick, firm, tough, solid, equal, in-

stititious, floccose-scaly or furfuraceous, sulphur or pallid-yellow.

SPORES broadly-oval, or subglobose, granular-punctate, S-10 x 6-7

micr. STERILE CELLS on edge of gills, subcylindrical, rounded-

subcapitate, about 45-50x0 micr.

Solitary or scattered. On fallen branches and decaying wood,
in mixed woods of coniferous regions. Marquette, Bay View,
New Richmond. August-September.
The attractive color, the tough texture, furfuraceous to floccose

covering of cap and stem distinguish this species easily from all

other Collybias. The plant has occasionally been wrongly iden-

tified as Lcntinus chrysopeplos B. & C. Its texture is doubtless

very similar to Lentinus and Panus, but it lacks the arid gills of

those genera. The description of Omphalia scabrwscula Pk. also

fits our plant rather closely, but if it were that species it would
be far removed from Omphalia umbellifera to which Peck at-

tached 0. scabriuscula as a variety. The gills have a tendency
to become decurrent, and if referred to the genus Omphalia the

plant would become 0. lacunosa. -In many respects it is an anomal-

ous mushroom, half-way between Omphalia, Collybia and Panus.

Mycena Fr.

(From the Greek, myites, a fungus.)

White spored. Stem cartilaginous, slender, hollow. Pileus thin,

conic or sub-cylindrical at first, then campanulate, margin at first

straight and applied to stem. Gills adnexed or adnate, not decur-

rent, sometimes uncinate.

Epiphytal, lignicolous or terrestrial, putrescent, small or minute

plants; separated from Collybia by the unexpanded, bell-shaped

pileus; from Omphalia by the non-decurrent gills; and from Maras-

mius by their non-reviving consistency. The genus is a large one.

Many species are probably edible, but because' of their small size

most of them yield very little substance. Peck (X. Y. State Mus.
Bull. L67, 1913) reports M. splendidipes Pk. as poisonous. They
correspond to Nolanea of the pink-spored group, and Galera of the

ochre-spored group. The genus is of great interest scientifically.

The PILEUS is either conical at first, or parabolic-cylindrical, or

ovale. On opening it usually remains campanulate, except in a com-

paratively small number of species in which it often develops a mark-
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ed iiimImi. [n certain species like U. pelianthina, \f.pura, )£. coh<

ens, U . iin I' riculata, etc., the mature pileus usually «
• x

i
>; i ml- like thai

of Collybia, and the margin maj even become recurved ; this is 11

often true of the larger species. The tendency however for the

pileus to remain conical or conic-campanula quite a time

due to i lie position of the margin of the young cap on the stem ; the

growth-tensions in such cases tlo nol i raise Hie margin on1

ward, excepl in Hie more fleshy ami larger caps. The cops ma} be

very fragile or quite tough, usualh ven thin or membranous in the

smaller species. The tratna of Hie mature pileus is composed of

large, vesiculose cells with ;i more or less differentiated cuticle of

various structures. The color of the caps is often verj delicate,

red, blue, vellow, brown, erav and white being ronnd in the various

shades and tints. The surface is usually glabrous and Btriatulate

mi the margin. The GILLS are adnexed or adnate, sometimes

running down the stem by ;i short tooth, and in I/, vulgaris becom-

ing somewhal decurrenl as the pileus expands. In some species

they arc pure white, in others they become slightly ashy or flesh

color in age, and in a few cases, like M. leajana and '/. pelianthina,

are brightly colored. There are CYSTIDIA present in a Dumber of

species. In one group (Calodontes) these are colored ;m<l hence

the edges <>r the ^ills where they occur have the corresponding

color. In others the cystidia are hyaline or colorless. They

may be very unmerous <>n both Bides ; > 1 1
• I edges as in

M. cohaerens and .1/. leajana, in which species they give

the color to the entire surface of the gills; in 1/. atroal

ho iih
s, M. dissiliens and 1/. polygramna var. albidus, thej are

hyaline. In some the cystidia are found only on the edge

and are then referred to as steriU cells, especially if of different

shape from the others, e. g.,
'/. allcalina, '/. polygramna and M.

metatus. In these species the shape of the cystidia varies consider-

ably- 'hey may be flask-shaped, lanceolate, pear-shaped, sac-shaped,

or hair-like. In some species no cystidia, or only :i lew scatti

ones oceiii'; e. g., I/, (jalericulata, 1/. b id 1/. cpipti It

is an open question whether the nnrabei no1 vai

considerable extenl in ;i species. The 8 I'KM in each of the different

groups h;is quite distinct characters, and these are the 1

ent means of distinguishing tl ? ems exud<

juice, others are viscous; the base is soni< ached bj ;i • 1 i
— U .

and at other times it penetrates the 1 hairy, root

extension, ft may be firm, fragile or flaccid. The i mostly

tubular, and the rind is cartilaginous. Tin mni beglabrous,
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horny and shining, or dull opaque and pruinose or hairy. It is

delicate and filiform in the smaller forms. The SPORES with very

few exceptions are smooth. It seems to be a marked characteristic

of lliis genus, that the immature spores are easily loosened when

sections of the gills are mounted in water. The result is that

abundant immature spores are present in a mount, and great care

must be taken to get the measurements from mature spores. The

immature spores are usually delicately punctate-granular or ir-

regular in shape but practice will soon make the observer properly

discriminating. The spores of different species vary from spherical

to oval or elliptical, and are white when deposited in a mass.

In M. lasiosperma the spores are rough with short knobs. The

ODOR of some species is alkaline or nitrons, sometimes of radish,

and when collecting it is well to test the fresh plant, since the

odor may disappear. If the plants are kept in a tight box till one

gets home, the odor is often very marked on opening the box.

Omission to test for -the odor may make it difficult to identify the

plant correctly.

Mycen as may be found from early spring until the late autumn.

They are usually gregarious or eaespitose, and the wood-inhabiting

species often form dense clusters of individuals. .Many are quite

small, and are hidden among leaves, sticks and grass. The caps
of others reach a size of one or two inches.

The genus was divided by Fries (in Hymen. Europ.) into nine

sections, largely with reference to the characters of the stem.

These divisions have been found so fundamental and satisfactory

that most later mycologists have followed the Friesian arrange-

ment. The nine sections are characterized in the key, and in the

text following.

Key to the Species

I. Stein with a colored or milky juice, (Lactipedes) (A).
I. Stem without colored juice, II.

II. Stem viscous, (Glutinipedes) (B).
II. Stem not viscous, III.

III. Base of stem dilated into a disk or bulb; pileus white or delicately
tinted, 4-10 mm. broad, (Basipedes) (C).

III. Base of stem not with abrupt bulb or disk, IV.
IV. Edge of gills darker-colored from colored cvstidia, (Calodontes)

(D).
IV. Edge of gills not of a different color, V.
V. Stem inserted by the naked base on the wood, leaves, etc., from which

it grows, (Instititiae) (E).
V. Stem attached by a villose or fibrilose more or less rooting base, VI.
VI. Gills remaining clear white; mostly on the ground; pileus rarely

above 1 cm. broad, white or brightly colored, (Adonidae)
(F).

VI. Gills tending to ashy, fuscous or flesh tints in age, VII.
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VII. Stem firm, rigid; mostly oil wood and usually ca< (Rlgt-
pedee I (G)

vii. Stem qoI markedly Brm or rigid, VIII.
viii. stem fragile, slender; pileus bygrophanous; plants often odor

i Pragllipedes I (H)
VIII. Stem Baccld, filiform; pileue qo1 bygrophanous; on the ground, n

mossy togs, etc .
i Fllip< (I).

(A) LACTIPEDES

• a » Ed| leeply colored, provided with red to dark-purple
cystidia; Juice <inii n I

\i tanguinolenta \ A
(aa i Edge of gills uot differently colored Juice reddish; margin of

pileus crenate; pileus and gills Boon stained. 831 u /

/)</ Fr

(B) GLUTINIPED1

'.11 Pileus and Btem both with a more or less viscid this pell
ii»i Pileus, Btem and Kills bright orange-yellow; caeepltose; pil<

2 t cm. broad. B33. M. leajana Berk.

(bb) Colored differently, smaller.

(c) Gills at length decurrent; pileus convex, umbilicate, i-io mm.
B34. M. vulgaris FY.

(cc) Gills al mosl with decurrenl tooth; pileus conlo-campanu-
late, obtuse.

(d) Stem slender, 0.5-1 mm. thick, elongated.
(e) Stem yellowish; spores 8-10 x 4-5 micr. 835. If. epipti

gia Fr.

(ee) Stem brownish; spores broader, 8-9 x 5-6 micr. 835.

If. epipti rygia var, 1'.

i dd ) Stem yellowish. 1.5-2 mm. thick, not long; spores 9-10 x
6-6.5 micr.

(aa) Pileus without a viscid pellicle; stein viscid. Blender.

(b) Pileus, stem and Kills white; spores 7-9 x ."> micr If.

Clavicularis Fr. var. nU>n.

(bb) Pileus. stein and pills yellowish; spores 11-lL' x 7-8 micr. \

M. clavii ui'ii is var. luteipes.

(C) BASIPEDES

(a) Base of Btem attached by a fiat, orbicular disk to fallen lea

tw . Kills p 17. If. atylobatea Fr

(aa) Base of Btem attached by white radiating hair-, forming a tl>»ccose

bulblet

(bt Pileus and Btem besel with minute glandular i>arti. .lis

cl<> ryatallina Fk.

(bhi Pileus glabrous, pelludd-striate; Kills distant, thick U.

i i
), Inipt i Fr.

(D) CALODONTES

(a) Pileus 2-6 cm. broad, at length fully expanded; gills riolel

brown; stem ;; :, mm. thick. 840. If. pelianthina Fr
. i Pileus conic-campanu] then 2 cm.; stem uniform.
(b) Pileus and stem violet, rosy or purple-tinged, becoming pah

pileus striatulate

id Gills tinged Mesh color, edge d< lored; oblong-

elliptic B41. M roti H'i Fr
(co t;iiis whit. purpliah ; Bpores Bubglobose y i- If pur-

)>nr< nfus'ii I'k

(bb) Pileus livid -gray, grayish-brown or dark-browi of Kills

purplish-brown.
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(c) Pileus striate (moist), hygrophanous; stem fragile. M. capil-

laripes Pk.

(cc) Pileus not striate nor hygrophanous; stem toughish. 843. M.
clenticulata Pk.

(E) INSTITITIAE

(a) On the bark of living tree trunks; common on shade trees; gills

broad. 844. M. corticola Fr.

(aa) On fallen leaves in woods; stem hairy; gills narrow. 845. M.
setosa Fr.

(F) ADONIDAE

(a) Pileus 2-5 cm. broad, thick, rose color to pale lilac; odor of radish.

846. M. pura Fr.

(aa) Pileus usually less than 2 cm. broad. Pileus, stem and gills

entirely white; small; gills rather broad, subdistant.

(b) Stem at first minutely-pulverulent; pileus papillate on disk.

847. M. minutula Pk.

(bb) Stem glabrous, pellucid; pileus not papillate. 848. M. immacu-
lata Pk.

(G) RIGIPEDES

(a) Pileus bluish at first, 5-12 mm. broad; stem grayish-brown. . 855.

M. cyaneobasis Pk.

(aa) Pileus not bluish, larger, 1-4 cm. broad,

(b) Gills brown from the brown cystidia; stem horny, shining, dark
brown. (See 46. Marasmius eohaerens).

(bb) Gills not deep brown,

(c) Gills assuming an incarnate tinge in age; stems rufous-brown
downwards; odor and cystidia lacking. 849. M. galericulata
Fr.

(cc) Gills usually cinerascent in age.
(d) Pileus some shade of gray or almost white,

(e) Odor nitrous; cystidia abundant on sides of gills; pileus
white to pearl-gray. 853. M. polygramma Fr. var. albida
Kauff.

tee) Odor not nitrous.

(f) Pileus 1-3 cm. broad, dark ashy to pearl-gray; cystidia
few; gills not with decurrent tooth. 852. M. para-
bolica Fr.

(ff) Pileus 0.5-2 cm. broad, dark ashy;gills uncinate; spores
tubercular-rough. 854. M. lasiosperma Bres.

(dd) Pileus dark fuscous or dark brown, 2-4 cm.
(e) Gills subdistant,, with cystidia, rather broad but narrowly

adnexed. 851. M. excisa Fr.

(ee) Gills crowded, narrow; whole plant brownish-fucescent,
dark. 850. M. inclinata Fr. var.

(H) FRAGILIPEDES

(a) Odor alkaline or nitrous in fresh plants.
(b) Stem lubricous; spores symmetrically elliptical; pileus grayish-

brown to grayish-umber (moist). 856. M. alcalina Fr.
(bb) Stem not lubricous; usually gregarious, not very caespitose.

(c) Pileus glaucous-pruinose when dry, soon grayish-white; gills
not decurrent by tooth. 859. M. leptocephala Fr.

(cc) Pileus not glaucous,
(d) Gills adnate with tooth; odor strong; pileus dark fuscous-

gray (moist). 857. M. ammoniaca Fr.
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i dd > Qilla not aneinate; odor
and grasses In w<

i ddd i < lystldia abundant 01 of K \\: . i

Without mi rou - or alkalln i>>r.

it)) Cystidia numerous on l". mm bn
i.i Plleus tending to convex, brownlsb to umb

white B60 1/ d\ i8iliena Fr, \ ar

(cc) Plleus conic campanulate
plleus bluish blacli u atroal

(biii Cystidia none on Bides of glib).

(c) Plleus 1-2.6 cm., with amok; I umbo; item mm.
thick. Bhort 861. .i/. atroaXba Fr.

m.i Plleus 5-15 inin. conlc-campanulate, brown ting< >r .

stem very long, Bliform; on sphagnum U praelo
Pk.

i 1 i FILIPBDES

(a) Plants with bluish, reddisb or yellowish tints; small and rery
Blender

ib) Base of Btem adorned with blue hairs nr mycelium threads. Bi

M. cyanothrix Atk.

(bb I Without any blue t ints.

(c) Gills somewhat flesh-color, uncinate; plleus rufous-yellowi
on wood. s, ''i- M. tubincarnata Pk.

(cc) Gills yellowish, not uncinate.

(d) Spores 7-9 i 3 I micr.; plleus orange-red to bright-red,
nun. broad. 868. M. acicula Fr.

(dd) Spores Ts \ 5-6 micr.; plleus dull-red to yellow, 5-12 mm.
broad. M'>7. M. pulcherrima Pk.

(aa) Plants without any bright col

(b) Gills attached to a collar at the Btem. 864. M. collariata Fr.

(bb) Gills not attached to a collar; small and very slender plants,
t'USC. HIS.

(c) Gills free, crowded, white. .1/ Fr.

(cc) Gills not fr

(d) Gills broadly adnate, distinct. If. debiHa Fr.

nid* Gills attenuate-adnezed, Bubdistant; plleus brownish to

livid ashy. M. rililis Fr.

Section I . Lactipedes. Flesh exuding ;i juice when broken; stem

831. Mycena haematopa It

Sys. Myc, L821.

Illustrations : Fries, [cones, PI. 83, Fig. I.

Cooke, III.. PL L62.

i ;iiiri. < !hampignons de Frdnt e, So. 150

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. LOO, p. LOO, 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 90, p. 123, 1908.

Marshall, The Mushroom Book, PL 37, op. p. 9

Conn. suit. • Qeol. & Nat Hist. Surv. Bull., No 15, PL 10,

1910.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, at flrsl narrow elliptical then campanu-

root ing, in>i visciU.
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late, obtuse, at first purplish-maroon then livid-reddish or paler,

glabrous, striate, stained darker in age; the sterile margin extends

beyond the gills and is crenate. FLESH thin, bleeding when cut.

GILLS narrowly adnate, ascending, narrow, subdistant, whitish

soon reddish-stained, edge flocculose. STEM 4-8 cm. long, 1.5-3 mm.
thick, rigid, fragile, hollow, white-pruinate when young, at length

glabrous except the hairy base, even, rufous-tinged, exuding reddish

juice when broken. SPOKES elliptical. 8-10 x 5-6 micr. (few larger) r

smooth, white. CYSTIDTA none. Sterile cells on edge of gills

numerous, with swollen-ventrieose base and tapering to a narrow

acuminate point, about 50 micr. long. ODOR and TASTE mild.

Caespitose or subcaespitose, sometimes confluent, on decaying
wood. In frondose and coniferous woods throughout the State.

June to September. Lather frequent.

Known by the reddish juice of the flesh, the crenate flaps on the

margin of the cap and the caespitose habit. The juice is not always

equally abundant depending on weather and vigor of plant. All

the parts of the plant become stained darker reddish in age. Fries

does not mention the striations on the cap, which are sometimes

quite marked.

A variety occurs on hemlock logs whose pileus is often markedly
umbonate, at first striate, very rugose striate in age, its margin

scarcely crenate. The gills at length secede ami remain attached

to each other behind by a false collar, often very veiny ami staining

reddish after being bruised. The stem and cap also become reddish-

stained from the watery juice contained in the liesh. The juice

itself seems uncolored but causes the bruised parts to assume the

reddish stains. The base of the very caespitose stems is imbedded

in cracks in the logs and is strigose with white hairs. It was col-

lected during several seasons at New Richmond. It occurs in dense

clusters. The spores are like those of M. haematopa.

832. Mycena sanguinolenta Fr.

Syst. My v.. 1821.

Illustrations: Fries. Icones, 1*1. 83, Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111., PI. 163, Fig. 1.

PILEFS small. 4-0 mm. broad, soft, campanulate, obtuse or sub-

umbonate, striate, glabrous, pale reddish then fuscous. FLESH
membranaceous. GILLS narrowly adnate, broader in front, sub-

distant, rufous-tinged, edge dark purple. STEM 4-8 cm. long,
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filiform, flstulose, flaccid, Bofl glabrous, mycelioid, pallid op pale
rafescent, exuding reddish juia when broken. SPORES 8-11 i i .".

micr., Long-elliptical. Sterile cells on edge of gills numerous, en

larged below, tapering to a point above, about ';" micr. long.
On the gi'ound ai g leaves in frondose mid mixe<] \\ Is, Home

limes in tamarack swamps. Thronghonl the State. June-Sept*
ber. I nfrequen i .

This little Mycena is smaller than l/. haematopa ami lacks the

crenate margin of thai species, h has a somewhal different hah

itat, is vet] sofl and slender and when young the cap is dark red.

Ii is readih distinguished From I/, haematopa l>\ the colored edge
<ii the gills. Stevenson says it is common in (ireal Britain, hut

with us it occurs rather seldom, and prefers the northern an

Section II. Glutinipedes. Stem viscid, without juice; gills ;ii

length uncinate.

833. Mycena leajana Berk.

Eooker, London Journal, Vol. IV, p. ::i»t>.

Illustrations: Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 94, p. li'T. i!ms

Conn. State Geo! & Nat. Bist. Bull. N<>. 15, l'l. ii. i-.tin.

PILEUS 2-3 cm. broad (rarely larger), convex, Bubexpanded, urn-

bilicate, covered by a tough, mscid, orangi separabh cuticle, Bhining
when moist, glabrous. FLESH rather thick, livid whitish. GILLS
adnate, becoming sinuate, rather narrow, close, thickish, yellowish
to pale orange, edg\ reddish to vemiillion. STEM .".7 cm. long,
-• mm. thick, equal, even, hollow, tough-cartilaginous, viscid, ai

first yellow and covered i».\ orange scurfy-pnlverulence, varying
below to strigose tomentum ;ii times, attached bj an orange-colored

mycelium. SPORES elliptic-oblong, 8-9.5x5-6 micr., mi th, dent

ed on < Bide. < 5YST1 1 »l A none; sterih a lis on and Bear th<

of the gills, numerous, reddish-orange, about r> micr. Ion::, api
culate.

Caespitose on logs, branches and stumps in frondose and con,il

woods. Throughout the State. Julj September. Rather frequent,

especially in the north.

This is ;i striking and beautiful species, easily recognised at <

distance by the reddish-orange color of the rather dense clu»t<

The cap often Fades to ;i livid-tan and finally to .i whitish col

and then develops striations <>n the margin. This Bpecies does not

99
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seem to be closely related to other Mycenas, and its position here

is uncertain. It belongs more nearly to Heliomyces.

834. Mycena vulgaris Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 191.

Berkeley, Outlines, PL 6, Fig. 4.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 9, p. 97, 1900.

PILEUS 5-15 mm. broad, convex to subexpanded, subviscid when

moist, pale grayish-brown to fuscous, umbilicate, striatulate to um-

bilicus, somewhat darker in center, soft, fragile, sometimes papillate

on center. FLESH membranaceous, subhygrophanous. GILLS
broad behind and subdecurrent, subdistant, thin but sometimes

thickish, often venose, white then grayish-white. STEM 2-5 cm.

long, 1-1.5 mm. thick, cartilaginous, toughish, hollow, glabrous,

somewhat rooting, very viscid when moist, straight or flexuous,

equal, even, pallid brownish or grayish. SPORES broadly ellip-

tical, 6-8x4-5 micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA and STERILE
CELLS none or few. BASIDIA slender, 30 x 5 micr., clavate.

ODOR and TASTE none.

Caespilose or gregarious. Attached to pine needles, leaves and

sticks in conifer or frondose woods, so far only in the coniferous re-

gions of the State. New Richmond, Marquette. August-Septem-

ber.

Mycena vulgaris, except for its viscidity, would be looked for

under the genus Omphalia. Fries describes the pileus as "de-

pressed," but it usually has the umbilicate character in our plants;

and is practically an Omphalia with broad, subdecurrent gills.

Authors differ widely as to size of spores. Massee and Karsten

(Stevenson's British Fungi) give the measurements very small,

4-5 x 2 micr., while Schroeter says they are 9-11 micr. long. This

discrepancy shows that these authors were dealing with different

species. American authors do not give any spore measurements.

AVhen young and moist the pileus is quite viscid, but soon dries.

The species is often very abundant under favorable weather condi-

tions in the localities where it occurs.
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835. Mycena epipterygia I r

Syst -Mvc.. L821.

[llustrations : I k)oke, ill.. PI. 208.

Patouillard, rab. Anal} i.. So. 215.

Gillet, Champignons de Prance, No. 162.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 96, n, 96, 1900.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 9C, p. 129, r.nis

Var. .1. PILEUS L-2 cm. broad, conic-ovate then campanulate
<>r subhemispherical, obtuse, subviscid by a thin, separable pellicle,

hygrophanous, at first yellowish-gray ihin gray t<> fuscous, gla

brous, striate on the margin which is at first straight. GILLS
arcuate-adnexed, uncinate, rather broad, ventricose, subdistant.

whitish at first, grayish-rufescenl in age, edge entire. STEM In

cm. long, 2 mm. thick, yellowish or pellucid pale yellow, tough,

equal, straight <>r flexuous, tubular, sometimes twisted or com

pressed, viscid by n thin, separable pellicle, rooting. SPORES
broadly elliptical, 9-10x6-6.5 mice, si >th, obtuse, white.

CYSTIDIA aone. ODOR none or slightly farinaceous. BASIDIA
attenuated downward, clavatej to \ 6-7 micr., t-spored.

On the ground in low, elm woods. Detroit. October.

Form typical. This is a much inure slender-stemmed plant, de

scribed and illustrated by Atkinson and Sard. The pileus is elon

gated-conical al first and the stem filiform. The colors are similar

to Var. l. I have seen this form rather frequently in northern

Michigan, but have no notes on it.

v.-ir. H. PILEUS 5-8 Dim. broad, obtusely conic-campanula te.

glabrous, with a viscid, separable, thin pellicle, obscurely striata-

late, grayish-brown. GILLS adnate-arcuate, uncinate, rather nar

row. subventricose, white, intervenose. STEM filiform, 3-8 cm.

long, 0.5 mm. thick, equal, i>isoid, flaccid, shining, glabrous, even,

pruinose at apex, pallid with brown tinge, rooting and mycelioid

at base. SPORES broadly elliptical, 8-9x5-6 micr., smooth, ob

tuse, white. CYSTIDIA i •. BASIDIA about _J micr. long

ODOR none or slightly nitrous. TASTE aone.

Oe decorticated, half-decayed logs.
Wu Richmond. Septem

ber.

Mycena epipterygia, like the following, is probably .i compoe

species, as Maire has pointed out. (Bull. Soc. Myi France, Vol

p. itin. i Fries placed a series of previously described species under

this one and considered the colors insufficient to differentiate them.
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Color, like size, shape and habitat, is very variable, but Fries did

not consider any microscopic characters, hence it is likely he has

been too conservative in this series, and sooner or later several

species will be segregated. Maire (1. c.) has already separated

M. viscosa Maire, a plant of the coniferous regions.

836. Mycena clavicularis Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1S21 ivar. alba, N. Y. State Mus. Kep. 28, 1885).

Illustrations: Fries, "Icones, PI. 84, Fig. 1.

Cooke, 111., PI. 208.

Var. alba Pk. PILEUS 5-7 mm. broad, conico-campanulate.

dull-white, not changing, sulcate-striate, pruinose, dry (not viscid),

without pellicle. FLESH membranaceous. GILLS adnate, mod-

erately broad, close, white, edge obscurely flocculose. STEM 5-6

cm. long, filiform, .5 mm. thick, pellucid-whitish, riscirf when moist,

glabrous, long-rooting, even, fistnlose, flaccid, flexuous, loosely hairy

below. SPORES 7-9 x 5 micr., elliptical, obtuse at ends, smooth,

white. CYSTID1A none. Sterile cells on edge of gills inflated,

rounded-pyriform on narrow stalks, 15-30 micr. in diam. BASIDIA
about 24 micr. long, subclavate, 4-spored. ODOR none.

Caespitose or singly, attached to fallen leaves by the rooting,

hairy stem, in mixed woods. New Richmond. September. Infre-

quent.

Var. luteipes nov. var. PILEUS 10-15 mm. broad, convex-cam-

pannlate, obtuse, striate up to the papilla, silky, not viscid, sulphur-

yellow with olivaceous or green shades, brownish or grayish in age.

GILLS adnate, uncinate or areuate-subdeenrrent, yellowish, flesh

color or rufescent in age, rather narrow and distant, edge entire.

STEM 5-8 cm. long. 1-1.5 mm. thick, slender, equal, hollow, tough,

pruinose at apex, viscid, darker yellow than pileus, rooting at the

somewhat attenuated base. SPORES broadly elliptical, 11-12x7-8

micr., smooth, white in mass.

On the ground among debris, mosses, etc. Bay View, Detroit.

I J are.

I/, clavicularis Fr. is doubtless a composite species. Fries, him-

self, considered it composed of a number of color forms, with caps
either whitish, pale yellow or fuscescent. Peck named three

varieties: alba, cinereus and filipes. The size of the spores seems

to be omitted by authors. The two varieties described above are

probably distinct species but further data on all the supposed
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varieties are Deeded. The i/. clavicularis ^^ i
-

» 1 1

1

» differs from t In-

1/. epipferygia group in the lack of a viscid pellicle on the pileus.

Until these i\\" groups have been more I' > 1 1 ! \ studied with reference

ii> ilic microscopic characters, ii is better n< >i to segregate iiev»

species from them. Pries' figure shows ;i yellowish plant, some
wh.it smaller t ban v&r. luU ipes.

Section III. Basipedes. Stem dry, jniceless, not rooting, the

base naked and dilated into a disk, or Btrigose and Bwollen into .1

little i»iill>. Verj thin, solitary, becoming Baccid.

837. Mycena stylobates I'r.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

[llustrations : Cooke, III.. PL 249.

Berkeley, Outlines, PL 6, Pig. •">.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 624.

PILEUS 3-6 mm. broad, campamilate-convex, obtuse, dry, gla-

brous, white, striate. FLESH membranaceous. GILLS free, dis

tinct behind, distant, ventricose, white. STEM, 2-5 cm. 1<>hl:.

form, hollow, white, equal, glabrous, dry, seated upon an orbicular,

plum . striate subvillose base.

Solitary on fallen Leaves, in fr lose woods. Ann Arbor. Octo

ber. Rare.

Only i\\<> specimens were obtained. The i>ili'ii> of our plant was

glabrous, Lacking the scattered pilose hairs attributed i<> it. Very

delicate and fragile.»o

838. Mycena crystallina Pk.

\. v. State Miis. Rep. 11, L888.

"PILEUS HO mm. broad, conical then campanulate, subumbon

ate, pure white to creamy-white, obscurely Btriatulate, pruinat*

under Lens, due to minute, shining, glandular, capitatt hairs '"l

particles. PLESH membranaceous. GILLS narrow, narrowly ad

oate or scarcely adnexed, thin, close, white. STEW 2-5 cm. I<

filiform, hollow, white and adorned Like pileus, attached by a wh

hairy strigose base. SPORES narrow, 7-9x3 micr., smooth, white.

CYSTIDLA none.

On cedar twigs, mosses, etc., in cedar and tamarack swam]
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Bay View and New Richmond. September. Infrequent.

Known by tbe glandular particles and hairs which cover the

surface of cap and stem of the fresh plant. These can scarcely

be seen with the lens on account of the minute size. The color

varies somewhat as indicated above. This species was referred to

the section Basipedes by Peck, but might with equal propriety be

placed among the Adonidae. At times the strigose hairy base is not

well-developed and it is then easily mistaken for M. immaculata Pk.,

but that species lacks the glandular covering. Marasmius resinosus

is also glandular-viscid, but is a larger plant.

839. Mycena echinipes Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836 (Lasch, in Linn.).

Illustration : Fries, Icones, PI. 84, Fig. 5.

PILETJS 2-5 mm. broad, very thin, convex, widely pellucid-

striate, white, glabrous. FLESH membranaceous. GILLS broadly

adnate, thick, distant, subvenose, white. STEM 2-3 cm. long, fili-

form, glabrous, hollow, white, attached by a villose, bulbiUose base.

SPORES 7-8 x 3 micr., smooth, white.

On decaying leaves in birch and hemlock woods. Bay Mew.

September. Bare.

A minute species, closely related to others of the group.

Section IV. Caldontes. Stem juiceless, dry, base not bulbillate

or dilated into a disk; edge of gills provided with cystidia which

give it a deeper color than elsewhere.

In the preceding sections, M. sanguinolenta and M. leajana also

have this character of the gills, but differ in other respects.

840. Mycena pelianthina Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PI. 156.

Berkeley, Outlines, PL 6, Fig. 1.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 418.

PILEUS 2-5 cm. broad, hemispherical-convex then expanded, ob-

tuse, moist, hygrophanous, varying purplish-livid to sordid brown-

ish-violet, fading to dingy whitish, striate. FLESH somewhat
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fleshy, while. GILLS adnexed-rounded behind, becoming sinuate,

narrow, at first <lnll violet, becoming brownish, close, edgi purple.

STEM 5-8 cm. long, 2-5 nun. 1 1 1 i « k . equal, often curved at base,

fragile, hollow, even, glabrous, sordid whitish or streaked with

violaceous fibrils.

Solitary or scattered. Among fallen leaves in frondose woods.

Throughout the State. Julj September. Frequent.

Baa the size of M. pura, but differs from ii in that the edge of the

gills is darker from the colored cystidia, in the more solitary

habit and the cylindrical stem. Generally only one or two plants

are found in a place, it seems to prefer maple, oak and beech

woods. The color of the cap is variable and hard to describe,

usually of a dirty color. Fries Bays it is intermediate between the

genera Collvbia and Mvcena.-

841. Mycena rosella Fr.

Syst. Myc. 1821.

Illustration: Cooke. 111., PI. 131.

PILEUS i-15 mm. broad, campanulate-convex then hemispherical

to subexpanded, obtusely umbonate, sometimes plane on disk, sul-

catestriate, pale rose color, paler and tinged ochraceous in age,

glabrous. FLESH membranaceous, fleshy at umbo. (JILLS broad'

ly adnate, slightly subdecurrent, medium broad, subdistant, pal*

rose-colored, edge darker. STEM 4-5 cm. long. 1 mm. thick, /»l-

lucid-flesh color, filiform, hollow, cartilaginous, slightly tough, gla-

brOUS, even, attached at base by white, hairy tomentum. SPORES
oblong-elliptical, 8-9x4 micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA on -ides

and edge of gills, dense on edge, ventricose, narrowed to acuminate

above, 60-70x12-15 micr.. filled with a rosj to flesh-colored sap
when mature. ODOE at first none, becoming nitrons alter being

picked.

Caespitose, usually of 2 or '< stems, sometimes connate by the

white tomentum, sometimes gregarious. On and among pine

needles and other fallen leaves, in w Is of white pine and oak.

New Richmond, Marquette. September-October. Common

locally.

This pretty little Mycena is well named, h can be easily dig

tinguished by the pale posy coloring of the cap and -ill- and by its

habitat. The surface of the cap and stem is slightly viscid or

InbricOUS when the plant is fresh, and this is due to ;i \er\ thin
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layer of subgelatious hyphae which cover these parts. After drying-

out somewhat it was found that a nitrous odor developed; this

fact does not seem to be mentioned elsewhere. Peck reports the

species from New York, but elsewhere it seems to have been over-

looked. The attachment of the gills is almost like that of the

genus Omphalia, and the color of the gills is apt to lead one to

place it among the pink-spored group. Mycena capillaripes Pk.

(N. Y. State Mus. Kep. 41, 1888) is very close to if not identical

with it.

842. Mycena purpureofusca Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 38, 1885.

"PILEUS 8-10 mm. broad, wot hygrophanous, campanulate or

convex, obtuse, glabrous, striate, purplish-brown. FLESH mem-

branous. GILLS adnate, ascending, lanceolate, subdistant, white

or whitish, purplish-brown on the edge. STEM 2.5-7.5 cm. long,

scarcely 2 mm. thick, slender, even, hollow, glabrous, with white

hairs at the base, colored like the pileus or a little paler. SPORES

subglobose or broadly elliptical, 6-7.5 x 6.5 micr."

On mossy hemlock logs in woods. Bay View. September.

Rare.

Peck says it is closely related to M. rubromarginata Fr., from

which it differs in its darker color and non hygrophanous striate

pileus. Longyear, in the 4th Report of the Michigan Academy of

Science, lists M. rubromarginata Fr. but he is uncertain of the

identification; it is probably Peck's species.

843. Mycena denticulata Pk.

Torr. Bot. Club, Bull. 32, 1905.

PILEUS 8-18 mm. broad, campanulate, toughish, often obtusely

subconic, glabrous, not striate, grayish-brown, darker on center,

margin soon split. FLESH thin, membranous. GILLS adnate

with slightly decurrent tooth, often adnexed-emarginate then

broader, medium broad, ventricose, subdistant, thickish, whitish,

edge dark brown, crenulate, sometimes venose-connected or a few

forked. STEM 3-0 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm. thick, equal, slender, even,

hollow, toughish, glabrous or subfurfuraceous with minute brown

dots, pallid. SPORES sub-globose to elliptic-oval, 7-8x5-7 micr.,

smooth, white. CYSTIDIA none. Sterile cells on edge of gills,
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short, subelliptical-saccate, obtuse, 30-35x12-1.1 ruler., filled with

brownish substance as shown under microscope.
() n rotten \\ I or humus, in oak and maple woods. Ann Al-

itor. NCw Richmond. June-September, infrequent.
This little Mycena was described bj Peck From material Benl t"

liiin from St. 1

is, Mo., i>\ Glatfelter. Peck says the edge is

purplish, but there is scarcely anj tinl of thai color in the gillH

<>r our specimens; aevertheless the two Forme appear to be identical

in other respects, in general appearance and liabital il imitates

Collybia floccipes Fr., bul the stem is less purelj white, the gilln

have the brown-dotted edge, rystidia are lacking and the k|mj

;ir<' slightly larger.

Section V. Instititiae. Stem inserted (i. e. attached directlj

to other plant parts withoul rool Like base or tubercle, etc.), dry.
<!ills adnate, uncinate (no1 truly decurrenl as in Omphalia

844. Mycena corticola Fr.

Syst. Myc... L821.

[llustrations : Cooke, [11., PI. L64.

Fries, [cones, PI. 85, Fig. 2.

GiUet, Champignons de France, No. [58.

Bard, Mushrooms, Fig. 93, p. [26, L908.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., N
T
o. 217.

PILEUS [-8 nun. broad, hemispherical, obtuse or al length sub

umbilicate, distantly striate, flocculose-pruinate, blackish (when

young), becoming fuscous, cinereous, grayish-ochraceous,
FLESH thin, membranaceous. GILLS adnate, uncinate, d

broad, subovate, paler than pileus. STEM 6-12 nun. long, l mm.

thick, slender, incurved, glabrous or minutely furfuraceous, paler

than pileus.

< »n the bark of living trunks of frondose trees; everywhere, espe

ciallj on shade trees of cities. Probably throughoul the State,

very common in southern part. Julj October.

After rains, in late summer and fall, iln's little Mycena ap|>ei

in large numbers, scattered over the trunks of « »u i- shade m,

maple, etc. It appears to revive somewhal after bucc ling rains,

but tlif texture is thai of a Mycena rather than a Marasmins. The

color is \civ variable, especially during development. 1/

Fr. is said to be its near relative, and to -row in similar
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tions, but I have been able to distinguish only M. corticola within

our area.

845. Mycena setosa (Sow.) Fr.

Hymen. Europ., 1874.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PL 193.

PILEUS 1-2 mm. broad, minute, very thin, hemispherical, obtuse,

glabrous, becoming fuscous. GILLS distant, narrow, white.

STEM delicately filiform, 10-12 mm. long, inserted, capillary, every-

where shaggy with distant spreading hairs.

On fallen leaves and pine needles, in woods of white pine and

beech. New Richmond. September. Rare.

Section VI. Adonidae. Stem dry and usually growing from

the ground. Gills of one color, neither darker on edge, nor becom-

ing ashy nor fuscous.

The plants in this section are usually brightly colored or white,

not with ashy or fuscous shades on cap and gills. Those of the

following sections often have white gills at first but become tinged

with cinereous or fuscous color, although this character is in some

cases scarcely determinable in fresh specimens.

846. Mycena pura Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 157.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 476.

Gillet, (var. alba) No. 477.

Gillet, (var. lutea) No. 478.

Bresadola, Fung. Trid., Vol. 2, (var. multi-color) PL 114.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 313.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 95, p. 95, 1900.

Hard, Mushrooms, Fig. 95, p. 128, 1908.

Swanton, Fungi, PL 8, Fig. 3 and 4, 1909.

PILEUS 2-4 cm. broad, rarely broader, campanulate to convex,

finally expanded, more or less obtusely unibonate. sometimes

broadly so, moist, striatulate on margin, bright rosy-red. sometimes

rose-purplish, lilac or violet. FLESH thin, moist. GILLS adnate,

sinuate, broad, ventricose, subdistant to close, varying rose, violet,
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white, etc., often reined or with the interspaces veiny. STEW
.~)-ii) cm. Long, 2 I nun. thick, cylindrical, Bometimes twisted, even,

toughish, glabrous, hollow, more or less bairj al base, colore*] I ik>-

or paler than pileus. SPORES elliptic-oblong, 6-7x3-3.5 micr.,

s oth, white. CYSTIDIA few on Bides of gills, clavate-cylin

drical, abonl L0-50s 12-15 micr. Sterih cells nol abnndanl on

edge of gills, similar bu1 smaller. ODOE somewhat of radish.

Caespitose or scattered to solitary. <»u bumus, moss or mncb

decayed logs in frondose <>r mixed woods, or tamarack, balsam and

cedar swamps. Throughout the State. June to October. (Earlii

record June 11. Latest October L) Common.
A widely distributed Mycena, beautifully colored and one of

the Larger species of the genus. lis prevailing color, which often

extends into the gills, is a pair rose-purple (Ridgway, aew ed.)i

although ii varies, under different conditions, Localities or in age,

in darker or lighter shades. Peck (23rd Rep.) saya the ombo La

lacking, hut I have seen it often in the form shown by

Cooke, Patouillard and Gillet in their illustrations Schroeter

i Die Pilze Schliesiens) says the ed.iies of the gills are densely beset

wiih tystidia. 'Phis is shown in Patouillard's figure; these I have

usually referred to as "sterile cells." The very young pileus is

ovate-subconical, and hoary-pubescent.

847. Mycena minutula Pk.

X. V. State Mils. Rep. 25, 1873.

I'M. Ill's 2-8 nun. broad, campanulate then expanded, whi

papillate, glabrous, moist, striatulate i" center. GILLS adnate

with tooth, subdistant, rather broad, white, interspaces ven<

STEM 2-4 cm. Long, filiform, scarcely .•"» nun. thick, white, elastic,

run red throughout its length by microscopic, subcylindrical hairs,

about "•" micr. Long, l »'» micr. thick, which give LI a mealy appear-

ance. SPORES 6-8x3.5-5 micr., elliptical, oval, bi th, wh
BASIDLA L-spored, 18-20 micr. Long. CYSTIDLA aone. ODOR
and TASTE none.

Gregarious or scattered on moss of prostrate trunks, on rotten

w l. twigs, etc., of pine, lurch and oak w Is. New i:

Ann Arbor. September-October. Enfrequent.

The pruinosity of the stem and the entirely white color of the

spores characterize this little species. It must not I onfused

with 1/. crystallina Pk. and M. immaculata I'k.
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848. Mycena immaculata Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Kep. 38, 1885.

PILEUS 4-8 mm. broad, conical or subhemispherical, glabrous,

slightly striate on the margin, pure white. FLESH membrana-

ceous. GILLS adnate or uncinate-deeurrent, moderately broad,

distant, white. STEM 1.5-3.5 cm. long, scarcely .5 mm. thick,

slender, pellucid-white, glabrous, generally villose-strigose at the

base, slightly thickened at apex. SPORES oblong or cylindrical,

7.5-9 x 3 micr.

On mosses and fallen leaves on the ground. Bay View. August.

This seems to differ sufficiently from M. lacteus Fr. which has

crowded narrow gills; the latter grows caespitosely on wood ac-

cording to Stevenson (British Fungi), while Fries (Epicrisis) says

it is generally found ou the ground. M. minutula Pk. and M. crys-

tallina Pk. should be compared with it.

Section VII. Rigipedes. Stem firm, rigid, somewhat tough, juice-

less, somewhat strigose and rooted at the base. Gills becoming

tinged with gray, flesh color, fuscous, etc. Pileus not hygrophanous.

Tough, persistent, inodorous, normally growing on wood and

caespltose.

Fries originally (Syst. Myc, Vol. I, p. 13) included some of

the following species under M. palericulata. In Epicrisis he divided

the latter into a number of species. As Fries did not consider

any microscopic characters, some of these species have been much

misunderstood, and even today no clear account can be given by

which they can, with entire certainty, be separated. I have at-

tempted below, by using such critical studies as others have made

with the microscope, and adding my own, to separate those which

have been found in my collecting by using the characteristics of

the spores and cystidia. As Fries pointed out (Epicrisis, p. 104),

the color, especially of the stem, is very deceptive in many of these

species, and cannot be relied on to any great extent for their

separation.
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/'//- us mill shm usually brown or dark colored, noi constantly

gray.

849. Mycena galericulata I >. Kdible

Syst. .m \ col., 1821 i in pari i.

Ilhisi rat inns : Fries, rcones, PI. HO, Pig. _' (var

Cooke, 111.. PI. 222 and PI. 223
I var.).

Gillet, Champignons rle France, No. K52.

Patouillard, Tab. Analj i.. No. 21 I and No. -".17.

Bard, Mushrooms, PI. Hi. Pig. 89, p. 121.

Marshall, The Mushroom Book, PL 7. op. p. 55.

Michael, Fuhrer f. Pilzfreunde, III. No. 92.

Clements, .Minnesota Mushrooms, Fig. 17. p. 30, L910.

Moffatt, Nat. Bist. Surv. Chicago Acad, of Sci.. Bull. 7. PL I.*H'

PILEUS 2 I cm. broad, campanulate or obtusely conic-campanu

late, ambonate, striaU or subsulcate to umbo, glabrous, buj} •m

margin, shading to brown or umber <>n umbo, ashy white and bud

sinning when old, often with brown <>r blackisb ferruginous -tains.

FLESH thin, toughish, whitish. GILLS adnatt or arcuate-adnate,

uncinate, moderately broad, subdistant, dull white, usually ti,nii>f

with flesh color in age, often stained when old, edge entire or crenu-

late-eroded, interspaces usually venose. STEM I l<> cm. I * > m ir or

longer, L-3 nun. thick, tough, very tougb in age, cartilaginous, hollow,

i rrn or only innately striatulate, flexuous, sometimes twisted, from

pallid to rufous-brown or ferruginous-stained below, paler to whit

ish at apex, glabrous and shining, base often connate with I

ruginous or dingy-yellow strigose hairs, and rooting. SPORES
S-9 \ 5-6 micr., broadly-elliptical when mature, si th, white.

immature spores with large globule simulating globular Bpores

BASIDIA L-spored, with long and stoul sterigmata. CYSTIDIA
none. ODOR none or slightly farinaceous.

Verv caespitose on rotten wood, old logs, stumps, e ol all

kimis of t rees.

Throughout the State. March November. (Earliesl record

Manh !•">: latest. November 2.) Wn common.

Reported throughout North America, Europe, Tasmania,

The weather ami locality bring about much variation in thin sjiecies*,

especially as to Color and texture. The essential characters seem

in lie ihe lack of cystidia, the absence of a citrous odor, the caespi

lose rufous-brown stems, the sulcate-striate cap, which is often
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stained in moist weather, the tendency for the white gills to assume

a flesh tint and the size of the spores. The stains on cap and

gills and base of stem are dingy yellow, purplish-brown or dark

ferruginous. At other times, especially in dry places, the pilei

become silvery-shining and scarcely stained. In mounting a sec-

tion of the gills the large 'mature spores with homogeneous con-

tents sink to the bottom of the water on the slide. The immature

spores are subspherical and contain a large globule which is more

prominent than the wall of the spore and accounts for the fact

that to some observers the spores look spherical. Patouillard re-

ports that a common variety has 2-spored basidia; I have not found

it. M. liaematopa, which becomes stained in the old stage must

not be confused with this species. Occasionally the stem is striate

but this form differs from M. polygramma var. albida in the lack

of cystidia. and in our territory by the different colors.

Var. calopus Fr.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PI. SO, Fig. 2.

Cooke. 111., PI. 223 A.

Like M. galericulata, except That the gills are adnexed, the stem

striatulate and coherent or proliferous at base, joined together

and covered by rusty or brown strigose hairs, elsewhere rufous-

bay color and shining. Spores as in M. galericulata. No cystidia.

The appearance of the stem reminds one of that of Marasmius co-

in t erens, but the pileus, etc., are very different.

Caespitose. on decaying logs in woods. Ann Arbor. May and

June. Infrequent.

850. Mycena inclinata Fr. var.

Epicrisis, 1 8:50-38.

Illustration : Plate CXL1X of this Report.

PILEI" S 2 :; cm. broad and high, obtusely conical at first, then

persistently conical-campanulate with a broad oblong strongly
marLed umbo, at length with a spreading or recurved margin, often

gibbous-cernuous. dry, striate to the middle, fuscous-brown, umbo

smoky-fuscous, darker colored in age. FLESH thin, concolor or

paler. GILLS narrowed behind and sinuate-adnexed, not uncinate,

narrow, ascending, crowded, soft, whitish or grayish-fuscescent,
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edge entire. STEM •". ti cm. long, 2 5 nun. thick, curved, twisted,

hollow, often compressed or furrowed, tough ish-fibrous and Bplil

ting longitudinally under pressure, Bubflbrillose, i>;iiii«i ;ii><>\ ••.

Fuscous below, fuscescent or blackish-fuscous throughout in <i<n .

rooting. SPORES broadly elliptical, 8-10x5-6 tnicr., smooth,
while. CYSTIDIA nunc. ODOR rungoid.

Caespitose or Bubcaespitose <>n logs in w Is of juuiper, « >: i k . i

A mi A rbor. I October. I nfrequen i .

Apparently intermediate between l/. prolifera and I/, inclinatq,

concerning whose microscopic characters little is known. h is

allied to the former by its broad and dark umbo' and t<> the latter

by the character of the stem, the cernuous pileus which is a1 flrsl

much incurved and the stronglj fuscescenl colors <>r cap ;in>l stem.

The narrow gills are still more aarrowed and broadlj Binuate

behind. The pileus often undulates from umbo to margin, and

remains obtusely conic-campanulate. No tendency of the stem

io proliferate was observed. Ii is very distincl from i/. galericu

lata. The figure <>r Gillel does aol appear to agree ;n ;ill with the

description of Fries.

851. Mycena excisa I'r.

Epicrisis, l
s .'!»'».

[llustration : Fries, fcones, PI. 81, Fig. 1.

PILEUS 1.5-4 cm. broad, firm, campanulate, broadly umbonate,

gibbous, dark brown, dark umber <>< blackish-fuscous, ruguh

margin at first straight. FLESH concolor or paler. GILLS ad

nexed by an abruptly much oarrower portion, elsewhere rather

broad, ventricose, subdistant, thickish, pallid then tinged brownish.

STEM short, 2-3 era. Long, 2-4.5 mm. thick, equal, floccose-flbrilh

glabrescent, stuffed then hollow, rigid, toughish, often twisted,

Bometimes compressed, fuscous-brownish, darker in age. RPOR1 >

elliptical, 8-10x5-6 micr., Smooth, apiculate, white. CYSTIDIA

moderately abundant, cylindrical above, ventricose above the slender

pedicel, obtuse. 75-110x15-18 micr. BA8IDLA about 10x6 micr.,

i spored. I >l>< >R and TASTE none.

Caespitose or subcaespitose to gregarious. On the ground,

amons crass in <>al< woods. Ann Arbor. October-November. In

frequent.

Known by its dark brown cap, its Bhori Btem which i» rigid and

rather tough, ami the abruptly narrowed ami Blight 1} adnexed
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gills. It has scarcely any tinge of gray to either cap or stem. The
si cm is sometimes strongly entwined on the grass stalks or obliquely

attached to buried roots, etc. Fries has not adhered to the same

description in his different works; our plants agree best with the

description in Icones, although in size and build they are more
like the figures of M. dissiliens of the same work. The cystidia

are large and striking.

**Pileus fundamental!!/ gray, or some shade of gray, or white.

852. Mycena parabolica Fr.

Epicrisis, 1880.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones. PI. 80, Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111., PL 224.

PILEUS 1-3 cm. broad, campannlate. margin at length recurved,

umbo obtuse, striate, becoming coarsely rugose-striate, sometimes

silicate, moist, glabrous, at first blackish-cinereous, especially on

center, then gray to pearl-gray or whitish when dry, disk darker.

FLESH thin, concolof at first. GILLS narrowly adnate, not un-

cinate, narrow, at first ascending and close, then subdistant,

whitish, then tinged cinereous, edge entire. STEM 3-10 cm. long,

1.5-2.5 mm. thick, sometimes long and rooting, cartilagi-

nous, hollow, terete or compressed, even, glabrous, cinereous, fad-

ing, the rooting base white-hairy and carved or flexuous. SPORES
8-10x5-7 micr., elliptical, ends obtuse, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA
few, lanceolate, soon collapsing, sometimes on the edge of the gills ;

sterile cells none. BAS1 DIA 4-spored, 27 x 8 micr., with prominent

awl-shaped sterigmata, (! micr. long. ODOR none.

Solitary,
• gregarious or subcaespitose. On or around decaying

logs, stumps in mixed woods of white pine and beech. New Rich-

mond. September.
This gray Mycena is frequent locally. The margin of the cap be-

comes expanded or recurved and is then coarsely sulcate on account

of the thin flesh. The young stage distinctly shows its non-identity
with 1/. galcriculata. The stem is not as rigid as that of its neigh-
bors and becomes somewhat flaccid in age.
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853. Mycena polygramma I'r.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations : Cooke, III.. PI. 223.

.Michael. Fuhrer t. Pilzfreunde, 1 1 1. No. 91.

Var. albida Kami. .Mich. Acad. Sci. Rep. 13. p. 219.

I'll, Ill's 2-5 cm. broad, cnrapauulate or conic-campanulnte,

obtuselj subnmbonate, sulcatt striatt on margin in large Rp<

mens, white, whitish-buff or -ravish, glabrous, ntnmate when dry.

PLESH while, i hin. GILLS tiarroicly adnaU . not uncinaU . as< end

ing or arcuate, father broad in middle, subdistant, while, with a

faint flnsh of pink in the gray forms, edge even. STEM 5 10 cm.

long, 2 I nun. thick, equal, cartilaginous, hollow, 8triatu1at( or

distinctly striatt <ii apex or throughout, sometimes twisted, straight

or Hexuous, firm and rather rigid but fragile, glabrous and shining,

while or grayish-white, hairy at base. SPORES s 10x5-6 micr.,

broadly elliptical, ends rounded, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA fusi

form-acuminate, abundant, 15-75x9-15 micr. BASIDIA l-spored,

sterigmata slender. ODOE nitrous, varying from slighl to strong.

Caespitose, gregarious or solitary i>n decaying logs of maple,

elm, basswood, etc; Ann Arbor. Slay-June. Frequenl locally.

So1 to be confounded with I/, alkalina, which lacks cystidia or

possesses Im i a few of them, ami which has pseudo-viscid Btems.

The typical .1/. polygramma of Europe has not been recognized with

certainty ami appears to be rare. Atkinson has referred '/.
/*

longa Pk. to it. but the latter is kepi intacl in this report. Our

plants, described above, are relatively large, almosl pure white ami

have striate stems ami a nitrous odor. It cannol be I/, iitdora Pi

since the cap is not viscid.

854. Mycena lasiosperma Bres.

Puug. Trid., L881.

I (lustration : I bid, PI. 37, Pig. I.

PILEUS 5-20 mm. broad, conic-campanulate 'hen expauded-um

bonate, subviscid, striatulate to ninbo, subhygrophauous, </</</. i

ereous, almosl black <>n ambo, paler toward margin. PLESH thin,

concolor. GILLS adnexed, with tooth, close, ventricose, whitish

101
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then tinged gray, interspaces venose, stem 3-7 cm. long, 1-2 mm.

thick, equal or attenuated below, toughish and firm, tlexuous, hol-

low, white pulverulent, brownish above, paler below, curved-root-

ing. SPORES spherical, covered with blunt, rod-like tubercles,

6-7 inicr. diam., white. CYSTIDIA moderately abundant, fusoid,

attenuate above, 45-60x8-12 micr. ODOR slight or none.

On very rotten wood and debris in beech and maple forest

(Quirk's woods, east of Ypsilanti, Michigan). Gregarious or sub-

caespitose. August.. Rare.

Au interesting tind of a remarkable plant which does not seem

to have been noted except by its discoverer. The structure of the

spores naturally leads one to suspect an Inocybe, but their color is

white (hyaline under the microscope), and the habit of the plants

is that of a Mycena. Bresadola describes it as having a strong

odor of rancid meal, which our plants seemed to lack. The stems

become firmer and tougher on drying and it is placed by Saccardo

under the Rigipedes next to M. raeborrhiza which is said to have

tuberculate spores. The latter is, however, a very different plant

both in color and shape, according to the figure of it by Fries.

(Icoiies, PL 83, Fig. 4.) Two other species of Mycena have been

described with tuberculate spores, M. bryophila Yogi, and M. re-

ceptibilis Britz.

855. Mycena cyaneobasis Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 51, 1808.

Illustrations: Ibid, PL B, Fig. 1-7.

PILEUS 6-15 mm. broad, tough, firm, elliptic-oval at very first,

then conic-campanulate, dark aeruginous-brown at first, at length

paler and grayish, especially toward the bluish margin, glabrous,

papillate or obtuse, striatulate on margin. Tram a composed of

a Thick amorphous to subgelatinous upper layer, elsewhere pseudo-

parenchymatous. GILLS narrowly udnalc, not uncinate, ascend-

ing, rather narrow, close, whitish or tinged grayish, edge minutely
fimbriate. STEM 5-8 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm. thick, equal, slender,

flexuoits, terete or composed, tubular, cartilaginous, elastic, floc-

cose-pruhwse at first, glabrescent, grayish-brown, hairy and rooting
at base. SPORES subspherical,. 7-8 micr. diam., smooth, white.

CYSTIDIA none. Sterile cells on edge of gills filiform, numerous,

40 x 2 micr., hyaline. OROR and TASTE mild or slightly of radish.

Subcaespitose, among leaves and much decayed wood in fron-
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dose woods. Ann Arbor. June and October, hifrequent.
This differs but little from i/. cyanothrix A.tk. The pileus and

stem are slightly gelatinous when moist. The mycelium bai ;i

bluish tinge or is 'lull while There is a bluish green tinL'e i" the

young pileus which is sometimes slightly zonate. E'eck referred

ii to the Rigipedes where ii is somewhal doubtfully retained.

I/, cyanothrix Beems to have a much longer rooting stem, adnexed

^r ills, and the stem is glabrous and differently colored, It ma)
turn inn in be identical with \l. cyaneobasis- In Europe three

other small Mycenas with blue tints have been described, I/. //""

ginella Fr., I/, iris Berk, and I/, calorhiza Bres., all closely related.

Che last, however, has spores very differenl from either of <»m-

Sectioji \ III. Fragilipedes. Stem fragile, dry, juiceles»,

scarcely rooting, neither dilated nor inserted. Pileus hygrophan
ous. (iills while then tinged grayish or fuscous.

Delicate, fragile, often soft, usual!// odorous, normally on the

ground, debris, leaves, etc., no1 densely caespitose on wood (excepl

l/. alkalina .

This seci id i. like the preceding, Deeds a revision on a microscopical

hasis. especially of those species with nitrous or alkaline odor; the

latter have been arranged as well as possible in the absence of

detailed information from European sources. We have a number

of forms with a more or less nitrous odor, some >»t' which have

nut been included below for lack of data.

856. Mycena alcalina IV.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Pries, [cones, PI. SI, Fig. 3.

Cooke, III.. PI. 1ST.

PILEUS L-2.5 em. broad, campanulate (al ftrel narrowly ovate

to conic-campanulate) , obtusely umbonate or <»i»t u>«-. glabrous,

hygrophanou8, deeply striate (moist), grayish-brown t>> grayish

umber (moist), fading i<» grayish when dry, center always darker.

FLESH thin, membranous. GILLS narrowly adnate, arcuate as

cending, el<>se to subdistant, whitish then glaucous-gray, or yellow

ish in age. STEM <
~
em. long, l 2 mm. thick, rigid, fragile, ten

or compressed, slippery subgelal inons, hollow, i n n, glabrous, pallid

brown, sometimes darker at first, fading, the rooting base white

strieose. SPORES 9-10x5-6 micr., broadly elliptical, smooth, ob
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tuse at ends, white. CYSTIDIA none or few, then sublaneeolate

to subfusiform, 45-65 mm. long. Sterile cells ventricose below r

obtuse cylindrical above, abundant, 35-42 micr. long. ODOR
strongly a it rents.

Caespitose, gregarious or solitary, on decayed logs and debris of

tamarack, elm, etc. Ann Arbor, New Richmond. May-June and

September-November. Not very common.

Characterized by the odor, by the few cystidia, and the slippery

pseudo-viscous stem. The surface of the cap is composed of large,

brown, erect, vesiculose cells. There is no separable pellicle, and

the stem is not truly viscid, but feels gelatinous when applied to the

lips. It differs from M. ammoniaca in its slippery stem, lack of a

decurrent tooth at the attachment of the gills, and in the differently

shaped spores. In M. alcalina the spores are symmetrically ellip-

tical, in M. ammoniaca they are pip-shaped, i. e., narrowed and

pointed toward one end. Roth may he found on the decayed debris

of leaves and. wood on the ground and botli may occur solitary or

gregarious, although M. ammoniaca is rarely, if ever, caespitose.

Roth differ from M. metata, M. leptocephala and M. constans in the

marked excess of brown shades instead of gray.

857. Mycena ammoniaca Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PI. 238.

PILEUS 5-15 mm. broad, conic-campanulate, but obtuse (at first

elliptic-ovate i, nmbonate. hygrophanous, striatulate on margin,

glabrous, fuscous-blackish to grayish-brown (moist), grayish buff

or paler (dry). FLESH membranaceous, concolor. GILLS adnate,

uncinate, close to subdistant, narrow and linear, interspaces venose

at times, whitish then pale cinereous, often dark cinereous at the

very first. STEM 3-5 cm. long. 1-1.5 mm. thick, toughish, equal,

straight, hollow, even, not slippery, whitish to pale brownish-ashy,

white mycelioid at base, scarcely rooting. SPORES 8-10 x 6-7 micr.,

pip shaped, or elliptical-ovate, pointed at one end, smooth, white.

CYSTIDIA none or few, short, stout, ventricose and obtuse, 36-40 x
15 micr. RASIDIA about 30x6 micr., slender. ODOR strongly

nitrous.

Gregarious or scattered among leaves, remnants of decayed wood,
etc. Ann Arbor, New Richmond. May-June and September-Octo-
ber. Infrequent.
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.Mostly separable from M. alcalina
i>,\

it> terrestrial, scattered

habit, smaller si/.r and dry Btem. i/. metata has narrower spores,

the odor is fainl or obsolete, and the Bhape of the pileua is often

more convex. The stem of this Bpeciee i- slightly tough .1 ml mi^li t

on this account be referred to the Filipedes. The trama of the gills

is composed of rather large cells, among which globose vehicular

cells are conspicuous.

858. Mycena metata I

Syst. Myc, 1821.

illustration : Cooke, III.. PI. 228.

PILEUS 5-20 Him. broad, convex-campanulate, varying to nar

rowly campanulate, hygrophanous, umbonate, obtuse, striatt and

ashy-brown (moist), pale ashy to brownish-ashy (dry), glabrous.
FLESH thin, membranaceous. Gills adnate, ascending, narrow,
close to subdistant, cinerascenl or tinged flesh color, <</'/- obscurely

floccttlose. STEM 1-6 cm. long, 1.5-2.5 nun. thick, equal, fragile,

toughish, dry. hollow, even, grayish-brown or paler, Qexuous, hain
at base. SPORES 9-11 \ 1-5 micr., narrowly elliptical, sometimes

narrower toward one end. variable, Smooth, white. ('YSTII'I A

none, shrih cells on edge of uills globose-pyriform, aboul

25-30 3 18 micr., covered above by very short, roil like protuberant
<>1>(>K weakly alkaline when plants are fresh.

Gregarious of subcaespitose among moss and grass, in tamarack,

cedar and hemlock swamps. Ann Arhor. Bay View. September
November. I nfrequen 1 locallj ,

The microscopic characters are the besl mark of this Bpecies. The

color is between grayish-brown ami ashj (see Chapman), fading

to pale ashy or whitish. The sha| f the cap varies considerably

in the same patch. Fries, in his later work-. Epicrisis ami Bymen.

Europ., does not give dm shape. In Systema, however, he says it i>

campanulate, one-half inch across. Massee (British Fungus

Flora) ami Stevenson (British Fungi), mislead b} speak

young cap as hemispherical. It is apparently most nbundnnl in

Pile autumn, in or on the borders of Bwainps among sphagnum or

other niovv and grasses, even after heavj frosts. The trami

the .uills is composed of large, cylindrical cell-. It <\\ om

1/. ammoniaca in its microscopic characters ami its habitat, and

by t he paler color of i ts cap.
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859. Mycena leptocephala Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustration: Cooke, 111., PL 187.

PILEUS 5-20 mm. high and broad, conico-campanulate, scarcely
hygrophanous, fuscous-ashy (young and moist) soon grayish-white
or buff, obtuse umbo tinged drab, often unicolorous, striate to sub-
sulcate when dry and with a glaucous pruinosity, opaque. GILLS
ascending, narrowed behind, adnate, not uncinate, not broad, ven-

tricose, close to subdistant, whitish, then tinged pale cinereous.
STEM 5-10 cm. long, .5-1 mm. thick, filiform, cartilaginous, elastic,
glabrous, even, hollow, darker than pileus when dry, whitish above,
subrooting. SPORES 8-9.5x5-6 micr. (rarely up to 10 x T micr.)'
elliptic-ovate, apiculate and somewhat pointed at one end, smooth,
white. CYSTIDIA and sterile cells lacking. BASIDIA short,
about 15-18 x 0-7 micr., 4-spored ; sterigmata prominent, 6 micr. long.
ODOR nitrous, varying weak or strong.

Solitary, scattered or rarely subcaespitose, among fallen leaves,
mosses, decayed debris on the ground in woods. Ann Arbor, New
Richmond. September-October. Not infrequent.

This is one of the gray Mycenas. It has been placed here
because of the glaucous bloom on the cap when dry, referring to
the "pruinosity" of Fries' description. No certainty Can be
reached in placing it because of lack of detailed data of related
European species. It cannot be referred to M. constans Pk. which
is a small plant and has a decurrent tooth to the giUs. It might
be referred to M. consmilis Cke., but that species is figured with
shorter stems, and has no odor. Sometimes the cap and stem have
a pale drab or faint purplish tint. The stem becomes flaccid in
age, allying it to the Filipedes. The odor is often not noticeable
until sometime after the plants have been picked, or when crushed.

860. Mycena dissiliens Fr. var.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 81, Fig. 2.

Cooke, 111., PL 285.

PILEUS 5-15 mm. broad, obtusely convex at first, then campanu-
late to subexpanded, subumbonate, striatulate and grayish-brown
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to umber (Sacc.) when moist, hygrophanous, fading to whitish,

glabrous, Bubstriate or even when <\\\. margin ai first straight.

FLESH watery brownish then whitish, membranous, not very

fragile. GILLS adnate, with a decurreni tooth, ascending-arcu

moderately broad, subventricose, close to subdistant, whiU bhen

tinged with gray. Edge obscurely fimbriate, scarcely vein

STEM ".l cm. long, l ''> mm. thick, often rather thick, p< iiu<i,i whiU ,

shining, glabrous, even, straight, equal, hollow, fragile, easily split

longitudinally. SPORES 7-9x I 1.5 micr., oarrowlj elliptical

pointed at one end, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA rather abundant,

subcylindrical, obtuse, 50-65x8-9 micr. on Bides and edge of u'ill<.

ODOB aone.

Scattered-gregarious on the ground among pine needles, moss,

leaf mold, in woods <>r white pine, beech, etc. New Richmond.

September. I nfrequent
These plants have been temporarily referred to I/, dissiliei

they differ in thai the pileus is no1 sulcate and the odor is lack-

ing. The smell of l/. dissiliens is said to he unpleasant. Our

plant has a subgelatinoufl feel to the cap and stem, inn there is

no pellicle. The base of stem is scarcely hairy except where the

mycelium masses among the decaying leaf mold from which it

sometimes grows. The pileus dries to a glistening white, as i

thai <»f .1/. stannea Ft. It has the stature of a Collybia, as shown

in Pries' figure of his species. It differs from '/. hemispherica Pk.

to which it appears to be related, in the much larger spores. The

stem becomes very fragile with age and breaks on picking.

861. Mycena atroalba Fr.

Syst. Myc, L821.

PILEUS L-2.5 cm. broad, narrowly elliptical at first, then cam-

panulate to expanded, umbonate, glabrous, hygrophanous, n>>ii>>>

smoky fuscous, elsewhere pale grayish-white, sometimes uniformly

fuscous-gray, fading, striate to the umbo when moist, radiately

wrinkled or furrowed when dry. opaque. FLESB thin, concolor,

rigid-fragile. GILLS narrowly adnexed, uncinate, clo» arcelj

subdistant, aarrow, subventricose, white then pah' cinereous

entire. STEM 1-6 cm. long, L.5-2.5 mm. thick, equal, striate, rigid-

fragile, subshining, glabrous, shining, even, whitish above, dark

fuscous below, toughish, sometimes compressed, hollow, mycelioid-

hairy and somewhat rooting. SPORES broadly elliptical. 8
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5.5-6 micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA none. STERILE CELLS
on edge of gills short, lanceolate, ventricose below. ODOR and

TASTE none.

Gregarious. On the ground, moss and debris under tamarack

trees. Ann Arbor. October. Infrequent.

The plants have the habitat of M. rftetata, but differ from it in

the lack of odor, the dark-colored umbo and the microscopic char-

acters. The gills are not provided with cystidia as in M. atroal-

boidcs and the stem is differently colored. Despite the similarity

of the descriptions the two species are very distinct. Our plants

differ from Fries' description in that the base of the stem lacks any
marked "bulbous-tumid" root, therefore they are only provisionally

referred to M. atroalba.

862. Mycena atroalboides Pk.

X. Y. State Mus. Rep. 27, 1S75.

PILEUS 5-15 mm. broad, acorn-shaped at the very first, then con-

ico-campanulate, finally umbonate and margin recurved, striatulate

and blackish-fuscous when moist and young, hygrophanous, fading
to fuscous or cinereous, and then subsulcate. FLESH very tit in,

membranaceous, whitish with a gray tinge. GILLS uncinate-ad-

nexed, narrow, close, white, faintly grayish at length, edge entire.

STEM slender, 4-10 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm. thick, equal or attenuated

upwards, glabrous and even above, hollow, wavy, fragile, shining,

terete or compressed, easily splitting lengthwise, dark bluish or

blackish-gray at apex, tinged gray or fuscous elsewhere, sometimes

connate with cottony fibrils below. SPORES 7-9 x 5-6 micr., broad-

ly elliptical, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA numerous on sides of gills,

subcylindrical, slightly ventricose below, obtuse, 75-85 x 7-8 micr.

STERILE CELLS none.

Solitary or subcaespitose, on decayed wood and mosses, in woods
of hemlock, beech, etc. New Richmond. August-September. In-

frequent.

Manifestly related to 31. atrocyaneus Fr. and 31. atroalbus Fr.
M. atrocyaneus is said to have the gills joined to a collar and dis-

tant, while the pileus is deeply sulcate. From 31. atroalbus, M.
atroalboides differs in possessing abundant cystidia on the sides of
the gills and by its more uniformly colored pileus. A form occurs
with pileus cylindric when very young and at first dotted with
white, scattered, silky fibrils on the surface

;
its cystidia are thicker,
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l l' Hi micr. in diameter. The young stem has ;i waterj juice which

is .it ii ist dark colored. The tinl of blackish blue on young cap and

.stem is common to both forms.

863. Mycena praelonga Pk.

V Y. State Cab. Rep. 23, L872.

Illustration: Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 94, p. 94, 1900. (Aa
l/. polygramma. i

PILEUS 5-15 nun. broad, al first BubcylindricaJ then conic-cam-

panulate or Bubexpanded, umbonate, glabrous, Btriate, dark brown

with <i leaden tint. GILLS adnate, uncinate, arcuate-ascending,

narrow, close to snbdistant, white, al length subcinereous. STEM
\rv\ Long, l!»'_'i> cm. long, .5-1 mm. thick, filiform, firm, innately

striatulate, glabrous, hollow, tinged rufous-brown, white :it apex,

rooting in the sphagnum. SPORES 8-9x5-6 micr. when mature,

subglobose or broadly elliptical, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA only

on edge of ijills. flask-shaped, with narrow, acuminate neck about

15x12-14 micr.

Gregarious. <>n sphagnum in tamarack swamps; local. Ann

Arbor. May-June.
This species has been referred by Atkinson to l/. polygramma IV.

It is known by its very long slender stem, by the leaden tint of the

brown cap, and by the microscopic characters. Manj of the bog

species develop these long stems, apparently tflie resull of the moist-

ure present.

Section IX. Filipede8. Stem filiform, flaccid, somewhat tough,

rooting, dry, juiceless. Gills whitish or tinged with the color of the

cap. Pileus not hygrophanous.
Stem commonly very long in proportion to pileus; very slender,

tense and straighl when fresh, collapsing with age because of the

flaccid texture; growing on the ground among mo ind gi

singly, i. e., not caespitose. [nodorous. Sometimes nol easily dis

tinguished from those of the Fragilipedes which have slender, Ali-

form stems: and from the Adonidae, which differ, however, in the

persistently white gills. A few brightlj colored species nre in-

cluded here, which might perhaps be as well placed nnder the

Adonidae.
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864. Mycena collariata Fr.

Epicrisis, 1821.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PI. 82, Fig. 5.

Cooke, 111., PI. 189.

"PILEUS 6-12 mm. broad, campanulate-convex, subumbonate,

striate, typically fuscous, but commonly whitish-gray and only
fuscous on disk, fading, glabrous. FLESH membranaceous. GILLS
adnate, joined in a collar behind, thin, crowded, distinct, whitish

or obsoletely incarnate. STEM filiform, 2-3 cm. long, tough, gla-

brous, shining, striatulate under a lens. SPORES 8-10 x 4-6 niicr.

(Sacc. and Berk.)."

Not yet found in the State. I have seen specimens on decayed

logs in a neighboring State and it doubtless occurs in Michigan. It

has the stature and appearance of M. vulgaris, but the cap is not

viscid.

865. Mycena cyanothrix Atk.

Mushrooms, Edible, Poisonous, etc., 1900.

Illustrations : Ibid, Fig. 99, p. 99.

Conn. State Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 3, PI. 37.

PILETJS 1-2 cm. broad, ovate to convex, viscid when young, gla-

brous, striatulate on margin, bright blue when young, becoming
.pale and whitish in age or fuscous in the center. GILLS free,

narrow, close, white then grayish-white, edge minutely fimbriate.

STEM 6-9 cm. long, 1-1.8 mm. thick, slender, hollow, faintly purple
when young, becoming whitish or flesh color, flexuous or nearly
straight, even, rooting. SPORES globose, smooth, 6-9 micr., white
or with a delicate bluish tinge.

Gregarious, subcaespitose or solitary, on decayed wood, debris,
etc. Marquette, Bay View. Not rare in the north.
A slender, delicately tinted plant, so far found in our northern

regions only. It differs from .1/. cyaneobasis in its thinner sub-
stance, free gills and brighter colors.
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860. Mycena subincarnata Pk.

N. S*. State Cab. Rep. 23, L872.

I'll. Ill's 5-12 mm. broad, hemispherical then campanulate-convex,

finally Bubexpanded, fragile, Btriatulate, glabrous, pale, incartu

or yellowish, usually 'lull reddish on center. FLESH thin, mem-

branaceous. <!IU,s adnexed, rounded behind, ool broad, ventrico

close, whitish tinged flesh color. STEil 2-5 i a. long, Aliform,

pruinose, equal, hollow, even, toughish, pellucid-white, base rooting

and white-villose. SPORES 6-7x l micr., elliptic-ovate, Bmooth,

white. <>i>< »K cone.

Gregarious, on the ground or on mossj logs in hemlock or pine

woods. Bay View, New Richmond. September, infrequent.

Near M. pulcherrima, bu1 differing in color, and Bize of Bpon

The stem becomes fuscous or darker in age.

867. Mycena pulcherrima Pk.

X. V. State Cab. Rep. 23, 1872.

PILEUS 5-10 mm. broad, conico-campanulate bo Bubcampanulate,

subexpanded, obtuse, faintly striatulate on margin, dull, yellowish

to reddish, paler toward margin, delicately glaucous, glabrous.

FLESH membranaceous. (SILLS adnexed, not ancinate, broad in

the middle, ventricose, close to subdistant, yellowish <>r tinged like

pileus. STEM 3-5 cm. long, .5-1 mm. thick, aliform, flaccid, equal,

even, flexuous, white-pulverulenl when young, glabrescent, pellucid

white and Bhining, white-hairy at base. SPORES 7-8x5-6 micr.,

oval-elliptical, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA aone. ODOR none

Scattered <>r in twos and threes, on very decayed wood or debris,

under hemlock and pine. New Richmond.

A distinct little plant, to i"- separated from \i . acicula Pr. by

its habitat, larger Bize and differenl spon
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868. Mycena acicula Fr.

Epicrisis, 1830.

Illustrations : Fries, Ieones, PI. 85, Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111., PL 190.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, Xo. 108.

Atkinson, Mushrooms, Fig. 98, p. 98, 1900.

PILEUS 2-4 mm. broad, campanulate-convex, sometimes papillate,

glabrous, glaucous, striatulate on margin, vermillion, reddish-orange
or yellowish with red center. FLESH very thin, membranaceous.

GILLS adnexed, ascending, ventricose, rather broad, subdistant to

distant, yellow, yellowish, creamy white, or white, edge minutely
crenulate. STEM 2-5 cm. long, filiform, equal, toughish, hollow,

glabrous or minutely pulverulent at first, pellucid-yellowish or

yellow, more or less rooting. SPORES 7-9x2.5-4 micr., narrow,

fusiform or narrowly subovate, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA none.

ODOR none.

Gregarious or scattered. On rotten wood, or among leaves and

grass, in woods, meadows, thickets, etc. Ann Arbor, Detroit, etc.

May-June and September-October. Frequent.
This is a pretty little Mycena and one of the earliest to appear.

It is not by any means limited to the woods or to growing on wood
or twigs as most authors remark, but may be found among grass on
the ground in low, moist meadows in spring. The spores are quite
characteristic and help not a little in its positive identification. I

suspect, in fact, that it has been reported as M. adonis Fr. when
occurring on the ground in grassy places, but no spore measure-
ments of that species seem to have been printed. On decayed wood
the stem is rooting and hairy along the root, whereas on the ground
it has few hairs and is scarcely at all rooting. Other minute
Mycenas with rosy or red caps have been described by Fries from
Europe: M. stipularis and M. juncicola have non-rooting stems in-

serted on stipules of fallen leaves; M. pterigenus lias a bulbillose
stem attached to roots and leaves of ferns, etc.

Omphalia Fr.

(From the Greek, omphalos, an umbilicus.)

White-spored. Stem cartilaginous, slender, usually hollow or

loosely stuffed, widened above with the pileus in trumpet-form.
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(iills dectirrentj or adnate-decurrent. Pileus more or U»mh /

branaceous, its margin al tirst either incurved <>r struighl -ij>|»i«
— •-•!.

Epiphytal, lignicolous or terrestrial; putrescent plants, with fen

exceptions -^
i • .- 1 1 1 or minute. V'erj dosel> related '" Collybin when

the margin of the pileus is al flrsl incurved; and to Mycena when it

is straight; differing from these by the decurren! gills Toughish,

reviving species are referred t" Marasmius. Thej differ from

Clitocybe by the cartilaginous character "i the stem.

The PILEUS varies conical, hemispherical, convex or campann

late, often <|uiic expanded in the Collybiariae, .mil nsuall} marke<]

by ,i distinct umbilicus which becomes widened in some -\»-> <>- t«»

infundibuliform
;
some species shon the iimbilicate character onlj

in occasional specimens, e. g., 0. nracUlimn, while the other «[i

mens are obtuse or somewhal papillate. Its color is often pure

white; it may be gray, fuscous, brown, yellow, orange or reddish.

h is generally hygrophanous ;m<l then stri;ii»- when moist. The

Burface is usually glabrous or with a verj minute pubescence
which is rarely glandular. The GILLS are decurrent, some

times mil strongly so, most often running far down as the

cap expands. Their width and spacing are used t" separate

the species into subdivisions, although this is nol always

Bharply marked. "Peck in his monograph of the Nen J "rk

species (Rep. 15, L892) states thai in bis opinion this grouping
is unsatisfactory, but ;is no better is offered, it is adhered t" in thi>

paper. CYSTIDIA are lacking in mosl species, and when present

are rather few and inconspicuous. The STEM is usually slender

in filiform, and when dry its cartilaginous cortex is like th.it

Mycena. The surface is glabrous, horn) and shining, or varying

tn pruinose or hairy a1 base. The SPORES are Bmooth. As In

Mvcena the immature spores are loosened in ;i microscopic mount;

bo the same precaution must be observed as when studying the »po

of Mycena in order thai one maj gel the correel measurements of the

mature Bpores. Verj tew Omphalias have n distinguishing (>IM)R,

and none of the following are nitrons ->r fragrant. Their EDIBIL
ITY is of no interesl because of their thin texture and small «

none are known to be poisonous, bul probabh fen have been te*»t<

They are found from earl) spring to late autumn, during we1

weather and in low « >r damp, shaded places. With the exception

of 0. campanella and 0. fibula, thej occur >] illy, fen

them are found in quantities, man) are bul rarelj found. \ i ther

large number of spe< ies are described, Peck h.i>- named aboul twei

five.
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Key to the Species

(a) Plant wholly white,

(b) Gills broad.

(c) Stem tubular; plant snow-white. 879. 0. gracillima Fr.
(cc) Stem solid; plant soon dingy-white. 878. 0. albidula Pk.

(bb) Gills rather narrow.
(c) Gills crowded; plant pure white. 869. 0. scyphoides Fr.
(cc) Gills moderately close; plant dull white. 870. 0. scyphi-

formis Fr.

(aa) Plant not wholly white,

(b) Pileus viscid,

(c) Gills lilac; pileus greenish-yellowish. 872. 0. lilacifolia Pk.
(cc) Gills whitish; pileus pale grayish-brown. (See 834. Mycena

vulgaris Fr.)

(bb) Pileus not viscid.

(c) Pileus yellowish, orange or reddish.

(d) Stem date-brown, horny; on coniferous wood; gills very
veiny. 883. 0. campanella Fr.

(dd) Stem not date-brown and horny.
(e) Gills white or cream-colored; on mosses.

(f) Pileus 10-20 mm. broad; convex. 882. 0. ftbuloides Pk.
(ff) Pileus 3-8 mm. broad, cucullate. 880. O. fibula Fr.

(ee) Gills not white.

(f) Pileus brick-red to reddish-brown. 873. O. pyxidata Fr.
(ff) Pileus olivaceous-yellowish; stem dusky yellowish. 871.

O. olivaria Pk.

(cc) Pileus with grayish, fuscous or brown shades.
(d) Pileus 3-7 mm. broad, whitish except the fuscous-brown

center. 881. O. schwartzii Fr.

(dd) Pileus usually larger.

(e) Gills broad, crowded; pileus and stem 'dark, umber-fuscous
to blackish. 884. O. umbratilis Fr.

(ee) Gills rather narrow,
(f) Pileus dotted with scurfy-blackish points; on sphagnum.

877. O. gerardiana Pk.
(ff) Not with blackish points,

(g) On decaying wood, logs, stumps, etc.

(h) Pileus rugose, brown; flesh emitting watery juice
when cut. 874. O. rugosodisca Pk.

(hh) Pileus even, ashy to smoky, non-hygrophanous.
875. O. epichysium Fr.

(gg) On the ground, pileus hygrophanous, substriate; gills
subdistant. 876. O. onisca Fr.

Section I. Collybiariae. Margin of pileus at first incurved.

*
Gills narrow; crowded, close or subdistant.

869. Omphalia scyphoides Fr.

Syst Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 75, Fig. 2.

Patouillarcl, Tab. Analyt, Xo. 419.

"PILEUS 4-S mm. broad, umbilicate then infundibuliform, often
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irregular, pun white, even, silky. FLESH submembi uus.

GILLS decurrent, narrow, crowded, white. STEM - 16 mm. lo

.slmrt, Btuffed, subvillose, white. SPORES 6 \ _' micr.

Afassee I ; 6x4 5 micr. i I'k. i

"Gregarious, in mossy, grassj places on the ground. U
\<-.w ea in \\ oods -Longyear. I

"Variable, often flexuous and eccentric, commonly small,

hygrophanous, yellowish on drying, stem woollj al l<

pileus sdmetimes often an inch broad."

Reported by Longyear. Greenville. July. Rare

870. Omphalia scyphiformis I >

Epicrisis, 1836.

[llustration: Fries, [cones, PI. 75, Fig. 3.

PILEUS 5-9 mm. broad, convex, then umbilicate or infundibuli

form, glabrous, Bometimes silky, dull white, margin obsoletely

striatulate. FLESH mrinhranaceous. GILLS decurrent, thin, »<ir

rowly triangular, whitish, close, moderately broad in middle, atten

uate at ends, edge entire, trams of interwoven hyphae. STEM l 5

2.5 cm. long, equal, even, Bomewhal hollow, whitish, glabrous "t-

loosely pubescent by flexuous longish hairs, base attached to n

by radiating hairs. SPORES •'• 7 \ 3.5 l micr., ovate or pip-shaped,

pointed at one end, smooth, white. CYSTIDLA cone. < »
l
< »

I ; cone.

Gregarious on mosses or on moisl earth. Ann Arbor. August.

Rare.

This species is closely related i" 0. scyphoides. It differs in the

«lii II white i nihil I us i color of the whole plant, whereas '/ fcyphnidm
is snid to be pure white (candidus) ;

the gills are ool as narron

and crowded ns in that species, and probably the spores ^i'

Our plants approached I/, scyphoides in the pubescence toward

ihe base of the stem, which Fries Bays is glabrous. On mom the

silkv webby mycelium Bometimes spreads Borne distant

871. Omphalia olivaria Pk.

N. V. State Mnv Rep. 25, L873.

PILEUS 6 l"' mm. broad, convex, Bubclavate, with decurved mar

gin, deeply umbilicate, glabrous, }><ii< yellowish t" nltvi ren

or obscurely striatulate. FLE8H thin. GILLS la irrent,
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subdistant, rather narrow, yellow when fresh, edge entire. STEM
2-2.5 cm. long, 1 nun. thick, tough, equal, even, tubular, dusk// yel-

lowish, minutely pubescent, glabrescent. SPORES 6-7x5 micr.,

subglobose or broadly elliptical, smooth, white.

( >n decayed logs. Ann Arbor. September. Rare.

The plant revives somewhat after being moistened. The pubes-

cence of the stem is white after the escape of the moisture. The
trama of the gills is composed of interwoven, narrow hyphae^

quite compactly arranged. O. luteola Pk. differs in having a

brown and solid stem. 0. subclavata Pk. has yellow gills, but the

pileus is grayish-brown and stem white.

872. Omphalia lilacifolia Pk.

]S
T

. Y. State Mus. Rep. 24, 1872 (as 0. lilacina).

S. Y. State Mus. Rep. 29, 1878.

Illustrations : Peck, N. Y. State Mus. Kep. 24, PL 1, Fig. 10-13.

"PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, convex, deeply umbilicate, glabrous,

viscid, hygrophanous, dingy yellow with greenish tinge and striatu-

late when moist,' bright sulphur-yellow when dry. GILLS decur-

rent, arcuate, close, narrow, pale lilac. STEM 1-2.5 cm. long, 1-2.

mm. thick, equal, glabrous, hollow, viscid, yellowish, with a pale
lilac-colored mycelium at the base. SPORES subelliptical, 5-6x3-
micr."

Scattered or solitary, rarely subcaespitose, on decaying trunks
of hemlock, in the coniferous regions of the State. Munising,
Houghton, Huron Mountains, Bay View, New Richmond. July-
September. Infrequent.
The colors and viscidity make this an easily recognized species-

0. lilacina was described from Lapland, and anteceded Peck's first

name; it is said to be violaceous except for the yellow gills; its cap
is not viscid.

873. Omphalia pyxidata Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Cooke, 111., PL 194.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt, No. 636.

"PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, convex, umbilicate to infundibuliform r
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glabrous, bygrophanous, brick red or reddish-brown and radiati

striate when moist, paler and Bilkj when <lr.\. l'l.i:sn membrana
(•cons. GILLS decurrent, narrow, subdistant, tinged with flesh

color then gilvus. STEM 2-3 cm. long, 2 mm. thick, equal, tongh,

glabrous, even, -niiicii or hollow, pallid rufescent. SPOKEN . ml,
bi ill. white, 6-8x5 raicr. (Patouillard.)
"On the ground, roadsides, etc." Bast Lansing, on the cam]

Reported by Longj ea t\

Evidently rare. Peck says he round it bul once. Not much
liance can be placed on the spore-measurements given; Stevenson

quotes three differenl sizes, one of which is Followed i»\ Saccardo.

The pileus is said bj Pries t<> fade strongly, even to become whitish.

Some think thai 0. muralis Pr. and 0. hepatica Pr. are i" i>e con

Bidered as varieties of 0. pyxidata. (See Barbier, Bull. I. 8o< Slyc.

de Prance, Vol. XX, i». L05, 1904. i

874. Omphalia rugosodisca Pk.

\. v. State Mus. Rep. l'<;, 1874.

PILE1 S l 2.5 cm. broad, broadly convex or nearly plane, de

pressed or umbilicate, sometimes obtuse or slightly umbonate,

rugose, hygrophanous, watery cinnamon-brown and striatulate

(moist), paler when dry. PLESB thin. GILLS short-decurrent,

narrow, close, whitish. STEM -.', cm. long, I :' mm. thick, gla

brous, hollow, cartilaginous, concolor, paler al apex. SPORES
elliptical, 6-7 s t 5 micr., smooth, white.

< >n decaying prostrate trunks of hemlock. Baj View. July.

Known by the rugose cap, the brown color and the fact that everj

part of the planl emits ;i watery juice when cul or bruised. It

seems to be limited '<• decaying \\ I of coniferous trees. Peck

referred this species to Collybia in the 31s1 New $*ork Museum Re

port, Imii later returned it to Omphalia. Saccardo placed it in t 1m-

genus Mycena without giving any reason for doing so. At tii

the odor is s;ii<l to be slightly of radish.

103
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875. Omphalia epichysium Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Atkinson, Fig. 101, p. 101, 1000.

Plate CLXXI of this Report.

PILEUS 1-4 cm. broad, convex then expanded and umbilicate

or umbilicate-infundibuliform, margin arcuate with decurved edge,

striatulate and dark cinereous to smoky-brown (moist), even, silky

and light gray to whitish (dry). FLESH thin, soft. GILLS

acuminate-subdecurrent, ascending-arcuate, narrow, close, thin,

whitish-cinereous, edge entire. STEM 1.5-3 cm. long, 1-3 mm. thick,

equal, glabrous, almost solid or subfistulose, smoky-cinereous, con-

color within. SPORES 7.5 x 1 micr., pip-shaped, smooth, white.

CYSTIDIA none.

On decaying logs or remains of decayed wood in frondose or

mixed woods. Throughout the State. Ann Arbor, New Richmond,

Marquette and Houghton. July-September. Infrequent.

The pileus is often flbrillose-floccose on the umbilicate center.

The plants are rather soft and watery and the stem soon shrivels.

O. onisca Fr. differs in the hygrophanous pileus which is entirely

glabrous, the smaller size and large spores; the gills are somewhat

different in shape and spacing.

876. Omphalia onisca Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations: Fries, Icones, PI. 75, Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111., PI. 209.

PILEUS 5-15 mm. broad, convex, soon plane and cyathiform-

umbilicate, glabrous, flaccid, hygrophanous, smoky-fuscous or ashy-

brown and striate on margin (moist), pale cinereous and hoary

(dry), the umbilicus darker. FLESH thin, concolor when moist,

pale grayish-white when dry. GILLS short, dccurrent, broadish

in middle, subdistant, thickish, cinereous-fuscous, sometimes forked,

edge entire. STEM short, 1-1.5 cm. long, .5-1 mm. thick, slender,

equal, toughish, firm, solid, concolor, glabrous, becoming pale

within. SPORES 9-11x5 micr., distinctly ovate, apiculus curved,

smooth, white. CYSTIDIA and sterile cells none. BASIDIA
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clavate, 30-35 s I •"> micr., l-spored, Bterigmata Blender, 6-7 micr.

long. I >DOE and TASTE none.

Scattered <>r gregarious on fhe gr id, in low, wel placet in

woods. Ann Arbor. Uaj and September. Rar<

Diflfers from 0. tpichysiwn by its habital «>n the gronnd, Ita

glabrous, bygrophanons pileus and i>.\ its gills and Bpori rhe

hymenium occasionally has Bterile basidia intermixed, bearing only
a single long abortive Bterigma. Authors disagree as to tl

of the spores. Britzelmayr gives them as 12x7-8 micr. and
Massee as 6x5 micr. It differs from 0. umbratUit in the rather

distanl gills and larger Bpores.

877. Omphalia gerardiana l'k.

N. V. State Mus. Rep. 26, 1874 (as Clitocybe

PILEUS LO-20 mm. broad, nearly plan
• Boon infundibuliform,

bygrophanons, fragile, grayish-brown to brownish-ashy and striatu

lah (moist), paler when dry, the surface is il<>n,,i by scurf-l

scattered points which become' blackish. FLESH thin, concolor.

GILLS decurrent, narrow, subdistant, whitish then tinged with

;ishv or obscure yellowish, sometimes forked. STEM 3-5 cm. long,

1-2 nun. thick, cartilaginous, equal, even, hollow by n narrow tubule,

glabrous or pruinose-villose toward base, at length

pileus. SPORES 7 11 \ ."..."> 1 micr., variable in size, maturing

slowly, oblong-ovate, narrow, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA none.

ODOR none.

< >n sphagnum in cedar and tamarack swamps. Ann Arbo

Houghton. May, July. Local.

Differs from 0. sphagnophila Berk., in color and Bpores, i "ding

to the description. Cooke i 111.. PI. 289) gives figures which are v<

like our plants. 0. sphagnophila is said to have a < I i n l:> pale ochre

colored pileus and gills, is tough, and Im^ Bmaller Bpores. Peck

vacillates in deciding whether this is an Omphalia <>r Clitocybe; it

was originally described as a Clitocybe, then in the i~>tli Report it

w;i> placed among the Omphalias, Anally in the list of b|h?<

described by Peck A'. Y. State Mus. Bull. 131), ii was referred

back to Clitocybe. My collections indicate thai it has mostly

distinctly cartilaginous Btem, hence ii is placed here. The color

varies considerably during its development; in old specimens the

whole I'l.ini becomes dingy dark brown. The Bcurfj points on the

cap are somewhal as in thai of Clitocybi ectypoides Pk.
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**Gills broad, distant.

878. Omphalia albidula Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Eep. 49, 1S96.

PILEUS 3-8 mm. broad, convex-hemispherical, at times papillate,

with or without an umbilicus, glabrous, striatulate. at first pure

white, then dingy. FLESH membranaceous. GILLS decurrent,

distant, broad, white, then dingy. STEM very slender, 1-4 cm.

long, .5 mm. thick, toughish, glabrous above, white, "solid," attached

below to leaves, etc., by a very strigose base. SPORES 8-10 x 2-4

micr., elongated-oblong, on slender sterigmata, 4-5 rnicr. long,

smooth, white.

On leaves and bark in frondose or mixed woods. Bay View.

July. Rare.

Related to O. stellata Fr. which differs mainly in its fragile stem,

diaphanous pileus and different spores. 0. papillata Pk. seems to

be very similar, but with a conic or campanulate cap, few gills and

different spores; it is said to be pure white.

Section II. Mycenariae. Margin of pileus at first straight,

appressed to stem.

879. Omphalia gracillima Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PI. 75, Fig. 5.

Cooke, 111., PI. 252.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 502.

Plate CLXXI of this Report.

PILEUS 3-10 mm. broad, at first campanulate, becoming hemi-

spherical, sometimes papillate, sometimes depressed, snowy-white,

pellucid-striate, soon sulcate, glabrous, subHocculose when dry.

fragile. FLESH membranaceous. GILLS decurrent, triangular,

broad, subdistant to distant, thin, pure white, edge fimbriate.

STEM filiform, 2-5 cm. long, .5 mm. thick, equal, tubular, minutely
subpruinose, white like pileus, toughish, flaccid, attached by fioc-

cose base or almost inserted. SPORES 0-8 x 3-4 micr., oval-lance-

olate, apiculate, smooth, white. CYSTIDIA and sterile cells none.

BASIDIA 24x6 micr., 4-spored.
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Gregarious ;n g and on fallen leaven and grass in fr I<

won. is. Ann Aiiiiir, Marquette. Spring and autumn, [nfrequent
A very pretty little planl as its Bnowj white color shows again

a background of Leaves or grass in open \\ Is. The buIi utr
acter of the margin of the cap appears as the plant loses d

ture; sometimes a Blight papilla is present. The gills are quite
distanl a1 times, with shorter gills alternating. Under the mi<

xn>[>r the stem is Been to be covered with verj Bhoii hair-like ''•lis

which under a hand-lens appear only as a slight pruinosity. The
trama of the .uills consists of interwoven hyphae. Our plants wi

not attached bj fioccose hairs as shown in Cooke's figures, but

were almosl free of them.

880. Omphalia fibula Fr.

Syst. Myc.j 1821 t c. syn. I.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. PI. 274.

GUllet, Champignons de Prance, No. ""•no.

Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 1 10.

Eard, Mushrooms, Pig. 99, |>. L34, 1908.

PILEUS 3-8 mm. broad, subhemispherical or cucullate, often

not expanded, subumoilicate, obscurely striatulate, nonhygrophan-

ouSj i><illi(l ochraceous-oraitge, fading, even when dry, minutely

pubescent under lens. FLESH thin, pallid. GILLS arcuate-de

current, narrow, close (or subdistant after expansion of pilei

rarely forked, subpruinose, whitish or creamy-yellowish, edge en-

tire. STEM 2 5 cm. Long, scarcely i mm. thick, equal, fiexuoue, .it

length Bubtubular, toughish, whitish or icith tit yellowish or

straw color, scarcely pubescent under j lens, cartilaginous when

dry. SPORES elongated oblong, 1-6x2 micr., smooth, white.

CYSTIDLA scattered on sides and edge <»t' gills, aarrowly fusiform-

acuminate, sometimes capitate, 3-4.5x7-9 micr. ODOR ind

TASTE none.

On mosses, in low w Is <>r moist places. Throughout tin- S

.M,i\ ( October. < '"inn

This is our commonest Omphalia, although often onlj il

specimens are found in one place, li^ cap i- ;it tin- verj first il

most cylindrical, then the margin turns out like flu' brim <>t .i l

so that ii has much the shape "i :i man's "high silk hat ;" i

Baid to be cucullate. Under the microscope the stem
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found covered with hyaline hairs, 50-60 niicr. long. The gills are

narrow and deeply decurrent, running up the inside of the unex-

panded cap and down below it on the stem. The cap often becomes

top-shaped instead of cucullate. Stevenson (British Fungi) and

Massee (Fungus Flora) say the gills are broad, a statement which

is clearly an error.

881. Omphalia schwartzii Fr.

Epicrisis, 1836 (as var. of 0. fibula).

Illustrations: Patouillard, Tab. Analyt., No. 420.

Gillet, Champignons de France, No. 504.

PILEUS 4-7 mm. broad, rather firm, soon campanulate, obtuse

or at first umbonate, at length slightly umbilicate, even or striatu-

late, subpruinose, whitish with a slight fuscous tinge, disk fuscous-

brownish, FLESH thin, pale fuscous. GILLS adnate-decurrent

to strongly decurrent, arcuate, moderately broad, subdistant, whit-

ish. STEM 2-3 cm. long, filiform, hollow, equal, pallid below,.

tinged violaceous above, pruinose, even. SPORES oblong-elliptical,

5-6x2.5-3 micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA on sides and edge of

gills, scattered, subventricose, subcapitate at apex, some cylindri-

cal above, 40-45 x 9-12 micr.

Gregarious on moss (Mnium, etc.) in hemlock woods. New Rich-

mond. June. Infrequent.

O. schwartzii is constantly distinct from O. fibula to which Fries

joined it as a variety. Peck (45th Rep. N. Y. State Mus.) considered

it an independent species. Patouillard (Tab. Analyt.) had already

pointed out that it was distinct from Bulliard's O. fibula, giving

figures of spores and cystidia as evidence. It seems to be limited

to regions of coniferous forests.

882. Omphalia fibuloides Pk.

N. Y. State Mus. Rep. 24, 1872.

"PILEUS 1-2 cm. broad, convex, deeply umbilicate, glabrous,

hygrophanous. dull orange and striatulate when moist, paler when

dry. FLESH thin. GILLS strongly decurrent, arcuate, rather

close, white, the interspaces venose. STEM 3-5 cm. long, scarcely
2 mm. thick, equal, glabrous, hollow, colored nearly like the pilens.

SPORES elliptical, 7.5x5 micr."
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( >m muss. Jackson < Jounty. J one.

Reported by Longyear. h is unknown to me. It Is >-. » i
•

i t<>

mi burned, mossy ground like 0, fibula, "which ii resembles in color,

inn from which ii maj easily be distinguished by its much larger

size, more robusl habit and venose intersp the spores also are

larger than in thai species."

883. Omphalia campanella FY.

Syst. Myc, L821.

Illustrations: Cooke, III.. PI. 273.

Michael, Piihrer t'. Pilzfreunde, Vol. III. No. ''.7 (as 0. fra-

il
it is \.

Hard. Mushrooms, PI. IT. p. L31.

White, Conn. State Geol. & Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. 3, PL

L6, p. 36.

Murrill, Mycologia, Vol. I. PI. 8, Pig. LO.

Plate CLXXII of this Report.

PILEUS 8-22 mm. broad., convex-campanulate, expanded, umbUi

rate, glabrous, Btriatulate to the umbilicus, dull orang< yellow or

tinged reddish, watery when moist, paler when dry. FLESH thin,

membranaceous, yellow. GILLS adnate <lecurrent to deeply decur-

rent, arcuate, thick, very veiny, aarrow, tapering to front, subdis

taut to distant, prulnose. STEM ll cm. Long, i mm. or Less in

thickness, horny-cartilaginous, minutely tubular, curved or straight,

even, dark minus bay to date brown, yellowish above, concolor with-

in, glabrous above, pruinose elsewhere and with fulvous strigt

hairs at the slightly thickened base. SPORES oblong, 6-7.5x3

micr., smooth, white. CYSTIDIA widely scattered on Bides of

gills, more abundanl on the edge, snbcylindrical or sublanceol

with obtuse apex, 50-55 micr. long. BASIDLA 30-32 j I" micr.

< H h HI mild. In dense and spreading clusters on hemlock and pine

logs, stumps, etc.; also on tamarack lo imps or their remains

in the southern pari of the State; sometimes on debris on the ground.

Throughout the State; collected from Detroit to [ale Royale In

Lake Superior. June-November. (Earliesl collection May I

Common on cdniferous w 1.

The Bell-omphalia is a striking and easily recognised plant be

cause of its habit of forming extensive clusters, b ind by

its horny stem and veined gills. In the non-coniferous - it
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appears ou tamarack and perhaps always ou remains of wood of

coniferous origin. Here it shows a marked variation from the

typical plant as it appears on pine and hemlock; the gills are dis-

tant, always pruinose, and the stem is also pruinose and often solid.

The typical stem of the plant from coniferous regions is usually
attenuated below, but in the plant of the non-coniferous regions the

stem is equal. The plants of non-coniferous regions are larger and

the surface of the cap somewhat rivulose. Hard has illustrated a

species (Mushrooms, Figure 98, p. 123, 1900) which he refers to O.

caespitosa Bolt. It seems probable that this is a var. of 0. campa-

nella, perhaps var. terrestris Quel. Peck says its mycelium is re-

garded as destructive to the wood of coniferous trees.

884. Omphalia umbratilis Fr.

Syst. Myc, 1821.

Illustrations : Fries, Icones, PL 77, Fig. 3.

Cooke, 111., PI. 274.

"PILEUS 2-2.5 cm. broad, campanulate to convex, then umbili-

cate, glabrous, hygrophanous, umber-fuscous (moist), hoary when

dry, margin somewhat striate. FLESH submembranaceous. GILLS
adnato-decurrent, broad, crowded, becoming fuscous. STEM 2-5

cm. long, 2 mm. thick, equal, tough, stuffed then tubular, glabrous,
dark fuscous to blackish. SPORES 6-7x4-5 micr." (Britz.)

Reported by Longyear. Chandlers. June. Rare.

Said to be gregarious on the ground, and imitating in color the

blackish species of Collybia, like G. atratus and C. ambustus.
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N'n one who has no1 followed the development of the studj of

mycology in its scientific or popular fields during the lasl twenty

years can realize its development and the changes in our vh

tli.it have taken place. Within this time a number of popular
works have appeared, keeping pace with the great volume of

general nature literature. Mycological and toadstool clubs have

been organized in many cities in order to interesl people in this

fascinating branch of botany. Such clubs have easily won the

interesl of people a1 large because of their appeal on the Bcore of

mycophagy, the eating of fungi. In the purely botanical and

technical field, colleges, universities and state herbaria have given

more and more attention to the scientific and economic aspects of

mycological study and have broughl about the publication of jour*

nals devoted exclusively to studies made in these specialties. For

centuries almosl every community has had its enthusiastic amateur

botanist who has collected and sought to name—to classify the

higher plants of liis hunting ground. Now cometh also the humble

collector of toadstools and mushrooms who finds thai his hobby
meets with sympathy and interest. Thus "The Spectator" in Out-

look (January !•".. L915) gives ;i charming account of his initiation

into the accuracies and delights of mycology.
Tr has been the purpose of Dr. Kauffman to Bupplj in these vol-

umes a manual for the use of both the amateur and advanced Btudenl

of the Agaricaceae or gilled fungi of Michigan. It is similarly the

purpose of this chapter on mushroom poisoning to place before \a\

man, mycologist, mycophagist and physician an account of the prew

ent state of our knowledge of the subject. Having in mind such ;i

varied class of readers, the author must include matter which will

seem hopelessly technical to the one. and matter thai may seem

Buperfiuously simple to the other. It is nol the purpose of tin 4

paper to presenl much thai is either ne* or original bul it d

be author would acknowledge his thanks to t
1
:.

Michigan and t" the Wayne C'ountj M<
KaufTman and to numerous i>r
iti the preparation <>f this paper <»nr knowledge "f •

plete and furtluT aid from any source will he welcon
Detroit, Michigai
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seem possible, in the light of recent advances, to record more vital

information about deleterious and suspected species than is to be

found in similar articles in all the text books combined. The

strictly technical literature of the subject is very large. A bibli-

ography might easily include one hundred books and papers in

French, German and English. Most of these are quite inaccessible

to the average student and an attempt is made herein to present

part of the matter they contain. No popular handbook covers a

tenth of the field. The earliest views, still popularly held, regard-
ed the Agarics as a large group of poisonous plants. Then, under

the influence of teaching-mushroom-clubs and the invaluable pub-
lished results of Peck and of Mcllvaine and Macadam, the impres-
sion that there were but few deleterious and hundreds of edible

species, has led to a reckless mycophagy which resulted in the dis-

covery of new harmful species. These can no longer "be counted

on the fingers" (Plowright), nor will Bagnall's "dozen in over a

thousand edible" include all the toxic species. The bibliography,
On Mushroom Poisoning, will guide the reader to the sources found

most useful in the preparation of the paper.
A number of factors give myco-toxicology or mushroom intoxica-

tion increasing importance. The daily press endeavors to keep
alive the fear of "mistaking a toadstool for a mushroom 1 ' in its

frequent reports of the disastrous consequences of such a blunder if

the toadstool is eaten, but the Sunday paper is not so consistent

inasmuch as it prints and reprints irresponsible articles or quotes
unreliable and dangerous rules and tests to apply, which, if fol-

lowed, will lead the man of newspaper education into real danger.
The enormous influx of foreigners from southern Europe, accustom-
ed to seeing in the markets and gathering and eating certain species
of higher fungi at home, gives us individuals who mistake some
American deleterious species for an edible European one which
resembles it. These people furnish most of the cases of poisoning
which occur in the United States. It is affirmed that nearly all

of more than thirty deaths from mushroom poisoning in and near
New York City in 1911 occurred among them -59

.* Through the

growth of nature and mycological clubs, the sale and use of the
several excellent popular books and bulletins, and the offering of
wild species for sale in our markets, the use of fungi for food is

rapidly increasing. This necessarily means that a. larger number
of poisonings of both major and minor importance will come about,
since insufficiently trained, self-constituted "experts" may blunder

* For numerical references see bibliography: on .Mushroom Poisoning.
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or fall intu minor error. Borne reasons for even the well trained

Btudent going a bit wrong will appear in other raphs. li he

will hut reporl his error in the manner indicated belon much,
or even all, may be forgiven or even approved.

Mushroom poisoning must have been fairly frequent rly

times since ii is well known thai the Itoimi i in

greal quantity l>"th as delicacies and as dailj food. Paulet, in

L793, records their collection in R i, China, Elungary, ftalj and

especially in Tuscany, and their public sale in Pekin, rad

and Florence. Tims they have numbered among their victims the

family of the Greek poet Euripedes, .1 wife, two sons and a daughter,

Pope Clement VII, Emperor Jovian, Emperor Claudius, King
Charles VI of Prance, and Czar Alexsis of Russia . The Prii

Conti nearly lost her life through mistaking Imanita muscaria

I'm- l. caesarea. Definite knowledge "i the number "i fatalities

from mushrooms begins with Paulet who states thai from the

year lTl'.i to L788 there were a hundred deaths in tin- environs "f

Paris alone. More recentlj (1883) Bardy reported 60 cases in

t; years in Les Vosges, and Guillard (1885) estimated 100 <leailis

annually in southwestern Prance. Palck collected 53 cases in

Germany with in deaths and [noko in Japan reports 181 case*

mushroom intoxication in 8 years (1889). In this country Palmer,

of Boston, collected 33 cases with _l deaths and Porster, of Chai

town, 11 cases with 11 deaths1
. Bagnall

3
quotes ''lark and Smith

to the effect that in one ten day period (September, 1911), 22

deaths occurred in New Xork City and vicinity. L5 in 1906 and

::i> cases with 1l! deaths in L905. In 1913 there were 26 cases of

poisoning in Hartford in a few weeks. In 1900 Gillol found over

l'iii) authentic cases of mushroom poisoning mostly in Prance (123

fatal due to Vmanita phalloides) and Ford added nearly as nn

more recorded in the German, English and French Literature

L900. Sartory, in France, records for the Bummer <»f L912, 249

3es of fungus poisoning with 153 deaths. Of these 90 curred

in 15 days
1

. Ford is convinced that the majority <>r

find their way into medical literature. I do not believe that 1

do. Tims in one summer there were unreported 2 • :<>t fal

in Baltimore, 2 deaths in Cleveland, 9 poisoned in I"

with several deaths, and 10 in Toronto with 2 deaths

estimates the annual deaths in the United 8

or more, as many are not reported. M\ own r<

complete, for southeastern Michigan only, for i" 77

cases with 16 deaths. None reported medically M un-

doubtedly escape publicity.



POISONING BY WHITE-SPORED AGARICS

AMANITA PHALLOIDES

(See A. vema, virosa and bisporiger.)

Amanita phaUoides is by long odds the most important of all

poisonous mushrooms. It is widely distributed, common through-
out most of the season and often exceedingly abundant. It is in-

nocent in appearance, of delicious taste and of extreme toxicity.
In considering it we may regard A. vema, A. virosa and A. bis-

poriger as included under the term "A. phaUoides:' Bulliard a
hundred years ago gave it the common name "Destroying Angel."
It is also known as the Death Cup, White or Deadly Amanita.
The earlier species, named in Europe, such as Amanita bulbosa and
its varieties, alba, citrina, rirescens and olivacea, Agaricus bulbosus,
Amanita viridis, A. venenosa and a number of others are without
doubt identical. In older French literature it is known as Vorange
eigne, Vorange souris, Vorange blanche ou citronee, Vorange eigne
jaundtre and Vargaric bulbeux and in German as Giftwulstling
and KnoJJenblaetterschwamm. 1 Its identification is comparatively
simple even in its disguises and no one who does not know this fun-
gus well should dare to eat wild mushrooms or to recommend a por-
tion of such to his neighbor. The possibility of its presence in a
collection intended for the table should always be rigorously ex-
cluded. The 153 deaths of 1912, above mentioned, were due chiefly
to A. phaUoides. Gillot's thesis4 maintains that all fatal cases are
due to this Agaric. This is not strictly true. The statement that
nine-tenths of all fatal cases are due to it, seems conservative
enough. In 1S45 Orfia reported 8 ill and 1 dead from its inges-
tion

; Il.x-k Ziemssen, 11 fatal cases; Mautner i lSlil
>,

1 eases with
one death; Handford (Lancet, 1886), 2 fatal; Palmer, 16 cases, 7
fatal; Tappeiner, 5 cases, 2 fatal; Pfromm, 1 Italians, all died;
Plownght, <; cases. 1 fatal; Bulletin of French MVcological Society
IS deaths L900-07; in October, 1884, eleven children died in an orph-
anage in 5 days. Incomplete records for southeastern Michigan (10
years) show 1(> deaths in 11 due to phaUoides illnesses. In 22 of
this 11 the white the Amanita was surely to blame, in 11 probably.
in 5 presumably.

Surprisingly small quantities may bring on fatal consequences
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and there are numerous deaths on record from eatins »r two

good sized specimens.
1 I'low righ 1 lias reported the death ol .1 child

of ten \f.11-. from one third of the top of a Bmall planl eaten ran :

Pfromm, thai of two children after taking a bit ol 1 Honked

into bread.

The mortality from I. phalloidva intoxication is extremely high,

valuing from • ><> in 1011 per cenl and is dependent 1 upon the

amount ingested and probably somewhat upon the trrntmi'

Sixty t<» one hundred percenl seems too high for ndnlts, j
1 1 • I _

from local ruses. One-half this would be more nearlj correct, m>

less much is eaten or Beveral children are included in eacli group.

Recovery may be regarded ;is rare inn not impossible. It may
follow eighl to twenty-one days of extreme Buffering. Practically

all deaths from mushrooms are attributed to thi^ one Bpecii

The cruelly of the poison and the horrible suffering il causes its

victim may be faintly realized from a perusal of the clinical bis

tories of the more fully reported cases. Om the impression
that scarcely another agenl bears equal power to torture. A few

typical, though varied, cases may be briefly quoted. Thus an

Italian family at <>
p. m. on Sunday ate heartily of a cooking ol

fungi. By midnight vomiting had begun, attended l>\ violent ah

dominal pain, headache and extreme thrist. A doctor was sum

moned the nexl morning. The father was cyanotic and twitching
and delirious. The pupils were contracted. He improved Blight I3

for a few hours. Periodica] remissions ami exacerbations of symp
toins continued for eight days when coma and death supervened.
The mother presented similar Bymptoms, with thirsl and vomiting
more violent, miscarried at five months ami also died on the eighth

day. Both children died in ~« s hours. (Pfromm.
The Deep Valley, Pennsylvania, cases occurring in August, l!M>7,

are of especial interest.
8 Aboul 7 p. m. 011 Sunday a physician, th

others and the man ol all w oik ate one quart of mixed fungi fried

in flour and butter. Before 2 a. m. all began to Buffer from ex<

Bive vomiting and violent diarrhea which continued all da\ Moml

Atropine, narcotics and an oil purgative were given. Tl

intestinal symptoms continued three da ompanied b) sub

normal temperature, more or less delirium 1 no salivation or urin

suppression) and in case of Dr. I ».. severe muscular cramps of lit

ami abdominal muscles. His death occurred on Thursday mo

ing. B3 Saturday the man-of-all work was up and about, the tl.

others still abed. In these, vomiting ami diarrhea had <•

an enlarged liver, distended gall bladder and jaundice were .1
j.j

•
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ing. The man who had gathered the fungi- conducted the investi-

gator to the place and indicated the varieties gathered and what

had constituted most of the lot. These were Amanita phalloides,

with smaller numbers of Cantharellus, Amanitopsis vaginata and

a very few Russula emetica.

The following group of cases is very typical. In September. 1911,

six persons were poisoned, two fatally, in Cleveland. The children,

aged four and six, had a little gravy and recovered after nausea,

vomiting and diarrhea. Mr. C, aged 67, ate some at supper, felt

bad during the night but ate more for breakfast! About noon

violent illness began with intense pain in the epigastrium, vomiting
and diarrhea with loss of control, clonic spasms and great prostra-

tion. Urinary suppression was obstinate and lasted till death,

three days after the first meal. Mrs. C, aged G5, ate one forkful

at the first meal but did not like the taste. Profuse vomiting and

diarrhea with great prostration began one hour after Mr. C.'s

symptoms. She recovered rapidly after two days. The daughter-

in-law, aged 40, ate at the second meal and, though feeling hot

and feverish, ate more at noon! Eight hours later she had exactly
the same symptoms as Mr. C. The physician arrived early on the

next day. He gave oil, began stimulations with strychnia, nitro-

glycerin, aromatic spirits of ammonia and, after removal to the

hospital, saline solution continuously and oxygen. Some improve-
ment was noted except that the heart action was weak and inter-

mittent and the extremities could not be kept warm. Hiccough
for two days, great agony and unconsciousness preceded death on
the seventh day. A son, aged 19, ate the second meal—breakfast.

Though feeling bad, he worked until 4 p. m. By 9 :30 he presented
the same symptoms as mother and grand-father. After ten days
of apparently as grave illness as theirs under "most terrific stimula-

tion" (nitroglycerin, strychnia, oxygen and salines) he was re-

ported out of danger though "looking like a corpse." "The fungi
were gathered from a shady hillside. Some were over six inches

acix>ss and white inside and out; others were yellow as saffron

through and through and about four inches across. Others were
white outside and 'brown under; some were small, white on top
and pink under." 9 The brief case histories leave no doubt as to

Amanita phalloides being the offender. The botanical notes admit
of considerable speculation. In every respect this report is preg-
nant with meaning—and full of food for reflection—for the student
of toadstool poisoning.

Grouping the clinical histories from numerous sources the synip-
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tomatologj of phalloides intoxication m.i\ l"- < I
< -• r 1 1 n •. I . When

due i" the deadly Amanita alone the clinical symptoms are p

ally always the same and are characteristic. ertheless l\

EVERY CASE OF POISONING the etiology, I
-•

. WHAT
FUNGUS has BEEN EATEN Bhould bj all means be di

mined ;ii the earliest possible moment! Why? Sol onlj f<

scientific importance to myco-toxieolog} but i
•

guidance as to what treatmenl is indicated and required and

very especially whal the outlook maj be for the patient, it i

phalloides can be ruled < > u i the prognosis at once becomes v<

much better and useless fears maj be allayed. The sufferer is en

titled i" this. Uneaten fungi should be submitted to competi

authority, more should be gathered from the sources whence the

Buspected species were derived, and the opinion of the patienf or

of sonic one who gathered them with or for him as to their identity

with those eaten, obtained. Returning to symptomatology: \

ingestion there is a prodromal stage of from six to fifteen hourt

generally over ten —in which little or qo discomfort is felt Then

follows ;i sudden seizure of extreme abdominal pain, cramp-like in

character, accompanied by vomiting and diarrhea of undigested

food, with blood and mucus. Discharges Boon become cholera-like

(serous) or rice-water in character. There is burning, consuming
thirst. Anuria is usual; constipation rare. Prostration and

sleeplessness, with the greaf nervous restlessness of weakness and

suffering, arc conspicuous. Muscular spasms in various groups

are frequent, accompanied by cries or screams of pain, i

strength is rapid ami excessive. Periods of pain and vomiting

alternate with remissions and ameliorated symptoms. Baei

lobinuria does not occur. Within a few days jaundice, cynno

and coldness of the skin and extremities develop followed bj |

found coma from which the patienf does not rally. Ocular synip

toms, tin 4

pupils varying, and convulsions arc rare but maj occur.

Convulsions are often terminal, and death is due to cardiac failure.

The course of the disease requires from four to six days in children

and eighf to ten in adults bul death maj occur within t^ hour- if

large quantities of the fungi have been eaten or they have not lx

thoroughly cooked. These points Bhould be weighed I

prognosis. The resemblance of the clinical picture to that of i In

and to acute yellow atrophj of the liver has often I n remarl

Atypical features occur especially in cases where Imanita phal

loides was not proven to have been the sole etiological 8uco

cases may show dilated pupils, clear cerebration, albuminui
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Schuerer's six cases—most thoroughly studied and reported
1 "—show-

ed cramps in calf of leg, arms and other muscles, the left arm es-

caping in one. Many days of pains in the legs persisted. Recovery

was more or less rapid according to age but the youngest (5) died

in thirty-five hours after violent convulsions and coma. If recovery

takes place the liver and spleen enlarge about the third day. after

which day, according to Maass,
12 the prognosis becomes better. "In

clear-cut cases the physician can diagnose the variety of toadstool

from the typical symptoms."
1 "

Reports on the post mortem findings in man in fatalities due to

A. phalloides are not overly satisfactory. There is little to be found

to account for the violent paroxysms of pain, vomiting and diarrhea.

Schuerer found, in a child, colitis, pleural haemorrhages and

fatty degeneration of liver, heart and kidneys. Microscopically

there were "Very wide-spread and obviously severe lesions of the

cell elements of the central nervous system, as heretofore hardly

known in this form and to this extent"—regressive changes like

those seen in the septic deliria. Harmsen, Maass and Robert liken

the postmortem findings to those of phosphorous poisoning. Thus,

the normal liver contains from 8 to 25 per cent of fat, that of

phosphorus and of alcohol poisoning 50 to TO per cent and that of

Amanita-toxin (2 cases) 53 and 69 per cent. Death seems to be due

to this extreme fatty degeneration of the liver. (Ford, Schuerer.)

Medico-legally, such a liver, with the addition of the other findings,

makes the postmortem picture pathognomonic of Amanita phal-

loides.10

Treatment of Poisoning by -1. phalloides

All authorities agree unanimously that therapeutic measures in

these grave emergencies are almost useless. Case histories show-

that often the cause is not recognized, or the gravity of the cases

not appreciated. There is no antidotal drug for Amanita-toxin

and the treatment is that of poisoning and septic intoxication

in general. Competent medical advice should be obtained as

soon as possible. Active emetics (ipecac, mustard, apomorphine),
assisted perhaps by the stomach-tube, purgatives (castor oil being

preferable to the salines) should be administered at once and

every effort thereby made to reduce further absorption of the poison
to a minimum. By the time symptoms from A. phalloides have be-

gun, the toxin is already in the circulation. High enemata to

empfy the lower bowel may be used early. Later normal saline

solution should be given thus, or hypodermically, or even intra-
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venously tu supply the body's Deed for fluid and to ease th<- tortur

ing thirst. Narcotics and anodynes in large dose

to relieve the intense pain and t<> quiet convulsive movemei

Nitroglycerine and strychnia frequently, and ap t" the limit

tolerance, are of great value. Cyi sis calls for oxygen inhal

Atropine may !>• of use as a stimulant and .1 corrective with 1

phine bui it has no antidotal value here. .Milk, raw or boiled, 11

be regarded as a mil<l natural antidote Alcohol ^
1 1 • • 1 1 1 < I probably

qoI be given in anj form. Strong coffee is indicated .1^ are 1 >
• » t

dry applications to the body, Digitalis ma) !>«• u-t-.i bui requi

from six to ten hours b< fects are seen. Camphot in sterile

oil given subcutaneous^ every hour is valuable. Suprarenal
extract is mentioned. Large draughts of hot water, flaxseed I

slippery elm or starch water14
may be used, as well as tannigen,

bismuth subcarbonate and opium t<» <
1

1 1 i <
-

1 excessive diarrhea and

vomiting. Supportive measures and good nursing are of the -

est importance. Transfusion of blood would seem worthy of trial

in graver, slower cases.

Ford, finding that protective and curative sera were theoretically

possible, worked for three years on the serum therapy. He was able

to immunize animals i<> the aqueous extrad up to five or Bis times

the fatal dose18 i>ut efforts i<> manufacture ;i curative serum have

thus far been unsuccessful.

The Pochier treatment by abscess of fixation has been applied by

Dr. A. Pic of the University of Lyon in -'> >f which 9 died.

The conclusion that "it is a therapeutic agenl <>f the firsl order in

those terrible intoxications due t<» Amanita />h<ii

have made no impression on the medical profession. Judging from

Michigan cases 37 illnesses with 16 deaths this is nol a remark

ably low mortality, :'-'•' i«t <-<-h 1 versus 12. Pic and Martin conti

it with "the usual 86.8," based on -".
v cases with 33 fatalities in

Prance, 1913.

Poisonous Constituents imanita phaUo'u

The firsl attempl to ••''tain the active principle or |x>if

l. phalloides is probably that «>! Letellier, who in 1821

hcai resistant substance from a number of fungi. This med

amanitin. Later he found t«" substances, on< in in

nature, acting upon the mucous membranes ot the aliment

canal and another characterized as ;• glucosidal alk;ili»i<l the

Amanitia. Boudier in 1866 ascribed the poisonous action t.» an
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alkaloid which he named bulbosine, but was never able to isolate.

In 1ST" Ore concluded, on biological grounds alone, that Amanita

phalloides must contain an alkaloid and this hypothetical poison

he named phalloidin. These names are no longer employed.

Kobert (1891) established the important fact that extracts of A.

phalloides contain a substance which lakes or dissolves the red

blood corpuscles of many animals and of man. With this "hemoly-

sin" we shall have much to do in the remainder of this paper.

Ford and his co-workers have investigated it most satisfactorily

in their epoch-making labors which have been fully reported.

This hemolysin is not the active principle
—for we shall see that

it is very easily destroyed by heat, much less than is usually

employed in cooking, and that the digestive juices break it up as a

rule. Furthermore, individuals dying of A. phalloides intoxication

do not show symptoms which are to be ascribed to this kind of

poison. Kobert gave this blood-dissolving hemolysin the name of

phallin, regarded it as the essential poison, and gave it undeserved

importance. He placed it in the group of protein-like poisons known

as toxalbuniins because of its susceptibility to destruction by heat.

Beside the hemolysin, and more constantly present, Kobert found

later an alcohol-soluble substance which was extremely poisonous

to animals. This he regarded (1900) as an alkaloid, soluble in

alcohol, which would not produce fatty degenerations. A tox-

albumin (near thujon and pulegon i. was held responsible for these.

Frey,
16 in 1912, comments, "The whole study of mushroom

poisoning still lies very much in the dark. It is on the same plane

as thirty years ago." He says that studies on muscarin and

phallin show old results and theories to be wrong, but otherwise

there is no progress. The publication of results of recent American

investigators seems to have been unknown to him, for progress has

been made, and a basis for further results established. Murrill 17

comments (1910) that it is remarkable how little is really known,
and that the practical importance of the subject is vastly increas-

ing. The important work of recent American investigators began

with the proof (Ford
18

) that extracts of Amanita phalloides

contain the hemolytic material described by Kobert and in addition

a heat-resistant body which will reproduce in animals the majority

of the lesions described in fatal cases of .1 . phalloides intoxication in

man. These two substances were named by him the Amanita-

hemolysin and the Amanita-toxin. The further chemical study

upon the plant was carried out by Abel and Ford, 19
by Schlesinger

and Ford,
20 and Ford and Prouty.

21 In these papers it was shown
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,ll; " the hemolytic agent is not proteid (toxalbumin) bnl an easily
decomposed glucoside, insoluble in alcohol, ex tremel; sensitive

beat, to small traces of acid, to pepsin :1ml pancreatin, and thai
it can therefore plaj do role in poisoning in man when the fungi
are cooked, h maj be a factor if large quantities are eaten 1

or insufficiently cooked, or if through deranged digestive action
the hemolysin escapes destruction." It is present in Bucb
amount that under such circumstances the possibility ol its having
a poisonous action cannot be eliminated. The Amanita-toxin linn

s" little in Common with alkaloids that thej besitate to class it

with them." Amanita toxin is the alcohol-soluble active principle,
the essential poison, resisting the action of heat, of drying and ot

the digestive juice's, and reproduces in animals the lesions found
in phalloidea intoxication in man. Chemically it cannol be char
acterized definitely, but the purest preparations do ool give the

reactions of either proteins, glucosides or alkaloids. Babbits are
not affected by various extracts i>\ mouth, both the hemolysin and
Amanita-toxin being quite innocuous t<> them, when one-fortieth
of the amount was fatal when given subcutaneously. Dogs and
cats are poisoned by the cooked fungus in the same degree .1- human
beings. The raw hemolysin given subcutaneously has pronounced
1,1 l-dissolving properties, giving the picture of a hemolytic in

toxication with extreme haemaglobinuria and pigmentation
the spleen. [These are the properties assigned to the European
Helvetia (Gyromitra) esculenta.] Even when made from dried

specimens of Amanita phalloidea hemolysin will dissolve the red
blood .-ells of guinea pigs, rabbits, fowls, pigeons, dogs ml
man. Swim-, sheep and beef bloods are Dot susceptible. The
blood of the guinea pig is most susceptible and that of tin

least. When this hemolysin is heated to 140 I", it loses some "i

its activity, and 150 maintained for (-half hour, bus

pends it. 1 Hence the term "thermo-labile.") It m.n be classed
xv i ,!| the bacteria] hemolysins. Injection experiments on animals
Bhow iis extreme toxicity. Within a tew hours the fur ruffles and
they refuse in eat. There is rapid l"-- of weight and strength,
death occurring within one to three days under greal dyspnex
The heart stops last. In smaller doses ;i chronic intoxication

produced tasting three, four or sis weeks. Convulsions are nn
usmil ;iml there is no salivation or gastro-intestinal disturbs
in contrast to muscarin poisonii equently, even in 1. /</»<//

loides, the hemolysin is present only in Bmall amounts and it n

be absent whereas the edible 1. solitaria and 1 ontain
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it in great abundance. "It is probably a food and certainly harm-

less,''
3

i. e., when cooked and eaten by man.

The Amanita-toxin is the more active and acutely fatal, pro-

ducing approximately the lesions seen in man from the whole

cooked plant, ulcers in the stomach and intestine, serious hemor-

rhages, and in other organs, especially liver and kidney, cell

necrosis and fatty degeneration.
13 It loses potency somewhat but not

greatly on boiling. In a later report
31 Ford and Brush say that

Amanita phalloides var. citrina gathered in France corresponds

in all particulars to the A. phalloides gathered in America, and

has identical properties and contains the same poisonous sub-

stances.

OTHER AMANITAS

Amanita rerua and A. virosa have been already mentioned as

included in the above section. A. spreta is recognized to be deadly

poisonous. A group in which Amanita-toxin is present in small

quantities includes A. porphyria, strobiliformis, radicata, chlori-

nosma, mappa, morrisii, citrina, and crenulata. The first four of

this latter group are devoid of haemolysins but owe their toxicity

to small amounts of Amanita-toxin. In A. spreta the hemolysin is

small. The extract caused both acute and chronic intoxication

in guinea pigs but not in rabbits. Poisonous, Boston Mycological

Club, and Atkinson.

Ford and Sherrick41 found in Amanita mappa a small amount

of thermo-labile hemolysin, a chronic intoxication of guinea pigs

closely resembling that of Amanita phalloides. No muscarin. Babe

says A. mappa has the same poisons as A. phalloides but in much

smaller amount. It should be classed as perhaps less dangerous

than A. phalloides. Other Amanitas may be grouped here by Ford's

reports.
22 The agglutinin will receive attention in the account of

Amanita muscaria. The chronic intoxication is shown by a pro-

gressive emaciation and death in IS to 20 days.

Amanita citrina (of Europe) a yellow variety of A phalloides

(Kobert). No hemolysin or agglutinin. Poisonous to guinea pigs

and rabbits by both acute and chronic intoxication. Seldom, if

ever, toxic to man, 18 A distinct species from Amanita phalloides

var. citrina.

Amanita crenulata—No hemolysin or agglutinin. Chronic in-

toxication in guinea pigs and rabbits. Extract made after one

year of drying was fatal by chronic action after an acute. Poison,
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small in ;iiih>iiii i , similar to Anianita-toxin, Mcllvuine records it

as edible.

I. morrisiir Small amount of hemolysin destroyed at 60 I

Poisonous i" guinea pigs and rabbits. Should be groiij>ed with

the deadly species. Edibility aol tested.

I. chlorinosma is probably serioush [loisouous. I

formi8 acts like pTialloides on frog's heart.

The Bpecies of the genus imanitopsis as .1 whole are regarded a-

edible. Mcllvaine warns againsl confusing l. spreta with tin

species.

Amanitopsis voluuta may be grouped with phalloidcs. So hem

olysin or agglutinin, fatal in 7 in 22 days t" guinea pigs nnd rabli

the intoxication resembling Amanitas. Mcllvnine pronounce*

edible, bu1 it should be avoided. Amanitopsis uaginata i^ easily

learned and is edible.

Imanita junquillea rare and unimportant free from poisom

properl ies.

imanita solitaria difficull t<> recognize. Contains small

amount of hemolysin. Edible, Mcllvaine. Ford reports it almost

free from poisonous action on rabbits and guinea pigs, inn Large

doses produced a salivation in the latter. \fuscarin is mo

distributed in fungi than was originally supposed.

Amanita rubescens—commonly known as "The Blusher," Red

Amanita. Non-toxic to animals and man. Free from Amanita toxin

but has a powerful hemolysin. European authorities differ bul our

American form is a well known edible species.

imanita frostiana
—difficult to identify, is closely related botan-

ically to .1. muscaria, of which it has been regarded a- a Bmall or

depauperate form. It contains a small amount of a thermo-labile

hemolysin, inn no muscarin. Its extracts have sffect on animals.

Not tested inn probably edible.
22 CAUTION! lesl L. muscaria '"

used.

11/ 1 \ // 1 1// 8C !/.'/ 1

imanita muscaria, tin' FI3 Agaric, i- 1 >s1 interesting t" 1 1 1 1

-

h is also called "the false orange" an. I "Fliegen Schwamm." It

is less common an. I Less toxic than the -roup of 1. phalloides but

widely distributed over tin- world. In importance it rank

tin- white Amanitas, it is subject to great variations in colo

ami markings, but is easil) learned so that it maj '" distinguished

from the famous edible imanita caesarca. Ford and Mi.-ha.-l
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mid others agree that its taste is bitter and unpleasant and this

factor may save people from serious accident. Occasionally the

bitter taste is absent, more is eaten and quick fatality may result.

Through the publication
25 of Circular No. 13, U. S. Dept. of

Agriculture and of Prentiss' account24 the fatal poisoning of

Count de Vecchii in November, 1897, has become classic. He bought
from a countryman a quantity of Amanita muscaria, picked in

Virginia, seven miles from the capital. The Count was familiar

with mushrooms and took these to be the Royal Agaric, Amanita

caesarea. At breakfast, which was finished at 8:30, he ate two

dozen and pronounced the taste particularly good. Dr. K. ate one

dozen. By 9 a. m. the Count Avas lying on his bed in a state of

collapse, filled' with a sense of impending death, and soon lost

consciousness. Blindness came on before this, as did rigid spasm
of the lower jaw, and difficulty in swallowing. Convulsions were

so violent as to break down the bed. Emetics were given and

apomorphine and atropine subcutaneously. He became continually

worse and died without regaining consciousness on the evening of

the next day. Dr. K. went by car to his office. While sitting on

a chair, about 9 a. m., he gradually passed into unconsciousness

without feeling any premonitory pain or distress, though half-

stupid and very restless just before. He noted, about 9 :10, uncer-

tain eyesight and double vision, without nausea. A prominent

early symptom was sudden jerking back of the head. He remained

unconscious for five hours; at one time his life was almost despaired
of. He did not suffer the least pain but on the contrary was in a

comfortable dreamy state. By 7 p. m. he was out of danger. Cold

sweats were a prominent symptom. A total of one-tenth grain of

atropine was given in 21 hours. Apomorphine produced no eniesis,

vomiting not occurring until evening. Castor oil and sweet oil were

given about noon.

THE CLINICAL FEATURES of poisoning by Amanita muscaria
are quite as characteristic and distinctive as those in Amanita

phalloides intoxication and should enable physicians to distinguish

clearly between the two conditions—when either fungus is eaten

alone. So often a mixed lot of different varieties is used that

the symptoms in patients point to the combined action of different

toxic principles. In A. muscaria poisoning there is usually a very
short interval between ingestion and first symptoms, one-half to

one hour or at most three hours. If small amounts are eaten even

live or six hours may elapse. This feature is of greatest value
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in deciding upon the kind of intoxication which tl
i m.

Severe ones show excessive salivation and perspiration, :i Hon "f

tears, ;i feeling of Inn ngeal constriction, nausea, retching, voiitti

;in«l waten diarrhea. I li«' last named almost always occur. The

pulse is nsuallv slow and irregular. There is no fevci
;

,

small. Respirations are accelerated and the patient* dys|

the bronchii being tilled with mucus. (The acti >1 atropim

the opposite of this, point for point.) Mental sympti

present, particularly giddiness with confusion <>! id ud rain

hallucinations. All these symptoms maj varj in Intensity, .it some

times the gastro-intestinal predominating, and al other times the

mental. In light cases <>i:i\ salivation or perspiration mnj be

aoticed, with uneasiness in stomach and bowels i few hours.

In severe cases the vomiting and diarrhea maj rapidly rid tin- .ili

mentary canal of the offending material and the aervoua symptoms
then become predominant—delirium, violenl convulsions and I

of consciousness developing in rapid succession and the patient*!

Binking into ;i deep coma. Rarely, consciousness is retained till the

end, death resulting from paralysis of tin- respiration. Finally, in

many cases, after the vomiting and diarrhea, tin- patients >ink into

;i deep sleep, awakening Inter profoundly prostrated but on the

road to recovery. Normal health reappears rapidly two or three

days. There are qo late effects in muscaria intoxication ;i- in th.it

of Amanita i>!i<ill<>i<h
.* with it- degenerative changes in the interna]

organs. The prognosis is always g 1 if the patienl recovers from

the preliminary symptoms. When, rarely, the nervous symptoms
dominate the alimentary, excitemenl and hallucinations Bimul

alcoholic intoxication. (Quoted freely from Ford and Clark. I The

delirium is occasionally followed by loss or impairment of memo
The pupils dilate as death approaches. The action of muscarii

almost idenl ical with thai of pilocarpin.

Post-mortem examination reveals surprisingly little. The path*

ology of Amanita phalloides is absent, particularly the "f

the liver. In general thje findings poinl to the action o ind

nerve poison.
8

Medico-legally, remains of fungi in the aliment

canal would be of greal important

Poisonous Constituents of Imanita

Bchmiedeberg and Koppe, in 1809 showed by tl ful

work, both chemical and pharmacological, thai t

contains an active principle which they <-.ille.l mui I

regarded as an ;ill<;il<>hi of the sai
'

nnturt
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and morphine, later work has shown that it is probably a complex

ammonia derivative. Muscarin is an extremely active substance,

well known from the attention it has received in all works on

toxicology and materia medica and therapeutics. In the latter

field it can well be spared on account of its variability and unre-

liability and because we have better drugs of similar action.

Muscarin is near pilocarpin and nicotine in action, exciting smooth

muscle and stimulating all glands. At almost every point in its

action it is the direct antagonist of atropine (from belladonna)

but is far less powerful. It is present in the fungus in but small

amounts but is nevertheless able to exert its characteristic effects,

frequently with fatal outcome. In producing paralysis of heart and

respiration it does so by stimulating the inhibitory nerve endings

of the vagus. Atropin has a depressing action upon the same nerves

which muscarin stimulates. The muscarin excitement, remarkably,

does not pass over into a paraylsis, its curare action (that of arrow-

poison) being slight. Muscarin has been synthetically prepared

by the oxidation of cholin but does not keep as well as the natural

product, and differs materially in its action upon animals. 18 A

ptomaine muscarin is also known.

But poisoning by Amanita muscaria and muscarin poisoning are

by no means identical (Harmssen
26

). Robert says the fly-agaric )

drunk (Fliegenschwamm Rausch) is by no means a pure muscarin

"jag" but resembles haschisch (Cannabis i>i<li<<n. Harmsen found

that he could extract from 100 g. of fresh muscaria 1G nig. of a

fairly pure muscarin. This was twice as deadly to cats as to frogs.

That it is not the sole factor in poisoning is shown from the follow-

ing: (1) with the lethal dose of muscarin at 0.525 g., it would

require 4 kg. (8.8 lbs.) of the fresh fly-fungus to produce a fatal

outcome26
; (2) when the action of the muscarin-part of an entire

extract is physiologically neutralized by atropin, the animals never-

theless die; (3) the extract is deadly even when the muscarin is

removed. He has also shown26a that the entire extracts of A.

muscaria are twice as toxic, weight for weight, as pure muscarin

and contain a poison which produces in animals continued convul-

sions with fatal outcome, not prevented by atropin. He therefore

assumes the presence of at least one other substance which he names
"Pilz-toxin." This pilz-toxin must be very unstable since it loses

potency on drying, and is sensitive to heat (thermolabile). It does

not appear in the urine. (Compare. intoxication of the Koraks.) His
work casts doubt over the value of atropin as an antidote and
is in accord with clinical experience. In 1910 Ford22 said Amanita
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muscaria acts in ;ill animal experiments as .1 convulsant and do

other agaric shows similar action, ool even the closely related 1.

frost in mi.

Treatmenl for Vmanita muscaria Poisoning

-1 1 1 -<i as in cases of I. phalloides intoxication, ii is the important

duty of physician and Friends to gel all the information possible

as i" the exacl oature of the toadstool eaten and the amount in-

gested. // will In shown beloic Unit <i number 1

milill!/ toxic or simply deleterious and minimi, sunn , <-,in prod
a more or less typical picture 0) muscarin intoxication. ConAnna
tion lit' the species will therefore be of greal value in determining

prognosis and in giving a clew to antidotal treatment. The out-

look in poisoning by the fly agaric is more hopeful than when the

Destroying Angel (A. phalloides) has been ingested, the mortality
runs much lower, the illness is briefer and the Buffering less cruel

though bad enough. We do do! have here the chronic and degenera
tive Lesions produced by the white Amanita which defer death or

prolong convalescence. The muscaria intoxication is acute, comes

on Boon after eating the fungus, develops rapidly and is amenable

tn treatment. Recovery often occurs without untoward symptoms.

Lachrymation, salivation, contracted pupils, delirium, hallucina-

tions, and coma call for atropin in large doses Bubcutaneouslj or

intravenously. Even thougb the vomiting and diarrhea are pro

nounced, the stomach and bowels Bhould !»•• further emptied by

the free use of emetics and purgatives, for parts of the fungus
often found in the canal post-mortem when profuse emptying seem

ed t<> have taken place. <>n accounl of coma, apomorphine Bubcut-

aneously is less ap1 to work, and other means of emptying the

stomach should be begun early (stomach tube, mustard, zinc >nl

phate, sulphate of copper). In cases with bad heart action, respi-

ratory distress and coma, atropin (intravenously) offers the only

hope, though many other measures, as mentioned under I. /</"//

loides treatment, should no1 be aeglected. .\l>->">lut«- recumbent

is enjoined. Sustain the heart. < ; i\ < nitroglycerin for cold

skin and extremities, and drj heat.24
\ :-•

»|
»

i n is not medically in-

dicated in every case, and l: < > < » . i nursing may easilj 1 f .

importance to tide over periods of weakness and depression Nour-

ishment should be concentrated. Tannic acid is use

water bad. Transfusion <>f blood, oxygen and galvanism, Ii

been suggested.

The fly Amanita possesses interest in several other 1
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is eaten in the Erzgebirge of Saxony and Bohemia. 11 Treated and

untreated it has been eaten without bad results. A colored woman

in Washington recited in detail how she was in the habit of cook-

ing it. Rejecting gills and peeling the cap, specimens were boiled

in salt water and then steeped in vinegar, then washed and cooked

and served with steak, the whole process a rational process to

remove poisons (?). Michael27 worked up to eating a thick mediuni-

sized cap (cooked) and "properly peeled." It tasted ill but did

in. harm. Then he ate a specimen prepared as salad which tasted

worse. On this ground he classes it as "inedible." For reasons

like this we are loath to take any one man's testimony in the

great field of mycophagy. Peck has repeatedly received reports

from various people who eat it.
54 He also records the eating of the

tine variety formo.sa of A. muscaria by a sheep, but Ford" 2
suggests

that the herbivora are (at least, by mouth) immune to this toxin

as well as to others. There seem to be seasonable and local varia-

tion* in the toxicity of Amanita muscaria55 and of other species.

One-tenth of a raw A. muscaria has produced in a man of thirty-

seven years, eleven days of illness, with typical muscaria symptoms,

but accompanied by fever.
56

The use of Amanita muscaria simply and purely for producing

drunkenness is well known, but has not been satisfactorily explain-

ed. Krasheninnikoff, who travelled in Siberia and Kamchatka for

ten years (1733), reports that the Koraks used the fly Amanita—
three or four for a moderate dose, and ten for a thorough drunk.

Langsdorff (1803) confirms this and Kennan 28 describes it in some

detail in his first Siberian journey. The natives call the fungus
"muk-a-moor." Its sale has been made a penal offense by Russian

law but "prohibition does not prohibit." One fungus may sell for

|20 worth of furs, and supply does not equal demand. The dried

cap is used
;
a duly flavored decoction is made from them or pieces

are swallowed whole. First effects come on rapidly and make the

candidate cheerful and merry, then drowsy and sleepy for ten

or twelve hours and he awakes in a state of exhaustion. During
the stage of excitement there is a horrible kind of delirium and the

experience of visions of varied character. The intoxication is

prolonged or passed on (among the lowest and most degraded
Koraks i by drinking the renal excretion and thus a spree may be

economically kept up for a week. 24
Evidently the muscarin is ex-

creted unchanged. (See Ziemssen, Fungus Poisoning, Vol. 17.)

Toleration develops, though death from an orgy is not uncommon.
The meat of animals dead of muscarin poisoning has a pronounced
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poisonous action if eaten l>\ others (Stellar & Erman). In regard

in the use <»i Amanita muscaria ;is a tl\ poison, D. R. Sumstine

(Penn.) reports thai the apparently <
I » . i «

I (lies revive full} in about

two hours. < Mm- dI our mycologists has Been them recover ai

two days. Tappeiner
80 states thai tlie il\ poison i- easih destroyed.

Toxic Principles of Amanil

I l.i rnisen's "Pilz-toxin" was oever confirmed. Ford agrees tl

.1. mu8caria owes its action to muscarin bu1 in place of the

poison hypothecated by Harmsen it contains also an hemolysin

(as in t . phalloide8) soluble in alcohol and a constantly pn »< ni ag

glutinin belonging to the glucosides. Agglutinins are bodies capa

ble <>r causing groupings, coherence or agglutination of i »l < »< >( l cor-

puscles when broughl in contacl with them. They acl directly on

the blood cells. Given Bubcutaneously the agglutinin of muscaria

always caused death in typical convulsions. Violenl cooking of

the plant, deadly withoul boiling, was Bhown to destroy both the

muscarin and agglutinin. Subsequenl studies of other fungi w<

based apon a Bearcfo for the actions of the four active agents thus

far enumerated. We have seen from the foregoing consideration

of two deadly toadstools thai Amanita phalloides contains two

poisons, ill an hemolysin which is thermolabile and also easily de-

stroyed by the digestive juices and (2) an Amanita toxin which is

the very definite and powerful poison <>!' the speci< Now in

Amanita muscaria we have Mi muscarin, ;i poison with its char

acteristic and individual physiological action, (2) hemolysin in

Bmall amounl and (3) an agglutinin. Agglutinins are nol com-

mon in plums. Ou1 <>r ninety-nine examined they were presenl in

four non-poisonous Papillionaceae and in six Daturas. Among
in fungi they were presenl in one-quarter, thermolabile in Bome, in

others heat-resistant. Thej resisted drying of the fungi better than

did the hemolysins and were found to lasl for years in dried I. m

caria.

Amanita panthcrina, though rare or lacking in America, maj be

associated with A. muscaria since ii iv -.i i< I to be used in Japai

produce mushroom drunkenness. Muscarin has been i
-< »1 ;i t »-. I from it

as from the Siberian fungus. Delirium, dilated pupils and hallucii

tions with visions of beautiful red, yellow and brown objects ;

dominate over the gastro-intestinal symptoms. L. panthcrina

;ils<> used as ;i fly poison. Poisoning from it shows the usual .ill

mentary irritation coming on within a few hour* scitement,
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delirium and convulsive seizures. Ocular symptoms, loss of mem-

ory and syncope are frequent. Gillot has collected thirty cases

with two deaths and Inoko, in Japan, a series of thirty-two with

one fatality. Recovery is usually rapid but occasionally con-

valescence requires fourteen days. Atkinson's Amanita cothurnata

may be the American representative of A. pantherina, hence both of

these should be avoided as esculents. A. cothurnata will poison

flies. A. pantherina extracts were without effect on animals but

only a few plants were tested.
41

There has been in recent years a tendency to explain away too

many cases of minor poisoning as due to indigestion, decomposition

of the abundant proteid of mushrooms, or to the possible insect-

infection of good fungi
—and to refer too many of the cases to "prob-

ably phalloides or muscaria." Now the rich labors of Ford and his

co-workers, both in the field and in the laboratory, and the results

of Clark, Smith and Kantor have verified certain clinical experi-

ences and shown us that the list of more or less poisonous species

must be considerably extended. Amanita phalloides and its few

congenors still stand quite alone, head and shoulders above all

others, for extreme toxicity. They are, most fortunately, not like-

ly to have any rivals for dangerous qualities. They have retained

their place easily at the head of the list of noxious species, but the

minor and less poisonous list has been somewhat increased. These

nearly all belong, in a way, to a muscaria group. It will be the

problem of pharmacological and biologic chemistry to show why
they cause such a variety of clinical disturbances.—by no means

explainable by "indigestion,"
—and yet resemble the action of mus-

carin.

THE GENUS LEPIOTA

In contrast to the genus Amanita with its very dangerous species

and its few safe edible forms we have in the equally large genus

Lepiota a number of highly prized edibles. Amanita requires close

discrimination to distinguish its species ; Lepiota, for the mycopho-
.uist, principally, that he shall not confuse its L. naucina with

Amanita phalloides and that he shall not mistake the black sheep of

the section, Lepiota morgani or green-spored Lepiota for Lepiota

procera, "The Parasol." L. morgani is an enticing plant and prob-

ably the largest Agaric in the world. It is distinctly American. This

fine fungus shows very consistent partiality in selecting its victims

for it always poisons certain individuals who try to eat it and
never distresses others of the same family. It is credited with at
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leasl <>nc death and man} Berious illnesses. Significant il is that

heating destroys tin- greater pari of its toxic properties.

Mr. Bloiinl (Illinois) says "One daj last month the Man "f

Science of our house came home w iili ;i fine Bpe( imen of large white

mushroom which he t « >» » k to the library and identified as 'horse

mushroom.'' ill you do not care to discriminate between whil

spored and purple-brown-spored Agarics, nrycophag} is a danger
mis field for you!) "So a fev were collected and prepared for

dinner. The Man of Science ate a small piece ra^ at 2 p. in.

.")
p. in., feeling well, he tried another piece, raw, as larg< the

little finger. Ai 6 p. m. he fell generally ill and ate do Bupper.

In half .in hour he began to have profuse, painless water} bowel

movements, but blamed a dentist and his drugs for this." Dr.

B. took two small portions each as Large as a pea about •'>
|». m.

The after-taste created Loathing. Discomfort was immediate, and

consisted of a warm heavy sensation, slight pharyngeal Bpasm and

difficulty of swallowing. By 7 p. m. vomiting had begun, became

very violent and continued every Live to ten minutes. Diarrhea

began and Lasted ;ill of the next day. Intense burning pain in the

stomach alternated with intervals of Lassitude and exhaustion.

A i !i
p. in. hypodermic medication (strychnia l 30, atropine

1 loo, morph. sulph. l t) and cocaine produced relief and slumber

came on ;it 11
i». m. Pulse \\ ;is weak and rapid; perspiration free.

Tin' Man of Science vomited three times and had diarrhea all

Dight. lie fell ;ls llsiinl llie next d;l\. He ;ile niu>| :l II. I Buffered

least. The action of the poison suggests muscarin.

V. K. Chestnut34 records thai the presidenl ol the Cliicago Vlycol

ogical Society mistook /.. morgani for L. procera. Prof. Miller i Terre

Haute) eats /.. morgani ami tells of six families that do bo.

or two members of each family are made sick, though two fnmi

have eaten ii repeatedly withoul trouble resulting. "The meal i^

Bimply delicious.
'*

Galveston and Milwaukee record Beven

of illness ami V. K. Chestnul adds twenty beside. Detroil might a. 1.1

four. The symptoms are as above described, apparently also r i-. • i u

cooked specimens. The fatal case was that of .i t>. old child

wlm died in convulsions in seventeen lean-, after •

plant. Poisoning has resulted after everj variet} of rooking

.liter soaking in sail water. Webster tells of .i New England

cophagist who removed to Missouri, identified / »i<,ni">n a« /

procera from pictures i!> and paid the penalty within two ho

lie draws the moral, "Eai "»l>i what you KNOW .'" Mcllvt

i p. 71 1
i reports another case from Wisconsin of » iolent illness from
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raw (?) L. morgani, mistaken for L. procera and eaten in very

small amount, presenting all symptoms above recorded but with

the addition of temporary blindness. Warren (Port Huron) records

that in a family of live who ate it two girls were made ill. Symptoms
came on early the next morning—seven hours after eating

—and

were "almost as bad as from Gyromitra poisoning as it is known
in Port Huron. "

THE GENUS TRICHOLOMA

In this genus Mcllvaine agrees to label T. saponaceum and T. sul-

fa renin as inedible on account of taste. I had for years regarded the

entire genus as safe, but in August, 1908, we had a group of seven

rases of rather violent poisoning from an innocent-appearing Trich-

oloma. Good specimens were at once sent to Atkinson who de-

scribed them as a new species which he named Tricholoma venen-

ata in. This agaric has not been found again nor further tested. Of

the lot eaten many were badly infested by insects when examined

two days later. The symptoms came on one hour after supper and
consisted of vomiting, sometimes bloody, retching and considerable

prostration in three individuals. All recovered. Surprises like

this will continue to occur as long as fungi are eaten. It may be

years after some varieties of poisoning occur before the etiology is

satisfactorily settled: whether due to a new deleterious species; a

known inedible variety not recognized by the consumer; a personal

physiologic sensitiveness of the individual; decayed fungi of good
species or some infested by acrid insects; the rare presence of a

minor toxin in some generally-esteemed edible variety; or simple
acute indigestion—perhaps due to gluttony. The observer should
endeavor to fix positively the responsibility on the one real cause.

THE GENUS CLITOCTBE

Like Lepiota, this large genus has for years been credited with
but one deleterious species. Within a few years two others have
been added. All three show muscarin symptoms in variety.

Glitocybe illudens, known as the "Jack o' Lantern" 'because
of its phosphorescent glow, or the "Deceiving Glitocybe," is mis-
taken every year, in Detroit, by our foreign residents for Ann il-

ia ria mellea or for the European Chanterelle. And on such annual
fall occasions it holds high carnival and breaks into the newspapers.
The attending physician has a busy night or a few busv hours—
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and is credited in the daily press with having Baved li\r> in toad

stool poisoning. The mycological investigators \i>it the familj and

usually find its members up and aboul their usual occupatio

This is the impression one gets "i Clitocybe illudens from twenty

nine Detroit cases. The remnants of the feasl are usually found

to be large half-cooked tough masses. Mcllvaine reports .1 —
. •

1

»• > 1 1

aceous taste and the ability to retain the fungus when eaten. 11

is possible t<> make ii comparatively harmless bj heating it in Ball

water for half-hour, then taking ii <>hi and frying ii in butter

l';iilii\\ reports illness of four persons. Thej round the fried flavor

excellent. Within two hours ;ill had free vomiting lasting ;ill after

noon, no depression, n<> intestinal disturbance. No emetics were

used since the Jack 0' Lantern carries thi^ property with it and

in,i\ thus ward off more serious results. At .1 NVw York state

inst it ui ion eighl teachers and children, after terrible nausea, re

covered. No fatalities have been recorded. Diarrhea and prostra

tion may occur. Clark and Smith 81 found thai extracts of the plan I

would Btop .1 frog's hear! which would recover under atropine.

Similar results were obtained on the creature when paralyzed bj

tlic extract. They conclude thai Clitocybt illudens exerts ;i char

aeteristic muscarin effecl on exposed hearts which effecl is com

pletely overcome by atropin. 1 No1 the case in extracts of imai

mii8caria.) Ford finds n<> hemolysin bu1 the power to produce an

acute intoxication in guinea pigs, fatal in one to seven days or ;i

chronic intoxication lasting fifteen days. No lesions postmortem.

Babbits unaffected. After one year of drying boiling for half-hour

ilcsi royed the toxicity.

The characteristic American Clitocybe illudens has its phosphor-

escent and related European correspondent in igaricus (or PI*

urotus) ohnriiis, which, mistaken for the Chanterelle, caused ill

ness of ilif illudens type in France.4*

Fabre writes, "The sofl light <>f Agaricus olearius has confounded

our ideas of optics; it does nol reflect, ii does nol form an iui

when passed through a lens, ii does nol affecl ordinarj phi

graphic plates." (Fabre, Poe1 of Science LeOroa

Clitocybe dealbata var. sudorifica or Clitocybt nudorifica, the

sudorific Clitocybe, is an interesting little toxic toadstool recently

added ti> the black list. It i> often found among "fairy rings"

asmius oreades). I believe it has been picked with the latter mul

thus caused trouble, though easily distinguished. The tl

good. Minneapolis has .1 record of two cases of
j

» . » i — * 1 1 1 f » -_: P<

himself tested it. eating eighl caps slightly fried, and got the usual
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reaction, i. e., some five hours of profuse perspiration beginning on

the forehead and spreading over the body. This may be attended

by increased nasal and salivary secretion, hiccough and discomfort,

though there are no other ill effects.
4 - The original lot was tested

on animals.40
'
41 In a rabbit the watery extract produces profuse

salivation in a few minutes with Aveakness and sickness, increased

renal activity and activity of the bowels, followed by gradual im-

provement. Fatal to guinea pig in one quarter hoar. Even the

boiled extract paralyzed the respiration in seven minutes. Autopsy

negative. One rabbit died with slightly contracted pupils. In a third

guinea pig there was salivation, lachrymation, etc., increased respira-

tion and then respiratory paralysis. Drops in the eye contracted the

pupil for four hours. Its action therefore is that of the muscarin-

pilocarpin series. The little Clitocybe seemed more poisonous than

muscaria extract tested side by side with it for it killed rabbits

that withstood larger doses of muscaria extract. A frog's heart

could be stopped for one hour with it and then revived with

atropine. Clitocybe dealbata should likewise be avoided for C.

sudorifica has been mistaken for it by a well-trained mycologist.

Clitocybe morbifcra is similar in habitat and appearance to the

preceding and is closely related to it.
42 In four cases in Middleville,

Michigan, which have come to my attention, the symptoms were

more severe and serious than those of C. sudorifica. There was more
discomfort and the attending physician recognized the likeness of

the clinical picture to muscarin disturbance and used atropine.
Four people ate, and three were made ill. The one that suffered

most had over-taxed her digestive powers the day before—a factor

that seems to predispose to mushroom poisoning. Symptoms came
on two hours after eating and were abdominal pain, vomiting of

food including entire specimens of tough "Fairy King" fungi, purg-

ing, sweating, cold extremities and collapse. In one case there

was some blindness. All were fairly well the next day. Animal
tests have not been made. These must henceforth be regarded
as a necessary part of the record.

Clitocybe nebularis which made Cordier ill, and is reported as

poisonous when raw (Bertillon), is legally allowed among the thirty
varieties permitted in the markets of Munich. 11 Here legal enact-
ments, duly enforced, have reduced the number of poisoning cases.
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THE <ii:\ I s a ) GROl'HOK

Experimentally in man do Hygrophorus is known i" be inedible

ami there are many fine esculents. Hygrophorus coni* I to be

forbidden and Demange has attributed ;i serious outbreak i»f ;

inn id h. h is fatal to guinea pigs i».\ chronic intoxication

many perfectly safe fungi. Cooke and Mcllvaine Baj it i- .ill

right. //. /iinhiisis var. cinereus is toxic t«» guinea pip It

edible. Var. albus contained ;i heal resistant agglutinin and hem

olysin: toxic to guinea pigs. Edible. //. marginatum Bimilar und

edible. Sec Bibliography, reference '-"-'. for several oth< rhe

genus is either devoid of action or poisonous l>.\ chronic intoxication

only to guinea pigs. An excellenl record, bo far. The specie* arc

clean, beaul iful and inviting.

THE QENl 8 /. WTARll 6

Lactarius contains some well known edible mushrooms -I., de

licio8U8, volemus, corrugis, being well liked. Mcllvaine Bays that

not a single species retains its pepperiness after cooking. Borne

of tin- genus tasted raw arc horrible. /.. torminosus "the griping

milky," is charged with having caused fatal illnee In Germany it

is known as the "Birken" or "Gift reizker." Eleven were poisoi

Three children ate it tried, the youngest, aged two. died in twenty

four hours. Eighl Polish laborers, including two women who

most, prepared it. The women died after six day's illness, treatment

coming late in their case. Symptoms came on in about five hours

and consisted of nausea, headache, abdominal cramps, vomiting

nroloi 1 and even bloods : diarrhea was synchronous, violent and

profuse and accompanied by tenesmus. Anuria and albuminuria

followed, skin dry and later jaundiced; pupils dilated; In

negative imr weakening; respiration rapid, shallow, irregular and

finally Cheyne-Stokes. Temperature normal. Liver somewhat

larged. Tin- remainder of the description, ;is well .1- tin- postmortem

findings in the adults, suggests very strongly that I. phalloidi

the cause and not /.. torminosus. Atropin proved without effect in

tin- therapy and tin- invaluable bypodermoclysis of normal >.ii

solution was not used. No account of why or how /

was settled upon as the cause is given, il". kaut doubts th<

nosis and Bays many authors '-i\ are named) »aj /. torm

is harmless when cooked, Crombolz has eaten it though th<

107
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was bad. Huseman's two cases referred to the species fit Amanita

muscaria. Great mycologists give conflicting reports. Kunkel

says in Sweden it is used cooked and is poisonous only when raw,

and this agrees with Ford's results."--—Ford found that its

hemolysin and agglutinin were destroyed at 150° F. Though acutely

fatal to both guinea pigs and rabbits which showed convulsive like

movements, with retraction of the head—a little like A. muscaria

intoxication but with more somnolence—these toxic effects were not

obtained when the extract was cooked one-half hour. Its safety

or danger perhaps depends entirely upon the cooking. Maass 12

alludes to the presence in some fungi of drastically purgative
resinous acids which may be decomposed by cooking processes and

become foods. The milk of the Lactarii seems to be such a sub-

stance. "Insects eat both L. torminosus and L. deliciosus. They pro
nounce excellent what we find poisonous and vice versa" (Fabre).

Hockauf regards L. torminosus and L. zonarius as poisonous and L.

plumbeus, L. clirysorrlieus, L. vellereus, L. insulsus, L. pubescens, L.

pyrogalus, L. fuliginosus and L. violescens as suspicious or inedible.

Mcllvaine reports L. insulsus and L. vellereus as edible, as good as

L. deliciosus. Murrill's list of forbidden mushrooms is headed by
L. rufus and includes L. torminosus, L. fuligmosus, L. vellereus,

L. pyrogalus and L. theiogalus
—perhaps all condemned only on

account of their taste when raw. Fabre's household finds L. deli-

ciosus overrated, coarse and difficult to digest.

Lactarius uvidus extract was acutely poisonous to guinea pigs,

fatal in forty-eight hours, but had no effect on rabbits. No hem-

olysin or agglutinin. Several authors rank it poisonous ;
the Boston

Mycological Club pronounce it deleterious. With L. torminosus

and Clitocybe illudens it is ranked. as a violent gastro-intestinal
irritant.

THE GENUS RUSSULA

Kussula, one of the most difficult genera for reliable specific

distinctions, appeals to the mycophagist because of the attractive-

ness, tenderness and abundance of its species. Members of the

Detroit Mycological Club and the Institute of Science have for

years eaten all the bright colored and peppery Russulas indis-

criminately and believe that Russula emetica is a safe fungus to

<eat in Michigan. Hockauf says of the European R. emetica which is

so often condemned, that our knowledge is insufficient and that ex-

ceptions can justly be taken to reports in the literature. Krapf
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was made ill bj ii (?) before i
v||| » and its )>.< • I name baa followed

in all subsequent reports which are based on ilii> :i I in-

ly. Hockauf would t ; i k «
•

reports of man] bad sorts with r<

Mcllvaine is verj emphatic thai aboul all Russnlas ai I. even

R. emeticdj identified i>\ Peck. /.'. foetens Bmells ill. tastes u..

and made Krombholz Blightlj ill. In 1817 ten deaths in Bohen

were credited to Russula. Murrill 1 includes /.'. • tin I a in l>i^ i-.i

oiis list and credits ii with cholin, pilztropin and inuscarin and p

down R. foetens, R. nitida and /.'. fragilis ;iv mild) poisonous or hus

picious. Warren (Porl Huron) says, "1 have eaten every kind

Russula I have gathered excepl R. fot U ns and i ne would care \<>

eal that. Never anj bad effects. Greatesl fault is thai thej are

liable to be wormy. /.'. vesca, R. viresccns, /.'. cyanoxantha, and

R. alutacea are permitted in the Munich markets. The "fraglos

giftig" R. emetica is eaten in the Baltic province Esthonio after

parboiling, i Maass. 12
1

Prey
18

says that poisoning i>.\ Russuki should be classed amo

the greatesl rarities. He reports two fatal cases, Btudied in the

greatest detail and from every angle, with thorough autopsy. The

clinical picture was nol unlike thai of .1. phalloides intoxication,

with gastro-intestinal symptoms dominant. The two boys thai died

(aged twelve and fourteen) ate the soup which they had prepared,

on Sunday evening and Monday morning, were ill Monday night,

attended school on Tuesday and became very ill thai night, as 'li<l

the father. They died on Thursday. Postmortem, the liver w

tli.it of A. phalloides fatality and the gastro-intestinal hemorrlu

;iinl appearances were regarded as "characteristic of the irritant

action of Russula poison. It is assumed, in these t^ thai

an essential change (spoiling) took place in the -"np between the

first and second meals. An official investigation of the abundant

remnants of the fungi ruled oul 1. phalloides and placed the blame

on spoiled Russula varieties.

7 ///: QENl 8 i/ i/" ISAM >

Marasmins, the family of the internationally famous "fail

mushroom," has Long been credited with having the poii v

wens and the doubtful peronatus. Mcllvaine would clear b

suspicion. We have no data bul we would again warn of the

of getting Clitocybi sudorifica and CUi l with

If. oreades. The latter, moreover, has been found tough
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and entire in the vomited matter after a mushroom feast—illness

ex abusu, a common form of spurious mushroom poisoning.

Conclusions on White-Spored Genera

Of some 50 families of Agarics about 23 are white-spored. More-

over, more than half of all species one finds belong to this section.

Though the most dangerous toadstools belong to the Leucosporae,

there are so many fine c ilibles that we do not wish to discard all

the white-sjjored species. If we are to eat fungi at all we must

expect to exercise discriminating observation on every specimen
intended for the table. In Amanita, the edible A. rubescens is no

harder to distinguish from the dangerous Amanitas than are

Lepiota naucina and many others. Mixed lots of many varieties

are a menace and should be used only by the trained student who
knows the qualities of each species in the collection. The number
of fatalities from fungi gathered by children tells its own story.

Cases among students of mycology have all been due to the milder

species, and have had the saving grace of adding real discoveries

or valuable information to our knowledge. If such cases are duly

published a real service and a duty are rendered to science. A
synopsis of white-spored species which are definitely deleterious

shows : About thirteen white Amanitas and a few nearer A. mus-

caria in their physiological action; one each in Amanitopsis, Lep-
iota and Tricholoma

;
three Clitocybes; at least one (and perhaps

a half-dozen) in Lactarius; Russula uncertain. Lactarius and
Russula are closely related genera, and will require much more

investigation, both by eating and by laboratory studies, before the

properties of the species will be known. Species closely related

botanically are often widely separated toxicologically, and vice

versa. This is seen in the contrasting qualities of Amanita phal-
loides versus A. solitaria and A. rubescens; A. muscaria vs. A.

frost iana and A. cacsarea; Lepiota morgani vs. L. procera; Tricli-

oloma venenatum vs. T. terreum and others; Clitocybe illudens vs.

C. multiceps and others; Clitocybe dealbata vs. C. sudorifica;
Lactarius torminosus vs. L. vellereus and others.
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The Dumber of genera la small and Borne mycolo would avoid

eating all species of the section. The common i'.i v • »i-i t .- Plutt

</ > rin us, or "fawn mushroom," baa caused disturbance several

limes, attended by Dumbness and tingling in the extremities, aiild

general discomforl and an urticarial rash. Dr. Whetsl • (Minne

sota) has a record of the case of poisoning of an [owa physician,

attended by abdominal pain, oausea, and vomiting < < »
1 1 1 i n lt on three

tours after eating. Cases like tlii^ should aiake one besitate to

recommend almost any species to the uninitiated.

THE GENUS ENTOLOM I

All species of Entoloma should in- avoided by the mycophagist.

They are seldom used. Warren says thai you cannol cook tin' raw

taste "in lit' them. Vomiting, diarrhea, tenesmus, mental and

physical depression are credited i" them bul no deaths. 8ii Bpe

examined by Ford ad identically, producing fatal chronic intoxi-

cation in guinea pigs or rabbits—sometimes in both. They vary

somewhat in agglutinins and have no hemolysins. [E. aalmoneum,
/.'. siriciins, /;. cuspidatum, /.". nidorosum, /.'. rhodopolium, /".

sininit 111,1 or E. fertile.) /.'. grande \< under suspicion.
11 E. mode*

turn ;iinl E. subtruncatwm were aegativ(

/:. fertih {sinuatum)- 'i '•/.. nearly killed W. <;. Smith (Steven

son. Vol I'. Ii "harbors ;i virulent poison." The genua may have

its own poison. ;is Amanita. According t" i recenl collection

c;ises l»y S;u-t(ny" in Prance /.'. lividum is an extremely dangerous

fungus, causing severe illness, and occasionally death. 1 1 •
-

beli<

that E. lividum is Dearly ;i^ poisonous -i- some forma of i. /</"//

Innlis. Butignot refers four cases of violent illm->> to it. though

but f<-u specimens were in tin- mixture eaten. Vomiting and

abdominal pain, sweating and ;i vile diarrhea ivere tin- result.



BROWN OR OCHRE-SPORED AGARICS

These are not usually regarded as poisonous.

THE GENUS PHOLIOTA

"I have nothing but praise for the entire genus." (Mcllvaine.)

Eecently P. autumnalis has arisen to claim high rank as a toxic

fungus.
39 In 1911 a mother and two children ate heartily of it.

The children died. Severe poisoning of three individuals is also

reported from Minnesota. Animal tests by Ford and Sherrick41

on the Minnesota lot were negative on guinea pigs, rabbits and

the frog heart, but a New York lot, although negative on blood

corpuscles, was acutely poisonous to guinea pigs and rabbits even

after heating. Atropin did not neutralize the dilating effect on

the heart. Postmortem appearances resembled those of A. phal-

loidcs and the extracts were quite as poisonous. It should be

grouped with the deadly poisonous Agarics, with the nature of the

poison unknown. 25 P. mutabilis is approved in Munich.

THE GENUS INOCYBE

Absolutely negligible and uninviting as food, this genus has like-

wise recently taken an important rank toxicologically from labora-

tory studies. The trouble began when Dr. Deming (once Vice-

President of the New York Mycological Club) knowingly gathered

Tnocylie infida and mixed it, for cooking, with Panaeohis papillion-
aceus which he knew to be non-poisonous. The chance taken

was one in a thousand—but he lost. (See 37, 47 and 48 in Bibli-

ography.) Five people were made ill. Symptoms, which came on
soon, were a sense of fullness in the head and a rapid pulse

—as if

nitroglycerin had been taken. Sweating and warmth, no nausea
or prostration; slight confusion, pressure and pain in the lower
bowel. Some patients vomited, some had diarrhea. Recovery was
complete in a few hours under simple treatment. Conclusions37

'
48

are that I. infida contains a poison of the type of muscarin, acting
more particularly on the nervous system and similar to the nar-
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cotic of Inocybc infclix. (See below.) Atropin .1 antido

The relationship of the toxins <>r /. infida and /. infclix \>> those of

A. mu8caria is ool yel clear.

Tnocybe infclix, one of the mosl common Inocybes, closelj related

to tli<' preceding, has ool been tested for edibility, nor thus far

been reported ;i* toxic to man, inn its poison Beeins definite 11nd

powerful. Ford and Sherriek40 found it t<> contain ;i definite poison

which resists dessication and boiling. Small doses produced .1 •]

sleep in guinea pigs and rabbits from which they awoke well. \

profound acute intoxication and coma, quickrj fatal, followed large

<losrv. The intoxication was such as is Been only uiili Lactat

tormino8us, ;i somnolence with retracted head (rabbits), passing

off in five hours. The action \\;is nut characteristically that of 1

muscaria, though no1 inconsistenl with muscarin, bul thai of a

narcotic of some sort. Further work is promised. Autopsy <>n

guinea pig showed hemorrhagic spots and perforating gastric ulcer.

Generally the examination was oegative. Tnocybe decipiens has

likewise do clinical record. Though its agglutinin is destroyed by

heat, the heated extract in - t<> i cc. doses aevertheless kill- guinea

pigs acutely
—even in 20 minutes—due to dilated heart Smaller

doses bring on lachrymation, Balivation and nasal discharge, with

labored respirations. These symptoms last a few hours and disap

pear, but the animals die in a day. Occasionally hemmorhage into

the stomach is found postmortem. Dropped into the eye of rabbits,

the pupil contracts— resembling .1. muscaria ;iu<! muscarin. Boil

ing the extracl does no1 change its action. This Bigniflcanl record

entitles this [nocybe likewise to a place among the more dangerous
toadstools.41 *

'

Tnocybi sp. agrees in biologic pharmacology very closely with

the preceding and the same conclusions are justified in this new

addition to a bad family. Agglutinin powerful, bul thermolabile.

A muscarin-pilocarpine poison.

Tin >,r\ 1 s 111 1:11 OM 1

Eebeloma is closely related to [nocybe. The generic distinctions

may ho learned in order thai the mycophagist may rejecl both

genera as inedible. They never will be missed, anyway. Lil

is known aboul them. Eebeloma sinopizans is suspected (eaten

with a gay mixture which included 1'Amanita jaun<

Eebeloma instil, n> i-. related t" fnoci Koberl would class I.
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rimosa and H. fastlbile in the muscarin group.
1 Ford50

reports

favorably on H. crustulmiforme and another closely related species,

even though the former is called "poison pie" in England.

Summary of Brown-Spored Genera

In summarizing the brown-spored group we have to take strong

exception to the recent idea that none are known to be poisonous.

Pholiota has some edibles worth while but the importance that

P. autumnalis (perhaps identical with P. marginata) has recently

achieved as a dangerous species is an unexpected warning on the

family. Flammula has fair edibles and is free from suspicion at

present. Kauffman's long and careful studies on the glorious genus
Cortinarius will now enable us to begin to record the qualities of

its species with some hope of accuracy. Past experience on its

species warrants the statement that they are pretty safe esculents.

The remaining brown-spored families should be rejected.



PURPLE r.K"\\ S SPORED \<. LRU

Hypholoma sublateritium is regarded as poisonous ill Europe.
h is sometimes bitter, and on tliis account alone, like man> other

fungi, has probably been wrongly labeled. Our Club members have

occasionally found the "Bricktops" and others inedible, on account

of taste. Kobert states thai the "Falscher Stockschwamm,"
//. fasciculare, is aot edible. Kunkel says it maj be poisonous bul

imi very. //. instratum and Psilocybe cernua both produce acute

intoxication in guinea pigs, fatal in three days. Internal and

subserous hemorrhages and enlarged glands were fourid postmortem.
i Mnii-liiihi esculenta, the Morel, produces similar findings). Edible

properties are no1 recorded. N" fatalities in man have been referred

to Sypholoma and there are many edible speci<

Agaricus or Psalliota—the meadow mushroom family contains

the niiisi famous and must soughl edibles, ;i number of species.

Any one who knows of ili«" \\ Is-inhabiting species in the genus

would probably know and avoid the deadly Amanitas growing

among them. Though they do occur, it is rery rare for the dai c

nus white Amanitas to gel ou1 into tl peE grassy haunts of

Agaricus ciinijn siris and Lepiota naucina. But no one should

rely on usual habitat ;is his safeguard. 1 1 •
- should know well the

appearances in detail of the plant he may safely nse. We know

that two of our Michigan fatalities were due to children wander

ing into the woods and adding imanita phalloides to "the

meadows" they had collected, and three other Michigan deaths

were caused by mistaking the "Destroying Angel" for hep

naucina.
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Ford, in 1907, stated that no cases of poisoning have ever re-

sulted from the use of any of the purple-spored or black-spored

Agarics. I am of the opinion that a good many cases of the milder

type have been caused by both Coprinus and Panaeolus. It will

come as a shock to the lovers of the old reliable "inkies" to find

them candidates for the increasing cohort of poisonous fungi.

Their reputation has been as fair as their spores are black. That

of the "shaggy mane" has been traced back to Pliny.

In "Good Housekeeping" (October, 1910) Dr. Clegborn tells of

ten people in four families accustomed to using ink caps, being

made ill on three different dates by Coprinus comatus. The appear-

ance was as of one intoxicated. There was failure of muscular coor-

dination, standing being difficult and walking impossible. Drowsi-

ness, loss of emotional control, bloodshot eyes, enlarged pupils, inco-

herent or inappropriate speech were the symptoms coming on in a

few minutes or hours after eating. There was no prostration and

heart and lung action were strong and regular. One patient com-

plained of the apparent bending and swaying of the furniture. One

had a temporary complete paralysis of the left arm. Practically no

food had been eaten but the ink-caps. Prof. John Dearness 5S
sug-

gests Panaeolus campanulatus as the cause in these cases but in

view of the circumstances reported this hardly seems likely. De-

troit cases of unpleasant effects—more than an acute indigestion
—

have been reported from taking beer with a meal of G. comatus. I

have also known of four cases in which flushed face, bloodshot eyes

and rapid and distressing heart action followed the eating of G.

atramentarius. In two of these cases no alcoholic beverage had been

taken. In the other two, only a very small amount to which the

individual was accustomed. Further reports concerning the inkies

are desirable.

Ford 22 has examined Panaeolus retirugis only. It is regarded as

edible by all authorities but is similar to P. papiJionaceus which

though edible, has been known to produce a peculiar intoxication.

He found no hemolysin or agglutinin. Fatal to guinea pigs and

postmortem negative. P. campanulatus, classed as poisonous by

Murrill, is eaten by Mcllvaine. Its bad reputation goes back to
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L816 and has nol been taken seriously. A Minneapolis report

says thai two rather delicate ladies ate ol it two tablesp ^ful

of Btew. Drowsiness ct n quickly : ;i sensation of intoxication,

dizziness, staggering, trembling, numbness, contraction of the

jaw, stricture of the throat, precordial distress, headache with

sensation of fullness, face Bushed and eyes injected, no nau&

Delusions of sighl accompanied insomnia the patients sm\ 1 » i ^

rt'il automobiles in the room or queer figures on the wall pap

The eyelids in case were temporarily paralyzed. Mild bul

irritanl diarrhea. In one case the hearl was intermittent for .1

week. Recovery was qo1 prompt. A third and more vigorous

patient only tasted the stew. Two hours later ahe complained "t'

dizziness, ringing in the ears and dry throat.

P. papilionaceus, "The Butterfly," has flitted into and oul of the

questionable list. Mcllvaine has seen ii produce hilarity and

other mild symptoms of intoxication, Boon over. Moderate quan-

tities have no effect. MniTill does nol rank ii as certainly bad.

It is a small uncommon Agaric and may therefore be easily Bpared.

In nine years experience in cultivating the gardener's mushroom

I have nol seen the Coprini or I'anaeoli coming on tin- bed.8 in

amount sutlirient to warrant the picking 0!' them, bul know that

/'. siihhalti nt us 1ms thus occurred.



BOLETUS

Though these volumes deal only with the Agarics, or gilled

fungi, a paper on mushroom poisoning would not be satisfactory

did it fail to include some matter on the Boleti and on Gyromitra,

especially since we have some positive data to report.

Ford 22
says that the definitely poisonous Boleti are not many,

and that even the toxic, by reason of their bad taste or emetic or

purgative action, protect the user from great harm. But few

deaths have been traced to Polypores. Among the important escul-

ents are B. edulis, B. scaler and B. granulatus. The majority are

edible, but bitter and wormy varieties are common, and others

produce vomiting and diarrhea. Mcllvaine regards the genus as

very safe. On the other hand, a gentleman at Walloon Lake, Michi-

gan, after spending some weeks testing Boleti, said he had not

found one variety that did not make him sick! Warren (Port

Huron) says, "I never eat them and I tell otlfers to let them alone.

There are too many good kinds to bother with wormy Boletus."

B. satanus and B. luridus are everywhere called poisonous, though
the toxic principle is little known. Robert found muscarin in the

latter, but conservative Michael says it is edible. B. clmtonicmus,
B. cavipes, B. paluster, B. chrysenteron var. spliagnotum were all

found 22 free from muscarin or definite poisonous action on guinea

pigs and rabbits. Variety sphagnorum has not been reported
edible but B. chrysenteron and the other three are approved.
Mcllvaine, after years of testing by many people, is very positive
that both B. satanus and B. luridus are edible. Boletus felleus is

free from hemolysins and agglutinins and muscarin, but produces
chronic intoxication in rabbits and guinea pigs, fatal in two or
three weeks. Extract from the dried plant produced a steady
emaciation in rabbits and progressive cachexia in guinea pigs.

Probably to be classed as poisonous.
40

Very bitter and inedible.
B. chromapes: No hemolysin, agglutinin nor muscarin. Poison-

ous only to guinea pigs. Decision deferred. Edible (Mcllvaine).
B. afflnis and ornatipes: A thermolabile agglutinin destroyed at

150° F. No definite action. Edible (Mcllvaine).
B. bicolor: An agglutinin ; negative on hemolysin and muscarin.

Non-toxic. One of the very best esculents (Mcllvaine).
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]'>. si
/,

ii r ii iis : An agglutinin requiring boiling f"i it> destruc

t ion . non-toxic. Edible, Alcllvaine and Bard.

Ii. ravanelli seems to be Bafe bul oot tested i»\ actual u

/>'. mi n urn , similar to />'. Heparans. Dietic properties unknown.

/>'. niiiiiuiii nli ruci us Bhould be regarded with suspicion because

the reporl on its var. sensibilia (beloM I. Ford'1

finds ii to contain

:i heal resistant agglutinin and to be poisonous to guinea pigs by

chronic emaciation. Rabbits were aol affected. So evidence >!

muscarin. (Compare Vlitocybi dealbata vers I idorifica.)

Ii. pachypus has a bitter taste and ;i bed-bug odo A case of

poisoning which Bockauf \\ • * 1 1 1 «
1 refer to cheese, has been credited

to ii. Murrill adds /•'. ferruginatus, /»'. easttcoodiae, /•'.

(edible, Peck), B. morrtesi, and /»'. rubinellus to i he uncertain or sue

pected. Fabre, in ;i chapter on insects and mushrooms, (Lif<

the Fly), records thai his peasants eal />'. satanus and other doubt-

ful species .liter boiling them in sail water and rinsing.

Unh ins miniato-olivaceus var. sensibilis. It will he seen from

the above that our opinions on some species of Boletus

much at variance. The following case illustrates how effectively

a student of mycology can add to our knowledge 1>\ following ii/>

thoroughly, '///'/ reporting cases of poisoning. Collins59 records

that a certain Boletus— found to agree with the erroneously figured

edible />'. subtomentosus in Palmer's "Mushrooms of America"

was broiled ami eaten for breakfast. Three persons ate sparingly

ami two ate freely. In two hours vomiting and then purging, with

collapse calling for brandy ami ether subcutaneously in on<

with narrowing or closing of the field of vision, coldness and

helplessness, came on. There was no vertigo, headache nor acute

pain. The action was mostly thai of an irritant. Coffee was the

principal stimulant used. One patienl did not recover fulh

several weeks. Fresh Boletus specimens were soon secured from

the original spol ami again one year later. These were identified

bV PeCk ;l- B, nlilliilh, nliiilii us \;ir. si nsihilis.

i,) ROMITR I E8CI ir\ /.I

This fungus is id so know n ,^ Helvetia esculenta. the false Morel,

ami the Lorchel. Our Michigan species maj include i, brunnea.

Dispute -till rages around this fungus ami this is chai mtic

of ;i species thai contains .1 minor poison or an Inconstant

,,],,. ( , r one thai affects onlj .1 few individuals and these only
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at certain times. G. esculenta has a long criminal record in Europe.

Nevertheless, it is not everywhere under the ban even there, for its

sale, dried or fresh, is permitted in Berlin and Munich though

forbidden in Austria. Dried, dusty, wormy (Anobium and Tinea),

specimens are sold in the shops; old and inferior fresh ones at re-

duced prices in the markets. Several American authors say that

only old specimens are dangerous. This is not true. The poison is

very soluble in hot water and hence parboiling and rinsing may ren-

der the mushroom safe. Robert says that all the Morchellas are

safe but that the False Morel furnishes a record of over one hun-

dred and sixty cases of poisoning. Hoekauf"" reports four cases

with one fatality (girl of nine years) in April, 1905. Loevegren also

has five cases with a fatality, in a girl of five years. Vomiting, colic,

weakness, irregular respiration, tonic cramps of voluntary muscles,
dilated pupils, jaundice and prolonged unconsciousness were the

chief symptoms. Death may occur on the first day or in five days.
The active principle has long been known as helvellic acid and
has a true blood-dissolving action shown by the hemaglobinuria,

icterus, and the pigmentation of the spleen. Nephritis and fatty

degeneration of the liver are also found at autopsy. Gyromitra
esculenta stands alone in producing a true hemolytic set of post-
mortem appearances. Frey says that this form of poisoning seems
to have become very rare. Amanita phalloides does not produce
it. Animal tests following Hockaufs cases were negative. Robert

says the fresh extract is very variable. Allen (California) reports
G. esculenta plentiful there and one of the best edibles, but that

it should be let alone. In Michigan it begins to appear on the edge
of melting snow banks even as early as mid-March and I have seen

a small fall crop in northern Ontario in September. It is common
about Port Huron and is eagerly sought and even sold in the

markets. Warren and Peck (letters) and Dearness58
report a num-

ber of illnesses and at least one fatality due to Gyromitra. In the

cases of Dearness the family were made ill after eating of the

warmed-over cooking. Coma and death of one adult came on the

fourth day. In the Michigan cases there were two groups of nine

people each who ate, with two illnesses in each group. Symptoms
came on in about six hours. Very violent vomiting and diarrhea,
with much weakness and fear were the chief symptoms. Heart
action was good. The acute illness lasted thirty-six hours, inabil-

ity to take food three days, and recovery required about five days.
"No other ill effects except that they don't want any more Gyromi-
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iims." The fungi were fresh and prepared as often before and

since. Warren says, "1 know thej ma) contain Borne kind son

i h;ii affects some people al certain i im<

Ford41 has examined specimens of 0. esculenta from M

chusetts. Ilf found them entirely negative and liarmleHH in ever)

method of testing on guinea i>i^. rabbits and the frog's heart.

C0NCL1 SION - kND SI M M KR\

Because of the growth of popular interest in the stud) of the

mushrooms ;in<l toadstools, both as a "fad" and as a scientific
|

» - •
— t

time, and because <>r the influx of foreigners accustomed t<> use

fungi for food, the subjecl of mushroom poisoning is assuming

increasing importance in America.

The white Amanita or Death-cup i imanita phalloides) and its

few closely related species are responsible for ;ii Leasl nine tenth*

all fatal cases of mushroom poisoning. In illness caused by this

fungus-the mortality runs very high. Symptoms are >i\ to ten

hours in coming on. Buffering i^ extreme, and death often •

not occur until a week or more has elapsed, though the course is

quicker in children. There is no antidotal treatment. Clinical

course and post-mortem findings are characteristic.

The white Amanita group contains a toxin found in no other

fungi. It is a poison which causes profound degenerative chai

in the internal organs and in the cells of the central nervi

B3 stem.

The white Amanitas are easily recognized and avoided.

In all cases of mushroom intoxication, it is the dutj of physicia

and of friends to make every efforl to Learn whether or nol l manita

phalloides has been eaten or whether some less dangerous toad

stool is causing the sickness. Such determination i> importanl

both in determining treatment and especially prognoe

The yellow Amanita or "Flj Fungus," imanita muscaria,

rod in importance. It is much less poisonous It prodt

characteristic symptoms unlike those of I. phalloides, coming on

in three hours or Less, showing prompt disturbai the nerve

centers, and a disease of Bhorter course and lower mortality. The

degenerative changes seen in L phalloides intoxications, do nol

occur, [f fatal results occur, this outcome niaj be ea rly.

A large part of the disturbances produced bj imanita mm
are due to the muscarin constituent of the fungus. This i--
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can be counteracted by tbe drug atropin. Hence A. muscaria in-

toxication is somewhat amenable to treatment

Physicians should be able to distinguish between these two forms

of poisoning. Symptoms are not always definite enough to be

relied upon, and specimens of the mushroom which has been eaten

should be identified. Local or near-by botanical centers are always

glad to be of service in such problems.

A number of minor poisonous species of mushrooms (about

twenty) produce symptoms, when eaten, which resemble the action

of muscarin. These species have not been given the importance and

attention which they deserve. They usually also have an emetic

action which prevents fatal consequences. Some of them are violent

gastrointestinal irritants and may thus add gravity to the illness.

Deaths from them are almost unknown in healthy adults. Deter-

mination of the species is of great practical and scientific import-
ance, since these minor cases are more numerous than is generally

supposed.

Physicians and students of mycology should report cases in

medical or botanical journals. Cases reported in the newspapers
should be investigated.

Species closely related botanically may differ very widely in

poisonous quality, though this is not usual. No variety should be
eaten until its specific name has been determined by competent au-

thority. If its edible qualities are not known or are in dispute,

testing should proceed cautiously. The eating of mixed lots is to

be condemned unless the user positively knows the reputation of

each species to be good. Parboiling is a partial safeguard. None
but clean, fresh specimens should be used, and these should be

thoroughly cooked and indulged in only in moderation. Most
mushrooms are not easily digested. Warmed-over portions are

occasionally found to have developed toxic principles.
Good and abundant edible varieties are common, and the lover of

fungi need take no chances. He can easily acquire a personal
edible list, and can add new species to it as his knowledge and

experience grow. Scientific mycology should precede mycophagy
and increase one*s pleasure in eating fungi.
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on the edible varieties." With photographs, many colored.

MASSEE, GEO., British Fungous Flora, 4 vol. 1892-95. A useful manual
for the English reader, but deals only with British forms. European
Fungus Flora; Agaricaceae, 1902. A compilation of all European species
of Agarics with only the essential characters given in brief description.
Text book of Fungi, 1906. A general discussion of matters of interest and
importance to the student of fungi, mostly of others than Agarics.

McILVAINE, CHARLES, One Thousand American Fungi, 1900. New ed.,
1912. A valuable compilation of descriptions of fungi formerly inacces-
sible to many. The last edition is well illustrated. An additional value
of this book is in the data concerning the edibility of mushrooms as tested
by the author.

MICHAEL, EDMUND, Fiihrer fiir Pilzefreunde. 3 Vol., 1903-05. Containing
in all 307 beautifully colored plates of mushrooms, unusually true to nature
cheap and very helpful to the beginner.

MURRILL, W. A., Agaricaceae. North Amer. Flora, Vol. 9 et al., 1910.
OUDEMANS, C. A. J. A., Revision des Champignons dans les Pays-Bas,

1893. Vol. I contains synopses and descriptions of Hymenomycetes of
Holland; in French.

PATOUILLARD, N., Tabulae Analyticae Fungorum, 1883-89. A critical
study of many species, with numerous colored figures; invaluable to the
specialist. In French. Les Hymenomycetes d'Europe. 1887. Deals with
the general anatomy and classification of the higher fungi.

PERSOON, C. H, Synopsis Methodica Fungorum, 1801. One of the best
early efforts to place the classification of fungi on a scientific basis; in
some groups it is considered by some as more fundamental than the works
of Fries.

QUELET, L., Euchiridion Fungorum, 1886. A manual, in Latin, of the
species found in Middle Europe and France. Les Champignons de Jura
et des Vosges, 1872. Classification and descriptions of some 700 species
found in the mountainous regions of eastern France.

RICKEN, A., Die Bliitterpilze (Agaricaceae). A manual, in German, of the
Flora of Germany, with excellent modern descriptions, and profusely
illustrated by colored plates. Appearing in parts; 1910-16. One of the
most useful and complete works of its kind, giving the microscopic
characters of most species. Invaluable to the student.
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BACCARDO, I'. A.. Sylloge Fungorum. A work of bugi Including
descriptions, In Latin, of ;dl known species of the world, 1882 it com-

prises to the presenl 22 volumes; Vol. V, and parts of later rolomi
with Agarics.

BOHROETER, J., Die Pilze Schlesiens, 1889. A manual with full descrlp
tlona of the Agarics Indigenous to Silesia

BCHWEINITZ, i. de, Synopsis Fungorum.
SECRETAN, L., Monographle Suisse, 1833, 3 rol Desert] lit-

••at ion of fungi growing In Switzerland.

SMITH, w. c. Synopsis of ih" British Basldiomycetts itri.f

ami sketches of all Agarics or Croat Britain; not ^r.

STEVENSON, REV. JOHN, British Fungi, l' vol. iss.; a manual of

British rlymenomycetes, whose descriptions are largely th of Frl

Very useful to the student who roads only English. The rip-

tions of many species are also found in Mcllvaine.
sWANTON, E. W., Fungi and How to Know Them, 1908. A booh for I

beginner dealing In a popular way with all fungi, as well as a.

profusely Illustrated with colored figures ami cuts in black and we
The beginner will And it useful.

TAYLOR, THOMAS, Student Eland-bOOB of Mushrooms of Am.'
A series of tin.' pamphlets bound in book-form, with it colored

dealing with a few common edible and poisonous mushrooi

UNDERWOOD, 1.. M., Moulds. Mildews and Mushrooms, 1898

pact text-book on the classification of fungi, with '. families and

geneia. good bibliographies ami explanatory notes on families, ini

to the student who reads only English.

VITTADINI, Doscriz. del Funghl Mangereccl e velnosi d'ltalla Milan, i-

A carefully written work of the mushrooms id' Italy.

WINTER, GEO., Die Pilze Deutschlands, Oesterreichs and der Schweiz. a
manual of the flora of the Basidiomycetes of Germany, Austria ami
Switzerland, with full descriptions: it is Vol. I. I'art I. of RabenhOT
Kryptogamen Flora.

(b) journals op mycology consulted

(For special papers in other journals, see (C) and (•

ANNALES MVCOLOGICI. Entirely devoted to fungi; articles are prh
in various languag

BULLETIN DE I. \ SOCIETE MYCOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE Entire

voted to fungi; in French. Started in l
v ~

BULLETIN <>F THE TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB ntainin.

papers on fungi, especially the descriptions of new species by I'r 1'

of such as were sent to him from outside of New York Stat. : a:

Journal.
grevillea. Published in England from 189 I

togamic Botany and Its literature; contains descrtptJ In

Cooke's Illustrations. Includes many r

HEDWIGIA a German journal dealing with Cryptogamic Botany;
the present.

JOURNAL OF MYCOLOGY An American Journal de • fungi

ceded bj Mycologia 1885-1908

MYCOLOGIA. Started in L909; devoted to mycology; published I

Fori Botanical Garden.
MYCOLOGICAL BULLETIN. A popular journal for the beginner which

a brief existence during four and one-half rolun

MYCOLOGICAL NOTES. Published privately by C •; U
Devoted to critical uotes ami syn f the higher fungi.

REVUE MYCOLOGIQUE \ French journal for m)
1879.

RHODORA. Published by the New England B

cles on fungi of New England.
TORREYA. Published by the Torn d Club,

taining occasional papers on Agarics, beginning I
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(C) STATE REPORTS, FLORAS, KEYS, LISTS, ETC.

ATKINSON, G. P., and STONEMAN, BERTHA, Key to the Genera of Hymen-
omycetes. Ithaca, N. Y.

BRADY, W. A., A Partial List of the Fungi of Wisconsin: Geol. of Wis.,
Vol. I, p. 396, 1883. (Includes 218 species of Basidiomycetes.)

BURLINGHAM, GERTRUDE S., Some Lactarii from Wyndham Co., Vt.:
Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. 34, 1907. (Contains a synopsis, list and new
species.)

BURT, E. A., Key to the Genera of the Basidiomycetes of Vermont: Con-
trib. to the Bot. of Vt., VI, 1899.

CLEMENTS, F. C, Minnesota Mushrooms: Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. of
Minn. Minn. Plant Studies, IV, 1910. (Published in book form for use
in schools with descriptions and keys; profusely illustrated with photo-
graphs.)

CURTIS, M. A., Catalogue of the plants of North Carolina, Raleigh, 1867.
EARLE, F. S., (collaborator), Plant Life of Albama: U. S. Dept. of Agr.,

Nat. Herbarium, Vol. 6, p. 150, 1901, (including a full list of the fungi
reported from Alabama). The Genera of North American Gill Fungi: Bull.
New York Botanical Garden, Vol. 5, p. 373, 1908. (Keys and descriptions
of genera, classified according to the rule of priority.) Keys to species
of various genera: Torreya, Vol. 2, (Russula, Hygrophorus, etc.).

FARLOW, W. G., List of Fungi found in the vicinity of Boston: Bui. Bus-
sey Institution, I, p. 430, 1876; II, p. 224, 1878.

FROST, C. C, Further enumeration of New England Fungi: Proceed Soc
Nat. Hist. Boston, Vol. XII, p. 77, 1869.

GLATFELTER, N. M., Preliminary list of higher Fungi, etc.: Acad Sci
of St. Louis, Vol. XVI, No. 4, p. 33, 1906.

HESS AND VANDAVERT, Basidiomycetes of Central Iowa: Proceed Iowa
Acad. Sci., Vol. 7, p. 183.

KAUFFMAN, C. H., Michigan Fungi: Seventh Ann. Rep. Mich. Acad Sci
p. 64, 1905. Unreported Michigan Fungi: Eighth Ann. Rep. Mich. Acad'
Sci., p. 26, 1906. Ibid: Ninth Ann. Rep., p. 83, 1907. Ibid: Tenth Ann
Rep., p. 63, 1908. Ibid: Eleventh Ann. Rep., p. 55, 1909. Ibid- Twelfth
Ann. Rep., p. 99, 1910. Ibid: Thirteenth Ann. Rep., p. 215, 1911.

LONGYEAR, B. O., A preliminary list of the Saprophytic Fleshy Fungiknown to occur in Michigan: Fourth Rep. Mich. Acad. Sci, p 113 1904

ma^ot^ saPr°Phytic Fungi: Rep. of Sec. to State Board Agr., 1898MAC BRIDE, T. H., The saprophytic fungi of Eastern Iowa: Bull Tab Nat

iq'« I*™
UniV ' ° f l0Wa ' VoL *' p - 30> 1888 " Ibid: P- 18L 189 °- Ibid:

MOFFATT, W. S., The higher fungi of the Chicago Region: Nat. Hist Surv
of Chicago Acad. Sci., Bull. VII, part 1, p. 1, 1909. Descriptions and

at iF})° ?
plates: ^eluding 360 species of Basidiomvcetes.

McKAY, A H. Fungi of Nova Scotia; a preliminary list: Proceed, and
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SPRAGUE c J.. Contributions to Ne* England Mycology: Proc I B

Soc Nat Hist.. Vol. •".. p. 325, L856; Vol 6, p. 315. !

STOVER WG The Agaricaceae of Ohio: Proceed Ohi

Vol.vT part [X, p. 462, 1912 Keya to the genera and bin comprising

540 snocies withoul descriptions.

r\i)Fii\V()()i) i. m.. Report ..i the Botanical Division
pi

the Indiana State

mological surv,y: Pro. L hid. Acad. s,-i.. p. 13. 1894; p 144.1 I

VAN HOOK, J. m.. Indians Fungi: Proceed Ind. Acad Sci., p. 206,

,, m- phi includes list of 347 Basidiomyce!

WEBBER, BLJ. Catalogue of the Flora of Nebr Rep Neb !

WHITE" E u'Hymenialea of Connecticut: Conn. Sta and N

SuA Bull 3 L905; L5, 1910. cm. tain lists, keya to

K'tions;' Illustrated with photographa of 28 and 39 p

Reference to 433 species of Basidiomyce!

(d) miscellaneous books, pamphlets, \i

ARTHUR, .1. C, Three edible toadstools: Purdue Univ. Agr Exp. Sta,, Bull.

v„ no 1904

ATKINSON, G. F.. and SIIORK. It. C Mushroom growing for ama e

Cornell Univ. Agr. Exp. Sta., Bull. 227, 1906 Mushrooms: ibid, Bull 168.

BADHAM, C. I).. A Treatise on esculent funguses, 1847. (A British b.

BJ^m^aS^mmm Amanitas, barmle* Ions for

cultivation): Amer. Florist. Vol. II. l mm,.

BEACH. S. A., Mushrooms as a Greenhouse Crop. N. Y. Stan agr. tap,

BIFFEN.V h!, On the biology of CollyMa velutipea: Jour. Linn E

BRCPZ^MAYR. M.. Materialen zur Beschreibung der H™---,.
rpntraihiatt Vol 53-54, p. 33, 66 and 97, 1893; Vol. 62-63, p -.-. '

Centralblatt vol. who*, ^ ^^ Qotefl nn Buropean .,,,,,-„,.. with

spore size.') Revision der Diagnosen zu den von Britzelm atelUen

Hvmpn Arten Bot. Centralblatt. Vol. 75-76, p. 129, 169, Z03, 1898,K p 356*395, 433, 1899; VoL 79-80, p. 67, 116, 1899. (Full description

MLLBbTh K,iSeJchea
6W
on Pun.i. etc.. 1909. (. valuahie study of

BS£fg!»S& lK£?C& »f. • • • (-mall Pampb.,,- living

directions to amateurs, with brief descriptions ol the

BURECK* \ Notes on enemies of mushrooms and on experimenl

Remedies- S Dept. of Agr., Entomol., 32-35

BURT. E A., Collecting and preparing fleshy fungi tor the btffbarfum:

CcSkF M
'
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DAVllf'siMON, Fleshy fungi of Stow, Mass Ell

Vol 16 D 15 1914 < critical QOt.

niTOfl vr B m The principles of mushroom growing and mumS US IM.I. Aur. Bureau Of Clan. Ind . Bull 85. L9

;;;;:!icrn' discussion of the aubjecl I
The cultiration ol n

Parmer'a Bull., No 204, U 9 Depl \ I.

FALCONER, WM., How to grow mushrooms Farmers Run., i

FA&D, v! M.! Prodrome dune Hlatorle Naturelle da

Nat. Botanique, 7 series, Vol. 9, p 181.
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FARLOW, W. G., Some edible and poisonous fungi: U. S. Dept. Agr Bull
No. 15 1898. Notes for mushroom eaters: Reprinted from Garden and
Forest Magazine.

GAUTIER, L. M., Champignons, Paris. 1884.
G^D

Toa
J
o
K

' Mushroom culture in France: U. S. Consular Rep. 66, p. 259,

HARKNESS and MOORE, Catalogue of the Pacific Coast Fungi: Calf. Acad.

HASTINGS; SOMERVILLE, Toadstools at home: Gowan's Nature SeriesNo 7, London, 1908. (60 photographic reproductions of fungi in their*
natural surroundings; excellent little primer.)

HAY, WM. D., Fungi hunter's guide, London, 1887
HENDERSON L. P.. Mushrooms or toadstools, a natural food-product •

Idaho Agr. Exp. Sta., Bull. 27, p. 27.
•
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C°mp0siti0n of mushrooms: Vermont Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull.,

KAUFFMAN, C. H., Mushrooms: Nature Studv Review Vol 8 d 1

LANGWORTHY, C. P., Mushrooms as Food:
'

Plant World,' Vol"' 8," p. 134,
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hrooms: Plant World, Vol. 5, p. 213.
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BYDOW, P., Taschenbucb der wichtigi ren u •

lands u der Schweiz. (Pockel si/..', with colored Bgure

TAYLOR, EMMA I... Guide to the mushr as. (Small primer,

and 66 plates. >

,
..

TORREY, JR., •'. Elaising mushroom \U\(h\

TRELEASE, \v.\! . Edible and poisonous mushro

Soc. Rep., 1900, p. 224.

UNDERWOOD L. N., Edible Fungi A gi '» '» lll ' u

Trans [nd. Hort. Soc, 1893, p 62. Edible Fungi: Al

sta Bull. 7.;. p. 337. Suggestion to colle<

Exp. Sia. Bull. 80, p. 271.

VIERMEYER, T. J., The Mycogone diseat f mushrooms and I troi.

r. s. Dep. Agr. Bull. No. L27, 1916.

WEBSTER, HOLLIS, See Rhodora, Vols. l. 2, t

WEEMS \NI> HESS, A Btudj of the food valu< mgl

of Ames, Iowa: Proceed, la. Soc. Prom. Agr. Sci., 19

wii.i.iAMS. !•:. M., Common edible ami poi

Bull. Vol. 6, p. 80.

WINDISCH, I-:.. Mushroom culture on an •

WINDOR, i>. K., The Mushrooms ol Canada, i^ti (a little prln

ZEGA \ Composition of some edible Fungi: Chem. Zeitung, v..:

in 1902 Mushrooms as food: D. S. Dept Agr., Farmer's Bull 79 dy-

sea of mushrooms: N. V. State agr. Exp Sta. Rep 1894, p. 134 Prellmln-

; tin- edible fungi of Ohio: Ohio Stat.' 1'niv. Hull I, I».

ON MUSHROOM POISONING

i:v o i 1 1- 1 in a, *- "

1 Ford ,*,- «iark A Consideration of the properties of poisonous fungi:

Mycologia, July, 1914, Vol. VI, X". I

2 Bagnall .Mushroom poisoning, with atypical Boston nea *

Surg. Jour., July 16, 1914.

3. Ford A clin. study of mushroom Intoxication: Johns Hopkins H

Bull.. Vol. is. 1907

4 Qiiioi Etude med. sur. I'empoisonemenl par les ( bamplgnons, i.

1900.

5 Plowri^ht Brit. Med. Jour., Sept 9, 1906, Vol. II, p ••»!
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AGARICUS. (See Psalliota).
AMANITA. P-k N Y . State M Rep. 33, p. 38, 1880. Lloyd, compilationof the Volvae of U. S., p. 2, 1898. Boudier, Obs sur-esnecesd Amanitas, Bull, de la Soc. Mycol. de France, Vol 18,7 2511902 Quelet et Bataille, Flora Monographic des Amanites et
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ARMILLARIA. Peck, N. Y. State Mua Rep \ I (B
also: Mellvaine, Morgan, Fries, Saccardo

dola, Qlllet, Stevenson. I'.arla. BtC

BOLBITIUS. See Pries, Qlllet, Rlcken,

CANTHERELLUS. Peck, N. Y. state Mut Bull 2 (Bol ed ), p 14, :

See also: Saccardo, Frit . Qlllet, B1 a, Rlcken, Mon
Moffatt, Mellvaine, etc

CLAUDOPUS. Peck, X. V. state Mas. H p 67, i^ s '

can!... i ries. Qlllet, M ee, 81 Rlcken, Patoulllard,
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ABERRANT, differing from ;i certain species, genus, etc, in some

respects, bul do1 easily placed in another Bpecies, genus, etc.

ABNORMAL, (of a specimen), not properli developed.

ABORTIVE, (of a Pruil body <>r its parts), not perfect or entirely

lacking.

ABRUPT, (of a stem), terminating suddenly.
ABRUPTLY BULBOUS, (of the bulb of a Btem >, uot rounded above.

ACICULAR, (of a stem or cystidia), bristle-shaped, ven slender.

ACICULATE, Bame as acicular.

ACRID, (of the taste of i ishroom <»r its juices), biting on the

tongue.

ACUMINATE, (of cystidia, <>r ili«- ends ol a lamella), gradually
na rrowed to a point.

ACUTE, (of cystidia or the edge of the gills), pointed; less than .1

right-angle; sharp-edged; no1 prolonged.

ADNATE, (of gills), see Fig. I, 2; also (of the pellicle, scales

no! capable of being peeled <>iv or easily detached.

ADNEXED, (of gills), see Fig. I. I. narrowly attached to the stem.

AFFINITY, (of a species, genus, etc.)j closely related by natural

characters.

A ER1 '<
1 1 X< >SE, i color >

. verdigris green.

AERUGINOUS, same as aeruginose.

AGGLUTINATE, (of fibrils, hairs, etc.), as if glued together In

tufts.

AGGREGATE, crowded close together.

ALLANTOID, (of Bpores), sausage-shaped.

ALLIACEOUS, (odor), like onions or garlic.

AL.UTACEOUS, (color), light leather colored ; Isabelline; pale tan.

ALVEOLATE, (of the surface of pileus or Btem I, deeply pitted.

AMBIGUOUS, (of a Bpecies, genus, etc.), doubtful ;i^ to Its pi

in classi fica i ion.

AMYGDALINE, (odor or taste), like that of peach or chei

cherry bark, etc.

ANALOGOUS, similar in form, structure or appearance, bul

necessarily related i<>.

ANASTOMOSING, (of gills, ridges, wrinkles, - ing

cross¥ ise, bo as i" form angular areas or pits bounded bj th<

necting Lr ill>. etc.
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ANGULAR, (of spores), not regular in outline, not rounded; (of
scales or pileus ) , when formed by cracking of cuticle, etc.

ANNULATE, (of stem), bearing an annulus.

ANNULAR, (of remains of veil on stem ), resembling a ring.

ANNULUS, the encircling band or curtain on the stem, resulting
from the loosening of the inner veil from the margin of the pileus.
See Fig. 2, 5.

ANOMALOUS, deviating from the general rule.

ANTERIOR, (of gills), the end of the gills at the margin of the

pileus; in front.

APICAL, (of stem), the portion near the pileus; referring to the-

apex.

APICULUS, (of spores i, the short, often sharp papilla at one end
of a spore, by which it was attached to the sterigma.

APICULATE, provided with an apiculus.

APPENDICULATE, (of margin of pileus), hung with fragments
of the veil.

APPLANATE, (of pileus), flattened out or horizontally expanded.
APPRESSED, (of scales, fibrils, hairs, etc.), closely flattened down;
same as adpressed.

APPROXIMATE, (of gills), free from but approaching the stem;
closely ; not remote.

ARACHNOID, (of the partial veil), cobweb like.

ARCUATE, (of gills or margin of pileus), curved like a bow.

ARCUATE-DECURRENT, (of gills), extending down the stem.

AREOLATE, (of surface of pileus or stem), arranged in little areas.

ARGILLACEOUS, (color), clay color, resembling ochraceous-eina-
mon-brown.

ARID, (of gills), dry, somewhat parchmentdike.
AROMATIC, (odor), of an agreeable aroma, reminding of drugs.
ASCENDING, (of gills), in the case of a conical-shaped or unex-
panded pileus.

ASTRINGENT, I taste i, causing more or less contraction or
"pucker" of mouth membranes.

ATOMATE, (surface of pileus or stem), covered with minute, shin-
ing, point like particles.

ATTENUATE, (of stem), gradually narrowed and thinner.

AURANTIACOUS, (color), of an orange color.

AUREOUS, (colon, golden-yellow, reddish-yellow.
AXIS, (of stem i, the central, interior portion.
AZONATE, (of surface of pileus), not zoned.

BASAL, (of stem i, at the lower end.
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BAS1 DIOMYCETES, Bee page 26.

BASIDIUM, (of .-ills., one of the large cells which collectively

compose the hymenium and which bear each four spc
•

BEADED, (of -ill-', applietl to the ron of drops exuding from tie-

edge of ^ills.

BEB I M ». (Of gills I,
to\\;il.| the -

1 .ill.

I", I . «.!' I \v<>. oi' I \\ ice.

BIBULOUS, lot' surface of pileus), capable of absorbing moisture.

BIFURCATE, (of gills), forking bj two's.

BISTRE, t color i

. blackish brown.

BIOLOGY, the science oJ living organisms.

BIOLOGICAL, concerning the life <>r plants or animals.

BLOOM (of pileus or stem), a minutely velvety Burfa<

BROAD, (of gills), a relative term, opposed t<> aarro* ; determined

by experience.

BUFF, (color), pale creamy-gray.

BULBOUS, (of stem), enlarged al base (See also "abruptly-bul-

bous", clavate-bulboua and round bulbous.

BULBILLATE, (of Btem >, provided \\ iih ;i small or obscure bulb.

BULLATE, K»t' pileus), with a rounded knob.

BYSSOID, (of mycelium), the condition when fine filaments spread

from the base "t the stem or fruil bodj over the Bubstratum.

CAESIOUS, i color i. pale bluish gray.

CAESPITOSE, aggregated in talis bu1 not grown together.

i'AMI'AM'I.ATK. (of pileus), l>rll shaped or similar.

CANALICULATE, (of Btem I,
furrowed or fluted.

CAND1 1 M >rs. (color), shining white.

CANESCENT, (surface), covered with hoarj down.

CAP, the pileus.

CAPILLARY, (of Btem i, hair like.

CAPITATE, (of cystidia I, with a mi nut.- knob at the tapering apes

CARBONACE( >US, (of tissue), of the texture of chan oal.

CARINATE, iot spores), furnished with a keel, boat shaped.

CARNEY H S, (of nam. i

i, fleshy.

CARTILAGINOl S, o Btem, or cuticle), tough-brittle,

breaking with a snap.

CAULICOLOl S, growing on herbaceous Btems.

cill. I., (of fungi), the living, protoplasmic nnlts Into which the

mycelium ami hyphae air dn Ided.

CERACEOUS, waxy.

CEREBROSE, (of surface «>f pileus), convoluted like .1 brain.

CHLAMYDOSPORES ondarj spores), thick-walled ip

developed from hyphae but on basidia.

111
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CINEREOUS, (color), ashy-gray.

CINNABAR, (color), vemiillion, red.

CINNAMON, (color), cinnamon-brown.

CIRCUMSCISSILE, (of volva). See page 593.

CITRINE, lemon-yellow.

CLAVATE, (of stem), thickened toward base, like a club; (of
basidia and cystidia), thickened at apex, club-shaped.

CLAVATE-BULBOUS, (of stem), with a bulb which tapers gradu-
ally upwards.

CLAY-COLOR, argillaceous.

CLOSE, (of gills), halfway between crowded and subdistant; a rela-

tive term.

COBWEBBY, (of veil), composed of threads fine as those of a cob-
web.

COCHLEATE, (of pileus), twisted like a shell.

COERULEOUS, (color), sky-blue.

COHERENT, (of stems), grown together.

COMPRESSED, (of stem), flattened lengthwise.

CONCAVE, (of pileus), round-depressed like a bowl.

CONCENTRIC, (of zonation, etc.), rings or zones within one an-
other in a series.

CONCHATE, (of pileus), resembling an oyster shell in shape.
CONCOLOR, (of gills and stem), when of the same color as the

pileus.

CONCOLOROUS, same as concolor.

CONFLUENT, (of flesh of stem), continuous with trama of pileus
and of similar texture.

CONGLOBATE, (of base of stems), collected into a fleshy mass.
CONIDIUM, (see secondary spores), thin-walled spores developed
on mycelium or on the hyphae of the fruit-body.

CONIDIA, plural of conidium.

CONIDIAL, relating to conidia.

CONIDIOPHORE, the specialized hypha bearing a conidium.
CONIFER, mostly evergreen trees bearing cones

CONIFEROUS, said of forests or wood of conifer trees
CONNATE, (of stems), grown together.
CONNIVENT, (of margin of pileus), converging on the stem.
CONSISTENCY, the firmness, density or solidity of the tissues
which compose the parts of the fruit-bodv

CONTEXT, the trama.

CONTINUOUS, (of stem), same as confluent.

CONVEX, (of pileus), regularly rounded, broadly obtuse, etc.
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CONVEXO-PLANE, (of pileus), changing from convex when

younger i<> fla I w hen expa tided.

CONVEX EXPANDED, (of pileus), changing from convex and

tending towards plane; the margin often remaining decurved.

CONVERGENT, (of trama of gills), in section the hyphae are -••<- n

in i iirn inwards to a med ia a li oe.

n >\v< >LUTE, Bame as cerebrose.

CORIACEOUS, of a leather} texture.

CORNEOUS, of a horny texture.

CORRUGATE, (surface), coarsely \\ rinkled.

CORTEX, (of stem), the outer, denser rind.

CORTICAL, referring to the cortex.

CORTICATE, possessing a cortex.

CORTINA, the inner or partial \<-il in Borne genera ol Agarics,

the structure of which is cobwebby.

OORTINATE, provided with a cortina, or (of stem) covered by the

i breads of I he corl ina.

< ( STATE, (of gills, etc. >, veined or ribbed.

COTTONY, (of surface), covered by a Bofl cotton-like Bubstance.

CBENATE, (of edge of gills or margin of pileus), scalloped.

CRENULATE, verj finely crenate.

CRETACEOUS, (of color or consistent I,
like chalk.

CRISPED, (of -ills i. finely wavy.

CROWDED, (of ,uill»'. almosl touching one another.

CRUCIATE, (of spores), having the general form of a cross.

CRYPT* GAMS, tin- group of plants which reproduce bj spores and

w hich include the fungi.

CRYPTOGAMIC, relating to cryptogams.

CUCULLATE, (of pileus), shape of a "high hat."

CUNEATE, (of pileus), wedge-shape.

CUSPIDATE, (of |>il«iiv or cystidia), tipped with a prominent

sharp protuberance.

CUTICLE, (of pileus or Btem), ;i differentiated thin layer of hyphae

,.n the surface; same aa pellicle

CYATHIFORM, (of pileus), cup-shaped or bowl-shaped, ftai

above.

CYLINDRICAL (of stem or spores I,
"i" tin- Bame diameter through

out iis length.

CYSTIDIUM, (of hymenium of gills), mixed with the basidia

asuallj projecting beyond them
;

lai ells,

CYSTl DIA, plural of <\ -i idium.

DECORTICATED, of dead « 1 destitute "t the bark.
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DECUMBENT,, (of stem), with the lower end lying against the
substratum.

DECURRENT, (of gills), descending on the stem, see Fig. 1, (3)DECURVED, (of margin of pileus), bent down.
DEBRIS, the mixture of fallen leaves, twigs, wood, etc., coveringa forest floor.

&

DEFLEXED, same as decurved.

DELIQUESCENT, (of gills), absorbing water and dissolving at
maturity.

to

DENTATE, (of gills), toothed on the edge.

DENTICULATE, (of gills), finely dentate.

DENUDED, (of pileus and stem), naked or glabrous by removal
ot the scales, flocci, etc.

DEPAUPERATE, undeveloped because of lack of favorable condi-
tions.

^™ EkSSED ' (°f PUeus )> cent™l Portion lower than margin
DETERMINATE, having a fixed, definite limit
DETERMINATION, assigning a plant to its correct place in the

classification.

DIAGNOSIS, a distinctive description of a plant
'

DIAPHANOUS, transparent or nearly so

DICHOTOMOUS, (of gills), repeatedly forking in pairs
DIFFERENTIATED, applied to portions o/ZZoi different

character, all derived from a homogeneous tissue
DIFFORMED, irregular in form.
DILATED, (of stem), enlarged.
DILUTE, (of color), reduced in strength.
DIMIDIATE (of pileus), semicircular in outline, (of gills) thatreach only half-way to stem.

* } ' dt

T^rnlr!
PileU " '

'
tUe Central P°rtion of the *urface.

DrsCRFTr ! feU
u'- I''

a n°tiCeably marked
' flattened disk.DLSCKL1E. (of veil, scales, etc. separate, not grown fast to andcontinuous with the surface.

D
^me'

0f gm
,

,

V
Set '" flPart e*Peciall >- to™* the marginoi nie pileus : a relative term

X™™ 'rlT
ma °f Si

!

,S,> " SeCti0n ' the h^ae ™» "»io rum outwards from a median line

nnw™' (°f PlleUS) ' the Upper' back si<^

DRY ll It";
16" Tl *tem) >

C°mp0Se<1 °f fi"e hairi^'imi, not viscid nor hygrophanous
EBENEOUS. (color,, black as ebony
UI5UKXEOUS, (color), white like ivory.
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ECCENTRIC, (of Btem), qoI attached in the center.

ECH] NATE, (of scales, etc. I
. sharplj pointed spine*

ECHINULATE, (of Bpores, etc.), with minute and finely pointed

spines.

ELEVATED, (of pileus), raised up al the margin.

ELLIPTICAL, (of Bpores, young pileus, gills, etc.), longer than

broad usually more than twice as long as broad and curved

(•in line.

ELLIPTIC, ELLIPSOID and ELLIPSOIDAL, similar to elliptical.

EMARGINATE, (of gills), notched near the stem. See Fig I,

ENTIRE, (of gills), edge nol toothed, etc.

EPIDERMIS, see cuticle.

EPISPORE, ilir outer wall of a Bpore.

EPIPHYTAL, -row in- on leaves.

EQUAL, (of stem), of uniform diameter; (ol gills), alike in length.

ERODED, (of gills), edge as if gnawed.

K\{( >sk. same as eroded.

ESCULENT, edible, can be eaten.

EVANESCENT, (of veil, annulus, Bcales, etc), bul slightly

veloped and Boon disappearing.

EVEN, (of surface of pileus, stem, Bpores), without striatio

elevations, depressions or nnevenesses of any kind. Compare

glabrous and smooth.

EXCENTRIC, Bee eccentric.

EXOTIC, foreign, not native.

EXPANDED, (of pileus), the opening out of the cap while mati

ing or ageing.

EXSICATTI, dried specimens kepi in herbaria often in

••l'AlKY RINGS," mushrooms appearing in circles
-

page »

FAMILY, a term in classification, each family includes related -

era : the scientific ending of a family name is a< - rn .

FALCATE, (of Bpores I,
Bickle Bhaped.

FARINACEOUS, (odor and taste), like fresh meal; (of pileus and

stem i. covered l».\ mealy particl*

FAR! NOSE, like farinaceous.

FASCIATED, (of Btems, pilei, etc.), grown together so tl

sues are intimately continuous.

FASCICULATE, (of fibrils, scales, stems, et< »wded in bum

FERRUG1 NOUS, (color), rust} red.

FIBRILLOSE, (of surface of cap and stem), provided «

,„• clusters of small fibres i posed "t" hypb

FIBROUS, (of ttesh of stem), composed o jhiabi string-like

tissur.
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FILAMENT, a thread, applied to the separate threads of the
mycelium.

FILAMENTOUS, composed of filaments.

FILIFORM, (of stem), slender-as a thread.

FIMBRIATE, (of gills), with the edge minutely fringed, due to pres-
ence of cystidia or sterile cells.

FISTULOSE, (of stem), tubular.

FLABELLIFORM, (of pileus), fan-shaped.
FLACCID, flabby; soft and limber; without firmness or elasticityFLARING, (of volva or annulus), spreading away from stem at up-
per margin.

FLAVESCENT, (color), becoming yellowish.

™r^S
\
(C°l0r) '

°f Saccardo '

s C°l°r Key; a light cadmium-yellow.
ULESH, the trama of the mushroom, especially of the pileus and

gills.

FLESHY, of rather soft consistency, putrescent; as opposed to
leathery, corky, woody, membranous, etc., referring to the con-
sistency of the trama of most of the Agarics.

FLEXUOUS, (of stem), bent in an undulate manner
FLOCCI, (of pileus or stem), small points or tufts resembling

cotton. s

FLOCCOSE, (of pileus or stem), provided with cottony substanceon the surface.

FLOCCULOSE, finely floccose

FLOCCULOSE-CRENULATE, (of gills), edge with minute floe-
culose decoration.

FOETID, (odor), ill-smelling, nauseating.
FRIABLE, easily crumbled or breaking into powder
FREE, (of gills), not attached to the stem at any time™f^ S

!f
0f a forest or *e wood of broad-leaved trees.

terior'

thG Gnd t0Ward thG maFgin °f the pileus '
an"

F
Tcelium

I)Y ' thG tGrm aPPlied t0 thG mushroom as °PP°sed to the

FRUCTIFICATION, the fruit-body.
FI

S

T

oot

CIOUS
' diSaPPearing^ or ^ickly or (of color) fading

FULIGINOUS, (color), smoky, sooty
FULVESCENT, (color), becoming fulvous
F
bro^n

US
' (C°l0r) '

°f SaCCard0'
s Col°r Key; reddish-cinnamon-

FM U
thl

aPPlled
»

thG indMduaIs of a group of plants whichlack the green chlorophyll and hence subsist on other plants,
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plant-remains or animals; tbej vegetate in the form <»r mycelium,

.,,,,! their rniii bodies are also composed of mycelioid tissue

ii \( ; i. the plnral <>r fnngus.

FURCATE, (of gills), forked.

FURFURAL JEOUS, (of pileus or Btem), covered with bran like p

ticles : scurfj .

FUSCESENT, (color), becoming fuscous.

Fi scoi'S. (color), a smokj drab; Bee Ridgway's Color Standards

(1912). The term has I n ased in this report in a wid<

including paler shades w ith more brovi d in them.

FUS1 1'< >RM, (of stem and spores), spindle-shaped.

GELATINOUS, jelly-like, applied to tissue whose hyphae become

partially dissolved and glutinous in we1 weather and when mount-

,.,l i n water under the microscope appear more transparenl and

wider, loosening from one another.

GENERIC, of the rank of a genus.

GENUS, a term in classification ;
each genus includes certain re*

l.ii,, I species; the two aames, viz. of its genns and it- species, com-

pose the binomial l>.\ which a planl is known in Bcience, e. _

Psalliota <<nni>i stris.

GIBBOUS, (of pileus), with an ansymmetrical convexitj or umbo,

or wi1 li com exitj <>n one Bide.

GILLS, the knife-blade like structures on the underside of the pileus;

lamellae; collectively, 1 1 1 «
-

hymenophore.

GILL-TRAMA, the tissue of a \:\\\ between the two hymenial lay<

GILVOUS, (color), yellowish leather colored.

GLABRESCENT, becoming glabrous.

GLABROUS, '"f pilens and Btem), rarface destitute of

hairs, etc., smooth.

GLANDULAR, with Bticky drops or glands.

GLAUCOl s. (of pilens), covered with fine white bloom, easily

rubbed off.

< ; i.( >r,< »si;. spherical or almosl bo.

GLUTEN, (of cuticle of pileus or Btem, of universal veil), the

dissolved gelatinous hyphae of certain tissues; verj
'>'•

tonghish.

GLUT1 N< 'i S, provided with gluten.

,;u a m i.ai:. (of pileus
overed with granule lil

stance

GRANULOSE, Bame as granular.

GREGARIOUS, growing in company, scattered - loselj oi mall

area.
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GROUP, a general term, applied indefinitely to a large or .mailnumber of plants whether classified or not
*

GUTTULfTF°7f
US)j SP°tted M * bj dr°PS °f U^k] -S*£

TE
' (°f spores), containing an oily globule.

HABIT, the manner of growth of a plant
HABITAT, the natural place of growth of a plant.

™hairs.
PiIeUSK C°Vered ^ an—> t ^ fibrils resem-

HERBACEOUS, said of those flowering plants which perish an
nually down to the roots

P

HETFROGFXEOrs'^rl
""^ "la " tS"^ ^-tically.

tines
aPP '° a StrUCtUre oomP°se<1 of ™"ke

HOArv , /
'•

"

ered Wlth stiff brirtleJike hairs.
HOARY, („, pueus or stem), covered with dense silky down; ca»e-

HOMOGEXEOUS, applied to structure, composed of uniform tis.

HOST, the plant or animal on or in which a parasitic fungus exists

HHMO^he
mixture of decked 22KJS^

MUlhAiOUS, (of flesh of mushrooms, or surface of rilensi
atery m appearance, like the -water-core- of an apple noirture'd.sa„g rapidly accompanied by change in^X^Z

Sot™" ' reat

"}
T abS0I'

biUg m0fct" re f™» *> atmosphere

'

mm™PH°BE ' ^ »— -•«—d,- hearing the h,
H
thS-b

i

:!,r

l of hypha: same as myceiiom' c°m^^ «*>

ICOXIOs. colored plates illustrating fungirorsr stndy - *•— - — -—
"of^roof'

(
°f PiIe"' ""^^ °- ->"-. nke the shingles
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INCARNATE, (color), flesh-colored.

INCISED, (of margin of pileus), as if cut into.

I NCOMPLETE, (of annulus), forming a partial rii

l N< !RA88ATE, l
of stem |

. thickened.

INCURVED, (of margin of pileus), Bame as inflexed.

I
\ DIGENOUS, oative, ool Foreign.

INFERIOR, (of annulus), belo* the middle of th<

1 NFLATE1 >. (of cystidia i
. Bwollen like a bladder.

INFUNl5lBULIFORM, (of pileus), funnel-shaped.

INNATE, (ol scales, fibrils, etc.), a pari of the surfa<

superficial.

INSERTED, (of base of Btem), attached directly without

or fibrils; Lnstititious.

INSTITITH >US, Bame as inserted.

INTERSPACES (of gills), spaces between the attachmenl ->i ' l"*

o-iiis to the pileus.

INTERVENOSE, (of gills), veined in the interspa©

INTERWOVEN, (of trama), intermingled arrangement of hyph

doI parallel, convergent aor divergent.

INTRODUCED, brongh.1 from another country and growing spon-

taneously.

INVOLUTE, (of margin of pileus), rolled in, especially when young.

ISABELLINE, same as alutaceous ; pale tan-color.

LABYRINTHIFORM, of sinuous lines; like a labyrinth.

LACERATE, (of annulus, Bcales, pileus, etc.), as it' torn.

LACINIATE, (of margin of annulus or pileus), cut coarser than

fimbriate; slashed.

LACTIFEROUS, (of hyphae of trama), bearing a milky j u

LACUNOSE, (of pileus or Btem), covered with pita or Indentatio

LAMELLAE, plural of lamella
;
same as gills.

LANATE, same as woolly.

LANCEOLATE, (of spores, cystidia or gills), lance shaped; i

times longer than broad, and tapering.

LATEX, a juice, osuallj of milky color, but also applied to other

colors.

LATERAL, (of Btem), attached to one side of the pileus.

LENS, a hand magnifying glass.

LIGNAT1 i.l'-. growing on wood.

LIGNICOLt >i 8, same as lignatile.

U NGULATE, (of pileus), tongue shaped.

l [viD (color), like thai of a bruise; bluish bli

LOBED, (of pUeus), with rather large, rounded dii

margin.
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t™™ Cleai" t0 thG understanding; transparent.
-LUIvID, (color), smoky-reddish, sordid

LUTf™
00

!

01

','' Tl eg8"yeUW; See Si,cca,-

d0?s Color Key.LUIEfeCENT, (color), becoming luteous.

M^r,?!^
PIC

' ViSiWe Withont ^^flcation.
MACULATE, spotted.

MAMMIFORM, (of umbo), breast-shaped
MAEGINATE, (of pileus), with a distiuctlv marked bo

bulb), with a eirenlar ridge on the exter/or upper anile 4erethe universal veil was attached
ve ,l"re

MARGINATE-DEPRESSED, (of bulb), provided with a narrow

mast t,

r' rrtal platfo™ °u ,he «pp«- «**

of a'hfap ofltt
^^ Mke— - «* often used

-ssssssasr
when the^ °f p" ^sr 1,ke

ii™ A73 US
' same as membranous.

"S"8
' ( °f PileUS) ' — "*" **»*« mica-lfce

"StST"*
* f°''eStS ""^ b°th» - °-oad-

MICROSCOPIcVfTi
"0t With a C,iStinCt,

-
V"" V"***-

clearly

"" reqUmng the ,,se of a microscope to see

MICROnT^' S3me aS
MICRON

(measure), of the length of one-thousandth part of a

mi"::;
6

;
use<i to

**?» - -—d by Lpre °„

f

, :

™TER ' a " iSC °' 8laSS ™M wlth "~ '«™ing a metric

MICRO CHEMICAL" T*- "^ *" "*»"«*• b »*™-
scop*

™
g t0 *eStS WitU Che'aiCaIS ™ mic-

"^ZZT** Ceitai" fUU8i **"" «««"«„ growth ap-

MP™SITY
' aPPM * a •— «' - very abnormal ap-

TSoZr-rning to *» -—--
M
do™'J::

m"US) ' tUat^ ta m0-— «- -sily up and
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MUC1 LAG l N< >1 S, Blimy.

MUCCOUS, slime.

MUSHROOM, a general terra applied to the fleshj Agarics ami fie

species of other fungi; a mushroom maj be edible, p

unpalatable, tough, etc., bul popular usage applies the term only

i lible ones. See toadstool.

MY<\. MYCET., MYCETO., MYCO., prefixes signifying fung

MYCELIUM, came as hyphae; the vegetative pari of a fungus con

sisting of microscopic threads usuallj with cross walla to form the

cells which contain the living protoplasm.

MYCELEOID, (of base of stem), provided with a white mouldy

gro^ ili of mycelium.

MYCOLOGICAL, relating to mycology.

MYCOLOGY, the term applied to the Bcience dealing with fungi.

MYCOPHAGISTj one wln» eats mushrooms; an epicure concerning

mushrooms.

MYCOLOGIST, one who is versed in mycology ;
a specialist in « '»«*

study of fungi.

MYCORHIZA, the stunted rootlets of trees, when rach rootlets are

covered or permeated by the mycelium of fungi

NAKED, (of pileus or Btem), entirely devoid of abrila, Bcales or

other covering.

NARROW, (of gills), a relative term, the opposite oi broad; deter

mined by experience.

NIGRESCENT, (color), turning blackish.

NUCLEATE, (of spores), containing microscopically visible, <»il

like globules.

OBCLAVATE, (of cystidia, spores, Btem), a reversal of davate

OBCOXie. reversal of conic.

OBLONG, (of spores), twice as long as wide.

OBOVATE, (of spores, etc.), reversal of ovate.

OBSOLETE, (of annulus, scales, etc.), verj imperfectlj developed,

hardly perceptible; (of terms), ao longer in use.

OBTUSE, (of pileus, cystidia, Bpores), rounded or blunt;

than a righl angle

OCHRACEOUS, (color), dingy ochre-yellowish.

OCHREATE, (of volva I, sheathing the Btem at base like a b1

()
, [VACEOl -

olor), with an olive shade

OPAQ1 E, dull, nnt shining.

< >RBICULAR, (of pileus), circular In outline.

OVAL, (of voung pileus, Bpores), having the Bhaj

((X A ir similar to oval but rather pointed at tin- narrower end

<>\ m h. same .1- oval.
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PALLID, (color), of an indefinite pale or whitish appearance.
PAPILLA, a small, nipple-shaped elevation.

PAPILLATE, (of pileus or spores), provided on surface with
papillae.

PARALLEL, (of trama of gills), in section the hyphae lie continu-

ously side by side.

PARASITE, an organism living upon another live organism and
deriving food from it, with or without fatal effect.

PARTIAL VEIL, the inner veil, extending from the margin of the
pileus to the stem. See page 4.

PATCHES, (of scales or remnants of the universal veil), flat,

closely applied pieces.

PECTINATE, (of margin of pileus), resembling the teeth of a comb.
PEDICEL, (of cystidia) a slender stalk.

PELLICLE, same as cuticle, sometimes thought of as thinner and
more definite.

PELLICULOSE, provided with a pellicle.

PELLUCID, translucent.

PELLUCID-STRIATE, (of pileus), when as the result of the thin-
ness of the pileus the gills become visible thru it and appear as
striae.

PENTAGONAL, (of spores), angular and five-sided.

PERIPHERY, the outer boundary or surface.

PERONATE, (of stem), booted; sheathed by the volva or universal
veil.

PERONATE-SCALY, (of stem), when the sheath of a peronate
stem is broken up and the parts persist.

PERSISTENT, retaining its place, shape or structure, not dis-

appearing.

PETALOID, (of pileus), shaped like the petal of a flower, narrowed
somewhat at base.

PHYLOGENETIC, pertaining to phylogeny.
PHYLOGENY, the history of the evolution of the group or race to
which a species belongs.

PILEATE, possessing a pileus.

PILEI, the plural of pileus.

PILEUS, the cap or that structure of an Agaric which bears the
gills on its under side.

LOSE, (of pileus), covered with long, soft, hairy filaments.
PIPSHAPED, (of spores), shape of an apple seed.

PITTED, (of pileus or stem), similar to lacunose; with little de-
pressions.
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PITH (of stem i, the Bofl tissue in the interior, which often dis

appears bo thai the stem becomes hollow.

PLANE, (of pileus), wiili ;i flal Burface.

PLIANT, ao1 rigid dot firm : easilj bent.

PLICATE, (of pileus), plaited ;
Folded like a fan.

PLUMBEOUS, (color), like lead.

PLUMOSE, finely reathery.

POROSE, (of hymenophore), approaching the condition of po8»<

iDg pores.

POSTERIOR, (of gills), behind, toward the stem.

PRAEMORSE, (of the "root" or base oi Btera), .1- it broken off

abruptly.

PROLIFEROUS, (of stem), producing other Btems on itself near

1 he base.

PROTEAN, exceedingly variable.

PROTOPLASM, the b\ving Bemifluid Bubstance of the cells which la

the basis of life.

PRU1 NATE, same as pruinose.

PRUINOSE, (on the surface), as if finely powdered.

PSEUDOPARENCHYMA, the tissue of fungi when it- cellular

Btructure imitates the parenchyma of higher plants.

PSEUDOPROSENCHYMA, tissue of fine elongated byphae, some

what resembling tlu> prosenchyma of higher plants.

PUBES< 5ENCE, a covering of Bhort, soft, downy hairs.

PUBESCENT, provided with pubescence.

pi rLVERULENT, covered as it with powder.

PUN< !TATE, (of pileusor stem), dotted with minute scales or other

substance.

PUTRESCENT, Boon decaying and becoming soft an.l mushy.

PYRIFORM, i"!' cystidia or cells), pear-shaped.

PYRAMIDAL, (of Bcales), pyramid-shaped.

QUADRATE, (of Bpores), angularly four-sided.

K.\ DI< 'ATI \< '..
I
of stem l, imitating a root

RAM I II' IATK »N. branching.

REFLEX ED, (of margin of pileus), turned up or back.

REMOTE, (of .-ill-', free and at some distance from the stem;

annulus), al some distance from .i|»'\ of stem.

RENIFORM, (of pileus), kidnej shaped.

REPAND, (of pileus), wavj on margin and turned back or el<

RESUPINATE, (of pileus), with the upper surface reclining on the

substratum, the gills facing outward.

RESUPINATE-REFLEXED, (of pileus), attached for some ilia
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tance by the back surface, the other portion extending out like
a shelf.

RETICULATE, (of pileus or stem), marked by lines, veins or
ridges which cross one another as in a net.

REVIVING, said of a fruit-body which shrivels in dry weather and
takes on its natural shape when wet.

REVOLUTE, (of margin of pileus), rolled back or up.
RHIZOIDS, radiating hyphae extending into substratum from base

of stem.

RHIZOMORPHS, visible strands or cords of compacted mycelium,
often dark colored, penetrating a soft substratum or between por-
tions of it, as between bark and wood, etc.

RIMOSE, (of pileus), cracked.

RIND, same as cortex.

RING, same as annulus.

RIVULOSE, (of pileus and stem), marked with lines like a river-
system on a map.

ROOTING, (of stem), an attenuated prolongation into the soil or
substratum.

ROUND-BULBOUS, of a bulb not marginate.
RUFESCENT, (color), becoming reddish.

RUFOUS, (color), reddish, dull rod.

RUGOSE, coarsely wrinkled.

RUGULOSE, finely wrinkled.

SACCATE, (of cystidia), shape of a meal-bag
SANGUINEOUS, (color), blood-red.

SAPROPHYTE,
a plant which lives on dead vegetable or animal

matter.

SCABROUS, (of pileus), rough witli short, rigid projections.
!

<^ALES,
applied to various decorations on the pileus and stem-

torn portions of the cuticle or of the universal veil or of the volva-
they may be membranous, fibrillose, hairy, floccose, hard, erect,'
flat, patch-like, etc.

; often an important feature for identification
SCALY, provided with scales.

SCLEROTIA resting-bodies of small size, composed of a hardened

SO ^r^^ rm WMch fruit-bodies ™y develop.
SCLSSILE, (of flesh of pileus), capable of being pulled into hori-

zontal layers; this condition is most marked in a hygrophanous

SECEDE (of gills), when at first attached to stem, i. e. adnate or
adnexed, but separating from it later

SECONDARY SPORES, not borne on basidia; conidia, chlamy-
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dospores, etc.; formed directly '»ii the mycelium or on byphae of

the frail body.

SEPARABLE, (of cuticle, pellicle, etc.), do1 adnate

SEPABAT1 NG, see secede.

SERICEOUS, Bilky.

SERRATE, (of gills), with Bam tooth-like edj

SERRULATE, minutelj Berrate.

SERRATULATE, Bame as serrulate.

SESSILE, (of pileus), without .1 stem,

SETACEOUS, (of stem), bristle form.

SHAGGY, rough with Long compact fibrils.

SILKY, covered with shining, close fitting fibril

SINUATE, (of gills), ;i concave indentation of it- edge near the

stem.

si Nl < »i s. w avy, serpenfine.

SLENDER, (of Btem), verj long as compared to Its thickw

relative i<> stum .

smooth, (of spores), no1 Bpiny, tuberculate, rough, nor angular,

etc : i of pilua and stem I
. see glabrous.

SOLITARY, nnt growing in the immediate neighbor!) I of other

individuals.

SOLID, (of stem), no1 hollow nor stuffed ;
of a texture in its centra]

axis similar to thai found in the res1 of a cross section.

s< >R] »l D, (color), dirty or dingy.

SPA l>l« t:< >i rs, l color), date brom n.

SPATHULATE, (of pileus), Bpatula-shaped ; oblong with attenu-

ated base.

SPECIES, the lowesl term in classification; a group of individuals

agreeing in certain characters which appear again in their pro-

,_,,. n \ ; one species differs from another in Beveral marked char-

acters agreed npon as sufficiently specific by tradition or by

specialists in the group; a Bpecies is therefore .1 judgment, and I

limitations imposed bj an agreement of the judgment!

,jii,. men . One or more species with certain common char

constitute a genus.

SPECIFIC, referring to characters which are used in designating

or distinguishing species.

SPHA< I Nl M. a genus of mosses; bog moi

SP1 NY, (of spores , strongly echinulati

SPHOEROID, (of spores), nearly Bpherical ;
similar to spherit al.

SPONGY, (of Btem), Bofl and tending to be wa1 ked.

SPONGY-STUFFED, (of Btem), with a spongj pith.
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SPORE, the reproductive cells in Agarics borne four ou each basi-

diuin: more accurately called basidio-spores. In other crypto-
gams the term is applied to reproductive cells or bodies of a great
variety of kinds. The basidio-spores when they germinate give
rise to mycelium.

_ SPOROPHORE, fruit-body.

SPURIOUS, false.

SQUAMOSE, (of pileus or stem), covered with scales.

SQUAMULOSE, minutely squamose.

SQUAMULE, scale.

SQUARROSE, (of pileus and stem), covered with recurved scales.

STAINED, said of any part which appears as if some coloring
matter had been spilled on it and spread on the surface.

STALK, an indefinite term for stem, pedicel, etc.

STELLATE, (of spores, scales), with extensions like that of a star.

STERIGMA, the tiny spicule-like extension at the apex of a basi-

dium on which the spores develop.

STERILE, said of a fruit-body orhyinenium which is immature or

produces no spores ;
or simply, without spores.

STERILE CELLS, term applied in this report to the slender cells

on the edge of gills which bear no spores and which cause the
fimbriate appearance of the edge as shown under a lens.

STIPE, technical term for the stem of muslirooms; see stem.

STIPITATE, possessing a stem.

STOUT, (of stem), relative to slender; not so many times longer
than thick.

STRAIGHT, (margin of pileus), when not incurved.

STRAMINEOUS, straw-color.

STRIATE, (of margin of pileus), radiating minute furrows or
lines; (of stem), longitudinal lines or minute furrows.

STRIAE, the lines or furrows when striate.

STRIGOSE, (of pileus or stem), with coarse or thick, long, rather
stiff hairs.

STUFFED, (of stem), when the axis is filled with a differentiated
pith which usually disappears in age leaving it hollow.

SUB—, prefix signifying "almost," "somewhat" or "under."
SUBGENUS, a term in classification

;
a grouping under a genus and

containing groups of related species. The subgenera of the my-
cologists of one generation are often raised to the rank of genera
by later students.

SUBICULUM, a more or less dense felt of hyphae coverino- the sub^
stratum, from which the fruit-bodies arise.
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HI » 1ST. \ NT (of gills),
iii«- spacing halfwaj between close and

distant.

SUBDE* !U RRENT, (of gills), when the attachment exit lightlj

farther down the stem than when adhate.

8UBHYMENIUM, a differentiated tissue just beneath the bj

••iiium.

SUBSTRATUM, the substance in or on which tli<- fungui grows,

as soil, humus, Fallen leaves, dung, wood, animal remains, etc

A Wet ter term than matrix.

SUBULATE, awl Bhaped.

SULCATE, (of pileus and stem), grooved, more extreme than

striate, less so than plicate.

SUPERFICIAL, (of Bcales, flocci, etc.), on the surface and easilj

removable.

SUPERIOR, (of annulus), attached above the middle of the stem.

synonym, the name or names of a species or genus no i<"

tenable, either because of error in Darning, rearrangement '»f the

classification or as a result of "rules" promulgated bj scientific

men acting in agreement. Many of the long known plants hi

:i Dumber of such >> aonyms.

TAN. (color), leather-colored, similar to undressed leather; isa

belline.

TENACIOUS, tough.

TERETE (of stem), round like a broom-handle, not irregular.

TERRESTRIAL, growing on the ground.

TESTAt T.< trs, i color) . brick red.

TEXTURE, the arrangement of the components of the differenl

i issues, as compact, loose, etc.

TINGED, with a tint of a color.

TISSUE, .hi aggregate of similar cells or hyphi

TOADSTOOL, same as mushroom; popularly applied to those about

wnich the user of the term often has do knowledge and which he

therefore considers poisonous; .1 large number of so-called "t<

stools" are edible.

TOMENTOSE, (of pileus or stem), densely covered with .1 matted

wooliness or tomentum.

TOMENT1 M, composed of long, soft, entangled or matted Mm

T< >N K '. poisonous.

Tooth (of gills), decurrent bj .1 tooth; see nncinati

TRAM \ the flesh3 portion of pileus or gills c H*ed -<

TRANSLUCENT, capable of transmitting light without beinfl

parent.
113
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TRANSVERSE, cross wise.

TREMELLOID, of a gelatinous consistency.

TRUNCATE, an enlarged portion ending as if cut off.

TUBERCLE, any wart-like or knob-like excrescence.

TUBERCULATE, (of spores), covered with minute tubercles.

TUBERCULAR-STRIATE, (of pileus), when the striae are

roughened by small tubercles.

TUMID, (of stem), swollen, inflated.

TURBINATE, (of pileus), top-shaped.

TYPE, the original specimen or specimens from which the species

was described and named.

TYPICAL, agreeing with the descriptions of the type or with the

type itself.

UMBER, (color), almost tobacco-colored; see Saccardo's Color Key.

UMBILICATE, (of pileus), with a central, naval-like depression.

UMBILICUS, a naval-like depression.

UMBO, (of pileus), a raised, conical to convex knob or mound on

the center.

UMBONATE, (of pileus). provided with an umbo.

UNCINATE, (of gills), provided with a narrow, decurrent exten-

sion at the stem.

UNDULATE, same as wavy.

UNEQUAL, (of gills), of different length, some reaching the stem,
others shorter.

UNEVEN, (of pileus or stem), said of surfaces with striations,

reticulations, tubercles, etc.; not even.

UNICOLOROUS, of the same color throughout.
UNIVERSAL VEIL, sometimes used for volva.

VAGINATE, (of stem), provided with a long volva or sheath at the

lower end.

VARIABILITY, the state of being variable. *

VARIABLE, capable of taking on a number of different shapes,

forms, colors or other characters, while retaining it's specilic

identity.

VARIEGATED, marked with a variety of colors, which are inter-

mingled.

VARIETY, (a). Here used to refer to a form which a species

constantly assumes, under definite conditions, e. g. climate, soil,

artificial culture, etc. Such forms are often given names, as

Psalliota compestris var. hortensis.

(b). Also used to designate forms which are not typical, but
which are not sufficiently known to be designated by a specific
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name; Buch are given the name of the nearest species Id thii report

followed i».\ the abbre\ iation "var."

(c). When a variety ia found to be constant In Ita chara<

always distind in Bome Bnch charactera from other -;

should eventually be given a specific came, bul In rare vai

such constancy is ao1 easily proven.

VEIL, Bee "partial veil," "universal veil," "eortina" and "voli

VEINED, (of gills), with vein-like wrinkles or raised lii the

surfaces.

VELUM, sec veil.

VENOSE, same as veined.

VENTRAL, on the onder Bide of, opposed to don

VENTRICOSE, (of Btem I,
swollen or enlarged in the middle

VERRUCOSE, warty.

VERRUCULOSE, minutely warty.

VESICULOSE, referring to the trama of the Lactariae, Bee i

83.

VILLOSE, covered with long, soft, weak hairs.

viNAt'l'nrs, (color), of Hi'- color of red wi]

VIOLACEOUS, (color), of some violel hue

VIRESCENT, (color), becoming greenish.

VERGATE, (of pileus), Btreaked, usually by differently col<

fibrils.

V1SCI 1>. sticky,

vi scors. gluey.

VITELLINE, (color), egg-yellow.

VOLVA, tin- universal veil of certain genera. See pi

WARTY, (of pileus, spores, etc. . covered by amall wart like

WAVY, (of margin of pileua), alternatelj ' ^"..1 -h-

like wave .

WAXY, (of -ill-, of a conaistency thai can be partial^ or "h<>iiy

moulded or compressed into balls.

ZONATE, (of pileus), marked with concentric bands

ZONED, Bame as zonate.
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Abbreviations
Agarlcaceae, .

Agaricalea
v : ie

ed
poisoning by

classification " f

collecting .iii.l preserving of..
, ,

definition of

distribution of In Michigan '^
genera of

habit and growth con.;

ochre-spored
poisoning by . .

plnk-spored
poisoning bj

poisoning by.
preserving of. .... . ,os
purple-spored

poisoning bj
white-snored

poisoning bj
Amanita, genus

inita Ice

Amanita abrupta Pk
bisporiger Vtk
bulbosa Bull

-aria I r
.,,,,

Candida Pk
cblorinosma I'k

i
1"

chrysoblema Atk
cinera Bres
cinereoconl i \ I k s .,

citrina, poisoning by
coccola Scop

I r

cothui
crenulata I'k s .,.

6
Havorub
frostlana Vk

po
junqufllea Quel

mappa I"r

muscaria Fr .,-

f

' :
. >

pantherina I r
s , ,

phalloides i ,

i
I
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Amanita porphyria Fr ggf
radicata Pk

fi
,
fi

recutita Fr
: ! ! .' ! ! ! .' .' ! : : .' : : : ! ." ." : : : : 60s

rubescens Fr 617
russuloides Pk '_['' 25 616
solitaria Fr '

6
.

poisoning by YYYYYYY. 843
spissa Fr i

2n
spreta >,, :.::::::::::::::::::: is

, 6o6
poisoning by oo fi

strobiliformis Vitt gl?
tomentella Kromb 60

'

7
velatipes Atk =nn
verna Fr

.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 602
poisoning by ..... 84fi

virosa Fr
:

• • • • .....:::: Its
poisoning by s ..

fi

Amanita, toxic principles of 040
Amamtopsis, genus 4 27 61 2
Amanitopsis, key to species

'
'

522
Amamtopsis adnata Smith ?"

agglutinata B. & C
[ ^90

albocreata Atk
fi2S

farinosa Schw 62 o
inaurata Gill

'

621
parcivolvata Pk ?9

*

pusilla Pk P22
strangulata Fr 6;f
vaginata Fr

' '

623
poisoning by . . Y. YYYYY. ... . Y 830
var - aiba ::.::: 623
var. fulva •

62 3
var. livida *>>

vo!vata • •

•. w ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 622
poisoning by oo 7

Amaurosporae
*

2n - ,''
Annulus, definition of..

^uo.zjz

Armillana, genus 4 9- ,.'
Armillaria, key to species .... '}Zi
Armillaria appendiculatus Pk 2?n

aurantia Fr. . . Jji,

bulbigerFr '.. YY. Y. Y YYYYYYY. YY.YYYY. 640
cahgata Vitt-Bres ... IZX
corticata Fr.-Pat

'

^V
dryina Fr.-Pat .... ?2?
focalis Fr....

"4
macrospora Pk J??g
magnivelaris Pk %1Z
mellea Fr ™

*
mucida Fr. . . ??^
nardosmia Ell fi ns ala
ponderosaPk

648
'r1o

rhagadisma Fr .-;,
robusta Fr . . . .

"
£2"

viscidipes Pk . :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 648, mo

Basidia, definition of . .
_

Basidiomycetes. . .

'

Bibliography, general
'

sf-
Bibliography of monographs of genera'. ....... 872
t, ,u .

of mushroon poisoning 557,
Bolbitius, genus

b
on £'

'

Bolbitius, key to species
'

cno
Bolbitius fragilis Fr ~,

radians Morg . 5X7
tener Bark ... 2"°

„ ,
vitellinus Fr . . 2„X

Boletus, poisoning by |^*

C.

Cantherelleae
Cantherellus, genus YY. - i5
Cantherellus, key to species

' '„
Cantherellus aurantiacus Fr in

cibarius Fr . . . J5
cinnabarlnus Schw 36
clavatiis Fr. . .

dichotomus Pk Y oq
floccosus Schw 'I'a

friesii Quel i~
infundibuliformis Fr \i,
lutescens Fr

.......
%%
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< lantherellue neurophyllum
tubaefoimia I r

umbonatua Ft
< larpopbore, definition of
< :hamaeota, genua I

Cbaroaeota fen in Pi
mammlliata Long} eai Muri
Bpbaerospora Pk

( :iaudopus, L->-m:>

( llaudopus, kc,\ to
( 'laudopua bysslscdua r r

depluei i

nldulan I i

vai
< 'litoej I"-, genus
( :iitocybe. kej to species
CUtocybe adlrondarkensia Pk 74 1

albidula Pk
all- 1- III ll Pk

I r

anise irla Pk
'k

candican - I r

Candida B

cartilaginea Btirl-Bres
carnosioi Pk

pe !

•

compn
connexa I'k

thlforme l'r

dealbata var defo
var, sud

decora l'r

ditopoda I r

ectypoides Pk
llena I r

flaci

gallinarea i
r

il ropa l r

llluden

l".

Incilia Pi
infundibuUformia I t

i. i I r

var

leptolon
maxim i Fi
medl P
mel i

-

morl
poi

mull
nebular! I r

odoi
l'r

1

prni

sinoplca I

-

.

-.ul"

snI:

Inn
vlli

virid
•

ipilus, ke;
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Page
Clitopilus abortivus B. & C 564

albogriseus Pk 567

caespitosus Pk 570

micropus Pk 566
novaboracensis Pk 569
orcella Fr 569

popinalis Fr 570

prunulus Fr f 569

subplanus Pk 567
subvilis Pk 565
undatus Fr 566
woodlanus Pk 564

Collybia, genus 28,749
Collybia, key to species 751

Collybia abundans Pk 764
acervata Fr . . .

759
alba Pk 752
albiflavida (Pk.) 764

albipilata Pk 772
alcalinolens Pk 756
amabilipes Pk 751

aquosa Fr 758
atrata Fr 761
atratoides Pk 763
butyracea Fr 753

campanella Pk 777
cirrata Fr. . .' 773
colorea Pk 758
confluens Fr 775

conigena Fr.-Bres 772
conigenoides Ellis 772
delicatella Pk 752
dryophila Fr 754
esculenta Fr.-Bres 772
escnlentoides Pk 752
estensis Morg 755 , 756
expallens Pk 763
famalia Pk 757
floccipes Fr 771
fuliginella Pk 752
hariolorum Fr 774
hygrophoroides Pk 760
lacerata Fr 757
lachnophylla Berk 750
lacunosa Pk 777
lentinoides Pk 755
longipes Fr 770
maculata A. & S 768
myriadophylla Pk 761
platyphyila Fr ,

v
. ; 767

plexipes Fr 762
radieata Fr 766
radicata var. furfuracea Pk 767

var. pusilla Pk 767
spinulifera Pk 751
stipitaria Fr 776
stlpitaria var. setipes Pk 777
atrictipes Pk 755
succinea Fr 765
succosa Pk 770
szorconera Fr 768
tuberosa Fr ' 773
velutipes Fr 769
zonata Pk 776

Coprinus, genus 1 5
, 30 ,

206
Coprinus, key to species 207
Coprinus angulatus Lloyd 225

arenatus Pk 217
atramentarius Fr 212
boudieri Quel 225
brassicae Pk 222
bulbilosua Pat 220
comatus Fr 209

poisoning by 858
domesticus Fr 218
ebulbosus Pk , 213
ephenierus Fr 224
flmetarius Fr 215
fimetarius var. macrohiza 215
friesii Quel 222
granulosus Clem !!!!!!!!!!! '. 219
insignis Pk . 212
jonesii Pk 216
lagopides Karst 216
lagopus Fr , 197
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Coprimifi lanigei l r

ronperma l'k

mlcaceua Fr
raicaceus vat conlcua rt.

narcotlcua Fr
alveua I r

oblectus Fr
en At\\< I i

patoulllardl (jm-1

pllcatills l r

pliratlloidea Itulli-r

pulchrlfollu.' l'k

quadrifidua Pk
i i

radlatus Fr
scleral Igenua I A I

semilanatua l'k

Bllvaticus Pk
Bpraguel !'• & >

Btenocoleua Lindhl
stercoi i riua i t

I r

tlgrlnellua Boud
tomentosus I r

tuberosua Quel
( 'on Inarius, genua
( !ortinarli

Cortlnariua ai Pk
acutus I r

adustua Pk
aggregatua sp. run
albidifolius I'l

albldipes l'k

>ldua Pk .

allio\ |o

aleuriosmua M.tir.-

amarus l'k . . .

anfractua Fr.
nnulatuaPk

anomalua Fr. ,

arenatus Fr
argentatua Fr
nrmeniacus l r

armillatua Ft
arquatllS |r

aaper Pk
atkinaonianua k.iutT

aureifollua Pk
autumnalla l'k

azureus I r

badiua Pk
badlua « ar
basalia Pk
berlesianu
bicolor !ke
Solaris I r

braendlel Pk
brei Isslmns I"-.

brunneoful
bninneua I r

buUlardl I r

caeni
Brit

i r

candriar

rlarirolor l r

cllnto
colllmtu • I

'
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Cortinarius corrugatus Pk P«l
croceocolor Kauff „£
croceoconus xl*
croceofolius Pk ~£'
crystallinus Fr "*;[
cumatills Fr

' '

|^
cyanopus Fr ^J?"
cyllndripes Kauff

"""
%\'n

deceptivus Kauff ~na
decipiens Fr 4

~£
decoloratus Fr

'
• •

f
3 °

delibutus Fr 3
°f

distans Pk ^7
dolobratus Fr 4

£-
duracinus Fr. . . . *,„
elatior Fr . . . .

43°

elatior pallidifolius Pk f"
7

elegantior Fr. var ^"
elegantoides sp. nov ... ,jjj*
emollitus Fr 344

erraticus Pk f™
erugatus Fr 374

erythrinus Fr J
3 *

evernius Fr. . f
38

flaviofolius Pk .'.'.".'.'.'
4°°

flexipes var. minor Fr. . .

3
,,

fulgens Fr \^\
fulmineus ^|*
fulmineus Fr. var. sulphureus'var.'nov'. ! HI
furfurellus Fr. . . . ^5f
fuscoviolaceus Pk . . . . ff~
glabrellus Kauff J

37

glandicolor Fr
; ; ; ; ] 499 Tof

glaucopus Fr *

f=5
glutinosus Pk . .

3
|2

gracilis Pk 3 ° 7

griseus Pk 388

haematochelis Fr
"

"•" 4 10

heliotropicus Pk \\\
hemitrichus Fr. .

33"

herpiticus Fr 424

hinnuleus Fr. .

34°

iliopodius Fr 416
imbutus Fr. ... 418

impennis Fr £26
impolitus sp. nov 3/1

infractus Pers.-Bres 4
i?

intrusus Pk . .

365
iodes B. & C .'.".'.'

358
iodioides sp. nov .... 33 ^

juberinus Fr
' 335

lanatipes Pk . .

436

lapidophilua Pk .

262

lepidopus Cke ....
' ' '

363

leucopus Fr 390
lignarius Pk

"
439

lilacinus Pk
' '

.

440
limoneus Fr 381
livor Fr.

'

'• ' '

' 378

longipes Pk. . ! '.','. [

428
lurorum Fr. 366
luteo-fuscus Pk .

408
lutescens Pk 367
luteua Pk .

377

maculipes Pk . .

39S
malachius Fr 361
malicorins Fr 371

mammosus sp. nov 3"
michiganensis sp. nov 4

i
5

modestus Pk 35°
morrisii Pk .

• 388
mucifluus Fr 414
multiformis Fr .

" ' '

; • • • • 328

muscigenus Pk
* 357

newfleldiensis Ellis 331
nigrillis Pk 377
obliqutis Pk . .

42 2
obtusus Fr 382
ochraceus'Pk '.'.'.'."

439
ochroleucus Fr 378
olivaceo-stramineus Kauff 3

?f
olivaceus Pk 34 1

ophiopus Pk. 3<56

paleaceus Fr. 369
paludosus Pk 42 5

415
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tortlnariue penlcullatua Fr

pbolldeua Fr

phyUophllua l'k

pluralger Fr

preepallens Pk .

prasinua I r

privignua i r

pulchrtfollua l'k

punctata I t

purpurascens Fr.

purpureophyllua sp noi

rapnanolaea Fr
rlu'-'iis Fr
rigidus l r

rigldus (Scop i Rlcken
rimosus l'k

robuatus l'k

niln'iis sp niiv

rubricosua Fr

rubripes Kauri I

rubroclnereus l'k

nif(ioli\ aceua I r

Bagtmia Fr
BaJor I'r

sanguineus i t .

saturnlnus I t

r . ,

Bcaurua I "i

Bciopbyllua I c

scutulatua I t

aemlsangulneua I r

aericipes
l'k

Bbwulana l'k

Bpbaerospenna bo noi

Bpbagnophilua Pk
Bphaerosporua Pk
splendldua Pk
spilomeua Ft

Bubferruglnea Fr.

Bubflej II"- l'k . .

mulosua l'k

aquarrosua < Hem
sterilis Kauri

Bublanatua I r

sublaterltiua Pk
submareinalla Pk
Bubpulcbrifoliua so i 01

Bubpurpurascena I r

Bubrlgena sp no\
subslmile rera
subtabularis bp nov
-ulfiiriiiu- Quel
testaceus < Ike

topbaceua I r

torvua I r

trlumpbana Fr
umldlcola Kauri
iirasceus I r

, ; ,

vulu'iis I'r

vancolor I'r

velicjopia sp H"'.

vlbratilis I r

vlolaceua Fr

vnrentophyllus
wbitel Pk

Crepldotus, genua
( !repldotus, key to Bpe<
( Irepidotua albldua I A i

applanatua I'r

calolepla . .

clnnabarlnus Pk
i roceotlnctua PI

crocopbytlua Berk
dlstana l'k

dorsalis Pk
fulvotomento
baerens Pk
herbaruiri l'k

latlfollus PI

haustellarls i

-

malachlua l< at C
mollis Ft
(nit riser
ratfall n « Mr

seplarius l'k
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. . Page
Crepidotus stipitatus sp. nov 524

tiliophila Pk
.......

^_
versutus Pk 520

Cystidia, definition of 10

D.

Dictyolus retirugis 3^

E.

Eccilia, genus 29 , 586
Eccilia, key to species 587
Eccilia apiculatus Fr

'

586
atrides Fr 588
carneogrisea B. & Br

. . . 587
griseo-rubella Fr ..................;... 588
inordax Atk

'

59Q
parkensis Fr .587
pentagonospora Atk 589
pirinoides sp. nov 589
polita Fr

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 587
rhodoeylicioides Atk 5g7
rhodocylix Fr 587
roseoalbocitrina Atk 537
rusticoides Gill 587
sphagnicola Pk 5§7

_
t ,

vllis Fr !.'.'."!!!!!!!!!!'!:!;!:;;; 587
Entoloma, genus 29 , 545
Entoloma, key to species \\

'

547
Entoloma clypeatum Fr 552

cuspidatum Pk 55 1

cyaneum Pk 551
dysthales Pk !!.'.'!!! 580
grande Pk

.'.'.' 5 j s
grayanum Pk .'.'

'

558
griseum Pk 555
gnseocyaneum Fr 551
jubatum Pk 551
lividum Fr 548
luteuni Pk ...[.. .1 ... ... 548
murinum Pk 561
niderosum Fr. var ..............:.... 554
peckianum Burt

! ! ! ! ! 560
prunuloides Fr 547
rhodopolium Fr [[ 553
salmoneum Pk 560
scabrinellum Pk 54p
scabrosa Fr 550
sericatum Britz

[ '554
sericellum Fr .........[ 550
sericeum Fr

'.'.'.'.'. 556
sinuatum Fr ^49
speculum Fr c^q
strictius Pk ....'.".' 557
variabila Pk r4S

Entoloma, poisoning by 853

F.

"Fairy rings" •.
.

Families, key to 90
Field, notes *. .'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. fq
Fammula, genus 2q 48?
Fammula, key to species ..'.[

' ' ' ' '

484Fammula alnicola Fr [[ 4n?
carbonaria Fr aafi
flavida Fr .."".; 4oo
fusa Fr 4SS
gummosa Fr '_[[ 490
highlandensis Pk aoo
lenta Fr jlZ
llnulata Fr ??o
lubrica Fr

"
-" 2«a

parvifructa Pk To"
polychora Berk 484
sapinea Fr

' '
'

'.'
Iqt.

spumosa Fr Tao
Fruit body, definition of ..'.'.'.'. 4

parts of
Fungi, classes of

' '

9^
outline of 9?

Galera, genus .' .' 90 do?
Galera, key to species

'''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 494
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< ra antipua I asch
bulblfera sp uo\

caplllai ,

criapa l

cj .1

hj pnorum I'r

late

mniophll

paludoaa i i

pell

pllcatellua Pk

pul

ruffpea Pk

tenera l r

teneroides Pk

( tills, definition of
< ; l. •— ;i r > of terms

impnldius
unphldlii

phtdlua H. i\ r.

fur.

gill

'

r

! PI

vli

Hebelon
Hebelom
Hebel

album l*k

Ivini Pk.

bile ! r

im l'r

loir;

npur

II.

II

I

iriuiu. nn

hur

rlir
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Page
Hygrophoru6 conicus Fr 200

colemannianus Blox 193
coloratus Pk 183
cossus Fr 1 74
eberneus Fr • 178

var. decipiens Pk 179
var. unicolor Pk 1 79

elegantulus Pk 177
flavodiseus Frost 180
foetens Phil 184
fornicatus Fr 189
f riesii Sacc 201
fuligineus Frost 183 , 203
fusco-albus var. occidentalis var. nov 187
glutinifer Fr 183
hypothejus Fr 183
immutabilis Pk 177
lactus Fr 210
larieinus Pk 177
laurae Morg 179
leporinus Fr 188
luridus B. & C 177
marginatus Pk 199
metapodius Pk 177
miniatus Fr 195

var. cantherellus Schw 195
var. sphagnophilus Pk 196

mlnutulus Pk 177
nitidus B. & C. (non Fr.) 200
nitratus Fr 174
niveus Fr 191
olivaceo-albus Fr 184
pallidus Pk 194
paludosus Pk 181

peckianus Howe 194
peckii Atk 202
pratensis Fr 190

var. cinereus 190
var. pallidus 190

psittlcinus Fr .' 202
pudorinus Fr 186
puniceus Fr 197

var. flavescens Kauff 197
ruber Pk 177
rubropunctus Pk 179
Russula (Fr.) nov. comb 185
serotinus Pk 177
sordidus Pk 187
speciosus Pk 181
sphoerosporus Pk 177
subrufescens Pk 177
subviolaceus Pk 195
unquinosus Fr 203
virgatulus Pk 1 77
virpineus Fr 191

Hygrophorus, poisoning by 849
Hypholoma, genus 30 , 254
Hypholoma, key to species 255
Hypholoma aggregatum Pk 259

appendiculatum Fr 264
candolleanum Fr 264
capnoides Fr 255
coronatum Fr 265
elongatum Pers 278
epixanthum Fr 256
fasciculare Fr 255
hydrophilum Fr.-Rick 266
hydrophilum Fr.-Sacc 266
incertum Pk 263
incertum var. sylvestrus var. nov 264
instratum Britz ; 267
lachrymabundum Fr.-Quel 259
peckianum sp. nov 258
perplexum Pk 257
populinum Britz 261
rugocephalum Atk 262
saccharinophilum Pk 267
sarcocephalum Fr 279
sublateritium Fr 256
velutimirn Fr.-Quel 260
vinosum sp. nov 261

Hymenium, definition of 7
Hyphae, definition of 3
Inocybe, genus 29

,
442

Inocybe, key to species
' 445



[nocybe albodlaca PI

^ i « i •
-

1

bongaraii w imm
caesarlata i i

calamlstrata i t

calospora Quel
carpta Bros
Cincinnati I r

I

curreyl Berk
declpientoides PI

destricta l r

dulcamera Schw"
rutin!. s I r

eutheloldea Pk
fallai Pk
fastlglata Brea
flbn
Qocculosa Berk
trumentacea Bres
geophlla l c

Klabei bd no\
liifM.

Iiystri\ 1 r

Incarnata Bn -

Infellx Pk

Inflda Pk.

laoera l r

nov
lanuginella Schroeter
lanug Bi

leptoptaj I

lilacii

pyrlodora I'r

radiata Pk
repanda Brea
rigid i|

rimosa I r

scabi
ella v.ir ru'.i

r 1 r

sindonia I'r

>ul>i!' I

snbochrai i

triiHi \\

uiril

umbrinn
III:

Vll

I

'

Iridis PI

boil

rllli

rorr

in
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Page
Lactariua fuliginosus Fr 105

gerardii Pk 105

glyciosmus Fr 87

griseus Pk 1 08

indigo Siliw 104

InsulSiis Fr 98
isabelllnus Burl Ill

helvus Fr 106
helvus var. aquifluus Fk 107

. hygrophoroides B.&C 114

hysginus Fr 100

lignyotus Fr 106
luteolus Pk 115
maculatus Pk 102
mucldus Bur! 109
oculatus Pk.-Burl 116

parvus Pk Ill

perganenus Fr 95

platyphyllus Pk 99

plperatus Fr 95
var. fragrans Burl 95

pubescens Fr 94
pyrogalus Fr 96
regalis Pk 99
resimus Fr 99
rimosellus Pk 117
rufus Fr 107
scrobiculatus Fr 90
sordidus Pk 89
subdulcis Fr 115

subpurpureus Pk 102

tbelogalus Fr 97
tormlnosus Fr 91

poisoning by 849
trlvialis Fr 100

var. gracilis Pk 101
var. maculatus Pk 101
var. vlridilactus var. nov 101

turpis Fr 88
uvidus Fr 101

poisoning by 850
varius Pk 112
vellerius Fr 92
vietus Fr 109
volemus Fr 112
zonarlus Fr 99

Lactarius, poisoning by 845
Lentinus, genus 28 ,

49
Lentinus, key to sped ss 51
Lentinus americana PI: 51

chrysopeplos B. & C 50 ,778
cochleatus Fr 55
haematopus Berk 54
lecomtei Schw 46
lepldeus Fr 13 , 53
microsperma Pk 55
obconicus Pk 51
omphalodes Fr 54
spretus Pk '

51
, 53

suavisslmus Pk 51
sulcatus Berk 51
tigrinus Fr 51
umbilicatus Pk 54
underwoodii Pk 51
urslnus Fr 56
vulpinus Fr 56

Lentodlum squamulosum Morg 52
Lepiota, genus A ,27.625
Leplota, key to species

"

626
Lepiota acerina Pk 635

acutaesquamosa Fr .- . 633
adnatifolia Pk 637
alluviimus Pk 642
americana Pk 645
amianthina Fr 628 , 637
angustana Britz - 642
arenicola Pk 62S
asperula Atk 635
badhami Berk 646
boudieri Bres 636
caepestipes Fr 640
caerulescens Pk 627
caloceps Atk

'

... 628
charcarias Fr 626
clypeolaria Fr

.' 631
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Lepiota cristata Fr v«i
cristatatellus l'k

cyanoKonata Longyear
(lcllc.il. i I C

ecltodora \tk

erlophora l'k

excorlata I r

tellna l r

Qscberil si> nov
frlcsii Lascti i

geniculosporo aiw
glloderma I r

gracilis l'k

granulosa I r

granosa Morg
Eaematospernui i r Bn •

helvola Brea
-

lentlcularls l r

llllnita Ft
Lncarnata < Hern

metulaespora
mlamensls Morg
morgan! l'k

nauclna Ft
oaudnoldes Pk
obllta n,

persoonj Fi

procera I r

pulverace i l'k

purpureoconla \"
pusulomyces l'k

rubrotlncta Pk Ml
rufescens Morg
rugo
rugulosa Pk .

cunuda I r
,

Leptonla, genus
Leptonla, key to Rpecles
Leptonla aeruginosa Pk

anatlna I r .

asprella Fr
eucnroa I r

fori

grl

lampropi
plucida I r

undu

'
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Page
Marasmiue, longipes Pk . . .

'

76
magnisporus Murr 74
olneyi B. & C 73
oreades Fr 1.5,61

papillatus Pk '. . 76

pertorans 80 , 73
peronatus Fr 62

polyphyllus Pk 68
prasiosmius Fr 68
pulcherripes Pk 66
resinosus Pk 71
rotula Fr • 78
scorodonius Fr 72
semihirtipes Pk 67
siccus Schw 77
spongiosus B . & C 65
subnudus Ellis-Pk 64
urens Fr 63
varicosus Fr 69
velutlpes B. <fe C 70
viticola B. & C , . 64 ,65

Marasmius, poisoning by 851
Melanosporae 205 , 206
Mushrooms, collecting of 16

cultivation 21
edibility of 17

parts of 4
poisoning by 825,863
preserving of 16

Mycelium, definition of 3

Mycena, genus 28 , 778
Mycena, key to species 780
Mycena acieula Fr 812

adonis Fr : ." 812
alcalina Fr 803
ammoniaca Fr 804
atroalba Fr 807
atroalboides Pk 808
atrocyaneus Fr 808
bryophila Vogl 802
calorhiza Bres 803
capillaripes Pk 792
clavicularis Fr ; 788

var. alba Pk 788
var. filipes Pk 788
var. luteipes var. nov 788

cohaerens Fr 75
collariata Fr 810
consimilis Cke 806
constans Pk 804 , 806
corticola Fr 793
crystallina Pk 789
cyaneobasis Pk 802

• cyanothrix Atk 810
debilis Fr 783
denticulata Pk 792
dissiliens Fr 806
echinipes Fr 790
epipterygia Fr 787
excisa Fr 799
filopes Fr 783
galericulata Fr 797

var. calopus Fr 797
haematopa Fr 783
hemispherica Pk 807
hiemalis'Fr 703
immaculata Pk 796
inclinata Fr 798
iris Berk 803
juneicola Fr 812
lasiosperma Bres 801
leajana Berk 785
leptocepbala Fr • 806
marginella Fr 803
metata Fr 80S
minutula Pk 795
parabolica Fr 800
pelianthina Fr 790
polygramma Fr. var. alblda Kauff 801
praelonga Pk 809
prolifera Fr. 799
pterigenn.s Fr 812
pulcherrima Pk 811
pura Fr 794
purpureofusca Fr '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 792



INDEX

:i.i, raeborblza Laach i .

recepttbilia Britz

rubroraarginata l t

ingulnolenta l r

i 1 r

st;ilih«-:i FT
atlpularia l t

Bt\ lobatefl I r

Bublncarnata l'k

-if 1 1 r;t I r

\ i-r.i-. i Mai re

ritills Fr
\ illL;iiri> I r

Mycorhlza, definition <>f

Naucorla, genus
Naucorla, key to sp<
Naucorla bellula l'k

centuncula l'r

cldaris I t

noriiontalla I r

llgnlcola l'k

nlmbosa I r

pediades Fr

platysperma l'k

Bemlorblrularia l'r

siparla I r

tabacina i r

tnscopc
rerractl I i

Nolanea, genua
Nolanea, kej to spei lea

Nolanea baolngtonil Berk
caelestina \ i

conlca l'k

cruenta Quel
dysthales Pk \'k

[uscogrisella l'k

mammosa Ft

Dodoapora \tk

papiUata Bn
pascua l'r

staui
versatUia i r

Nomenclature
Nyctalis, genus

Us astero

-

( (chrosporae

Omphali
Omphalia albtdul i

i i

(it. ii

r

I r

!il •

hi. i

luti

oUvarla Pk

rilgo

mill''
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Page
Panaeolus, genus 30 ,

228
Panaeolus campanulatus Fr 230

poisoning by 858
eplmyces Pk 253
papilionaceus Fr 231

poisoning by 859
retirugis Fr 229

poisoning by 858
solidipes Pk 228
sp 231
sphinctrinus Fr 232

Panus, genus 28 , 43
Panus, key to species 44
Panus albotomentosus Cke. & Mass 45

angustatus Berk 7 48
betulinus Pk 45
conchatus Fr 447
dealbatus Pk 45
dorsalis Bosc 45
laevis B. & C 44,46
nlgrifolius Pk 45
operculatus B. & C 44
rudis Fr

'

i 46
salicinus Pk 49
stipticus Fr 48
strigosus B. & C 45
torulosus Fr 47

Partial veil, definition of 4,7
Paxillus, genus 28 ,

284
PaxiUus, key to species 285
Paxillus atrotomentosii6 Fr 287

corrugatus Atk 288
extrenuatus Fr 721
involutus Fr 286
lepista Fr 284
panuoides Fr 288
rhodoxanthus Schw 285

Phollota, genus 4,28,289
Pholiota, key to species 289
Phollota acericola Pk 309

adiposa Fr 305
aegerita Fr 296
aeruginosa Pk 308
aggregata Pk 297
aggerlcola Pk 297

var. retirugis Pk • 298
albocrenulata Pk 301
autumnalis Pk. . 311 ,312

poisoning by 854
blattaria Fr 313
caperata Fr 294
cerasina Pk 291
comosa Fr 291
confragosa Fr 310
curvipes Fr 302
destruens Fr.-Bres

'

298
deterslbllis Pk 313
discolor Pk 310
dura Bolt 293 ,

294
duroides Pk 292
erlnaceella Pk 303
flammans Fr 306
fulvosquamosa Pk

. . 302
heteroclita Fr 29 1

howeana Pk
'.

297
indecens Pk

'

.

'

298
johnsoniana Pk.-Atk

. . . . 295
limonella Pk

[ 290
,
307

lurifera Bres
'

307
lutea Pk 291
luteofolia Pk 307
marginata Fr 311
margineila Pk 312
minima Pk 291
muricata Fr 304
mutahilis Fr 291
mycenoides Fr "... 314
ornella Pk 291
praecox Fr ][ 293

var. sylvestris Pk 293
radicosa Fr 249
rugosa Pk 312
spectahilis Fr 304
squamosa Fr 292 300
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Page
Poisonous mushrooms 828

Amanita bisporiger 828
citrina 836
chlorinosoma 837
cothurnata 844
crenulata 836
frostiana 837
mappa 836
morrisii 837
muscaria 837

constituents of poison of 839

poisoning by 837
clinical features of 838
treatment of 841

pantherina 843
phalloides 828

constituents of poison of 833
poisoning by 828

treatment of 832
porphyria 836
radicata 836
spreta 836
strobiliformis 836
verna 828
virosa 828

Boletus luridus 860
satanus 860
spp 860-61

Clitocybe illudens 846
morbifera 848
sudorifica 847

Coprlnus spp 858
Entoloma cuspidatum 853

lividum 853
mdorosum 853
rhodopolium 853
salmoneum 853
sinuatum 853
strlctius 853

Gyromitra esculenta 861-62
Hebeloma fastibile 856

sinapizans 855
Hygrophorus conicus '. ": . 849
Hypholoma instratum 857
Inocybe decipiens 855

infelix 855
infida 854
rlmosa 856

Lactarius spp • 850
torminosus 849

Lepiota morgani 944
Panaeolus spp 858
Pho'.iota autumnalis 854
Pleurotus olearius 847
Psilocybe cernua 857
Russula emetica 850

spp 851
Tricholoma venenatum 846

Poisonous principles of Amanitas 843
Psalliota, genus : 29 , 232
Psalliota, key to species •. 233
Psalliota abruptibulba Pk 237

arvensis Fr 13,15, 236
augusta Fr 239
campestris Fr 13,15,240
comtula Fr 244
cretacea Fr 234
cretacella Atk 234
diminutiva Pk 245
echinata Fr 245,262
haemorrhodaria Fr 243
halophila Pk 243
micromegetha Pk 243
perrara Bres 239 , 242
placomyces Pk 238
pusilla Pk 244
rodmanl Pk 235
russiophylla Lasch 244
sagata Fr 244
subrufescpTis Pk 239
silvat ica Fr 242
villatlca Fr.-Bres 212

Psathyra, genus -. 30 , 268
Psathyra, key to species 268
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Psatbyra conopilea I r

curruffis I t

.l.ii.i Mass
mlcrospermu Pk
obtusata I >

perstmplex Hni
semlveatita tl a Bi

umbonata Pk
H i Pk

thyrella, genua
liyrella crenata I

disseni h

Bub
Psllocj be, genus
Psllocybe, ke;

Psllocj be .1 rr.irn-Uii Vtk

imophll
i M

al robrunnea lr
al rorufn I r

bullacea lr

cernua Ft

prinophila I r

i

-

foenlsei II I t

l.ii

merrl
murclda l r

pbj saloii

pol;

spadlci i !

Bubmarulal \

subvlaclda I'l^

uda it -Ball

:omorpl
lodosporae

nua
Russula, key to •

oula abii I

adusta l r

aer
albi

ilda Pk
albldula PI

alboi
alu I

amj
•

atropurpur

boi

'
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Page
Ru6sula flavida Frost 12*

flaviceps Pk 167
foetens Fr 136
foetentula Pk 136
fragllis Fr 153
furcata Fr 140
graminicolor Quel 144
granulata Pk 133
granulosa Cke 133

, 158
graveolens Rom 145
heterophylla Fr 144
incarnata Morg 130
Integra Fr 161
lactea Fr 126-

lepida Fr. (non Bres.) 133
lllacea Quel . 122
linnaei Fr 143
lutea Fr ! 167
magniflca Pk 121
manae Pk 143
melliolens Quel 162
nlgrescentipes Pk 148
nigricans Fr 32 , 126
nitida Fr 163
obscura Rom 148
ochracea Fr 158
ochraleuca Fr 133-

ochraleucoides sp. nov 132
ochrophylla Pk 124,150,151
olivacea Fr 145
olivascens Fr 144
palustris Pk 157
pectinata Fr 137
pectinatoides Pk 137
psuedointegra A. & G 160
puellaris Fr

, 160
pulverulenta Pk 134
punctata Gill 130
purpurea Gill 143
purpurina Q. & 8 159
quelletii Fr 143
romeliii Malre 162
rosacea Fr 155
roseipes Sec.-Bres 163
rubra Fr 142
rugulosa Pk 152
rubescens Beards 149
sanguinea Fr 155
sardonla Fr 156
serlceo-nitens Kaufl 161
simillima Pk 158
sordida Pk 129
sororia Fr 138
sphagnophila Kauri 165
squalida Pk 145
subdepallens Pk 159
subfoetens Smith 137
subpunctata sp. nov 139
subsordida Pk 129
tenuiceps Kauff 156
uncialis Pk 160
variata Bann. & Pk 140
vesca Fr.-Bres 138
veternosa Fr 155
vinosa Lindb r 148
virescens Fr 131
vitellina Gill 167
xerampelina Fr 144

Russula, poisoning by 850

S.

Schizophyllum, genus 28,42
Schizophyllum commune Fr . '43
SHerotla, definition of

'

3"
Spawn," definition of 3

Species, arrangement of . 24
Spores, definition of 7
Sterigma, definition of 7
Stipe, definition of 4
Stropharia, genus ! 4, 29, 246
Stropharia, key to species 247



! N I i

Btropharia aeruginosa Fr
albonitens i i

b ittaraea i r

bllemellata l'k

caput 1 1 1« i

coprlnopblla v
coronllla Bres
cotonea l r

depliata I- r

eplmyn • PI VI

jobsontana l'k

melasperma H'r

loxa P i
'

Bcoblnaoeutn I r

Bemlglobal a i t

Btercorarla I t

umbo
ventricos

' '

Toxic principles of Amanitas
Tncholoma, genus . . .

Trlcholoma, fcej to spei
rrtcholoma acerbum Fr

acre Pk
albellum I'r

alblflavldum l'k

album I'r

aurantla Fr
boreale l r

l >r--\ Ipes I r

i'um I'r

certnum Fr
chiysenterolde
clnerascens Fr
columbetta i'r

conglobatum i'r

i orj phaeum 1 r

i|;u i jlae P
decorosui P

equest re 1 r

faJlax Pk
flavescens l'k

Havobrunneum I r

frun

fullgineum Pk
,, >.

fume
itluteum Pk

bosura Fr

Imhrlcattim Fr
Intel

lonii

Pk ygg
latic

leui

lori'

luguhre i

melaleiirum Fr

multlpui
I'r

noblle l'k

tlll'ln

I r

put l<
'

-

' -
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Page
Tricholoma rutllans Fr 6S9

saponaceum Fr * 699

scalpturatum Fr 696
sejunctum Fr 683
serratifollum Pk 680 , 692
silvaticum Pk 680
sordidum Fr 714
squarrulosum Bres 696
subacutum Pk 68 1

subluteum Pk 681
submaculatum Pk 682 , 768
sulphurascens Bres 701
sulphureum Pk 68 1

terreolens Pk 680
terreum Fr 696
terriferum Pk 685
transmutans Fr 687
tricolor Pk 694
tumldum Fr 710
unifactum Pk 703
ustale Fr 688
vaccinum Fr 693
varrigatum Fr 690 , 725
venenata Atk 690
vlrgatum Fr 681
viscosum Pk . . . .• 679

Tricholoma, poisoning by 846
Trogia, genus 28,41
Trogia alni Pk 42

crispa Fr 41
Tubaria genus , 29

U.

Universal veil, definition of 4

V.

Volva, definition of 4
Volvaria, genus 4 ,29,526
Volvaria, key to species .• 527
Volvaria bombycina Fr 527

glolocephala Fr 529
hypoplthvs Fr 531
loveiiana"Berk 32,726
murinella Quel 527 ,531
parvula Fr 532
pubescentipes Pk 530
pusilla Pers.-Fr 531

speciosa Fr 528
striatula Pk 527
umbonata Pk 530
volvacea Fr 527




